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TO

WILLIAM H. PRESCOTT, ESQ.,

THE HISTORIAN OF SPAIN, MEXICO, AND PERU.

1 MIGHT, perhaps, find some excuse for dedicating this work

to you, in the natural desire of connecting my own labors with

those which have won for you and for our country so much

renown. And even more in the friendship, which began so

long ago we cannot remember its beginning ; and in the long

years, that through chUdhood, youth, and manhood, have

brought us upon the confines of age, if not beyond them, has

never for a moment been broken.

But neither of these is my principal motive. That, I must

confess to be, a strong and irrepressible desire to speak of your

father ; to express, however imperfectly, my gratitude to him

;

and to execute, even in this slight degree, the purpose I have

long had, of putting on record my testimony to the excellence

of one who stood for many years at the head of his profession,

who was my master during my apprenticeship to the law, and

ever after my revered instructor and invaluable friend.

It was in 1815 that I entered his office as a student. I had

been accustomed aU my life to see him often, and hear him

often spoken of, for our families were intimate, and he was

among my father's most valued friends; and I had always

heard him mentioned with a kind and degree of respect that

(iii)
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seemed to be paid to him alone. I knew that he had held the

highest place in his profession for some years ; but the regard

and reverence generally accorded to him were more than any

mere professional success could win. When I entered his

office, he had already given up a large part of his business.

He did not go often into court; but I heard him in some

important cases, and was a constant observer of the relations

between him and his numerous clients. And it was not long

before I learned the grounds of his high social and professional

position.

In the first place, let me speak of his judgment and sagacity.

I cannot conceive of any person possessing, in greater per-

fection, that admirable thing we call good sense. I doubt

whether, in his long and active life, he ever made any one mis-

take of importance. Whoever employed him in any business,

soon saw that the wisest thing that could be done in his case,

and at every step of it, was always the very thing that was

done. Hence a confidence without limit was reposed in his

opinion ; and his advice was accepted and followed by all who

received it, as if it made further inquiry or consideration wholly

unnecessary.

The next quality I would mention, was a kindred and

connected one ; I mean his perfect truthfulness. It seemed

as if he could not deceive ; and if he had the faculty originally

he must have lost it by non user. It made no difference on

which side of a question. the party propounding it to him

stood ; for his answer was to the question, and not to the man.

Whether he dealt with a client, an adverse party, a witness,

the jury, or the court, he dealt with them all honestly. He

had, what I am sorry to call the rare quality, of loving truth so

well, that his view of it was not to be distorted or obstructed,

either by any interest or any feeling of his own or of those
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whom he represented, or by any disturbing influences of cir-

cumstances or position.

I speak last of his learning, although this was perhaps more

frequently remarked upon than his moral qualities, however

deeply they were felt. He had passed many years in laborious

and well-directed study; for he was led to this, both by his

sense of duty to his clients, and by his sagacity, which told him

that here he must find the means of sound judgment and use-

fulness and success ; and also by the love of his profession and

of the law as a science. For many years after he had with-

drawn from the profession, both as advocate and chamber-

counsel, he still continued his legal studies ; and often when I

have called upon him and stated some difficult question which

had occurred in my practice, he would— not for a fee— but in

his kindness to me, and his love of the law, enter upon the

investigation with the zeal of earlier days, and give me the

whole benefit of his vast knowledge and his unerring sagacity.

To these qualities I must add that of universal kindness and

unfailing courtesy. And certainly I have given good reasons

why he held so long the headship of a profession in which it is

not easy to climb to the high places, and very difficult to hold

them ; and also, why, outside of his profession and by society

at large, he was venerated during his long life as few men

among us have ever been. Let me add, that while he mani-

fested, wherever in the conduct of his affairs it was needed, the

firmness and fearlessness that he inhevited from a father who

stood like a tower of strengthen command of the American

forces at Bunker Hill, he was ever, and remarkably, unassum-

ing, retiring, and modest. It is difficult to believe that he could

not measure his own success, or that he did not know his high

position ; but no one ever heard a word or a tone from him

which indicated such knowledge.
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He was not eloquent, and never, to my knowledge, attempted

to be ; and yet he was a most successful advocate. It was his

purpose and endeavor to do for every client, and in every case,

all that could be done by learning, sense, industry, and honesty;

this he knew he could do, and did. And more than this he had

no desire to do.

Such was William Peescott. When he died in 1844, at

the age of 82, I had known him intimately for twenty-nine

years, and had known of him many more. And I never yet

heard a word spoken, and I never heard of a word spolcen, to

his disparagement or dispraise, during his long life or since its

close, by any person whomsoever ; not even have I heard the

" but " or " if" with which many indulge themselves in qualify-

ing and clouding the commendation they cannot but render.

He has left behind him no brilliant speeches to be remembered

and quoted ; no books in which the fruits of his learning and

wisdom were gathered and preserved ; and they who knew him

are passing away, and already his reputation is becoming tra-

ditional. And very glad shall I be, if, by this slight memorial,

I may, for a single moment, arrest the waves of time, in their

advancing flow over the sands in which are written his name,

and the names of many others of our best and greatest

THEOPHILUS PARSONS.
Cambridge, October, 1853.



PREFACE

TO THE FIFTH EDITION.

When preparing for this edition, I stated to my pub-

lishers that a large addition might be necessary, founded

upon recent English and American reports, that the

book might present accurately the law as it stands at

this time. They suggested to me, that it would be

better to make a third volume, the two volumes hav-

ing already become, by gradual increase, in successive

editions, quite as large as could be conveniently used.

I have followed tliis suggestion, not merely because it

permitted me to make the additions and illustrations

from recent cases more full than I could otherwise

have done ; but mainly, because it gave me the oppor-

tunity of enlarging the scope of the work, and em-

bracing all the objects I had originally intended to

includ . I have now added new chapters, upon Con-

tracts of Shipping, Marine Insurance, Fire Insurance

and Life Insurance, Liens, and the Stamp Acts. I

have inserted new sections, upon Sales to Arrive, upon

Bought and Sold Notes, and upon Trust Mortgages

;

and have greatly enlarged some other sections. The

book now covers, I believe, all contracts now in com-

(vii)
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mon use, and the principal remedies for a breach of

them.

The exceeding kindness of the profession towards

this book, from its first publication, makes it my duty

to use my utmost efforts to render it, so far as I can,

worthy of their reception. And I hope that, by pur-

suing, in the preparation of the new matter, my orig-

inal plan of putting in the text all the principles and

rules of law, and in the notes authority for and illus-

tration of all that I say in the text, it may be found

useful to the student, and may enable either him or

the practitioner to make a thorough investigation of

any especial question.

I have hitherto paged the successive editions with

reference to the paging of the first, by means of stars

and letters. But , the additions have already been so

large as to make this paging very cumbersome ; and

as the new matter is not in a volume by itself, but is

inserted among the original matter in the places which

the arrangement of topics required ; and the original

order is itself somewhat changed ; I am compelled to

page this edition anew, and to make a similar change

in the references by which the notes are connected

with the text.

I am unwilling to close this preface without again

acknowledging, sincerely and gratefully, that reception

by the profession which has exhausted in twelve years

four large editions.

THEOPHILUS PAESONS.
Cambridge, 1864.



PREFACE

TO THE FOUETH EDITION.

In preparing this fourth edition I have earnestly en-

deavored to make my work more worthy of the singular

favor which has already exhausted three large editions.

The third edition contained two new chapters. The

fourth has two more chapters, and many new sections,

and new paragraphs in almost every chapter ; and more

than two thousand new cases are cited. I have profited

by the friendly criticisms of the press— and have met

with none which were not friendly— and by whatever

advice or suggestion could help me. The indexes of

both volumes have been enlarged, and put together as

one index at the close of the second volume, in the

belief that this would facilitate the use of the book.

For a similar reason, the cases cited in either or both

volumes have been arranged in one list and prefixed

to the first volume. The whole work has been, in fact,

rewritten ; no pains have been spared to insure a full

and accurate presentment of the law as it is at this
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moment, in all things which relate to the foundation,

the construction, or the execution of contracts, of every

kind. I oflfer it to the profession as, substantially, a

new work; with the most sincere acknowledgment of

the extreme kindness with which the former editions

have been received.

T. p.

Cambbidgb, May, 1860.



PREFACE

TO THE FIRST EDITION.

The title of the thirtieth chapter of the Second Book

of Blackstone's Commentaries is, " Of title by gift, grant,

and contract ; " and in no other chapter does he treat of

the law of contracts under that name. Since the publi-

cation of that work, many treatises on this subject have

been published in England and in this country ; some of

them are large volumes, and the latest are the largest.

But I have thought that a work of still wider extent,—
that is, embracing some topics not usually presented in

these treatises, and exhibiting the principles of law upon

many subjects more fully,— would be useful to the stu-

dent and the practitioner. There is, perhaps, no definite

standard by which we may determine what, and how

much, a work on this branch of the law should contain.

The law of contracts may be said to include, directly or

indirectly, almost all the law administered in our courts.

But the line must be drawn somewhere ; and I hope

it will be found that I have not wandered too far from

the proper limits of my subject, in my desire to present

it fully, and to give to all its principles the light they

reflect upon each other.
(xi)
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This work is larger than any of its predecessors ; but,

for finding room in the text for all I wished to say in it,

I have relied mainly on a peculiarity in its plan,— that

is, on the rigorous exclusion from the text of all cases.

I have endeavored to state in the text the principles

and rules of the law, as accurately, as compactly, and

as logically as I could; and in the notes, and there

oi^ly, I have given my authorities. Such was my rule

;

and the exceptions to it are few ; and my reason for it,

in addition to the saving' of space, was this: ]f the text

of any book is composed, in any considerable degree, of

selected cases, whoever uses the book (whether in learn-

ing or in practising the law), will naturally suppose that

these cases contain the prevailing, if not the whole, au-

thority on that topic, for they are selected and pre-

sented for that very purpose ; but, if he relies upon

them, he may be afterwards surprised by the exhibition

of other cases, equally authoritative, but leading to

opposite conclusions. These also may have been re-

ferred to by name in the notes, and even the word

" contra " affixed to them, but perhaps they are not

within the reader's reach, or he has not time to ex-

amine them; and, at all events, nothing which is said

of them in a foot-note, would place them on an equality

with their favored opponents. Undoubtedly, a text-writer

upon any Ijranch of the law has strong inducements to

make up his book by quotation from authorities. Not

merely because it fills a page and disposes of a topic

with little labor, but because, on all obscure and con-

troverted questions, it is easy, by ample quotation, to
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seem to state the law, and yet avoid both the toil of

investigation, and the responsibility of the decision.

I have endeavored to state in the text what I think to

be the law ; and in the notes I have endeavored to enable

the reader to judge for himself whether I am right. Cases

which are only direct authorities for the statements in the

text are generally referred to only by name and place.

If they illustrate these statements, still more if they

modify them, or contradict them, they are given by quo-

tation, or abstract, at greater or less length, as their

respective importance seemed to demand. Indeed, I have

wished to enable the reader to investigate a question as

he would do it in a complete library, so far as a single

work of moderate size could accomplish this. The Ee-

ports are now so numerous that few persons endeavor to

possess them all; and it was thought that this circum-

stance would give additional value and utility to a full

exhibition of authorities. At this School, we have, I be-

lieve, a more complete collection than exists elsewhere of

law-books in the English language ; for in England, they

have not, as far as I know, full collections of American

law, and nowhere else in this country is it attempted, as

I suppose, to make the series, both of English and Ameri-

can text-books and reports, absolutely perfect; this we

aim at, and, with few exceptions, accomplish. And only

where I could use such a library should I have endeav-

ored to give all the parts of so wide a subject as the

law of Contracts this fulness of annotation.

Nor would it have been possible for me to have per-

formed alone aU the labor necessary for this purpose

;
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and in the preparation of these notes I have been very

greatly indebted to Mr. E. H. Bennett, one of the able

editors of the very valuable reprint of English Law and

Equity Eeports, to .Mr. A. W. Machen, formerly, and to

Mr. C. C. Langdell, now, Librarian of our Law School, and

to Mr. E. L. Pierce and other gentlemen connected with

it as students. Few things are more vexatious than to

search for an authority referred to as pertinent to a ques-

tion under investigation, and either fail of finding it, or

discover that it is wholly irrelevant. I believe I may say,

that all that labor and care could do to prevent this has

been done. More than six thousand cases are referred to

in this volume ; but from the beginning to the end of the

book no case is cited because cited elsewhere, none merely

on the authority of an index or digest, or of a marginal

or head note, none without actual investigation of the

case in its whole extent, and none without a subsequent

and independent verification of the citation. But no care

nor labor can wholly avoid mistakes ; and as the plan of

this work is somewhat novel, and it embraces a great

variety of topics, and presents questions which it is not

only difficult, but at present impossible, to settle on

authority, I dare only to hope that the errors of the work

will not be found so numerous or so grave as to impair

materially its utility. And if other editions are called

for, great care will be taken to profit by all the defects

discovered, and all the emendations suggested.
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TO THE SECOND EDITION OE THE SECOND VOLUME OE THE

LAW OiP CONTKACTS.

Theee are sundry additions to this volume, two of

which are of sufficient magnitude to be noticed par-

ticularly. One of these is a chapter on the Law of

Bankruptcy and Insolvency. The other is a chapter

on Eemedy in Equity, or Specific Performance.

In originally preparing this work, the subject of Insol-

vency was frequently suggested. In the first volume,

under the head of Parties, some consideration is given to

insolvents and bankrupts ; and in other places, in both

volumes, other references to them occur. But the law

on this subject was not presented with any fulness, in

part from the fact that this had not been done in any pre-

ceding work on the Law of Contracts ; but much more

from believing that the statutes of insolvency in the

several States, upon which the law of insolvency in this

country must depend, were so diverse, that no general

statement of this law could be made which would be of

any general utility. But a further examination has con-

vinced me that it is not altogether so. The diversities

ixv)
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between our statutes are much more in form than in

substance. On many points, and those the most material,

they do, for the most part, harmonize. And in deciding

the questions which arise under these statutes, all the

courts make much use of the long series of adjudications

which in England, and in this country also, although

here during a shorter period and in a less number, have

settled the principles applicable to a great variety of

questions which belong, and always must belong, to

every rational law of bankruptcy. In the chapter on

this subject which I have added to this edition, I have

endeavored to exhibit and to illustrate all these princi-

ples, without pausing much upon the particular details

which fall within exact statutory provisions, and may

be regarded rather as local than general law.

In regard to the other chapter, that on Remedy in

Equity, or Specific Performance, I had much more diffi-

culty. It is an altogether new thing to include a topic

of this kind among those which belong to the common-

law jurisdiction. And there are other modes and means

of equity relief, which might seem to be almost as well

entitled to a place in a work on the Law of Contracts as

this. But I was led to the conclusion that such a chapter

was needed, and almost as much needed as a chapter on

Damages (which is practically the only remedy for breach

of contract at common law), by considerations which

cover almost the whole ground of the relation of Equity

to Law in this country.

It is very difficult for a lawyer trained by the study of
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the books, and accustomed to the processes and practice

now in use, to avoid the conclusion, or at least the ha-

bitual opinion, that equity jurisprudence and law juris-

prudence are divided by an actual difference, and by an

hiatus which cannot be filled. But an examination of

the history of this difierence on the one hand, and of its

actual condition on the other, will show us that it is

wholly artificial, and, if we may ever use the word, acci-

dental. We derive our system of law from England,

including therein all our arrangements of courts and all

their jurisprudence. Practically, this is an excellent

system, working out as good results, probably, as were

ever reached in any country in the world. But the

question still exists, whether the present system has not

faults which may be corrected, and wants which may be

supplied ; in other words, whether, good as it certainly

is, it may not be made better.

In England there are four quite distinct and almost

independent jurisdictions. Equity, Law, Admiralty, and

the Consistory Courts which are governed substantially

by the canon law. As we have not and never could

have had Ecclesiastical courts in this country, the business

transacted in these courts in England is here divided

among other courts. That part which relates to the

probate of wills and settlement of estates is given to

special Courts of Probate, with appeal either to the Su-

preme Court of Equity or to that of Law ; and so miich

as relates to marriage and divorce has passed over to the

courts of equity or law. But the other three remain

VOL. I. B
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distinct in this country for many purposes, although less

so than in England.

There, as is well known, the system of Admiralty was

curtailed and oppressed until more than half of its proper

efficiency and utility was lost. Here the difficult question

arose some years since, whether Admiralty should be held

to mean in America ^yhat it meant in England when

most useful, and still means out of England, or only what

it meant there after other courts had succeeded in sup-

pressing the larger half of it. Fortunately, the wise

efforts of a few strong men decided this question aright,

although against violent and stubborn opposition. And

we have now an Admiralty which has vindicated its own

claims to respect and support most successfully.

The Supreme Equity Court of England stands there

almost entirely separated from, and, under some aspects,

antagonistic to the courts of law. In a few of our States,

equally distinct courts were established, and in some of

them these courts remain to this day, on almost _the same

footing as in England. In other States, the legislatures

have intrusted to the highest common-law courts what-

ever equity process could, in their judgment, be safely

and usefully exercised by any courts.

In many of our States these powers are much circum-

scribed, and have been given slowly and reluctantly. It

was supposed that Equity differed from Law in being

arbitrary, and deciding questions, not literally by "the

length of the Chancellor's foot," as has been said, but

by the view which he might take, on the whole, of the
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merits of each case. And when legislators were told

that equity is not more arbitrary than law, and is admin-

istered according to certain definite and established rules,

which it applies with the same caution and accuracy

with which common-law courts apply their rules, then

legislators do not comprehend why these rules should

•be called equitable in distinction from legal.

And the truth is, there is no reason whatever for t.

If justice can be done in any case according to law, law

should do it. If it cannot be done without violation of

law, it should not be done. It is quite unreasonable to

maintain in this country, and in this age, a system which

had no other origin than the necessity that arose from

the jealousies of independent courts centuries ago, in

another land and under a different policy. Common law,

long since, adopted the principal rules of equity in rela-

tion to mortgages and to bonds. Partially it has adopted

them as to assignments of choses in action, contribution,

and a variety of other topics. And there is no reason

whatever why it may not adopt and exercise fully and

frankly, all the principles and all the powers of equity.

The law merchant has been so adopted, and the law of

negotiable paper is almost as much opposed to the prin-

ciples of common law, as equity law generally.

The absence of a jury in equity proceedings causes

much of the jealoiisy and fear with which they have

been and still are regarded. This it would be easy to

remedy. The same objection was felt against the en-

largement of the Admiralty jurisdiction. And in the
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United States Statute of 1845 (drafted by Judge Story),

for extending the Admiralty jurisdiction to the great

lakes and the navigable waters connecting the same, a

provision was introduced, that any question of fact

should be determined by a jury whenever either party

wished it. This Statute has been declared, to some

extent, unnecessary, by the Supreme Court of the

liiiited States, on the ground that the Admiralty jurisdic-

tion, ex vi termini, extended in this country over all our

navigable waters, whether fresh or salt. But the clause

respecting a jury remains in force.

The great change we suggest cannot be made by

courts alone. They must have statute authority for it.

But, with the clause above intimated for a jury, we know

not why every court of common law may not be permit-

ted to possess, without mischief or inconvenience, all the

powers possessed now by Courts of Equity, and have and

use all their useful machinery and all their processes.

We mean, however, to include only those powers and

principles which belong properly to Courts of Equity.

So far as these courts are arbitrary, or neglect or violate

the rules which rightfully apply to the cases which come

before them, they justify the unwillingness of many per-

sons, in and out of the profession, to confer or to enlarge

equity powers. And in the exposition we offer of one of

the most important branches of equity jurisprudence, we

are compelled to refer to instances, in which the cases

exhibit a fluctuation and uncertainty incompatible with

any just idea of law of any kind. There are, indeed,
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instances which can hardly fail to suggest to the reader,

that courts of equity must have sometimes forgotten

their own maxim, that equity should follow law ; and

have supposed that it was their function, not to com-

plete the law and do what it intended but failed to

accomplish, but the very thing it forbade.

This is one of the mischiefs which spring from that

very distinction, or rather division between • law and

equity, which it tends to perpetuate. The true remedy,

we think, is to follow out the present tendency to a

complete union of law and equity. In the great State of

New York, this experiment is tried on a larger scale,

and with more completeness than elsewhere. And while

all acknowledge great benefits resulting from it, we have

never heard that experience has developed any objec-

tion, or ill result, sufficient to prevent the hope that this

new system will be— always with due precaution and

sufficient delay— and all necessary improvement —
carried out fully there, and universally adopted else-

where.
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THE LAW OF CONTRACTS.

PRELIMINARY CHAPTER.

SECTION I.

OF THE EXTENT AND SCOPE OF THE LAW OF OONTBACTS.

The Law of Contracts, in its widest extent, may be regarded

as including nearly aU the law which regulates the relations of

human life. Indeed, it may be looked upon as the basis of

human society. All social life presumes it, and rests upon it

;

for out of contracts, express or implied, declared or understood,

grow all rights, all duties, all obligations, and all law. Almost

the whole procedure of human life implies, or, rather, is, the

continual fulfilment of contracts.

Even those duties, or those acts of kindness and affection,

which may seem most remote from contract or compulsion of

any kind, are nevertheless within the scope of the obligation of

contracts. The parental love which provides for the infant

when, in the beginning of its life, it can do nothing for itself,

nor care for itself, would seem to be so pure an offering of

affection, that the idea of a contract could in no way belong to

it. But even here, although these duties are generally dis-

charged from a feeling which borrows no strength from a sense

of obligation, there is still such an obHgation. It is implied by

the cares of the past, which have perpetuated society from gen-

eration to generation ; by that absolute necessity which makes
(3)
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the performance of these duties the condition of the preserva-

tion of human life; and by the implied obligation on the part

of the unconscious objects of this care, that when, by its

means, they shaU have grown into strength, and age has

brought weakness upon those to whom they are thus indebted,

they will acknovv'ledge and repay the debt. Indeed, the law

recognizes and enforces this obligation, to a certain degree, on

both sides, as will be shown hereafter.

It -^^ould be easy to go further, and show that in all the rela-

tions of social life, its good order and prosperity depend upon

the due fulfilment of the couti-acts which bind aU to all. Some-

times these contracts are deliberately expressed with all the

precision of law, and are armed with all its sanctions. More

frequently they are, though stiU expressed, simpler in form and

more general in language, and leave more to the intelligence,

the jtistice, and honesty of the parties. Far more frequently

they are not expressed at all; and for their definition and ex-

tent we must look to the common principles which all are sup-

posed to understand and acknowledge. In this sense, contract

is coordinate and commensurate with duty ; and it is a famiUar

principle of the law, of which we shall have much to say here-

after, and which has a wide, though far from a universal appli-

cation, that whatsoever it is certain that a man ought to do, that

the law supposes him to have promised to do. " Implied con-

tracts," says Blackstone (vol. ii. p. 443), " are such as reason

and justice dictate, and which, therefore, the law presumes

that every man undertakes to perform." These contracts form

the web and woof of actual life. If they were wholly disre-

garded, the movement of society would be arrested. And in so

far as they are disregarded, that movement is impeded or dis-

ordered.

If nil contracts, express or implied, were carried into fuU

effect, the law would have no office but that of instructor or

adviser. It is because they are not all carried into effect, and

it is that they may be earned into effect, that the law exercises

a compulsory power.

Hence is the necessity of law ; and the well-being of society

depends upon, and may be measured by, the' degree in which
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the law construes and interprets all contracts wisely ; elimi-

nates from them whatever is of fraud, or eiTor, or othenvise

VATongful ; and carries them out into their full and proper

effect and execution. These, then, are the results which the law

seeks. And it seeks these results by means of principles ; that

is, by means of truths, ascertained, defined, and so expressed

as to be practical and operative. There are many of the rules

of law which do not come within this definition of principles.

They are formal or technical ; but they are in force because

they are believed to be subsidiary to, and needed or useful for

the comprehension, application, and enforcement of principles

;

and these formal rules derive their whole power and value from

the principles which they explain or enforce and perpetuate.

It is said that the law seeks these results by means of prin-

ciples ; and these again, in their most general form, may be

said to be, first, those rules of construction and interpretation

which have for their object to find in a contract a meaning

which is honest, sensible, and just, without doing violence to

the expressions of the parties, or making a new contract for

them ; and, secondly, those which discharge from a contract

whatever would bring upon it the fatal taint of fraud, or is

founded upon error or accident, or would worlv an injury.

And if these elements of wrong are so far vital to any contract,

that when they are removed it perishes, then the law annuls or

refuses to enforce that contract, unless a still greater mischief

would thereby be done.

Subsidiary to these are the rules and processes of the law,

by means whereof a contract, which in itself is good, and has

been properly construed, and is free from all removable ele-

ments of wrong, is enforced, or carried into execution.
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SECTION II.

DEFINITION OF CONTRACTS.

A contract, in legal contemplation, is an agreement between

two or more parties, for the doing or the not doing of some

particular thing, (a)

It has been said that the word agreement is derived from the

phrase " aggregaiio mentiumr (b) This is at least doubtful, and

was probably suggested by the wish to illustrate that principle

of the law of contracts which makes an agreement of the minds

of the parties or the consent and harmony of their intentions,

essential. We shall presently see that they must propose and

mean the same thing, and in the same sense.

The word " contract " is of comparatively recent use, as

a law term. Formerly, courts and lawyers spoke only of

" obligations," (c)— meaning thereby " bonds," in which the

word " oblige " is commonly used as one of the technical and

formal terms,— "covenants," and "agreements," which last

word was used as we now use the word " contract." The

word "promise" is often used in instruments, and sometimes

in legal proceedings. " Agreement " is seldom applied to

specialties ; " contract " is generally confined to simple con-

tracts ; and " promise " refers to the engagement of a party

(a) "A contract is an agreement in whicli is a drawing together, so as in con-

wliich a party undertakes to do, or not to tr;icts every tiling which is requisite ought
do, a particular thing." Marshall, C. J., to concur and meet together; namely,
Sturges V. Crowninshield, 4 Wheat. 197. the consideration, of the one side, and—"A contract is an agreement, upon the sale or the promise on the other side,

sufficient consideration, to do or not But to maintain an action upon an as-

to do a particular thing." 2 Bl. Com. sumpsit, the same is not requisite, for it

446.— In Sidenham and Worlington's is sufficient if there be a moving cause, or

case, 2 Leon. 224, 225, which was an as- consideration precedent, for which cause
sumpsit, founded upon an executed con- or consideration the promise was made."
Bideration, Periam, J., conceived that the .

-^ See also the able article on the dcfini-

action did well lie, and he said there was tion and division of contracts, 20 Am.
a great difference between ctm(rac(s and Jur. 1.

that case: "For in contracts upon sale, [b) Per Pollard, Serjeant, arguendo in

the consideration and the promise, and Eeniger v. Fogossa, Plowd. 17.

the sale, ought to meet togotlier, for n (c) See the Abridgments of Brooke,
contract is derived from con and trahere, RoUe, Bacon, &c.
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without reference to the reasons or considerations for it, or the

duties of other parties.

In the above definition of a contract, no mention is made of

the consideration. The Statute of Frauds requires, in many-

cases, and for many purposes, that the " agreement " shall be

in writing, and some note or memorandum thereof be signed by

the party sought to be charged. Under this provision, it has

been much controverted whether the word " agreement " so far

implies a " consideration," that this also must be in writing.

This question will be considered in a subsequent part of this

work, {d) We have not included the consideration in the defi-

nition of the contract, because we do not regard it as, of itself,

an essential part thereof. But for practical purposes it is made

so by some important and very influential rules, and we shall

treat of the consideration as one of the elements of a legal

contract.

SECTION III.

CLASSIFICATION OF CONTRACTS.

The most general division of contracts is into contracts by

speciality, and simple contracts.

Contracts by specialty are those which are reduced to writing

and attested by a seal— or, to use the common phrase, contracts

under seal ; and contracts of record. These last are judgments,

recognizances, and statutes staple. But the term " contracts by

specialty " is sometimes confined to contracts under seal.

Simple contracts are all those which are not contracts by

specialty. It is not accurate in point of language to distinguish

between verbal contracts and written contracts ; for whether the

words are written or spoken, the contracts are equally verbal,

or expressed in words. Nor is it accurate in point of law to

(rf) Vol. II. 295-7. And see Wain v. 5 Cranch, 142; Packard v. Eichardson,

Warlters, 5 East, 16 ; Saunders v. Wake- 17 Mass. 122 ; Sage v. Wilcox, 6 Conn

field, 4 B. & Aid. 595 ; Violett v. Patton, 81.
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distinguish between written and parol contracts, (e) For whethei

they be written or only spoken, they are, in law, if not sealed,

equally and only parol contracts. For some purposes, and

esiDecially by the requirements of the Statute of Frauds, the evi-

dence of the contract must be in writing ; and when it is in

Avriting, some peculiar rules of law apply to it. (/) But it is a

mistake to rest upon this a legal distinction between written

and oral contracts ; and from this mistake some confusion has

arisen, (g-)

The essentials of a legal conlTact, of which we shall now pro-

ceed to treat, are, first, the Parties, for we cannot conceive of a

contract which has no parties ; secondly, the Consideration, for

this is, in legal contemplation, the cause of the contract ; thirdly,

the Assent of the Parties, without which there is in law no con-

tract ; and, fourthly, the Subject-Matter of the Contract, or what

the parties to it propose as its effect.

(e) " The law makes no distinction in by a hifrhcr sort. In this sense it is un-

contracts, except between contracts which questionably tnie, as Lord Elleiiborough

arc, and contracts which arc not, under said in Hoare v. Graham, 3 Camp. 57,

seal. I recollect one of the most learned that to incorporate with a written contract

judges who ever sat upon this or any other an incongruous parol condition, is contrary

bench, being very angry when a distinction to first principles.

was attempted to be taken between parol (9) Wilmoi, J., Pillans 0. Van Mierop,

and written contracts, and saying, ' They 3 BuiT. 1670-1, and Parker, J,, Staclt-

are all parol, unless under seal.' " Lord pole v. Arnold, il Mass. 27, 30, recognize

Abinger, C. B., in Beckham v. Drake, 9 three classes of contracts, but are not sus-

M. & W. 92. tained by the authorities. See Eann v.

(/) And independently of the statute, Hughes, 7 T. E. 350, n. ; Thacher v.

a familiar rale of judicial procedure for- Dinsniorc, 5 Mass. 299, 301 ; Cook v.

bids the contradiction, by one sort of cvi- Bradley, 7 Conn. 57 ; IJnion Turnpike
dence, of a state of things declared to exist Co. v. Jenkins, 1 Gaines, 386.



BOOK I.

OF PAETIES TO A CONTEACT.

CHAPTER L

CLASSIFICATION OF PAETIES.

Parties may act independently and severally, or jointly, or

jointly and severally.

They may act as representative of others, as

Agents,

Factors or Brokers,

Servants,

Attorneys,

Trustees,

Executors or Administrators,

Guardians.

They may act in a collective capacity, as

Corporations,

Joint-Stock Companies,

Partnerships.

They may be New Parties,

Ey Novation,

"By Assignment,

By Indorsement.

They may be Parties disabled in whole or in part, as

infants.

Married Women,
Bankrupts or Insolvents,
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Non Compotes Mentis,

Drunkards,

Spendthrifts,

Seamen,

Aliens,

Slaves,

Outlaws,

Attainted,

Excommunicated.

These subjects we will proceed to consider separately.
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CHAPTER IL

OF JOINT PARTIES.

Sec. I.— Whether Parties are Joint or Several.

Wheeeveb an obligation is undertaken by two or more, oi

a right given to two or more, it is the general presumption

of law that it is a joint obligation or right. Words of express

joinder are not necessary for this purpose; but, on the other

hand, there should be words of severance, in order to produce

a several responsibility or a several right, (a)

Whether the liability incurred is joint, or several, or such

that it is either joint or several at the election of the other

contracting party, depends (the rule above stated being kept in

view) upon the terms of the contract, if they are express ; and

where they are not express, upon the intention of the parties as

gathered from all the circumstances of the case, {b) It may

(a) Hill V. Tucker, 1 Taunt. 7 ; Hat-
sail V. Griffith, 4 Tyr. 487 ; King y.

Hoare, 13 M. & W. 499, per Parke, B.

;

English V. Blundell, 8 C. & P. 332;
Yorks V. Peck, 14 Barb. 644. — With re-

spect to instruments under seal, it is said

in Shep. Touch. 375 :
" If two, throe,

or more bind themselves in an obligation,

thus, Migamus nos, and say no more, the

obligation is, and shall be taken to be,

joint only, and not several." And see

Ehle V. Purdy, 6 Wend. 629. — If an

instrument, worded in the singular, is ex-

ecuted by several, the obligation is a joint

and several one ; and those who thus exe-

cute it may be sued either separately or

together. Hemmenway v. Stone, 7 Mass.

58 ; Van Alstyne v. Van Slyck, 10 Barb.

383 ; Powell, J., Sayer v. Chaytor, 1

Lutw. 695, 697 ; Marsh v. Ward, Peake,

Cas. 130; Clerk v. Blackstock, Holt,

474 ; and see Hall v. Smith, 1 B. & C.

407. Bat in Slater v. Magraw, 12 G. &
J. 265, where (on the sale of a negro)

the form of the covenant was, " I do here-

by obligate to give the said William Slater

a good title for said boy when called on.

W. M. F. Magraw (seal). Security

:

George H. Dutton (seal)," — a demuncr
to a count declaring on this as a joint and
several covenant, was sustained, and tliu

court held, that the covenant to convey tlio

title was the covenant of Magraw alone
,

that the covenant of Dutton was a sever li

covenant as surety that Magraw AvoukI

make the title when called on for that pur-

pose ; and that therefore an action on the

covenant to convey could not be main-
tained against them jointly. See also, De
Eidder v. Schermerhorn, 10 Barb. 638

;

Allen V. Fosgate, 11 How. Pr. 218.

(6) Wilde, J., in Peckham ;;. North
Parish in Haverhill, 16 Pick. 274, 283.

In the following cases the liability was
held to h& joint:—Wigmore and Weils'
case, 3 Leon. 206 ; Wightman v. Oliait-

man, Gould. 83; Anonymous, Moore,
260; Coleman?;. Sherwin, 1 Salk. 137, 1

Show. 79; Byers v. Dobey, 1 H. Bl.

236 ; Exall v. Partridge, 8 T. R. 308

;

Wathen v. Sandys, 2 Camp. 640 ; Forster

V. Taylor, 3 id. 49 ; Eaden v. Titchmarsh,
1 A. & E. 691 ; London Gas Light Co
V. Nicholls, 2 C. & P. 365; Phillips o
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be doubted, however, whether any thing less than express words

can raise a liability which shall be at once a joint and a several

liabihty.

Where the obligation is joint and several, an ancient and

familiar rule of law forbids it to be treated as several as to

some of the obligors, and joint as to the rest. The obligee

has the right of choice between the two methods of proceeding

;

but he must resort to one or the other exclusively, and cannot

combine both ; that is, he must proceed either severally against

each, or jointly against all. (c)

Bonsiill, 2 Biiin. 138, In the following

ca^cs the liability was held to be sev-

eral:— .i9 H. 6, 9, pi. 1 5 ; Bio, Abr, Cuve-
nant, pi. 27 ; 9. 0. Vincr Abr. Covenant
(M.a,), pi. 1,2; s. u. Mathewson's ease,

5 Rep. 22 ; Brown n. Doyle, 3 Camp.
51, n. ; Gibson v. Lupton, 9 Bing.

303 ; Collins v. Prosser, 1 B. & C. 082
;

Hudsiin V Kohinson, i ^il. & Sri. 475;
Smith V. Pocklington, 1 Cr. & J. 44.i

;

Fell V. Goslin, 11 E. L. & E. .5,5+
;
Harris

V. Campbell, 4 Dana, 586 ; M'Crcady v.

Ereeillv, 3 Rawle, 251 ; Ernst v. Bartle,

1 Jolm"s. Ca~, 319; Lud'ow v. MrCrea, 1

Wend. 228; Howe y. Handley, 25 Me.
110. In the following cases the liability

wa.'^ held to be joint and sn-cral :— Con-
stable V. Clobery, Pop. 161 ; Burden v.

FriTi'irt, i Sid. 189 ; Hankinson v. San-
dilaus, Cro. J. 322; Linn v. Crossing,
•> Kol. Abr. 148, Obligation (G) ; Lilly v.

Hoducs, 1 Stra. 553, 8 Mod. 166; Rob-
inson V. Walker, 1 Salk. 393, 7 Mud. 153.

The words there were, cunvcniunf pro .s-e et

qnoiihiit eorinii. But HoU, C. J., di^.-eIltiMg

from the majority, thought tins niii;ht be

considered johit by reason of the word
of agreement (conveniunt), being in the

plural, and not being re[ie:ited in the sin-

gular, so as to express a distinct several

promise. Bolton v. Lee, 2 Lrv. 56

;

Sower V. Bradlickl, Cro. E. 42:^^; May v.

Woodw.ard, Freem. 248; Enys v. lion-

nilhorne, 2 Burr. 1190; ilansell ;,. Bur.
ri'dge, 7 T. K. 352; Bangor Bank u.

Treat, 6 Grcenl. 207.

(c) -Streatfield v. Halliday, 3 T. R.
lAi

; Cabell ii. V.aughan, 1 Wms. Saund.
291, f, n. 4; Bangor Bank v. Treat, 6
Greenl. 207. In the case of 3. joint and
sercial debt, judgment (without satisfac-

tion) recovered against one of the debtors,

is no bar to an action against another.

Per Pojj/iam, C. J., Brown u. Wootton,

Cro. .1. 74, cited by Parke, B,, in King v.

Hoare, 13 M, & W. 504. — But a judg-

ment, tlioiigh unsatisfied, recovered against

one of two joint debtors, is a bar to an
action against the other, or to an action

against both. 3 Kent's Com. 30 ; Ward
V. Johnson, 13 Mass. 148 ; King v. Hoare,

13 M. & W. 494.— In Robertson v. Smith,

18 Johns. 4S4, which was the case of a

solvent dormant partner, discovered after

judgment obtained a'^ainst the insolvent

ostensible partner, Sprnrer, J., while hold-

ing the plaiuiitf's action to be barred,

siii;uc<tc.i that the court, on application,

mi^lit be induced to vacate the former
jud-ment. — But Collins v. Lemasters, 1

Bail. 345 ; Treasm-ers !•. Bates, 2 Bail.

362, and Shcehy i\ Mandeville, 6 Cranch,

253, are contra. In King v. Ho.ire, 13

M. & W. 494, Sbrehy v. Mandeville was
cited, but Parke, B., giving the judgment
of the court, oliserved : "During the ar-

gument, a decision of the Chief Ju.--tii-e

iliirsliiili, in the Supreme Court of the

United States, was cited as being contrary

to the conclusion this court has come to;

the case is that of Shcehy v. Mandeville,

\^'c need not say we have the greatest

re.^pect for every decision of that eminent
judge ; but the reasoning attributed to

him by that report is not satisfactory to

us ; and we have since been furnished

with a report of a subsequent ease, in

which that authority was cited and con-

sidered, and in which tile Supreme Judi-

cial Court of Massachusetts decided that,

in an action against two on a joint

note, a judgment against one was a bar.

Ward V. Johnson, 13 Tyng, 148."—
Where one contracts in writing with three

persons to give a bill of sale of two thirds

of a vessel to two of them, and of one

third to the other, and, in pursuance o<

the contract, does convey two thirds ; this
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The question whether the eight under a contract is joint
or otherwise, enters more intimately into the nature of the con-
tract, and therefore is of more importance ; and it is at the
same time of greater difficulty.

As a contract with several persons, for the payment to them
of a sum of money, is a joint contract with all, and all the
payees have therein a joint interest, so that no one can sue
alone for his proportion; so, the designating of the share of
each will not create such a severance of interest as to sustain a
several action

; but all must join in an action for the whole, {d)

But if the contract contains distinct grants, or promises of dis-

tinct sums to distinct payees, they would then have several

interests, and certainly may, perhaps must, bring separate

actions, (e)

"Where there are three or more obligees or promisees, the con-

tract, if treated as joint by any, must be treated as joint by all.

In no case can two sue together, leaving the other to seek his

remedy upon the same contract, by himself. (/)
If a contract which is expressly, and in its very terms, joint

and several, be made with divers persons, but for the payment

is not a severance of the cause of action, 10 B. & C. 410. See also, Ford v.

and a suit may be maintained for the Bronaugli, 11 B. Mon. 14.

price against the wliole. Marshall u. (/) Contra, Bro. Abr. Covenant, 49.

Smith, 15 Me. 17. A man covenanted with twenty, and with
[d) Lane v. Drinkwater, 5 Tyr. 40, 1 C. each of them, to make certain sea-banks

;

M. & R. 599 ; Byrne v. Fitzhugh, 5 Tyr. and by hi.s not doing it the land of two
54, 1 C. M. & R. 613. was overflowed to their injury. Held by

(e) The master of a vessel covenanted the court, that these two could have their

with the several part-owners and their action of covenant without the others.

several and respective executors, adminis- " Quare," aAAs Brooke, "for it seems that

trators, and assigns, to pay certain moneys each should bring an action Lit himself"
to them and to their several and respective The criticism of Brooke is undoubtedly
executors, &c., at a certain banker's, and well founded. It may be questioned,

in mch parts and proportions as were set moreover, whether this case is authority

against their respective names. Upon even to give such a covenant the legitimate

this covenant an action was brought by attributes of a S(=i,-«'o/ covenant. The case

the covenantees jointly. Held, on de- was cited in Slingsby's case (according

murrer to the declaration, that the cove- to the report of the latter in 2 Leon. 47).

nant was several, because otherwise no There, A, B, and C, being parties rcspec-

etfcct would be given to the words " sev- tively to an indenture tripartite, whei-ein

eral and respective executors," &c., and A covenanted with B and C, tt quolibet

because the money was to be paid to the eormn, that the land which he had con-

banker, not as an entire sum for him to veyed to B was discharged of all incum-

make distributions, but in several propor- brances, B brouglit a several action of

tions to the separate account of each part- covenant ; and the conrt held, notwith-

owner, thus making the interest of the standing the case from Brooke, that C
covenantees several. Servante v. James, ought to have been joined.
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of a sum or the accruing of some other benefit to one of them

only, all must join in a suit upon that contract
; (g) because but

one thing is to be done, and all have a legal interest in the per-

formance of that thing, although but one party has a beneficial

interest. So if there be in one instrument a covenant with A,

and another separate and distinct covenant with B, and both

are for the payment of a sum of money to A, A cannot sue

alone for this sum, but B must join, because otherwise the payer

might be subjected to suits by both parties. (A) In general, all

contracts, whether express, or implied and resulting from the

operation or construction of law, are joint, where the interest

in them of the parties for whose benefit they are created, is

joint, and separate where that interest is separate. But the in-

terest which is thus important as a criterion, is an interest in

the contract, and not in any sum of money, or other benefit, to

be received from it. It is a strictly legal and technical interest

created by the contract, and does not depend upon the con-

dition or state of the parties aside from the contract, (i)

A covenant which is single in its nature, or, which is for one

and the same cause, and so, in strict propriety, may be called

one covenant and not a cluster of covenants, can never be joint

and several in respect to the covenantees. In other words, this

class of covenants does not exist wi1h respect to the parties

plaintiff in an action for covenant broken ; it never lies in the

option of the covenantees to say whether they shall sue for

the breach, jointly or severally. They must sue jointly if they

can. (j ) The circumstances of each case, and the situation

iff) Andersons. Martindale.lEast, 497. found in the cii^e where the tuords of ths

Uf) Id. covenant are joint and several as to the
(i) Anderson v. Martindale, 1 East, covenantees, while tiieirinture.st is several.

497 ; English i.. Blundoll, 8 C. & P. 3.32; In such a case the law, perhaps, allows
Lord Denmaii, Hopkinsou v. Lee, 6 Q. B. the covenantees, who, upon any principle
9^1. 9"-- of construction, clearly may "sue sepa-

ij) Slingsby'scase, 5Rcp. 19 a; Spen- ratclv, the libertv to .sue jointly. Sec Ec-
cer V. Durant, Comb. 11.^5

; Eccleston v. clestbn v. Clipsham, 1 Wms. Saund. 153;
Clipsham, 1 Wms. Saund. 153; Petrio Withers «. Bircham, 3 B. & C. 256;

wm
I),

Bury, 3 B. & C. 353; Scott v. God- Slingsby's case, 5 Rep 19 a- Rolls
n, 1 B. & P. 67, 71; Gibbs, C. J., Yate, Yelv. (Mctcalf's ed.), 177, n.—

James v. Emery, 5 Price, 533; Eolcy On the supposition that this exception
V. Addenbrooko, 4 Q. B. 197 ; Pollock, exists, both rule and exception might he
C. B., Parke, B,, and Ro/fe, B., Kci;;htley expressed by stating- the proposition thus:
V. Watson, 3 Exch. 721, 723, 726.— Pos- —It is not possilile, bi/ any mere words of
Eibly, an exception to this rule is to be joinda- and severance, to give the cove-
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and relation of the parties, and the nature of the consideration,

nantees the election to sue sepai'ately or
together.

By what principles it is to be determined
whether a given contract is joint, or joint
and several, or several, is a matter in re-

gm-d to which the autltorities ai-e in a state

of some confusion. A doubt, suggested
by Mr. Preston in his edition of the Touch-
stone, and taken up by the Court of Ex-
chequer, has at once shaken the received
opinion, and occasioned at least apparent
conflict between that court and the Queen's
Bench. It is evident that a covenant may
be considered with reference either to the
covenantors or covenantees. If A, B, and
C covenant with X, Y, and Z, two distinct

questions arise. Shall X, Y, and Z join,

or not, as plaintiffs 1 Shall A, B, and C
be joined, or not, as defendants ? There
appears no reason for doubting tliat the
words ofjoinder or severalty determine the
answer of the second of these questions.

The covenant, witli respect to the cove-
nantors, may belong to either one of the
three classes of joint, several, and joint
and several, just as the parties have chosen
to say in the covenant that it shall. The
language of severalty or joinder, and not
the interest, is then the test of the quality
of the covenant quoad the covenantors.

Enys V. Donnithorne, 2 Burr. II 90. As
regards the joinder of the covenantees there

is notliing a priori to prevent the existence
ofthe same three classes to choose amongst

;

namely, the class where they must sue
jointly, that where they must sue separate-

ly, and that where it is at their option to

sue either jointly or severally. But the

proposition stated above, if true, obviously
removes the thu-d alternative. The cove-

nantees either must join or must sever.

Thus the inquiry is narrowed to this. By
what means is it to be determined in a

given case whether they must or must not
sue jointly t And this is the point, and,

&s it would seem, the only point upon
which there is a real conflict of authorities.

A series of cases, received without question

by the text-writers, went upon the princi-

ple that the interest which the covenantees

take by the covenant, quite irrespective of
words of severalty or joinder^ is in all cases

the decisive test. James v. Emery, 5

Price, 529, 8 Taunt. 245 ; "Withers v.

Bircham, 3 B. & C. 254; Servante v.

James, 10 E. & C. 410 ; Lane v. Drink-
water, 5 Tyr. 40, 1 C. M. & R. 599. But
Mr. Preston denies the correctness of the

rule as stated. " On the subject of joint

and several covenants, that eminent law-
yer. Sir Vicary Gibbs, assumed that cove-
nants must necessarily be joint or several

according to the interest. The language
was, ' Wherever the mterest of parties is

separate, the action may be several, not-

withstanding the terms of the covenant on
which it is founded may be joint; and
whore the interest is joint, the action must
be joint, although the covenant in lan-

guage purport to be joint and several.'

James v. Emery et al. 5 Price, 533. With
great deference, however, the correct rule

is, that, by express words clearly indica-

tive of the intention, a covenant may be
joint, or joint and several, to or with the

covenantors or covenantees, notwithstand-
ing the interests are several. Salk. 393;
2 Roll. Abr. 419 [possibly should be 149

;

See 6 Q. B. 971, n.]. So they may be
several, although the interests are joint.

But the implication or construction of

law, when the words are ambiguous, or

are left to the interpretation of law, will

be, that the words have an import corre-

sponding to the interest, so as to be joint

when the interest is joint, and several

when the interest is several ; notwith
standing language which, under different

circumstances, would give to the covenant
a different effect. Slingsby's case, 5 Rep.
19; 3 Chanc. 126; 5 T. E. 522; South-
cote V. Hoai-e, 3 Taunt. 89 ; 1 Wood, 537

;

2 Bun-. 1190." Shep. Touch, by Pres-

ton, 166. In Sorsbie v. Park, 12 M. &
W. 146, Lord Abinger said: "I think

the rule is plain and certain, and requires

no authority ; it is correctly stated by Mr.
Preston in the passage in Shep. Touch.
166, which Mr. Temple cited. Where the

words of a covenant are in their nature

ambiguous, so that they may be construed

either way, then the deed in which they
are inserted supplies the mode of their

construction. K it exhibit a several in-

terest in the parties, you may construe

it as a several covenant, and vice versa.

But there is no rule to say that words,
which are expressly a joint covenant by
[to] several persons, shall be construed
as a several covenant, unless there is

something to lead to that construction."

In this view Parke, B., concurred (p.

158). "The rule is, that a covenant
will be construed to be joint or several

according to the interest of the parties

appearing upon the face of the deed, if

the words are capable of that construe-
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are all to be looked into, to ascertain who is really interested,

tion; not that it will be constraed to

be several by reason of sereral interests,

if it be expressly joint."— In Foley v.

Addenbrooke, 4 Q. B. 197 (which was
decided a little before Sorsbie v. Park,
but was not referred to in tliat case), the

doubt suggested by Preston was not agi-

tated. — Mills V. Ladbroke, 7 Man. & G.
218 [1844], was an action brought by a
single plaintiff. It was contended that

the covenant on which the action was
founded, although several in terms, ought
to be treated as joint by reason of the

interest of the covenantees, who were en-

gaged in a partnership transaction. Tin-
ddl, C. J., in overruling the objection,

thus adverted to the docti'ine of the Court
of Exchequer: "The covenant, therefore,

entered into by the defendant, as repre-

senting Kingscote, with the shareholders,

is, in point of fonn, not a covenant with
all the covenantees jointly, Init a several

covenant with eai'h. And we think this

is so clearly the case, tliat if the general

rule as laid down by Sir Vkary Gibbs, in

James v. Emery, is qualified according to

the suggestion of Mr. Preston, in a note to

Sheppard's Touchstone, p. 166, whicliAvas

adopted by the Court of Exchequer in tlie

case of Sorsbie v. Park, all reference to

the nature of the plaintiff's interest would
be unnecessary. But, assuming on the

authority of the several cases referred to

in the argument, that the unqualified rule

of law is, that the action shall follow the

nature of the interest of the covenantees,

without regard to the precise form of the

covenant, so that the action must bo joint

where the interest in the subject-matter of

the covenant is joint, and several where
the interest of each covenantee is a several

interest, we think, upon reference to the

deed itself, the plaintiff has such several

interest in the subject-matter as will enable

him to sue alone on this several covenant."

[His Lordship then proceeds to examine
the language of the deed.] It was not
long before Hopkinson u. Lee, 6 Q. B.
964 [184.)], afforded an opportunity for

the expression of the 0|)lniun of the Court
of Queen's Bench. This was an action

by a trustee upon articles of agreement
under seal, to which the defendant and T.

were parties, of the one part, aud the

plaintiff and his cestui que trust, parties of

the other part. The agi-cemont recited a
loan by the plaintiff to E. of money in the

hands of the plaintiff, belonging to the

cestui que trust ; in consideration of which

defendant and T. covenanted severally

and respectively " with and to [the plain-

tiff] his executors, administrators, and as-

signs, and also as a distinct covenant with
and to [the cestui que ti'ust] her executors,

administrators, and assigns," that they,

the covenantors, would pay, or cause to

be paid, interest at five per cent, per an-

num on the money lent to B. It was held

that the cestui que trust ought to have
been joined as a plaintiff. Lord Denman
in the opinion, refen'ed with approbation

to tlie rule that words of severalty do not

prevent a covenant from being joint where
the interest is joint, and said that Mr.
Preston's exception was not gi-ounded on
any judicial authority. His lordship

added (p. 971), "We think there is no
ground for Mr. Preston's apprehension

that words perfectly plain and unambigu-
ous, confining the contract expressly to

one person, and excluding all others from
its operation, will be strained by the law
so as to comprehend those whom it took

pains to exclude. The true explanation

of the rule is rather this : that the whole
covenant, taken together, binds to both

covenantees, and not to either of them
alone, though separately named in some
of its words, by reason of the joint interest

in the subject-matter, of the action ap-

pearing on the face of the deed itself

Such being the state of the authorities, a

special case was reserved from the assizes
*

for the Court of Exchequer, where certain

persons, with whom a covenant had been

made, sued the covenantors upon it. The
deed, being fully set out, was found to

make a covenant with the plaintiffs, for

themselves and others ; and in Michaelmas

Term, 184.3, the court held, in strict con

formity with all the cases, that a nonsuif

oui;lit to be entered, because those others

hail not been joined as plaintiffs in bring-

ing the action, though the covenant de
clared on was, in its terms, made with

them alone. But the plaintiff here places

his whole reliance on some dicta which

fell from the late Chief Baron and from

Ptirlce, B., applicable, not to that case,

but only to the converse of it, which were

represented as at variance with the old

law. Unluckily, no reference was made

to Anderson v. Martindale, as the court,

justly thinking the general rale too clear

for argument, stopped the leai-ned counsel

who supported it. Lord Abinger thought

the rule plain and certain, and that it re-

quired no authority :
' it is correctly stated
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and who has sustained the damage arising from a breach of

by Mr. Pi-eston :
' he then cites the rule

with the exception. Parke, B., also
thinlis the correct rule is laid down by
Gibbs,-C. J., in James v. Emery (5 Pi-ice,

533), with the qualification stated by Mr.
Pieston. These learned judges could not
intend to overrule Anderson v. Martindale,

(1 East, 497), which was not brought
before them ; nor, if they did, could we
agree to be bound by their extraiudicially

declaring such an intention where their

decision itself pursued the doctrine of that

case."— In Bradburne v. Botfleld, 14 M.
& W. 559, 572 [1845], the matter was thus
left by Baron Parke :— " There is no oc-

casion to refer to the cases relating to the
rule of construction, as to covenants being
joint or several, according to the interest

of the parties, which is perfectly well
established. In the case of Sorsbie v.

Park (12 M. & W. 146), Lord Abinger
and myself, on referring to the established

rule, as laid down by Lord Chief Justice

GMs, in the case of James v. Emery (2
Moore, 195), approved of Mr. Preston's

qualification and explanation of it in his

edition of the Touchstone, 166, namely,
that, if the language of the covenant was
capable of being so construed, it was to be
taken to be jomt or several, according to

the interest of the parties to it. Mr.
Preston adds, that the general rule pro-

posed by Sir Vicary Gibbs, and to be found
m several books, would establish that there

was a rule of law too powerful to be con-

trolled by any intention, however express,

and I consider such qualification to be
perfectly coiTCct, and at variance with no
decided case, as it is surely as competent
for a person, by express joint words,

strong enough to make a joint covenant,

to do one thing for the benefit of one of

the covenantees, and another for the benefit

of another, as it is to make a joint demise
where it is for the benefit of one. I men-
tion tjiis, because the Court of Queen's
Bench, in the case of Hopkinson v. Lee
(14 Law J. (n. s.) Q. B. 104), have sup-

posed that Lord Abinger and myself had
sanctioned some doctrine at variance with

the case of Anderson v. Martindale, and
Slingsby's case, which it was far from my
intention, and I liave no doubt from Lord
Abinger's, to do ; it being fully estab-

lished, I conceive, by those cases, that one
and the same covenant cannot be made
both joint and several with the oovenantees.

It may be fit to observe, that a part of

Mr. Preston's explanation, that by express

VOL. I. 2

words a covenant may be joint and several

with the covenantors or covenantees, not-
withstanding the interests are several, is

inaccm-ately expressed ; it is true only of
covenantors, and the case cited from Sal-

keld, p. 393, relates to them; probably
Mr. Preston intended no more, and I never
meant to assent to the doctrine that the

same covenant might be made, by any
words, however strong, joint and several,

where the interest was joint ; and it is this

part, I apprehend, of Mr. Preston's doc-
trine, to which the Court of Queen's
Bench objects. I think it right. to give
this explanation, that it may not be sup-

posed that there is any difference on this

point with the Court of Queen's Bench."— Afterwards [1849] came the case of
Keightley v. Watson, 3 Exch. 716. That
was an action of covenant by one plain-

tiff on a deed executed by one Dobbs
of the first part, the plaintifi' of the
second part, and the defendants of the

third part. The deed, after reciting that

Dobbs had agreed to purchase certain

. land of the plaintiff, which same land

Dobbs had agreed to sell to the defend-

ants, stated that it was thereby covenanted
by each party thereto, that Dobbs should
sell, and the defendants should purchase,

the said land, at £7,335, £900 to be paid

upon the execution of the deed, and
£6,435 on the 27th November, 1851.

The deed then contained the following

covenant :
" And the defendants for them-

selves, their heirs, &c., hereby covenant,

with the said plaintiff, his executors, &c.,

and, as a separate covenant with the said

Dobbs, his executors, &c., that they the

said defendants, and their heirs, &c., shall,

on performance of the covenant and agree-

ment, hereinbefore contained, on the pairt

of the said Dobbs, pay to the said plain-

tiflr, his executors, &c., or to the said

Dobbs, his executors, &c., in case the

said plaintiffs, his executors, &c., shall

then have been paid his or their purchase-

money, payable, &c., the sum of £6,435,
being the remainder of the said purchase-

money, on or before the 27th November,
1851. And further, that the said defend-

ants, their heirs, &c., shall in the mean-
time, and until the whole of the said sum
of £6,435 shall be paid off, pay to the

said plaintiff, his executors, &c., interest

on so much of the purchase-money as

shall from time to time remain unpaid, at

the rate of £5 per cent, per annum, froni

the date of these presents," &c. Bsia,
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the contract, and whether such damage was joint or sev-

eral. (A;)

that plaintiff might probably sue alone for

interest on the unpaid portion of the pur-

chase-money, the coYeuant being several.

Pollock, C. 13., said: "I am of opinion

that in tliis case the plaintifif is entitled to

the judgment of the Coui-t. I consider

that the inquiry really is as to tlie true

meaning of tlie covenant, at the same
time bearing in mind the mle— a rule

which I am by no means willing to break
in upon— that the same covenant cannot

be treated as joint or several at tlie option

of the covenantee. If a covenant be so

constructed as to be ambiguous, that is,

so as to serve either the one view or the

other, then it will be joint, if the interest

be joint, and it will be several, if the in-

terest be several. On the other hand, if

it be in its tei-ms unmiitakablij joint, then,

although the interest be several, all the

parties must be joined in the action. So,

if the covenant be made clearly several,

the action must be several, although the

interest be joint. It is a question of con-

struction. What then, in this case, did

the parties mean ? The words of the

covenant are, ' And the said R. Watson,
H. Watson, and J. Smith, for themselves,

their heirs, executors, and administrators,

hereby covenant with the said W. T.
Keightley, his executors, administrators,

and assigns, and as a separate covenant
with the said A. A. Dobbs, liis executors,

administrators, and assigns, that they'
will do so and so. If I am to put a con-

struction upon that, I should say that it is

intended to be a several or separate cove-

nant. In the case of Hopkinson v. Lee,
it seems to liave been understood at one
time by this Court, that there were joint

words. There are certainly none. But
the natui'c of the interest, upon looking

into that particular case, may possibly

justify that decision. The words of this

instrument are several, and its ternis dis-

close a several interest ; the covenant,

therefore, must be construed according to

the words as a several covenant ; and it

appears to me that the words used by the

parties were intended to create such a
covenant. I think, therefore, that the

plaintiff is entitled to sue alone." Parke,
B., in the course of an opinion of consid-

erable length, said :
" The rale that cove-

nants are to be construed according to

the interests of the parties, is a rule of

construction merely, and it cannot be
supposed that such a rale was ever laid

down as could prevent parties, whatever
words they miglit use, from covenanting
in a different manner. It is impossible

to say that parries may not, if they please,

use joint words, so as to express a joint

covenant, and thereby to exclude a sev-

eral covenant, and that, because a cove-

nant may relate to several interests, it is

therefore necessarily not to be construed
as a joint covenant. If there be words
capable of two constructions, we must look

to the interest of the parties which they
intended to protect, and construe the

words according to that interest. I ap-

prehend that no case can be found at va-

riance with that rule, unless Hopkinson
V. Lee may be tliought to Iiave a contrary
aspect. During the course of the argu-

ment in Bradinirne v. Botfield, I cer-

tainly was under the im])ression, from
reading the case of Hopldnson v. Lee,

that there were in tliat case words capa-

ble of such a construction as to make the

covenant a joint covenant. If that had
bern so, then the words subsequently

introduced would not have made it several.

(k) In Windham's case, 5 RQp, 7, it

is stated that joint words in a grant are
sometimes taken severally. 1. In respect

of the several interests of the grantors
;

as if two tenants in common, or several

tenants, join in a grant of a rent-charge,

yet in law this grant shall be several, al-

though the words are joint. 2. In respect
of the several interests of the gi-antees,

&c. 19 H. 6, 63, 64. A warranty made
to two of certain lands shall enure as
several wan-anties, in respect that they
are severally seized, the one of part of the
lands, and the other of the residue in sev-

eralty. 6 E. 2 ; Covenant, Br. 49. [But

this case docs not seem to bo law. See

note (m) siqva.] A joint covenant taken

severally in respect of the several interests

of the covenantees. Vide 16 Ehz. Dyer,

337, 338 [infra note (c)] between Sir

Anthony Cook and Watton, a good case.

3. In respect that the grant cannot take

effect but at several times. 4. In respect

of the incapacity and impossibility of the

grantees to take jointly. 5. In respect of

the cause of the grant, or raiione suhjectcs

matericE. 6. Ne res destruatur et ut evitetur

absiirdum.
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The nature, and especially the entireness, (l) of the consider-
ation, is of great importance in determining whether the promise
be joint or several; for if it moves from many persons jointly,

the promise of repayment is joint
;
(m) but if from many per-

sons, but li-om each severally, there it is several, (n) Where the

payment is in the first place of one sum in solido, and this is

afterwards to be divided among the payees, there, generally, the.

unless there had also been an interest

in respect of which it could be several,

according to the rule referred to by the
Lord Chief Baron, as laid down in Slings-
by's case, that it is not competent to the
court to hold the same covenant joint or
several at the option of the covenantee."
Rolfe, B., gave the following opinion,
which is cited at length as containing
within a small compass a clear and ^ble

review of the whole subject :
" I am of

the same opinion. It seems to me that

the question turns entirely upon the rule,

as stated by my Brother Parke, wliich
was distinctly laid down by this court in

the cases cited, and in which I fully con-

cur. It appears to me that Mr. Preston's
suggestion wa.^ perfectly well founded,
that the rule in Slingsby's case was not
a rule of law, but a mere rule of con-

struction. Prom that case it appears,

that, if a covenant be cum quolibet et quali-

bet eonim, that may be eitlier a joint or

several covenant, and it will depend upon
the context whether it is to be taken as

a joint or several ; but it cannot be both.

The rule given in Slingsby's case is not
very satisfactory to my mind; namely,
with regard to the difficulty which arises

as to the proper person to recover dam-
ages. If a party choose to enter into a

covenant which creates such a difficulty, I

do not see what the court has to do with

it. It is clear that parties can so contract

by separate deeds ; why, then, should they

not be able equally to do so by separate

covenants in the same deed ? If they so

word one covenant as to make it a joint

and separate covenant, had it not been

otherwise decided, I confess I should have

seen nothing extraordinary in holding that

if they chdose so to contract as to impose
upon themselves that burden, and state

it to be both joint and several, the court

ought so to construe it. But Slingsby's

case has laid down the opposite rule. I

take it, that from that time, the rule has

always been — whether distinctly ex-

pressed or not, it is not necessary to con-

sider— but the rule has been that you are

to look and see from the context what the
parties meant. Applying that rule here,

I see no doubt about the question. They
have said, in terms, that it is to be a
separate covenant. According to the
other construction, if Dobbs had satisfied

Keightley, and Dobbs had died, Keightley
might have to sue for the money coming
to Dobbs, and vice versa ; or, suppose
Dobbs had not satisfied Keightley, and
Keightley had died, Dobbs would have
had to sue for the money coming to

Keightley's representatives. The parties

have expressed themselves in words show-
ing it was to be a separate covenant
with each, and I think we should so hold
it ; consequently the plaintiff is entitled

to our judgment." Piatt, B., concurred
in the judgment. — Prom the whole we
may gather that the Court of Exchequer
maintain the general principle that it is

competent for the parties to make the con-

tract, by express words, what they please,

as well with respect to the joinder of
parties as with respect to any other legal

quality of the contract. The rule, carried

to its extent, would permit the making of

a covenant joint, or several, or joint and
several, as to the covenantors ; and jcnnt,

or several, or joint and several, as to the

covenantees. But the Court of Exchequer
add that the rule is to be taken with this

qualification, namely, that one of the six

cases above enumerated is excluded by the

doctrine (settled, perhaps, on authority

rather than principle), that no covenant
can be joint and several as to the covenan-

tees. Of course it is not to be doubted
that in this respect all contracts, whether
under seal or not, are governed by the

same principles.

(1) Chanter v. Leese, 5 M. & "W. 698,

701 ; 1 Roll. Abr. 31, pL 9.

(m) Ivans v. Draper, 1 Roll. Abr. 31

pi. 9 ; Winterstoke Hundred's case, Dyer
370, a. But see Jones v. Robinson, I

Exch. 454, infra, note (c).

(n) Bell V." Chaplain, Hardres, 321.
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interest of the payees is joint
;
(o) but where the first payment

is in several sums among the several payees, there, generally,

their interest is several, (p) So if a sum in solido is advanced

to one by many persons, the promise of repayment is a promise

to all jointly
; (q) but if several sums are advanced separately

by each, there the promise is to each severally, (r) And if the

several persons raise the sum by separate and distinct contribu-

tion ; but, when raised, it is put together and advanced as one

sum, there the promise of repayment is to all jointly, (s)

Both a joint obligation or right, and a several obligation or

right may coexist ; for there may arise from the same contract,

one joint duty to all, and also several duties to each of the

parties, (t)

In analogy with the rule in the case of contracts, it is well

. established, that there can be no joint action for an injury, un-

less that injury be a joint injury to the plaintiffs. Therefore

husband and wife cannot sue jointly for assault and battery of

them, or for slander of them, (u)

Whatever rule be adopted as the leading principle of con-

struction, the question whether the right created by a contract

is joint or several, must be left in any particular instance so

much to mere authority, that we close the subject with a refer-

ence to the decisions collected in the note, (v)

(o) Lane v. Drinkwater, 5 Tyr. 40

;

of plaintiffs has been passed upon. These
Byrne v. Fitzhugh, id. 54. cases fall, it is evident, within one of four

(p) Thomas and
, Styles, 461

.

classes :— Where a joint action was held

(5) May V. May, 1 C. & P. 44. Money properly brought ; where it was held that
advanced on the Joint credit of two par- a several action should have been joint

;

ties may be recovered by them in a joint where a several action was held properly
action against the person for whose ben- brought ; where it was held that a jomt
efit it was paid. Osborne v. Hai-per, 5 action should have been several :—
Eixst, 225. 1 . Where a joint action was held properly

(r) Brand v Boulcott, 3 B. & P. 235. brought.
is) May V. May, 1 C. & P. 44. Wakefield & Binglet v. Brown,
(t) Story V. Richardson, 6 Bing. N. C. 9 Q. B. 209. Covenant. Bingley, bemg

123
;
Peckham^i). North Parish in Haver- owner of a term of sixty-one years, granted

hill, 16 Pick. 274. an annuitv to Samuel AV., and for secur-
(«) 9 Ed. 4, 51 ;

Cole v. Turner, 6 Mod. ing payment, assigned the term (wanting
149. The husband should sue alone for one day) to Robert W. By indenture,
the injury to him, and the husband and reciting these facts, Eobert W., at the
wife should sue jointly for the injury to request of Samuel W. and of Bingley,
her. Gazmsky e< iiz. u. Colburn, 11 Cush. demised, and Bingley demised and con-

• finned the premises to Sophia B., at a rem
(w) It is attempted m this note to collect payable to Samuel W., while the premises

at least the most important cases in which remained subject to the annuity, and after^
the question of the propriety of the jomder wards to Bingley. Sophia B. covenanted
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SECTION II.

OF SOME mCIDBNTS OF JOINDEE.

Parties are not said to be joint in law, merely because they

are connected together in some obligation or some interest

to and with Samuel W. and Robert W.,
and their respective executors, &c., and
also with and to Bingley, his executors,
&c., to pay the rent, while the premises
were subject to the annuity, to Robert [sic]

W., and afterwards to Bingley, and also
to make certain repairs. The action was
upon the covenant to repair. Hdd, on
demurrer, that Samuel W., being dead,
Robert W. and Bingley could sue jointly.— Rose v. Poulton, 2 B. & Ad. 822.
Covenant. Demui-rer. The covenant
declared upon was, in terms, with the
plaintiffs and G., jointly and severally. G.
was also one of the covenantors, butiwas
dead at the time of the bringing of the

action. The court held, that whether or
not one of the covenantees could, if he
had chosen, have sued separately, the ac-

tion, as brought, was well maintainable.— Pease w. HiKST, 10 B. & C. 122. A,
wishing to obtain credit with his bankers,

in 1817, prevailed upon three persons to

join him in a promissory note, whereby
they jointly and severally promised to pay
the bankers or order £300. Upon two of
the partners retiring from the banking-

house, a balance was struck between the

old and new firm, and the promissory
note was delivered to the new firm, but

not indorsed to them. Held, that tlie ac-

tion was well brought in the name of the

surviving members of the old firm.—
KiTCHiN V. BnCKLET, T. Raym. 80 ; 1

Lev. 109, s. 0. 1 Sid. 157, nom. Kitchin o.

Compton. Covenant for repairs against

lessee for years. One Randal demised
the tenement to the defendant, and after-

wards granted a moiety of the rever-

sion to Kitchin, and afterwards the other

moiety to Knight. Kitchin and Knight
brought this action jointly. After verdict

for the plaintiffs, it was moved in arrest

of judgment, that the plaintiffs, being ten-

ants in common, ought not to join. But
(he court held that the action was proper-

ly brought, and said :
" This is a personal

action merely, in which tenants in com-
mon may join."— Vaux v. Dkapeh,
Styles, 156, 203; 1 Roll. Abr. 31, pi. 9.

Assumpsit. The several cattle of the
two plaintiffs having been distrained, de-
fendant, in consideration of £10 paid to

him by the plaintiffs, promised to pro-
cure the cattle to be redelivered to them.
Held, on motion in arrest of judgment,
that the joint action was good. Bx>lle, C.
J., said :

" The consideration given is en-
tire, and cannot be divided, and there is

no inconvenience in joining the action in

this case ; but if one had brought the ac-

tion alone, it might have been question-

able." Jerman, J., dissented, and thought
several promises should be intended.

American Cases.— Smith v. Tallcott,
21 Wend. 202. In an agreement under
seal for the sale of lands, husband, wife,

and tmstee of the wife, were parties of
the first part. The trustee did not exe-
cute the deed— though by an indorse-

ment on the back (under seal) he bound
himself to do what should be necessary
on his part to cany the contract into effect.

Held, that an action against tlie parties of
the second part was properly brought in

the joint names of husband, wife, and tras-

tee.— Pearson v. Parker, 3 N. H. 366
Plaintiffs, being sureties for defendant, dis-

charged the debt, in part, with money
raised upon the joint note of the plaintiffs,

and in part witli their joint note given
directly for the residue. Held, that their

action against the principal debtor was
well brought jointly.— Weight v. Post,
3 Conn. 142. Twenty persons, desirous

to support a public right of fishery, entered

into an agreement to defend such right

through a trial at law, each promising to

pay his proportion of the expense to such

of them as should be sued for occupying
the fishery. Three of them were sued

jointly, and, after an unsuccessful defence.
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which ib common to them both. They mlist be so connected

as to be in some measure identified. They have not several and

each paid from his private funds one third •

part of the execution. Held, that these

three could maintain a joint action against

a fourth, to recover his twentieth part of

tlie expense incurred ; the joint liability

of the plaintiffs, coupled with defendant's

promise, and not the payment of the

money, being the cause of action. —
Haughton v. Bayley, 9 Ired. L. 3.37.

The two plaintilfs, each out of his own
stock, delivered goods to defendant, to be

peddled, and took a bond, payable to

themselves jointly, for the faithful ac-

counting therefor. Held, that they could
maintain a joint action upon the bond,
notwithstaniliii;:- their several interests.

See also. Doe d. Campbell, et al. v. Ham-
ilton, 13 Q B. 977 ; Beer v. Beer, 9 E. L.

& E. 468 ; iSIagnay v. Edwards, 20 id. 264
;

Arden v. Tucker, 4 B. & Ad. 815 ; Powis
V. Smith, 5 B. & Aid. S.'JO ; Wallace v. Mc-
Laren, 1 Man. & R. 516; Townsend v.

Kciile, 2 Camp, 190; Osborne v. Harper,
.') East, 225; Miilv'lcy v. Lovelace, C.arth.

289 ; Yate v. Koulcs, 1 Bulst. 25 ; Clem-
ent V. Hcnlcv, 2 Roll. Abr. 22 (F), pi. 2;
Parker v. GreL'ir, 3 Foster (N. H.), 416;
Saunders v. .Johnson, ykin. 401.

2. In the followinq cases it was held that

a several action should have been joint.

Lucas v. Beale, 20 Law Jour. (n. s.)

C. P. 134, 4 E. L. & E. 358. Assumpsit.
The plaintiff, acting on behalf of the

members of an orchestra, to which he
himself belonged, pIuikmI a proposal, " on
behalf of the members of tlie orchestra,"

to continue their services, pr<)\-iilcd the

defendant would guarantee certain salary

then due to them. The defendant ac-

cepted this proposition, bat failed to pay
the salary due. The plaintiff alone

brought an action foi' the whole money
due to himself and the rest, and stated

the contract to be with himself and the

rest. The jury found that he acted on
behalf of himself as well as the rest.

Held, that the contract was joint, and
that he could not recover.— Lockhart v.

Baexakd, 14 M. & W. 674. Assumpsit.
A handbill, relating to a stolen parcel,

offered a reward to " whoever should
give such infonnafion as should lead to

the early apprehension of the guilty par-

ties." The information was communi-
cated first by plaintiff to C. in conversa-
tion, afterwards to a constable by plaintiff

and C. jointly. Held, that C. ought to

have joined in the action for the reward
— HOPKINSON v. Lee, 6 Q. B. 964. [For
an abstract of this case, and for the com-
ments made upon it by the Court of Ex-
chequer, see note (j) supra,] — Btkne v.

FiTZHUGH, 5 Tyr. 54, 1 C. M. & R. 613.

Before Patteson, J., and Gurney, B. The
agreement of defendant was that, in con-

sideration of plaintiff and B. using their

endeavors to charter ships and procure
passengers on board of them, anrl not en-

gaging with any other emigrant broker,

they, the defendants, undertook to pay
plaintiff and B. a commission of .£5 per

cent, on the amount of the net passage-

money made by the ships, one half to be

paid to plaintiff, and the other half to B.

;

Lane v. Drinkwater, being cited, held,

that plaintiff, suing without B., should

he nonsuited.— Hatsall v. Griffith,
4 Tyr. 487. A hroker was employed to

sell a ship belonging to three part-owners,

tw^o of whom communicated with him.

To them he paid their shares of the pro-

ceeds of the sale; but, after admitting

the third part-owner's share to be in his

hands, refused to pay it to him without

the consent of the other two. An action

of assumpsit having been brought by the

third part-owner for the share, held, that

he was not entitled to recover.

—

Petrie
V. Bury, 3 B. & C. 353. Covenant

;

demun-er. The covenant declared upon
was with the plaintiff and two others,

for the use of a third party. The decla-

ration aven'ed that the two other cov-

enantees had never sealed the deed.

Held, notwithstanding, that as all miyht

sue, all must sue, and that the declara-

tion was bad. — Southcote v. Hoare,
3 Taunt. 87. Covenant upon an in-

denture of three parts. Held, on de-

murrer, that a covcTiant with A and B,

and with every of them, is joint, though

A is party of the first part, and B party

of the second part, to the deed.— Gui-

don V. RoBSON, 2 Camp. 302. Action

by the drawer and payee of a bill of

exchange against the acceptor. The
bill sued upon was drawn payable to

Guidon & Hughes, under which firm

the plaintiff traded. There was no one

associated with him as partner ; but he had

a clerk named Hughes, and Lord Ellen-

borough held tliat sucli elerk should have

been joined. — Slingsp.y's Case, 5 Rep.

18 b, s. c. 3 Leon. 160, s. c. 2 Leon.
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respective shares, whioh being united make a whole; but these

together constitute one whole, which, whether it be an interest

47, s. c. Jenk. Cent. 262. R. B. by
deed coTenantod with four persons and
their assigns, et dd et cum quoUbet eoritm,

that he was lawfully and solely seized

of a rectoi-y. Two of the covenantees
brought covenant against R. B. and held

ill, because it was a joint covenant, and
the otliers ought to have joined. The
Court said: "When it appears by the

declaration that every of the covenantees
hath, or is to have, a several interest or

estate, there, when the covenant is made
with the covenantees, et cum quoUbet eorum,

these words, cum quoUbet eorum raaks the

covenant several in respect of their sev-

eral interests. As if a man by indenture

demises to A black acre, to B white acre,

to C green acre, and covenants with them,
and quoUbet eorum, that he is lawful owner
of all tlie said acres, &c., in that case in

respect of the said several interests, by
the said words et cum quoUbet eorum, the

covenant is made several ; but if lie de-

mises to them the acres jointly, then these

words, cum quoUbet eorum, are void, for a

man by his covenant (unless in respect

of several interests), cannot make it first

joint and then make it several by the

same or the like words, cuvi quoUbet eorum ;

for, although sundry persons may bind

themselves el qnemUbet eorum, and so the

obligation shall be joint or several at the

election of the obligee, yet a man cannot

bind himself to three, anU to each of them,

to make it joint or several at the election

of several persons for one and the same
cause, for the court would be in doubt for

which of them to give judgment, which

the law would not suffer, as it is held in 3

H. 6, ^^ b." See also, Bradburne v. Bot-

field, 14 M. & W. 559 ; Sorsbie v. Park,

12 M. & W. 146 ; Lane v. Dtinkwater, 5

Tyr. 40, 1 C. M. & R. 599 ; English v.

Blundell, 8 C. &. P. 332 ; Decharms v.

Horwood, 10 Bing. 526 ; Hill v. Tucker,

1 Taunt. 7 ; Anderson v. Martindale,

1 East, 497 ; Spencer v. Durant, Comb.
115; Thimblothorp w. Hardesty, 7 Mod.
116; Chanter w. Leese rt ai. 4 M. & W.
295 ; Wetherell v. Langston, 1 Exch.

634 ; Foley v. Addenbrooke, 4 Q. B.

197; Teed v. EUworthy, 14 East, 210;

Scott V. Godwin, 1 B. & P. 67.

American Cases.— SvvEiGART v. Berk,
8 S. & R. 308. Seven of ten joint

obligees brought an action (living the

other obligees) against the obligor. Held,

that it could not be maintained. Semble,
an action could not have been maintained
by one, although brought in respect of
separate interests.

—

Dob v. Halsey, 16
Johns. 34. Assumpsit by D. & D., part-

ners, against H. M. being shown to be a
member of the firm, held, that he ought to

have been joined as plaintiflT.— Sims v,

Harris, 8 B. Mon. 55. Debt on a penal
bond. The bond was executed by the

defendant in favor of the plaintiff and sev-

eral others, as joint obligees. The plain-

tiff brought the action alone to recover the

penalty. Held, that the action was not
well brought. AUter, if the action had
been covenant on the bond ; for in that

case, so far as each of the obligees in the

bond has a separate interest in the per-

formance of its stipulations, tlie cause of
action is several, and not joint. See
Pearce v. Hitchcock, 2 Comst. 388.—
Tapscott v. Willia'jis, 10 Ohio, 442.

Where lands descended to coparceners,

with warranty, and they were evicted be-

fore severance, it was held tliat one of them
could not sue alone on the warranty for

liis share of the damages.
3. In the following cases a several action

was held to be properly brought.

Keigiitley v. Watson, 3 Exch. 716.

[For an abstract of this case see note (j )

supra.} — Jones v. Robinson, 1 Exch.
454. The declaration stated that the

plaintiff and A B carried on business in

copartnership ; and in consideration that

they would sell defendant their business,

and become ti'ustees for him in respect of

all debts, &c., due to plaintiff and A B in

respect thereof, defendant promised plain-

tiff to pay him all the money he had ad-

vanced in respect of the copartnership, and
for which it was accountable to plaintiff,

and also promised plaintiff and A B that

he would discharge all the debts due from
the plaintiff and A B as such copartners,

and all liabilities to which they are sub-

ject. The declaration then averred that

plaintiff and A B did sell the business to

defendant and became trustees for him in

respect of all debts, &c., due to plaintiff

and A B in respect thereo'', and that, at

the time of the promise, plaintiff had ad-

vanced a certain sum, for the non-payment
of which the action was brought. On mo-
tion in arrest of judgment, the defendant

contended that the consideration moved
from the plaintiff and A B jointly, and
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or an obligation, belongs to all. Hence arises an implied

authority to act for each other, which is in some case carried

therefore (as the consideration is the es-

sential part of a contract, without which
the promise is nothing), A B should have
been joined as co-plaintiff; but the court

hdd that the separate interest of the plain-

tiff in the partnership fund was the con-

sideration upon which the promise sued

upon in this case was founded ; and, there-

fore, the rule for which the defendant con-

tended did not apply. — Palmer v. Spak-
SHOTT, 4 Man. & G. 137. By an agree-

ment, not under seal, between defendant

of the one part, and plaintilf and F. of the

other part — reciting that plaintiff and F.

had assigned certain property to defend-

ant for £150 apiece, and that it had been

agreed that defendant should retain i£50

out of each £1 50— the defendant, in con-

sideration of the two several sums of £50
and .£50 so retained, agreed with plaintiff

and F., their executors, &c., to indemnify
plaintiff and F., and each of them, their

heirs, executors, &c., and their, and each

and every of their, estates and effects,

from the costs of a certain action. Held,

that plaintiff might maintain assumpsit

upon this agreement without joining F. —
Poole v. Hill, 6 M. & W. 835. Cove-
nant. By articles of agreement, reciting

that the defendant had contracted with

J., as the agent of the plaintiff and the

other owners of the property, for the pur-

chase of the lands tlierein mentioned, the

defendant covenanted with the plaintiff',

and the several other parties beneficially

interested, to peiform such contract by
paying the purchase-money on a certain

day, &c. HeMf that this covenant was
several, and that the plaintiff might sue
alone for the non-payment of his share
of the purchase-money, witliout joining

the other parties beneficially interested.—
Place v. Delegal, 4 Bing. N. C. 426.

Assumpsit. One Evans, as attorney for

plaintiff's, executors of Miers, having sold

an estate, to a share of the proceeds of
which W., was entitled as legatee, and
defendant claiming W.'s share of such
proceeds, under an agreement with W.
plaintiffs paid the amount to defendant, on
receiving from him a guaranty in tliese

terms :
" Mr. John Evans, and also Messrs.

Place & Meabry [the plaintiffs], as tlie

executors of the will of the late Mr. Jolin
Miers : In consideration of your having
paid, &c., I hereby undertake to indemnify
and save you and each of you harmless.

&c. C. Delegal." Held, that plaintiff

might sue on this guaranty without join-

ing Evans.— Tiiackee v. Shepherd,
2 Chitt. 652. The plaintiff and one R.,

being insurance brokers and partners,

effected a policy of insurance on the de-

fendant's ship. The premium was not

paid to the underwriter till after R. had
become bankrupt, when it was paid by the

plaintiff alone out of his private property.

The plaintiff brought this action alone to

recover the amount of the premium thus

paid. Udd, that the action was well

brought.— Glossop v. Coljian, 1 Stark.

25. Assumpsit. Plaintiff had held out

his son as his partner, and had made out

bills and signed receipts in their joint

names; but held by the court of K. B.
that he was not precluded from maintain-

ing his action by showing that his son

was not in fact his partner.— Davex-
PORT V. Raokstrow, 1 C. & P. 89. Hul-

lock, B., S. P. — Kell v. Nainisy, 10 B.

& C. 20, 8. P. "A party with whom
the contract is actually made may sue

without joining otliers with whom it is

apparently made." Parke, J.— Garret
V. Taylor, 1 Esp. Nisi Prius, 117.

"Tliree persons had employed the de-

fendant to sell some timber for them, in

which they were jointly concerned. Two
of them he had paid their exact proper
tion, and they had given him a receipt

in full of all demands. The third now
brought his action for the remainder,

being his share ; and it was objected, that

as this was a joint employment by three,

one alone could not bring his action. But
it was ruled by Lord Mansfield, that where
there had been a severaitrr as above stated,

that one alone might sue. 4 G. 3 MS."
—KiRKMAN V. Newstead, 1 Esp. Nisi

Prius, U7. " Action for the use and oe-

eupation of a house. It appeai-ed that

the house was the property of six tenants

in common, to all of whom, except the

plaintiff, the defendant had paid his rent;

and this action was for his share of the

rent. It was objected that one tenant

in common alone could not bring this ac-

tion, but that all ought to j.oin ; but Lord
ifansjield overruled the objection, and the

plaintiff recovered. Sitt. Westm. M. 1776,

MS." [The above two cases from Espi-

nasse's Nisi I'rius, are of doubtful author-

itv. See note to Hatsall v. Griffith, 4 Tyr.

488, and Walford on Parties, 466.] —
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very far. Thus, ii several plaintiffs sue for a joint demand, and
the defendant pleads in bar an accord and satisfaction with

WoTTON V. Cooke, Dyer, 337 b. Cove-
nant. Three purchased lands jointly in

fee and covenanted each with the others and
their heirs, et eorum utrique, to convey to

the heirs of those who happened to die

first, their respective third parts. Two of
the three having died, the heir of one of
them brought this action against the sur-

vivor, .alleging that he had not conveyed
to him according to his covenant. It was
moved, in ai-rest of judgment, that the
covenant was joint, and not several, for

the word " utrique " in Latin is conjurictim,

and not separatim ; sed non allocatur, and
judgment was given for the plaintiff.

American Cases.— Hall v. Leigh, 8

Cranch, 50. Plaintiff and P. consigned
to defendant a quantity of cotton, of which
they were joint owners. They gave de-

fendant separate and different instnrctions

for the disposition of their respective moie-
ties, each distinctly confining'his instruc-

tions to his own moiety. Judd, reversing

judgment of circuit com-t, that plaintiff

could maintain an action for the violation

of his instructions, without joining P. —
SwETT V. Patrick, 2 Fauf. 179. De-
fendant conveyed land with warranty to

A, B, and C. Held, on demurrer, that a
several action on the warranty was well

brought by A. — Sharp v. Conkling,
16 Vt. 354. Covenant. By indenture

between the plaintiff and others, of the

first part, and the defendant of the other

part, the defendant covenanted with the

parties of the first part that he would turn

from its natural channel a certain stream

of water which flowed over the land of the

covenantees ; and whereas, the water, when
diverted, would pass over the land of the

plaintiff, that he would so convey it as not

to injure said land. The plaintiff brought

the action without joining the other cove-

nantees, and alleged breaches of both cov-

enants. Held, that he might recover on
the second covenant, but not on the first.

Redjield, J., said the court were willing to

abide by the rule that, where the interest

in the subject-matter secured by the cov-

enant is several,- although the terms of

the covenant will more naturally bear a

joint interpretation, yet, if they do not

exclude the inference of being intended

to be several, they shall have a several

construction put upon them. See also

Catlin V. Barnard, 1 Aik. 9 ; Harrold v.

Whitaker, 10 Jur. 1004 ; Mills i;. Lad-

brooke, 7 Man. & G. 218; Simpson v.

Clayton, 4 Bing. N. C. 758 ; Withers
u. Bircham, 3 B. & C. 254; Johnson w.

Wilson, Willes, 248 ; Lloyd v. Archbold,
2 Taunt. 324 ; Story v. Richardson, 6

Bing. N. C. 123 ; Owston v. Ogle, 13

East, 538; Lahy v. Holland, 8 GUI,

445.

4. In the following cases it was held that

a joint action should have been severed.

Sbaton v. Booth, 4 A. & E. 528.

Assumpsit. A, B, & C, being interested

in certain lands, but having no common
legal interest in any portion of them,
agreed together, according to their respec-

tive interests, to put them up for sale, and
the lands were so put up, under the direc-

tion of their agents, in lots. Each lot was
described in a separate paper, containing

the conditions of sale, in which it was
stipulated, among other things, that if the

purchaser should be let mto the premises

before payment of the purchase-money,

he should be considered tenant at will to

the vendors, and pay interest at the rate

of four per cent, on the amount of pur-

chase-money, as and for rent. Defendant
bought four of the lots, and was let into

possession, and held for several years

without paying the pm-chase-money

;

whereupon the vendors brought their joint

action against him, to recover rent. Their

declaration contained two counts : one

upon the contract between the plaintiffs

and defendant for the sale of the property;

the other for use and occupation. Held,

that the action could not be sustained on
either count ; not on the first, because no
joint contract with all the plaintiffs was
proved ; hot on the second, because no
joint ownership in the plaintiffs, and occu-

pation under them was proved.— Wil-
kinson V. Hall, 1 Bing. N. C. 713.

Action of debt against lessee for double

value, under stat. 4 Geo. II. c. 28, for

holding over. Held, that tenants in com-
mon could not maintain such action joint

ly where there had been no joint demise.
" If there be no joint demise, there must
be several actions for rent, for a joint ac-

tion is not maintainable except upon a

joint demise." Tindal, C. J. — Sek-
VANTE V. James, 10 B. & C. 410. Cov-
enant. The defendant, who was master

of a vessel, covenanted with the plaintiff

and others, part-owners, and their several

and respective executors, administrators,
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one of the plaintiffs, but without any allegation that the other

plaintiffs had authorized the accord and satisfaction, the plea is

nevertheless good, (w) For a release of a debt, or of a claim to

damages, by one of many who hold this debt or claim jointly,

is a full discharge of it, and this whether they hold this debt or

claim in their own right, or as executors or administrators, (x)

This has been extended to the case where the release is given

by one of joint plaintiffs, who, although a party to the record,

is not a party in interest, but whose name the actual parties in

interest were obliged to use with their own in bringing the ac-

and assigns, to pay certain moneys to

tliem, and to their and every of their sev-

eral and respL'lti^c executors, administra-

tors, and as.vi;:;ns, at u certain banlter's,

and in such jxirU and proportions as were
set against tlicir several and respective

names. The action was brought by all

the covenantees jointly. Ileld, that the

covenant was several, and so the action

not well brougltt, but each covenantee

should have brought a separate action.

—

Ghaham v. Eorertson, 2 T. R, 282.

Plaintiffs, together with A & B, being
owners of one ship, and the defendant of

another, a prize was taken, condemned,
and shared by a;;rLcmeiit between them;
afterwards the sentence of condemnation
was reversed, and restitution awarded,
with costs, whicli was paid solely by the

plaintiffs, A and B having in tlie mean
time become bankrtipts. An action could
not be brought by the plaintiffs alone for

a moiety of the restitution money and
costs, because it was either a partnership

transaction, wlien A and B ought to be

joined ; or not, when separate actions

should be l>rou;;lit by each of the persons

paying. See also, Smith v. Hunt, 2 Chitt.

142 ; Brandon !•. Hubbard, 2 Br. & B.
11 ; Tippet V. Hawkcv, 3 Mod. 263

;

Makepeace u. Coutes, 8 Ma<s. 451, over-

ruled in C;i|icn v. Barrows, 1 Gray, 376
;

Brand v. B.iulcott, 3 B. & P. 235;' Kelby
V. Steel, 5 Esp. 194.

American Cases,— BoGG3 v. CnKTiN,
10 S. & R. 211. Two firms, C. & B.
and J. & D., having become sureties for

A., gave their joint and several note for

the debt of A. Held, that the two firms,

on payment by them of the note, could
not maintain a joint action against A., it

not appearing that the payment was made
out of a jointfund of the two firms. " The

,

'action of assumpsit must be joint or sev-

eral, accordingly as the promise on which
it is founded is joint or several. Where
the promise is express, there can be little

diftieulty in determining to which class it

belongs, as its nature necessarily appears

on the face of the contract itself ; and if

it be joint, all to whom it is made must,

or at least may sue on it jointly. . But
an implied promise, being altogether ideal,

and raised out of the consideration only

by intendment of law, follows the natm'e

of the consideration ; and as that is joint

or several, so will the promise be." Gib-

son, J. — Caetiikae i\ Brown, 3 Leigh,

98. C. covenanted with B. & J. that he

would pay B. and J. $300, namely, to

each of them one moiety thereof Held,

a several covenant, so that B., as the sur-

vivor of the two, could not maintain aa

action to recover the whole sum. — Ul-
MER V. CCNNINGIIAM, 2 GrCeul. 117.

Assumpsit for money had and received.

Goods, belonging to some and not to all,

of sundiy joint debtors, were taken in exe-

cution and wasted. /Lid, that all the

debtors could not maintain a joint action

against the shei-iff, and that those only

ought to have sued whose property was

actually wasted.

(w) Wallace et al. v. Kensall, 7 M. &
W. 264.

(r) Bac. Abr. Release, D. E. ; Jacomb
V. iiarwood, 2 Ves. Sen. 265; Murray k.

Blatchford, 1 \\'end. 583 ; Napier et at. v.

McLcod, 9 Wend. 120 ; Decker v. Liv-

ingston, 15 Johns. 479 ; Pierson et al. v.

Hooker, 3 Johns. 68; Austin et al. v.

Hall, 13 Johns. 286 ; Bulkley et al v.

Dayton, 14 Johns. 387 ; Bruen v. Mar-

quand, 17 Johns. 58; Hekey et al. v.

Fail-banks, 4 Mason, 206 ;
Tuckerman v.

Newhall, 17 Mass. 581 ; Wiggin v. Tudor
23 Pick. 444.
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tion. (7/) Nevertheless, if in such a case the party taking the

release, and pleading it in bar, is aware that the party giving it

had no interest in the claim released, the court would disregard

the release
;
(z) and upon such facts as these the court have

ordered the release to be given up and cancelled, (a)

If two or more are jointly bound, or jointly and severally

bound, and the obligee releases to one of them, aU are dis-

charged, (b) Formerly a very strict and technical rule was

applied to these cases ; thus, where an action was brought

against one of three who were bound jointly and severally, a

plea in bar that the seal of one of the others was torn off was

held good. And where three were bound jointly and severally,

and the seals of two were eaten off by rats, the court inclined

to think the obligation void against all. (c) But if the seals

had remained on until issue were joined, their removal after-

.wards would not have avoided the bond, (d
)

Where a technical release, that is, a release under seal, is

given to one of two joint debtors, and the other being sued,

pleads the joint indebtedness and the release, it is no answer to

say that the releasa was made at the defendant's request, and

in consideration that he thereupon promised to remain liable for

the debt, and unaffected by the release
;
(e) for this would be a

parol exception to a sealed instrument ; or rather a parol re-

newal in part, of a sealed instrument which was wholly dis-

charged. This being the reason, it should follow that only a

release under seal should have the effect of excluding this

answer ; and the weight of authority is certainly and very

greatly in favor of this limitation. (/) It has, however, been

held in this country, that a release which is not under seal, to

(</) Wilkinson et al. v. Lindo, 7 M. ken v. Brown, 1 Rawle, 391 ; Johnson v.

& W. 81 ; Gibson v. Winter, 5 B. & Collins, 20 Ala. 435.

Ad. 96. (c) Bayly v. Garford, March, 125 ; Sear

(z) Gram et al v. Cadwell, 5 Cowen, ton v. Henson, 2 Show. 29.

489 ; Legh v. Legh, 1 B. & V. 447. (d) Hichols v. Haywood, Dyer, 59, pi.

(iij Barker et al. v. Richardson, 1 Y. &'
12, 13 ; Miehaell v. Stockworth, Owen, 8.

J. 362. (e) Brooks u. Stuart, 9 A. & E. 854

;

(i) Co. Lit. 232 a; Bac. Abr. Release, Parker v. Lawrence, Hob. 70.

G. ; Vin. Abr. Release, G. a ; Dean v. (/) Shaw v. Pratt, 22 Pick. 305 ;

Newliall, 8 T. R. 168 ; Hutton v. Eyre, Walker v. McCuUoch, 4. Greenl. 421

;

6 Taunt. 289 ; Lacy v. Kyna.ston, 1 Lunt et al. v. Stevens, 24 Me. 534

;

Ld. Raym. 690, s. c. 12 Mod. 551
;

Harrison v. Close et al. 2 Johns. 448;

Clayton v. Kynaston, Salk. 574; MiUi- Rowley v. Stoddard, 7 Johns. 210; Mo-
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one of many joint debtors, of his share or proportion of the

debt, operates in law as a full discharge of all. (g) But though

the word release be used, even under seal, yet if the parties, the

instrument being considered as a whole and in connection with

aU the circumstances of the case and the relations of the par-

ties, cannot reasonably be supposed to have intended a release,

it will be construed as only an agreement not to charge the per-

son or party to whom the release is given, and will not be per-

mitted to have the effect of a technical release
;
(h) for a general

covenant not to sue is not itself a release of the covenantee, but

is so construed by the law, to avoid circuity of action ; and a

covenant not to sue one of many, who are jointly indebted, does

not discharge one who is a joint debtor with the covenantee, nor

in any way affect his obligation, (i)

It may be added, though not strictly within the law of con-

tracts, that the effect of a release of damages to one of two

wrongdoers is the same as a release of debt ; it is in its opera-

tion a satisfaction of the whole claim arising out of the tort,

and discharges all the parties, (j ) And in actions against two

or more defendants for a joint tort, it has been said that dam-

ages should be assessed against all jointly for the largest amount

which either ought to pay. (k) The true rule, however, must

be, that the plaintiff is entitled to compensation for aU the in-

jury he has received, and for this there should be judgment

against all who joined in doing the wrong. Several damages

should not be assessed ; but if they are, the plaintiff may elect

which sum he will, and remitting the others, enter judgment for

this sum against all. (l
)

AUcster v. Sprague, 34 Me. 296 ; Pond v. s. c. 4 Mo. & P. 561 ; Dean v. Newhall,
Williams, 1 Gray, 630. 8 T. R. 168.

Iff) Milliken v. Brown, 1 Rawle, 391.
( ;) Brown v. Marsh, 7 Vt. 320.

(A) Solly 0. Forlies, 2 Br. & B. 46
;

(i) Bull. N. P. 15; Lo%Tfield r. Ban-
McAllcster v. Sprague, 34 Me. 296. croft, 2 Str. 910; Onslow v. Orchard, 1

{i ) Lane et al. v. Owings, 3 Bibb, 247
;

Str. 422 ; Brown v. Allen et al. 4 Esp.
Shed 0. Pierce, 17 Mass. 628; Couch v. 158; Austen v. Willward, Cro. E. 860;
Mills, 21 Wend. 424 ; Rowley v. Stod- Smithson v. Garth, 3 Lev. 324.
daid, 7 Johns. 209 ; McLellan !'. Cum- [1) Johns et al. v. Dodsworlh, Cro. C.

berland Bank, 24 Me. 566; Bank of 192; Walsh w. Bishop, Cro. C. 243; Hey-
Catskill V. Messenger ci al. 9 Cowen, 37

;
don's Case, 11 Rep. 5 ; Halsey et al. v

Dnrell v. Wendell et al. 8 N. H. 369
;

Woodruff, 9 Pick. 555 ; Rodney v. Strode
Bank of Chenango v. Osgood, 4 Wend. Carth. 19.

607 ; Lancaster v. Harrison, 6 Bing. 731,
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No release by the party injured, or claimant, has the effect

of discharging all, although given but to one, unless it be a

voluntary release ; for if one of two who owe jointly, either a

debt or compensation for a wrong, be discharged by operation

of law, without the concurrence or consent of the party to whom
the debt or compensation is due, he does not hereby lose his

right to enforce this claim against those not discharged, (m)

But it is said, that if the discharge by operation of law is at the

instance of the plaintiff, or be caused by him, it then operates as

a discharge of the oth^r debtors, (n)

The legal operation of a release to one of two or more joint

debtors may be restrained by an express provision in the in-

strument, that it shall not operate as to the other. For if a

release containing such a proviso be pleaded by the other in bar

to an action against both, a replication that the action is

brought against both, only to recover of the other, is good, (o)

If an action be brought against many, and to this an accord

and satisfaction by one be pleaded in bar, it must be complete,

covering the whole ground, and fully executed. It is not

enough if it be in effect only a settlement with one of the de-

fendants for his share of the damages ; nor would it be enough

if it were only this in fact, although in form an accord and

satisfaction of the whole claim, (p)

Joint trustees are not necessarily liable for each other, or

bound by each other's acts. Each is liable for the acts of

others, only so far as he concurred in them, or connived at

them, actively or negligently. Each is, in general, responsible

only for money which he has himself received ; and if he signs

a receipt with the others, because the receipt would have no

force without his signature, he may, at least in equity (unless he

is himself in default), show that he did not receive the money,

and thus remove or limit his liability ; but if this be not shown,

the joint receipt is evidence against all. (q) A trustee may thus

(m) "Ward u. Johnson et al. 13 Mass. B. 38 ; North v. Wakefield, 13 Q. B. 536.

152. • See post, p. 285

(n) Robertson «. Smith, 18 Johns. 459. (p) Anderson v. Turnpike Co. 16

(o) Twopenny v. Young, 3 B. & C. Johns. 87 ; Clark v. Dinsmore, 5 N. H.

211 s. c. 5 Dow. & R. 261; Lancaster w. 136; Rayne w. Orton, Cro.E.305; Lynn
Harrison, 4 Mo. & P. 561, s. c. 6 Bing. et al. o. Bruce, 2 H. Bl. 317.

726 ; Solly d al. u. Forbes et al. 2 Br. & (g) Pellows v. Mitchells al. 1 P. Wms.
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explain his receipt, because he is obliged to join with the others

in giving one ; but a co-executor not being under this necessity,

it is said that he is bound by the receipt he signs, (r) And, in

general, any co-executor or co-trustee who does jointly with the

others any act which it is not necessary for him to do, is bound

thereby to any party who shall suffer therefrom, (s)

If two or more persons are bound jointly to pay a sum of

money, and one of them dies, at common law his death not

only severs the joinder, but terminates the liability which be-

longed to him, so that it cannot be enforced against his repre-

sentatives; (t) but if they were bound jointly and severally,

the death of one has not this effect, (u) K bound jointly,

the whole debt becomes the debt of the survivors alone, and if

they pay the whole, they can have at law no contribution

against the representatives of the deceased, because this would

be an indirect revival of a liability which death has wholly ter-

minated, (v) But where the debt was made joint by fraud or

error, equity will relieve by granting contribution ; as it will if

the debt were for money lent to both and received by both, so

that both actually participate in the benefit, (w) If the last

survivor dies, leaving the debt unpaid, his representatives alone

are chargeable, and have no contribution against the representa-

tives of the other deceased obligor.

Such were the rules of the common law ; but in most of the

United States these rules are changed by statute. The repre-

sentatives of the deceased continue to be bound by his obliga-

tion. K the debtors \\'ere jointly bound, the creditor could bring

but one action when all were alive, and that against all ; and

then obtaining judgment and taking out execution against all,

he might levy it on all or either as he chose, leaving them to

adjust their proportion by contribution. After the death of a

83, and Cox's note ; Westly v. Clarke, 1 Rutherford, 3 Br. & B. 302 ; Foster v

Eden, 360 ; Griffin v. Macaulay, 7 Gratt. Hooper, 2 Mass. 572 ; Yorks v. Peck, 14

476. Barb. 644.

(() Sadler v. Hobbs, 2 Br. Ch. 114; {u) Towers v. Moore, 2 Vem. 99;

Chambers v. Minchin, 7 Ves. 198. May v. Woodward, Freem, 248.

(s) Brice v. Stokes, U Ves. 319; Sad- Iv) See note (e), p. 32, post.

ler u. Hobbs, 2 Br. Ch. 9.5, and note to Am. (w) Waters i-. Riley, 2 Har. & G.

edition. 313; Simpson v. Vaughan, 2 Atk. 33;

(<) Bac. Abr. Obligations, D. 4 ; Os- Yorks v. Peck, 14 Barb. 644.
borne v. Crosborn, 1 Sid. 238 ; Calder v.
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joint debtor, the creditor cannot join the survivors and the

representatives of the deceased in one action, even if the stat-

ute gives the creditor, where one of many joint debtors dies,

the same remedy by action as if the contract were joint and

several ; inasmuch as an executor cannot be joined with the

survivors in an action upon a contract which was originally

joint and several, because one would be charged de bonis testa-

toris, and the other de bonis propriis, which cannot be
;
(x) but

the creditor may elect which to sue. (y) He may sue either, or

both, in distinct actions, and may levy his executions upon

either or both. But he can get, in the whole, only the amount

of his debt ; and the survivors and the representatives of the

deceased, or the representatives of all the debtors, if all are de-

ceased, have against each other a claim for contribution, if either

pay more than a due proportion, (z)

If one or more of several joint obligees die, the right of ac-

tion is solely in the survivors, and if all die, the action must be

brought by the representatives of the last survivor, (a) But

if the right under the contract be several, the representatives

of the deceased party may sue, although the other obligees are

living, (b)

SECTION III.

OF CONTRIBUTION.

Where two or more persons are jointly, or jointly and sever-

ally, bound to pay a sum of money, and one or more of them

pay the whole, or more than his or their share, and thereby

relieve the others so far from their liability, tjiose paying may
recover fiom those not paying, the aliquot proportion which

they ought to pay. (c) Some things have been said about this

(x) Kemp o. Andrews, Carth. 171; son u. Martindale, 1 East, 497 ; Stowell's

Hall V. Hnifam, 2 Lev. 228. Admr. v. Drake, 3 Zabr. 310.

(y) May v. Woodward, Freem. 248

;

(b) Shaw v, Sherwood, Cro. E. 729.

Enys w. Donnithorne, 2 Burr. 1190. (c) Harbert's case, 13 Eep. 13 a, 15

{z) Peaslee v. Breed, 10 N. H. 489; b; Layer w. Nelson, 1 Vern. 456; Tous-

Bachelder v. Fiske, 17 Mass. 464. saint v. Martinnant, 2 T. R. 104 ; Kemp
(a) Bolls o. Yate, Yelv. 177 ; Ander- v. Finden, 12 M. & W. 421 ; Browne v.
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right to contribution, in the preceding section ; we add that the

persons not paying, but being relieved from a positive liability

by the payment of others who were bound with them, are held

by the law as under an implied promise to contribute each his

share to make up the whole sum paid, (d ) And this rule ap-

plies equally to those who are bound as original co-contractors,

and to those who are bound to pay the debt of another or

answer for his default, as co-sureties, (e)

Lee, 6 B. & C. 689 ; Sadler v. Nixon,
5 B. & Ad. 936 ; Holmes v. William-
son, 6 M. & Sel. 159 ; Blacliett v. Weir,
5 B. & C. 387 ; Lanchester v. Tricker,

1 Bing. 201 ; Boulter v. I'eplow, 9 C.
B. 193. In Offley and Johnson's case,

2 Leon. 166 [1584], the Court of ICing's

Bench held that one surety had no
right at common law to recover con-

tribution from a co-surety. " The first

case of the liind in which the plain-

tiff succeeded was before Gould, J., at

Dorchester." Buller, J., 2 T. R. 105.

— The action for money paid to recover

contribution is founded upon the old writ

de contribiUione faciendd. Tindal, C. J.,

Edger v. Knapp, 5 Man. & G. 758, citing

Fitzherbert's Natura Brovium, 378, in

the edition of 1794, p. 162. From the

passage in Fitzherbert, as the English
version is amended by the learned re-

porter of Edger v. Knapp, 5 Man. & G.

758, 759, it seems that a parcener dis-

trained upon is entitled to contribution

without any express agreement on the

part of her coparceners, while to entitle

a joint feoffee to contribution, under sim-

ilar circumstances, the other feoffees must
have agreed to contribute. In analogy
to the case of feoffees, one partner, in

order to entitle himself to recover con-

tribution of his copartner is bound to

show a contract independent of the rela-

tion of partner : — Tindal, C. J., 5 Man.
6 G. 759. It is not sufBcient for him to

show that the payment made on account
of his copartners was made by compulsion

of law. Sadler v. Nixon, 5 B. & Ad.
936.— In Hunter v. Hunt, 1 C. B. 300,
plaintiff and defendant respectively were
under-lessees, at distinct rents, of sepa-
rate portions of premises, the whole of
which were held under one original lease,

at an entire rent. Plaintiff, having paid
the whole under a threat of distress,

brought an action against defendant to
recover the proportion of rent due from
him, as for money paid to his use :

—

Held, that the action was not maintain-

able.

(d) Contribution was at first enforced

only in equity, and Lord Eldon regretted

(not without reason, in the opinion of
Baron Parle, 6 M. & W. 168), that courts

of law ever assumed jurisdiction of the

subject. It is universally admitted that

the duty of contribution originates in the

equitable consideration that those who
have assumed a common burden ought
to bear it equally; from this equitable

obligation the law implies a contract,

since all who have become jointly liable

may reasonably be considered as mutually
contracting among themselves with refer-

ence to the duty in conscience. Lord
Eldon, Craythorne v. Swinburne, 14 Ves.

160, 169 (adopting the view taken by
Romilly arguendo) ; Campbell c. Mesier,

4 Johns. Ch. 334 ; Lansdale o. Cox, 7

Monr. 401 ; Fletcher v. Grover, 11 N. H.
368 ; Johnson v. Johnson, 11 iVIass. 359

;

Chaffee v. Jones, 19 Pick. 264 ; Horbach
V. Elder, 1 8 Penn. 33 ; Powers v. Nash,

37 Me. 322; Holmes v. Weed, 19 Barb.

128; Yates v. Donaldson, 5 Md. 389.—
Assumpsit for money paid is the usual

action for enforcing contribution, and its

propriety, before taken for granted, was

confirmed' in Kemp v. Finden, 12 M. &
W. 421.

(e) The payee of a note, given by the

defendant's testator as principal, neglected

to present it to the executor within two

years after the original grant of adminis-

tration, and was by statute ban'ed of his

action against him. The plaintiff who
signed the note as surety was held not to

be discharged by the creditor's neglect to

present his claim, and having paid the

note was entitled to recover the amount
of the executor. Sibley v. McAUaster, 8

N. H. 389. See also, Chipman v. Morrill,

20 Cal. 130. Bachelder v. Fisk, 17 Ma.s8.

464, was perhaps the earliest case where

the executor of a deceased co-debtor was

held liable at law for contribution. The
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The payment, to establish a claim for contribution, must be

compulsory. Hence, if one of many who must pay a certain

debt, might show if sued that he was bound to pay only a cer-

tain proportion and could defend himself against a further

claim, his payment of more than his share gives him no claim

for contribution. (/) But this does not mean that there must be

a suit, but only a fixed and positive obligation, (g) The law
requires no one to wait t?r a suit, if he has no defence ; and

not always, even if he has a defence, (h) And if he resists a

suit in which he has no sufficient defence, he cannot, generally,

recover from the party for whom he pays, the costs of this

suit, (i) And where a contract is broken, the surety may

court there met the technical objections

that were raised, with the maxim, Obi
jus ibi remedium. And see McICenna v.

George, 2 Rich. Eq. 15 ; Riddle v. Bow-
man, 7 Foster (N. H.), 236.

The surviving surety on a joint admin-
istration bond, on account of which he

was compelled to make large payments,
sought to recover contribution from the

representatives of a deceased co-surety :
—

it was held, that in the case of a joint

bond, the remedy at law survives against

the surviving obligor, and is lost against

the representatives of him who dies first

;

that where all the obligors are principals,

equity will enforce contribution though
the remedy at law is gone, but in case of

a surety it will not interfere to charge him
beyond his legal liability in the absence

of fraud, accident, or mistake ; that al-

though a surety who has paid the debt

may compel his living co-surety to con-

tribute, he has no such right either at law

or in equity, against the estate of a deceased

co-surety, because the liability of the

creilitor was terminated by Iris death and
cannot, be indirectly revived. Waters v.

Riley, 2 Har. & G. 305. But see the able

dissenting opinion of Archer, J.

( /) Lucas V. Jefferson Ins. Co., 6 Cow.
6.35. See also. Mutual Safety Ins. Co. a.

Hone, 2 Comst. 235.

(g) Pitt V. Purssord, 8 M.-& W, 538;

Maydcw v. Forrester, 5 Taunt. 615 ; Da-
vies V. Humphreys, 6 M. & W. 153 ; Lord
Kenyan, Child v. Morley, 8 T. R. 614

;

Frith V. Sprague, 14 Mass. 455 ; Russell

V. Failer, 1 Ohio St. 327.

(h) It has been held that a surety pay-

ing when he had a good defence, which

defence, however, was not available to the

VOL. I. 3

principal if he had been sued by the credi-

tor, may recover of the principal; Shaw
u. Loud, 12 Mass. 461.

(i) Whether contribution can be recov-

ered for the costs of a suit sustained in re-

sisting payment is left in doubt by the

authorities. Lord Tenterden ruled against

contribution for costs in Roach v. Thomp-
son, Mo. & M. 489 ; Gillet v. Rippon, id.

406 ; Knight v. Hughes, id. 247 ; in the

latter case intimating that there might be

a distinction between a case between two
sureties (the case before him) and a case

of surety against principal. But in Kemp
V. Finden, 12 M. & W. 421, where the

plaintiff and defendant had executed as

sureties, a warrant of attorney, given as

collateral security for a sum of money ad-

vanced on mortgage to the principals, and,

on default being made by the principals,

. judgment was entered up on the warrant
of attorney, and execution issued against

the plaintiff, it was held that he was enti-

tled to recover from the defendant as hia

co-surety a moiety of the costs of such
execution. Parke, B., said :

" They were
costs incuiTcd in a proceeding to recover

a debt for which, on default of the princi-

pals, both the sureties were jointly liable

;

and the plaintiff having paid the whole
costs, I see no reason why the defendant
should not pay liis proportion." — A
surety to a note Was subjected to costs in

consequence of its non-payment by the

principal ; there was an agreement in

writing to save him harmless ;
— held, that

he was entitled to recover the costs so paid

by him in an action against the principal.

Bonney v. Seely, 2 Wend. 481. In Cleve-

land V. Covington, 3 Strob. L. 184, it was
held that as a general rule a principal was
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pay without suit and hold the principal, and a co-surety may
pay and hold the co-sureties to contribution, {j) And the right

to contribution arises although the co-surety paid the debt

after giving a bond for it without the knowledge of the co-

sureties, (k)

If a plaintiff in an action ex contractu recovers judgment

and takes out an execution, a defendant upon satisfying the

execution makes out a claim for Contribution against other

parties, by showing either that such parties were co-defendants

in the action, or that they were jointly liable in fact for the debt

which was made a cause of action against him alone. (I) But

liiiblo for costs incurred by the surety, and
was therefore incompetent as a witness in

an action against him. Where a judg-

ment, recovered against an insolvent prin-

cipal, and his two sureties, was paid by
one of them, helft, that he could recover

of his co-surety one half of the costs.

Davis V. Emerson, 17 Me. 64. And in

Fletcher v. Jackson, 2.3 Vt. 593, the right

of a co-surety to recover costs and ex-

penses is said to depend altogether upon
the question whether the defence was made
under such circumstances as to be regarded

as hopeful and prudent ; if so, the ex-

penses of defence may always be recov-

ered.— But not if the surety be notified

that there is no defence. Bccklcy v.

Munson, 22 Conn. 299.— In Boardman
V. Page, II N. H. 431, where an action

was commenced by the holder .of a note

against all the co-signers, and judi/ment

was recovered against one only, it was
held that upon payment of damages and
costs of the judgment, the party against

whom the judgment was recovered was
not entitled to contribution from the other

co-signers in rcspc<-t to the costs— the same
not being a burden common to all the co-

signers of the Tiote. — It would seem not
uru'easonalde to conclude, notwithstanding

the 7(/s/ priiifi dc'.-isioits of Lord Ti.itlirihn,

that where the party from whom contri-

bution is sought was at the time of the

former action directly lial)le fur the debt

to the creditor, so that if the latter had
chosen he might have been sued by him,
contribution may bo recovered for the

costs of the judgment, though not perhaps
for costs incurred in resisting payment
of the judgment. Yet in the late case

of Henry v. Goldney, 15 M. & W. 494,

496, an action ex contractu being brought
against A, and he pleading in abatement
tlie pendency of another action for the

same cause against B, it was contended
that the plea ought to be sustained, to

prevent A from being twice vexed for the

same cause ; but Afdersoii, B., observed,
" How is A vexed by an action being

brought against B ? B cannot recover

against A his proportion of the costs."

(j) It has been held in Kentucky that

the principal must be insolvent to render

a co-surety lialile to contribute to another

who has paid the debt. Pearson v. Duck-
ham, 3 Litt. 386; Daniel v. Ballard, 2

Dana, 296. But this is opposed to the

prevailing doctrine. Cowell v. Edwards,
2 B. & P. 268 ; Odin v Greenleaf, 3

N. H. 270.

[k] Dunn v. Slee, Holt, 399 ; where it

was also held by Parke, J., that time given

to one surety is no bar to an action

afterwards by that surety against a co-

surety.

(/) In Murray v. Bogert, 14 Johns.

318, it was held that where A, who clauns

contribution of B and C, on the ground

of having paid a judgment, shows neither

that B and C were parties to the judg-

ment, nor that the debt was a joint one,

not arising out of a partnership transac-

tion, he must be nonsuited. The report-

er's abstract seems incorrect, in so far as

it represents the court as holding that the

mere absence of proof that the defendants

were parties to the judgment was fatal to

the claim of contribution. Such a doctrine

ivDuld be directly in the face of Holmes v.

Williamson, 6 M. & Sel. 158; Burnell i>.

Minot, 4 Moore, 340 ; Boai-dman v. Paige,

11 N. H. 431.
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in the latter case the joint liability must not be a liability as co-

partners, (m)

At law a surety can recover from his co-surety only that co-

surety's aliquot part, calculated upon the whole number, with-

out reference to the insolvency of others of the co-sureties
; («)

but in equity it is otherwise, (o)

If one co-surety takes security from the principal for his

proportion of the burden, it has been held that the other cO'

surety shall share in the benefit of it. (p)

The contract of contribution is a several contract, (q) And
hence a surety may release one of his co-sureties without bar-

ring his right of action against the rest; for a release of one

surety discharges the others only from such a proportion of the

debt as they would be entitled to have recourse to the dis-

charged party for, upon their payment of the whole debt, (r)

But if two co-sureties pay the debt out of a joint fund, their

right of action against the principal, and as it would seem

against other co-sureties, is joint, (s)

The contract on which the assumpsit is founded dates from

the time when the relation of co-surety or co-obligor is entered

into ; although the cause of action does not arise till the pay-
•

(m) Sadler v. Nixon, 5 B. & Ad. 936

;

within the jurisdiction, as well as ineol-

Bdger v. Knapp, 5 Man. & G. 758

;

vent co-sureties, are to be excluded in

Murray v. Bogert, 14 Johns. 318 ; Pear- the calculation of the proportion to be

Bon V. Skelton, I M. & W. 504, where contributed by those against whom pay-

the former action was ex delicto. But ment can be enforced. McKenna v.

where the joint contractors were, together George, 2 Rich. Eq. 15.

with many others, partners in a joints (p) Miller v. Sawyer, Sup. Ct. of Vt.

stock company, of which they were the 1858. 21 Law Rep. 489.

contract committee men, contribution was (q) Kelby v. Steel, 5 Esp. 194 ; Gra-

enforced between them on account of the ham v. Robertson, 2 T. R. 282 ; Brand

joint liability incurred by them as such v. Boulcott, 3 B, & B. 235 ; Birkley v.

committee. Boulter v. Peplow, 9 C. B. Presgrave, 1 East, 220 ; Parker v. EUis, 2

493. Sandf. 223.

(n) Browne v. Lee, 6 B. & C. 689
;

(r) Crowdus v. Shelby, 6 J. J. Mai-sh.

Cowell W.Edwards, 2 B.& P. 268.—5/iaw, 61; Fletcher v. Grover, 11 N. H. 368;

C. J., Chaffee v. Jones, 19 Pick. 265; Fletcher w. Jackson, 23 Vf. 581.

Currierw. Fellows, 7 Foster (N. H.), 366. (s) Osborne v. Harper, 5 East, 225;

(o) Peter w. Rich, 1 Chane. 34; Cow- Boggs v. Curtin, 10 S. & R. 211;

ell w. Edwards, 2 B. & P. 268.— And in Pearson v. Parker, 3 N. H. 366; Jew-

Vermont the rule of equity has been held ett v. Coniforth, 3 Greenl. 107 ;
Fletcher

to be the rule of law also. Mills v. Hyde, v. Jackson, 23 Vt. 593 ; Contra, Gould

19Vt. 59. So also, Henderson !). McDuf- u. Gould, 8 Cowen, 168. But Kelby d.

fee, 5 N. H. 38, but there the decision went. Steel, 5 Esp. 194, on the authority of

partly at least, on the necessity of the case, which this case seems to have been de-

there being no court to administer equi- cided, is quite distinguishable from Ofr

table relief. It has been decided in South borne v. Harper.

Carolina, that co-sureties who are not
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ment. Hence the discharge of one of the joint debtors (by

whatever cause) from his direct liability to the creditor, does not

relieve him in law, any more than in equity, from his obligation

to indemnify such of the remaining joint debtors as have borne

more than their original proportion of the debt, (t)

The undertaking which is to serve as the foundation of a

claim of contribution must be joint, not separate and succes-

sive. Thus, the second indorser of a promissory note is not

liable to the first, though neither be indorser for value
;

(m)

unless there is an agreement between the indorsers that, as

between themselves there shall be co-sureties
;
(v) and this is

true even if they are indorsers of accommodation paper, (lo)

And a guarantor cannot be compelled to contribute in aid of a

surety, {x)

The right of contribution exists against aU who are sure-

ties for the same debt, although their primary liability depends

upon different instruments. Where two bonds, for example,

are given for the performance of the same duty, and A and B
sign as sureties in one, and C and D in the other. A, if he pay

the debt, may in equity recover one fourth of the whole from

each of the rest, (y)

A party acqiiires a right to contribution as soon as he

pays more than his share, but not until then
;
(z) and conse-

{t) Accprdinffly, where the liability of issory note, was not bound to make con-

one joint maker of a promissory note tribntion to the plaintiff who was the first

was continued l)y partial payments witliin surety and had paid the debt, the defcnd-

six years, but the remedy of the holder ant having qualified his undertaking by
a,2;aiiisl- the other was barred by tlic statute adding to his signatitre the words "surety

of limitations, the debtor wlio continued for tlie above names." In Keith v. Good-
liable could notwithstanding recover con- win, 31 Vt. 268, it was held that the guar-

tribntion from the' other after paying tlie antor of a note on which sureties had
del It, Peaslee v. Breed, 10 N. H. 489; already signed, stood in relation to those

Borndman v. Paige, II N. H. 431 ; Howe who had signed before him as surety _/br

V. Ward, 4 Grcenl. 195. ihem jointli/, not jointly with tbam.
(ii) McDonald ;;. Magmder, 3 Pet. 470

; (y) Deering v. Winchelsea, 2 B. & P.

Decreet v. Burt, 7 Oush. 551. 270; Mayhew v. Crickett, 2 Swanst. 184;

(y) Weston v. Chamberlain, 7 Cush. Craythoririe v. Swinburne, 14 Ves. 160.

404 : Hogue v. Davis, 8 Gratt. 4. See Senible, the same principle may be applied

also Weslfall v. Parsons, 16 Barb. 645
;

at law; iJronson, C. J., Norton v. Coons,
Pitkin p. Flanagan, 23 Vt. 160. 3 Denio, 130, 132; Chaffee v. Jones, 19

(lo) MeNelly i\ Patchin, 23 Mo. 40; Pick 260,264; Enicks a. Powell, 2 Strob.

Dunn 1'. Wade, id. 207. Eq. 196.

(r) Longlcy v. Griggs, 10 Pick. 121. (j) Davies v. Humphreys, 6 M. & W.
In Harris v. Warner, 13 Wend. 400, it 153; Lovd Eldon ex parte Gifford, 6 "Ves.

was held that the defendant who was the '808; Lytle v. Pope, U B. Men. 297.
ast of four sureties for H. in a jomt prom-
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quently the statute of limitations does not begin to run until

then, [a)

The law does not, generally at least raise any such implied

promise, or right to contribution, among wrongdoers, or where

the transaction was unlawful, (b) If money be recovered in an

action grounded upon a tort it gives no ground for contribu-

tion, (c) Still, however, contribution is sometimes enforced

where he who is to be benefited by it did not know his act to

be illegal, or where it was of doubtful character, (d)

The implied promise and the right to contribution resting

upon it, may be controlled by circumstances or evidence show-

ing a different understanding between the parties; thus, a

surety cannot exact contribution of one who became co-surety

at his request, (e)

(a) Davies v. Humphreys, 6 M. & W.
153; Ponder v. Carter, 12 lied. L. 242.

(6) Pitcher v. Bailey, 8 East, 171

;

Booth V. Hodgson, 6 T. R. 405. But in

Bailey v. Bussing, 28 Conn. 455, it is said

that tliis nile has so many exceptions that

it can hardly with propriety be called a

general rule.

(c) Merryweather v. Nixan, 8 T. R.
1 86 ; Farebrother v. Ansley, 1 Camp.
343; Wilson v. Milner, 2 Camp. 452;
Thweatt v. Jones, 1 Rand. 328.

\d) Betts V. Gibbins, 2 A. & E. 57, 4
Nev. & M. 64. There the defendants hav-

ing sold ten casks of goods and sent them
to the plaintiffs to deliver to buyer, sub-

sequently ordered the plaintiffs to deliver

a portion of them to another person, which
order they obeyed. It was held, that a

promise to indemnify the plaintiffs might
be implied from the facts, on which they

could recovey for the injury sustained in

consequence of fulfilling the order,although

they had no right to detain the goods or

change their destination— the general rule

that between wrongdoers there is neither

indemnity nor contribution not applying

where the act is not clearly illegal in itself,

and is done bond fide.— In Adamson v.

Jarvis, 4 Bing. 66, 72, Best, C. J., said

:

" It was certainly decided in Menyweather
V. Nixan, that one wrongdoer could not

sue another for contribution ; Lord Kent/on

however, said, 'that the decision would
not affect cases of indemnity, where one

man employed another to do afits, not un-

lawful in themselves, for the purpose of

asserting a right.'' This is the only de-

cided case on the subject that is intelligible.

There is a case of Walton v. Hanbury and
others (2 Vern. 592), but it is so imper-
fectly stated, that it is impossible to get
at the principle of the judgment. The
case of Philips v. Biggs (Hardres, 164),
was never decided ; but the Court of
Chancery seemed to consider the case of

two sheriffs of Middlesex, where one had
paid the damages in an action for an
escape, and sued the other for contribution, as

like tlie case oftwo joint obligors. Prom the

inclination of the court in this last case,

and from the concluding part of Lord
Kenyon's judgment in Merryweather v.

Nixan, and fiom reason, justice, and
sound policy, the rule that wrongdoers
cannot have redress or contribution against

each other, is confined to cases where the
person seeking redress must be presumed
to have known that he was doing an
unlawful act."— Wooley v. Batte, 2 C.
& P. 417; a party having recovered

damages in case against one of two joint

coach proprietors for an injury sustained

by the negligence of their sei-vants ; held,

that such proprietor (he proving that he
was not personally present when the acci-

dent happened) might maintain an action

against his co-proprietor for contribution.

See also Ives v. Jones, 3 Ired. L. 538.

But there can be no recovery in such case

if the two proprietors are partners. Pear-
son V. Skelton, 1 M. & W. 504. See
Thweatt v. Jones, 1 Rand. 328.

(e) Turner v. Davies, 2 Esp. 478;
Byers v. McClanahan, 6 G. & J 256;
Daniel v. Ballard, 2 Dana, 296 ; Taylor
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The commercial law of France, and of continental Europe

generally, admits the right to contribution, and regulates it

much as the law of England and this country. (/) The civil

law whoUy rejects it. (g) But by a decreee of the Emperor

Hadrian, a co-surety being sued, might require the plaintiff to

proceed against aU liable jointly with him. He could not

therefore be compelled to pay the whole unless through his

own neglect, (h)

V. Savage, 12 Mass. 98, 103. And see (g) Dig. 46, 1, 39.

Thomas v. Cook, 8 B. & C. 728 ; Har- (A) Inst, 3, 21, 4. If the surety, on
ris V. Wamer, 13 Wend. 400; Eobison paying the debt, took the precaution to

V. Lvle. 10 Barb. 512; Keith v. Goodwin, obtain a subrogation, he might exercise

31 Vt. 268. But such an agreement can- the actions of the creditor against his co

not be shown by parol evidence when the sureties ; 1 Pothier on Obligations by
guaranteed obligation is in writing. Nor- Evans, 291; Cod. 8, 41,11; Dig 46
ton V. Coons, 2 Seld. 33. 1, 39.

(/) Code Civ. Art. 2033; 1 Pothier on
Obligations, by Evans, 291.
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CHAPTER IIL

AGENTS.

Sect. I.— Of Agency in General.

The law of agency is now of very great importance. Such
is the complexity of human affairs in- civilized society, that very

few persons are able to transact aU their business, supply all

their wants, and accomplish all their purposes, without some-

times employing another person to represent them, and act for

them, and in their stead. Such person becomes their agent,

and the person employing an agent is his principal.

There are two principles in relation to the law of agency, on

one of which it is founded, whUe the other measures the re-

sponsibility of the principal for the acts of an agent. The first

of these is, that the agent is but the instrument of the principal,

who acts by him ; and a principal assumes the relations, ac-

quires the rights, and incurs the obligations which are the pro-

per results of his acts, equally, whether he does these mediately,

or directly ; whether he uses an unconscious and material in-

strument, or a living and intelligent instrument; whether he

signs his name by a pen which he takes from the table, or by

a man whom he requests to sign his name for him. In either

case, the thing done Is the act of the principal ; and, to a con-

siderable extent, the la'.v identifies the agent with the principal,

although for some purposes, and in some respects, the agent in-

curs his own share of responsibility, or acquires his own rights,

by the act which he performs as the act of another. The second

of these principles is, that, as between the principal and a third

party who has supposed himself to deal with a principal by

means of one purporting to be his agent, the principal is res-
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ponsible for and is bound by the acts of his agent on either of

two grounds, which may co-exist, and may not. One of these

is, that he has actually created this agency ; the other is,

that he has, by words or acts, fuUy authorized the third party

to believe the person to be his agent. If he has justified the

belief of the third party, that this person had from him sufficient

authority to do, as his agent, that precise thing, it is no answer,

on his part, to say that the agent had no authority, or one

which did not reach so far, and that it was a mistake on the

part of the third party. It may have been his mistake, but

the question then is, whether the principal led this third party

into the mistake. And in deciding this question, aU the cir-

cumstances of the transaction, and especially the customary

usages in relation to such transactions, come into consider-

ation.

This principle applies to, and may indeed be said to create,

the distinction between a general agent and a particular

agent. («) A general agent is one authorized to transact all

his principal's business, or all his business of some particular

kind. A particular agent is one authorized to do one or two

special things. But it is not always easy to find a precise rule

which determines with certainty between these two kinds of

agency. A manufacturing corporation may authorize A to

purchase all their cotton, and he is then their general agent for

this special purpose, or to purchase all the cotton they may

(a) See Jacques v. Todd, 3 Wend, nn-er cxi'cpt for those. In the case of a

83; Anilfi'iion v. Coorley, 21 Wend, particnlfir aaciit, the scope of autliority is

279 ;
Savaye v. Rix, 9 N. H. 263

;
measured liy tlie express directions he has

Wliitehcad v. Tuckett, 15 East, 400. received; in the case of a general agent
The term Ai/niri/ seems to imply two the law permits usage to enter in and en-

qnitc distinct things, namely, a contract large the lialrility of the princi]ial. This
between principal and agent, and tlie usage, however, is not a uniform, un-
]i'L:al means liy whicli the principal is varying rule; in other words there is no
made, witliout his diiect partic i|iatioii, a common scope of autliority predicable of

par/i/ to a contract with a third person, every general agent. To say of a certain

No advantage, but only confusion, seems one that he is a general agent is not enough
to result from blending these two things, to describe his jiowers, or to determine the

If, in considering agency in the latter extent of his principal's liability; it is

aspect, the domestic contract between next to bo ascertained for what particular

pi-inciple and agent could be excluded business he is thus general agent. This
from the mind, and reserved for scfiarate done, the agency is brought within a class,

observation, it might conveniently be laid and the qualities attach to it which the

down as the rule of law that the principal law, using the light of mercantile custom,
is in all cases bound for acts of the agent affixes to the class at large,

done within the scope of his aathoritij, and
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have occasion to buy in New Orleans, and then he may be
called their general agent for this special purpose in that place.

Or to purchase the cargoes that shall come from such a planta-

tion, or shall arrive in such a ship or ships, or five hundred bales

of cotton, and then he should rather be regarded as their parti-

cular agent for this particular transaction.

The importance of the distinction lies in the rule, that if

a particular agent exceed his authority, the principal is not

bound
;
(b) but if a general agent exceed his authority the

(b) Flemyng y. Hector, 2 M. & "W.
178 ; Todd v. Emly, 7 M. & W. 427

;

8 id. 505 ; East India Co. v. Hensley, 1

Esp. Ill ; Woodin v. Burford, 2 Cr. &
M. 391 ; Jordan ;;. Norton, 4 M. & W.
155; Sykes v. Giles, 5 M. & W. 645;
Waters v. Brogden, 1 Y. & J. 457 ; Dan-
iel V. Adams, Ambl. 495. And see Rea^
ney v. Culbertson, 21 Penn. St. 507. —
But tliere is a material distinction between
autkoritij and instructions uncommunicated,
and not intended to be communicated to

the tiiird party dealing witli the agent.

Such instructions qualify the liability of
the principal neither in the case of a gen-
eral agency nor of a particnlar agency.
The sound rule of law is set forth by
Parker, C. J., giving the judgment of the

court in Hatch v. Taylor, ION. H. 538 :

" It is, we think, apparent enough, that all

which may be said to a special agent, about
the mode in which his agency is to be exe-

cuted, even if said at tlie time that tlie

authority is conferred, or the agency con-

stituted, cannot be regarded as part of the

authority itself, or as a qualification or

limitation upon it. Tlxere may be, at all

times, upon the constitution of a special

agency, and there often is, not only an
authority given to the agent, in virtue of

which he is to do the act proposed, but

also certain communications, addressed to

the private ear of the agent, although they

relate to the manner in which the author-

ity is to be executed, and are intended as

a guide to direct its execution. These
communications may, to a certain extent,

be intended to limit the action of the agent

;

that is, the principal intends and expects

that they shall be regarded and adhered

to, in the execution of the agency ; and
should the agent depart from them, he

would violate the instructions given him
by the principal, at the time when he was
constituted agent, and execute the act he

was expected to perform in a case in which

the principal did not intend that it should
be done. And yet, in such case he may
have acted entnely witliin tlie scope of the

authority given him,- and the principal be
bound by his acts. This could not be so,

if those communications were limitations

upon the authority of tire agent. It is

only because they are not to be regarded
as part of the authority given, or a limi-

tation upon that authority, that the act of
the agent is valid, although done in viola-

tion of them ; and the matter depends
upon the character of tlie communications
thus made by the principal, and disre-

garded by the agent. Thus, where one
person employs another to sell a horse,

and instructs him to sell him for $100, if

no more can be obtained, but to get the

best price he can, and not to sell him for

less than that sum, and not to state how
low he is authorized to sell, because that

will prevent him from obtaining more.
Such a private instruction can with no
propriety be deemed a limitation upon his

authority to sell, because it is a secret mat-

ter between the principal and agent, which
any person proposing to purchase is not
to know, at least until the bargain is com-
pleted. And if no special injunction of

secrecy was made, the result would be the

same ; for from the nature of the case,

such an instruction, so far as regards the

minimum price, must be intended as a pri-

vate matter between the principal and
agent, not to be communicated to tlie per-

sons to whom he proposed to make a sale,

from its obvious tendency to defeat the at-

tempt to obtain a greater sum, which was
the special duty of the agent. It mil not

do to say that the agent was not author-

ized to sell, unless he could obtain that

price. That is the very question, whether
such a private instruction limits the au-

thority to sell." pp. 545-547. ... "No
man is at liberty to send another into the

market to buy or sell for him as nis agent,
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principal is bound, (c) provided the agent acted within the ordi-

nary and usual scope of the business he was authorized to trans-

act, and the party dealing with the agent did not know that he

exceeded his authority, (d) Any specific authority must be

sti-ictly pursued ; as, for example, one known to be an agent to

settle claims, and with specific authority to this effect, cannot

be supposed to have authority to commute them, (e) The

with secret instructions as to the manner
in which he shall execute his agency,

wliich are not to be communicated to

those with whom he is to deal ; and then,

when his agent has deviated from those

instructions, to say that he was a special

agent, — that the instructions were limita-

tions upon his authority,— and that those

with whom he dealt, in the matter of his

agency, acted at their peril, because they
were bound to inquire, where inquiry

would have been fruitless, and to ascer-

tain that, of which they were not to have
knowledge. It would render dealing with
a special agent a matter of great hazard.

If the principal deemed the bargain a
good one, the secret orders would con-

tinue sealed ; but if his opinion was oth-

erwise, the injunction of secrecy would be

removed, and the transaction avoided,

leaving the party to such remedy an he

might enforce against the agent. Prom
this reasoning, we deduce the general

principle, that where private instructions

are given to a special agent, respecting

the mode and manner of executing his

agency, intended to be kept secret, and
not communicated to those with whom lie

may deal, such instnictions are not to be
regarded as limitations upon his author-

ity; and notwithstanding he disi-egards

them, his act, if otherwise witliin the scope
of Ins agency, will be valid, and bind his

emplo3'er." pp. .548, 549. See also Bert-

hold V. Goldsmith, 24 How. 536, where
one who had been employed as a special

agent for a particular purpose in reference

to sales of property, in the profits of which
he was to share, was declared in regard to

other transactions of his own relating to

the disposal of the same property, not to

be a partner as to third parties, and neith-

er a general or special agent.

(c) Duke of Beaufort v. Neeld, 12 CL
& F. 248, 273 ; Nickson v. Brohan, 10
Mod. 109

; Monk v. Clayton, MoUoy, B.
2, ch. 10, \ 27.

(d) Forman v. Walker, 4 La. An. 409
;

Campbell v. Hicks, 4 H. & N. (Exch.)
851.

(e) Kingston v. Kincaid, 1 Wash. C. C.

454. That the authority given to the

agent must in all cases be strictly pursued,

see Robertson v. Ketchum, 11 Barb, 652.

The exception, extending the principal's

liability in favor of third parties, is only

made where such third parties are igno-

rant that restrictions have been imposed

upon the agent. In Attwood v. Munn-
ings, 7 B. & C. 283, Bayley, J., said

:

" This was an action upon an acceptance

importing to be by procuration, and there-

fore, any person taking the hill would
know that he had not the security of the

acceptor's signature, but of the party pro-

fessing to act in pursuance of an author-

ity from him. A person taking such a

bill, ought to exercise due caution, for he

must take it upon the credit of the party

who assumes the authority to accept, and

it would be only reasonable prudence to

require the production of that authority."

The authority in that case was contained

in two powers of attorney, and it was de-

cided that, taking the proper construction

of them, the agent had exceeded his au-

thority, and so the principal was not

bound. This case is confirmed by With-

ington V, Herring, 5 Bing. 442. Goods

were shipped on board of plaintiff's ship,

and by the bills of lading, which were

indorsed to the defendants, Avere to be

delivered on payment of frtight. The

bills were indorsed by the defendants to

their factors, to whom the goods were

delivered, and the freight charged. As-

sumpsit was brought against the defend-

ants on the banlQ-uptcy of the factors, but

was not sustained on the giound that au-

thority to receive the goods was given

only on immediate pnvmcnt of the freight.

Tobin V. Crawford, "5 M. & W. 235.

And see Hogg v. Snaith, 1 Taunt. 347

;

Acey V. Fernie, 7 M. & W. 157 ;
E^lailo

V. La Nauze, 1 Y. & Coll. 394 ;
Maanss

V. Henderson, 1 East, 335 ; Murray v.

East India Co., 5 B. & Aid. 204 ; Gard-

ner V. Baillie, 6 T. E. 591 ; with which

compare Howard v. Baillie, 2 H. Bl.

618; Btainback v. Bank of Virginia, 11
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rule is, as to the public, that the authority of a general agent

may be regarded by them as measured by the usual extent of

his general employment. (/) The obvious reason for this is,

that the public may not be deceived to its injury by previous

acts which the agent was fuUy authorized to do. By such

authority the principal does, as it were, proclaim and publicly

declare him to be his agent, and must abide the responsibility

of so doing. It would not be right for the principal to say to

one who dealt with his general agent; "you knew that he was
my general agent, for I authorized you and everybody else to

believe this, but in this particular instance I had revoked or

limited the authority, and the revocation or limitation shall

affect you although you did not know it." But a principal may
well say to one who dealt with an agent for a particular pur-

pose, it was your business first to ascertain that he was my
agent, and then to ascertain for yourself the character and

extent of his agency.

"We think the distinction between a general agent and a

special agent useful, and sufficiently definite for practical pur-

poses, although it may have been pressed too far, and relied

upon too much in determining the responsibility of a principal

for the acts of an agent. It may indeed be said, that every

agency is, under one aspect, special, and under another, general.

No agent has authority to be in all respects and for all purposes

an " alter ego" of his principal, binding him by whatever the

Gratt. 269; Same w. Read, id. 281. Whitehead v. Tuckett, 15 East, 400.

The ruling of Heath, J., in Hicks v. Han- But if an injury is to result to one man
kins, 4 Esp. 114, seems to admit of ques- from the omission or neglect of an agent

tion. Tor instance, where the authority of another, the principal must be held,

of a general agent has been circum- liable. And when the defendants sent

scribed, see Odiorne v. Maxcy, 13 Mass. their agent to employ the plaintiff, who

178; White v. Westport Cotton Man. was a physician, to visit a boy who had

Co., 1 Pick. 215 ; Salem Bank v. Glou- been injured while in their service, direct-

cester Bank, 17 Mass. 1 ; Wyraan v. ing the agent to tell the plaintiff that

HoUowell & Augusta Bank, 14 Mass. 58

;

they would pay hiin for his first visit, and

Kerns v. Piper, 4 Watts, 222 ; Terry y. the agent neglected so to do, and em-

Fargo, 10 Johns. 114; Reynolds w. Row- ployed the plaintiff generally to attend

ley, 4 La. An. 409. Except the master the boy so long as he might need medi-

of a vessel and an acceptor for honor, no cal aid, and the plaintiff attended upon

agent can bmrow money on his principal's the boy on the credit of defendants, held

account without special authority. Haw- that defendants were liable to the plam-

tayne u. Bourne, 7 M. & W. 595. See tiff for his services in attending the boy.

Dost, pp. 81 & 82. Barber v. Briton & HaU, 2G Vt. 112.

(/) Pickering v. Busk, 15 East, 38;
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agent may do in reference to any subject whatever; and

therefore the agency must be special so far as it is limited by

place, or time, or the extent or character of the work to be

done. On the other hand every agency must be so far general,

that it must cover not merely the precise thing to be done, but

whatever usually and rationally belongs to the doing of it.

Of late years, courts seem more disposed to regard this

distinction and the rules founded upon it, as altogether subor-

dinate to that principle which may be called the foundation of

the law of agency ; namely, that a principal is responsible, either,

when he has given to an agent sufficient authority, or, when he

justifies a party dealing with his agent in believing that he has

given to this agent this authority, (g-)

Where the agency is implied from general employment,, it

may survive this employment, and will be still implied in favor

of those who knew this general employment, but have not had

notice of the cessation of the employment, and cannot be sup-

posed to have knowledge thereof, (h) ,Hence the common and

very proper practice of giving notice by public advertisement

when such an agency is revoked.

In order to judge correctly of the extent of an agent's au-

thority, the distinction must be noticed between those acts which

are within his aulhoritij, and those which are only within an

appearance of authority, for which the principal is not responsi-

ble; for a principal is responsible only for that appearance of

authority which is caused by himself, and not for that appear-

ance of conformity to the authority which is caused only by the

agent. An agent's authority is that which is given by the

declared terms of his appointment, notwithstanding secret in-

structions ; or that with which he is clothed by the character

in which he is held out to the world, although not wilhin the

words of his commission. Whatever is done under an authority

(g) In Mechnnic3 Bank v. New Y. & quite insufficient to solve a great variety

New H. R.R. Co., 3 Kernan, 632, it is of cases. It is unprofitable to dwell upon

said by Constock J. in givinj; the decision that distinction."

of the court of appeal* " Tliere are in the (/i) v. Harrison, 12 Mod. 345;

books, many loose expressions concerning Monk v. Clayton, Molloy, B. 2, Cli. 10,

the distinction between a general and a § 27, cited ;)cr CKn'am, 10 Mod. 110; Em
special agency. Tlie distinction itself is mett v. Norton, 8 C. & P. 506.

higlily unsatisfactory, and will be found
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thus manifested, is actually within the authority, and the prin-

cipal is bound for that reason ; for he is bound equally by the

authority which he actually gives, and by that which, by his

o-w-n acts, he appears to give. But it is obvious that an agent

may clothe his act with all the indicia of authority, and yet

the act itself may not be within either the real or apparent

authority. The appearance of the authority is one thing ; and

for that the principal is responsible. The appearance of the act

is another ; and for that it seems the agent alone is responsible.

It is a fundamental proposition, that one man can be bound

only by the authorized acts of another. He cannot be charged

because another holds a commission from him, and falsely

asserts that his acts are within it. (i) This distinction has

been well illustrated by recent adjudications. Thus a master

of a ship is the general agent of the owners to perform all

things relating to the usual employment of his ship, and, among
other things, to sign bills of lading for goods put on board, and

acknowledge the nature, quality, and condition of the goods.

But if he signs a bill of lading for goods which have never

been shipped, he exceeds his authority ; and although the act,

judged by its appearance and the representation of the agent, is

strictly within the authority, yet the principal is not bound, {k)

So, if the master signs a bill of lading for a greater quantity

of goods than those on board, the same principle applies. (I)

And where the servant of a wharfinger fraudulently signed a

receipt, purporting to be an acknowledgment that certain wheat

had been delivered at his employer's wharf, no such wheat

having in fact been delivered, and thereby wihuUy induced one

C to pay the price thereof to the pretended vendor ; it was held

that the wharfinger was not liable, the servant having authority

only to give receipts for goods which had in fact been delivered

at the wharf, (m) Again, where a raihoad corporation ap-

pointed an agent to issue certificates for stock, upon a transfer

on the company's books by a previous owner, and a surrender

of that owner's certificate ; and the agent fraudulently issued

(i) Per Comstock, J., in Mechanics (k) Grant v. Norway, 10 C. B. 665.

Bank v.New York & New Haven E. E. Co. U) Hubbersty v. Ward, 8 Exch. 330.

3 Kera. 599. • (m) Coleman v. Eiches, 16 C. B. 104.
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certificates for his own benefit, without a compliance with

either of the above conditions, his acts were held to be beyond

the scope of his authority, and his principals not bound, {n)

And where an agent authorized in writing to purchase goods

to a certain amount, had exceeded the amount, but assured a

seller that he had not, and the seller sold the goods on this

assurance, it was held by a majority of the court
(
Wilde, J.,

dissenting), that the principal was not held, (o) We have some

doubts of the last decision ; and, certainly, care must be taken

not to extend this principle too far. Thus, an agent may be

authorized to give notes for his principal in order to raise money
to be used in the business of the latter. A third person may
inspect the power, advance the money in good faith, and the

agent appropriate it to his own use ; and this the agent may
have intended at the time. In such a case, the principal would

be responsible, not because the act of the agent appeared to be

within the authority, but because the power actually included

the transaction. A power given to an agent to borrow money,

upon notes or otherwise, implies that the money may be paid

to him, and so the whole transaction is strictly and literally

authorized. The misappropriation of the proceeds by the agent

is a mere breach of trust, relating to money in his hands, and

upon the principles of trust, his intention to misappropriate

would not affect an innocent party. But suppose the power to

give the note is on its face conditional. It then has no exist-

ence until the condition has been actually fulfilled. And if one

advances money to the agent on his declaration that the condi-

tions have been fulfilled, and it turns out that the conditions

had not occurred on which the exercise of the power depended,

then he was trusting to the representation of the agent, and

must look to him alone. As the principal never authorized the

transaction at aE, he is bound neither by the contract nor by

the representation, (p)

It has been held that " a general and special agent to transact

(n) Mechanics Bank v. N. Y. & N. H. Bank v. N. T. & N. H. R. R. Co. 3 Keru.

E. R. Co. 3 Kern, 599. 599. See North River Bank v. Aymar,
(o) Mussey v. Bcecher, 3 Cush. 511. 3 Hill, 262.

(p) Per Comstock, J., in Mechanics
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all manner of business," though created by a power of attorney

under seal, does not nebessarily include therein authority to

sell. Such a power is regarded as a vague and indefinite in-

strument, under which a prudent man would not accept a title

to property, (q)

For the power of the agent to submit questions in which

his principal is interested, to arbitration, see the section on

Arbitration in the second volume.

SECTION II.

IN WHAT MANNER AUTHORITY MAT BE GIVEN TO AN AGENT.

An agent, generally, may be appointed by parol, and so au-

thorized to do any thing which does not require him to execute

a deed for his principal, (r) He may be authorized by parol to

make and sign contracts in writing, and it seems to be now
settled that he may be authorized without writing, to make
even those contracts which are hot binding upon his principal

unless in writing signed by him. (s) And even a parol ratifica-

tion' is equivalent to an original authority, (t)

An authority is presumed or raised by implication of law,

on the ground that the principal has justified the belief that he

has given such authority, in cases where he has employed a

person in his regular employment
;
(m) as where one sends goods

(<;) Hodge v. Coombs, 1 Black, 192. the principal. But see contra, Cooper v.

(r) 2 Kent, Com. 612. The receipt of Rankin, 5 Binn. 613, and page 52, infra,

an authorized agent is the receipt of the notes (m), (o).

principal. Mackersy v. Ramsays, 9 CI. (s) Shaw v. Nudd, 8 Pick. 9 ; Ewing v.

& F. 818, 850. — A tender made to an Tees, 1 Binn. 450; Clinen v. Cooke, 1

authorized apent is as if made to his Sch. & L. 22 ; Coles v. Trecothick, 9 Ves.

principal. Moffat v. Parsons, 5 Taunt. 234,250.— But by an express provision

307.— With regard to the execution of of the Statute of Frauds, an agent, to

contracts under seal, the rule of the com- grant or assign a term for more than

mon law is adhered to with strictness, three years, or an estate of freehold,

Gordon v. Bulkeley, 14 S. & R. 331. must be authorized thereto in writing.

And in Banorgee v. Hovey, 5 Mass. II, 29 Car. II. c. 3, § 3.

it was held (Sewell, J., dissenting), that a it) Maclean v. Dunn, 4 Bing. 722.

sealed instrument executed in the name \u) Dowsw. Greene, 16 Barb. 72 ; Lyell

of the principal by an agent, not author- v. Sanboum, 2 Mich. 109 ; Thompson v.

ized under seal, could not be admitted in Bell, 26 E. L & E. 53a

evidence in an action of assum^iit against
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to an auctioneer, or to a common repository room for sale, the

bailee has an implied authority to sell, (v) And such presump-

tions frequently arise in the case of a wife
;
(w) or of a domestic

servant
;
(x) or of a son who has been permitted for a consid-

erable time to transact a particular business for the father, (7/) as

to sign bills, &c. ; or where one has been repeatedly employed

to sign policies of insurance for another, (z)

It must be remembered, however, that an agent employed

for a special purpose, derives from this no general authority

from his principal, (a) Where the belief of the authority of an

agent arises only from previous action on his part as an agent,

the persons so treating with him must, on their own responsi-

bility, ascertain the nature and extent of his previous employ-

ment, (b) This may be such as to estop the principal from

(y) Lord Ellenhorourjh, Pickering

Busk, 15 East, 38.

(w) Prestwifk u. Marshall, 7 Bing, 565
Huckman v. Fcrnie, 3 M. & W. 505

Att'y-Gen. v. Riddle, 2 Cr. & J. 493
Plimmer v. Sells, 3 Nev. & M. 422,—
After separation, the wife is still her hus-

band's agent for the procurement of such
tilings as are reasonable and necessary for

herself. Emmett v. Norton, 8 C. & P.

.506. So where the person cohabited with

is only u, mistress, and known to be in

fact only a mistress, if she is allowed to

pass ostensibly as wife. liyan u. Sans,

12 Q. B. 460.

[x) A master is not responsible for a

contract entered into by a servant to

whom he had always given cash for mak-
ing purchases. Eusby v. Scarlett, 5 Esp.
75. So with any particular agent who
obtains on credit goods which the princi-

pal gave him money to purchase. Lord
Abinger, C. B., Plemyng v. Hector, 2 M.
& AV. 181.

(y) Watkins v. Yince, 2 Stark. 368.

(z) Brockelbank l: Sugrue, 5 C. &
P. 21 ; Haughton v. Ewbank, 4 Camp.
88, where it was held sufficient proof
of an agent's authority to subscribe a
policy of insurance for an insurer, that

the insurer was in the habit of paying
losses upon policies so subscribed by bini,

without producing the power of attorney

under which the agent testified that he
acted. —An authority to draw is not an
authority to indorse ; Robinson r. Yar-
row, 7 Taunt. 455; yet the fact that a

confidential clerk had been accustomed to

draw, taken in connection mth the fact

that bis master had in one instance au-

thorized him to indorse, and on two other

occasions had received money obtained

by his indorsement, is c^'idence from
which a jury may infer a general author-

ity to indorse. Prescott v. Flynn, 9 Bing.

19. As to what will amount to proof of an

implied authority to a clerk in a mercan-
tile house to sign shipping papers in the

names of bis principals, see Dows i;.

Greene, 32 Barb. 490.

(a) Rcynell v. Lewis, 15 M. & W. 517;
Dawson v. Morrison, 16 Law J., C. P.

240 ; Cox V. Midland Railway Co. 3

Exch. 268 ; Rusby u. Scarlett, 5 Esp.

75 ; Burness v. Pennel, 2 House of L.

Cas. 519; Kaye v. Brett, 5 Exch. 269;

Thatcher v. Bank of New York, 5 Sandf.

121.

{b) Schimmelpennich v. Bayard, 1 Pet.

264 ; Parsons v. Armor, 3 id. 413 ; Blane

V. Proudfit, 3 Call, 207 ; Kilgour v. 3?in-

lyson, 1 H. Bl. 1 55, where a power given,

on the dissolution of a partnership, to one

of the partners to receive all debts owing
to, and to discharge all claims against the

late partnership, was held not to author-

ize him to indorse a bill of exchange in

the partnership name, tliough drawn by

him in that name, and accepted by a

debtor of the partnership after the dissola»

tion. In Richardson v. Moies, 31 Mo. 430,

it is said that when the partners had, prior

to the dissolution, agreed with the holder

of the note of a firm, that it should be
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denying his authority in the particular transaction ; but if not,

then they have no remedy, unless against the agent himself

who misled them, (c)

SECTION III.

SUBSEQUENT CONFIRMATION.

As agency may be presumed from repeated acts of the agent,

adopted and confirmed by the principal previously to the con-

tract in which the question is raised, (d) so^najich agency may be

confirmed and established by a subsequent ratification; the

common law having adopted the civil law maxim, " omnis rati-

habitio retrotrahitur et mandato cequiparatur." (e) The rule may
be stated thus: where any one contracts as agent without

naming a principal, his acts enure to the benefit of the party,

although at the time uncertain or unknown, for whom it shall

turn out that he intended to act, provided the party thus enti-

tled to be principal ratify the contract, {g) And, on the other

renewed upon part payment at maturity
and a new note given for the balance, such
agreement will be an authority to one of
the partners, after the dissolution, to give

a new note in the firm name in rcncw:il,

and the termination of the partnership is

not a revocation of such authority.

KPoorie V. Trascr, 2 Bay, 269.

I
Townsend v. Inglis, Holt, 278;

Haughton v. Ewbanli, 4 Camp. 88; Bar-

ber V. Gingell, 3 Esp. 60. There tlie .ap-

parent acceptor of a bill of exchange, set-

ting up as a defence that his signature had
been forged, it was held a good answer
that the defendant had paid other bills

of the drawer under similar circum-

stances. And see Brigham v. Peters, 1

Gray, 147.

(e) 18 Vin. Abr. Ratihabitio ; Lucena v.

Craiifard, 1 Taunt. 325 ; Clark's Execu-
tors V. Van Eiemsdyk, 9 Cranch, 158;
Fleckner v. United States Bank, 8 Wheat.
363 ; Bell v. Cunningham, 3 Pet. 81

;

Hooe V. Oxley, 1 Wash. (Va.), 19; Moss
V. Rossie Lead Mining Co. 5 Hill (N. Y.),

137 ; Rogers v. Kneeland, 10 Wend. 218;

Marsh v. Keating, 1 Bing. N. C. 198;

VOL. I. 4

Bigelow V. Dennison, 23 Vt. 565.— If

any stranger, in the name of the mort-
gagor or his heir (without his consent or
privity), tender the money, and the raoit-

gagee acceptetli it [which, however, he is

not bound to do], this is a good satisfac-

tion, and the mortgagor or his heir, agree-

ing thereunto, may reenter into the land.

Co. Lit. 206 b.

(g) Wilson v. Tumman, 6 Man. & G.
242. *' Ratum quis habere non potest quod
ipsius nomine non est gestum.'^ See also,

Saunderson v. Griffiths, 5 B. & C. 909

;

and Eouth v. Thompson, 13 East, 274;
Poster V. Bates, 12 M. & W. 226; Hull
V. Pickersgill, 1 Br. & B. 282. This doc-

trine has frequent application in cases of
marine Insurance. See Hagedom v.

Oliverson, 2 M. & Sel. 485; Pinney v.

Pairhaven Ins. Co. 5. Met. 192.— A
notice to quit, given by an unauthorized
agent, cannot be made good by an adop-
tion of it by the principal after the proper
time for giving it, the agent having acted

in his own name in giving the notice,

nor it seems, if he acted in the name
of the principal. Doe v. Goldwin, 2
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hand, if the principal accept, receive, and hold the proceeds or

beneficial results of such a contract, he will be estopped from

Q. B. 143; Right v. Cuthell, 5 East,

491.— In Bird v. Brown, 14 Jur. 132,

a very important distinction was taken by
the Court of Exchequer. A, a mcrcliant

at Liverpool, sent orders to B, at New
York, to purchase certain goods, wliich

were shipped accordingly in five ships and
consigned to A, who, after the receipt of

the goods by one of them, stopped pay-

ment on the 7th of April, 1846. B, pur-

suant to directions from A, had drawn
bills for the goods partly on A, and partly

on C, ^vith whom A had dealings. D, a

merchant at Liverpool, and who also had
a house of business at New York, pur-

chased there sevei-al of the bills, which
were drawn at sixty days' sight, and dated
some on the 28th, and others on the 30th
of March, 1846. On the 8th of May, a fiat

iti bankruptcy issued against A, and his

assignees wci-e appointed. The other four

vessels anived respectively on the 4th,

5th, 7th, and 10th of that month, and im-
mediately on the arrival of each, and
while the transitus of the goods on board
continued, D, on behalf of B, but not
being his agent, and without any author-

ity from him, gave notice to the masters
and consignees, claiming to stop the goods
in transitu. On the 11th of May the

assignees made a formal demand of the

goods still on board andundchvered, from
the master and consignees of each of the

four ships, at the same time tendering the

freight ; but they refused to deliver them,
and on the same day delivered the whole
to D. (_)n the next day the assignees

made a formal demand of the goods from
him, but he refused to deliver them up.

On the 28th of April, B hcanl at New
York that A had stopped payment, and on
the next day he executed a power of attor-

ney to E, of Liverpool, authorizing him to

stop the uoods in tnai^lta. This was re-

ceived by E on th.c 13th of May, who on
that day adopted and confirmeil the pre-

vious stop])agc by D. B afterwards

adopted and ratified all which had been
done both by V) and li. Held, that the

tide of A to the goods was not devested

by the uitoNO stoppages in transitu, and
consequently that trover for them was
maintainable by the assignees against B.
Pollock, 0. B., delivering the judgment,
said: "The doctrine ' omnis ratihabilio

retrotriihiti.tr et mandtito cvquiparatiir,' is

one intelligible in principle, and easy in

its application when applied to cases of

coiilnid. If A. B., unauthorized by me,

makes a contract on my behalf with J. S.,

which I afterwards recognize and adopt,

there is no difficulty in dealing with it as

having been originally made by my au-

thority. J. S. entered into the contract

on the understanding that he was deahng
with me, and when I afterwards agree to

admit that such was the case, J. S. is pre-

cisely in the condition in which he meant
to be ; and if he did not believe A. B. to

be acting for me, his condition is not

altered by my ado|)tion of the agency, for

he may sue A. B. as principal at his

option, and has the same equities against

me if I sue, that he would have had
against A. B. In cases of tort there is

more diflSculty. If A. B. professing to

act by my authointy, docs that which prima

facie amounts to a trespass, and I after-

wards assent to and adopt his act, there

he is treated as having from the beginning

acted by ray authority, and I become a

trespasser, unless I can justify the act

wdiich is to be deemed as having been

done by my previous sanction. So far

there is no difficulty in a]iplying the doc-

trine of ratification even in cases of tort

— the party ratifying becomes as it were a

trespasser by estoppel— he cannot com-

plain that ho is deemed to have authorized

that which he admits himself to have au-

thorized. The authorities, however, go

much further, and show that in some cases

where an act, which if unauthorized would

amount to a trespass, has been done in

the name and on behalf of another, and

without previous authority, there a sub-

sequent ratification may enable the party

on whose behalf the act was done, to take

advantage of it, and to treat it as having

been done by liis direction. But this doc-

trine must bo taken with the qualification

that the act of ratification must take place .,

at a time, and under circumstances, when

the ratifying party might have himself

lawfully done the act which he ratifies.

Thus in Lord Audlei/'s case, a fine with

proclamations was levied of certain land,

and a stranger within five years after-

wards, in the name of him wlio had right,

entered to avoid the fine; after the five

years, and not before, the party who had

the right to the land ratified and confiimed

the act of the stranger ; this was held to

be inoperative, though such ratification
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denying an original authority, or a ratification, (h) And if a

party does not disavow the acts of his agent as soon as he can

after they come to his knowledge, he makes these acts his

own. (t) Nor will the delay of a third party to assert his rights

against the principal for the acts of the agent, discharge the

former from his liability, if the relative position of principal

and agent have not in the mean time been altered. But the

failure of the principal to notify the agent of his dissent, does

not, as between them, ratify the act; (k) for the agent knew
his own want of authority. An adoption of the agency in

part, adopts it in the whole, because a principal is not permitted

to accept and confirm so much of a contract made by one

mthin the five years would probably
have been good. Now the principle of

this case, which is reported in many
books, Cro. E. 561 ; Moore, 457, pi. 630;
Poph. 108, pi. 2, and is cited with appro-

bation by Lord Coke in Margaret Podc/er's

case (9 Rep. 106 a), appears to us to gov-
ern the present. There the entry to be
good must have been made within the five

years ; it was made within that time, but
till ratified it was merely the act of a
stranger, and so had no operation against

the fine ; by the ratification it became the

act of the party in whose name it was
made, bat that was not until after the five

years— he could not be deemed to have
made an entry till he ratified the previous

entry— and ho did not ratify until it was
too late to do so. In the present case the

stoppage could only be made during the

transitus ; during that period, the defend-

ants, without authority from lUins, made
the stoppage. After the ti-ansitus was
ended, but not before, lUins ratified what
the defendants had done ; from that time

the stoppage was the act of Illins. But it

was then too late for him to stop ; the

goods had already become the property of

the plaintiffs, free from all right of stop-

page. We are therefore of opinion that

there must be judgment for the plaintiffs."

— It is somewhat remarkable, in view of

the present state of the law, that it was
at one time strenuously contended, that

the doctrine of ratification reached less

broadly in contract than in tort ; and that

although a principal unknown at the time

coiild afterwards adopt the act of the

agent in the latter case, he could not in

the former. See Hagedorn v. Oliverson,

2 M. & Sel. 485, and per Parke, J., m Hull
V. PickersgUl, 1 Br. & B. 287.

(A) Holt, C. J., in Bolton v. Hillersden,

I Ld. Raym. 224, 225 ; Thorold v. Smith,
II Mod. 72; Byrne v. Doughty, 13 Geo.
46 ; Johnson v. Smith, 21 Conn. 627. The
principal, when he has once affirmed a
contract made by the agent without au-
thority, and even fraudulently, cannot
afterwards disaffirm it ; bringing assumpsit
against the third partv is an affirmance.

Smith V. Hodson, 4 T.'R. 211, 217. Yet
if the party, alleged to be principal, after

denying that the agent had authority from
him to purchase goods, receive them from
the agent in pavTuent of a debt due from
the latter, the original seller (whatever
other remedy he may have) cannot hold
such supposed principal liable as having
ratified the purchase made by the agent.

Hastings v. Bangor House, is Me. 436.— The ratification of an act of an agent,

in order to bind the principal, must be
with a full knowledge of all the mate-
rial facts. Preeman v. Rosher, 13 Q. B.
780; Owings v. Hull, 9 Pet. 607; Penn.,
Del., and Md., Steam Nav. Co. v. Dan-
dridge, 8 G. & J. 248, 323; Havs v.

Stone, 7 Hill (N. Y.), 128; Copeland v.

Mercantile Ins. Co. 6 Pick. 198.— Con-
duct which would be sufficient to charge
an individual as principal, may not amount
to ratification in the case of a State.

Delafield v. Illinois, 26 Wend. 192.

(t) Bredin v. Dubarry, 14 S. & R. 27
;

Veazie v. Williams, 8 How. 134 ; Bene-
dict V. Smith, 10 Paige, 126; McCuUoch
V. Mcliee, 16 Penn. 289 ; Brigham v

Peters, 1 Gray, 139.

(i) Lewin v. Dillo, 17 Mo. 64
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purporting to be his agent, as he shall think beneficial to

himself, and reject the remainder. {I)

Where the party who undertakes to act as agent has affixed

a seal to an instrument which did not need a seal, a parol rati-

fication will make the instrument obligatory upon the principal

as a simple contract, (m) And where one acting as agent has,

without authority, entered into a contract in writing required

by the Statute of Frauds to be in writing, the principal is bound

by an oral ratification, (w) But it has been held, that a parol

ratification cannot make that the deed of the principal which

originally did not bind him fi-om the agent's want of an author-

ity under seal, (o)

The ratification of the tort of an agent does not, in general,

relieve the agent from fiability ; although, by such ratification

in tort as well as in contract, a liability is incurred by the

principal, [p)

(1) Wilson V. Poultcr, 2 Stia. 859;
Smith !'. Hodson, 4 T. B. 211 ; Hovil v.

Pacli, 7 East, 1 64 ; Brewer v. Sparrow,
7 B. & C. 310; Wright v. Crookcs, 1.

Scott, N. R. 685; Hovey v. Blanchard,
13 N. H. 145 ; Farmers Loan Co. o.

Walworth, 1 Coinst. 447 ; N. E. Marine
Ins. Co. V. De Wulf, 8 Piclv. 56; Culver
V. Aslil.v, 19 id. 300; Bigelow v. Dcn-
nison, 23 Vt. 565 ; Hodaet v. Tatuni,
9 Geo. 70 ; Elam u, Carruth, 2 La. An.
375 : Cook V. Bank of Louisiana, id.

324. It seems the delivery of money to

the agent for payment by him to a per-

son with whom liie agent had contracted
without autliority, is such a ratification

(thougli the delivery of tlio money be not
made known to tlie otlier contracting

party), tliat if the agent embezzle the

money, tlie priniijia! is still bound by the
contract. I.iOi-(l /yimljniotif/li, in Kusby v.

Scarlet, 5 E.-p. 77.— In llarn v. ilorris,

4 Tyr. 485, trover was maintained against

the finder of a bank-note for £20 by the
owner. The defendant got the note
changed at the Bank of England, and
afterwards, being taken before the Lord
Mayor, .£7 (being part of the proceeds of
the note) were found upon her and were
restored to the plaintiff. It was contend-
ed tliat this receipt of the £7 was a ratifi-

cation of the . defendant's act, and pre-
cluded the plaintiff from treating it as a
conversion ; and Brewer u. Sparrow, 7

B. & C. 310, was cited. But Lord Lynd-
hurst, C. B., said: "In that case the

whole proceeds of the sale were taken

;

this is an adoption of the act : here the

receipt of the £7 does not ratify the act

of the parties, it only goes in diminution

of damages,"— If the principal, upon be-

ing informed of what has been done, by

one acting as his agent, does not give no-

tice of dissent in a reasonable time, his

assent shall be presumed. Cairnes 0.

BIccckor, 12 Johns. 300 ; Kichmond
Manuf. Co. v. Stark, 4 Mason, 296.

{in) Hunter v. Parker, 7 M. & W, 322;

Despatch Line v. Bellamy Manuf. Co.

12 N. H. 205 ; Worrall v. Munn, 1 Sold.

229 ; Randall v. Van Vechten, 19 Johns.

61 ; Bank of Metropolis «. Guttsehlick,

14 Pet. 29 ; Mitchell v. St. Andrew's Bay
Lanil Co. 4 Flor. 200 ; Wood v. A. R.

R. R. Co. 4 Seld. 160; Crozier u. Carr,

1 1 Tex. 376. But see Wheeler v. Nevins,

34 Me. 54.

(n) Maclean v. Dunn, 4 Bing. 722.

(0) Steiglitz V. Egginton, Holt, 141,

per Gibbs, C. J. ; Stetson v. Patton, i

Greenl. 358 ; Despatch Line v. Bellamy
Manuf. Co. 12 N. H. 205 ;

Parke, B.,

Hunter D. Parker, 7 M. & W. 343. — In

Blood V. Goodrich, 9 Wend. 7T-, Savage,

C. J., advanced the opinion that a ratifi-

cation in writing might suffice.

(/)) It appears indeed to be said in 2

Greenl. Evid. 5 68, that a man cannot
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An agent who has the power to appoint a sub-agent, may
ratify his act, and thereby make it binding on the agent's

principal, (q)

become a trespasser by ratification. " If
the act of the agent was in itself unlawful,
and directly injurious to another, no sub-
sequent ratification will operate to make
the principal a trespasser ; for an authori-

ty to commit a trespass does not result by
mere implication of law. The master is

liable in trespass for the act of his sei-vant,

only in consequence of his previous ex-
press command." But, as it seems, the
cases recognize no greater difficulty in be-

coming a trespasser by ratifying the tres-

pass of the agent, than in becoming liable

ex contractu by ratifying the agent's con-
tract. In neitlier case can the principal

be made liable, unless the agent, at the
time of the tort or tlie contract, undertook
to act for him ; but if the agent, though
without any precedent authority, did un-
dertake to act for the principal, and he
subsequently ratify, " in that case," in

the language of Tindal, C. J., Wilson v.

Tamman, 6 Man. & G. 242, " the princi-

pal is bound by the act, whether it be for

his detriment or his advantage, and loheth

er it be founded on a tort or a contract, to

the same extent, as, by, and with all the

consequences which follow from, the same
act done by his previous authority." Wil-
son V. Tumman was an action of trespass

against T., who had ratified the trespass

of agents ; but they in committing the

trespass had not acted for T., but for an-

other person ; and on this account it was
held that T. was not liable. In Barker
V. Braham 3 Wils. 376, De Grei/, C. J.,

said explicitly, " one assenting to a tres-

pass after it is done is a trespasser." In Co.
Lit. 180 b, it is stated, that "if A disseize

one to the use of B, who knoweth not of

It, and B assent to it, in this case, till the

agreement, A was tenant of the land, and
after the agreement, B is tenant of the land,

but both of them be disseizors ; for omnis

ratihabitio retrotrahitur et mandato oequipa-

ratur." And where a bailiff seized a beast

for a heriot where none was due, and the

lord agreed to the seizure and took the

beast, the whole court agreed that the lord

was liable in trespass, and the only ques-

tion made was, whether the plaintiff might
elect to bring trover instead. Bishop v.

Montague, Cro. E. 824. See also, Wil-

son V. Barker, 4B. &Ad. 614,616, where
4 Inst. 317, is cited by Parke, J. ; Hull v.

Pickersgill, 1 Br. & B. 282, 286 ; Polloch,

C. B., Bird v. Brown, 14 Jur. 134, cited

supra, p. .50, note. This matter of tres-

pass by ratification was very thoroughly
discussed, and the law respecting it settled

substantially as it has ever since remained,
so early as 38 Ed. 3,18; Lib. Ass. 223,
pi. 9, s. c. ; and see the resolution of the

court stated Bro. Abr. Ejectione Custodie,

pi. 5, 8, Trespass, pi. 113,256. — As to

trespass with battery, or a trespass consti-

tuting a statutory offence, see Bishop v.

Montague, Cro. E.824; Hawk. P. C, B.
2, ch. 29, § 4 ; but with this last compare
Gould. 42; Moore, 53, pi. 1.55; and Co.
Lit. 180 b, note 4.

An interesting and important question
arose in Buron v. Denman, 2 Exch. 167.

The defendant, a naval commander, sta-

tioned on the coast of Africa, witli instruc-

tions for the suppression of the slave-trade,

went beyond Ins in.^tructions in firing the

baracoons of the plaintiff, a Spanish sub-

ject, and carrying off certain slaves of
which he was there lawfully possessed.

The Lords of the Admiralty and the

Secretaries of State for the foreign and
colonial departments, respectively, by let-

ter, adopted and ratified what the defend-

ant had done. Seld, by Alderson, Plait,

and Eotfe, BB., that such ratification was
equivalent to a prior command, and ren-

dered what otherwise would have been a
trespass on the part of the defendant, an
act of state for which the crown was alone
responsible. Parke, B., doubted :

" I do
not say that I dissent ; but I express my
concurrence with some doubt, because, on
reflection, there appears to me a consider-

able distinction between the present and
the ordinary case of ratification by subse-

quent authority between private individ-

uals. If an individual ratifies an act

done on his behalf, the nature of the act

remains unchanged, it is still a mere tres-

pass, and the party injured lias his option

to sue either ; if the crown ratifies an act,

the character of the act becomes altered,

for the ratification dues not give the party

hijured the double option of bringing his

action against the agent who committed
the trespass or the principal who ratified

it, but a remedy against the crown only
(such as it is), and actually exempts from
all liability the person who commits the

trespass."

{q) Newton u. Bronson, 3 Kern, 587.
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SECTION IV.

SIGNATUBB BY AN AGENT.

The manner in which an agent should sign an insti-ument for

his principal has given rise to some controversy. There has

been a tendency to discriminate in this respect ; to say, for

instance, that if A signs " A for B," this is the signature of A,

and he is the contracting party, although he makes the contract

at the instance and for the benefit of B. But if he signs " B
by A," then it is the contract of B made by him through his

instrument A. In the first case A is the principal ; in the second,

B is the principal and A his agent. But the recent cases, and

the best reasons, are, for determining in each instance and with

whatever technical inaccuracy the signature is made, from the

facts and the evidence, that a party is an agent or a principal,

in accordance with the intention of the parties to the contract

;

if the words are sufficient to bear the construction, (r) But it

is still requisite that the name of the principal appear as such

in the signature of a deed, (s) It has been regarded as an

estabUshed principle, that no person is held to be the agent

of another in making a written contract, unless his agency is

stated in the instrument itself, and he therein stipulates for

his principal by name, (t) In Stackpole v. Arnold, (m) Chief

(r) See Mechanics Bank v. Bank of had signed his own name to a receipt for the

Columbia, 5 Wlieat. 326, 337 ; Loii;^ «. deposit made upon the purchase of real

Colburn, U Mass. 97; Abbey v. t'liase, estate sold to the plaintiff' at auction "for

6 Cush. 54 ; Sheldon c. Kendall, 7 Cush. which a good and sufficient title is to be

217 ; Wilks v. Black, 2 East, 142 ; Wil- given by J. H. and others ; " it was held,

burn It. Larkin, 3 Blackf. 55 ; Hunter v. that this was a sufficient si;;uing by J. H.

Miller, 6 B. Mon. 612; Whitehead v. within the statute o/'/rawc/s, although his

Ecddick, 12 Ircd. L. 95 ; McCall v. Clay- signature did not appear in the subscrip-

ton, 1 Bush. L. 422 ; Sydnor v. Hurd, 8 tion.

Tex. 98; Giddens v. livers' Heirs, 12 id. (s) Bac, Abr. Leases, I. 10; Clarke ii.

75 ; Johuhon v. Smith, 21 Conn. 627

;

Courtney, 5 Pet. 319, 350. See Beck-

Rogers I). March, 33 Me. 106 ; Southern ham v. Drake, 9 M. & W. 79.

Ins. Co V. Gray, 3 Flor. 262; Hicks v. (t) Long v. Colburn, 11 Mass. 97,

llinde, 9 Barb. 528. But see Moss u. Magill v. Hinsrlale, 6 Conn. 464 ; Han-

Livingston, 4 Comst. 208 ; Lennard v. cock o. Fairfield, 30 Me. 299.

Robinson, 32 E. L. & E. 127. In Binck- (u) II Mass. 27.

nj}' !;. Hagadorn, 1 Duer, 89, an auctioneer
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Justice Parker considers this nile as applicable to every written

contract. But the rule is qualified if not contradicted by au-

thorifies of much weight, and we do not regard it as of great

force except in cases of sealed instruments. (?;) Indeed, Chief

Justitv. Parker, in the later case of New England Marine Ins.

Co. V. De Wolf, (w) seems to confine it to these cases. The

rule stated by Mr. Smith (2 Leading Cases, note to Thompson
V. Davenport), seems now to be generally adopted, and is very

reasonable. It is this
;
parol evidence may always be admitted '

to charge an unnamed principal ; but not to discharge the actual

signer, {x) As between an undisch^ged principal and a third

(d) Evans v. Wells, 22 Wend. 324

;

Pirickney v. Hagadorn, 1 Duer, 89

;

Andrews v. Estcs, 2 Fairf. 267. The
undisclosed principal, however, can never
corne in and take advantage of a writ-

ten contract entered into by his agent

in a case where the latter has distinctly

described himself in the writing as princi-

pal. Lucas V. De La Cour, 1 M. & Sel.

249; 2 Grecnl. Evid. § 281. In Humble
V. Hunter, 12 Q. B. 310, which was an
action of assumpsit on a charter-party

executed, not by the plaintiff, but by a

third person who in the contract described

himself as the " owner " of the ship, it wtls

heUi, that evidence was not admissible to

show that such person was the plaintiff's

agent.

(in) 8 Pick. 56; Northampton Bank v.

Pejjoon, 1 1 Mass. 288, 292.

{x) Humble v. Hunter, 12 Q. B.
31CI ; Higgins v. Senior, 8 M. & W.
831; Trucman v. Lodcr, 11 A. & E.

594.— In Beckham v. Drake, 9 M. & W.
79, where it was decided that a partner

mijjht be held liable upon a written con-

tract, signed by his copartners, but in

which his name did not appear. Lord
Abin(jer, C. B., and Parke, B., took occa^

sion to consider the case upon the princi-

ples of Agency. They admitted that in

the case of a bill of exchange or promissory

note, none but the parties named in the

instrument by their name or flj-m, can be

made liable to an action upon it, but were

of opinion that all other written contracts,

not under seal, stand upon the same foot-

ing with regard to the parties who may
be sued upon them, as contracts not writ-

ten . The weight of American authority

is ns yet opposed to the admission of parol

evidence to charge an unnamed party.

Many of the cases in which this broad

doctrine was laid down by our courts,

were cases of mercantile paper, yet the

decisions evidently were not rested upon
the peculiar character of this class of

instruments. Whether American courts

will be inclined hereafter to follow the

English judges, and draw a line of dis-

tinction which shall leave ordinary written

contracts open to the admission of new
parties, remains to be seen. It is certain,

however, that considerations deserving

great attention may be urged against the

admissibility of parol evidence to charge

with liability upon a written contract a

party not referred to be in it. See Long
V. Colburn, 11 Mass. 97; Stackpole v.

Arnold, 1 1 Mass. 27 ; Bradlce v. Bos-
ton Glass Co. 16 Pick. 3.50; Savage v.

Itix, 9 X. H. 263; Minard v. Mead, 7

Wend. 68 ; Spencer v. Eicld, 10 Wend.
87 ; United States v. Parmele, Paine, C.

C. 252; Fenlyw. Stewart, 5 Sandf 101.

In Pinney v. Bedford Commercial Ins.

Co. 8 Mot. 348, it was held, that when
a part-owner of a vessel or its outfits

effects insurance thereon in his own name
only, and nothing in the policy shows
that the interest of any other person is

secured thereby, an action on the policy

cannot be maintained in the names of

all the owners, upon parol evidence that

such part-owner was their agent for pro-

curing insurance and that his agency
and their ownership were known to the

underwriters, and that the underwriters

agreed to insure for them all, and that it

was the intention of all the parties, in

making the policy, to cover tlie interest

of all the owners. And with this recent

case agrees the decision of the Supi'eme

Court in Graves v. Boston Mar. Ins. Co.,

2 Cranch, 419, 439. But in Huntingdon
V. Knox, 7 Cush. 371, which was an action
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party, a letter of the agent informing' the principal of his action

with the reply of the latter approving thereof, wiU be evidence

of the agent's authority ; even though the terms stated in the

by the plaintiff to recoyer the price of

certain bark sold and delivered to the

defendant under a contract in writing, by
vhich one Geo. H. Huntingdon acknowl-
edged to have received of the defendant

a partial payment of $25, and in con-

sideration thereof, agreed to deliver to

the defendant the bark in question, it was
decided that the plaintiff' Jkliitabel Hunt-
ingdon, might show liv parol evidence

that the contract was made by Geo. H.
Hutingdon on her account, and that the

bark delivered was her property, and that

she was entitled to recover on the con-

tract. Shaw, C. J., relies upon the case of

Higgins V. Senior, and states the principle

broadly thus :
" Where a contract is made

for the benefit of one not named, though
in writing, the latter may sue on the

contract jointly with otlicrs or alone, ac-

cording to the interest. The rights and
liabilities of a principal upon a written

instrument executed by liis agent do not

depend upon the fact of the agency ajD-

pearing on the instrument itself, but

upon the facts, first, that the act is done
in the exercise, and second, within the

limits of the powers delegated ; and these

are necessarily inquirable into by evi-

dence. '' Considerable stress is however
laid upon the fact that this action was not

brouglit upon the written contract itself,

but for the price of goods .^old by the

agent, from which the promise to pay
implied by law, although prima fade to

the agent, might be controlled by parol

evidence that the contract was for the sale

of property belonging to the principal, and
sold by her through her agent. Upon this

distinction this case may be reconciled

with .Finney v. Bedford Commercial Ins.

Co., wliicli was not, howc\-cr, alluded to

in the case. Newcomb v. Clark, 1 Denio,
226, was an action liy C. upon an agree-

ment in writing with P., who, it was in

pi'oof, was C.'s agent. /A/f/, that an ac-

tion upon an express contract (not being

a negotiable instrument), must be brought
in the name of the party with whom it

was made ; and it is not competent to

sliow by parol that the promisee was the

agent of another person for the purpose
of enabling such person to maintain an
action. And in Fenly y. Stewart, 5

Sandf. 101, which was an action of as-

sumpsit to charge the defendants as prin-

cipals upon a contract with A. W. Otis &
Co., to deliver 25,000 bushels of oats to

the plaintiffs, and in which the Messrs.

Otis were introduced and testified that at

the time they signed the written agree-

ment for the sale and delivery of the oats

in their own name, they were the agents

of the defendants ; it. was decided that the

plaintiffs could not recover, and the court,

denying the dictum of Baron Parle, in

the case of Higgins v. Senior, that it is

competent by parol proof to charge a

party upon a contract in writing made
by another person in his own name,
stated the rule to be, " that where a con-

tract is reduced to writing, whether in

compliance with the requisitions of the

Statute of Frauds or not, and it is neces-

sary to sue upon the writing itself, there

you cannot go otjt of the writing, or con-

tradict or alter it by parol proof, and con-

sequently cannot recover against a party

not named in the writing ; but where the

contract of sale has been executed so that

an action may be maintained for the price

of the goods irrespective of the writing,

there the party who has had the benefit of'

the sale may be held liable, unless the

vendor, knowing who the principal is, has

elected to consider the agent his debtor."

The true principle upon which this seem-

ing contrariety of opinion may be recon-

ciled, would ajijicar to be that laid down
in the case of Fcniy v. Stewart, and may
be stated thus : where a contract is re-

duced to writing, and an action is brought

upon the writing itself, no other persons

can be made parties than those named in

the instrument, hut when a right of action

exists independent of the ^\'iiting, which is

merely offered as evidence tending among
other things, to establish that right, then

the party having the legal interest or lia-

bility, and for whom the contract was ac-

tually made, may sue or be sued, although

not named in the writing. But Hubbert
V. Borden, 6 Whart. 79 ; Violett v. Pow-
ell, 10 B. Mon. 347 ; Brooks v. Minturn,

1 Cal. 481 ;
and Cothay v. Fennell, 10

B. & C. 671, are authorities to show
that an unnamed jnincipal may come
in to take the benefit of a written 'on-

traet with an agent, who acted in his

own name.
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letter be not precisely those of the transaction, if the latter be

not unreasonable nor unusual and in substance the same, {y)

The case sometimes occurs where a person holding some

office, signs his name, adding to it the name of his office, for

the purpose of representing himself as an official agent, and

preventing his personal UabiUty. But this mere addition sel-

dom has this effect, being usually regarded only as a word of

description, [z)

See further as to the form of the signature, chapter sixth, on

Attorneys.

SECTION V.

DTJEATION AND EXTENT OE AUTHOMTT.

Where there is an authority expressly given or implied by

law, it is importarit to determine its extent, scope, and duration.

Where a principal has held one out as his general agent, or

authorized parties so to regard him by continued acquiescence

and confirmation, we have said that the principal cannot limit

or qualify his own liability by instructions, or limitations, given

by him to his agent, and not made known in any way to

parties acting with such agent, (a) And where an agent is

employed to transact some specific business, and only that, yet

he binds his principal by such subordinate acts as are necessary

to, or are usually and properly done in connection with the

principal act, or to carry the same into effect, (b) And he has a

{y) Campbell u. Hicks, 4 H. & N. 348; Munn u. Commission Co. 15 Johns.

(Exch.),851. 44 ; Hatcli v. Taylor, 10 N. H. 538; Lob-
(z) Mare y. Charles, 5 E. & B. 978. dell v. Baker, 1 Met. 193; Nickson v.

See post, 122. Venable & Co. v. Curi & Brohan, 10 Mod. 109 ; llunquist v. Ditch-

White, 2 Head, 582. In tliis last case it ell, 3 Esp. 64 ; Precious v. Abel, 1 Esp.

was held that the acts of ofBcers de /acto 350; Howard v. Howard, 11 How. Pr.

aa-e valid when thcv concern the public or 80 ; Lloyd v. West Branch Bank, 15 Penn.
tlie rights of third persons who have an 172 ; Chouteaux v. Leach, 18 I'enn. 224.

interest in the act done. But a different —E converso, it would seem that a tliird

rule prevails wliere the act is for the bene- party dealing with an agent cannot have
fit of the officer, because he cannot be the benefit against the principal of a

allowed to take advantage of his own private arrangement between the latter

wrong. and the agent, of which such third party

(o) Pickering v. Busk, 15 East, 38

;

neither knew nor was entitled to know.
Whitehead v. Tuckett, 15 East, 400; See Acey d. Fernie, 7 M. & W. 151.

Commercial Bank v. Kortright, 22 Wend (6) Tredwen v. Bourne, 6 M. & W. 461

;
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reasonable discretion as to the execution of his authority. Thus,

an agent employed by government to collect debts, may, in the

exercise of this discretion, give the debtor reasonable indulgence

as to the time of payment, (c) But no officer of the United

States can enter into a submission to arbitration vi^hich shall

bind them, unless authorized by an act of Congress, (d) But

an agent is not at liberty to exercise this discretion in the choice

of a mode of performing the duty imposed upon him, if some

one mode, and that only, is fixed either by usage or by the

orders of his principal, if he is a general agent ; or, if he is a

particular agent, by his principal's orders alone ; for then he

must adopt that very mode and no other, (e) An authority to

seU. does not carry with it authority to seU on credit, unless

such be the usage of the trade ; but if there be such usage, then

the agent may sell on credit unless specially instructed and

required to sell only for cash, (g-) And if he sells for credit,

having no authority to do so, he becomes personally respon-

sible to his principal for the whole debt, (h) So is he also if

Lord Ellenhorom/h, Helyear v. Hawke, 5

Esp. 75 ; Withington r. Herring, 5 Bing.

442; Goodson v. Brooke, 4 Camp. 163;
Bamctt V. Lambert, 15 M. and W. 489;
Denman v. Bloomer, 11 III. 177 ; Frank-
lin V. Ezell, 1 Sneed, 497. So where the

government is the principal and a statute

the letter of authority. United States v.

Wyngall, 5 Hill (N. Y.), 16.— If a party

authorizes a broker to buy shares for him
in a particular market, where the usage is,

that when a purcliascr docs not pay for

his sliares within a given time, the vendor,

giving the purchaser notice, may resell

and charge him with the diU'erenco ; and
tlie broker, acting under the authority,

buys at sucli market in his own name
;

such broker, if compelled to pay a differ-

ence on the shares through neglect of his

principal to supply funds, may sue the

princii)al for monev paid to his use. Pol-
lock V. Stables, 12"Q. B. 765 ; Bayliffe v.

Butterworth, 1 Exch. 425.

(c) United States v. Hudson, 3 Mc-
Lean, 156.

(d) United States u. Ames, 1 Woodb.
& M. 76, 89.

(e) Daniel v. Adams, Ambl. 495. And
tlie incidental, means the agent resorts to in

carrying out his authority must be those
wliich usually attend an agency of that

kind : if an extraordinary exigence occur

he has no right to have recourse to extra-

ordinarv means to meet it. Hawtayne v.

Bourne", 7 M. & W. 595.

(q) Holt, C. J., Anon. 12 Mod. 514;

Lord Ellenboroiigh, Wiltshire v. Sims, 1

Camp. 258 ; Van Allen o. Vanderpool,

6 Johns. 69 ; Robertson !>. Livingston,

5 Cowen, 473 ; James v. MeCredie, 1

Bav, 294 ; Dclafield r. Illinois, 26 Wend.
22.3 ; Stoddard v. filellwain, 7 Kich. L.

525; iLlten, J., in Grci-ly i>. Bartlett, 1

Greenl. 172, 179, stated the rule of the

law merchant to be that a factor may sell

the goods of his principal on a reasonable

credit unless restrained by instructions or

a special usage.

(A) Barksdale v. Brown, 1 Nott &
McC. 517; Walker v. Smith, 4 Dallas,

389. And the principal may also main-

tain trover against the vendee. Bolt,

C. J., Anon. 12 Mod. 514 ; and see

Wiltshire v. Sims, 1 Camp. 258.— An
agent to sell has no power to barter, and

if he undertake to do so, the principal

may recover the goods, although the

party receiving them was ignorant that

the agent was not the owner. Guerreiro

V. Peile, 3 B. & Aid. 616.— A simple

authority to sell wiU not authorize a sale

at auction. Towle u. Leavitt, 3 Fostel
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he blends the accounts of his principal with his own, or takes a

note payable to himself, (i) If an agent to whom goods are

intrusted for a particular purpose, sell the same to a person, or

in a manner not within the scope of his authority, the principal

may disaffirm the sale and recover the goods of the vendee, if

he have not justified the vendee in believing the authority ol

the agent, [k)

If the power of an agent be given by a written instrument,

which instrument is known to the party contracting with him,

such instrument must be followed strictly, and the power given

by it cannot be varied or enlarged by evidence of usage
;
(Z)

because the effect of usage is properly limited to the manner in

which the power is to be exercised ; and even in this respect it

cannot control the language of the instrument, although it may
aid in construing its words, or in supplying some that are

needed. An agent employed to answer particular questions, and

withholding some facts material to the conti'act, about which

(N. H.), 360.— And it seems an authority

to sell at auction will not support a pri-

vate sale, although more is thus obtained

than the agent was limited to in case of

an auction sale. Daniel v. Adams, Ambl.
495.— At common law an agent cannot

pledge the goods of Ms principal without

special authority. Paterson v. Tash, 2

Stra. 1178; Daubigny v. Duval, 5 T. R.
604 ; De Bouchout v. Goldsmid, 5 Ves.

211 ; Rodriguez v. Heffernman, 5 Johns.

Ch. 417 ; Bott v. McCoy, 20 Ala. 578.

This has been modified in England by
various statutes (4 Geo. IV. c. 83 ; 6 Geo.

III. c. 94 ; 5 & 6 Vict. c. 39). See Navul-

shaw V. Browm-igg, 7 E. L. & E. 11 1 , s. c.

13 id. 261. And in several States of this

Union statutory enactments have been

made providing that any consignee, agent,

or factor, having possession of merchan-

dise with authority to sell the same, or

having possession of any bill of lading,

permit, certificate, or order for the delivery

of merchandise with the like authority,

shall be deemed the true owner thereof so

as to give validity to the sale, disposition,

or pledge of such merchandise, as security

for any advances, negotiable paper, or

other obligation given on faith thereof.

Maine R. S. (1841), ch. 43, sect. 2 ; Mass.

Sup. to R. S. ch. 216, § 3 ; Pub. Laws
of R. I. (1844), p. 280, sect. 2; N. Y. R.

S. (1846J, vol. ii. part 2, ch. 4, tit. v. J 1-3

;

Laws of Penn. (1846), ch. ccccxvii. 3.— By the statutes of some of the States

the pledge cannot retain the merchandise
if he had notice that the factor was not
the true owner before he made the ad-

vances, for which the merchandise was
pledged as security. But the statute of
Mass. provides that the pledge shall hold
good, " notwithstanding the person mak-
ing such advances upon the faith of ."uch

deposit or pledge may have had notice

that the person with whom he made such
contract was only an agent," provided the

pledgee make the advances in good faith,

believing that the agent had authority to

enter into the contract. — If the merchan-
dise was pledged to secure antecedent ad-

vances, the pledgee acquires no other right

or interest in the pledge than was possess-

ed or could have been enforced by the

agent or factor at the time of making the

pledge. Me. R. S. (1841), ch. 43, sect.

3 ; Mass. Sup. to R. S. ch. 216, sect. 4;
Pub. laws of R. I. (1844), p. 280, sect. 3 ;

N. Y. R. S. (1846), vol. ii. part 2, ch. 4,

tit. 5, § 4; Laws of Penn. (1846), ch.

ccccxvii. 4.

(i) Symington v. McLin, 1 Dev. & B.
291. See pos^ p. 95, n. (w).

{k] Peters v. Ballistier, 3 Pick. 495
;

Nash V. Drew, 5 Cush. 422.

(/) Delafield ,.. IlUnois, 26 Wend.
192.
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no questions are asked, does not thereby vitiate the contract
;
(m)

it would be otherwise if such agent were employed to make

the contract, (n)

It has been held that a power to sell carries with it a power

to warrant
;
(o) but we think it the better rule, that an agent

employed to sell, without express power to warrant, cannot give

a warranty which shall bind the principal, unless the sale is one

which is usually attended with warranty, in which case he

may
; (p) thus an auctioneer has, in general, no implied author-

ity to sell with warranty of the quality of what he sells, (q)

But even where usage would permit a warranty, if the principal

gives his agent express instructions not to waiTant, and the

agent does warrant, although it has been said that such war-

ranty is not binding on the principal, on the general ground that

no principal is bound by the acts of his agent if such acts tran-

scend his authority, (r) yet the better opinion is that the prin-

cipal is bound by such warranty, where the buyer was justified

by the nature of the case in believing that this authority was

given, and had no means of knowing the limitation of the au-

thority of the agent, (s)

(m) Huckman o. remie, 3 M. & W.
505.

(n) Everett v, Desboi'ough, 5 Bing
503 ; Fitzherbert v. Watlier, IT. U. 12.

(o) Nelson o. Cowinp;, 6 Hill (N. Y.),

336; Woodford <.. McClenahan, 4 Gil-

man, 85 ; Hunter p. Jameson, 6 Ired. -L.

252 ; Franklin v. Ezell, 1 Sneed, 497.

{p) Gibson u. Colt, 7 Johns. 390 ; Hel-
year u. Plawke, 5 Esp. 72 ; Groom r.

Shaw, 1 Flor. 211. A sale liy sample is

a warranty that the hulk shall con*espond

with the sample; and a general authority

to sell goods at wholesale is an authority

to sell by sample. Andrews v. Kneeland,
6 Cowen, -'i."i4. An a|.^ent to sell a horse

may warrant his soundness. jVlexauder

V. Gibson, 2 Camp. 555 ; Bradford v.

Bush, 10 Ala. 386. See Brady v. Todd,
9 C. B., (n. s.), 99 En-. C. L. 592. In
Alabama, an authority to sell a slave has
been held to imply an authority to war-
rant. Skinner v. Gnnn, 9 Port. (Ala.),

305 ; Gaines v. MeKinley, 1 Ala. 446.

But an agent to delicer hai no authority to

warrant. Woodin u. Bnrford, 2 Cr. & .M.

891, 4 Tyr. 264. In judicial sales there

is no waiTanty express or implied. The
Monte Allegre, 9 Wheat. 616.

(j) Blood V. French, 9 Gray, 197;
Brady !,. Todd, 9 C. B. (n. s.) 99. Eng.
C. L. 592.

(r) Lord Keni/on, Fenn v. Harrison, 3

T. R. 760 ; Dodckridge, C. J., Seignior and
Wolmor's case, Godb. 361.

(s) Ashurst, J., Fenn v. Harrison, 3

T. R. 760, who said :
" I take the distinc-

tion to be that if a person keeping livery

stables, and having a horse to sell, directed

his servant not to warrant him, and the

servant did nevertheless warrant him, still

the master would be liable on the warranty,

because the servant was acting Avitlun the

general scope of his authority, and the

public cannot be supposed to be cognizant

of any private conversation between the

master and servant ; but if the owner of a

horse were to send a .^iranger to a fair

with express directions not to warrant the

horse, and the hitter acted contrary to the

orders, the purchaser could only have re-

course to the person who actually sold the

horse, and the owner would not be liable

on the warranty, because the servant was
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The usage of the trade or business is of great importance in

determining all these questions ; but this important distinction

seems to be taken between the case of a written authority and

that of an oral authority, namely,— where the authority is oral

and is known to the party dealing with the agent, usage may
enlarge and atfect the authority, or the conti-act ; but, as has

been already stated, usage has not this power where the whole

authority is in writing, and this is known to the party dealing

with the agent, {t)

If a principal sells goods by an agent, and the agent makes a

material misrepresentation which he believes to be true, and his

principal knows to be false, this is the falsehood of the principal

and avoids the sale, (m)

not acting within the scope of his employ-
ment." So per Bayley, J., Piclcering v.

Busk, 15 East, 45.

(«) Attwooci V. Mannings, 7 B. & C.
278, s. c. 1 Man. & R. 66; Schimmel-
pennich w. Bayard, 1 Pet. 264.

(») Schneider v. Heath, 3 Camp. 506.
And this is true altliough the representa-

tions are of such a character that the prin-

cipal is not bound by them ; foi', as was
said by Lord Abinger in Cornfoot v. Fowlce,

6 M. & W. 386 :
" It does not follow that

because he is not bound by the representa-

tion of an agent without autliority, he is

therefore entitled to bind another man to

a contract obtained by the false represen-

tation of that agent. It is one thing to

say that he may avoid a contract if his

agent, without his authority, has inserted

a warranty in the contract ; and another

to say that he may enforce a contract ob-

tained by means of a false representation

made by his agent, because the agent had
no authority." Cornfoot v. Fowke, 6 M.
& W. 358, was an assumpsit for the non-

performance of an agreement to take a

ready-furnished house. The plaintiff had
employed C. to let the house in question,

and the defendant being in treaty with C.

for taking it, was informed by him that

there was no objection to the house ; but

after entering into the agreement, dis-

covered that the adjoining house was a

brothel, and on that account declined to

fulfil the contract. It appeared that the

plaintiff knew of the existence of the

brothel before, but C, the agent, di(i not.

The majority of the court hdd, contrary

to the opinion of Lord Abinger, C. B.,

that these facts furnished no ground' of

defence to the action. This case has
been veiy much questioned from the firet,

and was overruled in Fuller ». Wilson, 3

Q. B. 58. The judgment in the latter

case was indeed reversed in the Excliequer
Chamber, 3 Q. B. 68, but not on this

point; Lord Abinger there sayinLr, 3 Q. B.
76 :

" The judgment of tlie Cuurt of

Queen's Bench on tlie motion to enter a
verdict was not given upon the facts now
before us. We shall not reverse that if

we give judgment now for the jilaintiff in

error." In tliis country, Cornfoot v.

Fowke was denied to be law by the court

in Fitzsimmons o. JosUn, 21 Vt. 129

And in Crump v. V. S. Mining Co., 7

Graft, 352, where the plaintiffs author-

ized their agent to procure subscriptions to

a prospectus in the form of a subscription

paper for the sale of stock in their gold
mining company upon the terms prescribed

in such prospectus, representing the mines
to be in full and successful operation, with

several particulars of description and rec-

ommendation, and refeiTing to the last re-

port of the directors of the company for a
full description of the mines, buildings, and
machinery, which paper was signed by the

defendants ; it was held that they might, in

an action upon the contract, prove that the

agent at the time of procuring tlieir

subscriptions, made representations in ad-

dition to those contained in the prospectus

and reports of the company, upon the faith

of which the defendants became subscri-

bers, hut which representations were false

and fraudulent ; although it was insisted by
the plaintiffs that the authority of their

agent was limited and defined by the

prospectus and report.
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All agent's acts in making or transferring negotiable paper

(especially if by indorsement), are much restrained. It seems

that they can be authorized only by express and direct author-

ity, or by some express power which necessarily implies these

acts, because the power cannot be executed without them, (v)

But, to this extent, the principal will be held. Thus, if a prin-

cipal supply an agent with his acceptances in blank, as to date,

amount, time, and place of payment, but payable to the order

of that correspondent, though part of these acceptances may
bear upon their face that they are the second of exchange, yel

if the correspondent fraudulently negotiate those marked

second, the acceptor wiU be liable to an innocent holder

for value for the amount which they represent, (w) And an

express power to indorse does not imply a power to receive

notice of dishonor, (x)

SECTION VI.

THE RIGHT OF ACTION UNDER A CONTRACT MADE BY AN AGENT.

In contracts by deed no party can have a right of action

under them but the party whose name is to them
; («/) but in

the case of a simple contract an undisclosed principal may
show that the apparent party was his agent, and may put him-

self in the place of his agent, (s) but not so as to affect inju-

riously the rights of the other party, (a) How far this rule

(u) Paipe V. Stone, 10 Met. 160; Ros- (y) Green v. Home, 1 Salk. 197; Fron-

siter V. Eossiter, 8 Wend, 494. An tin u. Small, 2 Ld. Eaym. 1418.

assurance by an agent that bills will be (i) Sldnner !). Stocks, 4 B. & Aid. 437
;

accepted by liis principal, though acted Cothay v. Fcnnell, 10 B. & C. 671 ; The
upon by the party assured, is not as Duke of Norfolk v. Worthy, 1 Camp,
between the latter and the principal to be 337 ; Garrett v. Handley, 4 B. & C.

treated as equivalent to an acceptance of 664; Davis v. Boardman, 12 Mass. 80;

the bills, 60 as to vest in the principal Rutland Railroad v. Cole, 24 Vt. 33

;

legal rights from the time such assurance Higgins v. Senior, 8 M. & W. 834;

is given. Hoare z'. Dresser, 7 H. ofL.Cas. Whitmore v. Gilmour, 12 M. & W. 808,

290; Ilarrop c. Fisher, 100 Eng. C. L. where a bankrupt, under tlie circum-

196. But see Layet v. Gano, 17 Ohio, stances of the case, was considered agent

466; Forsvth v. Day, 46 Maine, 176. for his assignees.

(«') Baiik of Pittsburg u. Neal, 22 (a) George v. Clagett, 7 T. R. 359;

How. 96. Sims v. Bond, 5 B. & Ad. 389 ; Warner
(x) Bank of Mobile v. King, 9 Ala. v. McKay, 1 M. & W. 591 ; Huntingdon

279. • V. Knox,"7 Cush. 371 ; Violett v. Powell,
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is affected by the Statute of Frauds will be considered here-

after, (b) By parity of reasoning, an undisclosed principal,

subsequently discovered, may be made liable on such con-

tract; (c) but in general, subject to the qualification that the

state of the account between the principal and agent is not

altered to the detriment of the principal, (d) It might be sup-

posed that the party dealing with an agent whose agency is

concealed, does not lose his election to have recourse either to

the agent, or to his discovered principal, if the principal has

prematurely/ settled with his agent, even without fraud; as

where the agent bought on one month's credit and the prin-

cipal paid him before the credit had expired, (e) But it may
be open to question whether such settlement by the principal,

although premature, if perfectly bond fide, in the course ol

business, and free from all suspicion that it had been hastened

for the purpose of interfering vsdth the seller, would not dis-

charge the principal. We think it would.

Where the name of the principal is disclosed at the time the

contract is made by the agent, the former is the proper party to

sue upon the contract. This is so whether he be a citizen of

another State than that where his agent resided and made the

contract or not. This doctrine is contrary to the rule laid

down in Story's Agency as to contracts made for residents in a

foreign State, and which was supposed to be the doctrine of

the English cases at that time. But the doctrine has more

10 B. Mou. 349. And see Harrison v. cipal, charge either at his election. Tliomp-
Koscoe, 15 M. & W. 231. son v. Davenport, 9 B. & C. 78; Wilson

(h) And see p. 54, note (r), supra. See u. H.irt, 7 Taunt. 295; Railton r. Hodg-
ivlso Bank of United States k. Lyman, in son, 4 Taunt. 576, n. (a); Robinson i\

the United States Circuit Court, 1848 Gleadow, 2 Bing. N. C. 161 ; Patterson ti.

(reported 20 "Vt. 666, 673, 674), where Gandasequi, 15 East, 62; Higgins ii.

the doctrine of Lord Abinger and Baron Senior, 8 M. & W. 834. But where a

Parke in Beckham v. Drake, 9 M. & W. vendor takes the note of the .igcnt, which
79, was recognized by Prentiss, J. shows him to rely upon the agent, he can-

(c) Thompson v. Davenport, 9 B. & not afterwards sue the principal. Pater-

C. 78; Cothay v. Fcnnell, 10 B. & C. son u. Gandasequi, 15 East, 62; Hyde w.

671 ; Thomas v. Edwards, 2 M. & W. Paige, 9 Barb. 150; Bate v. Burr, 4 Har-

216; Beebe'v. Robert, .12 Wend. 413; ring. 130.

Upton V. Gray, 2 Greenl. 373 ; Nel- (d) Thompson v. Davenport, 9 B. & C.

son V. Powell, 3 Doug. 410; Hopkins 78; Lord Ellenborough, Kymer w. Suwer-
V. Lacouture, 4 La. 64 ; Hyde v. Wolf, cropp, 1 Camp. 109.

4 La. 234 ; Bacon v. Sondley, 3 Strob. (e) Kymer v. Suwercropp, 1 Camp.
L. 542.— The party dealing with the 109; Waring v. Favenck, 1 Camp. 85;

ap-ent may, when he discovers the prin- Heald v. Kenworthy, 28 E. L. & E. 537.
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recently been explained by the English Courts, and Judge

Story's rule rejected. The doctrine never was generally received

in this country, and in a recent case in the Supreme Court of

the United States it was directly disavowed, (g)

SECTION VII.

LIABILITY OF AN AGENT.

An agent is not personally liable, unless he transcends his

agency, or departs from its provisions, (A) or unless he expressly

pledges his own liability, (i) in which case he is liable although

he describes himself as agent, (k) or unless he conceals his

character of agent, [1) or unless he so conducts as to render

{g) Olericks v. Ford, 23 How. 49. See
also, 2 Kert Com. 6.30, 6.31, n.; Allen b.

Merchants Bank of N. Y., 22 Wend. 224
;

and Green v. Cope, 36 E. L. & E. 396.

[h) Feeter v. Heath, U Wend. 477;
Johnson v. Ogilby, 3 P. Wms. 279 ; Jones
V. Downman, 4'Q. B. 235, n. (a). The
decision of the Queen's Bench in this case

was afterwards reversed in the Exchequer
Chamber on a special ground, but the

doctrine of law does not seem to be im-
pugned. — But the departure from author-

ity, to charge the agent, must not be
kno"\vn to the otiicr contracting party.

Story on Agency, § 265, recogriized by
Lord Deinnan, in Jones v. Downman, 4 Q.
B. 239.

(t) If an agent, executing a contract in

writing, use language whose legal effect

is to charge him personally, it is not com-
petent for him to exonerate himself by
showing that he acted for a principal, and
that the other contracting party knew this

fact at the time when the aL;"rccinent was
made and signed. Magce v. Atkinson, 2
M. & W. 440 ; Jones v. Littledale, 6 A.
& E. 486 ; Higgins v. Senior, 8 M. & W.
834 ; Appleton v. Binks, 5 East, 148,

which was the case of a contract under
seal ; Chadwick v. Maddon, 12 E. L. & E.
180; Tanner v. Christian, 29 E. L. & E.
103; Hancock u. Fairfield, 30 Me. 299.

See also, Duvall v. Craig, 2 Wheat. 56

;

Tippets V. Walker, 4 Mass. 595; Forster

V. Fuller, 6 Mass. 58 ; White v. Skinner,

13 Johns. 307 ; Stone v. Wood, 7 Cowen,

453; Andrew v. Allen, 4 Uarring. 452;

Potts V. Henderson, 2 Cart. (Ind.), 327;

Fash V. Boss, 2 Hill (S. Car.), 294.

(/t) Seavcr «. Coburn, 10 Cush. 324;

Tanner v. Christian, 29 E. L. & E. 103;

s. c. 4 E. & B. 591 ; Lennard v. Robin-

son, 32 E. L. & E. 127 ; s. c. 5 E. & B.

125 ; Taylor r. Shelton, 30 Conn. 122.

(/) Franklrn v. Lamond, 4 C. B. 637,

where it was held that the factofseUing

as auctioneers was not such an indication

of agency as to ab-olvc the defendants

from personal rcsponsiliility.— In an ac-

tion for use and occupation of lands by

the sufferance and iiennission of the plain-

tiffs, it appeared that the lands were let

by auction by the plaintiffs, E. and T.,

who were auctioneers, to the defendant,

under conditions which stateil the letting

to be " By E. and T., auctioneers." One
of the conditions was, " The rent is to be

paid into the hands of E. or T., auction-

eers, or to their order, at two payments,"

&c. At the foot of the document was

written, " approved by me, David Jones."

Jones was the tenant at the time of the

sale. Nothing else appeared in the condi

tions to show on whose behalf the letting

was. The plaintiffs gave evidence to

show that Jones, being indebted to them,

had authorized them to let the lands as

above, pay the rent due to Jones's land-
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his principal inaccessible or irresponsible, (m) or unless he acts

in bad faith. K a sealed instrument is executed by an agent,

and it contain covenants which expressly purport to be those of

the principal, and the agent in executing it calls himself an

agent, he is not liable on those covenants
;
(w) but if they are

not expressly the principal's covenants, the agent is liable on

them, (o) K a person dealing with an agent, knows his agen-

cy, his rights and obligations will be the same as if the agent

disclosed it, {p) unless the agent purposely represents himself as

a principal and assumes the responsibility of one. And if the

agent's act be open to two constructions, one of which binds

him, and the other binds the principal, it is said that the law

prefers the latter, {q)

If a party dealing with an agent as agent, and knowing that

the principal is bound, takes the agent's note, it is held that the

principal is discharged, (r)

If one describes himself as agent for some unnamed principal,

he is of course liable if proved to be the real principal, (s) And
one acting as ageftt is liable personally, if it be shown that he

acts without authority, (t) But it seems to be law, that an

lord, and retain any sui-plus in satisfaction (n) Hopkins v. MehafFy, US. & E.
of their own debt. Evidence to a contra^ 126.

ry effect was given by tbe defendant. The (o) Hancock v. Hodgson, 4 Bing. 269

;

judge in summing up left it to the jury Stone v. Wood, 7 Cowen, 453 ; Spencer

whether the plaintiffs had let the lands on v. Field, 10 Wend. 87.

their own behalf and as creditors of Jones, [p) Chase v. Debolt, 2 Gilman, 371.

or merely as his agents. The jury found (q) Dyer v. Burnham, 2.') Me. 13.

a letting by the plaintiffs on their own be- (r) Paige v. Stone, 10 Met. 160 ; Wil-

half. Held, that the conditions imported kins v. Reed, 6 Greenl. 220 ; Green v.

a letting by Jones, E. and T. acting as his Tanner, 8 Met. 411.

agents; and that the document ought to (s) Schmalzv. Aveiy, 3E. L. &E. 391;

have been so explained to the jury. And Carr v. Jackson, 10 E. L. & E. 526.

a new trial was granted. Evans u. Evans, (() Dusenberry «. Ellis, 3 Johns. Cas.

3 A. & E. 132. — The agent is, perhaps, 70 ; Byars v. Doores, 20 Mo. 284 ; Bai/-

in like manner liable (at the option of tlie ley, B., Thomas v. Hewes, 2 Cr. & M.
party contracting with him) if he do not 530, n. (a) ; Golden v. Wright, 7 E. & B,

state the name of the principal, and not- 301. And a subsequent ratification it

withstanding tlie other contracting party seems will not (always at least) excuse

have the means of knowing the principal, him. Eossiter v. Rossiter, 8 Wend. 494
;

Thomson v. Davenport, 9 B. & C. 78; Palmer v. Stephens, 1 Denio, 471.— If

Owen V. Gooch, 2 Esp. 567 ; Raymond A, supposing B to be agent for C in the

V. Proprietors of Crown and Eagle Mills, matter, enter with him into a contract

2 Met. 319; Winsor v. Griggs, 5 Cush. which is illegal if the contract of C, but

210 ; Taintor v. Prendergast, 3 Hill is not illegal if B's personal contract, and

(N. Y.) 72. it turn out that B acted without authority,

(m) Ashurst, J., Fenn v. Harrison, 3 the illegality of the supposed contract is

T. R. 761 ; Savage v. Eix, 9 N. H. 263

;

no bar to an action by A against B ; for

Sydnor v. Hurd, 8 Tex. 98 ; Keener o. the contract actuaVij made contained no

Harrod 2 Md. 63. illegality. Parke, B., Thomas v. Edwards,

VOL. I. 5
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agent is not responsible to third parties for mere neglect or

omission in the discharge of his duty, for they must look to the

principal, (u)

Whether an agent makes himself liable who transcends his

authority, or acts without authority, but believes in good faith

that he has such authority, may not be absolutely settled. It

must depend upon the question whether he is regarded as al-

ways impliedly warranting his possession of authority. Where

an agent fraudulently misrepresents his authority, with the pur-

pose of deception, there it is equally clear that he is liable

legally as it is that he is liable morally. But where he verily

believes himself to possess the authority under which he acts,

but is mistaken on this point, then a deciding test of his lia-

bility may perhaps be found in his means of knowledge. If he

could have known the truth, and did not through his own fault,

then he is ignorant by his own wrong. And if an injury is

to result from this ignorance, either to a third party or to him,

and the third party is wholly innocent, it ought to faU on him

who so represented himself as agent, because "he was not therein

wholly innocent. He was not guilty of intentional deception,

but he was guilty of deception in fact, and if this was caused

2 M. & W. 217.— It is perhaps doubtful plaintiff as principal. In Eayner u. Grote,

whether or not a party contracting, with- 1.'5 M. & W. 359, the plaintiff made a

out autliority, as agent for anotlicr, and wiitteu contract for the sale of goods, in

giving the name of the principal, can which he described himself as the agent

afterwards himself enforce the contract of J. & T. ; the buyers accepted part of

as principal. Strictly, it would seem he the goods, and the plaintiff (who in real-

cannot. Even admitting that the agent ity was himself principal in the transac-

thus acting without autliority, might be tion, and not agent for J. & T.) brought

held liable upon the contract as principal, an action in his own name against the

because ho acted in his own wrong, yet it buyers for refusing to accept the remain-

does not follow that he himself should be der. At nisi prius the jury were instruc^

allowed to take advantage of the wrong, ed that if the defendants received the first

And this appears to have been the view of portion of goods, with knowledge that the

Lord E/lnilioroiKih, C. J., ani Ahbott, J., plaintiff was the real seller, and all parties

in Bickei-ton v. Burrell, 5 M. & Sul. 38.3

;

then treated the contract as oue made
thougli tlie decision in that case was put with the plaintiff as principal in the trans-

on the narrower, and somewhat unsatis- action, the plaintiff was entitled to recov-

factory ground, that tlie phiintiff had not er, and upon this instruction a verdict

notified tlie defendant, previous to bringing having been rendered for the plaintiff, the

the action, of Iiis claim to tlio character couvt held that the case was properly left

of principal. — If the other party, after to the jury, and refused to distm'b the ver-

knowledge of the true state of the matter, diet.

elect to act under the contract, it is clear (») Colvin v. Holbrook, 2 Comst. 126;
that he has waived his right to object Denny v. Manhattan Co. 2 Deuio, 118.

that it was not made originally witli the
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by his want of care or want of diligence, or by his negligence

in any way, he must bear the burden of it. And this is what
we should infer from some of the cases in which it is said that

an agent who states that which he does not know to be true,

places himself under the same Uabihty as one who states what

he knows to be not true. "We think this principle just, only

if it be meant that he is thus liable, who states what he does

not know to be true, and by proper diligence and care might

have known to be not true. But the question still remains,

whether the agent is liable where he himself has been deceived

wholly without his fault,— as by a forged letter which he could

not detect. The case must be very rare in fact, where one

acting as an agent is whoUy without the means of ascertaining

his own agency. But we incline to the opinion, as resting on

the better reason, that he would stiU be held. K he and the

third party with whom he deals, are both perfectly innocent,

still the loss resulting from his want of authority must faU

somewhere ; and it seems just that it should rest on him who
has assumed, innocently but yet falsely, that he possessed this

authority, (v)

(y) In Polhill v. Walter, 3 B. & Ad. within her knowledge relating to it, and
114, the right of action is held to be the revocation itself was by the act of

grounded on an affirmation of authority God." On this ground she was held not

which the af&rmer knew to be false ; and liable. But he says previously " that

if he acted under an authority which was . where a party making the contract as

forged, but which he believed genuine, ho agent, bond fide believes that such au-

would not be responsible. Story (Agen- thority is vested in him, but has in fact

cy, § 263, n. 2), says, "the distinction of no such authority, he is still personally

Lord Tenterden (in the above case) is en- liable. In these cases, it is true, the

tirely overthrown by Smout v. Ilbery, 10 agent is not actuated by any fraudulent

M. & W. 7." We do not so understand motives, nor has he made any statement

this case. There the family of Mr. Ilbery which he knows to be untrue. But still

was supplied with provisions by Smout. his liability depends on the same princi-

Ilbery was lost in a voyage to India, in pies as before It is a wrong differing

Oct. 1839 ; the provisions were supplied only in degree, but not in its essence, from

both before and after his death ; and the the fonner case, to state as true what the

action was brought against the widow, individual making such statement does

A principal question was, whether she not know to be true, even though he does

was liable for the provisions supplied not know it to be false, but believes with-

after the death of Ilbery, and before it out sufficient grounds, that the statement

was known. Alderson, B., in giving the will ultimately turn out to be correct."

opinion of the court, says, " There is no It cannot be doubted, however, that the

ground for saying, that in representing court intend to confine the liability of the

her authority as continuing, she did any supposed agent to the case wliere he not

^vrong whatever. There was no maJa only had no authority, but might have

fides on her part— no want of due dili- known that he had none. This may not

gence in acquiring knowledge of the re- only be inferred from the decision, but the

location— no omission to state any fact court say afterwards, " If, then, the true
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The question then occurs whether in such a case the agent

can be held on the contract, and it has been so decided, [w)

principle derivable from tlie cases is, that

tlicre must be some wrong or omission of

right on the jiart of the agent, in order to

make him pei'sonally liable on a contract

made in the name of liis principal, it will

follow tliat the agent is not responsible in

such a case as the present. And to this

conclusion we have come." We doubt,

however, the \av/ of this case, and prefer

the view stated in the text. See Taylor
V. Ashton, U M. & W. 401 ; Collins v.

Evans, .5 A. & E., N. s., 820 ; Lewis v.

Nicholson, 12 E. L. & E. 430, s. c. 18 A.
& E., N. s., 503 ; Carr v. Jackson, 10 E.
L. & E. 526, 7 Exch. 382.

(w) Tliis qucition has been very re-

cently discussed in the Queen's Bench
in the case of Jenkins v. Hutchinson, 13

Jar. 763, s. c. 13 Q. B. 744. That was
an action of assumpsit on a charter-party,

which purported to be made between the

plaintiff on tlie one part, and one T. A.
Barnes of the other part, and was signed

"Ralph Hutchinson, for T. A. Barnes."
It appeared that Hutchinson had no au-

thority to enter into the charter-party for

Barnes, and it was therefore contended
that he was personally liable as principal

in this action, but the court held other-

wise. Lord Denman said :
" It is not

pretended tliat the defendant had any
interest as principal ; he signed as agent,

intending to bind a jirineipal, and in no
other character. That he may be liable

to the plaintiff in another form of action,

for any damage sustained by his repre-

senting Iiimself to be agent, when he was
not, is very possible ; but the question is

here, whether he can be sued on the

charter-party itself, as ? party to it. Xo
reported case has decided that a party so

circumstanced cnn bo sued on the instru-

ment itself. Mr. Justice *SVory, in his

book on the Law of Agency, states, that

the decisions in tiie American courts are

conflicting on this point, and that ' in

England it is held, that the suit must
be by a special action on the case

;

' citing

Polliill V. Walter, 3 B. & Ad. 114. That
case does not, perhaps, establish the broad
proposition ; for the contract was a bill

of exchange— an instrument differing in
many respects from ordinary contracts.

In the absence of any direct authority, we
think that a party who executes an instru-

ment in the name of another, whose name
he puts to the instrument, and adds his

own name only as agent for that other,

cannot be treated as a party to tliat in-

strument, and be sued upon it, unless it

lie shown that he was the real principal."

Sec also, Lewis v. Nicholson, 12 E. L, &
E. 430.— The law is so Iield in Massa-
chusetts. Long V. Colburn, 11 Mass. 97,
Ballou V. Talbot, 16 Mass. 461 ; Jefts ;;.

York, 4 Cush, 371. And in Abbey t-.

Chase, 6 Cush. 56, the view taken in the

text is confirmed. The court say :
" It

does not necessarily follow that a contract

made by an authorized agent, which does

not bind the principal, becomes the agent's

contract, and makes him answerable if it

is not performed. This depends upon the

legal effect of the terms of the contract.

If the agent employs such terms as legal-

ly import an undertaking l)y the principal

onl}', the contract is the principal's, and

he alone is bound by it. But if the terms

of the contract legally import a personal

undertaking of the agent, and not of the

principal, then it is the contract of the

agent, and he alone is answerable for a

breach of it. So when one who has no

authority to act as another's agent, as-

sumes so to act, and makes either a deed

or a simple contract in the name of the

other, he is not personally liable on the

covenants in the deed, or on the promise

in the simple contract, unless it contain

apt words to bind him personally. The
only remedy against him in this common-
wealth, is an action on the case for falsely

assuming authority to act as agent." In

Maine, Harper «." Little, 2 Greenl. 14;

Stetson V. Patton, id. 358. In Connec-

ticut, 0-dcn 1 . Raymond, 22 Conn. 385.

In iTuliana, McHenry v. Duffield, 7

Elackf. 41. And in Pennsylvania, Hop-
kins u. Mehaffy, 11 S. &R."l26. In this

case, Gibson, J., says ;
" No decision can

be foimd in support of the position, that

what appears on the face of the deed to be

the pro|)er covenant of the principal, but

entered into through the agency of an

attorney, shall be taken to be the proper

covenant of the attorney, whenever he had

no attthority to execute the deed. How
could he be declared against 1 If in the

usual and proper manner of pleading it

were alleged that the agent had covenanted,

it would appear by the production of the

instrument that he had not, but that his

principal had covenanted through his

means ; which, on non est factum being
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But we think it the better opinion that the contract is whoUy
void. It is not the contract of the principal, because he gave

no authority to the supposed agent. It is not the contract of

the agent, for he professed to act for the principal. So, if one

forges a signature to a note, and obtains money on that note,

he cannot be held on it as on his promise to pay. But in all

such cases the supposed agent may be reached in assumpsit if

money be paid to him or work and labor done for him under

such supposed contract, or in trespass for special damages for

so undertaking to act for another without authority, or in some

other appropriate action ; but not on the contract itself.

An agent who exceeds his authority renders himself liable to

• the whole extent of the contract, although a part of it was within

his authority, (x) It may, however, be said, that where an

agent exceeds his authority, what he does within it is valid, if

that part be distinctly severable from the remainder.

SECTION VIII.

EBVOCATION OF AUTHORITY.

It is a general principle, that an authority is always revocable •

the principal may at any time put an end to the relation be-

tween himself and his agent by withdrawing the authority,

unless the authority is coupled with an interest, or given for a

pleaded, would be fatal." But in New wliich he makes, rejecting what he was not

York the courts have held the agent per- authorized to put to it, contains apt words
Eonally liable on the contract in such cases, to charge himself, he is pei-sonally liable.

Dusenbury v. Ellis, 3 Jolms. Cas. 70; Woodes u. Dennett, 9 N. H. 55; Savage
White V. Skinner, 13 Johns. 307 ; Randall v. Rix, id. 263 ; Moor v. Wilson, 6 Fos-

V. Van Vetchen, 19 id. 60; Meech v. ter (N. H.), 332.

Smith, 7 Wend. 315; Palmer a. Stephens, (a;) Feeter u. Heath, 11 Wend. 477.—
1 Denio, 471. But see Walker v. Bank But in Johnson v. Blasdale, 1 Sm. & M.
of the State of New York, 13 Barb. 639, 1, the Court of Appeals of Mississippi

contra. The agent is held liable on tlie held that if an agent in fllUng up a blank
contract in New Jersey ; Bay v. Cook, 2 note exceed his authority, and the third

N. J. 343. In New Hampshire the court party receive the note with knowledge
seem to have taken a middle course. It that the authority has been transcended,

is there held that if a person, having no the note will not be void in toto, but only

authority to act as agent, undertakes so to for the excess beyond the sum which -kos

act in making a contract, and the contract authorized.
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valuable consideration, {y) But where third parties have dealt

with an agent clothed with general powers, whose acts have

therefore bound his principal, and the principal revokes the

authority he gave his agent, such principal will continue to be

(y) It is to be noticed, that many cases

which in England might he understood as

examples of an authority irrevocable at the

pleasure of the principal, because coupled

with an interest, would not in this coun-

try be classed under that head, owing to

the general adoption here of the defini-

tion of a " power coupled with an inter-

est," given in Hunt v. Eousmanier, 8

Wheat. 201, (see post, note (m) ). All

such cases, it seems, can be considered

instances where the authority cannot be

revoked because of the valuable consider-

ation moving from the agent ; as where
the agent had begun to act under the

authority, and would be damnified by
its recall, or where the authority is part

of a security. Walsh ;;. Whitcomb, 2

Esp. 565 ; Gaussen v. Morton, 10 B. &
C. 731 ; Hodgson v. Anderson, 3 B. &
C. 842 ; Broomley v. Holland, 7 Ves. 28

;

Marryat v. Broderick, 2 M. & W. 371

;

Kltham v. liingsman, 1 B. & Aid. 684
;

Yates V. Hoppe, 9 C. B. 541 ; Ware, J.,

United States v. Jarvis, District Court of

Maine, 1846, 4 N. T. Leg. Obs. 301.

And see Brown v. McGran, 14 Pet. 479,

495 ; Story on Agency, 4§ 466, 467,

468, where the opinions of the civilians

are cited ; but compare 2 Kent, Com. 644.

Fabens v: the Mercantile Bank, 23 Pick.

330, seems to be the case of a power ir-

revocable by the principal, both because
given for consideration and because coup-

led with an interest in the sense of Chief
Justice Marshall. AVhetlier after advan-
ces made by a factor, his authority to

sell the goods of the principal to the ex-

tent of those advances, is revocable at

the pleasure of the principal, is a ques-

tion upon which the authorities are not
agreed. In Brown v. MiGran, 14 Pet.

479, it was liekl that the authority to sell

is not revocable in such a case. The de-

cisions in the State courts, so fiir as

tlicy go, appear to be in substantial

agreement with Brown v. McGran. If

the original authority, on consideration
of which the advances were made, was
an authority to sell at a Umiled price, it

seems plain that the fact of the advances
does not alter that authority. It con-
tinues an authority to sell on certain

terms, and as such, on the doctrine of

the Supreme Court, may be held iiTevo-

cable to the extent of the consideration

given for it, that is, to tlie amount of tlie

advances. Some of the State courts

have gone a step further in this direction,

and held that an authority to sell at a

limited price may be converted into a

general authority to sell, by the fact of

advances in conjunction with the fact of

the neglect of the consignor, after reason-

able notice, to repay tlie ad-\'ances. Parker

V. Brancker, 22 Pick. 40 ; Erothingham v.

Evertoii, 12 N. H. 239. See also Blot v'

Boiceau, 3 Comst. 78. This subject has

recently come before the Court of Com-
mon Bench in England in Smart v.

Sandars, 5 C. B. 895, where it was de-

cided that a factor's authority to sell is

revocable at the will of the consignor, not-

withstanding advances to the full value,

and a request of repayment uncomplied

with. Brown v. McGran had been cited

in the argument ; Wilde, C. J., dehvering

the judgment of the court said (p. 918):

" In the present case tlie goods are con-

signed to a factor for sale. That confers

an implied authority to sell. Afterwards

the factor makes advances. Tliis is not

an authority coupled with an interest but

an independent authority, and an interest

subsequently arising. The making of such

an advance may be a good consideration

for an agreement that the authority to

sell shall be no longer revocable ; but such

an effect will not, we think, arise inde-

pendently of agreement. There is no au-

thority or principle in our law, that we

are aware of, which leads us to think it

will. If such be the law, where is it to

be found 1 It was said in argument, that

it was the common practice of factors to

sell, in order to repay advances. If it

be true that there is a well-understood

practice with factors to sell, that practice

might furnish a ground for inferring that

the advances were made upon the footing

of an agreement tliat the factor should

have an irrevocable authority to sell, in

case the principal made default. Such

an inference might be a very reasonable

and proper one ; but it would be an in-

ference of fact, and not a conclusion of

law." See also, Raleigh u. Atkinson, 6

M. & W. 670.
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bound by the further acts of his agent, unless the third parties

have knowledge of the revocation, or unless he does what he

can to make the revocation as notorious and generally known
to the "world as was the fact of the agency, (z) This is usually

done by advertising, and usage wiU have great eflect in deter-

mining whether such principal did aU that was incumbent on

him to make his revocation notorious. And third parties who
never dealt with such agent before such revocation, if they, as a

part of the community were justified in believing such agency

to have existed, and had no knowledge and no sufficient means
of knowledge of the revocation, may hold the principal liable

for the acts of the agent after revocation
;
(a) as in the case of

a partnership, where the dissolution or change of parties was
not properly made known, (b)

The death of the principal operates, per se, as a revocation

of the agency, (c) But not if the agency is coupled with an

(a) Hazard v. Treadwell, Stra. 506;
V. Harrison, 12 Mod. 346 ; Buller,

J., Saltet). Field, 5 T. R. 215; Spencer
V. Wilson, 4 Munf. 130 ; Morgan v. Stell,

5 Binn. 305.— Where an agency consti-

tuted by writing is revoked, but the writ-

ten authority is left in the hands of the

agent, and he subsequently exhibits it to

a third person who deals with him as

agent on the faith of it without any notice

of the revocation, the act of the agent,

within the scope of the authority, will

bind the principal. Beard v. Kirk, 1 1 N.
H. 397. This necessity for actual notice

of revocation, or a general notoriety

equivalent to notice, has been held to

exist in fall force in the case of an au-

thority implied from cohabitation, joined

with the previous sanction of acts of

agency performed by the person held forth

as wife. That the tradesman furnishing

the goods in such a case has knowledge

that the woman is only a mistress, does

not affect his right to notice of separation.

Ryan u. Sams, 12 Q. B. 460, where
Munro v. De Chemant, 4 Camp. 215,

was commented on.

(u) See last note.

(/)) Graham v. Hope, 1 Peake, 154;

Parkin v. Carruthers, 3 Esp. 248 ; Ward-
well V. Haight, 2 Barb. 549.

(c) Co. Litt. § 66 ; Hunt v. Eousmanier,

8 Wheat. 201 ; Watson v. King, 4 Camp.
272 Lepard v. Vernon, 2 Ves. & B. 51

;

Smout V. Xlbery, 10 M. & W. 1 ; Buxton
V, Jones, 1 Man. & G. 84 ; Campanari v.

Woodbum, 28 E. L. & E. 321 ; Rigs
V. Cage, 2 Humph. (Tenn.), 350. In
Cassiday v. McKenzio, 4 W. c& S. 282,
it was held, in opposition to the cuiTcnt

of authority, that a payment made by an
agent, after the death of his principal, he
being ignorant thereof, was valid as an
act of agency. Lunacy of the principal

revokes, but the better opinion {according

to Ch. Kent, 2 Com. 645) is, that the

fact of the existence of lunacy must have
been previously established by inquisition

before it could control the operation of

the power ; and see Bell's Comment, on
the Laws of Scotland, § 413.— In Davis
V. Lane, 10 N. H. 156, it was held, that the

authority of an agent, where the agency is

revocable, ceases, or is suspended, by the

insanity of the principal, or his incapacity

to exercise any volition upon the subject-

matter of the agency, in consequence of
aa entire loss of mental power ; but that

if the principal has enabled the agent to

hold himself out as having authority, by a

written letter of attorney, or by a previous

employment, and the incapacity of the

principal is not known to those who deal

with the agent within the scope of the

authority he appears to possess, the prin-

cipal and those who claim under him,

may be precluded from setting up the

insanity as a revocation. The comt in
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interest vested in the agent, {d) Then it sui-vives, and the

agent may do all that is necessary to realize his interest and

make it beneficial to himself. Such an agency is not revocable

at the pleasure of the principal in his lifetime, (e) and ' if the

agent dies it passes over to his representatives. (/) To deter-

mine whether the agency be thus irrevocable, it is an important

if not a decisive question, whether the act authorized could be

performed by the agent in his own name, or only by him as an

agent, and in the name of the principal. In the first case, if

an interest were coupled with the agency, the authority would

survive the death of the principal, and the agent might perform

this case also held, that the principle, that

insanity operates as a revocation, cannot
apply where the power is coupled with an
interest, so that it can be exercised in the

name of tlie agent. Whether it is appli-

cable to the case of a power which is part

of a security, or executed for a valuable

consideration, was left undecided. See
Jones V. Noy, 2 Myl. & K. 125 ; AVaters v.

Taylor, 2 Ves & B. 301 ; Huddlestone's

case, 2 Ves. Sen. 34, 1 Swanst. 514, n.;

S:iyer v, Bennett, 1 Cox's Cas. 107.

—

, Bankruptcy of the principal revokes the

authority. Parker v. Smith, 16 East,

382; Minett v. Forrester, 4 Taunt. 541.

Defendant being in the employment of J.

in his trade, sold, bona fide, some goods
belonging to J., after J. had committed
an act of banknijitry, of which defendant
was ignorant. Tile sale was more than
two months before the commission issued.

Defendant acted under a general author-

ity. The assignee brought trover. Held,

on a plea of not guilty, that defendant,

having sold under a general authority

onlv, had been guilty of a conversion.

Pearson v. Gniham, 6 A. & E. 899.—
J^liuriaqe of feme sole principal revokes.

White w. Gilford, 1 Ptnl AU: Aiithoritie

E pi . 4 ; Charnley v. Winstanley, 5 East,

266.

(d) See ante, p. 70, n. {ij). Hunt v.

Rousmanier, 8 Wheat. 201 ; Bergen v.

Bennett, 1 Caines' Cas. 1 ; Smyth v. Craig,

3 W. & S. 14 ;
Cassidav v. IWcKenzie, 4

W, & S. 282 ; Knajii) v. Alvord, 10 Paige,
205. The important question is what
euiistitutcs an authoritij coupled with an
interest ; and here there is some diversity

in judicial definition. In Hunt v. Rous-
manier, 8 Wheat. 201, it was held (ilur-

r'uiU, C. J., riving the opinion of the

court), that the interest which can protect

a power, after the death of the person who
creates it, must be an interest in the thin^

itself on which the power is to be exer-

cised, and not an interest in tlrat which is

produced by the exercise of the power.

—

In Smart v. Sandars, 5 C. B. 895, 917,

Wilde, C. J., said that, " Where an agree-

ment is entered into on a sufficient con-

sideration, whereby an authority is given

for the purpose of securing some benefit

to the donee of tlie authority, such an au-

thority is in'evocable. This is what is

usually meant by an authority coupled

with an interest:"— that is, irrevocable

except by the death of the principal ; for

the dictum, as the whole case shows, is to

be taken in connection with the doctrine,

understood still to prevail in England, on
the authority of Lord Ellenborough, in

Watson V. King, 4 Camp. 272, that death

revokes even a power coupled mth an in-

terest. See ante, note {y). A warrant

of attorney to confess judgment is not

revocable ; and though determinable by
death, yet, at common law, as a judgment
entered up during any term, or the sub-

sequent vacation, related to the first day

of such terra, a AvaiTant of attorney might

be made available after the death of the

principal, by entering up judgment within

the term and vacation in which the death

occurred. Lord Holl, Oades «. Woodward,
1 Salk. 87 ; Fuller r. Jocelyn, 2 Stra. 882;

Hcapy V. Parris, 6 T. K. 368.

(f)"GausseniJ. Morton, 10 B. & C. 731

Walsh V. Wliitcomb, 2 Esp. 565 ; Allen »

Davis, 8 Eng. (Ark.), 29. See also, Mar-

field V. Goodhue, 3 Comst. 62 ; Houghta-
ling V. Marvin, 7 Barb. 412; Wilson a.

Edmonds, 4 Foster (N. H.), 517.

(
/") 2 Kent, Com. 643.
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the act in the same manner after the death as before. In the

latter case, as he could no longer use the name of the principal,

for the obvious reason that one who is dead can no longer act,

it would seem that his right must be limited to that of requiring

the representatives of the deceased to perform the act necessary

for his protection.

SECTION IX.

HOW THE PRINCIPAL IS AEFBCTBD BY THE MISCONDUCT OF HIS

AGENT.

A principal is liable for the fraud or misconduct of his agent,

so far, that, on the one hand, he cannot take any benefit from

any misrepresentation fraudulently made by his agent, although

the principal was ignorant and innocent of the fraud
; [g) and

on the other hand, if the party dealing with the agent suffer

from such fraud, the principal is bound to make him compen-

sation for the injury so sustained
;
(A) and this although the

(g) Attorney-General v. Ansted, 12 M.
& W. 520 ; Fitzherbert v. Mather, 1 T. R.
12; Seaman u. Fonereau, 2 Stra. 1183;
Fitzsimmons v. Joslin, 21 Vt. 129. " I
have no doubt that if an agent of a party,

say of Mr. Atwood in this case, without
his knowledge, made a wilfully false repre-

sentation to the British Iron Company,
upon which representation they acted,
' adhibentes Jidem,' and on that confidence

had formed a contract;— I have no hesi-

tation whatever in saying, that against

that contract, equity would relieve just as

much as if there was the scienter of the

principal proved ; because it is not a ques-

tion of criminal responsibility which is

here raised by the facts. The agent could

not commit the principal to any criminal

purpoM, if the principal did not Icnow it,

anid him not either given him an authority

or adopted his act when he did know it.

But as to the civil eflFect of vitiating the

contract made upon that false representa-

tion, I have no doubt whatever that it would
vacate it just as much, with the ignorance

of the principal, as if he were charged
with knowing it, and as if the agent had
been an agent for this purpose." Lord

Brougham in Attwood v. Small, 6 CI. &
F. 448. See also, Taylor v. Green, 8 C.
& P. 316; Olmsted v. Hotailing, 1 Hill

(N. Y.), 317 ; Veazie v. Williams, 8 How.
134, 3 Story, 611.

(A) Bolt, C. J; in Hem v. Nichols, 1

Salk. 289, and ElJenborough, C. J., in

Crockford v. Winter, 1 Camp. 124, lay
down the broad doctrine that a principal

is answerable civiliter, though not crimi-

naliter, for the fraud of his agent. Jeffrey

V. Bigelow, 13 Wend. 518, illustrates the

general doctrine. There the defendants

had been in partnership with one Hunt,
for speculation in sheep, they contributing

funds, and he time and services. Hunt
purchased some sheep diseased with the

scab, knowing the fact, and mixed them
with a larger number belonging to the

partnership. Subsequently Hunt assigned

his interest to defendants, who employed
S. to sell the sheep. The flock was pur-

chased from S. bythe plaintiff, and mixed
with the sheep he before owned. The
scab broke out among them and destroyed

many sheep, of his old stock as well as of

those purchased from S. ; and consider

able expense was incvm'ed in the attempt
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principal be innocent, (i) provided the agent acted in the

matter as his agent, and distinctly within the line of the busi-

ness intrusted to him. (k) And though there be no actual fraud

on the part of the agent, yet if he makes a false representation

as to matter peculiarly within his own knowledge or that

of his principal, and thereby gets a better bargain for his

principal, such principal, although innocent, cannot take the

benefit of the transaction, (l) But the third party may re-

scind the contract, and recover back any money he may have

paid the principal, by reason of his confidence in such misrep-

resentation.

SECTION X.

OF NOTICE TO AS AGENT.

A principal is affected by notice to his agent, respecting any

matter distinctly within the scope of his agency, when the no-

tice is given before the transaction begins, or before it is so far

to arrest the disease. S. was aware of

the infected condition of the flocli, but

no actual knowledge was proved upon
the defendants. Held, that the plaintiff

was entitled to maintain liis action, and
could recover damages for the loss both

of the sheep purchased, and of the other

sheep receiving the infection, and all other

damages necessarily and naturally flow-

ing from tlie act of the defendants agent.

Semble, the liability of the defendants

would have been the same if S. had been
ignorant of the state of the flock; tlie

knowledge of Hunt when he bought the

diseased sheep being constructively the

knowledge of his partners, and his assign-

ment of his interests to the defendants,

before the sale to the plaintiff, making no
difference, as to their responsibility. See
also, Johnston v. South-Western Kailroad
Bank, 3 Strob. Eq. 263 ; Mitchell v. Mims,
8 Tex. 6.

(i) Irving v. Motley, 7 Bing. 543;
Doe V. Martin, 4 T. R. 39, 66 ; Edwards
t. Eootner, I Camp, 530. Where an
attorney's clerk had simulated the court

seal upon a writ, by taking an impression

from the seal upon another writ, the writ

and all proceedings thereon were set aside,

and the attorney, although personally

blameless was compelled to pay the costs.

Dunklcy w. Earns, 20 E. L. & E. 285

;

Hunter v. The Hudson Eiver Iron and
Machine Co. 20 Barb. 493.

[k) Peto V. Hague, 5 Esp. 135; Huck-
man v. Fcrnie 3 JI. & W. 505. — In

Woodin V. Burford, 2 Cr. & M. 392,

^"yl^y^ B., said :
" What is said by a ser-

vant is not evidence against the master,

unless he has some authority (jii-en him to

make the representation." It is not meant,

as the case shows, tliat there must be an

express authority to make that particular

representation ; but the authority may
be implied as incident to a general au-

thority.

{I) Willes V. Glover,4 B. & P. 14 ; Ash-

hurst, J., Fitzherbcrt c. Mather, 1 T. R.

16 ; Franklin v. EzoU, 1 Sneed, 497 ;
Na-

tional Exchange Co. v. Drew, 32 E. L.

& E. 1 ; Carpenter v. Amer. Ins. Co. 1

Story, 57. And it seems tlie purchaser,

without rescinding the contract, may
maintain case for deceit against the prin-

cipal. Fuller V. Wilson, 3 Q. B. 58.
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completed as to render the notice nugatory, (m) The notice to

the agent may be implied as weU as express. Knowledge ob-

tained by the agent in the course of that very transaction is

notice; and it has been said, that Imowledge obtained in

another transaction, but so short a time previous that the agent

must be presumed to recollect it, is also notice affecting the

principal
;
(m) but this is questionable, (o) This matter has

been most discussed in cases where, in consequence of the

employment of solicitors or counsel in the purchase of real es-

tate, the question has arisen how far the clients are affected

with notice of incumbrances, or defects of title, which, by a

more or less strong presumption, must be taken to have come
to the knowledge of their agents. Two propositions seem to

be well settled : the first, that the notice to the solicitor, to bind

the client, must be notice in the same transaction in which the

client employs him, or at least, during the time of the solicitor's

employment in that transaction
; (p) the other, that where a

(m) Bank of the United States v. Da-
vis, 2 Hill ( N. Y. ), 451. Notice to one
of several joint pnrchascvs, whatever be

the nature of the estate they take, is not

in general notice to the rest, unless he

who receives the notice be their agent ; and
where notice was given to a husband, at

the time of taking a conveyance of lands

to himself and wife, of a prior unregistered

mortgage, it was held not to operate as

notice to the wife, so as to give the mort-

gage a preference in respect to her title
;

especially as she had paid the considera-

tion for the conveyance out of her sepiir-

ate estate. Snyder v. Sponable, 1 Hill

(N. Y.), 567, s. c. affirmed in error, 7 Hill,

427. It seems a principal is chargeable

with notice of what is known to a sub-

agent, how many degrees soever removed,

such sub-agent, being appointed by his

authority. See Boyd v. Vanderkemp, 1

Barb. Ch. 287. As to the time when
notice may be given, see TouiTille v.

Naish, 3 P. Wras. 307; Story v. Lord
Windsor, 2 Atk. 630 ; More v. Mayhew,
1 Chanc. Cas. 34 ; Wigg v. Wigg, 1 Atk.

384.

(n) Lord Langdale, M. R., Hargreaves

V. Rothwell, r Keen, 159. And see

Mountford v. Scott, 3 Madd. 34.

(o) New York Central Ins. Co. v. The
National Protective Ins. Co., 20 Barb.

46S.

{p) Wigram, V. C, Fuller i'. Bennett,
2 Hare, 402, 403. And Lord Hardwicke,
in declaring the same doctrine, in Worsley
V. Scarborough, 3 Atk. 392, said it

would be very mischievous if it were other-

wise, for the man of most practice and
greatest eminence would then be the
most dangerous to employ. And see

Warrick v. Wan-ick, 3 Atk. 294. In
Hood V. Fahnestoek, 8 Watts, 489, it was
held that if one in the course of his busi-

ness as agent, attorney, or counsel for an-
other, obtain knowledge from which a
trust would arise, and afterwards becomes
the agent attorney, or counsel of a subse-

quent purchaser in an independent and
unconnected transaction, his previous
knowledge is not notice to such other
person for whom he acts. "The reason
is [per Sergeant, J., delivering the opinion
of the court], that no man can be sup-
posed always to cai-ry in his mind the
recollection of former occurrences ; and
moreover, in the case of the attorney or
cotmsel, it might be contrary to his duty
to reveal the confidential communications
of his client. To visit the principal with
constructive notice, it is necessary that

the knowledge of the agent or attorney
should be gained, in the course of the

same transaction in which he is employed
by his client." S. P. Bracken v. Miller.

4. W. & S. 102.
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purchaser employs the same solicitor as the vendor, he is

affected with notice of whatever that solicitor had notice of, in

his capacity of solicitor for either vendor or purchaser, in the

transaction in which he is so employed, (q) The first, it is evi-

dent, is so far qualified by the second, that where the circum-

stance of the solicitor's being employed for two parties is in the

case, a purchaser, in the language of Sir. J. Wigram, may be

affected with notice of what the solicitor knew as solicitor for

the vendor, although as solicitor for the vendor he may
have acquired his knowledge before he was retained by the

purchaser— whatever the solicitor, during the time of his re-

tainer, knows as solicitor for either party, may possibly in

some cases affect both, without reference to the time when his

knowledge was first acauh-ed. Any other qualification of the

principle limiting the client's liability to notice acquked in the

same transaction, the distinguished judge referred to does not

acknowledge, (r) If, however, one assume to act as agent of

another, and cause an act to be done for him of which the latter

afterwards takes the benefit, he must take it charged with

notice of such matters as appear to have been at the time

within the knowledge and recollection of the agent, (s)

Notice to a servant of the principal, or one employed by the

principal, affects -the principal, only when given about the very

thing that servant is employed to do. Thus, notice to a general

clerk in a mercantile house, not to furnish goods, does not bind

the house, (t)

On the other hand, knowledge possessed by a principal af-

fects a transaction, although the transaction took place through

an agent to whom the knowledge was not communicated. It

certainly has this effect if the knowledge of the principal could

have been and should have been communicated to the agent.

But it may not be certain that the knowledge of the principal

is the knowledge of the agent the moment the principal ac-

quires it, without any reference to the duty or the possibility of

the principal's imparting that knowledge to the agent, in season

(7) Wigram V. C, Fuller v- Bennett, where the cases are reviewed and mnch

2 Hare, 402. discussed.

(r) See Fuller v. Bennett, 2 Hare, 402, (s) Hovey v. Blanehard, 13 N. H. 145.

(«) Graut V. Cole, 8 Ala. 519.
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for him to be influenced by it. (m) In some cases the rights

of the principal are certainly to be determined by his own
knowledge only ; as, if a principal knew of defences to a pro-

missory note available only against a purchaser with knowl-

edge, and this principal bought the note by an agent, who had

no knowledge of these defences, they might stUl be enforced

against the principal.

Much question has arisen as to the effect on a corporation,

of notice to one who is a member or officer of it. By some it

is held that the notice must be made formally to the corpora-

tion, (v) and it has been contended on the other hand, that the

notice is enough if given to any director, or any member of a

board which manages the affau-s of the corporation, (w) We
consider these views extreme and inaccurate ; and should state

as the rule of law that a notice to a corporation binds it, only

when made to an officer, whether president, director, trustee,

committee-man, or otherwise, whose situation and relation to

the corporation imply that he has authority to act for the cor-

poration in the particular matter in regard to which the notic*

is given, (x)

SECTION XI.

OF SHIPMASTERS.

A master of a ship has, by the poHcy of the law-merchant,

some authority not usually implied in other cases of general

(m) In Willis !'. Bank of England, 4 other inconveniences of a more serious

A. & E. 21, 39, the doctiine of notice was nature would obviously grow out of a dif-

thus stated by Lord Z)e«man : "The gen- ferent decision." It may be considered

eral rule of law is that notice to the prin- worth inquiry whether the clause we huve
cipal is notice to all his agents. Mayhew put in italics is not an essential part of the

V. Eames ; at any rate if there be reasona- rule. Certainly, Mayhew !;. Eames, 3 B.

ble time, a,s there vfas here, for the principal & C. 601, cited by the learned chief jus-

te communicate that notice to his agents, be- tice, is very far from establishing the naked
fore the event which raises the question hap- doctrine that notice to the principal is nc

pens. . . . We have been pressed with the tice eo instanti to the agent,

inconvenience of requiring eveiy trading - (w) Louisiana State Bank w. Senecal,

company to communicate to their agents 13 La. 525.

evei-ywhere whatever notices they may re- (u>) Bank of V. S. v. Davis, 2 Hill

ceive; hut the argument ab inconvenienti (N. Y.), 451; North River Bank a. Ay-
is seldom entitled to much weight in de- mar, 3 Hill (N. Y.), 262.

ciding legal questions ; and, if it were, {x) See Powles v. Page, 3 C. B. 16 ;
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agency, (p) Thus, he may borrow money, if the exigencies

and necessities of his position require it, and make his owner

liable, and pledge the ship (by bottomry, for the most part) for

the repayment, (z) But this authority does not usually extend

to cases where the principal can personally act, as in the home
port, (a) or in a port where the owner has a specific agent for

this purpose, (b) and by parity of reason not in a port so near

the owner's home that he may be consulted, without inconven-

ience and injurious delay, (c) So, too, under such circum-

stances, he may, without any special authority, sell the proper-

ty intrusted to him, in a case of extreme necessity, and in the

exercise of a sound discretion. Nor need this necessity be ac-

tual, in order to justify the master and make the sale valid.

If the ship was in a peril, which, as estimated from aU the facts

then within his means of knowledge, was imminent, aijd made
it the only prudent course to sell the ship as she was, without,

further endeavors to get her out of her dangerous position, this

is enough, and the sale is justified and valid, although the pur-

chasers succeed in saving her, and events prove that this might

have been done by the master. But it must be a case where

a sudden and entire change of wind or weather, or some other

favorable circumstance which no one at the time could have

rationally expected, became the means of her safety; for

although the powers and duty of the master should not de-

pend on matters which are alike beyond control and fore-

Porter V. Bank of Rutland, 19 Vt. 410, thur v. Barton, 6 M. & W. 138; The Gra-

425 ; Fulton Bank v. N. Y. & S. Canal titudine, 3 Rob. Ad. 240 ; Stainbank v.

Co. 4 Paigo, 127 ; National Bank v. Nor- Fenning, 6 E. L. & E. 412; The Fortitude,

ton, 1 Hill (N. Y,), 575 ; The New Hope, 3 Sumner, 228.

&c. Co. V. The Phcenix Bank, 3 Comst. (a) Lister v. Baxter, Stra. 695 ; Patten

156, 166; Banks u. Martin, 1 Met. 308 ; w. The Randolph, Gilp. 457 ; Ship Lavi-

Story on Agency, §§ 140 a, 140 d. nia v. Barclay, 1 Wash. C. C. 49; Lord

(y) Whether an action may be main- Ahivger, Arthur v. Barton, 6 M. & W.
tained against an owner, which is ground- 138.

ed on the exercise of this peculiar and ex- (b) Pritchard v. Schooner Lady Hora-
traordinary authority by one who was not tia. Bee, Ad. 167.

the master on the register, but by appoint- (c) Johns v. Simons, 2 Q. B. 425 ; Ar-

ment of the owner had virtually acted as thur v. Barton, 6 M. & W. 138; Mackin-
master, gucere: see Stonehouse v. Gent, 2 tosh, o. Mitchcson, 4 Exch. 175; Beldon

Q. B. 431, 11.; Smith u. Davenport, 34 v. Campbell, 6 E.L.&E. 473,8. c. 6 Exch.
Me. 520. 886, where Robinson v. Lyall, 7 Price, 592,

(r) Barnard v. Bridgeman, Moore, 918; was questioned.

Weston V. Wright, 7 M. & W. 396 ; Ai--
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sight, (d) it is still certain that the sale of a ship by the master

can be justified and made valid only by a strict necessity.

SECTION XII.

OF AN ACTION AGAINST AN AGENT TO BETBRMINU THE RIGHT OP

A PRINCIPAL.

It is a rule of law in respect to aU agencies, that where

money is paid to one as agent, to which another as principal

has color of right, the right of the principal cannot be tried in

an action brought by the party paying the money against the

agent as for money had and received to the use of such party

;

but such action should be brought against the principal, (e)

(d) The Brig Sarah Ann, 2 Sumner,

2U6 ; Hunter v. Parker, 7 M. & W. 322.

(c) Bamford v. Shuttleworth, 11 A. &
E. 926; Sadler v. Evans, 4 Burr. 1984;
Horsfall v. Handley, 8 Taunt. 136; Cos-
tigan V. Newland, 12 Barb. 456. Yet if

notice not to pay over has been given,

then the agent may be sued. Lord Mans-
field, Sadler v. Evans, 4 Burr. 1986 ; Ed-
wards V. Hodding, 5 Taunt. 815; Hear-
sey V. Pniyn, 7 Johns. 179 ; Elliott v.

Swartwout, 10 Pet. 137 ; Bend v. Hoyt,
13 id. 263; La Farge v. Kneeland, '7

Cowen, 456. See however, as to the lia-

bility of collectors of the customs, Gary
V. Curtis, 3 How. 236.—And in some
cases it has been held that even without

notice, the agent may be held liable for

money had and received, if he have not

actually paid over the money to the prin-

cipal, or done something equivalent to

it : and the mere entering the amount to

the credit of the principal, or making a

rest, is not equivalent to payment over.

BuUer v. Harrison, Cowp. 565 ; Cox v.

Prentice, 3 M. & Sel. 344. But upon
these cases Mr. Smith comments as fol-

lows :
" It will be observed that in neither

of these cases could the principal himself

ever by possibility have claimed to retain

the money for a single instant, had it

reached his hands, the payment having
been made by the plaintiff under pm'e

mistake of facts, and being void ab initio,

as soon as that mistake was discovered,

so that the agent would not have been
estopped from denying his principal's

title to the money, any more than the

factor of J. S. of Jamaica, who has
received money paid to him under the
supposition of his employer being J. S.

of Trinidad, would be estopped from re-

taining that money against his employer,
in order to return it to the person who
paid it to him. Besides which, in Bul-
ler V. Harrison, had the agent paid the

money he received from the underwriter
in discharge of the foul loss, over to his

principal, he would have rendered him-
self an instrument of fraud which no
agent can be obliged to do. Except in

such cases as these, the maxim, respondeat

superior, has been applied, and the agent
held responsible to no one but his prin-

cipal." Merc. Law, B. 1, c. 6, § 7. In
Snowdon v. Davis, i Taunt. 359, a sheriff

had issued a waiTant on mesne process,

to distrain the goods of A; the baihff

levied the debt upon the goods of B, and
paid it over. Held, that money had and
received would lie against the bailiff.

Mansfield, C. J., said :
" The bailiff pays

the money over to the sheriff, and the

sheriff to the exchequer, and it is ob-

jected, that as it has been paid over, the

action for money had and received does

not lie against the bailiff; and this is

compared to the case of an agent, and the
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For a party who deals with an agent (acting as such, and

within the scope of his authority), has, in general, no right

to separate him from his principal and hold him liable in his

personal capacity. The agent owes an account of his actions

to his principal, and that he may be able to render that account,

the law, except under special cncumstances, refuses to impose

upon him a duty to any third party.

We here close all that was proposed to be said of agents as

parties to contracts entered into by them in their representative

capacity. The relation between agent and principal constitutes

itself a distinct contract, and the considerations growing out

of it might, in a stiictly accurate division, find a place in

that part of this work which treats of the Subject-Matter of

contracts. But it has been deemed expedient in this instance,

as in some others, to sacrifice logical order to the convenience

of the reader ; and such observations as seem to be required

by the contract of Agency, properly so called, are subjoined in

the following section.

SECTION XIII.

THE RIGHTS AND OBLIGATIONS OP PEINCIPAL AND AGENT AS TO

EACH OTHER.

An agent with instructions is bound to regard them in fevery

point ; nor can he depart from them, without making himself

authorities are cited of Sadler v. Evans; qucrl The plaintiff pays it nnder the

Campbell u. Hall, 1 Cowp. 204 ; BiiUer terror of process, to redeem his goods,

V. Harrison, 2 id, 565, and several others, not with an intent that it should be de-

In the case of Sadler v. Evans, the money livered over to any one in particular."

was paid to the agent of Lady Windsor, But this case has been regarded by high

for Lady Windsor s use ; in that of BuUer authority as establishing a stronger doc-

V. Harrison, the money was paid to the trine than that on which Sir James Mans-
broker, expressly for the benefit of the field appears to have placed it. In Smith
assured. In Pond o. Underwood, the v. Sleap, 12 M. & W. 588, Parka, B.,

money was paid for the use of the ad- referring to Snowdon ;;. Davis, said : "It

ministrator. Can it in this case be said was there held that a party who had re-

with any propriety, that the money was ceived money wrongfully could not set

paid to the baihff for the purpose of pay- up as a defence that he had received it

ing it to the sheriff, or to the intent that for, and paid it over to, a third person."

the sheriff might pay it into the exche- In the same case a dictum of the Court
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responsible for the consequences, (g-) If he have no instruc-

tions, or indistinct or partial instructions, his duty will depend

upon the intention and understanding of the parties. This may-

be gathered from the circumstances of the case, and especially,

from the general custom and usage in relation to that kind of

business. (A) But he cannot defend himself by showing a con-

formity to usage, if he has disobeyed positive instructions. If

loss ensue from his disregard to his instructions, he must sustain

it ; if profit, he cannot retain it, but it belongs to his principal, (i)

A principal discharges his agent from responsibility for de-

viation from his instructions, when he accepts the benefit of

his act. (k) He may reject the transaction altogether
;
(Z) and

of Exchequer is reported, to the effect

that a payment to A, expressly as the

agent of B, for the purpose of redeeming
goods wrongfully detained by B, and a

receipt by A expressly for B, would make
a case upon wluch an action against A
for money had and received, could be

maintained. And in the case of Parker
V. Bristol and Exeter Railway, 7 E. L. &
E. 528, where the defendants had refused

to deliver the plaintiff's goods until he

paid an excess over the proper amount
due for freight money, it was held that he
might maintain an action to recover this

excess from the defendants, although they

received a portion of it only as agents

for the Great Western Railway Com-
pany ; the principle being " that an ac-

tion for money had and received lies to

recover back money which has been ob-

tained through compulsion even although

it has been received by an agent who
acted for the principal."

(g) Leverick w. Meigs, 1 Cowen, 645

;

Marshall, C. J., Manella v. Bany, 3

Cranch, 41.'), 439; Kingston !;. Kincaid,

1 Wash. C. C. 454; Rundle v. Moore,
3 Johns. Cas. 36 ; Loraine v. Cartwright,

3 Wash. C. C. 151 ; Ferguson v. Porter,

3 Elor. 27.— "And no motive connected

with the interest of the principal, how-
ever honestly entertained, or however
wisely adopted, can excuse a breach of

the instructions." Washington, J., in

Courcier v. Ritter, 4 Wash. C. C. 549,

551 : but compare Eorrestier v. Board-

man, I Story, 43.— If in obedience to

the instructions, the agent do an act

which is ilfegal in fact, though not clearly

in itself a breach of law, nor known by
the agent to be so, he is entitled to be in-

TOL. I. 6

demnified by the principal for the conse-

quences. Betts V. Gibbins, 2 A. & E. 57;

Adamson v. Jarvis, 4 Bing, 66, 72 ; Ives

V. Jones, 3 Ired. L. 538. Eor a severe

application of the general rule, see Hays
V. Stone, 7 Hill (N. Y.), 128.

(h) Marzetti v. Williams, 1 B. & Ad.
415 ; Sutton v. Tatham, 10 A. & E. 27

;

Sykes t>. Giles, 5 M. & W. 645 ; Kingston
V. Wilson, 4 Wash. C. C. 315. — And if

the agent is employed to act in some par-

ticular business or trade he may bind his

principal by following the usages of that

trade, whether the principal is aware of

them or not. Pollock v. Stables, 12 Q.
B. 765 ; Bayliffe u. Butterworth, 1 Exch.
425 ; there Parke B., distinguishing the

case of Bartlett, v. Pentland, 10 B. &. C.

760, said :
" That however is a different

question from the present, which is one
of contract. In the case of a contract

which a person orders another to make for

him, he is bound by that contract if it is

made in the usual way."

{{) Cathn V. Bell, 4 Camp. 184 ; Parkist

V. Alexander, 1 Johns. Ch. 394 ; Segar v.

Edwards, 11 Leigh, 213.

(k) Clarke v. Perrier, 2 Ereem. 48;
Prince v. Clark, 1 B. & C. 186.

{I) Roe V. Prideaux, 10 East, 158.

—

If, however, an agent has done more than
he was authorized to do, the execution,

though void as to the excess, may be held

good for the rest, at least in equity. But
it is necessary in such a case that the

boundaries between the excess and the

execution of the power should be clearly

distinguishable. Sir Thomas Clarke, V
C. Alexander v. Alexander, 2 Ves. Sen.,

644; Campbell v. Leach, Ambl. 740;
Vanada v. Hopkins, 1 J. J. Marsh. 285,
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if he advanced money on goods which his agent purchased in

violation of his authority, he is not bound to return the goods

to the agent when he repudiates the sale, but has his lien on

them, and may hold them as the property of the agent, (m)

But he must reject the transaction at once, and decisively, as

soon as fuUy acquainted with it. For if he delays doing this,

that he may have his chance of making a profit, or if he per-

forms acts of ownership over the property, he accepts it, and

confirms the doings of the agent, (w)

The question has arisen, whether a principal is bound by the

act of an agent, who executes his commission in part only
; as

if being directed and authorized to buy two houses, he buys one

only ; or to buy fifty shares of stock, he buys twenty-five ; or to

buy one hundred bales of cotton he buys fifty. It has been

said that the principal is bound by the partial execution of the

agent's authority, (o) But it is plain that cases which present

this question may difier essentially. K one is made agent to

purchase a lot of woodland and a saw-mill, and purchases either

alone, it. would be a hardship upon the principal to be compelled

to take that, when it might be nearly valueless to him without

the other. But if the authority which he gave his agent to buy

both, was in such a form that the seller of one, after due inquhy,

was perfectly justified in believing the agent authorized to buy

either separately, the principal should be held. We should say,

that the principal might generally be held ; but would not be,

where he could show that the things embraced within the

authority he gave were united in that authority, and in his

intention, and that it would be a detriment to him to take a

part only.

Some conflict appears to exist as to the right of an agent to

delegate his authority. On the one hand, the general principle,

that delegatus non potest delegare, is certain, (p) An agent can

294; Siigdcn on Powers, ch. 9 § 8.

—

(m) Lord iJfrrrfwjcfe, Cornwall «. Wil-

Antl in some cases it lias been lield at law son, i Ves. Sen. 510 ; Lord Eldon, Kemp
that an agent transcending his anthority v. Pryor, 7 Ves. 240, 247.

in part, hind.s his principal for the part {») Prince v. Clark, 1 B. & C. 186;

which was performed in accordance with Cornwall v. Wilson, Ves. Sen. 509.

the authority. Gordon v. Buchanan, 5 (o) Gordon u. Buchanan, 5 Yerg. 81.

Yerg. 71 ; Johnson v. Blasdale, 1 Sm. & (p) Combe's Case, 9 Rep. 75 b, 76a.

M. 17.— See Wintle w. Crowther, 1 Cr. — This maxim has frequent application

& J. 310 in cases of powers. Ingram v. Ingram,
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do for his principal only that which his principal authorizes

,

and if the principal appoint an agent to act for him as his repre-

sentative in any particular business, this agent has not thereby

a right to make another person the representative of his prin-

cipal. The employment and trust are personal ; they may rest

on some ground of personal preference and confidence, and on

the knowledge which the principal has of his agent's ability, and

the belief he has of his integrity. But if the agent, merely by
virtue of his agency, may substitute one person in his stead, he

may another, or any other, and thus compel the principal to be

represented by one whom he does not know, or be bound by

obligations cast upon him by one whom he does know, and

because he knows him would refuse to employ. But, on the

other hand, the principal may, if he chooses, give this very

power to his agent, (q) In the common printed forms of letters

of attorney, we usually find the phrase, " with power of substi-

tution," and after this a promise to ratify whatever the attorney,

'' or his substitute," may lawfully do in the premises. That the

agent has this power, when it is given to him in this way, can-

not be doubted. But it must be as certain that the principal

may confer the same power otherwise ; and not only by other

2 Atk. 88; Alexander v. Alexander, 2 — Nor can a factor. Solly v. Rathbone,
Ves. Sen. 643; Hamilton v. Royse, 2 2M.&Sel. 298; Catlin «. Bell, 4 Camp.
Sch. & L. 330. A notice to quit, given 183.—A distinction, however, is to be
by an agent of an agent, is not sufficient taken between the employment of a ser-

without a recognition by the principal, vant and the delegation of the authority.

Doe V. Robinson, 3 Bing. N. C. 677. — An agent, like another person, may act

An attachment for non-payment of costs by the hand of a servant as well as by
cannot be supported by a demand of the his own hand, in cases where the act is

costs by a third person, authorized by the merely physical, or where mind enters into

attorney to receive them. Clark v. Dig- it so little that it would be absurd to say

num, 3 M. & W. 319.— In an action on that the difference between one mind and
an agreement for the sale of goods, at a another could be of any moment. Lord
valuation to be made by A, the issue was, Ellenborough, Mason v. Joseph, 1 Smith,

whether a valuation was made by A. It 406. See also, Powell v. Tnttle, 3 Comst.
appeared that the goods were in fact val- 396 ; Moor v. Wilson, 6 Foster (N. H.),

ued by B, A's clerk. Hdd, that the de- 332 ; Comm. Bank of Penn. v. Union
fendant was not bound by it, unless it Bank of N. Y., 1 Kern. 203. See also,

were shown that it was agreed between Williams v. Woods, 16 Md. 220.

the parties that B's valuation should be (?) Palliser v. Ord, Bunb. 166.— A
taken as A's ; and that the fact of the de- power coupled with an interest, given to A
fendant's seeing B valuing, and making and his assigns, passes with the interest to

no objection until B told him the amount, A's devisee, to the executor of that de-

was not evidence of such agreement, visee, and to the assignee of the devisee.

Ess V. Truscott, 2 M. & W. 385.—A &c. ; for the word assigns includes both

broker cannot delegate his authoritv. assignees in law and in fact. How v.

Henderson v. Barnewall, 1 Y. & J. 387; Whitefield, I Vent. 338, 339; s. c. as

Cockran v. Irlam, 2 M. & Sel. 301, n. How v. Whitebanck, 1 Freem. 476.
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language, but without any express words whatever, (r) And
there are many acts which an agent must necessarily do

through the agency of other persons, and which are valid when

so done, (s) If a principal constitutes an agent to do a busi-

ness which obviously and from its very nature cannot be done

by the agent otherwise than through a substitute, or if there

exists in relation to that business a known and established

usage of substitution, in either case the principal would be

held to have expected and have authorized such substitution, (t)

So too, where an agent without authority appoints a substitute,

the principal may, either by words or acts, so confirm and ratify

such substitution, as to give to it the same force and effect as if

it had been originally authorized, (u)

A substitute of an agent who had no authority to appoint

him, cannot be held as the agent of the original principal, but is

only the agent of the agent who employs him, (v) and who is

accordingly his principal ; and the person so employed is bound

only to his immediate employer, and can look only to him for

compensation, (w) But a substitute appointed by an agent,

who has this power of substitution, becomes the agent of the

original principal, and may bind him by his acts, and is responsi-

ble to him as his agent, and may look to him for compensation.

An agent is bound to great diligence and care for his prin-

cipal ; not the utmost possible, but all that a reasonable man

under similar circumstances, would take of his own affairs, (x)

And where the instructions are not specific, or do not cover the

()•) Moon V. Guardians of Whitney (u) Tindnl, C. J., Doe v. Robinson, 3

Union, 3 Bing. N. C. 814 ; GiUis v. Bailey, Bing. N. C. 677, 679 ; Mason v. Joseph,

1 Foster (X. H.), H9. 1 Smith, 406.

(s) K(js.-iitcr 0. Trafalgar Life A. A., 27 (v) Cobb v. Becke, 6 Q. B. 930 ; Rob-

Beav. 377. bins v. Fennoll, 11 id. 248.

(() An architect employed by defend- (w) Cleaves v. StockwcU, 33 Me. 341.

ants to draw a specification for a building (x) Co. Litt. 89 a ; Chapman v. Wal-

proposcd to bo erected, himself employed ton, 10 Bing. 57 ; Lawler v. Kcaquick, 1

the plaintiff to make out tire quantities, Johns. Gas. 174; Kingston v. Kincaid, 1

which work was to be paid for by the sue- Wash. C. C. 454.— Less tlian ordinary

cessful competitor for the building con- diligence is required of one who acts as

tract; the jury found a usage for archi- agent gratuitously; unless indeed he hold

tccts to have their quantities made out by himself out as a person exercising one of

surveyors :— it was lield that the plaintiff certain privileged professions or trades, as

was entitled to recover compensation from that of an attorney. Doorman v. Jenkins,

the defendants. Moon c\ Guardians of 4 Nev. & M. 170, 2 A. & E. 256; Dart-

Whitney Union, 3 Bing. N. C. 814; Le- nail v. Howard, 4 B. & C. 345. See

doux V. Goza, 4 La. An. 160. infra, u. (a).
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whole case, there, as we have already stated, he is to conform
to estabUshed usage, as that which was expected from him. (t/)

This usage may be generally proved by ordinary means ; but in

some instances, as in relation to negotiable bills and notes, it is

required and defined by the law ; and here it must be followed

precisely, (z) And an agent is bound to possess and exert the

skill and knowledge necessary for the proper performance of the

duties which he undertakes, (a)

The responsibility of an agent, whether for positive miscon-

duct, or for deviation from instructions, is not measured by the

extent of his commission or compensation, but by the loss or

(y) Ante, p. 81, note [h) ; Wiltshire v.

Sims, I Camp. 258.— And the usage if

followed (in the case where there are no
express instructions), is a defence to the
cliarge of negligence. Russell v. Hankey,
6 T. R. 12. As to the factor's duty to

insure, see Smith v. Lascelles, 2 T. R. 189

;

Tickel V. Short, 2 Ves. Sen. 239.

(z) Crawford v. Louisiana State Bank,
1 Mart. ST. s. 214; Miranda v. City Bank
of New Orleans, 6 La. 740 ; Smedes v.

Utica Bank, 20 Johns. 372. Yet this

liability may be limited by the particular

understanding of the parties; as for in-

stance, where an agent dealing with nego-
tiable paper, has been accustomed to do
business in a certain way different from
that which the law would otherwise require,

and the principal employing him may from
the circumstances be supposed to know
this ; Mills v. Bank of U. S. 11 Wheat.
431 ; Allen v. Merchants' Bank, 22 Wend.
215; Bast Haddam Bank v. Scovil,

12 Conn. 303. And an agent intrusted

with a negotiable instrument, and fail-

ing to fulfil his duty with respect to it,

is only liable lilce other agents to the ex-

tent of the loss he has caused, and does

not have to assume the responsibilities

which the law-merchant imposes upon a
negligent parti/ to the bill. Marshall, C.

J., Hamilton v. Cunningham, 2 Brock.

367. And see Van Wart v. WooUey, 3

B. & C. 439, and Van Wart v. Smith,

1 Wend. 219. An agent, acting with

ordinary diligence, is not liable for injuries

caused by his mistake in a doubtful matter

of law. Mechanics' Bank v. Merchants'
Bank, 6 Met. 13.

(a) One who undertakes to act in a pro-

fessional or other clearly defined capacity,

as that of carpenter, blacksmith, or the

like, is bound to exercise the skill appro-

priate to such trade or profession ; and
this, it seems, although the undertaking
be gratuitous. Dartnall v. Howard, 4 B.
& C. 345; Shiells v. Blackburne, 1 H.
Bl. 161 ; Bourne v. Biggies, 2 Chitt. 311

;

Tindall, C. J., Lamphier v. Phipos, 8 C. &
P. 479 ; Denew v. Daverell, 3 Camp. 451

;

Leighton v. Sargent, 7 Foster (N. H.),

460. In Wilson v. Brett, 11 M. & W.
113, it was held that a person who rides a
horse gratuitously at the owner's request,

for the purpose of showing him for sale,

is bound, in doing so, to use such skill as

he actually possesses ; and if proved to

be a person conversant with and skilled in

horses, he is equally liable with a borrower
for injury done to the horse wliile ridden

by him. Rolfe, B., said :
" The distinc-

tion I intended to make w^s, that a gra-

tuitous bailee is only bound to exercise

such skill as he possesses, wliereas a hirer

or borrower may reasonably be taken to

represent to the party who lets, or from
whom he borrows, that he is a person of

competent skill. If a person more skilled

knows that to be dangerous which another

not so skilled as he, does not, surely that

makes a difference in the liability. I said

I could see no difference between negli-

gence and gross negligence-— that it was
the same thing, with the addition of a vi-

tuperative epithet ; and I intended to leave

it to the jury to say whether the defendant,

being, as appeared by the evidence, a
person accustomed to the management of

horses, was guilty of culpable negligence."

But Parke, B., only went so far as to say
that, " In the case of a gratuitous bailee,

where his profession or situation is such as tc

imply the possession of competent skill, he is

equally liable for the neglect to use it."

See post, chapter on Bailments, section

IL
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injury which he may cause to his principal, (b) And in general,

a verdict against a principal for the act of his servant, is the

measure of the damages which the former may recover against

the latter, (c) And the agent is responsible if the loss could

not have happened but for his previous misconduct, although it

was not immediately caused by it. (d) But the loss must be

capable of being ascertained with reasonable certainty, (e)

It may be regarded as a prevailing principle of the law, that

an agent must not put himself, during his agency, in a position

which is adverse to that of his principal. (/) For even if the

honesty of the agent is unquestioned, and if his impartiality

between his own interest and his principal's might be reUed

upon, yet the principal has in fact bargained for the exercise of

all the skill, ability, and industry of the agent, and he is entitled

to demand the exertion of all this in his own favor, (g-) Thia

principle is recognized to some extent at law
; (/*) but most

cases of this kind come before courts of equity. Thus, an

attorney may not take a gift from his client, although there be

not the least suspicion of fraud, (i) But the rule is applied not

so much to those who act as servants, or instruments for some

{b] Sivem-ight, v. Richardson, 19 Law Lees v. Nuttall, 1 Rus. & M. 53; Dunbar
rimes, 10; Hamilton v. Cunningham, 2 v. Tredennick, 2 Ball & B. 319; Nonis

Brock. 350 ; Arrott v. Brown, 6 Whart. v. he Neve, 3 Atk. 38 ; Taylor v. Salmon,

9; Frothingham v. Everton, 12 N. H. 4 Myl. & C. 134; Huguenin v. Baseley,

239; Allen v. Suydam, 20 Wend. 321. 14 Ves. 273; Woodhouse v. Meredith, 1

Yet the principal may maintain an action Jac. & W. 24 ; Barker v. Mai-ine Ins,

against the agent for a breach of the con- Co., 2 Mason, 369; Church v. Marine

tract between them, and recover nominal Ins. Co., 1 id. 344 ; Parkist v. Alexander,

damages, although there be no actual loss. 1 Johns. Ch. 394 ; She]jherd i\ Percy, 4

Marzetti v. Williams, 1 B. & Ad. 415; Martin, n. s. 267; Crook o. Williams, 20

Frothingham y. Everton, 12 N. H. 239. Penn. St. 342 ; Coles t. Trecothick, 9

(c) Mainwaring v. Brandon, 8 Taunt. Ves. 234. An agent may not dispute the

202, s. c. 2 Moore, 125. title of his principal, unless the principal

(d) Davis w. GaiTett, 6 Bing. 716 ; Short obtained the goods fnnidalenihj. Hardman
V. Skipwith, 1 Brock. 103 ; Mallough v. v. Wilcox, 9 Bing. 382, n. [a).

Barber, 4 Camp. 150; Park w. Hamond, (rj) Thompson v. Havolock, 1 Camp,
id. 344, 3. 0. 6 Taunt. 495 ; Smith v. 527 ; Diplock v. Blackburn, 3 id. 43.

Lascelles, 2 T. R. 187 ; Bell v. Cunning- {7i) See infra, note (o).

ham, 3 Pet. 84, 85 ; De Tastett v. Crou- [i] Lord Erskitie, C, Wright v. Proud,

sillat, 2 Wash. C. C. 132; Morris u. Sum- 13 Ves. 138; Montesquieu v. Sandys, 18

merl, id. 203. id. 308 ; see Ker v. Dungannon, 1 Dru. &
(e) Webster v. De Tastet, 7 T. R. War. 542 ; Middleton u. Welles, 4 Bro.

157; The Amiable Nancy, 3 Wheat. P. C. 245. Sec also, Cutts t). Salmon, 12

560; Smith D. Condry, 1 How. 28; Tide- E. L. & E. 316; Holman t). Loyncs, 27

water Canal Co v. Archer, 9 G. & J. id. 168; Broughton v. Broughton, 31 id.

479. 587,

(/) Lees V. Nuttall, 2 Myl. & K. 819 •
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particular thing, as to persons whose employment is rather a

trust than a mere service. Thus, one holding property for

another, which it is his duty to sell, cannot himself purchase

it
;
{k) or if he be employed to buy, he cannot sell, (l) A tech-

nical reason given for this is, that the same person cannot both

buy and sell. But if employed to sell, where he would not

himself convey or transfer the property as agent, because the

principal would do this himself, still the agent cannot bind the

principal to make the transfer to him or for his benefit, by any

contract which he makes as his agent. As agent to sell, it is

his duty to get the highest fair price ; and this duty is incom-

patible with his wish to buy ; and so, vice versa, if he is an

agent to purchase. At one time it was understood to be neces-

sary to show that a trustee had taken undue advantage of his

position, in order to set aside a purchase by him of that which

he was a trustee to sell, (m) But this is not so now. (w) At

present, the rule in equity appears to be, that any act by an

agent with respect to the subject-matter of the agency injurious

to his principal, may be avoided by the principal. If an agent

to sell become the purchaser, or if an agent to buy be himself

the seller, a court of chancery, upon the timely application of

the principal, wiU presume that the transaction was injurious,

and will not permit the agent to contradict this presumption ;
—

unless, indeed, he can show that the principal, when furnished

with all the knowledge he himself possessed, gave him previous

authority to be such buyer or seller, or afterwards assented to

such purchase or sale, (o) And even where the, sale is a judicial

sale, under a title superior to that of the trustee or the cestui que

{h) Lowther v. Lowther, 13 Ves. 103; Pike, 1 Cart. (Ind.), 277; Mason v. Mar-
Wren v. Kirton, 8 id. 502; Morse v. tin, 4 Md. 124.

Koyal, 12 id. 355 ; Chiarter v. Trevelyan, (o) Lord Eldon, Coles v. Trecothick, 9

11 CI. & F. 714. Ves. 234, 247 ; Lord Erslcine, Lowther v.

(l) Lees V. Nuttall, 2 Myl. & K. 819

;

Lowther, 13 id. 103 ; Ex parte Hughes, 6

Taylor v. Salmon, 4 Myl. & C. 139; id. 617 ; Murphy w. O'Shea, 2 Jones Law,
Bunker v. Miles, 30 Me. 431. 422 ; B. I. Comp. v. Henchman, 1 Ves.

(ni) Jjovd Loughborough, Whichcote . tf. Jr. 289; Ex parte Bennett, 10 Ves. 385;
Lawrence, 3 Ves. 750. Oliver v. Court, 8 Price, 127 ; Pox v.

(n) Ex parte Lacy, 6 Ves. 627; Ex Mackreth, 2 Bro. Ch. 400; The York
parte Bennett, 10 Ves. 385 ; Davoue v. Buildings Co. v. Mackenzie, 8 Bro. P. C.

Panning, 2 Johns. Oh. 252; Brothers a. 42 ; Molony w. Keman, 2 Dru. & War. 31
,

Brothers, 7 Ired. Eq. 150; Harrison u. Davoue v. Fanning, 2 Johns. Ch. 252;
McHenry, 9 Geo. 164; Sturdevant u. McConaell u. Gibson, 12 111. 128; Pen
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trusti one standing as trustee in respect to such property in his

possession is not, it seems, permitted to purchase and hold for

his own benefit, {p)

Among the obvious and certain duties of an agent, is that

of keeping a correct account of all money transactions, and

rendering the same to the principal with proper frequency, or

whenever called on. [q) The court has compelled the rendering

of such account after twenty years had elapsed. But, in gen-

eral, after a considerable time has elapsed, and there are no cir-

cumstances to repel the presumption of an account rendered,

sonneau w. Bleakley, 14 id. 15; Dwight
V. Blackmar, 2 Midi. 330 ; CliUe v. Bar-
ron, id. 192 ; Alien v. Bryan, 7 Ired. Eq.
276 ; Moore v. Moore, 1 Seld. 256 ; Con-
ger V. Ring, 11 Barb. 356 ; Wliite v. Trot-

ter, 14 Sm. & M-. 30; Miclioud v. Girod,
4 How. 503 ; Green v. Sargeant, 23 Vt.

466 ; Cninberland Coal and Iron Co. v.

Sherman, 30 Barb. 553. Unless the prin-

cipal object, the transaction stands good

;

and a tiiird party cannot open it. Jacli-

son V. "Van Dalfsen, 5 Johns. 43 ; Jackson
V. Walsh, 14 id. 407 ; Williams's Ex'rs v.

Marshall, 4 G. & J. 376 ; Litchfield v.

Cudwortb, 15 Pick. 31 ; Pitt u. Petway,
12 Ired. L. 69. How far a court of Imo,

at tlie instance of the principal, will go in

ayoiding such sales or purchases by the

agent for his own benefit, is not quite clear.

Probably in no jurisdiction where chan-

cery powers have existed from the begin-

ning, and where courts of law have not
been compelled to act, in order to prevent
parties from being without remedy, would
it be held that a sale by an agent to him-
self is avoided at law- by the mere dissent

of the principal, without proof of fraud, or
breach of a positive instruction to make
sale to some third party. From the lan-

guage of tlie court in Jackson v. Walsli,

14 Johns. 414, 415, itmuy be infeiTed that

if A, as executor, sell land to B, and B
on the same day rcconvey to A, the legal

title is vested in A, in the absence of ac-

tual fraud. And there is a strong intima-

tion in Williams's Ex'rs v. Marshall, 4 G.
& J. 376, 380, that even if it be a chattel

interest that is sold, the principal, desiring

to set aside the sale merely on the ground
that the agent was himself the purchaser,
must resort to ctpiity. And so it seems
to be held in Massa(-husctts ; Harrington
V. Brown, 5 Pick. 521, per curiam; Shel-
ton V. Homer, "S Met. 4b7. In Perkins j)

Thompson, 3 N. H. 144, it was decided

that a deputy-sheriff, who on selling goods
seized upon an execution, was himself the

purchaser, thereby became guilty of a con-

version, and was liable in trover ; but the

amount paid for the goods was allowed to

be given in evidence in mitigation of dam-
ages. At that time, however, the New
Hampshire courts possessed no equitable

jurisdiction. And see Lessee of Lazarus
V. Bryson, 3 Binn. 54. In New Jersey,

the court, in order to give relief at law,

held that a sale to himself by an executor,

administrator, or trustee, intrusted with

the sale of real estate, must be considered

absolutely void by common law. Den v.

Hammel, 3 Hanison, 74, 81. See Mack-
intosh V. Barber, 1 Bing. 50.

(p) Jewett V. Miller, 6 Seld. 402.

(q) Topham v. Braddick, 1 Taunt. 572

;

Lord Chedworth v. Edwards, 8 Ves. 49
;

White V. Lady Lincoln, 8 Ves. 363 ; Lord
Hardwicke v. Vernon, 14 Ves. 510 ; Lady
Ormond v. Hutchinson, 13 Ves. 47 ; Lup-
ton 11. White, 15 Ves. 436 ; Pearse v.

Green, 1 Jac. & W. 135 ; Motley v. Mot-
ley, 7 Ired. Eq. 211. See, as to the class-

es of persons whom equity will compel to

account, Terry v. Wachcr, 15 Sim. 448.

— It seems that where the agent has

made a mistake in the account, he will

not be bound by the account as given, al-

though his principal has acted upon the

presumption of its correctness in his deal-

ings with third parties— provided there

was ground from which the principal

might reasonably have inferred the exist-

ence of the error. In the case adjudged,

the principal, like the agent, was a broker,

and the mistake in the account was one
which a knowledge of the usage of the

stock market might have enabled him to

detect. Dails v. Lloyd, 12 Q B. 531.
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accepted, and settled, the jury are instructed to make that pre-

sumption, (r) The agent of an agent is generally accountable

only to his own principal, and not to the principal of the party

for whom he acts ; that is, only his immediate employer can

call him to account, (s) And a sub-contractor cannot pass by

his immediate employer and sue the principal or proprietor of

the work, (t)

If an agent, without necessity, has mixed the property of his

principal with his own, in such a way that he cannot render an

account precisely discriminating between the two, the whole of

what is so undistinguishable is held to belong to the princi-

pal
;
(u) for it was the duty of the agent to keep the property

and the accounts separate, and he must bear the responsibility

and the consequences of not doing so.

As the principal is entitled to receive from the agent property

intrusted to him, with its natural increase, (v) he may charge

the agent with interest for balances in his hands, unless the

nature of the transaction, or evidence, direct or circumstantial,

shows that the intention of the parties was otherwise, (w) This

may be inferred, for instance, where there has been a long

accumulation, and the money has lain useless in the agent's

hands, and the principal has known this, and made no objec-

tion, (x)

If an agent employed for any special purpose, discharges his

(r) Topham u.Braddick, 1 Taunt. 571. Chedworth w. Edwards, 8 Ves. 46 ; Wren
(s) Stephens w. Badcock, 3 B. & Ad. u. Kirton, 11 Ves. 377 ; Hart v. TenEyck,

354, where it was held that money had and 2 Johns, Ch. 62, 108.

received could not be maintained against (u) Brown v. Litton, 1 P. Wms. 141

;

an attorney's clerk, who, in the absence of Massey v. Davies, 2 Ves. Jr. 317 ; Diplock
his master, and authorized by him, re- v. Blackburn, 3 Camp. 43 ; Short v. Sldp-

ceived certain money due to the plaintiff with, 1 Brock. 103.

which the attorney had been employed by {to) Dodge v. Perkins, 9 Pick. 368, 388.

the plaintiff to collect; although the ab- "Upon the principles of the common law,

sence of the attorney (who proved to be we think it clear that interest is to he al-

in a state of insolvency) continued, and lowed, where the law by implication makes
the defendant had not paid over the mon- it the duty of the party to pay over the

ey to him or his estate. The agent when money to the owner, without any previous

he received the money had given a receipt demand on his part " Putnam, J. As
signed "for Mr. S. J. [the attorney], J. to receivers, see y. JoUand, 8 Ves. 72.

B." [the defendant]. See also, Pinto v. (.r) Lord Eltenborough seems to have

Santos, 5 Taunt. 447 ; Myler v. Fitzpat- been of opinion in Rogers v. Boehm, 2

rick. Mad. & G. 360. Esp. 704, that neither at law nor in equi-

(«) Lake Erie R. E. Co. w. Eckler, 13 ty, if money had been remitted to an agent,

Ind. 67. and he suffered it to remain dead in hia

(m) Lupton V. White, 15 Ves. 436, 440

;

hands, could he be made liable for inter-
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duty and does all he was required to do, he is entitled to full

compensation, although the principal decUnes or refuses to take

advantage of the agent's act, or even to adopt it. Thus, if an

agent employed to sell land, succeeds in finding, for his princi-

pal, a buyer on the stipulated terms ; but the principal refuses

to make the sale and rescinds the authority, the agent may have

his action for his services ; and the measure of damages (which

would be a matter of law), would, generally, be his regular com-

mission on the sale, [y)

est ; though he should be chargeable with (y) Prickett v. Badger, 1 C. B. N. s.

interest if he mixed the money with his 296.

own, or made any use of it.
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CHAPTER IV.

FACTORS AND BROKERS.

Sect. 1.— Who is a Factor, and who, a Broker.

Factors and Brokers are both and equally agents ; but with

this difference : the Factor is intrusted with the property, which is

the subject-matter of the agency; the Broker is only employed

to make a bargain in relation to it. The compensation to both

is usually a commission ; and when the agent guarantees the

payment of the price for which he has sold the goods of his

principal, then the commission is larger, as it includes a com-

pensation for this risk. In this case he is said in the books to

act under a del credere commission. But this phrase is seldom

used in this country, nor indeed is the word factor often

employed by mercantile men. The business of factors is

usually done by commission merchants, who are generally

called by that name, and who do or do not charge a guaranty

commission as may be agreed upon by the parties. But the

charge of a guaranty commission gives the factor no increased

authority over the property, [a)

SE CTION II.

OF FACTORS 'CNDBR A COMMISSION.

Whether a factor who sells under a del credere or guaranty

commission becomes thereby a principal debtor to his principal

(a) Morris v. Cleasby, 4 M. & Sel. 566 ; Thompson v. Perkins, 3 Mason, 232, and
cases cited by Story, J.
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or only a surety, has been somewhat doubted
;
{b) if he be a

principal debtor, his employer may demand the price of him

without looking to the buyer. If he be only a surety, he is

bound to pay only if the buyer does not. It appears to be now
settled that he is still only a sm-ety, and that recourse must be

had first to the principal debtor, on whose default only the factor

is liable
;
(c) not that the employer must sue the buyer before

he sues the factor, but that he can sue the factor only because

the buyer neglects or refuses to pay, and when he so neglects or

refuses. It seems, however, to be still held, that the promise of

the factor to guarantee the debt is not within the statute of

frauds, as a promise to pay the debt of another, {d) If he takes

a note from the purchaser of the goods, this note belongs to his

principal. But if he takes depreciated paper he must make it

good, (e) If money be paid him and he remits it, he does not

guarantee its safe arrival, but is bound only to use proper

means and proper care in sending it
; (/) unless it is agreed

that he shall guarantee the remittance, and may charge a

commission; in which case he is liable although he does

not charge the commission, {g) He has the same claim on

(h) Grove v. Dubois, 1 T. R. 112 ; Lev- for the aniount and remitted the same to

erick v. Meigs, 1 Cowen, 645, 663, 664. the plaintiff. They also pm'chased an-

(c) Houston V. Matthews, 3 B. & P. other bill of one Imbert, which they also

485 ; Morris v, Ck-asby, 4 M. & Scl. 566
;

remitted to the plaintiff, in part payment
Gall V Comber, 7 Taunt. 558 ; Peele u. for sales of his goods. Walters and Im-
Northcotc, 7 Taunt. 478 ; Couturier u. bert failed, and the bills were protested

;

Hastie, 16 E. L. & E. 562 ; Bradley v. and this action was brought to recover

Richardson, 23 Vt. 720 ; Thompson v. the amount on the defendants' guaranty.

Perkins, 3 Mason, 232
;
Wolff v. Kop|)cll, Washington, J. :

" The guaranty of the

5 Hill (N. Y.), 458. See Wolff i'. Kop- defendants extended no further than to the

pell, 2 Denio, 368, where conflicting opin- sales and receipts of the money arising

ions arc given on this question by Porter from them. As to Imbert's bill, there-

aud Band, Senators. fore, there is no pretence for charging the

(d) Swan n. Nesmith, 7 Pick. 220; defendants with that, as it was a bill pur-

Wollfu. Koppell, 5 Hill (N. Y.), 458, s. chased by the defendants from a man in

0. 2 Denio, 368; Couturier v. Hastie, 16 good credit, and it was purchased for the

E. L. & E. 562 ; Bradley u. Richardson, purpose of a remittance, as the defendants
23 Vt. 7iu. had been directed. But the guaranty ex-

(e) Dunnell v. Mason, 1 Story, 543. tends to Walters' bill which was not pnr-

(/) Lucas V. Groning, 7 Taunt. 164 ; in chased with the proceeds of the plaintiff's

Muhler V. Bohlciis, 2 Wash. C. C. 378, goods, but was given by the purchaser of
the defendants received consignments from those goods instead of money. If the de-

thc plaintiff, and engaged to sell them on fendants were bound to guarantee the

a del credere commission, and to guar- payment of this debt when contracted,
antee the debts. They sold to one Walters the guaranty continues, because a bill

part of the goods, and when the money which is dishonored is no payment."
for which the goods were sold became (g) Henbach v. Mollman, 2 Duer, 227.
due, they took Walters' bill of exchange
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his principal for advances as if he did not charge a commis-

sion, (A)

SECTION III.

OF THE DUTIES AND THE RIGHTS OF FACTORS AND BROKERS.

A broker or factor is bound to ordinary care, and is liable for

any negligence, error, or default, incompatible with the care

and skill properly belonging to the business that he under-

takes, (t) It is his business to sell ; but the power to sell does

not necessarily include the power to pledge. This rule was
formerly appKed with great severity

; (j) but it seems to be

now the law, aided by some statutes both of England and

of this country, (k) that he may pledge the goods for advances

made in good faith for his principal, and perhaps otherwise if

distinctly for the use and benefit of the principal, (I) or for ad-

vances made to himself to the extent of his lien
;
(m) or, perhaps,

generally, if the owner has clothed the factor with all the indicia

of ownership so as to enable him to mislead others, and the

pledgee had no notice or knowledge that he was not owner
;
(n)

(h) Graham v. Ackroyd, 19 E. L. & right. Guerreiro v. Peile, 3 B. & Aid.
E. 654 ; 8. c. 10 Hare, 192. 616.

(t) Vere v. Smith, 1 Vent. 121. (k) See ante, p. 58, u. (h), for statutes

(j) The factor cannot pledge the goods which regulate the power of the factor to

of his principal as security for his own pledge the goods of his principal. For
debt. Patcrson v. Tash, 2 Str. 1178. interjiretations of these acts see Stevens
The principal may recover goods pledged v. Wilson, 6 Hill (N. Y.), 512, s. c.'3

by the factor, by tendering to him the sum Denio, 472 ; Zachrison ;;. AJiman, 2 Sandf.

due to him, without any tender to the 68; Jennings v. Memll, 20 Wend. 1 ;

pawnee. Daubigny v. Duval, 5 T. R. Navulshaw v. Brownrigg, 13 E. L. & E.
604; M'Combie v. Davies, 7 East, 5; 261.

Sollyi). Rathbone, 2M. & Sel. 298. See (?) Mann <;. Shiffher, 2 East, 523;
also De Bouchout v. Goldsmid, 5 Ves. M'Combie v. Davies, 7 East, 5 ; Solly v.

211; Martini w. Coles, 1 M. & Sel. 140; Rathbone, 2 M. & Sel. 298; Pultney v

Fielding i/. Kymer, 2 Br. & B. 639; Keymer, 3 Esp. 182. "A factor may de-

Queiroz u. Trueman, 3 B. & C. 342
;

hver tlie possession of goods on which he

Kinder v. Shaw, 2 Mass. 398 ; Odiome v. has a lien to a third person, with notice of

Maxcy, 13 Mass. 178; Bowie v. Napier, the lien and with a declaration that the

1 McCord, 1 ; Van Amringe v. Pea- transfer is to such person as agent of the

body, 1 Mason, 440; Wlutaker on factor, and for his benefit." Kent, C. J.,

Lien, 123, 136; Rodriguez v. Heffeman, TJrquhart v. Mclver, 4 Johns. 103, 116.

5 Johns. Ch. 429; Nowell v. Pratt, 5 (m) Id.

Cush. 111. He cannot barter the goods (n) Boyson v. Coles, 6. M. & Sel. 14;
of Ms principal, but must sell them out- Williams v. Bartjn, 3 Bing. 139.
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and he may pledge negotiable paper intrusted to him by his

principal, to a party who has no notice or knowledge of his

want of title, (o)

A principal does not, in general, lose his property in his goods

by any act of the factor, as long as he can trace and identify

them, either in the factor's hands, or into the hands of any rep-

resentative of the factor, who holds them only in the factor's

right, and not in his own independent right, as purchaser,

pledgee, &c. (p).

He is bound to obey positive instructions precisely, but not

mere wishes or inclinations
; (q) and will be justified in depart-

ing from precise instructions if an unforseen emergency arises,

and he acts in good faith and for the obvious and certain ad-

vantage of his principal, (r)

Factors or brokers must conform to the usages of the busi-

ness ; and they have the power such usages would give them,

and can bind the principal only to a usual obligation. A factor

need not advise insurance, stiU less make insurance ; but having

possession of the goods he may insure them for the owner, (s)

A factor has discretionary power in regard to the time, mode,

and circumstances of a sale ; but he must exercise this discre-

tion in good faith; and if he hastens a sale improperly, and

without good reason, it is void, (t)

If he has any instructions how to dispose of the goods, and

has made no advances on them, he is certainly bound by these

instructions, (u)

(o) Collins V. Martin, IB. & P. 648 ; (()
" But it seems, if the sale be hurried

Treuttell v. Barandon, 8 Taunt. 100. in order to enable the factor to realize his

(p) Warner f. Martin, 11 How. 209; advances, and it is not made in due course

Beach 17. Forsyth, 14 Barb. 499; Black- of business, it will be void." .... The
man v. Green, 24 Vt. 17 ; Bonny v. Peg- agents, " were bound as factors to sell at

ram, 18 Mo. 191. See Fahnestock v. reasonable and fair prices; and it would
Bailey, '3 Met. (Ky.), 48, which is a be contrary to their duty, and a fraudulent

strong case upon this point. proceeding on their part to sell the goods

{}) Brown ;;. McGran, 14 Pet. 479; at a greatly reduced price, or in common
Ekins V. Marklish, Ambl. 184; Lucas «. parlance, to sacrifice them, in order the

Groning, 7 Taunt. 164. more hastily to realize the proceeds."

(r) Judson v. Sturges, 5 Day, 556
;

Shaw, C. J., Shaw v. Stone, 1 Gush. 228,

Drummond v. Wood, 2 Caines, 310; 248.

Liotard v. Graves, 3 Caines, 226 ; Lawlor («) Marfield v. Goodhue, 3 Comst.
V. Keaquick, 1 Johns. Cas. 174; Forrea- 62; Brown v. McGran, 14 Pet. 479;
tier V. Bordman, 1 Story, 43. Smart v. Sandars, 5 M. G. & S. 895.

(s) De Forest v. The Fire Insurance
Co. 1 Hall, 84.
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A factor is a general agent from the nature of his employ-

ment ; and if he be known as a general commission merchant

or factor, he binds the principal who employs him, although for

the first time, by any acts fairly within the scope of his employ-

ment, even if they transcend the limits of his instructions ; if

the party dealing with him had no knowledge of those limits.

If he sends goods to his principal, contrary to order or to his

duty, the principal may refuse to receive them, and may return

them, or if the nature of the goods or other circumstances make
it obviously for the interest of the factor that they should be

sold, the principal may sell them as his agent, (v)

If he has no del credere commission, he may still be person-

ally liable to his principal ; as where he makes himself Hable

by neglect or default ; or if he sells the goods, of several prin-

cipals to one purchaser, on credit, taking a note to himself, and

getting the same discounted, (w) Or if he sells on credit, and

when that expires takes a note to himself, (x) But if he seU

on credit and at the time takes a negotiable note which is not

paid, the loss falls on the principal ; and the factor is not

bound to pay it, if he has no guaranty commission, although

the note be made payable to the factor, (y)

A foreign factor is one who acts for a principal in another

country ; a domestic factor acts in the same country with his

principal. A foreign factor is, as to third parties, under ordi-

nary circumstances, a principal. And though his principal

may sue such third parties, they cannot sue his principal, for

they act with the factor only, and on the factor's credit. But

it seems to be otherwise with the domestic factor. A third

party dealing with him may have a claim on his principal, un-

less it can be shown that credit was given to the factor exclu-

sively, (z) That is, in the case of a foreign factor the pre-

(v) Kemp V. Pryor, 7 Ves. Jr. 237, 240, (y) Messier v. Amery, 1 Testes, 540 ;

247 ; Cornwall v. Wilson, 1 "Ves. Sen. Goodenow v. Tyler, 7 Mass. 36.

509. (z) Paterson, v. Gandasequi, 15 East,

{w) Jackson v. Baker, 1 Wash. C. C. 62 ; Addison v. Gandasscqui, 4 Taunt.

394, s. c. 445 ; Johnson v. O'Hara, 5 574. The following authorities distin-

Leigh, 456. But not necessarily so. guish the foreign and domestic factors :

Goodenow v. Tyler, 7 Mass. 36 ; Corlies Gonzales v. Sladen, Bull. N. P. 130; De
V. Gumming, 6 Cowen, 181. Gaillonw. L'Aigle, 1 B. &P.368; Thomp-

(x) Hosmer v. Beebe, 2 Martin, n. S. son v. Davenport, 9 B. & C. 78 ; Kirk-

368. Patrick v. Stainer, 22 Wend. 244.
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sumption of law is, that credit was given to him exclusively

;

in the case of a domestic factor, that credit is given to his prin-

cipal ; but the presumption may be said to exist only in the ab-

sence of evidence ; for the intention of the parties, to be drawn

from the terms of the contract and from circumstances, will de-

termine whether the party deahng with the factor dealt with

him as agent or as principal, (a) It seems very nearly and

perhaps quite settled, that for the purpose of this rule, our

States are not foreign countries to each other, {b)

(a) Green v. Kopka, 2 Jur. n s. 1049.

In this case it is declared tiiat " there is

no rule of law that a person contracting

in England as agent of a foreign princi-

pal is personally liable on the contract.

In all cases, whether the principal or agent
is liable is a question of intention, to be

ascertained b}' the teiTQS of the contract

and the suiTounding circumstances."

(6) In Thomson v. Dayenport, 9 B. &
C. 78, a purchaser in Liverpool repre-

sented that he bought for persons in Scot-

land, but did not mention their names.
The seller did not inquire who they were,

and debited the party purchabing ; and it

was held that he might afterwards sue the

principal for the price. Lord Tenterden,

C. J., said :
" There may be another case,

and that is where a British merchant is

buying for a foreigner. According to the

tmiversal understanding of merchants, and
of all persons in trade, the credit is then
considered to be given to the British buyer,

and not to the foreigner. In this case, the

buyers lived at Dumfries ; and a question
might have been raised for the considera-

tion of the juiy, whetlier, in consequence
of their living at Dumfries, it may not
have been understood among all persons
at Liverpool, where there are great deal-

ings with Scotch houses, that the plaintiffs

had given credit to M'Kune only, and not
to a person living, though not in a foreign

country, yet, in that part of the king's
dominions which rendered him not amen-
able to any process of our courts. But
instead of directing the attention of the
Recorder to any matter of that natm'c, the
point insisted upon by the learned counsel
at the trial was, that it ought to have been
part of the direction to the jury, that if they
were satisfied the plaintiffs, at the time of
the order being given, knew that M'Kune
was buying goods for another, even thbugh
his principal might not be made known to

them, they, by afterwards debiting ilf/irune

had elected him for their debtor. The point

made by the defendant's counsel, there-

fore, was, that if the plaintiffs knew that

M'Kune was dealing with them as agent,

though they did know the name of the

principal they could not turn round on
him. The Kecorder thought otherwise

:

he thought tliat though they did know
that M'Kune was buying as agent, yet

if tliey did not know who his principal

really was so as to be able to write him
down as their debtor, the defcmlant was
liable, and so he left the question to the

jury, and I tliink he did right in so doing.

The judgment of the court below must
therefore be aifirmed."—In Kirkpatrick v.

Stainer, 22 Wend. 244, an agent oi a, for-

eign mercantile house who induced a mer-
chant here to make a shipment of goods
to his principals, to be sold on commis-
sion, and engaged that insurance should

be eftedfd eitlicr here or in Europe on
the property shipped, had been held by
the Supreme Court not to he personally

liable for a breach of the agreement to

insure ; the action, if maintainable, lay

only against the principals. This deci-

sion of the Supreme Court was confirmed

by tlie Court of EiTOrs, Chancellor Wal-
worth, with some other members of the

court, dissenting for reasons which cer-

tainly seem to have much weiglit, al-

though they did not sufiice to convince

a mnjority of the Court of Errors. On
the precise question before us, the Chan-
cellor says :

" Upon a careful examina-
tion of the law on this subject, I have
aiTived at the conclusion that there is a

well-settled distinction between the per-

sonal liability of an agent, who contracts

for the benefit of a domestic principal,

and one who contracts for a principal

who is domiciled in a foreign country.

I do not think that by our commercial
usage it is applicable to the case of a

piincipal who is domiciled in another
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The factor and the principal may sometimes have con-

flicting claims against a purchaser ; as the factor for his lien

for advances, &c., and the principal for his price. In generEil

it may be said that a purchaser who pays to either, wjill be

protected against the other, if he has no notice or knowledge

of any valid claim or right belonging to the other, (c) But,

excepting when such rights exist in the factor, the principal

has a higher right than he, and may enforce a contract with a

third party, for his own benefit.

State of the Union; as the interests of
trade do not seem to require it. Besides,

it does not appear to have been applied
in England to the case of a principal

residing in Scotland ; although in the

case of Thompson v. Davenpoi-t, before

referred to, Lord Tenderten supposed it

might have been a proper subject of in-

quiry for the jury, whether tliere was not
a usage of trade at Liverpool to give the

credit to the agent where the principal

resided in Scotland. So far as the law
is settled on the subject, however, it only
applies to a principal domiciled in a
foreign country; or, in the language of

the common law, ' beyond the seas.'

"

Senator Verplanck gave the only other

opinion. He thought the Supreme Court
right, and the majority of the Court of

Errors agreed with him. But he rests his

opinion on the ground, that the English
rule, that the factor of a foreign principal

is himself liable to the exclusion of the

principal, rests entirely upon the custom
of trade in England, and is no part of

the common law, nor of the law-merchant

generally ; an^ is not the law of this

country, unless a particular custom could

be proved which should give that effect

to the contract. And therefore, in the

absence of such evidence of custom, the

principal is liable as in any other cases

of contracts by an agent for a principal.

Such would seem to be the authority of

this case; but we nevertheless hold the

rule to be as stated in our text. In
Taintor v. Prendergast, 3 Hill (N. Y.),

72, Cowen, J., says, "This suit was
brought to recover a sum of money ad-

vanced to the defendant, a citizen of this

State, in part payment for a, quantity

of wool which he agreed to deliver to

the plaintiffs agent. The contract was
made by the latter without disclosing the

name of his principal, who was a mer-

chant residing at Hartford, Connecticut.

VOL. I. 7

The agent was a, resident of this State.

The wool was not delivered as agreed,

and the question is, whether an action

can be maintained by the principal. It

may be admitted, as was urged in the

argument that whether the principal be
considered a foreigner or not, his agent
omitting to disclose his name, would l)e

personally liable to an action. Even in

case of a foreign principal, however, I

apprehend it would be too strong to say,

that when discovered he would not be

liable for the price of the commodity pur-

chased by his agent. This may indeed
be said, -when a clear intent is shown
to give an exclusive credit to the agent.

I admit that such intent may be inferred

from the custom of trade, where the

purchaser is known to live in a foreign

country. No custom was shown or pre-

tended in the case at bar ; and where
the parties reside in different States under
the same confederation, this has • been

held essential to exonerate the principal.

Thomson v. Davenport, 9 B. & C. 78.

It will be seen by this case and others

referred to by it, that the usual and de-

cisive indication of an exclusive credit

is, where the creditor knows there is a
foreign principal, but makes his charge
in account against the agent. If the

seller be kept in ignorance that he is

selling to an agent or factor, I am not
aware of a case which denies a concur-

rent remedy." We understand the court

to mean, that where the principal pur-

chaser is known, and is known to live

in a foreign country, there the existing

custom of ti-ade leads to the inference

that credit was given exclusively to the

agent, and this we think the true rule.

(c) Drinkwater v. Goodwin, Cowper,
251 ; Atkyns v. Amber, 3 Esp- 493

;

Coppin 0. Craig, 7 Taunt. 243 ; Hudson
V. Granger, 5 B. & Aid. 27
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A factor may buy and sell, sue and be sued, collect money,

receive payments, give receipts, &c., in his own name; but a

broker, only in the name of his principal, {d) A factor has a

lien on the property in his hands, for his commissions, advances,

and expenses
;
(e) but whether the possession of a bill of lading

duly indorsed, gives the factor a right to take possession of the

goods and hold them by his lien, is uncertain. We should

doubt whether the bill of lading, alone, would give him such

a right. (/) But a factor who accepts a bill drawn on goods,

which goods are in the hands of a third person to be delivered

to the factor, acquires undoubtedly a lien on the goods as

against an attaching creditor, (g-) The consignor may always

transfer the goods to a third person free from any lien or claim

of the factor on them to secure his debt, if he transfers them

before they come into the hands of the factor, (h) Nor has a

factor any lien on goods in his hands, unless they came to him

as factor, (i)

It may be doubted, whether, in England, a factor can sell the

goods, against the orders of the principal, even if the princi-

pal expressly refuses to pay or secure his debt to the factor, {j)

Here, the factor-certainly may sell enough to cover his balances,

if the principal, after proper demand, refuses to pay or secure

them , but the factor must protect the principal's interest, as

to the time and manner of the sale, [k) And the Supreme

Court of the United States denies that a consignor, having

received advances, has any right, by any orders, to suspend or

(d) Barifig v. Corie, 2 B. & Aid. Curtis, 130; Bank of Eochester w, Jones,

143 ; Hearshy v. Hichox, 7 Eng. (Ark.), 4 Comst. 497.

12.5. (f) See however, Eice v. Austin, 17

(e) Williams u. Littlefield, 12 Wend. Mass. 197; Patten t). Thompson, 5 M. &
362 ; Holbrooke v. Wiglit, 24 Wend. 169. Scl. 350.

The factor has a general lien, to secure [g) Nesmith u. Dyeing Co. 1 Curtis,

all advances and liabilities, upon all goods 130.

which come to his hands us factor. Godin (h) Bank of Eochester v. Jones, 4

V. London Assur. Co. 1 Burr. 494; Hoi- Corast. 497.

lingworth y. Tooko, 2 H. Bl. 501 ; Cowel (i) Elliot v. Bradley, 23 Vt. 217;

V. Simpson, 16 Ves. 276; Stevens v. Dixon v. Stansfield, 11 E. L. & E. 528,

Eobins, 12 Mass. 180 ; Bryce v. Brooks, S. c. 10 C. B. 398.

26 Wend. 367 ; The Frances, 8 Cranch,
( /) See Smart v. Sandars, supra.

419; Dixon u. Stansfield, 11 E. L. & E. (k) Erothingham v. Everton, 12 N.

528. And the factor obtains an interest H. 239 ; Parlccr ?. Brancker, 22 Pick. 40;

sufficient to support his lien, upon accept- Marfield v. Goodhue, 3 Comst. 62 ; Blot

ing a draft drawn upon the faith of the r. Boiccau, 1 Sandf. Ill, and 3 Comst.

goods. Nesmith o. Dyeing, &c, Co. 1 78. See ante, p. 70, n. (y).
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control the factor's right of sale, except as to the surplus of the

goods beyond the factor's advances or liabilities, (l) Nor
need a factor make a sale ; but after reasonable delay and

endeavors to sell, he may maintain an action against his prin-

cipal for his commissions or charges, (m) As to the measure

of damages in actions against factors for wrongful sales, see

second volume.

Possession is necessary to give a lien, and a broker has there-

fore no lien, (n) In the transactions of business these relations

are sometimes confounded, and it is not always easy to dis-

tinguish between the factor and the broker. The best test,

however, is in the fact of possession ; but even one who has

possession may sometimes be held to be a broker, (o) Neither

can delegate his authority, (p) The broker may certainly be the

agent of both parties, and often is so ; but it would seem from

the nature of his employment, that the factor can be, generally

at least, the agent only of the party who employs him. The

whole subject of the lien of a factor and the rules and principles

applicable to it, are considered in our chapter on Liens ; and

the distinction between a factor and broker, in respect to the

Statute of Frauds, is stated in the section on Bought and sold

Notes.

Neither has a righf to his commissions, as a general rule,

until the whole service, for which these commissions are to

compensate, is performed, (q) But where the service is begun,

and an important part performed, and the factor or broker is

prevented by some irresistible obstacle from completing it, and

is himself without fault, there it would seem that he may de-

mand a proportionate compensation, (r) Neither factor nor

broker can have any valid claim for his commissions or other

compensation, if he has not discharged all the duties of the

employment which he has undertaken, with proper care and

(I) Brown v. McGran, 14 Pet. 479. (p) Catlin v. Bell, 4 Camp. 183; Solly

(m) Frothinghara v. Everton, 12 N. H. v. Rathbone, and Cockran v. Mam, 2 M.
239; Upham v. Lefavouf, 11 Met. 174. & Sel. 298, n. (a).

(n) See Jordan v. James, 5 Ham. 99, {q) Hamond v. Holiday, 1 C. & P.

where the several classes of liens are dis- 384 ; Dalton v. Irving, 4 C. & P. 289;

cussed, and the cases cited. But it is of Broad v. Thomas, 7 Bing. 99.

the very essence 5f a lien that possession (r) Hamond v. Holiday, 1 C. & P.

accompanies it. 384 ; Broad v. Thomas, 7 Bing. 99 ; Eeixd

(o) Pickering v. Busk, 15 East, 38. v. Rann, 10 B. & C. 438.
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skill, and enlire fidelity. (5) And for his injurious default, he

not only loses his claim, but the principal has a claim for

damages, (t) And if he has stipulated to give his whole time

to his employer, he will not be permitted to derive any compen-

sation for services rendered elsewhere, (m) Neither the factor

nor broker can acquire any claim by services which are in them-

selves illegal or immoral, or against public policy, (v)

If a factor, with power to sell, has made advances to his prin-

cipal, it may not be quite certain whether these advances take

from the principal the power of revocation. From the cases it

would seem that the prevailing if not the settled rule in this

country is against the power of the principal to revoke an au-

thority which has thus become coupled with an interest. But

in England it seems to be otherwise, (w)

(s) Denew v. Daverell, 3 Camp. 451
;

{t) See note (b), p. 86.

Hamond v. Holiday, 1 C. & P. 384
;

(u) Thompson v. HaTelock, 1 Camp.
Whiter. Chapman, I Stark. 113; Hurst .')27, and cases cited in note; Massey v.

r. Holding, 3 Taunt. 32; Dodge w. Tile- Davies, 2 Ves. Jr. 317; Gardner „.

Eton, 12 Pick. 328. See also Shaw v. M'Cutcheon, 4 Bear. 534.

Ardcn, 9 Bing. 287 ; Hill v. Feather- {v] Haines v. Busk, 5 Taunt. 521

;

stonhaugh, 7 Bing. 569. As to his duty Josephs 0. Pebber, 3 B. & C. 639; Wy-
to keep accounts, see AVhite v. Lady burd v. Stanton, 4 Esp. 179; Buck v.

Lincoln, 8 Ves. 363. He must not con- Buck, 1 Camp. 547 ; and Bex v. Shat-

found the principal's property with his ton, in note; Ai-mstrong v. Toler, 11

own. Lupton v. White, 15 Ves. 432. Wheat. 258.

He cannot recover his compensation if he {w) See- note (y), p. 70, in which the

has embezzled the principal's funds, al- cases on this question are given in con-

though it exceeds the amount embezzled, nection with the more general subject of

Turner v. Robinson, 6 C. & P. 16, n. a revocation of an authority ccupled with

{g'j. an interest.
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CHAPTER V.

SERVANTS.

In England the relation of master and servant is in many
respects regulated by statutory provisions, and upon some

points is materially alFected by the existing distinction of ranks,

and by rules which have come down from periods when this dis-

tinction was more marked and more operative than at present.

In this country we have nothing of this kind. With us, a con-

tract for service is construed and governed only by the general

principles of the law of contracts.

The word servant seems to have in law two meanings. One
is that which it has in common use, when it indicates a person

hired by another for wages, to work for him as he may direct.

We may call such a person a servant in fact; but the word is

also used in many cases to indicate a servant by construction of

law ; it is sometimes applied to any person employed by an-

other, and is scarcely to be discriminated in these instances from

the word agent. This looseness in the use of the word is the

more to be regretted, because it seems to have given rise to some

legal difficulties and questions which might have been avoided.

There are important consequences flowing from the relation

of master and servant, and it is therefore an important question,

where this relation exists, and how far it extends. Thus,

if one wishes to build or repair a house, and contracts with

another to do this, and the contractor with another, and this

other with still a third, for perhaps a part of the work, or the

supply of materials, and the servant of the third by his negligence

injures some person, has the injured party his right of action

against the owner of the land or of the house ? Undoubtedly,

if all employed about the house were his servants, but not

otherwise. So if an owner of coaches lets one with the horses
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and the coachman for a definite time or a definite journey,

and while the hirer is using the coach the coachman by his

neghgence injures a person ; has the injured party now an

action against the owner? Yes, if the coachman were at the

time of the wrongful act his servant, and not otherwise. Hence,

when a master gives general directions to his servant, trusting

to his discretion, the master may be liable for the servant's mis-

use of his discretion ; but if he gives specific directions, and the

servant transcends them, the master is not liable, (a) Again,

if one employs a person to drive home for him cattle which he

has bought, and gives the cattle up to the driver, going else-

where himself, and the driver, or a person employed by the

driver, by his negligence, injures any one, the injured person

has, we think, as in the other instances, an action against the

original party, if the party who did the wrong were at the time

his servant, and not otherwise. So one was held responsible,

who employed a day laborer to clean out a drain, in doing which

he broke up the highway, whereby the plaintiff was injured, [b)

The general principle is, that a master is responsible for the

tortious acts of his servant, which were done in his service. It

is certain and obvious that a master is not responsible for all

the torts of his servant ; for those, for instance, of which the

servant is guilty, when they are entiiely aside from his service,

and have no connection with his duties, or with the command
or the wish of his master ; as if he should leave his master's

house at night and commit a felony. There must, then, be

some principle which limits and defines the rule, respondeat

superior. And we think it may be clearly seen and stated.

It is this : the responsibility of the master grows out of, is

measured by, and begins and ends with, his control of the ser-

vant, (c) It is true that the policy of holding a master to a

(a) Oxfoi-d II. Peter, 28 Illinois, 434. unless the trespass is proved to have been

((<) Sadler v. Henlork, 4 E. & B. 570. autliorized or ratified by him. McManus
(c) On tliis ground rests the distinc- v. Crickett, 1 East, 106'; Croft v. Alison,

tion now well established, between the 4 B. & Aid. 590; Lyons r. Martin, 8 A.
negligence of the servant, and his wilful &E. 512; Goodman u. Kennell, 1 Mo. &
and malicious trespass: the act in either P. 241, 3 C. & P. 167 ; Sadler w. Hen-
ease being done in the course of his cm- lock, 30 E. L. & E. 167 ; Foster v. Essex
ploy. For the former the master mu.st Bank, 17 Mass. 479; Wright v. Wilcox,
answer; for the latter he is held not liable, 19 Wend. 343; Vanderbiit u. Richmond
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reasonable care and discretion in the choice of a servant may
cause a liberal construction of the rule in respect to an injured

pajty, and may therefore be satisfied in some instances with a

Turnpike Co. 2 Comst. 479 ; Corbin v.

American Mills, 27 Conn. 274. But it

seems that where the duty of the master
to the party whose property is injured, is

not merely that which every man owes
to his neighbor, but a peculiar duty arising

fi-om a special relation, there that special

relation may occasion a liability even for

the wilful tort of the servant. As where
the relation is one of bailment. In Sin-

clair V. Peai-son, 7 N. H. 227, Parker, J.,

giving the judgment, said :
" It is evi-

dent, therefore, that the liability of a
bailee, for a loss occasioned by the act of
a servant, cannot be made to depend upon
the question whether the act was wilful or
otherwise ; or whether the servant, in com-
mitting it, was doing, or forbearing what
his master had directed ; for if that were
the criterion, the bailee would never be
liable for the act or neglect of his servant,

unless done by his command, either ex-

pressed, or in fact to be inferred ; but it

must depend upon the question whether
the degree of care and diligence required

about the preservation, safe-keeping, &c.,

of the thing bailed, has been exercised by
master and servant." And Ellis v. Tur-
ner, 8 T. R. 531, was referred to, where a

loss of part of a cargo having occmTcd in

consequence of the misconduct of the

master of the vessel, and an action hav-

ing been brought by the owner of the

goods against the owners of the vessel.

Lord Kent/on said :
" Though the loss

happened in consequence of the miscon-

duct of the defendant's servant, the supe-

riors (the defendants) are answerable for

it in this action. The defendants are re-

sponsible for the acts of their servant in

those things that respect his duty under

them, though they are not answerable for

his misconduct in those things that do not

respect his duty to them : as if he were to

commit an assault upon a third person in

the course of his voyage."— The rule es-

tablished in McManus v. Crickett, is criti-

cized by Reeve, Dom. Rel. 357 ; and in

the case of The Druid, 1 Wm. Rob. 405,

Dr. Lushington commented in forcible

terms upon the hardship of the rule, and
expressed regret at its adoption.— If a

master give general directions which na-

turally occasion the commission of a tort

ny the servant executing them, the master

is liable, notwithstanding he never com-
manded that particular act. Rex v. Nutt,

Fitzg. 47 ; Lord Tenterden, Rex v. Gutch,
Mo. & M. 437, 438 ; Attorney-General v.

Siddon, 1 Tyr. 49 ; Gregory v. Piper, 9

B. & C. 591 ; Lord Lonsdale v. Little-

dale, 2 H. Bl. 267, 299 ; Sly v. Edgley, 6

Esp. 6 ; Holmes v. Onion, 2 C. B. n. s.

790, In Bowles v. Hider, 6 E. & B. 208,

the owner of a cab, plying in London, was
held liable for goods lost by the negligence

of the cab-driver, although the driver paid

the owner every day a certain sum for the

use of the cab and horses. And where
the servamt is in the employ of the master,

and the acts complained of are done in

the course of the employment, the master
is responsible, although the acts were done
in a way directly contrary to his instruc-

tions. Philadelpliia and Reading Rail-

road !'. Derby, 14 How. 468 ; Southwick
V. Estes, 7 Cush. 385.— But in cases

where the master is held liable on the

ground of an implied authority to the ser-

vant to do the particular act for him, if

the tort is a trespass on the part of the

servant, the master must not be sued in

trespass, but case. Gordon v. Rolt, 4
Exch. 365 ; Shan-od v. London & N. West-
ern Railway Co. 4 Exch. 580, s. c. 4 E.
L. & E. 401, where a railway train, driven

at the rate of forty miles an hour, accord-

ing to the general directions of the com-
pany to the driver, ran over and. killed

some sheep which had strayed upon the

line in consequence of the defective fences

of the company. It appeared that if the

driver (running the engine at the speed
directed) had seen the sheep, he could not
have stopped the train in time to prevent

the collision. Held, that the company
were not liable in trespass for the injury

;

but that the action should have been case,

eithei for permitting the fences to be out
of rej air, or for directing the servant to

drive at such a rate as to interfere with
the right of the sheep to be on the railway.

It was observed in the judgment, that,

notwithstanding the order to the driver to

proceed at a great speed, it did not follow

as a necessary consequence that the engine
would infringe on the plaintiff's cattle

;

and the case was distinguished from Gre-

gory V. Piper, 9 B. & C. 591, on this

ground.
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slight degree of actual control ; but of the soundness and gen-

eral applicability of the principle itself, we do not doubt ; nor

do we see any greater difficulty in the application of the prin-

ciple than may always be apprehended from the variety and

complexity of the facts to which this and other legal principles

may be applied. The master is responsible for what is done

by one who is his servant in fact, for the reason that he has

such servant under his constant control, and may direct him

from time to time as he sees fit ; and therefore the acts of the

servant are the acts of the master, because the servant is at all

times only an instrument ; and one is not liable for a person

who is a servant only by construction, excepting so far as this

essential element of control and direction exists between them.

We should therefore say that, in the instances we have before

supposed, the owner of the land or the house was not responsi-

ble for the tort of the servant of the subcontractor, nor would

he have been for the tort of the subcontractor or of the fii'st con-

tractor. They were not his servants in any sense wh^-tever;

they were to do a job, and when this was done he was to pay

the party whom he had promised to pay ; and this was all. In

accordance with this rule it is declared that where the negligent

party exercises a distinct and independent calling, his employer

is not liable, {d) and if the negligence be committed in the per-

formance of a piece of work undertaken in consequence of a

special contract, in such case the contractor is solely responsi-

ble, (e) Nor does it make any difference if the contractor be,

in matters beside the contract, the servant of the other conti'act-

ing party. (/) And the party with whom the contractor en-

gages is not liable, although acts are done by the contractor or

his servants amounting to a public nuisance, so long as the act

conti-acted for is not in itself a nuisance, [g) Yet if the act

to be done be itself an unlawful one, or necessarily involves in

its performance the commission of a public nuisance, the em-

ployer is not discharged from liability on the ground that the

(fl) MilUgan V. Wedge, 12 A. & E. [f) Kaiglit «. Fox, 5 Exch. 72, 1 E.L.
737 ; Martin v. Tcmpcrley, 4 Q. B. 298

;
& B. 477.

De Forest v. Wiiglit, 2 Mich. 368 ; Pierce (g) Overton v. Freeman, 3 Car. & K
,: O'Keefe, 11 Wis. ISO. 49, s. c. 8 E. L. & E. 479.

(e) Allen v. Hayward, 7 Q. B. 960;
Gayford v. N-choUs, 9 Exch. 702.
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party employed was a contractor, because in such case he has

sufficient control, and expressly commands the act to be done, (h)

Some exceptions seem to be made on the ground of public pol-

icy, although the case could hai'dly come within the law or rea-

son of nuisance ; as where railroads have their work done by

contract, and are yet held liable, (i) So, too, a distinction seems

to be taken between an injury caused by the manner of doing

a work, and one caused by the work itself. As, for example, a

(A) Peachey v. Rowland, 16 E. L. & E.
442 ; Ellis v. Sheffield Gas Consumers
Co. 22 E. L. &E. 198.— It is a conse-

quence from the principles stated in the

text, that if a contractor himself employ
a servant, he and not the original em-
ployer is liable for the conduct of that

Bci-vant. And the general employer does
not become liable even if ho have a de-

gree of control over the servant, and the

power of removal, provided this authority

is not so extensive as in effect to render

the servant no longer the contractor's ser-

vant. Where a company, empowered by
act of parliament to construct a railway

contracted with certain persons to make
a portion of the line, and by the contract

reserved to themselves the power of dis-

missing any of the contractor's workmen
for incompetence ; and the workmen, in

constructing a bridge over a public high-

way, negligently caused the dcatli of a
person passing beneath the highway, by
allowing a stone to fall upon him : — Held,

in an action against the company, upon
Stat. '9 & 10 Vict. c. 93, by the adminis-

tratrix of the deceased, that tliey were not

liable; and that the terms of the contract

in question did not make any .difference.

Eeedie v. London & North Western Rail-

way Co. 4 Exch. 244.

Yet a man is none the less liable for the

negligence of his own seiTauts because

they were not directly employed by him,

but mediately, througli the intervention of

another, whom he has authorized to ap-

point servants for him. And Littledale,

J., in the able opinion so much cited, in-

stances several cases where the liability

exists, although the master has neither the

direct appointment nor the superintend-

ence of the servants ; as the liability of a
ship-owner for the crew selected and gov-

erned by the master; of the owner of a

farm, who conducts its operations through

a bailiff, for the inferior working men
hired by the bailiff; and of the owner of

a mine for the workmen employed by his

steward, and paid by him on behalf of the

master. To which may be added the lia-

bility of the owner of a chartered ship for

the negligence of the crew while under the

immediate direction of the charterer. See
Fenton v. Dublin Steam Packet Co. 8

A. & E. 835. The following convenient
tests for ascertaining in a particular case

whether a certain person was the master
of tlie servants in question, are suggested

by Coleridge, J., 7 Jur. 152: Had he the

power of selecting them 1 — was he the

party to pay them 7— were they doing his

work t— were they doing that work under
his control in the ordinary way 'i — Where
the other elements of liability exist, it is

no defence that the master, voluntarily

performing part of his work by means of

servants, was obliged by law to take those

servants from a proscribed class. Whether
he would be liable where the law abso-

lutely forbade him to do that part of his

business himself, and still allowed him to

select out of a class moi'e or less numer-
ous, is perhaps unsettled, but the proba-
bility is he would still be held. Where
there is this personal prohibition, and also

an obligation by law to take a pai-ticular

individual, and thus no liberty of choice

whatever is permitted, it seems the mas-
ter's liability ceases. See Martin v, Tem-
perloy, 7 Jur. 150, 4 Q. B. 298; The
Agricola, 2 Wm. Eob. 10; The Maria, 1

Wm. Rob. 95 ; Lucy v. Ingram, 6 M. &
W. 302 ; Yates v. Brown, 8 Pick. 23

,

Stone V. Codman, 15 Pick. 297 ; Lowell
V. Boston & Lowell Railroad, 23 Pick.

24 ; Sproul v. Hemingway, 14, Pick. 1

;

Ruffin, C. J., in Wiswall «. Brinson, 10

Ii-ed. L. 563; Blake v. Ferris, 1 Seld.

48; Stevens v. Armstrong, 2 id. 435, 1

Jur. N. s. Pt. 2, 425 ; Kelley v. The May-
or, &c., of New York,' 1 Kern. 432.

{{) See some of the cases cited in pre-

ceding note, and Mayor of New York v

Bailey, 2 Denio, 445 ; Hilliard v. Rich
ardson, 3 Gray, 352.
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municipal corporation building a sewer, would not be liable for

the negligent act of a workman employed by the contractor

but would be liable for an accident caused by the sewer be-

ing left open at night, and improperly lighted and guard-

ed, {j) If the contracting party employs persons to do the

work, not on a contract, but on day's wages, he would still

retain the power of directing them from day to day in their

work ; and this might render him liable. But we should still

hold that if the work done at day wages were such as to carry

with it no implication or probability of actual supervision or

control, and none such were proved in fact, the employer would

not be liable. For the same reason we should say that the

owner and letter of a coach, horses, and coachman, was or was

not responsible to one injured by the negligence of the coach-

man, as the terms of the hiring and the circumstances of the

case led to the conclusion that the coachman was or was not at

the time of the negligence the servant of the owner or of the hirer

of the coach, [k) The owner might doubtless be held respon-

(./) Storrs V. City of Utica, 17 N. Y. 104.

This case tlu'ows some doubt on Blake v.

Fenis, 1 Sekl. 48.

(k) A party who is not the general
master of a servant may make him his

servant in a particular transaction, by
specially directing him thereto, or by a
subsequent adoption of what he has done

;

and in this way a special liability may be
incurred. And in Quarmanv. Burnett, 6

M. & W. 508, the owners of the carriage

having provided the driver with a livery

which he left at their house at the end of
eacli drive, and the injury in question be-
ing occasioned by his leaving the horses
while so depositing the livery in their

house, tlie court acknowledged that if it

had appeared tliat the coachman went
into the liouso to leave his lively on that
occasion under a special order of the
owners, or under a general order to do
60 at all times, without leaving any one
at the horses' heads, a liability would
have been incun-ed. In the course of
the judgment, Baron Parke observed

:

"It is undoubtedly true that there may
be special circumstances which may ren-
der the hirer of job-horses and servants
responsible for the neglect of a servant,
though not liable by virtue of the gen-
eral relation of master and sen'aut. He

may become so by his own conduct, as

by taking the actual management of the

horses, or ordering the servant to drive

in a particular manner, whicli occasions

the damage complained of, or to absent

himself at one particular moment, and

the like." Sec also. Burgess v. Gray, 1

C. B. 578.— AVhere question is not made
of the fact of service, but simply wliether

it is a service of ihat partij whom it is

attempted to charge— there can be no

doubt tliat tlie servant cannot have, with

respect to the same act of service, two

unconnected masters. Two persons may
be joint masters, and thereby subject to

a joint liability ; and such joint Habihty

may be converted into a several one by

the election of the plaintiff to sue one

separately—which the law allows to be

done in actions of tort ; but " two persons

cannot be made separately liable at the

election of the party suing, unless in

cases where they would be jointly liable."

Littiedale, J., Laugher v. Pointer, 5 B. &
C. 559. This principle serves as a test

in that difficult class of cases where the

negligent servant seems to be in some

respects in the employment of one party,

and in some respects in that of another.

In such a case, as soon as it is ascertained

that, as tc the transaction in question, he
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sible to the hirer, if the injured party compelled him to make
compensation, and it could be shown that the owner had

knowingly employed an insufficient and dangerous servant,

for this would be only to hold him responsible for his own
negligence. The rule we have given would not require the

tort to be committed in the master's presence in order to hold

him responsible. It is enough if, when the tort was committed,

the wrongdoer was in the service of the master, and was then

acting as his servant. And this question has been held to be

a question of fact for the jury. (Z) K, however, the servant,

when doing the wrong, was employed in the service of the

master, it is no defence for the master, that he was also, and

in some degree, acting in his own business, (m)

There seems to be some extension of the responsibility of the

master, when the work, in the doing of which the injurious

negligence occun-ed, related to real estate ; on the ground that

the owner of such property is bound to be careful how his use

of it, or acts in relation to it, affect third parties or the public
;

but the limits of this extension are not well settled. If it have

any foundation whatever, it must rest upon the maxim sic utere

tuo ut alienum non Imdas, which, while it imposes a certain

restriction upon the use of aU property, may be held perhaps

to apply more especially to lands ; and whoever permits any

thing to be done upon his ground, to the positive damage

.8 the servant of either one, it follows we do not think he ceases to be so by
immediately that ho cannot be regarded reason of the owner of the carnage pre-

as the servant of the other, who therefore ferring to be driven by that particular

is not liable for his negligence. Hence servant, where there is a choice amongst
in the great case of Laugher v. Pointer, more, any more than a hack post-boy

5 B. & C. 547, it was held by Abbott, C. ceases to be the servant of an innkeeper,

J., and Littledale, Jr. (whose opinion has where a traveller has a particular prefer-

since been authoritatively approved), in ence of one over the rest, on account of

opposition to the view of Bayley and his sobriety and carefulness. If, indeed,

Holrogd, 33., that where the owner of a the defendants had insisted upon the

carriage hired of a stable-keeper -a. pair horses being driven, not by one of the

of horses to draw it for a day, and the regular servants, but by a stranger to the

owner of the horses provided a driver, job-master, appointed by themselves, it

through whose negligent driving an in- would have made all tbe difference." See

jury was done to a horse belonging to also Quarman v. Burnett, 6 M, & W. 508
;

a third person, the owner of the carriage Stevens v. Armstrong, 2 Seld. 435 ; Dal-

was not liable to be sued for such injury, yell v. Tyrer, 96 Eng. C. L. 899.

And the case is not affected though the {I) Per Lord Abinger, at nisi prius,

owners of the carriage asked for that Brady v. Giles, 1 Mo. & R. 494.

particular servant among many. "If the (m) Patten v. Kea,.2 C. & B. 605.

driver be the servant of the job- master.
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of another, may be responsible for the nuisance. Thus it has

been decided that one who has directed his servant to remove

snow and ice from the roof of his house, is responsible for an

injury received by a passer, whether the negligence was that

of the servant or of a stranger employed by the latter or of one

who volunteered to assist him. (n) This duty, however, cannot

extend so far as to oblige the owner of land to see to it in all

cases that a nuisance is not erected thereon. The measure of

his responsibihty must be his reasonable power of control ; and

therefore it should be sufficient for his exculpation, that he

never, either expressly or impliedly, sanctioned the nuisance.

But if he let his land with a nuisance upon it, he would, on the

same principle, be liable for its continuance, as well as for its

erection, although he had reserved to himself no right to enter

upon the land and abate the nuisance. And so if he let land

for a particular use which must result in a nuisance, he should

perhaps be liable therefor, (o) But the general doctrine, that the

owner of fixed property was liable for injury caused by mis-

management thereof by any one, in a manner quite distinct

from that in which the owner of a chattel would be held,

although once in much favor, (p) is now quite often disre-

garded, (q)

(n) Althorfe v. Wolfe, 22 N. T. (8
Smith), 355. '

(o) Sec Rich V. Bastei-field, 4 C. B.
783 ; Ecx v. Pedley, 1 A. & E. 822,
3 Nev. & M. 627 ; Fish v. Dodge, 4 De-
nio, 311; Carle v. Hall, 2 Mot. 353.
And pos.siblY tliis doctrine may eiittr into

the decision in Burgess u. Gray, 1 C. B.
578, above referred to.

(p) Littledale, J., Laugher v. Pointer,

5 B. & C. 560
;
Quarman v. Burnett, 6

M. & W. 510.

((/) See Allen v. Hayward, 7 Q. B.
960 ; and in Reedie v. London and North
Western Railway Co., 4 Exch. 244, this

doctrine was expressly overruled. There
liolfe, B., giving the judgment said :

" On
full consideration, we have come to the
conclusion, that there is no such distinc-

tion, unless perhaps the act complained
of is such as to amount to a nuisance.

_ . It is not necessary to decide
whether in any case the owner of real
property, such as land or houses, may be
responsible for nuisances occasioned by

the mode in which his property is used

by others not standing in the relation

of servants to him, or part of his family.

It may be that in some cases he is so

responsible. Birt then, his liability must

be founded on the principle that he has

not taken due care to prevent the doing

of acts which it was his duty to prevent,

whether done by his servants or othera.

If, for instance, a person occupying a

house or a field should permit another

to cany on there a noxious ti-ado, so as

to be a nuisance to liis neighbors, it may
be that he would be responsible, though

the acts complained of were neither his

acts nor the acts of his seiwants. He
would have violated the rule of law, ' Sic

utere tuo id alienum non Icedas.' " Bush y.

Steinman, 1 B. & P. 404 ; Randlcson v.

Mun-ay, 8 A. & E. 109, and other cases

of that class, must be regarded as sub-

stantially overruled ; and such American
decisions as were made before the recent

investigations, in deference to those cases,

will not, it is presumed, be adhered to.
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Of the general principles of the law of contracts, applicable

to the contract of service, we have already considered some
nnder the head of Agency ; and we shall defer the consideration

of others, and of the questions which they present, to the third

Book of this Part, which relates to the subject-matter of con-

tracts, and to the chapter upon the topic of the Hiring of Per-

sonal Service.

De Forrest v. Wright, 2 Mich. 368. See, current of recent Enghsh decisions. See
however, The Mayor, &c., of New Yorlc v. also, Lowell v. Boston and Lowell K. R.
Bailey, 2 Denio, 433 ; and City of Buffalo Co. 23 Pick. 24 ; Gardner v. Heartt, 3

V. HoUoway, 14 Barb. 101; cases which Barb. 165; Stone v. Codman, 15 Pick.

it seems difficult to reconcile with the 297.
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CHAPTER VI.

OF ATTORNEYS.

Attorneys are made so by a letter or power of attorney, (a)

or they are Attorneys of Record.

It is a general rule, that one acting under a power of attor-

ney, cannot execute for his principal a sealed instrument, unless

the power of attorney be sealed, (b) And where a statute pre-

(a) "Few persons are disabled to be

private attorneys to deliver seizin ; for

monks, infants, femes covert, persons at-

tainted, outlawed, excommunicated, vil-

lains, aliens, &c., may be attorneys. A
feme may be an attorney to deliver seizin

to her husband, and the husband to the

wife." Co. Lit. 52 a. An infant cannot
execute a power coupled with an interest.

Hearle v. Greenbank, 3 Atk. 695, 714.

{b) Harrison v. Jackson, 7 T. R. 209
;

Elliot V. Davis, 2 B. &. P. 338 ; Berkeley
V. Hardy, 5 B. & C. 355 ; Stetson v. I'at-

ton, 2 Greenl. 358.—If a partner seal for

himself and copartner, m tlie presence of

the copartner, it is sufficient, though his

authority be only by parol. Ball v. Dun-
sterville, 4 T. R. 313.—In Brutton o.

Burton, 1 Chitt. 707, it was held that a
warrant of attorney under seal, executed

. by one person for himself and partner in

tlie absence of the latter, but with his con-
sent, w;is a sufficient authority for signing
judgment against both ; on the ground
that a warrant of attorney to confess judg-
ment need uot be under seal.—And Hun-
ter !'. Parker, 7 ]M. & W. 322. contains

another application of the same equitable

and reasonalde principle. Compare Bau-
orgee v. Hovcy, 5 iVIass. 11, 24.— An in-

strument to which the agent of a corpora-
tion has affixed his seal, may be evidence
of the contract in an action of assumpsit
against the corporation

; for the seal of the
agent of a corporation, unlike that of the

agent of a natural person, never can be
the seal of his principal. Randall v. Van
Vechten, 19 Johns. 60; Damon v. In-

habitants of Granby, 2 Pick. 345 ; Bank
of Columbia v. Patterson's Admr. 7

Cranch, 299. But see Bank of Middle-

bmy V. Rut. & W. R. R., 30 Vt. 159.—
There is a class of Partnership cases, in

which it has been held that any express

ratification though parol, by a partner of a

contract under seal entered into for the finn

by his copartner makes the instrument the

deed of the firm. Darst v. Roth, 4 Wash.
C. C. 471 ; Mackay v. Bloodgood, 9

Johns. 285 ; Drumright o. Philpot, 15

Geo. 424.—The' dicta of several Judges

have extended this exception to include

an original parole authority. See Skinner
y. Dayton, 19 Johns. 513, where the de-

cision seems to be too broadly stated in

the reporter's note. Some decisions also

go to tills extent, as Gram v. Seton, 1

Hall, .262.—In Cady v. Shepherd, 11

Pick. 400, the cases are reviewed, and

among others Brutton v. Burton, 1 Chitt.

707 (see supra), the decision in which it

is stated nakedly, without the addition of

the reason by which the Court of Queen's

Bench appear to have been governed, and
which goes to reconcile it with the author-

ities. McDonald & i\Xills v. Eggleston,

Barker & Co., 26 Vt. 156, is also to the

same effect. And see Hunter v. Parker,

7 M. & W, 331, 332, 344 ; Price v. Alex-

ander, 2 Greene (Iowa), 427. Cady v.

Shepherd, and McDonald & Mills v. Eg-

gleston, Barker & Co., however, must bo

taken to decide the law for Massachusetts

and Vermont to be, that a partner may
bind his copartner by a contract under

seal, made in the name and for the 'use of
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scribes certain formalities, and makes them requisite for the

execution of an instrument, a power to make that instrument

must, in general, be itself executed with similar formalities, (c)

But as oral or written powers are equally parol, one by oral

authority may sign the name of his principal without a seal

thereto
; and so he may be authorized orally to bind his princi-

pal by written contracts, where the statute of frauds requires a

writing signed by the parties sought to be charged, as the foun-

dation of an action, (d)

The effect of a written authority in limiting the power of an

attorney precisely within what is written, may be illustrated by

the execution of a deed by one person for another. If a grantor

requests a person in his presence to sign for him his (the gran-

tor's) name to a deed, and the person thus requested writes the

name of the grantor without writing his own, or adding any

words to indicate that the grantor acted by attorney, this would

seem to be nevertheless the signature of the grantor, and the

deed would be valid. But if the grantor has given to A a

power of attorney in the ordinary form, authorizing hira to exe-

cute a deed for him as his attorney, and this person writes the

the finn, in the course of the partnership Blood v. Goodrich, 12 Wend. 525, 9

business, provided the copartner assents Wend. 68; Brafcg v. Fessenden, 11 111.

to the contract previously to its execution, 544. And besides, on the docti-ine of

or afterwards ratifies and adopts it ; and estoppel, a principal, by admitting that to

this assent or adoption may be by parol, be his deed which was executed by his

Whether the doctrine of these cases is to agent, might be held to have disabled

be extended to other than partnership himself to say that the agent was not dulj

cases, is open to doubt ; the probability is authorized. As yet, however, the law

that it will not. It is worthy of notice, in must certainly be taken to be, that even a

the absence of clear and consistent adjudi- parole ratification does not make an instru

cation, that parol ratification, though fre-

.

ment under seal, executed bj an agent •

quently confounded in the cases with an who had not an authority under seal, the

original parol authority, stands on quite a deed of the principal. Where, however,

different footing and may be defended by a partner makes a mortgage of personal

reasons which do not apply to the other, property in the name of the firm and seals

It is delivery that completes the deed, and it, the seal being unnecesary, the mort-

a subsequent parole assent, or contem- gage binds the firm. Milton v. Mosher,

poraneous parole assent, may amount to 7 Met. 244 ; see also, ante, page 52,

delivery, though a prewous assent, by the note (m).

nature of things, as well as by common (c) Gage v. Gage, 10 Foster (N. H;,

law never can. The deed must exist 420 ; Clark v. Graham, 6 Wheat. 577.

before it can be delivered ; and it may be (d) Shaw v. Nudd, 8 Pick. 9 ; Coles v

delivered at any time afiei- it once does Trecothick, 9 Ves. 2.34 ; Clinen v. Cooke,

exist in a complete form. See Byers v. 1 Seh. & L. 22 ; McComb v. Wright, 4

McClanahan, 6 G. & J. 250 ; Parke, B., Johns. Ch. 659 ; Graham v. Musson, 5

Hibblewhite v. McMorine, 6 M. & W. 215, Bing. N. C. 607.

citing Hudson v Eovett, 5 Bing. 36,8;
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name of the grantor in his absence, without saying "by A,

his attorney," or writing his own name ; this would not seem

to be a sufficient execution of the deed. Because A had no

other power to act for the gi-antor than that which the letter of

attorney gave him ; and that did not give him any other power

than to act as the grantor's attorney ; that is, to sign the deed

himself, declaring that the grantor signed it by him. In the

first case, evidence is admissible to show the authority under

which the signature was made ; and when this exhibits the

grantor as present, and as authorizing the signature made in

that way, then it becomes the signature of the grantor made

by another hand than his own. But in executing a deed by

attorney, the power being delegated to the attorney is with him,

and the deed takes effect from his act ; and therefore the instru-

ment which gives the power is to be strictly examined and

construed, (e)

(
e ) This point, upon which there

seems to be no express decision, arose in

the case of Wood v. Goodridge, 6 Cush.
117. This was the case of a mortgage
deed and note made under a power of

attorney under seal, by simply signing

the name of the principal opposite to a
seal, in the case of the deed, and in the

case of the note, by simply writing the

principal's name at the foot. It was not
necessary to decide the point, the court

being of opinion that the power though
Tery general in its terms, did not confer

authority to mortgage, nor to borrow
money and bind the principal by a prom-
issory note. But the question of the

manner of execution was much considered,
and the court, per Fklcher, J,, signified

an inclination to hold, that where an
attorney signs the name of his principal

to an instrument which contains nothing
to indicate that it is executed by attorney,

and without adding his own signature as

such, it is not a valid execution. —

A

deed was signed in the presence and by
the direction of F. G. (and in the presence
of an attesting witness), thus :

" V. G. by
M. G. G." It was objected that M. G.
G., signing in that manner for the prin-
cipal, should have had a power under
seal ; but the deed was held valid. Gard-
ner V. Gardner, .5 Cush. 483. In deliver-

ing the judgment in this case, <S/ia«;, C.
J., said :

" The name being written by

another hand, in the presence of the

grantor, and at her request, is her act.

The disposing capacity, the act of mind,

which are the essential and efficient in-

gredients of the deed, are hers ; and she

merely uses the hand of another, through

incapacity or weakness, instead of her

own, to do the i)hysical act of making a

written sign. Whereas, in executing a

deed by attorney, the disposing power,

though delegated, is with the attorney,

and tlie deed takes effect from his act;

and therefore the power is to be strictly

examined and construed."— Perhaps it

will still be regarded as an open question

whether the simple signing of the prin-

cipal's name, without evidence on the

face of the instrument that the execution

is by an agent, may not be sufficient.

From a passage in Dixon on Title Deeds,

vol. ii. p. 533, it may be inferred that the

author's view is similar to that now taken

by the Supremo Court of Massachusetts.

On the other hand the books contain

numerous intimations that it has not gen-

erally been supposed, heretofore, that any

other form is necessary to the valid execu-

tion of a deed by attorney than is requisite

when the principal makes a deed in his

proper person. See 1 Prest. Abstr. 2d

ed. 293, 294 ; Smith, iVIer. Law, B. I. ch.

5, § 4; Wilks o. Back, 2 East, 142, 145;

Elliot V. Davis, 2 B. & P. 338 ; Bac. Abr.

Leases, J. § 10 ; also, Hanson v. Rowe, 6
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An attorney of record, more commonly called an attorney at

law, is one who has been duly admitted by comjfetent authority

to practice in the courts. An attorney at law, by his admission

as such, acquires rights of which he cannot be deprived at the

mere discretion of a court. (/) Such an attorney need not prove

his authority to appear for any party in court, and act for Jiim

there, unless his authority be denied, and some evidence be

offered tending to show that he has no such authority, {g) But

Foster (N. H.), 327. It seems the better

opinion that, even since the Statute of
Frauds, a signing is not essential to a deed.

Avcline v. Whisson, 4 Man. & G. 801

;

Cherry v. Homing, 4 Exch. 631 ; Shep.
Touch, by Preston, 56, n. If this be so, it

may be considered going veiy far to hold
that the addition of the name of the prin-

cipal, by the hand of an authorized attor-

ney, invalidates an instrument which
would have been perfectly good without
any signature at all. In some States

the Statutes of Conveyance modify the

common law in this particular, and re-

quire signing as well as the affixing of

a seal. With respect to instruments not
under seal, the opinion seems equally to

have prevailed that an authority to sign

for a principal is well executed by the

mere subscription of the principal's name.
Chitty on Bills, 9th ed., 33 ; Byles on
Bills, 6th ed., 26.— An auctioneer or
auctioneer's clerk performs his implied au-

thority by simply writing the purchaser's

name in the memorandum of sale. Bird

V. Boulter, 4 B. & Ad. 443. This indeed

is of no great weight in itself, since that

case might be viewed as falling within

the class expressly distinguished by the

Supreme Court of Massachusetts, namely,

where the signature is made in the presence

of the principal, and by his immediate
direction : yet there is a case of White v.

Proctor, 4 Taunt. 209, where the objection

was expressly taken that the name of the

auctioneer ought to appear as well as that

of the purchaser. 'There Best, Sergeant,

referring to Emerson v. Helis, 2 'Taunt.

38, said that in that case the auctioneer

wrote his own name in the heading of the

paper, and that the decision was given on
that ground. But Mansfield, C. J., replied :

"In that case there was no argument
upon the circumstance that the auctioneer

had signed, nor was the case at all decided

VOL. I. 8

upon that ground : his saying ' sold hj John
Wright,' did not make him agent for the

buyer ; the only question was whether his

signing the purchaser's name was done by

him as agent for the purchaser." The
power of one partner to bind the fii-m by a
note or bill has been referred to principles

of agency ; and it is well established that

the signature of the firm name without
more is a complete execution. See, Nor-
ton V. Seymour, 3 C.jB. 792; Kirk v.

Blurton, 9 M. & W. 284. — Watkins v.

Vince, 2 Stark. 368, though meagrely
reported, seems to be a case where Lord
Ellenborough entertained no doubt that

the signing of the principal's name, by an
agent having authority to contract in his

behalf, was a sufficient signature. And see

Helmsley v. Loader, 2 Camp. 450, which
is somewhat more explicit.

(/) Fletcher v. Daingerfield, 20 Cal.

427.

(g) Osbom u. U. S. Bank, 9 Wheat.
738, 830 ; where tliis rule of evidence was
applied in the case of an attorney assum-
ing to act in behalf of a corporation. See
also, Jackson v. Stewart, 6 Johns. 34 ;

Denton v. Noyes, id. 296 ; Hardin v.

Hoyoponubby's Lessee, 27 Miss. 567

;

Henck v. Todhunter, 7 Har. & J. 275
;

Huston, J., Lynch v. Commonwealth, 16

S. & E. 369 ; Woodbury, J., Eastman v.

Coos Bank, 1 N. H. 23 ;
' Manchester Bank

v. Fellows, 8 Foster (N. H.), 302.— The
authority from the client need not in gen-

eral be in writing
; yet an oral authority

to appear in a cause is not sufficient to

enable the attorney to release the interest

of a witness. Murray v. House, 1 1 Johns.
464. As to the evidence required to sup-

port a claim for services rendered by an
attorney to his client, see Burghart v.

Gardner, 3 Barb. 64 ; Wilson w. Wilson,
1 Jae. & W. 457. — Solicitor is the legal

designation of one who fills the place in a
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a person who is not an attorney at law, and who offers to ap-

pear for another in court, by special authority, must prove such

authority if requested, (h)

An attorney who places his client's money in the hands of

his own banker, on his own private account, though he does this

bond fide, and has money of his own in the hands of the same

banker, is liable for the loss thereof by the bankruptcy of the

banker, (i) But it seems that he is not liable if he deposits

the money as the property of the owner, and opens a special

account specifying whose it is. (j) His implied duty to use

reasonable skiU, care, &c., is the same as that of other persons

to whose care and skill any thing is intrusted ; which wiU be

spoken of hereafter, (k) He is not responsible for mistake in a

doubtful point of law, (I) or of practice, (m) nor for the fault

of counsel retained by him. (w) He is liable for disclosing

privileged communications, (o) K discharged by one party,

court of equity corresponding to that of

an attorney in a court of law. Maugham,
c. 1, §1.

(/j) Marshall, C. J., Osbom >/. tJ. S.

Bank, 9 Wheat. 829.

(i) Roliinsou v. Ward, 2 C. & P. 59.

[j) Abbott, C. J. Robinson v. Ward, 2

C. & P. 60.

{k) Pitt 1'. Yiilden, 4 Burr. 2060 ; Baikie

K. Chandless, 3 Camp, 17, 19; Siiilcock

V. Passman,? C. &P. 289; Godefroy v.

Dalton, 6 Bing. 460 ; Meggs v. Binns, 2

Bing. N. C. 625 ; Lynch v. Common-
wealth, 16 S. & R. 368; De.irborn o.

Dearborn, 15 Mass. 316; Varnum v.

Martin, 15 Pick. 440; Wilson v. CofHn,

2 Cush. 316 ; Cooper v. Stevenson, 12 E.

L. & E. 403; Parker v. Rolls, 28 id. 424.

.See ante, p. 84, note (r). See for a full

discussion of duties of counsel, Swinfen u.

Lord Chelmsfi.r.l, 5 H. & N. 890.

(/) Kemp V. Burt, 4 B. & Ad. 424, a.

c. 1 Ncv. & M. 262 ; Elkington v. Hol-
land, 9 M. & W. 659 ; Pitt v. Yalden, 4

Bun-. 2060.

(w) Laidler v. Elliott, 3 B. & C. 738.

\n) Lowry v. Guilford, 5 C. & P. 234.

—Yet an attorney cannot by consulting

his counsel, shift from himself the respon-

sibility of a matter presumed by the law
to lie within his own knowledge. Tindal,

C. J., Godefroy v. Dalton, 4 Mo. & P.
149, s. c. 6 Bing. 460.

(o) And his liability is not removed by

the fact that he was previously retained

for the party to whom the disclosures

were made, and that his employer knew
of that former retainer. Taylor v. Black-

low, 3 Bing. N. C. 235. In Thomas v.

Rawlings, 27 Beav. 140, a solicitor de-

clined answering on the ground that he had
obtained his information while acting as

the solicitor of his co-defendant, — Held,

that he had not brought himself within
'

the rule as to professional privilege. His

reply that he liad obtained his information
" either as a creditor or as the solicitor " of

his client was taken most strangely against

the solicitor ; and he was held bound to give

the discovery. In Hall v. Renfro, 3 Met.

(Ivy.), 51, it is held th.at an attorney is a

competent witness for or against liis client

in all cases except concerning any com-

munication made to him by his client in

that relation, or his advice thereon ; and in

this with the client's consent. Such com-

munications to be privileged must have

been addressed to the attorney in his pro-

fessional character with a view to legal ad-

vice which, as an attorney, it was his duty

to give. Borum v. Fouts, et ah, 15 Ind.

50. See also, Shaugncssy v. Fogg, 15 La.

An. 330. But in King v. Ban-ett, 1 1 Ohio

St. 261, it was held that if a party to a

suit offers himself as a witness and gives

evidence generally in a case, he thereby

loses the privilege, and under the code of

civil procedure consents to the examina
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he may act for an opposite party, provided he makes no im-
proper use of knowledge obtained by him while acting for the

first party, (p) But it seems that he may not act for an opposite

party if discharged by his first client for misconduct, (q)

The law implies a contract on the part of the client, to pay
his attorney the legal fees, or statute rate of compensation, (r)

And if the client asserts that the services were to be rendered

for a less compensation, the burden rests on him to prove this

bargain. (5) If a bargain be proved, the attorney cannot re-

cover more by showing that his services were worth more, (t)

And even if he shows that the case was deemed, with good
reason, a desperate one, this will not sustain his claim for an
excessive compensation, as half the sum recovered, (u) If,

during the suit, an attorney make a contract with his client,

which is void for champerty, he may stiU recover a proper com-
pensation for services rendered before the illegal bargain, (v)

An attorney cannot maintain an action for compensation for

services, merely by proof that the services were rendered ; but

must go farther and show that they were requested, or, in other

words, that he was retained as attorney or counsel, (w) And
his own pocket or office docket book, in which he has entered

tion of his attorney touching such admis- Marriott, 4 Tyr. 78, where the court re-

gions as are pertinent to the issue. In De fused to restrain an attorney, who, (with-

Wolf K. Strader, 26 111. 225, it is said that out his misconduct) had been dismissed

a retainer or fee paid is necessary to con- from the employment of the plaintiffs,

stitute the relation of attorney and cli- from acting for the defendant, the judges
ent, and that an attorney who is requested rested their decision on the ground that

to prepare a deed or mortgage, no legal there was no affidavit by the plaintiffs

advise being requured, is not privileged. that the attorney, while in then- employ-

(p) Bricheno v. Thorp. 1 Jac. 300.

—

ment, had obtained a confidential knowl-

It is not clear, however, if it be distinctly edge of particular facts, which it would be

shown that confidential disclosures have prejudicial to their case to communicate
been made to the attorney or solicitor, to the defendant.

which if communicated to the other party {q) Lord Eldon, Cholmondeley v. Clin

'

must be durectly prejudicial to the former ton, 19 Ves. 261 ; Gumey, B., Johnson v.

client, that a court of equity would not Marriott, 4 Tyr. 78.

forbid the acceptance of the second re- (r) Brady v. Mayor, &c. 1 Sandf. 569.

tainer, although the attorney was dis- (si Brady v. Mayor, &c. 1 Sandf. 569.

missed for no misconduct. Lord Eldon, (() Coopwood v. Wallace, 12 Ala.

Bricheno v. Thorp, 1 Jac. 303, 304 ;
790.

Cholmondeley v. Clinton, 19 Ves. 261, iu) Christy «. Douglas, Wright, 485.

275. In the latter case Lord Eldon said: (w) Thurston v. Percival, 1 Pick. 415 ;

"My opinion is that he [the attorney] Rust u. Larue, 4 Litt. 417; Caldwell v

ought not, if he knows any thing that Shepherd, 6 Monr. 392 ; Smith v. Thomp
may be prejudicial to the former client, to son, 7 B. Mon. 305.

accept the new brief, though that client (w) Bnrghatt v. Gardner, 3 Barb. 64.

refuse to retain him."— Ei Johnson v.
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the name of the suit and the parties in question, is not of itself

evidence that the services were either requested or rendered, (x)

An attorney cannot recover his bill against his client, if his

client has received no benefit whatever from his services by

reason of his want of care and skUl. («/) But if the client has

received any benefit, he must in England pay the bill, and may
then have an action for damages, (z) It has been there held,

however, that a jury may discriminate between the several

Hems in an account, and reject those for work entirely use-

less
; («) and it may be supposed, that in America the client

might reduce the attorney's claim by showing the Kttle value

of the benefit received, as in actions for other services.

An attorney has a lien on the judgment he recovers, and on

the papers of the case, for his costs and fees, (b) In most of

our States this rule applies to barristers, counsellors, and attor-

neys equally. But it has been said that an attorney's lien covers

only his costs and expenses, and his fees as attorney, but not

his fees as counsellor, nor incidental expenses not taxable, (c)

We are not sure that this is law. The Hen of an attorney, its

extent and its limitations, are considered more fuEy in our chap-

ter on Liens.

An attorney is, in general, personally liable on an agreement

made by him in his own name, although only professionally

concerned in the matter, (d)

(x) Brip;gs 11. Georgia, 15 Vt. 61. for any general balance dne him. Den-

(y) Huntly u. BuUver, 6 Bing. N. C nett y. Cutts, 11 N. H. 163 ; Walker v.

11 i ; Bracey v. Carter, 12 A. & E. 373
;

Sargent, U Vt. 247 ; Aliler in Pennsylva-
Hill V. Eeatlierstonhaugh, 7 Bing. 569

;
nia. Walton v. Dickerson, 7 Barr, 376.

Hopping V. Quin, 12 Wend. 517. See So by statute in many States he has a Hen
Eunyan y. Nichols, II Johns. 547. upon a judgment actually recoYered in

{z) Templer v. McLachlan, 2 B. & P. favor of his client, for his fees and dis-

,136. bursements. Diinblee w. Locke, 13 Mass.
(a) Shaw V. Arden, 9 Bing. 289. 525 ; Potter v. Jlayo, 3 Greenl. 34; Gam-
(6) Jilooncy v. Lloyd, 5 S. & E. 412. mon i'. Chandlerj 30 Me. 152 ; Ocean

Dubois' Appeal, 38 i'tnn. St. 231
; Gray Ins. Co. v. Eider, 22 Pick. 210; Hobson

V. Brackenridgc, 2 Penn. 75, 2 Grutnl. Ev. v. Watson, 34 iMe. 20. And even without

§ 144, n. 4. statute provisions. Sexton I'.Pikc, 8Eng.
(c) Heartt r. Chipman, 2 Aik. 162. (Ark.), 193. A counsel, who, with his

The subject of the attorney's lien has been client's consent, withdraws from a case

much discussed in this country. Wilson after having tendered beneficial services,

!'. Burr, 25 Weiiil. 386
; Stevens v. Adams, does not thereby lose his right to compen-

23 id. 57 ;
Newman v. Washington, Mart, sation for the services rendered, unless at

& Y. 79 ; Wells v. Hatch, 43 N. H. 246. the time of liis witlidrawal he waives or

And see Van Atta v. McKlnney, 1 Harr. abandons his claim to compensation.
235. An attorney has, in some States, u Coopwood c. Wallace, 12 Ala. 790.
lien upon his client's papers left with Iiim, (rf) Hall u. Ashurst, 1 Cr. & M. 714;
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How far an attorney at law may bind his clients by hio ar-

rangements in a case, without special instructions or authority,

may not be quite certain. We take the practice to be, however,

that his entries on the docket, his agreements about contin-

uances, about evidence, or the conduct of the trial, or, perhaps,

about costs, and the like, would, in general, bind the client.

According to the American authorities, an attorney employed
in the usual way to conduct a suit, has, in general, no authority

to enter into a compromise without the sanction of his client,

express or implied. The liability of counsel has recently been

adjudicated in an important case before the English court of

Exchequer, where it was held that no action lies against a

counsel who, being employed to conduct a cause, enters into a

compromise of the matter at issue, even though contrary to his

client's instructions, provided it is done bonafide, (e)

If an attorney cannot by virtue of his general authority bind

his clients by bargains, as, for compromise or settlement of a

case, stiU less can he enter into agreements quite independent

of any action. {/)
It is said, in many cases, that an attorney has the right to

submit his client's ease to arbitration, {g) But in other cases

this power, for what seem to us good reasons, is confined to

suits actually commenced, [h)

There are many English statutes relating to the powers,

duties, and responsibilities of attorneys, which have no force in

iTeson V. Coning:ton, 1 B. & C. 160 ; Bur- McGregor, 12 N. H. 179 ; Woods v. Blod-
rell V. Jones, 3 B. & Aid. 47 ; Scrace v. gett, 15 N. H. 569.

Whittington, 2 B. & C. 11 ; Watson v. (e) Swinfen «. Lord Chelmsford, 5 H,
Murrel, 1 C. & P. 307.—In New Hamp- & N. 590.

shire, it IS held that where a plaintiff re- (/) This subject is fully considered in a
sides within tliat State, and employs an recent English case. Swinfen v. Swinfen, 1

attorney in his behalf to commence an ac- C. B. (n. s.) 364. See also. Smith's Heirs v.

tion for him, such attorney is authorized Dixon, 3 Met. (Ky.) 438, for the discussion

by the employment to place the name of of the extent of an attorney's power to bind

the plaintiff upon the writ as indorser, and liis client under his general authority, and
to bind him as such ; and in such case, if independent of any special authority con-

the indorsement be thus :
" A, plaintiff, ferred by the client.

by his attorney B," the plaintiff is regarded ig) Filmer o. Delber, 3 Taunt. 486;
as the indorser, and the attorney is not Fariel u. Eastern Co. R. Co. 2 Exch. 344 ;

personally bound ; but if the plaintiff re- Wilson v. Young, 9 Barr, 101 ; Holker v.

side out of the State, the attorney having Parker, 7 Cranch, 436 ; i'albot v. M'Gee,
no authority to bind the plaintiff, is him- 4 Monr. 375.

self personally bound by such indorse- (h) Jenkins v. Gillespie, 10 Sm. & M.
ment, and the writ accordingly is properly 31. And see Scarborough V.Reynolds,
and sufiSciently indorsed. Pottingill v. 12 Ala ,252.
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this country. Most of our courts have their own rules of prac-

tice bearing somewhat on this subject
;

(i) but these have no

binding force in other courts. The rules of the Supreme Court

of the United States are, however, binding on the Circuit and

District Courts of the United States, so far as they are appUca-

ble to them.

(i) The nature and scope of the au-

thority of attorneys at law in this countiy
are considered in Holker v. Parker, 7

Cranch, 436 ; EiTvin v. Blake, 8 Pet. 18

;

Union Bank of Georgetown v. Geary, 5

id. 99 ; United States v. Curry, 6 How.
106; United States v. Yates, id. 605;

Smith's Adm'r v. Lamherts, 7 Gratt. 138

;

Lewis V. Gamage, 1 Pick. 347 ; Jenney v.

Lesdernier, 20 Me. 183 ; Jewitt v. Wad-
leigh, 32 id. 110 ; Slackhouse v. O'Hara,
14 Penn. 88 ; Walker v. Scott, 8 Eng.
(Ark.) 644 ; Smith's Heu'S v. Dixon, a
Met. (Ky.), 438.
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CHAPTER VII.

TRUSTEES.

Sect. I.— The Origin of Trusts,

It can hardly be denied that Trusts in the English law, had

a fraudulent origin. It was sought, by the intervention of a

trustee, to evade the feudal law of tenures, and the prohibitions

of tne statutes of Mortmain, and to place property where a

creditor could not reach it. The practice became common

;

and as such trustee was not accountable at common law, the

Chancellor, in the reign of Richard II., applied the writ of sub-

pcena to call him before the Court of Chancery, where he might

be compelled to do what equity and justice required. " A
trust," said Sir Robert Atkins, (a) " had for its parents fraud

and fear, and for its nurse a court of conscience." The obvi-

ous utility of trusts has made them very common : but almost

the whole jurisdiction over trustees has always remained in the

Courts of Equity (b) So far as they come under the super-

vision and control of the common law, trustees are treated in

most respects as agents, and most of the principles and rules of

law in relation to them have been anticipated and stated under

that head.

(a) Attorney-General v. Sands, Har- but only a confidence and trust, for which
dres, 491, arguendo, "A trust is altogether he hath no remedy by the common law,

the same that ? use was before 27 Hen. but his remedy was only by subpoena in

VIII., and they have the same parents, chancery. If the feoffees would not per-

fraud and fear ; and the same nm'se, a form the order of the chancery, then their

court of conscience. By statute law, a persons for the breach of the confidence

use, trust, or confidence, are all one and were to be imprisoned till they did per-

the same thing. What a use is, ride form it." — Foorde v. Hoskins, 2 Bulst.

PI. Com. 352, and 1 Rep. in Chudleigh's 337. Per Coke, C. J. : "If cestui que use

case ; and they are collateral to the land

;

desires the feoffees to make the estati

& cestui que trust ]ia.s nuith&x jus ad rem yxor over, and they so to do refuse, for this

in re." refnsal an action upon the case lieth not,

(6) Co. Lit. 272 b ; Chudleigh's case, because for this he hath his proper remedy
: Rep. 121., "So that, he who hath a by a subpoena in the chancery."

use hath not jus, neque in re, neque ad rem,
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SECTION II.

CLASSIFICATION OF TRUSTS.

Trusts are simple when property is vested in one person upon

trust for another, without any particular directions or provis-

ions ; and then the nature and operation of the trust are deter-

mined by legal construction. They are special, where the pur-

poses of the trust, and the manner in which they are to be

accomplished are especially pointed out and prescribed ; and

then these express provisions must be the rule and measure of

the trustee's rights and duties.

They may be merely ministerial, as where one receives

money only to pay the debt of the giver, or an estate is vested

in him merely that he may convey it to another. Or they may

be discretionary, where much is left to the prudence and judg-

ment of the trustee. But in aU cases, the trustee, by accepting

the trust, engages that he possesses, and that he wiU exert, that

degree of knowledge, intelligence, and care, reasonably requisite

for the proper discharge of the duties which he undertakes to

perform.

A trust, with a power annexed, is distinguished from a mix-

ture of trust and power, (c) In the former case, as where lands

are vested in trust, with a power in the trustees to make leases

of a certain kind, or length, the trustee may or may not exercise

this power, and will not be compelled to do so, unless his neg-

lect to exercise it be fraudulent and wrongful. But in the latter

case, as where lands or funds are vested in trust for certaio

persons, to be " distributed among them according to the best

judgment of the trustee," here the distribution is of the essence

of the trust, and must be made ; although in the manner of

distribution, the courts wUl not interfere unless to prevent fraud

or other wrong.

(c) Gowei- V. Mainwm-ing, 2 Ves. Sen. 89; Cole v. Wade, 16 Ves. Jr 43.
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Trustees are also private or public. The former hold prop-

erty for the benefit of an individual (the cestui que trust} or

more than one, but who are distinctly pointed out, personally,

or by other sufficient description. Public trustees are those

who hold for the benefit of the whole public, or for a certain

large part of the public, as a town or a parish ; and they

are usually treated as official persons, with official rights and
responsibilities.

SECTION III.

PEIVATE TRUSTEES.

A private trustee is, as we have seen, one to whom property,

either real or personal, has been given to be held in trust for

the benefit of others ; and the most common instances are

trustees of property for the benefit of children, or other devisees

or legatees, or for married women, or for the payment of the

debts of an insolvent, or for the management and winding up
of some business and the like.

The legal estate is in the trustee, and the equitable estate

is in the cestui que trust; but as the trustee holds the estate,

although only with the power and for the purpose of managing

it, he is bound personally by the contracts he makes as

trustee, although designating himself as such ; and nothing

wiU. discharge him but an express provision, showing clearly

that both parties agreed to act upon the responsibihty of the

funds alone, or of some other responsibility, exclusive of that

of the trustee ; or some other circumstance clearly indicating

another party who is bound by the contract, and upon whose

credit alone it is made. The mere use by the promisor of the

name of Trustee, or of any other name of office or employment,

will not discharge him. Some one must be bound by the con-

tract, and if he does not bind some other, he binds himself, (d)

(d) Thomas v. Bishop, Cas. Temp, by him generally, though it was drawn

Hardw. 9, 2 Str. 955. In this case a on account of the company. Childs v.

cashier was lield liable on a bill accepted Monins, 2 Br. & B. 460. A promissory
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and the official name is then regarded only as describing and

designating him.

A trustee is held not only to careful management of the

trust property, so that it shall not be wasted or diminished, but

he is bound to secure its reasonable productiveness and increase.

If it lie idle in his hands, without cause, he will be charged

interest, (e) In some instances he is charged compound inter-

est ; but there is some discrepancy in the cases in which the

question of compounding interest occurs. On the whole, we
think the rule may be stated thus : Interest wiU be compounded,

or computed with annual rests, where the trustee is guilty of

gross delinquency, or mingles the trust property with his own

for his own benefit, or employs it in trade, or otherwise so uses

the trust funds as to justify the belief that he has actually

earned interest upon the interest ; and the reason for charging

compound interest is much stronger, when the trustee refuses

to exhibit the accounts, which would show, precisely, what loss

or advantage he has derived from the trust funds. (/) But he

note, by which the makers, as executors, received, or ought to have received, or

jointly and severally promise to pay on de- that he is estopped from saying he did not

mand witli interest, renders them person- receive.

ally liable.—Eaton «. Bell, 5 B. & Aid. {/) Jones v. Foxall, 13 E. L. &E. 140;

34. Commissioners of a private inclo- Schieffelin u. Stewart, 1 Johns. Ch. 620 ;

sure act, are personally liable on drafts Evertson v. Tappen, 5 Johns. Ch. 497;

drawn on bankers, requesting them to Luken's Appeal, 7 W. & S. 48 ; Boyn-

pay the sums therein mentioned on ac- ton v. Dyer, 18 Pick. 1; Turney f . Wil-

count of public drainage, and to place liams, 7 Yerg. 172; Wright u. Wright, 2

the same to their account, as commis- McCord, Ch. 200 ; Bryant w. Craig, 12

sioners.—Row v. Pettet, 1 A. & E. 196, Ala. 354 ; KaiT's Adm'r v. KaiT, 6 Dana,

3 Nev. & M. 456. The makers of a note 3 ; Rowan v. Kirkpatrick, 14 111. 1 ; Bar-

who sign it "as churcli-wardens and over- ney v. Saunders, 16 How. 535. See also

seers," are personally liable, although the Raphael v. Boehm, 11 Vcs. 92, s. c. 13

loan was for the use of the parish.

—

Ex Ves. 407, 590 ; Ashburnham v. Thomp-
parte Buckley, 14 M. & W. 469. It was son, 13 Ves. 402 ; Tebbs v. Carpenter, 1

held, in this ca.se, that there was no scp- Madd. 299 ; Swindall v. Swindall, 3 ted.

arato right of action against " R. M. " a Eq. 285. —But mere neglect to invest

partner who signed a promissory note for the money, or an improper investment,

himself and his copartners thus : "For without gross delinquency, Knott v. Cot-

J. C, R. M., J. P., and T. S.," " R. M." tee, 13 E. L. & B. 304; Robinson v.

See Packard v. Nye, 2 Met. 47 ; ante, p. Robinson, 9 E. L. & E. 69; Schieffelin

55. V. Stewart, 1 Johns. Ch. 620 ;
McCall's

(e) Gre^n v. Winter, 1 Johns. Ch. 26; case, 1 Ashm. 357 ; English v. Harvey, 2

Manning v. Manning, 1 Johns. Ch. 527
;

Bawle, 305 ; Harland's case, 5 Rawle,

Schieffelin v. Stewart, 1 Johns. Ch. 620. 323; Findlay v. Smith, 7 S. & R. 264;

In Attorney-General v. Alford, 31 E. L. Dietterich v. Heft, 5 Ban-, 87, or merely

& E. 466, the rule upon this point is mingling the trust funds with his own, is

laid down thus : The measure by which not sufficient to charge liim with com-

the court ought to charge a trustee in- pound interest. Clarkson !•. De Peyster,

terest is, to ascertain what interest he has 1 Hopk. Ch. 424 ; s. c. nom. De Peystei ».
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will not be charged even with simple interest until a reasonable

time for investment has elapsed ; and this has been held, in some
cases, six months, a year, or even two years, (g)
A trustee must not himself purchase the property which it is

his duty as trustee to seU ; nor sell the property which, as trus-

tee, he purchases. This rule applies, in its whole p\iftut, to all

agents, and the reasons, limitations, and authorities for it, were

presented in treating of that subject.

SECTION IV.

PUBLIC TRUSTEES.

There is an important diiTerence between these trustees and

private trustees, in respect to their personal responsibility for

their contracts. Where one acts distinctly for the public, and
in an official or quasi official capacity, although he engages that

Clarkson, 2 Wend. 77; StafFord in re, 11

Barb. 353 ; Ker v. Snead, Circuit Court
of Virginia (Oct. 1847); Scarburgh, J.,

11 Law Rep. 217. In the case of Fay v.

Howe, 1 Pick. 527, and Robbins v. Hay-
ward, cited in a note to this case, where
large sums of money had come into the

hands of a guardian of infants, there be-

ing rents of real estate and income from
public stocks periodically receired, and
no account having been settled for many
years, it was ordered that an E^ccount

should be settled with a rest for every

year, and the balance thus struck should

be carried forward, to be again on inte-

rest, whenever the sum should be so large

that a trastee- acting faithfully and dis-

creetly would have put it into a produc-

tive state. And five hundred dollars was
the sum which the court thouglit should

subject the guardian to this charge. But
for cases in which it appears to be doubted
whether compound interest should be

charged to a trustee, see McCall's case^

1 Ashm. 357 ; English v. Harvey, 2 Rawle,

305 ; Harland's case, 5 Rawle, 323 ; Find-

lay V. Smith, 7 S. & R. 264; Ackerman
!;."Emott, 4 Barb. 626. And see Diette-

rich V. Heft, 5 Barr. 87 ; Kerr v. Laird,

27 Mississ. 544. See Pennyjjacker's Ap-

peal, 41 Penn. St. 494, where it is held
that the principle of re^ts does not apply to

guardians, executors, or administrators,

who omit or neglect to put trust-funds out
at interest.

(g) In Karr's Adm'r v. Karr, 6 Dana, 3,

two years were allowed for periodical rests,

at the end of whicli periods the interest

should be made principal. In Dunscomb v.

Dunscomb, 1 Johns. Oh. 508, six months
after receipt of the moneys was thought a
reasonable time, after which interest should
be charged. In Merrick's Estate, 1 Ashm.
304, six months was allowed. And see

Won-ell's Appeal, 23 Penn. St. 44. In
De Peyster v. Clarkson, 2 Wend. 77, six

months was allowed. In Fox v. Wilcocks,
1 Binn. 194, the administrator was held
chargeable with interest after twelve
months had elapsed from the death of the
intestate. In Boynton v. Dyer, 1 8 Pick.

8, one year was considered the proper
period. In Schieffelin v. Stewart, 1 Johns
Oh. 620, the plaintiff was administrator,

and wa» allowed from the 8th September,
1803, when administration was granted,

to the 6th July, 1805, when the last debt

of any magnitude was paid to the estate

;

then interest began, and the account was
computed afterwards with annual rests.
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certain things should be done, he is nevertheless not liable on

this engagement, unless there be something in the contract, or

some admissible evidence respecting it, which shows that the

parties understood and intended the promisor to make his

promise personally, and to be bound himself, instead of the

State, or in addition to the State, for the due performance of

the promise. (A)

But trustees and other officers are sometimes held personally

upon their contracts, as for payment of wages, materials sup-

plied, &c., where they have charge of public works, and have

funds which they may use for these purposes, and especially

where the nature of the transaction shows that the party

dealing with them may weU have supposed that he was deal-

ing with them on their own account, or that they intended,

although acting for the public, to be responsible for the mate-

rials they bought or the labor they hked, (?) Such trustees

(7i) Macbeath w. Haldimand,! T.E.172.
This was an action on promises against a
defendant (who was Governor of Quebec),
for work, labor, &c. Bullet; J., said : "It
is ti'ue that he (the defendant) gave the

orders to Sinclair, and that every thing
which the plaintiff did was pursuant to

directions from the latter, whom he was
instracted to obey ; but these orders did
not flow from the defendant in his own
personal character, but as governor and
agent for the public ; and so the plaintiff

himself considered it. And in any case
where a man acts as agent for the public,

and treats in that capacity, there is no pre-

tence to say that he is personally liable."

XJnwin v. Wolseley, 1 T. E. 674. Ash-
hurst, J., said :

" It would bo extremely
dangerous to hold that governors and
commanders in chief should make them-
selves personally liable by contracts which
they enter into on the part of the govern-
ment. It would be detrimental to the
king's service, for no private person would
accept of any command on such tcmis.
The case of Macbeath v. Haldimand seems
to govern the present. It was there de-
termined that a commander was not an-
swerable for contracts entered inte by him
on behalf of government. And whether
the contract be by parol or by deed, it

makes no difference as to the construction
to be put on it. That indeed was a
stronger case than the present ; because

there it was left open to evidence, from

whence it was to be inferred that the con-

tract was made by the defendant as the

agent of the government, but here it ap-

pears in express terms that the defendant

entered into this contract on the behalf of

government." Sec also Hodgson v. Dex-
ter, 1 Cranch, 34.^ ; Tucker v. Justices, 13

Ired. L. 434 ; Stephenson u. Weeks, 2

Foster (N. H.), 257.

(i) Horsley v. Bell and others, Ambl.
769. An act of parliament was passed to

make a cei-tain brook navigable. The de-

fendants, with many other persons, were

named commissioners to put the act in

execution. Coftain tolls were to be

paid by vessels which should navigate

the brook, and the commissioners were

empowered to boiTOW money on these

tolls. The commissioners employed the

plaintiff to do different parts of the works,

and such of the commissioners as were

present at the several meetings, made or-

ders rehitive thereto. Every one of them

was present at some of the meetings, but

no one was present at all the meetings.

The fund proving deficient, it was held

that all the acting commissioners were

personally liable to the plaintiff. The

Lord Chancellor and the judges agreed in

opinion. " The commissioners had power

to borrow money, and ought to take care

to be provided. That the workmen who

engaged to do the work could not know
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know the state of the means in their hands, and how far they

may rely upon a public provision of funds, and may contract

accordingly, while those who deal with them cannot know this

at all, or certainly not so well, (j)

The trae principle which runs through all of these cases, and

applies alike to private and public trustees, is this. To whom
did the promisee give credit, and to whom did the promisor un-

derstand him to give credit ? If the promisee gave credit to the

promisor personally, and was justified in so understanding the

case, and the promisor as a rational person knew or should have

known that the promisee trusted to him personally, and he did

not guard the promisee from so trusting him, then he cannot

afterwards turn him over to those whom he represents, because

he must abide his responsibility. On the other hand, if the

promisor supposed the promisee to trust only to those for whose

benefit he acted, or rather to the funds and means possessed by

him as trustee, and if he had a right to suppose so, and the

promisee did not demand and receive the assurance of his per-

sonal Liability, then no such liability exists, and he is bound

only to act faithfully as a trustee in the discharge of his

promise.

An agent who exceeds his authority and fails to bind his

principal, becomes liable himself. On this familiar principle

public trustees or officers, as town or parish officers, who enter

into contracts in their official capacity, and on behalf of the

corporations which they represent, if they so deviate from or

exceed their authority as not to bind these corporations, are

themselves liable, (k) But whether they are liable on the con-

the state of the fund, nor was it their to answer the purpose, they, when they

business to inquire ; they gave credit to contract with others, who do not know,
the commissioners." CuUen v. Duke of act as if representing that they had a fund
Queensberry, 1 Bro. Ch. 101, and notes. applicable to the object, and are then per-

(./) Higgins V. Livingstone, 4 Dow, sonally bound to provide funds to pay the

341, 355. Lord Eldon, in this case, said : contractors."
" As to the general liability of parliament- (k) Sprott v. Powell, 3 Bing. 478

;

ary tmstees, if I were to give an opinion, Leigh v. Taylor, 7 B. & C. 491 ; Heude-
I would say that when persons act under bourck a. Langton, 3 C. & P. 571 ; Kirby
a parliamentary trust, and state themselves v. Bannister, 5 B. & Ad. 1069, s. c. 3

as so acting, tliey are not to be held per- Nev. & II. 119; Burton v. Griffiths, 11

sonally liable. But this also, I think, M. &W. 817; Bay u. Cook, 2 N. J, 343

;

rests on strong principle, that as the trus- Husbands v. Smith's Adm'r, 14 B. Mon.
tees must know whether there are funds 211.— TJthwatt u. Blkins, 13 M. & W
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tract, or in case, must depend on the character and circum-

stances of the transaction, (l)

772. Churchwardens and overseers of a
parish having taken a lease of land in

their official capacity, which they were not
authorized, by the statute 59 Geo. III.,

c. 1 2, to hold in the nature of a corpora^

tion, it was held to be a personal under-
taking of then' own, on whicli they were
individually responsible for the payment

of rent.— "If an overseer of the poor
contract with tradesmen upon account of
the poor, and upon his own credit, as soon
as he receives so much of the poor's

money, it becomes his own debt." Holt,

C. J., Anon. 12 Mod. 559.

{I) See ante, p. 68, note {w).
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CHAPTER VIII.

OF EXECUTOES AND ADMINISTEATORS.

Thet act as the personal representatives of the deceased,

having in their hands his means, for the purpose of discharging

his liabilities, or executing his contracts, and of carrying into

effect his will, if he have left one ; and in general, they are

hable only so far as these means, or assets in their hands, are

applicable to such purpose. But they may become personally

liable ; and a clause in the statute of frauds, hereafter to be

spoken of, refers to this subject. In England it is regarded as

the peculiar province of a court of equity to administer justice

in cases of legacies, (a) The law and practice on this subject

varies'somewhat in different States in this country.

(a) Decks v. Strutt, 5 T. R. 690, and
see Jones v. Tanner, 7 B. & C. 542. But
it seems Deeks v. Strutt is to he understood
as only deciding that an action for a leg-

acy cannot be maintained upon an assent

of the executor merely implied from his

possession of sufficient assets ; leaving it

open to say that an action may lie upon
an express promise by him in considera-

tion of assets, or upon an express admis-

sion by him that he has money in his

hands for the payment of such legacy.

Barber v. Fox, 2 Wms. Saund. 137 c. n.

(a), citing Atkins v. Hill, Cowp. 284, and
Gorton v. Dyson, 1 Br. & B. 219 It has

been held that where an account of the

residuary estate of a testator has been
made out by the executors, and signed by
the parties interested, under which ac-

count all of them have been paid except

one, such one may recover his proportion,

with interest, in assumpsit against the

executors. Gregory v. Harman, 3 C. & P.

205. Upon the assent of the executor to

a bequest of a specific chattel, whether per-

sonal or real, the interest in it vests in the

legatee, and he may recover it by an action

at law. Doe v. Guy, 3 East, 120. And see

Paramours;. Yardly,Plowd. 539. Whether
an executor-has assented to a bequest is

a question of fact for the jury, and not a
matter of law to be determined by the
court. Mason v. Farnell, 12 M. & W
647. Lord Holt is reported to have said in

Ewer V. Jones, 2 Salk. 415, that a devisee
may maintain an action at common law
against a terre-tenant, for a legacy devised
out of land ; for where a statute, as the

statute of wills, gives aright, the party by
consequence shall have an action of law
to recover, it. In Braithwaite v. Skinner,

5 M. & W. 313, this dictum was much
discussed, and the learned Barons were of
opinion, that it was to be taken with a
material qualification, which is thus stated

by Parke, B. :
" The statute of wills en-

ables a party to dispose by will of the
property which he might have disposed of

during his lifetime at his freewill and
pleasure. I think the meaning of Lord
Holt is this—that if a person gives an in-

terest which could be enforced by an ac-

tion at law, the statute would give an
action for it. Thus, if a person devised

by mil a right of common, the devisee

would have a right of action for it; so if
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It is said that the promise of an executor to pay a debt,

" whenever sufficient effects are received from the estate of the

deceased," must be construed to mean sufficient effects received

in the ordinary course of administration, according to law. (b)

If an executor or administrator receives, as such, a promissory

note or bill of the deceased, and indorses the same, he is liable

upon it personally, (c) If he makes a note or bill, signing it

" as executor," he is personally liable, unless he expressly limits

his promise to pay, by the words, " out of the assets of my
testator," or " if the assets be sufficient," or in some equivalent

way
;
(d) but a note or biU so qualified would not be nego-

tiable, because on condition. If an executor or administrator

he devised a rent which was not a free-

hold rent (which could not be the subject

of an action at law), an action would lie

for it. So if he devised a right of way, it

could be enforced by action ; or if he left

a term, the right to it miglit be enforced

by ejectment. So if the testator clearly

meant to impose a duty upon another per-

son, obliging him to pay a legacy, an ac-

tion of debt would lie for it against the

person on whom the duty of paying the

money was imposed : as if the testator left

an estate in fee to A, directing him to pay
a sum of money to B ; I am not prepared

to say that an action of debt might not

lie after A had accepted the estate, found-

ed upon the duty created by the testator of

paying that sum. But it is going too far

to say that the statute would give a right

of action for those tilings whicfi are merely
equitable interests ; as, for example, if a
testator had created a trust in favor of a

person, it would be absurd to say that

person could enforce the trust by an action

at law." In this case the testator devised

lands in fee, after the determination of

certain life-estates, to A, B, and C, as

tenants in common, subject to and charged
with the payment of j£200, which he
thereby bequeathed to, and to be equally

divided among, the children of his niece ;

A and B, during the life of one of the

tenants for life, granted their reversion in

two undivided tliird parts of the land to

mortgagees for five hundred years. It

was held that an action of debt could not
be maintained against the termors for a
share of £200 so bequeathed, on the
ground that,— admitting Lord Holt's dic-

tum to be coiTect, that where the testator

merely intended to create a duty from one
person to another, the law would give a

remedy,—in this case no duty was imposed
upon the defendants towards tlie plaintiff,

which could be enforced by an action of

debt. iSanble, no action at law could be

maintained, but the propei- remedy was in

equity. And see on this point Bcocker ;;.

Beeci<er, 7 Johns. 99 ; Van Orden v. Van
Orden, 10 Jolms. 30. — In Connecticut

and New Hampshire, "it has been held that

an action at law will lie against an execu-

tor upon a promise implied from the pos-

session of assets. Knapp v. Hanford, 6

Conn. 170; Pickering v. Pickering, 6

N. H. 120. But it is believed that in

jurisdictions where courts of chancery

have existed, the doctrine of the English

cases has been followed. See Kent v.

Somervell, 7 G. & J. 265
;

Sutton v.

Grain, 10 G. & J. 458. — An action at

law by a legatee for a legacy an an exec-

utor's promise, must be brought against

the executor in his "personal, not in his

representative, capacity. Kayser v. Dish-

er, 9 Leigh, 357.

(b) Bowerbank u. Monteiro, 4 Taunt.

844.

(c) Buller, J., King v. Thorn, 1 T. R.

489 ; Curtis's Ex'x v. Bank of Somerset,

7 Har. & J. 25.

(d) Childs V. Monins, 2 Br. & B. 460

;

King V. Thom, 1 T. R. 489 ; Woods v.

Eidley, 27 Miss. 119; Forster v. Fuller,

6 Mass. 58, where the principle was applied

to the case of a guardian. — As to cove-

nants by executora or administrators,

made professedly in their capacity as

such, see Sumner v. Williams, 8 Mass
162; Thayer v. Wendell, 1 Gallis. 37.
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submits a disputed question to arbitration, in general terms,

and without an express limitation of his liability, and the arbi-

trators award that he shall pay a certain sum, he is liable to pay

it whether he has assets or not. (e) But if the award be merely

that a certain sum is due from the estate of the deceased, with-

out saying that the executor or administrator is to pay it, he is

not precluded from denying that he has assets. (/)
When there is a contract with an executor or administrator,

by virtue of which money has become due, arid the money if

recovered wiR be assets in his hands, he may, in general, sue for

it in his representative capacity, (g) And so he may be sued as

executor for money paid for his use in that capacity, (/t)

With respect to covenants relating to the freehold, the rule

of law is, that for the breach of a covenant collateral or in gross,

whether such breach occur before or after the death of the

covenantee, the personal representative must sue and not the

heir
;
(i) for the breach of a covenant which runs with the Icmd,

the heir must sue if the breach occur after the covenantee's

death, the personal representative if it occur before, (j) The

doctrine of a continuing breach, for which the heir or assignee

may recover if the ultimate and substantial damage is suffered

by him, was established in England by the case of Kingdon v,

Nottle, {k) but it has not been adopted in this country, (l)

(e) Eiddel v. Sutton, 5 Bing. 200. C. 444 ; Miles u. Durnford, 13 E. L. &

(f) Pearson v. Henry, 5 T. R. 6. E. 120.

Ig) Cowell v. Watts, 6 East, 405 ; King (t) Lord Ahinger, C. B., Raymond v.

V. thorn, 1 T. R. 487 ; Marshall v. Broad- Fitch, 2 C. M. &'R. 588, 599, 5 Tyr. 985

;

hurst, 1 Tyr. 348, 1 Cr. & J. 403 ; Heath Lucy v. Levington, 2 Lev. 26, 1 Ventr.

V. Chilton, 12 M. & "W. 632; Kane v. 175; Bacon's Abr. £recu;ors and Admin-

Paul, 14 Pet. 33. istrators, N.

(h) Ashby v. Ashby, 7 B. & C. 444. — (./) Com. Dig. Covenant, B. 1, Adminis-

But he is only liable personally in an tration, B. 13 ; Morley v. Polhill, 2 Ventr.

action for money lent to him as executor, 56, 3 Salk. 109 ; Smith v. Simons, Comb,
or had and received by him as executor. 64.

Rose V. Bowler, 1 H. Bl. 108 ; PoweU v. {k) 1 M. & Sel. 355 ; 4 M. & Sel. 53
;

Graham, 7 Taunt. 586 ; Jennings v. New- King v. Jones, 5 Taunt. 418. Along with

man, 4 T. R. 347;-and see observations the authority of this case seems to fall

of the judges in Ashby v. Ashby, 7 B. & also the doctrine on which it was founded,

(l) Greenby u. Wilcocks, 2 Johns. 1

;

Com. 472. — The case, of Kingdon v.

Mitchell V. Warner, 5 Conn. 497 ; Bed- Nottle has, however, been substantially

doe's Executor v. Wadsworth, 21 Wend, followed in Ohio and Indiana. Foote v.

120; Clark w. Swift, 3 Met. 390; Hacker Burnett, 10 Ohio, 317; Martin v. Baker

Storer, 8 Greenl. 228, 232 ; 4 Kent, 5 Blackf. 232.

VOL. I. 9
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In general, every right ex contractu^ which the deceased pos-

sessed at the time of his death, passes to his executor or admin-

istrator
;
(m) and so strong is this rule, that it prevails against

special words of limitation in the contract itself, (w) But con-

tracts may be extinguished and absolutely determined by the

death of the party with whom they are made, (o) If money be

payable by a bond to such person as the obligee may appoint

by will, and the testator makes no appointment by his will, the

debt dies, as the executor is not considered his appointee for

that purpose, {ji) Nor could an administrator, where there was

no will, claim the money.

The law raises no implied promise to the personal represent-

ative, in respect to a promissory note held by the deceased,
[q)

and of which so much is made in the

books, (see Williams on Executors, Istcd.

519; 1 Lomax on Executors, 292), that

an action can in no case be maintained in

the name of the executor, unless an injury

to the personal estate appears. In England
the Court of Exchequer have gone as far

as they can without quite overthrowing
Kingdon v. ISTottle. See the opinion of

Lord Abinger in Raymond v. Fitch, 2 C.

M. & R. 596, 600, and the still later case

of Ricketts v. Weaver, 12 M. & W. 718,

where Parke, B., said, " The question,

therefore, is reduced to this, whether an
executor can sue for the breach of a cove-

nant to repair in the lifetime of the lessor,

who was tenant for life, without averring

special damage. On that point Raymond
V. Fitch, in which all the cases were con-

sidered, is an authority directly in point,

and ought not to be shaken. The result of

that case is, that unless it be a covenant
in which the heir atone can sue (according

to Kingdon v. Nottle and King v, Jones)
for a breach of the covenant in the life-

time of the lessor, the executor can sue,

unless it be a mere personal contract, in

which the rule applies that actio personalis

moritnr cum persona. The breach of coA'e-

nant is the damage ; if the executor be
not the proper jierson to sue, the action
cannot be brought by any one." In this

country, where the courts are fi-ee from
the shackles which the authority of King-
don V. Nottle and kindred cases imposes,
it is reasonable to believe that the later

doctrine (which is also the older doctrine),
as to actions by executors, will be carried
to its full extent. See Clark v. Swift, 3
Met. 390.

(m) Comyns's Digest, Administration,

B. 13 ; Bacon's Abridgment, Executors

and Administrators, N. ; Morley v. Pol-

hill, 2 Ventr. 56, 3 Salk. 109; Smith v.

Simons, Comb. 64 ; Lucy v. Levington, 1

Ventr. 176, 2 Lev. 26 ; Raymond u. Fitch,

2 C. M. & R. 588, Ricketts v. Weaver,
12 M. & W. 718 ; Carr i;. Roberts, 5 B.

& Ad. 84, per Parke, J.

(ji) Devon v. Pawlett, 11 Vin. Abr.

133, pi. 27. Somewhat analogous to this

is the point stated in Leonard Lovies'

case, 10 Rep. 87 b, that a chattel interest

in land cannot be entailed.

(o) For example, the right to recover

for the breach of a promise to marry does

not pass to the executor. Chamberlain v,

Williamson, 2 M. &. Sel. 408 ; Stebbins

V. Palmer, 1 Pick. 71. And so in other

cases where the injury is personal, though

accompanying a breach of contract. Parke,

B., Beckham v. Drake, 8 M. & W. 854

;

Lord Eltehborouqh, C. J., Chamberlain v,

Williamson, 2 M. & Sel. 41.5, 416. Cook
V. Newman, 8 How. Pr. 523. Bat sea

Knights V. Quarles, 2 Br. & B. 104.

(p) Pease v. Mead, Hob. 9. And the

reason given is that the payee in that case

is evidently to take for his own use, for

the word pay " carryeth property with it;"

whereas the executor, when he recovers as

assignee in law of the testator, takes for

the use of the testator.

(q) Therefore the executor in bringing

an action upon such note, must declare

upon the promise to the testator; unless

an express promise to the executor can

be shown. Timmis v. Piatt, 2 M. & W.
720.
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Where the contract with the deceased is of an executory na-

ture, and the personal representative can fairly and sufficiently

execute all that the deceased could have done, he may do so,

and enforce the contract, (r) But where an executory contract

is of a strictly personal nature— as, for example, with an au-

thor for a specified work, the death of the writer before his

book is completed, absolutely determines the contract, unless

what remains to be done— as, for example, the preparing of an

Index, or Table of Contents, &c., can certainly be done, to the

same purpose by another, (s)

If executors or administrators pay away money of the de-

ceased by mistake, or enter into contracts for carrying on his

business for the benefit of his personal estate, and to wind up

his afiairs, they may sue either in their individual or their repre-

sentative capacities
;
(t) but they should sue in the latter capaci-

ty, in order to avoid a set-ofF against them of their individual

debts, (m)

The title of an administrator does not exist until the grant

of administration, and then reverts' back to the death of the de-

ceased ; but only in order to protect the estate, and not for any

other purpose, (v) And if an agent sells goods of the deceased,

after his death, and in ignorance of his decease, the administra-

tor may adopt the contract and sue upon it. (w)

On the death of one of several executors, either before or

(r-) Marshall o. Broadhurst, 1 Tyr. 348, (s) Lord Lyndhurst, C. B., and Bayley,

1 Cr. & J. 403. See Werner v. Hum- B., Marshall v. Broadhurst, 1 Tjr. 349.

phreys, 3 Scott, N. R. 226. —E converso, See Sibonl v. Kirkman, 1 M. & W. 423.

the personal representatire is bound to See also, White's Ex'rs v. Commonwealth,

complete such a contract, and, i^he does 39 Penn. St. 167.

not, may be made to pay damages out of (() Clark v. Hougham, 2 B. & C. 149
;

the assets. Wentworth v. Cock, 10 A. & Aspinall v. Wake, 10 Bing. 51 ; Webster

E. 42 ; Sibonl v. Kirkman, 1 M. & W. v. Spencer, 3 B. & Aid. 360 ; Ord v. Fen-

418,423.— Where several persons jointly wick, 3 East, 104; Merritt y. Seaman 2

contract for a chattel, to be made or pro- Seld. 168.

cured for the common benefit of all, and (m) Per Bayley, Eolroyd, and Best, JJ.,

the executors of any party dying are, by Clark v. Hougham, 2 B. & C. 155, 156,

agi-cement, to stand in the place of such 157.

party dying, altjiough the legal remedy of {v) Morgan v. Thomas, 18 E. L. & E.

the party employed would be solely against 526; Foster v. Bates, 12 M. & W. 22;

the survivors, yet the law will imply a Lawrence v. Wright, 23 Pick. 128; Rat-

contract on the part of the deceased con- toon v. Overacker, 8 Johns. 126; "Win-

tractor, that his executors shall pay his cheater v. Union Bank, 2 G. & J. 79, 80

;

proportion of the price of the article to be Welchman v. Sturgis, 13 Q. B. 552 ; Bell

furnished. Prior v. Hembrow, 8 M. & W. v. Speight, 1 1 Humph. 451

.

R73 889_ [w) Poster w. Bates, 12 M & W 226
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after probate, the entire right of representation survives to the

others, (x) But if an administrator dies, or a sole executor dieis

intestate, no interest and no right of representation is transmit-

ted to his personal representative, (i/)

An executor de son tort is liable not only to an action by the

rightful executor or administrator, but may be sued by a creditor

of the deceased, (s) And it is held in England, that an execu-

tor de son tort of a rightful executor is liable in the same manner

as a rightful executor of the original testator, for his debts, (a)

But the rightful executor or administi-ator cannot be prejudiced

by an act or contract of an executor de son tort, (b) And it

would seem, that if an executor de son tort be afterwards made

administrator, he is njDt bound by a contract made by himself as

executor before the grant of administration, (c)

(x) Flanders v. Clark, 3 Atk. 509. So let him remove the goods without pay
in the case of the death of one of two ment, expressly promised to pay the plain

administrators, the administration survives titf as soon as the bill was made out

to the other. Hudson w. Hudson, Cas. Probate was aftenvards granted to B, tht,

Temp. Talb. 127.— That joint executors real executrix, who gave notice to the de

are one person in law, Shaw v. Berry, 35 fendant to pay the price to her. Held
Me. 279. But see Smith j;. Whiting, 9 that the plaintiff could not maintain a.\

Mass. 334. action against the defendant for the price

(i/) Com. Dig. Administrator, B. 6; — But where the act of the executor de

Tingrey v. Brown, 1 B. & P. 310. son tort was done in the due course of ad-

(z) Curtis V. Vernon, 3T. P. 587. mini-stration, and is one which the riyhtful

(a) Mcyrick v. Anderson, 14 Q. B. 719. executor would have been compellable tn

(6) Buckley v. Barber, 6 Exch. 164, 1 do, such act shall stand good. Grays
E. L. & E. 506; Mountford v. Gibson, 4 brook v. Pox, 1 Plowd. 282; Thompsoi
East, 441 ; Dickenson v. Naule, 1 Nev. & u. Harding, 20 E. L. & E. 145.

M. 721 ; where A having proved a will, (c) Doe v. Glenn, 1 A. & E. 49, s. c. 3

in whicli she supposed herself to be ap- Nev. & M. 837 ; Wilson u. Hudson, 4

pointed cxocutiix, employed the plaintitf, Harring. 169. But see contra, Walworth,

an auctioneer, to soli the goods of the tes- C, Vroom v. Van Home, 10 Paige, 558;

tator ; and they were sold to the defendant, Walker v. May, 2 Hill, Ch. { S. Car.), 23.

who, as an inducement to the plaintiff to
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CHAPTER IX.

GUARDIANS.

Sect I.— Of the kinds of Gua/rdians.

GuAEDlANSHiP at common law has fallen into comparative

disuse in this country, although many of the principles which

determined the rights and duties of that relation are adopted,

with various qualifications, in the guardianships by testamen-

tary appointment of the father, or by the appointment of courts

of probate or chancery, which prevail with us. We have also

by statute provisions, guardians of the insane, and of spend-

thrifts. All of these rest upon the general principle, that it is

the duty of society to provide adequate care and protection for

the person and property of those who are whoUy unable to take

care of themselves.

So far as relates to contracts to which guardians are parties,

we can do little more than refer to the statutes of the several

States, in which the obligations and duties of guardians, their

powers, and the manner in which their powers may be exer-

cised, are set forth, usually with much minuteness and pre-

cision.

One principle, however, should be stated; which is, that

guardians of all descriptions are treated by courts as trustees

;

and, in almost all cases, they are required to give security for

the faithful discharge of their duty, unless the guardian be

appointed by will, and the testator has exercised the power

given him by statute, of requiring that the guardian shall

not be called upon to give bonds. But even in this case, such

testamentary provision is wholly personal ; and if the individual

dies, refuses the appointment, or resigns it, or is removed from

it and a substitute is appointed by court, this substitute must

give bonds
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SECTION II.

OF THE DUTY AND POWER OF A GUARDIAN.

The guardian is held in this country to have only a naked

authority, not coupled with an interest, (a) His possession of

the property of his ward is not such as gives him a personal in-

terest, being only for the purpose of agency. But for the bene-

fit of his ward, he has a very general power over it. He man-

ages and disposes of the personal property at his own discre-

tion, (b) although it is safer for him to obtain the authority of

the court for any important measure ; he may lease the real es-

tate (the lease, perhaps, not to continue beyond the ward's ma-

jority), if appointed by will or by the court, but the guardian by

nature cannot
;
(c) he cannot however sell it without leave of the

proper court. Nor should he, in general, convert the personal

estate into real, without such leave, (d) And where a court of

(a) Granby v. Amherst, 7 Mass. 1, 6.

(6)
" I apprehend that no doubt can be

entertained as to the competency of the

guardian's power over the disposition of

the personal estate, including the choses

in action, as between him and the bona

fide purchaser. The guardian in socage

of the real estate may lease it in his own
name, and dispose of it during the guar-

dianship (and the chancery guardian has

equal authority), though he cannot convey
it absolutely without the special authority

of this court, because the nature of the

trust does not require it." Kent, C, Field

V. Schieffelin; 7 Johns. Ch. 154. This
case decides that the purchaser of the
svard's personal estate is not responsible

for the faithful application of the purcliase-

money by the guardian, unless he knew or

had sufficient information at the time that

the guardian contemplated a breach of
trust, and intended to misapply the money

;

or was in fact by the very transaction ap-
plying it to his own private purpose.—
The guardian of a non compos mentis

can sell her personal estate at his discre-

tion, and her real estate with license from
the court. " It is true the guardian ought

not to sell the personal estate, unless the

proceeds are wanted for the due execntion

of his trust, or unless he can by the sale

produce some advantage to the estate, but

having the power witliout obtaining any

special license or authority, a title under

him acquired bona fide by the purchaser

will be good, for he cannot know whether

the power has been executed mth discre-

tion or not." Parker, C. J., Ellis !). Essex

Merrimac Bridge, 2 Pick. 243.—The Court

of Chancery may authorize a sale of the

ward's real est.ate. Dorsey v. Gilbert, U
G. & .J. 87. —Also, in re Salisbuiy, 3

Johns. Ch. 347 ; Hedges v. Riker, 5 id.

16.'3.— " The court may change the estate

of infants from real into personal, and

from personal into real, wlienever it deems

such a proceeding most beneficial to the

infant. The proper inquiry in such cases

will be, whether a sale of the whole, or

only of a part, and what part of the

premises will be most beneficial." Kent,

C, Mills V. Dennis, 3 Johns. Ch. 367.

(c) May V. Calder, 2 Mass. 56. A lease

of an infant's laud by his father as natural

guardian, is void.

(d) The cases cited (3 Johns. Ch. 346,
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equity authorizes a conversion of real estate into personal, or

vice versa, it will, if justice requires it, provide that the acquired

property shall retain the character and legal incidents of the

original fund, (e)

But where a fictitious character is thus impressed upon the

property of a ward, it ceases, as a general rule, and the property

resumes its true character, on the majority of the ward. (/)
As trustee, a guardian is held to a strictly honest discharge

of his duty, and cannot act in relation to the subject of his

trust for his own personal benefit, in any contract whatever.

And if a benefit arises thereby, as in the settlement of a debt

due from the ward, this benefit belongs wholly to the ward, (g-)

And it has been held that if a guardian makes use of his own
money to erect buildings on the land of his ward, without hav-

ing an order of the court therefor, he cannot charge the same in

account with his ward, or recover the amount from the ward, (h)

But we doubt whether a rule so severe would be apphed unless

for special reasons. He must not only neither make nor suffer

any waste of the inheritance, but is held very strictly to a care-

ful management of all personal property, (i) He is responsible

370, 5 id. 163), affirm the power of a court Johns. Ch. 30; Davoue u. Fanning, 2

to order the minor's real estate to be con- Johns. Ch. 252 ; Wliite v. Parker, 8

rerted into personal, or his personal into Barb. 48 ;
Ringgold v. Ringgold, 1 Har.

real, but do not expressly deny the guar- & G. 11 ; Rogers v. Rogers, 1 Hopk. Ch.

dian's authority to do the latter. See 515; Lovell v. Briggs, 2 N. H. 218;

supra, note (b). Stanley's Appeal, 8 Sparhawkii. Allen, 1 Foster (N. H.), 9.

—

Barr, 431; Cooke's Appeal, 9 id. 508; The guardian is not entitled to compen-

Worrell's Appeal, 23 Penn, 44. sation for services rendered before his ap-

(e) Foster v. HiUiard, 1 Story, 88

;

pointment. Clowes v. Van Antwerp, 4

Wheldale v. Partridge, 5 Ves. Jr., 396; Barb. 416.

Craig u. Leslie, 3 Wheat. 563, 577 ; Peter ^h) Hassardw. Rowe, 11 Barb. 24. See

V. Beverly, 10 Pet. 532 ; Hawley w. James, also. White v. Parker, 8 Barb. 48 : Austin

5Paige,318, 489 ; Kane w. Gott, 24 Wend. v. Lawar, 23 Miss. 189, and Brown <^.

660 ; Reading v. Blackwell, 1 Baldw. 166

;

MulUns, 24 Miss. 204.

Collins V. Champ. 15 B. Mon. 118; (j) Dietterich v. Heft, 5 BaiT, 87. If

Slumway v. Cooper, 15 Barb. 556 ; For- he lends money on the mere personal se-

man v. Marsh, 1 Kern. 544 ;
Sweezy v. curity of one whose circumstances are

Thayer, 1 Duor, 286 ; March v. Berrier, equivocal, he is responsible for the money

6 Ired. Eq. 524. The above cases illus- lent.— Stem's Appeal, 5 Whart. 472.

trate the general principles of equitable " Whenever the guardian has the fund

conversion, although all of tliem are not and disposes of it to another, he must do

applicable exclusively to conversions by a it with strict and proper caution, and is

guardian with license from court. seldom safe unless he takes security."

(/) Forman v. Marsh, 1 Kern. 544. Sergeant, J., Konigmacher v. Kimmel, 1

(fl) Green v. Winter, 1 Johns. Ch. Penn. 207 ; Pirn u. Downing, 11 S. & R.

26 ; Church o. The Marine Insurance Co. 66 ; Smith v. Smith, 4 Johns. Ch. 281.

1 ikason, 345 ; Holdridge v. Gillespie, 2 —But ho is bound in general only to the
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not only for any misuse of the ward's money or stock, but

for letting it lie idle ; and if he does so without sufficient cause,

he must allow the ward interest or compound interest in his ac-

count, {j ) This subject is more fully presented in treating of

the responsibility of Trustees, {k)

To secure the proper execution of his trust, he is not only

Liable to an action by the ward, after the guardianship termi-

nates, {I) but during its pendency the ward may call him to ac-

count by his next friend, or by a guardian, ad litem. And the

courts have gone so far as to set aside transactions which took

place soon after the ward came of age, and which were bene-

ficial only to the former guardian, on the presumption that un-

due influence was used, and on the ground of public utility

and policy, {m)

A guardian cannot, by his own contract, bind the person or

estate of his ward
;
(w) but if he promise on a sufficient con-

sideration to pay the debt of his ward, he is personally bound

by his promise, although he expressly promises as guardian, (o)

And it is a sufficient consideration if such promise discharge

the debt of the ward. And a guardian who thus discharges

the debt of his ward may lawfully indemnify himself out of the

ward's estate, or if he be discharged from his guardianship, he

may have an action against the ward for money paid for his

use. [p) An action will not lie against a guardian on a con-

tract made by the ward, but must be brought against the ward

and may be defended by the guardian, {q)

exercise of common prudence and skill, who neglect to invest. Pennypacker's Ap-
Johnson's Appeal, 12 S. & R. 317 ; Kon- peal, 4f Penn. .St. 494.
igmacher v. Kiramol, 1 Penn. 207. He (k) See ante, p. 122, note (/).
is liable for any negligence. Glover v. (I) See Birch v. Funk, 2 Met. (Ky.)
Glover, 1 MiMul. Ch. 153. — Aitliough 544, as to the (•ffert of lapse of time in
expressly autliorizecl to invest the ward's barring a petition in equity by wards
money in bauk-stock, he is -personally against their guardians.
liable if he invests it in his own name. (hi) Archer v. Hudson, 7 Beav. 551

;

Stanley's Appeal, 8 Penn, St. 431. —He Gale v. Wells, 12 Barb. 84.
was held liable for the ward's money invest- (n) Tliatcher v. Dinsinore, 5 Mass. 300

;

ed in the stock of a navigation company, in Jones v. Brewer, 1 Pick. 314.
good credit at the time, and paying large o) Forster v. Puller, 6 Mass. 58.
dividends for a long time afterwards. (p) Thatcher v. Dinsmore, 5 Mass. 299;
Worrell's Appeal, 9 Penn. St. 508. Forster v. Fuller, 6 Mass. 58.

(j) In Pcnn.sylvania it is held that (ry) Brown v. Chase, 4 Mass. 436;
there is a distinction as to funds in the Thatcher v. Dinsmore, 5 Mass. 299 ; Ex
hands of guardians as to making rests parte Leighton, 14 Mass. 207.
from the rule in case of other trustees
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The guardianship is a trust so stiictly personal, or attached

to the individual, that it cannot be transferred from him, either

by his own assignment or devise, or by inheritance or succession.

A married woman cannot become a guardian without the

consent of her husband ; but with that she may. (r) It would
seem, bat not certainly, that a single woman who is a guardian,

loses her guardianship by marriage ; but she may be reappoint-

ed, (s) In some States she loses it by statute ; in others,

not.

If there be two guardians, and one has possession of the

ward, and the other takes the ward out of his possession against

his will, it is said in England that the guardian losing the pos-

session may have his action against the other, (t)

(r) Palmer v. Oakley, 1 Doug. (Mich.), (t) GUbert v. Schevencle, 14 M. & W.
433. 488.

h] 2 Kent, Com. 225, n. (6).
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CHAPTER X.

CORPORATIONS.

A corporation aggregate is, in law, a person
;
(a) and it was

an established principle of the common law, that corporations

aggregate could act only under their common seal
;
(b) but to

this principle there were always many exceptions. These ex-

ceptions arose at first from necessity, and were limited by ne-

cessity. As where cattle were to be distrained damage feasant,

and they might escape before the seal could be affixed, (c) But

it was held that the appointment of a bailiff to seize for the

use of a corporation, goods forfeited to the corporation, must

be by deed, (d) A corporation is liable for the tortious acts of

its agent, though he were not appointed under seal, (e) The

(a) See the great case of the Louisville

and Charleston R. R. Co. v. Letson, 2

How. 497, where it was decided by the Su-

preme Court that a corporation created hy
a State and doing business' within the ter-

ritory of such State, though it have mem-
bers who are citizens of other States, is to

be treated in the United States courts as

a citizen of that State. — By an act incor-

porating a railway company, no action

was to be brought against any person for

any thing done in pursuance of the act,

without twenty days' notice given to tlie

intended defendant : Held, that the word
person included the company, and that

they were entitled to notice upon being

sued for obstructing a way in carrying the

act into effect. Boyd y. Croydon R, Co.
4 Bing. N. C. 669.

(6) 1 Bl. Com. 475. — Yet a corpora-

tion might do an act upon record without

seal, ihe Mayor of Thetford's case, 1

Salk. 192.

(c) Manby v. Long, .3 Lev. 107; Bro.
Abr. Corporations, pi. 2, 47 ; Dean and
Chapter of Windsor v. Cover, 2 Wms.
Saund. 305, Plowd. 91. And so it seems
the appointment of a bailiff to distrain for

rent need not be by deed. Cary v. Mat-

thews, 1 Salk. 191 ; Taunton, J., Smith v.

Birmingham Gas Co. 1 A. &E. 530.— But
a corporation cannot, except by their seal,

empower one to enter on their behalf for

condition broken ; and this though the es-

tate be only for years. Dumper v, Symms,
1 Rol. Abr. Corporations, (K).

(rf) Horn 0. Ivy, 1 Vent. 47, 1 Mod. 18,

2 Keb. 567.

(e) Eastern Counties Railway Co. v,

Broom, 2 E. L. & E. 406; Watson v.

Bennett, 12 Barb. 196; Burton v. Phila-

delphia, &c. Railroad, 4 Han-ing. 252;

Johnson w. Municipality, 5 La. An. 100;

Goodspeed o. East Haddam Bank, 22

Conn. 530. Especially if the act done

was an ordinary service, such as would

not be held under other circumstances to

require an authority under seal. Smith c.

Birmingham Gas Co. 1 A. & E. 526, 3

Nev. & M. 771 ; Yarborough v. The Bank
of England, 16 East, 6. — And a corpora-

tion, like any other principal, is liable for

acts of its agent incidental to an authority

duly delegated Kennedy t/. Baltimore

Ins. Co. 3 Har. & J. 367.
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exception was afterwards extended to all matters of daily or

frequent exigency or convenience, and of no special impor-

tance. (/) In this country, the old rule has almost, if not

entirely disappeared, (g-) But in England it seems to remain

in some force. (A) A contract of a corporation, as of an indi-

vidual, may be implied from the acts of the corporation, or of

their authorized agents, (i) In general, if a person not duly

authorized make a contract on behalf of a corporation, and

the corporation take and hold the benefit derived from such

contract, it is estopped from denying the authority of the

agent, (j)

The question of execution appears to stand upon somewhat
different ground from that of atithority ; for while a corpora-

tion is generally estopped from denying that a contract or an

instrument was made by its authority, if it receive and hold

the beneficial result of the contract or the instrument, as the

price for property sold, or the like, it may, or its creditors may,

deny that the instrument was legally executed, even if the

(/) Gibson v. East India Co. 5 Bing.

N. C. 262, 270; Lord Denman, C. J.,

Church V. Imperial Gas Co. -6 A. & E.

846. See Bro. Abr. Corporations, pi. 49.

(g) The Bank of Columbia v. Patter-

son, 7 Cranch, 299 ; Banlc of the United
States V. Danbridge, 12 Wheat. 64 ; Dan-
forthi). Schoharie Turnpilce Co. 12 Johns.

227 ; Commercial Bank of Buffalo v.

Kortright, 22 Wend. 348 ; American Ins.

Co. V. Oa;kley, 9 Paige, 496 ; Parker, C.

J., Fomtli School District in Rumford v.

Wood, 13 Mass. 199; Proprietors of Ca-

nal Bridge V. Gordon, 1 Pick. 297 ; Chest-

nut Hill Turnpike v. Butter, 4 S. & R.
16 ; Union Bank of Maryland v. Ridgely,

1 Har. & G. 324 ; Legrand v. Hampden
Sydney College, 5 Munf. 324; Elysville

Manuf. Co. v. Okisko, 5 Md. 153.

{h) Rolfe, B., Mayor of Ludlow v.

Chariton, 6 M. & W. 823; Gibson v.

East India Company, 5 Bing. N. C. 275

;

Lord Denman, C. J., Church v. Imperial

Gas Co. 6 A. & E. 861 ; Williams v.

Chester & Holyhead Railway, 5 E. L. &
E. 497 ; Diggle v. London & BlackwaU
Railway, 5 Exch. 442 ; Clark o. Guar-

dians of Cuckfield Union, 11 E. L. & E.
442. But see Denton v. East Anglian

Railway Co. 3 Car. & K. 17 ; Henderson
ij Australian Royal Mail Steam Naviga-

tion Co. 32 E. L. & E. 167 ; A. R. M. S.

N. Co. V. Marzetti, 1 1 Exch. 228.

(i) Smith V. Proprietors, &c. 8 Pick.

178; Kennedy v. Baltimore Ins. Co., 3
Har. & J. 367 ; Tnindy v. Farrar, 32 Me.
225 ; Ross v. City of Madison, 1 Cart.

(Ind.) 281 ; N. C. Railway Co. v. Bas-
tian, 15 Md. 494 ; Seagraves v. City of

Alton, 13 111. 366. — Beverly v. Lincoln
Gas Co. 6 A. & E. 829 ; where the judg-
ment of the Court of Queen's Bench was
delivered by Patteson, J., in an elaborate

opinion. And in Church v. Imperial Gas
Company, 6 A. & E. 845, the same court

held that a corporation, created for the

purpose of supplying gas might maintain
assumpsit for the breach of a contract by
the defendant to accept gas from year

to year, at a certain price per annum, the

consideration being alleged to be the

promise of the corporation to furnish it at

that price— such promise' by the corpora-

tion, though not' under seal, being valid,

and a good consideration.

(j) Episcopal Charitable Society v.

Episcopal Church, 1 Pick. 372 ; Hay-
ward V. The Pilgrim Society, 21 Pick.

270; Randall v. Van Vechten, 19 Johns.

60. And see Poster v Essex Bank, 17

Mass. 479.
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authority were certainly possessed. Thus, if a conveyance

purporting to be the conveyance of a corporation, made by one

authorized to make it for them, be in fact executed by the

attorney as his own deed, it is not the deed of the corporation,

although it was intended to be so, and the attorney had full

authority to make it so. And if the deed be written through-

out as the deed of the corporation, and the attorney when exe-

cuting it declares that he executes it on behalf of the company,

but says, " in witness whereof I set my hand and seal" this is,

in law, his deed only, and does not pass the land of the corpora-

tion, {k) And a corporation must execute its deed under its

(k) Brinley v. Mann, 2 Cush. 337.

The matei-ial parts of the deed in this

case were as follows :
" Know all men,

&c. that the New England Silk Comp-
any, a corporation legally established,

by C. C. their treasurer, in considera-

tion, &c., do hcreliy give, grant, &c."
" In witness whereof, I, the said C. C, in

behalf of said Company and as their

treasurer, have hereunto set mij linnd mid
seal." The certificate of acknowledge-

ment stated that " C. C, treasurer, &c.

acknowledged the above in'truraent to be

his free act and deed." The court held

that this was not the deed of the corpora-

tion. See also, Combe's case, 9 Rep.

76 b ; Frontin v. Small, 2 Stra. 705.

No abler exposition of the doctrine of

deeds by attorney is to be found in the

books than that of Lord Chief Baron
Gilh<rt, Bac. Abr. Leases, J. 10: "If
one hath power, by virtue of a letter of

attorney, to make leases for years gener-

ally by indenture, the attorney ought to

make them in the name and stylo of his

master, and not in his own name : for the

letter of attonicy gives him no interest or

estate in the lands, but omy an autliority

to supply the absence of his master by
standing in his stead, which he can no
otherwise do than by using his name,
and making them Just in the same man-
ner and style as his master viould do
if he were present : for if he should make
them in his own name, though he added
al^o, by virtue of the letter of attorney to

him made for that purpose; yet such

leases seem to be void, because the inden-

ture being made in his name, must pass

the interest and lease from him, or it can
pass ' it from nobody ; it cannot pass it

from the master immediately, because he

is no party ; and it cannot pass it fi'om

the attorney at all, because he has noth-

ing in the lands ; and then his adding hy

virtue of the letter of attorney will not help

it, because that letter of attorney made
over no estate or interest in the land to

him, and consequently, he cannot, by vir-

tue thereof, convey over any to another.

Ncitlicr can such interest pass from the

master immediately, or through the attor-

ney ; for then the same indenture must
have this strange effect at one and the

same instant to draw out the interest

from the master to the attorney, and
from the attorney to the lessee, which
certainly it cannot do ; and therefore all

such leases made in that manner seem to

be absolutely void, and not good, even by
estoppel, against the attorney, because
they pretend to be made not in his own
name absolutely, but in the name of

another, by virtue of an atithority which
is not pursued. This case therefore of

making leases by a letter of attorney

seems to diflfer from that of a surrender of

a coiiyhold, or of livery of seizin of a free-

hold, l)y letter of attorney; for in those

cases when they say, We A and B as

atlorneys of C, or hy virftie of a letter of
attorney from C, of such a date, S^x., do sur-

rendei' Sfc, or deliver to you seizin of such

lands ; these are good in this manner, be-

cause they are only ministerial ceremo-
nies or transitory acts in pais, the one to

be done by holding the court rod, and the

other by delivering a turf or twig ; and
when they do them as attorneys, or by
virtue of a letter of attorney fiom their

master, the law pronounces thereupon as

if they were actually done by the master
himself, and carries the possession ac-

cordingly ; but in a lease for years it is
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corporate seal, otherwise the deed is void, (l ) If, howe ler, it

was only a simple contract which was executed in this way, it

might be inferred from the general principles of the law of agen-

cy, that it would be valid as the contract of the corporation ; for

it would be a contract made by one as the agent of another, and

containing the express declaration that it was so made.

A corporation may employ one of its members as its agent,

and the same person, while such agent, may also be an agent

for the other contracting party, and sign for him the memoran-

dum required by the Statute of Frauds, (m) And the officers

and directors of a corporate body are trustees of the stock-

holders and cannot without fraud secure to themselves advan-

tages not common to the latter, (n)

Corporations authorized by their charter to act in a pre-

scribed manner may by practice and usage make themselves

liable on contracts entered into in a different way. (o) But it

has been decided that corporations cannot exceed the powers

given in their charters and make contracts not incidental or

ancillary to the exercise of those powers, and that they are not

estopped from setting up their own want of authority to make

such contracts by the fact that they have been in the habit

of entering into and fulfilling similar engagements, for a long

period, (p) This question may be regarded, however, as not

yet fuUy determined. The plea of ultra cires as defined by

Comstock, J., imports, not that the corporation could not, and did

not in fact, make the authorized contract, but that it ought not

quite otherwise, for the indenture, or deliver it as the act and deed of the mas-

deed, alone conveys the interest, and are ter, in which last ceremony of delivering it

the very essence of the lease, both as to in the name of the master by such attor-

the passing it out of the lessor at first, ney, this exactly agrees with the ceremony

and its subsistence in the lessee after- of surrendering by the rod, or making liv-

wards ; the very indenture, or deed itself ery by a turf or twig, by the attorney, in

is the conveyance, without any subsequent the name or as attorney of his master.
"

construction, or operation of law thereup- And see Porter v. Androscoggin & Kene-

on ; and therefore it must be made in the bee R. R. Co. 37 Me. 349.

name and style of him who has such inter- (l) Koehler v. Iron Co. 2 Black, 715.

est to convey, and not in the name of the (m) Stoddert v. Vesti-y of Port Tobacco

attorney, who has nothing therein. But Parish, 2 G. & J. 227.

in the conclusion of such lease, it is proper (n) Koehler v. Iron Co. 2 Black. 715.

I to say. In witness whereof A B, of such a (o) Witte v. Derby Pisliing Company,

place, Src, in pursuance of a letter of attor- 2 Conn. 260_; Bulkley v. Derby Pishing

new hereunto annexed, bearing date such a Company, 2 Id. 252.

day, hath put the hand and seal of the mas- (p) Governor and Company of Copper

ter, and so write the master^ name, and Miners v. Pox, 3 E. L. & E. 420 ; Hood
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to have been made. The acquiescence of the shareholders in

the abuse will prevent the interposition of such a plea, (q)

In the absence of special provisions in the charter, or of by.

laws lawfully made, the corporate acts of a corporation are the

acts of a majority at a regular meeting, whether those present

were or were not a majority of the members of the corpora-

tion, (r) And these corporate acts are binding upon all the

members, (s) It does not seem to have been positively decided

whether this must be a majority of all the members present,

or may be only a majority of all present and voting. But we
think that it may be the latter. Otherwise, persons not voting

would be counted as voting against the measure. As a major-

ity of aU present binds all the members, because all the mem-
bers might be present, and perhaps because it is their duty to

be present, so a majority of those present and voting should

have the same force, because it is w^ithin the right and power

and perhaps the duty of all present to vote, and so to express

their dissent from any measure which they do not approve.

The individuality of members is merged in that of the corpo-

ration, and therefore at common law no member is liable per-

sonally for the debt of the corporation. But in some States

the private property of any member of a city or town or school

district, or territorial (not a poll) parish, may be taken on execu-

tion against the corporation and he has his remedy over against

the corporation
;
(t) and in many of our States it is now provi-

ded by law that members of Banking Corporations, of Manu-

facturing Corporations, and in a few instances of some other

corporations are responsible for the debts of the corporations in

V. New York and New Haven Railroad the same where the act is to be done by
Company, 22 Conn. 502. the corporation, when that consists of a

(?) Bissell V. The M. S. & N. J. R. R. definite number. Lord Kenyan, Rex. v.

Co. 21 N. Y. (7 Smith), 258. BelU-inger, 4 T. R. 822. At common law,

(r) Attorney-General v. Davy, 2 Atk. the corporation may delegate to a select

212. body in itself, its power of electing mem-
Is) Rex V. Varlo, Cowp. 248 ; Field v. bers or officers. Rex v. Westwood, 7

Field, 9 Wend. 394. — But where the act Bing. 1. — In a corporation composed of

is to be done by a body within the cor- different classes, a majority of each class

poration, and consisting of a definite num- must consent before the charter can be

ber, a m.ajority of that body must attend, altered, if there be no provision in the

and then a majority of those thus assem- charter respecting alterations. Case of St.

bled will bind the rest. Rex v. Bellringer, Mary's Church. 7 S. & R. 517.

4 T. R. 810 ; Rex v. Miller, 6 id. 268 ; Rex {t) GatehilUs Case, 5 Dane. Abr. 158
,

V. Bower, 1 B. & C. 492 ; Ex parte Will- Parsons, C. J. in 7 Mass. 187 ; Gaskill i>.

cocks, 7 Cowen, 402.—The rule is perhaps Dudley, 6 Met. 546.
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whole or in part. The various statutory provisions on this sub-

ject are usually precise and definite. It has been held that as

this personal liability depends wholly on the provisions of posi-

tive law, it is to be construed strictly, (u) and where the certifi-

cate of the officers of a corporation in due form was sworn to

and recorded as the law required, it exempted the stockholders

from personal liability without reference to the truth of the

statements in the certificate, (v)

(u) Gray v Coffin, 9 Cush. 199. (v) Stedman v. E?eleth, 6 Met. 114.
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CHAPTEE XL

JOINT-STOCK COMPAJSriES.

In England the statute of 7 & 8 Victoria, ch. 110, has the

effect of making joint-stock companies, formed and registered

in a certain way, quasi-corporations. In this country, wherever

there are no similar statutory provisions, joint-stock companies

are rather to be regarded as partnerships. The English statute

above referred to defines a joint-stock company as " a" partner-

ship whereof the capital is divided or agreed to be divided into

shares, and so as to be transferable without the express consent

of aU the copartners." (a) And this definition may be considered

as applicable to such companies in this country. Although a

joint-stock company is certainly not a corporation, yet it differs

in some respects from a common partnership. A member of a

partnership may assign his interest in the property of the firm

;

but the assignee does not become a partner unless the other

copartners choose to admit him; and the interest so assigned

being subject to all the debts of the partnership, it may be with-

held by 1he partners for the purpose of settling the affairs of the

firm, and until it is certain that there is a balance belonging to

the partners, and until the share belonging to the assigning

partner may, in whole or in part be paid over to his assignee

without injury to the creditors of the firm, {b) But in a joint-

stock company provision is made beforehand for such transfer,

(a) 7 & 8 Vict. e. 110, § 2. The same The Bubble Act (6 Geo. I. c. 18), made
section proceeds to include also within the during the excitement produced by the
term Joint-Stock Company, all Life, Fire, South Sea Company, having been repeal-
and Marine Insurance Companies, and ed by the statute 6 Geo. IV. c. 91, it was
every partnership consisting of more than held in Garrard v. Hardey, 5 Man. & G.
twenty-flve members. 471, that the formation of a company, the

(6) See Pratt t). Hutchinson, 15 East, stock in which should be transferable, was
511; Eex v. Webb, 14 East, 406; Jo- not an offence at common law. And the
sephs V. Pebrer, 3 B. & C. 639; Eox u. doctrine was reaffirmed in Han-ison v
Clifton, 9 Bing. 115, b. c. 6 id. 776. Heathorn, 6 Man. & G. 81.
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and this is a principal object and effect of the division into

shares.

In other respects the differences between the law of joint-

stock companies and that of partnerships (which is our next

topic), are not very many nor very important, (c)

Some question has arisen as to the power of a managing
committee to pledge the credit of the members of a society;

and it is held that this must depend upon the rules and by-laws

of the society, {d) Such a case is not likened to that of a part-

nership, but is governed by the law of principal and agent, (e)

Nor has a member of a joint-stock company any implied au-

thority to accept bills in the name of the directors or of the

company. (/) The effect of becoming a subscriber to an in-

tended company, in regard to the creation of a partnership be-

tween the members, as well among themselves as in reference

to the public, has been before the courts ; and it has been held

that an application for shares and payment of the first deposit

did not suffice to constitute one a partner, where he had not

otherwise interfered in the concern
; (g) and that the insertion

of his name by the secretary of the company in a book contain-

ing a list of the members was not a holding of himself out to

the public as a partner, (h) And this on the ground that such

person does not thereby acquire a right to share in the profits.

But though there be some want of the necessary formalities

or acts of a party to make himself legally a member, yet if he

interpose and act as a member or director, (i ) attend meetings,

accept office, or otherwise give himself out to the public as such,

either expressly, or by sufficient implication, then he wiU make

himseK liable as a partner, (j) And this even if the company

(c) See the remarks of Lord Campbell, trial, 9 Bing. 115. And see Bourne n

in Burness v. Pennell, 2 House of L. Cas. Freeth, 9 B. & C. 632.

497. {h) Fox V. Clifton, 4 Mo. & P. 676.

(d) Flemyng v. Hector 2 M. & W. 172. (i) Lord Denman, Bell v. Francis, 9 C.

AndseeReynellw. Lewis, 15 M.&W. 517. & P. 66.

(e) Id. (j ) Doubledayf. Muskett, 7 Bing. 110,

(/) Braraah v. Eoberts, 3 Bing. N. C. Tredwen v. Bourne, 6 M. & W. 461
;

963; Dickinson v. Valpy, 10 B. & C. Maudslay v. Le Blanc, 2 C. & P. 409,

128 ; Steele v. Harmer, 14 M. & W. 831. note; Braithwaite v. Skoficld, 9 B. & C.

(g) Pitchford v. Davis, 5 M.. & W. 2
;

401 ; Peel v. Thomas, 29 E. L. & E. 276.

Fox V. Clifton, 4 Mo. & P. 676, 6 Bing. And see Harrison v. Hcatliorn, 6 Scott,

776. Same case sent down for a third N. R. 735.

VOL. I. 10
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originated in fraud, to which he is not a party, nor privy
; (k)

or if a deed expressly required by the printed prospectus to

make him a partner has not been signed by him
;

(l) or even

if the company has never been regularly and finally formed

;

(m) or has been abandoned
;
(n) or is insolvent, (o)

It seems that a member of such a company may sue the

company for work and labor done, and money expended by

him in their behalf, (p)

{k) Ellis V. Schmoeck, 5 Bing. 521, s.

C. 3 Mo. & P. 220.

{I) Maudslay v. Le Blanc, 2 C. & P.
409, n. And see Ellis v. Schmoeck, 5

Bing. 521.

(m) Abbott, C. J., Keasley v. Codd, 2

C. &P. 408, n.

(n) Doubleday v. Muskett, 7 Bing. 110.

(o) Keasley v. Codd, 2 C. & P. 408.

(p) Garden v. General Gemetery Co.,

5 Bing. N". G. 253. But it is to be ob-

served that this was so held with reference

to an incorporated joint stock company;
ani some stress was laid in the decision

upon the particular provisions of the act

of incorporation. And see Pemng v.

Hone, 4 Bing. 28.—A member of a joint

stock company, like a member of an ordi-

nary partnership, may recover compensa-
tion for service rendered to the company
previous to his having become a member
of it. Lucas V. Beach, 1 Man. &. G. 417.

In general, however, an action cannot be
maintained, by a member against the com-
pany, or by the company against a mem-
ber, on a contract between him and the

company. Neale v. Turton, 4 Bing. 149;
Wilson V. Curzon, 15 M. & W. 532;
Holmes v. Higgins, 1 B. & C. 74.
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CHAPTER XIL

PAKTNEESHIP.

Sect. I.— What constitutes a Partnership.

A PAETNEESHIP exists when two or more persons combine
their property, labor, and skill, or one or more of them, in the

transaction of business, for their common profit, (a)

A partnership is presumed to be general when there are no

stipulations, or no evidence from the course of business, to the

contrary, (b) But it may be created for a specific purpose, or

be confined by the parties to a particular line of business, or

even a single transaction. When the partnership is'formed by

written articles, it is considered as beginning at the date of the

articles, unless they contain a stipulation to the contrary, (c)

In general, persons competent to transact business on theii

own account may enter into partnership ; the disabilities ot

coverture, infancy, and the like, applying equally in both cases.

But interesting questions have been raised as to the rights and

(a) Noyes v. Cushman, 25 Tt. 390. ship in his business a person who had not

For a discussion of the principles of law then been admitted as attorney, and there-

applicable to partnerships between attor- fore could not be lawfully received. No
neys at law, and the responsibilities grow- time being expressly fixed for the com-
ing out of them, and as to the effect of the meneement of the partnership, the court

dissolution of the firm by the death of held that it was an agreement for a present

one of its members, see McGill's Credi- partnership, and that parol evidence was
tors V. McGill's Adm'r, 2 Met. (Ky.) 2.58. not admissible to show that it was a con-

(i) There is nothing in the law to pre- ditional agreement, which was not to take

vent its being a universal partnership, effect till the person to be received was
however rare and difficult such cases must admitted as an attorney, and that it was
be in fact. See Goesele v. Bimeler, 14 therefore void. See Dix u. Otis, 5 Pick.

How. 589. On the other hand a partner- 38. — But parties may agree to form a

ship may be limited to one particular sub- partnership at some future time, and until

ject. Ripley v. Colby, 3 Foster (N. H.), it arrives they ivill not be liable as part-

438. ners, unless they have held themselves out

(c) Williams v. Jones, 5 B. &. C. 108. as such. Dickinson v. Valpy, lOB. & C
An attorney entered into a written contract, 128; Avery v. Lauve, 1 La. An. 457.

whereby he agreed to take into partner-
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liabilities of those who represent infants. The personal liabil-

ity of such a party would seem to depend upon the question

whether he has claimed and exercised the right of withdrawing

any part of the capital, or of receiving a share of the profits.

Perhaps if he had by agreement the right to do this, and more

certainly if he had actually withdrawn capital or profits, he

would be held personally responsible for the debts of the part-

nership, (d)

Usually, the partners own together both the property and the

profits ; but there may be a partnership in the profits only. For

as between themselves the property may belong wholly to one

member of the partnership, although it is bound to third parties

for the debts of the firm ; as when it is bought wholly by funds

of one partner, and the other is to use only his skill and labor in

disposing of it, for a share of the profits, (e)

SECTION II.

OF THE REAL ESTATE OF A PARTNERSHIP.

All kinds of property may be held in partnership ; and there

may be a partnership to trade in land, (/) or to cultivate land

(d) Barklie v. R.-ott, 1 Hud. & B. 83. tlicm. Reicl r. HoUinshead, 4 B. & C.

A invested a sum of money for his infant 867. Ahhntl, C. J. :
'' Such a partnership

son in a partncr.s]iip on its formation, and may well exist, although the -whole price

it was stipulated, in a letter written by the is in tlie first instance advanced by one

other partners of the liouse, that they partner, the other contribuiinp; his time

shouhl correctly account with A, as the and skill and security in the selection and
trustee of his son, for one third profit of purchase of the commodities." But where

his son's cajjital, or any loss that might the broker merely acts as agent, and in

accrue, and he governed and directed by lieu of commissions is to receive a certain

his advice in all matters relative to the proportion of tlie profits arising from tlie

business. Held, tliat this letter did not sale, and bear a certain proportion of tlie

constitute A a partner, the jury having losses, the property in tlie sulijeet of the

found that the money was not invested by sale docs not vest in him as a partner, al-

A for his own benefit, and that he had not though he may be lialile as such to third

rcsei-vcd to himself the power of drawing persons. Smith v. Watson, 2 B. & C.

out tlie principal or profits as trustee for 401. So where one partner furni-slies cap-

his son, nor in fact drawn any. ital, and the other hrhor, mutual interest

(e) So where a broker, employed by a in the profits alone will not render tlie lat-

merchant to purchiise goods, with the ter liable to the former for contribution

funds of the merchant, was to be one third for any loss of capital in the adventure,
interested in them, and not to ch.arge com- Heran v. Hall, 1 B. Mon. l.')9. See also

missions, and the correspondence between Bcrthold v. Goldsmith, 24 How. 536.
him and the merchant dcsiribod the trans-

( f) Campbell !'. Colhoun, 1 Penn. 140;
action as a joint concern, the broker was Fall Eiver Whaif Co. v. Borden, 10 Gush,
held to bp interested as a partner in the 458; Cl»<;ett v. Kilbourne, 1 Black, 346.

goods, and could pledge the whole of
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for the common profit
; (g-) but real estate is still subject, to a

certain extent, to the rules which govern that kind of property.

There is some conflict, and perhaps uncertainty, as to the rights

and remedies of partners and creditors in respect to real prop-

erty which belongs to the partnership, both in England and in

this country. But we consider the prevailing and the just rule

to be, that when real estate is purchased with partnership funds,

for partnership purposes, it will be treated as partnership prop-

erty, and held Uke personal property, chargeable with the debts

of the firm, and with any balance which may be due from one

partner to the other, upon the winding up of the affairs of the

firm, (h) But it seems to be the prevailing rule in this country,

ig) Allen v. Davis, 13 Ark. 28.

(A) Goodbum v. Stevens, 5 Gill, 1

;

Bachan v. Sumner, 2 Biirb. Ch. 165, 197-

207, where several leading cases are re-

viewed; Buckley v. Buckley, 11 Barb.

44 ; Piatt v. Oliver, 3 McLean, 27 ; Rice
V. Barnard, 20 Vt. 479 ; Overholt's Ap-
peal, 12 Penn. St. 222 ; Moderwell v.

kuUison, 21 id. 2.57; Buck w. Winn, 11

B. Mon. 322; Owens u.' Collins, 23 Ala.

837; Cox v. McBurney, 2 Sandf. 561.
" So far as the partners and their creditors

are concerned, real estate belonging to the

partnership is treated in equity as personal

property, and subjected to the same gen-

eral rules." Assistant V. C, Delmonico
V. Guillaume, 2 Sandf. Ch. 366, And
where the real estate is purchased for part-

nership purposes on partnership account,

it is immaterial whether the purchase is

made in the name of one partner or of all, or

of a stranger. Boyers v. Elliott, 7 Humph.
204; Iloxie u. Carr, 1 Sumner, 182. In

this last case, Story, J., says: "A ques-

tion often arises, whether real estate, pur-

chased for a partnership, is to be deemed
for all purposes personal estate like other

effects. That it is so, as to the payment
of the partnership debts, and adjustment

of partnership rights, and winding up the

partnership concerns, is clear, at least in

the view of a court of equity. But, wheth-

er it becomes personal estate as between

the executor or administrator of a deceased

partner and his heir or devisee, is quite a

different question, upon which learned

judges have entertained opposite opinions.

The whole doctrine as between such claim-

ants, must turn upon the presumed inten-

tion of the deceased partner ; whether by

leaving it in the state of being real prop-
erty he meant, as between his personal
representatives and his heirs and devisees,

that it should retain its true and original

character; or whether, having appropri-
ated it as partnership property, it should
assume the artificial character belonging
to the other personal funds of the firm."

See Sigouruey v. Munn, 7 Conn. 11.

—

In Buchan v. Sumner, already cited,

Cliancellor Wahoorth, states it to be the
EnrjHsh rule, " That real estate belonging
to the firm, unless there is something in

the partnership articles to give it a differ-

ent direction, is to be considered, in equi-

ty, as personal property; and that it goes
to the personal representative of the de-

ceased partner, who was beneficially in-

terested therein." — Wooldridge v. Wil-
kins, 3 How. (Jliss.), 372. After review-
ing Greene i>. Greene, 1 Hamm. 244, and
Tliornton v. Dixon, 3 Bro. Ch. 199,' the

court say :
" The result of these cases we

take to be, that lands purchased by part-

ners, under ait agreement that tlicy shall

be sold for the benefit of the partnership,

will be regarded as joint-stock, and will bo
likewise so considered, though there be no
agreement, if there be ,such an application

or use of them to the purposes of the con-
cern, as evidences an original understand-
ing of the parties that they are to be treated

as such, and not as an estate in common."
See Dyer v. Clark, 5 Met. 562. — See
West V. Skip, 1 Vcs. Sen. 242 ; Phillips

V. Phillips, 1 Myl. & K. 663. Sir John
Leach, M. E.., in this last case said, that

notwithstanding older authorities, he con-

sidered it to bo settled that all property,

whatever might be its nature, purchased
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that as between the personal representative and the heirs of a

deceased partner, his share of the surplus of the real estate of

the partnership, aft^r all its debts are paid, and the equitable

claims of its members are adjusted, will be considered and

treated as real estate, (i) It has been held, that the real es-

tate of a partnership does not acquire the incidents or liabilities

of personal estate, unless there be an agreement of the partners

to that effect ; and that then this change in the legal nature of

the property results from this agreement, (j) but we doubt the

with partnership capital for the purposes

of the partnership trade, continued to be
partnership capital, and to have to every

intent the quality of personal estate. And
this is confirmed in Broom v. Broom,
3 Myl. & K. 443. Sc-e Pugh v. Currie, 5

Ala. (n. s.) 446.— In Pierce v. Trigg, 10

Leigh, 427, Tucker, P., after reviewing the

Virginia cases, adds :
" Upon the whole,

1 am of opinion that the late English
cases propound the true rule, and that

real estate, purchased with partnership

funds and for partnership purposes, must
be regarded as partnership stock, and
treated as personalty." See also, Ludlow
V. Cooper, 4 Ohio (n. a.) 1 ; Duhring v.

Duhring, 20 Mo. 174 ; Moreau v. Saf-

farans, 3 Sneed, 595 ; Galbraith v. Gedge,
16 B. Mon. 631 ; Coder v. Huling, 27

Penn. St. 84.

(i) Goodwin v. Richardson, 11 Mass.
469. In this case an estate was mort-

gaged to two partners, who acquired an
absolute title by foreclosure, and the court

held that it thereby vested in them as

tenants in common; and on the death of

one partner was, as to his moiety, to

be ti'eatcd as his separate estate. See
Hoxie V. Can', 1 Sumner, 185, where
Stori/, J., says that this decision "turns
upon a mere point of local law, under a

local statute, and docs not dispose of the

equities between the parties resulting from
general principles." In Yeatraan y.

Woods, 6 Yerg. 20, it was held that real

estate held by partners, for partnership

purposes, descends and vests in the heir

at law of a deceased partner, as real estate

in other cases. In Dcloney v. Hutcheson,
2 Rand. 183, it is said that "The surviv-

ing partner, if he be a creditor, can have
no other remedy against the real estate

than any other creditor can have." In
Lawrence v. Taylor, 5 Hill (N. Y.), Ill,

it is said :
" Out of the Court of Chan-

cery, real estate, though belonging to

partners and employed in the partnership

business— the title standing in their joint

names— is deemed to be holden by them
as tenants in common, or joint-tenants for

all purposes." See also, Lang v. Waring,
25 Ala. 625 ; Matlock v. Matlock, 5 Ind.

403.

ij) In Coles I'. Coles, 15 Johns. 159;
Thornton v. Dixon, 3 Bro. Ch. 199 ; Bell

V. Phynn, 7 Ves. 453 ; Balmain v. Shore,

9 id. 500, language is used which might

have this interpretation. In. Smith v.

Jackson, 2 Edw. Ch. 28, the Vice-Chan-

cellor said :
" If at the time of forming

the partnership, the parties agree to invest

a part of their capital in the purchase

of real estate for partnership purposes,

or should at any time afterwai'ds find it

expedient to do so, and agree between

themselves that, upon the dissolution, the

real as well as personal estate shall be

sold and turned into money for the pur-

pose of paying the partnership debts and

closing their joint concerns, there the

Court of Chancery, acting upon the agree-

ment, and considering that as done which

was agreed to be executed, is wan-anted

in regarding the whole as personalty,

either in reference to the claims of credi-

tors, or the rights of the heir or 'next of

kin of a deceased partner. . . . But if

a purchase be mailc, and a conveyance

taken to partners, as tenants in common,
without any agreement to consider it as

stock, although it be paid for out of their

joint fund, and to be used for partnership

purposes, I am of opinion it must still be

deemed real e-tatc." But see Collund v.

Read, 24 N. Y. (10 Smith), 505. Ripley

I). Waterworth, 7 Ves. 425. (1802.) Lord

Eldon in this case held to the effect that

if an intention to convert the real prop-

erty of the partnership can be gathered

from the general tenor of the partnership

deed, coupled with the nature of the part;-

nersliip dealings, that intention must pre-
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accuracy of this ruling ; unless it is admitted that such agree-

ment may be inferred from the purchase of the property by
partnership funds, and the use of it for partnership purposes. It

seems that improvements made with partnership funds on real

estate belonging to one of the partners, will be treated as the

personal property of the partnership. (A)

The widow has her dower in the estate after the debts are

paid, but not until then, (l) Although the legal title is pro-

tected, the party having such title is held, if necessary as trus-

tee for partnership purposes, or for the surviving partner. And
if a partner buys land out of partnership funds, and takes title

vail to the full extent of converting tlie

real property, as between tlie real and
personal representatives of the deceased
partner ; although the property might not
have been purchased with partnership

funds, and no conversion might he neces-

sary for the payment of the partnership

debts. CoUyer, Part. § 142; Selkrig u.

Davies,2 Dow, 242. (1814). XjOvA Eldon

:

"My own individual opinion is, that all

property involved in a partnership con-

cern ought to be considered as personal."

See also, the judgment of Lord Eldon in

Crawshay v. Maule, 1 Swanst. 521 ; and
Townsend v. Devaynes, 1 Montague on
Partnership, App. n. (2 A). And see

upon this point -the case of Jarvis v.

Brooks, 7 Foster (N. H.), 37.

(k) Averill V. Loucks, 6 Barb. 28;
Buckley v. Buckley, 1 1 Barb. 43 ; King
V. Wilcomb, 7 Barb. 263.

(/) Goodburn v. Stevens, 5 Gill, 1

;

Greene v. Greene, 1 Hamm. 244 ; Rich-

ardson V. Wyatt, 2 Desaus. 471 ; Wool-
dridge v. Wilkins, 3 How. (Miss.), 360,

371 ; Burnside v. Merrick, 4 Met. 541
;

Dyer v. Clark, 5 Met. 562. In this last

case, the liabilities of partnership property

to partnership creditors were elaborately

considered in the decision of the court, the

purport of which is given in the head

note as follows :
" "When real estate is pur-

chased by partners, with the partnership

funds, for partnership use and convenience,

although it is conveyed to them in such a

manner as to make them tenants in com-
mon, yet in the absence of an express

agreement, or of circumstances showing

an intent that such estate shall be held

for their separate use, it will be considered

and treated, in equity, as vesting in them.

in their partnership capacity, clothed with
an implied trust that they shall hold it,

until the purposes for which it was so

purchased shall be accomplished, and that

it shall be applied, if necessary, to the

payment of the partnership debts." Upon
the dissolution of tlie partnership, by the

death of one of the partners, the survivor
has an equitable lien on such real estate

for his indemnity against the debts of the

firm, and for securing the balance that

may be due to him from the deceased
partner, on settlement of the partnership

accounts between them ; and the widow
and heirs of such deceased partner have
no beneficial interest in such real estate,

nor in the rent received therefrom after

his death, until the surviving partner is so
indemnified. See Howard v. Priest, 5

Met. 582 ; Peck v. Fisher, 7 Gush. 386

;

Arnold 0. Wainwright, 6 Minn. 358

;

Smith V. Smith, 5 Ves. 189. The estates

in this case were held subject to dower,
having been purchased with the partner-

ship fund, but conveyed to one partner
under a specific agreement that they
should be his, and he should be debtor
for the money. Lord Chancellor L<mg\-
borough said :

" If these estates had only
been conveyed to one partner, having
been purchased with partnership funds,

they would have been part of the partner-

ship property. But that was not the na-

ture of the transaction. The distinction

is, the agreement as to the purchase of

these houses was specific. Upon that

they never could be specifically divided,

as if they were part of the partnership

stock ; but when they came to settle, the

houses were Robert Smith's, and he v/x»

debtor for so much money."
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to himself, he may be held as trustee for the partnership, (m)

It is to be remembered, however, as before stated, that this rule

extends only so far as may be made necessary by the business

or debts of the partnership, and as soon as this necessity ceases,

any remaining real estate has all the incidents of real property,

as to conveyance, inheritance, and dower. And where the land

(m) Pierce v. Trigg, 10 Leigh, 406,

Tucker, P. (with whom Cabell, J., agreed),

aftrr a review of the English cases said:
" I think, then, the doctrine laid down in

Gow on Partnership, 51, and 3 Kent,

Com. 37, may now be taken as settled in

England ; namely, that real estate pur-

chased for partnership purposes with part-

nership funds, and used as a part of the

stock in trade, is to be considered to every

intent as personal property, not only as

between tlic members of the partnership

respcetirely, and their creditors, but also

as butwuun tlie surviving partner and the

representatives of the deceased. The legal

title may, indeed, be in the heir, but let

the legal title be in whom it may, it is in

equity deemed partnership property, and
the partners are deemed cestuis que trust

thereof, while the holder of the legal title

is but a trustee for the partnership." In

Pugh r. Curric, 5 Ala. (n. s.) 446, the

court say :
" It can make no difference

wliatever that the land was entered in the

name of the deceased partner— the heirs

will, in a court of equity, be considered as

trustees of the surviving partner." In

the case of Burnside v. Merrick, 4 Met.

541, ,Sl„iir, C. J., having stated the ques-

tion to be, wliether real estate, purchased
by partners, for partnership business, and
with ])artnership funds, but conveyed to

them btj such a ilrrd as, in case of oihe)^

pnrlirs, u'oiilfl uHihc them tenants tu ronn/m/i,

would be considered as partnership stock,

said :
" Tb(niL;li thi;re has been nmch di-

versity of judii.'ial opinion upon the sub-

ject, we think the prevailing opinion now
is, that real estate, so acquired, is to bo
considered at law as the several pro])erty

of the partners, as tenants in common;
yet that it is so held, subject to a trust,

arising by implication of law, by which
it is lial)le to he sold, and the proceeds
brought into the partnership fund, as far

as is necessary to pay the debts of the

lirm, and to pay any balance which may
be due to the other partners, on a final

settlement; and cannot be held by the

sejiarate owner, except to the extent of

his interest in such final balance. And it

follows as a necessary consequence, that

when the firm is insolvent, the whole of

the property, so held, must bo brought
into the partnership fund, in order to sat-

isfy the partnership creditors, as far as it

,

will go for that purpose." See Buehan
V. Sumner, 2 Barb. Ch. 165 ; Smith v.

Tarlton, 2 Barb. Ch. 236 ; McGuire v.

Ramsey, 4 Eng. (Ark.), 518; Hoxie v.

Carr, 1 Sumner, 182. In the case of

Phillips V. Crammond, 2 Wash. C. C.

445, JVashinr/ton, J., in delivering his opin-

ion, said :
" The general principle is, that

if a receiver, executor, factor, or trustee,

lay out the money which he holds in his

fiduciary character, in the purchase of real

property, and take the conveyance to him-

self, he who is entitled to the money,
which has been thus invested, may follow

the same, and consider the purchase as

m.ade for his use, and tlie purchaser a

trustee for him. Upon the same princi-

ple, I conceive that a resulting trust

would arise to a partnership concern in

lands purchased by one of the partners,

and paid for out of the joint funds. . . .

But this species of resulting trust is open
to certain qualifications, amongst which it

is proper to notice the following, namely,
that the person whose money was invested

in the purchase, is not obliged to take the

land, and to consider the purchaser as Ms
trustee, but may elect to treat him as his

debtor, and to claim the money instead of

the property. As a consequence of this,

and because the claim to a resulting trust

is merely that of an equity, founded upon
the presum]5tive intention of the parties,

that equity may be rebutted, even by

parol evidence, and circumstances to de-

feat it. If, for instance, the person for

whose benefit the trust would otherwise

be created, declares that the purchase was

not made for him, or if both parties treat

it as a purchase for the use of him to

\^lioni the conveyance was made, no re-

sulting trust will arise." But the partner

has no interest in the estate purchased

in his copartner's name, unless it was in-

tended or used for partnership purposes.

Cox V. McBurney, 2 Sandf. 561.
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purchased with the partnership funds is afterwards sold by the

partner who has the legal title to the whole, or to a part as

tenant in common, neither the firm nor its creditors have any
lien on the land for partnership purposes, against a purchaser

without notice or knowledge, where the deed to the partners

did not describe them as members of a firm, or partners, or

otherwise indicate the fact that the land was purchased as

partnership property, (n) But a purchaser with actual or con-

structive notice that the land is substantially, although not for-

mally, partnership property, holds it chargeable with the debts

of the partnership ; and this is the case even if he had no
knowledge what those debts were, or even of their existence, (o)

SECTION III.

OF THE GOOD-WILL.

The good-will of an establishment is considered, at least lor

some purposes, as partnership property. Indeed, in case of in-

solvency, or for other sufficient reasons, a court will take cog-

nizance of it, as a valuable property, and order it to be sold,

(n) It has been held that real estate, purchases from one of the partners, it

used by the partnera for partnership pur- would be unjust if without notice he
poses, but conveyed to them in fee as should bo affected by any private agree-

tenants in common, and afterwards mort- ment." See also, Forde v. Herron, 4
gaged by one partner without notice to Munf. 321. In tliis case, Roane, J., in

the mortgagee of existing partnership delivering the judgment of the court, said

:

debts, is to be considered real estate as " The court is of opinion that, although

between the mortgagee' anjl the partner- real property, purchased with tlie effects

ship creditors, and liable in the first in- and used for the purposes of a mercantile

stance to the mortgagee. McDerraont v. firm or copartnery, may, in ef|uity, be

Laurence, 7 S. & R. 438. Tilghman, C. liable to discharge the balance due from
J., said :

" Land, except for the purpose the company to any partner, in prefe-

of erecting necessary buildings, is not rence to the private and individual debt

naturally an object of trade or commerce, of any other partner, it is nevertheless

Yet there is no doubt, that by the agree- competent to the members of such copart-

ment of the partners, it may be brought nery to acquire such property jointly, as

into the stock, and considered as personal individuals, or to lose the lien aforesaid

property so far as concerns themselves (generally existing upon the social prop-

and their heirs and personal representa- erty), by acts tending to mislead or de-

tives. But if a conveyance of land is ceive creditors or purchasers in this par-

taken to partners as tenants in common, ticular." See also, Marvin v. Trumbull^

without mention of any agreement to con- Wright, 386.

eider it as stock, and afterwards a stranger (o) Hoxie v. Carr, 1 Samner, 182.
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and restrain partners from pursuing a course which would de-

stroy its value, (p)

In one English case a distinction was taken between pro-

fessional partnerships, in which the pecuniary value of the

good-wiU was recognized, and commercial partnerships, in

which it was intimated that the rule might be otherwise,
(g)

But we doubt the value of the distinction.

If the good-wiU could not be attached, it might still be

assigned for the benefit of the creditors. Perhaps it would pass

to the assignees of a bankrupt or insolvent, by operation of

law ; but not so as to carry with it any obligation of further

labor or responsibility on the part of the insolvent, to make the

good-wiU available, (r)

SECTION IV.

OP THE DELECTUS PERSONAEUM.

The partnership must be voluntary ; and therefore no partner

and no majority of partners can introduce a new member
without the consent of the others. The delectus personarum is

always preserved ; and if one partner sells out his interest in

the firm, this works a dissolution of the partnership, which

can only be renewed by the agreement of all. But such tl-ans-

fer may give to a bona fide purchaser all the right of the partner

selling out, to his share of the sm-plus upon a settlement, [s)

(/)) Williams v. Wilson, 4 Sandf. Ch. 75. As to the proper meaning of the

379. term " Good-will," as used in trade, and

(q) Farr v. Pcarco, 3 Madd. 79. the nature and extent of the rights which

(r) Dougherty v. Van Nosti'and, HoflF. pass by an assignment of the " Good-wiU"

Ch. 68. It has been held that the good- of a business, see Harrison v. Gardner, 2

will of a partnership is not partnership Madd. 198.

stock, and survives. Hammond u. Doug- (s) Gilraore v. Black, 2 Fairf. 488;

las, 5 Vos. 539. This was doubted in Griswold v. Waddington, 15 Johas. 82;

Crawshay t^. Collins, 15 Ves. 227. But Moddowell u. Koevor, 8 W. & S. 63. The

Hammond v. Douglas was sustained in assignment of shares in the stock of an

Lewis V. Langdon, 7 Sim. 421. The unincorporated company, the certificates

good-wiU of an establishment is recognized of which contained a provision that thoy

as a valuable interest in equity. Ken- should not be assigned without the con-

nedy v. Lee, 3 Meriv. 452 ; Knott v. Mor- sent of the directors and treasurer, being

gan, 2 Keen, 213 ; Bell v. Locke, 8 Paige, made without their assent, does not mako
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And he may have a suit in equity for his share of the

profits, (t)

An assignment to trustees for the benefit of the creditors,

does not make the creditors partners, and though the assign-

ment proposes that the business shall be carried on by the

assignees to make the profits for the benefit of the creditors, if

they exercise no control or direction in the management of the

business, it seems by the latest decisions that they will not be

regarded as partners therein, as to third parties ; the proper test

in such a case being whether the person by whom the business is

actually carried on, acts only in the capacity of agent for those

to whose benefit the profits are to acrue. (m)

SECTION V.

HOW A PARTNEESHIP JIAT BE FORMED.

A partnership may be formed by deed, or by parol ; and

with or without a written agreement, (v) But the law wiU

the assignee a partner, or enable him to

bring a bill in equity to compel the part-

ners to account. Kingman v. Spun-, 7

Pick. 235. Parker, C. J., said :
" It is a

settled principle, that a company or co-

partnership cannot be compelled to receive

a stranger into their league. These asso-

ciations are founded in personal confidence

jmd delectus personarum. It is even held,

that an executor or heir of one of the

members does not become a member, un-

less by consent or by the terms of the

compact." Compare this case with Al-

Tord V. Smith, f> Pick. 232. See MuiTay

V. Bogert, 14 Johns. 318; Marquand v.

N. Y. Man. Co. 17 Johns. 535. That no

partner can be introduced by mere sale

and transfer to him of a partner's interest,

see Mathewson v. Clarke, 6 How. 122;

Mason v. Connell, 1 Whart. 381 ;
Putnam

V. Wise, 1 Hill (N. Y.), 234. See also,

Channel v. Fassitt, 16 Ohio, 166 ; Craw-

shay V. Maule, I Swanst. 508.

it) Mathewson u. Clarke, 6 How. 122,

141.

(a) Janes v. Whitbread, 5 E. L. & E.

431, s. c. 11 C. B. 406; Coates v. Wil-
liams, 9 E. L. & E. 481, 8. c. 7 Exch.
205. Wheatcroft v. Hickman, Cox v, Hick-
man, 99 Eng. C. L. 47, in which cases it

was held that a deed of assignment to trus-

tees of a debtor's property for the purpose
of can'ying on his business, and after pay-
ing all costs and charges thereof, of di-

viding the residue of the net jirolits among
his creditors in pajTnent of their debts,

made the creditors who executed the deed,

partners in the business as to third parties.

Hickman v. Cox, 36 E. L. & E. 400, s.

0. 18 C. B. 617; Brundred u. Muzzy, 1

Dutcher, 268.

(o) Owen, ex parte, 7 E. L. & E. 305;
Smith 0. Tarlton, 2 Barb. Ch. 336.—
Although ordinary partnerships may be
formed without any written contract, and
the acts and words of the parties are

ordinarily sufficient for that purpose, yet
if the object of the company be to specu-

late in the purchase and sale of land, the

positive rules of law and the Statute of

Frauds require the partnership agreement
to be ia writing, and a coui-t of equity will
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not give effect to an agreement to form a partnership for illegal

transactions or purposes, (w) An action cannot be maintained

for the breach of an agreement to become a partner, unless the

terms of the intended partnership were specific and are clearly-

proved, (x) But where a partner in an existing firm agreed that

a certain person should be received as a partner in that firm, it

was held that an action might be maintained for a breach of

that agreement, and some uncertainty in the terms of the

agreement, was not a sufficient defence, (y)

A partnership, in general, is constituted between individuals,

by an agreement to enter together into a general or a particular

business, and share the profits and the losses thereof. (2) But

not enforce a parol contract for such a
purpose. Smith 0. BSrnham, 3 Sumner,
i85 ; Henderson v. Hudson, 1 Munf. 510.

Ridgway's Appeal, 15 Penn. 177. But
this is Siiid in a late case to apply only to

the contract between the parties, and that

as to third persons the partnership may b''

proved like any otiicr. In re Wanvn,
Davies, 320.— If articles of partnership

exist, a creditor of tbe firm may still pi'ov^e

the partnership by parol. Griffin v. Doe,
12 Ala. 783. But the evidence of a part-

nership must be submitted to the jury.

Drake v. Ehvyn, 1 Caines, 134. For tliu

existence of a partnership or joint connec-

tion is a question of fact. Beecliam v.

Dodd, 3 Marring. 485. Wliethcr the

terms of the agreement and the facts as

found by the jury constitute a partner-

ship, is a question of law. Id. ; Evcritt

V. Chapman, 6 Conn. 347 ; Terrill v.

Richards, 1 Xott & McC. 20 ; Gilpin u.

Temple, 4 Harring. 190,

(w) Armstrong v. Lewis, 2 Cr. & M.
274; Ewing v. Osbaldiston, 2 Jlyl. & C.

53. But wliere two jiersons carried on
the business of pawnbrokers under a deed
of partnership ; and the business w;is con-
ducted solely in the name of one, and he
only was licensed : Scniblp, that although
the parties might have made themselves
liable to penalties imposed by the statute

39 & 40 Geo. III., c. 99, yet, that it being
no part of the contract to carry on the
partnership in such a manner as to contra-

vene the law, the contract was not void.

If however, a collateral agreement so to

conduct the partnership had been proved,

its illegality would have prevented either

party from acquiring any right under the
p'lrtnership.

(x) Figes V. Cutler, 3 Stark. 139. In
an action for breach of agreement to enter

into a partnership, a plea of dishonest

conduct by the plaintiff' in his previous

partnership relations, is no defence. An-
di-ewes ;;. Carstin, 100 Eng. C. L. 444.

(;/) McNeill v. Reid, 9 Bing. 68. Tin-

dal, C. J., said :
" The other point for our

consideration under this head of objection

is, that the contract is too vague, too un-

certain, as to the term of partnership,

amount of capital to be contributed, and

the like, to he the subject of estimate by a

jurj'. But is that a coiTect statement of

tlie evidence ? It is plain that the plain-

tiff considered, and that the defendant led

him to consider, that he was contracting

for a fourth part of the defendant's busi-

ness, in the room of Mn.^pratt, who had

quitted it; and that both the defendant

and his agent, Carstairs, knew the precise

extent and value of such an interest.

That being so, the case is clear of the dif-

ficulty which arose in Figes v. Cutler,

wbei'e the evidence was too indistinct to

enable the jury to come to any conclusion.

It is unnecessary to advert to the cases in

equity, because this is not a pioceeding to

enforce performance of a contract, but to

obtain damages for the l)reach of it."

(:) Langdale, ex parte, 18 Ves. 300.

In this case, the Lord Cliancellor (Eldon),

said :
" The criterion of a partnership is,

whether tbe parties are to participate in

profit. That has been tbe question ever

since the case of Gro\xs ;;. Smitli." If

the actual contract give a claim upon the

profits, or the application of them, that is

partnership. Sou E.r parte Hamper, 17

Ves. 403, Sumner's Ed. and note, p. 404;

Cushman v. Bailey, 1 Hill (N Y.), £26;
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the mere sharing of profits, without any connection whatever
in the business, is not enough to constitute a partnership, (a)

Thus, if one firm agrees with another, that each shall continue

and carry on its own business independently, but that the

profits and losses of each firm shall be divided between the

two, the two firms do not enter into partnership, nor do the

members of one of the fijms become partners with the mem-
bers of the other. (&) There need not, however, be a commu-
nity of interest in the property, if there be in the profits, and
some connection in tlie business, (c) But the setting apart of

a portion of the profits to pay the debt of a third person, does

not make him a partner, (d) So too, a joint purchase, but for

the purpose of distinct and separate sales by each party on his

own account, does not constitute the purchasers partners, (e)

And this, however unequal the shares may be, and even if one

of the parties has no direct interest or property in the capital of

the firm. In the absence of specific stipulations or controlling

evidence, the presumption of law is, that the partners share the

profits equally. (/) The articles may provide or omit a period

for the continuance of the partnership. But if such a period

be provided and the time expires, and then the partnership is

renewed by agi-eement, it has been held that the new partner-

ship is founded upon the same terms as the old one, in the ab-

sence of opposing testimony, {g)

Belknap o. Wendell, 1 Poster (N. H.), And see Pattison «. Blanchard, 1 Seld.

175; Catskill Bank v. Gray, 14 Barb. 186.

474.— A participation in the uncertain (c) Briggs !'. Vanderbilt, 19 Barb. 222;
profits of trade, renders one a copartner Ellsworth v. Tartt, 26 Ala. 133.

in respect to the liabilities of the concern (rf) Drake v. Ramsay, 3 Kich. L. 37.

to third persons. Oakley v. Aspinwall, 2 (e) Bauchor v. Cilley, 38 Me. 553
;

Sandf. 7. See Bucknam v. Barnum, 15 Stoallings v. Baker, 15 Mo. 481.

Conn. 67; Cushman v. Bailey, 1 Hill {/) Peacock v. Peacock, 16 Ves. 49
;

(N. Y.), 526. See also, on this subject, Parrar v. Beswick, 1 Mo. & R. 527
;

Mair v. Glenuie, 4 M. & Sel. 240 ; Smith Gould v. Gould, 6 Wend. 263. But see

V. Watson, 2 B. & C. 401 ; Hesketh v. Thompson v. Williamson, 7 Bligh, 432.

Blanchard, 4 East, 144 ; Reid o. Holiins- {g) Dickinson v. Survivors of Bolds &
head, 4 B. & C. 867 ; Everitt v. Chapman, Rhodes, 3 Desaus. 501. This was a bill

6 Conn. 347 ; Harding v. Poxcroft, 6 in equity for an account of the profits of

Greenl. 76 ; Thomdike v. DeWolf, 6 a copartnership. The only question in

Pick. 124 ; Jackson v. Robinson, 3 Ma- the case was as to how long the partner-

son, 138 ; GrilHth v. Buffum, 22 Vt. 181. ship continued. It appeared by the orig-

Duryeas K. Whitcomb, 31 Vt. 395. inal articles that it commenced in 1787,

(a) Merrick v. Gordon, 20 N. Y. (6 under an agreement to continue seven

Smith), 93. years. After the expiration of that period

(6) Smith V. "Wright, 5 Sandf, 113. the defendants, being desirous of renewing
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It is certain that persons may be copartners as to third par-

ties, and brought within all the liabilities of partnership as to

them, who are not partners between themselves, (h) For whether

they are partners as between themselves is determined chiefly by

reference to their own intention ; but whether they are partners

in respect to tliird parties is determined by a consideration of

this intention, and also of that actual participation of profits

which is held to require of them to participate in the losses, be-

cause it diminishes the fund from which the losses are to be

paid
;
(i) and also of the way and degree* in which the person

sought to be charged as partners has been held out to the world

as such, so that the person seeking to charge him had good

reason to believe a debt of the partnership carried with it his

responsibility, (j )

K one lends money to be used by the borrower in his busi-

ness, the lender to receive interest, and in addition thereto a

share of the profits of the business, a question may arise whether

he is a lender on usury or a partner. He would seem indeed

to be both ; only a usurer as between the lender and borrower,

but a partner as to third persons ; and it may depend upon the

manner in which the question is presented, whether the char-

acter of a usurer is to be fixed upon him. If he sues the bor-

rower for repayment of the money, it seems to be competent

the connection, transmitted to the com- nership was renewed for another term of

plainant in London, where he resided, the seven years.

articles of copartnership, with an indorse- (A) If parties are so associated in busi

ment of a renewal of them for another ness as to make them partners with re

term of seven years, to commence from spcct to third persons, but expressly agree

the expiration of the former one. The that a partnership shall not exist, they are

complainant, in answer to this communi- not partners as between themselves. Gill

cation, said he would agree to the propo- v. Kuhn, 6 S. & R. 333 ; Heskith v,

sition, on the happening of a certain con- Blanchard, 4 East, 1 44. If, however, par-

tingency. It did not distinctly appear ties by their conduct, have treated their

whether the contingency happened or not. contract as a partnership, and have so

But it did appear that the complainant held themselves out to the world, it is un-

continued to discharge his duties as a necessary to put a construction upon the

partner in the same manner as formerly, written contract, as between themselves

On this evidence the defendants contended and others. Stearns v. Haven^ 14 Vt
that the partnership was not renewed for .')40. See also, Drennen u. House, 4

seven years, but was determinaTole at the Penn. St. 30.

pleasure of either party. But the court {i) As to what participation of profits

held that the complainant's continuing to makes one a partner, see infra, n. (m)
discharge his former duties on theoriginal {j) Cottrill v. Vanduze'n, 22 Vt. 511

;

terms, was a substantial acceptance of the Gilpin v. Temple, 4 Haning. 90 ; Furber
defendant's proposition, and so the part- o. Carter, 11 Humph. 271.
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for the borrower to allege in his defence the usurious character

of the loan, (k) But if a third party who is a creditor of the

borrower, upon a debt which has arisen in the business in

which the money was lent to be used, sues the lender as a part-

ner, on the ground that he took away profits to which the cred-

itor might look for his debt,, the lender will be held as such

partner, and it is not competent for him to set up his contract

as usurious, for he may not rest his defence upon his own
wrong. (/)

A question has frequently arisen where a clerk, agent, or

salesman has been taken into partnership, to render in fact the

same services as before, or a person received to render such

services who had not been previously employed, upon an agree-

ment that the services shall be compensated not by a salary, but

by a share of the profits. Ts such person a partner as to third

parties ? It will appear, by the cases cited in the notes, that

there is some uncertainty upon this point. From many of the

cases it would seem that a rule of this land was adopted

;

namely, that where the bargain was that A should receive for

his services one tenth of the profits this made him a partner

;

but if he was to receive a salary, equal in amount to the one

tenth part of the profits, this did not make him a partner. This

rule is somewhat technical, but not altogether so ; and would

doubtless be applied to such a contract now, if the words

used were not accompanied by other language, or by facts

which required, or at least justified a different interpretation.

Whether a person were a partner with others, should be deter-

mined in this as in other cases by a consideration of their in-

tention, and of the way in which the alleged partner was held

forth to the public, and the interest and power he had in or

over the fund to which the creditors of the partnership could

look for their security. Where A employs B, and agrees to

give him, in lieu of wages, or by way of wages, a certain pro-

portion of A's profits, this need not give B any right to control

the business or interfere therein in any way. They are not

(k) Morse v. Wilson, 4 T. R. 353. See Morse v. Wilson, 4 T. R. 353 ; Case of

also, Gilpin v. Enderbey, 5 B. & Aid. 954, Lane, Eraser & Boylston, cited in 17

B. c. 5 Moore, 571. Vesey, 405, Sumner's edition.

(0 Grace v. Smith, 2 W. BK 998;
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then necessarily partners; because there is no reciprocity be-

tween them : unless some other sufficient reason exists for so

treating them. But the reason usually alleged as that for which

he who shares in the profits is held liable as a partner for the

debts, namely, that he has diminished the fund from which the

debts are to be paid, seems to be regarded as not applicable to

,

one who takes wages, though they may be measured by the

profits; and if this is the bargain in fact the manner of its ex-

pression would seem not to be material. It is certain that

while the salesman took a thousand dollars a year as wages for

his services, this did not make him a partner. The fund to

pay debts grew up in some measure from his services, and he

was entitled to be paid out of it for them ; and if he now has,

instead of a fixed salary, a share of the profits, it might still be

clear from the contract and circumstances, that the arrange-

ment was intended not to pay him more than his services were

worth, but only to make his wages dependent in some degree

upon his services, and so to stimulate him to make the profits,

or the general fund to which the creditors must look, as large

as possible. Lord Eldon's reason for the rule seems to be,

" that where the salesman has an amount of money equal to

one tenth of the profits, this gives him no action of account,

and therefore he is not a partner ; but where he is to receive

one-tenth of the profits, this gives him an action of account,

and therefore malves him a partner ; " but this seems open to

the objection that the question of partnership is prior, and

should determine the right of account ; whereas this reason

would regard the right of account as prior, and determining

the question of partnership, (m) Lord Eldon says, " the cases

{m) It seems to be well settled, that a And the better opinion seems now to be,

contract to pay one employed in certain that an agreement bv which a person is to

business a salary, equal in amount to a receive a certain purtion of the profits for

certain proportion of the profits, will not his salary, does not constitute a partner-

make such a person a partner. The ship, such person having; no specific in-

question of profits is of importance only terest in the profits themselves, as profits.

in determining the amount of salary. See Loomis v. Marshall, 12 Conn. 69

;

Neither will a certain salary, together with Burcle o. Eckart, 1 Denio, 337, 8. c. 3

a commission of a certain per cent, upon Comst. 132; Vanderburgh v. Hull, 20
the profits, make the receiver a partner. Wend. 70 ; Omlcn y. Astor, 4 Sandf. 311

;

Milleri). Bartlet, 15 S. & R. 137; Stocker Newman v. Bean, 1 Foster (N. H.), 93;

V. Brockelbank, 5 E. L. & E. 67; Dnnliam Reed v. Murphy, 2 Greene (Iowa), 574;
V. Rogers, 1 Barr, 255 ; Denny v. Cabot, Goode v. M'Cartnev, 10 Tex. 193 ; Glenn
6 Met. 82; Hodgman y. Smith, 13 Barb. v. Gill, 2'Md. 1 ; Drake v. Ramey,3 Kicb.

302; Broekway v. Burnap, 16 id. 309. L. 37 ; Bartlett w. Jones, 2 Strob. 471;
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have gone to this nicety," and speaks of the rule above men-
tioned as settled ; but we have not succeeded in finding in the

Hodges 0. Dawes, 6 Ala. 215 ; Wilkinson
V. Jett, 7 Leigh, 115. But .see Hoyhoe v.

Burge, 9 C. B. 431; Taylor v. Terme,
3 Har. & J. 505; Everitt v. Chapman,
6 Conn. 351.— In Bradley v. White, 10
Mot. 303, it was held that an ag-reement
between D. and W., by which J), was to

furnish goods for a store, and pay all the
expenses, and W. was to transact the

business of the store and receive half of

the profits, as a compensation for his ser-

vices, did not constitute W. a partner, and
that in action against D. and W. for

goods sold and delivered to D., W. was
not liable. See also. Ambler v. Bradley,
6 Vt. 119; Blanchard v. Coolidge, 22
Pick. 151. This question also underwent
much discussion in Denny v. Cabot, 6

Met. 82. The court there said: "On
this point the distinction appears to us to

be well established, that a party who par-

ticipates in the profits of a trade or busi-

ness, and has an interest in the profits, as

profits, is chargeable as a partner with re-

spect to third persons ; but if he is only
entitled to receive a certain sum of money
in proportion to a given quantum of the

profits, as a compensation for his labor

and services, he is not thereby liable to be
charged as a partner. It is true that

Lord El don has expressed a doubt of the

soundness of this distinction. In Ex parte

Hamper, 17 Ves. 404, he says, ' The cases

have gone to this nicety (upon a distinc-

tion so thin, that I cannot state it as estab-

lished upon due consideration), that if a

trader agrees to pay another person, for

his labor in the concern, a sura of money,
even in proportion to the profits, equal to

a certain share, that will not make him a

partner ; but if he has a specific interest

in the profits themselves, as profits, he is

a partner.' He admits, however, that the

law of partnership is thus settled. Ex
parte Watson, 19 Ves. 459; Ex parte

Rowlandson, 1 Rose, 92. And this dis-

tinction has been confirmed by numerous
subsequent derisions. In Cutler v. Win-
sor, 6 Pick. 335, it was decided, that .an

agreement between the owner and master

of a vessel to divide the earnings of the

vessel between them, after deducting cer-

tain fixed charges, did not render them
liable to third persons as partners. In
that case the deduction was from the gross

earnings. And the agreement is substan-

tially the same in the present case. For

VOL. I. H

although, in terms, the agreement was to

pay Cooper one third of the net earnings,

yet that is explained by the words imme-
diately following, by which it appears
that Cooper was entitled to one third of
the gross profits, after deducting certain

specified charges ; and that in no event

was he to be liable for any losses. So tlio

agreement in tliis case is precisely similaj

to that in Loomis -;. Marshall, 12 Conn.
69. In that case, French and Hubbell
agreed with Marshall to manufacture his

wool into cloth, and he agreed to give

them for then services, and the materials

they should furnish, a certain proportion

of ' the net proceeds of all the cloths,

after deducting incidental and necessary

expenses of transporting and other proper
charges of sale.' It was not expressed in

terms to be for such compensation, but

such the court held was the legal meaning
of the agreement. This case was very
ably discussed by the learned judge who
delivered the opinion of the court, and,

as it seems to us, the decision .is fully

sustained by well-established principles.

So in Reynolds v, Toppan, 15 Mass. 370,

it was agreed between the master and
owner of a vessel, that the latter was to

receive two-fifths of the net earnings of

the vessel ; and it was held that this did

not render him liable as a partner. So
in Vanderburgh v. Hull, 20 Wend. 70,

where a person was employed as an agent

in conducting the business of a foundry,

at a salary of S300 ; and in addition

thereto he was to receive one-third of the

profits of the foundry, if any were made
;

and he had nothing to do with the losses
;

it was held, that the agent was not, either

as to his employers or third persons, a

partner. So in Tm-ner v. Bissell, 14 Pick.

1 92, it was agreed that Bissell was to

furnish wool to be worked into satinets

by Root, who was to find and pay for

warps for the same, and Bissell was to

pay Root for worldng the wool, finding

the warps, &c., 40 per cent, on the sales

of the satinets. It was held that the de-

fendants were not partners inter se, nor
as to third persons."— And in further

exposition of this principle, it is said :

" If a person stipulate for a share in the

profits, so as to entitle him to an account,

and to give him a specific lien, or a pref-

erence in payment, over all creditors, and
giving him. the full benefit of the profits
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English reports, previous cases or authorities which can be re-

garded as establishing this rule.

It is sometimes difficult to distinguish between partnership

and tenancy in common ; and this question is often important,

as determining between the adverse rights of the creditors of the

individual owners, and those of persons who claim as partner-

ship creditors. In general, if the property owned jointly is so

of the business, without any correspond-

ing i-isk in case of loss
;
justice to the

other creditors would socm to require

that he should be holden to be liable to

third persons as a partner. But where
a party is to receive a compensation for

his labor, in proportion to the profits of
the business, without haviu;c any specitie

lien upon such profits, to tlie exclusion
of other creditors, there seems to be no
reason for holding him liable, as a part-

ner, even to third persons. This distinc-

tion is supported by Gary, in his treatise

on Partnership, and Chancellor Walworth
considers it as a sound one, in Champion
V. Bostick, 18 Wend. 184. And it is

adopted with approbation by Chancellor
Kent, in his Commentaries, 3 Kent, Com.
{4th ed.), 25, n. The remarks of Judge
Story on these distinctions are very forci-

ble, and seem to us to be founded on
sound principles." " The question in all

this class of cases," he says, " is first to

arrive at the intention of the parties inter

sese ; and secondly, if I letween themselves
there is no intention to create a partner-

ship, whether there is any stubborn rule

of law, which will nevertheless, as to

third persons, make a mere participation

in the profits conclusive tliat there is a
partnership." " It is said, ' every man
who has a share in the profits of a trade

ought also to bear his share in the loss, as

a partner.' In a just sense this languaL^e

is sufticiently expressive of the general
rule of law ; but it is assuming the very
point in contro\ersy to assert that it is

univcr.ially true, or that there are no
qualifications, or limit.ations, or excep-
tions to it. On the contrary, the very
c:ises alluded to l)y Lord Eldon, in tlie

cleaicst terms established that such quali-

fications, limitations, and exceptions, do
exist," Story on Part. § 36. "Admit-
ting, however, that a participation in tlie

profits will ordinarily establish the exist-

ence of a partn(;rship between the parties,

in favor of third persons, in the al)senco

of all other opposing circumstances ; the

question is, whether the cu-cumstances,

under which the participation exists, may
not qualify tlie presumption, and satis

factorily prove that the portion of the

profits is taken, not in the character of a
partner, but in the character of an agent,

as a mere compensation for labor and ser-

vices. If tlie latter be the true predica-

ment of the party, and the whole transac-

tion admits, nay requires, that v^ry inter-

pretation, where is the rule of law which
forces upon the transaction the opposite

interpretation, and requires the court to

pronounce an agency to be a partnership,

contrary to the trath of the facts, and the

intention of the parties ? Now it is pre-

cisely upon this very ground, that no

such absolute rule exists, and that it is

a mere presumption of law, which pre-

vails in the absence of controlling circum-

stances, but is controlled by them, that

the docti-ine in the authorities alluded

to is founded ;" " and there is no hard-

ship upon third persons, since the party

does not hold himself out as more than

an agent. This qualification of the rule

(the rule itself being built upon an ar-

tificial foundation), is in tnith but carry-

ing into effect the real intention of the

parties, and would seem far more con-

sonant to justice and equity than to en-

force an opposite doctrine, which must

ahvays carry in its train serious mia-

cliieft or ruinous results, never contem-

plated by the parties." ^ 38. Where^ a

broker bought wheat for E. & H. with

their funds, and an agreement is made
betAvcen the three that the broker shall

dispose of the wheat, and that the prof-

its shall be equally divided, the broker

is neither partner nor joint owner of the

wheat. Hanna v. Flint, 14 Cal. 73. See

also. Holmes v. Porter, 39 Me. 157 ; Chase

V. Stevens, 19 N. H. 465; Matthews u,

Felch, 25 Vt. 536; Pott v. Eyton, 3 M.

G. & S.' 32, and Heimstreet v. Howland,

5 Denio, 68. Sec also, Lafou v. Chinn,

6 B. Mon. 305 ; BaiTy v. Nesham, 3 M.

C. & S. 641
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owned for the purpose of a joint business, and is so used, and
the profits resulting form a common fund, it is partnership prop-

erty ; otherwise not. (n)

SECTION VI.

OP THE RIGHT OF ACTION BETWEEN PARTNERS.

It is generally true that one partner cannot sue a copartner

it laiv in respect to any matter growing out of the transactions

of the partnership, and involving the examination of the part-

nership accounts
;
(o) because courts of law cannot do effectual

(n) Post V. Kiraberly, 9 Johns. 470
;

Mun-ay v. Bogert, 14 id. 318 ; Hawes v.

TilUnghast, 1 Gray, 289. Where the
owners of land let it, agreeing with the
occupiers to receive one half of the grain,

&c., in consideration of the occupancy,
the owners and occupiers, together with
other persons wliom the occupiers admit-
ted to a share in the grain in consideration

of their doing a portion of the farm work,
were held to be tenants in common of the

grain. Putnam v. Wise, 1 Hill (N. Y.),

234 ; Caswell v. Districh, 15 Wend. 379 ;

Walker c. Pitts, 24 Pick. 191 ; Frost v.

Kellogg, 23 Vt. 308; Case v. Hart, 11

Ohio, 364 ; Smyth v. Tankersly, 20 Ala.

212 ; Jackson v. Robinson, 3 JMason, 138.

A and B were tenants in common with
C and D of a ship in certain proportions,

and purchased a cargo, by an agreement,
on their account in the like proportions

for a Toyage, and consigned the same to

the master for sale and returns ; it was
held that they were tenants in common
of the cargo, and not partners. Story, J.

:

" It does not by any means follow because

the purchase was made for the account

of all, or the shipment was made in the

names of all, that this constituted them
partners in the sense of a joint interest.

They might authorize a common agent to

purchase or ship goods for them accord-

ing to their several and separate interests,

without involving themselves in a joint

partnership responsibility. In my judg-

ment there was no community of interest

in the cargo, as partners. It appears from
the admissions of the parties, as well as

the proofs, that they never were, nor de-

signed to be partners ; and that they held

their titles to undivided portions of the
cargo, not as a common, but as a separate

interest. They were, therefore, tenants in

common of the cargo, having no general
community of the profit and loss, but only
a proportion according to their separate

interests. If either had died, his share

would not have survived to the others."

Harding v. Foxcroft,. 6 Greenl. 76. In
this case it was held that the joint owners
of a vessel, who agreed to send her on a
foreign voyage for their mutual benefit—
a part of the cargo being purchased by
each separately, and a part by both jointly— were tenants in common of the prop-
erty, and not partners ; and that therefore

a creditor of both owners, for cordage of
the vessel, was not entitled to priority

in payment, out of the vessel and cargo,

against the separate creditors of either.

Mdten, C. J., said :
" It is true some parts

of the cargo were purchased by the owners
severally, and put on board, and some
parts were purchased on joint account;
but to constitute a partnership, persons
must not only be jointly concerned in

the purchase, but jointly concerned in the
future sale." See Thomdike v. DeWolf,
6 Pick. 124. Where one party furnishes

a boat and the other sails it, an agreement
to divide the gross earnings does not con-

stitute a partnership. Bosvman v. Bailey,

10 Vt. 170. Duryeas v. Whitcomb, 31

Vt, 395.

(o) Bovill V. Hammond, 6 B. & C. 149

;

Brown v. Tapscott, 6 M. & W. 119
;

Lawrence v. Clark, 9 Dana, 257 ; Stone
V. Fouse, 3 Cal. 292 ; Bennett </. Wool-
folk, 15 Geo. 213.
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justice to such questions and interests, and resort must be had

to courts of equity, (p) But it is clear that a partner may sue a

copartner on an express agreement, and perhaps on an implied

agreement, to do any act not involving a consideration of the

partnership accounts, (q) And if partners finally balance all

(p) It is clear that one partner hag no
right of action against a copartner for

money or hibor expended for the liemfit

of the concern. See Goddard v. Hodges,
1 Cr. & M. 37 ; Holmes v. Higgins, 1 B.

6 C. 74 ; Milburn !). Codd, 7 id. 419;
Fromont v. Coiipland, 2 Bing. 170; Sad-
dler V. Nixon, 5 B. & Ad. 9:36 ; I'earson v.

Slvclton, 1 M.. & W. 504 ; Bovans !'. Sul-

livan, 4 Gill, .383. But one partner may
maintain an action for money Iiad and
recciyed against the other partner, for

money received to the separate nso of the

former, and ivrongfuUy cari'ied to tlie

partnership account. Smith v. Ban'ow, 2
T. R. 476. And one partner may have
an action against his copartner for not
contributing his proportion towards the

common stock. Thus, where A a^r^es to

supply B with a manuscript wurk, to be
printed by B, the profits of which arc to

be ecjually divided, B may maintain an
action against A for refusing to supply
the manusci'ipt. This is not an action for

partnership profits, but for refusing to

contribute the labor of the defendant, to-

wards the attainment of profits. Gale r.

Leeliie, 2 Stark. 107. The same princi-

ple was adopted in Ellison v. Chajiman,
7 Blackf. 224. See also, Vance v. Blair,

18 Ohio, 532. — The Amerirau courts

fully recognize the doctrine that during
the existence of a partnership, or even
after its dissolution, but before the busi-

ness is wonnd u]), and the final balance
ascertained, no action at law will lie be-

tween partners. Haskell v. Adams, 7

Pick. 59; AVilliams y. Henshaw, 12 id.

378; Fanning v. Chadwick, 3 id. 420;
Capen v. Ban-ows, 1 Gray, 376 ; Causten
V. Burke, 2 Harr. & (!. 295 ; Chase v.

Garvin, 19 Me. 211 ; Kennedy «. McFa-
den, 3 Harr. & J. 194 ; Murray v. Bogert,
14 Johns. 318; Davenport v. Gear, 2
Seam. 495 ; Roberts v. Fitler, 13 Fenn.
St. 265 ; Gridlcy v. Dole, 4 Comst. 486.
After such final balance is determined,
and a promise by one partner to pay over,
the other partner may sustain an action
at law. Gulick v. Gulick, 2 Green (N.
J.), 578; Byrd v. Fox, 8 Mo. 574. The
Sromise may be only implied. Wray v.

lilestone, 5 M. & W. 21.

(f/) Van Ness v. FoiTCSt, 8 Cranch, 30;
Gibson c. Moore, 6 N. H. 547. In tliis

case Pddi r, J., thus states the principles

applicable to this point :
" Assiim|)sit

may be maintained by one partner against

another to recover a final balance upon
the settlement of the partnershi]) account,

where there is an express promise to ]jay.

Casey o- Brush, 2 Caines, 293 ; Fremont
V. C'uu|jland, 2 Bing. 170. In Massa-
chusetts, the court have held that where
the partnership accounts are closed, and
the balance struck, the law raises an im-

plied promise. Fanning v. Chadwick, 3

Fick. 423. The same doctrine is found
in Rackstraw r. Imber, Holt, 368. So
where the judgment will be an entire ter-

mination of the partnership transactions,

although there has been no settlement of

the accounts by the partners, nor an ex-

press promise to pay, an action may be

sustained. And if the partners by an ex-

press agreement separate a distinct mat-

ter from the partnership dealing, and one

party expressly agrees to pay the other a

specific sum for that matter at a given

time, an action of assumpsit will lie on

that contract, though the matter arose

from the partnership dealing. CoUumet
V. Foster, 26 Vt." 754 ; Williams v. Hen
shaw, U Pick. 82. I'rubably an action

may Ije maintained by one partner against

the other, for a balance due him out of

the partnership transactions, if there be

but a single item to liquidate. Jlusicr c.

Trumphour, 5 Wend. 274, 1 Stark. 78,

but see Bovill v. Hammond, 6 B. & C
149. The pro])Osition that no action can

he maintained at law, by one partner

against the other, except to recover a final

balance, must be taken with reference to

the facts and questions arising in those

cases in which such language is used. In

Smith V. Barrow, 2 T. R. 47S, Mr. Jus-

tice Baiter says :
' One partner cannot

recover a sum of money received by the

other, unless on a balance struck, that

sum is found due to him alone.' Similai

language is found in Ozcas v. Johnston, I

Binn. 191 ; Beach v. Hotchldss, 2 Conn.

425; Miirr.iv v. Bogert, 14 Johns. 318;

Westcrlo v. Evertson, 1 Wend. 532. So

iu Moravia i/. Levy, 2 T. R. 483, n, an
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their accounts, or a distinct part thereof is entirely severed by

them from the rest, a suit at law is maintainable for the bal-

ance, (r)

If one of a partnership who are plaintiffs be also one of a

partnership who are defendants, the action cannot be main-

tained ; for the same party cannot be plaintiff and defendant of

record, in the same action, (s)

action was sustained for the amount of a
balance strucli, which tlie defendant had
promised to pay. Tlie articles contained

a covenant to account at certain times,

and it does not appear whether it was a
final balance which was recovered. It is

undoubtedly true, as a general rule, that

so long as the partnership continues, and
the concerns of it remain unadjusted, the

law will raise no implied promise by one
to pay the other upon a partnership ti'ans-

action. The reason is, that such transac-

tions create no debt or duty to pay. The
act of one party is the act of the other—
the payment or receipt of money by one
is a payment or receipt by the other—
and no cause of action can arise. In the

present case there has been no balance

struck. The settlement of the partner-

ship concerns, generally, still remains to

be made. But by agreement between the

parties, in relation to a specific portion of

the partnership transactions, a final ad-

justment has been made. If this account-

ing by means of the reference had only

been for the purpose of ascertaining an

item, in order to carry it into the pai-tner-

ship account between them, no doubt the

general rule would apply. That was the

case in Fromont v. Coupland, 2 Bing.

170. But such is not the fact here."

See also, Clark v. Dibble, 16 Wend. 601
;

Grisby V. Nance, 3 Ala. 347. — And
after a dissolution, an action will lie be-

tween partners to recover a balance due,

on an implied promise. Wilby v. Phin-

ney, \5 Mass. 116 ; Pope i>. Randolph, 13

Ala. 214. — So to recover back money
paid by mistake on an adjustment of the

partnership concerns. Bond i'. Hays, 12

Mass. 34; Chase v. Gan'in, 19 Me. 211.

(r) Clark v. Dibble, 16 Wend. 601
;

Gibson v: Moore, 6 N. H. 547 ; McCoU v.

Oliver, 1 Stew. (Ala.), 510; Fanning f.

Chadwick, 3 Pick. 420; Gulick v. Gul-

ick, 2 Green (N. J.), 578 ; French v. Sty-

ring, 2 C. B. (n. s.) 357.

(.9) Portland Bank v. Hyde, 2 Fairf.

196 ; Tindal v. Bright, Minor (Ala.), 103

Mail "varing v. Newman, 2 B. & P. 120

Neale v, Turton, 4 Bing. 149 ; Teague v.

Hubbard, 8 B. & C. 345 ; Bosanquet v.

Wray, 6 Taunt. 597.— But see Rose u.

Poulton, 2 B. & Ad, 822, where the faets

were as follows : — By an indenture be-

tween A, B and his wife, and C, of one
part, and D, E, and the same C, of another

part, it was recited that F, also party to

the deed, had requested to have a certain

farm given up to him, in which B's wife

was interested, he (F) giving sui'Cties,

namely, the said D, E, and C, for pay-

ment of an annuity to B's wife; and it

was thereupon witnessed that in consider-

ation of the covenants thereinafter entered

into by A, B and his wife, and C, and of

10s., the said D, E, and C, and each and
every of them, covenanted with A, B and
his wife, and C, to pay the annuity. There
followed coA'onants by A, B and Ills ivife,

and C, severally, for quiet enjoyment, and
for executing an assignment to F when
required. The deed was signed and
sealed by D, E, and C, and by F, but not

by A or B. In an action brought by A
and B, after the death of C, for breach of

the covenant to pay the annuity :
— Held,

First, that the omission of A and B to ex-

ecute the deed did not disable them from
suing upon it ; that such omission did not

amount to a total failure of consideration

for the covenant sued upon (supposing

such total failure to be an answer to the

action), and that the covenant to pay the

annuity, and those for quiet enjoyment
and for assigning, were not mutual and
dependent. Secondly, that at least after

C's death, A and B might sue D's execu-

tors (D and E being also dead), for non-
payment of the annuity, though the cove-

nant for such payment was entered into

both by and to C.— And where one who
is a member of two firms makes a note in

the name of one of the firms, payable to a

member of the other firm, the payee mav
sue and recover upon such note. Jloore

V. Gano, 12 Ohio, 300. See Baring v.

Lyman, 1 Story, 396 ; Banks v. Mitchell.

8 'Yerg. 111. See post, p. 253.
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Partners are bound, each to all the others, to act with entire

good faith, and apply themselves with due diligence to the

business of the concern, and in general to do nothing for their

own advantage which shall sacrifice the interests of the part-

nership, (t) And an action in equity, or in some cases, at law,

is maintainable by the injured partners for any loss sustained

by a breach of this obligation, (m)

SECTION VII.

OF THE SHARING OF LOSSES.

Though partnerships are usually formed by a participation of

both profits and losses, it may be agreed that a partner shall

have his share of the profits and not be liable for losses, and

this agreement is valid as between the parties. And this agree-

ment will be equally efficacious whether stated in articles, or

proved by circumstances or otherwise. For the partners inter

se, may make what bargain they will. But no such agreement

will prevent such partner from being liable for the debts of the

partnership, unless the creditor knew of this bargain between

the partners, and with this knowledge gave the credit to the

other partners only, (v)

(t) Long V. Majestre, 1 Johns. Ch. 305; was to hare a lien on the profits for any

Stoughton V. Lynch, id. 470 ; Fawcett v. losses he might sustain by reason of his

Whitchouse, 1 Rus. & M. 132. See Lo- liability as a partner: Helcl, that A and B
fever v. Underwood, 41 Penn. St. 50.5, as were properly joined as plaintiffs in an ac-

to duty of partner to keep partnership tion for work and labor, as the money,

funds unmixed with his own, and within when recovered, would be the joint prop-

the reach of all the partners. erty of both until the accounts were as-

(«) Maddeford 11. Austwick, 1 Sim. 89

;

certaincd and the division took place. In

TeiTy w. Carter, 25 Mi,-!s. 168. this case Bolland, B., said: "It has been

(v) Sc(3 Gilpin v. Enderbcy, 5 B. & Aid. fully established by numerous cases both

954
;
Bond v. Pittard, 3 M. & W. 357. In at law and in equity, that third parties are

this case, A and B carried on business to- not affected by the secret contracts, inter

gether as solicitors in partnership, and held se, of persons holding themselves out and

tlicmselvcs ont as such ; and the defend- contracting as partners. That doctrine is

ant employed them in that capacity. By fully gone into in the case of Waugh v.

the agreement under which A and B en- Carver, 2 H. Bl. 246, by Lord Chief Jus-

terod into business together, B was to re- tice (Kyre) De Greij, and is there distinctly

ceivc annually oiit of the profits tlie sura of laid down." Sec Perry !. Randolph, 6 Sm.

£300, but he was not to be in any manner & M. 385; Hazard v. Hazard, 1 Story,

liable for the losses of the business, , and 374 ; Barrett v. Swan, 17 INlc. 18C ;
Pol-
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SECTION VIII.

OF SECRET AND DORMANT PARTNERS.

A secret partner is one not openly and generally declared to

be a partner, (w) and a dormant partner is strictly one who takes

no share in the transaction or control of the partnership busi-

ness ; but it is often held to mean one whose name is not pub-

licly mentioned ; and the phrases secret partner and dormant

partner are sometimes, but inaccurately, used as synonymous, (x)

A dormant partner is liable when discovered, (y) But not for

a debt contracted after he has retired, provided the creditor

never knew that he was a partner, or did know that he had

retired before credit was given to the partnership, (z)

lai'd <). Stanton, 7 Ala. 761 ; Alderson v.

Pope, 1 Camp. 404, ii. ; Minnit v. Whin-
ery, 5 Bro. P. C. 489. See also. Brown v.

Leonard, 2 Chitt. 120.

(iv) In United States Bank v. Binney, 5

Mason, 186, the following definition of a
secret partnership is given :

" I understand

the comnion meaning of secret partnership

to be a pai'tnership where the existence of

certain persons as partners is not avowed
or made known to the public by any of

the partners. Where all the partners are

publicly made kno'wn, whether it be by
one or all the partners, it is no longer a

secret partnership." Sees. c. 5 Pet. 529.

(x) In Mitchell v. Dall, 2 Harr. & G.

159, it is said that in the legal acceptation

of the terra dormant, as applied to partners

in trade, every partner is considered dor-

mant unless his name is mentioned in the

firm, or embraced under general terms in

the name of the firm or company. See

to the same effect Kelley v. Hurlburt, 5

Cowen, 534; Desha v. tloUand, 12 Ala.

513; Hill V. Voorhies, 22 Penn. St. 68.

— The law relative to dormant partners

seems to be confined to trade and com-
merce, and does not extend to speculations

in the sale and pm-chase of land. Pitts v.

Waugh, 4 Mass. 424 ; Smith v. Burnham,
3 Sumner, 470. But see Brooke v. Wash-
ington, 8 Gratt. 248, contra.

(y) Robinson v. Wilkinson, 3 Price, 538.

In this case "Wilkinson had been a dor-

mant partner in a ship with one Cay, but
had retired. Robinson, the plaintiff, sup-

plied the ship and the captain with stores

and cash on account of the ship, to the

amount of £1,000 and upwards. The
amount of the debt at the time of Wilkin-
son's retirement was £401 16s. Id. Cay
having become insolvent, the Court of

Exchequer held that Robinson was clearly

entitled to recover against Wilkinson the

total sum of £401 16s. Id. (with a trilling

deduction on a particular account), al-

though, when the goods were supplied,

Robinson had no knowledge that Wilkin-
son was a partner. "A party," said Gra-
ham, B., " has always a right against a
concealed partner of whom he has pre-

viously had no knowledge, as soon as he
discovers him, unless that ignorance were
his own fault ; as, if he liad not used due
diligence in finding him." See also, Lea
V. Guire, 13 Sm. & M. 656.— The liability

of a dormant partner to creditors may be

avoided, however, by proof of fraud in the

formation of the partnership, if such dor-

mant partner has received no share of the

funds. Mason v. Council, 1 Whart. 381.

(«) Grosvenor, v. LI ^yd, 1 Met. 19. In
this case, Shaio, C. J. observed, " A dor-

mant partner is liable for debts contracted

while he is a partner, not because Credit is

given to him, but because he is in fact a
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It is said that a dormant partner cannot join as plaintiff in

an action, because there is no sufficient privity of contract be-

tween him and the party who contracted with the firm, (a) But

he may be sued and joined as defendant, (b)

SECTION IX.

OP EETIRING PARTNERS.

A retiring partner who receives thereafter a share of the

profits is still liable ; but not if he receives an annuity or defi-

nite sum noways dependent on the profits. Though the re-

maining partners may look to the partnership fund or to their

expected profits as the means of paying such annuity, it is still

only their debt to him, and does not involve him in their respon-

sibility to others, (c)

contracting party, taking part of tlie prof-

its of such contracts. But when he ceases

to be in fact a partner, the reason ceases,

and he is no longer liable. He is not

liable as a contracting party, liecause the

partnership name, nnderwltich tlie remain-

ing partners continue to transact business,

no longer includes him, though that name
m:n' remain the same ; and he is not liable

as lidding out a false credit for the firm,

because the case supposes that he is not

known i)s a partner, and therefore the firm

dcri\'es no credit whilst he remains a se-

cret or a dormant )j;irtncr. No customer,

therefore, or other person dealing with the

firm can be disappointed in any just ex-

jjcctations, if he silently witlidraws from
the firm. A very different rule wonid ap-

ply where one had been a known or

ostensible partner, and lield himself out

as sucli." Sco also, Kelly v. Hurlburt,

n C'ljwcn, 5.'!-i ; Evans r. Drnmmond, 4

Esp. 89; Armstrong v. Husscy, 12 ,S.

& R. 315; Scott V. Colraesnil, 7 J. J.

.Marsh. 416; Benton c. Chamberlain, 2.'!

Vt. 711 ; Edwards v. McFall, 5 La. An.
1117 ; Brooke v. Endcrby, 2 Br. & B. 71

;

Carter v. Wlialley, 1 B."& Ad. 11. — It is

a question for the jury whether ii person
was a dormant partner, and his interest

not in fact generally known, so as to ex-

cuse notice of his retirement from the

firm. Shmc, C. J., in Goddard v. Pratt,

16 Pick. 429. See as to dormant partners

Dcford V. Reynolds, 36 Penn. St. 325,

where also the doctrine is laid down that

one who is a member of a firm known as

R. M. & Co. does not become a dormant
partner by reason of the creditor's ignor-

ance of the name of R. M.'s coj^artner.

(a) Wood V. O'Kcllcy, 8 Cush. 406;
Jackson v. Alexander, 8 Tex. 109.

(6) Boardman v. Keeler, 2 Vt. 65

;

Llovd V. Archbowle, 2 Taunt. 324.

(e) See Young v. Axtell, 2 H. Bl. 242;

Holyland v. De Mcndez, 3 Meriv. 184.

There it was agreed on the dissolution of

a partnership, that the continuing partner

should, in consideration of an assignment

to him of the partnership property, includ-

ing a lease of the premises on which the

business was carried on, secure to tlie re-

tiring partner the payment of an annuity,
" or in case he should at any time after

the exjiiration of the then existing lease

be dispossessed of and compelled to quit

the premises, without any collusion, con-

trivance, act, or default of his own." The
continuing partner obtained a renewal of

the lease, and afterwards became bank-

rupt, and the renewed lease pas^cil under

the assignment of his estate. It was held,
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When a partner retires from a firm, notice is usually given by-

public advertisement, or by letters to the customers of the firm,

or both. A party having such notice cannot hold the retiring

partner to a responsibility for a credit given* to the firm after

such retirement and notice, (d) It also seems to be settled that

that this was not such an eviction or dis-

possession as was contemplated by tlie

ajiTcempiit, in the event of which the an-

nuity was to cease. Under the same cir-

cumstances, namely, of a partner retiring

and leaving his capital in the firm, it will

be necessarily unsafe to reserve a usurious
rate of interest for the capital left in the
firm; though this observation, perhaps,
only applies to a usurious agreement in

the deed of dissolution itself For where
by a deed of dissolution between A, B,
and C, A and B covenanted to replace
C's share of the capital by instalments,

and aftenvards a new agreement was
entered into by parol, which secured a
usurious rate of interest to C, it was held

that the effect of considering the latter

agi'eement void, was, not to invalidate,

but to set up tlie original agreement and
make that binding on the parties, for that

the second agreement was not a perform-
ance of, but a substitution for, the former
transaction. See Pai'ker v. Ramsbottom,
3 B. & C. 257.

{d] Notice of the withdrawal of a
dormant partner is not necessaiy. Magill
K. Merrie, 5 B. Mon. 168; Kennedy v.

Bohannon, 11 B. Mpn. 120; Scott v. Col-

mesnil, 7 J. J. Marsh. 416 ; Little v. Clarke,

36 Penn. St. 114.— But it is otherwise as

to ostensible partners. To affect a creditor

who has formerly traded with the firm,

the notice of the retirement of an ostensi-

ble partner must be proved to have been
actual. Prentiss v. Sinclair, 5 Vt. 149

;

Simons v. Strong, 24 Vt. 642 ; Wardwell
V. Haight, 2 Barb. 549 ; Clapp i'. Rogers,

2 Kern. 283 ; Hutchins v. Hudson, 8

Humph. 426 ; Graves v. Merry, 6 Cowen,
705 ; Vernon v. Manhattan Company, 17

Wend. 527. In Pitcher v. Barrows, 17

Pick. 365, Sfiaw, C. J., said, "It has

sometimes been held tliat those who have

been dealers and customers of a firm shall

have actual notice of a dissolution ; but,"

he adds, " tliat may be thought too strict.

But it has always been held, that in de-

fault of actual and personal notice to a

party, public notice in some newspaper
shall be deemed necessary." " The doc-

trine," says Ml'. Chancellor Kent, " seems

to be that merely taking a newspaper in

which a notice is contained is not suf-

ficient to charf^e a party, for it is not to bo
intended that he reads the contents of all

the notices in the newspapers which he
may chance to take. The inference of con-
structive notice from such a source was
strongly exploded in some of the above
cases." (3 Kent, 4th ed. 67, n.) Watkinson
V. Bank of Pennsylvania, 4 Whart, 482.
But see Jenkins v. Blizard, 1 Stark. 418.

A newspaper notice accidentally reaching
a bank director is not equivalent to actual

notice to the bank ; but it seems it would
be, if the notice was actually served on
him, with directions to commuuicalc it to

the board. National Bank u. Norton, 1

Hill (N. Y.), 572. — Pubhshment of the

dissolution in a newspaper will not per se

be sufficient, although it may with other

circumstances go to the jury as evidence

of actual notice. See Graham v. Hope, 1

Peake, Cas. 154 ; AVhite v. Murphy, 3
Rich. L. 369 ; Hutchins v. Bank of Ten-
nessee, 8 Humph. 418; Shurlds u. Tilson,

2 McLean, 458 ; Grinnan v. Baton Rouge
Mills Co., 7 La. An. 638. As to all

persons who have had no dealings, and
given no credit to the firm, publishment
of the dissolution is suflicient. Lansing
V. Gaine, 2 Johns. 300 ; Prentiss v. Sin-

clair, 5 Vt. 149; Shurlds c^. Tilson, 2

McLean, 458 ; Watkinson u. Bank of
Pennsylvania, 4 Wiiart. 482. In Jlowatt
V, Howland, 3 Day, 353, two partners of

a fii-m resided in New York, and the third

in Norwich in Connecticut, their usual
place of doing business. Upon dissolu-

tion, notice was given, for several weeks
successively, in two newspapers, one
printed at Norwich, and the other at New
London, in the vicinity of Norwich. One
of the New York partners aftenvards in-

dorsed 'a bill of exchange in New York
witli the company name, but whether the

indorsee had or had not actual notice of

the dissolution, did not appear, nor did it

appear that he had ever been a corre-

spondent of the company. It was held,

that these facts constituted reasonable

notice to him, and to every person not a

correspondent of the company. See also.

City Bank of Brooklyn v. McChesney, 20

N. 'Y. (6 Smith), 240.
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such retiring partner is not held to a creditor who has no

knowledge of such retirement, provided the retirement was

actual and in good faith, and the retiring partner did all that

was usual or pro]*r to give the public and customers notice of

his retirement. But if the retiring partner gives no such notice,

then a customer of the firm accustomed to trade with the firm

on the responsibiUty of ah. the partners, including him who has

retired, and not knowing of his retirement, may hold him for a

debt contracted with the firm after his retireinent. (e) Whether

a new customer can so hold him is not so certain. Generally,

he cannot; but if the new customer was brought to the firm

by the responsibility of this partner, which responsibility he

knew to have existed, and had a right to suppose existed still,

which right grew out of the laches of the retiring partner, and

no negligence or want of diligence was imputable to the credi-

tor, it would seem on general principles that the creditor had a

right to hold him responsible as a partner. It would be difficult

to distinguish on principle such a case from that of a former

customer creating a new debt.

If a creditor of a firm, knowing of the retirement of a partner,

receives for his debt the negotiable paper of the remaining part-

ner or partners, the presumption is that he intends to discharge

the retiring partner. (/)

(e) Parkin v. Carruthers, 3 Esp. 248
;

this responsibility proceeds, is the negU-
Griiham v. Hope, 1 Pualte, Cas. 154 ; Ber- gence of the partners in tearing tlie world
nard v. Torrance, 5 G. & J. 38.3 ; Lucas in ignorance of the fact of dissolution, and
V. Bank of Daricn, 2 Stew. (Ala.), 280; leaving strangers to conclude that the
Stables v. Eley, 1 C. &. P. 614; Taylor y. partnership is continued, and to licstow
Young, 3 Watts, 339; Amidown I'. Osgood, foith and confidence on tlie partnersliip
24Vt. 278 ; Simonds v. Strong, 24 Vt. 642

;
name in consequence of that belief. See

Burgan v. Lyell, 2 Jlich. 102 ; Johnson v. 3 Kent, Com. 66 ; Princeton v. GuHck, 1

Totten, 3 Gal. 343. And a partner whose Harrison, 161. See pos<, note ( i/), p. 204.
name is not used in a firm, is still liable

( f) Thompson v. Perciral, 3 Nuv. & il.

for debts contracted subscijuently to his 167; Evans v. Druramond, 4 E,<|i. 89;
retirement, with persons who kne^y of his Harris v. Fanvell, 15 E. L. & E. 70, s. c.

previous connection, but who had no no- 13 Beav. 31 ; Y.arnell v. Anderson, 14 Mo.
tice of his retirement. Davis v. Allen, 3 619.
Corast. 168. Tlie principle upon which
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SECTION X.

OE NOMINAL PARTNERS.

A. nominal partner, or one held out to the world as such

without actual participation of profit and loss, is of course held,

generally, as responsible for the debts of the partnership. But

it has been determined that where two or more persons appear

to the public as partners, and there is a stipulation between

them, that one of them shall not have any share of the profits,

nor pay any portion of the losses, he is not liable to the creditor

of the firm who before giving credit knew of this stipulation

;

because such creditor has no right to fix upon him a responsi-

bility against his bargain and intention, which bargain and in-

tention were known to the creditor, (g) An admission by a

person that he is a partner in a firm is not conclusive against

him, though made to the creditor, if made after the debt for

which it is sought to make him liable, was contracted ; other-

wise, if made before the credit is given. (A)

(g) Alderson v. Pope, 1 Camp. 404, ing machine, for the erection of one -of

n., and Lord Ellenborongh in that case those machines on the plaintiff's lands in

held that notice to one member of a firm, Cambridgeshire. The draft of the agree-

of such a stipulation, was notice to the ment being drawn up in the name of
whole partnership. It was also held in Brown & Co., the plaintiflf asked Brown
Batty V. McCundie, 3 0. & P. 202, that what other persons beside himself com-
if one of several partners be concerned posed tlie firm, upon which Brown wrote

in preparing the prospectu.s of a projected on the back of the draft, " John Broad-
newspaper, which prospectus states that hurst, Esq., and Dr. Wilson Philip." The
he and others will act as treasurers and contract being broken, the plaintiff brought

managers, and also that the subscribers his action against Philip and Broadhurst

;

are not to be partners, nor to be answer- but previously to the action, his son called

able for more than their subscription
;

on the defendant Broadhurst, and asked

and such partner be also aware, that a him whether Brown was correct in mak-
particular individual is to be sole nomi- ing the indorsement upon the draft of the

nal proprietor; tlie firm of which such agreement, to which Broadhurst replied

a partner is a member (altliough he has in the affirmative, and stated that he had
not taken any share in the paper), cannot bought his original interest from the other

sue the subscribers who have taken shares, defendant. Dr. Philip. Evidence was also

for the price of goods furnished for the pa- given at the trial, that while the engine

per. See also, Burnes v. Pennell, 2 House was in progress, he attended very fre-

of L. Cas. 497. quentlyatthe manufactory to inquire how
(A) Ridgway v. Philip, 1 C. M. & R. it was going on, and that he gave advice

415. In this case the plaintiff contracted and made suggestions with regard to its

with one Brown, the patentee of a di'ain- construction. In answer to this, an agree-
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SECTION XI.

WHEN A JOINT LIABILITY IS INOURBBD,

Where there is no joint purchase or joint incurring of debt,

but a purchase by one to whom alone credit is given, a subse-

quent joint interest in the property purchased, and in the busi-

ness and profits depending upon it, carries no hability for the

original debt, {i) And where many persons join in an adven-

ment or license from Brown and the other

parties interested in the patent, to Broad-
hurst, was given in evidence on the part

of the latter, autliorizing Broadhurst to

use the patent for the erection of engines

in certain parts of Cornwall only, and it

was contended that the admissions of

Broadhurst were to be taken with refer-

ence to the interest which he thus pos-

sessed in the invention, and not to any
participation eitlier in the patent generally,

or in the particular transaction in ques-

tion. Gaselee, J., who tried the action,

left it to the jury to say whether Broad-
hurst, at the time he made the admission,

was under a mistake; and whether the

acts he was proved to have done did or

did not afford a sufficient ground for sup-

posing it to be a mistake ; and with re-

regard to those acts . ho left it to the jmy
to say whotlier they were referable to a

partnership in thC patent in general, or in

this particular transaction. Tlie juxy
found a verdict for the defendants on the

ground that Broadhurst was not a partner,

and tire court of Exclicquer refused to

grant a new trial.

(i) Persons are not to be held jointly

liable upon a contract as partners, unless

tliey have a joint interest existing at the

tyne of the formation of the contract.

The case of Young v. Hunter, 4 Taunt.
582, well illustrates this principle. In an
action for goods sold and delivered, two
of the defendants. Hunter and Rayney,
suffered judgment to go by default ; the

otlier defendants, Hoffliam & Co., pleaded
the general issue. On trial it appeared
that Hunter and Rayney had bought goods
of the plaintiffs and others, which they in

tended to ship for the Baltic, and the de-

fendants Hoffham & Co. (not otherwise
partners of Hunter & Co.), were after-

wards allowed to join in the adventure,
and to have a fifth share upon the goods
being put on board. The plaintiffs knew
nothing of Hoffham & Co., but sold the

goods to Hunter & Co. only. The ques-

tion was whether this was a case of com-
mon sleeping partners. Mansfield, C. J.,

directed the jury to find for defendant,

with Uberty for plaintiff to move for a new
trial ; a rule nisi was obtained, on the

ground that Hoffham & Co. having had
the benefit of the goods, were liable to pay
for them, though they were originally fur-

nislied to Hunter & Co. only. On a new
trial, Maiisfi<:ld, C. J., continued of the

same opinion. Heath, J.: " Tlie proposi-

tion of tlio plaintilFs coirnsel, that if it be

shown tliat at any one period of the trans-

action there was a partnership subsisting,

it was therefore to be inferred that there

had been a partnership in the particular

original purchase, is wholly unfounded.
Chambre, J., was of the same opinion.

Gibbs, J. :
" Tlie only possible ground for

a new trial would be, if the plaintiffs could

show that at the time of the purchase of

the goods from the plaintiffs, Hoffham &
Co. and I-Iunter & Rayney were concerned
in that purchase on their joint account. It

only appears that they were so interested

at the time of shipment. It is not to be

inferred from the fact that Hoflfhara & Co.

were interested at the time of shipment,

that they were interested at the time of

the purchase. It is for the plaintiffs to

make it out by evidence. If parties -agree

among themselves that one bouse shall
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ture, each to contribute his share, each is liable alone for his

share to the person from whom he bought it. No partnership

arises until the several shares are brought together and mixed

up in one common adventure, (j) But if the bargain was for

a joint purchase and joint adventure, there is at once a joint

liability for the original purchase, although it was made by one

of the partners alone, and he alone was known to be interested,

and credit was given to him alone, [k) And the same rule is

bay goods, and let the other into an inter-

est in tliem, that other being unknown to

the vendor; in such a case the vendor
could not recover against him, though
such other person would have the benetit

of the goods. On this and other i-easons,

I think the present verdict ought not to be
disturbed."— This principle is further il-

lustrated by many cases, showing that

wliere one, on his individual credit alone,

borrows money for the use of tlie firm, the

firm will not be liable merely because the

money came to their use. ISce SifFkin v.

Walker, 2 Camp. 308 ; GraefF v. Hitch-

man, 5 Watts, 4.54 ; Emiy v. Lye, 15

East, 7 ; Green r. Tanner, 8 Jlot. 41 1
;

Ripley v. Kingsbury, 1 Day, 150, n.

(J) This principle is fully established

by the case of SaviUe v. Robertson, 4 T.

R. 720. Sec also, Gouthwaite v. Duck-
worth, 12 East, 421, where Saville v.

Robertson is distinguished. Lord Ellen-

borough, in Gouthwaite v. Duckworth,
says :

" Tire case of Saville v. Robertson

does indeed approach very near to tills
;

but the distinction is, that there each party

brought his separate parcel of goods, which

were afterwards to be mixed in the com-
mon adventure, on board the ship ; and

till that admixture the partnership in the

goods did not arise. But here the goods

in question were purchased in pursuance

of the agreement for the adventure, of

whicli it had been before settled that

D uckworth was to have a moiety." And
Mr. Justice Bai/leij observed, that, " In

Saville v. Robertson, after the purchase of

the goods made by the several adventur-

ers, there was a still further act to be done,

which was the putting them on board the

ship in which they had a common concern,

for the joint adventure; and until that

further act was done, the goods purchased

by each remained the separate property of

each. But here, as soon as the goods

were purchased, the interest of the three

attached in them at the same instant, by

virtue of the previous agreement," — See

also. Post V. Kimberly, 9 Johns. 470, in

which it was held, that there was no par^
nership between A and B, and C and D,
in the outward cargo, except, perhaps, so

far as rcl.ited to the transport and selling

of it ; for that, although the whole cargo
was shipped on board the same vessel, yet
it was clear that each house purchased and
put on board its aliquot part, without the

concern or responsibility of the other.

Broolce v. Evans, 5 Watts, 196; Sims v.

Willing, 8 S. & R. 103.

{k) Thus, where tlirce persons were en-

gaged in a joint speculation, for the pur-

chase and importation of corn, but no
partnership fund was raised for the specu-

lation, and the parties met the expenses in

thirds, and two only of the three had the

mananement of the speculation, one of
these two being the consignee and the oth-

er the salesman of the com ; it was never-

theless very truly said, that, if there had
been a claim in that case by the seller of

the corn, no doubt he would have been
entitled to |iroceed against all the parties,

and might have called on them all for pay-
ment. Smith V. Craven, 1 Cr. & J. 500.

Upon the same principles, where A and
others agreed to become pai-tners in the

purchase of fifteen sharcs'of a copper ad-

venture, and in pursuance of the agree-

ment, A alone, and in his own name, con-

tracted for the purchase of the shares, and
paid a deposit, to which the others con-

tributed ; it was held that the others, as

well as A, were bound by this contract,

and that, upon an action and verdict

against A for the non-performance of it, the

others were bound to contribute their pro-

portion of the damages and costs. Browne
V. Gibbins, 5 Bro. P. C. 491. So, where
A and B, publishers, ordered certain sta-

tioners to supply paper to C and D, prin-

ters, for the purjDose of printing certain

specified works, and, upon the bankruptcy
of A and B, the stationers discovered that

C and D were partners with A and B in

the publication of those works, and there-
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applied, where the creditor of a foreign firm, aware of the per-

sons composing the firm, and that the goods are to be shipped

for the firm, in dealing with a resident member, makes oat the

invoices to him individually, and draws upon him alone, (l)

Because the liability of a partner springs either from his holding

himself out to the world as a partner, or from his participation

in the business and its profit or loss. If these two causes meet,

as is usually the case, they strengthen each other ; but either of

them alone is, in general, sufficient to create this liability, (m)

And there is no liability as a partner where there is neither a

particifi'ktion of profits, nor any such use of the defendant's

name permitted by him as justifies the plaintiff' in selling to

others on his credit, although there may be in some other way
or measure a community of interest, (n)

SECTION XII.

OF THE AUTHOKITY OF EACH PARTNER.

It is a general rule, both throughout Europe and in this coun-

try, that the whole firm and all the members of a copartnership

are bounct'by the acts and contracts of one partner with refer-

ence to the partnership business and affairs— such act or con-

tract being in law the act or contract of all. This power of'o pc

each partner to represent and to bind the rest, and to dispose of

the partnership property, is sometimes regarded as arising from

upon brought an action against C antl D, (/) Bottomly v. Nuttall, 94 Eng. C. L
to recover the value of the paper, Lord 122, s. 0. 5 C. B. (k. s.), 122.

DniMaii, C. J., told the jury that if tlicy (m) See Buckingham v. Burgess, 3 Mc
tliought, that, at the time when the goods Lean, 364 ; Markham v. Jones, 7 B. Men.
were furnished, the defendants were part- 45G ; Benedict v. Davis, 2 McLean, 347 ;

ners in the concern for whose benefit they Cottrill v. Vanduzen, 22 Vt. 511.

were furnished, the jury were to find for (») See Osborne «. Brennan, 2 Nott &
the plaintifTs. The jury did so find, and McC. 447; Milbum v. Guyther, 8 Gill,

the Court of King's Bench refused to 92.—^nd a lay or share in the proceeds

grant a new trial. Gardiner v. Childs, 8 of a whaling voyage, does not create a

C. & P. 345.— See Coope v. Eyre, 1 H. partnership in the profits of the voyage,
Bl. 37; Barton v. Hanson, 2 Taunt. 49; but is in the nature of seaman's wages,

Sims V. Willing, 8 S. & E. 103. and governed by the same mles. Coffin

ti. Jenkins, 3 Story 108.
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the agency which all confer on each ; and sometimes from the

community of interest whereby no partner owns any part of

the partnership property exclusively of the rest, but each part-

ner owns the whole, in common with all the others. We think

it rests upon both of these foundations together. It is true that

there may be a copartnership where one or more of the part-

ners has no interest in the capital stock by agreement among
themselves. But even then all own together the profits, and so

much of the funds or capital of the firm as consists of profits.

Partners are undoubtedly, in some way, agents of each other

But the principle of agency alone wiU not explain the whole

law of their mutual responsibility. Out of the combination of

this principle with those which grow out of the community of

property and of interest, the law of partnership is formed.

And this law may often be illustrated by a reference to the

principles of agency ; but must still be regarded as consisting

of a distinct system of rules and principles peculiar to itself.

So also, partnership is sometimes spoken of as like joint-

tenancy, with important modifications, or like tenancy in com-

mon, with such modifications. In truth it is a distinct and

independent relation ; and though it has some of the attributes

of joint-tenancy, and some of tenancy in common, it is neither

of these. Nor can it be much better illustrated by a reference

to either of these modes of joint-ownership, than they would be

by a reference to partnership.

If an action is brought against sundry persons as copart-

ners, and the fact of copartnership is admitted, or otherwise

proved, then the admission of one of the partners as to any mat-

ter between the firm and another party affects, as evidence,

aU the partners. But where the existence of the copartnership,

or of the joint interest of liability, is in dispute, the admission

of one person that he is copartner with the others, affects him

alone, and is not evidence of the existence of the copartnership

so as to bind the others, (o) And if two firms are partners in

(o) Taylor v. Henderson, 17 S. & R. Vanduzen,22 Vt. 511 ; Gilpin v. Temple,
453; McPherson v. Rathbone, 7 Wend. 4 Harring. 190; Van Reimsdyk t). Kane,
211); Jewett v. Stevens, 6 N. H. 82; 1 Gallis. 630; Tuttle v. Cooper, 5 Pick.

Mitchell w. Roulstone, 2 Hall, 351; Nel- 414; Whitney v. Ferris, 10 Johns. 66'

son V. Lloyd, 9 Watts, 22; Cottrill u. Bucknam u. Barnum, 15 Conn. 68; Phil
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any transaction, the acknowledgment by one affects both. The

effect of an acknowledgment by a partner, where a promise is

ban-ed by the Statute of Limitations, will be considered when

we treat of that statute.

Where a joint business transaction consists in or refers to the

purchase of goods, it is generally the rule that the partnership

liability begins when the goods are ordered. But this may

depend upon the question whether the person giving the order

was, at that time, the agent of all who are sought to be charged.

For if he was not, then they are not liable ; and in that case a

subsequent naked acknowledgment of the contract will not

suffice to render them liable as partners, [p) For parties are

lips V. Purington, 15 Me. 425; Jennings

V. Estcs, 16 irl. 323 ; Welsh v. Spcnicman,
8 W. & S. 2."):

; Haiifiliey v. Strickler, 2

id. -til; Porter u. Wilson, 13 Penn.
641. — But the existence of a partner-

ship may be proved by the separate ad-

missions of all who are sued, or by the

aets, declarations, and conduct of the par-

ties, the act of one, the declarations of

another, and the acknowledgment or con-

duct of a third. Welsh v. Speakman, 8

W. & S. 257. See also, Hauehev v.

Strickler, 2 W. & S. 411. And where
proof of the admissions of an allesed

partner arc oflercd at the trial, it is the

province of tljc judge and not of the jury

to pass upon the fact whetlier such person

was a partner or not. Harris v. Wilson,
7 Wend. 57. — And wliere the tcnns of

the agreement and the facts are admitted,

it is a question of law, whether there was
a partnership or not. Evcritt r. Chap-
man, 6 Conn. 347 ; Terrell v. Richards,

1 Nolt & McC. 20. — The fact that the

defendants do business as partners is prima

fade evidence of their copartnership, and
no written articles need be sliown. Brycr
V. Weston, 16 Me. 201 ; Gilbert r. Wliid-

dcn, 20 id. 367; Forbes v. Davidson, 11

Vt. 660. And the adverse party's ac-

knowledgment that the plaintiffs were
partners is sufficient. Bisel i . Ilobljs, 6

Blackf 479. In Hogg v. Orgill, 34
Penn. St. 344, it is held that the admission
of one partner that another was a raemlicr

of tlie firm, made after dissolution, binds
no one but himself.

(p) Gouthwaite r. Duckworth, 12 East,

421 ; Saville v. Robertson, 4 T. R, 720.

In Sims V. Willing, 8 S. & R. 103, A, by
order of B, chartered a vessel to take a

cargo of flour and Indian corn on freight

from Philadelphia to Lisbon. Part of the

flour belonged to A, part to B, and the

remainder to C ; and tlie share of each

was paid for out of his scjinratc funds.

A effected a separate insurance on his

own interest in the flour. The whole
shipment was consigned to C, in Lisbon,

and the whole appeared as his property

for the purpose of protecting it from
British cruisers. Had the vessel arrived

at Lisbon the whole of the flour was to

have been sold by the consignee, and the

net proceeds of A's interest remitted, on
his account, to his correspondent in Lon-
don. Helil, that A, B, and C were part-

ners, and individuallv liable for the whole
amount of a general average due upon
the flour.— The case of Post i\ Kimberly,

9 Jolms. 470, is a leading case on this

subject. In that case, A. and JM., part-

ners, owned three fourths of a vessel, and

B. and K., partners, owned the one fourth

;

they ai;rced to fit her out on a voyage

from New York to Laguira. A. and i\I.

purchased three-fourths of the cargo, and
chiefly, if not wholly, with notes lent and

advanced to tliem by P. and R., commis-
sion merchants. B. and K. purchased the

other fourth of the cargo, for wliich they

paid their own money, and sliipped the

same on board the vessel ; but it was not

distinguished from the rest of the cargo

by any particular marks; and the whole

cargo was to be sold at Laguh-a, for the

joint account and joint benefit of the

owners, A. and M., and B. and K. M.
went out as the supercargo and agent

;

and having sold the cargo at Laguira, he

invested the proceeds in a return cargo,

with which the vessel set sail for New
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not jointly liable as partners upon any contract, unless they had

a joint interest preceding or contemporary with the formation

of the contract. But where two or more agree together to pur-

chase goods, and agree also that one shall purchase them for

the rest, here there is a partnership preceding the purchase, and

he that buys is by the agreement of the others their agent, and

all are liable as partners, (q)

We have seen that each partner is for many purposes the

agent of all the rest, by force of law, without any express

authority, (r) Loans, purchases, sales, assignments, pledges, or

mortgages, effected by one partner on the partnership account,

York, but was obli.eed by stress of weather
to put into Norfolk, where M. sold the
return cargo, except a small parcel of

coffee, and for the avails received bills of

exchange, which he indorsed and remitted,

with the parcel of coffee, to P. and R., to

whom A. and M. were jointly indebted,

and M. on his private account, to a greater

amount, for advances made at the time of

the purchase of the outward cargo. P.

and R. collected the bills and sold the

coffee so remitted, and applied the same
to the payment of the debts so due to

them from A. and M. P. and R. had
notice, if not at the time of the shipment
of the outward cargo, certainly before the

bills remitted by M. were collected, and
the coffee sold and converted into money,
that B. and K. were interested in and
owned one fourth of the cargo, so sold by
M. ; and B. and K. demanded of P. and
R. their proportion of the proceeds so

remitted by M., after deducting commis-
sions, &c., but P. and li. refused to pay
or deliver the same, alleging their right

to retain the same, for the paymeM of the

debt due to them from A. and M. It was
held, that there was no partnership exist-

ing between A. and M. and B. and K., so

as to render the disposition of the return

cargo, by M. binding, as the act of a

partner on B. and K. ; that there was no
agreement constituting a partnership in

the purchase of the outward cargo, or to

share jointly in the ultimate profit and loss

of the adventure ; and though there might
be a partnership so far as respected the

transportation and selling of the outward
cargo, for the joint- profit and loss of the

owners
;
yet it terminated in the sale of

the outward cargo ; and their interest in

the return cargo was separate and distinct,

VOL. I. 12

each being entitled to his respective pro-

portion of it without any concern in the

profit and loss which might ultimately

arise ; and that P. and R., not having re-

ceived the bills in the course of trade, and
knowing of the interest of B. and K.
before the bills were paid, had no right to

retain their share, for the payment of the

debt of A. and M., but must account to

B. and K., for their proportion; and that

a bill for a discovery and account by them,
against P. and R., was sustainable in the

Court of Chancery ; that court having a

concurrent jurisdiction with the courts of

law in all matters of account.— In Coopo
V. Eyre, 1 H. Bl. 37, A, B, C, and D,
agreed to buy jointly all the oil they could

get, as theii- joint purchase, but A alone

was to buy, and B, C, and D, were to

share equally in the oil he bought. A
buys of E on credit. The oil fails in

value, and A fails. E sues B, C, and
D, as his partners. They were held not

to be his partners, because it appeared
that A was not to sell for the rest ; but

when he had bought, B, C, and D, were to

receive from him each one fourth ; and
there was no community in the disposition

of the oil. — A firm cannot be charged

with a debt contracted by one of the

partners before the partnership was consti-

tuted, although the subject-matter which
was the consideration of the debt, has

been carried into the partnership as stock.

Brooke v. Evans, 5 Watts, 196 ; Ketchum
I/. Durkee, 1 Hoff. Ch. 538.

(?) Felichy v. Hamilton, 1 Wash. C. C
491.

(r) Boswell v. Green, 1 Dutcher, 390

;

Western Stage Company v. Walker, 2

Iowa, 504.
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and with good faith on the part of the creditor or other third

party, are binding on all the firm. And this agency, as it gen-

erally springs from a community of interest, so it is generally

limited by this community.

A partner may transfer all his interest in the partnership, and

it has even been held, contrary as we think to the prevailing rule,

that such assignment by a partner to his individual creditors,

was valid against the partnership creditors, (s)

Among the questions which have arisen as to the limitations

to the general power of a partner over the partnership property,

one, not yet perhaps perfectly settled, is as to the power of one

partner to make an assignment of the whole property, to pay the

partnership debts, (t) We think the weight of authority and of

(s) AYilson v. Bowden, 8 Rich. L. 9,

and Norris v. Vernon, id. 13.

{t) Anderson v. Tompkins, 1 Brock.

4.56. It was held in this case tliat the

right of one partner to bind another by
such assignment results frotn his general

power to dispose of the partnership prop-

erty, and if made bona fide is valid.

I\[arsh(ill, C. J., said: " Had this, then,

been u, sale for money, or on credit, no
person, I think, could have doubted its

obligation. T can perceive no distinction

in law, in reason, or in justice, between
such a sale and the transaction which has

taken place. A merchant may rightfully

sell to his creditor, as well as for mom y.

He may give goods in paj-ment for a debt.

If he may thus pay a small creditor, he

may thus pay a large one. The quantum
of debt, or of goods sold, cannot alter the

right. Neither does it, as I conceive, af-

fect the power, that these goods were con-

veyed to trustees to be sold by them . The
mode of sale must, I think, depend on
circumstances. Should goods be deliv-

ered to tvustci.'S, for sale without necessi-

ty, the transaction would be examined
with scrutinizing eyes, and mi^^bt, under
some circumstances, be imi)C;u-!ied. But
if the necessity lie apparent, if tlie act be
justified by its motives, if the mode of sale

be such as the circumstances require, I

cannot .say that the ]>artner has exceeded
his power." The assignment wa.s also held
valid in Harrison c. Sterrv, 5 Craneh,300,
although under seal. Robinson i>. C'row-

der, 4 McCord, 519. And see to the same
effect Mills v. Barber, 4 Dav, 4as

; Dccl<-

ard V. Case, 5 Watts^ 22 ; I'aplcv v. But-

terficld, 1 Slot. 515; Mabbett v. White, 2

Kern. 442 ; Kemp v. Carnley, 3 Duer, 1.

In Kgbcits r. Wood, 3 Paige, 517, Chan-

cellor ]Vnlii:orlh, considered such assign-

ments valid when not against the known
wishes of a copartner. The contrary was

held in Dickinson v. Legare, 1 Dcsaus,

557 (overruled by Robinson v. Crowder,

supra) ; Dana v. Lull, 17 Vt. 390, per

Sfiljuld, J., and Bennelt, 3. See Modde-
well i,'. Kcevcr, S W. & S. 63. In Havens
V. Hussey, 5 Paige, 30, the power of one

partner to make such an assignment against

the known wishes of .a copartner, or with

out his consent, was held invalid. Chan-

cellor Walworth, referring to Egberts v

Wood, supra, said :
" As it was not neces

sary for the decision of that case, I Aid

not express any opinion as to the validity

of an assignment of the partnership ef

fccts by one partner, against the knowp
wishes of his copartner, to a trustee, for tin

benefit of the favorite creditors of the as-

signor
; in fraud of the rights of his co-

partner to participate in the distributior

of the partnership effects among the cred-

itors, or in the decision of the question sui

to -(vbich of the creditors, if any, should

have a preference in payment out of the

effects of an insolvent concern. . . . One

member of the firm, without any express,

authority from the other, may discharge a

pai tTiership debt, either by the payment

of money, or by the transfer to the credi-

tor of any other of the copaitnership ef-

fects ; although there may not be sufficient

left to pay an equal amount to the ether

creditors of the firm. But it is no part of

the ordinary business of a copartnership
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,reason is in favor of this power, and that such assignment, being

entirely in good faith, would be held valid. He may sell the

whole stock in trade by a single contract, (u) Nor is the sale

avoided by the fact that the partner making the sale applies the

to appoint ,1 trustee of all the partnership

effei.'ts, for the purpose of soiling and dis-

tributing the proceeds among the creditors

in unequal proportions. And no such au-

thoritj- as that can be implied. On the

contrary, such an exorcise of power by-

one of the firm, without the consent of

the other, is in most cases a virtual dis-

solution of the copartnership ; as it ren-

ders it impossible for the firm to continue

its business."— In Hitchcock v. St. John,
\ Hoff. Ch. .511, it was held, that one
partner cannot on tlie eve of insolvency

assign all the partnership property to a
trustee, for the purpose of paying the

debts of the firm with preferences. In
Kirby v. IngersoU, 1 Doug. (iMich.), 477,

the reasons for and against the validity

of such assignments to trustees were elab-

orately considered by Fetch, J., deliver-

ing tlte opinion of the court, and Whipple,

J., dissenting; and it was held that the

implied authority arising from the ordi-

nary contract of copartnership does not

authorize one of the partners, without

the assent of his copartners, and in tlie

absence of special circumstances, as their

absence in a foreign country, to make
a general assignment of the partnership

effects, to a trustee, for the benefit of

creditors, giving preferences to some over

otliers. The power of one pai-tner to

make such an assignment to trustees as

would terminate the partnership, was left

undecided in Hayes v. Heyer, 4 Sandf.

Oh. 485, and Pierpoint v. Graham, 4

Wash. C. C. 232. In the latter case

Judge Washington, evidently inclined to

the "opinion that it does not exist, al-

though he did not find it necessary to

express himself decidedly upon the ques-

tion. See CoUyer on Part. § 395 ; Story

on Part. ^5 101,310; 3 Kent, Com. 44, n.

(7th ed.). But the assignment of real

property to trustees will not bind the part-

ners who do not join in it. Anderson v.

Tompkins, 1 Brock. 463; Collyer on

Part. (3d Am. ed.), § 394. See also, Wil-

son V. Soper, 13 B. Mon. 411, and Eisher

V. Murray, 1 E. D. Smith, 341.

(u) Arnold V. Brown, 24 Pick. 89 ;

Tapley v. Butterfield, 1 Met. 518 ; Ander-

son V. Tompkins, 1 Brock. 456; Pierson

V. Hooker, 3 Johns. 70 ; Livingston v.

Roosevelt, 4 Johns. 277 ; Mills ;;. Barber,

4 Day, 430 ; Pierpoint v. Graham, 4 Wash.
C. C. 234 ; Kirby c. IngersoU, 1 Harring.

Ch. (Mich.), 172; Halstcad v. Shepard,
23 Ala. 558. In Whitton v. Smith, 1

Freeman, Ch. (Miss.), 238, Bxickner, C. J.,

says: "One of the undisputed canons of

the law of partnership is, the right of each
partner to sell the whole, partnership prop-
erty, if the sale be free from fraud on the
part of the purchaser, and such a sale ter-

minates the partnership relation." Arnold
u. Brown, 24 Pick. 92, Morion, J. :

" The
sale was made by one of two partners.

And the first objection is, that one, in the

absence of the other, had no authority to

make this sale. It is said, that, although
he might sell the whole partnership stock
by retail, yet that it was not according to

the ordinary course of business, and so

not witjiin the scope of his authority, to

sell the whole at once by a single contract.

We have no evidence of the terms of as-

sociation between these partners ; bat
tlicre is no reason to suppose that either

member of the firm had any diflTerent

authority than what was derived from the

relation subsisting between them. Doubt-
less the ordinary business of tlie company
was to purchase goods by the large quan-
tity, and to sell them in small quantities.

But this cannot restrain the general power
to buy and sell. The validity of a pur-

chase or a sale cannot be made to de-

pend upon the amount bought and sold.

The authority will expand or contract,

according to the emergencies which may
arise in the course of their proper business.

One of their principal objects was to sell,

and it would be absurd to say that either

partner might sell all the goods by retail

as fast as possible, but if a favorable op-

portunity occurted, to sell a great part or

the whole at once, he would have no
power to do it. That an exigency had
arisen in the affairs of the partnership,

which rendered a sale necessai^, and
which made it highly expedient and bene-

ficial to sell in this mode, is very apparent.

And we have no doubt that the one part-

ner was authorized to make this sale

in the name of the firm." See also, Fork-

ncr V. Stuart, 6 Gratt. 197.
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proceeds fraudulently to the payment of his private debt, (v) if

the purchaser was wholly innocent of the fraud.

It seems to be settled that a partner may dissent from a fu-

ture or incomplete contract, and that a third party having notice

of such dissent could not hold the dissenting partner, without

evidence of his subsequent assent or ratification, (tv) And the

mere fact that the goods purchased by the contract came into

the possession of the firm is not sufficient evidence of such

assent or ratification, without some evidence of a benefit re-

ceived by the dissenting partner, from the delivery of the goods

to the firm, (x)

(v) Arnold !). Brown, 24 Pick. 93. Mor-
ton, J. :

" It was immaterial to the pur-

chaser liow or to wliom he paid the price.

If a portion went to pay a private debt of

one of the firm, it would not invalidate

the ,«ale and defeat the transfer of the

,i;oods. Whether it would be deemed a

le;ial )Kiyiiient pro tanio, as against the

creditors of tlic firm, is a ([uestion with

whicii wc have nothing to do. So if the

j>artncrship stock had been taken in satis-

faction of a private debt due from one of

the partner.s to the purchaser, it might
have been deemed fraudulent as to the

creditors of the company. But such was
not tliis case."

{w) In Willis V. Dyson, 1 Stark. 164,

the dissent was by one partner, who sent

a circuhir containing these words :
" I am

sorry that the conduct of my partner com-
pels me to send the annexed circular. I

recommend it to you to be in possession

of niy individual signature before you send

any more goods ;
" and it was held to be

suHiciont. Lord Ellenborough held, " That
although no dissolution had taken place

till a late period, yet that after notice by
one partner not to supply any more goods
on tlie partnership account, it would be

necessary for the partner sending goods
after such notice to prove some -act of

adoption by the partner who gave the

notice, or that he had derived some bene-

fit fro]n the goods." Fcigley r. Spone-
berger, 5 W. &, S. 564; Vice v. Flem-
ing, 1 Y. & .Ter. 227; 3 Kent, Com. 45;
Laylield's case, 1 Salk. 292 ; Minnit v.

M^iiiuery, 5 Bro. P. C. 489 ; Eooth v.

Quinn, 7 Price, 193. ^ The implied au-

thority of one partner to draw bills and
notes for the partnership is revoked by
notice to the person who afterwards re-

ceives them that it does not exist. Gal-

way V. Matthew, I Camp. 403, s. c. 10

East, 264; Eooth v. Quinn, 7 Price, 193.

The refusal of a partner to give a joint

note does not of itself amount to a revo-

cation of the implied authority, but the

question is to be submitted as one oi fact

for the jury. Leavitt v. Peck, 3 Conn.
124 ; Vice v. Fleming, 1 Y. &. Jer. 227. —
This dis.sent may not, perhaps, relieve a

partner from liability, where the partner-

ship consists of more than two, imless

the majority dissent. 3 Kent, Com. 45;

Story on Part. § 123 ; Coll. on Part. §

389, "n.; Rooth v. Quinn, 7 Price, 193;

Kirk V. Hodgson, 3 Johns. Ch. 400. And
it has been held that each partner may
bind liis copartners by any contract with-

in the scope of the partnership business,

notwithstanding they object to the trans-

action. Wilkins v. Pcarce, 5 Denio, 541.

" By the act of entering into a copartner-

ship, each of its members becomes clothed

with full ))ower to make any and every

contract within the scope and limits of the

copartnership business. All such con-

tracts will tlicrefbre be absolutely binding

upon the several members. This, how-

ever, is incident to the copartnership rela-

tion, and must exist, in defiance of expos-

tulations and objections, while the relation

endures." s. c. 2 Comst. 469. A firm

cannot be charged with a debt contracted

by one partner, before the partnership

was constituted, although the subject-

matter which was the consideration of

the debt has been carried into the part-

nership as stock. Nor can the firm le

charged with rent which accrued upon a

lease to one of the pai-tners. Brooke v.

Evans, 5 "Watts, 196; Ketchum !). Dur-

fee, 1 HofF. Ch. 528 ; LeRoy v. Johnson,

2 Pet. 198.

(x) Monroe v. Conner, 15 Me. 178
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Money lent to one partner for his own expenses, incurred by

him in prosecuting the business of the partnership, has been

held to be a partnership debt, (y) But if a partner who has

given his own security for money borrowed by himself, apply

that money to partnership purposes, this does not make it a

partnership debt. The partnership owes the borrowing partner,

and he alone owes the lender, (z) And a person lending

money to one partner, that he may contribute it to increase the

capital of the concern, cannot hold the other partners liable,

without some evidence of their assent or authority, (a) And
one attorney, a member of a firm, has no general authority

resulting from the nature of their business to borrow money on

the credit of the firm, (b) Nor can he bind his copartner by an

indorsement of a writ in his own name, (c) A lender of

money to a partner cannot, in general, recover of the firm, with-

out showing that the money was applied to the use of the fiirm.

For the presumption would be that it was borrowed by the

partner on his own account, and not lent to the firm. But

although it be proved that the money was not applied to the

use of the firm, yet the firm will be liable for it, if it were bor-

-rowed in their name by a partner whom they had apparently

clothed with authority to borrow it for them, (d) If the part-

Shepley, J.. "It is quite obvious that Stewart v. Caldwell, 9 La. An. 419;
there may be a difference between the King v. Faber, 22 Penn. St. 21.

goods coming to the use of the firm, and (6) Breckenridge v. Shrieve, 4 Dana,
a benefit derived to the dissenting partner 378. See also, Sims v. Brutton, 1 E. L. &
from their delivery to the firm. The bar- E. 446 ; Wilkinson v. Candlish, 5 Exch.
gain may have proved to be a very losing 91 ; Hai-mon v. Johnson, 3 Car. & K.
one, and this may have been foreseen by 277.

the dissenting partner and have been the (c) Davis v. Gowen, 17 Me. 387.

very cause of the notice ; and why should (d) In Etheridge v. Binney, 9 Pick,

he be held to pay, perhaps from his pri- 272, it was held, that in case of a limited

vate property, for goods, the purchase and dormant partnership carried on by
and sale of which may liave absorbed the one of the partners in his individual

whole partnership stock, when he had name, if he borrow money represeniinf/ it

provided against such a calamity by ex- to be for the me of the partnership, the dor-

pressing his dissent from the contract mant partners will be liable, without

before it was consummated ?
" proof by the creditor that the money

(y) Rothwell v. Humphreys, 1 Esp. went to the use of the partnership. But
406. And see Ex parte Bonbonus, 8 Ves. it was held otherwise, if there were no

540. such representations. — See Whitaker v.

(z) Graeff v. Hitchman, 5 Watts, Brown, 1 6 Wend. 505, where it was held

454 ; Bevan v. Lewis, 1 Sim. 376 ; Emly that a note, given by one partner in the

V. Lye, 15 East, 6. name of the firm, is of itself presumptive

(a) Fisher v. Tayler, 2 Hare, 21 8. And evidence of the existence of a partnership

see Gree.islade v. Dower, 7 B. & C. 635 ;
debt, and if the other partners seek to
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nership be earned on in the name of an individual, the pre-

sumption of law is that a note signed by him is his own note,

and the contrary must be shown, (e) If, however, a partner of

a firm having other names, or the word company in its partner-

ship style, sign a bill or note with his own name, and without

the proper partnership style, or in other words to indicate that it

is on partnership account, for money borrowed, he alone is

answerable, although the money was borrowed for and applied

to a partnership purpose. (/) Questions of this kind can be

decided in many cases only by the special circumstances attend-

ing the transaction. For it is certain that if money has been

actually borrowed by one partner on the credit of the firm, and

in the course of the business of the firm, the other partners are

liable for it, although the money was misapplied by him

who borrowed it. [g) And if the money be borrowed by one

partner, not expressly on his individual credit, and it was in part

borrowed for and used by the firm, the copartners are liable, [h)

avoid the payment, the burden of proof
lies upon them to show that the note was
given in a matter not relating to the part-

nership business, and that also with the

knowledge of the payee. See Thiaknesse
V. Bromilow, 2 Cr. "& J. 423 ; Barrett v.

Swann, 17 Me. 180; Ensmingcr v. Mar-
vin, 5 Blackf. 210 ; Bank of United States

II. Binncy, 5 Mason, 176; Wright a.

Hooker, 10 N. y. (6 Scld.), 51.

(e) See cases in former note, and Oli-

phant V. Mathews, 16 Barb. 608.

(/) Ripley!). Kingsbury, 1 D.ay, 150,
n. ; Foley v. Robards, .3"lred. L. 179;
Jaqnes v. Marquand, 6 Cowen, 497 ; AVil-

lis V. Hall, 2 Dev. & B. 2;31 ; Logan v.

Bond, 13 Geo. 192 ; Hogan v. Ruviiolds,

8 Ala. 59. Otherwise, if the paper be
signed with the partnership clause. Pearce
V. Wilkhi,':, 2 Comst. 469 ; Hamilton v.

Summers, 12 B. Mon. 11.

(fj) Emerson v. Harmon, 14 Me. 271
;

Church V. Sparrow, 5 Wend. 223; ( >non-
d.iga. County Bank v. DcPuy, 17 id. 47

;

Waldo Bank v. Lumbert, 16 Me. 416;
Winship V. Bank of United Status, 5 Pet.
529; Steel o. Jennings, C'licvcs, 183.

—

But see Lloyd v. Freslifield, 2 C. & P.
325, where Baijhy, J., is rcjjortcd to have
said: "In point of law, one of several
partners may pledge the partnership name
for money bona fide lent, the lender sup-
posing that one partner has the authority

of the house to borrow, and that he is

borrowing for the purposes of the house.

But if there be gross negligence, and the

transaction be out of the ordinary eonrse

of business, the lenders cannot recover of

the other partners, if the money be mis-

applied."

(/i) Chm-ch V. Sparrow, 5 "Wend. 223;

Whitaker v. Brown, 16 id. .505 ; Miller!'.

Manice, 6 Hill (N. Y.), 114.^ Whether
the money was so bon-owed and appropri-

ated is a question for the jury. Church v.

Sparrow, snina. — In Miller v. Manice,

stij/ra, Wahrurlli, Ch., is reported to have

said :
" Wlicru a third person lends money

to one of the copartners upon the checker

notes of the firm, he has a right to presume

it is for the use of the firm, unless there is
.

something to create a suspicion that the

money is not boiTowed for the firm, and

that the borrower is committing a fraud

upon his copartners. And where money

is thus borrowed upon the note or check

of the fii-m, the members of the firm or

those of them to whom the credit was

given by the lender, are bound to show,

not only that the money was not applied

to their use, but also that the lender

had reasons to believe it Avas not intended

to be so apphcd at the time it was lent.

Bond!;. Gibson, 1 Camp. 185; Whitaker

V. Brown, 16 Wend. 5ti5." See further,

Jaqnes u. Marquand, 6 Cowen, 497.
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And where the money of a third person is in the hands of a

copartner as trustee, and he applies it to the use of the firm,

with the knowledge and consent of the copartners, they are cer-

tainly bound, (i) And it has been decided, upon strong reasons,

that they are so held without their knowledge and consent, (j)

StiU if a partner borrows money on his individual credit, and

subsequently applies it to the benefit of the firm, this does not

make the firm liable to the original lender, [k)

It was decided many years ago, in one case, that a purchase

by one partner bound the others ; and in another case, that a

sale by one partner bound the others
;
(l) and these rules are

(i) Hutchinson «. Smith, 7 Paige, 26
;

Jaques v. Marquand, 6 Cowen, 497

;

Nicholson v. Leavitt, 4 Sandf. 309.

(j) Richardson v. French, 4 Met. 577.

In this case It was determined that where
an administrator, who is a member of a

partnership, applies to the partnership con-

cerns money belonging to his intestate's

estate, and afterwards gives the note of

the firm to a creditor of the intestate, to

whom such money was due, in discharge

of such creditor's claim on the estate, the

firm is bound to pay the note, although
the money was not in the hands of the

firm when the note was given. And Hub-
bard, J., in giving the opinion of the court,

said :
" The defence relied upon in this

case is, that the money of the plaintiff

never came to the use of the firm of P.

Blodgett &, Co., and consequently that the

note declared on was without considera-

tion ; that if the money in the hands of P.

Blodgett, as one of the administrators of

George Blodgett, and belonging to that es-

tate, was used by the firm ofP. Blodgett &
Co., the firm were not the debtors to the

several creditors of the estate, between

whom and them there was no privity, but

to the administrators of the estate ; and that

the remedy of the creditors, of whom the

plaintiff was one, was on the bond of the

administrators. Without controverting

this proposition, we think the plaintiff's

ease can be distinguished from it. The
firm of P. Blodgett & Co. have tlie use of

the money of the estate which they have

borrowed frym the administrators. If,

then, the plaintiff, knowing this, is willing

to discharge her claim against the estate,

and take, in Ueu thereof, the note of the

firm, it seems to us that the transaction is

a valid one, and that the note is given on
a good, consideration. Supposing the

transaction to appear in the books of the

firm, the administrators on the estate of
George Blodgett will be charged with the

amount of the note given to tlie plaintiff;

and the note will be entered in the account
of notes payable, and tlie receipt of the

plaintiff, and her order for her dividend
upon the estate, will be a good voucher for

the defendants to sustain their charge for

so much money returned to the adminis-

trators. And we are further of opinion

that it was not necessary, as was ruled by
the Court of Common Picas, that the

money should have been substantially in

hand, at the time of giving the note, to

enable the plaintiff to recover upon it

against the finn. It was sufficient for that

purpose if the money, to wliich tlie plaintiff

had an equitable claim, had in fact been
used by the firm, to authorize the giving

of the note so as to bind them ; it being
the substitution of one creditor of the firm

for another for a good consideration, by
consent of the different parties concerned.

For whether the defendant, French, was
ignorant or not of tiie giving of the note,

at the time, the act of his copartner in tliis

respect is equally binding upon him, tlie

firm liaving had the money."
{k) Green v. Tanner, 8 Met. 411

;

Bovan v. Lewis, 1 Sim, 376; GraefF v.

Hitchman, 5 Watts, 454 ; Logan v. Bond,
13 Geo. 192; Wiggins v. Hammond, 1

Mo. 121. If the note be signed AB, for

A B & Co., the firm will be liable. Staats

V. Howlott, 4 Denio, 559. If a partner

bon'ow money on his own note for the

use of the firm, he may afterwards substi-

tute the note of the finn for his own, and
it will be no fraud, and the firm will be

bound. Union Bank v. Eaton, 5 Humph.
499. See aitte, p. 180.

(l) Lambert's case, Godb. 244 ; Hyatt
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the basis of a partnership liability now. And the seller or the

purchaser will not be affected by the fraudulent intention of the

partner in the transaction, unless there has been collusion, or

want of good faith, or gross negligence, on his part, (m) But

the power of one partner to dispose of partnership property is

confined strictly to personal effects, (n)

The act of each partner is considered as the act of the whole

partnership, or of all the partners, only so far as that act was

within the scope of the business of the firm
;

(o) but one co-

partner may bind the firm in matters out of their usual course

of business, if they arose out of and were connected with their

usual business, (p) Or if they receive the express sanction

and confirmation of the firm, (q) Where any creditor of one

member of a firm takes from his own debtor, either in payment

or as security for his debt, the paper of the firm, the presump-

tion of law is, that he took it in fraud of the firm ; and without

proof of their interest, or their assent and authority (which may
be circumstantial), the firm will not be held, (r) And if a part-

V. Hare, Cnmli. 383. And sec Winsliip

i'. Bank of United States, 5 Pet. 561 ; Wal-
den V. Shcrlmrne, \5 Johns. 422 ; Mills

V. Barber, 4 D*y, 430 ; Dougal v. Cowles,

5 Day, .515.

(«i) Bond i'. Gilison, 1 Camp. 185.

Assumpsit, ti)r ji^oods .sold and delivered.

It appeiu cd that while the defendants were
carrying- on the trade of harness-makers

together, Jeplison honght of the plaintilF

a great number of l)Its to be made up into

bridles, which ho carried away himself;

but that instead of bringing th'crn to the

shop of himself and his copart]icr, he im-

mediately pawned them to i-aise money for

his own use. Gn-.ilir, for the defendant

Gibson, contended that this could not be

co)>idcivd a partTtcrshi]:) dclit, as the

goods had not been bou^lit on the partner-

ship account, and the credit appeared to

li.ivc been givi-n to .b'plison only. He al-

lowed the case would have been ditfiax'ut,

liad the goods once been mixed with the

partncrslii)) slock, f)rif jiroof h:ul been given

of firmer dealings n]M)n credit between the

plaintiff and the defeoilants. Lord ElJen-

horoH'/Ji : " Urdcss the seller is guilty of

collusion, a sale to one partner is a sale

to the partnership, with whatever view the

goods may bo bought, and to whatever
purposes they may bo applied. I will

take it that Jephson here meant to cheat

his copartner ; still the seller is not on
that account to suffer. He is innocent;

and he had a right to suppose that the in

dividual acted for tlie partnership." Ver-

dict for the plaintiff.— See McCuUough
V. Somerville, 8 Leigh, 415; Arnold v.

Brown, 24 Pick. 89 ; Tapley v. Butter-

field, 1 Met. 518; Andereon t'. Tompkins,
1 Brock. 456 ; Picrpoint v. Graham, 4

AVash. C. C. 234 ; Kirliv o. IngersoU, 1

Harr. Ch. (Midi.), 17:2; Whitton v.

Smith, Freem. Ch. (Miss.), 231 ; Duncan
V. Clark, 2 Rich. 587.

(n) Anderson v. Tompkins, 1 Brock.

456 ; Shun:, C. J., in Tapley v. Bntter-

ficM, 1 Met. 519; Coles o. Coles, 15

Johns. 159.— Nor can one partner, with-

out special authority, bind the firm by a

contract for the sale of real estate em-

|ilovcd in the business of the firm. Law-
rence V. Taylor, 5 Hill (N. Y.), 107.

(o) Hannaq v. Johnson, 18 E. L. & E.

400, s. c. 2 E. & B. 61 ; Goodman v.

White, 2 Miss. 163; Miller v. Hines, 15

Geo. 107. •

(/)) SandiLands o. Marsh, 2 B. & Aid.

673.

(f/) Ex parte Peele, 6 Ves. 602.

(r) Gansevoort t". Williams, 14 Wend.
33 ; Minor v. Gaw, 11 Sm. & M. 322'
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ner applies partnership funds to the payment of his own debts,

this act is void, although the creditor did not know that the

funds belonged to the partnership, (s) And a purchaser who
buys partnership property from a partner, knowing that the

transaction was a fraud on the firm, may be held a trustee for

the firm, (t)

Partners may be made liable for the torts of a copartner il

connected with contract, and done apparently in due course of

the business of the firm, and the existence of the copartnership

and its business is that which gives the opportunity for the

wrong and injury inflicted upon the innocent party, (m) It has

Clay V. Coftrell, 18 Penn. 408; Homer v.

Wood, 1 1 Cush. 62 ; Butter v. Stocking,
4 Seld. 408.

(s) Sogers i^. Batchelor, 12 Pet. 229
;

Dob V. Halsey, 1 6 Johns. 34 ; Everngliim
V. Ensworth, 7 Wend. 326 ; Halstead u.

Shepard, 23 Ala. 558 ; Buck u. Mosley,
24 Miss. 170.

(t) Croughton v. Forrest, 17 Mo. 131.
(tt) Willet V. Chambers, Cowp. 814.

So where one partner purchases such
ai'ticles as migli't be of use in the partner-

ship business, and instantly converts them
to his own separate use, the partnership is

liable. Bond v. Gibson, 1 Camp. 185.

A employed B and C, who were partners

as wine and spirit merchants, to purchase
wine and sell the same on commission.
C, the managing partner, represented that

he had made the purchases, and that he
had sold a part of the wines so purchased
at a profit ; the 'proceeds of such sup-
posed sales he paid to A, and rendered
accounts, in which he stated the purchases

. to have been made at a certain rate per
pipe. In fact, C had neither bought
nor sold any wine. The transactions

were wholly fictitious, but B was wholly
ignorant of that. Upon the whole ac-

count a larger sum had been repaid to

A, as the proceeds of that part of the wine
alleged to be resold, than he had advanced

;

but the other part of the wine, which C
represented as having been purchased,

was unaccounted for. Held that B was
liable for the false representations of his

partner ; and that A was entitled to re-

tain the money that had been paid to him
upon these fictitious transactions, as if

tliey were real. Rapp v. Latham, 2 B. &
Aid. 795. See Stone v. Marsh, 6 B. &
C. 551 (Fauntleroy's case) ; Hume v.

BoUaud, Ry. & M. 371 ; Kilbyu. Wilson,
Ry. & M."l78 ; Edmonson v. Davis, 4
Esp. 14 ; Moreton v. Hardern, 4 B. & C.

223; Babcock v. Stone, 3 McLean, 172.—
The conversion by one partner of property
which came into the possession of the firm

on partnership account, is the conversion
of all. Nisbet v. Patton, 4 Rawle, 120.

The partnership is liable to the iimoccnt
indorsee of a promissory note signed by
one of the members in the name of the

firm, without the knowledge or consent of

his partner ; although the note was given
for a debt unconnected witli the business

of the partnersliip. Boardman i'. Gore,
15 Mass. 331. So the parliiurship is

li.able for the fraudulent representations

of a partner relative to matters in the

course of its business, although without
the knowledge of his copartners. Dore-
mus V. McCormick, 7 Gill, 49 ; Beach v.

State Bank, 2 Cart. (Ind,), 489 ; Hawkins
V. Appleby, 2 Sandf. 421-. Satulfurd, J.

:

" It has long been established tliat a part-

ner is liable in assumpsit for the conse-

quences of frauds practised by his co-

partner in the transaction of the business,

of which he was entirely ignorant, and
although he derived no benefit from the

fraud. This is upon the grovmd that, by
forming the connection, partners publish

to the world their confidence in each
other's integrity and good faith, and im-
pliedly agree to be responsible for what
they shall respectively do within the scope
of their partnership business ; and if, by
the wrongful act of one a loss must fall

upon a stranger, or upon the other part-

ner, who is equally innocent, the latter,

having been the cause or occasion of the

confidence reposed in his delinquent asso-

ciate, must suffer the loss." It is hold
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been held that one partner might bind the firm by a guaranty

or letter of credit given in their name
;
(v) but it seems to be

now settled that there must be a special authority for that pur-

pose
;
(w) but this may be implied from the common course of

business or previous transactions between the parties, or from

subsequent adoption by the firm, (x) And if the word " surety"

be added to the signature of the firm, this casts upon the holder

the burden of proving the assent of the firm, (y) And if the

signature or indorsement be in the usual form, but the party

receiving it knows that it is given by way of suretyship, he must

prove by direct evidence or equivalent circumstances the assent

of the partners, {z)

A release by one partner is a release by all, both in law and

in equity, (a) And a release to one partner is a release to all. (b)

that the imphcd authority of a partner

does not extend to illegal contracts, as the

borrowing of money at usurious interest,

and will not bind his copartners without
their knowledf^e or consent. Hutchins t\

Turner, 8 Huni|)h. 415. The court in this

case said :
" Tlie liability of a partner,

arisini^ out of this implied assent, and
undertaking to be responsible for the acts

of his copartner on behalf of the firm, in

the ordinary lni,-.iness and transactions

thereof, cannot be held to extend to illegal

coiitracts. This would be absurd. An
agency or autliority to a pax'tncr to vio-

late tlie provisions of a public statute

cannot bo implied ; nor can it be implied

that such illegal act is within the scope
of the partncrshij), which could only exist

for lawful purposes." See Pierce r. Jack-
son, 6 Mass. ^45 ; Sherwood v. Marwiek,
5 Greciil. 29.5; Coonier r. Bromlcv, 1:2

E. L. & E. .307 ; State u. Xeal, 7 Foster

(N. I-I.), 131.

(u) Hope V. Cust, cited in 1 East, 48
;

E.r iiailc Gardoni, 15 Ves. 286.

(") Sweetser «. Ereiii'li, 2 Cush. 309;
McQuewiins v. Hamlin, .'SS Penn. St. 517.

(x) Crawford v. SterUiig, 4 Esp. 207
;

Sutton V. Irwine, 12 S. '&, li. 13 ; Ex
Piirh- Xolte, 2 Clyn. & J. 295; Hamill v.

Parvis, 2 Penn. 177 ; t'rcnicr v. Higginson,
1 Mason, 323; Foote v. Sabin, 19 Johns.
154 ; Laverty v. Burr, 1 Wend. 531 ; N. Y.
Fire Insurance Co. v. Bennett, 5 Conn.
574 ; Andrews v. Planters Bank, 7 Sm. &
M. 192; Langan v. llcwett, 13 Sm. & M.
122; Sweetser w. French, 2 Cush. 309.

(,(/) Boyd 0. Plumb, 7 Wend. 309;
Eoilins V. Stevens, 31 Me. 454.

(z) Darling v. March, 22 Me. 188.

(a) Picrson v. Hooker, 3 Johns. 68;
Bruen v. ilarquand, 17 Johns. 58 ; Sal-

mon V. Davis, 4 Binn. 375 ; Morse v.

Bellows, 7 X. II. 567 ; Halsey v. Whit-
nev, 4 INlasoii, 206; Smith v. Stone, 4 G.

&j. 310; McBride v. Hagan, 1 Wend.
326 ; Xoves r. N. Haven, N. London, &
Stonington R. R. Co., 30 Conn. 1. The
rule of law and equity is the same, and

only collusion for fraudulent purposes be-

tween the partners and a debtor destroys

the effect of such release. Barker v.

Richardson, 1 Y. & ,Jer. 362 ; Cram v.

Ciidwell, 5 Cowen, 489.— And the fraud

must be clearly established. Arton v.

Booth, 4 Moore, 1 92 ; Furnival v. Wes-

ton, 7 Moore, 356. And see Legh v.

Legh, 1 B. &. P. 447 ; Jones v. Herbert,

7 Taunt. 421 ; Mountstephen v. Brooke,

1 Cliitt. 391.— Where one partner signed

a general release to a debtor of the firm,

and it did not appear whether it was in-

tended to apply to separate or to partner-

ship demands, or whether tlie subscribing

partner iiad on his separate account any

demand against the debtor, the release

was held a discharge from debts due the

partnersliip. The release was a part of an

indenture of assignment, in trust for cred-

itors. Emerson p. Knower, 8 Pick. 63.

—

Where such release is for all demands,

parol proof that a particular debt was not

intended to be released is not admissible.

Picrson v. Hooker, 3 Johns. 68.

{h) Hamraon v. Roll, March, 202;

Bower V. Swartlin, 1 Atk. 294 ;
Collins

V. Prosscr, 1 B. & C. 6S2 ; American

Bank V. Doolittle, 14 Pick. 126; Good-
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But any fraud or collusion destroys the effect of such release.

And the release to discharge absolutely all the copartners, must

be a technical release under seal, (c) And a discharge of one

of several joint debtors by operation of law, without the con-

sent or cooperation of the creditor, takes from him no remedy
against the other debtor, (d)

The signature or acknowledgment of one partner, in matters

relating to the partnership, in general, binds the firm
;
(e) as

notice in legal proceedings, or abandonment to insurers by one

who has effected insurance for himself and others. (/) And if

one of several joint lessors, partners in trade, sign a notice to

quit, this wiU be valid for all
; (g) but not if they are not part-

ners in trade, (h) And in general a notice to one partner is

binding upon all
;
(i) as of a prior unrecorded deed, the knowl-

edge of which, by one partner, will avoid a subsequent deed to

now u. Smith, 18 Pick. 416; Claggett v.

Salmon, 5 G. & J. 314 ; Buvson v, Kin-
caid, 3 Penn. 57.— So a discharge of one
surety of his wJiole liability is a discharge

to the others. Nicholson v. Revill, 4 A. &
E. 67.5 ; Mayhew e. Criclcctt, 2 Swanst.
192.— But a release to one partner may,
hy means of recitals and provisos, be lim-

ited in its operations to the partner to

whom it is given. Solly v. Forbes, 4
Moore, 448, 2 Br. & B. 38. See Wiggin
V. Tudor, 23 Pick. 444.

(c) Shaw V. Pratt, 22 Pick. 305;
"Walker i;. McCuUoch, 4 Greenl. 421

;

Harrison u. Close, 2 Johns. 449 ; Cats-

. kill Bank v. Messenuer, 9 Cowen, 37
;

Lunt V. Stevens, 25 Me. 534 ; Shotwell

V. Miller, Coxe, 81. — It has been held

that a composition deed, given by the joint

creditors of -i partnersliip, upon its dis-

solution, to that partner who winds up the

affaii-s of the firm, is in the nature of a

release, and will discharge the other part-

ner from his liability. Ex parte Slater, 6

Ves. 146.— But a covenant not to sue

one of several partners will not have the

same effect. Coll. on Part. § 608, and
cases cited.

(d) Ward u. Johnson, 13 Mass. 152;

Robertson v. Smith, 18 Johns. 459;
Tooker v. Bennett, 3 Caines, 4 ; Town-
send V. Riddle, 2 N. H. 449.

(e) See Corps «. Robinson, 2 Wash.
C. C. 388 ; Bound u. Lathrop, 4 Conn.

336 ; Pisk v. Copeland, 1 Overt. 383. —
During the partnership one may enter an
appearance in an action to bind the whole.

Bennett v. Stickney, 17 Vt. 531. See
contra. Haslet v. Street, 2 McCord, 311

;

Looniis V. Piorson, Harper, L. 470. But
after dissolution one cannot acknowledge
service for the firm. Demott v. Swaim, 5

Stew. & P. 293. And service of process

upon one partner, after dissolution, will

not authorize a judgment against the

firm. Duncan v. Tombeekbee Bank, 4
Port. (Ala.), 181.

(/) Hunt V. Royal Ex. Assurance Co.
5 M. & Sel. 47. So if one partner, for

liimself and partner, sign a note for the

weekly payment under the Lord's act,

such note would bind the firm. Meux v.

Humphrey, 8 T. R. 25; Burton v. Issit,

5 B. & Aid. 267.

(q) Doe V. Hulme, 2 Man. & R. 483.

(A) Goodtitle v. Woodward, 3 B. &
Aid. 689. But one joint-tenant may ap-

point a bailiff to distrain for rent due all

the joint-tenants. Robinson v. Hofman,
4 Bing. 562. And one partner may autho-

rize a clerk to draw or accept notes or

bills, in the name of the company. Tillier

17. Whitehead, 1 Dallas, 269.

[i) Alderson v. Pope, 1 Camp. 404

;

Ex parte Waitman, 1 Mont. & A. 364

;

Figgins V. Ward, 2 Cr. & M. 424 ; Cartel

V. Southall, 3 M. & W. 128.
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all the partners, (j) And notice of a want of consideration of a

promissory note, received by one partner, affects all. (k)

Where a bill accepted by a firtn is dishonored by one partner,

notice of the dishonor need not be given to the other part-

ners
;
(l) and where a bill or note is indorsed by a firm, which

is dissolved before the note is due, notice to one of the partners

by a holder not having knowledge of the dissolution, is suffi-

cient, (m) And where the drawer of a bill is a partner of the

house on which it is drawn, he is chargeable without notice to

him of the dishonor of the biU. (n)

Generally, a partner cannot bind his copartners by deed, with-

out express authority. But it has been held that if he annex a

seal for himself and his copartner, in the presence of his co-

partner, that will bind them both, (o)

In some cases very slight circumstances appear to be suffi-

cient to affect a party with the liabilities of partnership, (p)

But the mere fact of persons giving a joint order for goods will

not make them liable as partners, if it appear otherwise that

the seller trusted to them severally, (q) Nor is a person made

(/) Barney r. Currier, 1 Chipman(Vt,), Dabney v. Stiilmr, 4 Sra. & M. 749.

31 5 ; Gilhy v. Siiifjleton, 3 Litt. 250. Cocke v. Bank of Tennes^er, 6 Humph. 51.

[k] Quinn o. Fuller, 7 Cush. 224. — (o) Ball v. Dunstcrville, 4 T. E. 313
;

So, in equity, service of a subpoena upon Swan v. Stedman, 4 Mrt. 548. See Pot-

one partner may, upon notice, be made tcr v. McCoy, 26 Penn. St. 458 ; Free-

pood scrrico upon his copartner abroad, man v. Carliart, 17 Geo. 348. In Gram.
Carrington r. Cantillon, Bunb. 107

;
v. Seton, 1 Hall, 263, the court seem in-

Colcs «. Gunny, 1 Madd. 187. And see clined to maintain the general power of a

Lansinp v. ib Ivilhip, 7 Cowen, 416. partner to affix a seal for the firm in the

(?) Portliousi' r. Parker, 1 (_'aiTip. 82. partnership business. See also, Purviance

See Dabncy v. Stidger, 4 Sm. & M. 749. v. Sutherland, 2 Ohio (n. s.) 478.

But it is otherwise in case of mere joint (p) Parker r. Barker, 1 Br. & B. 9,

indorscrs, wlio are not partners ; notice in 3 Moore, 226. — Persons arc to be treated

such case must be ^ivcn to both. Shcpard as partners if tbcy so conduct and hold

I'. Hawdey, 1 Conn. 368. Even, it seems, themselves out to others, whether their

to bold either. Bank, &<:., ik Eoot, 4 contract would make them so or not.

Cowen, 126. Stearnes v. Haven, 14 Vt. 540. See notes

(m) ('(..trr?-. Thomason, 1!) Ala. 717; (q), (r), and {t), post.

Nott I. Douraing, 6 La. 684. And in (y) Gibson v. Lupton, 9 Bing. 297

such case it has been said, that one part- In this case the two defendants, who were

ner may, after dissolution, waive demand not general partners, gave a joint order to

and notice for the other partm is as well the plaintiff's agent for the purchase of

as for himself. Darling v. i\r:iiTli, 22 Me. some wheat. The order contained these

184. But this may be doubted. words, "Payment for the same to be

(n) Gowan v. Jackson, 20 Johns. 176. drawn upon rac/i of us in the usual man-
Notice of the dishonor of a note given to ner." In reply to this order, the plaintiffs

the surviving partner of a Arm fixes the wrote to the defendants :
" We have made

liability of a partnership, and binds the a purchase for your joint account." At
representitives of the deceased partner, the same time they drew a bill upon each
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a partner by a stipulation that a firm will be governed by hia

advice, (r)

If the terms of the contraf^t, and all the facts necessary for its

construction, are ascertained, the question whether there is a

partnership, is a question of law. (s)

No particular mode of holding oneself out as a partner is

necessary to make one liable as such ; but it must be a volun-

tary act ; for otherwise a party might be charged with a ruinous

responsibility without his knowledge, intention, or assent, and
without fault on his part, and through the fraud or wrongful

acts of others, (t) Where a person is received as a new mem-

defendant for one third of the price, each
bill being for one moiety of the third.

They afterwards, on the wheat being

shipped, drew like bills for the remainder
of the price, having previously written :

" We hold you both harmless for the ad-

vance up to the period of lading and in-

voice." The bill of lading, on coming
into the possession of the defendants, was
indorsed by each of them. Under these

circumstances, the Court of Common
Pleas held that the defendants were only
severally liable on the contract, each being

responsible for the purchase of a moiety
only of the cargo. See also, Hopkins v.

Smith, 11 Johns. 161 ; Livingston v.

Roosevelt, 4 id. 266 ; Mclver v. Humble,
16 East, 169.— So where in an action of

assumpsit, C was charged as a partner

with A, on the autliority of B, who in-

formed the plaintiff before he furnished

the goods, that they wore in partnership,

and, at the trial, B's clerk proved that B
had been in the habit ofdiscounting bills for

A, and that in discounting a bill at one
time for A, he had introduced C to him
as his partner, but that the only connection

in trade between B and the defendants

was in discounting bills ; Lord Kenyan
said that this evidence was not sufficient

to charge C as A's partner ; that the in-

troduction of C to B should be taken

secundum subjeclam materiam, that is, as

applying to a transaction in which A was
concerned with B, the discounting of bills,

to which transaction only it should be con-

fined. De Berkom v. Smith, 1 Esp. 29 ;

see also, Livingston v. Roosevelt, 4 Johns.

266.

(r) Barklio v. Scott, 1 Hud. & B. 83.

Because it does not hold him out to the

world as a partner, nor give him any

share in the profits, nor empower him to

dissolve, alter, or affect the partnership. —
So the fact that several persons associated

together to nin a line of stagc-coaehes,

that they had a general meeting, and that

debts were contracted on account of the

company, do not prove a ]iartnership as

between themselves. Chandler v. Brain-
ard, 14 Pick. 28.5 ; Clark v. Reed, 1 1 id.

446.— And the fact that two persons sign

a note jointly ivas held not evidence of a
partnership between them. Hopkins y.

Smith, 11 Johns. 161. But see Carwick
V. Vickerv, Dougl. 653 ; Dc Berkom v.

Smith, 1 i;sp. 29 ; 3 Kent (5th ed.), 30,

n. See further as to what facts will con-

stitute a partnersliip. Smith u. Edwards,
2 Har. & 6. 411.

(s) Sec Evoritt V. Chapman, 6 Conn.
347 ; Tcrrill i-. Richards, 1 Nott & McC.
20; Drake v. Elwin, 1 Caines, 184;
Beecham i;. Dodd, 3 Harr. 485 ; Drennen
V. House, 41 Penn. St. 30.

(t) Such circumstances as, according

to the custom of merchants, usually indi-

cate a partnership, may be given in evi-

dence against one whom it is sought to

charge as a partner ; such as the use of his

name in printed invoices, bills of parcels,

and advertisements, or on the printed

signs attached to the place of business

;

and these may afford strong presumptive
evidence of his acquiescence in the name
and character of partner. In general, it

he so acts as to justify others in believing

him a partner, he will be liable as such.

Spencer v. Billing, 3 Camp, 310; Parker
V. Barker, 1 Br. & B. 9, 3 Moore, 226.

Nevertheless, this evidence may be rebut-

ted by showing either that he was entirely

ignorant of these transactions, or that ha

took the proper means of disowning them
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ber into an old firm, and the new firm recognizes, by pay-

ment of interest a debt of the old firm, this is, in general, evi-

dence of an adoption of the debt by the new firm, including the

new partner, which will make him liable
;
(u) but it has not always

nor necessarily this effect. Some knowledge and assent of this

payment must be brought home to the new partner, by direct

testimony, or by showing such oversight of or such shkre in the

actual business of the firm as would imply such knowledge

;

and perhaps there should be some evidence of assent by the

and den}nng liis authority. One is not

liable as a nominal partner because others

use his name as that of amemberof atirm,

mthout his consent, although he previous-

ly belonged to the firm
;

proviiled he has

taken the proper steps to notify the pubUc
of his retirement. Newsome v. Coles, 2

Camp. 617. And tlic plaintiff slinuld be

prepared to show that the acts of the de-

fendant, which he relies on as acts of part-

nership, were done by tlie defendant, with
full l^nowledge and deliberation on his

part. See Fox v. Clifton, 6 Bing. 776, 4

Mo. & P. 71.3.

(w) Ex parte Jackson, I Ves. 131. Tlie

general rule, as well as the exceptions to

it which may possibly occur, are M'cll il-

lustrated by tlie case of Ex parte Peele, 6

Ves. 602. There Kirk, a warehouseman,
carrying on business under the firm of

Kirk and Company, being indebted to Sir

Robert Feel for goods sold, after that

debt was contracted had entered into a
treaty with Ford, a breeches-maker, for

forming a partnership. About four months
afterwards a commission of bankruptcy is-

sued against them. No articles having
been executed. Ford disputed tlie point of

partnership, which was tried at law, and
the partnership was established upon the

evidence of acts done. A petition was
presented by Sir Robert Peel to prove his

debt as a joint debt. In support of the

petition the affidavit of one Copeland stat-

ed, that it was agreed that the separate

debts of Kirk sliould be assumed by the

partnership ; that entries were made in the

books with the knowledge of Ford ; and
particularly, that the goods furnished by
the petitioner were entered at a reduced
price. This was opposed by the affidavit

of Ford, denying the agreement, or even
knowledge of these circumstances. Lord
Eldon :

" I agree it is settled that if a man
gives a partnership engagement in the
partnership name, with regard to a trans-

action not in its nature a partnership

transaction, he who seeks the benefit of that

engagement must be able to say that, al-

though in its nature not a partnership trans-

action, yet tlicrc was some auiljority be-

yond the mere circumstance of partnership

to enter into that contract so as to hind the

partnership, and then if depends upon the

degree of evidence. Slight circumstances
might be sufficient wliere in the original

transaction tlie party to be bound was not

a partner but at the subsequent time had
acquired all the benefit, as if he had been
a partner in the original transaction ; and
it would not be unwholesome for a jury to

infer largely that that obligation, clearly

according to conscience, had been given

upon an implied authority. So here, if

this was a case in which it was found upon
the trial that this man was a partner

upon a long-existing partnership, with a

regular scries of transactions, books, &e., a

knowledge of what his partner had been

doing might be interred against him ; that

wliich in common prudence lie ought to

have known. But that is not the case of

this partnership : it was a treaty. It is

not even yet agreed how tlie stock and
partnership were to be formed. In the

course of that treaty, Ford, ignorant of

law, permits acts to be done which the law

holds to be partnership acts. It is a very

different consideration whether this man,
so trepanned into a partnersliip, had got

regular books, &c. ; and it is difficult to

say, not only that knowing this he had

agreed to it, but that he knew it; in which

case I am afraid he must be bound. That

fact has not been sufficiently inquired into."

The order, tlicrefore, directed a reference

to tlie commissioners to inquire whether,

at the commencement of the partnersliip,

any debts due from Kirk, for his stock in

trade, were assumed, and any debts to liim

carried into the partnership, with tha

knowledge and assent of Ford
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creditor to the transfer of the debt from the old to the new
firm, (v)

The liability of an incoming partner for old debts is not to be

presumed, (w)

The authority of a partner to bind his firm rests indeed upon
a necessity ; for mercantile business could not be carried on by

a partnership otherwise, without great inconvenience. And it

is bounded and measured by this necessity, so that the partner-

ship is not bound by the acts or contracts of any partner, not

within the legitimate scope of the partnership business, (x)

An illustration of this may be found in the rule which is held

by authorities of great weight, that one partner cannot bind his

firm by a submission to arbitration, without specific authority

from his copartners ; nor has a partner, as such, authority to

consent to a judgment in an action against him and his copart-

ners
; (y) the reason given for these rules being, that a partner has

no implied authority, except so far as is necessary to carry on

the business of the fijm.(z) Another reason is also given, that

(f) Kirwan v. Kirwan, 2 Cr. & M. 617.

In this ca^e it appeared that A kept aii

account in the nature of a banking account

with the firm of B. & Co., and annual ac-

counts were rendered to him. During- the

time that A dealt with the fli-m, all the

partners retired except C, who formed a
new partner.'^hip with K. On the acces-

sion of K a larffe capital was brought into

the concern. A's account was then trans-

ferred from the books of the old to those

of the new partnership, and the balance

was struck annually as before ; and A,
until his death, which happened about

three years afterwards, received sums on
account, and interest on his balance from
the new firm, in the same manner as be-

fore. Upon the death of A, his adminis-

'trators brought an action against the quon-

dam partners and C to recover the balance,

and in that action the q^iondam partners

contended that their responsibility had

shifted to C and K, and it was argued in

their behalf that the transfer of the account

into the books of the new iy'ra, and the

payments of money to A, amounted to

evidence against K that he intended to

take the debt upon him. But the Court

of Exchequer were of opinion that no in-

ference of that sort could be drawn, in the

absence of any proof of A's assent to the

substitution of K as his debtor, for the

original partners ; and Bolland, B., ob-

served further, tliat there w.as nothing to

show that K undertook to answer for the

debts of the old firm, and the probabilities

were that he would not incur further re-

sponsibilities. And although the accotint

was transferred from the old to tlie new
firm, the learned judge conceived that there

might he many ways in which interest

might be paid without K being aware of

it ; and the manner of keeping the accounts

led to the supposition that he was not

aware of it. See also. Ex parte Sand-
ham, 4 Deac. & C. 812.

(w) See Catt v. Howard, 3 Stark, .5.

(,r) Dickinson v. Valpy, 10 B. & C
128 ; Sandilands v. Marsh, 2 B. & Aid.

673; Sims v. Brutton, 1 E. L. & E. 446.

One partner cannot bind the firm or trans-

fer its property for his private debt. Ke-
meys v. Richards, 11 13arb. 312; Lanier

u. McCabe, 2 ITlor. 32 ; unless the other

partners authorize or ratify the act.

Wheeler v. Rice, 8 Cush. 205.

(?/) Hambidge v. De la Croute, 3 M. G.

& S. 742 ; Morgan v. Richardson, IC Mo.
409 ; Binney v. Le Gal, 19 Barb. 592

See also, Grierw. Hood, 25 Ponn. St 430 ;

Clark V. Bowen, 22 How. 270.

(z) Stead V. Salt, 3 Bing. 101 ;
Kart-

haus V. Ferrer, 1 Pet. 228 ; Buchanan v

Cun-y, 19 Johns. 137 ; Harrington v. Hig-

ham,"l3 Barb. 660, s. c. 15 id. 524. But

see Wilcox v. Singletary, Wright, 420

;
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such implied authority might deprive the other partners of tlicir

legal rights or remedies.

It is a familiar principle, that partners may limit or enlarge

the power of each other, as between themselves, at theh own
pleasure ; and it is certain that third persons are not affected by

any such limitations or stipulations, unless they have notice or

knowledge of them, (a) But whether they are bound by limit-

ations of which they have notice, and therefore cannot hold

the firm on the contract of a partner who, as they know, has

exceeded the power given to him by his firm, may not be quite

settled ; but we think the better reason and authority lead to the

conclusion that third parties are affected by such stipulations

when made known to them, (b)

SECTION XIII.

POWER OF A MAJORITY.

Whether the majority of the partners of a fiim can bind the

minority, is not yet quite determined by authority. Some cases

show a disposition to admit this power, but to confine its exer-

cise to the internal concerns of the firm, or to those which are

of little importance. The authorities on this subject wiU be

found in our notes, (c) We think a distinction might be drawn

Southard v. Steele, 3 Monr. 435 ; Arm- be more safe to say, that the power of the

sti-ong V. Robinson, 5 G. & J. 412 ; Tay- majority to bind the minority is confined

lor V. Coryell, 12 S. & R. 243. to the ordinary transactions of the part-

(a) Blundell v. Winsor, 8 Sim. 601
;

nership. See "6 Ves. 777 ; 5 Bro. P. C.
"Walbum v. Ingilby, 1 Myl. & K. 61. 489. It is true that in one case it has

(6) Sue Hallet v. Dowdall, 9 E. L. & been held that in all sea adventiu-es the

E. 347, s. c. 18 Q. B. 2 ; Worcester Cora acts of the majority shall bind the wliole

;

ICx. Co. 19 E. L. & E. 627; In re Lea, F. but in that case provision to that effect

& L. Ins. Co. 23 E. L. & E. 422 ; Fall was made hy deed. Falkland v. Cheney,
River Union Bank v. Sturtevant, 12 Cush. 5 Bro. P. C. 476. So in Con.st v. Harris,

372. Turn. & R. 52.5. Lord Eldo7)'s opinion
(c) It has been laid down by a learned was in favor of the power of a majority to

wiitcr (Chitty's Law.s of Commerce, vol. bind the minority, provided their conduct
3, p. 236), that in the absence of any ex- -was bona Jide. His lordship said: "I call

press stipulation_ a majoiity must decide that the act of all which is the act of the

a.s to the disposition of the partnership majority, provided all are consulted, and
property. But this opinion is given with the majorityactiop?a^rfe." The majority
considerable caution, and it may perhaps of partners do not represent the whole
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on principle, between partnerships made by articles, and by their

provisions not determinable by either party at pleasure, and
those which may be dissolved by mutual consent and terminated

at once by either party, at his own will and pleasure. In the

former case, it might be said that the majority should not be

permitted to govern, because the minority have no refuge, no

escape by dissolution ; and if controlled absolutely by the ma-
jority, they might be made to incur unreasonable danger. But
where any dissenting partner may dissolve the partnership at

pleasure, then the majority should govern. Because that is but

saying to the minority, choose either to go on -with us in the

transaction we propose and approve, or leave us to go on by

ourselves, as you prefer. Where the copartnership is determi-

nable at the will of any partner, the rule that the minority may
govern only terminates a partnership between disagreeing part-

ners. Where the partnership is not determinable at pleasure,

it may be said that the rule that a minority may arrest or pro-

hibit a transaction which they do not approve, gives them in

fact a power to terminate a copartnership at pleasure, because

if they can arrest one transaction, they may aU. This is possi-

ble ; but the inconveniences resulting from it seem to be less

than those which might come from permitting a bare majority

to retain the capital of copartners, and employ it in transactions

which they disapprove, and expose it to hazards they are

unwilling to encounter. Moreover, the opposite rule— that the

majority might govern— would give to them the power of dis-

solving the partnership at pleasure ; because, if they wished for

a dissolution, they could always propose transactions so adverse

to the views or interests of the minority, as to compel them to

assent to a dissolution as their only escape.

It must be regarded as certain that a majority cannot compel

a minority to extend the business of the partnership to transac-

tions beyond their original intention, or otherwise make a mate-

body, except when the voice of the minor- v. Thompson, 1 Vern. 465 ; Ex parte

ity has been called for. In such case the Johnson, 31 B. L. & E. 430 ; 3 Kent,

court will take the opinion of the minority Com. 45, n. ; Story on Part. \ 123, n.

;

to have been fairly overruled. See also, Johnston v. Button, 27 Ala. 245 ; Western
Kii-k V. Hodgson, 3 Johns. Ch. 400 ; Wil- St. Co. o. Walker, 2 Iowa, 504.

kins V. Pearce, 5 Denio, 541 ; Kobinson

VOL. I. 13
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rial change in the business, not contemplated in the formation

of the partnership, nor sanctioned by all the partners.

SECTION XIV.

OF DISSOLUTION.

The dissolution of a partnership does not affect the liability

of the partners for former debts, but in general, prevents the

incurring of a new joint liability.

However it takes place, dissolution terminates altogether the

power of a partner to carry on the business concerns of the

partnership, in a way to bind former partners by any contract

whatever. The former partners are partners no longer, but

tenants in common ; and where there is no agreement to the

contrary, each partner, after dissolution, possesses the same au-

thority to adjust the affairs of the firm, by collecting its debts,

and disposing of its property, as before the dissolution ; but they

can no longer bind each other, even by varying the form of ex-

isting obligations, (d) No partner can indorse a note of the

firm, even to pay a prior debt of the firm, (e) It is said in Eng-

land, that a retired partner may authorize, even by parol, a

remaining partner to indorse bills in the name of the firm,

which will hold him
; (/) but then, in fact, he is scarcely a re-

tired partner. We should say, that a general authority to a part-

ner, to settle the affairs of the firm, whether it be an express

authority, or the authority given by law to a surviving partner,

would not give any power of this kind, (g-)

It is important to know what makes a dissolution. If the

partnership be for a time certain, one partner may maintain an

{d) Torrey v. Baxter, 13 Vt. 452; if) Smith !'. Winter, 4 M. & W. 454.

Woorlworth r. Downer, id. 522
; Robbing (g) Long v. Story, 10 Mo. 636; Par-

V. Fuller, 24 N. Y. (10 Smith), 570. ker v. Cousins. 2 Gratt. 372; Lusk v.

(e) Humpliries v. Oliastain, 5 Geo. Smith, 8 B.irb, 570; Hurst w. Hill, 8 Md.
166; Glasscock v. Smith, 25 Ala. 474; 399 ; Palmer r. Dodge, 4 Ohio (n. 8.), 21;

Fellows V. Wyman, 33 N. H. 351. Per- Hamilton v. Seaman, 1 Cart. (Ind.), 185;

haps some doubt is thrown on this conclu- Fowler (,-. Richardson, 3 Sneed, 508;
sion, by Fowle v. Harrington, 1 Cush. Merrit v. Pollys, 16 B. Mon. 355. But

146, and Temple v. Seaver, 11 Cush. 314. see Kemp u. Cotfin, 3-Grcene (Iowa), 190.
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action at law against another for a breach of the articles in dis-

solving before the period therein limited ; and the action may
be brought before the expiration of the time for which the part-

nership was limited. The damages would be the profits which

would have accrued to the plaintiff from the continuation of the

partnership business, (h) Where a partnership is not to endure

for a time certain by the articles of copartnership, or where that

time has expired, it may undoubtedly be dissolved at the pleasure

of any partner, [i) But the dissolution should be made with

due notice to the other partner or partners, and at such time and

in such manner as would not make unnecessary injury to them
;

nor would the law sanction fraud in this matter. Whether,

when the partnership is by articles which stipulate its continu-

ance for a specifi^ed period, one partner may dissolve it within

that period, is not, perhaps, quite certain. By the civU law, such

dissolution is permitted, on the ground that it would be useless

and mischievous to hold reluctant partners together, (j) In

England the weight of authority is decidedly opposed to such

dissolution, as a breach of contract
;
(k) still it is difficult to

deny that one may assign his interest, and this would operate a

dissolution ; or he might contract a debt, and let his interest be

taken in execution. A court of equity might interfere to pre-

vent such assignment ; but would not, in case of debt, unless

there was collusion, or the creditor's interest could not other-

wise be secured. (I)

{h) Bagleyw. Smith, 10 N. Y. (6 Seld.), was held,— where one partner gare the

489. other notice that the copartnership was
(t) Griswold v. Waddington, 15 Johns, dissolved, but this was not assented to by

82.— Bat notice should be given to the the other, and the parties did not after-

other partner. Nerot v. Bernand, 4 Russ. wards act upon it,— that it did not operate

260 ; Peacock v. Peacock, 16 Ves. 50. — as a dissolution of the firm.

This should be a reasonable notice where
( j ) Vinnius in Ins. 3. 26, 4 ; Perriere

the articles are totally silent upon the sub- in Id. tome V. 156; Dig. 17, 2, 14;
ject, and where, without such notice, in- Domat, b. 1, tit. 8, § 5, art. 1-8, by
jury would be inflicted, or fraud indicated. Strahan.

Howell V. Harvey, 5 Ark. 280.— The (/c) Peacock v. Peacock, 16 Ves. 56;

duration may be gathered from the terms Crawshay v, Maule, 1 Swanst. 495. See

of the articles, although not expressly Pearpoint v. Graham, 4 Wash. C. C. 234,

provided for. Wheeler v. Yan Wart, 2 where Washington, J., distinctly affirms

Jur. 252. See also, Crawshay v. Collins, the rule indicated by the English author-

15 Ves. 227; Wilson v. Greenwood, 1 ities.

Swanst. 480 ; Washburn v. Goodman, 17 (/) Marquand v. N. Y. Man. Co. 17

Pick. 519.— In the case of Sanderson v. Johns. 525. In this case, the assignment

The Milton Stage Co., 18 Vt. 107, it by one partner of all his interest in the
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It has been questioned whether a court would infer an agrees

ment for a continuance of the partnership for a definite period,

from circumstances ; as the taking of a lease of an estate to be

used as partnership property, or the like. But it may well be

doubted, whether such an inference would be drawn merely

from circumstances, unless they made the agreement quite cer-

tain, (w)

A court of equity would always decree a dissolution at the

prayer of one or more copartners, if it were shown that the

other partner or partners were guilty of fraud, or gross miscon-

duct in the aifairs of the partnership, or it may restrain a part-

ner from injurious action. («) But it will not interfere for slight

causes ; and perhaps for nothing less than unquestionable fraud,

or an amotion of the complaining partner from his share in the

business, or such conduct as renders the carrying on of the

business of the firm substantially impossible, (o)

If the bill seeks to correct in some way the proceedings of a

firm, but not to dissolve it, it is not usual to appoint a receiver,

partncrsliip ^^as held to dissolve it, al-

though by the articles it was to continue

till two partners should demand its ilisso-

lution. In Skinner !>. Dayton, 19 Johns.

538, it -vvas held that the partnership is

dissolulilo at tlie pleasure of any partner,

although he has entered into a covenant
for its eontinnanee for seven years — the

only consequence being that he lliereby

subjects liirnself to a claim for damages
for a breach of bis covenant. Si'c Mason
V. Council, 1 Whart. 388 ; Whitton v.

Smitli, : Fvecm Ch. (Hiss.), 2.31
; Beaver

;. Lewis, U AHc. 13S. In Bisliop !.

Breckles, 1 HofFm. Ch. 534, the question
was cousidcrcil douV)tful, but the rule of
the civil law deemed more reasonable, and
the refusal of one pai'tner to proceed
properly in the business of the partner-
ship, was held sufficient cause for a de-
cree of dissolution. Per Viee-Cliancellor :

" Tlie law of the court, then, requires

something more than the mere will of one
party to justify a dissolution. But it

seems to me that but little should bo de-
manded. The principle of the civil law
is the most wise. Wliy should this court
cotnpel the continuance of a union, when
dissension has marred all prospects of the
advantages contemplated l>y its forma-
tion 1 By refusing to disolve it, the pow-

er of binding each other, amd of dealing

with the partnership property, remains,

when all confidence and all eorabiuation

of effort is at an end. The object of the

contract is defeated."

(m) Crawshav r. Jlaule, 1 Swanst. 495,

508, 521. Lord Eldon : " Without doubt,

in the absence of an express, there may he

an implied contract, as to the duration of

a partnership. But I must contradict all

authority, if I say, that where^'cr there is

a partnership, the purchase of a leasehold

intcjcst of longer or shortir duration is a

circum-t-iuco from \\-hich it is to be in-

ferred that the partnership shall continue

as long as the lease. On that argument,

the court holding that a lease of seven

years is proof of partnership for seven

years, and a lease of fourteen of a part-

nership for fourteen years, must hold that

if the partners purcha-'c a fee-simple, there

shall be a partnership for ever." See

Marshall u. M.'irsball, cited 2 Bell, Com.

641, n. 3, and 643, n. 1.

(n) Kembleii. Keau, 6 Sim. 333.

(o) Blakcney i: Dufaur, 15 E. L. &
E. 76, s. c. 15 Bcav. 40 ; Blake u. Dor-

gan, 1 Greene (Iowa), 537 ; Terrell v,

Goddard, 18 Geo. 664; Kenton i,. Chap
lain, 1 Stock. 62.
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although this might be done. But if the prayer is to dissolve

the partnership, it is usual to appoint a receiver, (p)
Any assignment of a copartner's interest in the partnership

funds operates, ipso facto, a dissolution
; this would certainly be

true of the assignment of the whole of a copartner's interest,

and perhaps of the assignment of any portion of his interest

which required a closing of the partnership business and ac-

counts to determine the value of the portion assigned ; and
although the assignment was made only to give a collateral

security, (q) And an assignment by one partner of his share of

the future profits to another partner is a dissolution of the

ip) Han V. Hall, 3 E. L. & E. 191,

8. c. 3 Mac. & G. 79 ; Eoberts v. Eber-
hardt, 23 E. L. & E. 245, s. c. 1 Kay,
148, Speights v. Peters, 9 Gill, 472 ; Sloane
V. Moore, 37 Penn. St. 217.

(g) Horton's Appeal, 13 Penn. St. 67

;

Parkhur.st v. Kinsman, 1 Blatcli. 488;
Marquand v. New York Manuf. Co. 17

Johns. 525.— In Whitton v. Smith, 1

Frcem. Ch. (Miss.), 231, it was held that

a sale or assignment by one partner of all

his interest in the partnership property,

operates as a dissolution, ipso facto, al-

though the partnership articles prnride

for a continuance of the partnership for a
definite period.— See Conwell v. San-
didge, 5 Dana, 213 ; Cochran v. Perry, 8

W. & S. 262.— But the tnie principle

seems to be stated in Taft v. Buffum, 14

Pick. 322. In this case, one of four

members of a firm assigned the whole of

his interest in all the personal and reul

estate of the firra to one of his copartners,

but still continued to transact the business

of the firm in the same manner as before,

until the failure of the company; a suit

was commenced against the remaining

throe members of the firm; they pleaded

in atatement the non-joinder of tlie party

who had so assigned his share, and the

court held that a conveyance by a partner

of all his interest in all the real and per-

sonal estate of the firm to one of his co-

partners, does not ipso facto dissolve the

copartnership ; it is only evidence tending

to sliow a dissolution. In this case the

court say that a person may still be a

partner, though he ceases to have any
property in the stock of a partnership, on
the principle that two persons may be-

come partners, one furnishing money or

goods, ami the other skill or labor; or

after persons have entered into a partner-

ship, and each has furni.shed capital, one
may, with the consent of his associates,

and for good con.^ideration, as of great

skill or labor, withdraw his funds or share

in the stock, and still continue to be a

member of the firm. Putnam, J., re-

marked :
" We think that such an ar-

rangement would not necessarili/ operate

as a dissolution of the connection.'' He
adds :

" A majority of the court are of

opinion that it [the fact of the sale by one
partner] was evidence in the case, which
might or might not prove a dissolution,

as other facts might be proved in the

case, all of which should have been left to

the jury, to determine the fact whether
the partnersliip had been dissolved or not.

Por example, if, after a sale, the partner
assigning his interest had ceased to have
an}^ concern in the establishment, had en-

tered into other business on his own sep-

arate account, or, as it might be, had re-

moved to a foreign country or place, and
there carried on business for himself, or
lived upon his own funds or otiierwise;

upon such evidence we should all think
that the jury ought to find that the copart-

nership was dissolved. On the other hand,
if (as in the present case it is found) the

partner so assigning, after the convey-
ance, continued to act as a partner, mak-
ing himself liable as such by drafts and
other partnership business, just as he
had done before the conveyance ; then
it would seem to a majority of _the

court that the jury ought to find that the

partnership was not dissolved." Coll.

on Part. 5 110. — See Buford „. Mc-
Neeley, 2 Dev. Eq. 481 ; Dana u. Lull,

17 Vt. 390.
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partnership, because the essence of that is a participation of the

profits, (r)

As death operates of itself a dissolution, (s) so in England

civil death has the same effect ; as outlawry, or attainder for

treason or felony. We have not this civil death in this country

;

and imprisonment for a term of years, or even for life, would

probably have only the effect of other incapacity ; and so would

absconding for debt or crime, (t) That is, it would not be a

dissolution of the partnership, nor cause a dissolution at once,

propria vigore, but it wordd be good ground for applying to any

court, having authority, to grant a dissolution. When either

partner becomes disabled to act, or when the business becomes

wholly impracticable, a court of equity would dissolve the part-

nership, or treat it as dissolved, as the justice of the case might

require, (u) The contract of partnership is mutual ; and it

would be obviously unjust to hold one party to his contract,

when it had become impossible for the other to fulfil his part.

If the party so disabled from active aid, was, by the terms of

the contract, only a silent or dormant partner, only contributing

capital, and sharing with his partner the profit and loss arising

from the use made of the capital by the active partner, the

above reason would seem not applicable, because his capital

might remain as before. But in this case, if an application

comes from the active partner, he certainly should be permitted

to renounce the benefit of the capital under such circumstances,

if he wished to do so. And if the application comes from

the party owning the capital, or his representatives, they as

certainly ought to be permitted to withdraw the capital from

hazards which the owner could no longer estimate nor provide

for, nor advise in relation to. And we think with Mr. Justice

Story and Mr. Chief Justice Parker, that it may weU be doubted

whether the rule of law should not be that absolute insanity,

()) Heath v. Sansom, 4 B. & Ad. 175. tion, and this not only as to the deceased

(s) VuUiamy v. Noble, 3 Meriv. 59.3; partner, but also as to all of the survivors.

Jllirraj' v. Mumford, 6 Cowen, 441; Dyer w. Clark, 5 Met. 575; Scholefield i;.

Confleld !.-. Hard, 6 Conn. 184; Bunvell Eichelberger, 7 Pet. 586. And the same
V. Mandeville, 2 How. 560 ; Knapp v. rule a|)plies to a silent partner. Wash-
McBride, 7 Ala. 19.— In such ca-ie the bm-n v. Goodman, 17 Pick. 520.
dissolution takes effect from the time of (/) Whitman v. Leonard, 3 Pick. 177.

the death, however numerous the associar [u) Leaf v. Coles, 12 E. L. & E. U7.
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or any equivalent disability, operates at once, and ipso facto, a
dissolution, {v) But it is said that a decree of dissolution for

the cause of insanity, has no retrospective action ; not even to

the time when the bill was filed, {w)

Bankruptcy of the firm, or of one partner, operates an im-
mediate dissolution, {x) Insolvency under the statutes would
have the same effect

; {y) but not the mere insolvency which is

only an inability to pay debts, until a refusal to pay
;
{z) and

probably not until interference with the firm by attachment or

other legal process, by a creditor of the firm, or of an indebted

(v) Story on Part, (j 295; Jones v.

Noy, 2 Myl. & K. 125. In Isler v. Baker,
6 Humph. 85, it was held, that an inqui
sition of lunacy, found against a member
of a partnership, ipso facto, dissolves the
partnership. See also, Griswold v. Wad-
dington, 15 Johns. 57 ; Davis v. Lane,
10 N. H. 161, where Parker, C. J. is re-

ported to have said :
" It has been held, in

England, that the insanity of one partner
does not operate as a dissolution of the
partnership, but that object must be at-

tained through a court of equity. Sayer
V. Bonnet, cited 2 Ves. & B. .303 ; Gow
on Part. 272. But the soundness of
the principle may perhaps be doubted.
Waters ;;. Taylor, 2 Ves. & B. 303; Gris-

wold V. Waddington, 15 Johns. 57, 82,
cited supra. It certainly could not have
seen applied here prior to 1832, as we
had before that time no court through
whose decree in equity a dissolution could
have been effected. Admitting it, to be
correct in its fullest extent, however, it

would not affect this case, for each part-

ner has an interest by the partnership

conti-act, and the interest of one partner
would not be terminated by the insanity

of another. In making a sale, or con-
tract, he does not act as agent, but in

his own right ; and the partnership name
may be used by one, without any suppo-
sition that another acts, individually, or

has any knowledge or volition in rel.ation

to the matter. But so long as the part-

nership continues, the act of one binds

the others ; and as it is, in its effect, the

act of all the partners, it may deserve

great consideration whether the insanity

of one, in the absence of any stipulation

to the contrai-y, does not operate ipso

facto, as a dissolution of the partnership

itself."

(w) Besch V. Frolich, 1 Phil. Ch. 172.

(x) Fox V. Hanbury, Cowp. 448. Lord
Mansfield: "An act of bankruptcy by
one partner is to many purposes a disso-

lution of the partnership, by virtue of the

relation in the statutes, which avoid all

the acts of a banlu-upt from the day of
his bankruptcy ; and from the necessity

of the thing, all his property being vested
in the assignees, who cannot carry on
a trade." See Wilson v. Greenwood, 1

Swanst. 482 ; Ex parte Smith, 5 Ves.
295 ; Ex parte Wilhams, 1 1 Ves. 5

;

Crawshay y. Collins, 15 Ves. 218; Dut-
ton D. Morrison, 17 Ves. 193; Giiswold
V. Waddington, 15 Johns. 82, s. c. 16

Johns. 491 ; Marquand v. N. Y. Manuf.
Co. 17 id. 535 ; Arnold v. Brown, 24
Pick. 89 ; Atwood v. Gillett, 2 Doug.
(Mich.), 206 ; Coll. on Part. B. 1, ch. 2,

\ 3; Story on Part. § 313. But "an act

of bankruptcy, however, does not dissolve

the partnership instaiiter. It must be fol-

lowed by a fiat and adjudication. 'The
adjudication that he is a bankrupt,' said

Lord Loxighhoroitgh, *is what severs the

partnership.'" Coll. on Part. MH ! Ex
parte Smith, 5 Ves. 295 ; Story on Part.

§ 314. The English law gives effect to

the dissolution from the declaration of

bankruptcy under a commission ; but this

relates back to the act of bankruptcy, and
vests the property in the assignees from
that period by operation of law. Fox
V. Hanbury, supra; Ex parte Smith, 5

Ves. 296 ; Barker v. Goodair, 1 1 Ves. 83
;

Thoraason v. Erere, 10 East, 418 ; 3 Kent,
Com. 59.

(y) Williamson v. Wilson, 1 Bland,

418; Gowan w. Jeffries, 2 Ashm. 305,

and cases cited supra.

(z) The insolvency of a partnership

does not per se dissolve it. Arnold v.

Brown, 24 Pick, 93. Morton, J. :
" It is

further contended for the plaintiffs tha*
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partner. In the last case, it would seem to operate as a transfer

of the partner's interest. And banl^ruptcy destooys the right of

a partner to bind the firm by his acknowledgment of debt, (a)

But either of the solvent and competent partners may collect,

adjust, and receipt for partnership accounts, (b)

Whether a partnership is absolutely dissolved or only sus-

pended, where the partners are domiciled in different countries,

by the breaking out of a war between the countries, may not

be positively settled, but the weight of authority is in favor of

the dissolution, (c)

Although the death of a partner operates a dissolution of the

partnership, the articles of copartnership may provide for its con-

tinuance, by an agreement that the executors, administrators,

heirs, or other designated person, shall take the place of a de-

ceased partner, [d) But where executors, in execution of a will,

the partnership was dissolred. There is

no pretence that the partners intended to

dissolre the partnerehip. If it was done
at all by tliem it was the effect of their

acts against their intentions. The insol-

vency of one or both the partners, wo
think, would not produce this effect. The
insolvency of one might furnish to the

other sufficient ground for declaring a
dissolution. But, in this Slate, the ina-

bility to pay the company or the private

debts of the partners would nor, /)«

$e, operate as a dissolution. In Eng-
land, bankruptcy, and in some of our
States where insolvent laws exist, legal

insolvency may produce a dis.solution.

Wlierever the one or tho oilier operates

to vest tlie bankrupt's or insolvent's prop-
erty in a^sigu(•cs, or other ministers of the
law, it would prodnce that cllci't."

(a) Atwood V. Gillett, 2 Duuu. (Mich.),

206.

(6) Fox V. Hamburg, Cowp. 44.") ; Har-
vey i:. Cricl«'tt, .5 M. & Sel. 336; Gordon
V. Fi'eeman, 11 111. 14; Major v. Hawkcs,
12 111. 298.

(c) Griswold v. Waddington, 15 Johns.
57, 16 id. 438. In this ease, the authori-
ties and principles governing contracts
with persons domiciled in' an enemy's
country, were fully reviewed by Chancel-
lor Keiil, in tlie Court of Errors. Mc-
Connell v. Hector, 3 B. & P. 113

; Schole-
field V. Eichelhergci-, 7 Pot. .586. The
partnership in such cases wiU bo illegal,

notwithstanding one or more partners are

resident in a neutral country. The San
Jose Indiano, 2 Gallis. 268 ; The Frank-

lin, 6 Rob. Adm. 127. And the property

of a liousc of trade established in an

enemy's country is condemnable as prize,

whatever may iie the ilomicil of the part-

ners. Tlic Frcundschaft, 4 Wheat. 105
;

Story on Part. § 316.

{d} AVrexham v. Huddleston, 1 Swanst
514, n. ; Crawshay v. Maule, 1 Swanst.

520; Pearce v. Cliambcrlain, 2 Ves. Sen.

33; Balmain v. Shore, 9 Ves. 500; War-
ner V. Cunningham, 3 Dow, 76 ; Gratz v.

Bayard, 11 S. & R. 41 ; Knapp v. Ale-

Bride, 7 Ala. 28. And sucli express

aurecmcnt for the continuance of the

partnership after the death of one partner

is necessary, although the partnership

is for a terra of vears. Gillcsjiie v. Ham-
ilton, 3 Madd. 2.5I ; Sclioletield v. Eich-

clbcrgcr, 7 Pet. 586 ; Pigott v. Baglcy,

McClcl. & Y. 575. It is not a settled

question whether stipulations in the arti-

cles of partnership, providing for its

continuance after tlie death of a partner

for the benefit of the licirs, is binding on

them. Louisiana Bank i\ Kenner's Suc-

cession, 1 La. 384. But according to

Chancellor Kent, " tho better opinion

is, that they are not anywhere abso-

lutely binding. It is at the option of

the representatives, and if they do not

consent, the death of the parfv puts an

end to the partnership." 3 Kent, Goth,
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carry on the business of a partnership for the benefit of the heir,

the whole property is liable, and not merely the capital in the

business, (e)

When a partner dies, the partnership property goes to the

survivors for the purpose of settlement, and they have all the

power necessary for this purpose, and no more. (/) And it is

said that the survivors can charge nothing for their trouble or

labor in settling the concern, (g) Nor is a partner entitled to

compensation for extra services in the absence of an express

57, n. ; Pigott v. Bngley, McClcl. &
Y. 569 ; Kcisliaw v. Matthews, 2 Russ.
62.— A partner, too, may by his ivill

provide that the partnership shall continue

notwithstanding his death ; and if it is

consented to by the sur^'iving jxirtner it

becomes obligatory ; bnt, in that case, that

part of his property only will be liable, in

case of bankruptcy, which he has directed

to be embarked in the trade. Ex parte

Garland, 10 Ves. 110; Thompson v. An-
drews, 1 Myl. & K. 116 ; Pitkin v. Pitkin,

7 Conn. 307 ; Burwell v. Mandevillc's

Ex'r, 2 How. 560, 576. The court in

this case said :
" By the general rule of

law every partnership is dissolved by the

death of one of the partners. It is true

that it is competent for the partners to

provide by agreement for the continuance

of the partnership after such death; but
then it takes place in virtue of such agree-

ment only, as the act of the parties, and
not by more operation of law. A partner,

too, may by his will provide that the part-

nership shall continue notwithstanding his

death ; and if it is consented to by the sur-

viving partner, it becomes obligatory, just

as it would if the testator, being a sole

trader, had provided for the continuance of

his trade by his executor, after his death.

But then in each case the agreement or

authority must be clearly made out ; and
third persons, having notice of the death,

are bound to inquire how far the agree-

ment or authority to continue it extends,

and what funds it binds, and if they tmst

the surviving party beyond the reach of

such agreement, or authority, or fund, it

is their own fault, and they have no right

to complain that the law does not afford

them any satisfactory redress. A testator,

too, directing the continuance of a part-

nership, may, if he so choose, bind liis

general assets for all the debts of the part-

nership contracted after his death. But

he may also limit Iiis responsibility, either

to the funds already embarked in tlie trade,

or to any specific amount to be invested
therein for that purpose ; and then the
creditors can resort to tliat fund or amount
only, and not to the general assets of the

testator's estate, although the partner or
executor, or other person carrying on the

ti-ade, may be personally responsible for

all the debts contracted."

(e) McNeillie v. Acton, 21 E. L. &
E. 3.

(/) Ex parte Euffin. 6 Vcs. 119, 126;
Ex parte Williams, 11 A'es. 5; Crawshay
V. Collins, 15 Vcs. 218 ; Peacock v. Pea-
cock, 16 Vcs. 49, 57 ; Harvey i\ Crickett,

5 M. & Sel. 336 ; Butchart v. Dresser, 31

E. L. & E. 121 ; Barney c. Smith, 4 Har.
6 J. 495 ; Mun-ay v. JMumford, 6 Cowen,
441 ; Washburn v. Goodman, 17 Pick.

519 ; Rice v. Richards, 1 Busb. Eq. (N.
Car.), 277 ; Shields w. Fuller, 4 Wise. 102.

But in Buckley v. Barber, 1 E. L. & E.
506, Baron Parke doubts whether surviv-

ing partner.? have a power to sell and give

a good legal title to the share of the part-

nership property belonging to the execu-
tors of the deceased even when they sell

in order to pay the debts of the deceased
and of themselves, and decides that at all

events the survivoi'S have no power to dis-

pose of it otherwise than to pay such debt,

certainly not to mortgage it together with
their own as a security for a debt princi-

pally due from them, and in part only
from the deceased. In Louisiana the rule

of the French law prevails, and the sur-

viving partner has no power to sue for the

partnership debts without the authority

of the court. Connelly v. Cheever, 16

La. 30; Hvde v. Brashear, 19 La. 402.
(jr) Bearty ;•. Wray, 19 Penn. St. 516.

See Willet v. Blanfoi-d, 1 Hare, 253 ; for

the discretion of the court as to shares of

partners.
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contract, and it is said that there is no principle of the law

which authorizes an inquiry into the inequality of the services

of partners, unless there be an express stipulation to that ef-

fect, (h) They are tenants in common with the representatives

of the deceased, as to the choses in possession. And they have a

lien on them to settle the affairs of the concern, and pay its

debts, (i) And if a surviving partner has paid more than his

proportion of the firm's debts, he may claim repayment from the

estate of the deceased. But after his lien on the partnership

funds is exhausted, he can claim only in common and equally

with the separate creditors of the deceased, (j )

Whether a creditor of the firm may proceed against the es-

tate of the deceased partner without first exhausting his remedies

against the partnership funds, is not certain ; but we incline to

think that the prevailing rule in this country is that he must

first look to the partnership funds, (k)

If the survivors carry on the concern, and enter into new
transactions with the partnership funds, they do so at their peril

;

and the representatives of the deceased may elect to call on

them for the capital with a share of the profits, or with in-

terest, (l)

After allowing a reasonable time for a settlement, a court

of equity will enjoin a survivor from further prosecution of the

business, and will appoint a receiver, and direct an account to be

taken, (to)

A court of equity wiU interfere and decree a dissolution, upon

(h) Piper V. Smith, 1 Head, 93; Mur- (l) Brown «. Lytton, 1 P. Wms. 140;
ray v. Johnson, id. 353. Hammond u. DougUis, 5 Vc.^. 539 ; Fea^

(i) Ex parte Ruffln, 6 Ves. 119; Ex therstonaugh v. Fenwick, 17 Vos. 298;
;)arte Williams, 11 Ves. 5. Heathcote v. Hulme, 1 Jac. & W. 122;

(j) Busby V. Chenault, 13 B. Men. Sigourrey v. Miinn, 7 Conn. 11 ;
Craw-

554. shay v. Collins, 2 Russ. 345, s, o. 15 "Ves.

{k) In England it seems that he may 218 ; 3 Kent, Com. 64 ; Millard v. Rams-
go at once to the estate of the deceased dell, 1 Han-ing. Ch. (Mich.), 373; Bemie
partner; Devaynes v. Noble, 1 Meriv. w. Vandever, 16 Ark. C16. But a partner

529 ;
Sumner c. PiHvell, 2 Meriv. 37

;
appointed receiver is not held as partner

Wilkinson v. Henderson, 1 Myl. & K. to account for profits for partnership
582. And this doctrine seems to be sup- money invested in trade. Whitesides v.

ported in Fillyan v. Laverty, 3 Flor. 72, Laffurty, 3 Humph. 1 50.
and Camp v. Grant, 21 Conn. 41. But (m) MuiTay r. Mumford, 6 Cowen,441

;

see Bennett v. Woolfolk, 15 Geo. 213, Walker v. House, 4 Md. Ch. 39; Craw
and Parker v. Jackson, '16 Barb. 33; shay u. Maule, 1 Swanst. 495.
Tracy v. Suydam, 30 Barb. 110.
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a case distinctly made out, of positive and injurious wrong,

done by one or more of the partners, against the interest of the

firm
;
(w) and when called upon to settle the affairs of a partner-

ship, it will respect any stipulations between the partners as to

the mode of settlement. In the absence of such stipulations it

will be governed by the last settled account, both as to its result

and its method, unless the account be set aside for fraud, act-

ual or constructive, or be open to objection as oppressive and
unreasonable, (o) Nor wiU a partner be allowed compensation

for services to the firm, or any peculiar advantage, without ex-

press stipulation, or circumstances of equivalent force, (p)

The presumption of law is that the losses are to be equally

borne, and the profits equally divided, even if the money or the

labor are provided in different proportions, (q)

While it is a general rule that every partner is bound to ex-

ercise due skill and diligence in promoting the interests of the

firm, without reward or compensation, unless it be otherwise

agreed between the parties, such agreement may be implied

from the course of business pursued between the partners, as

disclosed by the evidence ; and when a partner renders services

which neither the law nor the agreement of the parties imposes

upon him, it is said that an agxeement that he shall be paid is

implied, (r)

A dissolution wiU be decreed, if the court are satisfied that*

the whole scheme and purpose of the partnership were absurd

and unpracticable
;
(s) or that the original agreement between

the parties was tainted with fraud, {t) In such cases, all the

(n) Tattersall v. Groote, 2 B. & P. right to ropaj'ment of their adrances.

131 ; Ex parte Broome, 1 Rose, 69 ; Ha- See In re German Mining Co. 27 E. L. &
mil V. Stokes, 4 Price, 161, s. 0. Daniel, E. 158.

20; Oldaker v. Lavender, 6 Sim. 239; {q) Wehster «. Bray, 7 Hare, 159;

Green v. Barrett, 1 Sim. 45 ; Jones v. Gould v. Gould, 6 Wend. 263 ; Donelsou

Yates, 9 B. & C. 532. v. Posey, 13 Ala. 752 ; Roach v. Perry, 16

(o) Jackson v. Sedgwick, 1 Swanst. 111. 37 ; Lyman v. Lyman, 2 Paine, C. C.

460, 469 ; Pettyt v. Janeson, 6 Madd. 1 1

.

146 ; Oldaker v. Lavender, 6 Sim. 239 ;
(r) Levi v. Kanrick, 13 Iowa, 344.

Desha v. Sheppard, 20 Ala. 747 ; Story (s) Beaumont v. Meredith, 3 Vos. & B.

on Part. §§ 206, 349. 180; Buckley v. Cater, 17 Ves. 15;

(p) Lee V. Lashhrooke, 8 Dana, 214

;

Pearce v. Piper, 17 Ves. 1 ; Reeve v. Par-

Com-sen v. Hamlin, 2 Duer, 513 ; Day v. kins, 2 Jac. & W. 390.

Lockwood, 24 Conn. 185. But if some of (t) Hynes v. Stewart, 10 B. Mon. 429 ;

those who are partners, really act as trus- Fogg v. Johnston, 27 AXa.. 432.

tees for the companyj they may have a
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partners must be made parties to the bill. («) Even after a

dissolution, and while the affairs are in settlement, the court

will interfere, by injunction or a receiver, if necessary to prevent

waste or wrong, (v)

When a court of equity winds up a partnership concern, it is

done by a sale of the partnership effects
;
(w) and either part-

ner may, it is said, insist upon a sale, {x)

Proper notice should be given of a dissolution ; for a firm

may be bound, by a contract made after dissolution, or retire-

ment of one or more, by a former partner, in the usual course

of business, with a person who had no notice or knowledge of

the dissolution, (y)

SECTION XV.

OF THE EIGHTS OF CBEDITOKS IN RESPECT TO PARTNERSHIP FUNDS.

The property of a partnership is bound to the payment of

the partnership debts, and the right of a private creditor of one

copartner to that partner's interest in the property of the firm, is

postponed to the right of the partnership creditor, (z) But it

(u) Long V. Yontre, 2 Sim. 369. Gill, 2 Md. 1 ; Sutcliffe ;;. Dolirman, 18

(w) Roberts v. Ebei-hardt, 23 E. L. & Oliio, 181 ; Baker's Appeal, 21 Penii. St.

E. 245, s. c. 1 Kay, 148; Maj'son a. 76. And if the partner.-! sell tlie partncr-

Beazlcy, 27 Miss. 185; Milliken n. Lev- ship property for the purpose of paying

ing, 37 ]\'Ic. 408. tlie.private debt of one partner, such sale

(iv) Crawshay v. Maule, 1 Siranst. is null and void as to the creditors of the

495; Crawshayt;. Collins, 15 Yes. 218. firm. Ferson r. Munroe, 1 Foster (N. H.),

(x) Lyman v. Lyman, 2 Paine, C. 462.— If the individual partners have no

C. 11. lien on the partnership funds for the pay-

(y) Men-itt u. Pollys, 16 B. Mon. 355
;

ment of partnership liabilities, the ercd-

Clapp V. Rogers, 2 Kern. 283 ; Devins v. iters of the partnership are entitled to no
Harris, 3 Greene (Iowa), 186; Pope v. preference over the creditors of the indi-

Rislcy, 23 JIo. 185; Brown v. Clark, 14 vidual partneis in attaching its property.

Penn. St. 469; Conro v. Port Henry Iron Rice v. Barnard, 20 Vt. 479; Ferson v.

Co. 12 Barb. 27; Lyon k. Johnson, 28 Monroe, 1 Foster (N. H.), 462. And this

Conn. 1. preference is denied to the creditors of the

(z) Murrill r. Neill,8 How. 414 ; Pierce partnership, where tliere has been a Imna
V. Jackson, 6 Mass. 243 ; Tappan v. fde sale of the partnership effects without
Blaisdell, 5 N. H. 190; Brewster r. H.ain- the reservation of a lien. Kctchum v.

inett, 4 Conn. 540 ; Commercial Bank v. Durkee, 1 Barb. Ch. 480 ; Reese v. Brad-
Wilkins, 9 Greenl. 28; Douglas i\ Wins- ford, 13 Ala. 387. .Sec Smith c. Edwards,
low, 20 Me. 89; Donolson i>. Posey, 13 7 Humph. 106. An assignment by part-

Ala, (n. s.), 752; FiUey r. Phelps, 18 ners of their joint and separate property
Conn. 294; Pearson i). Keedy, 6 B. Mon. fo]- the payment of their debts, with pref-

128 ; Black v. Bush, 7 id. 210; Glenn o. erence to certain partnership creditors and
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is said that if the contract between the partners prevents them
from having any lien on the partnership eifects for the payment
of the partnership debts, the partnership creditors have no pref-

erence over individual creditors, (a)

Difficult questions sometimes arise where the private creditor

seeks to attach, or levy upon the partnership property, or the

interest of the indebted parttier therein. Where attachment by
mesne firocess exists, such attachment is allowed ; but it is

generally made subject to the paramount rights of the partner-

ship creditors. (&) And such attachment is defeated by the mere

certain indiTidital creditors, has been held
valid. Kirby v. Sclioonmaker, 3 Barb.
Ch. 46,. 50. — In Vermont, the creditors

of the partnership, in attaching partner-

ship property, are at laio entitled to no
preferenca to creditors of an individual

partner. Heed v. Shepardson, 2 Vt. 120;
Clark V. Lyman, 8 Vt. 290 But in equity

the partnership effects are pledged to each

partner until he is released from all liis

partnership obligations, and are first

chargeable with the claims of the partner-

ship creditors, notwithstanding prior at-

tachments of the separate creditors.

Washburn v. Bank of Bellows Falls, 19

Vt. 278; BardwcU v. Perry, 19 id. 292;
Crooker v. Crookor, 46 Me. 250.

(o) Eice V. Barnard, 20 Vt. 479 ; Snod-
grass' Appeal, 13 Penn. St. 471 ; Jones v.

Lusk, 2 Met. (Ky.), 356.

(?)) Pierce ;;. .Jackson, 6 Mass. 242. In

this case an attachment of partnership

property for a partnership debt was held

to prevail over a prior attacliment of the

same property for the separate debt of one
of the partners. Parsons, C. J. :

" At
common law a partnership stock belongs

to the partnership, and one partner has no
interest in it but his share of what is re-

maining after all the partnership debts are

paid, he also accounting for what he may
owe to the firm. Consequently, all the

debts due from the joint fund must first

be discharged, beforcj any partner can

appropriate any part of it to his own use,

or pay any of his private debts ; and a

creditor to one of the partners cannot

claim any interest but what belongs to his

debtor, whether his claim be founded on
any contract made with his debtor, or on
a seizing of the goods on execution. Phil-

lips V. Bridge, 1 1 id. 248 ; Newman v.

Eagley, 16 Pick. 572; Allen v. "Wells, 22

id. 450 ; Trowbridge v. Cushman, 24 id.

310 ; Commercial Bank v. Wilkins, 9

Greenl. 28; Smith v. Barker, 1 Fairf.

458; Douglas v. Winslow, 20 Me. 89
Weston, C. J. :

" The interest of each
partner is in his portion of the residuum,
after all the debts and liabilities of the firm
are liquidated and discharged. Equity
will not aid the separate creditor, until

the partnership claims are first adjusted.

And they will interpose to aid the credi-

tors of the firm, when a separate creditor

attempts to withdraw funds, in regard to

which they have a priority. In this State,

and in Massachusetts, a separate creditor

may attach the goods of a firm, so far as

his debtor ha.s an interest in therri, subject

to the paramount claims of the creditora

of the firm."— Tappan v. Blaisdell, 5 N.
H. 190. liidiurdson, C. J.; "According
to the old cases in the courts of law, the

separate creditor took the goods of the

partners, and sold the share of his debtor,

without inquiring Vhat were the rights of

the other partners, or what was the real

share of each. Blackhurst v. Clinkard, 1

Show. 169, 1 Salk. 392, 1 Comyns, 277.

But the true nature of a partnership

seems to have been better understood in

more modern times, and it is now settled

that each partner has a lien on the part-

nership property, in respect to the balance
due to him, and the liabilities he may have
incuiTcd on account of the partnership."

Morrison v. Blodgett, 8 N. H. 238 ; Page
V. Carpenter, 10 id. 77 ; Dow v. Sayward,
12 id. 276; Brewster u. Hammett, 4
Conn. 540 ; Washburn v. The Bank of

Bellows Falls, 19 Vt. 278 ; In the matter
of Smith, 16 Johns. 102; Bobbins v.

Cooper, 6 Johns. Ch. 186. But where a

partnership was dissolved, and a creditor

of the partnership afterwards took the

joint and several note of the individual

partners, held, that he could not be re-
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insolvency of the firm, although the partnership creditors have

commenced no action for the recovery of their debts, (c) But

where one partner is dormant, the creditor of the other is not

then postponed in his attachment of the stock in trade, to a

creditor of the same firm who had discovered the dormant part-

ner, and malves him defendant, (d) But such postponement

would be made, where the first attaching creditor's debt did not

arise from the partnership business, and the debt of the second

creditor did arise therefrom, (e) The same rule is applied to

attachments by trustee process, and to direct attachments. (/)

garded as a creditor of the partnership,

nor entitled to preference as such. Page
r. Carpenter, 10 N. H. 77. In Convoy ;'.

Woods, 13 Cal. 626, it is held that

when one partner buys out his co-partners,

agreeing to pay the debts of the firm, the

partnership property remains bound for

firm debts, just as before the sale. The
lien of firm creditors attaching, must be
preferred to the lien of an individual

creditor of the remaining partner, attach-

ing first.

(c) Fierce v. Jackson, 6 Mass. 242

;

Fisk V. Herrick, 6 id. 271. In the latter

case the court said :
" Before either part-

ner can rightfuUj' claim to his own use, or

for the payment of his own debts, any of

the partnership effects, the partnership

must be solvent, and he must not be a

debtor to it."— Ricen. Austin, 17 id. 206;
Commercial Bank v. Wilkins, 9 Greenl.

28 ; Lyndon v. Gorham, 1 Gallis, 368.
" The general rule undoubtedly is, that

the interest of each partner in the partner-

ship funds is only what remains after the

partnership accounts are taken ; and un-

less, upon such an account, the partner be

a creditor of the fund, he is entitled to

nothing. And if the partnership be insol-

vent, tlic same effect follows."

(d) The reason of tliis exception to the

general doctrine is, that the public rely

on the personal credit of the ostensible

owner, and not on that of the dormant
partners. Lord v. Baldwin, 6 Pick. 348,
351. "The case before us is that of a
doimant partnership, which is necessarily,

from its very character, unknown at the

time the liability is incmi-ed. All the
creditors sold their goods or made their

contract with the ostensible, visible part-

ner ; they trusted to him personally, and
to the goods upon which he was trading,

as his. The dormant partner is brought
to light by ex post facto investigation

;

and he is made responsible, not because
he was trusted, but because he secretly

enjoyed the profits of the business. Now
in such case, the reason for giving prefer-

ence to such creditors as may first dis-

cover his liability, so that stock ostensibly

belonging to the visible partner shall first

be applied to the satisfaction of their

debts, does not exist." . .
" The ques-

tion now is, whether, when all the credi-

tors have trusted the man of business and
apparent owner of the goods, any one
of them, who is behind the rest in his

attacliraent, shall supplant them and gain

priority because he has discovered this

concealed liability. At the time the debt

-was created, he stood upon the same foot-

ing with, tlie rest ; he trusted John Brown
and the goods in his possession; so did

they. They have taken possession first

of the fund which was held out to the

public as the means of credit ; and it

might be, and probably was in this very

case, that the goods attached are the iden-

tical goods which they sold to the party

sued. There would be then no pretence

of equity, and we think not of law, in

allowing a preference founded upon no

meritorious distinction of circumstances."

French v. Chase, 6 Greenl. 166. The
authority" of the two preceding cases is

fully affirmed in Cammack v. Johnson,

1 Green, Ch. 163. See also, Van Valen
V. Russell, 13 Barb. 590; Brown's Ap-
peal, 17 Penn. St. 480.

(e) Witter v. Richards, 10 Conn. 37.

This case determines that a first attaching

(/) risk V. Herrick, 6 Mass. 271; Gorham, 1 Gallis. 367; Mobley d. Lom
Church V. Knox, 2 Conn. 514 ; Barber bat, 7 How. (Miss.), 318.
V. Hartford Bank, 9 id. 407 ; Lyndon v.
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Formerly, both in England and in this country, the principle

of moieties prevailed. That is, the private creditor took the pro-

portion of the partnership stock which belonged by numerical

division to his debtor, (g) But now, both there and here, the

rule is well settled that if partnership effects can be taken either

by attachment or on execution to secure or satisfy the debts of

one of the partners, this can be done only to the extent of that

partner's interest, and subject to the settlement of all partnership

accounts. (A) The levy of execution does not give the creditor

creditor, who has dealt with a paitner in

the course of the business of the partnership,

but at the same time in ignorance of its

existence, shall not be postponed to sub-

sequent attaching creditors, to whom the

dormant partners were known when the

business transactions took place, or sub-

sequently disclosed before their attach-

ments, but that he shall be postponed if

his claims did not arise from a partner-

ship transaction, while that of the subse-

quent attaching creditor did. The court

distinguished Lord v. Baldwin from the case

before them, and remark ;
" The result in

that case is perfectly compatible with the

decision in this ; and it is apparent that

the court meant only to decide the case

before them ; for they say, ' Whether a
private creditor of his could seize prop-

erty so situated, and hold it against the

ostensible owner, is a question of a very

different nature.' " See Allen v. Dunn,
15 Me. 292.

iff)
Ileydon v. Heydon, 1 Salk. 392.

" Coleman and Heydon were copartners,

and a judgment was against Coleman,
and all the goods both of Coleman ^nd
Heydon were taken in execution, and it

was held by Holt, C. J., and the court,

that the sheriff must seize all, because the

moieties ai'e undivided ; for if he seize

but a moiety, and sell that, the other will

have a right to a moiety of that moiety.

But he must seize the whole, and sell a

moiety thereof undivided, and the vendee

will be tenant in common with the other

partner." Jacky ». Butler, 2 Ld. Eaym.
871. " Two joint partners are in ti-ade.

Judgment was entered against one of

them ; and, upon a fieri facias, all the

goods, being undivided, were seized in

execution ; and upon application to the

King's Bench by him against whom the

judgment was not, the court held that the

sheriff conld not sell more "iian a moiety.

for the property of the otlier moiety was
not affected by the judgment, nor by the

execution." Bachuv'st v. Clinkard, 1

Show. 1 73 ; Maniott v. Shaw, 1 Comyns,
277; Rex w. Manning, 2 id. 61 6. "lifA,
B, and C are partners, and judgment and
execution is sued against A, only his

share of the goods can be sold. It is

true, the sheriff may seize the whole, be-

cause the shai-e of each being undivided,

cannot be known ; and if lie seize more
than a third part, he can only seil a third

of what is seized, for B & C have an
equal interest with A in the goods seized

;

but the sheriflF can only sell the part of

him against whom the judgment and exe-

cution was sued." See Eddie v, David-
son, Dougl. 650 ; Parker v. Pistor, 3 B. &
P. 288 ; Wallace v. Patterson, 2 Har. &
McH. 463 ; Lyndon v. Gorham, 1 Gallis.

367 ; McCarty v. Emiin, 2 Dallas, 278

;

Church V. Knox, 2 Conn. 514. The same
rule is recognized as law in Vennont, but

not in equity. Eced v. Shepardson, 2 Vt.

120; Clark v. Lyman, 8 id. 290; Wash-
bum V. Bank of Bellows Falls, 19 id.

278.

(h) Fox V. Hanbury, Cowp. 445 ; Eddie
V. Davidson, Dougl. 650 ; West v. Skip, 1

Ves. Sen. 239 ; Hankey v. Garratt, 1 Yes.

Jr. 236 ; Taylor v. Fields, 4 id. 396 ; Young
V. Keighley, 15 Ves. 557 ; In re Wait, 1

Jac. & W. 608, Lord Eldon; Dutton v.

Morrison, 17 Ves. 193 ; Commercial Bank
V. Wilkins, 9 Greenl. 33 ; Doner v. Stauf-

fer, 1 Penn. St. 198 ; Winston v. Ewing,

'

Ala. (n. s.), 129 ; Storj' on Part. § 261

,

Coll. on Part. ^ 822, n. ; ante, note (A)

;

Crane v. French, I Wend. 311 ; Ta]?pan v.

Blaisdell, 5 N. H. 190; Burgess v. Atkins,

5 Blackf 337, 338. Deweij, J. :
" The gen-

eral rule of law is, that in levying an

execution against one partner for his sep-

arate debt, the officer may take possession

of all the joint property of the tirm, in
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a separate possession of the goods. The indebted partner had

no such possession himself; and the levy gives to his creditor

only that which the debtor had ; and that is a right to call for

an account, and then a right to the balance which may be found

to belong to him upon a settlement. And it must still be re-

garded as unsettled, whether a sheriiT levying an execution of

a separate creditor on a partner's interest, can take any, and

if any what, actual possession of the partnership property, (i)

order to inventory and appraise it. He
has no authority to divide it ; he can only
sell the joint interest of the debtor, what-
ever it may be, and the pnrchaser will

stand in the place of tlie debtor, and hold
the same interest in the joint concern
which he held.

(i) In Senigham v. Carter, 12 "Wend.
131, it was held that replevin does not lie

against a sheriff in such a case for taking
the property and removing it to a place of
safe custody, and the remedy of tlie other
partners is to obtain an order staying pro-
ceedings until an account be taken in

equity. In Burrall ij. Acker, 23 id. 606,
he was held authorized to take joint pos-
session, witli the other partners, of the
partnership property, after the levy and
before the sale, but whether he was entitled

to exclusive possession, was not decided.
The stibjcct was fully discussed by Mr.
Justice Cowen, in Phillips v. Cook, 24
Wend. 389, and it was decided that, on
an execution at law against one of two
partners, the sheriff miLiht lawfully seize,

not merely the raoiety, but the corpus of
the joint estate, or the whole, or as much
of the entire partnership effects as might
be necessary to satisfy the execution, and
deliver the property sold to the purchaser

;

and if he purchases with notice of the
partnership, he takes subject to an ac-
count betvfeen the partners, and to the
equitable claims of the partnership credi-
tors. Bates V. James, 3 Duer, 45. It has
since been jield that he is equally subject
to an account whether he had such notice
or not. Walsh v. Adams, 3 Denio, 125.
The same cases affirm iris power to deliver
all the goods of the partnersliip to the
purchaser. Birdseye v. Eay, 4 Hill {N. Y.

),

158, affirms Phillips v. Cook, so far as
it relates to the seizure of the whole of
the joint estate by the sheriff on an exe-
cution against one partner for his separate
debt. But the sheriff subjects himself to
an action if he sells the entire property in

the goods of the copartnership, or any
thing more than the debtor partner's in-

terest in them. Waddell ». Cook, 2 Hill

(N. Y.), 47, n. : Wnlsh v. Adams, 3
Denio, 125. In New York, it is held that

neither a court of law nor of equity will

stay execution at law against the "joint

estate for a separate debt until an account
be taken. Moody «. Payne, 2 Johns. Ch.
548; In re Smith, 16 Johns. 106, n.

;

Phillips V. Cook, 24 Wend. 389 ; Berg-
man r. Dettlebach, 11 How. Pr. 46. See
Heed u. Howard, 2 Met. 36. But the

rule has been disapproved. Cammack v.

Johnson, 1 Green, Ch. 168. In Alabama,
tlie sheriff is held justified in taking ex-

clusive possession of the goods of the
Arm until the aid of a court of equity is

successfully invoked. Moore v. Sample,
3 Ala. (n. s.), 319. In New Hampshire,
the right of a sheriff to take possession
of partnership property, levied on for the

private debt of a partner, has been denied
after an elaborate examination of the

question. Gibson v. Stevens, 7 N. H.
352, 357. Parker, J. :

" The specific

property of a partnership cannot be law-
fully taken and sold to satisfy the private

debt of one of the partners. His creditor

can have no greater right than the debtor

himself has individually, which is a right

to a share of the surjilus. This is the

necessary result of the doctrine, that the

partnership property is a fund in the first

place for the payment of the partnership

debts, and that the interest of an indi-

vidual partner is only his share of the sur-

plus. 5 N. H. 192, 193, 250; 9 Conn.
410. There are difficulties in selling the

interest of one partner upon an execution.

Courts of equity first direct an account,

which courts of law cannot do ; and if the

interest of one partner may be sold upon
an execution at law, it must be left to' an
account afterwards. Gow on Part. 246-
254. And a question may arise in such

case, whether the sale operates as a disso-
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Considering the great diversity of authority, as shown by our

note, and consequent uncertainty, as to this power of the

sheriff, the question seems to call for statutory provisions ; but

in the absence of- such provisions, and on general principles, it

would seem that the sheriff cannot take or give, by sale, specific

possession of the partnership property. He takes and can seU

only the right and interest of the indebted partner to and in the

whole fund.

Different rules and modes of practice prevail in different parts

lution of the partnership before the time

limited by the ai-tieles of copartnership, or

whetlier the other partners are authorized

to carry on the trade, and account at the

expiration of the term. If the sheriff can

sell only tlie interest of the partner, and
not the goods, he must be liable if he

make actual seizure of the specific proper-

ty, either to the partnership or the other

partners. Wilson r. Conine, 2 Johns.

280. Especially if he sell the whole as

in this case. 1 Gallis. 370; 15 Mass. 82."

Morrison o. Blodgett, 8 N. H. 238.

Parker, J. :
" If the sheriff cannot sell an

interest in specified portions of the goods
of the partnership, there seems to be no
reason why he should levy upon those

goods, and deliver them to the vendee, or

why he should in fact reduce them into

possession. If, 'in truth the sale does not

transfer any part of the joint property so

as to entitle him' (the vendee) 'to take

it from the other partner' (1 Story, Eq.

626), on what principle is the sheriff au-

thorized to seize and hold to the exclusion

of the other partners, what his vendee,

after a sale of the interest of the debtor is

perfected, cannot take from them ? If the

sheriff sells 'only the interest of such

partner, and not the effects themselves'

(1 Wight. 50, cited 2 Johns. Ch. 549),

upon what grounds shall he seize the

effects which he is not to sell ? If ' the

creditors of the partnership have a prefer-

ence to be paid their debts out of the

partnership funds before the private credi-

tors of either of the partners,' and this ' is

worked out through the equity of the

partners over the whole funds' (1 Story,

Eq. 625), that equity should prevent

them from being deprived of the means of

payment by reason of such seizure by the

sheriff, who can neither sell the goods,

nor pay the creditors, and against whom
they cannot proceed, so long as he may

TOL. I. 14

lawfully hold the goods." .... "In
Smith's case, 16 Johns. 106, the court,

after saying that the separate creditor

takes the share of his debtor in the same
manner as the debtor himself had it, and
subject to the rights of the other partner,

add : ' The sheriff therefore does not
seize the partnership effects themselves,

for the other partner has a right to retain

them for the payment of the partnership

debts.' And in Crane v. French, 1

AVend. 313, Chief Justice Savage, after

considering the subject, says ;
' The sheriff

therefore sells the mere right and title to

the partnership property, but does not de-

liver possession.' See also, 5 N. H. 193
;

2 Conn. 516, 517. The conclusion that

the sheriff, upon an execution against one
partner, is not to deliver to his vendee,
and is not to seize the partnership effects,

is sustained, therefore, not only by tlic

reason of the thing, after the adoption of

the general principle before stated, but by
express authority." The doctrine of thei<e

cases is afBrmed in Page v. Carpenter, 10

N. H. 77; Dow v. Sayward, 12 id. 271,

14 id. 9. See Taylor v. Field, 4 Ves.
396 ; Johnson v. Evans, 7 Man. & G.
240, 249, 250, Tindal, C. J. ; Coll. on
Part. B. iii. ch. vi. § 10. — In Newman v.

Bean, 1 Foster (N. H.), 93, it was held,

that an action might be maintained
against a third person who seizes goods
on execution belonging to a partnership,

for the debt of an individual partner, and
excludes the other partners from the pos-

session of them. See on this subject, 26
Am. Jur., Art. 3. See also. Place v.

Sweetzer, 16 Ohio, 142; Newhall v. Buck-
ingham, 14 111. 405; Hill v. Wiggin, 1

Foster (N. H.), 292; Vann v. Hussey, 1

Jones, 381 ; Deal v. Bogue, 20 Penn. St

228; Lucas v. Laws, 27 Penn. St. 211

Keinheimer v. Hemmingway, 35 Penu
St. 432.
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of this country. But wherever it can be done, the better and

safer way would probably be for the writ to be a trustee process,

or in the nature of a foreign attachment, and this should be

served on the other partners as alleged trustees, and a return

made by the sheriff that he had attached all the right and in-

terest of the partner defendant in the stock and property of the

partnership. And the other partners being summoned as trus-

tees, would be obliged to disclose in their answer the state

of the concern, which will show the interest of the partner

defendant.

After sale on execution, the sheriff should convey to the pur-

chaser all the right and interest of the indebted partner in the

stock and property of the partnership. And the purchaser

would then have the right to demand an account, and a trans-

fer to him of whatever balance or property would, upon such

account, have belonged to his debtor, and would have, per-

haps, the same right of possession. (_;'

)

(_;' ) Morrison v. Blodgett, 8 N. H, 254.

Parker, 3. :
" Whether, under our present

laws, the creditor can do more than return

a general attachment of the interest of his

debtor in the partnership, and summon
the other partners as his trustees ; and
what are the effects of such a service upon
the rights and duties of the other partners,

and, of course, upon the action of the

debtor himself? Whether it can suspend
his right to interfere with the partnership

property, so long as the attachment exists,

or whether he may proceed to act as part-

ner until judgment and sale upon execu-

tion ? And whether, after an attachment,

the creditor of any of the partners may
maintain a bill in equity for an account
before a seizure and sale of tlie interest of

the debtor on the execution 1 arc questions

which may arise, but upon which this case

does not call for an opinion."—Dow «.

Sayward, 12 N. H. 276. Upham, J. -.
" In

the case of Morrison v. Blodgett, is a very
elaborate examination of this question by
Mr. Chief Justice Par/.er, and the opinion

of the court is strongly intimated that a
general attachment of the interest of a
partner in a firm may be made, though it

is suggested that, in order to malie the
attachment available, by obtaining a true

knowledge of the extent of the partnership

interest, it might be expedient or necessary

to summon the other parties as trustees.

We are unable now to see any better

course than was there suggested. There

seems to be a good reason for giving up

the process of attachment at law in such

cases, as it would projbably in this mode
be rendered equally as effectual and

prompt as any other means of securing

the interest of the debtor that might be

devised. If a process in chancery should

be deemed more effectual, still it might be

desirable also to retain a right of attach-

ment at law." See also. Page v. Carpen-

ter, 10 N. H. 77, B. c. U N. H. 9, 12.

Parker, C. J. :
" Neither will the fact that

the interest of a partner is of a nature

that is incapable of actual seizure, and of

a reduction into possession, exempt it

from a seizure and sale upon execution.

Equities of redemption and other interests

are of that character, but are nevertheless

subject to an execution at law. It fol-

lows, then, that the interest of the defend-

ant in the property of the stage company

was liable to attachment. Whatever may
be the subject of the levy and sale, may

be the subject of attachment. It is true

that there is difficulty in securing the in-

terest of one partner by attachment, so

that he or his partners, through their right

to hold the property, may not impair the

security. Tliis subject was adverted to
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That the private creditors of one of the partners cannot reach
the partnership funds until the claims of the partnership cred-

itors are satisfied, is now the almost universal rule both in courts

of law and of equity, (k) But whether the private property of

a partner is equally preserved for his private creditors, is not per-

haps certain. At law, no such rule seems to be well established.

But where the partnership has failed, and the partnership prop-

erty is held as a fund for the partnership creditors, the justice of

holding the private property of individual partners for the ex-

clusive benefit of their private creditors, is obvious. Then each

fund would be held separate ; the partnership assets for the part-

nership creditors, and the assets of each partner for his own cred-

itors, and only the balance of each fund, after the special claims

upon it were discharged, would be applicable to the claims of

the other class. But it will be seen from our note that this

cannot now be asserted, on authority, to be the rule, even in

equity. (I)

The rights of partnership creditors to a preference in the dis-

in Morrison v. Blodgett, before cited.

Perhaps it cannot be done without some
further legislation, unless it be through
the aid of chancery by means of an in-

junction. But the difficulty of effectually

securing the interest of one partner by an
attachment, so that the other partners, or

the debtor himself, cannot, through the

rights of the other partners to retain pos-

session of the property, impair the secu-

rity, by no means proves that such interest

is not attachable. It may, notwithstand-

ing, be attached, and the creditor will

thereby gain a prior right to hare it ap-

plied in satisfaction of his judgment.
And should the debtor or his partners at-

tempt to avoid the effect of the attach-

ment, the creditor may, perhaps, on appli-

cation to this court, obtain an injunction

to restrain them from any acts inconsist-

ent with his right to have the interest of

his debtor sold upon the execution." pp.
12, 13.

(k) Murrill v. Neill, 8 How. 414 ; Shedd
V. Wilson, 1 Williams, 478 ; Converse v.

McKee, 14 Tex. 20.

[l) In the time of Lord Hardwicke joint

creditors were allowed, in bankruptcy, to

prove their debts under a separate com-
mission against one partner, or under sep-

arate commissions against all the partners,

but only for the purpose of assenting to or
dissenting from the certificate, and were
considered to have an equitable right to

the surplus of the separate estate, after

payment of the separate creditors. Ex
parte Baudier, 1 Atk. 98 ; Ex parte Vo-
guel, id. 132; Ex parte Oldknow, Co. B.
L. ch. 6, § 15 ; Ex parte Cobham, id. See
Duttonw. Morrison, 17 Ves. 207 ; Exparte
Farlow, 1 Rose, 422. Lord Thurlow broke
in upon this rule, allowing joint creditors

to prove and take dividends under a sep-

arate commission, and holding that a com-
mission of bankruptcy was an execution
for all the creditors, and that no distinc-

tion ought to be made between joint and
separate debts, but that they ought to be
paid ratably out of the bankrupt's prop-
erty. Ex parte Haydon, Co. B. L. ch. 6,

H5, s. c. 1 Bro. Ch. 453 ; Ex parte Cop-
land, Co. B. L. ch. 6, § 15, s. c. 1 Cox,
429; £xparteHodgson, 2Bro. Ch. 5; Ex
parte Page, id. 1 19 ; Ex parte Flintum, id.

120. Lord Rosli/n restored the principle

of Lord Hardwicke's rule [Ex parte'EiXton,

3 Ves. 238; Ex parte Abell, 4 id. 837),
which was adopted by Lord Eldon less

out of regard to the reason of the rule it-

selfthan for the sake of establishing a uni-

form practice. Exparte Clay, 6 Ves. 813 ;

Ex parte Kensington, 14 id. 447 ; Exparte
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tribution of the partnership property must not be taken to ex-

tend so far as to affect a bona fide transmutation of partnership

into private property made prior to or upon a dissolution.

While the partnership remains and its business is going on,

whether it be in fact solvent or not, any honest distribution of

the partnership effects among the members of the firm cannot

Taitt, 1 6 id. 1 93. See his remarks in Chis-

well V. Gray, 9 Vcs. 126 ; Barker v. Good-
air, 11 id. 86, and such is the English law.

Gow on Part. 312. There are, however,
three exception.? to this rule :

" 1st, where
a joint creditor is the petitioning creditor

under a separate fiat : 2d, where there is

no joint estate, and no solvent partner

;

3d, where there are no separate debts. In
the first case the petitioning creditor, and
in the second, all the joint creditors may
prove ayainst the separate estate pari passu

witli the separate creditors. In the last

case, as tliere are no separate creditors, the

joint creditors will be admitted pari passu
with each other upon tlie separate estate."

Coll. on Part. § 923 ; Story on Part. H
378-382. But see Emanuel v. Bird, 19
Ala. 596, and Cleghorn c. Ins. Bank of

Columbus, 9 Geo. 319. The history of
the English rule was reviewed in Murray
V. Murray, 5 .Johns. Ch. 60. It has been
adopted liy some American courts. Wod-
drop V. Ward, 3 Desaus. 203 ; Tunno v.

Trezevant, 2 id. 270 ; Hall v. Hall, 2 Mc-
Cord, Ch. 302 ; JlcCulloch v. Dashicl, 1

Har. & G. 96 ; Murrill v. Neill, 8 How.
414. See In re JIarwick, Davies, 229

;

In re Warren, id. 320 ; Morris v. Morris,

4 Gratt. 293. In Jackson v. Cornell, 1

Sandf. Cli. 348, the Assistant Vicc-Cban-
cellor said :

" It is not denied that the rule

of equity is uniform and stringent, that the

partnership property of a firm shall all be
applied to the partnership debts, to the

exclusion of the creditors of the individual

members of the firm ; and that the credit-

ors of the latter arc to be first paid out of
the separate effects of their debtor, before

the partnership creditors can claim any
thing. See Wilder v. Kecler, 3 Paige,

167; Egberts v. Wood, id. 517 ; Payne v.

Matthews, 6 id. 19 ; Hutchinson v. Smith,
7 id. 26 ; 1 Story, Eq. ^ 625, 675." And
it was held in Jackson v. Cornell that a
general assignment of his separate prop-
erty made by an insolvent copartner, which
prefers the creditors of the firm to the ex-
clusion of his own, is fraudulent and void
as to the latter. The English role has been

discarded in Pennsylvania. Bell v. New-
man, 5 S. & R. 78 ; In re Speny, 1 -V-lim.

347. And Lord Thurlow's raie prevails in

Connecticut, although the surviving part-

ner bo solvent and within the jurisdiction

of tlie court. Camp v. Grant, 21 Conn. 41.

It has been held in Massachusetts that

whatever may be the rule in a court of

equity, an attachment of the separate prop-

erty of a partner for a partnership debt is

not defeated at law by a subsequent at-

tachment of the same property for his sep-

arate debt. — Allen v. Wells, 22 Pick. 450.

Vewei/, J. i
" It is urged, however, on the

part of the defendant, that as this court, as

a court of law, have long since recognized

the principle that an attachment ofthe goods
of a partnership, by a creditor of one of the

partners, is not valid, as against an after

attachment by a partnership creditor, it

should also adopt the converse of the prop-

osition, giving a like prefcrente to si'parate

creditors in respect to the separate property.

But we think there is a manifest dis-

tinction in the two cases. The restriction

upon separate creditors, as to partnership

property, arises not merely from the nature

of the debt attempted to be secured, but

also from the situation of the property

proposed to be attached. In such a case,

a distinct moiety or other projjortion, in

certain specific articles of the partnership

property, cannot be taken and sold, as one

partner has no distinct separate property

in the partnership effects. His interest

embraces only what remains upon the

final adjustment of the partnership con-

cerns. But, on the other hand, a debt

due from the copartnership is the debt of

each member of the firm, and every indi-

vidual member is liable to pay the whole

amount of the same to the creditor of the

firm. In the case of the copartnership, the

interest of the debtor is not the right to

any specific property, but to a residuum

which is uncertain and contingent, while

the interest of one partner in his individual

property is that of a present absolute in-

terest in the specific property. Each sep-

arate member of the copartnership being
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be disturbed by any equities of creditors of the partnership, (m)

In a recent case in Illinois, in which this subject is much con-

sidered, the rule in equity is stated to be this : the assets of a

deceased and of insolvent partners, if there be partnership and
separate property, will be distributed by paying the firm debts

out of the joint estate, and the individual debts out of the sep-

arate estate ; that the joint and individual debts should be kept

distinct, and the assets of the two estates marshalled accord-

ingly ; that joint creditors must first resort to the joint fund, and
the creditors of the individual partners to their separate property

;

that upon the inadequacy of either of these, then the joint or

separate estate may be applied according to the exigency of the

case ; that if there is no joint fund nor any solvent partner, joint

creditors may participate equally with a private creditor in the

estate of a deceased partner, and if there should be a surplus of

the joint fund, the creditor of an individual partner may resort

thus liable for all debts due from the co-

partnership, and no objection arising from
any interference with the rights of others

as joint owners, it seems necessarily to fol-

• low, that his separate property may be

well adjudged to be liable to be attached

and held to secure a debt due from the

copartnership." And in the distribution

of the estates of deceased insolvent debt-

ors, partnership debts are paid ratably with

the private claims. Sparhawk v. Russell,

10 JMet. 305. But in New Hampshire
the English rule has been adopted in the

law, to its fullest extent, and where real

estate of one partner was set off on execu-

tion for a debt due from the partnership,

and afterwards the same land was set off

for a separate debt of the same partner, the

last levy was held to prevail over the first

and to give the legal title. Jan'is v. Brooks,

3 Foster (N. H.), 136.— The conclusion

of the Supreme Court of Vermont on this

question is as follows : "That a partner-

ship contract imposes precisely the same
obligation upon each separate partner

that a sole and separate contract does,

and that it is not true that, in joint con-

tracts, the creditor looks to the credit of

the joint estate, and the separate credi-

tor to that of the separate estate ; and
that there is no express or implied con-

tract resulting from the law of partner-

Bhip, that the separate estate shall go to

pay separate debts exclusively ; but that,

as the partnership creditors in equity
have a prior lien on the partnership

funds, chancery will compel them to ex-
haust that remedy before resorting to

the separate estate ; but that beyond
this, both sets of creditors stand precise-

ly equal, both at law and in equity."

Per Redfield, J., Bardwell t). Perry, 19 Vt.

292, 303. Mr. Justice Story says of the

English rule :
" It now stands as much, if

not more, upon the general ground of au-

thority, and the maxim stare decisis, than
upon the ground of any equitable reason-

ing. Story on Part. § 377. And he says
further :

" It is not, perhaps, too much to

say, that it rests on a foundation as ques-
tionable and as unsatisfactory as any rule

in the whole system of our jurisprudence,"

but " should be left undisturbed, as it may
not be easy to substitute any other rule

which would uniformly work \vith per-

fect equality and equity." § 382. Chan-
cellor Kent, on the other hand, remarks ;

" For my part, I am free to confess that

I feel no hostility to the rule, and think

that it is, upon the whole, reasonable and
just." 3 Kent, Com. 65, n. See also, Wal-
ker V. Eyth, 25 Penn. St. 216 ; Mon-ison v.

Kurtz, 15 111. 193; Baker v. Wimpee, 19

Geo. 87 ; Young v. Frier, 1 Stock, 465.

(m) Ex parte RufiBn, 6 Ves. 119:
Allen V. Center Valley Co. 21 Conn. 130.
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to that, (n) Nor have the joint creditors such a lien on the part-

nership funds, as to avoid a transfer in good faith and for value

to a purchaser, by partners, before judgment and execution, (o)

SECTION XVI.

LIMITED PARTNEESHIP.

This species of partnership has been but recently introduced

into this country, but has already been adopted in very many
of our States, and promises to be of great utility, {p) We have

borrowed it from the continent of Europe, as it is whoUy un-

known in English practice, and is not recognized by the com-

mon law of England. The limited partnership sometimes

spoken of in English cases and text-books, mean only what

may be called joint adventure, or a partnership limited to a

particular business.

With us, a limited partnership, or, as it is sometimes called,

a special partnership, is a very different thing. The purpose of

it is to enable a party to put into the stock of a firm a definite

sum of money, and abide a responsibility and share a profit

which shall be in proportion to the money thus contributed,

and no more. By the common law of partnership, he who had

any interest in the stock, and received any proportion of the

profits, is a partner, and as such, liable in solido for the whole

debts of the firm. And mere joint-stock companies, without

incorporation, are, as to aU purposes of liability, like common
partnerships, [q) Capitalists were therefore unwilling to place

their capital in the stock of a trading company, unless advan-

tages were offered them equivalent to this great risk. Men of

(n) Pahlman v. Graves, 26 III. 405. sey, Pennsylvania, Maryland, South Caro-

(o) Greenwood v. Brodhead, 8 Barb. Una, Geor),Ha, Alabama, Florida, Missis-

593 ; Waterman ;;. Hunt, 2 E. I, 298

;

sippi, Indiana, Michigan, Illinois, Ken-
Allen V. Center Valley Co. 21 Conn. 130. tucky, Virginia,

See however, Ferson v. Munroe, 1 Foster (q) Cox v. Bodfish, 35 Me. 302 ; Pipe

(N. H,),462. V. Bateraan, 1 Clarke (Iowa), 369 ; Wil-

(p) New York, Massachusetts, Khode liams v. Bank of Michigan, 7 Wend. 542

Island, Connecticut, Vermont, Nev.- Jer- Hess v. Worts, 4 S. & R. 356.
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business capacity, who had only their skill, industiy, and integ-

rity, could not always borrow adequate capital, because they

could not give absolute security ; and they could not pay as a

premium for the risk more than legal interest, because the usury

laws prohibited this. But they may now enter into an arrange-

ment with a capitalist, by which they receive from him ade-

quate means for carrying on their business profitably, paying

him a fair share of the profits earned by the combination of his

capital and their labor, while he runs the risk of losing the

capital which is thus earning him a profit, but knows that he can

lose no more.

Partnerships of this kind being, as has been stated, whoUy
unknown to the common law, are authorized and regulated

only by statute. And these statutes differ considerably in the

several States. But the provisions are generally to the follow-

ing effect. First, there must be one or more who are general

partners, and one or more who are special partners ; secondly,

the names of the special partners do not appear in the firm,

nor have they aU the powers and duties of active members

;

thirdly, the sum proposed to be contributed by the special

partners must be actually paid in ; fourthly, the arrangement

must be in writing, specifying the names of the partners, the

amount paid in, &c., which is to be acknowledged before a

magistrate, and then recorded and advertised, in such way as

shall give the public distinct knowledge of what it is, and who
they are, that persons dealing with the firm give credit to.

Besides these general provisions, others of a more particular

nature are sometimes introduced. Thus in some States, no

special partnership may carry on the business of insurance or

banking. And there are often special provisions to give greater

security to the public and persons dealing with such firms.

But for these we must refer the reader to the statutes of the

several States.

A special partner, complying- with the requirements of the

law, cannot be held as personally liable for the debts of the

firm ; although, of course, the whole amount which he con-

tributes goes into the fund to which the creditors of the firm

may look.
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There has been as yet very little adjudication of questions

which have arisen under these statutes,— none of importance,,

that we are aware of, but those which determine that the

special partner must, at his own peril, comply precisely with

the requirements of the statutes. Any disregard of them, or

want of conformity, although it be accidental and entirely

innocent on his part, or any material mistake by another, as

by the printer who prints the advertisement, deprives him of the

benefit of the statute. He is then a partner at common law,

and, as such, liable in solido for the whole debts of the firm, (r)

If a special partner sells out his interest to the general part-

ner for a sum exceeding his invested capital, it has been held

that this was such a withdrawal of his capital as the statute

prohibits, and that it made him liable, (s)

If the special partner of one firm is the general partner of

another firm, the second firm may claim as creditor of the first

firm, (t)

(r) Hubbard v. Morj^an, U. S. D. C. for well urged, in the absence of all ill-design

N.Y., May, 1839, cited in 3 Kent,Com. 36
;

or personal fault on the part of the special

Argall !'. Smith, 3 Denio, 435. In this partner, that this error could not mislead

case, which was decided by the Court of the public, or any dealer with the iirm to

Errors of New York unanimously, it was his injury, as it made the grounds of credit

held, that the publication of the amount less than their actual value, instead of, as

contributed by the special partner as in the case at bar, making them more.

SdjOOO, whereas it was $2,000, left upon But even then the necessity of a strict

him all the liabilities of a general part- compliance with the provisions of the

ner. The ai-gument of Spencer, Sen!\tor, statute might be sufficient to hold the

who alone gives the reasons of the decis- special partner as a general one. See

ion, turns upon the necessity of a true Hogg v. Orgill, 34 Penn. St. 344, as to

advertisement ; he regards an erroneous payment in checks of third persons, by
advertisement as no advertisement at all. special partner, being equivalent to an ac-

But suppose the error had been the reverse tual cash payment, as required by the New
of what it was. Instead of calling the York Statute.

contribution $5,000, when it was but (s) Beers v. Reynolds, 12 Barb. 288,

$2,000, if it had called it $2,000, when it s. c. 1 Kern. 97.

was in fact $5,000, it might 'ave been (() Hayes v. Bement, 3 Sandf. 394.
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CHAPTER XIII.

NEW PAKTIES BY NOVATION.

The term novation has not been much used in English or

American law, but may be found in some late English cases

;

and the thing itself, or this form of contract, may be found in

many cases, both in England and in this country. The word
is borrowed from the civil law, where it forms an important

topic ; and we may find a clear statement of its principles in

Pothier's work on Contracts, (o) It is defined thus : a transac-

tion whereby a debtor is discharged from his hability to his orig-

inal creditor, by contracting a new obligation in favor of a new
creditor, by the order of his original creditor. Thus, A owes

B one thousand doUars ; B owes C the same sum, and, at the

request of C, orders A to pay that sum, when it shall fall due,

to C. To this A consents, and B discharges A from all obliga-

tion to him. A thus contracts a new obligation to C, and his

original obligation to B is at an end. By the civil law, any new
contract entered into for the purpose and with the efiect of dis-

solving an existing contract was regarded as a novation, and in

the above case the civil law would recognize two sorts of

contracts of novation ; the contract by which A is discharged

fi-om his liability to B by contracting a new obligation to

C, and the novation by which B would be discharged from

his obligation to C by procuring A as a new debtor. This

distinction has not been preserved in the common law, and

the rights and obligations of the parties in both cases are

governed by the same rule.

A leading English case on this subject is Tatlock v. Har-

ris, {b) It wiU be seen, from the statement of the cases in the

(a) Part. 3, eh. 2, art. 1. determined that where a bill of exchange

(6) 3 T. R. 1 74. In this case it was was drawn by the defendant and others on
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note, that the principle deducible from them is, that ifA owes

B, and B owes C, and it is agreed by these three parties that A
shall pay this debt to C, and A is by this agreement discharged

from his debt to B, and B is also discharged from his debt to C,

then there is an obUgation created from A to C, and C may

bring an action against A in his own name, (c)

This would certainly seem to be in contradiction or exception

to the ancient rule, that a personal contract cannot be assigned

so as to give the assignee a right of action in his own name.

But it is not so much an exception as a different thing. It is

the case of a new contract formed and a former contract dissolv-

the defendant alone, in favor of a fictitious

person (which was known to all parties

concerned in drawing the bill), and the

defendant received the value of it from
the second indorser, a bona fide holder for

valuable consideration might recover the

amount of it in an action against the ac-

ceptor for money paid or money had and
received; and Buller, J., puts this case:
" Suppose A owes B £100, and B owes C
£100, and the three meet, and it is agreed

between them that A shall pay C the

£100, B's debt is extinguished, and C
may recover that sum against A.''— So
in Wilson v. Coupland, 5 B. & Aid. 228,

where the plaintiffs were creditors and
the defendants were debtors to the firm of
'' T. & Co." and by consent of all parties,

an arrangement was made that the de-

fendants should pay to the plaintiffs the

debt due from them to " T. & Co.," it

was held, that as the demand of " T. &
Co." on the defendants was for money
had and recci%'6d, the plaintiffs might re-

cover against the defendants on a count

for money had and received, Best, J.,

saying, " A chose in action is not assign-

able without the consent of all parties.

But here all parties have assented, and
from the moment of the assent of the de-

fendants it seems to me that the sum due
from the defendants to ' T. & Co.' be-

came money had and received to the use
of the plaintiffs." Tiie case of Heaton v.

Angier, 7 N. H. 397, furnislics an excel-

lent illustration of this principle. That
was an action of assumpsit for a wagon
sold and delivered. The defendant, hav-
ing bought the wagon of the plaintiff at

auction, sold it immediately afterwards on
the same day to one John Chase. Chase
and the defendant then went to the plain-

tiff, and Chase agreed to pay the price of

the wagon to the plaintiff for the defend-

ant, and the plaintiff agreed to take Chase
as paymaster. Held, that the debt due

from the defendant to the plaintiff was
extinguished. Green, J., having cited the

case put I)y Buller, J., in Tatlock v. Harris,

said :
" Tiie case put by Buller is the very'

case now before us. Heaton, Angier, and
Chase being together, it was agreed be-

tween them that the plaintiff should take

Chase as his debtor for the sum due from

the defendant. The debt due to the plain-

tiff from the defendant was thus extin-

guished. It was an accord executed. And
Chase, by assuming the debt due to the

plaintiff, must be considered as having,

paid that amount to the defendant, as

part of the price he was to pay the defend-

ant for the wagon." See also, Thompson
V. Percival, 5 B. & Ad. 925, 3 Nev. & M.
171.—And in such case the defendant's

undertaking is not to pay the debt of a

third person within the meaning of the

statute of frauds. Bu-d v. Gammon, 3

Bing. N. C. 883 ; Meert v. Moessard, 1

Mo. & P. 8; Arnold v. Lyman, 17 Mass.

400 ;
French v. French, 2 Man. & G. 644,

3 Scott, N. R. 125 ; Blunt u. Boyd, 3

Barb. 209.

(c) So if in such case the promise of

A to pay C is conditional, as to pay what-

ever may hereafter be found due from

A to B, and after such amount is ascer-

tained, but before it is paid, B becomes

bankrupt, still C may sue A for the

amount of A's dcljt to B. Crowfoot r.

Gurney, 9 Bing. 372. See also, Hodgson
V. Anderson, 3 B. & C 842.— It is to be

borne in mind that m order to constitute

an assignment of a debt or a novation, so

as to enable the transferree to bring an
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ed. And the general principles in relation to consideration

attach to the whole transaction, (d) Thus, to give to the trans-

action its full legal efficacy, the original liabilities must be

extinguished. For if the debt ixoxa. A to B be not discharged

by A's promise to pay it to C, then there is no consideration for

this promise, and no action can be maintained upon it
;
(e) but.

action in his own name in a court of laio,

the assent of the debtor to the agreed
transfer is absolutely essential, and there

must be a promise founded on sufficient

consideration to pay it to the transferree.

In equity, howeyer, it is otherwise, and
there need be no promise by the debtor to

the assignee in order to entitle him to sue
in his own name. Lord Eldon in Ex parte

South, 3 Swanst. 392 ; Tibbits w. George,
5 A, & E. 115, 116 ; Bobbins v. Bacon, 3

Greenl. (2d ed.), 346, n. ; Blin v. Pierce,

20 Vt. 25 ; L'Estrange v. L'Estrange, 1

E. L. & E. 153, n. ; Van Buskirk v. Hart-

ford Fire Ins. Co. 14 Conn. 141 ; Mande-
ville V. Welch, 5 Wheat. 277 ; Gibson v.

vlooke, 20 Pick. 15.

{d) For example, in order that an as-

signment of a chose in action should be

valid against the creditors of the assignor,

it must be bona fide and upon adequate
consideration. Langley v. Berry, 14 N.
H. 82; Giddings v. Coleman, 12 N H.
153. The assignment, however, need not,

although in writing, express to be for

value received. Johnson v. Thayer, 17

Me. 401 ; Legro v. Staples, 16 Me. 252

;

Adams v. Robinson, 1 Pick. 461. It is

sufficient if it be so in point of fact ; and
this must be proved aliunde than from the

face of the paper. Langley v. Berry,

supra. See post, Chapter on Assign-
ment.

(e) Cuxon V. Chadley, 3 B. & C. 591
;

Butterfield v. Hartshorn, 7 N. H. 345.

This was an action of assumpsit for

money had and received. The plaintiff

held a claim against tlie estate of a per-

son deceased. The executor of the estate

sold a farm belonging thereto to the- de-

fendant, and left in the defendant's hands
a portion of the purchase-money to pay
the plaintiff and other creditors their de-

mands against the estate, which the de-

fendant promised the executor to pay.

This action was brought to recover the

amount of the plaintiff's demand. Held,

that he could not recover. Upham, J.,

" The principal question in this case is,

whether the plaintiff can avail himself of

the promise made by .the defendant to the
executor— he never having agreed to ac-

cept the defendant as his debtor, nor hav-
ing made any demand of him for the

money prior to the commencement of tliis

suit In cases of this kind, a con-

tract, in order to be binding, must be
mutual to all concerned; and until it is

completed by the assent of all interested

it is liable to be defeated, and the money
deposited countermanded. It seems, also,

to be clear, that no contract of the kind
here attempted to be entered into can be

made without an entire change of the

original rights and liabilities of the parties

to it. There is to be a deposit of money
for the payment of a prior debt, an agree-

ment to hold the money for this purpose,

and an agreement on the part of a third

person to accept it in compliance with this

arrangement. It is made through the

agency of three individuals, for the pur-

pose of payment ; and it can have no other

effect than to extinguish the original debt,

and create a new liability of debtor and
creditor between the person holding the

money and the individual who is to receive

it. On any other supposition there would
be a dupUcate liability for the same debt

;

and the deposit, instead of being a pay-
ment, would be a mere collateral security,

which is totally different from the avowed
object of the parties. To entitle the plain-

tiff to recover there must be an extin-

guishment of the original debt ; and it is

questionable whether, in cases of this kind,

any thing can operate as an extinguish-

ment of the original debt, but payment,
or an express agreement of the creditor

to take another person as his debtor in

discharge of the original claim." See
also, Warren v. Batchelder, 15 N. H. 129.
— Wharton v. Walker, 4 B. & C. 163.

In this case A being indebted to B, gave
him an order upon C, who was A's ten-

ant, to pay B the amount that should be

due from C to A, from the next rent. B
sent the order to the tenant C, but had
not any direct communication with hira

upon the subject. At the next rent-day
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if this liability be discharged, then it is a sufficient considera-

tion ; and if at the same time C gives up his claim on B as the

ground on which B orders A to pay C, then the consideration

for which A promises to pay C may be considered as moving

from C An order addressed by a creditor to his debtor, direct-

ing him to pay the debt to some one to whom the creditor is

indebted, operates as a substitution of the new debt for the old

one, when it is presented to the debtor, and assented to by him,

and not before ; and also provided this third party gives up his

original claim against the first creditor, and not otherwise. (/)

The mutual assent of aU the three parties seems to be necessary

to make it an effectual novation, or substitution ; for so long as

the debtor has made no promise, or come under no obligation to

the party in whose favor the order is given, it is a mere mandate

which the creditor may revoke at his pleasure, (g) And if the

person in whose favor the order is drawn has in consideration

C produced the order to A, and promised
him to pay the amount to B, and upon re-

ceiving the difference between the amount
of the order and the whole rent then due,

A gave C a receipt for the whole. B after-

wards sued C to recover the amount of the

order, in an action for money had and
received, and upon an account stated. It

was held by the whole Court of King's

Bench, that he could not recover on
either count, because the debt from A to

B was not extinguished, Bayleij, J., say-

ing :
" If, by an agreement between the

three parties, the plaintiff had undertaken

to look to the defendant, and not to his

original debtor, that would have been
binding, and the plaintiff might have main-
tained an action on such agreement; but

in order to give him that right of action

there must be an extinguishment of the

intermediate debt. No such bargain was
made between the parties in this case.

Upon the defendant's refusing to pay the

plaintiff, the latter might still sue A, and
this brings the case within Cuxon v.

Chadley, 3 B. & C. 591." See also,

French v. French, 2 Man. & G. 644, 3
Scott, N. E. 125; Thomas v. Shillibeer,

1 M. & W. 124 ; Moore v. Hill, 2 Peake,
10 ; Maxwell v. Jameson, 2 B. & Aid. 55

;

Short V. City of New Orleans, 4 La. An.
281 ; McKinnoy v. Alvis, 14 III. 34.

if) W'here a declaration alleged that

one J. S., being indebted to the plaintiff.

made and delivered to him his order in

writing, directed to the defendant, to de-

liver to the plaintiff or bearer a certain

quantity ofwood ; and that the defendant,

being indebted to J. S., in consideration

thereof accepted the said order, and

promised to deliver the wood, according

to the tenor and effect of such order and

the acceptance thereof; Held, on demurrer,

that the defendant's acceptance of the

order, and his promise to deliver the wood,

were without any consideration and there-

fore void ; and that the plaintiff could not

maintain an action against him thereon.

Perhaps it might be questioned in such a

case as this, whether the order of J. S.

on the defendant, together with the ac-

ceptance of it by J. S. did not discharge

the defendant's debt to J. S., and so raise

a consideration for his promise to pay the

plaintiff. The defendant would undoubt-

edly have been liable under the niles of

the civil law. Ford v. Adams, 2 Barb.

349. See also, Gails v. Sch. Osceola, 14

La. An. 54.

(g) Owen v. Bowen, 4 C. & P. 93. In

this case A gave a sum of money into the

hands of B, to pay to C, but B had not

paid it over. It was held, that if had

not consented to receive this sum of B,

A might countermand the authority and

recover it back from B. See also, Gibson

V. Minet, 1 C. & P. 247.
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thereof discharged the debt due to him, and so may hold this

order as against the creditor giving it, still it is not a no-

vation. He must sue in the name of the party drawing the

order, unless the person on whom it is made has agi-eed with
him in whose favor it is made to comply with the order, (h)

And if the action is brought in the name of the original credi-

tor, it is subject to the equitable defences which may exist

between him and the debtor. But after such assent or agree-

ment is given, then the order is irrevocable, and neither party

can recede from the agreement, (i) The old debt is entirely

discharged.

It will be seen, therefore, that in such case the debtor does

not undertake to pay the debt of another, but contracts ac

entirely new debt of his own, the consideration of which is the

absolute discharge of the old debt. Consequently, this new
promise is not within the provisions of the Statute of Frauds,

relating to a promise to pay the debt of another, {j )

There is one point upon which some uncertainty exists as

to the principles of the civil law concerning novation, but upon
which the rule of the common law is clear. If the order be foi

less than the whole debt due from him on whom it is made to

the maker, it seems not to be entirely agreed upon by civilians

whether such an order, assented to and complied with, would

(A) The agreement of aff parties seems 258; Hodges v. Eastman, 12 Vt. 358;
to be absolutely essential to complete this Surtees v. Hubbard, 4 Esp. 203. In this

contract, and unless there is a promise case Lord Ellenburoiigh observed :
" Choses

by the debtor to pay the new substituted in action generally are not assignable,

creditor tlie amount for which ho was Where a party entitled to money assigns

originally liable to his own creditor, there over his interest to another, the mere act

is no privity of contract, and an action at of assignment does not entitle the assignee

law will not lie by the ti-ansfeiTce in his to maintain an action for it. The debtor

own name. Williams w. Everett, 14 East, may refuse his assent; he may have au
582 ; Mandeville v. Welch, 5 Wheat, accouijt against the assignor, and wish to

277; Trustees of Howard College v. have his set-off; but if there is any thing

Pace, 15 Geo. 486 ; Gibson v. Cooke, 20 lilte an assent on the part of the holder of

Pick. 18. See Wharton v. Walker, 4 B. the money, in that case I think that this

6 C. 163; Scott V. Porcher, 3 Meriv. [assumpsit for money had and received],

652 ; Wedlake v. Hurley, 1 Cr. & J. 83

;

which is an equitable action, is maintain-

Baron v. Husband, 4 B. & Ad. 614. But able." Beecker v. Beecker, 7 Johns. 103
;

see Hall v. Marston, 17 Mass. 575.

—

Holly v. Rathboue, 8 id. 149; Norris v.

And the creditor must also consent to Hall, 18 Me. 332 ; Clement v. Clement,

take the new debtor as his sole security, 8 N. H. 472.

and to extinguish his claim against his (/ ) Bird v. Gammon, 3 Bing. N. C.

former debtor. Buttcrfield v. Hartshorn, 883 ; Blunt v. Boyd, 3 Barb. 209. Aud
7 N. H. 345. see ante, note (6), p. 217.

[i) See Ainslie v. Boynton, 2 Barb.
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or would not discharge the whole of the original debt. But

there can be no doubt that by the common law it would be a

discharge only pro tanto, unless there were a distinct agree-

ment and a valid promise that it should be taken for the

whole, (yfc)

{k) Heathcote v. Crookshanks, 2 T.
R. 27 ; Eitch v. Sutton, 5 East, 230

;

Pinnel's case, 5 Rep. 117; Cumber «.

Wane, 1 Stra. 426. See also, Sibree v.

Tripp, 15 M. & W. 2.3, where the case of

Cumber v. Wane was much discussed,

and somewhat qualified.— Neither will

an order or draft for part only of a debt

due from the drawee to the drawer, with-

out the consent of the drawee, amount to

an assignment of any portion of the debt

or liability, and does not authorize the

institution of a suit in the name of the

assignee for the whole or any part of the

sum due fi-om the debtor. Gibson v.

Cooke, 20 Pick. 15 ; Mandeville v. Welch,
5 Wheat. 277; Robbins v. Bacon, 3

Greenl. 346 (2d ed.), a.
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CHAPTER XIV.

NEW PARTIES BY ASSIGNMENT.

Sect I.— Of Assignments of Choses in Action.

Ant right under a contract, either express or implied, which

has not been reduced to possession, is a chose in action; {a) and

is so called because it can be enforced against an adverse party-

only by an action at law. At common law, the transfer of such

chose in action was entirely forbidden. The reason was said

to be this. A chose in action, by its very nature and definition,

is a right which cannot be enforced against a reluctant party,

except by an action, or suit at law. And if this be transferred,

the only thing which passes is a right to go to law ; and so

much did the ancient law abhor litigation, that such trans-

fers were wholly prohibited. (&) But we apprehend that the

(a) 2 Bl. Com. 396, 397 ; 1 Dane, Abr. might maintain trover for the conversion

92. Choses in action are not limited, how- of tlie personal property of the corpora-

ever, to rights arising under contracts, tion before the plaintiff was appointed

"Blackstone seems to have entertained receiver. See also. Hall v. Robinson, 2

the opinion, that the term chose, or thing Comst. 293.

in action, only included debts due, or (6) " It is to be observed, that by the

damages recoverable for the breach of a ancient maxim of the common law, a

contract, express or implied. But this right of entry or a chose in action cannot

definition is too limited. The term chose be granted or transferred to a stranger,

in action is used in contradistinction to and thereby is avoided great oppression,

chose in possession. It includes all rights injury, and injustice." Co. Lit. 266 a.

to personal property not in possession So again in Lampet's case, 10 Rep. 48,

which may be enforced by action ; and Lord Coke says : " The great wisdom

it makes no difference whether the owner and policy of the sages and founders of

has been deprived of his property by the our law have provided, that no possibility,

tortious act of another, or by his breach right, title, nor thing in action, shall be

of a contract, express or implied. In both granted or assigned to strangers, for that

cases, the debt or damages of the owner would be the occasion of multiplying of

is a 'thing in action.' " Per Branson, C. contentions and suits, of great oppression

J., Gillet V. Fairchild, 4 Denio, 80. It of the people, and chiefly of terre-tenants,

was accordingly held in that case that a and the subversion of the due and equal

receiver of an insolvent corporation, who execution of justice." At what time this

was empowered by law to sue for and doctrine, which, it is said, had relation

recover " all the estate, debts, and things originally only to landed estates, was first

in action," belonging to the corporation, adjudged to be equally applicable to the
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stronger and better reason was, that no debtor shall have a new

creditor substituted for the original one, without his consent;

for he may have substantial reasons for choosing whom he

should owe.

Courts of equity have, for a long time, disregarded this

rule
;
(c) and, as a general rule, they permit the assignee of a

chose in action to sustain an action in his own name, if he can

go into equity at all ; but when such a case comes before them,

they apply such equitable rules, as would prevent the debtor

fcom being oppressed or injured, (d) Such an assignment is re-

assignment of a mere personal chattel not

in possession, it is not easy to deeide ; it

seems, however, to have been so settled at

a very early period of our history, as the

works of our oldest text-writers, and the

reports contain numberless observations

and cases on the suliject. Chitty & Hulme
on Bills, p. 6. — But it is to be observed

that the kinc^- was always an exception to

this rule, for he might always either gi-ant

or receive a possibility or chose in action

by assignment. Brcvcrton's case, Dyer,
30 b; Co. Lit. 232 b, n. (1). And it

seems that in this country the same excep-

tion exists in rcspci't to the government
of the United States. United States l:

Buford, 3 Pet. 30.

(c) Anon. Freem. Ch. (Miss.), 145;
Wright V. Wright, 1 Ves. Sen. 409;
Warmstrey v. Tanfield, 1 Chane. 29

;

How V. Dawson, 1 Ves. Sen. 331 ; Pros-

ser V. Edmonds, 1 Y. & Coll. 481 ; Hinkle
V. Wanzer, 17 How. 353 ; Bigclow v.

Willson, 1 Pick. 48.J, 4Q3 ; Dix v. Cobb,
4 Mass. .508, 511 ; Haskell v. Hilton, 30
Me. 419; Miller v. Whittier, 32 id. 203;
Moor V. Veazie, id. 342 ; Ex parte Foster,

2 Story, 133.

(rf) It is not to bo understood that the

assignee of a chose in action may always
enforce his claim in a court of equity ; but
simply that he may jiroLecd in equity in

his own name, whenever he is entitled to

go into a court of equity at all. It seems
to be well settled, however, that the mere
fact of one's being the assignee of a chose

in action will not entitle him to go into a
court of equity at all. His remedy is gen-
erally complete at law by a suit in the

name of the assignor, and to that he will

be left. It is only when the legal remedy
is in some manner obstructed or rendered
insufficient that a court of equity will in-

terpose. The law was thus laid down by

Lord Hanlwicke, in Motteux v. The
London Assurance Co. 1 Atk. 545, 547

;

by Lord King, in Dhcgctoft v. The Lon-
don Assurance Co. Moscly, 83 ; and by
Sir Lancelot Shadivell, in Hammond v.

Messenger, 9 Sim. 327, 332. In this last

case the learned Vice-Chancellor said
" If this case were stripped of all special

circumstances, it would be, sim]jly, a bill

filed by a plaintiff who had obtained from

certain persons to whom a debt was due a

right to sue in their names for the debt.

It is quite new to me that, in such a sim-

ple case as that, tliis court allows, in the

first instance, a bill to be filed against the

debtor, by the person who has become the

assignee of the debt. I admit that, if

special circumstances are stated, and it is

represented that notwithstanding the right

which the party has obtained to sue in the

name of the creditor, the creditor will

interfere and prevent the exercise of tliat

right, this court will interpose for the pur-

pose of preventing that species of wrong
being done ; and, if the creditor will not

allow the matter to bo tried at law in his

name, this court has a jurisdiction, in the

first instance, to compel the debtor to pay
the debt to the plaintiff; especially in a

case where the act done by the creditor is

done in collusion with the debtor. If bills

of this kind were allowable, it is obvious

that they would be pretty frequent ; but I

never remember any instance of such a

bill as this being filed, unaccompanied by
special circumstances." See also. Keys v.

Williams, 3 Y. & Col. 462, 466;" and

Rose V. Clarke, 1 Y. & Col. Ch. 534, 548.

The doctrine has been distinctly held also

in New York ; Carter v. United Ins. Co.

1 Johns. Ch. 463; Ontario Bank v.

Mumford, 2 Barb. Ch. 596. And in

Maryland ; Gover v. Christie, 2 Har. &
J. 67 Adair i/. Winchester, 7 G. &
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garded in equity as a declaration of trust, and an authorization

to the assignee to reduce the interest to possession, (e) But if

the assignee be a mere nominal holder, without interest in the

thing assigned, then the suit should be brought, even in equity,

in the name of the party in interest. (/)
There are assignments of choses in action which will not be

sustained either in equity or at law, as being against public

policy. As by an ofEcer in the army or navy, of his pay, (g) or

J. 114. And in Tennessee; Smiley v.

Bell, Mart. & Y. 378. And in Virginia;
Mosely v. Boush, 4 Rand. 392. There is

no conflict between the case of Moseley v.

Boush, and the case of Winn v. Bowles,
6 Munf. 23. an earlier Virginia case. The
latter case simply decided that the statute
of Vii-ginia, authorizing the assignee of a
chose in action to sue in his own name,
did not take from the Coui-t of Chancery
the jurisdiction which it fonnerly had.
There seems to have been sufficient in
this case to give a court of equity jurisdic-

tion consistently with the rule that we
have laid down. Mr. Justice Story, in-

deed, in his Commentaries on Equity Ju-
risprudence, expresses a somewhat differ-

ent view upon this subject. After stating

the law as laid down in Hammond v.

Messenger, cited above, he says, 5 1057 a

:

" This doctrine is apparently new, at least

in the broad extent in which it is laid

down ; and does not seem to have been
generally adopted in America. On the

contraiy, the more general principle es-

tablished in this country seems to be, that,

wherever an assignee has an equitable

right or interest in a debt, or other prop-

erty (as the assignee of a debt certainly

has), there a court of equity is the proper
forum to enforce it ; and he is not to be
driven to any circuity by instituting a suit

at law in the name of the person who
is possessed of the legal title." He cites

no case, however, which appears to con-

flict with Hammond v. Messenger, except
the case of Townsend v. Carpenter, 11

Ohio, 21. That case does indeed decide

that the mere fact of one's being an as-

signee of a chose in action will entitle him
to enforce his claim in equity. The
learned judge, however, does not cite any
case in support of his position, and he

appears not to have been aware of the

weight of authority against him ; for he
says he knows of no case except Moseley
V. Boush, cited above, "where it has been
held that a court of law, having once de-

VOL. I. 15

clined jurisdiction of a particular subject-

matter, and afterwards in an indirect

manner entertained it, that a Court of

Chancery, to which it appropriately and
originally belonged, is therefore deprived
of it." The case of the Ontario Bank v.

Mumford, cited above, which was decided
since Story's Equity was published, con-
tains a thorough discussion of this subject.

The counsel for the plaintiff relied upon
Story's Equity, but Chancellor Walworth,

having cited with approbation the case of
Hammond v. Messenger and several of

the other cases referred to in this note, re-

affirmed to its full extent the doctrine

which they contain. "As a general rule,"

says he, " this court will not entertain a
suit brought by the assignee of a debt, or
of a chose in action, which is a mere
legal demand ; but will leave him to his

remedy at law by a suit in the name of

the assignor. Where, however, special

circumstances render it necessary for the

assignee to come into a court of equity

for relief, to prevent a failure of justice,

he will be allowed to bring a suit here

upon a mere legal demand." Such must
undoubtedly be considered the true rule

upon the subject. In California, by stat-

ute, "the assignee of a non-negotiable

note has a right of action not only against

his immediate assignor, but also against

previous assignors, in short, against every

person from whom the note has passed by
assignment." Hamilton v. McDonald, 1

8

Gal. 128.

{e) Co. Lit. 232 b, u. (I ) ; Morrison v.

Deaderick, 10 Humph. 342.

(/) Field V. Maghee, 5 Paige, 539

;

Rogers v. Traders' Insurance Co. 6 Paige,

583.

(9) Stone V, Lidderdale, 2 Anst. 533
;

McCarthy v. Goold, 1 Ball & B. 387

;

Davis V. Duke of Marlborough, 1 Swanst.

74 ; Elarty v. Odium, 3 T. R. 681 ;

Grenfell v. Dean and Canons of Wind-
sor, 2 Beav. 544 ; Jenkins v. Hooker, 19

Barb. 435.
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his commission, (h) or the salaries of judges, (i) or of a mere

right to file a biU in equity for a fraud, (j) or a right of action

for a tort, (k) But after the conversion of a chattel, the owner

may sell it so as to give the purchaser a right to claim it of the

wrongdoer. (1)

Courts of law also permit and protect assignments of choses

in action, to a certain extent, (m) If the debtor assent to the

assignment, and promise to pay the assignee, an action may be

brought by the assignee in his own name, (n) but otherwise he

{h) CoUyer v. Fallon, Turn. & R. 459.

(i) Lord Kent/on, Flarty v. Odium, 3

T. R. 681. But it seems a city officer

may lawfully make an assignment of his

salary yet to grow due, so as to prevent

its attachment upon a trustee process.

Brackett v. Blake, 7 Met. 335.

{j ) Prosser v. Edmonds, 1 Y. & Col.

48i ; Morrison v. Deaderick, 10 Humph.
342.

[k] Gardner v. Adams, 12 Wend. 297

;

Thurman v. Wells, 18 Barb. 500; Cook
V. Newman, 8 How. Pr. 523. " In gen-

eral, it may be affirmed that mere per-

sonal torts, which die with the party, and
do not survive to his personal representa-

tive, are not capable of passing by assign-

ment ; and that vested rights ad rem and
in re, possibilities coupled with an interest,

and claims growing out of and adhering
to property, may pass by assignment.

Story, J., Comegys v. Vasse, 1 Pet. 193,

213.

{1} Hall V. Robinson, 2 -Comst. 293,

overruling Gardner v. Adams, so far as

the latter conflicts with what is stated in

the text. It will be perceived that this

case furnishes no exception to the mle
that a riglit of action for a tort cannot be

assigned. It merely decides that the

owner of a chattel may sell it and convey
a good title to it, notwithstanding it has
been wront;fiilly converted, and then the

vendee may demand it in his own right;

and, upon a rcfmal to deliver it, bring his

action, not for the conversion done to the
vendor, l)ut for tlie conversion done to

himself^ liy such refusal. And see An-
drews V. i3ond, 16 Barb. 633; Franklin
u. Neate, 13 M. & W. 481.

(m) Buller.J., Master v. Miller, 4 T. R.
320, 340 :

" It is true that formerly the
courts of law did not take notice of au
equity or trust ; for trusts are within the

original jm-isdiction of a court of equity

;

but of latk) years it has been found produc-

tive of great expense to send the parties

to the other side of the Hall ; wherever
this court have seen that the justice of the

case has been clearly with the plaintiff,

they have not turned him round upon this

objection. Then if this court will take

notice of a trust, why should they not of

an equity^ It is certainly true that a
chose in action cannot strictly be assigned

;

but this court will take notice of a trust,

and consider who is beneficially interest-

ed." Ashhurst, J., Winch v. Keelev, 1 T.

R. 619 ;
Dix v. Cobb, 4 Mass. 508; Welch

V. Mandeville, 1 Wheat. 233; Legh v.

Legh, 1 B. & P. 447 ; Eastman v. Wright,

6 Pick. 316, 322 ; Owings v. Low, 5 G. &
J. 134, 145 ; Hickey v. Burt, 7 Taunt.

48; Graham v. Gracie, 13 Q. B, 548.

(n) Crocker v. Whitney, 10 Mass. 316;
Movvry v. Todd, 12 id. 281 ; Barrett v.

Union M. F. Ins. Co. 7 Cush. 175; Cur-

rier V. Hodgdon, 3 N. H. 82 ; Morse v.

Bellows, 7 id. 549, 565 ; Moar v. Wright,

1 Vt. 57; Bucklin v. Ward, 7 id. 195;

Hodges V. Eastman, 12 id. 358 ; Stiles v.

Farrar, 18 id. 444; Smith v. Beny, 18

Me. 122 ; Warren ;;. Wheeler, 21 id. 484;

Barger v. Collins, 7 Harr. & J. 213, 219
;

Clarke v. Thompson, 2 R. I. 146. Such

seems to be the general ruling on this

subject. But such a transaction would

seem to fall within the law of novation

;

and the question would be as to the con-

sideration on which the promise of the-

original debtor to the assignee is founded.

Probably it would be held that if A holds

the note of B, payable to A, and assigns

this for value to C, and B assents and

promises to pay C, B is by such transfer

released from his promise to A, and this

is a sufficient consideration to sustain his

promise to C. See Ford v. Adams, 2

Barb. 349. In Tibbits v. George, 5 A.

& E. 115, Lord Denman said: "None of

the authorities which have been cited show

that it is necessary that the assignment
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must bring it in the name of the assignor
;
(o) and this rule ap-

plies to an assignment of a negotiable bill or note, unless it be
indorsed by the assignor, (p) And the action brought in the

name of the assignor for the benefit of the assignee is open to

all equitable defences ; but only to those which are equitable.

That is, the debtor may make all defences which he might have
made if the suit were for the benefit of the assignor as well as

in his name, provided these defences rest upon honest transac-

tions which took place between the debtor and the assignor

before the assignment, or after the assignment and before the

debtor had notice or knowledge of it. (q) The same rule holds

as to the equities existing between an assignor and his assignee

in respect to a chose in action held for value and without notice

by a subsequent assignee. The latter takes the exact position

of his vendor. (/•)

The death of the assignor will not defeat the assignment, but

the assignee may bring the action in the name of the executor

or administrator of the deceased, (s) If the assignment be in

good faith and for valuable consideration, although the action

be brought in the name of the assignor, neither his release nor

his bankruptcy will defeat it. (t) A debt due for goods sold

and delivered, and resting for evidence on a book account, may

Bhonld be in writing in order to pass an Johns. Ch. 441 ; Hacket v. Martin, 8

equitable interest, although in very many Greenl. 77 ; Greene v. Darling, 5 Mason,

of the cases there was a writing ; and as 201, 214 ; Comstoclc v. Farnum, 2 Mass.

to express assent, it is undoubtedly held 96 ; Wood v. Partridge, 1 1 id. 488 ; Mc-
that, in order to give an action at law, the Jilton v. Love, 13 III. 486 ; Thompson v.

debtor must consent to the agreed trans- Emery, 7 Foster (N. H.), 269; FauU ».

fer of the debt, and that there must be Tinsmau, 36 Penn. St. 108. See Patter-

some consideration for his promise to pay son v. Atherton, 3 McLean, 147, in which

it to the transferree." a different doctrine seems to be held, but

(o) Jessel V. Williamsburgh Ins. Co. 3 on very insufficient grounds.

Hill (N. Y.), 88; Usher k. De Wolfe, 13 (r) Bush v. Lathrop, 22 N. Y. (8

Mass. 290; Coolidge v. Kuggles, 15 id. Smith), 535.

387 ; Skinner v. Somes, 14 id. 107 ; Pal- (s) Dawes v. Boylston, 9 Mass. 337.

mer v. Merrill, 6 Cush. 282. See also, 346; Cutts v. Perkins, 12 id. 206, 210.

supra, note (m). (*) Dix v. Cobb, 4 Mass. 508, 511;

(p) Freeman v. Perry, 22 Conn. 617. Brown v. Maine Bank, 11 id. 153 ; Webb
See also. Hedges v. Sealy, 9 Barb. 214. v. Steele, 13 N. H. 230, 236 ; Duncklee

(q) Mangles «. Dixon, 18 E. L. & E. v. Greenfielii Steam Mill Co. 3 Foster

82; Bartlett v. Pearson, 29 Me. 9, 15; (N. H.), 245; Ajiderson v. Miller, 7 Sm.

Guerry v. Ferryman, 6 Geo. 119 ; Wood & M. 586; Parker v. Kelley, 10 id. 184;

V. Perry, 1 Barb. 114, 131; Commercial Winch v. Keely, 1 T. R. 619; Blin v.

Bank v. Colt, 15 id. 506 ; Sanborn v. Lit- Pierce, 20 Vt. 25 ; Blake v. Buchanan, 22

tie, 3 N. H. 539 ; Norton v. Rose, 2 Vt. 548 ; Parsons v. Woodward, 2 N. J.

Wash. (Va.), 233 ; Murray v. Lylbura, 2 196 ; Jewett v. Dockray, 34 Me. 45.
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be so assigned, (m) or an unliquidated balance of accounts, (v)

or a contingent debt, {w) or a judgment, (x) or a bond ; but an

action on a bond must be in the name of the obligee, although

it be made payable expressly to " assigns." {y) And it has

been held that a grant of a franchise to a town, as the right of

fishery, may be the subject of a legal assignment or release, and

the assignee or releasee may maintain an action respecting it

in his own name. (2-) But a servant bound by indenture cannot

be transferred or assigned by the master to another, because the

master has only a personal trust, (a) The right of a mortgagor

to redeem his equity of redemption after the same has been

taken and sold on execution, is assignable both at law and in

equity, (b) The respective interests of a crew of a privateer in

a prize cannot be assigned, because, by the statute of the

United States, they have no right in or control over the property

until it has been hbelled, condemned, and sold by the marshal,

and the proceeds, after all legal deductions, paid over to the

prize agents, (c)

SECTION II.

OF THE MANNER OP ASSIGNMENT.

It was once held that the assignment of an instrument must

be of as high a nature as the instrument assigned, (d) But

this rule has been very much relaxed, if not overthrown ; and

indeed it has been determined that the equitable interest in a

chose in action may be assigned for a valuable consideration

(«) DIx V. CoW), 4 Mass. 508. signed. Balch v. Smith, 12 N. H. 437.

Iv) Crocker V. Whitney, 10 Mass. 316. (6) Bigelowv. Willson, 1 Pick. 485.

w) Cutts V. Perkins, 12 Mass. 206. (c) Usher v. De Wolf, 13 Mass. 290;

(x) Brown p. Maine Bank, U Mass. Alexander v. Wellington, 2 Rass. & M.
153; Dunn v. Snell, 15 id. 481. 35.

(y) Skinner w. Somes, 14 Mass. 107. (d) Perking v. Parker, 1 Mass. 117;

(2) Watertown w. White, 13 Mass. 477. Wood v. Partridge, 11 id. 488. In tliis

(a) Hall V. Gardner, 1 Mass. 172; case, Paricr, C. J., said :
" It is uniformly

Davis V. Coburn, 8 id. 299; Clement v. holden, that an assignment of an instra-

Clement, 8 N. H. 472 ; Graham v. Kinder, ment under seal must be by deed ; in other

11 B. Mon. 60. So the powers and duties words, that the instrument of transfer

of the testamentary guardian of an infant must be of as high a nature as the instru-

are a personal tnist, which cannot be ss- ment transferred."
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by a mere delivery of the evidence of the contract ; and that it

is not necessary that the assignment should be in writing, (e)

So the equitable interest in a judgment may be assigned by a
delivery of the execution. (/) But a mere agreement to assign
without any delivery, actual or symbolical of the writing evi-

dencing the debt ; or an indorsement upon the instrument
directing the debtor to pay a portion of the amount due, to a
third person, such indorsement being notified to the debtor, but
the writing remaining in the hands of the creditor, does not
constitute a sufficient assignment. (§)

SECTION III.

OF THE EQUITABLE DEFENCES.

We have seen that an assignee of a chose in action takes it

subject to all the equities of defence which exist between the

assignor and the debtor. (A) The assignee does not take a

legal interest, nor hold what he takes by a legal title ; but he

holds by an equitable title an equitable interest; and this in-

terest courts of law will protect only so far as the equities of

the case permit ; and any subsequent assignee is subject to the

same equities as his assignor, (i) But these equities must be

those subsisting at the time when the debtor receives notice of

the assignment; for the assignment, with notice, imposes upon

the debtor an equitable and moral obligation to pay the money
to the assignee.

(_/
) Moreover, the assignee ought, especially if

(c) "There are cases in the old books Me. 448; Prescott v. Hull, 17 Johns,

which show that debts and even deeds 284, 292 ; Ford v. Stuart, 19 Johns. 342
;

may be assigned by parol; and we are Thompson v. Emery, 7 Foster (N. H.),

satisfied that there is no sensible ground 269 ; Tibbits v. George, 5 A. & E. 107

;

upon which a writing shall be held neces- Heath v. Hall, 4 Taunt. 326.

sary to prove an assignment of a contract, (f) Dunn v. Snell, 15 Mass. 481.

which assignment lias been executed by (g) Whittle v. Skinner, 23 Vt. 531

;

delivery, any more than in the assign- Palmer v. Merrill, 6 Cush. 282.

ment of a personal chattel." Per Parker, (A) See siipra, note {q), p. 227.

C. J., Jones V. Witter, 13 Mass. 304. (i) Willis v. Twambly, 13 Mass. 204;
See also, Dunn v. Snell, 15 Mass. 481; Stocks r. Dobson, 19 E. L. &E. 96; Bush
Palmer v. Merrill, 6 Cush. 292 ; Vose v. v. Lathrop, 22 N. Y (8 Smith), 535.

Handy, 2 Greenl. 322, 334; Robbins v. (j) Crocker w. Whitney, 10 Mass. 316,

Bacon, 3 id. 346 ; Porter v. Ballard, 26 319 ; Mowry v. Todd, 12 id. 281 ; Jones
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required, to exhibit the assignment, or satisfactory evidence of it

to the debtor, to make hia right certain ; although it is enough

if the debtor be in good faith informed of it, and has no reason

to doubt it. (k) And if after the assignment, and previous to

such a notice of it, the debtor pays the debt to the assignor, he

shall be discharged, because he shall not suffer by the neghgence

or fault of the assignee, (l)

Tf, after the assignment and notice, the debtor pays the debt

to the assignor, and is discharged by him, and the assignee recov-

ers judgment against the assignor for the consideration paid him

for the assignment, the assignee may still recover of the debtor

the debt assigned, deducting what he actually recovers from the

assignor, (m) Nor can the debtor set off any demand against the

assignor which accrues to him after such assignment and no-

tice, (n) but he may any which existed at or before the assign-

ment and notice, (o)

In New York and in some other States, the assignee of a

chose in action, may now bring an action upon it in his own

name, by statutory provision. But this change is only in the

form of the action, and not in its effect. The assignee is still

subject to the same equities of defence as before. That is, if

the defendant can show that he, in good faith, paid the debt, or

a part of the debt, to the assignor, before the assignment, or

before he had any knowledge of the assignment, the defence is

as effectual as if the action were in the name of the assignor.

It has been held in New York that an assignment of a thing

in action is presumed to have been upon sufficient consideration,

unless the contrary appear, and in such cases no trust results

therefrom for the benefit of the assignor, (p)

V. Witter, 13 id. 304; Fay v. Jones, 18 (1) Jones v. Witter, 13 Mass. 304;
Barb. 340; Risley y. Eisley, 11 Rob. (La.), Stocks v. Dobson, 1-9 E. L. & E. 96.

298 ; Small v. Biowder, 11 B. Men. 212; (m) Jones v. Witter, 13 Mass. 304.

Clodfelter v. Cox, 1 Sneed, 330 ; Myers (n) Goodwin v. Cunningham, 12 Mass.

V. The United Guarantee, &c. Co. 31 B. 193 ; Green i'. Hatch, id. 195 ; Jenkins ».

L. & E. 538 ; Fanton v. Fairfield County Brewster, 14 id. 291 ; Phillips v. Bank of

Bank, 23 Conn. 485. See also, sup-a, note Lewiston, 18 Penn. St. 394; Conant d.

ig), p. 227. Seneca County Bank, 1 Ohio St. 298.

(i) Davenport v.Woodbridge, 8 Greenl. (o) Ainslie v. Boynton, 2 Barb. 258,

17 ; Bean v. Simpson 16 Me. 49 ; John- Sanborn v. Little, 3 N. H. 539.

son V. Bloodgood, 1 Johns. Cas. 51 ; An- (p) Eno v. Crooke, 10 N. Y. (6 Seld.j,

derson v Van Alen, 12 Johns. 343. 60.
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SECTION IV.

COVENANTS ANNKXBD TO LAND.

A covenant affecting real property, made with a covenantee
who possesses a transferable interest therein, is annexed to the

estate, and is transferable at law, passing with the interest in

the realty to which it is annexed
; (q) and it is often called a

" covenant running with the land." If such covenants be made
by the owner of land who conveys his entire interest to the

covenantee, being annexed to the estate, the assignee of that

estate may bring his action on the covenants in his own
name, (r) But the assignee must take the estate which the

covenantee has in the land, and no other ; nor can he sue upon
the covenants if he takes a different estate. (5) But it is said

that the assignee cannot sue upon the covenants unless the

estate passes to him ; and therefore cannot, upon the covenants

that the grantor is lawfully seized of the land, and has a good

(7)
" A covenant is real when it doth

run in the realty so with the land that he
that hath tlie one, hath or is subject to the

other, and so a warranty is called a real

covenant." Shep. Touch. 161.

(r) Thus if A, seized of land in fee, con-

veys it by deed to B, and covenants with B,
his heirs, and assigns, for further assurance,

and then B conveys to C, and C to D, D
may require A to make further assurance

to him according to the covenant, and on
refusal, may maintain an action against

him by the common law. Meddlemore v.

Goodale, 1 Rol. Abr. 521. See also,

Campbell v. Lewis, 3 B. & Aid. 392.

(s) He is not in fact an assignee of the

covenantee unless he takes the same es-

tate ; for an assignment, by the very defi-

nition of the word, is " a transfer, or mak-
ing over to another, of one's whole interest,

whatever that interest may be ; and an as-

signment' for his life or years differs from
a lease only in this, that by a lease one

grants an interest less than his own, re-

serving to himself a reversion ; in assign-

ments he parts with his whole property,

and the assignee consequently stands in

the place of the assignor." 1 Steph. Com.
485. There is a difference, however, in

tliis respect, between the estate or interest

iu the land and the land itself ; for there

may be an assignment of a part of the
land, and the assignee may have Iiis action.

This distinction is taken by Lord Coke.
" It is to be observed," says he, " that an
assignee of part of the land shall vouch as
assignee. As if a man makes a feoffment
in fee of two acres to one, with warranty
to him, his heirs and assigns, if he make a
feoffment of one acre, that feoffee shall

vouch as assignee ; for there is a diversity

between the whole estate in part, and part of
the estate in the whole, or of any part. As
if a man hath a warranty to him, his heirs

and assigns, and he makes a lease for life,

or a gift in tail, the lessee or donee shall

not vouch as assignee, because he hath not
the estate in fee-simple whereunto the

warranty is annexed," Co, Lit, 385 a.

See also, Holford v. Hatch, Dougl. 183;
Palmer v. Edwards, id. 187, n. ; Van
Rensselaer v. Gallup, 5 Denio, 454 ; Astor
V. Miller, 2 Paige, 68, 78 ; Van Home v.

Grain, I Paige, 455.
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right to convey ; for if these be broken, no estate passes to the

assignee, and being broken before the assignment, they have be-

come personal choses in action and so not assignable, (t)

The right to sue for existing breaches does not pass to the

assignee,— being mere personal choses in action, (u) — unless

they be continuing breaches. As if there be a covenant to re-

pair, which is broken, and the need of repair remains, and the

assignee takes the property in that condition, he may sue on

the covenant, (v) But if there be arrearages of rent, the breaches

of the covenant to pay are each entire, giving a distinct right

of action, and on the death of the landlord these arrearages

go to the personal representative and not to the heir, (w)

Covenants between landlord and tenant, lessee and rever-

sioner, run with the land. If one who owns in fee conveys to

another a less estate, such as a term of years, and enters into

covenants with the grantee, which relate to the use and value

of the property granted, the right of action for a breach of these

covenants which the grantee has, passes to his assignee, so long

as this less estate continues, (x) Such are covenants to repair,

to grant estovers for repair or for firewood, to keep watercourses

(t) This is the established doctrine in eral cuiTcnt of English authorities, which
this country, and it would seem to be in assume the principle that covenant does

accordance with the older authorities in not lie by an assignee for a breach done
England. Shep. Touch. 170 ; Greenby t>. before his time. On the other hand it was
Wilcoclcs, 2 Johns. 1 ; Mitchell v. Warner, decided by the K. B., in Kingilom v. Not-

5 Conn. 497 ; Marston v. Hobhs, 2 Mass. tie, 1 M. & Sel. S-IS, 4 id. 53, that a cove-

4.39 ; Ross v. Turner, 2 Eng. (Ark.), 132
;

nant of seizin did run with tlie land, and
Fowler v. Poling, 2 Barb. 300 ; Ballard the assignee might sue on the ground
V. Child, 34 Me. 355 ; Thayer v. Clem- that want of seizin is a continual breach,

ence, 22 Pick. 490. Per Shaw, C. J. The reason assigned for this last decision

Cliancellor Kent says : " The covenants is too refined to be sound. The breach is

of seizin, and of a right to convey, and single, entire, and perfect in the first in-

that the land is free from incumbrances, stance." 4 Kent, Com. 471. The case of

are personal covenants, not running with Kingdoms. Nottle was severely criticized

the land, or passing to the assignee ; for, and condemned by the Supreme Court of

if not true, there is a breach of them as Connecticut, in Mitchell v. Warner, 5

soon as the deed is executed, and they be- Conn. 497, and it cannot be considered as

come choses in action, which are not tech- law in this country,
nically assignable. But the covenant of (") St. Saviour's Churchwardens v.

warranty, and the covenant for quiet en- Smith, 3 Burr. 1271 ; Tillotson v. Boyd,
joymcnt, are prospective, and an actual 4 Sandf. 516.
ouster or eviction is necessaiy to constitute (v) Mascal's Case, Moore, 242, 1 Leon,
a breach of them. They are, therefore, in 62 ; Vivian v. Campion, 1 Salk. 141, Lord
t.ho nature of real covenants, and they run Raym. 1 125 ; Sprague v. Baker, 17 Mass.
with the land conveyed, and descend to 586.
heirs, and vest in assignees or the pur- (to) Anon. Skin. 367 ; Midgleyw. Love-
chaser. The distinction taken in the lace, Carth. 289, 12 Mod. 46.
American cases is supported by the gen- (x) Spencer's Case, 5 Rep. 17 b.
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in good order, (y) or to supply with water
; (2^) also covenants for

renewal, (a) for quiet enjoyment, (b) and the usual warranties

for quiet possession, (c) But if one having no estate in the

land grants with covenants of warranty, as no estate passes,

and nothing except by estoppel, the assignee cannot sue on

these covenants, for a lessee by estoppel cannot pass any

thing over, (d) <h'A' i '^ JJ /Js" -i - '

Ce^T^-ini

[y) Holmes 0. Buckley, Prec. Ch. 39, (5) Noke v. Awder, Cro. E. 436.

1 Eq. Ca. Abr. 27, pi. 4. (c) Campbell v. Lewis, 3 B. & Aid,
{z) Jourdain v. Wilson, 4 B. & Aid. 392.

266. (d) Noke v. Awder, Cro, E. 436 ; Whit-

Jo) Eoe t). Hayley, 12 East, 464. ten v. Peacock, 2 Bing. N. C. 411.
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CHAPTER XV.

OF GIFTS ; OR VOLUNTARY ASSIGNMENTS OF CHATTELS.

The word " gift," is often introduced into deeds of land ; but

by gifts are usually meant transfers of chattels, which are wholly

voluntary, or without any pecuniary or good consideration.

They are usually distinguished into gifts inter vivos, and gifts

causa mortis.

SECTION I.

OF GIFTS INTER TIVOS.

Any person competent to transact ordinary business, may
give whatever he or she owns, to any other person. The usual

incapacities for legal action apply here. A gift by a minor, a

married woman, an insane person, or a person under guardian-

ship, or under duress, would be void or voidable according to

the circumstances of the case.

Gifts by persons competent to give, of property which they

had a right to give, to persons competent to receive, and which

are completed by transfer of possession, however voluntary

they may have been, are regarded by the law as executed con-

tracts, founded upon mutual consent.

It is essential to a gift, that it goes into effect at once, and

completely. If it regards the future, it is but a promise ; and

being a promise without consideration, it cannot be enforced,

and has no legal validity. Hence delivery is essential to the

validity of every gift
;
(a) for not even a court of equity will

(o) Bryson v. Brownrigg, 9 Ves. 1 ; Smith, 2 Johns. 52 ; Hooper v. Goodwin,
Antrobus ti. Smith, 12 Ves. 39; Irons v. 1 Swanst. 485 ; Adams v. Hayes, 2 Ired.

Smallpiece, 2 B. & Aid. 551 •, Noble u. L. .lee ; Sims v. Sims, 2 Ala. 117 ; Allen
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interfere to enforce a merely intended or promised gift, (b)

There is, it is true, some authority for supposing that a gift

inter vivos may be valid without delivery, if there be a distinct

acceptance, (c) But this is not the law. Nor will transfer by
writing alone satisfy the requirement of delivery, (d) The
delivery may be constructive ; for it may be any such delivery

as the nature of the thing and its actual position require ; as a

delivery of a part for the whole, or of a key, or of a cumbrous
mass by taking the donee near it, and pointing it out, with

words of gift, or by an order on a bailee. But in this last

instance, we should say that the gift did not become complete

until the order was presented and accepted, or performed, (e)

A gift, by a competent party, made perfect by delivery and
acceptance, is then irrevocable by the donor. But if it be pre-

judicial to existing creditors, it is, as a transfer without con-

sideration, void as to them. It is not, however, void as to

subsequent creditors, unless made under actual or expected

insolvency, or with a fraudulent purpose as to future creditors.

In either of these cases, gifts, or voluntary transfers or settle-

ments of any kind (aU of which are regarded by the law as

gifts), are void. In most of our States, statute provisions as to

insolvency would reach these cases, as shown in the Chapter in

our Third Volume on Insolvency and Bankruptcy, where this

subject is considered. (/)

V. Polereczky, 31 Me. 338 ; Withers v. (d) Cotteen v. Missing, 1 Madd. Ch.
Weaver, 10 Barr, 391 ; Dole v. Lincoln, 176. And so long as money delivered by
31 Me. 422 ; Carpenter v. Dodge, 20 Vt. A to B for C, as a voluntary gift from A
595 ; Huntington v. Gilmore, 14 Barb, to C, is in the hands of B, A may revoke
243 ; Hunter v. Hunter, 19 .Barb. 631

;

the gift, and reclaim the money from B.
Brown v. Brown, 23 Barb. 565 ; Hitch v. See Lyte v. Periy, Dyer, 49 a. But in

Davis, 3 Md. Ch. 266 ; People o. John- Cranz v. Kroger, 22 111. 74, said that if the

son, 1* 111. 342. gift be evidenced by writing, it cannot be

(6) Pennington v. Gittings, 2 G. & J. resumed. Held, also in same case, that a
208. See Antrobus v. Smith, 12 Ves. parent may resume a gift made to a child,

39. without the consent of the child.

(c) Comyns, in his Digest, Biens, D. 2, (e) CaiTadine v. Collins, 7 Sm. & M.
under "Property of goods, how vested, 428 ; Blakey v. Blakey, 9 Ala. 391

;

says that "if a man grant all his goods, Pope v. Randolph, 13 Ala. 214; Hille-

the property vests in the grantee, and the brant v. Brewer, 6 Tex. 45 ; Anderson v.

grant may be without deed." This is Baker, 1. Geo. 595 ; Donnell v. Donnell, 1

asserted in London & B. Railway Co. v. Head, 267.

Fairclough, 2 Man. & G. 691, n. (a); (/) For American cases in which this

and the distinction made, on this point, question is considered, see Thomson v

between gifts inter vivos, and gifts causa Dougherty, 12 S. & R. 448 ; Hanson v.

mortis Buckner, 4 Dana, 251 ; Hudnal v. Wilder,
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From the established principles in regard to promises without

consideration, and the necessity of delivery and acceptance, it

may be inferred, that if a gift, inter vivos, be made by a note or

promise, not under seal, it may be avoided by the donor, for it

is not a present gift, but a promise without consideration. If it

be by a check, or order, or draft, then it can be revoked, and

payment or acceptance stopped. But if it is paid, in good

faith and before revocation, it becomes a completed and irrevo-

cable gift. So it would be if it were accepted in such a way as

to bind the acceptor. On the other hand , if any consideration

which the law acknowledges, enters into a transaction which is

called a gift, it changes it at once into a sale or barter, if delivery

be made, and otherwise into an executory and enforceable con-

tract.

SE CTION II.

OF GIFTS CAUSA MORTIS.

These gifts can be made only by a person by whom death is

believed, on reasonable grounds, to be very near, and who
makes the gift in view of, and because of, his approaching

death.

Much that was said of gifts inter vivos, applies equally to

gifts causa mortis. There must be delivery to the donee j and
while it need not be strictly actual, it must be as near an

actual delivery to the donee, as the circumstances of the case

and the nature and actual position of the thing given, will per-

mit, {g) And it is said that no mere possession, whether it be

subsequent or previous and continued, will supply the want of

delivery
;
(A) but we should doubt whether this can be regarded

4 McCord, 294; Sexton v. Wheaton, 8 Lawson, 1 P. Wms. 441 ; Miller w. Miller,
Wheat. 229 ; Gannard v. Eslava, 20 Ala. 3 P. Wms. 356 ; Ward v. Turner, 2 Ves.
732; Clark v. Depew, 25 Penn. St. 509; 431, There seems to be no limit' tn law
Trimble v. Rateliffe, 9 B. Men. 511

; to the extent of a donatio causa mortis.
Hawkms v. Moffit, 10 B. Mon. 81. Meach v. Meach, 24 Vt. 591 ; Dresser v

{g) Jones v. Selby, Prec. Ch. 300
;

Dresser, 46 Me. 48. But see Headier v
Drury u. Smith, 1 P. Wms. 404 ; Snell- Ku-by, 18 Penn. St. 326.
prove </. Bailey, 3 Atk. 214 ; Lawson v. {h) Dole v. Lincoln, 31 Me. 422

;
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as a universal rule. The law watches, however, this kind of

transfer jealously, and is unwilling that it should take the place

of wills, and make them unnecessary ; because, while it is much
less troublesome, it is open to those objections of uncertainty

which the law seeks to avoid, in reference to wills, by its precau-

tions and provisions as to their execution. Hence it appears to

be the prevailing rule, that the donor's own note, or his own
check or draft not accepted or paid before his death, does not pass

by gift causa mortis. But bank-notes, certainly, {i) and per-

haps the notes, bonds, and other written promises of others than

the donor, may be the subject of a valid donatio causa mortis,

although the rule on this subject can hardly be considered as

completely settled, [j

)

The donor, during his life, may at any time revoke any dona-

tion causa mortis, even if it be completed by delivery and

acceptance. The authorities agree that he may do this if he

recovers, because the death, which has not taken place, was the

cause of the gift, [k)

Gifts causa mortis are wholly void as against existing credi-

tors, [l) A court of equity wiU sometimes compel a party to

complete and execute a gift which, at law, would be whoUy in

the power of the donor, (m)

Huntington t). Gilmore, 14 Barb. 243. In 3 Comst. 93 ; Flint v. Pattee, 33 N. H.
England the law seems not to bo settled 520. But it also seems that the note of a

on this point. Moore v. Dalton, 7 E. L. third person may be a valid donatio causa

& E. 134, differs from the cases first cited

;

mortis, although not made transferable by-

while Gough V. Eindon, 7 Exch. 48 ; 8 delivery by blank indorsement ; and in

E. L. & E. 507, confirms them. that case the executor or administrator of

{{) Hill V. Chapman, 2 Bro. Ch. 612. the deceased must indorse it. Brown v,

This has not been recently doubted. Brown, 18 Conn. 410. See also Sessions

(j) See Miller v. Miller, 3 P. Wms. v. Moseley, 4 Cush. 87, and Smith v.

356, and Bradley v. Hunt, 5 G. & J. 54. Kittredge, 21 Vt. 238.

These cases seem to hold that if the {k) In Jones v. Selby, Prec Ch. 300,

notes were payable to bearer, the dona- a donatio causa mortis was put on the

tion would be valid, thus putting such a same footing as a will, in this respect, —
note on the footing of bank-bills. This that it could, as certainly, be revoked by

distinction may perhaps be sustained, the donor, at any time duiing his life,

but it should be extended to all notes This case was decided about one hundred

indorsed in blank, for they are just as and fifty years ago, but the rale has nevet

much transferable by delivery to bearer, been shaken.

See Parish v. Stone, 14 Pick. 207, which (I) See cases cited in note (/J, p. 235.

asserts the law as stated in the text. See (;n) See post, Chap, on Specific Per-

also, Harris t>. Clark, 2 Barb. 56, 94, and formance, sect. 2.
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CHAPTER XVI.

NEW PARTIES BY INDOESEMENT.

Sect. I.— Of Negotiable Bills and Notes.

By the ancient rules of law we have seen that the transfer of

simple contracts was entirely forbidden. It is usually expressed

by the phrase, that a chose in action is not assignable. But

bills of exchange and promissory notes, made payable to order,

are called negotiable paper ; and they may be transferred by

indorsement, and the holder can sue in his own name, and the

equitable defences which might have existed between the

promisor and the original promisee are cut off.

It is generally said that the law of bills and notes is excep-

tional ; that they are choses in action, which, by the policy of

the law merchant, and to satisfy the necessities of trade and

business, are permitted to be assigned as other choses in action

cannot be. This is undoubtedly true ; but the law of negotia-

ble paper may be considered as resting on other grounds also.

If A owes B one hundred doUars, and gives him a promissory

note wherein he promises to pay that sum to him (without any

words extending the promise to another), this note is not nego-

tiable ; and if it be assigned, it is so under the general rule of

law, and is subject in the hands of the assignee to aU equitable

defences. But if A in his note promises to pay B or his order,

then the original promise is in the alternative, and it is this

which makes the note negotiable, [a) The promise is to pay

either B or some one else to whom B shall direct the payment

to be made. And when B orders the payment to be made to

C, then C may demand it under the original promise. He
may say that the promise was made to B, but it was a promise

(a) Reed v. Murphy, 1 Geo. 236.
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to pay C as soon as he should come within the condition ; that

is, as soon as he should become the payee by order of B.

And then the law merchant extends this somewhat, by saying

that the original promise was in fact to pay either to B, or to

C if B shall order payment made to him, or to any person to

whom C shall order payment made, after B has ordered the

payment made to C. For B has the right of not merely order-

ing payment to be made to C, but to C or his order ; and C
has then the same right, and by the continued exercise of this

right the transfer may be made to any number of assignees suc-

cessively, and the last party to whom the note is thus trans-

ferred, or the final holder, becomes the person to whom A prom-

ised B to pay the money, and such holder may sue in his own
name upon this promise. And not only are words " or order "

unnecessary in the indorsement, but it is held that if the indorse-

ment be expressly restrictive, as if made to A only, its nego-

tiability remains unaiFected. (b) It is said, however, that this

does not apply to notes indorsed after maturity, (c)

We may find the reasons of the law of negotiable biUs and

notes in their origin and purpose. By interchange of property,

men supply each other's wants and their own at the same time.

In the beginning of society this could be done only by actual

barter, as it is now among the rudest savages. But very early

money was invented as the representative of aU property, and

as therefore greatly facilitating the exchange of aU property,

and as measuring its convertible value. The utility of this

means enlarged, as the wants of commerce, which grew "w^ith

civilization, were developed. But at length more was needed

;

it became expedient to take a farther step; and negotiable

paper, first biUs of exchange and then promissory notes, were

introduced into mercantile use, as the representative of the rep-

resentative of property,— that is, as the representative of money.

It was possible to make exchanges of large quantities of bulky

articles, by the use of money, without much inconvenience

;

and it was possible for him who wished to part with what he

had, to acquire in its stead by selling it for money, an article

(6) Walker v. Macdonald, 2 Exch. (c) Leavitt v. I'utnam, 1 Sandf. 199

627.
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in which the value of all that he parted with was securely

vested, until he had such opportunity as he might wish to place

this value in other property, which he did by buying. But

stiU coin was itself a substantial article, not easily moved to

great distances in large quantities; and while it adequately

represented aU property, it failed to represent credit. And
this new invention was made, and negotiable paper intro-

duced, to extend this representation another degree. It does

not represent property directly, but money. And as in one

form it represents the money into which it is convertible at

the pleasure of the holder, so in another form it represents a

future payment of money, and then it represents credit. And
as names in any number may be written on one instrument,

that instrument represents and embodies the credit of one man
or the aggregated credit of many. Thus, by this invention,

vast amounts of value may change ownership at any distance,

and be transmitted as easUy as a single coin could be sent.

And by the same invention, while property is used in commer-

cial intercourse, the credit which springs from and is due to

the possession of that property may also be used at the same

time, and in the same way. And all this is possible because

negotiable paper is the adequate representative of money, and

of actual credit, in the transaction of business. And it is

possible therefore only whUe this paper is such representative,

and no longer ; and the whole system of the law of negotiable

paper has for its object to make this paper in fact such repre-

sentative, and to secure its prompt and available convertibihty,

and to provide for the safety of those who use this implement,

either by making it or receiving it, in good faith.

By the practice of merchants, the transfer of negotiable paper

is made by indorsements. The payee writes his name {d) on

(d) Tliere can be no indorsement with- is not an indorsement by the defendant,

out a signing of the name. Vincent v. For such a purpose the name of the party

Horlock, 1 Camp. 442. In this case A, must appear written with intent to in-

the drawer and payee of a bill of ex- dorse. We see these words, ' pay the

change, indorsed the bill in blank to B, contents to such a one,' written over a

who wrote over A's signature, " pay the blank indorsement every day, without any
contents to C," and then delivered it to thou}£ht of contracting an obligation ; and
C. Held, that B was not liable to C as no obligation is thereby contracted. When
an indorser of the bill. Lord Ellenborough a bill is indorsed by the payee in blank, a

said :
" I am clearly of opinion that this power is given to the indorsee of specially
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the back of the bill or note, or, as it has been held, something

which is the equivalent of his name an& is intended as a sub-

stitute* for it, (e) and deKvers the paper to the purchaser, (/)
and is then called an indorser. The purchaser of the note may
then write over this indorsement an order to pay the contents

of the note to him or to his order, if the payee has not already

written this. The purchaser thus becomes an indorsee. When
the name only is written it is called an indorsement in blank,

and the holder may transfer it by delivery, and it may thus

pass through many hands, the final holder who demands pay-

ment writing over the name indorsed an order to pay to him.

Whenever this order is written by an indorser, whether a first

or later indorser, it is an indorsement in full, and the indorsee

cannot transfer the note except by his indorsement, which

again may be in full or in blank. It is now quite settled that

the executor or administrator of a deceased payee may indorse

the note of his testator, (g) but he has no right to deliver to the

indorsee a note which was indorsed by the deceased, but never

delivered by him. (h) The same rule holds also in the case ot

an assignee of an insolvent payee, (i)

The indorsement of a blank note binds the indorser to any

terms as to amount and time of payment which the party to

whom he intrusts the paper inserts, (j ) If the note be originally

appointing the payment to be made to a Parlcinson, id. 361. See also, Hall o.

particular individual, and what he does in Wilson, 16 Barb. .548.

the exercise of this power is only expressio (g) Tliis question was ably discussed in

eorum quae tacite insunt. This is a sufii- the case of Rawlinson v. Stone, 3 Wils. 1.

cient indorsement to the plaintiffs, but not This was an action upon a promissory

by the defendants." So Bidler, J., in Fenn note, payable to A, or order, and iu-

V. Harrison, 3 T. R. 761, says: "In the dorsed by the administratrix of A. It

case of a bill of exchange, we know pre- was objected that the indorsement was

cisely what remedy the holder has, if the not valid so as to give the indorsee an

bill be not paid ; liis security appears action in liis own name. But the objec-

whoUy on the face of the bill itself,— the tion was overruled ; and tliis case has

acceptor, tlie drawer, and the indorsers, been considered ever since as having set-

are all liable in their turns ; but they are tied the law upon this point. See Wat-

only liable because they have written their kins v. Maule, 2 Jac. & W. 237, 243
;

names on the bill." Shaw, C. J., Rand u. Hubbard, 4 Met.

(e) The figures 128 were held suffi- 252; 258; Malbon v. Southard, 36 Me
cient in Butchers and Drovers Bank v. 147 ; Dwight v. Newell, 15 111. 333.

Brown, 6 Hill (N. Y.), 443. (A) Bromage v. Lloyd, 1 Exch. 31
;

(/) In order to a valid indorsement, Clark w. Sigourney, 17 Conn. 511 ; Clark

the payee or holder must not only write v. Boyd, 2 Hamm. 279.

his name on the back, but must deliver (/) Pinkerton v. Marshall, 2 H. Bl.

the bill to the indorsee. Emmett v. Tot- 334 ; Thomason v. Frere, 10 East, 418.

tenham, 20 E. L. & E. 348 ; Sainsbury v. (j ) Montague v. Perkins, 22 E. L. &

VOL. I. 16
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made payable to " bearer," it is negotiated or transferred

by delivery only, and 'needs no indorsement, {k) any person

bearing or presenting the note becoming in that case the' party

to whom the maker of the note promises to pay it.

K a note, whether indorsed in blank or made payable to

bearer, be transferred by delivery, the transferrer is not liable as

an indorser, nor as a guarantor, nor is, in general, liable in any

way. But if the paper be wholly worthless, as by the forgery

of the principal names, or for any similar reasons, the transferrer

may be held to repay the money paid him for it, on the ground

of failure of consideration. {I)

The holder of negotiable paper, indorsed in blank or made
payable to bearer, is presumed to be the owner for considera-

tion. If circumstances cast suspicion on his ownership, as if it

came to him from or through one who had stolen it, then he

must prove that he gave value for it; and on such proof will

be entitled to it, unless it is shown that he was cognizant of

the want of title, or had such notice or means of knowledge as

made his negligence equivalent to fraud, (m) If one signs a

note on condition that a certain other person sign it also, and

that other person does not sign it, it is said that the signer is

not liable to an indorsee ; but this must not be extended to an

innocent indorsee for value, [n)

E. 516; Russel u. Langstaffe, Dougl. 514

;

5 Pick. 412; Wheeler v. Guild, 20 Pick.

Violett V. Patton, 5 Cranch, 142, 151; 545; Aldrich t>. Warren, 16 Me. 465. It

Johnson v Blasdale, 1 Sm. & M. 1 ; Tor- is now well settled, overruling the earlier

rey v. Fisk, 10 Sm. & M. 590; Smith v. cases, that if the defendant prove a note

Wyckoff, 3 Sandf. Ch. 77, 90; FuUerton fraudulent or illegal in its inception, this

I,. Sturges, 4 Ohio St. 529; Young u. throws the burden on the plaintiff of prov-

Ward, 21 111. 223. ing that he paid value. Smith v. Braine,

(k) Wilbour v. Turner, 5 Pick. 526

;

3 E. L. & E. 379 ; Bailey v. Bidwell, 13

Dole V. Weeks, 4 Mass, 451. And this is M. & W. 73 ; Case u. Mechanics Bank-
so although it be under seal. Porter u. ing Association, 4 Comst. 166. It is. oth-

McCoUura, 15 Geo. 520. erwise if the defendant merely show a

(I) Gurncy o. Woraersley, 4 E. & B. 133. want of consideration when the note was
(m) Miller 11. Race, 1 Burr. 452 ; Grant given. Middleton Bank v. Jerome, 18

K. Vaughan, 3 BmT 1516; Peacock o. Conn. 443 ; EUicott y. Martin, 6 Md. 509
;

Rhodes, Dougl. 633
; Collins u. Martin, 1 Thompson v. Shepherd, 12 Met. 311.

B. & P. 648
;
Lawson v. Weston, 4 Esp. Where a bill or note is indorsed in blank

56 ; King v. Milsom, 2 Camp. 5 ; Solo- and is transferred by the indorsee by de-

mons V. Bank of England, 13 East, 135, livery only, without any fresh indorse-

n. ;
Patorson v. Hardacre, 4 Taunt. 114

;
ment, the transferree takes, as against tho

Hatch V. Searles, 31 E. L. & E. 219
;

acceptor, any title which the intermediate
Judson V. Holmes, 9 La. An. 20 ; Cruger indorsee possessed. Fairclough v. Pavia,
V. Armstrong, 3 Johns. Cas. 5 ; Conroy o. 25 E. L. & E. 533.
Warren, 3 Johns. Cas. 259

; Thurston v. (n) Awde ti, Dixon, 5 E. L. & E. 512,
McKowfl. 6 Mass. 428; Munroeu. Cooper, ». c. 6 Exch. 869; Evans n. Bremmer,
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A distinction of this kind has been made. If an indorser

shows that the paper was issued for an illegal consideration, it

may be no defence against an innocent holder, who must, how-

ever, prove value paid ; but if he only shows that the considera-

tion was void, the presumption of value is stiU in favor of the

indorsee, and the defendant must prove that the plaintiff holds

it not for value, (o)

All the payees must join in the indorsement, (p) and strictly

speaking, only a payee, or one made payee by a subsequent in-

dorsement, can become himself an indorser. It is not enough

that a name is written on the back of a note or bill, for although

this is, literally speaking, an indorsement, whether it be so or

not by law and the usage of merchants, must depend upon the

character of the signer. The effect of a simple signature, with-

out any other words, on the back of a note, by one not the

payee, has been much considered and variously decided. From
the authorities which we deem entitled to most respect upon

this question, and from general principles, we come to these con-

clusions : If any one not the payee, of a negotiable note, or in

the case of a note not negotiable, if any party, writes his name

on the back of the note at the time it is made, his signature

binds him in the same way as if it was on the face of the note

and below that of the maker, that is to say, he is held as a joint

maker, or as a joint and several maker according to the form of

the note, (q) If the signature be at a distinctly later period,

35 E. L. & E. 397 ; Prentiss v. Graves, v. Schiffinan, 20 Mo. 571 ; Greenough

33 Barb. 621. « Smead, 3 Ohio St. 415; Seabury v.

, (o) Fitehw. Jones, 5E.&B. 238. Hungerford, 2 Hill (N. Y.), 84. Cot-

(p) Dwight V. Pease, 3 McLean, 94. trell v. Conklin, 4 Duer, 45 ; Brown
But see, for a disregard of this rule in ref- v. Curtiss, 2 Comst. 225 ; Sylvester v.

erence to a payee whose name was left in Downer, 20 Vt. 355 ; McGuire v. Bos-

the note by mistake. Pease v. Dwight, 6 worth, 1 La. An. 248 ; Penny v. Parham,

How. 190. 1 La. An. 274; Collins v. Everett, 4 Geo.

(q) Campbell v. Butler, 14 Johns. 349
;

266 ; Robinson v. Abell, 1 7 Ohio, 36
;

Dean v. Hall, 17 Wend. -214; Sampson Webster v. Cobb, 17 111. 459; Goode v.

V. Thornton, 3 Met. 275 ; Union Bank v. Jones, 9 Mo. 876 ; Lewis v. Harvey, 18

Willis, 8 id. 504; Austin v. Boyd, 24 Mo. 74; Wilson v. Foot, 11 Met. 285;

Pick. 64 ; Bryant v. Eastman, 7 Cush. Lowell v. Gage, 38 Me. 35 ; Carpenter v.

Ill ; Adams v. Hardy, 32 Me. 339 ; Mar- Oakes, 10 Rich. L. 17 ; Higgins v. Watson,

tin V. Boyd, 11 N. H. 385; Flint v. 1 Mann. (Mich.), 428; Cecil v. Mix, 6

Day, 9 Vt. 345; Bright v. Carpenter, 9 Port. (Ind.), 478; Cook v. Southwick,

Hamm 139 ; Carroll u. Weld, 13 111. 682. 9 Tex. 615; Branch Bank v. James,

See also, Ellis v. Brown, 6 Barb. 282

;

9 Ala. 949 ; Essex Company v. Edwards,

Malbon v. Southard, 36 Me. 147 ; Part- S. J. Ct. Mass. 1858, 21 Law Rep. 571.

ridge i>. Colby, 19 Barb. 258; Schneider
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after the making and delivery of the note, the signer, as to the

payee, is not a maker but a guarantor, (r) His promise is void

if without consideration, but the consideration may be the orig-

inal consideration for the note, if the note was received at his

request and upon his promise to guarantee the same, or perhaps,

if the note was made at his request alone, without the promise,

and more certainly if the note was given for his benefit ; or the

consideration for the guaranty may be a new one moving in

some way from the holder. In the last case, if the note is not

negotiable, the party indorsing can be held only as maker or as

guarantor, but if the note be negotiable, the question might

arise whether, although the party signing is only a guarantor as

to the payee or party receiving the note from him, he may not

be liable to subsequent parties as indorser. For if he be only a

guarantor he may make the defence of a want of consideration

against any holder, but if an indorser, only against his imme-

diate indorsee. This question we should answer by saying, that

if the payee writes his name over the name of the other, thus

making him to aU appearances a second indorser, he might be

held as such by any subsequent ignorant holder for value, be-

cause he has enabled the payee to give his signature this ap-

pearance and therefore this effect. And we should go further

and consider that he would be liable to any holder even with

fuU notice, because he wrote his name for the purpose of giving

the payee his credit, and therefore impliedly authorized the payee

to give his suretyship any character perfectly compatible with

the manner and place of his signature, so that unless there was

a special agreement between the parties that this should not be

done, which was also known to the holder, the payee might

transfer the note, malsing the signer a second indorser, and liable

as such, (s) It has been held in England, that one sued as in-

dorser, cannot plead in defence that the note was not indorsed

to him. (t)

It seems to be now held quite generally, that one who indorses

(r) Id.
;
Tcnney y. Prince, 4 Pick. 385

; 256; Eiley v. Gerrish, 9 Gush. 106;
Samson v. Thornton, 3 Met. 275 ; Ham- Moies v. Bird, 11 Mass. 440.
mond V. Chamberlain, 26 Vt. 406. (() McGregor „. Rhodes, 6 B. & B

(s) Crozer -v. Chambers, 1 Spencer, 266.
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a note in blank at any time before it is indorsed by the payee,

may be held as an original promisor, (m) And it has been held

that this is a conclusive presumption of law, and cannot be re-

butted by evidence showing a different agreeipent. (v)

Bills and notes are usually considered together ; the law re-

specting them being in most respects the same. The maker of

a note being liable, generally, in the same way as the acceptor

of a biU. And if an instrument be so far ambiguous, that it

may be doubted whether it is a bill or a note, it seems that the

holder may treat it as either, at his election, (w)

Among the points of difference, it has sometimes been sup-

posed that a bill drawn on the credit of goods operates as a biU

of sale of the goods, and passes the property in them to one

who discounts or buys the bill. This is not quite so. A bUl

drawn by a consignor or a consignee of goods, may stand on

the credit of those goods, and those goods may be given as se-

curity for the bill to one who discounts it ; but it seems settled

that the mere drawing of the bill, and selling it or offering it for

discount, has not the effect of transferring the goods, (x)

SECTION II.

OF THE ESSENTIALS OF NEGOTIABLE BILLS AND NOTES.

Promissory notes were made negotiable in England by the

statute of III. & IV. Anne ; but it has been doubted there whether

a note, payable to the maker's own order, w^s a negotiable

note, (y) In this country it is so undoubtedly. In New York

(u) Irish V. Cutter, 31 Me. 536 ; Riley 38 ; Hopkins v. Beebe, 26 Penn. St. 85
;

V. Gerrish, 9 Cush. 104 ; Schneider v. Sands v. Matthews, 27 Ala. 399.

Schiffman, 20 Mo. 571 ; Orrick v. Col- {y) Written securities, in the form of

Eton, .7 Gratt. 189 ; Carroll v. Weld, 13 promissory notes, made payable to the

111. 682; Riggs v. Waldo, 2 Cal. 485. maker or his order, and by him indorsed,

(;>) Essex Company v. Edwards, S. J. are an in'egular kind of instrument, which

Ct. Mass. 1858, 21 Law Rep. 571. has grown into use among merchants,

(w) Lloyd V. Oliver, 12 E. L. & E. since the statute of Anne, and is now ex-

424, s. o. 18 Q. B. 471. tremely common in this country and in

(x) Marine F. & Ins. Bank v. Jauncey, Englpnd. At what precise time they first

3 Sandf. 257 ; Wheeler v. Stone, 4 Gill, came mto use, and what was the occasion
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it is provided by statute, that a promissory note, " made payable

to the order of the maker thereof, or to the order of a fictitious

which gave rise to them, it is impossible to

say. Baron Parke, in Hooper v. Williams,

2 Exch. 21, characterizes them as " securi-

ties, in an informal, not to say absurd,

form, probably introduced long after the

statute of Anne— for what good reason
no one can tell—^and become of late

years exceedingly common." So Chief
Justice Wilde, in Brown v. De Winton,
6 C. B. 342, said that notes in this form,

according to his experience, which ex-

tended over a period exceeding forty

years,— were very far from uncommon.
They seem not to have attracted the atten-

tion of courts until a recent date. It has
always been the received opinion in this

country that instruments in tliis form were
negotiable within the statute of Anne, and
that they differed in no material particular

from notes in the ordinary form. Such
also, according to the observation of

eminent counsel, in Brown v. De Winton,
was the received opinion in England,
until the case of Flight v. Maclean, 16 M.
& W. 51. Since that case, the nature

and construction of instruments of this

kind have been very learnedly and elabo-

rately discussed by the three principal

common law courts in Westminster Hall.

The case of Flight v. Maclean came up
in tlie court of Exchequer, in 1846. The
declaration stated that the defendant
made his promissoiy note in writing, and
thereby promised to pay to the order of

the defendant £500 two months after date,

and that the defendant then indorsed the

same to the plaintiff. To this there was
a special demurrer, assigning for cause,

that it was uncertain whether the plaintiff

meant to charge the defendant as maker
or as indorser of the note, and that a note
payable to a man's own order was not a
legal instrument, and could not be nego-
tiated. The court sustained the demurrer
without much discussion, " on the ground
that the instrument in question, made
payable to the maker's order, was not a
promissory note within the statute of
Anne, which requires that a promissory
note, to be assignable, shall be made pay-
able by the party making it to some ' othei'

person,' or his order, or unto bearer."
During the argument, however, Parke, B,
put to the counsel this question :

" Though
by the law-merchant the note cannot be
indorsed, could not the defendant make
this a, promissory note by indorsing it to

another person ? " This case was fol-

lowed the next year in the Queen's Bench
by the case of Wood v. Mytton, 10 Q. B.

805, in which precisely the same question

was presented as in Flight v. Maclean,
except that in the latter it arose on a mo-

tion in arrest ofjudgment, whereas in the

former it arose on a special demurrer.

The question was argued at considerable

length, and Lord Denman, after a very

minute examination of the statute of

Anne, held that the instrument declared

on was a promissory note within the terms
of the statute, and judgment was given

for the plaintiff. It is to be observed,

however, that Patteson, J., daring the

argument of this case, put to the counsel

a question similar to that put by Baron
Parke, in Flight v. Maclean. "What-
ever," said he, " may be the case with

respect to a note like this before indorse-

ment, may it not, as soon as it is indorsed,

come within the statute, either as a note

payable to bearer, if it is indorsed in blank,

or as a note payable to the person desig-

nated, if it is indorsed in full •>" In 1 848

the question came up again in the Court

of Exchequer, in the case of Hooper v.

Williams, 2 Exch. 13. The instrumeAt

declared on in this case was similar to

those in the two former cases, being made
payable to the defendant's own order, and

by him indorsed in blank. The pleader,

however, adopting the suggestion of Mr.

Baron Parke and Mr. Justice Patteson,

declared as upon a note payable to bearer.

At the trial the defendant objected that

there was a variance between the note and

the declaration, and the case coming be-

fore the court in banc upon this objection,

Parke, B., in delivering the opinion of the

court, said :
" It appears to us, that the

instrument in this case was, when it first

became a binding promissory note, a note

payable to bearer, and consequently was

properly described in the declaration.

This view of the case reconciles the de-

cision of this court in Flight v. Maclean,

with that of the Queen's Bench in Wood
V. Mytton ; but not the reasons given for

those decisions. In the case in this court

the declaration was bad on special de-

murrer, as it did not set out the legal

effect of the instrument. In that in the

Queen's Bench, the motion being for

arrest of judgment, the declaration was,

in substance, good ; for it sot out an
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person, shall, if negotiated by the maker, have the same effect,

and be of the same validity, as against the maker, and all per-

sons having knowledge of the facts, as if payable to bearer." (2)

In some of our States there are statutory provisions permit-

ting negotiable paper to be under seal.

In Virginia every promissory note or check payable at a par-

ticular bank or banking-office, and every inland bill payable in

the State, is negotiable by statute. In Kentucky the words

inartificial contract, which had the legal

eflFect of a valid note payable, as stated on
the record, to the plaintiff. The differ-

ence between the two courts in the con-

struction of the statute is of no practical

consequence, as, in our view of the case,

securities in this informal, not to say
absurd form, are still not invalid ; and it

might be of much inconvenience if they
were, for there is no doubt that this form
of note, probably introduced long after

the statute of Anne, and for what good
reason no one can tell, has become of late

years exceedingly common ; and it is

obvious that, until they are indorsed, they

must always remain in the hands of the

maker himself, and so he can never be

liable upon them." Shortly after the

decision in this case, the same question

came up in the Common Bench, in the

case of Brown v. De Winton and Gay v.

Lander, 6 C. B .336. In Brown a. De
Winton the question came up in the same
shape as in Wood u. Mytton, and Colt-

man, J., in giving the judgment of the

court, delivered a very able and elaborate

opinion, in which he agreed entirely with

the view taken by the Court of Exchequer.

In Gay v. Lander, the question was pre-

sented in a little different light. It is a

familiar principle in the law of negotiable

paper, that when a note is made payable

to A or his order, the words " his order
"

impart to the note a permanently assign-

able quality into whose hands soever it

may come; so that, though A indorse

the note to B specially, without using

the words "or his order," yet B may
indorse it in turn to whomsoever he

pleases. The point raised in Gay v.

Lander was, whether the indorsement

should receive the same construction in

the case of a note payable to the order of

the maker and by hira indorsed, and the

Court held that it should. Coltman, J.,

in delivering the opinion, said :
" We

think that the principle on which the case

of Brown v. De Winton was decided, will

extend to this case. The principle on
which that case was decided is, that the

note, before it was indorsed, was in the

nature of a promise to pay to the person
to whom the maker should afterwards, by
indorsement, order the amount to be paid

;

and that, after the note is indorsed and
circulated, it must be taken as against

the party so making and indorsing the

note, that he intended that liis indorse-

ment should have the same effect as the

indorsement by the payee of a note paya-
ble to the order of a person other than the

maker would have had. Now, it is well

estabhshed that, if a note be made payable

to J. S. or order, and J. S., in such case,

indorses the note specially to Smitli & Co.,

witliout adding 'or order,' Smith & Co.
may convey a good title to any other per-

son by indorsement." It might, perhaps,

be inferred fi-om what fell fiom Baron
Parke in Hooper v. Williams, that he en-

tertained a different opinion on this last

point, but the point did not arise in that

case, and probably his attention was not
particularly directed to it. In Absolon v.

Marks, 11 Q. B. 19, the defendant and
four others made a joint and several note,

payable to their own order, and all in-

dorsed it in blank ; and upon an action in

which the declaration stated that the de-

fendant made his promissory note payable

to Ills own order, and indorsed the same
to the plaintiff and promised to pay him
the same according to its tenor and effect.

Lord Denrnan decided that the note having

been indorsed was thereby made certain

and a good promissory note under the

statute. See also, Edie v. East India Co.

2 Burr. 1216; Woods v. Ridley, 11

Humph. 194; Wardens, &c., of St. James
Church V. Moore, 1 Cart. (Ind.), 289.

(z) 1 N. Y. R. S. 768, § 5. For a case

illustrative of this rule, see Central Bank
of Brooklyn o. Lang, 1 Bosw. (N. Y.),

202.
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" or order " are not necessary, (a) In Ohio a power of attorney

to confess judgment may be inserted in a negotiaDiS note, (b)

And a certificate of deposit in a bank has been held negotiable

by our highest authority, (c) The word " negotiable," however,

has been held not to make a note negotiable, though it may
show an intention that it should be so. (d)

It is sufficient in law if the maker's name appears in the

note ; as, " I, A., promise, etc." But signature at the bottom

is so usual, that the want of it would taint the note with sus-

picion, (e)

As the negotiable bill or note is intended to represent and

take the place of money, it must be payable in money, and not

in goods
; (/) and although it has been held in this country that

it might be made payable in bank-bills which were at the time

the note was made universally current as cash, (g) the weight of

authority and reason is against this, and in favor of the English

rule, which requires them to be payable in money. (A) The

(a) Maxwell u. Goodrum, 10 B. Mon.
286.

(6) Osborn v. Hawley, 19 Ohio, 130.

(c) Miller v. Austen, 13 How. 218.

(d) Carruth v. Walker, 8 Gal. 252.

(e) Taylor v. Dobbins, 1 Stra. 399;
Elliot V. Cooper, 2 Ld. Eaym. 1376 ; 3

Kent, Cora. 78.

(/) Jerome v. Whitney, 7 Johns. 321
;

Thomas v. Roosa, 7 Johns. 461 ; Peav v.

Pickett, 1 Nott & McC, 254 ; Rhodes v.

Lindley, 3 Harnm. 51 ; Atkinson v. Manks,
1 Cowen, 691, 707; Clark v. King, 2

Mass. 524 ; Bnnkcr v. Athearn, 35 Me.
364 ; Wiugo V. McDowell, 8 Rich. L. 446.

So the bill or note, in order to be negotia-

ble, must contain a promise for the pay-

ment of money oh///, and not for the pay-

ment of money and the performance of

some other act. Austin v. Burns, 16

Barb. 643. Tlierefore, where a note con-

tained a promise to deliver up horses and
a wharf, and also to pay money at a par-

ticular day, it was held not to be within

the statute. Martin o. Chauntry, 2 Stra.

1271. A note, however, need not contain

the words " promise to pay," in order to

come within the statute ; it is sufficient if

it contain words which, upon a reasonable

construction, import a promise to pay.

Therefore, where a note contained a prom-
ise by the maker to be accountable to A or

order for £100, it was held to be within

the statute. Morris v. Lee, 2 Ld. Raym.
1396, 8 Mod. 362, 1 Stra. 629. And so

where the note set forth in the declaration

was, " I acknowledge myself to be in-

debted to A in £—, to be paid on demand,
for value received ;" on demurrer to the

declaration, the court, after solemn argu-

ment, held that this was a good note with-

in the statute, the words "to be paid"
amounting to a promise to pay; observ-

ing, that the same words in a lease would
amount to a covenant to pay rent. Cas-

borne v. Dutton, Sclw. N. P. 395. See

also, Hvne v. Dewdney, 11 E. L. & E.

400, n. ;' 2 Foster (N. H.), 183.

(g) Keith u. Jones, 9 Johns. 120;

Judah V. Harris, 19 Johns. 144; Swet-

land V. Creigh, 15 Ohio, 118; Williams v.

Sims, 22 Ala. 512; Barnes v. Gorman, 9

Rich. L. 297 ; Dixon v. Bovill, 39 E. L.

& E. 47. In Iowa, a note payable in arti-

cles of personal property is negotiable by
statute. See Riggs v. Price, 3 Greene
(Iowa), 334.

(A) McCormick v. Trotter, 10 S. & R.
94 ; Gray v. Donahoe,' 4 Watts, 400

;

Hasbrook v. Palmer, 2 McLean, 10 ; Fry
V. Rousseau, 3 McLean, 106; Smitli v.

Philadelphia Bank, 14 Penn. St. 525
;

Lowe V. Bliss, 34 Ills. 168; 3 Kent,

Com. 75. But an instrument promising
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payment must not rest upon any contingency or uncertain

event, (i) Hence a draft on a public officer, as such, is not

negotiable, because it is presumably drawn against a contingent

public fund, {j ) But if the event must happen, an uncertainty

as to the time of its happening, does not prevent the bill or note

from being negotiable, (k) And if the bill direct the drawee to

credit the payee with so much cash, it is a good bill. (I)

While it is essential to a bill of exchange that it be an order

or positive direction to the drawee to make the payment, it is

sufficient if it be substantially so ; and the use of the word
" please," or any equivalent expression, does not alter the

character of the instrument, (m)

If the amount is expressed in the usual way, by figures in the

corner or at the bottom, and is also written in words in the body

of the note, the written words not only prevail over the written

figures, but are said to do this so conclusively, that evidence is

not admissible to show that the figures were right, and that the

words were omitted by mistake from the body of the note, (n)

Usually bills and notes express the consideration by saying

" for value received ; " but where this is not expressed, it is

implied by law, both as to the makers and the acceptors or

indorsers of negotiable bills and notes, and this presumption

must be rebutted by evidence if the defence rests on want of

to pay a sum of money, to one or order, Foreman, 21 Ala. 400 ; Kinney v. Lee,

with interest, as per interest warrants at- 10 Tex. 155.

tached, or upon its surrender before due,
.

{k) Cooke v. Colehan, 2 Stra. 1217;
to issue stock in excliange tiierefor, has Andrews v. Franklin, 1 Stra. 24 ; Evana
been held to be a negotiable note. Hodges v. Underwood, 1 Wils. 262 ; Dawkes v.

V. Shules, 22 N. Y. (8 Smith), 114. See Lord Lorane, .3 Wils. 207, 213 ; Wash-
also London S. F. Society v. Hagerstown ington County Mutual Insurance Com-
Savings Bank, 36 Penn, St. 489, where a pany v. Miller, 26 Vt. 77. In Soacord v.

certificate of deposit, payable in cun-ency. Burling, 5 Denio, 444, it was held that

was held not to be necotiable. an agreement in writing by which the

(i) Alexander w. Thomas, 2 B. L. & subscriber to it promised to pay another

E. 286 ; Storm v. Stirling, 28 E. L. & B. a sum of money on demand with interest,

108; Austin v. Burns, 16 Barb. 643; and added, but no demand is to be made as

Dawkes v. Lord Lorane, 3 Wils. 207

;

long as the interest is paid, was not a prom-
Beardesley v. Baldwin, 2 Stra. 1151; issory note. And see Richardson w. Mar-

Roberts V. Peake, I Burr. 323; Cook v. tyr, 30 E. L. & E. 365; Kelley v. Hem-
Satterlce, 6 Cowen, 108 ; Van Vacter v. mingway, 13 111. 604.

Flack, 1 Sm. & M. 393 ; Palmer v. Pratt, (/) Ellison v. Collingridge, 9 C. B.

9 J. B. Moore, 358; Dodge v. Emerson, 570 ; Lloyd v. Oliver, 12 E. L. & E. 424,

34 Me. 96. s. c. 18 Q. B. 471.

(j ) Reeside v. Knox, 2 Whart. 23.'i; (m) Wheatley v. Strobe, 12 Cal. 92.

Dyer a. Covington, 19 Penn. St. 200; (n) Sauuderson u. Piper, 4 Bing. N. C,

Eaigauel v. Aylifif, 16 Ark. 594; West o. 425.
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consideration, (o) And the presumption is so far rebutted as

to cast the burden of proof on the holder, by evidence making

the consideration doubtful, (p) >

To a note there need be but two original parties, a maker

and a payee ; and these must be sufficiently certain. Thus, no

action can be maintained on a note payable " to the heirs, exec-

utors, or assigns of A." (q) To a bill there are three parties,

drawer, drawee, and payee. The drawee is not bound until

acceptance; and then having become the acceptor, he is re-

garded as primarily the promisor, and the drawer only collater-

ally
;
(r) and the drawer is therefore liable in very much the

same way as the indorser of a note. And as»with a note so

with a bill of exchange, the payee must be sufficiently certain,

that is, a person capable of being ascertained at the time the

instrument is drawn, (s)

If the payee be a fictitious person, an innocent indorsee may
sue the drawer or maker ; but as to the acceptor it has been

held that he is answerable only if he knew that the payee was

fictitious. But we should have some doubts of this, (t)

"Where instruments are not negotiable, third parties may
become interested ; but, if they are to be regarded as new par-

ties at all, it is only with much qualification.

SECTION III.

OF INDORSEMENT.

The indorsement of a biU or note passes no property, unless

the indorser had at the time a legal property in the note, (m)

(o) Hatch 0. Trayes, 11 A. & E. 702
Grant v. Da Costa, 3 M. & Sol. 351
Benjamin v. Tillman, 2 McLean, 213

L. & E. 562 ; Blair v. Bank of Tennessee,

11 Humph. 84. But a drawee who is

only an accommodation acceptor, is but a

Bristol V. Warner, 19 Conn. 7 ; Poplewell surety for the drawer for most purposes,

V. Wilson, 1 Stra. 264 ; Lines v. Smith, 4 Parks v. Ingram, 2 Foster (N. H.), 283;
Elor. 47 ; Clark v. Schneider, 17 Mo. 295. Steman v. Harrison, 42 Penn. St. 49.

( p ) Delano v. Bartlett, 6 Cush, 364. (s) Yates v. Na,5h, 98 Eng. C. L. 581

;

But see Fitch v. Redding, 4 Sandf 130. 1 Parsons, Notes and Bills, 61.

(7) Bennington v. Dinsmore, 2 Gill, (<) CoUis v. Emett, 1 H. Bl. 313

;

348. See also, as to necessary certainty Munet v. Gibson, 3 T. R. 481. See Ste-

of the payee, Cowie v. Stirling, 6 E. & B. vens v. Strang, 2 Sandf. 138.

333. (w) Mead v. Young, 4 T. R. 28. In

(r) Attenborough v. Mackenzie, 36 E. this case it was held that in an action by
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And therefore a married woman cannot indorse a note made
payable to her before or during her coverture, (v) Nor does

the property in the note pass by indorsement, if the indorsee

knew at the time he received it that the indorser had no right

to make the transfer, (w) A party receiving a bill or note as

agent, or for any particular purpose, and exceeding his author-

ity or violating his duty, may nevertheless pass the property in

the note to a bona fide holder, [x) But no assignee, even for

the indorsee against the acceptor of a bill

of exchange, di-awn payable to "A, or
order," it is competent for the defendant
to give in evidence that the person who
indorsed to the plaintiff was not the real

payee, though he be of the same name,
and though there be no addition to the

name of the payee on the bill. The in-

dorsement and delivery must both be
made by the person then having the legal

interest in the note ; and if a note is in-

dorsed by the payee, and retained in his

possession, and after his death is delivered

by his executor to the person to whom it

was indorsed, the title to the note is not
thus transferred. Bromage v. Lloyd, 1

Exch. 31 ; Lloyd v. Howard, 1 E. L. & E.
227, n. ; Awdo v. Dixon, 5 E. L. &E. 512,

S. c. 6 Exch. 869 ; Prescott v. Brinsley, 6

Cush. 233 ; Clark v. Boyd, 2 Hamm. 56
;

Clark V. Sigourney, 17 Conn. 511. See
also, Bay v. Coddington, 5 Johns. Cb.

54 ; Lawrence i^. Stonington Bank, 6

Ponn. 521.

(«) Savage v. King, 17 Me. 301. Sec
Barlow v. Bishop, 1 East, 432 ; Common-
wealth V. Manley, 12 Pick. 173.

(w) See Roberts u. Eden, 1 B. & P.

398 ; Stoddard v. Kimball, 6 Cush. 470.

(x) Thus where the drawer of a bill of

exchange which had been accepted, wrote

his name across the back of it, and deliv-

ered it to A to get it discounted, and A,
while the bill wa,s yet running, deposited

it with B, as security for money advanced

to himself, but without any fraud in B,
this was held to be a valid indorsement

from the drawer to B. • Palmer v. Rich-

ards, 1 E. L. & E. 529. In this case,

Parke, Baron, said :
" I think this was a

perfectly good indorsement from Edwards
to Tingey. If the allegation in the dec-

laration were that there had been an in-

dorsement of this bill from Edwards to

Brown, it would be a question of fact

whether the writing of Edwards' name
on the back of the instrument, accompa-

nied by a delivery of it to Brown, meant
to transfer the property in the bill to him,

so as to enable him to indorse it as his

own, or merely to hand it over to another
party. As to the case which has been
cited, of Lloyd v. Howard, I think the de-

cision there was perfectly right, and an
authority for saying that there was no in-

dorsement from Edwards to Brown; for

the mere writing of a man's name on the

back of an instrument is not enough for

that purpose ; it is only one act towards
it ; and Lloyd v. Howard shows that the

writing the name and handing the instru-

ment to a third person, without any in-

tention to pass the property in it to that

person, is insufficient to constitute an in-

dorsement to that person. But if a man
writes his name on the back of a bill of

exchange ip order that it may be negotia-

ted, and any person afterwards receives it

for value, it does not lie in the indorser'a

mouth to say that the bill was not in-

dorsed to that person ; and it has been
the established rule ever since the case of

Collins V. Martin, 1 B. & P. 648, that any
person who thus takes a bill for value is

the indorsee of it. I think that Edwards,
by putting his name on the back of this

bill, and putting it into the hands of his

agent, with authority to represent him,
who hands it over to a third party, ought
not to be permitted to say that he did not

indorse it to any person who took it for

value from his agent. The question,

therefore, here is, whether, there being no
proof of any fraud in Tingey, he may not
be considered a holder of the bill, and
Edwards, as having indorsed it to him.

The case is distinguishable from Lloyd v.

Howard in this, that if this bill were in-

dorsed to Brown solely with the view to

enable him to pass it away, and not to

treat him as owner of the bill himself, no
,

property passed from Edwards to him ;

and if such property had been alleged, the

case of Lloyd v. Howard would apply
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good consideration, can hold the bill or note, if he knew or had

direct and sufficient means of knowing that the transfer of the

same to him was wrongful or unauthorized. The assignor

may have held the bill or note by indorsement to him ; and as

an indorsement may always be restricted or conditioned at the

pleasure of the indorser, the assignor was bound to obey such

restriction ; and an assignee by indorsement, who knows that

the indorsement was made in disregard of such restriction, has

no property in the biU or note, (y) U a negotiable bUl or note

be indorsed for consideration, so that the whole property passes

to the indorsee, its negotiable quality passes with it ; and it

may be doubted whether this negotiability can be restrained

by the indorsement, (z) But where the indorsement is with-

out consideration, and is intended merely to give the indorsee

authority to receive money for the indorser, there the restric-

tion operates ; and if such indorsee again indorses it over, the

second indorsee cannot hold it, because the first indorsement

gave him notice that the first indorsee had no power to transfer

the note, (a)

K a note is once indorsed in blank it is thereafter transferable

by mere deKvery so long as the indorsement continues blank,

and its negotiability (Jannot be restricted by subsequent special

indorsements, but the holder may strike them all out and re-

cover under the blank indorsement, by filling that so as to make

the note payable to himself, (b) Where one has acquired a bill

by indorsement, bona fide, he may hold it and recover upon it,

although earlier parties knew that it was transferred wrongfully

or without authority, (c)

But that decision does not hold with re- bottom v. Cator, 1 Stark. 228 ; Savage v

Bpect to a third person who received it Aldren, 2 Stark. 232.
from the aL,'eiit whom Edw.ards intrusted (z) See ante, p. 239.
with it, and who has paid value for it." (a) Edie v. East India Co. 2 BuiT.
See also, Marston v. Allen, 8 M. & W. 1216, per Wilmot, J., Wilson v. Holmes,
494 ; Andrews v. Bond, IG Barb. 633

; 5 Mass. 543 ; Power v. Finnie, 4 Call,

Smith V. Braine, 3 E. L. & E. 379; 411, per iJoane, J.
Moody V. Thrclkeld, 13 Geo. 555 ; Stod- (b) Smith v. Clarke, 1 Esp. 180, Peake,
dard v. Kimball, 6 Cush. 469. Cas. 225, per Lord Kenyan ; Mitchell v.

(t/) Anchor «. Bank of Enfjland, DoukI. Fuller, 15 Penn. St. 268.'

637 ; Sisourney v. Lloyd, 8 B. & C. 622, (c) And this although his indorser

s. c. 3 Mo. & P. 229, 5 Bing. 525 ; Robert- acquired the bill or note bv fraud. Salt-

son w. Kensington, 4 Taunt. 30. See also, marsh u. Tuthill, 13 Ala. 390. See also,

Bolton V. Puller, 1 B. & P. 539 ; Rams- Haly v. Lane, 2 Atk. 1 81, where Lord
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If a negotiable bill or note which is open to any defence that

can be made only against a holder with knowledge or notice,

pass by indorsement, for consideration, to a holder without

knowledge or notice, against whom the defence cannot be

made, and this holder indorse it over for consideration to a

party who has knowledge or notice of the defence, such in-

dorsee may nevertheless recover on the note, because he stands

on the right of his indorser. The party bound to pay it to the

holder without notice is not injured by being bound to pay it

to his indorsee ; and the innocent holder has not only the right

of enforcing payment, but of transferring the note by indorse-

ment ; and with it aU his rights, (d)

No party can be at once plaintiff and defendant ; hence a

firm which is promisee of a note, cannot sue a firm that is

promisor, if any person is a member of both firms ; and a note

signed by several makers and payable to one of them, cannot

be sued by him. But if any such note passes by indorsement

into the hands of a third party, he may sue all the parties to

the note, (e)

Any person may accept or indorse a bOl, or sign or indorse a

note, as agent for another ; and the principal is held and not

the agent, if there was sufiicient authority for the act, and the

act itself was properly done. But an authority from a payee

to indorse a note payable to his order, is not to be inferred from

the mere act of delivery. (/) And when authorized the agent

should show unequivocally that he acts only as agent, if he in-

tends not to bind himself; and he seems to be held to this obli-

gation more strictly in England, (g) than in this country, (h)

Hardwiche is reported to have said : mons v. Bank of England, 13 East, 135 ;

" Where there is a negotiable note, and it Smith v. Hiscock, 14 Me. 449 ; Chalmert
comes into the hands of a third or fourth v. Lanion, 1 Camp. 383.

indorsee, though some of the former in- (c) Heywood v. Wingate, 14 N. H. 73.

dorsees might not pay a valuable con- (/) Harrop v. Pisher, 100 Eng. C. L.
sideration, yet if the last indorsee gave 196, s. c. 10 J. Scott, 196.

money for it, it is a good note sts to hira, (g) Nicholls v. Diamond, 24 E. L. &
unless there should be some fraud or E. 403 ; Mare v. Charles, 34 E. L. & E.

equity against him appearing in the 138, s. c. 5 E. & B. 978.

case." (A) Hicks v. Hinde, 9 Barb. 528 ; Bab-

(d) Hascall v. Wliitmore, 19 Me. 102
;

cock v. Beman, 1 Kern. 200; DeWitt v.

Thomas v. Newton, 2 C. & P. 606 ; Solo- Walton, 5 Seld. 571. See ante, p. 52.
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SECTION IV.

0¥ INDORSEMENT AFTER MATURITY.

Bills and notes are usually transferred by indorsement before

they are due. But they may be so transferred after they are

due, and before they are paid. There is, however, a very im-

portant difference between the effect of the transfer of a bill or

note before its maturity, and that of such transfer when the

bill or note is overdue. The bona fide holder of a bill by in-

dorsement before maturity takes it subject to no equities ex-

isting between his assignor and the promisor which are not

indicated on the face of the note, (i) and to none which do not

exist at the time of the transfer, [j) It was once much ques-

tioned whether he who received a note under circumstances of

suspicion was not bound to ascertain for himself, and at his

own peril, that the note came rightfully into his hands ; and

therefore a promisor might defend against the note, by showing

that he had lost it, or that it was stolen from him, or by any

other similar defence, showing also that this might have been

ascertained by the holder before receiving the note, [k) But

the weight of recent authority is decidedly in favor of the rule

that such holder is entitled to the benefit of the note, unless

•X,

(i) Brown v. Daviea, 3 T. R. 82, per known, but whose name was unknown to

Buller, J. ; Hall v. Wilson, 16 Barb. 548; the broker, and the latter, being satisfied

Fletcher v. Gushee, 32 Me. 587 ; Walker with the name of the acceptor, discounted

V. Davis, 33 id. 516 ; Gwynn v. Lee, 9 the bill, according to his usual practice,

Gill, 138; Kohlman v. Ludwig, 5 La. mthout making any inquiry of the person

An. 33. And the doctrine of lis pendens who brought it; it was held that, in an

is that whoever purchases property which action on the bill by the broker against

is at that time in litigation, takes it sub- the acceptor, the jury were properly di-

ject to any decree or judgment made in rected to find a verdict for the defendant,

respect to it in the pending suit, is held if they thought that the plaintiff had taken

not to apply to negotiable notes. Winston the bill under circumstances which ought

V. Westfeldt, 22 Ala. 760. to have excited the suspicion of a prudent

( /) Furniss v. Gilchrist, 1 Sandf. 53. and careful man ; and they having found

(k) In Gill V. Cubitt, 3 B. & C. 466, for the defendant, the court refused to

where a bill of exchange was stolen disturb the verdict. Down v. Hailing, 4 B.
dm-ing the night, and taken to the office & C. 330 ; Smith u. Mec. & Tran. Bk., 6

of a mseount broker early in the following La. An. 610.

morning by a person whose features were
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he is a wilful party to the wrong by which it comes into his

hands, or, perhaps, has been guilty of such negligence as

amounts to constructive fraud. (Z) For even gross negligence

alone would not deprive him of his right, (m) The law is

otherwise, however, if the bill or note were transfeiTed to him
when overdue, (n) It comes to him then discredited ; he is

put upon his guard ; and, although he pays a full considera-

tion for it, he receives nothing but the title and rights of his

assignor. Such a biU or note can no longer represent a distinct

and definite credit, or money to be paid at a certain period ; and

as it no longer answers the purpose or performs the functions

of negotiable paper, it no longer shares the privileges of such

instruments. And it is therefore said that any defence which

might be made against the assignor may be made available

against the assignee
;
(o) and where a note was sold and deHv-

ered before maturity but not indorsed until after maturity, it was

(Z) Miller v. Race, 1 Burr. 452 ; Law-
son V. Weston, 4 Esp. 56 ; Goodman v.

Harvey, 6 Nev. & M. 372 ; Cone v. Bald-

win, 12 Pick. 545 ; Matthews v. Poy-
thress, 4 Geo. 287 ; Raphael v. Bank of

England, 33 E. L. & E. 276, 17 C. B.

161. Magee v. Badger, 30 Barb. 246. See
confro. Nutter v. Stover, 48 Me. 163.

(m) " Gross negligence may be evidence

of mala fides, but is not the same thing.

We have shaken off the last remnant of

the contrary doctrine." Per Lord Den-

man, Goodman v. Hai-vey, 4 A. & E. 870,

6 Nev. & M. 372. It is a question for the

jury whether the party taking the bill was
guilty of bad fiith. See Cunliffe v. Booth,

3 Bing. N. C. 821. In Crook v. Jadis, 5

B. & Ad. 909, Pattpson, J., says :
" I

never could understand what is meant by
a party's taking a bill under circumstances

which ought to have excited the suspicion

of a pradont man." But the authority of

these cases is denied in Pringle v. Phillips,

5 Sandf. 157, and an opposite doctrine

strongly maintained and decided. So also,

in Roth & Co. ti.Colvin, Allen, & Co. 32

Vt. 125, where the law is fully examined

by Poland, J., and the doctrine of Gill v.

Cubitt reaffirmed, and the case of Pringle

V. Phillips fully approved. And see Mer-

riam V. Granite Bank, 8 Gray, 254 ; and

Crosby v. Grant, 36 N. H. 273; Hall

V. Hale, 8 Conn. 336 ; Sandford v. Nor-

ton, 14 Vt. 228; Tutor K.Patton, 13 La.

213 ; Greneaux v. Wheeler, 6 Texas,
515.

(n) Chalmers v. Lanion, I Camp. 383
;

Thomas v. Newton, 2 C. & P. 606;
Smith V. Hiscock, 14 Me. 449 ; Hascall v.

Whitmore, 19 id. 102.

(o) Brown v. Davies, 3 T. R. 80, per
Butter, J. Beek v. Robley, 1 H. Bl. 89, n.

(d) ; Howard v. Ames, 3 Met. 308 ; Mac-
kay V. Holland, 4 id. 69 ; Potter v. Tyler,

2 id. 58; McNeil v. McDonald, 1 Hill

(S. Car.), 1; Hosteller v. Bosh, 7 Ii-ed.

Eq. 39 ; Connery v. Kendall, 5 La. An.
515; Sawyer v. Hoovey, id. 1 53 ; Lancaster
Bank v. Woodward, 18 Penn. St. 357;
Clay V. Cottrell, id. 408. —The burden of

proving, however, that the note was in-

dorsed after it was overdue, in order to let

in his equities, is on the defendant ; for the

presumption is that the indorsement was
made at or soon after the date of the note,

or at least before its maturity. Burnham
V. Wood, 8 N. H. 334 ; Burnham v. Web-
ster, 19 Me. 232; Ranger v. Carey, 1

Mot. 369 ; Cain i\ Spann, 1 McMuU. 258

;

Washburn v. Rarasdell, 17 Vt. 299.

—

And this burden is not discharged by
proof that the note was transferred and
delivered to the plaintiff before it was dis-

honored, but was not indorsed until after-

wards. Ranger v. Cary, 1 Met. 369.

—

Suspicious circumstances, however, may re-

but this presumption. Snyder v. Riley, 6

Barr, 16 5; Tarns u. Way, 13 Penn. St. 222,
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held opea to the same defences as if it had been transferred af-

ter dishonor, (p) This rule needs, however, some qualifications.

It is said by high authorities, and on good reason, that the

defence must arise from the note itself, or the transaction in

which the note originated, and not from any collateral matter, (g)

Although paper negotiable when overdue is subject to equi-

table defences, yet a demand must be made on the acceptor or

maker within reasonable time, and reasonable notice must be

given to an indorser, or he will be discharged, (r)

As between the orig'inal parties to negotiable paper the con-

sideration may always be inquired into ; and so it may as be-

tween indorser and indorsee, (s) But an action by an indorsee

against the maker cannot be defeated by showing that no con-

sideration passed to the maker from the payee and indorser, (t)

or between any remote parties. It is sometimes said that such

defence is good against the indorsee when the indorsee took the

paper with notice of the want of consideration, or of any cir-

cumstances which would have avoided the note in the hands of

the indorser. (m) But the case of an accommodation note,

(p) Southard v. Porter, 4.3 N. H. 239.

Iq) Burrough v. Moss, 10 B. & C. 558
;

Whitehead v. Walker, 10 M. & W. 696;
Carruthers i>. West, U Q. B. 14.3;

Hughes V. Large, 2 Barr, 103 ; Cumher-
land Bank v. liann, 3 Harrison, 223

;

Chandler v. Drew, 6 N. H. 469;- Robin-
son V. Lyman, 10 Conn. 31 ; Britton v.

Bishop, U Vt. 70; Robertson v. Breed-
love, 7 Port. (Ala.), 541; Tuscumbia R.
R. Co. V. Rhodes, 8 Ala. 206 ; Tinsley v.

Beall, 2 Geo. 134; Hankins v. Shoup, 2

Cart. (Ind.), 342 ; MeAlpin v. Wingard, 2

Rich. L. 547 ; Oulds v. Harrison, 28 E. L.
& E. 524, 10 Exch. 572. In Massachu-
setts and South Carplina all set-offs be-

tween the original parties existing at the

time of the transfer of the title are allowed.

Sargent v. Southgate, 5 Pick. 312; Nixon
V. English, 3 McCord, 549 ; Peny «.

Mays, 2 Bailey, 3.54; Cain v. Spann, 1

McMuU, 258. So in Maine. Burnham
V. Tucker, 18 Me. 179 ; Wood v. Warren,
19 id. 23. In New York the point was
considered doubtful in Miner v. Hoyt, 4
Hill, 193, 197.— In Massachusetts, how-
ever, equities arising between the original

parties after the transfer of title, but before

notice to the maker, cannot be set off as

against the indorsee. Ranger v. Carey, 1

Met. 369 ; Baxter v . Little, 6 id. 7.

(r) McKinney v. Crawforii, 8 S. & R.

351 ; Dwight v. Emerson, 2 N. H. 159;

Patterson v. Todd, 18 Penn. St. 426;
Levy V. Drew, 14 Ark. 334 ; Thayer ».

Brackett, 12 Mass. 465 ; Field v. Nieker-

son, 13 Mass. 138; Berry v. Robinson,

9 Johns. 121.

(s) De Bras v. Forbes, 1 Esp. 117;

Lickbarrow v. Mason, 2 T. R. 71, per

Askhurst, J. ; Abbott «.Hendricks, 1 Man.
& G. 791 ; Hen-ick v. Carman, 10 Johns.

224 ; Hill V. Ely, 5 S. & R. 363 ; Clem-

ent V. Rcppard, 15 Penn. St. Ill ; John-

son V. Martinus, 4 Halst. 144; Hill v.

Buekminster, 5 Pick. 391 ; Fisher v. Sal-

mon, 1 Cal. 413; Fisher v. Leland, 4

Cush. 456; Bank of Tennessee u. John-

son, 1 Swann, 217. It is held in StaiT v.

Torrey, 2 N. J. 190, that failm-e of con-

sideration known to indorsee, is a defence

in a suit by him against maker.

(() Perkins v. Challis, 1 N. H. 254;

Waterman v. Barratt, 4 Harring. (Del.),

311. See Klopp & Stump v. Lebanon
Valley Bank, 39 Penn. St. 489, as to

incompetency of indorser as a witness

to impair the legal effect of the note in

the hands of a holder to whom it was

regularly negotiated.

(u) Steers v. Lashley, 6 T. R. 61;

Wyat V. Bulmer, 2 Esp. 538 ; Perkins v.
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whether made or indorsed for the benefit of the party to whom
the maker or indorser intends to lend his credit, is an exception
to this rule. If A makes a note to B or his order, intending to
lend B his credit, and gives it to B to raise money on, B cannot
sue A on that note ; but if he indorses it to C, who discounts
the note in good faith, knowing it however to be an accommoda-
tion note and without valuable consideration, C can nevertheless

recover the note from A. The maker may therefore, have a
defence against the payee which he cannot have against an in-

dorsee who has knowledge of that defence, (v) But this is true

only where the consideration paid by the indorsee may be re-

garded as going to the maker in the same manner as it would
if the payee had been promisor, and the maker had signed the

note as his surety. The indorsers of accommodation paper are

not however so far sureties as have a claim of contribution

against each other, (w) It has been held in England that where
A signs with B for B's accommodation, and C takes the note

agreeing, when he takes it, to hold A only as surety, and C
gives time to B to the injury of A ; a plea by A, stating these

facts in defence, was good, (x) In general, accommodation

notes or bills are now governed by the same rules as negotiable

paper for consideration, (p)

A distinction of this kind is sometimes made. An indorsee

Challis, 1 N. H. 254 ; Brown v. Davies, cut, and otherwise only in Ohio and
3 T. R. 80 ; Down c. Hailing, 4 B. & C. North Carolina. The Supreme Court of

330 ; Ayer a. Hutchins, 4 Mass. 370

;

the TJ. S. have held that there was no dis-

Thompson v. Hale, 6 Pick. 259 ; Littell v. tinction inthisrespect between indorsers for

Marshall, 1 Rob. (La.), 51. value and indorsees for accommodation, in

(y) Thompson v. Shepherd, 12 Met. McDonald v. McGruder, 3 Pet. 470.

311; Smith v. Knox, 3 Esp. 46; Brown (x) Pooley v. Harradine, 7 E. & B.
K. Mott, 7 Johns. 361 ; Grant v. ElUcott, 430. But see Hansbrough v. Gray, 3

7 Wend. 227 ; Molson v. Hawley , 1 Gratt. 356.

Blatch. 409; Lord v. The Ocean Bank, (jr) Fenton v. Pocock, 5 Taunt. 192;
20 Penn, St. 384; Kemp u. Balls, 10 Bank of Montgomery v. Walker, 9 S. &
Exch. 605. And this is so, even if the R. 229 ; Murray v. Judah, 6 Cowen, 484

;

indorsee took the bill after it became due
;

Clopper v. Union Bank of Maryland, 7

Charles v. Marsden, 1 Taunt. 224 ; Car- Har. & J. 92 ; Church v. Barlow, 9 Pick

ruthers v. West, U Q. B. 143; Renwick 547; Grant v. Ellicott, 7 Wend. 227;

V. Williams, 2 Md. 356. Marr v. Johnson, 9 Yerg. 1 ; Per Wilde,

(>o) Aiken v. Barkley, 2 Speers, 747. J., Com. Bank v. Cunningham, 24 Pick.

In this case the authorities are fully con- 274 ; Far. & M. Bank v. Rathbone, 26

sidered, and it is shown that the rule is Vt. 19; Strong v. Foster, 33 E. L. & E.

held as stated in the text, in Massachusetts, 282, B. c. 17 C. B. 201; Prouty v. Rob-
New York, Pennsylvania, Virginia, Mary- erts, 6 Gush. 19. See also. Parks v. In-

land, Kentucky, Louisiana, and Connecti- gram, 2 Foster (N. H.), 283.

VOL. I. 17
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who buys a note for less than its face, can recover from his

indorser only what he paid, with interest ; but may recover from

the maker, the whole amount of the note. This seems now to

be the prevailing doctrine in New York, {z) See on this sub-

ject the chapter on Usury.

On the ground that negotiable paper is intended only for

business purposes, and has its peculiar privileges only that it

may more perfectly perform this function, it has been held that

one who takes a negotiable note, even before its maturity, but

only in payment of or as security for an antecedent debt, with-

out giving for it any new consideration, does not take it in the

way of business, and is not a bona fide holder ; and that he

therefore holds the note subject to aU equitable defences. This

doctrine rests upon adjudications and opinions of great weight;

but it is also denied by very high authorities, indeed by the

highest in this country, the Supreme Court of the United States,

who have decided that a preexisting debt of itself, and without

any strengthening circumstances, is of itself a sufficient consid-

eration. But it has nevertheless been held since that decision,

by courts entitled to great respect, that the doctrine of the Su-

preme Court is eiToneous and untenable. It must be admitted

that the law on this subject is in a very unsettled state ; but it

may be supposed that in this country the authority of the Su-

preme Com-t wiU generally prevail, {a)

(z) Inffalls V. Lee, 9 Barb. 647 ; Cram v. De Witt, 6 Dow. & R. 20, have some

V. Hendricks, 7 Wend. 569 ; Rapclye «. bearing on the question. The decisions

Anderson, 4 Hill (N. Y.), 472; Youngs in this country have turned chiefly upon

i;. Lee. 18 Barb. 187. the question whether the transfer is for a

(a) In Swift r. Tyson, 16 Pet. 19, the valid consideration. The weight of au-

court say, " We have no hesitation in thority is, that the transfer of a negotiable

saying that— preexisting debt does con- instrument, in payment of a, debt already

stitute a valuable consideration in the sense due, or where upon the faith of such trans-

of the general rule already stated, as ap- fer other security is relinquished or indul-

plicable to nc^'oH.ible instruments." This gence given, is for a valid consideration,

question has not yet received a distinct and entitles the holder to protection,

adjudication in England, and the following Smith v. Van Loan, 16 Wend. 659 ; Bank
cases, in wliicli it has incidentally arisen, of Salina r. Babcock, 21 Wend. 499

;

leave in doubt what the incliMation of Bank of Sandusky v. Scoville, 24 Wend,
judicial opinion is. Bramah v. Roberts, 1 115 ; Marsliall, C. J., Coolidge v. Payson,

Bing. N. C. 469 ; Percival v. Frampton, 2 AVheat. 66, 73 ; Swift w. Tyson, 16 Pet

2 C. M. & R. 1 80 ; Crofts v. Beale, 5 E. 15; Walker v. Geiss, 4 Whart. 252, 258

,

L. & E. 408. Tlie ca^cs of Collins «. Homes v. Smyth, 16 Me. 177; Norton ».

Marten, 1 B. & P. 650; Hevwood v. Waite, 20 Me. 175; Adams d, Smith, 35

Watson, 4 Bing. 406 ; Do La Chaamette Mo. 324; Brush w. Scribner, 11 Conn.

V. BankofEngland,9B. & C. 209 ; Smith 388 Bostmckc. Dodge, 1 Dougl. (Mich.),
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It has been held that a note indorsed and negotiated on the

last day of grace, is subject to the same defences as if indorsed

after dishonor, (b)

SECTION V.

NOTES ON DEMAND.

Bills and notes payable on demand are in one sense always

rtverdue ; they are not, however, so treated until payment has

been demanded and refused ; then they become like bills on

time which have been dishonored ; and to bring them within

this rule there should be evidence of such demand and refusal.

But there is this difference between a note on time and a note

on demand ; a note on time, after that time has passed, is cer-

tainly dishonored, and an indorsee must know it. But there is

no time when a note on demand must have been dishonored,

and none therefore when an indorsee could not have received it

without that knowledge. Nevertheless it seems reasonable to

413; Eeddick i^. Jones, 6 Ired. L. 107;

Nichol u. Bate, 10 Yerg. 429 ; Wormley
V. Lowry, 1 Humph. 470. Contra, Rosa
V. Brothereon, 10 Wend. 85. But see

Smith V. Van Loan, supra ; Ontario Bank
II. Worthington, 12 Wend. 593; Payne v.

Cutler, 13 Wend. 605. In the following

cases It is held that, where the transfer is

merely for the sake of collateral security,

there is no valid consideration, and the

holder is not entitled to protection against

the equities. Bay v. Coddington, 5 Johns.

Ch. 54, s. c. 20 Johns. 637 ;
Stalker v.

McDonald, 6 Hill (N.Y.), 93; Clark v.

Ely, 2 Sand. Ch. 166; Mickles v. Colvin,

4 Barb. 304 ; Fenby v. Pritchard, 2 Sandf.

151 ; Youngs v. Lee, 18 Barb. 187, 2 Kern.

561; Kirkpatrick v. Muirhead, 16 Penn.

St. 123 ; Petrie v. Clark, 11 S. & R. 377 ;

Bertranda.Barkman, 8 Eng. (Ark.), 150;

Jenness v. Bean, 10 N. H. 266 ; Williams

V. Little, 11 N. H. 66 ; Prentice v. Zane,

2 tSratt. 262 ; Gibson v. Conner, 3 Geo.

47 ; Allaire v. Hartshorne, 1 N. J. 665 ;

Bramhall v. Beckett, 31 Me. 205 ;
Alex-

ander V. Springfield Bank, 2 Met. (Ky.),

534. Contra, Swift v. Tyson, 16 Pet. 15 ;

Chicopee Bank v. Chapin, 8 Met. 40;

Stevens v. Blanchard, 3 Cush. 168; Val-

ette V. Mason, 1 Smith (Ind.), 89, s. c. 1

Cart. 288 ; Pugh v. Durfee, 1 Blatch.

412; Atkinson v. Brooks, 26 Vt. 569;
Greneaux v. Wheeler, 6 Texas, 515. See
further on the sufficienee of the considerar

tion afforded by a preexistent debt, Rut-

land Bank v. Buck, 5 Wend. 66 ; Grandin
V. Le Roy, 2 Paige, 509 ; White v.

Springfield Bank, 3 Sandf. 222 ; Lathrop

V. Morris, 5 Sandf. 7 ; N. Y. M. I. W. v.

Smith, 4 Duer, 362 ; Blanchard v. Stevens,

3 Cush. 162; Pond v. Lockwood, 8 Ala.

669 ; Vamum v. Bellamy, 4 McLean, 87

;

King V. Doolittle, 1 Head, 77. In Trus-

tees of Iowa College v. Hill, 12 Iowa, 426,

it was held that if one took a note as col-

lateral security for an antecedent debt, he

is nevertheless prima facie, though not

conclusively, to be considered as holder

for value, and it is on the defendant to

show that he is not such a holder ; that

if it was taken as collateral security only,

the plaintiff parting with nothing, giving

no time, relinquishing no right, nor suffer-

ing damages or injury as the consideration,

or in consequence of receiving it, he would
not be such holder.

(6) Pine v. Smith, S. J. Ct. Mass. 1858,

21 Law Rep. 559; Crosby v. Grant, 36

N. H. 273.
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say that if a note which was payable at any day, ha- not been

paid for very many days, it may fairly be presumed to have

been dishonored, and an indorsee after this lapse of time, may

oe held to have had a sufficient notice of its dishonor ; and many

American authorities hold this view, (c) But it is still true, that

the law does not presume that they were made with the inten-

tion of immediate demand and payment. And if it provides

for interest, this strengthens the probability that the maker was

to have a credit of some extent, and the indorser or guarantor

will be held liable accordingly, (d) In such cases the note may
be regarded as a continuing security, and the indorser would

remain liable until an actual demand. Nor would the holder

be chargeable with neglect for omitting to make such demand

within any particular time, (e) A note payable generally, but

not specifying any time of payment, is due immediately ; and

a provision that interest is to accrue after a specified contin-

gency, as the decision of a certain suit, does not alter the prin-

ciple. (/)
Where a note on demand is indorsed within a reasonable

time after its date, the indorsee has all the rights of an indorsee

of a negotiable note on time where the indorsement was made

before maturity ; but what this reasonable time shall be must

depend upon the facts of the case. It is not determined by any

positive rule, (g) Checks on bankers should be presented at

(c) If not negotiated until a long time before it was indorsed, a lenn^tli of time

after it is made, it is subject to all the sufficient to induce suspicions that the

equities in the hands of an indorsee, as promisors would not pay it, and to cause

it would be in the possession of the some inquiry to be made, wiiether it had

payee. Furman w. Haskin,2 Caines, 369
;

in fact been dishonored, or wliy payment
Hendricks v. Judah, 1 Johns. 319, and had not been made. If there was no other

two months and a half after a note was circumstance, tliis would be a good reason

dated was held sufficient to let in the equi- to let the defendants into any defence

tics of the maker against the payee, in an which could legally be made by them, if

action by the indorsee. Lo.sce y.Dunkin, Page [the payee and indorser] were the

7 Johns. 70. Under different circumstan- plaintiff." In England the principle that

ces, a period of five months after a note a note payable on demand may become
was dated was held not sufficient for this discredited by mere lapse of time is not

purpose. Sandford v. Mickles, 4 Johns, adopted. Brooks v. Mitchell, 9 M. & W.
324. So seven days has been held not to 15; Barough v. White 4 B. & C. 355;

be sufficient. Thurston v. McKown, 6 Gascoyno v. Smith, 1 McClel. & Y. 348.

Mass. 428; Ayer v. Hutchins, 4 Mass. (cZ) 'Lockwood v. Crawford, 18 Conn.

370. Ih this case the rule concerning 361.

notes payable on demand was thus laid (c) Merritt i'. Todd, 23 N. Y. (9 Smith),

down by Parsons, C. J. :— "A note pay- 28; 1 Pars. Notes & Bills 263.

able on demand is due presently. In this (/) Holmes v. West, 17 Cal. 623.

case the note lias been due eight montlis {g) Tlie question of reasonable time,
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once ; and the rule as to overdue notes is applied with more
strictness to them. (A) But stiU, one who takes a check that is

overdue is said not to take it subject to all infirmities of title,

if he exercises a reasonable caution in taking it; of which a

jury is to judge, (i) And the drawer of a check is not dis-

charged by any delay in presenting it which has not been act-

ually injurious to him. (j) It may be remarked that priority,

in the drawing of a check gives the holder no preference of pay-

ment over checks subsequently drawn, (k) If a check be

drawn on a bank where there are no funds, it need not be pre-

sented to maintain an action. (Z) A check on a broker payable

to bearer is a negotiable instrument, and may pass by indorse-

ment so as to entitle the holder to sue the indorser as in the

case of a bill of exchange, (m)

SECTION VI.

OF THE TRANSFER OF BILLS AND NOTES.

A bill once paid by the acceptor can no longer be negotiated

;

but until paid by him it is capable of indefinite negotiation. («)

within which a note due on demand must Little Miami R. R. Co., 34 Barb. 249
;

be indorsed after it is made, in order to O'Brien v. Smith, 1 Blaclc, 99. But in

shut out any equities between the maker this country the principle is not consid-

and indorser, is purely a question of law. ered applicable to bank-notes or bank
Per Shaw, C. J., Sylvester v. Crapo, 15 post notes. The Fulton Bank v. The
Pick. 93 ; Camp v. Scott, 14 Vt. 387. — Phcenix Bank, 1 Hall, 562, 577.

Two days and even five months, have {i) Rothschild v. Corney, 1 Dan. &
been held to be witliin the limit. Dennett L. 325 ; Foster v. Faulk, S. J. Ct. of Me.
V. Wyman, 13 Vt. 485; Sandford v. 1857,20 Law Rep. 222; Mohawk Bank
Mickles, 4 Johns. 224. So one month, v. Broderick, 13 Wend. 133.

Ranger v. Carey, 1 Met. 369. On the (j) Robinson v. Hawksford, 9 A. &
other hand, under different circumstances, E. (n. s.), 52 ; Park v. Thomas, 13 Sm. &
eight months, and two months, have been M. U ; Foster v. Paulk, supra.

considered beyond it. American Bank v. {k) Dykes v. The Leather M. Bank,
Jenness, 2 Met. 288; Nevins v. Town- 11 Paige, 612.

shend, 6 Conn. 5 ; Camp o. Scott, 14 Vt. (/) Foster u. Paalk, supra.

387. See further, Wothey v. Andrews, 3 (m) Keene v. Beard, 98 Eng. C. L. 372,

Hill (N. Y.), 582 ; Thompson v. Hale, 6 See also. Pars. Notes & Bills 58.

Pick. 259 ; Mudd w. Harper, 1 Md. 110; (n) Connery v. Kendall, 5 La. An.
Carleton v. Bailey, 7 Foster (N. H.), 230. 515 ; Pray v. Maine, 7 Cush. 253; Eaton

(h) Boehra v. Sterling, 7 T. R. 423; v. McKoivn, 34 Me. 510. Per Lord
Down V. Hailing, 4 B. & C. 330 ; Roths- Elknborough, Callow v. Lawrence, 3 M. &
shild p. Corney, 9 B. & C. 388 ; Brady v. Sel. 97 ; Beck v. Robley, 1 H. Bl. 89, u.
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If paid in part it may be indorsed as to the residue. But while

wholly due it cannot be indorsed in part
;
(o) and if it be

indorsed in part, and is afterwards indorsed by the same

indorser to the same indorsee for the remaining part, this is

not a good indorsement, (p)

The holder of a bill or note payable to bearer, or of one pay-

able to some payee or order and indorsed in blank, may transfer

the same by mere delivery, (q) and is not liable upon it. (/•)

But where one obtains money on a bUl or note by discount,

and the bill or note is forged, if he did not indorse it he is still

liable to refund the money to the party from whom he received

it on the ground of an implied warranty that the instrument is

genuine ; and also on the general principle, that one who pays

money without consideration may recover it back, (s)

If a note be made payable on its face or by indorsement to

a party or his order, that party can transfer the note in fuU

property only by his indorsement ; and when he indorses it he

makes himself liable to pay it if those who ought to have paid

—Bat if a bill is paid by the drawer, it

may'aftei-wards be reissued by the di'awer,

and the acceptor will be still liable to pay
it. Hubbard v. Jackson, 3 C. & P. 134,

4 Bing. 390, 1 Mo. & P. 11.— In Callow
V. Lawrence, supra, Lord EUenhoroitgh

said: "A bill of exchange is negotiable

ad infinitum, until it has been paid by or
discharged on behalf of the acceptor. If

the drawer has paid the bill, it seems that

he may sue the acceptor upon the bill

;

and if, instead of suing the acceptor, he
put it into circulation upon his own in-

dorsement only, it does not prejudice any
of the other parties who have indorsed the
bill that the holder should be at liberty to

sue the acceptor. The case would be
different if the circulation of the bill

would have the effect of px'ejudicing any
of the indorsers."

(o) Hawkins V. Cardy, 1 Ld. Raym.
360. And although an indorser has paid
part of a bill to the indorsee, the latter
may still recover the whole amount of the
bill against.tlie drawer. Johnson v. Ken-
nion, 2 Wils. 262; Martin k. Hayes, 1

Bush. L. 423.

(p) Hughes V. Kiddell, 2 Bay, 324. This
was an action against the indorser of a
note. By one indorsement he had as-

signed part of the sum mentioned in the

note, and the icsidue by another indorse-

ment. The court held that the action

could not be supported, on the ground
that an indorsement for part of a note or

bill is bad ; and if so, then two vicious in-

dorsements could never constitute a good

one. See also, Hawkins v. Cardy, 1 Ld.

Raym. 360, Carth. 466 ; Johnson v. Kea-
nion, 2 Wils. 262, per Gould, J.

{q) Davis v. Lane, 8 N. H. 224; Wil-

bour 0. Turner, 5 Pick. 526 ; Dole ».

Weeks, 4 Mass. 451.

(r) Camidge v. AUenby, 6 B. & C.

373. See also, Rogers v. Langford, 1 Cr.

& M. 637.

(s) Jones V. Ryde, 1 A. K. Marsh. 157,

5 Taunt. 489 ; Bruce <•. Bruce, 1 A. K.

Marsh. 165, 5 Taunt. 495; Gompertz u.

Bnrtlett, 24 E. L. & E. 156 ; Gurney v.

Womcrslcy, 28 E.L. & E. 256, and edi-

tor's note ; Eagle Bank v. Smith, 5 Conn.

71 ; Canal Bank r. Bank of Albany, 1 Hill

{N. Y.), 87; Thompson !•. McCullough,
31 Mo. 224. Sed aliter, if the bill or note

is discounted by the banker of the accept

or or maker, Smith v. Jlercer, 6 Taunt.

76. Tlie ruling of Ahhott, C. J., in Ful-

ler V. Smith, Ry. & M. 49, is not consist-

ent with Smith v. Mercer.
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it to him, had he continued to hold it, fail to pay it to the party

to whom he orders it to be paid. His indorsement is in itself

only an order on them to pay the bill or note ; but the law

anne>es to this order a promise on his part to pay the biR or

note if they do not. He may guard against this by indorsing

it with the words " without recourse," which mean, by usage,

that the holder is not to have, in any event, recourse to the

indorser. (t) While these words, or any words which convey

clearly the same meaning, protect the indorser from any demand
on him, they convey to the indorsee the paper itself, with all its

negotiable qualities, in the same way as an indorsement with

no words of restriction or exception could do.(M) The same

purpose wiU be answered if he uses any other words, or others

distinctly expressive of the same meaning. Without these the

indorser is liable for the whole amount, (v)

It is this peculiarity which gives their great value and utihty

to bills and notes as instruments of commerce and business,

and this liability is strictly defined and very carefully watched

and protected. It is a conditional liability only. All the pre-

vious parties must have the bill or note presented to them, and

payment demanded ; and notice of the demand and non-pay-

ment must be given to all. And this requirement is very pre-

cise as to time, and somewhat so as to form, as we shall pres-

ently see.

It has been said that every party so indorsing a bill or note

may be regarded as making a new bill or note
;
(iv) this, though

true in general, may not be precisely and exactly the rule of

law ; stiU important consequences sometimes flow from it.

{t) Rice V. Stearns, 3 Mass. 225 ; Up- In this case it was held, that an agent

ham V. Prince, 12 Mass. 14; Waite v. purchasing foreign bills for his principal,

Foster, 33 Me. 424. and indorsing them to him without quali-

(m) Epler V. Funk, 8 Barr, 468. Such fication, is liahle to the principal on liis

an indorsement transfers the indorser's indorsement, however small his commis-

whole interest therein, but taken with sion.

other circumstances, it is said to tend to (w) Chitty & Hulme on Bills, p. 241,

show that the note was not indorsed for and cases cited. See also. Pease v. Tur-

valne, and therefore to open to the maker ner, 3 How. (Miss.) 375. — In Gwinnel v.

the same defences against the indorsee Herbert, 5 A. & E. 436, it is said that

which he could have made against the the indorser of a promissory note does not

payee. Kiuhardson o. Lincoln, 5 Met. stand in the situation of maker relatively

201. to his indorsee, and the latter cannot do-

(«) Goupy V. Harden, 7 Taunt. 159. clare against him as maker
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Thus an indorsement is said to imply that all previous parties

cpuld do validly what they did, and that the present indorser has

power to make a valid indorsement, (x) And an acceptor is

bound, although the name of the drawer is forged, and an in-

dorser, although the maker's name is forged ; for by acceptance

and by each indorsement, a new contract is formed, (y) And
the same rule would apply to a party who intervenes and ac-

cepts or pays supra protest, (z) But a distinction has been

taken between a biU with the signature forged, and one of which

the whole body is forged, holding that the implied admission or

warranty of the acceptor does not apply in the latter case, (a)

If an acceptor gives to a holder for value a new bill in payment

of a forged one, which he had accepted, not knowing it to be

forged when he gives the new bill, he is bound on the new
bill, (b) So, if a bank pays a forged check, it bears the loss, (c)

And a party cannot be held liable upon paper on which his

name is forged, merely because he has paid, without objec-

tion, other notes forged by the same person, (d) And if a bank

receive payment of an amount due to it in its own bills, which

turn out to be forged, it is bound, (e) But, in general, payment

of a debt in forged bills, both parties being innocent, is no pay-

ment, nor is a bank bound by discounting a forged note
; (/)

and it has been held that a depositor owes the bank no duty

which requires him to examine his pass-book or vouchers, with

(x) McNeil V. Knott, 11 Geo. 142. (a) Bank of Commerce ti. Union Bank,
Beal U.Alexander, 6 Tox. 531 ; Delaware 3 Comst. 230. But see Hall v. Fuller, 5

Bank v. Jarvis, 20 N. Y. (6 Smith), 226
; B. & C. 7.50. If a prior indorsement be

(y) Wilson v. Lutwidge, 1 Stra. 648
;

a forgery, the second indorser cannot, as

Jenys v. Fawler, 2 Stra. 946 ; Price v. it has been held, be charged as promisor
Neal, 3 Burr. 1354

; Smith v. Chester, 1 or as guarantor. Howe v. Merrill, 5 Cush,
T. R. 655, per Btiller, J. ; Bass v. Cliye, 80.

4 M. & Sel. 15, per Dnmpier, J. ; Smith v. (6) Mather v. Maidstone, 37 E. L. &
Mercer, 6 Taunt. 76 ; Robinson v. Rey- E. 335, s. >j. 18 C. B. 273.
nolds, 2 Q. B. 196 ;

Canal Bank v. Bank (c) Levy v. Bank of United States, 1

of Albany, 1 Hill (N. Y.), 287; Goddard Binn. 27; Bank of St. Albans v. F. &
V. Merchants Bank, 4 Com.t. 147 ; Ham- M. Bank, 10 Vt. 141 ; Orr r. UnionBank
ilton V. Pearson, 1 Cart. (Ind.), 540. So of Scotland, 29 E. L. & E. 1.

also the acceptor undertakes that the (d) Walters v. Harvey, 17 Md. 150;
drawer h.as the capacity to draw and in- (e) United States Bank v. Bank of
dorse. Drayton o. Dale, 2 B. & C. 299, Georgia, 10 Wheat. 333.
3 Dow. & 11. 534, per ^ayfey, J. ; Smith (f) Stedman v. Gooch, 1 Esp. 5;
V. Marsack, 6 C. B. 486 ; Mather v. Maid- Markle v. Hatfield, 2 Johns. 455 ; Young
stone, 37 E. L, &E. 335, s, c. 18 C. B. 273. v. Adams, 6 Mass. 182 ; Eagle Bank v-

[z) Goddard u. Merchants Bank, 4 Smith, 5 Conn. 71.
Coms*,, 147.
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a view to the detection of forgeries of his name, (g) But the

loser by forged paper can recover it bade only by showing

proper diligence in detecting the forgery and in giving notice to

those who might be affected by it, (A)

It has been held that a note made by a corporation in viola-

tion of a statute, is void in the hands of an innocent holder, (i)

And this has been held also, where the signature of the promi-

sor was obtained by fraud, (j) But where one whose name was
forged, took security for the note, it was held to be a ratifica-

tion by him. (k) And it is also held that mere illegality of

consideration,— if the note be not declared void by statute,

—

will not affect the rights of one who holds it for value and in

good faith. (Z)

Whether payment of a debt in biUs of an insolvent bank,

both parties being ignorant of the fact, is payment, seems not

to be quite settled. It must depend upon the question (which

in each case may be affected by its pecuUar circumstances),

whether the payee takes the bills as absolute payment at his

own risk, or takes them only as conditional payment, he to be

bound only to use due diligence in collecting the bills, and if he

fails, the payment to be null. Perhaps the weight of authority,

as well as of reason, is in favor of this last view predominating

where there is no sufficient evidence of a contrary intention, (m)

How far a bill or note received by a creditor is considered in

law as a payment of the debt, will be treated hereafter, (n)

The liability of an indorser may be considered, first as de-

pending on the demand of payment, and then as to notice of

non-payment, and the proceedings necessary thereon. But bills

of exchange must also, in some instances, be presented for ac-

(g) Weisser v. Denison, 10 N. Y. (6 (m) Ellis v. Wild, 6 Mass. 321 ; Ontar

Seld.),68. no Bank v. Liglitbody, 11 Wend. 9, 13

(A) Gloucester Bank v. Salem Bank, Wend. 101 ;
Wainwright o. Webster, 11

17 Mass. 33 ; Canal Bank v. Bank of Al- Vt. 576 ; Gilraan v. Peck, id. 51 6 ; Fogg

bany 1 Hill (N. Y.), 287; Pope v. v. Sawyer, 9 N. H. 365 ; Frontier Bank

Nance, 1 Aiinor (Ala.), 299. v. Morse, 22 Me. 88 ; Timmis v. Gib-

li) Root V. Godard, 3 McLean, 102. bins, 14 E. L. & E. 64, n. ; Contra, Low-

()•) Dunn w. Smith, 12 Sm. & M. 602. rey v. Durrell, 2 Port. (Ala.), 280;

(k) Fitzpatrick v. S. Commissioners, 7 Scruggs v. Gass, 8 Yerg. 175; Bayard w.

Humph. 224. Shunk, 1 W. & S. 92.

(.') Norris v. Langley, 19 N. H. 423; (n) Post, Chap, on Defences.

Johnson v. Meeker. 1 Wis. 436.
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ceptance, when they are made payable at a certain time after

sight, in order to fix the day of their maturity. If payable in so

many days after date this is not necessary. But the holder may
present any bill for acceptance at any time, even the last day

before it is due ; and if not accepted may sue the drawer and

indorser. It is prudent and usual to present a bill for accept-

ance soon after it is received, as the holder thereby acquires the

security of the acceptor, (o)

SECTION VII.

OE PEESBNTMENT FOE ACCEPTANCE.

Presentment for acceptance should be made by the holder or

his authorized agent to the drawee or his authorized agent, (p)

during the usual hours of business, (q) And the drawee has

until the next day to determine whether he wiU accept, but may
answer at once, (r)

A biU may be in some sort accepted before it is drawn, for a

written promise to accept a certain biU hereafter to be made is

(o) Muilman v. D'Equino, 2 H. Bl. cock, 1 Stark, 475. A presentment, how-
565. It was here held that there is no ever, at eight o'clock in the evening, at

fixed time within which a bill payable at the drawee's residence, has been held at a

sight, or a certain time after, shall be pre- reasonable hour. Barclay v. Bailey, 2

sented to the drawee. It must be a rea- Camp. 537.— But eleven or twelve at

sonable time ; and that is a question for night has been held otherwise. Dana v.

the jury to decide from the circumstances Sawyer, 22 Me. 244. So of a demand at

of each case. See also. Fry v. Hill, 7 eight in the morning. Lunt v. Adams,
Taunt. 397; MuUick v. Ra'dakissen, 28 17 iVIe. 230. See Flint w. Eogers, 15 Me.
E. L. & E. 86. — No cause of action 67; Commercial Bank y. Hamer, 7 How.
arises upon a bill payable at siglit, until it (Miss.), 448; Cohea d. Hunt, 2 Sm. &
is presented. Holmes u. Kerrison, 2 Taunt. M. 227.— Tlie rule in all cases is that

323 ; Thorpe v. Booth, Ry. & M. 388. the presentment should be at a reasonable

(p) Cheek v. Roper, 5 Esp. 175. It is time; and when the paper is due from
not sufficient to call at the residence of the or at a bank, it should, as we have already

drawee and present the bill to some person, said, as a general rule, be presented within

who is unknown to the party calliii;,'. Id. banking hours. But in other cases the

(17) Elfoi'd V. Teed, 1 M. & Sel. 28
;

period ranges through the whole day.

Church V. Clark, 21 Pick. 310 ; Bank of down to the time of going to bed. Cay-
United States V. Carneal, 2 Pet. 543; uga Bank v. Hunt, 2 Hill (N. Y.), 635.

Harrison v. Crowder, 6 Sm. & M. 464

;

See 'Wiseman v. Chiapella, 23 How. 368,

Parker v. Gordon, 7 East, 385.— And for a discussion of the cases on present-

presentment after banking hours, and an ment for acceptance,
authorized person then answering, has (r) Montgomery County Bank u. Al-

been held sufficient. Garnett v. Wood- bany City Bank, 8 Barb. 399.
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construed as an acceptance, if precisely that bill is drawn within

a reasonable time after such promise, (s) But a bill payable

so many days after sight, cannot have its day of payment fixed,

except by presentment ; and it has therefore been said, that an

acceptance by previous promise does not apply except to bUls

payable on demand, or at so many days after date. (I) It does

not seem quite clear, however, why the acceptance by such

promise might not be held valid to bind the acceptor, leaving

the day of payment to be fixed by presentment. That is, if a

bill payable at sixty days after sight were presented and accept-

ance refused, and the protest fixed the day of presentment and

therefore the day when it should be paid ; it is not clear why
the acceptor might not be held on his promise to accept that

very bill when it should be made and presented.

An acceptance must be absolute, and not differ in any respect

fi-om the terms of the bill. If any other be given, the holder

may assent and so bind the acceptor, but must give notice, as

in case of non-acceptance, to other parties, in order to bind

them
;
(u) and the acceptor is held only so far as he promises

by his acceptance, (v) The usual way of accepting is by writing

the word " accepted " on the face of the bill, and signing the

acceptor's name ; but there is no precise formula or method

which is necessary to constitute a good acceptance. It seems

to be enough if it is substantially a distinct promise to pay

the bill' according to its terms, whether it be in writing upon

the bill or upon a separate paper, or by parol, (w) In many

(s) Pillans v. Van Mierop, 3 Burr. (() Story on Bills of Exch. § 249;

1670 ; Coolidge v. Payson, 2 Wheat. 66
;

Wildes v. Savage, 1 Story, 22 ; Eussell v.

"Wilson V. Clements, 3 Mass. 1 ; Goodrich Wiggin, 2 Story, 213.

V. Gordon, 15 Johns. 6; Parker ii. Greele, [u) Walker v. Bank of State of New
2 Wend. 545 ; Kendrick v. Campbell, 1 York, 13 Barb. 636 ; Lyon v. Sundius, 1

Bailey, 522 ; Carnegie v. Mon-ison, 2 Met. Camp. 423 ; Eussell v. Phillips, 14 Q. B
381 ; Storer v. Logan, 9 Mass. 55; Mc- 891.

Evers V. Mason, 10 Johns. 207 ; Schim- (v) Sallery u. Prindle, 14 Barb. 186.

molpennich w. Bayard, 1 Pet. 264 ; Boyce See, however, Clarke v. Gordon, 3 Eich.

V. Edwards, 4 Pet. 121; Williams o. L. 311.

Winans, 2 Green (N. J.), 339 ; Bayard v. {w) Edson v. Fuller, 2 Poster N. H.l,

Lathy, 2 McLean, 462; Vance v. Ward, 183; Bamet u. Smith, 10 Poster (N. H.),

2 Dana, 95 ; Roed w. Marsh, 5 B. Mon. 256; Wynne v. Eaikes, 5 East, 514;

8; Howland v. Carson, 15 Pcnn. St. 453; Pairlee v. Herring, 3 Bing. 625. In this

Beach v. State Bank, 2 Cart. (Ind.), 488; case, bills having been drawn on the do-

Cassell V. l5ows, 2 Blatch. 335 ; Lewis v. fendants by their agent, and mth then:

Kramer, 3 Md. 275 ; Naglee v. Lyman, authority, in respect to a mine which they

14 Cal. 450. afterwards transferred to A, they requested
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of our States there are statutes respecting acceptance of

biUs. {x)

An acceptance can be made only by a drawee, or by one for

honor ; but an acceptance by one of many drawees binds the

acceptor, {x)

SECTION- VIII.

OF PRESENTMENT FOE PAYMENT.

A bill or note must be presented for payment at its maturity,

or the indorsers are not held. They guarantee its payment,

not by express words, but by operation of law. And for their

protection the law annexes to their liability, as a condition, that

reasonable efforts shall be made to procure the payment from

those bound to pay before them, and also that they shall have

reasonable notice of a refusal to pay, that they may have an

opportunity to indemnify themselves. The justice of this is

obvious. A holder of a note, with a good indorser, might be

very indifferent as to the payment by the promisor or an

earlier indorser, if he knew that he could certainly collect the

amount from the indorser on whom he relied ; therefore the

very liability of this indorser is made to rest upon the efforts

of the holder to obtain the money from the prior parties.

Again ; each indorser transfers by indorsement a debt due to

A to place fands in their hands to meet — In AVard v. Allen, 2 Met. 53, a bill was
the bills when due, saying, " it would be read to the drawee, who said it was cor-

unplcasant to have bills di-awn on them rect and should be paid ; and this was
paid by another party." A placed funds treated as a sufflcient acceptance. See
accordingly; but when the bills were left Parkhurst v. Dickerson, 21 Pick. 307;
with the defendants for acceptance, no Luff u. Pope, 5 Hill (N. Y.), 413; Walker
acceptance was written on thera. A's v. Lide, 1 Rich. L. 249 ; Walker v. Bank
agent having complained to one of the of State of New Y'ork, 13 Barb. 636;
defendants on the subject, he said ;

" Wliat, Lewis v. Kramer, 3 Md. 265 ; Oreai v.

not accepted 1 We liave had the money, McDonald, 9 Gill, 350.

and tliey ought to he paid, but I do not (x) In New York, Missouri, and Cali-

interfore in this business, you should see foraia, the acceptance must be in writing

;

my partner." And it was held that all and may be by promise before the bill is

this amounted to a parol acceptance of tlie drawn. And a drawee holding and re-

bills on whicli the defendants were liable fusing to return a bill to a holder for

to an indorsee, between wliom and A there twenty-four hours, is to be held as accept-

was no privity, and that the indorsee was ing it.

not precluded from suing, by having made (i/) Owen v. Van Uster, 1 E. L. & B
a protest in ignorance of this acceptance. 396, s. c. 10 C. B. 318.
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himself, and if by the guaranty which springs from his indorse-

ment he has tp pay this debt to another, he is entitled to all

such prompt knowledge of the failure of the party whom he

guarantees, and of his own consequent liability, as will enable

him to secure a payment of this debt to himself, if that be pos-

sible. The rules, and the exceptions to the rules, in relation to

demand of payment and notice of non-payment, will be found

to rest upon these principles.

Generally the question of reasonable time, reasonable dili-

gence, and reasonable notice, is open to the circumstances of

every case, and is determined by a reference to them, {z) But
in regard to bills and notes the law-merchant has defined all of

these with great exactness.

The general rule may be said to be, that the drawer and in-

dorsers of a bill and the indorsers of a note are discharged from

their liability, unless payment of the bill or note be demanded
from the party previously bound to pay it, on the day on which

it falls due. (a) And if the holder neglects to make such

demand, he not only loses the guaranty of subsequent parties,

but all right to recover for the consideration or debt for which

the biU or note was given, (b)

U) Goodwin w. Davenport, 47 Me. 112. of the price, certain promissory notes of

(a) Field u. Nickerson, 13 Mass. 131; the bank of D. & Co. at Huddersfield,

Martin v. Winslow, 2 Mason, 241 ; Sice payable on demand to bearer. D. & Co.
V. Cunningham, 1 Cowen, 397 ; Mont- stopped payment on the same day at

gomery County Bank v. Albany City eleven o'clock in the morning, and never
Bank, 8 Barb. 396 ; Holbrook v. Allen, 4 afterwards resumed their payments ; but
Flor. 87 ; Robinson ;;. Blen, 20 Me. 109

;
neither of the parties knew of the stop-

Magruder v. Union Bank, 3 Pet. 87
;

page, or of the insolvency of D. & Co.
Juniata Bank v. Hale, 16 S. & K. 157. Tlie vendor never circulated the notes, or

Jf the bill or note is payable at a time cer- presented them to the bankers for pay-

tain, it must be presented on the last day ment ; but on Saturday the 17th he re-

ef grace ; and a demand either before or quired the vendee to take back the notes,

after that day is insufiRcient to charge and to pay him the amount, which the

the indorser. Id.; Howe v. Bradley, 19 latter refused. _He/rf, under these circum-

Me. 31 ; Leavitt o. Simes, 3 N. H. 14
;

stances, that the vendor of the goods was
Farmers Bank v. Duvall, 7 G. & J. 78

;
guilty of laches, and had thereby made

Piatt V. Eada, 1 Blackf. 81 ; Etting ti. the notes his own, and, consequently, that

Schuylkill Bank, 2 Barr, 355. they operated as a satisfaction of tlie

(b) Bridges v. Berry, 3 Taunt. 130; debt. In Hare v. Henty, 100 Eng C. L.

Camidge y. AUenby, 6 B. & C. 373. 65, it is held that a banker receiving a check

This was an action for the price of goods, upon another banker, not resident in the

It appeared that the same were sold at same town, is not bound to transmit it for

York on Saturday, December 1 0th, 1 825, presentment, by the post of the day on

and on the same day, at three o'clock which he receives it, but he has until post

in the afternoon, the vendee delivered time of the next day for so doing. Sea

to the vendor, as, and for a payment also, 2 Pars. Notes & Bills, 72.
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Let us look at the exceptions to this rule requiring such pre-

sentment of a bill or note. Bankruptcy or insolvency, how-

ever certain or however manifested, is not one. (c) Though the

bank or shop be shut, presentment there or to the parties per-

sonally must still be made, (d) Nor will the death of the party

prevent the necessity of demanding payment of his personal

representatives, if he have any, (e) and if not, at his house ; nor

will the death of the party who should give notice ; for if no

executor or administrator is appointed before the note falls due,

the executor or administrator may make sufficient demand

and give notice within a reasonable time after the appoint-

ment. (/)
Delay or omission to demand payment does not, however,

discharge the drawer of a bill, if the drawee had in his hands

no effects of the drawer, at any time between the drawing of

the bill and its maturity, and had no right on other ground to

expect the payment of the bill, (g-) for the drawer had then no

right to draw the bill, and therefore no right to demand or

notice, because he could not profit by it to get payment to him-

self of the debt from the drawee, there being no such debt. So

also if the transaction between the drawer and the drawee was

(c) Kussell u. Langstaffe, Dougl. 515; McCord, 394 ; Ellis y. Commercial Bank,
Ex parte Johnston, 3 Deac. & C. 433; 7 How. (Miss.), 294.

Bowes i). Howe, 5 Taunt. 30 ; Gower v. (e) Gower v. Moore, 25 Me. 16 ; Lan-
Moore, 25 Me. 16; Ireland v. Kip, An- dry v. Stansbury, 10 La. 484.

thon, 142; Shaw v. Reed, 12 Pick. 132; (/) White v. Stoddard, S. J. Ct.

Groten v. Dalheim, 6 Greenl. 476 ; Hoi- Mass. 1858, 21 Law Rep. 564.

land V. Turner, 10 Conn. 308; Orear v. {g) De Berdt v. Atkinson, 2 H. Bl.

McDonald, 9 Gill, 350. And although 336; Terry v. Parker, 6 A. & E. 502;
the indorsers, at the time of indorsement, Kinsley v. Robinson, 2i Pick. 327 ; Foard
had reason to believe, and did believe, v. Womack, 2 Ala. 368 ; WoUenwober
that the maker would not pay, this does w. Ketterlinus, 17 Penn. St. 389 ; Allen v

not dispense with' the necessity of due Smith's Adm'r, 4 Harring. (Del.), 234;
notice to them of such maker's default. Oliver v. Bank of Tenn. 11 Humph. 74;
Denny w. Palmer, 5 Ired. L. 610; Oliver y. Orear v. McDonald, 9 Gill, 350. See
Munday, 2 Penning. 982; Alhvood u. also. Fitch u. Redding, 4 Sandf. 130; Al-

Haseldon, 2 Bailey, 457. len v. King, 4 McLean, 128 ; Durrum v.

{d) Bowes V. Howe, 5 Tarmt. 30, re- Hendrick, 4 Tex. 492; Bowring v. An-
versing the decision of the King's Bench drews, 3 McLean, 576 ; Gillett v. AveriU, 5

in the same case, 16 East, 1 1 2. And see Denio, 85 ; Mobley v. Clark, 28 Barb. 390.

Camidge v. Allenby, 6 B. & C. 373. If But where a note is signed by one person
the maker is absent on a voyage at sea, as a principal, and others as sureties, it is

having a domicil within the State, pay- not a sufficient excuse to show that the

ment must be demanded there. Whittier sureties had no funds in the place of

V. Groflfam, 3 Greenl. 82; Dennie u. payment; for it was the duty of tlio

Walker, 7 N. H. 199. See Ogden v. mafer, and not of the sureties, to provide
Cowlcj', 2 Johns. 274 ; Galpiu v. Hai-d, 3 for the payment. Fort v. Cortes, 14 La. 185.
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illegal. (A) But such presentment should still be made in all

cases to hold the subsequent parties, (i) The discharge irom
liability arising from such delay or omission may be waived,

by an express promise to pay made after such discharge, or by
a payment in part, from which the law infers an acknowledg-

ment of liability;, but not by a mere promise to pay made
before such delay or omission, (j) If the party who should

pay the note has absconded, or has no domicil or regular place

of business, and cannot be found by reasonable endeavors, pay-

ment need not be demanded of him, because it would be of no
utility to a subsequent party

;
(k) still, notice of these facts

(A) Copp V. McDugall, 9 Mass. 1.

Where the indorsee of a negotiable prom-
issory note failed to recover against the

promisor, becaase the original contract

was usurious, the indorser, who was
the original payee, was held liable, with-

out notice, for the amount due by the

note, but not for the costs of the indor-

see's action against the promisor.

(i) Wilkes v. Jacks, Peake, Cas. 202;
Leach v. Hewitt, 4 Taunt. 730 ; Ramdu-
loUday v. Darieux, 4 Wash. C. C. 61

;

Carter v. Flower, 16 M. & W. 743.

(j) That payment of part is a waiyer
of non-demand on the maker, see Vaughan
I'. Fuller, Stra. 1246; Taylor v. Jones, 2

Camp. 106 ; Lundie v. Robertson, 7 East,

231 ; Haddock v. Bury, id. 236, n. ; Hodge
V. I"illis, 3 Camp. 464 ;

Hopley v. Dufresne,

1,^ East, 275 ; Ryram v. Hunter, 36 Me.
217 ; Low V. Howard, 11 Cush. 268; Dor-
sey V. Watson, 14 Mo. 59 ; Harvey v.

Troupe, 23 Miss. 538.— That a new prom-
ise to pay, after notice of the neglect to de-

mand of the maker, is a waiver, see Sus-

sex Bank U.Baldwin, 2 Harrison, 487; See-

ley V. Bisbee, 2 Vt. 105 ; Ladd v. Kenney,
2 N. H. 340 ; Sogers v. Hackett, 1 Foster

(N. H.), 100 ; Breed i'. Hillhouse, 7 Conn.

523; Jones v. O'Brien, 26 E. L. & E.

283; Peto v. Reynolds, id. 404.— It has

been decided that it must be shown affirm-

atively, however, that the indorser, when
he made the promise, knew that no de-

mand had been made on the maker. Otis

V. Hussey, 3 N. H. 346 ; New Orleans Rail-

road Co. V. Mills, 2 La. An. 824 ; Robin-

son V. Day, 7 La. An. 201. But it is said

in Bruce v. Lytic, 13 Barb. 163, that where

there is an express promise, demand and

notice will be presumed unless the con-

trary be shown. — So if an indorser take

^uU security from the maker to secure him

against his liability to pay the note, this

excuses a demand on the maker, and no-
tice thereof to the indorser. Durham v.

Price, 5 Yerg. 300 ; Duvall i>. Farmers
Bank, 2 G. & J. 31 ; Mead v. Small, 2
Greenl. 207 ; Marshall v. Mitchell, 34 Me.
227 ; Marshall v. Mitchell, 35 Me. 223

;

Prentiss v. Danielson, 5 Conn. 175; Per-
ry V. Green, 4 Harrison, 61 ; Mechanics
Bank v. Griswold, 7 Wend. 165 ; Cod-
dington «. Davies, 3 Denio, 16 ; Bond v.

Farnham, 5 Mass. 170; Stephenson v.

Primrose, 8 Port. (Ala.), 155.

—

Aliter, of
only part security. Spencer i;. Harvey, 1

7

Wend. 489 ; Bruce v. Lytle, 13 Barb, "l 63

;

Burroughs v. Hannegan, 1 McLean, 309

;

Kyle V. Green, 24 Ohio, 495 ; Woodman
V. Eastman, 10 N. H. 359 ; Andrews v.

Boyd, 3 Met. 434 ; Otsego Co. Bank v.

Warren, 18 Barb. 290. — And the whole
doctrine itself is subject to many qualifi-

cations ; and in Kramer v. Sandford, 4 W.
& S. 328, where the American authorities

are fully reviewed, Gibaon, C. J., observed
that this doctrine of waiver in considera-

tion of security had no footing in West-
minster Hall.

(4) Putnam v. Sullivan, 4 Mass. 45

;

Gilbert v. Dennis, 3 Met. 495, 499; per
Shaw, C. J. ; Duncan u. McCuUough, 4
S. & R. 480; Lehman v. Jones, 1 W. &
S. 126; Wheeler v. Field, 6 Met. 290;
Gist u. Lybrand, 3 Ohio, 307 ; Central
Bank v. Allen, 16 Me. 41 ; Brace v. Lytle,

13 Barb. 163; Nailor v. Bowie, 3 Md.
251 ; Ratcliff v. Planters Bank, 5 Sneed,
425.— So when the maker of the note
was a seafaring man, having no residence

or place of business in the State, and was
at sea when payment was due, no demand
was held requisite. Moore v. Coffield, 1

Dev. 247. So where the maker of a

promissory note removes from the State
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should be given. And it has been held that where demand of

payment was delayed by political disturbances, or by any invin-

cible obstacle, it was enough if the demand was made as soon

as possible after the obstruction ceased, (l)

Where the bill or note is made payable at a particular place

specified in the body of it, it seems to be tiie rule in England

that it must be presented for that purpose at that place, for the

place is part of the contract
;
(m) but " payable at," &c., out of

the body of the note, either at the bottom, or in the margin,

is but a memorandum, which binds nobody, (n) And in this

country, neither a bill or note drawn payable at a place certain,

nor a bill drawn payable generally, but accepted payable at a

specified place, need be presented at that place, (o) in order to

subsequently to making, and continues

to reside abroad until its maturity. Foster

V. Julien, 2\ N. Y. (10 Smith), 28.— But
where the holder was told, at the time of

the indorsement, that the maker was a

transient person, and his residence un-
known, an effort should be made, not-

withstanding;, to iind him. Otis v. Hus-
sey, 3 N. H! 346.

(/) Patience v. Townley, 2 Smith,
King's Bench, 223. And so the prev-

alence of a contagious malignant fever

in the place of residence of the paities,

which occasioned a stoppage of all busi-

ness, has been held a sufficient excuse
for a delay of two months in giving notice

of a non-payment. Tunno v. Lague, 2

Johns. Cas. 1. If the holder deposits

the note in the post-office in season to

reach the place of payment at the proper
time, to he there presented by his agent,

but through the mistake of the postmaster

it is misdirected and delayed, these facts

have been held to excuse the dela}'.

Windham Bank t>. Norton, 22 Conn.
213.

(m) Rowe v. Young, 2 Br. & B. 165
;

Sanderson v. Bowes, 14 East, 500; Spin-

dler V. Grellett, 1 Exeh. 384 ; Emblin v.

Dartnell, 12 M. & W. 830. These deci-

sions, however, led to the enactment of 1

& 2 Geo. IV. c. 78, which provides that an
acceptance at a particular place is a general
acceptance, unless expressed to be payable
there only, and not otherwise or else-

where. On the construction of this stat-

ute, see Sclby v. Eden, 3 Bing. 61 1 ; Fayle
V. Bird, 6 B. & C. 531.

(n) Masters u. Barretto, 8 M. G. & S.

433 ; Exon v. Russell, 4 M. & Sel. 505

;

Bowling V. Harrison, 6 How. 259.

(o) United States Bank !j. Smith, 11

Wheat. 171 ; Eodon v. Sharp. 4 Johns.

183; Wolcott V. Van Santvoord, 17

Johns. 248 ; Caldwell «. Cassidv.S Cowen,
271 ; Haxtun v. Bishop, 3 Wend. 15;
Wallace v. McConnell, 13 Pet. 136; Car-

ley )). Vance, 17 Mass. 389; Watkins v.

Crouch, 5 Leigh. 522 ; Kuggles r. Patten,

8 Mass. 480 ; Allen v. Smith's Adm'r, 4

HaiTing. (Del.), 234 ; Dougherty v. West-

ern Bank of Georgia, 13 Geo. 288 ; Ripka
V. Pope, 5 La. An. 61 ; Blair v. Bank of

Tenn., 1 1 Humph. 84 ; Weed v. Van
Houten, 4 Halst. 189; McNairy v. Bell,

1 Ycrg. 502 ; Mulhorrin v. Hannum, 2

id. 81 ; Bacon v. Dyer, 3 Fairf. 19 ; Rem-
ick !'. O'Kyle, id. 340; Dockray v. Dunn,
37 Me. 442 ; Nichols v. Pool, 2 Jones,

(N. Car.), 23; Irvine v. Withers, 1 Stew.

(Ala.), 234; Eldred o. Hawes, 4 Conn.
465 ; \Vaite, J., in Jackson u. Parker, 13

id. 358; Payson v. Whitcomb, 15 Pick.

212 ; Sumner v. Ford, 3 Ark. 389 ; Green
V. Goings, 7 Barb. 652. Contra, per Story,

J., Picquet (>. Curtis, 1 Sumner, 478. See

also. New Hope D. B. Co. v. Perry, 11 lU.

467 ; Ganes v. Manning, '2 Green (Iowa),

251 ; Andrews v. Hoxie, 5 Tex. 171 ; Car-

ter t). Smith, 9 Cush. 321 ; McKenzie v.

Durant, 9 Rich. L. 61 ; Bank of State v.

Bank of C. F. 13 Ired. L. 75. — If the

bill or note be payable at a particular

place, on demand, then, according to Sav-
age, C. J., in Caldwell r.Cassidy, 8 Cowen,
271, demand is necessarv. I'liis is de-

nied in Dougherty p. Western Bank of

Georgia, 13 Geo, 287 ; but it is there do-
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sustain an action against the maker or acceptor; but he may-

show by way of defence, that he was ready there with funds, and

thus escape all damages and interest
; (p) and if he can show pos-

itive loss from the want of such presentment (as the subsequent

failure of a bank where he had placed funds to meet the bill), he

wiU be discharged from his liability on the bill to the amount of

such loss. Such seems to be the prevailing, though not the only

view, taken of this subject by the American authorities ; for

some of much weight hold, that where the acceptance is thus

qualified, the holder may refuse it, and protest as for non-accept-

ance ; but if he receives and assents to it he is bound by it, and

can demand payment nowhere else. The drawers and indorsers

are certainly discharged by a neglect to demand payment at

such specified place, {q) If the place be designated only in a

memorandum not in the body of the biU or note, presentment

may be made at such place, but may also be made where it

might have been without such memorandum, (r) If the note

be payable at any of several different places, presentment at any

one of them will be sufficient. (5) It has been held that where

a note was made payable at a certain house, and the occupant

cided that bank-notes are exceptions to tended that the note should have been de-

the general rule, on the ground of public scribed in the declaration as payable at

policy, and demand upon them must be Messrs. B. & Co.'s, and that eridence of

made. This may, however, be doubted. presentment there should have been given.

(p) Wolcott V. Van Santvoord, 17 The judge overruled the objection, but

Johns. 248; Wallace v. McConnell, 13 gave leave to move to enter a nonsuit. It

Pet. 136 ; Savage, C. J., in Haxtum v. was moved accordingly, and contended

Bishop, 3 Wend. 21 ; Wilde, J., in Car- that the memorandum was as much par-

ley w. Vance, 17 Mass. 392 ; Caldwell v. eel of the contract as if it had been in the

Cassidy, 8 Cowen, 271. body of the instrument, and that therefore

(q) See 3 Kent, Com. 97, 99 ; Picquet presentment at the house where the note

V. Curtis, 1 Sumner, 478 ; Gale v. Kem- was made payable should have been

per's Heirs, 10 La. 305 ; Warren v. All- averred and proved. Lord Tenterden, C.

nut, 12 La. 454; Bacon v. Dyer, 12 Me. J. : "In point of practice, the distinction

19. between mentioning a particular place

(r) Williams v. Waring, 10 B. & C. for payment of a note, in the body and in

2. This was an action of assumpsit on a the margin of the instrument, has been

promissory note by the indorsee against frequently acted on. In the latter case it

the maker. The note was in the follow- has been treated as a memorandum only,

ing form :— " 31st January, 1827. Two and not as a part of the contract; and I

months after date I promise to pay to A. do not see any sufficient reason for de-

B. £25, value received. J. Waring. At parting from that course." Bayley, J.,

Messrs. B. & Co.'s, Bankers, London." cited the case of Exon v. Eunell, 4 M. &
The note was in the handwriting of the Sel. 505, as being sufficient to decide this

defendant, the maker, and the memoran- case in favor of the plaintiff. See also,

dura was written at the time the note was Morris v. Husson, 4 Sandf. 93.

made. For the defendant it was con- (s) Langley v. Palmer, 30 Me. 467.

VOL. I. 18
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of the house was himself the holder of the note at its maturity,

it was demand enough if he examined his accounts, and refusal

enough if he had no balance in his hands belonging to the

party bound to pay. (t)

SECTION IX

OF WHOM, WHEN, AND WHERE THE DEMAND OK PRESENTMENT

FOE PAYMENT SHOULD BE MADE.

Demand of payment should be made by the holder, or his

authorized agent, of the party bound to pay, or his authorized

agent
;

(u) and at his usual place of residence, or usual place

of business ; if the former, within such hours as may be reason-

ably so employed, and if the latter, in business hours ; but a

demand at a bank where a note is payable, made after business

hours, but while the bank is still open and the officers are there,

has been held sufficient, (v) If the holder finds the dweUing-

house or place of business of the payor closed, so that he cannot

enter the same, and after due inquiry cannot find the payor, the

prevalent doctrine in this country is, that he may treat the biU

or note as dishonored, (w) If the payor has changed his resi-

dence to some other place within the same State, the holder

must endeavor to find it and make demand there ; but if he

have removed out of the State, subsequent to making the note,

the demand may be made at his former residence, (x) The pre-

(() Sanderson v. Judge, 2 H. Bl. 509. Shedd v. Brett, 1 Pick. 413; Williams v

{u) Lord Kenyan, in Cooke v, Callaway, Bank of United States, 2 Pet. 96 ; Ogden
1 Esp. 115.— And a person in possession v. Cowlev, 2 Johns. 274; Fields v. Mal-
of a bill, payable to his own order, is a lett, 3 Sawks, 465 ; Buxton v. Jones, 1

holder for this purpose. Smith v. Mc- Man. & G. 83. — But in such case some
Clure, 5 East, 476, 2 J. P. Smith, 43 ; inquiry or effort ought to be made to find

V. Ormston. 10 Mod. 286. —A demand by the maker. Ellis v. Commercial Bank, 7

a notary is sufScient. H.irtford Bank v. How. (Miss.), 294; Sullivan v. Mitchell,

Stedman, 3 Conn. 489 ; Sussex Bank v. 1 Car. L. Eep. 482 ; Collins v. Butler,
Baldwin, 2 Harrison, 487 : Bank of Utica Stra. 1087.
V. Smith, 18 Johns. 230.— Parol author- (x) Anderson v. Drake, 14 Johns. 114;
ity to an agent to demand payment is McGrurtor v. Bank of Washington, 9

sufiBcient. Shedd v. Bix'tt, 1 Pick. 401

.

Wheat. 598 ; Gillespie v. Hannahan, 4
(v) Shepherd v. Chamberlain, S. J. McCord, 503 ; Reid v. Morrison, 2 W.

Ct. of Mass. 1857, 20 Law Rep. 294. See & S. 401 ; Wheeler h. Field, 6 Met.290;
Hallowell D. Curry, 41 Penn. St. 322. Nailor r. Bowie, 3 Md. 251. See Gil-

(w) Bine v. Allely, 4 B. & Ad. 624

;

more v. Spies, 1 Barb. 158.
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sumption is that the maker lives where he dates the note, and
demand must be made there, unless when the note falls due
the payor resides elsewhere within the State, and the holder

knows it, and then the holder must make the demand there, {y)

The whole law in respect of demand and notice is very much
influenced by the usage of particular places, where such usage

is so well established and so well known that persons may be

supposed to contract with reference to it. Of this the Enghsh
rule in relation to checks on bankers affords an instance, {z)

and also the usage of the banks of our different cities as to

notes discounted by them, or left with them for collection. In

this country the practice is not uniform ; but, in general, a

demand is made some days before the maturity of a note, by a

notice postdated on the day of maturity, omitting the days of

grace. But it is usual also, if the note be not paid on the last

day of grace, to make a formal demand on that day, after busi-

ness hours. BiUs and notes sometimes express days of grace,

but generally not. Usually, and in some States by statutory

provisions, all bills and notes on time, when grace is not ex-

pressly excluded, are entitled to grace, [a) And it has been

(j/) Fisher v. Evans, 5 Binn. 541 ; Nailor assets, and that it will be paid ; and checks

V. Bowie, 3 Md. 251 ; Lowery v. Scott, 24 so marked have a priority, and are ex-

Wend. 358. See also, on this subject, changed or paid next day at noon, at the

Taylor w. Snyder, 3 Denio, 145; and Smith clearing-liouse ; held, tliat a check pre-

V. Philbrick, 10 Gray, 252. A note specify- sented after four, and so marked, and car-

ing no place of payment, was dated, made, ried to tlie clearing-house next day, but

and indorsed in the State of New York, not paid, no clerk from the drawee's house
but the maker and indorser resided in attending, need not be presented for pay-
Mexico, and continued to reside there ment at the banking-house of the drawee,

when the note fell due, their place of Such a marking, under this practice,

residence being known to the payee and amounts to an acceptance, payable next

holder, both when the note was given and day at the clearing-house. It is not neces-

when it matm'ed ; and it was held that a sary to present for payment a check pay-

demand of payment on the maker and a able on demand till the day following tlie

notice to the indorser were necessary to day on which it is given. A person re-

charge the indorser. Gilraore v. Spies, 1 ceiving a check on a l)anker is equally au-

Barb. 158; affirmed on appeal, 1 Comst. thorized in lodging it with his own banker
321. But it is said jn Ricketts v. Pendle- to obtain payment, as he would be in pay-

ton, 14 Md. 320, that where the maker does ing it away in the course of trade. Al-

not reside, and has no place of business in though in consequence thereof the notice

the State where the note is payable, no of its dishonor is postponed a day, one
demand upon him is necessary to charge day being allowed for notice from the

the indorser. payee to the drawer, after the day on
(z) Robson o. Bennett, 2 Taunt. 388. which notice is given by the bankers to

By the practice of the London bankers, if the payee. See Bancroft v. Hall, Holt,

one banker who holds a check drawn on 476 ; Henry v. Lee 2 Chitt. 124.

another banker presents it after four (a) Corp v. McComb, 1 Johns. Cas.

o'clock, it is not then paid, but a mark is 328 ; Jackson v. Richards, 2 Caines, 343

put on it, to show that the drawer has In the absence of proof to the contrary
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held that a bank post-note dated, which had across one end the

words " due on " a certain day which excluded aU the days of

grace, which words the bank cashiers of Boston, where the note

was issued, testified were placed there to indicate that the note

was due and payable on that day without grace, was slill en-

titled to grace, (b) But notes payable on demand are not

entitled to grace, (c) nor are checks on banks, though payable

on time, (d
)

It sometimes happens that when a biU is drawn in one coun-

try, and made payable in another, the laws in relation to pre-

sentment and demand differ in those countries ; and then the

question arises, which law shall prevail. It would seem that in

England the law of the place in which it is payable prevails
;
(e)

but in this country it has been decided that the law of the

country in which the bill is indorsed shall govern exclu-

sively as to the liabilities and duties of the indorsers, on the

ground that every indorsement is substantially a new con-

tract. (/) Hence, a bill drawn in one place and payable in

the legal presumption is, that in every
State in the Union three days of grace are

allowed hy law on bills of exchange and
promissory notes. Wood v. Corl, 4 Met.
203 In this case, Shaw, C. J., said

;

" We consider it well settled, that by the

general law-merchant, which is part of

the common law, as preyailing through-

out the United States, in the absence of

all proof of particular contract or special

custom three days of grace are allowed

on bills of exchange and promissory
notes ; and when it is relied upon that by
special custom no grace is allowed, or

any other term of grace than three days,

it is an exception to the general rule, and
the proof lies on the party taking it." See
also, Bussard v. Levering, 6 Wheat. 102

;

Renner v. Bank of Columbia, 9 Wheat.
581; Mills v. United States Bank, 11 id.

4.31 ; Cook V. Darling, 2 R. I. 385. —
The days of grace on negotiable notes
constitute a pai-t of the original contract.

Savhigs Bank v. Bates, 8 Conn. 505, but
the notes may be declared on according
to their terms without adding the days of
grace. Padwick v. Turner, U Q. B.
124. — Whenever the maker of a note is

entitled to grace, the indorser has the
same privilege. Pickard v. Valentine, 13
Me. 412; Central Bank v. Alien, 16 Me. 41.

(i) Perkins v. Franklin Bank, 21 Pick.

483, confirmed in Mechanics Bank i;.

Merchants Bank, 6 Met. 13.

(c) In re Brown, 2 Story, 503 ; Salter

V. Burt, 20 Wend. 205 ; "Somerville v.

Williams, 1 Stew. (Ala.), 484; Cammer
u. Harrison, 2 McCord, 246.

{d) Bowen v. Newell, 5 Sandf 326.

(e) Rothschild v. Cun-ie, 1 Q. B. 43

This was an action by an indorsee against

the payee and indorser of a bill of ex-

change drawn in England cm, and accepted

by, a French house, both plaintiff and

defendant being domiciled in England

;

held, that due notice of the dishonor ot

the bill by the acceptor was parcel of the

contract; that the bill being made p:iya-

ble by the acceptor abroad was a foreign

bill, and the lex loci contractus must there-

fore prevail ; and that it was sufficient for

the plaintiff to show that he had given the

defendant such notice of the dishonor and

protest as was required by the I.iw ot

France. In Gibbs v. Fremont, 20 E. L. &
E. 555, the case of Rothschild a. Currie,

is, however, referred to by Alderson, B., as

of questionable authority.

(/) Aymer v. Sheldon, 12 Wend, 439.

In this case it was held, that the indorsee

of a bill of exchange, payable a certain

number of days after sight, drawn in a

French West India Island, on a mercantile

house in Bordeaux, and transfetred in the
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another, and there accepted, must be governed, as to the ac-

ceptor, by the laws of the place in which it is accepted, (g)

And as no indorsement becomes effectual until actual transfer,

the place of the actual transfer is the place of the contract of

indorsement. (A)

SECTION X.

OF NOTICE OF NON-PAYMENT.

Where a biU. is not accepted, or a bill or note is not paid at

maturity, by the party bound then to pay it, all subsequent

parties must have immediate notice of this fact. Even a verbal

agreement of the parties to waive notice may not render it

unnecessary
;
(t) but it is sometimes waived in writing, and

this usually on the note ; as by the words, " I waive demand
and notice ; " and such waiver is sufficient, {j ) A waiver of

demand alone should operate as a waiver of notice ; for if de-

mand of payment is not made because unnecessary, a notice

can hardly be necessary or useful ; but a waiver of notice alone

is not a waiver of demand, for though the party waiving may
not wish for notice of the non-payment, he may still claim that

city ofNew Yorh by the payeej need not pre-

sent the bill for payment after protest for
non-acceptance, notwithstanding tliat by
tlie French code de commerce the holder is

not excused from the protest for non-pay-

ment by the protest for non-acceptance

;

and loses all claim agaiast the indorser, if

the hill be not presented for protest for

non payment. In such a case the payee

of the bill is bound to conform to the

French law in respect to bills of exchange,

to enforce his remedies against the draw-

ers ; but not so the indorsee ; he is only

required to comply with the law-merchant

Srevailing here, the indorsement having

een make in the city of New York ; and
according to which his right of action is

perfect, after protest for non-acceptance.

See also, Hatcher v. McMorine, 4 Dev.
L. 122.

{a) Lizardi v. Cohen, 3 Gill, 430. ,

(h) Cook V. Litchfield, 5 Sandf. 330;
Young V. Harris, 14 B. Mon. 556.

(i) It is so intimated in some English
cases. Free v. Hawkins, Holt, 550, 8
Taunt. 92. But see Drinkwater v. Teb-
bets, 17 Me. 16; Boyd v. Cleaveland,

4 Pick. 525 ; Taunton Bank v. Richard-
son, 5 Pick. 437 ; Fuller v. McDonald, 8

Greenl. 213 ; Marshall v. Mitchell, 35 Me.
221 ; Farmers Banli v. Waples, 4 Harring.
(Del.), 429 ; Hoadley v. Bliss, 9 Geo. 303

;

Lary u.'Young, 8 Eng. (Ark ), 402.— Al-
though a bill or note has been indorsed
long after it is overdue, there must still be
a demand and notice of default in order to

charge the indorser, because a bill or note,

although overdue, does not cease to be
negotiable. Dwight v. Emerson, 2 N. H.
159; Berry v. Robinson, 9 Johns. 121;
Grecly v. Hunt, 21 Me. 455 ; Kirkpatrick

V. McCuUock, 3 Humph. 171 ; Adams v.

Torbert, 6 Ala. 865;

ij ) Woodman v. Thurston, 8 Cash
159.
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payment should be demanded
;
(k) and it has been held that a

waiver of protest, is a waiver of demand, but not of notice. (?)

No waiver affects any party but him who makes it. It was

formerly held that a neglect to give notice would not support a

defence to a bill, unless injury could be proved ; but is now
well settled that the law presumes injury, (in)

The omission to give such notice may, however, be excused

by circumstances which rendered it impossible, or nearly so.

The maker's letter, before maturity, stating inability to pay,

and requesting delay, does not excuse want of demand or of

notice, (n) But a request of the indorser for delay, or an

agreement with him for delay, would excuse or waive demand

and notice, (o) The absconding or absence beyond reach of

the party to be notified, (p) or ignorance of the residence,
(q)

or the death or sufficient illness of the party bound to give

notice, or any sufficient accident or obstruction, will excuse the

want of notice. But nothing of this kind is a sufficient excuse,

provided the notice could have been given by great diligence

and earnest endeavor, for so much is required by the law. (r)

((t) Drinkwater t). Tebbetts, 17 Me. 16
;

Lane u. Steward, 20 Me. 98 ; Berkshire

Bank v. Jones, 6 Mass. 524 ; Buchanan v.

Marshall, 22 Vt. 561. See also. Union
Bank v. Hyde, 6 Wheat. 572 ; Codding-
ton V. Davis, 3 Denio, 16; Bird v. Le
Blanc, 6 La. An. 470.

(/) Wall V. Bry, 1 La, An. 312.

(m) Dennis v. Morrice, 3 Esp. 158;
Norton v. Pickering, 8 B. & C. 610; Hill

V. Heap, Dow. & E. 59 ; De Berdt v.

Atkinson, 2 H. Bl. 336. — But in Terry
V. Parker, 6 A. & E. 502, it was held, tliat

if a drawer of a bill of exchange have
no effects in the hands of the drawee at

the time of the drawing of the bill, and
of its maturity, and have no ground to

expect that it will be paid, it is not neces-

sary to present the bill at maturity ; and
if it be presented two days afterwards, and
payment be refused, the di-awer is liable,

and the case of De Berdt v. Atkinson is

denied to be correct. And see ante, page
271, note {j).

(h) Pierce v. Whitney, 29 Me. 188.
(o) Eidgeway v. Day, 13 Penn. St.

208 ; Clayton v. Phipps, 14 Mo. 399.

(/)) Walwyn v. St. Quintin, 2 Esp, 516,
1 B. & P. 652 ; Bowes v, Howe, 5 Taunt.
30. And see Crosse v. Smith, 1 M. &
Sel. 145 ; Bruce v. Lytle, 13 Barb. 163.

— So war between one country and the

country where the note is payable excuses

immediate notice; but notice should be

given within reasonable time after peace.

Hopkirk v. Page, 2 Brock. 20 ; Griswold

V. Waddington, 16 Johns. 438; Schole-

field V. Eichelberger, 7 Pet. 586.

{<]} Hunt !'. Maybee, 3 Seld. 266 ; Por-

ter V. Judson, 1 Gray, 175.

(r) A party is bound to use reasonable,

but not excessive, diligence. Sussex Bank
V. Baldwin, 2 Harrison, 487 ; Bank of

Utica V. Bender, 21 Wend. 643 ;
Clark v.

Bigelow, 16 Me. 246 ; Eobcrts n. Mason,

1 Ala. (n. s.), 373; Preston v. Daysson,

7 La. 7 ; Runyon v. Montford, 1 Busb. L.

371 ; Manclies"ter Bank v. Fellows, 8 Fos-

ter (N. H.), 302.— If due diligence be

used it will be sufficient, altliough notice

shoukl be sent to the wrong place. Bur-

mester v. Ban-on, 9 E. L. & E. 402
;

Nichol V. Bate, 7 Yerg. 305 ; Barr v.

Maiish, 9 id. 253 ; Phipps v. Chase, 6

Met. 491 ; Barker v. Clarke, 20 Jle. 156.

And where a party is ignorant of the ad-

dress of the person liable upon a bill or

note, it is sufficient if he use reasonable

diligence to ascertain it, and after having

ascertained it, sends a notice forthwith.

Dixon u. Johnson, 29 E. L. & E. 604.
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Nor will the holder's inability to learn the proper place for giv-

ing notice, though an excuse for him, be available to another

indorser who possesses the necessary information, (s)

A conveyance of all the property of the maker to the indorser,

and an acceptance by him, would be regarded as waiving his

right to notice, (t) It might, however, be questioned whether it

would have this effect, if made after the maturity of the note,

and without mention of it. (m)

It may not be certain, whether the giving of full security to

the indorser by the maker, would necessarily operate as a

waiver. It might be said that the maker intends only to secure

the indorser, if he be legally held ; and we should incline to

this opinion, (v)

And no mere probability that the note or bill will not be

paid excuses demand, and it is even held that the certainty of

non-payment does not. (lo) And if an indorser adds to his

name the word " surety," this is said only to give him the right

of a surety in addition to that of an indorser. (x) But a party

having collateral security for the whole of his liability on the

note, is not entitled to demand and notice, (y)

In general, the notice must be given within a reasonable

time ; and what this time is, is a question of law for the

court, (z) and each case will be judged by its circumstances.

(s) Beale v. Paris, 20 N. Y. (6 Smith), 308; Taylor v. French, 4 E. D. Smith,

407. 458 ; Kramer v. Sandford, 4 Watts & S.

{t) This seems, upon the whole, to be 328 ; Seacord v. Miller, 3 Kern. 55
;

settled by authority. See Coruey v. Da Moore v. Coifield, 1 Dev. 2+7 ; Denny v.

Costa, 1 Esp. 302 ; Barton v. Baker, 1 S. Palmer, 610; Dufour v. Morse, 9 Louis.

& R. 334 ; Kramer v. Sandford, 4 Watts 333. The subjects of this and the two pre-

& S. 328 ; Bond v. Farnham, 5 iilass. 170

;

ceding notes are fully considered and the

Bank of South Carolina «. Myers, Bailey, authorities examined in 1 Pars. Notes &
412; Barrett w. Charleston Bank, 2 Mc- Bills, 560-575.

Mullan, 191 ; Stephenson v. Primrose, 8 Iw) Gray v. Bell, 2 Rich. L. 67.

Port. Alab. 155 ; Perry v. Green, 4 Harr. [x) Bradford v. Corey, 5 Barb. 461
;

61 ; Vreeland v. Hyde, 2 Hale, 429 ; Sea- Campbell v. Knapp, 15 Penn. St. 27.

cord V. Miller, 3 Kern. 55 ; Benedict v. {y} 3 Kent, Com. 1 13!

CafFee, 5 Daer, 226. (z) Hussey v. Freeman, 10 Mass. 84;
(m) Walters v. Munroe, 17 Md. 154. Nash u. Harrington, 2 Aik. 9 ; Haddock
(«) The cases on this subject are numer- v. Murray, 1 N. H. 140; Sussex Bank v.

ous and obscure. 3 Kent, Com. 113, and Baldwin, 2 Harrison, 488 ; Bank of Utica

Story, Prom. Notes, 5 357, and on Bills, v. Bender, 21 Wend. 643 ; Bemer v. Dow-
§ 374, would seem to hold the taking of ner, 23 id. 620; Bennett v. Young, 18

security a waiver of the notice. But it is Penn. St. 261 ; Smith v. Fisher, 24 Penn.

held otherwise in Creamer v. PeiTy, 17 St. 222.— It seems to be in some respects

Pick. 332 ; Woodman v. Eastman, 1 N. partly a question of law and partly of

H. 359 ; Holland c^. Turner, 10 Conn. fact. See Taylor *. Bryden, 8 Johns,
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It is SO important that the rights and duties of all persons inter-

ested in negotiable paper should be as exactly defined and

as certainly known as possible, that we may say there is a posi-

tive rule of law on the subject; and this, as gathered from the

usage in commercial places, and the weight of authorities is,

that notice of non-paynnent may be given to parties liable to

pay, on the same day on which payment has been refused
;
(a)

either personally or by mail, as may be proper under the cir-

cumstances ; and that notice should be given as soon as on the

day following that on which payment has been refused
;
{b) or

by the mail of the same day, or by the next mail afterwards,

provided no convenient or usual means intervene. Where there

is but one mail departing upon the day succeeding the default,

notice must be sent thereby unless it depart before ordinary

business hom-s on that day. (c) But if there be more than one

mail it seems to be considered that it is sufficient if the notice

be deposited in time to go by any mail of that day. (d) In

London it may be sent by penny post to parties residing there.

If the parties live in the same town or city, the notice should

be personal, or left at the residence or place of business of the

party, and if sent through the mail, it is sufficient only if in

fact received in due season, (e) By " parties " in this rule, is

meant the party to be notified, and the party who is to give

the notice, and this last is the bank or notary holding the

173; Ferris v. Saxton, 1 Southard, 1; 207; Hartford Bank i;. Stedman, 3 Conn.
Scott w. Alexander, 1 Wash. (Va.), 335; 489; Howard v. Ives, 1 Hill (N. Y.),

Dod;;o V. Bank of Kentucky, 2 A. K. 263; Whitwell y. Jolinson, 17 Mass. 449;
Marsh. 610. Mitchell v. Decrand, 1 Jhison, 176; Uni-

(a) Burbridge v. Manners, 3 Camp, ted States i>. Barker, 4 Wash. C. C. 465

;

193; Bussard v. Levering, 6 Wheat. 102

Corp V. McComb, 1 Johns. Cas. 328
Farmers Bank o. Duvall, 7 G. & J. 79

Chick V. Pillsbury, 24 Me. 458 ; Downs
V. Planters Bank, 1 Sm. & M. 261

;

Mitchell V. Cross, 2 K. I. 437 ; Bu
Smith V. Little, 10 N. H. 526; McClane Vrceland, 4 N. J. 71 ; Stephenson </.

V. Fitch, 4 B. Mon. 599; Coleman v. Car- Dickson, 24 Pcnn. St. 148.

penter, 9 Barr, 178. {d) Whitwell y. Jobnson, 17 Mass. 449;
(b) If the parties reside in the same Housafonic Bank d. Laflin, 5 Cu.sh. 550;

town, notice given at any time on the next Story on Prom. Notes, ^324; Carter v.

.day after tlie default is sufficient. Grand Burley, 9 N. H. 558.
Ba"nk ,j. Blanchard, 23 Pick. 305; Rem- (e) Bowling v. Harrison, 6 How. 248;
ington V. Harrington, 8 Ohio, 507 ; Whit- Hvslop v. Jones, 3 McLean, 96 ; Foster
tlesey v. Dean, 2 Aik. 263. v. 'Sincath, 2 Rich. L. 338 ; Van Vechten

(c) Lennox v. Roberts, 2 Wheat. 373
;

d. Prayn, 3 Kern. 549. But by statute it

Seventh Ward Bank v. Hanrick, 2 Story, is sufficient, in New York, if the notice bo

416 ; Davis v Hanly, 7 Eng. (Ark.), 647
;

put in the mail.

Lawson u. Farmers Bank, 1 Ohio St,
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paper as agent, and not the owner. (/) In general, a personal

notice is good, if given anywhere, (g-) unless the reception of

notice is an official act, requiring an official place. (A)

If the parties do not live in the same town, then it may be

sent to the post-office nearest to the residence of the party to be

notified, (i) or it may be sent to the post-office where the party

usually receives his letters, although not his actual place of resi-

dence
; (j ) or to the post-office at the place of the party's resi-

dence, though he usually receives his letters at a nearer office in

another town, {k) K the sender knows that the other party

usually receives his letters at another office, he may send notice

there, (l) And if the indorser has changed his residence, and

the change is unknown to the party sending notice, he may
send the notice to his former residence, (m) So he may send

it to any place designated by the indorser on the note, (n)

(/) Bowling V. Harrison, 6 How. 248
;

Burbank v. Beach, 15 Barb. 326; Green
V. Fouley, 20 Ala. 322 ; Manchester Bank
V. Fellows, 8 Poster (N. H.), 302.

{a) Hyslop v. Jones, 3 McLean, 96.

(A) Seneca Bank, v. Neass, 5 Denio,
329.

{«) Scott V. Lifford, 9 East, 347 ; Dun-
lap V. Thompson, 5 Yerg. 67; Spann u.

Baltzell, 1 Flor. 302.— Bat in Pierce v.

Pendar, 5 Met. 352, it was held, that

when both parties resided in the same
town, notice could not be given tlirough

the post-office, and Shaiv, C. J., thus re-

marked upon this point :
" The only re-

maining question then is, whether notice

by the post-office was sufficient. The
general rule certainly is, that when the

indorser resides in the same place with

the party who is to gire the notice, the

notice must be given to the party person-

ally, or at his domicil or place of business.

Perhaps a, different rule may prevail in

London, where a penny-post is established

and regulated by law, by whom letters are

to be delivered to the party addressed, or

at his place of domicil or business, on the

same day they are deposited. And per-

haps the same rule might not apply, where

the party to whom notice is to be given

lives in the same town, if it be at a distinct

village or settlement where a town is

large, and there are several post-offices in

different parts of it. But of this we give

no opinion. In the present ease the de-

fendant had his residence and place of

business in the city of Bangor, and the

only notice given him was by a letter, ad-

dressed to him at Bangor, and deposited

in the post-office at that place. And we
are of opinion that this was insufficient to

charge him as indorser.^' In Green v.

Farley, 20 Ala. 322, whei-e both indorser

and holder resided in Montgomery, but
the acceptor resided in Mobile, and the

note was there protested, it was held that

notice to the indorser sent by the notary
through the post-office was sufficient.

And see Bell v. Hagerstown Bank, 7

Gill, 216 ; Morton v. Westcott, 8 Gush.
425.

(j) Morris v. Husson, 4 Sandf. 94;
Bank of Louisiana v. Tournillon, 9 La.
An. 132.

{Ic) Seneca Bank v. Neass, 5 Denio,
329 ; Morton v. Westcott, 8 Gush, 425

;

Manchester Bank v. White, 10 Foster,

(N. H.), 4.56.

(/) Walker u. Bank of Augusta, 3
Geo. 486 ; Sherman o. Clark, 3 Mc-
Lean, 91 ; Mont. Co. B. v. Marsh, 3
Seld. 481. Thompson, J., in Bank of

Columbia v. Lawrence, 1 Pet. 578.

[m] Union Bank of T. v. Gowan, 10
Sm. & M. 333 ; Hunt v. Fish, 4 Barb.
324 ; Hunt v. Nugent, 4 Barb. 541.

(n) Burmeister v. Barron, 9 E. L. &
B. 402, s. c. 17 Q. B. 828; Morris v.

Husson, 4 Sandf. 93. But the mere dat-

ing of the note does not dispense with

proper inquiry as to residence. Carroll

V. Upton, 3 Comst. 272 ; Pierce v. Struth-

ers, 27 Penn. St. 249 ; Runyon v. Mont>
fort, 1 Busb. L. 371.
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Where notice may be properly given through the post-office,

it is sufficient if the notice be deposited in the office in season,

although it is never received by the indorser. (o)

Where an indorser receives notice, and is bound to give

notice to other parties as the condition of making them liable to

him, he comes under similar rules, and each successive indorser

has until the next day to give such notice, (p) No party bound

to give notice can profit by the days to which other parties are

entitled. Thus, if a note has six indorsers, and the holder noti-

fies the last, and the last notifies the fifth, and so on until all

are notified, the first indorser will not receive notice until six

days have elapsed, and will still be held to aU parties. But if

the holder gives no notice untU the fourth day, and then notifies

the first and second indorsers, no indorser wiU be held.

If a biU is sent to an agent for collection, he is treated as a

holder of the note for the purpose of giving notice, and his prin-

cipal has the same time for notifying his indorsers after receiving

notice from the agent, as if himself an indorser receiving notice

from an indorsee, (q)

Whether joint indorsers, who are not partners, are entitled to

separate notice, may not be certain ; but we think that they

have this right, on reason as well as authority, (r)

If Sunday or any other day intervene, which, by law, or by

established usage, is not a day of business, then it is not

counted, and the obligation as to notice is the same as if it fell

on the succeeding day, (s) If a note or bUl payable without

(o) Bell V. Hagerstown Bank, 7 Gill, (r) It would seem that notice to one

216 ; Sasscer v. Earmers Bank, 4 Md. is enough, from Porthouse v. Parker, 1

t09. Camp. 82, and Harris v. Clark, 10 Ohio,

(p) Darbyshire v. Parker, 6 East, 3
;

5. That notice must be given to each, is

Smith V. Mullett, 2 Camp. 208 ; Jameson held in Shepard v. Hawlcv, 1 Conn.

V. Swinton, 2 Camp. 374 ; Brown v. Fir- 367 ; Willis v. Green, 5 Hill (N. Y.), 232

;

guson, 4 Leigh, 37. This rule is so well Union Bank v. Willis, 8 Met. 504 ; State

settled that, although the party receiving Bank v. Shiughter, 7 Blackf. 133.

notice may easily have forwarded it the (s) Eagle I3ank v. Chapin, 3 Pick. 180;

same day, yet he is not under obligation Agnew v. Bank of Gettysburg, 2 Har. &
to send it until the next post after the day G. 479; Hawkes v. Salter, 4 Bing. 715;

of its reception. Geill v. Jeremy, Mo. & Wright v. Shawcross, 2 B. & Aid. 501,

M. 61. See Hilton 1^. Shepherd, 6 East, n. ; Bray i). Hadwen, 5 M. & Sel. 68. So

14, n. of public holidays. Cuyler v. Stevens,

(q) Bank of U. S. v. Davis, 2 Hill 4 Wend. 556; Lindo v. Unswcrth, 2

(N. Y.), 451 ; Church v. Barlow, 9 Pick. Camp. 602.

547 ; Lawson v. Farmers Bank, 1 Ohio
St. 206.
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grace falls due on such a day, it is not payable until the next

day. But if the last day of grace falls upon such a day, then it

is payable on the day before ; for the days of grace are regarded

as matters of favor, and are abridged instead of being lengthened

by the intervention of such a day. (t) An action brought on

the last day of grace, has been held to have been brought too

soon
;
(m) but this is not settled, (v)

The purpose of notice is, that the. party receiving it may
obtain security from the party liable to him, for the sum for

which he is liable to other parties. No precise form is neces-

sary ; but it mast be consonant with the facts, and state dis-

tinctly the dishonor of the bill, and either expressly or by an

equivalent implication, that the party to whom the notice is

sent is looked to for the payment, (w) And it is held by the

{t) Where days of grace are allowed,

and the last of them falls on Sunday, the

fourth of July, or other public holiday, the

bill or note is payable the day before.

Ransom v. Mack, 2 Hill (N. Y.), 588;
Cuyler v. Stevens, 4 Wend. 566 ; Sheldon
V. Beuham, 4 Hill (N. Y.), 129; Homes
V. Smith, 20 Me. 264 ; Tassell v. Lewis,

1 Ld. Eaym. 743 ; Haynes v. Birks, 3 B.

& F. 599 ; Bassard v. Levering, 6 Wheat.
102 ; Adams v. Otterback, 15 How. 539;
Lewis V. Bun', 2 Caines Cas. 195 ; Bar-

low V. Planters Bank, 7 How. (Miss.),

129; Offut V. Stout, 4 J. J. Marsh. 332.

But if ho grace is allowed, and the day on
which the bill or note by its terms falls

due is a holiday, it is not payable until the

day after. Salter v. Burt, 20 Wend. 205

;

Avery u. Stewart, 2 Conn. 69 ; Dela-

mater v. Miller, 1 Cowen, 75 ; Barratt v.

Allen, 10 Ohio, 426.— If, however, the

nominal day of payment in an instrument,

which is entitled to grace, happens to fall

on Sunday or on a holiday, the days of

grace are the same as in other cases, and
payment is not due until the third day

after. Wooley v. Clements, 1 1 Ala. 220.

(u) Wiggle V. Thomason, 11 Sm. &
M. 452 ; Walter v. Kirk, 14 111. 55.

(i)) See McKenzie v. Durant, 9 Rich. L.

61 ; Ammidown v. Woodman, 21 Me. 580.

(w) Hartley v. Case, 4 B. & C. 339;
Solarte v. Palmer, 7 Bing. 530; Boultou

V. Welsh, 3 Bing. N. C. 688, remarked
upon in Houlditch v, Cauty, 4 id. 411;

Grugeon v. Smith, 6 A. & E. 499;
Strange v. Price, 10 id. 125 ; Cooke ;.

French, id. 131 ; Turze «. Sharwood, 2

Q. B. 388; King v. Bickley, id. 419;
Eobson V. Curlewis, id. 421 ; Hedger v.

Steavenson, 2 M. & W. 799; Lewis v.

Gompertz, 6 id. 399 ; Bailey v. Porter, 14
id. 44 ; Messenger v. Southey, 1 Man. &
G. 76 ; Ai'mstrong v. Christiani, 5 C. B.
687 ; Everard v. Watson, 18 B. L. & E.
194; Barstow v. Hiriart, 6 La. An. 98;
Denegre o. Hiriart, id. 1 00 ; Cook v,

Litchfleia, 5 Sandf. 330; Beals u. Peck,
12 Barb. 245 ; Spann v. Baltzell, 1 Plor.

302 ; Reedy v. Suixas, 2 Johns. Cas. 337
;

United States Bank v. Carneal, 2 Pet.

543; Mills v. Bank of United States, U
Wheat. 431 ; Shed v. Brett, 1 Pick. 401

;

Gilbert v. Dennis, 3 Met. 495 ; Pinkhara
V. Macy, 9 id. 174; Dole v. Gold, 5

Barb. 490 ; De Wolf v. Murray, 2 Sandf.

166; Youngs v. Lee, 2 Kern. 551 ; Smith
V. Little, 10 N. H. 526 ; Cowles v. Harts,

3 Conn. 516; Wheaton v. Wilmarth, 13
Met. 423 ; Cayuga County Bank v. War-
den, 1 Comst. 413; Piatt •«. Drake, 1

Dongl. (Mich.), 296 ; Spies v. Newberry,
2 id. 425 ; Bank of Cape Fear v. Sewell,

2 Hawks, 560. See also, 1 Am. Lead.
Cas. 231-237 ; Boehme v. Carr, 3 Md.
202 ; Farmers Bank v. Bowie, 4 id. 290

;

Woodin V. Foster, 16 Barb. 146; Wynn
V. Alden, 4 Denio, 163 ; Townsend v.

Lorain Bank, 2 Ohio (n. s.), 345 ; Paul v.

Joel, 4 H. & N. 355. And if a party to a

note gives positive notice of dishonor,

which afterwards turns out to be true, it is

immaterial whether he had knowledge of

the fact at the time when he gave the

notice or not. Jennings v. Roberts, 29 E.
L. &E. lis.
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best authority, that this implication arises from the actual no

tice of dishonor, (x) Nor will a slight mistake in the name or

description of the note or party vitiate the notice, unless the

party receiving it is misled thereby
;

(t/) nor need the notice

state who owns or who protests the note, (z) Any party may
give notice, and it wiU enure to the benefit of every other par-

ty, (a) provided the party giving the notice be himself the

\iolder or an indorser already fixed by notice, (b) and gives the

notice to the party sought to be charged within one day after

the dishonor, or after receiving notice himself (c) The holder

may leave without notice whom he will, and hold by due no-

tice those whom he wUl ; and the indorser having due notice)

must himself notify prior parties to whom he would look, (d)

But if a holder prevents an indorser from having recourse to a

prior party, by discharging that prior party, he cannot look to

the indorser whom he notifies. And notice given to one party

does not hold another ; thus if a second indorser having notice,

and thereby being bound, neglects to give notice to the first in-

dorser, the latter would not be liable, (e) Nor does authority to

an agent to indorse a note imply authority to receive notice of

dishonor. (/) And if one partner makes a note which another

indorses, regular notice of the dishonor must be given to the

indorser. (g) K the paper be in fact dishonored, a notice may
be good, although the party giving it had no certain knowledge

of the fact, (h)

{x) Chard v. Fox, 14 Q. B. 200; Gra- Wend. 173; Wilson v. Swabey, 1 Stark,

ham V. Saiigston, 1 Md. 60 ; Mills v, 3i. So in case of non-acceptance, notice

Bank of United States, 11 Wheat. 431
;

to the drawer by the drawee will not avail,

Metcalfe v. Richardson, 20 E. L. & E. for the latter is not a party. Stanton v.

301. Blossom, 14 Mass. 116.

(y) Mellersh v. Eippen, U E. L. & E. (?)) Lysaft w. Bryant, 9 C. B. 46.

499 ; Smith v. Whiting, 12 Mass. 6; To- (c) Brown r. Ferguson, 4 Leigh, 37;
bey t). Lenning, 14 Penn. St. 483 ; Cayuga Simpson i;. Turney, .5 Humph. 419. See
County Bank v. Warden, 2 Seld. 19; also. Turner i'. Leech, 4 B. & Aid. 451;
Snow V. l^erkins, 2 Mich. 239 ; Housa- Eowe v. Tipper, 20 E. L. &E. 220, n.

tonic Bank v. Laflin, .5 Cush. 546 ; Den- (rf) Valk v. Bank of State, 1 McMuU.
nistoun ;;. Stewart, 17 How. 606. Eq. 414; Carter v. Bradley, 19 Me. 62;

(z) Bradley v. Davis, 26 Me. 45. Lawson v. Farmers Bank, 1 Ohio St.

(a) Chapman w. Kccne, 3 A. &E. 193; 206.
overruling Tindal t). Brown, 1 T. R. 167, (e) Morgan v. Woodworth, 3 Johns.
2 id. 186, n., and Ex parte Barclay, 7 Ves. Cas. 90.

597
;_
Beal's Adm'r v. Alexander, 6 Tex. (/) Valk v. Gaillard, 4 Strob. L. 99.

531.' But the notice must be given by a (g) Foland v. Boyd, 23 Penn. St. 476.
party to the bill. If given by a stranger (h) Jennings v. Roberts, 4 E. & B.
it will not suffice. Jameson v. Swinton, 615.

2 Cams. 373 ; Chanoine u. Fowler, 3
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After the holder of a dishonored bill or note has given due
notice to indorsers, he may indulge the acceptor or maker with

forbearance or delay, without losing his claim on the indorsers,

provided he retains the power of enforcing payment at any

moment, (i) But if he makes a bargain for delay, promising

it on a consideration which makes the promise binding, or un-

der his seal, this destroys his claim against the indorser. (j)
The reason is, that he ought not to claim payment of the in-

dorsers, unless, on payment, he could transfer to them the bUl

or note, with a full right to enforce payment at once from the

acceptor or maker. But he could give them no such right if

he had, for good consideration, given to the acceptor or maker

his promise that they should not be sued.

It has been a subject of some discussion whether the above

Pile applies in cases of assignments in insolvency. Bankrupt

and insolvent laws usually provide that the discharge of the

bankrupt or insolvent shall not discharge his indorsers or sure-

ties ; and it is sometimes attempted to effect the same result

in voluntary assignments in insolvency. The indentures con-

tain a provision that the creditors who become parties to them

shall discharge the insolvent; but they also contain a further

provision that the indorsers or sureties shall not be discharged.

And the question has been whether the indorsers or sureties are

discharged notwithstanding this provision. But we think the

reason of the rule which discharges them, does not hold in this

case. For where the debtor himself stipulates that his dis-

charge shall not prevent his creditors from having recourse to

his indorsers or sureties, it must be understood that he binds

himself not to oppose such discharge to a suit against himself

by the indorsers or sureties, if they are held liable to his credit-

(t) Pole V. Ford, 2 Chitt. 125; Phil- (j) Clark v. Henty, 3 Y. & Col. 187;

pot V. Bryant, 4 Bing. 717; Badnall v. Greely i;. Dow, 2 Met. 1 76 ; Wharton i-.

Samuel, 3 Price, 521 ; Walwyn v. St. Williamson, 13 Penn. St. 273. See also,

Quintin, 1 B. & P. 652 ; McLemore v. Moss v. Hall, 5 Exch. 46. Unlike, how-

Powell, 12 Wheat. 554; Bank u. Myers, ever, the case of a surety, a party liable

1 Bailey, 412; Planters Bank v. Sell- on a bill as indorser will not be discharged,

man, 2 G. & J. 230 ; Gahn v. Niemce- though the party for whom he is bound
wicz, 11 Wend. 312 ; Prazier v. Dick, 5 take security of tlie acceptor and then re-

Rob. (La.), 249; Walker v. Bank of lease it without his consent. Hurd v.

Mont. Co. 12 S. & R. 382; Freeman's Little, 12 Mass. 503; Pitts v. Congdon.

Bank v. Rollins, 13 Me. 202. 2 Comst. 352.
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ors by reason of a provision which he himself expressly makea.

The reason, therefore, fails, which generally makes his dis-

charge their discharge. And, it may be added, that it is for

their benefit that this provision should be carried into effect.

For if his discharge necessarily operated their discharge, cred-

itors would naturally prefer a claim against them to the divi-

dend of an insolvent, and would therefore take nothing from

him, but all from them. Whereas, if this clause permits them to

get what they can from the insolvent, and look to the indorsers

or sureties only for the balance, they would always do so, and the

sureties would have the benefit of whatever was paid by way
of dividend. (A;)

SECTION XI.

OP PROTEST.

If a foreign bill be not accepted, or nor paid at maturity,

it must be protested at once ; and this should be done by a

notary-public, to whose official acts under his seal, full faith

is given in all countries. (I) Inland bills are generally, and

promissory notes very often protested in like manner, but this

is not required by the law-merchant, (m) It seems to be held,

on the weight of authority, that our States are so far foreign to

each other, that a biU drawn in one of them, upon a drawee

resident in another, requires protest, (n) The notary's certifi-

{k) Parke, B., Kearsley v. Cole, 16 M. v. Bates, 3 Hill (N. Y.), 52 ; Cole v. Jes-

& W. 135 ; Ex parte Gifford, 6 Ves. 805
; sup, 9 Barb. 393.

Boultbee v. Stubbs, 18 Ves. 20 ; Ex parte (m) Windle v. Andrews, 2 B. & Aid.
Glendinning, Buck, Cases in Bankruptcy, 696; Bonar v. Mitchell, 5 Exch. 415;
517 ; Nicholson v. Revill, 4 A. &E. 675; Young v. Bryan, 6 Wheat. 146; Burke
Lewis V. Jones, 4 B. & C. 506, n.

;

i;. McCay, 2 How. 66.

Nichols V. Norris, 3 B. & Ad. 41 ; Clagett (n) Whether a bill drawn in one of the

V. Salmon, 5 G. & J. 314 ; Owen v. tJnitod States upon persons resident in

Homan, 3 E. L. & B. 112 ; Price v. Bar- another is a foreign bill so as to require a

ker, 30 E. L. & E. 157 ; Sohier v. Loring, protest in case of non-acceptance or non-
6 Cush. 537. See ante, p. 29. payment, is a question concerning which

{1} Gale v. Walsh, 5 T. R. 239; Bry- there has been a difference of judicial opin-
den V. Taylor, 2 Har. & J. 396 ; Townsley ion. It has been held in New York and
V. Sumrall, 2 Pet. 170. And the duty Connecticut that such bills are not foreign,

of the notary cannot be performed by an Miller v. Hackley, 5 Johns. 375 ; Bay v.

agent or clerk. Onondaga County Bank Church, 15 Conn. 15. But the case in
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cate of protest would not be evidence of dishonor, where the

protest was not required by law, (o) even if the notes were

payable in a foreign country, (p) If the bill be protested for

non-acceptance by the drawee, any third person may intervene,

and accept or pay the bill, for the honor of the drawer or of

any indorser ; and such acceptance supra protest has the same
effect as if the bill had been drawn on him. He is liable in

the same way, and he has his remedy against the person for

whom he accepts, and aU prior parties with notice ; and if he

pays the bill for an indorser he stands in the position of

an indorsee for value, (q) And this is true although the accept-

ance is at the request and for the honor of the drawee after his

refusal, (r) The holder is not bound to receive an acceptance

supra protest, (s) but must receive payment if tendered to him

supra protest. But after a general acceptance by the drawee

there can be no acceptance supra protest, and a third party can

only add his credit to the bill by a collateral guaranty, (t) If the

bin designates a third party to whom recourse is to be had on

non-acceptance, it is said that this direction must be obeyed, (w)

The notarial protest is generally admissible but not conclu-

sive evidence of the facts therein stated, which properly belong

to the act of protest, (v)

New York has been since overruled in tlie 1 Ld. Rayiu. 574 ; Mertens v. Winnington,

same jurisdiction ; and in the other States 1 Esp. 112 ; Goodhall v. Polhill, 1 C. B.

where the question has arisen, and in the 233 ; Geralopulo v. Wieler, 3 E. L. & E.

Supreme Court of the United States, a 515; Wood i;. Pugh, 7 Oliio, Part 2, 156;

contrary opinion has been held. Duncan Baring v. Clark, 19 Pick. 220. The payer

V. Course, 1 S. Car. Const. 100; Cape sup-a pro(es( for the lionor of the indorser

Fear Bank v. Stinemetz, 1 Hill (S. Car. ), cannot hold such indorser liable if he have

44 ; Lonsdale v. Brown, i Wash. C. C. ah-eady been discliarged by reason of want

148 ; PhcEnix Bank v. Hussey, 1 2 Pick, of notice of the non-acceptance. When a

483 ; Broivn v. Ferguson, 4 Leigh, 37 ; party has once been exonerated, his liabil-

Halliday v. McDougall, 20 Wend. 81

;

ity cannot be revived without his assent.

Carter v. Burley, 9 N. H. 558 ; Buckner Higgins v. Morrison, 4 Dana, 100.

V. Finley, 2 Pet. 586 ; Schneider v. Coch- (r) Konig v. Bayard, 1 Pet. 250.

rane, 9 La. An. 235. this is in accord- Is) Mitford v. Walcot, 12 Mod. 410.

ance with the doctrine of Mahoney v. {t) J.ackson v. Hudson, 2 Camp. 447.

Aahlin, 2 B. & Ad. 478, where a bill (m) Story on Bills of Exch. ^ 65,

drawn in Ireland upon a person resident 219.

in England was held to be a foreign bill. (v) So by statute in New Hampshire,

(o) Union Bank v. Hyde, 6 Wheat. Kentucky, Pennsylvania, Ohio, Alabama,

574 ; Taylor v. Bank of Illinois, 7 Monr. and California. See also, Gordon v,

580 ; Bank of U. S. v. Leathers, 10 B. Price, 10 Ired. L. 385 ; Graham v. Sang-

Mon. 64 ; Carter v. Burley, 9 N. H. 558. ston, 1 Md. 59 ; Sumner v. Bowen, 2

(p) Kirtland v. Wanzer, 2 Duer, 278. ' Wis. 524 ; Austin v. Wilson, 24 Vt.

(?) HoU, C. J., in Mutford v. Walcot, 630.
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Banks which receive bills and notes for collection, generally

perhaps always, employ agents to collect, and notaries to de-

mand and protest. And it has been held that such a bank is

liable only for due discretion in choosing its agent, and not for

the agent's negligence, {w) And if any act is to be done at a

distance from the bank, the assent of the holder of the note to the

employment of a sub-agent will be presumed, (x) But where a

bank assumes to act directly by its own agents, it would now

seem that the general principles of agency apply, and make the

bank responsible for the acts of its agents.

SECTION XII.

ON DAMAGES FOR NON-PAYMENT OF BILLS.

K a biU of exchange be not paid at maturity, the holder may

at once redraw on the drawer or indorser, not only for the face

of the bill, but for so much more as shall indemnify him ; and

therefore for so much as shall cover the necessary costs of pro-

test, notice, commissions, and whatever further loss he sustains

by the current rate of exchange on the place where the drawer

or indorser resided, (y) This is the rule of the law merchant;

but in this country, instead of reexchange, or damages to be

ascertained by a reference to the above items of loss, established

rates of damage are fixed by statute or by usage, (z) These

rates are larger in proportion to the distance of the place where

the drawee resides, from the place where the bill is drawn.

(m;) Aprlcultural Bank v. Commercial ment, maintain an action against tlio

Bank, 7 Sm. & W. 592. drawer or indorser, and recover all the

(x) Dorchester Bank v. N. E. Bank, 1 customary damafj;es. Weldon v. Buck, 4

Cush. 177; Baldwins. Bank of Louisiana, Johns. 144; Whitehead v. Walker,'.) M.
1 La. An. 13 ; Citizens Bank v. Howell, 8 & W. 506. But the acce/dor is not liable

Md. 530. for reexchange. Woolsey v. Crawford, 2

(j) Mellish w. Simeon, 2 H. Bl. 378; Camp. 445; Napier u. Schneider, 12 East,

DeTastetK. Baring, 11 East, 265; Graves 420; Sibely w. Tut, 1 McMulI. Eq. 320.

V. Dash, 12 Johns. 17 (overruling Hen- Suse v. Pompe, 98 Eng. C. L. 538. See
dricks v. Franklin, 4 Johns. 119); Denston on this topic, Pars. Notes & Bills, 652, 661

.

« Henderson, 13 id. 322. The holder (i) Hendricks v. Franklin, 4 Johns,
maj also, upon protest for non-acceptance, 119, Per Spencer, J.; Parsons, C. J., in

without waiting for protest upon non-pay- Grimshaw v. Bender, 6 Mass. 157.
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For the amount, or percentage of damage, at different distances,

we can only refer to the laws of the several States. They dif-

fer considerably ; and it may be regretted that more uniformity

does not prevail among the several States in relation to this

matter. It seems to be settled by the weight of authority, that,

in determining the amount of reexchange, the actual or mercan-

tile par or valuation of money should be regarded, and not the

mere legal or nominal rate, which, as between this country and
England, differs very widely from the true value, (a)

SECTION XIII.

BILLS OF LADING.

These documents are also by the law-merchant now treated

as negotiable instruments to a certain extent. The master by

signing such bill promises to deliver the goods to A " or his

assigns." If A indorses the bill to any person, or in blank,

delivering it to any person, that constitutes such person his

assignee, and vests in him a property in the goods, and he may
claim the goods of the captain or owners in the place of the per-

son putting them on board, and with the same rights. (6) But

a biU of lading is rather quasi negotiable than actually so, the

effect of the indorsement being only to transfer the property in

the goods and not the right upon the contract itself, and the

indorsee cannot maintain an action on the biU itself in his own
name, nor an action on the case for the non-delivery of the

goods, (c) And a mere memorandum of shipment would not

(a) Scott V. Bevan, 2 B. & Ad. 78; in which the word " assigns " did not ap-

Smith V. Shaw, 2 Wash. C. C. 167 ; Grant pear, was nevertheless " an indorsable in-

V. Healey, 3 Sumner, 523. strument," and assignable by such indorse

(b) Lickbarrow v. Mason, 2 T. E. 63
;

ment.

Newaotn v. Thornton, 6 East, 41 ; Berkley (c) Thompson v. Dominey, 14 M. &
V. Watling, 7 A. & E. 39, 2 Nev. & P. "W. 403 ; Howard v. Shepherd, 9 C. B.

178; Saltus v. Everett, 20 Wend. 268; 297; Dows v. Cobb, 12 Barb. 310; Line-

Chandler V. Belden, 18 Johns. 157; Ey- ker v. Ayeshford, 1 Cal. 75. See also,

berg V. Snell, 2 Wash. C. C. 294. In Eowley y. Bigelow, 12 Pick. 314; Stan-

Renteria v. Ending, 1 Mo. & M. 511, ton v. Eager, 16 Pick. 474; Tindal v.

Lord Tenterden said that a bill of lading, Taylor, 4 E. & B. 219.

VOL. I. 19
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have the force nor the negotiability of a bill of lading, (d) nor

will the property in goods, for which a bill of lading has been

given, pass by a mere delivery of the bill without indorse-

ment, (e) or by indorsement without delivery. (/)

SECTION XIV.

OF PROPERTY PASSING WITH POSSESSION.

By the common law, one who has no title to a chattel can

give no title, except by a sale in market overt, which is not

known in this country. An exception exists in the case of

negotiable notes made payable to bearer, or payable to order

and indorsed in blank, so as to be transferable by delivery, {g)

We consider that this exception extends to all negotiable in-

struments which are transferable by mere delivery by any party

holding them ; and that by delivery thereof, a good title passes

" to any person honestly acquiring them ;
" (h) because the prop-

erty passes with the possession. Only— as has been said—
when suspicion is cast upon his ownership, as by showing that

the paper got into circulation by force or fraud, need he account

for it, even by showing that he had paid a good consideration

for it. (i) It becomes, then, important to determine what are

negotiable instruments. If, for example, the bond of a railroad

{d) See Jenkyna v. Usbome, 13 Law J. traced and ascertained, the party has a

(n. s.) C. P. 196 ; Brant !). Bowlby, 2 B. right to recover." See also, James ti. Chal-

& Ad. 932. mers, 2 Seld. 209 ; Seelev v. Engell, 17

(e) Stone o. Swift, 4 Pick. 389. But Barb. 530; Lemon ;;. Temple, 7 Ind. 556;

see Walter v. Ross, 2 Wash. C. C. 283. Shelton v. Sherfey, 3 Greene (Iowa), 108

;

(/) Buflington v. Curtis, 15 Mass. 528
;

Wilson v. Lazier, 1 1 Graft. 477. But he

Allen V. Williams, 12 Pick. 297. must be a lawful holder, and is not if he

(g) Miller r. Race, 1 Burr. 452. took it usuriously from an agent. Hecan-
(A) So said by Abbott, C. J., in Gorgier not retain it against an insolvent princi-

V. Mieville, 3 B. & C. 45. In Clark v. pal. Keutgen v. Parks, 2 Sandf. 60.

Shee, Cowper, 197, Lord ilansJiM puts {i) Berry v. Alderman, 24 E. L. & B.
notes and money on precisely the same 318, 8. c. 14 C. B. 95 ; Fitch v. Jones, 32

tooting. "When," says he, "money or E. L. & E. 1.34, s. c. 5 E. &B. 238; Mc-
notes are paid bona fide, and upon a valu- Kcsson w. Stanberry, 3 Ohio (n. s.), 156;
able consideration, they never shall be Catlin v. Hansen, 1 Duer, 309 ;

McCaskill
brought buck by the true owner ; but v. Ballard, 8 Rich. L. 470 ; Perrin v.

where they come mala fide into a person's Noyes, 39 Me. 384 ; Bissell v. Morgan,
hands, they are ia the nature of specific 11 Cash. 198. See p. 241, ante.

property ; and if their identity can be
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company, payable to bearer, is a negotiable instrument, then a

purchaser in good faith holds it not only free from the equitable

defences which the company might have made against the first

holder, but also against the claims of an owner who may have

lost it, or from whom it was stolen. We regard both the Eng-
lish and American authorities as making all instruments nego-

tiable which are payable to bearer, and also those which are

by custom transferable by delivery, within which definition we
suppose that the common bonds of railroad companies would
fall. Of the coupons attached, which have no seal, this would
seem to be probable. But usage must have great influence in

determining this question. Our note wiU show the state of the

authorities on this subject, {j)

If the owner of a note or biU not negotiable, or if negotiable,

ij) See Gorgier v. Mieville, 3 B. & C.

45, and compare it with Glyn v. Baker,
13 East, 509. See also, Wookey v. Pole,

4 B. & Aid. 1 ; Grant ;;. Vaughan, 3

Burr. 1516, where a draft by a mci-ehaiit

on his banker was held negotiable. Tliis

case distinctly confirms the case of Miller

V. Race. In Jackson v. Y. & C. R. R.
Co. 48 Me. 147, it was held that unless

there was some statutory provision to that

effect an action could not be maintained
upon interest coupons, not containing

negotiable words, by an assignee. Good-
enow, J., delivered a dissenting opinion,

citing and supporting the text above.

Since that time the same question has been
passed upon by the Supreme Courts of

the United States and of Pennsylvania,

both of which fully sustain the negotiabil-

ity of such instruments. Knox Co. Com.
V. Aspinwall, 21 How. 539 ; Beaver Co.

V. Armstrong, Supreme Court of Penn-
sylvania, Peb. Term, 1863. See also. Red-
field on Railways, 595, § 239, and 2 Am.
Law Reg. (n. s.), 748. See Lickbarrow v.

Dason, 5 T. R. 683, respecting bills of

lading, before cited. Zwinger v. Samuda,
7 Taunt. 265 ; Lucas v. Dorrien, 7

Taunt. 278 ; Lang v. Smith, 7 Bing. 284
;

in which case it was held that certain bor-

dereaux and coupons, entitling the bearer

to certain portions of the public debt of

Naples, were not negotiable, the jury find-

ing that they did not usually pass from
hand to hand like money. Taylor v.

Kymer, 3 B. & Ad. 321, and Taylor w.

Trueman, 1 Mo. & M. 453, were decided

on the construction of Stat. 6 Geo. IV. c

94. But an instrument for the payment of
money under seal is not negotiable, al-

though it appear to be so upon its face
;

at least where any writing is necessary in

order to transfer it. Clark v. Farmers
Man. Co. 15 Wend. 256 ; Parke, Baron,
in Hibblewhite v. McMorine, 6 M. & W.
200. In Fisher v. The Morris Canal and
Banking Company, decided in the Su-
preme Court of New Jersey in 1855, it

was held that railroad bonds are negotia-

ble, and this case was fully concurred in

by the Court of Appeals. Dolafield v.

Illinois, 2 Hill (N. Y.), 159, is generally

regarded as having settled the same point

in New York, in reference to State bonds.

But the Court of Appeals in the Schuyler
case, held that certificates of stock in a
coi'poration are not negotiable ; or at

least, that he who takes an assignment of
a certificate, without any transfer in the

corporation's books, acquires only the

title of assignor. Mechanics Bank v. New
York and New Haven Railroad Co. 3
Kern. 599. So in Ide v. Conn. & Pass.

Riv. R. R. Co. 32 Vt. 297, it was held

that a railway bond payable to bearer is a
negotiable instrument and may be de-

clared upon and described in an action of
assumpsit as a " bond." The result

would seem to be that all corporation

bonds and government stocks which pass

by delivery or indorsement with delivery

are negotiable, but that certificates of

stock in a corporation are not. See
Hodges V. Shuler, 22 N. Y. (8 Smith),

114.
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specially indorsed to him, lose it, he may, on sufficient proof of

its tenor and of his loss, sustain an action at law, because no

finder can give good title to any holder by a bonafide sale of

such paper to him. [k) But if the paper be negotiable and

indorsed in blank, or if it be payable to bearer, then the pro-

misor or indorser may be held liable to an innocent holder for

consideration. It follows, therefore, that the promisor or in-

dorser should not be liable to the loser without sufficient in-

demnity to him against the possible demand of such innocent

purchaser. {I) But courts of law find it difficult to require such

indemnity, or to judge of its sufficiency ; and therefore, gen-

erally at least, they turn the loser over to courts of equity, in

which the defendant may be properly secured by adequate

indemnity ; and then the action wall be maintained, (m) Hence

if a note or bUl, transferable by delivery, be lost to the owner at

the time of its maturity, this loss is, in general, a defence against

a suit at law. [n) But in some of our States, statutes permit

recovery (o) if the plaintiff gives indemnity, and in others, the

court so direct, [p) But, if it is physically destroyed, it may be

recovered at law,— where, if only lost, courts would have de-

nied rehef. [q)

(h) Wain v. Bailey, 10 A. & E. 616. Bank, 2 Nott & McC. 464 ; Hinsdale i;.

(l) Pierson o. Hutchinson, 2 Camp. Bank of Oranye, 6 Wend. 378.
211 ; Hansard v. Robinson, 7 B. & C. (m) Pierson v. Hutchinson, 2 Camp.
90; Clay v. Crowe, 18 E. L. & E. .514; 211 ; Lord Eldon, in Ex parte Greenway,
Davis 0. Dodd, 4 Taunt. 602; Poole v. 6 Ves. 812.
Smith, 1 Holt, 144; Kowley v. Ball, 3 (n) Aranguren ti. Scholfield, 38 E. L.

Cowen, 303 ; Kirhy v. Sisson, 2 Wend. & E. 424 ; Morgan v Reintzel, 7 Crancb,

550; Devlin v. Clark, 31 Mo. 22. But 273.

evidence is admissihle to show that the (o) New York, Alabama, Mississippi,

note has been actimlly destroyed, or that it {p) Meeker v. Jackson, 3 Ycates, 442
;

cannot come to the hands of ahonafide Anderson v. Robson, 2 Bay, 495; Falcs
holder. Rolt v. Watson, 4 Bing. 273; -. Russell, 16 Pick. 315; Bullet v. Bank
Rowley w. Ball, swpra. The case where a of Penn. 2 Wash. C. C. 172; Swift t).

bank-bill is cut in halves and one of them Stevens, 8 Conn. 431 ; Thayer v. ICng,
is lost, and payment sought for the other, 15 Ohio, 242.
would seem to stand upon the same (q) Aborn v. Bosworth, 1 R. I. 401

;

grounds as that of a lost negotiable instru- Swift v. Stevens, 8 Conn. 431 ; Rogers v.

ment. Mayor v. Johnson, 3 Camp. 324. Miller, 4 Scam. 334 ; McNair v. Gilbert,

Bnt see Bullet v. Bank of Pennsylvania, 3 Wend. 344 ; Pintard v. Tackington, 10

2 Wash. C. C. 172 ; Patton v. State Johns. 104.
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CHAPTE-R XVIL

INFANTS.

In general, all persons may enter into contracts ; and when a

contract is made the law presumes the competency of the par-

ties. If, therefore, a party rests his action or his defence upon
the incompetency or incapacity of himself or of the other party,

this must be proved, (a) This incompetency may be absolute

and entire, or limited and partial ; in some cases a contract is

void as to both parties, and in others only as to one ; in some
cases void, and in others voidable. We shall consider these

questions as we proceed.

As the essence of a contract is an assent or agreement of the

minds of both parties, where such assent is impossible, from the

want, immaturity, or incapacity of mind, there can be nb per-

fect contract. On this ground rests, originally, the disability

of infants. We wiU first consider this class of disabled per-

sons.

SECTION I.

INCAPACITY OF INFANTS TO CONTRACT.

All persons are denominated infants, by the common law,

until the age of twenty-one. But in some parts of this country

la) Jeune v. Ward, 2 Stark. 326; time (before the suit was commenced),

Leader v. Barry, 1 Esp. 353 ; Henderson and the defendant must prove that he was

V. Clark, 27 Miss. 436. Not only is a still a minor at the time of such ratifica-

defendan't, who sets up his infancy as a tion. Bay d. Gunn, 1 Denio, 108; Borth-

defence to his contract, bound in the first wick v. Carruthers, 1 T. E. 648 ;
Hartley

instance to prove his non-age afiSrmative- v. Wharton, 11 A. & E. 934.— If the

\j, but if to such a plea the plaintiff reply infant leave the point in doubt, the de-

a new promise, after the defendant became fence is not sustained. Hamson v. Clif-

ofiqe he may show a new promise at any ton, 17 Law Jour. Ex. 283.
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females reach majority, at least for some purposes, at eighteen,

as in Vermont, (b) in Maryland, (c) in Ohio, (d) in Maine, (e)

in Missouri, (/) in Texas, (g) and, perhaps, in some others of

our States. A person is of full age at the beginning of the last

day of his twenty-first year, or the day before his twenty-first

birthday. This rule is founded upon an ancient authority, and

upon the principle that the law recognizes no parts of a day,

and therefore when the last day of the last year begins, it is

considered as ending, (h) A similar rule as to infancy prevailed

in the Roman civil law. (i) An infant, using the word in its

common meaning, that of a child who has not left its mother's

arms, cannot make a contract in fact ; but most children who

are a few years old are capable of making a contract. And

when the law says that they are not capable until the age of

twenty-one, it is for their sake, and by way of protection to

them. If we keep this principle distinctly in mind, it will guide

us through the intricacies of the law in relation to this subject.

Thus as a general rule, the contract of an infant is said to

be not void, but voidable. That is, he may, either during his

minority, or within a reasonable time after he becomes of

age, (j) avoid the contract if he will ; or when he reaches the

age of twenty-one, if he sees it to be for his benefit, and chooses

so to do, he may confirm and enforce the contract. It has been

said that whatever contract the court can see and declare to

be to his prejudice, that will be pronounced void ; and what-

ever contracts are not clearly to his prejudice, but may be use-

It) Sparhawk v. Buell, 9 Vt. 42, 79. Stevenson, 4 Dana, 597, and in State v.

(c) Davis V. Jacquin, 5 Har. & J. 100. Clarice, 3 Harring. (Del.), 557.

{d) Ohio Statutes, ch. 59. (/) Savigny, Dr. Rom. 18'2, 383,384.

(c) Maine, Acts of 1852, cli. 291. (_;) It was settled by tlie case of Zoacli

(/) Laws of Missouri, 1849, p. 67. v. Parsons, 3 Bun-. 1794, that an infant

( g) Hartley's Dig. of Texas Laws, art. cannot avoid his conveyances of land until

2420. he becomes of age. In Roof v. Stafford,

(A) There seems to have been but one 7 Cowen, 179, it was held that the same

case, on this question, in England, report- rule applied to a sale of chattels ; but in

ed, under the name of Herbert v. Turball, the same case, on error, 9 Cowen, 626, the

in 1 Keb. 589, and in Sid. 162, and with- distinction was maintained, that while he

out names in 1 Salic. 44, and referred to as could not avoid a conveyance of lands un-

good law in 2 Salk. 625, in Ld. Raym. til he was of age, he might a sale of chat-

480, and in Com. Dig. Enfant, A ; and tels.
. So also, in Bool r. Jlix, 17 Wend,

the rule is repeated in all the text-l)ooks. 119, and in Shipman v. Horton, 17 Conn.

The reason is analogous to that which 481. See also, JMatthewson u. Johnson, 1

made the old law writers speak of a year Hoff. Ch. 560 ; Carr v. Clough, 6 Foster

and a day, when they mean a whole j'car. (N. H.), 280.

The same rule is asserted in Hamlin u.
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ful, these will be held voidable. And in reliance on this principle

as a safe and sufficient rule, an infant's warrant of attorney

authorizing a conveyance of his land, (k) a confession of a

judgment against him, (l) and his cognovit for the same par-

pose, although the action was wholly for necessaries, (m) or his

appointment of an agent of any kind, (n) his bond with a pen-

alty, or for the payment of interest, (o) a release by a female

infant to her guardian, (p) an infant's contract of suretyship, (q)

his release of his legacy or distributive share in an estate, (r)

and a mortgage by an infant wife of her reversionary interest,

for the purpose of securing the debts of a partnership in which

her husband was a partner, (s) have each been declared to be

.absolutely void, (t)

The better opinion, however, as may be gathered from the

later cases, cited in our notes, seems to be that an infant's

contracts are, none of them, or nearly none, absolutely void,

that is, so far void that he cannot ratify them after he arrives

at the age of legal majority. Such, at least, is the strong ten-

dency of modern decisions, (u)

(k) Lawrence v. McArter, 10 Ohio, 37
;

Pyle V. Cravens, 4 Lift. 17.

{I) Saunderson v. Marr, 1 H. Bl. 75

;

Bennett v. Davis, 6 Cowen, 393 ; Waples
V. Hastings, 3 Hamng. (Del.), 403 ; Knox
V. Flack, 22 Penn. St. 337.

(m) Oliver v. Woodxoffe, 4 M. & W.
650.

(n) Doe d. Thomas v. Roherts, 16 M.
& W. 778.

(o) Baylis y..Diuely, 3 M. & Sel. 477

;

Hunter v. Agnew, I Fox & S. 15 ; Col-

cock V. Ferguson, 3 Desaus. 482.

(p) Fridge v. The State, 3 G. & J.

104.

(q) Wheaton v. East, 5 Yerg. 41, 61;

Allen V. Minor, 2 Call, 70. But see con-

tra, Hinely v. Margarita, 3 Barr, 428.

(r) Langford v. Frey, 8 Humph. 443.

(s) Cronise v. Clark, 4 Md. Ch. 403.

See also, McCarty v. Murray, 3 Gray,

578.

{t) In Connecticut some contracts of

an infant are made void by statute. Rog-
ers V. Hurd, 4 Day, 57 ; j&aples v. Wight-

"man, 4 Conn. 376.

(m) The rule that an infant's contracts

are void or voidable according as they

may be pronounced to be prejudicial or

useful, has been laid down, and recog-

nized by many courts and judges. See
Keane ;;. Boycott, 2 H. Bl. 515; Bay-
lis V. Dineley, 3 M. & Sel. 477, 481 ; Latt
V. Booth, 3 Car. & K. 292; Vent v.

Osgood, 19 Pick. 572; Lawson v. Love-
joy, 8 Greenl. 405 ; Rogers v. Hurd, 4
Day, 57 ; McGan v. Marshall, 7 Humph.
121 ; Fridge v. The State, 3 G. & J. 104;
Ridgely u. Crandall, 4 Md. 435 ; Wheaton
V. East, 5 Yerg. 41 ; McMinn v. Rich-
monds, 6 id. 9 ; Kline v. Beebe, 6 Conn.
494 ; United States v. Bainbridge, 1

Mason, 71, 82, and many other cases.

But it may be questioned whether it is

a sufficiently clear, certain, and practical

rule. The more recent authorities incline

to hold all (or all with a single exception)

an infant's contracts to be voidable merely,

not void, and that it is the privilege and
right of the infant only (not that of the

court) to declare his contracts void. And
the rule itself as alluded to in the text,

and sustained by the older authorities,

ha.9 been declared unsatisfactory, liable to

many exceptions, and difficult of safe ap-

plication. See Fonda v. Van Home, 15

Wend. 631, 635 ; Breckenbridge's Heirs

y. Ormsby, 1 J. J. Marsh. 236, 241 ;
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But the contract of an infant for necessaries is neither void

nor voidable. It is permitted for his own sake that he may

make a valid contract for these things, as otherwise, whatever

his need, he might not be able to obtain food, shelter, or rai-

ment. And the principles which govern this rule show plainly

.that it is intended only for his benefit, and is regarded and

treated as an exception to a general rule.

The word necessaries, in relation to an infant, is not used in

a strict sense ; but the social position of the infant, his means,

and those of his parents, are taken into consideration. Neces-

saries for him mean such things as he ought properly to have,

and not merely that which is indispensable to his life or his

bodily comfort. It is difficult to lay down any positive rule

which shall determine what are and what are not necessaries.

Indeed there is no such rule. It may be said, however, that

whether articles of a certain kind, or certain subjects of expendi-

ture, are or are not such necessaries as an infant may con-

tract for, is a matter of law, and for instruction by the court;

but the question whether any particular things come under these

classes, and the question also as to quantity, are, generally, mat-

ters of fact for the jury to determine, [v) The cases cited in

the notes wiU show the views taken of this question by various

courts in England and in this country.

It seems to be certain that food, clothing, lodging, and need-

ful medicine, are such necessaries ; and the infant may contract

for them on credit, although he has ready funds in his posses-

ion, [w) So, proper instruction, {x) Necessaries for an infant's

Scott V. Buchanan, 2 Humph. 468 ; Cole ing 6 M. & W. 42 ; Burghart o. Angei-
i;. Pcnnoyer, 14 111. 158; Cunimings v. stein, 6 C. & P. 690 ; Tupper v. CadwoU,
Powell, 8 Tex. 80. And see a just criti- 12 Met. 559 ; Davis v. Caldwell, 12

cism by Mi-. Justice BM upon tlie vague Cush. 512. This is to bo understood
and indefinite use of the words "void" with some limitation, however, for the

and " voidable," in State v. Richmond, 6 qnantitij of goods supplied may be exces-
Foster (N. H.), 232 ; Partes, B,, in Wil- sive, in which case, if the jury give the
liams V. Moore, 11 M. & W. 256 ; 1 Am. plaintiff his whole hill, their verdict may-
Lead. Cas. 103, 104. And see note (i), bo .'^ot aside. Johnson v. Lines, 6 W. &
P- -529. S. 80. So if they find a verdict for the

(v) Bent V. Manning, 10 Vt. 225, plaintiff, contrary to the 0|jinion of the
230 ; Heeler v. Young, 1 Bibb, 519, 521

;

court, a new trial will be granted. Harri-
Grace v. Hale, 2 Humph. 27, 29 ; Stan- son v. Fane, 1 Man. & G. 550.
ton «. Wilson, 3 Day, 37; Phelps o. {w) Burghart i;. Hall, 4 M. & W. 727.
Worcester, U N. H. 51; Harrison v. (x) And for some, the term proper in-

Fane, 1 Man. & G. 5d0 ; Peters v. Flem- struction might include a knowledge of
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wife may be validly contracted for by him ; but not, it is said,

if they are necessaries provided in view of marriage, though
his wife afterwards use them, {y) And it seems that, as an
incident to a marriage, which an infant may contract, he is lia-

ble during coverture for the antenuptial debts of his wife, which
she was legally liable to pay, at her marriage. (2) He is also

liable to the same extent as an adult would be for necessaries

supplied to his lawful children, (a) In some cases, such things

as horses, regimentals, watches, or even jewelry, are regarded

as necessaries, {b) An infant cannot borrow money, so as to

the languages, while for others a mere
knowledge of reading and writing may be
sufficient. Alderson, B., in Peters v. Flem-
ing, 6 M. c& W. 48. But a regular col-

legiate education for one in the ordinaiy
station and circumstances in life, has been
held in this country not within the term
"necessaries." Middlebury College v.

Chandler, 16 Vt. 683. But a good
" common school " education would be,

for every one ; such an education is essen-

tial to the intelligent discharge of civil,

political, and religious duties. Royce, 1.,

in Middlebury College v. Chandler, 16
Vt. 686. Instruction in reading and
writing was held necessary, in Manby v.

Scott, I Sid. 112; and the reason given
was, that it was for the benefit of the
realm that learning should be advanced.
In Raymond v. Loyl, 10 Barb. 489,

Hand, J., says ;
" It was said on the

argument that ' schooling ' is not a neces-

sary. And Mr. Chitty says, it seems a
parent is not legally bound to educate
his child. Chit, on Cont. 140. A parent

is almost the sole judge of what is neces-

sary. But if a parent is liable to a third

person, I hope it will never be decided

that sending to a common school, at a
suitable seasoUj and to a reasonable extent,

is not necessary in this country."

{!/) Turner v. Trisby, 1 Stra. 168.

See Rainsford v. Fenwick, Carter, 215;
Abell V. Warren, 4 Vt. 149, 152 ; Beeler

V. Young, 1 Bibb, 519, 520. And see

Sams V. Stockton, 14 B. Mon. 232. And
an infant widow is personally bound by
her contract for the funeral expenses of

her deceased husband, who died leaving

no assets. Chappie v. Cooper, 13 M. &
W. 252.

(«) Paris V. Stroud, Barnes' Notes, 95
;

Roach V. Quick, 9 Wend. 238 ; Butler v.

Breck, 7 Met. 164.

(a) Dicta, in Abell v. Warren, 4 Vt.
152; Beeler v. Young, 1 Bibb, 520.

(6) To be necessaries tlie articles must
be bonajide purchased for use, and not for

mere ornament ; they need not be such as

a person could not do without, but should
be in quality and quantity suitable for his

real wants, and his condition and circum-
stances in life. The terra includes his

food, but not dinners, confectionery, fruit,

&c., supplied to his friend. Brooker v.

Scott, 1 M. & W. 67 ; Wharton v. Mc-
Kenzie, 5 Q. B. 606. Also lodging and
house rent. Kirton v. Elliott, 2 Bulst. 69

;

Crisp V. Churchill, cited in Lloyd v. John-
son, 1 B. & P. 340 ; but not repairs upon
his house, although beneficial in them-
selves, and necessary to save the building

from decay. Tupper v. CadwL'll, 1 2 Met.
559. Nor food for his horses. Mason v.

Wright, 13 Met. 306; 'nor tlie rent of a
building for carrying on a trade or manual
occupation. Lowe v. GriflBth, 1 Scott, 458.

Suitable clothing also comes within the

class of necessaries, but not suits of satin

and velvet with gold lace. Makarell v.

Bachelor, Cro. E. 583. Nor racing jackets.

Burghart v. Angerstein, 6 C. & P. 690.

Nor cockades for an infant captain's sol-

diers. Hands v. Slaney, 8 T. R. 578
;

although regimentals for a volunteer, and
livery for such captain's servant, have
been held to be necessaries. Id. ; Coates

V. Wilson, 5 Esp. 152. The following

are examples of articles not generally
" necessaries "

; Horses, saddles, bridles,

liquors, pistols, powder, whips, and fiddles.

Beeler v. Young, 1 Bibb, 519 ; Glover v.

Ott, 1 McCord, 572 ; Rainwater v. Dtu:-

ham, 2 Nott & McC. 524 ; Grace v. Hale,

2 Humph. 27 ; Clowes v. Brooke, 2 Stra.

1101 ; Harrison v. Fane, 1 Man. & G.
550. A stanhope. Charters v. Bayntun
7 C. & P. 52. Coach Mre. Hedgley v.
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render himself liable to an action for money lent, although bor-

rowed and expended for necessaries ; because the law does not,

for his own sake, trust him with the expenditure, (c) Nor is

he liable on a conti-act for repairs made upon his house, although

the house must have fallen into decay without them, {d) Nor

can he bind himseK for the insurance of his property, (e) nor

for the board of horses which he uses in his business. (/) And

it is said that an action cannot be maintained against an infant

for the falsehood of his warranty, or for a breach of it. (g-) As

an infant, however, is answerable for his torts, if he obtains

money by a wilfully false warranty, we see no sufficient reason

why an action on the case in the nature of an action for deceit,

could not be maintained against him.

SECTION II.

OF THE OBLIGATIONS OF PARENTS IN RESPECT TO INFANT CHILDREN.

The obligation of the father to maintain the child is and

always has been recognized, in some way and in some degree,

Holt, 4 C. & P. 1.04. A chronometer for officer, to procure the liberation of an in-

a lieutenant in the navy, not then in com- fant from an arrest on a debt for necessaries,

mission. BeroUes v. Ramsay, Holt, 77. may be recovered, it not being, strictly

. Balls and Serenades. Carter, 216. Coun- speaking, money /rai. Clarke v. Leslie,

Bel fees and expenses of a lawsuit. Plielps 5 Esp. 28. So an infant is liable for

V. Worcester, 11 N. H. 51. But as each money paid at his request to satisfy a debt

case is governed by its own peculiar cir- which he had contracted for necessaries,

cumstancos, the examples here given can Randall v. Sweet, 1 Denio, 460. So if

serve only as illustrations, and under dif- the infant gives his note for the necessa-

ferent circumstances would not necessarily rics, and another sign as surety, and sub-

be binding precedents. Thus, as we have sequently pay the note, he may recover

just seen, horses are not generally neces- the amount of the infant. Conn v. Co-

sary, but wlien an infant had been advised burn, 7 N. H. 368 ; Haine v. Tarrant, 2

to ride on horseback for his health, a dif- Hill (S. Car.), 400.

ferent rule was applied. Hart v. Prater, 1 Id) Tupper v. Cadwell, 12 Met. 559.

Jur. 623. (e) Mut. P. Ins. Co. o. Noyes, 32 N. H.
(c) Smith u. Gibson, Peake, Ad. Cas. 345.

52 ; Darby v. Boucher, 1 Salk. 279; Pro- (/) Mcrriam v. Cunningham, 11 Cush.

bart V. Knouth, 2 Esp. 472, n. ; Beeler v. 40." See also, on the point of his binding

Young, 1 Bibb, 519, 521 ; Earle v. Peale, himself by contract, Swift v. Barnett, 10

1 Salk. 387, 10 Mod. 67 ; Walker v. Cush. 436, and Hussey v. Roundtree,

Simpson, 7 W. & S. 83, 88; Bent v. Busb. L. 110.

Manning, 10 Vt. 225, 230. It is other- (r?) Morrill v. Aden, 19 Vt. 505 ; Pros-

wise in equity. Marlow v. Pitfield, 1 P. cott v. Norris, 32 N. H. 101.

Wms. 558. But money advanced to an
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in all civilized countries. The infant cannot support himself

;

others must therefore supply him with the means of sub-

sistence, and the only question is, whether the public (that is,

the State) shall do this, or his parent. And justice, equally

with the best affections of our nature, answer that it is the duty
of the parent. Biit it is a very difficult question how far this

duty is made a legal obligation, by the common law.

In England, after much questioning, and perhaps a tendency

to hold the father liable for necessaries supplied to the child, on
the ground of moral obligation and duty, (A) it seems to be on
the whole, settled, that this moral obligation is not a legal one

;

and indeed it has been recently peremptorily decided that no

{h) In Simpson v. Robertson, 1 Esp.
17 (1793), which is the earliest case on
this point. Lord Kenyan said he had ruled
before, that if a tradesman colludes with a
young man, and fumislies him with clothes

to an extravagant degree, though the father
might have been liable had they been to a rea-

sonable extent, the tradesman who gives
credit to such an extravagant degree shall

not, at law, be allowed to recover. Crantz
V. Gill, 2 Esp. 471 (1796), decided that

if the father gives the son a reasonable
allowance for his expenses, he is not liable

even for necessaries furnished to the son.

The presumption of liability was rebutted

by the allowance. But this case seems to

imply that such liability exists in the ab-

sence of rebutting circumstances. — In
Urmston v. Newcomen, 4 A. & E. 899,

6 Nev. & M. 454 (1836), it was considered

as a doubtful question whether a parent
was, at common law, liable to pay a third

person who furnishes necessaries for his

deserted child. Sir John Campbell, At-

torney-General, arguendo, says, p. 903

:

" Then the question is whether a father,

if he desert his legitimate child, be not

liable in assumpsit to any one who pro-

vides food and clothing for it. There is

no express decision on the point." Alex-

ander, contra : " The supposed foundation

of the defendant's liability does not exist.

It is not true that, by the common law, a

father is bound to maintain his child."

Lord Denman, C. J., says :
" The general

question is important ; but the facts do not

raise it." And afterwards: "The general

question, therefore, which we should ap-

proach with much anxiety, does not arise."

Littledale, J. :
" The general question does

not arise." Patteson, J. : "I agree that

the general question does not arise."

Coleridge, J. :
" It is best to say nothing on

the general question. For tlie purpose of
this case, I will assume (what is not to be
understood as my opinion at present), that

the general liability is as contended by the

Attorney-General."— In Law v. Wilkin,
6 A. & E. 718 (1837), the defendant's

son was from home at school, and ap-
peared to be in want of clotlies which the
plaintiff supplied him. AVhen the boy
went home, he took the clothes with him,
but did not wear them. There was no
evidence that the father ever saw the

clothes, or that he had any communication
with the plaintiff before or after they were
furnished. The judge at nisi prius non-
suited the plaintiff, thinking there was not
sufficient evidence to go to the jury to charge
the defendant. The Court of King's Bench
set aside the nonsuit on the ground that

there was some evidence to that effect;

and Lord Denman, C. J., who with his

brethren the year before had carefully and
almost anxiously avoided the question, in

Urmston o. Newcomen, now said :
" A

father is properly liable for any necessary

provision made for his infant son." Lit-

tledale, Pnlteson , and Coleridge, JJ., made
no objection to this dictum, although the

decision of the case did not require it.—
In Cooper v. Phillips, 4 C. & P. 581

(1831), Taunton, J., sSiys: "If the father

of a family lives at a distance from the

place at which his children are, and puts

them under the protection of servants, I
am of opinion that if any accident occurs

to one of the children, even from the care-

lessness of the servant, the father of the

family is bound to pay for the medical

attendance on such child."
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such legal obligation exists in the case of contracts made by the

child for necessaries, (i) The father's liability is nevertheless

(i) In Baker v. Keen, 2 Stark. 501

(1819), Abbott, C. J., said: "A father

would not be bound by tlie contract of liis

son, unless either an actual authority were
proved, or circumstances appeared from
which such an authority might be implied.

Were it otlienvise, a father, who had an
imprudent son might be prejudiced to an
indefinite extent ; it was therefore neces-

sary that some proof should be given that

the order of the son was made by tljc au-

thority of his father. The question, there-

fore, for the consideration of the jury, was,

Avhether, under the circumstances of tlic

particular case, tiiere was sufficient to con-

vince them tliat the defendant had invested

his son with such authonty. He had
placed his son at tlie military college at

Harlow, and had paid his expenses while

he remained there. The son, it appeared,

then obtained a commission in tlie army,
and, having found his way to London, at

a considerable distance from his father's

residence, liad ordered regimentals and
other articles suitable to his equipment for

the East Indies. If it luid appeared in

evidence that the defendant had supplied

his son with money for this purpose, or

that he .had ordered these articles to

be furnished elsewliere, the circumstance

might have rebutted the presumption of

any autliority from the defendant to order

them from the plaintiff. Nothing however
of this nature liad been proved ; and since

the articles tliemselves were necessary for

tlie son, and suitable to that situation in

which the defendant had placed him, it

was for the jury to say, whether they were
not satisfied tliat an authority had been
given by tlie defendant."— Tiiis was soon
followed by FLuck v. Tollcmache, 1 C. &
P. 5 (1823), before Bitrrough, Justice of
the King's Bench. The defendant's son
was a cadet at Woolwich, the father living

at Uxbridge. Upon being written to to

pay the plaintiff's liill, which was the first

knowledge the defendant had of the trans-

action, he said he had ordered no goods of

the plaintiff, and would not pay for any
supplied to his son. The latter was fifteen

years old. Burrough, J., told the jury,

that " an action can only be maintained
against a person for clothes supplied to

his son, either when he has ordered such
clothes, and contracted to pay for them, or
when they have been at first furnished

ivithout his knowledge and he has adopted

the contract afterwards ; such adoption

may be inferred from his seeing his son

wear the clothes, and not returning them,

or making, at or soon after the time when
he knows of their being supplied, some
objection. Here the only knowledge that

it appeared the defendant had of the trans-

action was being asked for the money

;

he then repudiated the contract altogether.

It would be rather too much that parents

should be compellable to pay for goods
that any tradesman may, without their

knowledge improvidently trust their sons

with."— In Blackburn v. Mackev, 1 C. &
P. 1 (1823), before Abbott, Chief Justice

of the King's Bench, the defendant's son
was a minor living away from his father,

as a clerk in London, receiving a guinea

a week as wages. The father did not sup-

ply the son with any clothes, and it was
proved that he was, at the time of the

supply by the plaintiff, in great want of

them. 'The defendant did not know the

plaintiff, and when informed of the supply
of clothes to his son, he repudiated the

contract altogether. Abbott, C. J., told

the jury, that a fatlier was not bound to

pay for articles ordered by his son, unless

lie had given some authority, express or

implied.— In Rolfe v. Abbott, 6 C. & P.

286 (1833), the defendant's son, a young
man of nineteen years of age, and having
a situation worth £90 a year, went with a

friend who introduced him to the plaintiff,

a tailor, and the latter supplied him with

clothes, and soon after sent his bill, debit-

ing them to the son, and not to tlie father.

Tlie friend of the minor had no authority

from the father to introduce his son to the

plaintiff, and there was no evidence that

the father knew of the transaction. In
summing up to the jury, Giirney, B., said :

" The question in this case is, whether
these clothes were supplied to the son of

the defendant by the assent of the defend-

ant. For, to charge him, it is essential

that the goods should have been supplied

with his assent or by his authority. In-

deed, if the law were not so, any one of

you who had an imprudent son might
have bills to a largo amount at the tailor's,

the hatter's, the shoemaker's, and the

hosier's, and you know nothing at all

about it."— Clements u. Williams, 8 C.
&. P. 58 (1837 ), was an action by a school-

master against a guardian for clothes sup-

plied to his ward who had been placed in
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admitted in many English cases, but is now put on the ground

of agency ; and the authority of the infant to bind the father by

the plaintiffs school, but who had not
been provided by his guardian with clothes

for upwards of a year. Tlie schoolmaster
supplied his wants, and charn-i'd them to

the guardian, with his bill for tuition. Wil-

liams, J., told the jury, that he was not
aware of any authority which a schoolmas-
ter had to cuuse his pupil to be supplied
with articles of weariijg apparel witliout

the sanction express or implied, of the

parent or guardian; and that it was the

duty of the sclioolmaster, if he observed
his pupil to be in want of such articles,

to communicate that fact to the boy's

friends, and not to fm-nish him with such
things without their authority.— Seaborne
V. Maddy, 9 C". & P. 497 (1840), is also

a very strong case against the parent's

liability. This was an action of assumpsit

for the board and lodging of the defend-

ant's illegitimate child. The child had
been placed with the plaintiff by the de-

fendant in the year 1831, at 2s. a week,
and the amount had been paid down to

the month of April, 18.')8. The child

remained with the plaintiff down to April,

1839, and evidence was given of a conver-

sation in the month of May following, in

which it was alleged that the defendant

had promised payment of the amount
claimed. The defendant gave evidence,

that at the time of settlement in 1838,

he said the plaintiff was to give up the

child either to Mr. Parkes or the Union,
for he would pay no longer. Evidence
was also given, that on several occasions

when asked for payment the defendant

refused to pay any thing, and there was
also contradictory evidence as to the con-

versation in May, 1839. Parke, B., said ;

"No one is bound to pay another for

maintaining his children, either legitimate

or illegitimate, except he has entered into

some contract to do so. Every man is to

maintain his own children as he himself

shall think proper, and it requires a con-

tract to enable another person to do so, and

charge him for it in an action. In the

present case there had been a contract in

1831, which was put an end to in 1838.

However, on the part of the plaintiff, it is

contended that a new contract is to be

inferred from the conversation with the

defendant in the year 1839. This is for

yon to consider. But you must also bear in

mind that the defendant has on several oc-

casions distinctly refused to pay any thing,

and that as to one of the conversation."!,

the evidence is contradictory."— The case

of Mortimore o. Wright, 6 M. & W. 482
(1840), seems to be decisive on this point.

Lord Abinger, C. B., said :
" I am clearly

of opinion that there Wiis no evidence for

the jury in this case, and that the plaintiff

ought to have been nonsuited. The
learned judge was anxioui, as judges have
always been in modern times, not to with-

draw any scintilla of evidence from the

jury ; but he now agrees with the rest of

the court that there ought to have been a
nonsuit. In the present instance I am
the more desirous to make the rale abso-

lute to that extent, in order that there

may be no uncertainty as to the law upon
this subject. In point of law, a father

who gives no authority, and enters into

no contract, is no more lialjle for goods
supplied to his son than a brother, or
an uncle, or a mere stranger would be.

From the moral obligation a parent la

under to provide for hi.s chililren, a jury
are, not unnaturally, disposed to infer

against him an admission of a liability in

respect of claims upon his son, on grounds
which warrant no such inference in point

of law. . . . With regard to the ease in

the Court of King's Bench, of Law v.

Wilkin, if the decision is to be taken as

it is reported, 1 can only say that I am
Sony for it, and cannot assent to it. It

may have been influenced by facts which
do not appear in the report ; but, as the

ease stands, it appears to sanction the

idea that a father, as regards his liability

for debts incurred by liis son, is in a dif-

ferent situation from any other relative

;

which is a doctrine I must altogether dis-

sent from. If a father does any specific

act, from which it may reasonably be in-

ferred that he has authorized his son to

contract a debt, he may be liable in re-

spect of the debt so contracted ; but the

mere moral obligation on the father to

maintain his child affords no inference of

a legal promise to pay his debts ; and we
ought not to put upon his acts an inter-

pretation which abstractedly, and without
reference to that moral obligation, they

will not reasonably warrant. In order to

bind a father, in point of law, for a debt

inctin'ed by his son, you must prove that

he has contracted to be bound, just in

the same manner as you would prove

such a contract against any other person

;
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contracts for necessaries is inferred, both in England and in this

country, from very slight evidence, {j) If we take the case

and it would bring the law into great

uncertainty if it were permitted to juries

to impose a liability in each particular

case, according to their own feelings or

prejudices." Parke, B., added : "It is a
clear principle of law tliat a father is not

under any legal obligation to pay his son's

debts." — And in Slielton !'. Springctt, 20

E. L. & E. 281, the same principles are

reiterated ; and the law declared to be
well settled, that without some contract,

express or implied, the father is not liable

for necessaries supplied to the son. Jer-

vis, C. J., says :
" If a flitlier turns his

son upon the world, the son's only re-

source, in the absence of any thing to show
a contract on the father's part, is to apply
to the parish, and then the proper steps

will be taken to enforce the performance
of the parent's legal duty."

( /) This may be inferred from some
of the cases we have ah-eady cited ; but
it was doubted in Mortiraore v, Wright,
whether Law v. Wilkin, and Blackburn v.

Mackey, were law. And in Shelton v.

Springett, where the father had given his

son .£5 and sent him to London to look

out for a ship, telling him to put up at

a particular hotel, but the son put up at

another, upon which evidence the jury
had found a verdict against the father for

the son's board, the verdict was set aside

and a nonsuit ordered on the ground that

there was no evidence to warrant a jury
in holding the father liable. In Forsyth
V. Milne (1808), cited in Macpherson on
Infanta, p. 511, the defendant's wife, in

his absence and without his knowledge,
contracted with a third person for the

board of their minor daughter. The de-

fendant paid the bill, but expressed some
disapprobation of it. The mother re-

moved the daughter to another situation

;

it was held that the first payment so far

acknowledged the discretionary power of
the wife to contract, as to make the father

liable to the plaintiff upon the second
contract. — In Bryan v. Jackson, 4 Conn.
288 (1822), where the defendant's minor
son had taken up goods of the plaintiff,

which the defendant paid for, without
objection, or giving notice not to trust

his son any further, and the son after-

wards took up other goods of a similar

nature ; it was held that the pa3Tnent so

made by the defendant was equivalent to

a recognition of his son's authority, and

rendered the defendant liable for the goods
subsequently taken up, although he had

(but without the plaintiff's knowledge)
given positive orders to his son to con-

tract no more debts, and had placed him
under the care of a friend, with instruc-

tions to furnish him with every thing

necessary and suitable for him. See also,

McKonzie v. Stevens, 19 Ala. 691.— It

was held in Nichole v. Allen, 3 C. & P.
36 (1827), that if a parent knew that a
third person was maintaining his minor
child, although illegitimate, and expressed

no dissent, he is liable, unless he show
that the child is there against his con-

sent ; but this case was afterwards denied

in Mortimore v. Wright. — In Rumney
V. Keyes, 7 N. H. 571 (1835), it was held,

that if a husband, living in a state of sep-

aration from his wife, suffers his children

to reside with the mother, he is liable for

necessaries furnished them, and she is

considered as his agent to contract for

this purpose. And see Eawlyns v. Van-
dyke, 3 Esp. 250 (1800). In Deane v.

Annis, 14 Me. 26 (1836), the defendant's

minor son left his father's home against

his will, and refused to return to it upon
his father's commands. Being aftenvards

taken sick, however, he did return, and
remained until his death. During his

sickness his father went with him to the

plaintiff's house to obtain medical advice,

and the plaintiff after^vards visited the

boy professionally at his father's house.

No express promise was proved to pay
the plaintiff, nor did the father notify

him tliat he did not expect to pay him.

The father was held liable for the plain-

tiff's services.— And in Swain v. Tyler,

26 Vt. 1, where the father had given his

minor son leave to act for himself, and
had made publication of the fact, and that

he would not thereafter pay any debts of

his son. The son returned to his father's

house sick, and the plaintiff's charges

were for necessary medical services ren-

dered the son, upon the credit of the

father, and in good faith charged to him
at the time, and the father knew of the

services being rendered and did not ob-

ject, it was \eld that the law implies a

promise to pay, though the father did not

assent to the services being done on his

credit, either expressly or impliedly, in

fact. — The case of Thayer v. White, 12

Met. 343 (1847), has an important bearing
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of necessaries supplied to an infant actually incapacitated by
want of age, or by disease of mind or body, from making any

contract, or acting in any way as the agent of any person,

the father cannot be made liable except on the ground of his

parental obligation ; and there are cases, or rather dicta in some
cases which might indicate, perhaps, that the question would

be decided in England In favor of this liability on his part,

if it were necessary. It will be noticed, that where it is most
distinctly denied that this moral obligation of the parent consti-

tutes a legal obligation, the denial is confined to a liability for

the contracts of the child. The reason is said to be, the danger

of permitting a father to be bound in this way, and it is vari-

ously illustrated in the cases ; but this reason fails where the

infant can make no contracts, and must be supplied or suffer.

In this country, the rule of law varies in the different States.

In most of them in which the question has come before the

courts, the legal liability of the parent for necessaries furnished

to the infant, is asserted, unless they are supplied by the father
;

and it is put on the ground that the moral obligation is also a

legal one, and some of our courts have declared this quite

strongly, [k) In other States the present English rule has been

upon the point of implied liability. It divorced from the plaintiff, his former
does not appear in that case that the de- wife, and two of lier children were or-

fendant's son was a minor, nor were the dered into her custody as guardian. A
goods bouglit by the son necessaries, but third remained with his father {the de-

the facts were that a son, who had several fendant), for a few years, when through
times, witli his father's express consent, fear of personal violence and abuse from
bought goods of T. in the name and on his father he fled, and went to live with
the credit of his father, again bought his mother and her second husband, who
goods of T. in the name of his father, on furnished him with support and education,

six months' credit ; T. charged the goods The action was brought to recover for

to the father, and immediately wrote a the support of the three children. " It

letter to him, informing him thereof, and was agreed that the whole of the charges

stating that he supposed it was correct, accrued without any request from the

but thought proper to give him notice, father, and that he never made any ex-

The father made no reply to this letter, press promise to pay them." The court

Held, in a suit by T. against the father, (two judges dissenting), held the father

for the price of the goods, that the jury liable for the whole bill, saying :
" Parents

were warranted in inferring, from the are bound by law to maintain, protect, and
father's silence, his consent to the trans- educate their legitimate children during
action thus notified to him. Hdd, also, their infancy. This duty rests on the

that such consent was proof either of an father. But because the father has aban-
original authority to the son, or of a sub- doned his duty and trust, by putting the

sequent affirmance by the father, which child out of his protection, he cannot

bound him to pay for the goods. thereby exonerate himself from its main-

(k) See Stanton v. Wilson, 3 Day, 37 tenance, education, and support. The duty

080S). In this case the father had been remains, and the law will enforce its per-
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declared to be law, and agency and authority are held to be the

only ground of such liability. (/)

formance, or there must be a failure of

justice. The infant cast on the world

must seek protection and safety where it

can be found ; and where with more pro-

priety can it apply than to the next friend,

nearest relative, and such as are most in-

terested in it^: safety and happiness ? The
father having forced his child abroad to

seek a sustenance under such circumstan-

ces, sends a credit along with him, and
shall not be permitted to say it was fur-

nished without his consent, or against his

will." But see Finch v. Finch, 22 Conn.
4U, post, note (o). In the case of Ed-
wards V. Davis, 16 Johns. 284, it was de-

cided that there was no common-law ob-

ligation requiring a child to support a
parent ; but Spencer, J., in delivering the

opinion of the court, said ;
" The duty of

a parent to maintain liis offspring, until

they attain the age of maturity, is a per-

fect conimoU'l'iw dull/." In the matter of

Kyder, 11 Paige, 187, Walworth, C, says :

" A parent who has the means is undoubt-
edly bound to support his or her minor
child." For recent New York decisions,

see close of ne.^t note. See also, Benson
V. Remington, 2 Mass. 11.3; Whipple f.

Dow, id. 415; Dawes v. Howard, 4 id.

97 ; Van Valkinburgh v. Watson, 13

Johns. 480 ; Pirtsin o. Cram, 8 N. H. .3.50,

2 Kent, Com. 193; Call «. Ward, 4 W.
& S. 118 ; Dennis i: Clark, 2 Cash. 353

;

State V. Cook, 12 Ired. L. 67.

{I) In Hunt V. Thompson, 3 Scam. 180

(1841), IVilsoii, C. J., said: "That a

parent is under an obligation to provide fo^

the maintenance of bis infant children is a

principle of natural law ; and it is upon
this natural obligation alone that the duty
of a parent to provide his infant children

with the necessaries of life rests ; for there

is no rule of municipal law enforcing this

duty. The claim of the Avife upon the

husband, for necessaries suitable to his

rank and fortune, is recognized by the

principles of tlie common law, and by
statute. A like claim to some extent may
be enforcd in favor of indigent and infirm

parents, and other relatives, against chil-

dren, &c., in many cases ; but, as a general
rule, the obligation of a parent to provide
for his offspring is left to the nat\iral and
inextinguishable affection which Provi-

dence has implanted in the breast of every
parent. This natural obligation, however,
is not only a sufficient consideration for

an express promise by a father to pay for

necessaries furnished his child, but wlicn

taken in connection with various circum-

stances has been held to be sufficient to

raise an implied promise to that effect.

But cither an express promise, or circum-

stances from which a promise by the father

can be inferred, are indispensably necessary

to bind the parent for necessaries furaishcd

his infant child by a third person."— Owen
V. White, 5 Port."(Ala.), 435 (1837), seems

to deny the legal obligation of the father,

except on a contract, express or implied
;

but admits that such contract is implied

where the father fails in his duty to sup-

port the child, or drives him from home.
Then the father is liable for a suitable

maintenance." In Vai'ney v. Young, 11

Vt. 258 (1839), the court appear to deny
altogether that the moral obligation of the

father constitutes any legal obligation.

Bennett, J., says :
" There must be proof

of a contract, express or implied, a jirior

authority, or a subsequent recognition of the

claim ."— Perhaps the strongest case in

the American reports, against the liability

of the father, is Gordon v. Potter, 17 Vt.

350 (1845). There the defendant told

his minor son in the spring to go out to

work, and in the fall he would get him
some winter clothes. The son went to

service at monthly wages. In June fol-

lowing, the plaintiff furnished him with

cloth and trimmings for a suit of clothes.

The father knew of this purchase by the

son, and furnished him money to pay far

making them up ; he also pennitted him to

wear out the clothes. It did not clearly

appear whether the plaintiff furnished the

goods upon the son's or the father's credit.

And this might have been a sufficient

ground for the decision itself ; but Redfield,

J., went much further, and said :
" But

there is one defect in the case, which we
think must clearly and indisputably pre-

clude any recovery against the father. It

does not appear that the father ever gave
the son any authority, cither expressly or

by implication, to pledge his credit for the

articles ; but the contrary. And unless

the father can be made liable for necessa^

ries for his infant child, against his own
will, then, in this case, the plaintiff must
fail to recover. I know there are some
cases, and dicta of judges, or of elementary
writers, which seem to justify the conclu-

sion that the parent may be made liable
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The law can hardly be considered as positively settled either

in England or in this country. But, resting not so much on
direct and specific authorities, as on the general character of

American jurisprudence on this subject, we would state, as

sti-ongly prevailing rules here, that where goods are supplied to

an infant which are not necessaries, the father's authority must
be proved to make him liable ; where they are necessaries the

father's authority is presumed, unless he supplies them himself,

or was ready to supply them ; where the infant lives with the

father, or under his control, his judgment as to what are neces-

saries wiU be so far respected, that he will be held liable only

for thing's furnished to the infant to relieve him from absolute

want ; where the infant does not live with the father, but has

voluntarily left him, the authority of the father must be strictly

proved, unless, perhaps, in cases of absolute necessity; and

where he has been deserted by the father, or driven away from

him, either by command or by cruel treatment, there the infant

carries with him the credit and authority of the father for neces-

saries. And wherever the question is how far the father is

liable for necessaries supphed to the child, this word " necessa-

ries " will not generally be understood in the very Hberal sense

given to it when the question is as to the capacity of the infant

to contract, but wiU be interpreted according to the circumstan-

ces of the case. And if the child be of sufficient age and

strength to earn by proper exertions the whole or a part of his

subsistence, it will not be deemed " necessary " that the aid

should be rendered to him which it would be " necessary " to

foi necessaries for his child, eren against times. There Is no stopping-place short

his own will. But an examination of all of this, if any interference whatever is al-

the cases upon this suhject will not justify lowed. If the parent ahandons the child

any such conclusion." After critically to destitution, the public authorities may
examining the American and English au- interfere, and, in the mode pointed out by

thorities, he concluded : " It is obvious the statute, compel a proper maintenance,

that the law makes no provision for stran- But this, according to the English com-

gera to furnish children with necessaries, mon law, which prevails in this state, is

against the will of parents, even in extreme not the right of every intei-meddllng stran-

cases. For if it can he done in extreme ger." See also, Raymond v. Loyl, 10

cases it can be done in every case where Barb. 483 ; Chilcott v. Trimble, 13 Barb,

the necessity exists ; and the right of a 502 ; Shelton v. Springett, 20 E. L. & E,

parent to control his own child will de- 281, s.c. 11 C. B. 462; Atkyns v. Pearce,

pend altogether upon his furnishing neces- 2 C. B. (n. s.), 763.

Baries, suitable to the varying taste of the

VOL. I. 20
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give to an infant incapacitated by tender years, or by debility

of mind or body, from contributing to his own support.

So far as the duty of support certainly belongs to the parent

as a legal obligation, and is neglected, any other person may
perform it, and wiU be regarded as performing it for him ; and,

on general principles, the law will raise a promise on the part

of the parent, to compensate the party who thus did for him

what he was bound by law to do. (m) But this rule is carried

no further than its reason extends ; and is guarded by many
restrictions from becoming the means of injury to the parent

Thus, we have seen, that if the child be living with the parent,

or, as it is said in some cases, if he be sub potestate parentis,

the law will not presume that the parent neglects the child, but

will presume a due care of him, until the contrary is shown

;

and of the propriety and sufficiency of the clothing, (fee., the

parents must judge ; and if a stranger under such circum-

stances supplies the child even with necessaries he certainly

cannot hold the parent upon the contract implied by his duty,

without proving a clear and unquestionable abandonment and

neglect of that duty.

If the supplier seeks to make the parent responsible, on the

ground that his authority was given to the child, then, if the

goods supplied were necessaries, it would seem from the cases,

as we have said, that slight evidence is sufficient to prove such

authority ; as that the father saw the son wear the clothes, or

knew that he had received them, and made no objection. But

if the things supplied are strict and absolute necessaries, needful

for the child's subsistence, or if the child is living away from

the parent, under circumstances which indicate a desertion by

the parent, or that the child has been expelled from his house,

or caused to leave it by the wrongful acts of the parents, then

the authorities and dicta to which we have referred lead to the

conclusion that whoever supplies the wants of the child mny
recover from the parent, (n)

(m) In the matter of Ryder, 1 1 Paige, parent, in supplying the child with neces-

185, Walworth, Ch., says: "A stranger saries." Equally strong are Van 'Valk-

may furnish necessaries for the child, and inburg v. Watson, 13 Johns. 4W, and
recover of the parent compensation there- Pidgin ?i. Cram, 8 N. H. 350.
for, where there is a clear and palpable (n) We are unable to discriminate these

omission of duty, on the part of the cases, on principle, from any which may
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It has been held in England that a father was under no legal

obligation to educate his child, and could not be made liable

for the expenses of his instruction, where the wife, being cruelly

treated at the husband's house, left it, taking the children with

her. This precise question has not occurred in this country, but

the weight and tendency of authorities would not require us to

believe that the decision would be the same here as in Eng-

land. If the wife be divorced, with alimony, and the care of the

children be given to her, the father has been held liable not only

to her for the expenses she incurs in their support and education,

but also to a stranger whom she marries, and who continues to

support the children, (o) And where the father and mother sep-

arate, and the father permits the mother to take the children with

her, then the father constitutes the mother his agent to provide

for his children, and is bound by her contract for necessaries for

them, {p) There is, indeed, authority in England and in this

country, for holding that if a parent of sufficient ability to pro-

vide suitably for his children neglect to do so, he is guilty of an

indictable offence. '(§')

It becomes a different question when the child has an inde-

pendent property sufficient for his own maintenance ; what then

is the father's obligation ? It would seem that the rule of law

occur, in which compensation is sought

from a father for things supplied to an
infant, which were absolutely needed for

his subsistence, and which the child would
not have had unless they were supplied

by a stranger. Where the infant has un-

necessarily and in his own wrong left

his parent and renounced the filial relation,

it seems to be held that the liability of the

parent ceases. But in the principal case

in which this is directly decided (Angel v.

McLellan, 16 Mass. 28), the child had ab-

sconded to avoid arrest for felony ; and al-

though the case finds that " he was in dis-

tress in a foreign country," it does not ap-

pear that he might not have supported

himself by labor, or, in other words, that

the things supplied were strict and abso-

lute necessaries. We have some doubts,

therefore, whether even this exception

would always be allowed. Indeed, we are

disposed to regard the rule of law, in this

country generally, if not universally, as

imposing a liability on the father for aU

supplies to an infant, which were so abso-

lutely needed that he must have them or
perish. The liability may be put on dif-

ferent grounds in different coui-ts,— in

some on the ground of contract and of im-
plied authority, and in others on the legal

obligation growing oat of the moral obli-

gation,— but on some ground or other

we think it would generally be enforced.

(o) Stanton v. Willsori, 3 Day, 37.

But this case was commented upon and
denied in Finch v. Finch, 22 Conn. 411,
and it was decided by a majority of the
court that a divorced wife could not main-
tain an action against her former husband
to recover for the support of their infant

children, the custody of whom was
awarded to her. Two of the five judges,

however, adhered to the decision of Stan-
ton V. Willson.

(p) Kawlyns v. Vandyke, 3 Esp. 251.

i?) Rex V. Friend, Russ. & R. 20.

See also. In the matter of Ryder, U.

Paige, 185.
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formerly was, that if the parent had abundant means himself,

he was bound to provide for his children, even if they had inde-

pendent property, (r) And this rule is enforced even now

in some instances, (s) It is however, in general, relaxed ; and

courts go far in appropriating the means of the child to his own
support, although the father may also be entirely able to main-

tain him. (t) And where the father is without means to educate

and support his children in a manner which is rendered suitable

by their position and expectations, courts of equity will not only

make an allowance out of the estate of the children, but will, if

necessary, take from the principal of a vested legacy for the

proper maintenance and education of the legatee, (u) Such de-

crees are usually made for the future maintenance of the child

;

but it cannot be said that there is a positive rule preventing re-

trospective allowances, (c) But a court will not, unless for

very stTong and special reasons, make an allowance to the

father, out of the infant's estate, for the past maintenance of

his child, (iv)

Whether the mother is under an equal obligation with the

father to maintain the child, the father being dead, seems not

to be quite certain ; but the weight of authority, both in

England and in this country, might perhaps justify the conclu-

sion that she is not under a legal obligation, (x) or that it is

very greatly qualified in important particulars. Thus, if the

(r) Dawes v. Howard, 4 Mass. 97. are under obligations to support their

(s) la the matter of Kane, 2 Barb. Ch. children, and that they are entitled to

375. their earnings." In Nightingale v. With-

(() Jervoise v. Silk, Cooper, Ch. 52
;

ington, 15
' Mass. 274, Parker, C. J.,

Maberly v. Turton, 14 Ves. 499 ; Simon says :
" Generally the father, and in cas';

V. Barber, 1 Tamlyn, 22. of his death the mother, is entitled to the

[u] Newport v. Cook, 2 Ashm. 332; earnings of their minor children. This
Ex parte Gmen, 1 Jae. & W. 253. See right must be founded upon the obligation

also. Carter w. RoUard, 11 Humph. 339. of the parents to nurture and support
[v) In the matter of Kane, 2 Barb, their children." But it is only a dictum in

Ch. 375. either case ; and in neither do the court

(w) Presley t). Dayis, 7 Rich. Eq. 105; refer to any authority whatever for this

and see Carmichael v. Hughes, 6 E. L. & rule ; nor are we aware of any direct ad-

E. 71. judication, in which it is determined as

(x) The chanceiy cases which assert the point of the case, that the mother and
this obligation, appear to do so on the the father stand on the same footing in

ground of the ability of the mother and this respect. See, against the mother's
the need of the children. See Hughes v. obligation, Tilton v. Russell, 1 1 Ala.
Hughes, I Bro. Ch. 387. In Ben,son u. 497; Raymond o. Loyl, 10 B.arb. 483;
Remington, 2 Ma^is. 113, the court say : Pray ti. Gorham, 31 Mo. 241 ; Common-
" The law is very well settled that parents wealth v. Mtirray, 4 Binu. 487.
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child has property, the mother is not bound for the child's

maintenance where the father would be. (y) And a court of

equity has refused to compel a mother to furnish the means
of educating a child, even where she was entirely able to do

so ; and it is even said that the court has no power to do

this. (0) A husband is not responsible for the child of his

wife by a former husband, unless he takes him into his house

;

but if he does, he assumes, perhaps, the responsibihty for his

maintenance, so long as he retains him as one of his fam-

ily, (a) But, on the other hand, the relation which he in this

case sustains to the child rebuts any presumption which might

otherwise exist, of a promise or obligation to pay the child for

his services, (b) as it does in the case of his own children, (c)

Where the parent is thus obliged to provide for the child a

home, and a sufficient maintenance, so, on the other hand, he

has a right to the custody of the child during his minority, and

is entitled to aU his earnings, (d) On this ground it has been

held that the father might recover the wages of the son, even

for services which it was a violation of law to render, if the

father did not know of this violation, (e) For these two things,

•this obligation and this right, go together. Thus, if the father

separates from the mother, and permits the child to leave him

and go with her, he is no longer entitled to the earnings of the

child, and has no power to avoid his reasonable contracts
; (/)

and therefore the son may in such case make a special contract

with his employer, which is valid against the father's wiU. And
if the parent be himself an insane person and a pauper, and

therefore under no obligation to maintain the child, he is not

entitled to the child's earnings, nor is the town which suppoi-ts

the parent entitled to receive the child's wages, so long as the

child himself is not a pauper, (g) And it has been said that

(y) In Dawes v. Howard, 4 Mass. 97, (b) Williams v. Hutchinson^ 5 Barb,

it is said, that wliere minor children have 122, s. c. 3 Comst. 312.

property of their own, the father is, not- (c) See post. Book III., Ch. IX

,

withstanding, bound to support them, if Sect. 1.

of ability; but it is otherwise with the (rf) See note (a;) , s»/)ra.

mother. (e) Emery v. Kempton, 2 Gray, 257.

(z) In the matter of Ryder, 11 Paige, See, in this connection, Jenness v. Bmer-

185. son, 15 N. H. 486.

(a) Stone v. Carr, 3 Esq. 1 ; Cooper v. (/) Wodell y. Coggesliall, 2 Met. 89 ;

Martin, 4 East, 82 ; Tubb v. Harrison, 4 Chi'lson v. Philips, 1 Vt. 41.

T. K. 118 ; Ereto v. Brown, 4 Mass. 635; (n) Jenness v. Emerson, 15 N. H. 486

Minden v. Cox, 7 Cowen, 235.
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wherever the son is not living with the father, the son may of

necessity be entitled to receive the wages of his labor, and that

the father's consent to the son's receipt and appropriation of them

would be inferred in such case from very slight circumstances. (A)

It is certain that a father may, by an agreement with his

minor child, relinquish to the child the right which he would

otherwise have to his services, and may authorize those who
employ him to pay him his wages, and will then have no right

to demand those wages, either from the employer or from the

child, (i) And such an agreement may be inferred from cir-

cumstances
; as where a father left his child to manage his own

affairs, and make and execute his own contracts for a consider-

able time, (y) Or even if the father knew that the son had

made such a contract for himself, and interposed no objec-

tion, (k) And it has been held that an infant whose father is

dead, and whose mother is married again, is entitled to his own
earnings, (l)

It is very common in this country to see in the newspapers

an advertisement signed by a father, stating that he has given

to his minor son " his time," and that he will make no future

claim on his services or for his wages, and will pay no debts of

his contracting. Such a notice would undoubtedly have its

full force in reference to any party to whom a knowledge of it

was brought home. And if a stranger, not knowing this ar-

rangement, should employ the son, he might still interpose it

as a defence, if the father claimed the son's wages. But if a

stranger supplied a son, at a distance from his home, with suit-

able necessaries, in ignorance of such arrangement, there is no

sufficient reason for holding that it would bar his claim against

the father. And we think that he might recover from the

father for strict necessaries, even if he knew this arrangement

{h) Gale ;; Parrott, 1 N. H. 28. {j ) Canovcr v. Cooper, 3 Barb. 115
(i) Jenny v. Alden, 12 JIass. 37.5; Clinton v. York, 26 Mc. 167; Stiles v.

Morse v. Welton, 6 Conn. 547 ; Whiting Granville, 6 Cush. 458 ; Wodell v. Cogge-
V. Earle, 3 Pick. 201 ; Varney ti. Young, shall, 2 Met. 91 ; Cloud c;. Hamilton, U
11 Vt. 258; Biirlingame v. Burlingame, Hump. 104.

7 Cowen, 92 ;
Bray v. Wheeler, 3 Wil- (k) Whiting v. Earle, 3 Pick. 201

;

liaras, 514. In TiUoUon v. McCrillis, 11 Armstrong r. McDonald, 10 Barb 500.

Vt. 477, it is held that a fatlier may give (/) Frcto v. Brown, 4 Mass. 675.
to his minor son a part as well as the

whole of his time.
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On what ground could the father discharge himself from hia

liability by such a contract ? Even if the father had paid the

son a consideration for the release of all further obUgation, it

would be a contract with an infant, and void or voidable,

because certainly not for necessaries. And the whole policy

and reason of the law of infancy would seem to be opposed to

permitting a father to cast his son in this way upon the public,

and relieve himself from the obligation of maintenance.

It may be added, that while an infant remains under the care

and control of his father, and is in fact supported by him, the

infant is not liable, even on his express contract, to a stranger

for necessaries furnished for him. One reason given for this, is,

that it would interfere with his father's right of judging how he

should be supported, (n) "Where services are rendered at the

parent's request, it wiU be presumed that credit is given to him

alone, and in that case the infant cannot be liable even for

necessaries, (o)

The common-law liability of a parent to support his child

ceases altogether when the infant becomes of fuU age ; and

then a parent would not be bound even by his express promise

to pay for necessaries previously furnished to the child, not at

the request of the parent, (p) If they were furnished at his

request it would be otherwise, (q)

By statute of 43 Eliz. c. 2, the father, " being of ability," is

liable to contribute to his child's support even after he becomes

of age. And in some of our States similar provision is

made, (r) But such a liability is wholly statutory, and does not

accrue until proceedings are had pursuant to the statute, (s) So

at common law a son is not liable for the support of an infirm

(n) Atigel V. McLellan, 16 Mass. 28

;

Massachusetts, ch. 46, § 5, is very broad ;

Wailing v. Toll, 9 Johns. 141; Hull v. " The kindred of any such poor person, if

Connolly, 3 McCord, 6 ; Kline v. L'Ara- any he shall have, in the line or degree of

oureux, 2 Paige, 419 ; Guthrie v. Mur- father or grandfather, mother or grand-

phy, 4 Watts, 80 ; Simms o. Norris, 5 mother, children or grandchildren, by con-

Ala. 42 ; Johnson v. Lines, 6 W. & S. sanguinity, living within this State, and

80 ; Phelps v. Worcester, 11 N. H. 51. of sufficient ability, shall be bound to sup-

(o) Duncomb u. Tickridgo, Aleyn, 94; port such pauper, in proportion to their

Phelps V. Worcester, 11 N. H. 51 ; Simms respective ability."

V. Norris, 5 Ala. 42. (s) Loomis v. Newhall' 15 Pick. 169;

(p) Mills V. Wyman, 3 Pick. 207. See Mortimore v. Wright, 6 M. & W. 488 ;

also, Cook V. Bradley, 7 Conn. 57. Gordon v. Potter, l'7 Vt. 348 ; Shelton v.

{(j) Loomis V. Newhall, 15 Pick. 159. Springett, 20 E. L. & E. 281, s. 0. 11 G.

(r) The provision in the Kev. Stat, of B. 462.
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and indigent parent, {t) Nor is a father liable at common
law for the support of his illegitimate child. The only remedy-

is under the statute, procuring an order of fiUation, and the

like, (m)

It should be added, that a father is not liable for the wilful

tort of his infant child, [v) And it is said that he has no right,

resulting from the parental relation, to maintain an action fhr

injury to his child, unless there be some injury to the father
;
{w)

but it is enough if the father be put to any expense for the care

or cure of the child, {x) Neither can he give a valid release for

an assault on his minor child, (y)

It seems to be held that a father cannot maintain an action,

for loss of service, against a raih'oad company by whose negh-

gence the child was killed, [z) If this be law, it may perhaps

be regretted that the action '^ per quod seruitium amisit" does

not extend to such a case.

A father may devise away all his property, leaving nothing

whatever to his infant children, or for their support, if he men-

tions them in the will so as to show that he intends this, (o)

SECTION III.

VOIDABLE CONTRACTS FOR NECESSARIES.

As an infant is not permitted to enter into general contracts,

because his immature judgment would expose him to injury,

and as he is nevertheless permitted to contract for necessaries,

because otherwise he might suffer for the want of them, so this

(() Edwards v. Davis, 16 Johns. 281
;

(w) Stephenson v. Hall, 14 Bnrb. 222.

Rex V. Wuiulen, 1 Sti-a. 190. But sec (x) Dennis v. Clark, 2 Cush. 347.

Gilbert u. Lynes, 2 Root, 168; Ex parte (?/) Loomis v. Cline, 4 Barb. 453;
Hant, 5 Cowcn, 284. Eades v. Booth, 8 A. & E. (n. 8.) 718.

(«) Furillio v. Crowtlier, 7 Dow. & R. {z) Carey v. Berkshire R. R. Co. 1

612 ; Cameron v. Baker, 1 C. & P. 268; Cush. 475. See, however, Ford v. Mon-
Monericf v. EH», 19 Wend. 40.5. roe, 20 Wend. 210.

(u) As for setting the fatlier's do^ upon (a) See Lord Alvanlei/'s remarks on this

the hog of the plaintiff. Tifft v. Tifft, 4 power of the father, in Rawlins v. Gold-

Denio, 175. f™p. 5 Ves. 444.
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exceptional permission is qualified in an important particular,

for the same purpose of protecting him from wrong. He can

not contract to pay even for necessaries, in such wise as to bai

an inquiry into the price and value. The law permits persons

to supply him with necessaries, and have a valid claim against

him therefor for their fair worth ; but it does not permit them

mi(f make a bargain with him as to the price, whicn shall bind

him absolutely, because it does not permit him to determine

this price for himself, by reason of his presumed inability to

take proper care of his own interests ; but the value and the

price may be determined by a jury. And a seal to the instru-

ment would give it no additional force in this respect, but the

infant would stiU be bound only for a fair value. For the same

reason an infant cannot be bound for the amount in an account

stated; (6) nor for the sum mentioned in his note, although

given for necessaries
;
(c) nor for the amount due on his bond,

for the ancient distinction which held him on a bond without

penalty, but not on a bond with penalty, would probably be

now disregarded, [d) If, however, an infant gives his note, his

bond, or any other instrument, for necessaries, he may be sued

upon the instrument, but the plaintiff shall recover only the

value of the necessaries, (e)

Neither can an infant enter into contracts of business and

(b) Ingledew v. Douglas, 2 Stark, 36; S. 15 ; Allen ;;. Minor, 2 Call, 70; Col-
Trueman v. Hurst, 1 T. R. 40 ; Hedgeley cock v. Ferguson, 3 Desaus. 482.— It ia

V. Holt, 4 C. & P. 104; Oliver u. Wood- conceived, however, that in this country,

rofte, 4 M. & W. 650 ; Williams v. Moor, bonds, like other contracts, are only void-

.

11 id. 256 ; Beeler !>. Young, 1 Bibb, 519. able, and may be ratified. Conroe w. Bird-

ie) McCrillis v. How, 3 N. H. 348

;

sail, 1 Johns. Cas. 127. Tlie marginal
Bouchell V. Clary, 3 Brevard, 1 94 ; Swasey note to this case en-oiieously uses the word
V. Vanderheyden, 10 Johns. 83; Fenton void, in relation to such bond; the court

V. White, 1 Southard, 100; McMinn v. said it was only voidable.

Richmonds, 6 Yerg. 9 ; Hanks v. Deal, 3 (e) Earle v. Reed, 10 Met. 387 ; Da-
McCord, 257. Some of these cases de- bose v. Wheddon, 4 McCord, 221. Seo
clare an infant's note, though given for also. Stone u. Dennison, 13 Pick. 1 ; Breed
necessaries, void, but it is conceived they v. Judd, 1 Gray, 455, that wherever the

mean voidable only, and not that such form of an infant's contract for necessaries

note is not susceptible of ratification. is such that the consideration is open to

(d) The older eases hokl that an in- inquiry, he may be sued upon the con-

fant's bond, at least if given with a pen- tract itself. And in Bradley v. Pratt, 23

a%, is absolutely w/rf, not voidable merely, Vt. 378, interest was allowed on a prom-
although given for necessaries. Ayliff v. issory note given by an infant, and it is

Archdale, Cro. E. 920 ; Fisher v. Mow- declared that there is no general rule

bray, 8 East, 300 ; Baylis v. Dineley, 3 exempting infants from a liability to ray
M. & Sel. 477 ; Hunter v. Agnew, 1 Fox & interest on their just debts.
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trade ; for this is not necessary, and might expose him to the

misfortune of entering upon adult life with the burden of bank-

ruptcy resting upon him. (/) But if he uses, as necessaries

for himself or his family, the goods furnished to him for the

purposes of trade, he is so far liable, (g) This liability to pay

even for necessaries seems to be founded only on his actual

necessities, and if he had akeady supplied himself with sufficient

clothing, it was held that he was not bound to pay for similar

articles subsequently purchased, although they might be suitable

in themselves, and although he had avoided payment for the first

purchase on the ground of his infancy. (A) As he cannot trade,

neither can he subject himself to the incidents of trade, as bank-

ruptcy or insolvency, (i) nor is he liable as a partner of a mer-

cantile firm, (j) Nor can he be sued on his covenant as an

( f) WhittinRliam v. Hill, Cro. J. 494
;

Wliywall v. Champion, 2 Stra. 1083;
Dilk V. Keighley, 2 Esp. 480. Latt v.

Booth, 3 Ciir. & K. 292. But if witli

his guardian's consent lie is carrying on
a certain business, it has been held that

he might bind himself to pay for articles

suitable and necessary for that business.

Eundell v. Keeler, 7 Watts 237. Sed
quare. Although an infant cannot trade,

and would not be bound to execute any
contract of trade he may have entered

into, yet if he has in part executed such
contract himself he may sue the adult

for non-performance on his part, and this

while he is yet an infant. Warwick y.

Bruce, 2 M. & Sel. 205. As to bank-
ruptcy of an infant, see post, Chapter on
Banki-uptcy and Insolvency in Third Vol-
ume.

iq] Turhei-ville v. Whitehouse, 1 C. &
P. 94, s. c. 12 Price, 692.

(h) Burghart v. Angerstein, 6 C. &P.690.
(i) For no man can be a bankrupt, for

debts which he is not obliged to ])ay. Rex
V. Cole, 1 Ld. Raym. 443, per Holt, 0.

J.; Ex parte Sydebotham, 1 Atk. 146.—

•

And a commission of bankruptcy against

an infant is void, and not merely voidable.

Belton V. Hodges, 9 Bing. 365 ; O'Brien
V. Currie, 3 C. & P. 283. This is the

English rule ; but in tliis country it has
been held that an infant is entitled to the
benefit of the bankrupt law of the United
States of 1841, and that the proceedings
might be in his own name. In re Samuel
Book, 3 McLean, 317.

(j) If, however, au infant engages in

a partnership, he must, at or within a

reasonable time after the period of his

coming of age, notify his disaffirmance

thereof; otherwise he will be deemed to

have confirmed it, and will be bound by
subsequent contracts made on the credit

of the partnership. Goode i\ Harrison, 5

B. & Aid. 147. Bni/ley, J., in this case,

said: "It is clear tliat an infant may bo

in partnership It is true that he is not

liable for contracts entered into during hia

infancy ; but still, he may be a partner.

If he is in point of fact a partner during

his infancy, he ma}', when he comes of

age, elect if he will continue that partner-

ship, or not. If he continues the partner-

ship, he will then be liable as a partner;

if he dissolves the partnership, and if, when
of age, he takes the proper means to let

the world know that the partnership is
,

dissolved, then he will cease to be a part-

ner. But the foundation of my opinion

is the negligence of Benniou at the time

he became of age. Suppose an infant is

not really a jjartner, and that, duiing his

infancy, ho never in fact enters into any

joint purchase, hut that he holds out to

different people, ' I am a partner with A,*

and then comes of age. Suppose also

that the person to whom he made the rep-

resentation furnishes A with goods, A
representing himself to be a partner with

the infant, and the latter having done

nothing to correct the mistake and appre-

hension in the mind of the seller of those

goods ; I should think, in such a case as

that, the infant, the person who, when he

was au infant, had represented himself as
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apprentice, (k) Nor is his contract for labor and service gener-

ally binding, (l) But enlistments in the navy, though made
without the consent of the parent or guardian, are binding, and

the infant cannot avoid them
;
(m) and it is the same as to the

army, (n) Neither can he avoid a contract whereby he under-

takes to do what he is under a legal obligation to do ; as a bond

executed under a statute, to indemnify a town for the support of

an illegitimate child ; for which an order of filiation has been

made upon him. (o) He is not responsible as an innkeeper for

being a. partJier with A, would, by suffer-

ing that delusion to continue when he
became of age, and neglecting to set the

matter right, be liable to all those persons
upon whom the delusion operated. That
is the justice, and as it seems to me, the

law, of the case." So in Miller v. Sims,
2 Hill (S. Car.), 479, it was held that an
infant partner, who afterwards confirmed
the contract of partnership, by transacting

the business and receiving the profits, be-

came thereby liable on all the previous li-

abilities of the firm, even such as were not

known to him. But as to the last point

see contra, Grabtree v. May, 1 B. Mon.
289.

{k) It is clear that an infant cannot be

sued on his covenants of indenture. See
Gylbert v. Fletcher, Cro. C. 179 ; Jennins

V." Pitman, Hutton, 63 ; Lylly's case, 7

Mod. 15 ; Whitley v. Loftus, 8 Mod. 190
;

Frazier v. Rowan, 2 Brevard, 47 ; Mc-
Knight V. Hogg, 3 Brevard, 44. — But if

the infant is a party to the indenture, or

his consent is expressed in it, many cases

have held that the contract of apprentice-

ship is binding absolutely upon him, and
that he cannot dissolve the relation thus

created. See Rex v. Great Wigston, 3 B.

& C. 484.— And a right of action neces-

sarily results to the injured party for a

breach thereof. Woodruff K.Logan,! Eng.
(Ark.), 276.— And this, because it was
said that such contracts must be for the

infant's benefit, and therefore he should

not avoid them. But analogy and princi-

ple would seem to require that, independ-

ent of any statutory provisions regulating

this matter, this contract, like all others,

should be voidable at his election. See

the cases cited in the next note. Where
a statute allows a parent to bind his son

as an apprentice, undoubtedly an inden-

ture executed in pursuance of such statute

would bind all the parties to it ; and tlie

infant could not dissolve the relation thus

created, but it would not necessarily fol-

low that the remedy of- the adult, for the
' desertion of the apprentice, would be an
action against him on his covenants. See
also. Harper v. Gilbert, 5 Gush. 417.

(I) Vent V. Osgood, 19 Pick. 572;
Moses V. Stevens, 2 Pick. 332 ; Nickerson
V. Easton, 12 Pick. UO ; Francis v. Fel-

mit, 4 Dev. & B. 498 ; Thomas v. Dike,

11 Vt. 273; Peters v. Lord, 18 Conn.
337. And if an infant avoids such con-

tract when part performed, he may re-

cover on a quantum meruit for the labor

actually performed under it. Vent v. Os-
good, 19 Pick. .'572 ; Judkins v. Walker,
17 Me. 38 ; Medbuiy v. Watrous, 7 Hill

(N. Y.), 110 (overruling tlie contrary

cases of McCoy v. Huffman, 8 Cowen, 84;
Weeks v. Leishton, 5 N. H. 343 ; Harney
V. Owen, 4 Blackf. 337). Deducting, it

seems, any injury the adult may have sus-

tained by such avoidance. Thomas v.

Dike, 11 Vt. 278; Moses v. Stevens, 2

Pick. 332 ; Judkins v. Walker, 17 Me. 38.

But see Whitmarsh v. Hall, 3 Denio, 375,
contra, as to deducting for injury to the

adult.

(m) Commonwealth v. Gamble, U S. &
R. 93 ; Commonwealth v. Murray, 4Binn.
487 ; United States v. Bainbridge, 1 Ma-
son, 71 ; United States i/. Blakeney, 3
Gratt. 405.

(n) The statutes of the United States

provide that the enlistment of a minor
without the consent of his parent or guar-

dian cannot be avoided. But no person

under the age of eighteen shall be mus-
tered into the United States service, and
the oath of enlistment taken by the recruit

shall be conclusive as to his age. 12 Stat,

at Large 339.

(o) People H. Moores, 4 Denio, 518. So
where a father entered on land in the

name of his minor son, for the purpose of

defrauding his creditors, and afterwards

sold the land, which his son by his dii-ec-
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losses siistained by his guests, (p) Nor will joining her hus-

band in a conveyance bar an infant feme covert of her right of

dower, (q)

It may be added, that an infant may be an attorney or agent

to execute a new power, or, indeed, to perform any act which

he has physical and mental capacity to perform, (r)

SECTION IV.

OF THE TOETS OF AN INFAKT.

An infant is protected against his contracts, but not against

his frauds or other torts, (s) But his promissory note given as a

compensation for his torts is not binding, (t) If such tort or

fraud consists in the breach of his contract, then he is not liable

therefor in an action sounding in tort, because this would make

him liable for his contract merely by a change in the form of the

action, which the law does not permit, (u) But where the

tort, though connected by circumstances with the contract, is

still distinguishable from it, there he is liable. As if he hires

a horse for an unnecessary ride he is not liable for the hire ; but

if in the course of the ride he wilfully abuses and injures the

tion conveyed by his own deed, during his v. Deal, 3 McCord, 257 ; Green v. Speiry,

infancy, to the purchasei-, it was held that 16 Vt. 390; Lewis v. Littlcfield, 15 Me.
such deed was one which the law would 233; Hartfleld v. Kopor, 21 Wend. 615,

have compelled him to make, and tlicrc- 620; Brown v. jMiixwcU, 6 Hill (N. Y.),

fore could not be avoided by him on ar- 592, 594 ; Homer v. Thwing, 3 I'ick. 492;

riving at full age. Elliot v. Hoi-n, 10 School Dist. i>. Bragdon, 3 Foster (X. H.),

Ala. 348. In like manner equal partition 516 ; Wallcer v. Davis, 1 Gray, 506. He
of lands hinds an infant. IJaviiigton v. is even lialile for his own torts, though ho

Clark, 2 Penn. St. 115; Commonwealth act liy his father's command. Humphrey
V. Hantz, id. 333. The binding effect of v. Douglass, 10 Vt. 71 ; or through the

proceedings in partition in Pennsylvania, agency of a third person. Sikes v. Johii-

where a ])urpart is accepted by tlic guar- son 16 Mass. 389.

dian, depends upon statutes. Gilbach's {() Hanks r. Deal, 3 McCord, 257.

Appeal, 8 S. & R. 2(I5. (h) See West v. Moore, 14 Vt. 447
;

(/)) Holt, C. J., Williams v. Harrison, Brown v. Durham, 1 Root, 273 ;
and

Carth. 161; Crosse v. Androes, 1 Rol. Morrill u. Aden, 1 9 Vt. 505, that infancy

Abr. 2, D. pi. 3. is a bar to an action fotinded on a false

(7) Cunningiiam v Knight, 1 Barb. 399. and fraudulent warranty. But contra,

()) Slicldon y. Newton, 3 Ohio St. 494; Word i>. Vance, 1 Nott & McC. 197;
Thompson v. Lyon, 20 Mo. 155. Peigne v. Sutcliffe, 4 McCord, 387; The

(s) See Stone v. Withipool, Latch, 21
;

People v. Kendall, 25 Wend. 399 ; Jen-
Bullock V. Babcock, 3 Wend. 391 ; Hanks nings v. Eundall, 8 T. R. 337.
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horse, he is liable for the tort, (v) And if he should sell the

horse, trover would lie, nor would his infancy be a good defence.

Nor need this tort or fraud be subsequent to the contract.

Thus, in the case of a bond given by an infant and received

by the obligee in reliance upon his false and fraudulent repre-

sentations of his being of full age, the bond cannot be enforced

against him. (w) But as soon as the infant makes and delivers

it, he is guilty of a fraud, for which an action may at once be

maintained for any loss sustained, (x) As long as the bond runs,

(w) Campbell v. Stakes, 2 Wend. 137.

And BO he will be liable in trover if he
drive the horse further, or on a different

route, from that for which he has engaged
him. Homer v. Thwing, 3 Piclc. 492.

Approved in Green v. SpeiTy, 16 Vt.

390 ; Towne v. Wiley, 23 Vt. 353. And
see Vasse v. Smith, 6 Crancli, 226. But
see Witt V. Welsh, 6 Watts, 9 ; Penrose
V. Curren, 3 Eawle, 351 ; 1 Am. Lead.
Cas. US, 119 (Isted.); 10 Am. Jur. 98;
11 id. 69; 20 id. 264.

{w) Conroe v. Birdsall, 1 Johns. Cas.

127; Brown v. McCune, 5 Sandf. 224.

Neither will his waiTunt of attorney to

confess judgment bind Iiim, and the court

cannot make it good, although there l)e

fraud in the infant. Saunderson v. Marr,
1 H. BI. 75. See also, Burley v. Russell,

10 N. H. 184; Stoolfoos v. Jenkins, 12 S.

& R. 399.

(x) Fitts V. Hall, 9 N. H. 441 (over-

ruling Johnson v. Pie, 1 Lev. 169).

Com. Dig. Action on the Case for De-

ceit, A. 10; 2 Kent, Com. 241, n. (c)

;

Eeevos' Dom. Rel. 259.— And in Wal-
lace V. Morss, 5 Hill (N. Y.), 391, an in-

fant who had fraudulently obtained goods
upon credit, not intending to pay for

them, was held liable in an action for the

tort. But see contra, Brown v. McCune,
5 Sandf. 224; Price v. Hewett, 18 E. L.

6 E. 522; s. c. 8 Exch. 146. The case of

Eitts V. Hall, supra, is decidedly con-

demned in 1 Am. Lead. Cas. pp. 117,

118, where the learned editors say :
" This

decision, which directly overrules John-

son V. Pie, 1 Lev. 1 69, is clearly unsound ;

the representation by itself was not ac-

tionable, for it was not an injury ; and

the avoidance of the contract, wliich alone

made it so, was the exercise of a perfect

legal right on the part of the infant. The
contract, in such a case as Eitts v. Hall,

forms an essential part of the right of

action, and no liabilitj growing out of

contract can be asserted against an infant.

The test of an action against an infant is,

whether a liability can be made out with-
out taking notice of the conti-act. It is

admittud, in the same court, that such an
affirmation as in Eitts v. Hall does not
estop the infant so as to render him liable

on the contract ; which implies that the

avoidance of a contract induced by such
a representation is not a fraud." In the

cj\sc referred to, Parktr, C. J., says

:

"But Johnson v. Pie, 1 Lev. 169, was
'case, for that the defendant, being an
infant, affirmed himself to be of full age,

and by means thereof the plaintiff lent

him .£100, and so he h.ad cheated tlie

plaintiff by this false affirmation.' After
verdict for the plaintiff, it was moved in

arrest of judgment that the action would
not lie for this false affirmation, but the

plaintiff ouglit to have infonned himself

by others. * Kelj/nge and Wijndham held,

that the action did not lie, because the

affirmation beini^ by an infant, was void
;

and it is not like to trespass, felony, &c.,

for there is a fact done. Twjjsden doubted,

for that infants are chargeable for tres-

passes. Dyer, 1 05 ; and so, if he cheat

with false dice, &c.' The report in Levinz
states that the case was adjourned ; but in

a note, referring to 1 Keb. 905, 913, it is

stated that judgment was arrested. If

this case be sound, the present action

cannot be sustained on the first count.

Erom a reference in the margin, it seems
that the same case is reported, 1 Sid. 258.

Chief Bavon Comyns, however, who is

himself regarded as high authority, seems
to have taken no notice of this case in his

digest, 'Action on the case for Deceit,'

but lays down the rule that ' if a man
affirms himself of full age when he is an
infant, and thereby procures money, to be

lent to him upon mortgage,' he is liable

for the deceit; for. which he cites 1 Sid.

183; Com. Dig. Action, &c. A. 10. We
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it IS not clear that he will not pay it ; and this uncertainty should

perhaps reduce the damages to a nominal amount. But when

he refuses to pay, and avoids the bond, by this refusal he gives

no new cause of action, but now in the action grounded upon

the original tort, fuU damages may be given. It might be held,

however, that before any action could be maintained for the

fraud in m^aking such a bond, either he must have refused pay-

ment, or else the bond should be returned to him ; and then the

plaintiff would be entitled to recover the full amount of the

bond. And if goods were sold to an infant in reliance upon

his fraudulent representations that he was of full age, the seller

may reclaim them, certainly on his refusal to pay, if not before,

on the ground that he had never parted with his property, {y)

If he allows a person to buy his property, in good faith on the

part of the purchaser, and without informing the purchaser that

he is an infant, it has been intimated, that he cannot recover his

property from the purchaser, (z) The reasons for this view are

not satisfactory, and the doctrine is denied in another case in

the same State, (a)

are of opinion tliat tliis is the true princi-

ple. If infancy is not permitted to pro-

tect fraudulent acts, and infants are liable

in actions ex delicto, whether founded on
positive wrongs, or constructive torts, or

frauils (2 Kent, Com. 197), as for slander

(Hodsman v. Gris.sel, Noy, 129), and
goods converted (auth. ante), there is no
Bound reason that occurs to us why an
infant should not be chargeable in dam-
ages for a fraudulent misrepresentation,

whereby another has received damage."
But it is believed that the true ground of

the decision in Fitts v. Hall was mistaken
in the Am. Lead. Cases, the learned au-

thors being misled perhaps by the mar-
ginal note, in which it is said that "An
infant is answerable for a fraudulent rep-

resentation and deceit, which is not con-

nected with the subject-matter of a con-
ti'act, but by which the other party is

induced to enter into one with him, if he

afterwards avoids the contract hy reason of
his infancy." Such may have been the

case before the court ; but the principle to

be deduced from the decision is, that

a fraudulent misrepresentation, whereby
money or goods are obtained by an in-

fant, is itself an actionable injury. It is

Stated in Bac. Abr. Infancy Sf Age, (I.
|

3 : "If an infant without any contract,

wilfully takes away the goods of another,

trover lies af^ainst him. Also it is said,

that if he take the goods under pretence

that he is of full age, trover lies, because

it is a wilful and fraudulent trespass." So
an infont is liable for a fraudulent execu-

tion of a trust confided to liim. Loop c.

Loop, 1 Vt. 177.

(y) Badger v. Phinney, 15 Mass. 359;

Mills y. Graham, 4 B. & P. 140, per

Mansjidd, C. J. ; Furnes v. Smith, 1 Rol.

Abr. 530, C. pi. 3. It has been suggested

that the mere silence of the infant as to his

age, knowing that the other party believed

him an adult, would be a sufficient ground

to enable the other party to reclaim the

goods so parted with, Sec 20 Am. Jur.

265. But in Stikejnan v. Dawson, 1 De
Gex & S. 90, it was held that in the ab-

sence of any positive misrepresentation,

the mere omission of the infant to disclose

his minority was not a sufficient fraud to

invalidate the contract. So his note is

voidable, although the payee did not

know of his infancy and although he was

carrying on trade as an adult. Van Win-
kle V. Kctchara, 3 Caines, 323.

(z) Hall V. Timmons, 2 Rich, Eq. 120.

(a) Norris v. Wait, 2 Rich. Eq. 148.
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When goods not necessaries are sold to an infant, without

fraudulent representations by him, with a knowledge by the

seller of his infancy, and the infant refuses to pay for them, and
also refuses to return the goods, although they are within his

possession and control, some question exists as to the rights of

the seller. Some authorities support the doctrine that he is

remediless, regarding the incapacity of the infant as his privi-

lege and his defence. But it seems unreasonable and unjust to

say that the infant may refuse to pay for the goods, without

affecting the validity of the sale to him. It should seem

enough if the infant has the power of rescinding the sale. This

is an adequate protection ; and if the goods are out of his pos-

session when the sale is rescinded, the seller may be wholly

without remedy. But when the sale is rescinded, the propei-ty

in the goods should revest in the seller, so far, at least, that if

he finds them in the possession of the infant, he may peaceably

retake them as his own. And if he demands them, the refusal

of the infant to deliver them would seem to be a tort whoUy
independent of the contract, on which trover might be main-

tained. And there are authorities which sustain this view, (b)

{b) Judge Reeve states similar views in could never retain when lie had rescinded,

hid work on the Domestic llelationSj p. I appi'ehend it to be a sound maxim, and
244. He says : " But it seems to have wliicli is founded in the higliest reason,

been an opinion among the elementary that an infant, although he may always
writers, that if a contract be performed by use his privilege, as a shield to defend
the adult to the infant, and then the infant himself against his own contracts, yet he
refuse to perform his part, and this con- shall never make use of it as an oftensive

tract be rescinded ; that, in such cases, weapon to injure others. It is enough
the adult has no remedy to recover the that an infant shall have full power to set

consideration paid to the minor. So that afloat his contract. In doing this he is in

if a minor should contract to pay an adult the proper use of his privilege; but to ob-

S50 for a horse, sold to him by the adult, tain, by that means, property from others,

and then the minor should rescind the is a fraud, and is turning his privilege into

contract, that the adult must lose his an offensive weapon, which the law will

horse. Or if a minor should buy a horse, not indulge. It is true that the lawful

and pay for him, that he might rescind the exercise of this privilege will produce the

;ontract, and recover back the money, effect of defrauding others, in many cases,

aud yet retain the horse ; it being a pre- As where an infant has bought a horse,

fumptiou of law, as they say, that the con- and given his note for the value, and then

iideration paid or delivered by the adult avoids his note by a plea of infiincy ; and
was intended as a present to the minor, .has sold the horse, spent the money re-

This doctrine appears to me to be wholly ceived, and is unable to pay the value of

destitute of principle, and not supported the horse ; in this case the adult may be

by the authorities. That the minor has a defrauded, but it is because the minor is

right to rescind his contract at pleasure is unable to pay, or make him satisfaction,

not controverted ; but when rescinded I But how, in point of principle and good
should suppose that the contract was as if sense, would the case be, if the infant

it had never been, and that the minor were in possession of the horse at the time
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At all events, it seems to be admitted that if the infant has

received the goods and paid for them, he cannot avoid the

contract and recover the money paid, without redelivering the

goods, (c)

he avoided the note ? "Would not the

whole contract be utterly void, and as

much blotted out of existence as if it had
never been'? and would not the horse then

be the property of the adult, the inflint

having received the full benefit of his priv-

ilege ; that is, the privilege of not being

bound by his contract ? And if the prop-

erty of the horse were in the adult, he

might retake him in a peaceable manner
prescribed by law, and might demand him
of the infant ; and in the case of refusal

might bring an action of trover against the

minor, for converling the horse to his own
use." Judge Mt;lcalj\ in his very valuable

articles on the Law of Contracts, in the

American Jurist, says. Vol. XX. p. 260 :

" But where the infant refuses to pay for

articles ^oUl to him, the other party cannot

retake the articles ; and where he has re-

ceived money for property which he en-

gaged to deliver to the purchaser, and af-

terwards refuses to deliver, his privilege

(as it is termed) is his defence. This is

manifestly inequitable, and Judge Reeve

therefore zealously contends that such is

not the law. But the principles of the

law of infancy seem to lead to this result,

and the authorities to be too stubborn to

be resisted." We confess that we think

the views of Judge Itceve more consonant
with the principles of law, as well as of

equity." The infant is not bound by his

promise ; but this must mean that the

promise was void, or may be made void,

and when void it is as if it had not been ;

and therefore when the infant has defeated

the claim of the seller for the price by
avoiding his promise, there is an end of

the contract. We see no sufficient reason

for connecting his subsequent wrong doing,

in refusing to redeliver the property with
the contract, so as to say the owner now
les substantially for a breach of the con-

tract, although formally, in tort. He de-

mands, in fact as well iis in form, dam-
ages for the wrongful detention of property
which is his, because it was bis, and has
never passed out of him but by a contract

which the infant has exercised his right of
rescinding. We tliink the case of Va.>-'se

V. Smith, 6 Cranch, 226, rests upon simi-

lar principles. There the defendant re-

ceived goods as supercargo, but disposed
of them in disobedience to the orders of

the owner, who brought trover. The de-

fendant pleaded and proved infancy, and
the court below held it to be a sufiScient

defence. Marshall, C. J., in dehvering
the opinion of the Supreme Court, said

;

" This court is of opinion that infancy is

no complete bar to an action of trover, al-

though the goods converted be in his pos-

session, in virtue of a previous contract.

The conversion is still in its nature a tort

;

it is not an act of omission, but of com-
mission, and is within that class of offences

for which infancy cannot afford protection.

.... This instmction of the court (be-

low) must have been founded on the opin-

ion that infancy is a bar to an action of

trover for goods committed to the infant

under a contract. . . . This court has

already stated its opinion to be, that an
infant is chargeable with a conversion, al-

though it bo of goods which came lawfully

to his possession." And see Walker v.

Davis, 1 Gray, 506. We think that Bad-
ger V. Phinney, 1.5 Mass. 359, and Fitts v.

Hall, 9 N. H. 441, imply similar principles,

(c) Holmes v. Blogg, 8 Taunt. 508;
Bailey v. Bamberger, 11 B. Mon. 113;
Smith u. Evans, 5 Humph. 70 ; Cum-
mings V. Powell, 8 Tex. 80. And see

Hai-ney v. Owen, 4 Blackf. 337 ; Weeks v,

Leighton, 5 N. H. 343 ; Medbury v. Wat-
rous, 7 Hill (N. Y.), 110.
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SECTION V.

OF THE EFFECT OF AN INFANT'S AVOIDANCE OF HIS CONTRACT.

Every executory contract may be avoided by an infant, and
then the adult dealing with him is relieved from his part of the

contract ; as if the contract were for the sale of a horse, by the

infant, and the infant refuses to deliver the horse, the adult of

course may refuse to pay the price. But if it be executed on
the part of the adult,— as, for instance, by the payment in ad-

vance for the horse,— and the infant then annuls the contract,

and refuses to deliver the horse, the rights of the other party

are not so certain, (d) If, previous to the contract, the infant

fraudulently represented himself as of age, we have seen, that

for this fraud he may be answerable. But, if there were no
such representations, it is not clear that the adult party has

any remedy. He cannot bring trover for the horse, for it was
never his; nor case, unless he can found his action upon a

wrong independent of the contract ; he cannot therefore recover

the money unless on the ground that the entire avoidance of

the sale has left the infant in possession of money that belongs

only to the adult. If the infant disaffirms a sale that he has

made, and reclaims the property he sold, it seems now quite

well-settled that he must return the purchase-money, (e)

If, during infancy, he has destroyed or parted with the prop-

erty he purchased before a demand was made upon him for it

subsequently to his disaffirmance, the seller, as we have said, is

remediless ; unless, possibly, he does this in such a way, or

{d) See Shaw v. Boyd, 5 S. & R. 309

;

conveyance made when under age, he
Crymes v. Day, 1 Bailey, 320 ; Jones v. must offer to restore the purchase-money,
Todd, 2 J. J. Marsh. 361 ; 20 Am. Jur. see Hillyer v. Bennett, 3 Edw. Ch. 222.

260. So if the Indorsee of an infant payee is

(e) Badger v. Phinney, 15 Mass. 363
;

paid, the infant cannot avoid his indor.se-

Hubbard v. Cummings, 1 Greenl. 13; ment, because he cannot restore the make!
Smith V. Evans, 5 Humph. 70 ; Farr v. of the bill or note to the same condition

Sumner, 12 Vt. 28. See also, Taft & Co. as before. See Dulty v. Browufield, 1

V. Pike, U Vt. 405. Carr v. Clough, Barr, 497; Willis w. Twambly, 13 Mass,
6 Foster (N. H.), 280. Heath v. West, 8 204 ; Nightingale v. Withington, 15 Mass
id. 101. And for the rule in chancery, 272.

that if an adult files his bill to set aside a
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under such circumstances, as to amount to a tort ; but if he

destroys or disposes of the property after coming of age, this

must be regarded as a confirmation of the contract. (/)

If an infant advances money on a voidable contract which

he afterwards rescinds, he cannot recover this money back

because it is lost to him by his own act, and the privilege of

infancy does not extend so far as to restore this money unless it

was obtained from him by fraud. "Whether an infant who has

engaged to labor for a certain period, and, after some part of the

work is performed, rescinds the contract, can recover for the

work he has done, has been differently decided, (g-) The prin-

ciple upon which the rule is founded that forbids the infant's

recovery of money advanced by him on a contract which he has

rescinded, would appear to lead to the conclusion that he could

not recover for the work he had done ; but the weight of au-

thority seems to be the other way. -As to the time of an infant's

disaffirmance of his contract, it may be said, in general, that he

cannot avoid a sale of lands, conclusively, until of full age, (h)

although he may enter while under age, and take and hold the

profits, (i) The disaffirmance may be by any appropriate legal

process, or by any act on his part showing conclusively his

purpose of annulling the sale. Contracts which relate only to

the person or to personal property may be avoided at any time,

and by any act clearly manifesting this purpose, (j) Thus he

may avoid a sale, and his guardian may bring trover for the

chattel sold, (k) And this right may be exercised against all

equities of purchasers from the grantee, or other persons, (l)

An infant stands on the same footing as an adult, in respect

to his rights to reclaim money on a failure of consideration, or

because obtained by fraud, or to rescind contracts for good cause.

(/) Cheshire v. Barrett, 4 McCord, (j) See supi-a, note (A). For a, dictum to

241 ; Deason v. Bovd, 1 Dana, 45 ; Law- the contrary, sue Boody v. McKenney, 23

son II. Lovejoy, 8 Greenl. 405. Me. 517. See also, Farr u. Sumner, 12

(g) See note (/) sn.fira p. 315. Vt. 28.

(h) Stafford v. Roof, 9 Cowen, 626

;

{k) See cases supra, and Shipman v.

Bool ii. Mix, 17 Wend. 120; Matthew- Horton, 17 Conn. 481; Carr v. Clough,

son V. Johnson, 1 Hoif. Ch. 560; Ship- 6 Foster (N". H.), 280. See ulso, Cum-
man v. Horton, 17 Corm. 481 ; Cum- mings v. Powell, 8 Tex. 80.

mings V. Powell, 8 Tex. 80. See also, {I) Myers c. Sanders, 7 Dph*.. Wfl

ante, p 294,note(/). Hill y. Anderson, 5 Sm. & M -i't

(i) Stafford v. Roof. 9 Cowen, 626.
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SE CTION VI,

OF RATIFICATION.

As the liability of the infant is defeated by the law, for his

protection, therefore, as we have aheady seen, when he is of

full age, he may, if he pleases, confirm and ratify a contract

entered into by him during infancy, and this he may do by
parol, (m) But, for this ratification, a mere acknowledgment
that the debt existed, or that the contract was made, is not
enough, (n) It need not be a precise and formal promise ; but
it must be a direct and express confirmation, and substantially

(though it need not be in form) a promise to pay the debt or

fulfil the contract, (o) It must be made with the deliberate

(m) In England, by stat. 9 Geo. IV. c.

14, ^ 5, it is now necessary that the new
promise or ratification should be in writ-

ing, and signed by the party to be charged
thereby. And any written instrument
signed by the party, which in an adult

would be an adoption or ratification of
an act done by one acting as agent, is

sufficient. Harris v. Wall, 1 Exch. 122;
Haitley v. Wharton, 11 A. & B. 934.

But see Mawson v. Blane, 26 E. L. & B.
560. The defendant, having while an
infant, accepted a bill of exchange, was
applied to, after he became of age, on be-

half of the holder, and then wrote to him
as follows :

" Your brother tells me you
are very uneasy about the £500 bill drawn
by Mr. P. on me. Pray make yourself

easy about it, as I will take care that it is

paid, and Sir Henry P. comes to England
in June." Held, per Parke, B., and Al-

derson, B., that this was not a sufficient

ratiiication to take the case out of the said

statute ; and per Piatt, B., afid Martin, B.,

that it was a sufficient ratification. A
similar statute exists in Maine.— In Bay-
lis V. Dinely, M. & Sel. 477, it seems to

have been held that an instrument under
seal, executed while the maker was an in-

fant, could not be affirmed by parol. But
this is believed to be inconsistent with

true principle and analogous cases. See

Hoyle V. Stowe, 2 Dev. & B. 320 ; Wheat-

on 17. East, 5 Yerg. 41 ; Houser v. Rey-
nolds, 1 Hayw. (N. Car.), 143. But see
Glamorgan v. Lane, 9 Mo. 446.

(n) Robbins v. Eaton, 10 N. H. 561
;

Thrupp V. Fielder, 2 Esp. 628 ; Ordinary
V. Wherry, 1 Bailey, 28 ; Benham o

Bishop, 9 Conn. 330 ; Alexander v.

Hutcheson, 2 Hawks, 535 ; Ford v. Phil-
lips, 1 Pick. 203.

(o) See Goodsell v. Myers, 3 Wend.
479 ; Rogers v. Hurd, 4 Day, 57 ; Wilcox
V. Roath, 12 Conn. 550 ; Hale v. Gerrish,

8 N. H. 374 ; Bigelow v. Grannis, 2 Hill
(N. Y.), 120; Willard v. Hewlett, 19
Wend. 301. The cases are well collected

in Bingham on Infancy (Am. ed.), p. 69,
n. " No particular words seem necessary
to a ratification, and provided they import
a recognition and confirmation of his

promise, they need not be a direct prom-
ise to pay. Whitney v. Dutch, 14 Mass.
460, Parker, C. J. ; Hale v. Gerrish, 8 N.
H. 376; as 'I have not the money now,
but when I return from my voyage I will

settle with you ;

' and ' I owe you, and
will pay you when I return,' have been
held a sufficient ratification. Martin v.

Mayo, 10 Mass. 137 ; also, these words,
'I willpay it (the note) as soon as I can
make it, but not this year. I understand
the holder is about to sue it, but she had
better not.' Bobo v. Hansel 2 Bailey,

114. So a promise to endeavor to procure
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purpose of assuming a liability from which he knows that he

is discharged by law, and under no compulsion
; (p) and to the

.party himself or his agent, {q) It may be conditional, and in

that case the party relying upon it must show that the con-

dition has been fulfilled, (r) But it is perhaps now settled

that a ratification will not maintain an action brought before

such ratification, (s)

The mere fact that an infant does not disaffirm a contract

after he is of full age, is not, it would seem, of itself a con-

the money and send it to the creditor

is sutiidcnt. Whitney v. Dutch, 15 Mass.
457 ; and where a minor after coming of

age wrote to the phiintiif, ' I am sorry to

give you so much trouble in calling, but I

am not prc|i:)rcd for you, but will without
nci;lLMt remit you in a short time," this

was lield a siitti'eiunt ratification. Hartley

V. Wharton, 11 A. & E. 934, See also,

Harris o. \Viill, 1 Exch. 128, where it is

said, tliat .any written instrument signed

by the infant, which in the case of adults

would have amounted lo the adoption of

the act of a party acting as agent, will,

in the case of an infant wlio has attained

his majority, amount to a ratification. A
declaration of an intention to pay a note,

and authorizing an agent to take it up, lias

been hi'ld a good ratification, although the

agent had done nothing about it. <Drvis

V. Kimliall, 3 N. H.314; see further, Best

V. Givens, 3 B. Mon. 72; Taft v. Ser-

geant, 18 Barb. 320. On the other hand,
an admis.^ion by an infant that he owed
the debt, and that the adult would get his

poy, but at tlie same time refusing to give

his note, was considered no ratification

of the original promise. Hale v. Gerrish,

8 N. H, 374 ; and so these words, 'I owe
the plainlitF, but am unable to pay him,
but will endeavor to get my brother bound
with me.' Ford v. Phillips, 1 Kck. 202

;

likewise the language, ' 1 consider your
claim as worthy my attention, but not my
first attention,' adding he would soon give

it the attention due it. Wilcox v. Koath,
12 Conn. 550. And see Dunlap v. Hales,

2 Jones (N. Car,), 381 ; and where a
minor gave his note, a part of which he
subsequently paid, and in his will made
after attaining majority, directed the pay-
ment of his just debts, this was held no
r.atitication as to the residue of the note.

Smith V. Mayo, 9 Mass. 62 ; but see

Wright !). Steele, 2 N. H. 51 ; 20 Am.
Jur. 269; Merch.auts u. Grant, 2 Edw.

Ch. 544. And where a minor received

money, which he promised in writing to

pay to another when requested, and, on
being applied to, said it was not con-

venient to pay then, but expressed an
intention to do so on his arrival at Hon-
duras ; this was held no ratification of his

promise to repay, however otherwise he

might have been liable. Jackson v. Mayo,
11 Mass. 147. Neillier is a submission to

arbitration, whether he is liable or not, on
his note, a ratification. Benham v. Bishop,

9 Conn. 330; nor is a p.artial pajinent

any ratification of (he remainder. Thrupp
V. Fielder, 2 Esp. 628 ; Robbins v. Eaton,

10 N. H. 561 ; Hinely v. Margaritz, 3

Barr. 428. If the ratification is condi-

tional, as, to pay when able, the plaintiff

must show the happening of the contin-

gency, but not that the defendant could

pay without inconvenience, Thompson y.

Lay, 4 Pick. 48 ; Cole v. Saxby, 3 Esp.

159. Sec also, Davis v. Smith, 4 Esp.

36; Besford o. Saunders, 2 H. Bl. UG;
Martin ;. Mayo, 10 Mass. 141, n. (c);

Everson v. Carpenter, 17 Wend. 419."

(p) Ford ('. Phillips, 1 Pick. 202 ; Smith

V. iVlayo, 9 Mass. 64 ; Curtin v. Patton,

11 S. & R. 307 ; Harmerii. lulling, 5 Esp.

102; Brooke v. Gaily, 2 Atk. 34; Hinely

„. JMaigaritz, 3 Barr, 428.

(7) Goodsell V. Myers, 3 Wend. 479;

Bigelow V. Grannis, 2 Hill (N. Y.), 120;

Holt t'. Underbill, 9 N. H. 439.

(r) Thompson w. Lay, 4 Pick, 48; Cole

V. Saxby, 3 Esp. 159. See also. Davis

V. Smith, 4 Esp 36 ; Besford v. Saunders,

2 H. Bl. 116; Everson v. Carpenter, 17

Wend. 419.

(s) Thornton v Illingwortli, 2 B. & C.

824 ; Ford v. Phillips, 1 Pick. 202 ; Thing

V. Liljbcy, 16 Me. 55; MeiTiam v. Wil-

kins, 6 N. H. 432 (overruling the earlier

case of Wright v. Steele, 2N. H. 51);

Hale V. Gerrish, 8 N. H. 374 ; Goodridge
V. Ross, 6 Met. 487.
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firmation, (t) but this fact may be made significant by circum-

stances
; thus, if coupled with a continued possession and use

of the property, or a refusal to redeliver the same, and an asser-

tion of ownership, it may frequently raise, by implication of

law, such confirmation, and a promise to pay for the property,

especially if either this intention and promise to pay must be

presumed, or else a firaud. Indeed any act of ownership, after

full age, may have this effect ; but it must be unequivocal.

The purchases of an infant may be far more easily ratified

than his conveyances of real estate. To affirm the latter some
positive act seems to be necessary, and mere acquiescence, or

failure to disaffirm, although continued beyond a reasonable

time, has frequently been adjudged not sufficient to bind the

minor, (w) It has been held in England that an infant's bond

{t) Bennett's note to Dublin and Wick-
low Railway Co. v. Black, 16 E. L. & E.
558. But see post, notes (ii) and (y). As
to the necessity for a positive act of con-

firmation, see Ferguson v. Bell, 17 Mo.
347 ; Dunlap v. Hales, 2 Jones (N. Car.),

381. Also Harris v. Wall, 1 Exch. 122.

(«) In Jackson v. Carpenter, 11 Johns.

539, an infant conveyed land to A, in fee

in the military tract, in 1784. Afterwards

in 1 796, and ten years after he became of

age, he conveyed the same premises to B.

A claimed that the first deed was only

voidable, and not void, and that there had
been an acquiescence for so long a time

after the infant arrived at full age, that it

amounted to a confirmation of the first

conveyance, before the second was exe-

cuted. But the court said, in giving their

opinion :
" The cases cited by the defend-

ant's counsel, to this point, do not support

it to the extent contended for. In all of

them it appears that some act of the in-

fant, after he is twenty-one years of age,

is required to evince his assent ; they are

only instances of purchases made, or leases

given, rendering a rent by which either

the continuance in possession or receipt

of the rent reserved shows his assent af-

terwards. In the present case, no act of

the infant appears since he arrived at full

age, by which this assent could be in-

ferred, except mere omission. He has pos-

sessed no property, nor has he received

rent. The confirmation of this sale, con-

sequently, can, in no point of view, turn

out to his advantage, nor can his neglect

to do any thing from 1 784 till 1796 destroy

his title. It would be contrary to the

benign principles of the law, by which the

imbecility and indiscretion of infants are

protected from injury to their property,

that a mere acquiescence, without any
intermediate or continued benefit, showing
his assent, should operate as an extin-

guishment of his title." So in Jackson v.

Burchin, 14 Johns. 124, an infant in

1784, and while between nineteen and
twenty years of n^e, conveyed wild and
unoccupied land in fee, and in 1795 exe-
cuted another conveyance of the same
premises, not having in the mean time
after his arrival at full age made any
entry on the premises. It was also proved
that the infant, after he came of age, had
stated to others that he had sold his land
to [the first grantee] . The defendant also

offered to prove that the infant, after he
became of full age, declined to sell the

[ft'emises on one occasion, because he had
previously sold it, but this was overruled.

Spencer, J., in delivering the opinion, ob-

served :
" I perceive no evidence of the

aflSrmance of the first deed by the infant

after he came of age." Tiiese cases were
commented upon in Bool v. Mix, 17

Wend. 120, and the court incline to the

same general doctrine. So in Tucker v.

Moreland, 10 Pet. 58, Mr. Justice Stori/

observed :
" To assume, as a matter of

law, that a voluntaiy and deliberate rec-

ognition by a person, after his arrival at

age, of an actual conveyance of his right,

during his non-age, amounts to a confir-

mation of such conveyance ; or to assume
that a mere acquiescence in the same con
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could not be ratified but by an instrument of equal solemnity

But this has been doubted for strong reasons, (v) Whether his

verbal declarations can, in any event, ratify his instrument

under seal, may not be certain ; but it is quite certain that if,

in an instrument under seal, a person recites or refers to a

former instrument also under seal, made whUe he was a minor,

this is a ratification of the first, (w) Thus, the grant of lands

received during infancy, by way of exchange for other lands,

has been held to be a confirmation of the original convey-

ance, {x)

In some cases it has been urged, that even a silent acquies-

cence for a considerable time by an infant, after arriving at full

age, is itself a ratification of his conveyance, (y)

Teyance, without objection, for several

montlis after liis arrival at age, is also a
confirmation of it, are not maintainable.

The mere recognition of the fact that a

conveyance has been made, is not, per se,

proof of a confirmation of it." In Lessee

of Drake v. Ramsay, 5 Hamm. 251, the

court remarked : "In our opinion lapse

of time may frequently furnish evidence of

acquiescence, and thus confirm the title

[of the first purchaser] ; but of itself it

does not take away the right to avoid

until the statute of limitations takes effect/*

The same doctrine was afterwards aifirmed

in Cresinger v. Lesseerof Welch, 15 Ohio,

193. In the very able case of Doe v. Ab-
ernathy, 7 Blackf 442, it appeared that a

female infant, residing in Pennsylvania,

executed there a deed of bargain and sale

for land situate in thai State. She after-

wards married, but whether before or after

her majority did not appear, nor did it

appear where, after the execution of the

deed, she and her husband had resided,

nor that her husband had acquiesced in

the deed after he knew of it. Held, that

the lapse of about five years after the
wife's majority, without any attempt to

disafBrm the conveyance, did not, under
the circumstances, prevent the husband
and wife from disafRrming it. In Boody
V. McKenney, 23 Me. 523, Shepley, J.,

thus lays down the law on this subject

:

" When a person has made a conveyance
of real estate during his infancy, and
would affirm or disaffirm it after he be-

comes of age, in such case the mere ac-

quiescence for years to disaffirm it affords

no proof of a ratification. There must be

some positive and clear act performed for

that purpose. The reason is, that by iiis

silent acquiescence he occasions no injury

to other persons, and secures no benefite

or new rights to himself. There is noth-

ing to urge him as a duty towards others

to act speedily. Language appropriate in

other cases, requiring him to act within a

reasonable time, would become inappro-

priate here. He may, therefore, after

years of acquiescence, by an entry, or by

a conveyance of the estate to another per-

son, disaffirm and avoid the conveyance

made during his infancy." This point

was discussed in Hoyle v. Stowe, 2 Dev.

& B. 320, where it was held that some act

of affirmance was clearly necessary, and

that if declarations were sufiBcient, they

must be clear and unequivocal, and made
with a view to ratification. In Houser v.

Reynolds, 1 Hayw. 143, such declarations

were held sufficient. See, however, Clar

morgan v. Lane, 9 Mo. 446.

(v) Parol ratification was claimed in

Baylis V. Dineley, 3 M. & Sel. 477. But

see, contra, Hoyle v. Stowe, 2 Dev. & B.

320; Wheaton v. East, 5 Yerg. 41;

Houser v. Reynolds, 1 Hayw. 143 ;
Scott

V. Buchanan, 2 Humph. 468. jBut see

Glamorgan v. Lane, 9 Mo. 446.

(w) See Story v. Johnson, 2 Y. & Col.

586; Boston Bank v. Chamberhn, 15

Mass. 220; Phillips v. Green, 5 Monr.

344.

(x) Williams v. Mabee, 3 Halst. Ch.

500.

(y) In Kline v. Beebe, 6 Conn. 494,

where an infant, having executed a deed

of conveyance in 1791, at the age of eigh-
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If any acb of disaffirmance is necessary to enable an infant

after attaining his majority to avoid his conveyance made while

teen years, held the note given for the

consideration four years, and then married

;

her husband held it until her death in

1815, and continued to hold it eleven
years afterwards ; and, during the whole
period, there was no act or expression of
disaffirmance, and the grantee was per-

mitted to remain in the undisturbed occu-
pation of the laud, it was held that there

was both an implied and a tacit affirm-

anee. Hosmer, C. J., said :
" The deed

in question has been ratified by every im-
plied mode of affirmance. The consid-

eration note was held by P. BoUes a year

after her arrival at full age, and before

her marriage, and by the plaintiflt' has

been held ever since. During all this

period, until the commencement of the

plaintiff's action, a profound.silence was
observed relative to the disaffirmance of

the contract ; and the defendant was per-

mitted to remain in the unquestioned oc-

cupation of the land. These acts imply
an affirmance of the deed, not unlike the

holding possession of land leased or ex-

changed, and authorized the same infer-

ence. Besides, the omission to disaffirm

alone, for eleven years, a period almost

sufficient to give title by possession, is an
acquiescence in the conveyance amount-
ing to a tacit affirmance." This case was
cited with approbation in Kichardson v.

Boright, 9 Vt. 368, where Redfield, J.,

said ;
" Jn the case of every act of an in-

fant merely voidable, he must disaffirm

it on coming of full age, or he will be

bound by it." See also. Holmes v. Blogg,

8 Taunt. 35, Dallas, J. ; 2 Kent, Com.
238.— The case of Wallace v. Lewis, 4

Harring.(Del.), 75, is astrongcase against

the right of disaffirmance. There a minor,

when wanting only four months of his

majority, conveyed his land in fee by
deed in proper form, and the purchaser

went into immediate possession, and great-

ly unproved the premises. The infant,

four years after, brought his action of

ejectment against his own grantee, to

recover the same premises. It was held

that his silence for four years after he be-

came of age, was a waiver of his right to

disaffirm, and that he could not recover.

And see also, Scott v. Buchanan, U
Humph. 468. But see Moore v. Aber-

nathy, 7 Blackf 442. So in Wheaton v.

East, 5 Yerg 41, it was held that any act

of a minor, from wliich his assent to a

deed executed during his minority may
be infen'ed, will operate as a confirma-
tion, and prevent him thereafter from
electing to disaffirm it. Therefore where
the minor had done no act from which a
dissent or disaffirmance might be inferred,

for three or four yeai's after he arrived at

twenty-one, but where he admitted ho
had sold the land, said he was satisfied,

offered to exchange other lands for it,

and saw the bargainee putting on im-
provements without objection, it was held
that these were sufficient acts from which
to infer a confirmation. We liave thus

fully referred to the authorities on the

subject of the ratification of conveyances,
because tliere is, as will be seen by a ref-

erence to the foregoing cases, not a lit-

tle conflict between them. On the other

hand, as to purchases, tlie law is well

settled ; and if an infant retains property

purchased, whether real or personal, and
gives no notice of an intention to dis-

affirm, for an unreasonable length of time
after he arrives at full age, and especially

if he uses the property, sells it, or mort-
gages it, or exercises any unequivocal act

of ownership over it, mthout any notice

to the other party of an intention to dis-

affinn, this is clearly sufficient evidence of

a ratification. Some of the leading cases

on this subject are Boyden v. Boyden, 9

Met. 519; Boody v. McKenny, 23 Me.
517 ; Hubbard v. Cummings, 1 Grtenl.

1 1 , where this doctrine is applied to the

purchase of real estate. Co. Lit. 51 b ;

Kobbins v. Eaton, 10 N. H. 561 ; Cheshire
V. Barrett, 4 McCord ; 241 ; Lawson v.

Lovejoy, 8 Greenl. 405
;

(Bennett's ed.

n.); Alexander v. Heriot, Bailey, Ch.
223 ; Armfield v. Tate, 7 Ircd. L. 258

;

Kitchen v, Lee, 11 Paige, 107 ; Deason v.

Boyd, 1 Dana, 45. — And where an
infant, a few days before he became
twenty-one, purchased a note and drew
an order on a third person for the pay-
ment but which was not paid, of which
he had notice, it was held in a suit on
such order several years afterwards, that

his failure to retura the note and dis-

affirm the contract, after he became of

age, warranted the inference that he in-

tended to abide by it, and was a sufficient

answer to the defence of infancy. Thom-
asson V. Boyd, 13 Ala. 419. In Delano
V. Blake, 11 Wend. 85, where an infant

took the note of a third person in pay-
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a minor, it is now well settled that the execution of a second

deed, which is inconsistent with the former deed, is itself a dis-

affirmance of the former deed, although the infant had not pre-

viously manifested any intention to avoid it and had made no

entry upon the premises conveyed. The old rule, requiring

such entry before the infant could make another conveyance,

has long since been done away, (z) In some of our States,

however, a sale of lands can be made only by one in posses-

sion ; and in that case the infant should enter before making

his conveyance.

A question has been raised in relation to ratification by an

infant, whether, if the contract be one of those which is de-

clared to be not voidable, but void, any ratification could restore

it. And contracts by an infant for purposes of trade have been

declared absolutely void. But the exact distinction between

the void and the voidable contracts of an infant is rather

obscure ; and the better opinion, as weU as the stronger reason,

seems to be, as we have already stated, that in reference to its

ment for work done, and retained it for

eight months after he came of age, and
then offered to return it, and demanded
payment for his work, it was held, in an
action for the work and labor performed
by him, that the retaining of the note for

such a length of time was a ratification of

the contract made during infancy, espe-

cially when, in the mean time, the maimer

of the note had become insolvent, tlie

debt lost, and the offer to return made on
the heel of that event. In Aldricli i'.

Grimes, 10 N. 11. 194, an infant bouglit

personal property, witli a right of return

if it was not liked. He kept it two
months after lie was of fviU age, and after

he had been requested to return it if he

did not like it. It was held a confirma-

tion. In the case of Smith o. Kelly, 13

Met. 309, an infant bought goods that

were not necessaries, and the sellers, three

diiys before he came of age, brought an
action against him for the price, and at-

tached the goods on their writ. Tire

goods remained in the hands of the at-

taching officer at the time of the trial of

the action, and the defendant gave no
notice to the plaintiffs, after he came of

age, of his intention not to be bound by
the contract of sale. HM, that there was
no ratification of the contract of sale

by the defendant, and that the action

could not be maintained. If an infant

purchase land, and at the same time mort-

gage it for the purchase-money, so that

the whole is but one transaction, the retain-

ing of possession of the land beyond a

reasonable time is a confirmation of the

mortgage, and any act tliat ratifies the

mortgage aflirms the deed. Bigelow v.

Kinney, 3 A't. 353 ; Richardson v. Bo-

right, 9 id. 368 ; Kobliins v. Eaton, 10

N; H. 562 ; Dana v. Coombs, 6 Greenl.

89 ; Hubbard v. Cummings, 1 id. 11
;

Lynde v. Budd, 2 Paige, 191.— Upon
the whole it may be said, that an infant's

conveyances are not ratified liy a bare

recognition of the existence of, or a silent

acquiescence in his deed, for any period

less than the period of statutory limita-

tion. See the cases already cited.

(z) Cresingcr v. Welch, 15 Ohio, l.')6;

Hoyle V. Stowe, 2 Dev. & B. 320

;

Tucker v. Moreland, 10 I'ct. 58 ; Jack-

son I'. Carpenter, 1 1 Johns. 539 ; Jackson

V. Burchin, 14 id. 124. But to constitute

a disaffirmance, the second deed must lie

so inconsistent with the first, that both

cannot consistently stand. Eagle Fire

Company v. Lent, 6 Paige, 635 ; Bing-

ham on Infancy (Bennett's ed.),, p. 60, n.
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ratification, no contract is void ; or, in the language of Parke,

B., in Williams v. Moore, {a) " the promise of an infant is not

void in any case, unless the infant chooses to plead his in-

fancy." [b)

SECTION VII.

WHO MAT TAKE ADVANTAGE 05 AN INFANT'S LIABILITY.
i

It is a general rule that the disability of infancy is the per-

sonal privilege of the infant himself, and no one but himself

or his legal representatives can take advantage of it. (c)

fa) 11 M. & W. 256.

\b) The words " void " and " voidable
"

have often been very vaguely used when
applied to contracts, and the word void

has been frequently used to denote merely
that the contract was not binding, and as

expressing no opinion whether such con-

tract might or might not be ratified.

Thus, in Conroe v. Birdsall, 1 Johns.
Cas. 127, the marginal note indicates that

the court held the contract "void" and
the case is so cited in Mason r. Denison,

15 Wend. 71 ; and in 2 Kent, Com. 241
;

but the language of the court was :
" The

bond is voidahl^, only at the election of the

infant." So in Curtin v. Patton, 11 S. &
R. 311, Mr. Justice Duncan, speaking of

an infant's contract of suretysliip, calls it

in one place " absolutely void," but in the

very next line he makes use of such ex-

pressions as ** confirming," " distinct acts

of confirmation," &c., plainly showing that,

while calling the contract void, he did not

mean to deny that it was susceptible of

ratification, and if so, that it was not
" absolutely void," but only voidable, as

it has often been held by the same court.

Hinely v. Margaritz, 3 Barr, 428. In a

similar manner, Bayley, J., in Thornton
V. lUingworth, 2 B'. & C. 824, speaking

of an infant's contract of trade, calls it

void, but the case clearly shows that if

the ratification which was shown in the

case had been before the action was com-

menced, instead of after, the infant would
have been bound, a conclusion impossible,

had the contract been really void. So
an infant's acceptance of a bill of ex-

change has been called "void," but it

is only voidable, and is susceptible of a
ratification. Gibbs v. Menill, 3 Taunt.
307. Another instance occui-s in the ap-

plication of the word " void " to fraudu-

lent contracts, but they are only voidable

and if the person defrauded choose to

ratify he may do so, and hold the other

party. Ayers v. Hewett, 19 Me. 281.

These instances are suflScient to illustrate

the vague and indefinite use of the word
void, and may perhaps serve to reconcile

the conflicting language of some cases,

and to account for the application of the

word " void " to any of an infont's con-
tracts. See also, Arnold o. Richmond
Iron Works, 1 Gray, 434, and ante, p.

295, note (u).

(c) Parker v. Baker, Clarke, Ch. 136

;

GuUett V. Lumberton, 1 Eng. (Ark.), 109

;

Rose V. Daniel, 3 Brevard, 438 ; Voorhees
v. Wait, 3 Green (N. J.), 343. This
privilege extends to the infant's personal
representatives. Smith v. Mayo, 9 Mass.
62; Jeflford v. Ringgold, 6 Ala. 544;
Martin v. Mayo, 10 Mass. 137; Hussey
V. Jewett, 9 Mass. 100; Jackson v. Mayo,
11 Mass. 147; Parsons o. Hill, 8 Mo.
135; Slocum v. Hooker, 13 Barb. 536,
and to his privies in Blood, Bac. Abr.
Infancy, (I.) 6; Austin v. Charlestown
Female Seminary, 8 Met. 196. But not

to his assignees, or privies in estate only.

Id. Whittingham's case, 8 Rep. 43 ; Breck-
enridge's Heirs v. Ormsby, 1 J. J. Marsh.
236 ; Hoyle v. Stow'e, 2 Dev. & B. 323.

Nor to a guardian. Oliver v. Houdlet,

13 Mass. 237 ; Irving v. Crockett, 4 Bibb,

437. It is on this ground, connected mtb
others, that parties frj negotiable papei
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Therefore other parties who contract with an infant are bound by-

it, although it be voidable by him. Were it otherwise this dis-

ability might be of no advantage to him, but the reverse, (d)

Thus, an infant may sue an adult for a breach of promise

of marriage, although no action can be brought against an

infant for that cause, (e) And an infant may bring an action

on a mercantile contract, though none can be brought against

him. (/) So in contracts of apprenticeship, or in cases of

hiring and service, (g-) In none of these cases can the adult

discharge himself by alleging that there was no consideration

for his promise, on the ground that the promise of the infant

did not bind him. The mutuality or reciprocity of the con-

tract or obligation is not complete, but it is sufEcient to bind

the party of adult age to his part of the contract. But if a

person of adult age marry one who is under the age of consent

(in males fourteen, and females twelve years), such marriage

is binding upon neither party; and it is by the rules of the

common law, in -the power of either to disagree when the infant

cannot take advantage of the infancy of

any prior party. Jones v. Darch, 4 Price,

300 ; Grey v. Cooper, 3 Dougl. 65 ; Night-

ingale V. Withington, 15 Mass. 272 ; Tay-
lor V. Croker, 4 Esp. 187; Dulty v.

Brownfiekl, 1 Barr, 497.

(d) Boyden v. Boyden, 9 Met. 519,

521. Shaw, C. J.; McGinn v. Shaeffer,

7 Watts, 412, 414.

(e) Hunt V. Peake, 5 Cowen, 475 ; Pool
V. Pratt, 1 D. Chip. (Vt.), 252; Willard
V. Stone, 7 Cowen, 22 ; Holt v. Ward Cla-

rencieux, 2 Stra. 937. And the infant

may sue for a breach of such promise
without aven-ing consent of his or her

parent or guardian. Cannon c Alsbury,
1 A. K. Marsh. 76.

(/) In Warwick v. Bruce, 2 M, & Sel.

205, the defendant on the 12tli of October,

agreed to sell to the plaintiff, a minor,
all the potatoes then growing on three

acres of land, at so much per acre, to be
dug up and carried away by the plaintiff;

and the plaintiff paid £40 to the defend-

ant under the agreement, and dug a part,

and carried away a part of those dug,
but was prevented by the defendant from
digging and carrying away the residue.

It was held that the infant was entitled to

recover for this breach of the agreement.
Ijord EHenhorough, C. J. :

" It occurred

to me at the trial, on the first view of the

case, that as an infant could not trade,

and as this was an executory contract, he

cftuld not maintain an action for the

breach of it; but if I had adverted to

the circumstance of its being in part exe-

cuted by the infant, for he had paid £40,

and therefore it was moSt immediately

for his benefit that he should be enabled

to sue upon it, otherwise he might lose

the benefit of such payment, I should

probably have held otherwise. And I

certainly was under a mistake in not ad-

verting to the distinction between the case

of an infant plaintiff or defendant. If the

defendant had been the infant, what I

ruled would have been correct; but here

the plaintiff is the infant, and sues upon

a contract partly executed by him, which

it is clear that he may do. It is certainly

for the benefit of infants, where they have

given the fair value for any article of

produce, that they should liave the thing

contracted for. And it is not necessary

tliat they should vMt until they come of

ago in order to bring the action. A hun-

dred actions have been brought by infants

for breaches of promise of marriage, and I

am not aware that this objeclion has ever

been taken since the case in Strange."

{g) Eubanks v. Peak, 2 Bailey, 497.
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comes to the age of consent, though not before, (h) But we
shall speak of this more fuUy when treating of the Contract

of Marriage.

SECTION VIII.

OF THE MAKRIAGB SETTLEMENTS OF AN INFANT.

The power of an infant in respect to marriage settlements

has been much discussed. It seems to be determined, that a

marriage settlement upon a female infant, and her release of

dower in consideration of such settlement, are valid, (i) But
whether she can bind herself by a settlement of her own estate

in contemplation of marriage, seems stUl to be regarded as an

open question. (_/) It is certain that a female infant may marry
;

and therefore it might be supposed that a prudent settlement

of her property, in view of marriage, would come within the

reason of the rule which makes valid the contracts of an infant

for necessaries. Of course such a settlement would be within

the power of chancery, for correction or avoidance, on the

ground of fraud, mistake, or undue influence, and any injurious

effect would be prevented. And the court would always pay

due regard to the youth and immature judgment of the infant

wife. But to say that a young woman may marry, but, be-

cause she is an infant, cannot use valid precautions to secure

her property against waste, and for her own benefit, would

give an effect to her legal incapacity entirely opposed to the

principle that the disability of an infant is a privilege allowed

as a shield and a protection, not as a burden and an injury. It

has therefore been held that such settlement is, at all events,

only voidable, and that no one but herself can avoid it, and she

need not ; but may affirm or avoid it when of fuU age. The

(A) Buc. Ahr. Infanc!/ and A(je {A.) seemed to be in favor of her haring

{i) Drury v. Druiy, 2 Eden, 39 ; Earl such power. See Atherley, Treatise on

of Buckinghamshire v. Drury, 2 Eden, Mariiage Settlements, pp. 18-45. But in

60; Wilmot, Opinions, p. 177 ; McCartee that case Lord Etdon held that she was

«. Teller, 2 Paige, 511. not sq bound by such conveyance or

{j) Previous to Milner v. Harewood, agreement to convey as that she might

18 Ves. 259, the weight of authority not avoid it on coming of age.
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question then occurs, whether she can so disaffirm it after

majority, if still maiTied ; and it has been said that the prepon-

derance of opinion is that she cannot, (k) So whether a male

infant may bind himself Ln-evocably by a marriage settlement

of his own estate is not quite certain. (Z) It is not, however,

easy to find any very good reason which would draw a distinc-

tion between the sexes in this particular, and make such set-

tlement by a male infant absolutely binding, and leave that by

a female voidable by her at her majority. But we consider

this whole subject open for further adjudication.

SECTION IX.

infant's liability with respect to fixed property acquired

BY HIS contract.

It is of importance to know how the ordinary principles

governing the contracts of infants are applied to the case where

an interest in property, of a fixed and permanent nature, is vested

in an infant by means of his contract. Are the duties attend-

ant upon the occupation of fixed property separated therefrom

when the occupier is within the privilege of minority ? Where

the interest devolves by direct operation of law (as upon mar-

riage or by descent), it is clear that the duty is received along

with it— transit terra cum onere. (m) This fundamental maxim,

thus undergoes no general relaxation in favor of infants ; its

operation is only affected, if at all, when that other maxim,

that an infant's contract shall never be his burden, comes in

conflict with it. The question arising here is undoubtedly one

of no little difficulty ; but it has been so determined as to rec-

{Jc] Temple v, Hawley, 1 Sandf. Ch. male and female infants can settle their

153. personal estate before marriage, defini-

{/) In Slocomb v. Glubb, 2 Bro. Ch. tively. See Strickland v. Coker, 2 Chanc.

545, it seems to be the doctrine that a Cas. 211 ; and VVarburton v. Lytton,
male infant may bar himself by cove- cited in Lytton v. Lytton, 4 Bro. Ch,
nants before marriage of his estate by 441.

curtesy, and of all right in or to his (m) Leeds & Thirsk Railway Co. »

wife's personal property. And that both Fearnloy, 4 Exch. 26.
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oncile the two principles without impairing either of them. It

is held that if one under age take a lease, and enter, and con-

tinue in possession after claim of the rent, he, like any other

person (and by the same process as any other person), (m) may
he compelled to pay the rent he has contracted to pay. (o)

Yet he may, if he choose, disclaim at any time, and thereby

exonerate himself; {p) or at least he may disclaim at any time

before the rent day comes, and have relief from liability for the

past occupation, [q) No necessity obliges him to put off his

disclaimer until his majority ; for it is common learning that an

infant may void matters in fait, either within age or at fuU

age, (r) but matters of record (for the reason that when such

come in question, his nonage is to be ascertained by inspection

of the court, and- not by the country), must be avoided dm-ing

his minority, and not afterwards. Yet when it is said he may
avoid during minority, what is to be understood is rather a

suspension than an avoidance,— an avoidance, as it were, only

de bene esse. Upon arriving at fuU age he may disaffirm that

disaffirmance, and revive the original contract, (s) In this case

the debt incuiTcd by his former occupation under the lease,

and the recovery of which he had prevented by disavowing,

also revives. Where an interest vests in the infant (as it ap-

pears it does in aU cases where he accepts a lease or other con-

veyance of land, or an assignment of a share in permanent

stock), no express ratification on coming of age is requisite.

The interest, being vested, continues untU divested by repudia-

(n) Per Paric, B., Newry & Ennisldllen compare Newry & Enniskillen Railway

Railway Co. v. Coombe, 3 Excli. 569. Co. v. Coorabe, 3 Exch. 572, 575, 578.

(o) Newton, C. J., Bottiller v. Newport, In the former case the law is thus sum-

21 H. 6, 31 B., cited and approved by marily stated in the judgment of the court

:

Parke, B. in Northwestern Railway Co. " It seems to us to be the sounder princi-

V. McMichael, 5 Exch. 126 ; Ketsey's pie, that as the estate vests as it certainly

case, Brownl. 120, a. c, under various does, the burden upon it must continue to

names, Cro. J. 320, 2 Bulst. 69, Kol. Abr. be obligatoty until a waiver or disan-ree-

Enfants, K. ment by the infant takes place, which, if

(p) Northwestern Railway Co. u. Mc- made after full age, avoids the estate alto-

Michael, 5 Exch. 125. gether, and revests it in the party from

(y) Ketsey's case, Cro. J. 320; 1 Piatt whom the infant purchased; if made within

on Leases, 528, 529. age, suspends it only, because such disa-

(r) Co. Lit. 380 b; Bac. Abr. Infancy greement,may be again recalled when the

and Age (I), 5. infant attains his majority."— See Bool

(s) Northwestern Railway Co. v. Mc- v. Mix, 17 Vi^end. 119, 132, per Srownson,

Michael, 5 Exch. 114, 127 ; with which J.
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tion, which may be by parol ; and his acquiescence after ma-

jority will be taken, after a reasonable time, as a waiver of his

right to disclaim, and an adoption at mature age, of the act of

his infancy, (t) It seems (though the point is still unsettled),

that the fact that the rent reserved upon a lease made to an in-

fant is greater than the land is worth, in no respect alters the

case ; although the contract is now manifestly an injurious

one. (m)

Even if shares in a railway corporation, or other public com-

pany holding land, are personal property, {v) the holders of such

shares, since they acquire a vested interest of a permanent na-

ture, fill a position analogous in this respect to that of occupiers

of real estate ; and the infant purchaser of a share in such

a corporation incurs a liability similar to that of an infant

lessee, (w) Thus the simple plea of infancy is no defence to an

action for calls, (x) What limits are to be set to the analogy

is undetermined. It cannot be said that the cases which have

as yet been adjudicated are authority for extending it to other

than stock based, like railroad stock, in some measure upon the

possession of land.

There is no principle of law (though such has sometimes

been supposed to exist), placing infants on the same footing as

other persons whenever they enter into contracts which owe

their validity, and the means of their enforcement, to statutes.

In aU statutes containing general words, there is an implied or

virtual exception in favor of persons whose disabihty the com-

mon law recognises, (y) Thus where a company is incorporated

by statute, and by a general clause all shareholders are sub-

(() Bao. Abr. Infancy and Age (I), 8
;

to a lease granted to an infant who enjoys

Cora. Dig- Enfants (C),6 ; Evelyn u. Chi- the land demised would apply here, be-

chestcr, 3 Burr. 17l7 ; Lawson v. Love- cause this liability rests entirely in con-

joy, 8 Greenl. 405 ; Bobbins v. Eaton, 10 tract, and there is no possession of any
N. H. 562 ; Holmes u. Blogg, 8 Taunt, thing ; all that the party gets is a right to

39, 40, per Dallas, J. . a portion of the profits of the undertak-
(u) Northwestern Railway Co. v. Me- ing." But see Leeds & Thirsk Railway

Michael, 5 Exch. 114. Co. Fearnley, 4 Exch. 26, and especially

{v} Bligh V. Brent, 2 Y. & Col. 268
; the judgment of the court as given by

Bradley' D.JIoldsworth, 3 M. & W. 422, Baron Parfe in Northwestern Railway Co.
424. i;. McMichael, 5 Exch. 123.

{w) In Newry w. Enniskillen Railway Co. {x) Birkenhead, Lancashire, & Cheshire
V. Coonribe, 3 Exch. 577, where the point Railway Co. v. Pilcher, 5 Exch. 121.

was discussed, Rolfe, B., indeed, said :
" I (y) Stowell v. Roch, Plowd. 364.

must say I doubt whether the doctrine as
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jected to certain liabilities, and enjoined certain duties ; here

the same abatement of the rigor of the provision is to be made
with regard to infants,, lunatics, and femes covert, which the

common law would make in applying a common-law rule, (z)

The case of an infant whose interest in his land or stock is

acquired by marriage or descent is (as we have seen) quite dif-

ferent ; for his liability is cast upon him by direct operation of

law. (a) So where a minor is held to service in the navy by

force of a statute
;
{b) it is not the contract of enlistment which

binds him, but the statutory duty. In all cases, " the only cri-

terion is whether the liability is derived firom contract." (c) If

it be derived from contract the common-law exceptions apply to

it ; otherwise, not.

Respecting the manner of pleading the defence of infancy

in cases where a hability is charged on account of the occupa-

tion of land, or the possession of stock, and of replying to that

defence, the following conclusions may be drawn from recent

decisions in England. First. Where a prima facie liabUity

appears in consequence of such holding of land or stock, the

(z) In the Cork & Bandon Railway Co. containing general words {Stowel v. Lord
V. Cazenove, 10 Q. B. 935, two of the Zouch, Plowd. 364), though that depends,

judges. Lord Dentnan and Patteson, J., of course, on the intent of the legislature

expressed the opinion that since, by the in each case (see Wilniot's Notes of Opin-
Btatute, a shareholder was liable to the ions and Judgments, p. 194, The Earl of

company for calls in his character of Buckinghamshire v. Drury), and that this

shareholder, the fact of infancy made no statute did not mean, by general words, to

difference. The Court of Exchequer, deprive infants of the protection which the

which had previously refused assent to law gave them against improvident bar-

this doctrine (see Newry Railway Co. v. gains. Under this statute, therefore, our
Coombe, 3 Exch. 565, and Leeds Bail- opinion is, that an infant is not absolutely

way Co. V. Eearnley, 4 Exch. 26, 32), thus bound, but is in the same situation as an
observed upon it in the Northwestern infant acquiring real estate or any other

Railway Co. v. McMichael, 5 Exch. 124 : permanent interest : he is not deprived of
" We cannot say that we concur in the the right which the law gives every infant,

opinion of the Court of Queen's Bench, of waiving and disagreeing to a purchase

as reported in 11 Jur. 802, and 10 Q. B. which he has made ; and if he waives it,

935, if it goes to the full extent that all the estate acquhed by the purchase is at

shareholders, including infants, are by the an end, and with it his liability to pay
operation of the Railway Acts made ah- calls, though the avoidance may not have

solutely liable to pay calls. No doubt the taken place till the call was due."

statute not only gave a more easy remedy (a) Parke, B., Newry & Enhiskillen

against the holder of shares by original Railway Co. v. Coombe, 3 Exch. 574

;

contract with the company, for calls, and Leeds & Thirsk Railway Co. v. Fearnley,

also attached the liability to pay calls to 4 Exch. 26.

the shares, so as to bind all subsequent (6) See United States i- Bainbridge, ]

holders; but we consider, as we have be- Mason, 71.

fore said, that there are implied exceptions (c) Parke, B., Newry & EiiniskilleD

in fav(ir of infants and lunatics in statutes Railway Co. ti. Coombe, 3 Exch. 569.
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simple plea of infancy is not sufRcient ; the defendant must also

aver that the interest on account of which he is charged came

to him by contract and that he has disaffirmed that contract, [d)

and if the disaffirmance be after he arrived at age he must aver

that it was within a reasonable time after becoming of age. (e)

Second. If upon the simple plea of infancy being put in, the

plaintiff take issue thereon, and the defendant obtain a verdict,

the plaintiff is entitled to judgment non obstante veredicto. (/

)

Third. Where infancy, the contract, and the disaffirmance, are

all pleaded, it is a good bar ; and if the defendant has, upon

coming of age, reaffirmed the contract, it is for the plaintiff to

allege this fact in his replication, {g) Fourth. Supposing the

law to be (which, however, it seems it is not) that an infant oc-

cupying under a lease, wherein exorbitant rent is reserved, may

defend against the recovery of such rent, without giving up pos-

session, his plea, in addition to the other requisites, must dis-

tinctly show that at the time of pleading it he is still a mi-

nor. (A)

SECTION X.

OF ILLEGITIMATE CHILDREN.

All persons are illegitimate who are both begotten and born

out of lawful wedlock. If begotten before wedlock, and born

an hour after, they are legitimate at common law. By the stat-

utes of many of our States, (i) foUowing the doctrine of the

Roman civil law, and of most of the nations of Europe, a

{d) Lccda and Thirsk Eailway Co. v. {h) Northwestern Eailway Co. v, Mc-
Feamley, 4 Exch. 26 ; Cork & Bandon Michael, 5 Exch. 128.

Railway Co. v. Cazenove, 10 Q. B. 935, {i) This is so in Maine, Vermont, Mas-

8. c. 1 1 Jnr. 802. saehusetts, Connecticut, Maryland, Vir-

(e) Dublin and Wicklow Railway Co. ginia, Ohio, Indiana, Illinois', Missouri,

V. Black, 16 E. L. & E. 5.56, s. c. 8 Exch. Georgia, Alabama, Mississippi, Louisiana,

181. Kentucky, and perhaps some other States,

(/) Bii'kenhead, Lancashire, & Che- Statutes of legitimation are valid, BeaU
shire Eailway Co. u. Pilclicr, 5 Exch. d. BeaU, 8 Geo. 210; and to be construed

121. favorably, Swanson v. Swanson, 2 Swan,

(o) Newry & Enniskillen Eailway Co. 446. But see Edmondson u. Dyson, 7

V. Coombe, 3 Exch. 565. Geo. 512.
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subsequent marriage of the parents, legitimates such chU-

dren. (j)

In England the common law conclusively presumed every

child to be legitimate, if the parents were married and within

the realm, when the child might have been begotten, and the hus-

band not proved to be impotent, (k) Now, however, there as

well as here, it is a question for the jury; but the presumption

in favor of legitimacy can be overthrown only by clear proof. (I)

It has been held in England that the evidence of the husband is

not admissible to prove his access to his wife
;
(m) and in this

country, that the evidence of the wife is not admissible to prove

his non-access, (n) At common law bastards have no inherit-

able blood ; but in some of our States they inherit from their

mothers, and their mothers inherit from them, under various

qualifications, (o) In England, and generally in this coun-

try, the putative father is chargeable, by Statute- provisions

(and by them only), for the support of his illegitimate child.

In England, Courts of Equity have, in some case, been very

much disposed to favor bastards, in the consideration of settle-

ments or devises in relation to them
; (p) and in other cases

have been extremely severe, (q) In this country, the courts have

generally been liberal towards them, (r) But while a devise

in favor of an expected (and then begotten) illegitimate chUd

has been held valid, (s) a settlement in favor of future ille-

gitimate children was held void, {t)

{j) Code Civil, No. 331 ; 2 Domat, CaujoUe v. Ferris, 23 N. Y. (9 Smith),

361; 1 Ersk. Inst. 116; Butler's note 90.

(181), to Co. Lit. It was in reply to an (m) Patchett v. Holgate, 3 E. L. & E.
attempt of the English Bishops to intro- 100.

duce this rule of the civil (and canon) law (n) People o. The Overseers, 15 Barb,

into England, that the Lords made their 286; Parker v. Way, 15 N. H. 45.

famous ansv/er, " Nolumus leges Anglice mu- (o) Vermont, Connecticut, Ohio, In-

tari. diana, Illinois, Virginia, Kentucky, Mis-

(fc) 1 Rol. Abr. 358 ; Co. Lit. 244 a. souri, Tennessee, North Carolina, AJa-

(() Pendrell «. Pendrell, Stra. 925
;

bama, Georgia.

Cross V. Cross, 3 Paige, 139; Common- (p) Annandale v, Harris, 2 P. Wms.
wealth V. Wentz, 1 Ashm. 269 ; Common- 432.

wealth V. Shepherd, 6 Binn. 286 ; Stegall
( j) Prec. Ch. 475 ; 1 Eq. Cas. Abr.

V. Stegall, 2 Brock. 256; Bury v. Phill- 123; Gilb. Eq. 139.

pot, 2 Myl. & K. 349 ; Patterson v. Gaines, (r) Bunn v. Winthrop, 1 Johns. Ch.

6 How. 550, 589. The presumption of 338; Harten v. Gibson, 4 Desaus. 139.

law seems to be less in Van Aernam v. (s) Pratt v. Flamer, 4 Har. & J. 10.

Van Aernam, 1 Barb. Ch. 375. But see («) Wilkinson v. Wilkinson, N. Y. Leg
Obs. 191.

VOL. I. 22
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It has been held in England that bastards cannot marry within

the prohibited degrees, (u)

The rights of the mother to the custody of the child have

been maintained against the putative father (v)

{u) Haines u. Jeffell, 1 Ld. Eaym. 68. (w) Eobalina u. Annstrong, 15 Barb
247.
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CHAPTER XVIII.

OF THE CONTRACTS OF MARRIED WOMEN.

Sect. I.— Of the General Effect of Marriage on the Rights of

the Parties,

At common law the disability of a married woman is almost

entire. Her personal existence is merged for most purposes

in. that of her husband. This was not so among the Anglo-

Saxons, nor with the earlier Teutonic races ; and must be ex-

plained as one of the effects of the feudal system. It was a

principal object of that system to make the whole strength of

the State available as a military force ; and to this purpose was
sacrificed much of the consideration and respect which had

been formerly paid by the German tribes to woman and her

rights of property, and which had distinguished these tribes

from the nations of Rome, Greece, and the East. As a mar-

ried woman could not be a soldier, she was permitted to have

but imperfect and qualified rights of property, because property

was then bound to the State, and made the means of supplying

it with an armed force. It is possible that the Teutonic respect

for woman was intensified into the extravagance of chivalry, as

a kind of compensation. All was done for her that could be

done, in manners and in social usages ; because in law, and in

reference to rights of property, so little was allowed. Dower
was carefully secured to her ; but the exercise of her own free-

will over her property was forbidden. But the influence of the

feudal system is broken, very much in England, and far more

here. And among the effects of this decay of a system in

which many of the principles and forms of our law originated,

we count the changes which have been made and are now
making in the law which defines the .position and the rights
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of the married woman. This law is in fact, at this moment,

in a transition state in this country. It seems to be every-

where conceded that the old rules were oppressive and unjust,

and certainly not in conformity with the existing temper or

condition of society. Almost everywhere changes are made,

or attempted ; and the necessity of change is not denied. But

in some parts of our country the slow and gradual progress

of these changes indicates a belief that there is much need of

caution, in order to improve and liberalize the marital relation,

without inflicting upon it great injury. We know that ia

those States in which the greatest changes have been made,

and still greater are desired by some persons, there are those

who think mischief has already been caused, and that a brief

experience will prove the inconvenience and danger of permit-

ting husband and wife to possess interests and properties and

powers, altogether, or in a great degree, independent and equal.

The tendency of this would seem to be, necessarily, to make
them bargainers with each other ; and as watchful against each

other, as careful for good security, as strict in making terms

and compeUing an exact performance of promises or conditions,

and as prompt to seek in litigation a remedy for supposed

wrongs, as seller and buyer, lender and borrower, usually are

;

and as these parties may be, more properly and safely, than

husband and wife.

We place in a note at the end of this chapter, a synopsis

of the statutory provisions of the several States affecting the

law of husband and wife ; but shall present in the text what

may stiU be regarded as common law on this subject, or as

generally in force.

We will first consider the effect of marriage upon the con-

tracts made by the woman before her marriage, and then her

contracts made after marriage.
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SE CTION II.

OF THE CONTRACTS OF A MARRIED WOMAN MADE BEFORE

MARRIAGE.

The contract of a married woman made before her marriago

enures to the benefit of her husband ; but does not vest in him
absolutely. It is a chose in action, which he may reduce to

his own possession during her life. If he does not so reduce

it to his possession, and dies, she surviving him, it becomes

again absolutely hers, (a) If she dies before he has reduced it

to possession, he surviving, he may enforce the contract as her

administrator for his own benefit, (b) And it has been said that

if he gets possession of her choses in action after her death,

without suit, they are his, by a title as perfect as if he had re-

ceived letters of administration, (c) And if administration be

necessary, and the husband dies before taking out letters of ad-

ministration, the right to take them goes to his personal repre-

sentatives ; and if another party becomes administrator, he will

be regarded as a trustee for the husband or his personal repre-

sentatives, (d) He may reduce such chose in action to his pos-

session by receiving the money or other benefit due from it, or

by a new contract with the debtor in substitution for the wife's

chose in action, or by recovering a judgment on the contract, (e)

(ra) Co. Lit. 351 b ;
Obrian v. Earn, 3 Kent, Com. 135 ; Blennerhassett v. Mon-

Mod. 186 ; Estate of Kintzinger, 2 Ashm. eell, 19 Law Times, 36.

455 ; Legg v. Legg, 8 Mass. 99 ; Glas- (c) Whitaker v. Wliitaker, 6 Johns,

gow K. Sands, 3 G. & J. 96; Stephens v. 112. We cannot but entertain some
Beale, 4 Geo. 319; Killcrease v. Kill- doubts of this. But see Lowry u. Hous-
crease, 7 How. (Miss.), 311; Rogers v. ton, 3 How. (Miss.), 394 ; Scott w. James,

Bumpass, 4 Ired. Eq. 385 ; Sayre v. 3 id. 307 ; Wade v. Grimes, 7 id. 425.

Flournoy, 3 Kelly (Geo.), 541. (d) And so if her husband, having been

(6) 1 Rol. Abr". 910 ; Elliot v. Collier, appointed administrator, die before the

3 Atk. 526, 1 Ves. Sen. 15, 1 Wils. 168
;

estate is all administered, his executor or

Donnington v. Mitchell, 1 Green, Ch. 243

;

administrator is entitled to be administra-

Brown v. Alden, 14 B. Mon. 144. He tor de bonis non, in preference to her next

holds the proceeds, however, as assets for of kin. Donnington v. Mitchell, 1 Green,

the payment of her debts contracted before Ch. 243 ; Hendren v. Colgin, 4 Munf.

marriage.— Heard v. Stamford, 3 P. 231.

Wms. 409; Cas. Temp. Talb. 173; 2 (e) It seems that any act on the part of
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But the husband's pledging the Avife's note, and afterwards re-

deeming it, is not a reduction by him. (/)

If the wife's choses in action are assigned by the husband,

and not otherwise reduced to his possession, the question arises,

whether this is of itself a reduction to possession. And if not,

has the assignee acquired a right to reduce them to his own
possession ? And if so, and the assignee fails to do this during

the life of the husband, and the wife survives the husband, is

the right of reduction to possession by the assignee gone, and

do the choses in action become the wife's absolute property ?

The weight of authority is in favor of the latter view. The

doctrine to be drawn from the cases may be stated thus. K the

husband appoints an agent with authority to reduce to posses-

sion these choses in action, the agent may go on and do this,

while the husband lives. But the death of the husband revokes

the agency, and if the wife is living, the choses in action become

absolutely hers, because they are unreduced by the husband.

And if the husband assign them, but not for value, this assign-

ment has only the effect of a naked authority to the assignee

to reduce them to possession. But if the husband assign them

for value, the assigniuent is now in itself a reduction to posses-

sion by the husband, and the choses in action do not, on

the husband's death, return to the wife, although there was no

further reduction during his life, (g-)

The effect of an assignment in Bankruptcy and Insolvency,

is considered in the chapter on these subjects in the Third

Volume.

the husband, -which clearly shows an in- (/) Bartlett v. Van Zandt, 4 Sandf.

tentiou to make the wife's chose in action Ch. 396 ; Latouretto v. Williams, 1 Barb,

his own, as mortgaging, releasing, taking 9. See as to reduction by agents, Turton

a new security, procuring a judgment on v. Turton, 6 Md. 375.

it, appointing another as agent to collect (g) Schuyler v. Hoyle, 5 Johns. Ch.

the money who actually collects it, &c,, is 196 ; Cartaret v. Paschal, 3 P. Wms. 197

;

a sufficient reduction to possession, and Jewson t). Moulton, 2 Atk. 417; Mitford

bars the wife's right of survivorship. But v. Mitford, 9 Ves. 87 ; Kenny v. Udall, 5

mere receipt of interest on the wife's chose Johns. Ch. 464; Lo\vry v. Thornton, 3

in action is not a reduction to possession. How. (Miss.), 394. That the assignment

Hart V. Stephens, 6 Q. B. 937. Nor is must bo for value, see Saddington w. Kina-

the mere fact that he joined with her, in man, 1 Bro. Ch. 44 ; Johnson v. Johnson,

giving a receipt for the principal, sufficient 1 Jac. & W. 472 ; Hartman v. Dowdol, 1

evidence of a reduction to .possession by Eawle, 279.

the husband. Timbers v. Katz, 6 W. & S.

290.
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Whether a creditor of the husband can acquire by attach-

ment in a suit against the husband, the wife's choses in action,

has been much disputed. The adjudications of this country

seem to be in favor of his right to do so
;
(A) not however

without high authority and strong reasons for the doctrine, that

the husband's right to reduce these choses to possession is

strictly marital, which he may perhaps himself transfer, but

which cannot be taken from him in invitum. (i)

It seems now to be settled, that any court having equity

powers, when an assignee of a wife's chose in action requires

the aid of those powers to reduce them to his possession, will

compel an adequate provision out of them, for the wife ; refer-

ence being had not merely to this chose, but to all the property

of the wife which passes to the husband.

But the court will not interfere where the assignee may ac-

quire complete possession without its aid. (j) "Whether, in

this country, a court of law possessing equity powers, would

use them for the protection of the wife, if an assignee of her

choses in action sought its aid to reduce them to possession by

an action at law, is not positively settled by adjudication. On
general principles we should hope that it would do so.

Generally, in all cases where the right of action would sur-

vive to the wife, the husband and wife must join in an action

therefor, (k)

As all her beneficial contracts made before marriage enure to

[h] Dold V. Geiger, 2 Graft. 98, holds only a chose in action to which these rules

that a husband cannot protect these choses apply, as it does not become the husband's

in action from his creditors by settling unless he reduces it to possession. Gates

them on his wife. Andrews v. Jones, 10 v. Madely, 6 M. & W. 423; Hart v. Ste-

Ala. 400, qualifies, if it does not deny phens, 6 Q. B. 937 ; Scarpellini v. Atche-

this. Wheeler v. Bowen, 20 Pick. 563

;

son, 7 Q. B. 875.

Hayward v. Hayward, id. 528, and Strong (i) Wheeler v. Moore, 13 N. H. 478 ,

V. Smith, 1 Met, 476, assert that creditors Pooru. Hazleton, 15 N. H. 564. See also,

have this power. Vance v. McLaughlin, Gallego v. Gallego, 2 Brock. 287, and
8 Gratt. 289, admits the validity of the at- Peacock v. Pembroke, 4 Md. 280.

tachment, but holds that it is avoided by {j) Duvall v. Farmers Bank, 4 G. &
the death of the husband while the suit is J. 282 ; Whitesides v. Dorris, 7 Dana,
pending. Skinner's Appeal, 5 Penn. St. 101 ; Perryclearr. Jacobs, 2 Hill (S. Car.),

262, holds that a general assignment by Ch. 504 ; Like v. Beresford, 3 Ves. 506
;

the husband of all his property for hia Sleech v. Thorington, 2 Ves. Sen. 562.

creditors, does not pass to them his wife's (k) Morse v. Earl, 13 Wend. 271;

interest in a legacy not yet received. See, Ramsey v. George, 1 M. & Sel. 176;

however, Swoyer's Appeal, id. 377. A Hoy v. Rogers, 4 Monr. 225 ; Milner v.

note given to the wife during coverture, is Mjlnes, 3 T. R. 631.
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the benefit of the husband, so, on the other hand, if she is liable

for any debts when he marries her, this liability is cast on him

jointly with her, by the marriage
;
(Z) even if he were an infant

at the time of marriage, (to) And this is true also, although

the debts did not mature and become payable until after the

marriage, (n) and although he received nothing with her. This,

however, is only his personal liability, and does not survive

him. If, therefore, he dies before a debt is paid, his estate is

not liable for it, unless the debt was put in suit and reduced to a

judgment in his lifetime, (o) even if that estate contains or con-

sists wholly of what has been her personal property. But her

separate liability revives by his death, (p) although her mar-

riage may have taken from her and given to him or his repre-

sentatives, all her means. So if she dies before the debt is paid

or reduced to judgment, his liability also ceases, (q) But if she

leaves choses in action unreduced to possession by the husband,

and after her death he or his representative as her administra-

tor, reduces them to possession, as above stated, the proceeds

of these choses in action must be applied, in the first place, to

any unpaid debts of hers, and only the balance can be held by

the husband or his estate, (r)

A discharge of the husband in insolvency or bankruptcy bars

a suit against husband and wife for her debt. And it has been

held that such discharge extinguished her debt
;
(s) in which

case it could not revive at her husband's death. But in equity

a satisfaction of the debt would still be decreed from any sepa-

rate estate held by her. (t)

Although a husband cannot contract with his wife, (m) he

(I) Morris v. Norfolk, 1 Tc mt. 212; 179; Buckner u. Smyth, 4 Desaus.371;
Howes V. Bigelow, 13 Mass. 384 ; Petkin Mentz v. Renter, 1 Watts, 229.
V. Thompson, 13 Pick. 64; Haines v. (p) Woodman v. Chapman, 1 Camp.
Corliss, 4 Mass. 659; Dodgson v. Bell, 3 189.
E. L. & E. 542, s. c. 5 Exch. 967. (q) See cases above cited.

(m) Butler v. Breck, 7 Met. 164 ; Roach (r) Heard v. Stamford, 3 P. Wms. 409,

v. Quick, 9 Wend. 238. Cas. Temp. Talb. 173; Donnington v.

(n) Heai-d v. Stamford, Cas. Temp. Mitchell, 1 Green, Ch. 243; Ryder v.

Talb. 173, s.c. 3 P. Wms. 409; Thomond Hulse, 24 N. Y. (10 Smith), 372.
V. Earl of Suffolk, 1 P. Wms. 469. (s) Lockwood v. Salter, 2 Nev. & M. 255.

(o) Roll. Ahr. 3.';i ; Heard v. Stamford, {t) Mallory v. Vanderheyden, cited in 2
3 P. Wms. 409; Witherspoon v. Dubose, Kent, Com. 138, n. (a)

1 Bailey, Eq. 166 ; Howes v. Bigelow, 13 («) See post, p. 359.
Mass. 384 ; Chapline v. Moore, 7 Monr.
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may make her a valid gift of a chattel or of a chose in action.

But a delivery of the chattel, or of the evidence of the chose

in action, is indispensable, (i;)

SECTION III.

OF THE CONTEACTS OF A MARRIED WOMAN MADE DURING HER

MARRIAGE.

By the rules of the common law, a married woman has no

power to bind herself by contract, or to acquire to herself and

for her exclusive benefit any right, by a contract made with her.

And as she can make no valid contract, the husband cannot be

bound by any contract which she may attempt to make. He is

responsible for her toi-ts of every kind ; but if the tort is essen-

tially connected with a contract, as by borrowing money on

false and fraudulent pretences, it is held that the husband is not

liable for the tort, {w) If she receives money or property by

gift to herself or in payment for her services, and lends it, her

husband and not she has the right to recover it ; and so if she

sell any thing, her husband has the right to recover the price.

He may claim the earnings of her personal labor, and only

where she alone is the meritorious cause of the debt due can

she be joined in an action for it. In general, whatever she earns

she earns as his servant, and for him ; for in law, her time and

her labor, as well as her money, are his property, (x)

(v) Brown v. Brown, 23 Barb. 565. husband and wife continues. Eussell v.

(w) L. A. L. Assoc. V. Eairhurst, 9 Brooke, 7 Pick. 65; Turtle v. Muncy, 2

Exch. 422. J. J. Marsh. 82 ; including her earnings

{x) See Legg v. Legg, 8 Mass. 99

;

both before and after marriage. Glover »,

Howes V. Bigelow, 13 Mass. 384 ; Wins- Proprietors of Drury Lane, 2 Chitt. 117;

low V. Crocker, 17 Me. 29; Hoskins v. Washburn v. Hale, 10 Pick. 429; Pres-

Miller, 2 Dev. 360 ; Hyde v. Stone, 9 cott o. Brown, 23 Me. 305. In Messen-

Cowen, 230; Morgan v. Thames Bank, ger v. Clark, 5 Exch. 388, it was held

14 Conn. 99; Matter of Grant, 2 Story, that a husband is entitled to the money
312 ; Hawkins v. Craig, 6 Monr. 257 ;

which his wife saves out. of a weekly

Merrill v. Smith, 37 Me. 394. And not- allowance given by him for her support,

withstanding the husband lives apart from they living separate by agreement. It

his wife, and in a state of continued adul- should be noted, however, that Bolfe, B.,

tery, his right to her personal property is puts the case on the ground that the wife

itill the same, so long as the relation of had invested her savings in stock (which
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If A enters into a contract with the wife of B, not knowing

her marriage, and she having no authority to bind B, and not

professing to act for him, the wife is not bound, neither is B
liable upon such contract, {y) But whether B, who may cer-

tainly repudiate the contract, can elect to adopt it, and enforce

it as his own against A, may well be doubted. Upon principle

we should say he could not, because there is a total want of

reciprocity or mutuality. We may add that such a case would

perhaps fall within the rule, that no act is capable of ratifica-

tion by the principal which was not performed by the agent as

agent, and in behalf of the principal, [z)

The wife may be the agent of the husband, and in that

stock she afterwards sold and gave away
the proceeds), and he held that although
the money might have been hers to dis-

pose of as she pleased, yet when she

bought a specific chattel with a part of it,

that chattel became the husband's.

(y) In Smith v. Plomer, 15 East, 607,

it was held that a tradesman supplying a

married woman living apart from her hus-

band with furniture upon hire, does not

thereby divest himself of the present right

of property in such goods, inasmuch as

the married woman was incapable of ac-

quiring it by any contract ; and therefore

if the sheriff talce such goods in execu-
tion, at the suit of the husband's creditor,

trover lies by the tradesman. But if the

contract had been vaUd, the goods being
let to hire generally, without any time
limited, notice to determine the contract

given to the sheriff's officer, and not to

the other contracting party, would not be
sufficient to determine the contract . Lord
Ellenborough, C. J. :

" This case has been
presented during parts of the argument
in different points of view from what it

appeared in at the trial. In order to

maintain trover, the plaintiff must have a
present riL;ht of property in the goods

;

the first question therefore, is, whether the
plaintifi^ had put the right of property out
of him by a valid contract for the hire of
the goods with Mrs. Ea.-;t ? If the contract
were for a year it would put the property
out of him for that time ; or if, according
to Mrs. East's evidence, the hiring were
only general, without determining either
price or time, it would operate as a con-
tract, for a reasonable price, so long as
both parties pleased ; and still the property
would be out of him for the tune, if it

were a valid contract. That brings it to

the question whether Mrs. East, being a

maiTied woman, could malce a valid con-

tract for the hire of the plaintiff's goods..

Now a contract to be valid must bind

both parties ; but she being married, it

could not bind her. It is said, however,

tliat it would bind her husband, being for

necessaries for her use ; but I know of

no case where a husband has been held

liable upon a contract of this sort made
by his wife living apart from him, as for

necessaries ; and no such case was made
before the jury. Then has he confirmed
the contract ? There is no such evidence.

The case, therefore, stands upon her own
contract unconfirmed, which is liable to

the infirmity of her being a married

woman. It was argued on the other

hand, that supposing the contract was

good, the notice given by the plaintiff

to the sheriff's officer would have deter-

mined it ; but to that I cannot accede

;

for to detei-mine a contract which is de-

terminable upon notice, the notice should

be brought home to the otlier contracting

party ; and it is not enough that it should

be given to one acting adversely under

some supposed derivative title in the law

from that party. The notice, therefore,

which was given to the sheriff's officer,

vi'ould not alter the case. The conclasion

is, that this action lies, because the plain-

tiflT had the present right of property in

iiim at the time, inasmuch as the maiTied

woman, to whom he sent the goods, was
not capable of contracting with him for

the hire, so as to take the property out

of him."

{:) See "Agents," ante. Sec. HI-,

note {(/}.
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character may make contracts which bind him ; and this agency
need not be expressed, but is raised by law from a variety of
circumstances. Thus, the purpose and comfort of married and
domestic life would be defeated or obstructed if the wjfe had
not a general authority to hire servants, or to purchase such
articles as are necessary for the use of the family ; and the

necessity is not to be a strict one, but includes whatever things

are unquestionably proper to be used in the family ; and suited

to the manner of life which the husband authorizes ; and this

even after her adultery, if they have not separated, (a) And
therefore the law clothes her with this authority, (b) So, what-

ever she purchases for herself, the husband is liable for, provided

it be such in quality, and no more in quantity, than is suitable

for the station and means of the husband, and the manner
in which he permits her to live. But beyond this she has no
such authority, and her contracts for other things are wholly

void. Thus, an agreement by a wife for the sale of her real

estate, with the assent of her husband, and for a valuable

consideration, is said to be void in law ; and equity has refused

to enforce it. (c)

In every case it is a question for the jury, under the instruc-

tion of the court, whether articles supplied to the wife, and for

which it is sought to make the husband liable on his implied

authority to her, are or are not necessaries in this sense
;
(d)

(o) Eobinson v. Greinold, 1 Salk. 119, Penn. St. 184. And an innkeeper's wife

s. c. 6 Mod. 171 ; Bac. Abr. ^aron&iiime has no authority during her husband's

(H). absence to board or lodge his guests at

(5) The wife is prima facie the bus- less than the usual rates. Webster w. Mc-
band's agent in managing the affairs of Ginnis, 5 Binn. 235. And the wife can-

Ms household. Pickering v. Pickering, 6 not appear and manage a cause at nisi

N. H. 124 ; Mackinley v. McGregor, 3 prius for her husband, although he is at

Whart. 369 ; Felker «. Emerson, 16 Vt. the time in custody and cannot appear
653. But not to lend his property. Green himself. Cobbett y. Hudson, 10 E. L. &
V. Sperry, 16 Vt. 390, although where the E. 318, s. c. 15 Q. B. 988.

husband was absent from home, and she (c) Lane v. McKeen, 1 5 Me. 304.

let her husband's horses out for hire, it (d) Etherington v. Parrot, Salk. 118;
was presumed that she had authority so to McCutchen v. McGahay, 11 Johns. 281

;

do. Church v. Landers, 10 Wend. 79. Clifford v. Laton, 3 C. & P. 15 ; Holt v.

But whether the husband is at home or Brien, 4 B. & Aid. 252 ; Seaton v. Bene-
abroad, the wife is not presumed to be diet, 5 Bing. 28 ; Montague v. Espinasse,

his agent generally, or to be intrusted with 1 C. & P. 356 ; Spreadbury v. Chapman,
any other authority than it is usual and 8 id. 371 ; Atkins v. Curwood, 7 id. 756;
customary to confer upon the wife. Ben- Waithman v. Wakefield, 1 Camp. 120 ;

jamin v. Benjamin, 15 Conn. 347 ; Sawyer Furlong v. Hysom, 35 Me. 333.

V. Cutting, 23 Vt. 486 ; Leeds v. Vail, 15
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and the husband may show that the articles are not necessaries

by proof that the wife had previously sufficiently supplied her-

self elsewhere, (e)

An important fact may be, the possession by the wife of

a separate income or other distinct means of her own

;

and it may be necessary to ascertain whether the tradesman

supplying her dealt with her on her own account, making

charges to her alone, and receiving payment from time to time

from her alone ; for such facts would go far to show that

he dealt with the wife on her own credit, and not on her

husband's. (/)
But if the articles be more or better than are necessary for

the wife, still the husband may be held, not upon his authority

as implied by the law, but upon sufficient evidence of his ex-

press authority or assent ; and for this purpose comparatively

slight evidence is sufficient ; and the mere fact that he saw and

knew that she possessed and used the property, or even that

she had ordered it, and he made no objection, may be enough

for this purpose, (g) For so long as the husband lives with his

wife, he is liable to any extent for goods which he distinctly

permits her to purchase. That the husband may withhold his

authority, and is always saved from liability by express notice

(e) Renaux v. Teacle, 20 E. L. & E. her dealings, with tradesmen, are under-

345, s. c. 8 Exch. 680. stood by both parties to be upon the credit

(/) It is always a question of fact for of her separate funds for maintenance. 2

the jury whether the tradesman gives Story, B(). ^ 1401. Sec also, Owens v.

credit to the wife for articles delivered to Dickinson, 1 Craig & P. 48 ; Murray v.

her, and if the credit is once given to her, Barlee, 3 Myl. & K. 209 ; N. A. Coal Co.

the husband will not be liable, although v. Dyett, 7 Paige, 9 ; Gardner v. Gardner,

the articles may be necessary, and although id. 112; Smith v. Sullivan, 11 How. Pr.

the wife lives with him, and he sees her 368.
wear them without objection. Bentley v. {(/) Waithman v. Wakefield, 1 Camp.
Griffin, 5 Taunt. 356 ; Metcalf v. Shaw, 120. The mere fact that the husband
3 Camp. 22 ; Stammers v. Macomb, 2 sees the wife wearing the goods does not

Wend. 454 ; JNIoses v. Fogartie, 2 Hill vary the case, if it be shown that he dis-

(S. Car.), 335 ; Sheldon v. Pendleton, 18 approved of the conduct of the wife in

Conn. 417 ; for the law does not allow a ordering them. Atkins v. Cui-wood, 7 C.

person who has once given credit to A, & P. 756. And where no express au-

knowing all the facts, afterwards to shift thority is shown, the extravagant nature

his claim and charge B. Loggat v. Reed, of the wife's order is always proper to be

1 C. & P. 16. And wherever a married taken into consideration by the jury, as

woman lives apart from her husband, showing that the wife had no such author-

having a separate estate and maintenance ity. Lane v. Ironmonger, 13 M. & W.
secured to her, there may be good ground 368 ; Freestone v. Butcher, 9 C. & P.

to hold, that all her debts contracted for 647 ; Montague v. Benedict, 3 B. & C.
such maintenance, and in the course of 631 ; Seaton v. Benedict, 5 Bing. 28.
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and prohibition, is perhaps more clear by the earlier authorities

than by the later. It was long since decided that if the wife

lives with the husband, and he prohibits a tradesman from sup-

plying her with articles of dress, he cannot be made liable for

them, because, in the language of Lord Hale, " it shall not be

left to a jury to dress my wife in what apparel they think prop-

er." (A) And this doctrine is maintained by many cases, and

the rule to be gathered from them would seem to be, that the

implied authority of the husband may always be rebutted by

proof of express prohibition. We cannot but think it certain,

however, that this rule would be greatly modified, at least in

this country, under circumstances which distinctly required such

modification. As, for instance, suppose the husband to be rich

and penurious, and that he gave his wife garments enough to

prevent her suffering from cold, but only of such coarse fabric or

materials that she could not wear them in the street ; or that

from bad temper or cruelty he gave her no clothing, so that for

decency's sake she was obliged to remain always in her cham-

ber, and even there suffered from cold ; we cannot doubt that

the husband would be held liable in such cases, the law resting

his Uability, if necessary, upon an absolute presumption of his

authority ; as has been held in the case of his turning her out

of doors without her fault. And the reason and justice of the

rule would be fully satisfied if the husband, living with his

wife, were held answerable for necessaries supplied to her, with

or without notice of prohibition ; but where there was express

prohibition, then the jury should be instructed that the word
" necessaries " should be construed very strictly. It is said

:

" The law will not presume so much iU as that a husband

should not provide for his wife's necessities." (t) This should

not be presumed ; but when it is proved, the law should not

do, nor permit, so much ill as to leave her without necessaries.

The later authorities seem indeed to change, and, as we think

materially for the better, the ground upon which the liability

(h) Manby o. Scott, 1 Sid. 122; Bae. Teakle,20 E. L. & E. 345, s. o. 8 Exch.

Abr. Buron & Feme (H) ; Etherington v. 680.

PaiTOt, 2 Ld. Raym. 1006, 1 Salk. 118; (i) Lord Hale, in Manby ii. Scott, 1

Bolton u. Prentice, Stra. 1214; Kenaux w. Sid. 109.
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of the husband for necessaries furnished to the wife has hitherto

rested. Generally, at least, it has been put upon her agency

and his authority. Undoubtedly this has been stretched very

far, and authority to contract for the husband sometimes im-

plied from circumstances which not only suggests no rational

probability of any such authority, but seem to be strongly op-

posed to this supposition ; it sometimes appears to be a legal

supposition, not only without fact, but opposed to fact. It

seems, indeed, absurd to say, that a man who has driven his

wife from his house and his presence, and manifested by ex-

treme cruelty his utter hatred of her, was all the time constitut-

ing her his agent, and investing her with authority to bind him

and his property. And if we suppose the case, where a wife

perfectly incapacitated by infirmity of body or mind from mak-

ing any contract at all, is supplied with necessaries by one who
finds her driven from home and ready to perish, and who now
comes to her husband for indemnity, we cannot doubt that he

woiild recover. But the proposition would seem too absurd

even to take its place among the fictions of the law, that the

wife, when she received this aid, promised in the husband's

name that he would pay for it, and that he had given her a suf-

ficient authority to make this promise for him. For these and

other reasons courts now show a tendency to rest the responsi-

bility of the husband for necessaries supplied to the wife, on

the duty which grows out of the marital relation. He is her

husband ; he is the stronger, she the weaker ; all that she has is

his ; the act of marriage destroys her capacity to pay for a loaf

with her own money ; and as all she then possesses, and all she

may afterwards acquire, are his during life and marriage ; upon

him must rest, with equal fulness, if the law would not be the

absolute opposite of justice, the duty of maintaining her, and

supplying all her wants according to his ability. And we think

this plain rule of common sense and common morality is be-

coming a rule of the common law. {j)

{}) In React v. Legard, 4 E. L. & E. 523, " Not only has it never been decided judi

s c. 6 Exph. 636, the husband was a lunatic, cially that by tlie mere fact of marriage a
confined in an asylum as dangerous ; and man confers on his wife an irrevocable au

the plaintiff had supplied the wife with nee- thority to bind his credit, but every thing

essaries. Hili, of counsel, says, arguendo : tends to show that her right so to do is de
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If a married woman carries on trade, and her husband lives

with her and receives the profits, or they are applied to the

maintenance of the family, the law presumes that she was his

agent in this trade, and had his authority to make the necessary

purchases, (k) So an authority may be presumed from habitual

rived from some act, real or supposed, of
the husband, done after the marriage, and
which he must be in a condition to per-

sist in or revoke." Pollock, C. B., said

:

" This rule must be discharged. The
question raised by it is, whether an action

can be maintained against a defendant,

who has been a lunatic, for things sup-

plied for the necessary support of his

wife during the lunacy. It appears to

me that the defendant is liable in such
an action. The action is founded on
this, that the defendant has taken on him
a duty— having contracted marriage with
the person sustained by the plaintiff, he

has thereby become in point of law liable

for her maintenance, and if he fails to

provide for that maintenance, except un-

der certain circumstances which justify

him in withholding it, she has authori-

ty to pledge his credit to procure it. It

may be true, as stated by Mr. Hill, that

no case has yet arisen in which this pre-

cise point was brought before any court

;

but, on the other hand, none of the dicta

that occur in any of the cases cited furnish

a clew to decide the present one adversely

to the plaintiff." Aldei-son, B., in the

course of the trial, had said :
" It is a

monstrous proposition, that a man who
drives a woman out of doors, who hates,

who abominates her, actually gives her

authority to make contracts for him."
He and Ptatt, and Martin, BB., agreed

with Pollock, C. B. Martin, B., said:
" My brother Alderson has stated the real

truth respecting the obligation of the de-

fendant and the principle of his liability

;

namely, that by contracting the relation

of marriage, a husband takes on him the

duty of supplying his wife with neces-

saries ; and if he does not perform that

duty, either through his own fault, or in

consequence of a misfortune of this kind,

the wife has in consequence of that relation

a right to provide herself with them, and
the husband is responsible for them. And
although in the declaration the debt sued

on is alleged to be the debt of the defend-

ant contracted at his request, the truth is

that it is the wife who contracts the debt,

while the husband is responsible for it."

See also, Montague v. Benedict, 3 B. &

C. 631, and Seaton v. Benedict, 5 Bing.
28. (In these very interesting cases on
the liability of the husband for goods fur-

nished to the wife, Mr. Smith, in his work
on Contracts, p. 286, says the name of

the defendant is fictitious, and boi-rowed
from Shakspeare's Much Ado about Noth-
ing, the defendant being actually " a liighly

respectable professional gentleman," whose
name is not given.) A similar doctrine

was laid down in Shaw v. Thompson, 1

6

Pick. 198 (1834). Shaw, C. J., in that

case says :
" By law a husband is entitled

to all the personal property of the wife, to

all her earnings and acquisitions, and to

the income of her real estate ; it also

throws on him the obligation to support
and maintain her." And in Sykes v.

Halstead, 1 Sandf. 483, it was held, that

where a husband turns his wife away, or
compels her to go by ill-treatment, and
refuses to provicie for her, he gives her

a credit with the whole community, al-

though it be expressly forbidden by him

;

and she has a right to be supported by
him. But in an action for goods supplied

to the wife on her order alone, the ques-
tion is (in the absence of such evidence of

necessity as may show an agency in law)
whether there was any agency, or author-

ity in fact, and not whether the goods were
necessary. Read v. Teakie, 24 E. L. &
E. 332, s. c. 8 Exch. 680.

(k) Petty V. Anderson, 2 C. & P. 38
;

Clifford V. Burton, 1 Bing. 199. — But in

Smallpiece v. Dawes, 7 C. & P. 40, where
A, who kept a fruit shop in London, be-

came a bankrupt in 1824, but did not sur-

render to his commission, and from that

time to 1833 the busin'ess was carried on
by his wife, to whom fruit was supplied,

between 1828 and 1832, to an amount ex-

ceeding £266, and evidence was given to

show that A was seen in London a few
times between 1824 and 1833, and was ar-

rested at the shop in 1833, and that he
attended the marriage of his two daugh-
ters at Mary-le-bone church ; it was held

that proof of these facts was not sufficient

to go to the jury to show that A's wife

acted as his agent, so as to charge him
with the price of the fruit.
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acts of agency, or from confirmation, which may be express or

implied ; as where a wife was in the habit of drawing, indorsing,

accepting, or paying bills and notes for her husband, and this

he knew and sanctioned, his authority to her will be pre-

sumed. (/) Or if such bills and notes are usually a part of a

certain business which is intrusted to the wife by the husband,

he would undoubtedly be held liable for them. Whether a

married woman can borrow money, even for necessaries, and

her husband be held liable on his implied authority, seems not

to be settled, (m) If the lender can show that the money was

used by the husband, then he can hold him.

When the cohabitation with the husband ceases, and they

live separately, then a new state of things arises, and with it

new rules of law. The wife separates from her husband, either

by his fault, or by her own, or by mutual consent and agree-

ment. In the first case she carries with her all her rights to

necessaries, and he who supplies them to her may hold her

husband liable for their price, (n) And we deem it to be the

{1} Cotes V. Davis, 1 Camp. 485
;

Barlow V. Bishop, 1 East, 432 ; Prestwiclc

V. Marsliall, 7 Bing. 565. His authority

to her to make notes in his name cannot,

however, be infen-ed from the mere fact

that he knew she was carrying on busi-

ness, and that she gave the note in the

course of such business ; and on a note so

given the husband is not liable even to a
bona Jide indorsee. Reakert v. Sandford,
5 W. & S. 164.— Whenever the husband
authorizes the wife to execute notes in his

name, they must purport on their face to

be made in his behalf, or by her as a(]e)ii,

or he will not be bound. Minard v. Mead,
7 Wend. 68. — But in the case of Lindus
V. Bradwell,5 C. B. .582, where a bill of

exchange addressed to " William B." was
accepted by his wife, by writing her own
name, " Mary B." upon the back, which
was presented to the husband after it be-

came due, who said he knew all about it,

that it was for a milliner's bill, and that he
would pay it shortly, he was held liable as

acceptor, although he had not express-
ly authorized his wife so to accept the
bill.

(m) At law, a husband is not liable for

money lent to the wife, unless his request
be averred and proved. Stone o. Mac-
nair, 7 Taunt. 432 ; Stephenson v. Hardy,

3 Wils. 388 ; Walker v. Simpson, 7 W.
& S. 83 ; Grendell v. Godmond, 5 A. &
E. 755; Earle v. Peale, 1 Salk. 387;
Darby v, Boucher, id. 279. In equity

however, the lender will be allowed to

stand in place of the tradesmen, and to

have satisfaction as far as they could, had
they been plaintiffs. Harris v. Lee, 1 P.

Wms. 482, Prec. Oh. 502; Walker w.

Simpson, supra ; Marlow v. Pitfield, 1

P. Wms. 558. See May o. Skey, 16

Sim. 588, 18 Law Jour. 308. And where

money was advanced to the wife living

with her husband, and he, after the wife's

decease, promised to repay the same, " when
convenient," but said he was not privy to

the loan, it was held that there was evi-

dence to go to the jury that the wife had
borrowed the money with the sanction of

her husband, or that he ratified the act,

and the plaintiff had a verdict. West v.

Wheeler, 2 Car. & K. 714.

(n) Bolton v. Prentice, 2 Stra. 1214;

Harris v. Morris, 4 Esp. 41 ; Eawlyns v.

Vandyke, 3 Esp. 251 ; Hodges v. Hodges,
1 id. 441 ; Aldis v. Chapman, 1 Selw. N.

P. 281 ; McCutchen v. McGahay, 11

Johns. 281 ; Houliston v. Smyth, 3 Bing.

127 ; Howard v. Whetstone, 10 Ohio, 365;

Emmett v. Norton, 8 C. & P. 506;

Clement v. Mattison, 3 Rich. 93 ; Fredd
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same thing in law, as well as in reason, whether he actually

expels her from his house without her fault, or compels her to

leave his house by cruelty to her, or by his misconduct in it, as

by introducing a prostitute into it. (o) The dictum of Lord

Eldon, that " where a man turns his wife out of doors, he sends

with her credit for her reasonable expenses," is undoubtedly

law. {p) And we should say that he turned her out of doors,

in this sense, when he obliged her to fly by that degree of ill-

treatment which would induce and authorize a court of compe-

tent jurisdiction to grant her a divorce. Indeed we should say

that a less degree of cruelty would authorize her to escape from

him and his house, and " carry his credit " with her.

Where husband and wife live together, there is a presumption

of law arising from cohabitation, that the husband assents to

contracts made by the wife for the supply of articles suitable to

their station, means, and way of life, {q) But when this co-

V. Eves, 4 Harring. (Del.), 385 ; Allen v.

Aldrich, 9 Foster {N. H.), 63. And if a

wife is justified in leaving her husband, a

request on his part that she will return

will not determine his liability for neces-

saries supplied to her during the separa-

tion. Emery v. Emery, 1 Y. & J. 501.

Where, however, the person supplying the

wife with necessaries relies upon her hus-

band's ill-treatment as good cause' for her

leaving him, he must show affirmatively

that the separation toolc place in conse-

quence of the husband's misconduct. It

is not enough to prove that there were
quarrels and personal conflicts between

them, unless it be shown that the husband
was the offending party. Blowers v. Stur-

tevant, 4 Denio, 46. And see Beed v.

Moore, 5 C. & P. 200.

(o) In the case of Harwood v. Heffer,

3 Taunt. 421, where the evidence was that

the husband treated the wife with great

cruelty, and confined her in her chamber
under pretence of insanity, and had taken

another woman into his house, with whom
he cohabited, anil on this the wife escaped

;

the Court of Common Pleas, in 1811, ap-

parently overlooking the fact of the hus-

band's cruelty, did not think that the

mere introduction of a prostitute into the

family was sufficient to justify the wife's

leaving, and taking up necessaries on her

husband's account. But this doctrine has

since been decidedly condemned, and we

TOL. I. 23

think it, unsound. See Houliston v.

Smyth, 10 Moore, 482, s. c. 3 Bing. 127

;

Hunt V. DeBlaquiere, 5 Bing. 562 ; Frcdd
V. Eves, 4 Harring. (Del.), 385. It is

said by Branson, C. J., in Blowers w. Stur-

tevant, 4 Denio, 46, that the doctrine con-

tained in Harwood v. Heffer cannot be

law in a Christian country.

(p) Rawlyns v. Vandyke, 3 Esp. 250.

And see Breinig v. Meitzler, 23 Penn. St.

157.

[q) Etherington v. Parrot, 1 Salk. 118
McCutchen y. McGahay, 11 Johns. 281
Fredd v. Eves, 4 Hamng. (Del.), 385,

Cohabitation is so strong evidence of as.

sent and authority by the husband, that

he will be liable for necessaries fur-

nished the wife, although they were not
legally married, and although the trades-

man knew it. Watson v. Threlkeld, 2
Esp. 637 ; Robinson v. Nahon, 1 Camp.
245 ; Blades n. Free, 9 B. & C. 167. But
cohabitation is not conclusive evidence of

an authority to purchase even necessaries

;

and it may be rebutted, as by showing
that the husband supplied her sufficiently

himself, or that he gave her sufficient

ready money to make the purchases.

Manby v. Scott, 1 Sid. 109 ; Resolution
iii. 2 Smith, Lead. Cas. (3d ed.), 264. Of
course the proof of such facts lies on the

husband. Clifford u. Laton, 3 C. & P 15.

Kea V. Durkee, 25 111. 503.
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habitation ceases, then, by the English authorities, the pre-

sumption of law is against bis assent ; and the husband is not

liable unless such presumption be rebutted by showing his

authority from the nature and circumstances of the separation,

or the conduct of the husband, or the condition of the wife, and

the nature of the articles supplied to her. (r) And where the

husband and wife live separate, there the party supplying her

may be regarded, in the words of Lord Mansfield, as standing

in her place. And it is for him to make strict inquiry into the

terms, cause, and character of the separation ; for he trusts her

at his peril. If the separation has taken place by the husband's

act, and against the wife's will, still, if it be for her adultery, it

was so far a justifiable act that the husband is no longer bound

even for strict necessaries supplied to his wife, (s) Whether

(r) The English authorities are uniform
that if the husband and wife Uve separate

and apart, the presumption of law is

against the husband's liability, even for

the wife's necessaries, and that the bur-

den of proof is on the tradesman to show
that the separation took place under such
circumstances as to continue the husband's
liability. Clifford v. Laton, 3 C. & P.
15 ; Mainwaring v. Leslie, 2 id. 507

;

Bhd V. Jones, 3 Man. & R. 121 ; fid-

wards V. Towels, 5 Man. & G. 624;
Hindley v. Westmeath, 6 B. & C. 200;
Blowers o. SturteTant, 4 Denio, 46

;

Wallier v. Simpson, 7 W. & S. 83 ; Cany
V. Patton, 2 Ashm. 140. But in Rumney
V. Keycs, 7 N. H. 571, where the question

as to the burden of proof and the pre-

sumptions of law in such case were mucli
discussed, the rale is adopted that the

burden of proof is on the husband to show
that the separation was not through his

6iult, and prima facie, his liability still

continues for his wife's necessaries. See
also. Frost v. Willis, 13 Vt. 202

; Clancy
on Husband and Wife, 28 ; Rea v. Dur-
kee, 25 111. 503.

(s) Hardie v. Grant, 8 C. & P. 512

;

Hunter v. Boucher, 3 Pick. 289; Child
V. Hardymau, 2 Stra. 875 ; Mainwaring
V. Sands, 1 id. 706 ; Morris v. Martin, id.

647. And in such case no notice to the
ti-adesman of the wife's adultery and sep-
aration is necessary in order to discharge
the husband from his liability. Morris «.

Martin. 1 Stra. 647 ; Mainwaring v.

Sands, id. 706. — Or if any notice is

necessary, general notoriety is sufficient.

Parker, C. J., in Hunter v. Boucher, 3

Pick. 289. And in like manner if the

husband and wife live apart by consent,

he paying her a sufficient maintenance, lie

is not liable for her necessaries, she having
been guilty of adultery after the separa-

tion. CU'ugg V. Bowman, 6 Mod. 147.

And the same mle applies where the wife

voluntarily, and without any fault of the

husband, elopes from him, but has not

been guilty of actual adultery ; in such

case the husband cannot be made liable

for necessaries furnished the wife by third

persons, although they had no knowledge
of the elopement. Brown v. Patton, 3

Humph. 135; McCutcltcn v. McGahay,
11 Johns. 281 ; Hindley v. Marquis of

Westmeath, 6 B. & C. 200 ; Cany v. Pat-

ton, 2 Ashm. 140. However, although

the wife be actually guilty of adultery, yet

if cohabitation continue, the husband is still

liable for her necessaries. Norton v. Fa-

zan, 1 B. & P. 226 ; Harris v. Morris, 4

Esp. 41 . Let a woman be ever so vicious,

yet while she cohabits with her husband
he is bound to provide necessaries for her,

and is liable to the actions of such persons

as furnish her with them ; for his bargain

was to take her for better or for worse.

Per Holt, C. J., in Robison v. Gosnold,

6 Mod. 171. For continued cohabitation

after knowledge of her adultery is a con-

donation of her offence. Quincy v. Quin-

cy, 10 N. H. 272 ; Hall v. Hall, 4 id. 462.

And even if the husband had no knowl-
edge of her adultery, yet if he continue to
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this rule of law would be modified by the power given in nearly

aU our States to the husband, to obtain a divorce a vinculo from

the wife for her adultery, may be doubted. We see no good

reason why it should be, and our cases which touch upon this

question seem to adopt the English view, [t) But more ques-

tion may exist as to another part of the English law on this

subject ; for it has been there distinctly decided, that if the hus-

band commits adultery, and brings his adulteress into his house,

and treats his wife with great cruelty, and then turns her out

into the streets, and she afterwards commits adultery, and then

being repentant, offers to return to him, and is wholly without

means of subsistence, nevertheless no action for furnishing her

with necessaries is maintainable, (m) But this is certainly very

severe law, and our courts would be very reluctant to apply it.

K the husband rests his defence upon the wife's adultery, it

must be very strictly proved, and a verdict in an action for

criminal conversation is not admissible as evidence to prove

it. (u) If after such adultery the husband receives her back

into his house, he must maintain her as before; and cannot

discharge himself of his liability for necessaries supplied to her

but by proof of a new act of adultery, (w)

K the wife leaves the husband without just cause, and re-

live with her he would be liable for her merly eloped for adultery, and been in the

necessaries; for, as we have before seen, Magdalen Asylum; but that the defend-

any man living with any woman, as man ant had afterwards taken her back. Held,

and wife, is liable for her support, although that under these circumstances he was

they were never married, and the trades- liable. Lord Kenyan said :
" With respect

man knew it. Watson v. Threlkeld, 2 to her having been formerly guilty of

Esp. 637 ; Robinson v. Nahon, 1 Camp, adultery, and having been in the Magdalen

245; Blades v. Free, 9 B. & C. 167. Asylum, though an adulterous elopement

(() See Hunter v. Boucher, 3 Pick. 291

.

will prevent the husband from being liable

(u) Govier v. Hancock, 6 T. R. 603. for articles furnished to the wife during

And it has likewise been held in England the term of her elopement, that is no

that a husband is not liable to the penalty answer now. The husband has taken her

of Stat. 5 Geo. IV. c. 83, § 3, for neglect- back, and she was from that time entitled

ing and refusing to maintain his wife, to dower ; she was sponte retracta, and of

who has left him and committed adultery, course entitled to maintenance during

although he has himself since her depart- coverture, if her husband turned her out

nre been guilty of the same crime. King of doors." And where the husband left

V. Flintan, 1 B. & Ad. 227. his wife who had been guilty of adultery,

(b) Hardie u. Grant 8 C. & P. 512. still living in his house with two children

Because it is res inter alias partes. bearing his name, he was held liable for

(w) Harris v. Morris, 4 Esp. 41. This necessaries supplied her, by one who did

was an action of assumpsit to recover for not know the circumstances. Norton v.

necessaries furnished to' the defendant's Eazan, 1 B. & P. 226.

wife. It appeared that the wife had for-
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fuses to cohabit with him, then it Ja certain that she loses all

right to a maintenance from him. For the opposite rule would

encourage a wilful breach of the marriage vow and duty, and

weaken the wholesome influences which keep together those

who have solemnly agreed to live together, (x) By the civil

law also, if a wife leave her husband without his fault, he is not

obliged ei aliqualiter subministrare. [y) But if after deserting

him she offers to return, we think his obligation to receive or

maintain her must depend upon the circumstances of her sepa-

ration, its length, and her conduct dming the separation ; thus,

if she commit adultery, before or after her elopement, he is

under no obligation whatever to receive her. If no sufiicient

objection arises from these circumstances, then he is bound to

receive her ; otherwise not. [z) And if she leaves him invol-

untarily, even by compulsion of law, as by imprisonment for-

non-payment of a fine and costs, it would seem that the hus-

band is not discharged from his liability to maintain her. [a)

We repeat, therefore, that if the wife lives separate from her

husband, it is obvious, from the many questions which may
be raised, that it is incumbent on one who would supply

her with necessaries on the husband's credit, but without his

express authority, to look cautiously into all the facts and cir-

cumstances, [b)

When the separation takes place by the consent and agree-

ment of both parties, something of uncertainty arises, from the

(x) Manbv v. Scott, 1 Sid. 129 ; Brown herself. McGahay v. Williams, 12 Johns.

V. Patton, .3 Humpli. 13.5; McCutchen v. 293.— So if husband and wife separate

McGahay, 11 Johns. 281; Hindley v. by consent, and provision is made by him
Marquis of Westmcath, 6 B. & C. 200; for her maintenance, if the wife, daring

Williams v. Prince, 3 Strob. L. 490 ; Al- such separation, purchase necessaries, and
len V. Aldrich, 9 Foster (N. H.), 63.— If, the parties subsequently cohabit together,

however, she offers to return, not having the husband will be liable for them. Ren-
been guilty of adultery, and the husband nick v. Ficlilin, 3 B. Mon. 166 ; Rea v,

refuses to receive her, his liability for Durkee, 25 111. 503.
her future necessaries is thereby revived. ty) Dig. Lib. 23, Tit. 3.

McCutchen v. McGahay, 11 Johns. 281
; (2) In Henderson v. Stringer, 2 Dana,

Clement o. Mattison, 3 Eich. L. 93 ; Cun- 293, it is said : "If she offers to return,

ningham v. Irwin, 7 S. & R. 247.— And and he, without sufficient cause, refuses to

if such application is made to tlie husband receive her, his liability is revived."
by some third person on behalf of the (a) BatesM. Enright, Sup. Ct. of Me.21
wife, and he without questioning such Law Rep. 53.
third person's authority, puts his refusal (6) See Blowers v. Sturtevant, 4 Dcnio,
on some other ground, it will be equiva- 46.

lent to a personal application by the wife
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conflict between the unwillingness of the law to permit and
sanction such violation of marriage obligation and duty, on the

one hand, and on the other its disposition to allow such a sepa-

ration under circumstances which give it a color of reason, and
to hold aU parties to their contracts made in relation to it, so

far as may be done without- placing the power of a dissolution

of marriage too much in the hands of the married parties.

Thus, it is said by Sir William Scott, that the obligations of the

maiTiage contract are not to be relaxed at the pleasure of one

pai-ty, or at the pleasure of both, (c) And it is well settled that

they cannot by any contract destroy each other's rights. Let

the covenant of separation be never so formal or solemn, either

party may at any time insist upon a restoration of all the rights

which belong to the relation of marriage, (d) But if after such

a deed, and a separation consequent upon it, the husband in-

stitutes proceedings to recover the society of his wife, the deed,

though no bar, may still be evidence as to the character of the

separation, and if this be shown to have arisen from his mis-

conduct, either by the deed itself or otherwise, he cannot suc-

ceed, (e) Nevertheless, where such separation is made by an

(c) See Evans v. Evans, 1 Hagg. Cons, or for causes which the law itself has not
118 ; Oliver v. Oliver, id. 364. pronounced to be sufficient, and sufficient-

(d) Mortimer v. Mortimer, 2 Hagg. ly proved." See also, Sullivan u. Sullivan,

Cons. 318. In this case. Sir William Scott, 2 Adams, Eccl. 303; Smith o. Smith, 2
in commenting upon a plea in bar to a Hagg, Eccl. (snpp.),n. (a). — Although a
suit for tlie restitution of conjugal rights, deed of separation upon mutual agreement,
observed :

" The seventh and eighth arti- on account of unhappy differences, contain

cles plead the circumstance which led to a covenant not to bring a suit for restitu-

the deed of separation, and the deed is ex- tion of conjugal rights, yet it is no bar to

liibited. The objection taken against these such a suit. Westmeath v. Westmeath,
articles is, that deeds of separation are not 2 Hagg. Eccl. (supp.), llS.^That deeds

pleadable in the ecclesiastical court, and of separation between husband and wife

most certainty they are not, if pleaded as a amount to nothing more than a mere per-

bar to its further proceedings ; for this mission to one party to live separate from
court considers a private separation as an the other, and confer no release of the mar-
illegal contract, implying a renunciation riage contract on either party, and that

of stipulated duties— a dereliction of those neither can violate them, see Wan'ender v.

mutilal offices which the parties are not at Warrender, 2 CI. & F. 561 ; Lord St. John
liberty to desert— an assumption of a false v. Lady St. John, 1 1 Ves. 526, 532 ; Wilkes
character in both parties contrary to the v. Wilkes, 2 Dickens, 791 ; Marquis of

real status personce, and to the obligations Westmeath v. Marchioness of Westmeath,
which both of them have contracted in the ] Dow & C. 519 ; Guth v. Guth, 3 Bro.

sight of God and man, to live together, Ch. 614, seems contra; but this case is not
' till death them do part,' and on which the of good authority.

solemnities both of civil society and of re- (c) Rex v. Mary Mead, 1 Burr. 542.

ligion have stamped a binding authority, This case was a writ of habeas corpus, at

from which the parties cannot release the instance of a husband to bring up the

themselves by any private act of their own, body of his wife, who had separated fro'n
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instrument to which a third person is a party, and is a trustee

for the wife, and the husband agrees with this trustee to give

him a sufficient sum for her maintenance, such trustee may
maintain an action on the agreement. (/) And if the trustee

agrees to hold the husband harmless on his liability for his

wife, and indemnify him against any further expenditure for

her, the husband may maintain an action on such agree-

ment, (g) Without the intervention of such third party, the

him, and who was then living with her

mother. The mother brought her daugh-
ter into court, and the substance of the re-

turn on the writ of habeas corpus was " that

her husband having used her very ill, in

consideration of a great sum which she gave
him out of her separate estate, consented to

her living alone, executed articles of separ-

ation, and covenanted {under a large penal-

ty) 'never to disturb her or any person
with whom she should live

;

' that she lived

with her mother at her own earnest desire
;

and that this writ of habeas corpus was
taken out with a view of seizing her by
force, or some other bad purpose." The
court held this agreement to be a formal
renunciation by the husband of his marital

right to seize her, or force her back to live

with him. And they said that any attempt

of the husband to seize her by force and
violence would be a breach of the peace.

They also declared, that any attempt made
by the husband to molest her, in her present

return from Westminster Hall, would be a
contempt of court. And they told the lady
she was at full liberty to go where and to

whom she pleased. And where tlie wife

voluntarily lived apart from her husband,
without coercion on the part of any one, it

was held that the writ of habeas corpus

should not he granted to her husband, but
that the remedy, if there was no good
cause for licr remaining apart, was solely

in the Ecch'siastical Courts, Ex parte San-
diland, 12 E. L. & E. 463.

(/) Jee V. Thurlow, 2 B. & C. 547, s. c.

4 I)o\v. &R. 11 ; Wilson v. Mushctt, 3 B.
& Ad. 743. In this case the defendant gave
a bond to A and B, conditioned for the
payment of an annuity to liis wife, unless
she should at any time molest him on ac-
count of her debts, or for living apart from
her. By indenture of the same date be-
tween the above parties and the wife, recit-

ing tliat defendant and his wife liad agreed
to live separate during their lives, and that,

for the wife's maintenance, defendant had

agreed to assign certain premises, &c., to

A and B, and had given them an annuity

bond as above mentioned ; it was wit-

nessed that defendant assigned the prem-
ises, &c., to them, in trust for the wife, and
he covenanted with A and B to live sepa-

rate from her, and not molest her or inter-

fere with her property ; and power was
given her to dispose of the same by will,

and to sell the assigned premises, &c., and
buy estates or annuities with the proceeds.

The wife covenanted with the defendant to

maintain herself during her life out of the

above property, unless she and the defend-

ant should afterwards agree to live together

again ; and that he should be indemnified

from her debts. The indenture (except as

to the assignment), and also the bond,

were to become void if the wife should sue

the defendant for alimony, or to enforce co-

habitation. And it was provided that if

the defendant and his wife should thereafter

agree to live together again, such cohabitation

should in no way alter the trusts created by

the indenture. Tliei'c was no express cov-

enant on the part of tli'e trustees. The de-

fendant and his wife separated, and after-

wai'ds lived together again for a time, and

this fact was pleaded to an action by tlie

trustees upon tlie annuity bond, as avoid-

ing that security. Held, on demurrer to

the plea, that the reconciliation was no bar

to an action on this bond, since it did not

appear that the bond, and the indenture of

even date with it, were not really executed

with a view to immediate separation ; and

although there might be parts of the inden-

ture which a court of equity would not en-

force under the circumstances, yet there

was nothing, on a view of the wiiole in-

strument, to prevent this court from giv-

ing effect to the clause which provided for

a continuance of the trusts notwithstand-

ing a reconciliation. See also, Logan v.

Birkett, 1 Myl. & K. 22.5.

ig) Summers v. Ball, 8 M. & "W. 596,

where a deed of separation between hus-
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husband and wife cannot contract together, being but one per-

son in the view of the law. (h) But such agreement must be
absolute and unconditional, and not dependent upon the con-

tingency of a future separation, nor upon the wife's future con-

sent to live separate, for then it is regarded as an inducement
to separation, and is therefore wholly void, (i) And if the cove-

nant be in general to pay an annuity to the wife, the considera-

tion for it being the separation, and in the nature of a continu-

ing consideration, a subsequent reconciliation and cohabitation

discharges the husband from his obligation, (j) But the agree-

ment may be expressly to pay to her or for her use such annuity

during her life, and then it is not affected by a subsequent co-

habitation, (k) And it would seem, that if the annuity is

band and wife contained a covenant by
the wife and her trustees, that she, her ex-
ecutors or administrators, or the trustees,

or some or one of them, should and would
at all times save, defend, and keep harm-
less and indemnified the husband from and
against the del)t or debts, sum or sums of
money, which she the wife had then, at

the time of the making of tlie indenture,

contracted, or which she should, at any
time thereafter during the separation, con-
tract. Held, that this covenant included
debts previously contracted by the wife for

necessaries while living with the husband.
(A) Co. Lit. 112 a; Reeve, Dom. Rel.

89, 90 ; Marshall v. Button, 8 T. R. 54.')

;

Carter v. Carter, 14 Sm. & M. 59. He
cannot convey property directly to her.

Mai-tin v. Martin, 1 Greenl. 394.'— There
is a recent case upon this point, decided

by the Supreme Court of Massachusetts,

by the name of Jackson v. Parks, 10

Cush. 550. It was assumpsit on two
promissory notes, made by the defendant's

testator to the plaintiff, his wife, during

coverture. The consideration of the notes

was certain property which the plaintiff

held in her own right, which passed to her

husband. The court held that the action

could not be sustained. In Sweat v. Hall,

8 Vt. 187, the same doctrine has been es-

tablished.

(t) Westmeath v. Salisbury, 5 Bligh

(n. s.), 393 ; Durant v. Titley, 7 Price,

577 ; Hindley ;;. Westmeath, 6 B. & C.

2(M ; Jee v. Thurlow, 2 B. & C. 547

;

Jones V. Waite, 9 CI. & ]?. 101.

{
)) Scholey v. Goodman, 1 C. & P. 36.

{h Wilson V. Mushett, 3 B. & Ad. 743.

In this case Lord Tentei'den, C. J., said :

" I think it is impossible for us, sitting in

a court of law, to say that this deed, and
the bond on which the action is brought,

were avoided by the reconciliation alleged

in the plea. The argument for the de-

fendant must be, that if the husband and
wife had agreed to live together again,

even for a few hours, and aftenvards sep-

arated, all the provisions of tlie deed were
put an end to by condonation. I think

that upon this deed we cannot come to

such a conclusion. Whether a court of

equity would enforce all the trusts or not
is a question with which we have nothing
to do. One proviso of the deed is, that if

the defendant and his wife shall thereafter

agree to cohabit again, such cohabitation

shall in no way alter the ti-usts thereby
created, but they shall stand valid, and of

as full effect to all intents and purposes,

as well during such cohabitation as in

case they again live separate ; and it is

said that this is inconsistent with other

parts of the instrument of separation. But
I do not see the objection. The settle-

ment made on the wife may have been in

tended to continue at all events as an al-

lowance in the nature of pin-money. At
least, I cannot say that a deed like this

becomes altogether void on a reconcilia-

tion. It would be contrary to the express

provision of the deed, inserted, perhaps,

in contemplation that the wife might, un-

der some circumstances, choose rather to

live with her husband again, enjoying the

annuity settled upon her, than to continue

separate."
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expressly to be paid during the continuance of a separation by

mutual consent, and the husband forfeits his marital rights by

his own misconduct, he can no longer put an end to the separa-

tion, nor to his obligation to pay the annuity. (/) And if such

an agreement to pay an annuity do not expressly except adul-

tery on her part, neither that nor a divorce because of it would
discharge his obligation, (m) But it must be remembered that

such divorce in England would have formerly been only (unless

by act of Parliament) a mensa et thoro ; whereas in this country it

would be a vinculo, and thus might perhaps put an end to such

obligation. There is now, however, in England a court having

fuU power to decree divorces a vinculo ; and the rules of law

hitherto applied in that court are similar to those in force in this

country.

If, upon such separation, property has been settled on the

wife and children for their support, it would be upheld against

subsequent creditors, unless the settlement were shown to be in

fraud of them, or otherwise not in good faith, {n)

If there be separation by consent, and a specific sum settled

upon the wife, which is reasonably sufficient for her necessities,

then the husband is not liable for necessaries supplied to

her. (o) Nor is he so liable even if the party so furnishing

• (I) Whoregood v, "Whoregood, 1 Chanc. tion is upon the snffieieney of the plea. It

Cas, 250. has been decided that a plea stating the

(m) Baynon v. Batley, 8 Bing. 256; commission of adulter}' by the wife is not

Jee V. Thurlow, 2 B. & C. 547. By deed sufficient, upon this ground, that if tlie

of three parts, between husband, wife, husband, when executing such a deed aa

and trustee, reciting that differences ex- this, thinks proper to enter into an un-

isted, and tliat the husband and wife had qualified covenant he must be bound by

agreed to live separate, the husband cov- it. Had he wished to make the non-com-

enanted to pay an annuity to the wife, mission of adultery a condition of paying

during so much of her life as he should the annuity to his wife, he should have

live, and the trustee covenanted to indem- covenanted to pay it quam diu casta mi-

nify the huhband against the wife's debts, erit."

and that she should release all claim of (n) Hobbs v. Hull, 1 Cox, 445 ; Ste-

jointuro, dower, and thirds. Held, that phcns u. Olive, 2 Bro. Ch. 91; Nunn o.

this deed was legal and binding, and that Wilsmor, 8 T. R. 521.

a plea by the husband that the wife sued (o) Angler v. Angler, Glib. Eq. 152;

in the Ecclesiastical Court for restitution Stephens v. Olive, 2 Bro. Ch. 90 ; Todd
of conjugal rights, and that he put in an v. Stokes, 1 Salk. 116, 1 Ld. Eaym. 444.

allegation and exhibits, charging her with This allowance must be reasonably suffi-

adultery, and that a decree of divorce a cient for the wife to the satisfaction of a

mensa el thoro was in that cause pro- jury ; and the mere acquiescence on the

nounced, was not a sufficient answer to an part of the wife in the sum paid will not

action by the trustee for arrears of the necessarily exonerate the husband. Hodg-
annuity. Abbott, C. J. ;

" Tire only ques- kinson v. Fletcher, 4 Camp. 70 ; LidiUow
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goods did not know of the provision made for the wife ; unless

this party had supplied her before, and the separation was re-

cent and not notorious
; (p) the fact of separation, if he knew

it, was enough to put him upon inquiry. But the party sup-

plying necessaries to a separated wife is not bound to show
that no provision is made for her ; if the husband would other-

wise be bound, and undertakes to relieve himself from his liabil-

ity by the fact of such provision, the burden of proving it lies

on him
; (q) and if it be inadequate or not duly, paid, he

is liable, (r) But he is not liable, even if the separation were

not by deed, and there is no written agreement between them as

V. Wilmot, 2 Stark. 87 ; Emmett v. Nor-
ton, 8 C. & P. 506. The sum stipulated

by the husband must have been actually

paid, or tlie husband is not discharged,

and the wife is not driren to her remedy
on the instrument of separation, but may
bind her husband on her contracts. Nurse
V. Craig, 5 B. & P. 148 ; Hunt u. De
Blaquiere, 5 Bing. ,550.

(p) In Rawlyus v. Van Dylte, 3 Esp.
250, Lord Eldon is reported to have held,

that in cases of separation between man
and wife, if the tradesman's demand is for

necessaries, it is incumbent on the hus-

band, in order to discharn;e himself, to

show that the tradesman had notice of the

separation. But this doctrine was di-

rectly repudiated in the late case of Mizen
V. Pick, 3 M. & W. 481, and Alderson, B.,

there said :
" I do not see how notice to

the tradesman can be material. The
question in all these cases is one of au-

thority. If a wife, living separate from
her husband, is supplied by him with
sufScient funds to support herself— with

every thing proper for her maintenance
and support— then she is not his agent to

pledge his credit, and he is not liable," It

has likemse been held in this country that

If the tradesman was not accustomed to

trust the wife before separation, neither

express notice nor general notoriety of the

fact of separation is necessary to discharge

the husband. Cany v. Patton, 2 Ashm.
140. And see Baker v. Barney, 8 Johns.

72 ; Mott V. Comstock, 8 Wend. 544 ;

Wilson V. Smyth, 1 B. & Ad. 801,

(?) See Frost v. Willis, 13 Vt, 202;
Eumney v. Keyes, 7 N. H. 571 ; Clancy
on Husband and Wife, 28. Bat in Mott
V. Comstock, 8 Wend. 544, it was held,

that if a husband professes to provide for

bis wife, who lives apajt from him, it is

incumbent upon a party ivho has been ex-

pressly forbidden to give her credit to show
clearly and affirmatively that the husband
did not supply her with necessaries suit-

able to her condition, before he can charge
him for supplies furnished her ; and this

seems to be the better law. But in Mc-
Clallen v. Adams, 19 Pick. 333, where the
wife of the defendant, being afflicted with
a dangerous disease, was carried by him
to a distance fi'om his residence, and left

under the care of t;he plaintiff as a sur-

geon, and after the lapse of some weeks,
the plaintiff performed an operation on
her for the cure of the disease, soon after

which she died, it was held, in an action

by the plaintiff against the defendant, to

recover compensation for his services, that

the performance of the operation was
within the scope of the plaintiff's author-

ity, if in his judgment it was necessary or

expedient, and that it was not incumbent
on him to prove that it was necessary or
proper under the circumstances, or that

before he perfonned it he gave notice to

the defendant, or that it would have been
dangerous to the wife to wait until notice

could be given to the defendant.

(r) Hodgkinson v. Fletcher, 4 Camp.
70 ; Liddlow v. Wilmot, 2 Stark. 87 ; Em-
mett V. Norton, 8 C. & P. 506 ; Hunt v.

De Blaquiere, 5 Bing. 550.— It has been
held that notwithstanding the husband
pay the wife a sufficient allowance, yet if

he expressly promise to pay the debts she
has contracted during such separation, lie

is bound by such promise. Harrison v.

Hall, 1 Mood. & R. 185; Hornbuckle v.

Hornbury, 2 Stark. 177. But these cases

seem certainly very anomalous, and diffi-

cult to be supported, since if the allowance

was duly paid, and was adequate, the hus-

band's promise would be nudum pactum.
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to the allowance, if it be in fact paid to her. (s) And he is also

under no liability if sufficient necessaries be provided for her by

another person and none by him. (t)

The rule of law is, that if a wife be separated from her

husband, with her consent, he is liable for necessaries supplied

to her only where in fact she has no other means of obtaining

them. But under any circumstances of separation, the husband

may be held to answer to articles of the peace against him,

if occasioned by his violent conduct towards her, (u) and even

held liable to pay the biU of the attorney whom she employs

for that purpose, (v) But he has been held not hable to pay

(s) No deed of separation is actually

necessaiy ; it is sufficient if a separation

actually took place. Hodgkinson v.

Fletcher, 4 Camp. 70 ; Emery v. Neigh-

bour, 2 Halst. 142 ; Lockwood v. Tliomas,

12 Johns. 248; Kimball o. Keyes, 11

Wend. .33. But if the separate mainte-

nance be secured by deed, it is held that

the deed is roid unless executed by a
trustee on the part of the wife. Ewers v.

Hutton, 3 Esp. 255.

(t) It is immaterial from what source

the mfe's provision comes, provided it

be sufficient and permanent. Liddlow v.

Wilmot, 2 Stark. 86 ; and see Dixon v.

HuiTell, 8 C. & P. 717. The case of

Thompson v. Hcrvcy, 4 Burr. 2177, some-
times cited as deciding that the provision

'must be derived from the husband in

order to discharge him, seems to have
proceeded rather on the ground that the

provision was purely voluntary, and dur-

ing the pleasure of the grantor, and there-

fore that creditors could not be supposed
to rely upon it.

(«) Turner v. Rookes, 10 A. & E. 47.

This was an action of assumpsit to re-

cover for services rendered by the plaintiff,

as solicitor, to tlie defendant's wife, in

exhibiting articles of the peace against

the defendant. It appeared that the de-

fendant and hi3 wife had been separated

for seven years, she living upon a main-
tenance of ;£112 per annum, which the

defendant had secured to lier by deed.

The cause of separation did not appear.

It further appeared that the defendant
had used such threats and violence against

his wife as authorized her to exhibit arti-

cles of the peace against him. It was
?idd that the plaintiff was entitled to re-

cover.

(v) Shepherd v. Mackoul, 3 Camp. 326.

But this was on the ground that in that

particular case the step was actually

necessary on the part of the wife. Sea
Brown v. Ackroyd, 5 E. & B. 819.

And also preceding note. In Shelton v.

Pendleton, 18 Conn. 417, where A, the

wife of B, without his assent in fact, em-
ployed C, an attorney and counsellor at

law, to prosecute, on A's behalf, a peti-

tion to the superior court against B, for a

divorce from him, for a legal and suffi-

cient cause, with a prayer for alimony,

and the custody of the minor children,

and C performed services and made dis-

bursements, in the prosecution of such

petition, which ' was fully granted, and
thereupon brought his action against B
for a reasonable remuneration ; it was
hild, 1st, that the facts in the ease showed
that C looked for payment and gave

credit to A alone ; 2d, that the services

and disbursements in question were not

necessaries, for which B as the husband
of A was liable ; 3d, that C's claim de-

rived no strength fi-om the fact that to

the petition for a divorce was appended a

prayer for alimony and the custody of the

minor children ; 4th, that consequently C
was not entitled to recover. Church, C. J.,

commenting on the case of Shepherd v.

Mackoul, said ;
" The common law de-

fines necessaries to consist only of neces-

sary food, drink, clothing, wasliing, pliysic,

instruction, and a competent place of resi-

dence. And we know of no case which

has professed to extend the catalogue of

necessaries, unless it be Shepherd v, Mac-
koul, 3 Camp. 326. That was an action

by an attorney to recover of a husband a

bill for assisting his wife to exhibit arti-

cles of the peace against him. And Lord
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the bill of an attorney whom she employs to procure an indict-

ment of him. (w)

A liability, very similar to that which falls upon one who is

legally a husband, rests also upon him who lives with a woman
as his wife, who is not so. If he holds her out to the public as

his wife, then he promises the public that he wiU be as respon-

sible for her as if she were so. (x) Hence he is liable, as for his

wife, to a tradesman who knew that they were not married, (y)

The ground of his liability is not that he deceived persons into

an erroneous belief that she was his wife, but that after volun-

tarily treating her as such, and so inducing persons to beheve

that he would continue to treat her as such, he cannot recede

from the liabilities which he thus assumes. But this liability

ceases with cohabitation ; he is not responsible for necessaries

supplied to her afterwards, even where they had lived together

a long time, and she had left him because of his ill conduct, (z)

Ellenborough said, that the defendant's lia-

bility would depend upon the necessity

of the measure ; and if that existed, she

. might charge her husband for the neces-

sary expense as much as for necessary
food or raiment. It is manifest that tlie

court considered that case as falling liter-

ally within the established doctrine of the

common law on this subject— the neces-

sity of preserving the life and health of

the wife. The duty of providing neces-

saries for the wife is strictly marital, and
is imposed by the common law, in refer-

ence only to a state of coverture, and not

of divorce. By that law, a valid contract

of marriage was and is indissoluble, and
therefore by it the husband could never

have been placed under obligation to pro-

vide for the expenses of its dissolution.

Such an event was a legal impossibility.

Necessaries are to be provided by a hus-

band for his wife, to sustain her as his

wife, and not to provide for her futiu'e

condition as a single woman, or perhaps as

the wife of another man. It was on this

principle that the aforesaid case of Shep-

herd V. Mackoulwas decided; and the lat-

ter case of Ladd v. Lynn, 2 M. & W. 265,

in which it was holden that a husband was
not liable for expenses incurred by the

wife in procuring a deed of separation,

proceeded upon the same principle."

(w) Because that is not necessary.

Griudell i,. Godmond, 5 A. & E. 755.

Nor for the counterpart of the deed of
separation, procured by the wife's trustee,

unless he expressly promise to pay. Ladd
V. Lynn, 2 Ml & W. 265 ; Coffin v. Dun-
ham, 8 Cush. 404. Nor is a husband liable

to an attorney for professional services ren-

dered to the wife in defending against his

petition for a divorce for her fault, nor on
her petition against him for his. Wing v,

Hurlbart, 15 Vt. 607 ; Dorsey v. Goode-
now, Wright, 1 20. And see Shelton- v.

Pendleton, cited in the preceding note.

Nor is the woman herself liable, unless she
expressly promise to pay them, after the

divorce. Wilson v. Burr, 25 Wend. 386.

If there is evidence of an express agree-

ment to pay such bills, the husband may
then be liable. Wilhams v. Fowler, 1

McClel. & Y. 269.

(x) Watson v. Trelkeld, 2 Esp. 637;
Eobinson v. Nahon, 1 Camp. 245 ; Blades
V. Free, 9 B. & C. 167 ; Munro v. DeChe-
mant, 4 Camp. 215; Carr v. King, 12
Mod. 372; Graham v. Brettle, 18 Law
Times, 185.

(ij) Watson V. Trelkeld, 2 Esp. 637;
Eobinson v. Nahon, 1 Camp. 245 ; Ryan
w. Sams, 12 Q. B. 460.

(z) Munro v. De Chemant, 4 Camp.
215. But m Eyan v. Sama, 12 Q. B. 460,
the facts were that the defendant and a

Mrs. S., his mistress, lived together as hus-

band and wife four years, and occupied

three residences successively. At each
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Proof of cohabitation seems to be sufficient prima facie evi-

dence in an action against husband and wife for her debt before

marriage, (a)

In England, it has been decided, that if a marriage has taken

place de facto, the husband cannot defend against an action

brought on promises made by the wife before coverture, by-

showing that the marriage was illegal, and therefore void, be-

cause only the spiritual courts can take cognizance of such

questions, [b) But in this country, as we have no such courts,

the defence could not be objected to on these grounds.

time of their coming into a house, plaintiff

was employed to do work and furnish ma-
terials for "the fitting up. Mrs. S. as well

as the defendant gave directions ; and the

defendant sanctioned her orders and paid

the bills. The plaintiff knew that she was
only his mistress. While residing in the

third house they separated ; but Mrs. S.,

without defendant's sanction, sent for

plaintiff to that house, which she had not
yet left, and ordered fittings up for a new
house of her own. The plaintiff did the

work, and had not, in the mean time, any
notice of the separation. Held, in an ac-

tion for the last-mentioned work and goods,

that it was a proper question for the jury
whether or not the defendant had given
the plaintiff reason to believe that Mrs. S.,

at the time of the orders, continued to be
the defendant's agent ; and that, on their

finding in the afBrmative, the defendant
was liable. Lord Denman, C. J.: "In
Munro v. De Chcmant, 4 Camp. 21 5, it

may be presumed that the parties had lived

long separate ; and it is consistent with the

statement there tliat Lord Ellenborough may
have noticed that ch-cumstance as impor-
tant if the parties were not married, but
told the jury, ' if you think they are proved
to have been man and wife the case will

be different.' And the order there seems
to have commenced a new account. Here
the defendant sanctions orders to the plain-

tiff in the name of .Stanley, while the per-

son in question is living with him under
that name, and she afterwards gives orders

to the plaintiff in the same name, circum-

stances apparently continuing unaltered.

It would be um'easonable to expect more
evidence in such a case." And in Blades
V. Free, 9 B. & C. 167, where a man who
had for some years cohabited with a woman
that passed for his wife, went abroad, leav-

ing her and her family at his residence in

tills country, and died abroad, it was held,

that the woman might have the same au-

thority to bind him by her contracts for

necessaries as if she had been his wife ; but

that his executor was not bound to pay
for any goods supplied to her after his

death, although before information of his

death had been received.

(a) Traccy v. McArlton, 7'Dowl.P. C.

532. And see Norwood v. Stevenson,

Andi'ews, 227. But to be liable for the

Wife's torts committed before coverture, a

marriage de facto is not sufficient ; and a

man with whom a woman already married

contracts matrimony, her first and lawfid

husband still living, is not responsible for

her torts committed before coverture.

Overholt v. Elswell, 1 Ashm. 200. And
the same reasoning would seem to apply

to her debts contracted before coverture.

And a husband is not liable for the debts

of his wife dam sola, unless the wife herself

was liable for them at the time of her mar-
riage. Caldwell v. Drake, 4 J. J. Marsh.
247.

(6) Norwood v. Stevenson, Andrews,
227.
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SECTION IV.

OF THE DISABILITT OF A WIFE TO ACT AS A SINGLE WOMAN.

This disability is almost entire at common law. The usages

of this country, recognized more or less distinctly by the courts,

have lessened this somewhat, and the recent legislation of most

of the States, has modified it very materially ; as may be seen

in the note at the close of this chapter, (c)

Even at common law there were some exceptions. Thus, a

wife might purchase land in fee, and the grant would not be

void. But it would be voidable by the husband by any act

distinctly expressing his dissent ; and voidable also by the wife

after her husband's death, {d ) Her conveyance of her real

estate was absolutely void at common law. But the usages of

this country, from the earliest colonial times, have so modified

this rule, that a conveyance by her and her husband, jointly, of

her land, is valid. In some of the States precautions are taken

by statute to secure her actual consent, by requiring that she

should be examined concerning this matter by a magistrate,

without her husband being present, (e)

She may relinquish her dower, by executing with her hus-

band his deed of th^ land
;
provided that apt words, to indicate

her purpose of release, are in the deed ; for these are necessary

to make the release effectual. (/) Generally, she cannot re-

lease her dower by her own separate deed ; but in a very few

of the States, it is said that she may. [g)

The agreement of a wife for a sale of her real estate, though

(c) See Yale v. Dederer, 18 N. Y. 265, (/) Catlin v. Ware, 9 Mass. 218 ; Luff-

for an examination of the question how kin v. Curtis, 13 Mass. 223.

far and when the note of a man-ied woman ( g) Ela v. Card, 2 N. H. 175 ; Gordon
binds her separate estate, under the exist- v. Haywood, id. 405 ; Fowler v. Shearer,

ing law of New York. It seems that it 7 Mass. 14 ; Rowe v. Hamilton, 3 Greenl.

does not, unless she distinctly consent that 63. But see Powell v. Monson Man. Co.

the debt should be created on the credit 3 Mason, 347, and Hall v. Savage, 4

of that estate, and should bind it. Mason, 273 ; Lawrence v. Heister, 3 Har.

(d) Co. Lit. 352 a, 2 BI. Com. 292. & J., 371 ; Manchester v. Hough, 5 Mason,

(e; 2 Kent, Com. 152. 67 ; 2 Kent, Com. 153.
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made with the assent of the husband, is said to be wholly void,

at law and in equity, (h) Nor will she be held after her hus-

band's death, on any of her covenants of warranty ; unless so

far as they may operate upon her by way of estoppel, (i)

In England, a married woman, trading independently of her

husband within the city of London, may, by the " custom of

London," sue and be sued as a feme sole, with reference to

such dealings of trade, (j) But even there the husband should

be made a party to the suit, {k) though she will be treated as

the substantial party. Elsewhere in England she can act as

a single w^oman only when the legal existence of her husband

may be considered as extinguished, wholly or for a definite

period ; as in case of outlawry, abjuration of the realm, or

transportation for life, or for a limited term, (l) In this coun-

try, however, in part by statute, as in Pennsylvania and South

Carolina, (m) and in part by the decisions of the courts, the

law, as we have already intimated, is much more reasonable,

(A) Butler v. Buckingham, 5 Day, 492

;

Watrous v. Chalkor, 7 Conn. 224.

(i) Fowler v. Shearer, 7 Mass. 21
;

Colcord V. Sw:in, 7 Mass. 291 ; Jackson
V. Vanderheyden, 17 Johns. 167. See as

to estoppel. Hill v. West, 8 Ohio, 225,

opposing Jackson v. Vanderheyden, and
agreeing with the Jlassacliusetts cases.

(
;) Bac. Abr. Baron Sf Feme (M).

(7c) Caudell v. Shaw, 4 T. R. 361
;

Beard v. Webb, 2 B. & P. 93 ; Starr v.

Ta.ylor, 4 McCord, 413; Laughan v.

Bewett, Cro. C. 68.

(/) Marshall v. Button, 8 T. R. 545.

And a married woman cannot there be

sued on her contracts, although she live

apart from her husband in a state of adul-

.tery, and there exist a valid divorce a
mensa et tJioro, and she contract during
such separation in tlie assumed character

of a single woman. Lewis v, Lee, 3 B.
& C. 291, 5 Dow. & R. 98 ; Faithorne v.

Blaquire, 6 M. & Sel. 73 ; Turtle v. Wors-
ley, 3 Dougl. 290. But see Cox v. Kitchin,

1 B. & P. 338. Neither is her personal
representative liable under such circum-
stances, although he have abundant assets.

Clayton v. Adams, 6 T. R. 604. But if

the legal existence of the husband is con-

sidered as extinguished, the wife may
contract as a feme sole. Lady Belknap's
case, Year Book, 1 Hen. 4, 1 a ; Lean v.

Shutz, 2 W. Bl. 1195 ; Marsh v. Hutch-
inson, IB. & P. 231 ; Eir parte Franks,

7 Bing. 762, 1 M. & Scott, 1 ; Carrol v.

Blencow, 4 Esp. 27 ; Stretton v. Busnach,
1 Bing. N. C. 140.

(m) In Pennsylvania and South Caro-

lina a wife may become a sole trader, and
become liable as such, in imitation of the

custom of London. Starr a. Taylor, 4

McCord, 413; Newbiggin !). Pillans, 2

Bay, 162 ; McDowall v. Wood, 2 Nott &
McC. 242 ; Burke «. Winkle, 2 S. & E.

189; Jacobs u. Featherstone, 6 W. & S.

346. Slie must, however, in order to

have the privilege of contracting as a

feme sole, be technically a trader. Mc-
Daniel v. CornweU, 1 HiU (S. Car.), 428.

The privilege does not extend to a woman
who is a common can'ier. Ewart v. Na-

gel, 1 McMuU. 50. Nor to one who was
separated from her husband, and sup-

ported herself by her daily labor. Kob-
ards u. Hutson, 3 McCord, 475. Keep-
ing a shop as a milliner brings her within

the privilege. Surtell v. Brailsford, 2

Bay, 333. But her privilege to contract

as a feme sole extends no further than to

such contracts as are connected with her

trade. McDowall v. Wood, 2 Nott &
McC. 242. And see Wallace v. Rip-

pon, 2 Bay, 112.
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and a married woman may act as if unmarried, under many
circumstances ; as for continued abandonment, (n) alienage, and

non-residence, or the privity and acquiescence of the husband,

although not expressed by deed, (o)

It may be added, that the husband is, in general, held for the

torts, or frauds of the wife, committed during coverture. If

committed by his order, he is alone liable. If while she is in

his company the law presumes his order ; but this presumption

may be overcome by evidence. "Where both are liable, and

must be sued jointly, the remedy, by imprisonment or execu-

tion, must be sought of the husband alone, (p) But if the tort

of the wife alone be punishable by imprisonment, this punish-

ment falls on her alone. K the wife be sued jointly with her

husband, for her libel (and perhaps for other torts), the damages

shall be the same as if she were unmarried, (g) If the husband

assumes to be the agent of the wife, and in that capacity com-

mits a fraud, it is said that she cannot be made hable, because

she has no power to make her husband her agent, (r) But this

we think may be doubted.

(n) If the husband is banished, then, as more doubtful. See 21 Am. Jur. 8 ; 1 Swift,

we have seen, by the laws of England Dig. 36 ; Cornwall v. Hoyt, 7 Conn. 427.

and of this country, a wife may contract as If the husband is an alien, and never re-

a feme sole. Wright v. Wright, 2 Desaus. sided in this country, the wife may sue and

244. And the law is the same whether be sued as a feme sole. Kay v. Duchess

he is banished for his crimes, or has vol- de Pienne, 3 Camp. 123 ; Deerly v. Maza^

untarily abandoned his wife. Khea u. rine, 1 Salk. 1 1 6 ; Epbinson «. Reynolds,

Rhenner, 1 Pet. 105 ; Chapman «. Lemon, 1 Aik. 174 ; De Gaillon i: L'Aigle, 1 B. &
11 How. Pr. 235. The voluntary absence P. 356, compared with Farrer v. Granard,

of the husband, however, must be more 4 B. & P. 80. But this rule is qualified

than temporary in order to have this effect, in Barden v. Keverberg, 2 M. & W. 61,

Robinson v. Reynolds, 1 Aik. 174 ; Greg- in which it is held that she is responsible

cry v. Pierce, 4 Met. 478 ; Common- only if she represents herself as a feme

wealth V. Collins, 1 Mass. 116; Chouteau sole, or the plaintiif has knowledge of the

V. Merry, 3 Mo. 254. If it amount to facts.

absolute and complete desertion, then it (o) McGrath v. Robertson, 1 Desaua.

may be sufficient Cases supra, and 445.

likewise Ayer v. Warren, 47 Me. 217. (p) 3 Bl. Com. 414.

Whether the imprisonment of the bus- (5) Austin v, Wilson, 4 Cash. 273.

band for life, or a term of years, in our (r) Birdseye v. Tlint, 3 Barb. 500.

State prisons, will have the same effect, is
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SECTION V.

OF THE SEPAEATB ESTATE OF A MARRIED WOMAN, AND OF

SETTLEMENTS IN HER FAVOR.

If the wife has a separate estate, this is usually reached in

equity. Thus, if she join with her husband in making a prom-

issory note, this separate estate is chargeable with it. (s) Per-

haps, however, it must be shown that the promise was made

with special reference to, or was received on the credit of, her

separate estate, (t) Our courts now protect, with great care, any

separate estate of the wife, and any reasonable agreement in

her favor, (u) Nor wiU they interfere to vary or discharge it but

for strong cause and on certain evidence, (v) Nor will the wife

herself be permitted to waive such an agreement if it were

made after marriage, and obviously intended to benefit her chil-

dren, (w) And if the wife's debts are contracted before marriage,

the remedy against her separate estate is suspended during her

marriage, (x) But if contracted after marriage, it is, prima facie,

chargeable on her separate estate. (?/)

Whether a wife, acting with her husband, may dispose of

land conveyed to trustees for her separate use, when no power

of disposition is given her, is not certain. The better rule seems

to be, that she may, if the trust insti-ument is silent, but not if

it contain express prohibitions or restrictions, (z) After some

(s) Tale V. Dederer, 21 Barb. 286; (y) Greenough y. Wigginton, 2 Greene

BcU V. Kollar, 18 B. Mon. 381 ; Ozloy v. (Iowa), 435 ; Gardner v. Gardner, 7

Ikelheimcr, 26 Ala. 332; Collins v. Ru- Paige, 112.

dolph, 19 Ala. 616. (z) So held in New York, in Jaques v.

{t) Conn V. Conn, 1 Md. Ch. 212; Methodist Episcopal Church, 17 Johns.

Cherry v. Clements, 10 Humph. 552; 548; in Maryland, in 5 Md. 219; TaiT !).

Burch D. Breckenridge, 16 B. Mon. 482. "Williams, 4 Md. Ch. 68; AViUiams a

(u) See Stilley v. Folgcr, 14 Ohio, Donaldson, id. 414. In Tennessee, in

649. Marshall v. Stephens, 8 Humrh. 159 ;

(v) Rogers ;;. Smith, 4 Ban-, 93. Litton v. Baldwin, id. 209. In South
(w) Tenner v. Taylor, 1 Sim. 169. Carolina, Nix v. Bradley, 6 Rich. Eq. 53,

{x) Vanderheyden v. Mallory, 1 Comst. Adams v. Mackey, id. 75. In Georgia,

452. See Dickson v. Miller, 11 Sm. &M. AVylly v. Collins, 9 Geo. 228. In Missis-

594. sippi, Doty v. Mitchell, 9 Sm. & M. 435.
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fluctuation it seoms that the English courts incline to permit a

wife, with the consent of the trustees and the husband, to

alienate funds or modify a trust created for her benefit. But it

would also seem, that in this country the wife is protected

against her own acts, and that such a trust cannot be discharged

or changed unless by order of court, (a) And if lands so held

in trust are sold by the husband under an agreement to pur-

chase with the proceeds other lands to be held under the same
trust, the lands so purchased by him are protected from his

creditors, (b) But where, by such a trust, the wife may
dispose of the fund, forever, but dies without disposal, it

goes to her husbanl (c) Nor can a second husband interfere

with a trust created by a first husband, {d) It has however

been held, on grounds which seem to us doubtful, that where

a wife has power to dispose of lands under a trust, and executes

that power by selling them, and with the proceeds buys other

lands, these other lands do not come under the original trust,

and become subject to the original power, (e) If she has the

power to sell, she may make a valid contract to sell. (/)

A married woman may contract with her husband, for a

settlement for her benefit, in good faith, and for a valuable

consideration, and courts of equity will sustain it, and even

do what may be necessary to complete such a contract, if in-

terrupted by death or accident.
( g) If made in good faith in

pursuance of an ante-nuptial agreement, it seems that this is

valid, without other consideration than the marriage, that being

a good and sufficient one. (h) But if wholly voluntary, it is

And in Rhode Island, Metcalf v. Cooke, such a trust for the collateral relatives, if

2 R. I. 355. That she cannot make such intended for their benefit. Neves v. Scott,

disposition unless the power be given her, 9 How. 196.

is held in Connecticut, Imlay v. Hunting- (6) Barnett v. Goings, 8 Blackf 284.

ton, 20 Conn. U6, 175. In Alabama, (c) Brown v. Brown, 6 Humph. 127

;

Bradford v. Greenway, 17 Ala. 797. In Wilkinson v, Wright, 6 B. Mon. 576.

North Carolina, Harris w. Harris, 7 Ired. (d) Cole v. O'Neill, 3 Md. Ch. 174;

Eq. Ill, and in Vurginia, Hume v. Hord, Robert v. West, 15 Geo. 122.

5 Gratt.'374. (*) Newliu o. Freeman, 4 Ired. Eq.

(a) Leggett v. Perkins, 2 Comst. 297 ;
312.

L'Amoureux v. Van Rensselaer, 1 Barb. (/) Van Allen v. Humphrey, 15 Barb.

Ch. 34 ; Rogers' v. Ludlow, 3 Sandf. Ch. 555.

104 ; Noyes v. Blakeman, 2 Seld. 567 ; (g) Livingston v. Livingston, 2 Johns

Cruger v. Jones, 18 Barb. 467. The Sa- Ch. 537.

pieme Court of the United States have (A) Reade v. Livingston, 3 Johns. Ch.

held that a court of equity should protect 481.

VOL. I. 24
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void against existing creditors, although made in good faith,

but not against subsequent creditors, (i)

To any contract of a third person for the benefit of a wife,

there must be a distinct assent of the husband ; but this may

be proved by implication, as by depositing money to her credit

in a bank, and giving the deposit book to her with the knowl-

edge of the husband, (j)

In New York, the statute requirements as to making a will,

are held not to determine the age at which a married woman,

with power to make a wiU, may exercise that power, (k) And
the same rule would probably be adopted elsewhere.

Formerly, the rights which the husband acquired over the

property of his wife by his marriage, were not only carefully

protected, but any disposition of her property by the wife, made

before marriage, in derogation of his rights, was held to be void

on the ground that it was a fraud upon him. Doubtless there

may now be such disposition of property by the wife, in actual

fraud of the husband. This, at l§ast, the cases assert. But, in

this country, nothing less than such a fraud, certainly proved,

would be permitted by our courts to invalidate the acts of au

unmarried woman, in favor of a husband subsequently married.

We give in the note some authorities on this subject, (l)

{{) Borst V. Corey, 16 Barb. 136
; {j) Fisk v. Cushman, 6 Gush. 20.

Albert v. Winn, 5 Md. 66. See also, in (!) Strong v. Wilkin, 1 Barb. Ch. 9.

relation to post-nuptial settlements, itin- {I) St. George v. Wake, 1 Mjl. & K,
nard v. Daniel, 13 B. Mon. 496; Thorn- 610; Bill v. Cureton, 2 Myl. & K. 503;

son V. Dougherty, 12 S. & R. 448 ; Mag- Strathmore v. Bowes, 2 Bro. 345, s. c. 1

niac V. Thompson, 1 Baldw. 344 ; Duffy Ves. Jun. 22 ; Tucker v. Andrews, 13

V. Ins. Co. 8 W. & S. 413; Sexton v. Me. 124; Jordan o. Black, Meigs, 142;

Wheaton, 8 Wheat. 229; Picquet v. Ramsay v. Joyce, 1 McMuU. Eq. 236;
Swan, 4 Mason, 443. Logan v. Simmons, 3 L-ed. Eq. 487.

NOTE.

[We refer to this note in the last paragraph but one of the first section of this chapter.J

In nearly all the States a married woman conveys iier own real estate and releases

dower by joining in a deed with her husband; but she is not generally bound by
covenants therein, and, in many, must be separately examined. In most, she has a
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certain^ time, after removal of the disahility of coverture, to assert her different rights,
otherwise barred. Generally, devises or conveyances to husband and wife create a
joint-tenancy, unless the terms of the devise or conveyance are expressly otherwise.
And generally upon the marriage of a feme sole plaintiff or defendant, the suit does not
abate, but the husband may be admitted to prosecute or defend with her.
In Maine, a maixied woman holds as her separate property whatever she pos-

sessed before marriage, and whatever comes to her after marriage, unless purchased
by the husband's money or coming from him so as to defraud his creditors, Acts of

1855, ch. 117; Public Acts of 1847, ch. 27, and has all the usual rights of a single
woman as to it. Acts of 1848, ch. 73 ; R. S. ch. 115, § 82; Acts of 1855, ch. 120, but
cannot convey property received through the husband or his relatives unless he join.

Acts of 1856, ch. 250. Her property is alone liable for her debts before marriage.
Acts of 1852, ch. 291. Although under twenty-one years, she is of full ago. Id.

There are provisions as to a married woman being administratrix, or executrix, R. S.

ch. 106, f) 35 ;
guardian, R. S. ch. 110, § 24 ; insane, id. ch. 112, § 1 ; Acts of 1853,

ch. 6; whose husband is under guardianship, Acts of 1853, ch. 33; and the home-
stead, to the value of $500 is not liable for his debts, and goes to his widow and
minor children. Acts of 1850, ch. 207. It is believed that the provisions for the
wife upon abandonment by the husband (R. S. ch. 87), are superseded by the above
provisions.

In New Hampshire, after three months of desertion, or of any other thing which
if longer continued will he a cause of divorce, the wife may hold in her several right,

and dispose of property acquired by her in any way, and the earnings of the minor
children, until the desertion ceases. And the judge of probate in the county where
she resides, may order provision for her and her children from any property of the
husband in the State. She shall then have the same rights, and Jier property shall

descend, as if single. The wife of an alien or citizen of another State, who has resided
in New Hampshire separate from her husband for six months, has the same rights and
powers as if her husband were deceased, except that she cannot maiTy. And there

are provisions for the case of a husband becoming a citizen of the State, and for a
divorce, and as to minor children ; for partition of a wife's real estate, held by her as

joint-tenant, and for joining with his guardian in conveying property. Comp
St. (1853), ch. 158. The will of the married woman passes property held in her right,

to any devisee except the husband ; but shall not affect his tenancy by the curtesy.

Laws of 1854, ch. 1522. By antenuptial contract, she may hold any real or personal

property in her own right. And any conveyance, devise, or bequest lb a married
woman to her sole use, or coming to her under a deed of trust (except a direct

conveyance from the husband), is valid, and she is an unmanied woman as to such
property, and her rights, &c., in or out of court. If she die intestate, such personal

property goes to her husband, subject to her debts. He must take administration,

and is entitled to the curtesy. Comp. St. ch. 158, §§ 12-17 The homestead, to the

value of $500, is exempt from attachment and execution, and is in no way liable for

the husband's debts, nor subject to distribution or devise, while a widow or a minor
child lives thereon. But this right may be waived by deed of husband and wife, and
is not valid against a claim on note or mortgage of husband and wife, or for labor loss

than $100, or a lien by the seller of the estate for its price, or a. debt contracted for

the erection of the buildings or for taxes. Comp. St. ch. 196.

In Veemont, in case of desertion, the Supreme Court may authorize a wife of

eighteen years of age, to convey her real estate, and the personal estate which came to

her husband through her, if in the State and undisposed of by him ; and require any
one owing her husband money in her right to pay it to her ; and the proceeds, and
her own earnings, and those of her minor children, shall be held by her for her own
use. If the real estate of a wife be taken for public use, the damages are to be secured

to her benefit. The wife of a man under guardianship may join with the guardian in

making partition, &c., of a man confined in the State prison is as a feme sole as to

suits for causes arising after his sentence. Married women may devise by will their

inheritable real estate. The rents, &c., of all her real estate, and her husband's interest

in it, shall be exempt from attachment or execution for his sole debts, nor can he con-

vey them without her. She may insure the life of her husband for her own use, if the

premium do not exceed $300. Comp. St. (1850), ch. 68. The homestead provision

is substantially similar to that of New Hampshire. Id. ch. 65; Acts of 1851

No. 29.
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In Massachusetts, prorisions exist for the benefit of the wife when deserted by

the husband (R. S.ch.77),to a great extent superseded by the Laws of 1855, eh. 304,

post. A married woman coming into tlie State, whose husband never lived with her

in the State, has the same rights as a single woman in matters of contract and suit.

K. S. ch. 77, 5 18; Gregory v. Paul, 15 Mass. 31; Abbot ». Bayley, 6 Pick. 89.

Antenuptial contracts in favor of the wife are valid, and she may receive any convey-

ance (except fi-om her husband), bequest, or devise to her own use, without a trustee,

and lias all the powers respecting it a trustee would have, and is liable for any con-

tract made or wrong done before man-iage. Laws of 1845, ch. 208. A woman mar-
ried after June 4, 1845, holds, as a single woman might, all property held before

maiTiago or subsequently acquired, except by gift from her husband ; but cannot con-

vey real estate (except for a terra not exceeding one year) nor shares in a corporation,

witliout the wiittcn assent of her husband, or the consent of a judge of the Supreme
Court, Court of Common Pleas, or Probate, nor iicqueath away from her husband
more than half her personal estate, without his consent in writing, and her property is

alone liable for her antenuptial debts. Any married woman may dispo^e by will of

her real estate, but cannot thereby deprive her husband of his tenancy bv the curtesy;

and her real estate and shares in a corporation are not liable for his debts contracted

since June 4, 1855. And any married woman may be a sole trader. Laws of 18.55,

ch. 304. There are also provisions as to guardianship, R. S. ch. 77, 79, and insanity.

Laws of 1855, ch. 23.3 ; 1856, ch. 99, 169. A homestead to the value of §500, is not
liable for the debts of a householder, but after his death is for the benefit of liis widow
and family, for ber life and while any child is a minor, provided it be designated in

the deed of purchase as a homestead under this act, or if already purchased, be so

declared in a deed acknowledged and recorded, and is safe only from debts contracted

after the record, and is not exempt from taxes, debts incurred by purchase, and
debts for ground-rent of land upon which it is situated. This exemption shall not

defeat any lien or incumbrance existing when the law was passed. A husband can

not convey such homestead without his wife joins in the deed. Laws of 1851, ch.

340.

In Rhode Island, there is a provision substantially like that in Massachusetts, as

to a married woman coming into the State without her husband, and there living with-

out him. Public Laws of R. I., 1841-2, p. 2056. Real estate of a wife, who is a
citizen of the United States, and whose husband is an alien, descends to her children.

Acts and Resolves, May Session, 1853, p. 16. Any married woman may dispose of

her real estate liy will, but not to deprive ber husband of his tenancy by the curtesy.

Acts & Resolves, January Session, 1856, p. 68, Her deposits in an institution for sav-

ings are her own property, id. p. 73 ; and any insurance for the life of any one for her

benefit if the premium does not exceed S300, is hers, independently of her husband and
his creditors. Public Laws, 1846-8, p. 715.

In Connecticut, the husband's interest in wife's real estate cannot be taken for

his debts during her life or that of her children. Comp. St. (1854), Tit. 7, ch. I,

§ 7 ; so of her wages. Id. ^ 8. All real estate conveyed to her during marriage, paid

for by money earned by lier personal service, is hers to her sole use. Comp. St.

p. 377. And the proceeds of her real estate are hers in equity, and not liable for

his debts. Public Act-! of 1850, ch. 31, Comp. St. p. 377. Personal estate coming
to the husband in the right of the wife, or through her as the meritorious cause, is held

by him as trustee for her use. Comp. St. Tit. 7, ch. 1 ; Public Acts of 1849, ch. 20, § 1

;

excepting so far as he has paid her debts contracted before marriage. Public Acts of

1855, ch.43, § V; and he may be required to give bonds as sucli trustee, or be removed
and another appointed. Comp. St. Tit. 7, ch. 1. There are also provisions as to

executors, guardians, &c. Public Acts of 1856, ch. 37, ^ 1,2, 3. Her receipt for

money deposited by her in any bank or savings bank is valid. Comp. St. Tit. 7,

ch. 1 , § 9. Policies of insurance on life, for her benefit, if the premium does not exceed

$150, or is paid from her private property, are secured to her. Id. p. 378. All per-

sonal property coming to her during his abandonment of her, or their separation from
his abuse or intemperance, is hers alone; and he thereby loses all control of all her

property. Public Acts of 1850, ch. 33, § 2. During the abandonment, she may
act as a sole trustee, and after it has continued three years, may, with leave of court,

execute deeds of her real estate. Public Acts of 1856, ch. 36, ^ 1.

In New York, all a married woman's real and pei-sonal estate, whether acquired

before or after marriage, if not from her husband, may be held by her foi her own use,
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ana is not liable for his debts nor subject to his control. R. S. Part. II, ch. 8, Tit. 1, art. 6,

^ 65-68. Power of disposal may be given lier in any conveyance or devise to
her, anil she may execute them without the husband's concurrence, P. 11. ch. I, Tit. 2,

art. 3, ^ 93, VOO, 103, unless their terms require that. Id. ^ 123. But she must ac-
knowledge it privately, as she mnst also in cases of conveyance. Id. 5 130. The
husband may administer on her estate, and is liable for her debts to tlie extent of as-

sets received from her property, and is liable for the whole if he does not take out let-

ters. P. II. ch. 6, Tit. 2, art. 2, § 29. Antenuptial contracts are valid. P. II. ch. 8,

Tit.,1, art 6, § 69. Insurances of life for her benefit, are secured to her if the pre-
mium does not exceed $300. Id. § 70. Her receipt is valid for her deposits in any
bank. Id. 4 73. She may vote by proxy in corporations, of which she is a member,
except mutual fire insurance companies. Id. ^ 74. She may have the custody of
minor children by order of court. Id. Tit. 2. In an action between herself and her
husband, she may sue and he sued alone. Id. P. II. ch. 4, Tit. 3, § 114. Only her
separate estate is liable for her debts before marriage. Public Acts of 1853, ch. 576,

§§1,2.
In New Jeeset, her property, real or personal, acquired before or after marriage,

is free from the husband's control or debts. Public Acts of 1852, p. 407. Antenup-
tial contracts arc valid. Id. Any insurance of life for her benefit is secured to her

or her children, if the premium does not exceed $100. Public Acts of 1851, p. 34.

If her husband dies, she may recover from his estate the personal property belonging

to her before marriage. Public Acts of 1851, p. 201. If she dies, her husband may
administer, and retain her personal property. K. S. Tit. 10, ch. 7, § 15; Adm'rs
of Donnington v. Adm'rs of Mitchell, 1 Green, Ch. 243. If he abandon or desert

her, she may have, by order of court, maintenance from his property ; but during this

maintenance he is not liable for lier debts. R. S. Tit. 33, ch. 3, § 10. She caimot dis-

pose of real estate by will. R. S. Tit. 10, ch. 10, § 3. If the husband dies leaving a
family, his household goods to the value of $200, and real estate occupied by him at

his death, to the amount of $1,000, are secured to his widow and children; and no
waiver of this exemption is valid. Public Acts of 1851, p. 278, § 4 ;

Public Acts of

1852, p. 222, § 1. Nor can such homestead be sold, or incumbered, unless other

$1,000 are invested in other buildings for a homestead ; and until this investment, the

title of the purchaser is not good. Id. § 7.

In Pennsylvania, the wives of mariners and others at sea, may trade as, and have
generally, the rights of femes sole. Dunlop, Laws of Penn. (3d cd. 1853), pp. 75, 76.

The husband administers upon his deceased wife's estate, and slie generally upon his.

Id. pp. 461, 462. If money is awarded to a married woman upon distribution, or on
partition or sale of her real estate, it must be secured to her benefit. Id. pp. 483, 484,

982. She retains all property owned before, or obtained after, piarriage, free from the

control or debts of her husband. But he is not liable for her antenuptial debts. Ilbr

property is liable for her debts and torts, and execution must first be had against it.

And she may dispose of it by will. Id. pp. 996, 997 ; Lancaster Co. Bank v. Stauflfer,

10 Penn. St. 398; Lefever v. Witmer, id. 505; Cummings' Appeal, 11 id. 272;
Goodyear r. Rumbaugh, 13 id. 480, s. c. Law Journ. July 29, 1850. But (except in

case of property held in trust for her separate use by virtue of the terms of a deed or

will) her power to bequeath is restricted, so that her surviving husband may elect to

take such interest in her property as she, surviving, could elect to take in his ; or

else his estate by the curtesy. Laws of 1855, No. 456, p. 430. She may sue alone

for her money, or perhaps with her husband, Goodyear v. Rumbaugh, supra, and with

her husband for her estate, a recovery to be for her benefit, Dunlop, p. 1099; or

maintain trespass for injury to her property, though he dissents, and he cannot sue

therefor alone. Goodyear v. Rumbaugh, supra. Marnage does not, even with her

consent, "dissolve her testamentary guardianship. Cummings' Appeal, supra. His

property is first liable for necessaries ; for want of it, the wife's. Dunlop, p. 997. He
retains his estate by the curtesy, id. ; but as to when it is liable to liis creditors, see id.

p. 1093 ; Lancaster Co. Bank v. Stauffer, supra; Lefever v. Witmer, supra. A trustee

may be appointed of a married woman's property, and she may declare trusts. Dunlop,

p. 1096. There are also provisions by which claims for personal injury to the hus-

band survive to the widow, id. p. 1145; by which married women may loan to their

husbands, id., and for insanity of the wife. Id. p. 1170. If the husband does not

provide for his wife, or deserts her, she has the rights of a feme sole ; and if intestate,

her property descends as if he had previously died. Laws of 1855, No. 456, p 430
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In such case, or if divorced a mensa et thoro, she may maintain an action for slander or

libel, and may recover her separate earnings and property ; but if her husband is

defendant, in the name of her next friend. Laws of 1856, No. 334, p. 31.5. If of

lawful age, and entitled to a legacy, &c., she may execute a refunding bond and other

instruments to an executor or administrator. Id.

In Delaware, the Avidow of one who made his will before marriage, takes the

same share as if he died intestate. E. S. ch. 84, § 23. Insurance on life for her benefit

is secm-ed to her, if the premium do not exceed $150. Id. ch. 76, 5 3. Ifher husband
abandon her, the court may provide for the support of herself and her children out of

his property. Id. ch. 48, § 15. She cannot make a power of attorney . Id. ch. 83, § 13,

In Maryland, if a married infant unite with her husband in a conveyance to

release dower, courts of equity may declare it valid if equitable. Dorsey, Laws of

Md. ; Public Acts of 1832, cli. 302, § 7. She cannot be executrix or administratrix

unless her husband give a bond. Id. ; Public Acts of 1798, ch. 101, Sub. ch. 4, § 8.

Her choses in action, at her death, become her husband's without his taking out letters

of administration. Id. Sub. ch. 5, § 8. An alien wife of a citizen husband residing

in the United States, has her dower, and may hold lands by purchase and transfer the

same as if a citizen. Id. ; Public Acts of 1813, ch. 100. Any devise or bequest to her

is construed to be in bar of her dower, unless othenvise expressed. Id. ; Public Acts
of 1798, ch. 101, Sub. ch. 13, 5§ 1, 3. Insurance on life is secured to her, if the premium
do not exceed $300. Public Acts of 1840, ch. 212. Her receipt for money deposited

before her marj-iage in any bank, is valid, if no creditor of the husband has previously

attached it. Public Acts of 1853, ch. 335.

In ViRGisiA, the husband of an insane wife may make a deed to bar her right of

dower on leave of court ; but the same interest in the proceeds shall be secured to her.

Code of Virginia, Tit. 36, ch. 128, ^11. If the husband die intestate, and without

issue by her, she has the slaves and personal property which he had from or with her,

and which he has not disposed of, if his other personal estate suffices to pay his debts.

Id. Tit. 33, ch. 123, § 10. She can make no Avill except of her separate estate, or by

a power of appointment. Id. Tit. 33, ch. 122, § 3.

In North Carolina, a maniage settlement or contract is invalid against creditors,

if a greater value is secured to tlie intended wife and children of the marriage than is

received with her in man'iage, and the estate of the husband free from debt, at the time

of the marriage. In case of suit, the burden of proof is on the person claiming under

such contract. A legacy to the wile in general words and not in tru.st, or a distribu-

tive share of an intestate estate falling to her during coverture (if the estate of the hus-

band and wife is not at the time of the marriage thus sufficient) is taken as a part of

the portion received with the wife. Keiiscd Code, ch. 37. Eeal estate belonging to

the wife at the time of the marriage cannot be sohi or leased by the husband, except

with her consent, ascertained by private examination, and no interest of the husband

therein is subject to execution against him. Id. ch. 56, ^ 1. The proceeds of the

wife's land sold by court are secured to her or her representatives. Id. ch, 82, ^ 7.

Provision also exists, by which a married woman may insure the life of her husband

for her solo benefit, ch. 56, § 2. Power may be given her by will, deed, ie., to dispose

by will of property thereby conveyed, ch. 119, | 3. If she marry under the age of

fifteen, unless her father assents to the marriage in writing, her estate is secured to her

separate use, ch. 68, f) 10.

In South Carolina, having a right to land or any other action, the wife may
appoint an attorney to bring suit, either in her own name or joined with her husband.

Statutes at Large, Vol. II. p, 587. And the husband can have no control over the

suit, without her voluntary consent, given in open court and recorded. Id. Anyfeme
covert, being a sole trader, is liable to be sued, as if sinf;le, id. p. 593, and may sue

and be sued, naming the husband for conformity, id. Vol. III. pp. 620, 794, n. and

cases cited. A husband cannot be compelled to make distriliution of the personal

estate of his wife, but it becomes his, upon administration. Id. Vol. II. p. 529. As
to the light in which the contract of marriage is considered, ,see Statuecs at Large,

Vol. II. p. 733, n. ; and Vol. X. p. 357, n. Marriage settlements must be recorded,

or else, as to creditors, bona Jide purchasers and mortgagees, arc deemed void : for the

various provisions as to recording, see Statutes at Lai-ge, Vol. IV. pp. 656, 657, 767,

n. ; Vol. V. preface, pp. ii. 203, 204; Vol. VI. pp. 2\3, 483, 636, 637, appendix;
Vol. VII. p. 234. A.S to the requirement of a specification, or a schedule, of the prop-

erty coiered by a marriage settlement, manner of executing, and effect of want of, see

id. Vol, V, p. 204. The Avill of a feme covert is void. Id. Vol. III. p. 342.
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In GeoriJia, marriage settlements, if not recorded within a specified time, are
invalid as to bona fide purcliasers, creditors, or sureties, without actual notice, becoming
BO before actual recording. Cobb, Digest (1851), p. 180. The husband takes admin-
istration, and is sole heir of his deceased intestate wife, id. p. 294; appendix, p. 1129,

§ 19; Liptrot v. Holmes, 1 Kelly, 381; McGinnis v. Foster, 4 Geo. 377; Lee v.

Wheeler, id. .541 ; and widows o'f intestate husbands without issue. Cobb, Dig. p.

295. On marriage, since February 22, 1785, the wife's real estate vests in the husband,
like nersonalty ; real and personal property are put in respect to distribution on the
same footing. Id. p. 305

; 2 Kent, Com. (8th ed.), 109, n. (a) ; 4 id. 27. There are

ijrovisions as to the marriage of an administratrix, id. pp. 327, 331 ; of a person who
has previously made a will, id. p. 347 ; disabling the husband to sell a certain amount
of property, unless the wife of her own choice join in the conveyance. Id. pp.
389-391. The wife of an idiot or lunatic is generally entitled to the guardianship.
Id. pp. 342, 343. If desei-ted, her earnings vest in herself. Laws of 1851-2, Tit. 16,

arc. IV. p. 237. By an act approved February 28, 1856, Laws of 1855-6, Tit. 19, No.
176, p. 229, a husband thereafter married is not liable for his wife's debts, further than
the property received through her will satisfy, and such property is not liable for lus

debts existing at the time of the marriage.
In Florida, the husband or wife administers in preference to others. Thompson,

Dig. 2 Div. Tit. 3, ch. 2, § 1, IT 5. Their rights, by marriage, under the Spanish
law when in force, are preserved. Id. 2 Div. Tit. 3, ch. 1, ^ 4; 2 Div. Tit. 3, ch. 1,

§ 2, IT 1 • The wife retains independent of her husband and not liable for his debts
(if inventoried and recorded, but failure to record confers no rights upon him, id.,

2 Div. Tit. 5, ch. 1, § 2, If 8), all property owned before, or obtained after, marriage.
But he has the management of it. She cannot sue him for rent, nor can he sue her
for management. Her property alone is liable for her antenuptial debts. And upon
her death, he takes the same interest in her property as a child, but if she leave^no

child, the whole. Id. 2 Div. Tit. 5, ch. 1, § 2. " Everii person of the age of twenty-one
years," of sound mind may make a will. Id. 2 Div. Tit. 3, ch. 1, § 1, If 1-

. In Alabama, the wife's separate estate is alone liable for her antenuptial debts.

Code of Ala. ( 1 852), § 1 981 . All her property held before or acquired after marriage,
is secm-ed to her separate use. Id. § 1982. The husband is herti'ustee, but not liable

to account for the profits. Id. § 1983. She need not be of fuU age to release dower.
Id. § 1358. The proceeds of a sale of her property are her separate estate, which the

husband may use as most beneficial for her. Id. 4 1985. He may receive property
coming to her. Her estate is liable for necessaries for the fivmily. If a suit therefor is

brought against a husband and execution is not satisfied, her separate estate may be
sold by order of court. She may dispose of her property by will. Id. 4§ 1986-1989.
If the husband is unfit to manage her estate (or his estate, or abandons her, or has no
property exempt from execution, id. ^ 2003, 2004), she may be vested with the powers
oi a,feme sole. Id. §§ 1994, 1995. If he is unfit to manage his estate, a trustee may be
appointed to manage that. Id. §§ 1998-2002. Forty acres of land, in value not ex-

ceeding $500, and certain personal property, are exempt from execution, and cannot he
sold by any member of the family. Id. §§ 2462, 2464. As to the etfect of marriage upon
wills, see id. §^ 1597, 1598; recording marriage settlements, id. § 1293.

In Mississippi, a feme covert may pe separately seized of real or personal property
by direct bequest, &c., if it does not come from her husband after coverture. Hutchin-
son, Miss. Code, ch. 34, art. 4, § 1 . She thus holds slaves that she possessed at the time

of marriage, and those conveyed to her subsequently with their increase. Id. ^§ 2, 3,

also stock, and implements of husbandry necessary for planting. Id. art. 7, § 3.

Rents, issues, and profits of her real estate, enure to her sole and separate use. Id.

art. 7, f) 2. So of the labor of her slaves ; and she may contract jointly with her hus-

band for their seiwices and maintenance, her separate property alone being liable in an
action on such contract. Bills of sale of such slaves, must be under seal and acknowl-
edged like deeds of real estate. Id. 5 4. Suits affecting her separate property may be
prosecuted and defended in their joint names. Id. § 5. Covenants in consideration

of marriage and marriage settlement, must be acknowledged and recorded, ch. 42, art.

1, §§ 2, 3. She may defend in a suit for her land if the husband neglects. Id. art. 3,

§ 5. The husband is not liable for the wife's antenuptial debts until her separate prop-

erty is exhausted, nor for any debt contracted after marriage if at the time she owned
separate property, oh. 34, art. 7, § 8. The will of afeme covert is void, ch. 49, arr,. )

,
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In Louisiana, the wife cannot appear in court without the authority of her has.

band, though she may be a pubhc merchant, or hold her property separate from him.

Even then, she cannot alien.itc, mortgage, or acquire by gratuitous or unincumbered
title, without his Avritten consent. She may be authorized by tlio judge of probate upon
his refusal, and if separated from bed and board, has no need of the autliorization of

her husband. If a public merdiant, she may witliout being empoAvcred by him obligate

herself in any thing relating to her trade ; her husband is also bound, if there is a com-
munity of jDroperty. She is considered a public merchant, if she carries on a separate

trade, but not if she retails only the merchandise of the commerce carried on by him.

If the liusband is under interdiction, or absent, the judge may authorize her to act as

if unmarried. She may mal^e a will without liis authority. Civil Code, art. 121-132,

12.39, 1467, 1779. But she cannot become an executrix without his consent or the

court's. Id. art. 1757. Slie may act as a mandatary. Id. art. 1780. Neither party

can be a witness for or against the other. Id. art. 2260. They may, by mamage con-

tract, determine the rigiits of property; but cannot cliange the legal order of descents

(tiiis rc^t^ction not att'ecting donations intei vivos or mortis causa, or donation by the

marriage contract according to the iiiles for donations inter vivos or mortis cavsa), nor
derogate from tlie husband's rights over the person of his wife and children, or as

licad of the family, nor with respect to children if he survive the wife, nor from the pro-

hibitory dispensations of the Code. Id. art. 230.5-2307, 2.316. The property of mar-
ried persons is divided into " separate" and " common ;" and the separate property of
the wife into "dotal" and " extra-dotal" or "paraphernal." The "dotal" is that

wliich the wife brings to the iiusband to assist him in bearing the expenses of the mar-
riage establishment. Id. art 2311,2315,2317. Full provisions exist as to the settle-

ment, administration, recovery, subject-matter, &c., of dowry, and the rights of both
parties therein, etiect of insolvency of the husband, marital portion, &c., id. art. 2317-
2354, 2358, 2359 ; as to the administration, fruits, &c., of the extro-dotal cifects. Id.

art. 2360-2368. The wife has a legal mortgage on her husband's immovables (which

he may relciise liy giving a special mortgage to the satisfaction of a family meeting, &c.,

or in accordance with stipulations in the mamage contract) ; but it shall not be lawful

to stipulate that no mortgage shall exist, id. art. 2357 ; R. S. (1856), p. 242, Tit. Hus-
band and Wife ; and a privilege on his immovables for the restitution of her dowry, &c.

Id. art. 2355-2357, 2367, 3182, 3187. This is in lieu of dower, id. art. 3219, and is

seventh in the order of preference. Id. art. 3221. A partnership, or community, of

acquets or gains, exists by operation of law in all cases. But the parties may modify

or limit it, or agree that it shall not exist ; in which case there are provisions preserv-

ing to the wife the administration and enjoyment of her property and the power of

alienating it as if paraphernal, with reference to the expenses of the marriage and lia-

bility of 'the husband. Id. art. 2312, 2369, 2370, 2393-2398. This community con-

sists of the profits of all the effects of which the husband has the administration and

enjoyment, cither of right or in fact ; of the produce of the reciprocal industry and labor

of both husband and wife ; and of the estates which they may acquire during marriage,

either by donations made jointly to them both, or Iiy purchase, or in any similar ivay,

even though the purchase be in the name of one and not of both. Debts con-

tracted during marriage enter into this partnership and must be acquitted out of the

common fund; but those contracted before marriage, out of individual effects. The
husband is the bead and master of the community ; administers its effects, disposes of the

revenue, and m;iy alienate by an unincumbered title, without the wife's consent. Id.

art. 2371-2373. There are special provisions as to conveyances and dispositions of

the community property and gains ; effect (if dissolution of marriage ; ability of the wife

to exonerate herself from debts contracted during marriage by renouncing the partner-

ship ; etloct of such renunciation
; death; survivorship; separation u mensa < t thoro

:

separ.ation of propertv during coverture ; riyhts of creditors, &c., id. art. 2373-2392,
2398-2412; K. S. 1856, p. 242, Tit. Husband and Wife; the absence of one party.

Code, art. 65. Either party, by marriage contract or during marriage, may give to the

other all he or she might give to a stranger. E. S. 1856, p. 79, § 17. Property ac-

quired in the State by non-resident married persons, whether the title is in the name of

cither or in their joint names, is subject to the same provisions as if owned by citizens

of the State. R. S. p. 103. If husband or wife die intestate, without ascendants or

descendants, his or bcr share in the community property is held by the survivor in usu-

fruct for life; if the deceased intestate leave issue of the marriage, the survivor holds

such issue's inheritance in usufruct till death or second marriage. R. S. pp. 103, 104
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A married woman, in certain cases, may be authorized to contract debts and give
mortgages

; or renounce her rights in favor of third persons : or appoint an agent. E.
S. pp. 560, 561, Tit. Woman.
In Texas, the marriage of a female minor gives her all the rights she would have if

of age. Hartley, Digest of Texas Laws, art. 2420. All property acquired by either
party before marriage or by gift, devise, or descent afterwards, is the separate property
of each ; but the husband has the management of the whole. Id. art. 2421. Prop-
erty acquired by cither during marriage, in other ways, is common ; the husband may
dispose of it during coverture ; if there are no children, the whole goes to the survivor,
otherwise one half. Id. art. 2422. The parties may be jointly sued for necessaries
and for expenses benefiting the wife's separate estate. Id. art. 2423. Execution
may be levied on common property, or her separate property at the plaintiff's option.
Id. art. 2424. Marriage agreements must be made before a notary, and may be
acknowledged by a minor with the parent's or guardian's consent, id. art. 2411, 2412,
and are unalterable after mamage. Id. art. 2413. A reservation of property therein

to be good must be recorded. Id. art. 2414. Husband and wife may sue jointly and
separately, for her effects. Id. 2415. The wife may, on failure of the hu'tband to

support or educate her and her children, upon application, do it with her separate
property. Id. art. 2416. The homestead, not exceeding two hundred acres (or, if

in a town or city, a thousand dollars in value), is exempt from execution. Const, of
Te.xas, art. 7, § 22. The husband cannot alienate it without his wife's consent. Id.

For other provisions as to homestead, see ILartley, Dig. art. 1154. The wife acts

jointly with her husband, when she is appointed executrix or administratrix. Id.

art. 1133, 1134. The will of a feme sole is revoked by her subsequent mnniage.
Id. art. 1090, and a nuncupative will does not prevent the wife and children from m-
heriting. Id.

In 'Tennessee, the wife may manage her own and her husband's property, when he
is ineapacitated, Public Acts of 1835, ch. 56, ^ 1 ; and her property is not liable in

such ease for his debts. Id. ^ 2. Property acquired by her, subsequent to an aban-
donment by him, or separation from him, in consequence of ill usage, is not liable for

his debts. If she live with him again it is. Public Acts of 1825, cli. 10. Marriage
contracts and settlements must be recorded to be valid aj,'ainst creditors. They are

not good where more property is concerned than husband and wife possessed at the

time of marriage ; but subsequent legacies to her arc considered as property received

by her. Public acts of 1785, ch. 12, As to dower and provisions in lieu of, see

Laws of 1823, ch. 37, 5 4, Laws of 1784, ch. 22, ^ 8
;
property exclusive of dower,

and exempt from execution, set off to widow. Laws of 1837, ch. 13, §^ 1, 2 ; other

property in widow's hands exempt from execution, Laws of 1833, ch. 80 ; this pro-

vision applies to a man'ied woman whose husband absconds, id. ch. 2; other provis-

ions in relation to widows. Laws of 1 844, ch. 211. A feme covert may dispose by
will of her own estate. Laws of 1852, ch. 180, § 4.

In KENTncKY, the husband has no interest in the real estate or chattels of the wife,

except the use, with power to rent real estate for three years at a time, and hire the

slaves for one. R. S. of Kentucky, ch. 47, art. 2, § 1. Such estate is only liable

for her antenuptial debts, and for necessaries for the family, the husband included. Id.

Her chattels real and slaves, may be conveyed in the same way as land, and the pro-

ceeds go to the husband, unless otherwise provided. Id. § 2. He is not liable for her

antenuptial debts except to the amount received by her independent of real estate or

slaves. Id. ^ 3. Provision exists for a married woman's acting as feme sole in case of

abandonment, imprisonment of husband, &c. Id. ^ 4. The wife of a non-resident

husband may act as a feme sole. Id. § 8. An alien wife of a citizen husband may
inherit property, ch. 15, art. 3, § 3. The deeds of a, feme corert may be either joint

or separate, eh. 24, § 21 ; and must be separately acknowledged. Id. § 22. For vari-

ous provisions relating to dower, see ch. 30. Marriage agreements must be recorded,

ch. 24, § 9. The husband's remedy against the wife's tenant is the same after her

death as before, ch. 56, art. 2, ^ 25. He has a life-estate in her slaves after her death,

ch. 47, art. 4, ^ 2. She has the general rights of a feme sole in regard to stock held

for her exclusive use. Id. ^ 16. Re.al or personal estate conveyed or devised to her,

except as a gift, cannot be aliened without the consent of her husband. Id. § 17

Provision exists for the sale of a married woman's property, ch. 86, art. 1, 5, 6. A mar-
ried woman may dispose of her separate property by will or execute a power, ch.

106, § 4. Wills are revoked by a sub»pquent marriage, except when made under
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power of appointment, when the estate would not, in default of such appointment, go

to the heirs. Id. § 9.

In Ohio, the interest of the husband in the wife's real estate, her personal property

acquired before and after marriage, and her choses in action, unless he has reduced

them to possession, cannot be taken for his debts during her life or the life of her heirs.

Swan, R. S. (Derby's ed. 1S54), ch. 87, tit. 21, (657)-(660). The husband of an
insane wife may be authorized to sell his real estate without her joining. Id. ch. 70,

(61). Tlie husband must be joined with the wife in all actions to which she is a
party, except those concerning her separate property, when she may sue by her next
friend ; as she may in actions between themselves, except for divorce or alimony, when
she sues alone. Id. ch. 87, (28). If sued jointly, she may defend for her own right,

and for his, if he neglect to defend. Id. (29). Husband and wife may not testify

for or against each other while the relation subsists or afterwards. Id. ch. 87, (314).

As to the rights of the wife to children and property when her husband joins the Shak-
ers, see ch. 105. The husband or wife may insure his life (the annual premium not

to exceed $150, otlierwise the surplus insurance to go to his representatives) for tlie

benefit of her and her children. Id. ch. 59. A married woman may dispose of her

property by will. Id. ch. 122, (1 ) ; and the will of a feme sole is not revoked by her
subsequent marriage. Id. (37). The homestead to the value of 6500, is exempt
from execution, &c. Id. ch. 87, (647)-(65G).

In Indiana, the husband is liable to the extent of the wife's property only for her

antenuptial debts, R. S. (1852), Vol. I. ch. 52, § l,and suchMability is not extinguished

by her death. Id. \ 2. Her Christian name is sufficient in a suit against them jointly.

Cox V. Runnion, 5 Blackf 176. Her admissions subsequent to marriage are not

admissible in a suit against them jointly for a debt of hers while single. Brown u. Las-

seUe, 6 Blackf 147; La^,?clle v. Brown, 8 id. 221. Process need only be served

on the husband when subsequent proceedings are against both. Campbell v. Baldwin,
6 id. 364 ; King v. McCampbell, id. 435. The husband is a proper party to a scire

facias on a judge's transcript of judgment against the wife while single. Campbell
V. Baklwin, supra. The plaintiff must prove marriage, in assumpsit against both on
a note of wife du7n sola, when non-assumpsit is pleaded. Wallatc v. Jones, 7 id. 321.

They should sue separately in an action for libel upon both. Hart v. Crow, id. 351.

As to the wife's agency, see Castccl v. Casteel, 8 id. 240. Judgment against them
jointly for tort of wife must be satisfied first from her lands if she have any. R. S.

ch. 52, § 4. Her lands are not liable for her husband's debts^ but remain lier separate

property. Id. § 5; Barnett v. Goings, 8 Blackf 284. Suits relative thereto should

be in the name of both ; if separated, in her name, in which case the imsband is not

liable for costs. R. S. ch. 52, § 7. The wife cannot sue or defend by guardian or

next friend, unless under twenty-one. Id. Vol. II. Part II. ch. 1,^8. She may defend

in her own right an action relating to her separate property, and in her husband's, if

he neglects. Id. § 9. A general and beneficial power may be given to her to convey,

without the concurrence of her husband, lands devised to her in fee. Id. Voh I. ch.

113, ^ 16. She may make a will, id. Vol. II. ch. 1 1, § 1 ; but the will for a feme sole is

revoked by marriage. Id. § 5.

In Wisconsin, theman-iage of a feme sole executrix or administratrix extinguishes

her authority, R. S. ch. 67, ^ 8 ; ch. 68, § 13, and of a female ward terminates the

guardianship, ch. 80, § 27. The husband holds his deceased wife's lands for life, un-

less she left by a former husband issue to whom the estate might descend, ch. 62, ^ 30.

She may sue upon a rumscUer's bond, for injury done to herself or children. Laws
of 1850, ch. 139, § 4. Provisions exist by which powers maybe given to married

women, and regulating their execution of them. R. S. ch. 58, §§ 8, 15, 40, 44, 57. If

husband and wife are impleaded, and the husband neglect to defend the rights of the

wife, slie, applying before judgment, may defend without him ; and if he lose her land

by default, she may bring an action of ejectment after his death, ch. 3, ^ 3, 4. The
real estate of females married before, and the real and personal property of those after,

Feb. 21, 1850, remain their separate property. And any married woman may receive,

but not from her husband, and hold any property as if unmarried. Laws of 1850,

ch. 44.

In Illinois, there is a homestead law, similar in its purposes to those before men-
tioned, exempting the homestead to the v.ilue of $1,000. Compiled Statutes (1856),

ch. 57, (44)-(50). We find no other provisons different from those stated at the head

of this note.
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In Arkansas, a feme covert may be seized in her own right of any property not
coming from her husband. Dig. of Ark. Stat. eh. 104, § 1. Such property is not
liable for tlie debts of the husband contracted before man-iage. R. S. ch. 60, § 19.

Nor is lier property in slaves liable for her husband's subsequent debts. Dig. of Ark.
Stat. ch. 104, ^§ -2, 3. He has the management of her slaves, and suits for their pos-
session must be prosecuted and defended jointly. Id. § 4. Tlio liomestead and a
certain amount of personal property is exempt from execution. Id. ch. 67, §5 19,

20 ; Public Acts of 1852, p. 9. There are provisions for recording marriage con-
tracts. Dig. of Stat. ch. 103. A man'ied woman cannot be executn.^i or administra-
trix. Id. ch. 4, § 5. There are other provisions for the wife in case of abandonment
by husband, id. ch. 102, § 8 ; and as to dower, id. ch. 4, §§ 3, 56, 57 ; ch. 59 ; Hill's

Adm'rs V. Mitchell, 5 Ark. 608 ; Menifee's Adm'rs v. Menifee, 3 Eng. 9. A married
woman cannot make a will unless empowered by a marriage settlement, or by her
husband. Dig. of Stat. ch. 170, ^ 3.

In MissouKi, the husband may recover the rent due on the estate of his deceased
wife. R. S. ch. 98, ^ 3. A married woman may not be executrix or administratrix,

id. ch. 3, § 5, and the marriage of a feme sole executrix extinguishes her power. Id.

^ 32. She may not be guardian of a minor's estate, but may bo, of his person. Id.

ch. 73, § 13. Marriage contracts must be recorded, id. ch. 114, § 3, and may be made
when the female is over eighteen. Laws of 1 849, p. 67. A man-ied woman cannot make
a will unless by authority of a marriage settlement or from her husband. R. S. ch. 185,

§ 3. The will of nfeme sole is revoked by subsequent marriage. Id. § 8. The prop-
erty of a wife, whether acquired before or after marriage, and the use and profits of it,

are not liable for the antenuptial debts of her husband. The husband's property,

owned before marriage, or subsequently acquired by descent, gift, grant, or devise, and
the use and profits of it, are not liable for her antenuptial debts. The wife's property
owned before marriage, and that subsequently acquired by descent, gift, grant, or
devise, cannot be taken to pay a liability of the husband as security incurred at any
time, and is not liable for any fine or costs imposed upon him in a criminal case.

Laws of 1849, pp. 67, 68. The wife may insure for her benefit either her husband's

life or her own ; and no life insurance effected, wiicther before or after marriage, by
the husband upon his own life sliall be liable for his debts, unless so expressed upon
the face of tlie policy. But a creditor may insure his debtor's life. Laws of 1851,
pp. 296, 297.

In Michigan, if a husband abandons his wife, or is in the state prison, she may be
authorized, if of age, to act and be liable, in general, as &feme sole, in which case her

contracts bind both as if their marriage had subsequently taken place. She may join

with her guardian to release dower, and any agreement between lier and such guardian
is binding. The same rules apply to a married woman who comes into tlie State

without her husband. The property acquired by a man-ied woman, before or after

coverture, is free fi-om her husband's liabibties, but she cannot sell it without his con-

sent, or authority from court, nor if separated from him can she remove it from his

premises without such authority. R. S. ch. 85. She may recover land lost by his

default, and defend when he neglects. Id. ch. 113, §§ 3, 4. The marriage of an execu-

trix extinguishes her authority. Id. ch. 69, ^ 8. So of an administratrix. Id. ch. 70,

§ 13. A. feme covert may have a general and beneficial power to dispose, during mar-
riage, of lands conveyed to her. Id. ch. 64,§8. Shemay devise her property,id.ch. 68,

<j 1 ; and may have dower though an alien. Id. ch. 66, § 21. There is also a home-
stead exemption law. Laws of 1848, No. 109, p. 124, and a married woman may
insure the life of her husband for her benefit and that of her children, but the annual

premium must not exceed $300. Laws of 1848, No. 233, p. 350.

In Iowa, the personal property of the wife does not vest at once in the husband,

but if left under his control, will, in favor of third persons acting in good faith and
without knowledge of the real ownership, be presumed to have been transferred to him.

But she may avoid such surrender by filing for record a notice stating the amount of

such property, and that she has a claim therefor ; and if, during her lifetime, he dies

or becomes insolvent, she is deemed a preferred creditor to that amount, without

interest, but not as to creditors without knowledge, who become such after the prop-

erty is placed under the husband's control, and before the filing of such notice. The
wife must prove the amount of such property ; but after five years the notice is pre-

sumptive evidence. Property which ordinarily passes only by written evidence of

ti-ansfer is presumed, without notice, to belong to the wife, unless she received it from

the husband. Ho is not liable upon contracts relative to her separate property oi
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purporting to bind herself alone, nor is her property or income liable for his debts.

Family expenses, education of children, &c., are chargeable upon the property of both

or cither ; they may be sued jointly, or the husband separately. When abandoned by
her husband, the wife may obtain permission to act as if sole, and to dispose of a
portion of his property, and collect debts due hira ; and the husband, in like case, may
obtain similar power oyer her property, (Provision is also made for the seizure of

his property by public officers in tlie former instance. Code, ^ 799.) He cannot
remove tlie wife or eliildren from the homestead without their consent. Code of Iowa,

§§ 1447-1462. The estate by curtesy is abolished, and the husband is entitled to the

same rights of dower as the wife. Id. § 1421 ; Laws of 1852, eh. 61,^3. When judg-

ment is against husband and wife, execution may issue against the property of either

or both. Code, § 1891. If both are sued jointly, tlie wife may defend for her own
right, or for her husband's right also. Id. 5 1687. A married woman may receive

gifts or grants from her husband without the intervention of a trustee, iil. § 1 192
; and

may convey her interest in real estate, id. ^ 1207 ;
and may be executrix independ-

ently of her husband. Id. § 1304. There is also a homestead exemption law, similar

in its general scope and purpose to those before mentioned. Id. §§ 501, 1245-1266,

1395; Laws of 1852, ch. 61, § 2.

In CALirOENi.v, all property owned before marriage, or subsequently acquired

by gift, bequest, devise, or descent, by either party, is the separate property of each

;

but all otherwise acquired by either after marriage is common property. An inven-

tory of the wife's separate property, acknowledged or proved as for a conveyance of

land, must be recorded, and this shall be notice of the wife's title, and her property

included therein is exempt from seizure on execution for the debts of her husband.
He has the management and control of her separate property during marriage, but

no alienation can be made, nor lien nor incumbrance created unless she joins in the

deed and acknowled;;es upon a separate examination. But when she sells her sep-

arate property for liis benefit, or he uses the proceeds with her written consent, it is

deemed a gift, and neither she nor those claiming under her can recover. In certain

cases a trustee may bo appointed to manage her property. The husband has the entire

control and management of tbe common property, with like absolute pjower of dispo-

sition as of his own separate property ; and the rents and profits of the separate prop-

erty of both are deemed common property, unless with respect to the wife, the tenns

of the bequest, devise, or gift, are otherwise. Dower and curtesy are abolished. Upon
the death of eitlier party, one half the common property goes to tlie survivor, and the

other half to the descendants of the deceased, subject to the payment of his or her

debts ; if there are no descendants, the whole to the survivor, subject to such payment.
Upon divorce, the oummon propei-ty is equally divided. The separate property of

the wife is alone liable for her antenuptial debts. But the parties ma}' control these

provisions by marriage contract, which must be in writing and recorded, or otherwise

shall not affect tiiird parties. It may be entered into by a minor, but cannot alter

the legal order of descent, nor derogate from the husband's rights over the persons of

his wife and children, as head of tlie family, or the survivor's rights as guardian of

the children. Comp. Laws of Cal. 1850-1853, ch. 147, p. 812. When a married
woman is party to a suit, her husband is to be joined, except, if the action concerns

her separate property, she may sue alone, and if between herself and her husband,
she may sue and be sued alone. If both are sued together, she may defend in her

own riglit. Id. ch. 123, ^ 7, 8, p. 620. There is a'so a homestead law, exempting
the homestead to the amount of S5,000, from final process of court ; and it cannot be

alienated without the wife joins in the conveyance, and acknoiiiedgL'S apart from her

husband. Its other provisions ai'o substantially similar to those before referred to.

Id. ch. 158, p. 850. The wife's real estate may be conveyed liy separate deed, if her

husband has been absent one year. Laws of 1855, ch. 17. She may devise by will,

with the written consent of her husband (unless this is rendered unnccessai-y by mar-
riage contract). Comp. Laws, ch. 24, § 2, p. 140. By complying with certain

requirements, she may carry on in her own name, any business, trade, profession, or

art, and the property, &e., invested belongs exclusively to her, and she has all the legal

privileges and disabilities of debtor and creditor, and becomes responsible for the

maintenance of her children. Her husband is not liable for her deljts thus contr.acted

without special written promise ; and she shall not originally invest more than S5,000,
witliout taking oath that the amount above that sum did not proceed from him. Id.

ch. 178, p. 831. Slie may cause the life of her husband to be insured for her benefit.

Public Laws of 1854, ch. 40.
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CHAPTER XIX.

BANKRUPTS AND INSOLVENTS.

At this time we have in this country no national law of

bankruptcy. In the several States there are insolvent laws,

which more or less approach the character of bankrupt laws.

In the Third Volume, which treats of contracts considered in

reference to the operation of law upon them, we give in a
chapter on Bankruptcy and Insolvency, a fuill statement of the

general principles of the law on this subject, so far as we have

been able to derive them either from statutes or from adjudi-

cation.

Here, however, it may be proper to remark, that it is so far

acknowledged that a discharged bankrupt or insolvent still lies

under a moral obligation to pay his debts in full, when he can,

that this obligation is, at common law, a sufficient consideration

to sustain an actual promise to do so. (a) This promise, how-
ever, must be distinct and specific, (b) and it has been held that

(a) Scouton v. Eislord, 7 Johns. 36
;

by some person thereto by him lawfully
Fleming v. Hayne, 1 Stark. 370 ; Free- authorized. — A promise by a debtor to

man v. Fenton, 1 Cowp. 544 ; Twiss v. pay a debt which lias been voluntarily re-

Massey, 1 Atk. 67 ; Ex parte IJurton, id. leased by the creditor is not binding, for

255; Birch v. Sliarland, 1 T. R. 715; want of consideration. Warren v. Whit-
Besford i>. Saunders, 2 H. Bl. U6 ; Brix ney, 24 Me. 561; Snevily v. Read, 9

V. Braham, 8 J. B. Moore, 261, 1 Bing. Watts, 396 ; Montgomeiy v. Lampton, 3

281; Erwin K. Saunders, 1 Cowen, 249; Met. (Ky.), 519, where the distinction is

Shippey v. Henderson, 14 Johns. 178; broadly taken between a discharge by
Maxim «. Morse, 8 Mass. 127 ; Way b. force of positive law, and a roluntary
Sperry, 6 Gush. 238 ; Best v. Barber, 3 discharge. And this although the release

Dougl. 188; Trumbull u. Tilton, 1 Fos- was given without consideration, and
tcr (N. H.), 128. The promise should be merely to enable the debtor to testify in

made after the decree in bankruptcy dis- a suit against the creditor, in which he
charging the debt— a promise made after could not have otherwise testified because
the petition in bankruptcy was filed mere- of a legal interest. Valentine v. Foster,

ly, but before the decree, is not sufficient. 1 Met. 520. But see Willing v. Peters,

Stebbins u. Sherman, 1 Sandf. 510. In 12S. &R. 177.

England, however, by statute 6 Geo. IV. (6) It must be an absolute and uncon-

c. 16, a promise by a bankrupt must be in ditional promise to pay the debt. Brown
writing, and signed by the banknipt, or u. Collier, 8 Humph. 510. The words.
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the payment of interest, or even payment of part of the princi-

pal and its indorsement on the note by the debtor himself, is

not sufRcient to warrant a jury in finding a new promise to pay

the whole debt, (c) Where such promise is made, it does not

seem to be necessary to declare upon it as the foundation of a

suit, but an action may be brought upon the old promise, and

the new promise wiU have the effect of doing away the obstruc-

tion otherwise interposed by the bankruptcy and discharge, (d)

But if the promise is conditional, then the party seeking to en-

force it must show that the condition has been satisfied ; as if

the debtor promised to pay when he was able, then the creditor

must prove his ability, (e) In such case, and perhaps in all, it

would be safer to rely upon the new promise as the ground of

the action, and upon the old promise only as the consideration

for the new one, (/) as in many cases it has been held that

the new promise does not revive the negotiability of a bill or

note, but binds the insolvent only to the person to whom the

contract was made, (g) The contrary has, however, been

held. (A)

" I have always said, and still say, that

she shall have her pay," spoken to an
agent of the creditor, may be construed

by the jury as an express promise to pay.

Pratt V. Russell, 7 Ciish. 462.— Mere
statements to third persons that he had
promised to pay the debt ai'e not in them-
selves sufficient. They afford some ground
to raise the presumption of a promise, but
are not such in themselves. Prewitt v.

Caruthors, 12 S. & M. 491 ; Yoxtheimer
V. Keyser, 1 1 Penn. St. 365.

(c) Merriam v. Bayley, 1 Cush. 77
;

Cambridge Institution for Savings v. Lit-

tlefield, 6 Cush. 210.

(rf) Williams v. Dyde, Peake, Cas. 68
;

Maxim v. Morse, 8 Mass. 127 ; Shippey
V. Henderson, 14 Johns. 178 ; Depuy v.

Swart, 3 Wend. 135.— If the old debt
was due by note or specialty, a parol

promise merely will not sustain an action

on the note or specialtv itself. Graham v.

Hunt, 8 B. Mon. 7.

(t) Besford v. Saunders, 2 H. Bl. 116
;

Fleming v. Hayne, 1 Staik. 370 ; Branch

Bank v. Boykin, 9 Ala. 320 ; Scouton v

Eislord, 7 Johns. 36 ; Bush ;;. Barnard, 3

id. 407. — So in promises by an adult to

pay " when he is able " a debt contracted

during infancy, the defendant's ability to

pay must be shown. Penn v. Bennett, 4

Camp. 205 ; Cole v. Saxby, 3 Esp. 160;
Davies r. Smith, 4 id. 36 ; Thompson v.

Lay, 4 Pick. 48 ; Everson v. Carpenter,

17 Wend. 419. So of a promise to pay
a debt barred by the statute of limitations.

Tanner v. Smart, 6 B. & C. 603 ; Haydon
V. Williams, 7 Bing. 163; Gould v. Shir-

ley, 2 Mo. & P. 581 ; Tompkins ;>. Brown,
1 Denio, 247 ; Laforge v. Jayne, 9 Penn.

St. 410.

(/) Penn v. Bennett, 4 Camp. 205;

Fleming v. Hayne, 1 Stark. 371 ; Wait u.

Morris, 6 Wend. 394.

{g) Depuy v. Swart, 3 Wend. 135;
Moore v. Viele, 4 id. 420 ; Walbridge v.

Harroon, 18 Vt. 448 ; White v. Gushing,

30 Me. 267 ; Graham v. Hunt, 8 B. Mon
7.

(A) Way V. Sperry, 6 Cush. 238.
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CHAPTER XX.

PERSONS OP rNSUFFICIENT MIND TO CONTRACT.

Sect. I.— Non Compotes Mentis.

They who have no mind, " cannot agree in mind " with an

other ; and as this is the essence of a contract, they cannot enter

into a contract. But there is more difficulty when we consider

the case of those who are of unsound mind, partially and tem-

porarily ; and inquire how the question may be affected by the

cause of this unsoundness.

It was once held that no man could discharge himself from

his Hability under a contract by proof that when he made it he

was not of sound mind ; on the ground that no man should be

permitted to stultify himself, [a) This is not now the law, either

in England or this country. If one enters into a contract while

deprived of reason, and afterwards recovers his reason, he may
repudiate that contract, [b) It is said that an insane person

(a) Litt. 5§ 405, 406 ; Beverley's case, mankind. And perhaps all experience

4 Ilep. 126 ; Stroud v. Marshall, Cro. E. demonstrates that a mind may be, in rela^

398 ; Cross v. Andrews, id. 622. But tion to some one point, what would be
this was contrary to the most ancient au- called insane by all persons, and yet on
thorities. See 2 Bl. Com. 291.— In others be judged to be sane, if tried by any
Waring v. Waring, 12 Jur. 947 (1848), of the tests usually applied to this ques-

the nature and the degrees of insanity are tion.

very fully considered. It is difficult to (6) In Gore v. Gibson, 1.3 M. & W.
define insanity, or to discriminate it pre- 623, the action was assumpsit by the in-

cisely from mere weakness of mind, or dorsee against the indorser of a bill of

disturbed imagination. Absolute sanity exchange. The defendant pleaded that

of mind may or may not be predicated of when he indorsed the bill he was so intoxi-

any person, accordingly as we include cated as to be unable to comprehend the

therein more or less perfect power of meaning, nature, or effect of the indorse-

thought and accuracy of judgment. In ment ; of which the plaintiff at the time of

Waring v. Waring, Lord Brougham holds the indorsement had notice. Held, to be

that no mind which is insane upon any a good answer to the action. Parke,

one point can be wholly sound on any B. : " Where the party, when he enters

subject. If by this any thing more is into the contract, is in such a state of

meant than that an unsound mind is not drunkenness as not to know what he is

a sound one, the proposition is opposed to doing, and particularly when it appears

the general, if not universal opinion of that this is known to the other pai-ty, the
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may be arrested, at common law, in a civil action, (c) We
have some doubt of this as a universal rule, at least in this

country.

He may repudiate a contract made by him when insane, al-

though his temporary insanity was produced by his own act, as

by intoxication, (d) But he must not make use of his intoxica-

tion as a means of cheating others. If he made himself drunk

contract is void altogether, atid he cannot

be compelled to perform it. A person

who takes an obligation from another un-

der snch circumstances is guilty of actual

fraud. The modern decisions have quali-

fied the old doctrine, that a man shall not

be allowed to allege his own lunacy or

intoxication, and total drunkenness is now
held to be a defence." Sec Mitchell v.

Kingman, 5 Pick. 431 ; "Webster w. Wood-
ford, 3 Day, 90; Grant v. Thompson, 4

Conn. 203 ;
Lang o. Whidden, 2 N. H.

435 ; Senvcr v. Phelps, 11 Pick. 304; Ar-

nold V. Richmond L-on AVorks, 1 Gray,
43-1 ; McCreight o. Aiken, 1 Rice, 56

;

Yates V. Boeu, 2 Stra. 1104; Baxter v.

Eai-1 of Portsmouth, 5 B. & C. 170;

Rice V. Peet, 15 Johns. 503; Owing's
case, 1 Bland, 377 ; Horner v. Marshall,

5 Munf 466 ; Fitzgerald v. Reed, 9 Sm.
6 M. 94. And an administrator may
avoid a contract by showing the insanity

of the testator at the time of making it.

Lazell V. Pinnick, 1 Tyler, 247.— Ho in-

sanity is a good defence to an action of

slander, and evidence that the defendant

was a weak-minded man, and at times,

both before and after the speaking of the

words, totally deranged, is competent evi-

dence in ascertaining whether he was in-

sane at the time of speaking them. Bry-
ant V. Jackson, 6 Humph. 199. — And
it is no answer that the same party when
contracting was not apprized of the

other's insanity, and did not suspect it,

and did not overreach such insane per-

son, or practise any fraud and unfairness

upon him. Seaver v. Phelps, 11 Pick.

304. And the dictum of Lord Tenter-

den, in Brown v. Joddrell, 1 Mood. & M.
105, to the contrary, is inconsistent with
modern decisions. — Insanity is no de-

fence to an action of trover. Morse v.

Crawford, 17 Vt. 499.

(c) Person v. Warren, 14 Barb. 488;
Bush V. Pettibone, 4 Comst. 300.

(d) In Pitt V. Smith, 3 Camp. 33, Lord
Ellenborough held that an agreement signed

by an intoxicated man is void, on the

ground that such a person " has no agree-

ing mind." And he reasserted this rule

in Fenton v. HoUoway, 1 Stark. 126. See
Cooke V. Clayworth, 18 Ves. 15; Cole v.

Robbins, Bull. N. P. 172; Ban-ett k. Bux-
ton, 2 Aik. 167; Burroughs n. Rich-
mond, 1 Green (N. J.), 233; Foot v,

Tewdvsbury, 2 Vt. 97 ; Reynolds v. Wal-
ler, 1 Wash. (Va.), 164; Reinicker p.

Smith, 2 liar. & J. 421 ; Curtis v. Hall,

1 Southard, 361 ; Rutherford v. Ruff, 4
Desaus. 364 ; Seymour v. Delaney, 3

Cowen, 445 ; Duncau o. McCuUough, 4

S. & R. 484; Taylor v. Patrick, 1 Bibb,

168; Prentice v. Achorn, 2 Paige, .30,

Harrison v. Lemon, 3 Blackf 51 ; Drum-
raond V. Hopper, 4 Harring. (Bel.), 327.

And the legal representatives of a party
contracting while intoxicated have the

same right as the party himself to avoid
such contract, although the drunkenness
was not procured by the sober party.

Wigglesworth v. Steers, 1 Hen. & M. 70.

It seems to be held in equity that intoxi-

cation does not avoid a contract, unless

the intoxication was produced by the

other party, or unless fraud had been
practised upon him. Cory v. Cory, 1

Ves. Sen. 19 ; Johnson v. Mcdlicott, 3 P.

Wms. 130, n. ; Stockley v. Stockley, 1

Ves. & B. 23 ; Cooke v. Clayworth, 18

Ves. 12 ; Crane v. Conklin, Saxton, 346.

Dealing with persons non compotes raises

a presumption of fraud ; but it may be

rebutted ; and if the evidence of good faith

and of benefit to the unsound person is

clear, equity will not interfere. Jones v.

Perkins, 5 B. Mon. 225. — As to frauds

on drunkards, see Gregory v. Frazer, 3

Camp. 454 ; Brandon «. Old, 3 C. & P.

440. Some of the above authorities cer-

tainly seem to be inconsistent with the

principle, that a person in a state of intox-

ication has no agreeing mind, and there-

fore there never was a contract between

the parties. We think this principle, how-
ever, the true one.
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with the intention of avoiding a contract entered into by him
while in that state, it may well be doubted whether he would
be permitted to carry this fraud into effect. And if he bought

goods while drunk, but keeps them when sober, his drunkenness

is no answer to an action for the purchase-money, (e) A
distinction has been taken between express contracts and those

impKed by law, as for money paid, goods sold, &c. And it is

said that these last contracts, especially where the things fur-

nished were necessaries, cannot be defeated by showing the

drunkenness of the defendant. (/)
If the condition of lunacy be established by proper evidence

under proper process, the representatives and guardians of the

lunatic may avoid a contract entered into by him at a time

when he is thus found to have been a lunatic, although he

seemed to have his senses, and the party dealing with him did

not know him to be of unsound mind, (g) But this rule has

one important qualification, quite analogous to that which pre-

vails in the case of an infant, and resting undoubtedly on a

similar regard for the interests of the lunatic. This is, that his

contract cannot be avoided, if made bona fide on the part of the

other party, and for the procurement of necessaries, [h) which,

(e) See Alderson, B., in Gore v. Gibson, & P. 178, a tradesman supplied a person

13 M. & W. 623. From Sentance v. with goods suited to his station, and after-

Poole, 3 C. & P. 1, it might be inferred wards, by an inquisition taken under a

that an indorsement, made in a state of commission of lunacy, that pereon was
com;)fete intoxication, could not be enforced found to have been lunatic before and at

against the drunkard by a bona fide holder the time when tlie goods were ordered and
without knowledge of the circumstances, supplied. It was hdd, that this was not

Such a rule must rest on the assumption a sufficient defence to an action for the

that the act was a nullity ; but it is difficult price of the goods, the tradesman, at the

to see how one could indorse a bill or note time when he received the orders and sup-

in such a way that its appearance would plied the articles, not having any reason to

excite no suspicion, and yet be so drunk suppose that the defendant was a lunatic,

as to know nothing of what he was doing

;

Abbot, C. J. : "I was of opinion at the

and unless the indorser were utterly inca- trial that the evidence given on the part of

pacitated, it should seem that a third pai-- the defendant was not sufficient to defeat

ty, taking the note innocently and for the plaintiffs action. It was brought to

value, ought to hold it against him. recover their charges for things suited to

(/) Gore V. Gibson, 13 M. & W. 623. the state and degree of the defendant, ac-

{g) McCrillis v. Bartlett, 8 N. H. 569. tually ordered and enjoyed by him. At
See Smith v. Spooner, 3 Pick. 229 ; Man- the time when the orders were given and
son i;. Felton, 13 Pick. 206. executed. Lord Portsmouth was living

(A) Richardson v. Strong, 13 Ired. L. with his family, and there was no reason

106; Gore v. Gibson, 13 M. & W..623; to suppose that the plaintiffs knew of his

Niell V. Morley, 9 Ves. 478 ; McCrillis v. insanity. I thought the case very distin-

Bartlett, 8 N. H. .'569. In Baxter v. The guishable from an attempt to enforce a

Earl of Portsmouth, 5 B. & C. 170, 2 C. contract not executed, or one made under

VOL. I. 25
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as in the case of infants, would not be restricted to absolute

necessaries, but would include such things as are useful to him,

and proper for his means and station. And it has been recently

held, that a bona fide contract made with a lunatic, who was

apparently sane, cannot be rescinded by him or his representa-

tives, unless the parties can be placed in statu quo. [i]

The statutes of the different States provide that idiots, luna-

tics, drunkards, and aU persons of unsound mind, may be put

under guardianship. And the finding by a competent court

of the fact of lunacy, and the appointment of a guardian, are

held to be conclusive proof of such lunacy, and all subsequent

contracts are void, [j) In England, an inquisition is only pre-

circumstances which might have induced a

reasonable person to suppose the defen-

dant was of unsound mind. The latter

would be cases of imposition ; and I de-

sired that my judgment might not be taken

to be that such contracts would bind, al-

though I was not prepared to say that

they would not."

(z) Molton V. Camroux, 12 Jur. 800

(1848), s. c. 2 Exch. 487; in error, 4
Exch. 17. See also, Niell v. Motley, 9

Ves. 478 ; Price v. Berrington, 7 E. L. &
E. 254; Ktzhugh v. Wilcox, 12 Barb.
235. In Dane v. Kirkwall, 8 C. & P. 679,

it was held, that to constitute a defence to

an action for use and occupation of a

house, taken by the defendant under a

written agreement, at a stipulated sum per

annum, it is not enough to show that the

defendant is a lunatic, and that the house
was unnecessary for her ; but it must also

be shown that the plaintiff knew this, and
took advantage of the defendant's situa-

tion ; and if that he shown, the jury should

find for the defendant ; and they cannot,

on these facts, find a verdict for the plain-

tiff for any smaller sum than that specified

in the agreement.

(j) Fitzhugh r. Wilcox, 12 Barb. 2.35
;

Wadsworth v. Sherman, 14 Barb. 169.

Contra in Pennsylvania, In re Gangwere's
Estate, 14 Pcnn. St. 417. In Leonard
V. Leonard, 14 Pick. 280, the court said :

" It is suggested, on the part of the de-

fendant, that an inquisition of lunacy in

England is not conclusive on tlie question

of sanity ; but it is a sufficient answer,

that such an inquisition is very different

from the proceedings in a court of probate

under oar statute. The plaintiff insists

that the guardianship is conclusive of the

disability of the ward, in relation to all

subjects on which the guardian can act,

and that the only mode of preventing this

operation is by procuring the guardian-

ship to be set aside. And there can be

no question but that the judge of probate

has power to reconsider the subject, and

if it shall appear that the cause for the

appointment of a guardian has ceased, or

that the guardian is an improper person

for the office, the letter of guardianship

may be revoked. McDonald v. Morton,

1 Mass. 543. In the case of White v.

Palmer, 4 Mass. 147, it was held, that the

letter of guardianship was competent evi-

dence of the insanity of the ward, and

the reasoning tends to show that it is

conclusive ; but this was not the question

tlien before the court. If this were not

the general principle of the law, the situ-

ation of the guardian wotdd be exti'emely

unpleasant, and it would be almost im-

possible to execute the trust. In every

action he might be obliged to go before

the jury upon the question of sanity, and

one jury mia;lit find one way, and another

another. We are of opinion, that as to

most subjects, the decree of the probate

court, so long as the guardianship con-^

tinues, is conclusive evidence of the dis-

ability of the ward ; but that it is not

conclnsiN'c in regard to all. For example,

the ward, if in fact of sufficient capacity,

may make a will, for this is an act which

the guardian cannot do for him. But the

transaction now in question falls withm

the general rule." So, proceedings in a

court of equity, establishing the lunacy

of a party, are admissible to prove the

lunacy in an action at law, against third

persons not a party to the proceedings in
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sumptive evidence as to their parties, (k) But it has been held,

that even where the statute expressly declares all the contracts

of a lunatic under guardianship void, or disables him from

entering into contracts, it is not the purpose nor effect of such

provisions to annul his contract for necessaries, if made in good
faith by the other party, and under circumstances which justify

the contract, (l) If a lunatic be sued, or a claim is made upon
him, perhaps any person, though not expressly authorized, may
in his case, as in that of an infant, make, in good faith, a legal

tender for him, which shall enure for his benefit.

Courts of law, as well as equity, afford protection to those

who are of unsound mind. They endeavor to draw a line

between sanity and insanity, but cannot so well distinguish

between degrees of intelligence. Against the consequence of

mere imprudence, folly, or that deficiency of intellect which

makes mistake easy, but does not amount to unsound or dis-

ordered intellect, even equity gives no relief, unless the other

party has made use of this want of intelligence to do a certainly

wrongful act. (m) A lower degree of intellect is ordinarily

requisite to make a will than a contract, (n)

In this country, where provision is made by statute that

persons of unsound mind may be put under guardianship, this

may be done upon a representation and request, either of the

authorities of the town in which he resides, or of his friends or

relatives ; and after proper inquiry into the facts, and into the

evidence and character of the insanity. The guardian so ap-

pointed gives bonds for the due management and care of the

estate and person of the insane. He then is put into posses-

sion of the estate of his ward, and has the general diposition

equity. McCreight v. Aiken, 1 Rice, 56. facts upon which they are founded, may
And creditors of an obligor to a bond, if be. Grant v. Thompson, 4 Conn. 203

;

not interested in the result, are competent McCurry v. Hooper, 12 Ala. 823.

witnesses to "prove the obligor's lunacy. (k) Sergeson v. Sealey, 2 Atk. 412

;

Hart V. Deamer, 6 Wend. 497. And to Faulder v. Silk, 3 Camp. 126. And the

prove a party's lunacy at the time of same rule was recognized in Hart v.

making a contract, evidence of the state Deamer, 6 Wend. 497. See also, Hopson
of his mind before, at, and after such time v. Boyd, 6 B. Mon. 296.

is admissible. Grant v. Thompson, 4 (/) McCrillis v. Bartlett, 8 N. H. 569.

Conn. 203. Although the mere opinion (m) Osmondt). Fitzroy, 3P. Wms. 129;

of witnesses not medical men, relative to 1 Fonbl. Eq. (5th ed.), 66 ; Lewis v. Pead,

>he sanity of a party, are not admissible, 1 Ves. Jr. 19.

vet their opinions, in connection with the (n) Converse v. Converse, 21 Vt. 168.
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and control of it. For their powers and duties, see the pre-

ceding Chapters on Guardians and on Trustees.

Similar provisions are often made with respect to persons

mentioned in the next section.

SECTION II.

SPENDTHRIFTS.

In regard to these persons, the appointment of a guardian,

and the depriving them of all power over their own property,

is generally put on the ground of a danger that they may be-

come chargeable to the town or other body corporate who wiU

be bound to support them if they become paupers. The appli-

cation must come, therefore, from the authorities of such town;

and set forth that the party, by drinking, gaming, or other de-

bauchery, is so spending and wasting his means as to be in dan-

ger of becoming chargeable. Here also there is to be a judicial

inquiry into the facts, after due notice to the alleged spendthrift;

and upon a finding of the facts in accordance with the petition,

a guardian is appointed as before, and after such appointment

all contracts of the spendthrift, except for necessaries, are void.

Where a provision is made for recording such complaint and

petition in a public registry, no valid contract, except for neces-

saries, can be made by the spendthrift, after such record, pro-

vided a guardian be subsequently appointed on the petition, (o)

And it has been held that the acknowledgment or new promise

of a spendthrift under guardianship is not sufficient to take

a former promise out of the statute of limitations, (p)

(o) It was held in Smith v. Spooner, 3 ply to promissory notes. Biit this case is

Pick. 229, that the Massachusetts statute exjilaincd l)y Shaw, C. J., in Manson c.

of 1818, c, 60, which, in case a i;uarclian Fclton, 13 Pick. 208, as depending wholly

shall be appointed to a spendthrift, avoids upon the construction of the statute of

"every gift, bargain, sale, or transfer of 1818.
any real or person.al estate," made by the (//) In Mason v. Pclton, 13 Pick. 206,

spendthrift after the complaint of the se- Shaio, C. J., said: "The question, then,

lectmen to the judge of probate, and the is, whether a spendthrift, under guardian-

order of notice thereon shall have been ship is competent to make a valid contract

filed in the retjistry of deeds, does not ap- for the payment of money. The plaintiff
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SECTION III.

SEAMEN.

The reckless and improvident habits ot seamen, and their in-

ability to protect themselves against the various parties with

whom they deal, have induced courts both of law and equity to

extend to them a certain kind of disability for their protection
;

that is, certain contracts with seamen, taking away their rights,

or laying them under wrongful obligations, are annulled. A
number of statutes have been enacted both in England and in

this country in relation to the shipping articles, as they are

termed, or the contracts by which seamen engage their services

for a voyage. The Act by which this subject is principally

governed at this time is that of 1813, c. 2. And it has been

very distinctly decided, that any stipulations in shipping articles

relies upon Smith v. Spooner, 3 Piclc.

229, as decisive. But we thiuli that that

case turns upon a very different principle.

That action was brought upon a note exe-

cuted after a complaint made by the select-

men, and before the actual appointment of

a guardian. It depended, therefore, whol-

ly upon the construction of the statute of

1818, providing, that after such complaint
made, and a copy filed with the register of

deeds, every gift, bargain, sale, or transfer

of real or personal estate, shall be void.

It was decided, on the ground that before

the actual appointment of a guardian there

was no disability to make contracts, ex-

cept the specific disahihty created by the

statute ; that such a disability ought not

to be extended by construction, being in

derogation of a general right and power
of persons over their own property ; and
that the mailing of a promissoiy note was
not a gift, sale, or transfer of property

within the meaning of the act. It is to

be remarked, that the disability created by
this act is to take effect upon a mere com-
plaint, before any adjudication, or even
inquiry into the truth of the facts charged,

and before the appointment of a respon-

sible officer competent and bound to take

charge of the property, and provide for

the wants of the spendthrift and those de-

pendent on him. These considerations

form a marlied distinction between the case

of an actual adjudication, conclusively

fixing the disability contemplated by the
statute, and appointing a guardian to act

in place of tiie person disabled, and the

limited and temporary restraint estabUshed
by the statute of 1818, on the construction

of which the case of Smith v. Spooner,
was decided. But there are several ex-
pressions, in the opinion of the court, in

that case, implying a distinction in their

minds between the case of a person actu-

ally under guardianship, and that of a
person in relation to whom the incipient

measures have been taken to establish such
a guardianship. The court speak of the

note, made after complaint filed, but be-

fore the appointment of a guardian, as a
note made ' on the eve of a disability to

contract.' And the closing rcmarlcs, in

the opinion of the Chief Justice, strongly

implied the same conclusion. Shearman
V. Akins, 4 Pick. 283. And see Pittam v.

Poster, 1 B. & C. 248 ; Ward v. Hunter,

6 Taunt. 210.
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which derogate from the general rights and privileges of sea-

men, will be held void in admiralty, and to a certain extent at

common law, unless it shall be made apparent by proof on the

part of the owner, that the nature and effect of such stipulations

were explained to and understood by the seaman, and an addi-

tional compensation allowed him, fuUy adequate to all that he

lost by the stipulation, (q) In the case of The Juliana, referred

(7) Brown v. Lull, 2 Sumner, 443

;

Harden v. Gordon, 2 Mason, 541 ; 3 Kent,
Com. 193 ; The Juliana, 2 Dodson, 504.

In Brown v. Lull, supra, Story, J., speak-

ing of the effect of a stipulation in the

shipping articles, which in that case was
relied upon as controlling the right of the

seaman to wages, said :
" It is well known

that the shipping articles, in their common
form, are in perfect coincidence with the

general principles of the maritime law as

to seamen's wages. It is equally well
known that courts of admiralty are in the

habit of watching with scrupulous jeal-

ousy eveiy deviation from these principles

in the articles as injurious to the rights of
seamen, and founded in an unconscionable
inequality of benefits between the parties.

Seamen are a class of persons remarkable
for their rashness, thoughtlessness, and
improvidence. They are generally neces-

sitous, ignorant of the nature and extent

of their own rights and privileges, and for

the most part incapable of duly appreciat-

ing their value. They combine, in a sin-

gular manner, the apparent anomalies of
gallantry, extravagance, profusion in ex-

penditure, indifference to the future, cre-

dulity, which is easily won, and confi-

dence, which is readily sui'prised. Hence
it is that bargains between them and ship-

owners, the latter being persons of great

intelligence and shrewdness in business,

are deemed open to much observation and
scrutiny ; for tliey involve great inequality

of knowledge, of forecast, of power, and of

condition. Courts of admiralty on tliis ac-

count are accustomed to consider seamen
as peculiarly entitled to their protection

;

so that they have been, by a somewhat
bold figure, often said to be favorites of
eoarts of a'drairalty. In a just sense they
are so, so far as the maintenance of their

riglits, and the protection of their interests

against the effects of the superior skill and
slirewdness of masters and owners of ships

are concerned. Courts of admiralty are

not by their constitution and jurisdiction

confined to the mere dry and positive rules

of the common law. But they act upon
the enlarged and liberal jurisprudence of

com'ts of equity, and in short, so far as

their powers extend, they act as courts of

equity. Whenever, therefore, any stipu-

lation is found in the shipping articles

which derogates from the general rights

and privileges of seamen, courts of admi-
ralty hold it void, as founded upon impo-

sition, or an undue advantage taken of

their necessities and ignorance and im-

providence, unless two things concur;

first, that the nature and operation of the

clause is fully and fairly explained to the

seamen : and secondly, that an additional

compensation is allowed, entirely ade-

quate to the new restrictions and risks

imposed upon them thereby. This doc-

trine was fully expounded by Lord Stow-

ell, in his admirable judgment in the case

of the Juliana (2 Dodson, 504); and it

was much considered by this court in the

case of Harden v. Gordon (2 Mason, 541,

556, 557); and it has received the high

sanction of Mr. Chancellor Kent in his

Commentaries (iii. § 40, p. 193). Iknow
not, indeed, that this doctrine has ever

been broken in upon in courts of admi-

ralty or in courts of equity. The latter

courts are accustomed to apply it to

classes of cases, far more extensive in

their reach and operation ; to cases of

young heirs selling their e.Kpectancies ; to

cases of reversioners and remainder-men

dealing with their estates ; and to cases of

wards dealing with their guardians ; and

above all, cases of seamen deaUng with

their prize-money, and otiier interests. If

courts of law have felt themselves honrid

down to a more limited exercise of juris-

diction, as it seems from the cases of Ap-

pleby V. Dodd (8 East, 300), and Jesse v.

Roy (1 C. M. & R. 316, 329, 339), that

they are, it is not that they are insensible

of l;he justice and importance of tliese coa-

siderations, but because they are restrained

from applying them by the more strict

rules of the jurisprudence of the common
law, which they are called upon to admin
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to by Judge Story in Harden v. Gordon, the true doctrine on

this subject is set forth by Lord Stowell with gi-eat clearness

and force. The general principle in all these decisions is, that

where a man has made a promise to one who has taken a

wrongful advantage of his circumstances or his necessities, he

shall not be bound by such promise. And the same principle

has been enforced against seamen ; as where in the course of

a voyage they compelled the master to make a new contract

with them for higher wages, by threats of desertion, [r) And
contracts made with pUots or salvors, under circumstances of

necessity, for exorbitant or unjust compensation, have been set

aside on the same principle. But, in general, contracts respect-

ing the wages of seamen wiU be construed liberally in their

favor, in all cases where there may be room for such construc-

tion. As where by the usual clause no seaman was entitled to

his wages, or any part thereof, witil the arrival of the ship at

the port of discharge, the words italicized are not construed as

a condition precedent to the earning of wages, but only as

determining the time and place of payment. (5)

ister." In the case of The Betgy & Rhoda, under the threat of deserting the ship, and

in the District Court of Maine, 3 N. Y. to sanction this exaction by holding the

Leg. Obs. 215, it was Md that a negotia- contract, thus extorted, binding on the

ble note taken by a seaman for \Yages, master of the ship, would bo not only

will not extinguish his claim for wages, against the plain intention of the statute,

nor his lien on the ship, unless he be in- but woiild be holding out encouragement

formed of this effect, and hare additional to a violation of duty, as well as of con-

security given him by way of compensa- tract. The statute protects the mariner,

sation. and guards his rights in all essential

(r) Bartlett M. Wyman, 14 Johns. 261. points; and to put the master at the

In this case the court said, that the new mercy of the crew takes away all reci-

contract made by the master was not bind- procity."

ing on him, because made " in contraveu- (s) Swift u. Clark, 15 Mass. 173 ; John-

tion of the policy of the Act of Congress son v. Sims, 1 Pet. Ad. 215 ; Flanders'

of the 20th July, 1790. This statute re- Marit. Law, 4 404 ; The Schooner Emu-
quires, under a penalty, every master of a lous & Cargo, 1 Sumner, 207 ; The A. D.
ship or vessel, bound from a port in the Patchin, 1 Blatch. C. C. 414. And in

United States to any foreign port, before The George Home, 1 Hagg. Ad. 370, on

he proceeds on the voyage, to make an an engagement to go "from London to

agreement in writing or print with every Batavia, the East India seas or elsewhere,

seaman or mariner on board, with the ex- and until the final arrival at any port or

ception of apprentices or servants, declar- ports in Em-ope." It was hdd, that upon

ing the voyage, and term of time for the arrival of the ship at Cowes for orders

which the seaman or mariner shall be (as previously agreed between the owners

shipped. In the present case this was and masters), the seamen were not bound

done, and the rate of wages fixed at to proceed on a further voyage to Eotter-

seventeen dollars per month for the whole dam. But in Webb v. Duckingfield, 13

voyage. To allow the seaman, at an in- Johns. 391, where a seaman who had

termediate port, to exact higher wages, signed shipping articles, by which he
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SE CTION IV.

PERSONS UNDER DTJRBSS.

A contract made by a party under compulsion is void ; be-

cause consent is of the essence of a contract, and where there is

compulsion there is no consent, for this must be voluntary, [t)

Such a contract is void for another reason. It is founded on

wrong. The violence was itself an injury to the party suffering

it ; the party using the violence had no right to do so, and can-

not establish a right on his own wrong-doing.

It is not, however, aU compulsion which has this effect ; it

must amount to durities, or duress. But this duress may be

either actual violence, or threat, (u) And actual violence, if not

so slight as to be quite unimportant, is sufficient to annul a

contract made under its influence. Imprisonment in a common
gaol or elsewhere, is duress of this kind ; but to have this effect

it must either be unlawful in itself, or, if lawful, then it must be

accompanied with such circumstances of unnecessary pain, pri-

vation, or danger, that the party is induced by them to make

the contract, (v)

engajred not to absent himself from the suo pericuh. CofBn v. Jenkins, 3 Story,

vessel without leave, "until the voyaye 108.

was ended, and the vessel was discharged (() 1 Eol. Abr. 688.

of her cargo," on the vessel's arriving ut (u) 1 Bl. Com. 131.

her last port of discharge, and being there (n) Watkins v. Baird, 6 Mass. 511;
safely moored, refused to remain and assist Richardson v. Duncan, 3 N. H. 508;
in discharging the cargo, but absented Stouffer o. Latshaw, 2 "Watts, 167; Nel-

hiraself without leave ; it was fe?d, that by son v. Suddarth, 1 Hen. & JVI. 350.— An
such desertion he had forfeited his wages, arrest, though for a just cause, and under
— So mutinous and rebellious conduct of laivfnl authority, yet if it be for an un-

the mariner, if persisted in, forfeits their lawful purpose, is duress of imprisonment,
right to wages. Keif v. Ship Maria, 1 Severance v. Kimball, 8 N. H. 386.

—

Pet. Ad. 186. — So does desertion; and In Watkins v. Baird, supra, Parsons, C.

the statute of the United States, declaring J., observed: "It is a general rule, that

any unauthorized absence of a seaman imprisonment by order of law is not
from his sliip for forty-eight hours to lie duress ; but, to constitute duress by im-

desertion, applies to all cases where the prisonment, eitlier the imprisonment or

seaman does not return -within such time, the duress after must be tortious and un-

although he may have been prevented liy lawful. If, therefore, a man, supposing
the sailing of the ship. For the ship that he has cause of action against an-

is not bound to wait for him, but he is otlier, by laivful process cause him to be

bound to rejoin the ship within that period, arrested and imprisoned, and the defend
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Duress by threats does not exist wherever a party has en-

tered into a contract under the influence of a threat, but only

where such a threat excites a fear of some grievous wrong ; as

of death, or great bodily injury, or unlawful imprisonment. It

is .a rule of law, which is applied to many cases, that where the

threat is of an injury for which full and entirely adequate com-
pensation may be expected from the law, such duress will not,

ant voluntarily executed a deed for his

delivprance, lie cannot avoid such deed by
duress of imprisonment, although, in fact,

the plaintiff had no cause of action. And
although the imprisonment be la^vful, yet
unless the deed be made freely and volun-
tai-ily, it may be avoided by duress. And
if the impi-isonment be originally lawful,

yet, if the party obtaining the deed detain
the prisoner in prison unlawfully by covin
with the jailer, this is a duress which will

avoid the deed. But when the imprison-
ment is unlawful, although by color of
legal process, yet a deed obtained from a
prisoner for his deliverance, by him who is

a party to the unlawful imprisonment,
may be avoided by duress of imprison-
ment. In Allen, 92, debt was sued on a
bond, and duress of imprisonment pleaded
in bar. The plaintiff had, on charging
the defendant with felony in stealing a
horse, procured a warrant from a justice,

on which the defendant was arrested and
imprisoned, and sealed the bond to the
plaintiff to obtain his discharge, which was
done, the horse appearing to be his own
horse. Rolle, J., directed the jury, that

the proceedings being had to cover the

deceit, the bond was obtained by duress.

And, in our opinion, it is a sound and
correct principle of law, when a man shall

falsely, maliciously, and without probable
cause, sue out a process, in form regular

and legal, to arrest and imprison another,

and shall obtain a deed from a party thus

arrested, to procure his deliverance, such
deed may be avoided by duress of impris-

onment. For such imprisonment is tor-

tious and unlawful, as to the party pro-

curing it; and he is answerable in dam-
ages for the tort, in an action for a false

and malicious prosecution ; the suing of

legal process being an abuse of the law,

and a proceeding to cover the fraud. And
although Bridgman, in Lev. 68, 69, is

made to say, that imprisonment in custody
of law by the king's writ, will not be du-

ress to avoid a deed, when the arrest is

without cause of action, because the party

has his remedy by action of the case, yet
this must be a mistake, as there is no
remedy by action for suoing a groundless
suit, unless the suit be without probable
cause and malicious. And if it be, cer-

tainly the imprisonment is wrongful, as

to the party who maliciously procured it."— In Richardson v. Duncan, 3 N. H.
508, it was held, that where there is an
arrest for improper purposes, without just
cause, or an arrest for just cause, but with-

out lawful authority, or an arrest for a just

cause, and under lawful authority, for an
improper purpose, and the person arrested

pays money for his enlargement, he may
be considered as having paid the money by
duress of imprisonment, and may recover

it back in an action for money had and
received. —But an agreement by a pris-

oner to pay a just debt, made while under
legal imprisonment, cannot be avoided on
the ground of duress. Shephaid v. Wat-
rous, 3 Caines, 166; Crowcll v. Gleason,
1 Fairf 325 ; Meek v. Atkinson, 1 Bailey,

84. — But a bond given for the mainte-
nance of a bastard child, as required by
some statute, is void for duress, if the

warrant and other proceedings before the

magistrate are not according to the stat-

ute. Fisher v. Shattuck, 17 Pick. 252.— So a bond executed thr-ough fear of

unlawful imprisonment may be avoided ou
account of duress. Whitefield v. Long-
fellow, 13 Me. 146.— 'Bat contra, as to a
mortgage given as security for payment
of a sum to the county, as the condition

of a pardon. Rood v. Winslow, 2 Dougl.
(Mich.), 68. —A threat by a judgment
creditor to levy his execution, is not such
duress as to make void an agreement to

pay the sum due. Wilcox v. Howland,
23 Pick. 167 ; Waller v. Cralle, 8 B.
Mon. 11.—Nor a threat of lawful im-
prisonment. Eddy V. Herrin, 17 Me.
338 ; Alexander v. Pierce, 10 N. H. 497.
— And a note given to obtain the release

of property from an illegal levy of an ex-

ecution, is not void. Bingham v. Ses-

sions, 6 Sm. & M. 13.
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of itself, avoid a contract, for the threatened person ought to

have sufficient resolution to resist the threat and rely upoii the

law ; as where the threat is of an injury to property, or of a

slight injury to the person, (w) But no verdict could compen-

sate adequately for loss of limb, or for great personal violence.

{w) Atlee V. Backhouse, 3 M. & W. 642

;

Sumner v. Ferryman, 11 Mod. 201 ; Ast-

ley V. Reynolds, Stra. 715. It is on this

ground, perhaps, that in England duress

of one's propertji is not sufficient to avoid

a contract. Atlee v. Backhouse, 3 M. &
W. 650; where Parke, B., said: "There
is no doubt of the proposition laid down
by Mr. Erie, that if goods are wrongfully
taken, and a sum of money is paid, simply
for the pm-pose of obtaining possession of

those goods again, without any agreement
at all, especially if it be paid under pro-

test, that money can be recovered back;
not on the ground of duress, because I

think that the law is clear, although there

is some case in Viner's Abridgment,
Duress (B), 3, to the contrary, tliat in

order to avoid a contract by reason of

dui'ess, it must be duress of a man's per-

son, not of his goods ; and it is so laid

down in Shep. Touch, (p. 61); but the

ground is, that it is not a voluntary pay-

ment. If my goods have been wrongfully
detained, and I pay money simply to

obtain them again, that being paid under
a species of duress or constraint may be
recovered back ; but if, while my goods
are in possession of another person, I

make a binding agreement to pay a cer-

tain sum of money and to recci\'c them
back, that cannot be avoided on the

ground of duress." Skeate v. Bcalo, 11

A. & E. 983. In this case Lord Denman,
C. J., said :

" We consider' the law to be
clear, and founded on good reason, that

an agreement is not void because made
under duress of goods. There is no dis-

tinction in this respect between a deed
and an agreement not under seal ; and,

with regard to the former, the law is laid

down in 2 Inst. 483, and Shep. Touch.
61, and the distinction pointed out be-

tween duress of or menace to the person,
and duress of goods. Tlie former is a
constraining force, which not only takes

away the free agency, but may leave no
room for appeal to tlie law for remedy : a
man, therefore, is not bound by the agree-

ment which he enters into under such
circumstances ; but the fear that goods
may be taken or injured does not deprive

any one of his free agency who possesses

that ordinary degree of firmness which
the law requires all to exert." In this

country, however, it has been held, that

duress of goods would under some cir-

cumstances avoid a man's note or bond.
Sasportas v. Jennings, 1 Bay, 470 ; CoHins
V. Westbury, 2 id. 211. In this last case

the law was thus laid down by the court

:

" So cautiously docs the law watch over

all contracts, that it will not permit any
to be binding but such as are made by
persons perfectly free, and at full liberty

to make or re/use such contracts, and that

not only with respect to their persons, but

in regard to their goods and chattels also.

Contracts to be binding must not be made
under any restraint or fear of their per-

sons, otherwise they are void So,

in like manner, duress of goods will avoid

a contract, where an unjust and unreason-

able advantage is taken of a man's neces-

sities, by getting his goods into his pos-

session, and there is no other speedy means

left of getting them back again but by
giving a note or a bond, or where a man's
necessities may be so great as not to

admit of the ordinary process of law, to

afford him relief, as was determined in

this court after solemn agreement, in the

case of Sasportas v. Jennings, 1 Bay,

470 ; also in the case of Astley v. Eey-

nolds, Stra. 915." See also. Nelson v.

Suddarth, 1 Hen. & M. 350 ; Foshiw v.

Ferguson, 5 Hill (N. Y.), 158, where Brm-
soti, J., said :

" I entertain no doubt that

a contract procured by threats and the

fear of battery, or tlie destruction of prop-

erty, may be avoided on the ground of

duress. There is nothing but the form

of a contract in such a case, without the

substance. It wants the voluntary assent

of the party to be bound by it. And why
should the wrongdoer derive an advantage

from his tortious act ? No good reason

can he assigned for upholding such a

transaction." Although in England a

contract may not be avoided for duress of

goods, yet money paid under such duress

may be recovered back. See Gates v,

Hudson, 5 E. L. & E. 469, s. c. 6 Exch.

346
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and no man shall be held bound to incur such a danger.

These distinctions, however, would not now probably have

a controlling power in this country; but where the threat,

whether of mischief to the person or the property, or to the good
name, was of sufficient importance to destroy the threatened

i^arU^ freedom, the law would not enforce any contract which
he might be induced by such means to make. And where there

has been no actual contract, but money has been extorted by
duress, under circumstances which give to the transaction the

character of a payment by compulsion, it may be recovered

back, (x)

A contract made under duress is not, however, strictly speak-

ing, void, but only voidable ; because it may be ratified and

afiirmed by the party upon whom the duress was practised, {y)

{x) Chase v. Dwinal, 7 Greenl. 134;
Gates V. Hudson, 5 E. L. & E. 469, s. c.

6 Exch. 346. But where a person has

paid the amount of taxes assessed upon
him, he cannot recover it hack, upon the

ground that the assessment was illegally

made, if there be no proof that he was
compelled to pay any portion thereof by
duress of his person or seizure of his

property, or that any part was paid under
protest, and to avoid such arrest or

seizure. The mere fact that the taxes

were paid to collectors, who had warrants

for the collection, affords no satisfactory

proof of payment by duress. Smith v.

Readfield, 27 Me. 145. See, as to pay-

ments under legal duress, Fleetwood v.

New York, 2 Sandf. 475; Harmony v.

Bingham, 1 Duer, 229 ; Mayor v. Xeffer-

man, 4 Gill, 425.

iy) Shep. Touch. 62, 288. The priv-

ilege of avoiding a contract for reason
of dm'ess is personal, and none can take
advantage of it but the party himself.

Huscombe v. Standing, Cro. J. 187 ; Bay-
lie V. Clare, 2 Brownl. 276; McClintick
V. Cummins, 3 McLean, 158. Perhaps,
however, this privilege extends to sureties.

It was so held, in Fisher v. Shattuck, 17
Pick. 252. But the contrary was expressly
adjudged in Huscombe v. Standing, Cro.

J. 187. See also, McClintick v. Cummins,
3 McLean, 158. In this case it is said

that the father and son may each avoid
his obligation by duress of the other ; and
so a husband by duress of his wife. See
also, Bac. Abr. Duress (B).
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CHAPTER XXL

ALIENS.

An aKen, by the definition of the common law, is a person

born out of the jurisdiction and allegiance of this country, ex-

cepting only the children of public ministers abroad, whose

wives are American women. But the statute of 29 th January,

1795, declared that, "the children of citizens of the United

States, born out of the limits and jurisdiction of the United

States, shall be considered as citizens of the United States."

The statute of the 14th April, 1802, is more obscure on this

subject, and is regarded by high authority (a) as leaving this

question in some doubt. We do not believe that the courts of

this country would apply to this question those principles of

the common law of England which oppose the provision of the

statute of 1795. This cannot, however, be regarded as certain,

until it is settled by competent adjudication or statutory pro-

vision.

At common law an alien cannot acquire title to real prop-

erty by descent, nor by grant, nor by operation of law. Nor

can he give good title by grant ; nor can he transmit good title

(a) Chancellor iTc-ni says, 2 Com. 52: 29th, 1795, was not so ; for it declared
" It [this statute] applied only to tlie cliil- generally that ' the children of citizens of
dren of persons who then were or had been the United States, born out of the limits

citizens ; and consequently the benefit of and jurisdiction of tlie United States, shall

this provision naiTOws rapidly by the lapse be considered as citizens of the United
of time; and the period will soon arrive States.' And when we consider the uni-

when there will bo no statutory regulation versal propensity to travel, the liberal in-

for the benefit of children born abroad, of tercourse between nations, the extent of
American parents, and they will be obliged commercial enterprise, and the genius and
to resort for aid to the dormant and doubt- spirit of our municipal institutions, it is

fill principles of the English common law. quite surprising that the rights of the chil-

But the wliole statute provision dren of American citizens, born abroad,
is remarkably loose and vague in its terms, should, by the existing act of 1802, be
and it is lamentably defective, in being left so precarious, and so far inferior in the
confined to the case of children of parents security wliich had been given in like cir.

who were citizens in 1802, or had been so cumstances by the English statutes."
previously. The former act of January
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to his heir, (b) If an alien take land by purchase, he may hold

it until office found, and may bring an action for the recovery

of possession
;
(c) but if he die, the land passes at once to the

State, without any inquest of office, (d) But the severity of

these rules has been very much mitigated in this country, some-
what by adjudication, but more by the various statutes of the

States, in many of which, and in the constitutions of some,

there are provisions modifying the principles of the common
law relative to aliens, (e)

In respect to personal property, and the various contracts in

relation to it, and the obligations which these contracts impose

upon him, and the remedies to which he may resort for breach

of them, the alien stands very much upon the same footing as

the citizen. An alien resident within a State is entitled to the

benefit of the insolvent laws. (/) And in the recent interest-

ing cases respecting trade-marks, it has been determined that he

is entitled to the same protection as our citizens, (g-) The right

(6) Calvin's case, 7 Rep. 25 a ; CoUing-

wood ii. Pace, 1 Vent. 417; Jackson v.

Lunn, 3 Johns. Cas. 109; Levy v. Mc-
Cartee, 6 Pet. 102; Jackson v. Green, 7

Wend. 333 ; Jackson v. Pitzsimmons, 10

Wend. 1.

(c) Waugh V. Eiley, 8 Met. 295.— Sav-

age, C. J., in Bradstrcet v. Supervisors of

Oneida County, 13 Wend. 548, decided

tliat notwitlistanding the ancient rigor of

the common law, such an action might be

maintained. " If it is the property of the

alien against everybody but the govern-

ment, he has the right to use it; and if

necessary to prosecute for it, surely the

right to prosecute is necessarily conse-

quent itpon his right to its enjoyment."

—

In Texas an alien cannot hold property

except in particular cases. Merle v. An-
drews, 4 Tex. 200. It was held in Ra-

mires v. Kent, 2 Cal. 558, that an alien

could not be deprived of land or of any

rights incident to its ownership, by proof

of alienage in any proceeding but in an

inquest of ofBce.

(d ) Co. Lit. 2 b ; Willion v. Berkley,

Pbwd. 229 b, 230 a ; Pox' w. Southack,

12Mass. 143 ; Fairfax v. Hunter, 7 Cranch,

619 ; Orr v. Hodgson, 4 Wheat. 453. See

also, Wilbur v. Tobey, 16 Pick. 179; Poss

V. Crisp, 20 id. 124 ; People i/. Conklin,

2 Hill (N. Y.), 67; Banks v. Walker, 3

Barb. Ch. 438.

(e) This subject is very fully considered,

and presented with great clearness, and an
abundant illustration, in 2 Kent, Com.
Lect. XXV.

(/) Judd V. Lawrence, 1 Cush. 531.
" The insolvent laws extend in terms to

all insolvent debtors residing within this

Commonwealth ; and this language un-
questionably embraces aliens as well as

native or naturalized citizens, unless it can
be shown that such was not the intention

of the legislature. It has been argued
that this appears by the authority given to

the commissioner to assign all the debtor's

estate, real and pei"Sonal, whereas an alien

cannot hold or effectually assign real es-

tate. But if this were so, there seems to

be no reason why the personal estate of

an alien insolvent debtor should not be
distributed among his creditors under the

insolvent laws as well as the personal es-

tate of native citizens who liavc no real

estate. But it is not true that aliens can-

not hold and assign real estate. It is true

an alien cannot take by descent, but he
may take by purchase or devise, and can
hold against all except the Common-
wealth, and can be divested only by of-

fice found, and, until office found, can con-

vey. And whatever title the insolvent

debtor could convey by deed may be as-

signed by statute."

(g) Coats V. Holbrook, 2 Sandf. Ch.
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to confiscate the debts and property of alien enemies is declared

•to exist in Congress, by the highest judicial authority
;
[h) but

the exercise of this right, it may well be hoped, wiU never be

attempted, (i) But even alien enemies residing in this country

may sue and be sued as in time of peace, on the ground that

their residence is lawful until they are ordered away by compe-

tent authority, and this residence gives them a right to protec-

tion, (j) During this residence, the alien is equally bound with

the citizen to obey all the laws of the country, which do not

apply specifically and exclusively to citizens.

586 ; Taylor v. Carpenter, id. 603, 3
Story, 458; 11 Paige, 292; 2 Woodb. &
M. 1. Woodbury, J., in a long opinion
reviewing the authorities both English and
American, sustains the doctrine of the

text, and reprehends in the strongest

terms any attempt to place aliens in our
courts upon a footing dilTerent from our
citizens, contending that the want qf recip-

rocity of rights to our citizens in foreign

courts miglit be a good reason for legisla-

tion by Congress, but would not be for

this court to deny to aliens rights guaran-
teed to them by the Constitution, and
which a court could not deny mthout an
exercise of judicial legislation. " The
cannibal of the Fejees may sue here in a

personal action, though having no courts

at home for us to resort to." "An alien

is not now regarded as ' the outside bar-

baiian ' he is considered ia China." " In

the Courts of the United States they are

entitled, being alien friends, to the same
protection of their rights as citizens

"

Btory, J., 3 Story, 434.— Barry's case,

2 How. 65 ; 5 id. 103. An alien was al-

lowed, as to regaining the custody of his

child from his wife and her connections,

the same remedies and principles as are

granted to the citizens.

(7i) Brown v. United States, 8 Cranch,

110 ; The Adventure, id. 228, 229; Ware
V. Hylton, 3 Dallas, 199.

(i) A very powerful argument against

the right itself was made by Alexander
Hamilton, in his letters signed Camillas,

published in 1795.

(j) Wells V. Williams, 1 Ld. Raym.
282 ; Daubigny v. Davallon, 2 Anst. 462;
Clarke v. Morey, 10 Johns. 69 ; Eussell v.

Skipwith, 6 Bian. 241.
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CHAPTER XXII.

SLAVES.

Sect. I.— Nature of the Relation of Master and Slave.

No great success seems to have attended the eflforts that have

been made to ascertain the nature and incidents of slavery, as

it exists in this country, by referring to the feudal law or the

civil law. Little as we know of villeins and their legal rights,

enough is found in the books to show that their condition dif-

fered in very important particulars from that of negro slaves.

And although there is doubtless more similarity to be recog-

nized in the slavery of the ancients, it is certain that the author-

ity of the American master, by law as well as usage, is many
degrees short of that despotic power with which his Roman
prototype was invested. On the whole, it is apprehended, that

African slavery in America is so far sui generis, that in general

we have to look to the letter of the statute-book, and to actual

and existing usage, both for its essential quaUties and the pecul-

iar rules by which the questions to which it gives rise are to

be determined, {a)

As slavery is in derogation of natural right, and exists only

by positive institution, the courts of this country, actuated by

the spirit of the common law, have always been disposed to

apply the maxim, Jwra in omni casu libertati dant favorem. {b)

(a) Neal v. Farmer, 9 Geo. 553. As fore the Revolution, see Winehendon v.

to the nature of slavery, see Maria v. Sur- Hatfield, 4 Mass. 123.

baugh, 2 Rand. (Va.), 228; Hudgins v. (h) Co. Lit. 1 24 b, citing from the elo-

Wright, 1 Hen. & M. 139; Common- quent passage in Fortescue (cap. 42.),

wealth V. Turner, 5 Rand. (Va.), 678; " Ab nomine et pro vitio introaucta est

Seville v. Chretien, 5 Mart. (La.), 275; Servitus. Sed Libertas a Deo hominii

Bynum v. Bostick, 4 Desaus. 267 ; Jar- est indita Naturce. Quare ipsa ab Homine

man v. Patterson, 7 Monr. 645 ; Fields w. sublata, semper redire gliscit, ut facit omne

The State, 1 Yerg. 156.— Respecting the guod Libertate naturali privatur. Quo

condition of slaves in Massachusetts be- ipse et crudelis judicandus est qui Libertaic
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And of this inclination we shall have occasion to see many ex-

amples. But while it can never cease to be true that the law-

favors liberty, there are limits to the operation of this as of all

other maxims, (c) And when the fact of slavery is clear, the

nature of the relation of master and slave admits of no modifi-

cation ;
nor wiU courts either of law or equity consent to ingraft

upon it new and incongruous features. A slave cannot become

partially free. The law recognizes only freedom on the one

side and slavery on the other ; and there is no intermediate

status, (d) Where a negro girl was given by will, on the terms

that she was to be held not as a bound slave, but under the care

and tuition of the legatee, with an allowance of wages ; and

that her children, if she had any, were to come under the same

regulation after they paid for their raising— their labor to be

equally divided among all the testator's children, if they chose

to employ them— the bequest was adjudged void, (e) So, on the

other hand, where a deed emancipating a female slave contained

a reservation to the master and his heirs of an absolute right to

all her after-born children, it was held that such reservation was

void, and that both the woman and her children were uncondi-

tionally free. (/) If partial payments have been made to the

owner of a slave for the purpose of buying his freedom, the

owner continues entitled to all the services of the slave, with

full power of alienation ; and one who purchases from him, on

condition to emancipate on receipt of the residue of the slave's

value, is entitled to all the slave's services until payment of such

residue, (g-)

nonfavet. Bcec considerantia Angliee Jura !Freedom mast not be so favored by inter-

in omni casu Lihertali dant Fawrem," pretation as to depart entirely from the in-

(c) The maxim in the Roman law, tention of the contracting parties, apparent

(cited by Green, J., in Isaac w. West, 6 on the contract itself."

Rand. (Va.), 652), is, /n obscura TO^unfafe {d) See Maria t. Surbaugh, 2 Eand.
manurFiitlentisfavendum est Lihertati, And (Va. ), 228.

the following reasonable observations were (e) Wynni'. Carrell, 2 Gratt. 227. And
made by Mathews, J., in Cuflfy v. Castil- for another fruitless attempt of the kind,

Ion, 5 Mart. (La.), 496 : "As to the rule see Rucker's Adm'r v. Gilbert, 3 Leigh, 8.

requiring the interpretation in doubtful (/) Fulton u. Shaw, 4 Rand. (Va.),

cases to be in favor of freedom, it is suf- 597.

ficient to observe that no one rule of inter- (g) rran9ois v. Lobrano, 10 Rob. (La.),

pretation in law or contracts ought ever to 450. — The Roman Law, which declares

be considered of so mueh consequence as that although a slave do not pay the whole

to exclude the operation of others, equally price of his freedom, he is yet entitled

founded in justice and common sense, thereto, if he afterwards make up the
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It is a well-established principle, that partus sequitur ventrem.

The status of the mother is the status of her children.

SE CTION II.

ACTION FOR FKEEDOM.

For the trial of the question of freedom various forms of

action are employed ; for example, trespass and false imprison-

ment, (h) an action on the case in the nature of ravishment of

ward, (i) and a special proceeding upon petition. In all the

cases in the books, it seems that a wide indulgence is granted

to the claimant, and the court wiU not suffer him to be defeated

by an omission of formalities of procedure. When an action is

begun, to try the plaintiff's right to fireedom, the court wiU in-

terfere upon cause shown, to compel the defendant to have him

forthcoming on the day of trial, and in the mean time to treat

him with humanity, and to allow him reasonable opportunity to

procure evidence
; (j) and this last privilege has been extended

so far as to require the defendant, where (pending the original

action) a strong case was made out for the plaintiff upon a

habeas corpus, to give security to leave the plaintiff at liberty

until the next term to go whither he pleased in order to pro-

cure testimony, (k) And the Supreme Court of Louisiana,

where the pleadings, documents, and evidence in a cause, as

brought before them on exceptions, disclosed no ground for the

assertion of freedom, said, they were not thereby bound, but

would notice facts de hors the record ; and such extrinsic facts

suggesting a new question, the cause was remanded for its

trial. (Z)

deficiency by his labor, is held in Louisiana {i) Clifton v. Phillips, 1 McCord, 469.

to apply only to such as are made free {j) See Gober v. Gober, 2 Hayw. (N.

imtanter, on condition of paying a further Car.), 127 ; Evans v. Kennedy, 1 id. 422

;

sum in futuro, not to those whom the mas- Parker v. , 2 id. 345.

ter promises to free when such further sum (i) Parker «» ,2 Hayw. {N. Car.),

shall be paid. CuiFy v. Caatillon, 5 Mart. 345.

(La.), 496. (') Marie Louise v. Marot, 8 La. 475.

(A) Evans v. Kennedy, 1 Hayw. (N. This was an action claiming the emancipa-

Car.), 422. tion of l^ie plaintiff's daughter Josephine,

VOL. I. 26
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The issue always is upon the plaintiff, or petitioner's right

to freedom against all the world, (m) "Where this issue is in«

volved, if the plaintiff be found to be the slave of any person,

though not of the defendant, the judgment must be against the

plaintiff; because the jus tertii is regarded as a complete bar

to his claim, and it is not sufficient for him to show a want of

title in the party in possession.

No presumption of slavery arises against a party asserting

his freedom, from the length of time, however great, that he

and his ancestors have been held in slavery, (w) If a person

held as a slave can show that, his ancestor in the female line,

no matter how many degrees removed, was de jure a free

woman, he may vindicate at law his own right to freedom, (o)

But, on the other hand, when a slave, with the knowledge of

his owner, has gone at large, and acted as if free, for any con-

siderable length of time, a jury may be directed to presume

that a deed of manumission was executed with all required for-

malities, and if it would be invalid unless recorded within a cer-

tain time, that it was so recorded, {p)

a mulattrcss, affed twenty years. It the person now claiming her immediate

appeared that the owner of the girl emancipation was taken by her ownere to

made a donation of her, when two years France, a country whose institutions do

old, to the defendant, at that time a not tolerate slavery or involuntai'y servi-

minor and a female, upon condition that tude in any manner, and was placed by

she should be emancipated at the ago of them under the direction of a hair-dresser,

thirty years ; and this donation was ac- to learn his art. Did she not become free

cepted by the agency of the defendant's in France 1 Being brought from a foreign

father : it also appeared that a few days country into the IJnited States, is she not

after the donation the father executed a free, according to the provisions of laws

declaration in writing, attested by two enacted by Congress ? These are ques-

witnesses, stating that the intention of the tions which we will not now solve ; but

parties to the deed was that the slave we deem it proper to remand the cause,

given should be liberated at the age of in order that they may be put in a train

twenty years, and not thirty as expressed for solution." The cause was afterwards

in the donation. The verdict of the jury tried before a jury upon a supplemental

being for the plaintiff, it was held un- petition setting out the new facts above

authorized upon the case as stated, since alluded to, and a verdict being rendered

the father after accepting the doniitiou for the plaintiff, the judgment was affirmed

in behalf of the defendant was functus on appeal. See Marie Louise v. Marot,

officio, and no net or declaration by liim 9 La. 47.3.

afterwards could .affect the donee. But (m) Harriett v. Ridgeley, 9 G. & J. 174;

the court said, per Mathews, J.: "The Cross y. Black, 9 id. 198; Berard v.

case is peculiar in its nature— a claim Berard, 9 La. 158; Trudeau u. Robinette,

for liberty! .... It is an action brought 4 Mart. (La.), .577.

to redeem a helpless femalefrom slavery
;

(n) Butler v. Craig, 2 Har. & McH.
and everything which may properly be 216, 236.

done in favorem libertatis should be done, (o) Rawlings v. Boston, 3 Har. & Mc-
even to notice facts rfe Aors the record. It H. 1.39.

was stated at the bar, and not denied, that (p) Burke v. Negro Joe, 6 G. & J. 136.
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There is a presumption against every negro^ in an action for

his freedom, that he is a slave, {q) But in Delaware where the
number of free blacks is much greater than that of the slaves,

as a mere presumption the inclination is in favor of freedom, (r)

And in an action by a negro against a third person, not claim-

ing to be his master, the presumption is the other way, and
there the burden of proving the fact of his slavery is on the

party making the allegation in bar of his action, (s) The pre-

sumption that negroes are slaves has been held to be confined

strictly to negroes, or persons whoUy without white parentage

or ancestry ; there being no such legal presumption of slavery

in the case of persons of any shade of color intermediate

between black and white, (t)

Even a negro will be presumed free, though purchased as a

slave, if the purchase was made within a country whose laws

do not tolerate slavery, unless it be shown that he was before in

one where slavery is tolerated, (m) And it seems, the courts of

any State will take judicial notice that another State disallows

slavery. At all events it would appear that a court will not

extend to a trial of the question of freedom the principle,

applied in other cases, that the laws of a foreign State, when

(?) Davis V. Curry, 2 Bibb. 238 ; Adelle sucli is thrown on tlie claimant— a fortiori,

V. Beauregard, 1 Mart. (La.), 183. This vhere the question arises collaterally with
presumption, it seems, also holds where a third party ; and the former master, by
the action is not a claim of freedom by his not interfering, famishes a violent pre-

the negro, but a penal action by his mas- sumption that the state and condition of

ter against a third party upon a statute, the plaintiff is that which she represents it

forbidding certain dealings with slaves, to be. Pallidas, 3, Tit. 15, Law .5." It

Delery v. Moraet, 11 Mart. (La.), 4, 10. is presumed that the rule of evidence con-

There Martin, J., said :
" Nothing can be tained in the latter part of this extract

clearer than the position that a person would be applied in other States as well

who, in this State, deals with a black man, as Louisiana ; as to the former proposition

exposes himself in case of his being a slave there is perhaps more doubt, though the

to all the consequences which follow the reasonableness of the doctrine seems un-

dealing with a slave ; the presumption be- questionable. In Forsyth ;;. Nash, 4 Mart,

ing that a black man is a slave ; as by far (La.), 389, the court, per Martin, J., said :

the greatest proportion of persons of that " Whenever a plaintiff demands by suit

color are, in this State, held in slavery." that a person whom he brings into court

See Hoffman v. Gold, 8 G. & J. 79 ; Jack- as a defendant, and thereby admits to be

son V. Bridges, 1 Rob. (La.), 172. in possession of his freedom, should be de-

(r) State r. Jeans, 4 Harring. (Del.), dared to be his slave, he must strictly make
570. out his case. In this, if in any, actore mm

(s) Hawkins v. Vanwickle, 6 Mart. (n. probante absolvitur reus."

S.)i420. There it is said : "By a law of (() Gobu «. Gobu, Tayl. (N. Car.), 164,

the Partidas, where a man claims another, s. c. 2 Hayw. 170, nom. Gobor v. Gober;

who is in the actual possession of liberty Adelle v. Beauregard, 1 Mart (La.), 183.

as his slave, the necessity of proving him (u) !^rsyth v. Nash, 4 Mart. (La), 385
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not exhibited in evidence, will be taken to be the same as their

own. (v) This seems to be on the ground that slavery is in its

nature exceptional to common right, and therefore is not to be

presumed to extend beyond the influence of the local law, by

force of which alone it exists and is maintained.

Rules of evidence, as well as of procedure, have sometimes

been suspended in behalf of parties claiming release from servi.

tude. Former admissions of such a claimant, as that he be-

longed to a third person from whom he ran away, will not, it

seems, be allowed the weight against him which is given to

admissions in general, (w) In Maryland, the rule excluding

hearsay evidence has been in several cases considerably re-

laxed
;
(x) but the Supreme Court of the United States have

refused to admit any innovation upon the established principles

of evidence. (?/) The pedigree of the petitioner may be shown

by hearsay or general reputation, (z) A judgment in favor of

the plaintiff's freedom, in an action between him and a party

from whom the defendant does not derive title, or from whom
he derives title by a conveyance prior to the judgment, is not

admissible in evidence, (a) But, on the same principle, a judg-

ment against the plaintiff's mother in an action for freedom, is

not evidence against the plaintiff, (b) Proof of an emancipation

by the party at the time in possession of the plaintiff, is primd

facie evidence of an emancipation by his owner, (c) A deed

of emancipation regularly executed and recorded according to

(w) See Marie Louise v. Marot, '8 La. who speak from their owa Ivnowledge
;

"

475, 479, cited in note [l] ante; and also, added, " However the feelings of the indi-

Marie Louise v. Marot, 9 La. 473, 476, vidual may be interested on the part of a

where the fact, that hy the laws of France person claiming freedom, the court cannot

a slave brouijht there by his or her owner perceive any legal distinction between the

is ipso facto liberated, was proved to the assertion of this and of any other right,

jury by the testimony of witnesses. which will justify the application of a rule

{w) Forsythu. Nash, 4Mart. (La.),385. of evidence to cases of this description,

{x) Shorter v. Boswell, 2 Har. & J. which would be inapplicable to general

3,59 ; Mahoney ». Ashton, 4 Har. & McH. eases in which a right to property may be

295. asserted."

iy) Mima Queen v. Hepburn, 7 Cranch, (z) Mima Queen v. Hepburn, 7 Cranch,
290 (whore Dmall, J. dissented)

; con- 290,
firmed in Davis v. Wood, 1 Wheat. 6. (a) Davis w. Wood, 1 AVheat. 6 ; Kitty

In the foi-mer case, il/ars/ia//, C. J., afterde- v. Fitzhugh, 4 Rand. (Va.), 600.
daring the general principle that " Hear- {h) Toogood v. Scott, 2 Har. & McH,
say evidence is incompetent to establish 26 ; Butler v. Craig, 2 Har. & McH. 214.

any specific fact, which fact is in its nature (c) Simmins i>, Parker, 4 Mart. (n. 8.),

susceptible of bein>; proved by witnesses 200.
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the laws of the State where executed, is, it seems, presumptive
evidence of freedom in an action brought either in that State

or another, (d)

Some uncertainty exists as to the damages which may be
given, when judgment is rendered for the plaintiff in an action

for freedom. The Court of Appeals of Kentucky, in a case

before them, asserted as an equitable rule, that if the defendant

had reasonable ground to believe the plaintiff to be his slave,

the damages should be nominal; otherwise, substantial, (e)

This was in equity. In a case at law, another court seemed to

regard the amount of damages as lying in the discretion of the

jury ; and they, under the circumstances of that case, having

given substantial damages, the court refused to disturb the ver-

dict. (/) A person held in slavery asserted her freedom in an

action of trespass, and recovered judgment, with nominal dam-
ages ; she afterwards brought another action of trespass for the

value of her services whUe held as a slave ; the court held that

the action could be maintained, and that the defendant was
estopped by the judgment in the former action from contesting

her right to wages from the commencement of that former ac-

tion, (g) It seems that such a second action may be brought for

the recovery of wages for a time antecedent to the commence-

ment of the first action ; but in such a case the controversy be-

comes again one of title, and the defendant is not estopped

to say that at such antecedent time he rightfully held the plain-

tiff as his slave
;
(A) and it would appear that there is nothing

which would prevent his denying altogether, if he chose, that

he then held the plaintiff as his slave. Costs have been allowed

to the plaintiff recovering judgment in an action for freedom,

although no damages were given by the jury; the ordinary

provisions, making costs depend on the recovery of damages

being held not to apply in a case of this nature, {i)

(d) Brown w. Compton, 10 Mart. (La.), Pleasants u. Pleasants, 2 Call, 350; Ma-
425. This was a cause between the mas- tilda v. Crenshaw, 4 Yerg. 299.

ter of the slave and a third party, where (/) Scott v. Williams, 1 Dev. L. 376.

the fact of slavery incidentally came in As to what may be included in the dam-

qncstion ; what the ruling of the court ages, see Matilda v. Crenshaw, 4 Yerg.

would have been in an action by the 299.

slave for his freedom does not certainly (g) Matilda v. Crenshaw, 4 Yerg. 299.

appear. (^j Catron, C. J., Matilda v. Crenshaw,

(el Thompson v. Wilmot, 1 Bibb, 422. 4 Yerg. 299.

See also, Phillis v. Gentin, 9 La. 208

;

[i) Clifton v. Phillips, 1 McCord, 469.
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SECTION III.

THE CAPACITY OF SLATES TO CONTRACT.

Slaves are m law, in some respects, things ; in Qther respects,

persons. As property, they are not in general real estate;

though they are very ftequently descendible as such. But it is

as persons that we in this place have to consider them. The

liability of a carrier transporting them, it has been held, is that

of a carrier of passengers, and not of goods, (j) A slave may
be an agent ; and the fact of agency may be shown in this

case by the same evidence as in any other, (k) In their ordi-

nary service, although they constitute one class of servants,

they do not, it seems, subject their masters to the same degree

of responsibility for the consequences of their negligence that

the masters of other servants incur, (l)

Slaves are looked upon as persons by the criminal law.

Their most effectual protection against injuries, not affecting

life or limb, inflicted by a stranger, consists in the right which

the law confers upon the master (not only as it seems to secure

him from loss, but for the protection of the slave), to recover

damages from the wrongdoer, (m) For such injuries, received

at the hand of the master himself, some codes provide penalties

of several sorts— among which may be classed the equitable

power which, in one State at least, is conferred on the court

having cognizance of the action for cruel treatment, to decree,

in addition to the regular penalty, that the slave shall be sold

(j) Boyce o. Anderson, 2 Pet. 150; a measure of power over slaves are con-

Clark V. McDonald, 4 McCord, 223. strued strictly. Blanchard v. Dixon, 4

{k) Chastain w. Bowman, 1 Hill (S. La. An. 57.— In South Carolina, tlie law

C), 270; Gore v. Buzzard, 4 Leigh, does not authorize the killing of a runa-

231. way, except where the party attempting

{1} Snee v. Trice, 2 Bay, 345. to seize him is endangered by actual

(m) White v. Chambers, 2 Bay, 70. In resistance, as by assaulting or striking.

Maryland, the master must, it seems, Arthur v. Wells, 2 S. Car. Const. 316. —
show a loss of service in order to ma^in- The battery of a slave by a stranger has

tain trespass. Cornfute v. Dale, 1 Har. & been held to be also an indictable offence.

J. 4. Statutes conferring upon strangers State v. Hale, 2 Hawks, 582.
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away from his owner, (n) But in Virginia, it has been decidea

that an indictment cannot be sustained, at common law, against

a master for the excessive and cruel beating of his slave
;
(o)

a hirer has the same immunity as the owner; (p) and it is

believed that in that State, and probably in others, no statutory

remedy is provided for the case. The absence of such provi-

sion seems to be accounted for within those States, partly by

the belief, that the interest of the owner is identified with the

well-being of his servant, and that this interest, with the natural

affection arising out of so close a relation as master and slave,

are sufficient guaranties of humane treatment ; and partly by

the apprehension, that, in attempting to supply a complete

remedy against the hardships incidental to slavery, the stability

of the institution itself may be impaired. And it may be there

considered as some check upon an inhuman master, that he has

before him the risk that his severity, by being carried a little

further than his purpose, may expose him to the utmost rigor

of justice. It has very recently been held by the General Court

of Virginia, that where the wilful and excessive whipping of a

slave by his master and owner, though without any intent to

Idll, results in death, it is murder in the first degree, (q)

(n) Markman v. Close, 2 La. 581, 586. and if death ensues in consequence of

And see Hendricks v. Phillips, 3 La. An. such punishment, the relation of master

618.
"

. and slave affords no ground of excuse or

lo) Commonwealth v. Turner, 5 Eand. palliation. The principles of the com-

(Va.), 678. mon law in relation to homicide, apply

(p)' The State v. Mann, 2 Dot. L. to this case, without qualification or ex-

263. ception, and according to those pvinciples,

(q) Souther's case, 7 Gratt, 673. The the act of the prisoner, in the case under

court in this case said : " In inflicting consideration, amounted to murder. Upon
punishment for the sake of punishment, this point we are unanimous,

the owner of the slave acts at his peril;
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SECTION IV.

LIABILITY OF THE MASTER FOE THE SLAVE.

For the torts of a slave his owner is commonly answerable

civiliter in damages
;
(r) but when he commits a crime pun-

ishable with death, upon conviction therefor, his value is as-

sessed, and paid out of the treasury of the State to the owner, (s)

A slave who runs away from his master steals himself, and, as

in the case of other stolen things, no property, general or special,

can be acquired by another in him. (t)

The rule, that one who employs agents or servants is not

liable to any one of them for an injury occasioned by the negli-

gence or misconduct of any other of them, (m) is held not ap-

plicable to the employer of hired slaves. One reason is, that

the free man can leave a service or employment which he finds

dangerous, but the slave cannot. Another is, that if employers

of hired slaves were thus protected against the consequences of

their own carelessness or misconduct, the safety of the slave

would be endangered, (v)

(i-) See the statutes of the several employed; on the ground that force is not

States. In Louisiana, the master may an essential element in the larceny of ani-

discharge himself from such responsibility mate objects possessing the power of loco-

by abandoning his slave to the person motion. The State v. Whyte, 2 Nott &
injured ; in which case, the person shall McC. 174.

sell the slave at public auction, and the lu) See note (]/),B. III. Ch. VIII. post,

surplus, if any, of the proceeds, over the (w) In Soudder v. Woodbridge, 1 Geo.

damages and costs, shall be given to the 195, it was so decided in the court below;
master. Civ. Code of La. art. 2300.

—

and on error, the Supreme Court say:

As to the master's liability, in the absence " The general doctrine, as contended for

of a statute, see Snee «. Trice, 2 Bay, by counsel for plaintiff in error, may be

34.'5. con-ect, . . . and we arc disposed to rec-

(s) Such at least is the law in Virginia, ognize and adopt it with the cautions, lim-

Va. Code, 1849, ch. 212, § 9. itations, and restrictions in tho.5e cases.

{() See, as to the law in Louisiana, Gates But interest to the owner, and humanity
V. Caflfin, 3 La. An. 339.— In South Caro- to the slave, forbid its application lo any
lina, under the statute of 1790, prohibiting other than free white agenls. .'. . Slaves

the felo.nious stealing, talking, or carrying dare not intermeddle with those around,
away by a slave of any slave, "being the embarked in the same enterprise with them-
property of another," with intent to carry selves. . . . Neither can they exercise the

him out of the province, it is held, that there salutary discretion, left to free wliite agents,

may be a conviction although no force was of quitting the employment when matters
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To what extent a master is liable to pay for necessaries fur-

nished to his slave seems not clearly settled. It has been held

that he is liable for medical or surgical assistance rendered to

his slave in case of extreme necessity, (w)

A slave cannot enter into any binding contract with his mas-

ter ; {x) nor can he, while yet a slave, appear as a suitor in a

court either of law or equity, to enforce any alleged contract

against any person, [y) He cannot take by descent
;
(z) nor by

purchase, unless freedom accompany the gift of property, {a)

A bequest to a free person, in trust for him, is void, [b)

are mismanaged, or portend evil. . . .

But we think it needless to multiply rea-

sons upon a point so palpable. There is

one view alone which would be conclusive

with the court. The restriction of this rule

is indispensable to the welfare of the slave.

In almost evei-y occupation, requiring com-
bined effort, the employer necessarily in-

trusts it to a variety of agents. Many of

those are destitute of principle, and banlt-

rupt in fortune. Once let it he promulgated
that the owner of negroes hired to the nu-

merous navigation, railroad, mining, and
manufacturing companies which dot the

whole country, and are rapidly increasing

— I repeat, that for any injury done to this

species of property, let it be understood

and settled that the employer is not liable,

but that the owner must look for compen-
sation to the co-servant who occasioned the

mischief ; and I hesitate not to affirm that

the life of no hired slave would be safe.

As it is, the guards thrown around this

class of our population are sufficiently

few and feeble. We are altogether disin-

clined to lessen their number or weaken
their force. We are, therefore, cordially,

confidently, and unanimously agreed, and

so adjudge, that the judgment below be

affirmed, with costs." See Memph. &
Charles. R. R. Co. v. Jones, 2 Head, 517.

In this case the defendant in eiTor hired

to the plaintiff in error, for the year 1856,

two slaves. The contract of hiring con-

tained the following stipulation :
" And

all risks incurred, or liability to accident,

whilst in said service, is compensated for

and covered by the pay agreed upon : the

said railroad company assuring no re-

sponsibility for damages from accident, or

any other cause whatever." Held, that

the above stipulation did not relieve the

company from liability for any injury

arising from the wilful wrong or gross

negligence of the company or its agents.

(w) Johnson v. Barrett, 2 Bailey, 562.

And see Dunbar v. Williams, 10 Johns.
249.

(x) Heniy v. Nunn's Heirs, 11 B. Mon.
239 ; Bland v. Negro Dowling, 9 G. & J.

19. There are dicta in Williams v. Brown,
3 B. & P. 69, which it would seem cannot
be regarded as law in this country.

(y) Bland v. Negro Dowling, 9 G. & J.

19.

(z) Cunningham v. Cunningham, Cam.
& N. 353 ; Bjmum o. Bostick, 4 Desaus.
266.

(a) Bynnm v. Bostick, 4 Desaus. 266

;

Hinds V. Brazealle, 2 How. (Miss.), 837
;

Cunningham v. Cunningham, Cam. & N.
353 ; Hall v. MulUn, 5 Har. & J. 190.

(J) Cunningham v. Cunningham, Cam.
& N. 353; Hines v. Brazealle, 2 How.
(Miss.), 837 ; Brandon v. Planters Bank,
1 Stew. (Ala.), 320; Bynum v. Bostick,

4 Desaus. 266.
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SECTION V.

OF CONTRACTS BETWEEN A SLAVE AND ONE NOT HIS MASTER.

With respect to the validity of a contract between a slave

and a person who is not his master, there is some uncertainty.

There are statutes in probably all of the slaveholding States,

prohibiting contracts with slaves without the consent of their

masters, (c) Even if no statute upon the subject existed, it

would seem to be a necessary incident to slavery, that, on the

supposition that a slave can contract at all, the consent of the

master, express or implied, must be requisite to enable a slave

to bind either a third party or himself by a contract. This

seems to have been taken for granted in a case decided in the

year 1802, in the Court of Common Pleas in England ; where

the binding force, after emancipation, of an agreement entered

into by a slave, with the consent of his master, was established,

so far as the authority of that case goes. (cZ) The emancipation

of the slave was there connected with his contract, and formed

the consideration for it. How it is with a contract which does

not relate to emancipation is evidently a different matter. In a

State where slaves were declared by law incapable of making

any kind of contract, a suit was brought to recover the amount

of a promissory note given by the defendants to a slave of the

plaintiff's ; the court, in considering the case, held, that although

the slave could neither bind herself, because she was without

wiU, nor enter into any contract binding on her master, without

special authority from him, yet it did not follow that the master

could not claim the benefit of an engagement made in favor of

his slave by a person capable of contracting ; and the action was

maintained, (e) But the same question arising nearly at the

(c) See, as to the construction of such (d) Williams v. Brown, 3 B. & P. 69,

language in a statute, per Archer, J,, Bland Lord Alvanley, C. J., dissenting.

V. Negro Dowling, 9 G. & J. 27 ; and Hall (e) Livaudais u.Fon, 8 Mart. (La.), 161.

V. Mullin, 5 Har. & J 190. The point here decided now forms a pro-
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same time in another State, the decision there was the other

way ; on the ground that any conti-act entered into by a slave in

his own name is absolutely void. (/)

SE CTION VI.

OE GIFTS TO A SLAVE.

Another question of much interest is, whether a slave can

take by gift, or executed contract ; and, if he can take, whether

the property in the chattel given passes instantaneously to his

master, or remains in him, subject to his disposal until specific

appropriation by the master. A negro, who was supposed to

be free, but who was in fact a slave, purchased his daughter,

and then executed to her a deed of emancipation ; his own
master laid claim to the girl, and for him it was urged that the

rule of the civil law prevailed, and that the property passed

through the purchaser, being a slave, to the purchaser's master :

in behalf of the girl it was contended, that as, under the feudal

law, a viUein purchasing property held it untU appropriation by

his lord, with power (before the lord's interference) to convey a

perfect title to his own aHenee, the case was the same with a

slave ; and therefore that the deed of manumission, or convey-

ance of the girl to herself, was good. The question could not

be decided ; because upon the construction given by the court

to a statute of the State, the sale to the slave-father was void

by force of that statute, so that the property in the girl did not

vision of tlie civil code. See Civ. Code their peculium. But when it is said, that

of La. art. 1785. whatever they acquired became their mas-

(/) Gregg V. Thompson, 2 S. Car. ter's, it is meant, whatever tliey absolutely

Const. 330. The court in this case recog- acquu-ed by gratuity, &c., of others ; aud so

nize the Roman law respecting the status I should hold in relation to our slaves.

of slaves, and seem to profess to decide in But it does not fBllow from thence that

accordance with it. Colcodc, J., delivering the master could sue in his own name, to

the opinion of the court, said : " I am compel the performaace of an executory

aware that at one period in the history of contract. On the contrary, it is said, ' they

Eome the most abject state of slavery ex- could not plead or be impleaded, for they

isted, and that the slaves of that day were were excluded from all civil concerns

considered as chattels, and that whatever whatever.' Cooper's Justinian, 416, in

they acquired was their master's, except notis."
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pass out of the original owner
; (g-) the court however were able

to declare the girl free on another ground. But in a subsequent

case, in Alabama, where a slave who had found lost property

delivered it to the defendant, it was held that the master of the

slave might maintain trover ; on the ground that the possession

of a slave is the possession of his master, and that the special

property as finder having been vested in the plaintiff by the act

of his slave in taking possession of the lost parcel, could not be

divested by any after act of the slave, (h) It seems to have

been held that a party who has dealt with a slave as free, is

afterwards estopped from setting up his slavery in avoidance of

the contract thus entered into
;
(i) but there is room for much

doubt as to the nature and extent of this estoppel.

As we have seen, it is a general principle that a slave cannot

contract with his master. (_;') In Louisiana, but, it is beheved,

in no other State, the exception is made of a contract for

emancipation ; such a contract being there enforceable at the

instance of the slave. (A:) It was once held that no contract by

the master with a third person for the slave's benefit could be

enforced
;
(l) but the better opinion seems to be, that a contract

of that kind, made for consideration, is valid, (m) and specific

performance may be enforced in equity by the party with

whom it is made, (n) "Where a slave was sold for a term of

years, with a power to the vendee to emancipate him at the

end of the term, or before, and the vendee executed a deed

(g) Hall V. Mullin, 5 Har. & J. 190. in relation to other persons, nothing pre-

(A) Brandon d. Planters Bank, 1 Stew, vents the master from being compelled or

(AJa.), 320. With respect to the law in coerced to comply with his engagements
Louisiana, see Voisain v. Cloutier, 3 La. as vendee, which he contracted when he
170. acquu'ed his slave." Martin, J., in Poy-

li) Grounx v. Abat, 7 La. 17. dras v. Mom-ain, 9 La. 505.

Ij) Ketletas K. Fleet, 7 Johns. 324, and (h) It was so held in Thompson u.

Tom's case, 5 id. 365, if understood as Wilmot, I Bibb, 422. There the plain-

cases of grants of freedom, perfect and tiff had in Maryland sold the slave in

complete at the time of execution, but to question to the defendant, who was about
take effect in enjoymeiit in futuro, are not removing to Kentucky, on the condition
inconsistent with this principle. that the purchaser should emancipate liim

(k) Marie ii. Avart, 6 Mart. (La.), 732

;

in seven years ; and the defendant signed

Civ. Code of La. art. 174, 1783. and delivered a memorandum of his agree-

(l) Beall !J. Joseph, Hardin, 51. ment to emancipate. After the expiration
(m) " So for as regards the slaves, the of the time, specific performance was de-

power of the master is indeed absolute, creed in Kentucky upon the prayer of the

The slave cannot resist, or be heard if he vendor,
complain of the abuse of this power ; but
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of manumission accordingly, it was held that the defendant

who had purchased from the vendor after the sale, though pre-

vious to the execution of the power, could not defend against

the negro's claim of freedom, (o)

SECTION VII.

THE PECTJLIUM.

While it is true in a general sense that all that a slave pos-

sesses belongs to his master, the law, as weU as usage, seems

to recognize, that slaves in this country, as in ancient Rome,
may have certain private property which their masters cannot

appropriate. Such property is called the slave's peculium.

This term, as somewhat vaguely defined in the civil code of

Louisiana, is the sum of money or portion of movable goods

of which the master of a slave has thought fit to allow him
the enjoyment, {p) Notwithstanding the peculium thus depends

originally upon the license, or grant and license, of the master,

it would appear (though we speak very doubtfully upon this

point), that a revocation of the license does not devest the

peculium acquired under it. It has been held in South Car-

olina, that if the master of a negro permit him to hire himself

out, upon condition of paying him certain stipulated wages,

all he makes and saves beyond such wages shall be at his

own disposal, [q) By the law ^of Louisiana, slaves are enti-

tled to the fruits of their Sunday labor ; and even their mas-

ters, if they employ them on that day, are bound to remune-

rate them, (r) In other Southern States, as we understand,

(o) Negro Cato v. Howard, 2 Har. & and to whom she thereupon gave her free-

J. 323. dom. Her own master claimed the girl

(p) Civ. Code of La. Art. 175. on the ground that the purchase enured

(q) Guardian of Sally v. Beaty, 1 Bay, for his benefit, and that the subsequent

260. This Tvas a ease very remarkable in gift of freedom was a nullity. But the

Its circumstances. The negro, a woman, court declared the girl free, and enounced

with whom the master had made the agree- the doctrine in the text,

ment, with rare generosity disposed of her (r) Rice v. Cade, 10 La. 294 ; and in

surplus earnings in purchasing a negro this case it was hdd, that a master not

for whom she felt a friendly attachment, requirmg the sei-vices of his slaves on
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slaves are by custom allowed, besides the Sabbath, certain

holidays in the course of the year, and their earnings on

these days, whether received from their masters (who have a

kind of preemptive claim to their services), or from others,

go to their own use. Possibly out of this custom may have

gi-own a right which the law would recognize and enforce ; but

we apprehend that the matter rests, very generally at least, in

the mere liberality of the master.

SECTION VIII,

OF THE MARRIAGE OF SLAVES.

The disability of the slave to contract seems to extend even

to the contract of marriage. It has been distinctly held that

the marriage usual in Slave States, which is only cohabitation

with consent of the master, is not a legal marriage. Chancellor

Kent (s) quotes from a case in which this is decided, [t) words

which state this, and so refer it to the want of the legal for-

malities, as to suggest the inference that it is this want which

makes the marriage void. But in another part of this case, it is

put quite as much on the ground of their entire inability to con-

tract. There are statutes which speak of their marriage ; but

not in such a way as to declare such marriage a legal one, carry-

ing aU the incidents of marriage. These incidents seem to us so

inconsistent with the condition of slavery, that we do not see

how any ceremonies, civil or religious, could make such mar-

riage legal, (m) There may be usages or statutory provisions

Sunday, and not retaining them on his contract of marriage between free persons,

plantation, impliedly permits them to hire Mathews, J., delivering the opinion of the

themselves to others. court, said :
" It is clear that slaves have

Is) 2 Kent, Com. 88. no legal capacity to assent to any contract.

(() State V. Samuel, 2 Dev. & B. 177, With the consent of their masters they

181. See Hall v. Mullin, 5 Har. & J. may marry, and their moral power to

190; and Jaclison u. Lervey, 5 Cowen, agree to such a contract or connection as

397. that of marriage cannot be doubted; but

(«) In Girod v. Lewis, 6 Mart. (La.), whilst in a state of slavery it cannot pro-

559, the question was, whether a marriage duce any civil effect, because slaves are

during slavery produces after manumis- deprived of all civil rights. Emancipa-
eion the civil effects resulting from the tion gives to the slave his civil rights

;
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regulating this matter which we have not found ; but so far as

we can learn the law on this subject, we think that a slave can-

not be guilty of adultery, when this crime can only be commit-

ted by a married person ; nor of polygamy ; nor be held liable

on a wife's contracts, or for necessaries supplied to her; nor

made incompetent as a witness on the ground of the relation of

marriage. How far all this may be modified by the consent of

the owner may be doubtful ; but we do not see that even such

consent could make the marriage altogether a legal marriage,

and invest it with all the rights, duties, and rAations of mar-

riage, unless it was such consent and under such circumstances

as made it operate as a manumission, as in the case of a devise

to a slave.

SECTION IX.

EMANCIPATION.

Emancipation is the donation to a slave of his value, (v)

When a slave is emancipated by will his freedom is a specific

legacy to him. (tv) A bequest of property to a slave, by his

master, confers freedom by implication, (x) It would seem that

any person may emancipate, who, if he did not set the slave

free, would have a right to hold him for ever against all the

world ; and accordingly, that where the party manumitting had

possession long enough to bar an action by the rightful owner

against himself, the slave may equally rely upon the provisions

of the statute of limitations, (y) The inequitableness of a con-

trary doctrine is obvious ; for it would deny to the slave, pur-

and a contract of marriage, legal and questions of abatement and contiibution

valid by the consent of the master and Hammond v. Hammond, 2 Bland. 306,

moral a'ssent of the slav.e, from the mo- 314. And see Williams v. Ash, 1 How. 1.

ment of freedom, although dormant dur- {x) Hall v. Mullin, 5 Har. & J. 190,

ing the slavery, produces all the effects Le Grand v. Darnall, 2 Pet. 664. Contra,

which result from such contract among Campbell v. Campbell, 8 Eng. (Ai-k.l,

free persons." 519.

(v) Martin, J., Prudence v. Bermodi, 1 (y) The point was left undecided in

La. 241. Kitty v. Ktzhugh, 4 Band (Va.), 600,

(w) And therefore partakes of the priv- 607.

ilege of specific legacies with respect to
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chasing himself, the privilege which any other purchaser would

enjoy. On the other hand, a rightful owner, whose claim is

barred by the statute of limitations, has no power to emanci-

pate. (-) It has even been made a question whether a man
may execute a valid deed of manumission to his slave, while

another party is holding the slave adversely, though without a

sufficient length of possession to bar an action, (a)

The mode of emancipation is variously regulated by statutes.

It seems, however, to be everywhere agreed, that all that is done

towards a comJ)lete emancipation is totally without effect, until

the final act, whatever it may be, is performed; and conse-

quently, so long as such final act remains unperformed, the

owner may revoke his consent to manumit, and no inchoate

right is vested in the slave which even a court of equity can

recognize, (b)

There may be an emancipation to take effect upon a contin-

gency. A testatrix bequeathed certain slaves, adding the con-

dition, that if the legatee carried them out of the State, or sold

them to any one, her wiU was, in either event, that they should

be free ; the legatee sold one of the slaves, who thereupon filed

a petition for his freedom, and it was held, on error, by the

Supreme Court of the United States, that he was free; the

qualifying clause of the bequest not being a restraint on aliena-

tion inconsistent with the legatee's right of property, but a con-

ditional limitation of freedom, which took effect the moment
the negro was sold, (c) Conditioijs subsequent to emancipation

are, however, void, and the slave takes his freedom absolutely, (d)

Slaves cannot be emancipated to the prejudice of creditors—
by statute in some States, and we presume by common law or

the Stat. 13 Eliz., where State enactments do not exist, (e)

Under a statutory provision of that kind, it has been held that

the intention of a testator, distinctly manifested, to emancipate

(z) Givens v. Manns, 6 Mitnf. 191. also, Tom's case, 5 Johns. 365, and Ketle-

(a) Id. tas t). Fleet, 7 id. 324. Qurere as to Cooke
(6) Henry v. Nunn's Hoirs, 11 B. Mon. t^. Cooke, 3 Litt. 238.

239; Wicks v. Chew, 4 Har. & J. 543. (d) Forward v. Thamer, 9 Gratt. 537;
With regard to Kctletas v. Fleet, 7 Johns. Spencer v. Negro Dennis, 8 Gill. 314.

324, and a previous case in New Tork, (e) Union Bank v. Benham, 23 Ala.

see ante, p. 412, note (;'). 143,

(c) Williams v. Ash, 1 How 1. See
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his negroes, has the effect to charge his real estate with the pay.-

ment of his debts, without express words
; (/) that the credi-

tors, in case the personal assets prove insufficient, must proceed

against the real estate, by such means, legal or equitable, as

may be open to them
; (g) and that the burden of proof is upon

them to show the insufficiency of the whole assets, real and
personal. (A) It has also been decided, iinder the same statutes,

that the inquiry as to the sufficiency of assets is not confined to

the condition of the estate at the time of the testator's death

;

but if the assets, although then sufficient, afterwards, in the due
course of administration, without any default of the adminis-

trator, and before his assent to the manumission, become inade-

quate to the payment of the debts, the slaves shall be subject

to the claims of the. creditoi-s ; and, on the other hand, if the

assets, insufficient at the testator's death, subsequently in the

due course of administration become sufficient, the manumission

shall be consummated, (i) An executor who has permitted

the manumitted slaves to go at large as free, cannot recall the

assent he has thus given to the bequest of freedom, (j) Yet
an executor who has made an admission of the sufficiency of

assets, whereby a judgment of freedom has been obtained in

an action at law against him, may, it seems, obtain rehef in

equity, (k) And no judgment of freedom, recovered by the

slaves in an action against the executor, whether the conse-

quence of his admission of assets or not, concludes the creditors

from .showing, in equity, that the assets are in point of fact in-

sufficient, (l) It seems that in any case where the assets are

found insufficient, a decree of a court of equity must be ob-

tained for the sale of the emancipated negroes, either for life

or for a term of years, as the circumstances of the case may re-

quire, (w) The right of the testator's widow to her life interest,

(/) Fenwick v. Chapman, 9 Pet. 461
;

while in the possession of the personal rep-

Allein v. Sharp, 7 G. & J. 96. resentative, is to be estimated in their fa-

{g) JTenwick v. Chapman, 9 Pet. 461
;

vor, as a part of the personal estate of the

All'ein v. Sharp, 7 G. & J. 96, The case testator.

of Negro George v. Corse, 2 Har. & G. 1, (/) Fenwick v. Chapman, 9 Pet. 461.

seems to be overruled. (?c) See Fenwick v. Chapman, 9 Pet.

(A) AUein v. Sharp, 7 G. & J. 96. 461, 481.

(i) Wilson 0. Baraet, 9 G. & J. 158; (I) AUein v. Sharp, 7 G. & J. 96; Fen-

where the court also ruled that the value wick v. Chapman, 9 Pet. 461.

of the services of the manumitted slaves, [m] AUein v. Sharp, 7 G. & J. 96.

VOL. I. 27
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in the nature of dower, in a share of the slaves, may also

be an obstacle to the emancipation by the will. Statutory

provision is sometimes made for the satisfaction of this claim

of hers, like the claims of creditors, out of other property left

by the testator.

It appears to be a part of the policy of the slave-holding

States to discourage the increase, within their teiTitory, respec-

tively, of the free negro population, (w) By the Constitution

of Virginia, as recently revised, it is put out of the power of

the legislature to permit emancipation unaccompanied by re-

moval. In other States, statutes more or less restrictive, have

been enacted. The policy of States with respect to the increase

of the slave population has been somewhat fluctuating. A pro-

hibition upon the importation of slaves as merchandise is indeed

in force almost everywhere
;
(o) but it seems now to be univer-

sally permitted to persons to bring into the State for their own
service, and not for sale, slaves of whom they were bona fide

owners in other States, (p )

The validity of an emancipation depends upon the law of

the State where the negroes emancipated are residing at the

time— they being so resident by the consent of their owner, {q)

(n) Green v. Lane, 8 Ired. Eq. 70. Simmins v. Parker, 4 Mart. (n. s.), 200,

(o) By the constitution of Mississippi, 205. — But an emancipation in another

as construed by the courts of that State, State (by the operation of the biw of that

all slaves bi'ought into the State as mer- State), during a temporary sojourn there,

chandise or for sale are ipso facto free, will not, it seems, be regarded; there

without any legislative enactment in aid must be a residence. Lewis v. Eullerton,

of the constitutional provision. See Bricn 1 Kand. (Va.), 15, as construed in Hun-
«. Williamson, 7 How. (Miss.), 14 ; Groves ter u. Fulcher, 1 Leigh, 172. And see

V. Slaughter, 15 Pet. 449 ; 1 Kent, Com. Mary v. Brown, 5 La. An. 269; Mercer i^.

439. Gilraan, 11 B. Men. 210. As to the ef-

(p) The law in Maryland and Virginia feet of the mere fact of the slave's resi-

was once othenvise ; and while the stat- dcnco for a time in a State whose laws do
ute of the former State prohibiting the im- not tolerate slavery, no statute in that

portation was in force, it was held, that if State enacting that 'absolute freedom shall

a slave having tlio license of his owner to be the consequence of such residence, see

go at large, for the purpose of earning Lunsford v. Coqnillon, 2 Mart. (n. s.),

money to purchase his frecilom, according 401; Thomas v. Generis, 16 La. 433;
to an agreement, in the exercise of that Josephine v. Poultney, 1 La. An. 329;
license, go into another State, reside there Marie Louise v. Marot, 9 La. 473 ; and
for a time, then return, and his owner re- the great case of the Slave Grace, 2Hagg.
sume possession of him, this is a, new Ad. 94, before Lord StoweU, which seems
importation, and under a statute setting to be opposed to the doctrine of the Lou-
free imported slaves, he is entitled to isiana decisions. In 1846, and subse-
his freedom. Bland v. Bowling, 9 G. & quent to the Louisiana cases above cited,

J- 19- a statute was enacted in that State upon

(}) Hunter o. Fulcher, 1 Leigh, 172; this subject: and for the construction of
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And (subordination to this principle), the courts of any State

will, in general, enforce an emancipation which owes its effect

to the laws of any other State. (/•)

SECTION X.

OF SLAVES FOR A LIMITED TIME, OK STATU-LIBERI.

The condition of persons held in slavery, but entitled to be-

come free at some future time, differs in some of ibs incidents

from ordinary slavery. Such persons are denominated in the

Roman law, and in the law of Louisiana, statu-liberi. {s) By
the civil code of that State they are capable of taldng property

by testament or donation, though not by inheritance ; and prop-

erty given or bequeathed to a statu-liber must be preserved for

him under the administration of a curator, in order to be

delivered to him in kind when his emancipation shall take

place, (t) K he die before the time of his emancipation, the

gift or legacy reverts to the donor, (u) Possibly, provisions

upon the subject (though less complete), are to be found in the

statute books of other States.

It seems that without the aid of a statute, a court of equity

will not enjoin the master of a slav&, who is entitled to his free-

dom at a future day, from removing him out of the State ;— at

least such an injunction will not be granted upon the prayer of

the slave himself, (v)

it see Eugene v. Preval, 2 La. An. 180; doctrine of the text would be followed at

Conant v. Guesnard, .5 id. 696. See also, this day. See Mahoney v. Ashton, 4 Har.
upon this subject, Strader v. Graham, 6 & McH. 295 ; but compare Stewart v.

B. Men. 173 ; Mercer v. Gilman, 11 id. Oakes, 5 Har. & J. 107, n., and Davis v.

210 ; Vaughan v. Phebe, 1 Mart. & Y. Jaquin, id. 100.

1; Blackmore v. Phill. 7 Yerg. 452; (s) Catin u. D'Orgenoy, 8 Mart. (La.),

Jackson v. BuUock, 12 Conn. 38. 219.

(r) Hunter v. Fulcher, 1 Leigh, 172; (t) La. Civ. Code, art. 193.

Rankin v. Lydia, 2 A. K. Marsh. 467, (u) Id. 195.

475; Hairy v. Decker, Walk. 36.— The (w) Negro Harriett v. Ridgeley, 9 G. &
language of some cases is indeed such as J. 174, where an injunction was refused,

to admit of the inference, that a judgment — In Moosa v. Allain, 4 Mart. (n. s.), 102,

of freedom, in the State by whose laws Martin, J., said, in relation to the condi-

the emancipation is alleged to take effect, tion of a statu-liber : " Perhaps the slave

might be required by the court of the may be allowed the aid of the magistrate,

other State ; but it is believed that the in case of an evident attempt to transport
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What is the condition of the children of a stafu-libera, or

female slave entitled to freedom at a future time ? No ques-

tion in this whole subject is of more interest, and it has re-

ceived the consideration due to its consequence. On the one

side it has been contended, that the mother in such a case,

though enjoying the prospect of freedom (which, indeed, may
never be realized, as she may die before the day), is still a slave,

and can only communicate to her offspring born during the

interim her present status ,' and that they therefore are slaves

absolutely. And so the decisions have been
;
(w) though there

are obviously very strong, if not stronger reasons to the con-

trary, (z) It has been said (y) that it is not even in the power

of the original owner, at the time he grants the freedom of the

mother in futuro, to dispose of her unborn children, and to give

them their freedom, either at birth or a time subsequent. How-
ever, statutes have been passed in at least three States, provid-

ing for this case more equitably, (z)

There is a case, closely allied to that of a grant of freedom

infutoro, but distinguishable from it, and capable of giving rise

to very different consequences. This is a grant of immediate

freedom, accompanied with a reservation of service for a time

specified, and making such service the condition of the eman-

him out of the jnrisdiction of the State in ennbles the owner of the mother to de-

order to frustrate liis hope of emancipa- clare, in the deed or will by wliich lie

tion, uiidfr the will and sale, hy comjicU- prospcctiyelv manumits tlie mother, what

inu' the ]iunhaser to sire security for the shall be the condition of her children born

forthcoming of the slave in due time, or in the mean while. In the absence of such
othi rwise." a dcilaration by him, it is enacted that the

(w) Maria ii. Surhangh, 2 Eand. (Va,), cliildren shall i)e slaves. Chew v. Gary,

228, — where a "\'ery elaborate opinion was 6 Har, & J. .525, was a decision under this

given by (Jrriii,,'J.; Catm v. D'Orgciioy, statute. — The language of the Virginia

8 i\Iart. (La.), il8
;

Mcl'ulilicn v. i\l;n-- statute is: "The increase of any female

shall, 8 Pet. 2iO ;
Ked c. Beal, 2 Bibb, 298. so emancipated by deed or will hereafter

( !•) C'nmpare tluit part of the o]iinion of made, born between the deatli of the tes-

Jndge Grren, in Maiia v. Sarliaugh, 2 tator or the record of the deed, and the

Rand. (Va.), 2J9, 2.31, in which he ex- time when her right to the enjoyment of

amines the argument for the mother and her freedom arives, shall also be free at

cliildren, with the view tirken of the na- that time, unless tlie deed or will other-

tnre of a bequest of freedom by Tmiei/, C. wise provides." Kcv. Code 1 849, c. 103,

J,, in Williams n. Ash, 1 How. 14. ^ 10. — In Louisiana the provision is as

{ij) See per Grrm, J., iNIaria v. Sur- follows: "The child born of a woman,
bangh, 2 Rand. (Va.), 228, 2,')5. But after she has acquired the right of being

see the case of Negro .Jack v. Ilopewell, free at a future time, follows the condi-

adjtnlged by the Court of Appeals of tion of its mother, and hcoomes free at

Marvlanil in the year 1784, and reported the time fixed for her enfranchisement,
in 6 Har. & J. 20, n. even if the mother should die before that

(j) The JMaryland statute, 1809, c. 171, time." Civ. Code, art. 196.
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cipation. It has been held that the child of a negro woman,
born during the time of service so reserved, is free from its

birth, (a) It seems that such a reservation of service is not

enforceable by the master against the woman. (&)

(a) Isaac v. West, 6 Eand. (Va.), 652. (6) See per Green, J., Isaac v. West, 6

Kand. (Va.), 656, 657.
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CHAPTER XXIII.

OF OUTLAWS, PERSONS ATTAINTED, AiSTD PERSONS EXCOM
MUNICATED.

The process of Outlawry was common in England under

the Saxon kings. By it a person was placed whoUy out of

the protection of the law, so that he was incapable of bringing

any action for redress of injury ; and it also worked a forfeiture

of all goods and chattels to the king. Until some time after

the conquest it was confined to cases of felony ; but then it

was extended by statute to all actions for trespass vi et armis.

By later statutes it has been extended to other civU actions.

An outlaw might be arrested by the Avrit of capias utlagatum,

and committed until the outlawry was reversed. But this re-

versal was granted on any plausible ground, if the party came

into court himself or by attorney ; the process being used in

modern times merely to compel appearance, (a) In some of

our older States process of outlawry was permitted and regu-

lated by statute ; but it never had much practical existence in

this country, and is now wholly disused, {b)

Attainder, by the common law, was the inseparable conse-

quence of every sentence of death. Attainder for treason

worked a forfeitm-e of aU estates to the king, and such " cor-

ruption of blood " that he could neither inherit, nor could any

one inherit from him ; he was utterly deprived of all rights, and

whoUy incapacitated from acting under the protection of the

law, either for himself or for another. In the words of Black-

stone, " the law sets a note of infamy upon him, puts him out

of its protection, and takes no further care of him than to see

him executed ;
" and " by an anticipation of his punishment he

(a) 3 Bl. Com. 284. (6) See 7 Dane, Abr. 313
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is already dead in law." (c) During the conflicts in England

between different claimants of the throne, and between the

sovereign and the people, this tremendous engine of oppression

was unsparingly used, and sometimes under circumstances which

gave to it the character of extremest cruelty. It may well be

believed that such a process would not find favor among us,

either when we were colonies, or after we had become States
;

and it has no existence here.

Excommunication expels a person from the Church of Eng-

land, and as the civU law comes in aid of the ecclesiastical

power of that country, it has been of great moment there ; and

as it worked a disability almost entire, it was an instrument of

great power in the hands of the ecclesiastical authorities. But

in this sense excommunication can have no existence in this

country, as we have no national church, recognized and armed

by the civU law. "We have, however, churches, which with us

are only voluntary associations organized for religious purposes.

As such they are recognized and protected by the law. They

must have the right to determine as to their own membership,

and to provide for this by forms and by-laws, which if they

contradict no principles or provisions of law, and interfere

with no personal rights, would doubtless be regarded by the

courts, (d) But all questions which come up in relation to

the rights or contracts of a person severed from such society,

by an act of " excommunication," would be governed by the

general principles of the law of property, or of the law of

contracts.

(c) 4 Bl. Com. 3S0. (d) Famsworth v. Storrs, 5 Cush. 412.
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BOOK II.

CHAPTER I.

CONSIDERATION.

Sect. I.— The Necessity of a Consideration.

A PEOMiSE for which there is no consideration cannot be en-

-forced at law. This has been a principle of the common law

from the earliest times, {a) It is said to have been borrowed

from the Roman law. The phrase " nudum pactum " — com-

monly used to indicate a promise without consideration— cer-

tainly was taken from that law ; but it does not mean with us

precisely what the Roman jurists understood by it. By the

civil law gratuitous promises could be enforced only where they

were made with due formality, and in prescribed language and

manner ; then such agreement was a " pactum verbis prescriptis

vestitum," and where such promise was not so made it was

called a " nudum pactum," (b) that is, nudum because not vestitum.

But an agreement thus formally ratified, or " vestitum," was en-

forced without reference to its consideration ; whereas a " nudum

pactum," or promise not formally ratified, was left to the good

faith of the promisor, the law refusing to aid in its enforcement,

unless the promisee could prove a distinct consideration. The

principle of this is, obviously, that if a contract be not founded

(a) 17 Ed. IV. ch. 4, pi. 4; 3 Hen. VI. cases on the whole topic are ably col-

ch. 36, pi. 3.3 ; Bro. Abr. Action sur le Case,, lectcd.

40.— See on the subject of Consideration {b) Vin. Cora, de Inst. lib. 3, tit. 14, p.

articles by " E. L. P." in the March, 659 (ed. 1755) ; Id. lib. 3, De Verborum

May, and" July numbers of the Ameri- Obligationibus, tit. 16, p. 677; Cod. Lib.

can Law Kegister for 1854, in which the 7, tit. 52 (6th ed.), Gothofred.

(427)
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upon a consideration, it shall not be enforced, unless ratified in

such a way as may show that it was deliberate, intentional, and

distinctly understood by both parties. - The rule was intended

to protect parties from mistake, inadvertence, or fraud. A sim-

ilar rule or practice, grounded on a similar purpose, prevails on

the continent of Europe ; where contracts which are properly

ratified and confirmed, before a public notary or similar magis-

trate, are valid without inquiry into their consideration ; while

a private contract can be enforced only on proof of a considera-

tion. And, indeed, it can only be the same principle which

makes reasonable an ancient and weU-established distinction in

the common law, by virtue whereof a contract under seal is in

general valid without reference to the consideration ; not by

way of exception to the rule that no promise can be enforced

which was not made for a consideration, but because, as it is

said, the seal implies a consideration. The only real meaning

of this must be, that the act of sealing is a deliberate and solemn

act, implying that caution and fulness of assent which the rule

of the civil law was intended to secure.(c) Whether this infer-

ence from the use of a seal can now be made with sufficient

(c) That (his is the real distinction be- the deed." See 2 Smith, Load. Cas. 456.

tween contracts under seal and contracts Sec also, Morley v. Bootliliy, 3 Bing.

not under seal, see Plowden, an/ueiido, 111 ;
Fallowes v. Taylor, 7 T. R. 477;

in Sliarrington v. Stratton, Plowd. 308. Shubrick v. Salmond, 3 Burr. 1639
;

" Words," says he, "pass from man to Fonbl. Eq. Vol. I. p. 344, n. (a).

—

manlightly and inconsiderately ; but where Some writers on contracts have said that

the agreement is by deed there is more specialties do not require a consideration

time for delibenition ; for when a man to render them oblif^atory at law ; but this

passes a tiling by deed, first, there is tlio seems to be somewhat inaccurate. The
determination of the mind to do it ; and existence of a consideration seems to be as

upon that he causes it to he written, essential in the case of deeds as in simple

which is one part of deliberation, and contracts, but that existence is conclusively

afterwards he puts liis seal to it, whicli is presumed from the nature of the contract,

another part of deliberation ; and lastly. It seems that in some of the States by

he delivers the writing as his deed, which usage, and in otliers by statute, the want
is the consummation of liis resolution ; so or failure of consideration may be a good
that there is great deliberation used in the defence against an action on a sealed

making of deeds, for which reason tliey contract. See Gray v. Handkinson, 1 Bay,

are received as a lien final to the party, 278 ; State v. Gaillard, 2 id. 11 ; Swift i>.

and are adjudged to bind tlie party, with- Hawkins, 1 Dallas, 17 ; Solomon v. ICim-

out examining upon what cause or con- mel, 5 Binn. 232 ; Case v. Boughton, 1

1

sideration they were made. As if I, by Wend. 106 ; Leonard u. Bates, 1 Blackf.

deed, promise to give you £20, here you 173; Coyle v. Fowler, 3 J. J. Marsh,
shall have an action of debt upon litis 473 ; Peebles v. Stephens, 1 Bibb, 500

;

deed, and the consideration for my prom- Walker v. Walker, 13 Ired. L. 335 ; Mat-
ise is not examinable ; it is sufS'cicnt to lock v. Gibson, 8 Rich. L 437.
Bay it was tlio will of the party who made
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force to sustain the very great difference made by the law be-

tween sealed instruments and those which have nc seal, might
be doubted. The distinction rests now, perhaps, more on the

difficulty of disturbing a rule established by long use and of

very extended operation, (d)

By the civil law, and the modern continental law, the con-

sideration is the cause of the contract. This principle is quoted
and apparently adopted by Ploivden; and it has been recently

acknowledged by high judicial authority, and the cause dis-

tinctly discriminated from the motiiie. (e)

Doubts have been expressed whether a contract reduced to

writing was not in this respect the same as one under seal. (/)
But this question is now abundantly settled ; and both in this

country and in England a consideration must be proved, where

the contr^ict is in writing but not under seal, as much as if the

contract were oral only, {g) The exception to this rule in the

case of mercantile negotiable paper is considered elsewhere.

It has been held, quite generally, that where the consideration

is expressed in a written contract no other can be proved, (A)

{d) In Ortncan r. Dickson, 13 Cal. 33, Smith, Cont. p. 88, n. — In Mouton v.

it is s.iid tliat the difference between sealed Noble, 1 La. An. 192, JCiislis, C. J., said :

and unsealed instruments is now a mere "Civilians use the won! cause in rcla-

nnraeaning and arbitrary distinction, made tion to obligations, in the same sense as

by technical law, and not sustained by the word considtralion is used in the jinis-

reason. prudence of England and the United
(c) Thomas v. Thomas, 2 Q. B. 851. States."

In this case the defendant contended, that (f) Eann v. HugheSjS T. E. G.'iO.n. (a),

the motive with -which an ag-rccment had 7 Bro. P. C. 550 ; Billans v. Van Mierop,
been made, was a part of the legal consid- 3 Burr. 1670.

eratiou, and that the declaration ought to (cf) Cook v. Bradley, 7 Conn. 57

;

have set out the same with tlie other con- Dodge v. Burdell, 13 fconn. 170; Beau
eiderations, but Putteson, J., said: "It v. Burbank, 16 Me. 458; Boverloys v,

would be giving to ' causa ' too large a Holmes, 4 Munf. 95 ; Brown v. Adams,
construction if we were to adopt the view 1 Stew. (Ala.), 51; Burnet v. Bisco, i

urged for the defendant ; it would be con- Johns. 235 ; People c. Sliall, 9 Cowen,
founding consideration with motive. Mo- 778 ; Roper v. Stone, Cooke, 499 ; Clark
tive is not the same thing with consider- v. Small, 6 Yerg. 418; Perrine v. Cheese-
ation. Consideration means something man, 6 Halst. 174. — The consideration,

which is of some value in the eye of the however, need not be expressed in the

law, moving from the plaintiff; it may be writmg. It may be proved a/!««rfc. Ting-
some benefit to the defendant, or some ley v. Cutler, 7 Conn. 291 ; Arms «.

detriment to the plaintiff; but at all events Ashley, 4 Pick. 71; Cummings v. Den-
it must be moving from the plaintiff, nett, 26 Me. 397 ; Mouton v. Noble, )

Now tliat which is suggested as the con- La. An. 192; Thompson v. Blanchard,

sideration here, a pious respect for the Comst. 335; Patchin v. Swift, 21 Vt.

wishes of the testator, does not in any way 292. The admission of a consideration

move from the plaintiff ; it moves from in the writing, is of course prima facie

the testator; therefore, legally speaking, evidence of its existence. Whitney c,

it forms no part of the consideration." Steams, 16 Me. 394.

See also, Lilly v. Hays, 5 A. & E. 548; (A) Schermerhorn v. Vanderheyden. 1
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unless there are words which indicate other considerations
;
(i)

because this would be an alteration of the contract by evidence

aliunde. The same rule is said to be applied in equity, unless

relief is sought against the instrument on the ground of fraud

or mistake
; {j) but many decisions of weight allow the maker

of a written promise, or of a deed to prove other and addi-

tional considerations besides those expressed in the contract, (k)

Where the consideration is not expressed it may be proved. {I)

And where the contract declares that it was made for a valuable

consideration, this is prima facie evidence of such considera-

tion, (to)

SECTION II.

KINDS OF CONSIDEEATIOIT.

The civil law division of all considerations into four species,

very clearly stated by Blackstone, is logically exact and exhaust-

ive
;
[n) but it has never been so far introduced into the com-

Johns. 139 ; Veacock v. McCall, Gilpin,

329 ; Emery v. Cliase, 5 Greenl. 232

;

Howes !'. Biuker, 3 Johns. 506 ; Cutter
i'. Reynolds, 8 B. Mon. 596 ; Mitchell v.

Williamson, 6 AM. 210.

(i) Maigley r. Hauer, 7 Johns. 341.

\j ) Clarkson v. Hanway, 2 P. Wms.
203 ; Peacock v. ilonk, 1 Ves. Sen. 127

;

Filmer v. Gott, 7 Bro. P. C. 70.

(k) Emmons v. Littlefield, 13 Me.
233; Tyler r. Carlton, 7 Giecnl. 175;
Wallis V. WuUis, 4 Mass. 135, Parsons,

C. J.
;
Quarlcs v. Quarles, id. 680 ; Wil-

kinson V. Scott, 17 id. 249.

(/) Orms !>. Ashley, 4 Pick. 71 ; Ting-
ley V. Cutler, 7 Conn. 291.

(m) Whitney v. Stearns, 16 Me. 394.

See Sloan v. Gibson, 4 Mo. 33. Contra,

Glen Cove Mat. Ins. Co. u. Harrold, 20
Barh. 298.

(n) " These valuable considerations are

divided by the civilians into four species.

1. Do, ut des ; as when I give money or
goods, on a contract, that I shall be repaid
money or goods for them again. Of this

kind are all loans of money upon bond or
promise of repayment ; and all sales of
goods, in which there is either an express

contract to pay so much for them, or else

ttie law implies a contract to pay so much
as they are worth. 2. The second species

is. Facia, ut facias, as when I agree with a

man to do his work for him, if he will do
mine for me ; or if two persons agree to

man-y together, or to do any other posi-

tive acts on both side. Or it may be to

forbear on one side in consideration of

something done on the other, as, that in

consideration A, the tenant, will repair

his house, B, the landlord, will not sue

him for waste. Or it may be for mutual
forbearance on both sides ; as, that in con-

sideration that A will not trade to Lis-

bon, B will not trade to Marseilles ; so as

to avoid interfering with each other. 3.

The thhd species of consideration is facio,

ut des ; when a man agrees to perform
any thing for a price, either specifically

mentioned, or left to the determination of

the law to set a value to it. And when a

servant hires himself to his master for cer-

tain -wages, or an agreed sum of money,
here the ser\'ant contracts to 'do his mas-

ter's service, in order to earn that specific

sum. Otherwise, if ho be hired generally;

for then he is under an implied contract
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mon law as to be of much practical utility in determining ques-

tions of law.

The fundamental distinction in the common law is between
those cases where the consideration is a benefit to him who
makes the promise, and those in which it is an injury to him
who receives the promise. For it is a perfectly well-settled

rule, that if a benefit accrues to him who makes the promise,

or if any loss or disadvantage accrues to him to whom it is

made, and accmes at the request or on the motion of the

promisor, although without benefit to the promisor, in either

case the consideration is sufficient to sustain assumpsit, (o)

Considerations at common law may be good, or valuable.

The definition of Blackstone is this :—"A good consideration

is such as that of blood, or of natural love and affection, when
a man grants an estate to a near relation ; being founded on

motives of generosity, prudence, and natural duty. A valua-

ble consideration is such as money, marriage, or the like, which

the law esteems an equivalent given for the grant ; and is

therefore founded in motives of justice." {p) A valuable con-

sideration is usually in some way pecuniary, or convertible into

money ; marriage, which it is now settled is a valuable con-

sideration, {q) is the principal exception to this.

An equitable consideration is sufficient as between the

parties, although it be not valuable ; but only a valuable con-

to perform this service for what it shall ler, 3 J. J. Marsh. 473, it is said :
" A

be reasonably worth. 4. The fourth spe- plea that a note was executed without any
cies is, Do,ut facias ; which is the direct ' good ' consideration would not be a bar

counterpart of the preceding. As when to a suit on the note, because it is imma-
I agree with a servant to give him such terial whether there was a 'good' consid-

wages upon his performing such work ; eration or no't, provided there was a ' val-

which is nothing else but the last species uable ' consideration ; and there not only

inverted ; for seruus facit, ut herus det, might be a ' valuable ' consideration in the

and hei-us dat, ut servos facial." 2 Bl. absence of a 'good' consideration, but

Com. 444. the two considerations are seldom united,

(o) Com. Dig. Action uponthe Case upon When there is a 'good' consideration

Assumpsit (B.) 1; Pillans w. Van Mierop, there is not generally also a 'valuable'

3BuiT. ICTO; Nerot w. Wallace, 3 T. R. consideration, and e conyerso. There may
24; feunn v. Guy, 4 East, 194; Willats be a 'valuable' consideration, which is not

V. Kennedy, 8 Bing. 5 ; Miller v. Drake, valid in law."

I Caines, 45; Powell v. Brown, 3 Johns. (?) Whelan v. Whelan, 3 Cowen, 537 ;

100 ; Forster v. Fuller, 6 Mass. 58 ; Towns- Sterry v. Arden, 1 Johns. Ch. 261 ; Ban-

ley V. Sumrall, 2 Pet. 182; Hildreth v. v. Hill, Addison, 276; Hustin v. Cantril,

Pinkerton Academy, 9 Foster (N. H.), 11 Leigh, 136 ; Magniac «. Thompson, 7

227 ; Haines v. Plaines, 6 Md. 435. Pet. 348; Smithy. Allen, 5 Allen, 454.

{p) 2 Bl. Com. 297. In Coyle v. Fow-
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sideration is valid as against a third party, as a subsequent

purchaser, (r) whose debt existed when the contract was

made ; an attaching creditor, or the like. It is at least true

that an equitable consideration is sufficient in all conveyances

by deed, and in transfers not by deed, but accompanied by im-

mediate possession, (s) But where there is a promise, perform-

able of course in future, and the consideration is only moral,

there it might have been said formerly that the law was not

positively settled. But the late cases settle the question defini-

tively. Mr. Baron Parke has said, " a mere moral consideration

is nothing." (t) Neither the rule which so distinctly postpones

()•) Lord Tenterden, C. J., in Gully v.

Bishop of Kxetcr, 10 B. & C. 606 ; Cliitty

on Cont. 28.

(s) Noble V. Smith, 2 Johns. 52 ; Gran-
giac V. Arden, 10 Johns. 293 ; Pitts v.

Mangum, 2 Bailey, 588 ; Pearson o. Pear-

son, 7 Johm. 2G
;

Prishie v. McCarty,
1 Stew. & P. 56 ; Fowler v. Stnart, "l

MeCoril, '>iH Ewinp c. Kwing, 2 I^eigh,

337 ; Carpenter v. Dodge, 20 Vt. 595. "in

Smith V. Smith, 7 C. & P. 401, it was
hi-/il that a gift from a father to a son of a

watch, chain, and seals, was valid upon
delivery, and the father could not after-

wards revolve the gift.

(() Jennings i>. Brown, 9 M. & W. 501.

This suhji'Ct was examined at length in

the case of l'"/astwnnd v Kenyon, 11 A. &
E. 438, wlicre it was held that a pecuniary

benefit, voluntarily confen-cd by the plain-

tiff and accepted by the defendant, is not
sucli a con-ideration as will support an ac-

tion of assumpsit on a subsequent express
promi.i.e by the defendant to reimburse the

plaintiff. Tlierernro, ^vhc^e the declaration

in assumpsit stated, that the plaintiff was
executor of the fatlior of tlie defendant's

wife, who died intestate as to his land,

leaving the defendant's wife, an infant,

his only child and iieir; that tlie plaintiff

acted as her guardian and agent during
infancy, and in that capacity expended
money on lier maintenance and education,
in the management and improvement of
the land, and in paying the interest of a
mortgage on it ; that the estate was bene-
fited thereby to the full amount of such
expenditure ; that tlie plaintiff, being un-

able to repay himself out of the personal
assets, borrowed money of A on his prom-
issory note ; that the defendant's wife,

when of age and before marriage, assented

to the loan and the note, and requested

the plaintiff to give up tlie management
of the property to her, and promised to

pay the note, and did in fact pay one
year's interest on it ; that the "plaintiff

thereupon gave up the management ac-

cordingly ; that the dcfemlant, after his

marriage, assented to the plaintiff"'s ac-

counts, and upon such accounting, a cer-

tain sum was found due to the plaintiff

for moneys so spent and borrowed ; that

the dcfentlant, in right of his wife, re-

ceived all the benefit of the plaintiff's

said services and expenditure, and there-

upon, in consideration of the premises,

promised the plaintiff to pay and dis-

charge the note. Held, on motion in

arrest of judgment, that the declaration

was bad, as not di>elosing a sufficient con-

sideration for the defendant's promise.

And Lord Denman said, in giving judg-

ment ;
" Jlost of the older cases on this

subject are collected in a learned note to

thc'ease of Wennall v. Adncy, 3 B. & P.

249, and the conclusion there an-ived at

seems to be correct in general, ' that an

express promise can only revive a prece-

dent good consideration, which might

have been enforced at law through the

medium of an implied promise, had it

not been suspended by some positive rule

of law ; but can give no original cause

of action, if the obligation, on which it is

founded, never could have been enforced

at law, though not barred by any legal

maxim or statute provision. Instances

are given of voidable contracts, as those

of infants, ratified by an express promise

after ago, and distinguished from void

contracts, as of man'ied women, not capa-

ble of ratification by them when widows;
Loyd u. Lee, 1 Stra. 94 ; debts of bank-
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moral considerations to those which are pecuniary, nor that

which seems to embrace marriage within the same category as

rnpts revived by subsequent promise after

certificate ; and similar cases. Since that
time, some cases have occurred upon this

subject which require to be more par-
ticularly examined. Barnes v. Hediey, 2

Taunt. 184, decided that a promise to re-

pay a sum of money, with lepjal interest,

which sum had originally been lent on
usurious teiTOs, but in taking the account
of which all usurious items had been by
agreement struck out, wa5 binding, Lee
17. Muggeridge, .5 Taunt. 36, upheld an
assumpsit by a widow, that her executors
should pay a bond given by her wliile a
feme covert to secure money then advanced
to a third person at her request. On the

latter occasion the language of Mansfield,

C. J. and of the whole Court of Common
Pleas, is very large, and hardly suscep-

tible of any limitation It is conform-
able to the expressions used by the judges
of this court in Cooper v. Martin, 4 East,

76, where a stepfather was pei-mitted to

recover from the son of his wife, after he
had attained his full age, upon a declara-

tion for necessaries furnished to him while
an infant, for which after his full age, he
promised to pay. It is remarkable that

in none of these was there any allusion

made to the learned note above referred

to, which has been very generally thought
to contain a con'cct statement of the law.

The case of Barnes v. Hediey, is fully

consistent with the doctrine in that note
laid down. Cooper v. Martin also, when
fully examined, will be found not to be
inconsistent with it. This last case ap-

pears to have occupied the attention of
the court much more in respect of the

supposed statutory liability of a step-

father, which was denied by the court,

and in respect of what a court of equity

would hold as to a stepfather's liability,

and rather to have assumed the point be-

fore us. It should, however, be observed,

that Lord Ellenhorovgh, in giving his judg-
ment, says :

' The plaintiff having done an
act beneficial for the defendant in his in-

fancy, it is a good consideration for the

defendant's promise after he came of age.

In such a case the law will imply a re-

quest, and the fact of the promise has
been found by the jury

;

' and undoubtedly
the action would have lain against the de-

fendant whilst an infant, inasmuch as it

was for necessaries furnished at his re-

juest in regard to which the law raises an

VOL. I. 28

implied promise. The case of Lee v.

Muggeridge must, however, be allowed to
be decidedly at variance with the doctrine
in the note alluded to, and is a decision of
great authority. It should, however, be
observed, that in that case there was an
actual request of the defendant during
coverture, though not one binding in law

;

but the ground of decision there taken
was also equally applicable to Littlefield

V. Shee, 2 B. & Ad. 811, tried by Gaselee,

J., at N. P., when the learned judge held,

notwithstanding, that ' the defendant hav-
ing been a married womanwhen the goods
were supplied, her husband was originally

liable, and there was no consideration for

the promises declared upon.' After time
taken for deliberation, this court refused

even a rule to show cause why the non-
suit should not be set aside. Lee v. Mug-
geridge was cited on the motion, and was
sought to be distinguished by Lord Ten-
terden, because there the circumstances
raising the consideration were set out truly

on the record, but in Littlefield v. Shee
the declaration stated the consideration to

be, that the plaintiff' had supplied the de-

fendant with goods at her request, which
the plaintiff failed in proving, inasmuch
as it appeared that the goods were in point

of law supplied to the defendant's hus-
band, and not to her. But Lord Tenter-

den added, that the doctrine that a moral
obligation is a sufficient consideration for

a subsequent promise, is one which should

be received with some limitation. This
sentence, in truth, amounts to a dissent

from the authority of Lee u. Muggeridge,
where the doctrine is wholly unqualified.

The eminent counsel who argued for the

plaintiff in Lee v. Muggeridge, spoke of

Lord Mansfield as having considered the

rule of nudum pactum as too naiTOW, and
maintained that all promises deliberately

made ought to be held binding. I do not

find this language ascribed to him by any
reporter, and do not know whether we are

to receive it as a traditional report, or as a

deduction from what he does appear to

have laid down. If the latter, the note to

Wennall v. Adney, shows the deduction

to be erroneous. If the former. Lord
Tenterden and this covurt declared that they

could not adopt it in Littlefield v. Shee.

Indeed the doctrine would annihilate the

necessity for any consideration at all, inas-

much as the mere fact of giving a promise
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money, appears at first sight very creditable to the common law.

There is, however, one reason which doubtless had much influ-

ence in establishing this rule ; and that is, the extreme difficulty

of deciding between considerations bearing a moral aspect,'

which were and which were not sufficient to sustain an action

at law. And the- rule may now be stated as follows : a moral

obligation to pay money or to perform a duty is a good consid-

eration for a promise to do so, where there was originally an

obligation to pay the money or to do the duty, which was en-

forceable at law but for the interference of some rule of law.

Thus a promise to pay a debt contracted during infancy, or

barred by the statute of limitations or bankruptcy, is good, with-

out other consideration than the previous legal obligation, (u)

But the morality of the promise, however certain, or however

urgent the duty, does not of itself suffice for a consideration.

In fact, the rule amounts at present to little more than permis-

sion to a party to waive certain positive rules of law which

creates a moral obligation to perform it."

The same doctrine was supported liy the

later case of Kaye v. Button, 7 Man. &
G. 807. — The case of Lee v. Muggeridpje
is clearly wrong, and inconsistent with

many subser|uont cases in England and
this country, where the doctrine is now al-

most universally recognized, whatever it

may have heen in some earlier oases, that

a mere moral obligation is not sufficient to

support an express promise. Thus, where
a son, who was of full age, and had ceased

to he a member of his father's family, was
suddenly taken sick among strangers, and,

being poor and in distress, was relieved

by the plaintiff; and .ifterwnrds the father

wrote to tlie plaintiff, promi.-^inL' to pay
the cx]icnse incurred, it was JhIiI tliat such
a promise would not sustain an action.

Mills . . Wvman, .3 Pick. 207 ; Wliifc v.

Bluett, 24 E. L. & E. «4. Sn where the

phiintiff had furnislied necessaries to a per-

son, indigent .nnd in need of relief, and
his son, who was of sufficient ability,

signed and delivered this writing to the

plaintiff, namely : "This may certify that

the dclit now due from my father'to A
[the plaintiff], I acknowledge to be for

necossaries of life, and of such a nature
that I consider myself hereby obligated

to pay A 'Seo towards said debt, now due,

provided my fiither does not settle with A

ill bis lifetime ; it was held that this con-

tract was void, for want of considera-

tion ; Cook V. Bradley, 7 Conn. 57. See

also Loomis v. Jv'cwliall, 15 Pick. 159,

similar to Mills v. Wyman; Hawley v.

Farrar, 1 Vt. 420 ; Ingraham v. Gilbert,

20 Barb. 152 ; Bates v. Watson, 1 Sneed,

376 ; Parker i;. Carter, 4 Munf 273, wher«

a promise by a son to pay a debt for his

father was held void for want of consid-

eration ; McPherson v. Eees, 2 Penr. & W.
521 ; Smith v. Ware, 13 Johns. 257, where

a lot of land was sold, described in tho

deed as supposed to contain ninety-three

acres, but was found to he five or six acres

short, the promise of the seller to pay for

deficiency was held to be without consid-

eration. Frear v. Hardenbergh, 5 Johns.

272, where a promise to pay for labor of

the plaintiff on land recovered from him
by the defendant in a suit at law, was

held void for want of consideration. This

case was cited with approbation in Soci-

ety V. Wheeler, 2 Gallis. 143.

(u) Earnest v. Parke, 4 Eawle, 452;

Rogers v. Stephens, 2 T. R. 713 ;
Hawkes

V. Saunders, Cowp. 290; Cooke v. Brad-

ley, 7 Conn. 07 ; Prewett ;'. Caruthers, 12

Sm. & M. 491 ; AValbridge v. Harroon,

18 Vt. 448; Patten v. Ellingwood, 32

Me. 163; Franklin v. Beatty, 27 Miss.

347 ; Otis V. Gazlin, 31 Me. 567.
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would protect him from a plaintiff claiming a just and legal

debt, (v)

Perhaps an illustration of the rule, that a moral obligation

does not form a valid consideration for a promise, unless the

moral duty were once a legal one, may be found in the case of

a widow, who promises to pay for money expended at her re-

quest or lent to her during her marriage. It has been held in

England, in a case examined in a former note, (w) that this

promise was binding, and there are many dicta to that eifect in

this country
;
(x) but the current of recent decision in England

is in favor of the view, that the promise of a married woman
has not, when given, any legal force, and therefore is not void-

able, but void ; and cannot be ratified by a subsequent promise

after the coverture has ceased, nor be regarded as a sufficient

consideration for a new promise; and we have therefore ex-

pijssed our belief, in that note, that the case of Lee v. Mug-
gendge is not law. (y) And a late case in New York takes the

same ground very decidedly, (z) It has, however, been held

thdt the promise of a widow to pay for goods furnished during

h£;r coverture, on the faith of her separate estate, was binding, (a)

It seems to have been held in England, formerly, that while

a promise in consideration of future illicit cohabitation was cer-

tainly void, a promise in consideration of past cohabitation,

especially if grounded upon seduction by the promisor, was

(«) Way V. Sperry, 6 Cush. 238 ; Tor- But, if it could have been made available

ner v. Chrisman, 20 Ohio, 332 ; Dodge v. in a defence, it is equally within the mle.

Adams, 19 Pick. 429; Ehle v. Judson, 24 See also, Nash v. Eussell, 5 Barb. 556;
Wend. 97 ; Warren v. Whitney, 24 Me. Mardis v. Tyler, 10 B. Mon. 382; Wat-
561; Geer !J. Archer, 2 Barb. 420. In kins u. Halstead, 2 Sandf. 311, and page
this last case it was held that an express 381, ante.

promise can only revive a precedent good (mi) See note (*), ante.

consideration, which might have been en- (x) Cook v. Bradley, 7 Conn. 57
;

forced through the medium of an implied Hatchell v. Odom, 2 Dev. & B. 302;
promise, had it not been suspended by Ehle v. Judson, 24 Wend. 97 ; Geer v.

some positive rule of law, but can give no Archer, 2 Barb. 420. This was expressly

original right of action, if the obligation held in Franklin v. Beatty, 27 Miss. 347.

on which it is founded never could have {y) Littlefield v. Shee, 2 B. & Ad. 81 1

;

been enforced at law, though not barred Meyer v. Haworth, 8 A. & E. 467 ; East
by any legal maxim or statute provision, wood v. Kenyon, 1 1 id. 438. See also,

But it is not necessary that themoralob- Lloyd u. Lee, 1 Stra. 94, and note ((),

ligation, in order to be a good foundation ante.

for an express promise, should be such (z) Watkins w. Halstead, 2 Sandf. 311

that, without the express promise, an ac- And see Waters v. Bean, 1 5 Geo. 358.

tion could once have been sustained upon it. (o) Vance v. Wells, 8 Ala. 39a
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sufficient. It appears to be now held, that the consideration ia

equally insufficient in either case, (b)

SECTION III.

ADEQUACY OF CONSIDERATION.

If the consideration is valuable it need not be adequate ; that

is, the court will not inquire into the exact proportion between

the value of the consideration and that of the thing to be done

for it. (c) But it must have some real value ; and if this be very

small, this circumstance may, even by itself, and still more when

connected with other indications, imply or sustain a charge

of fraud, [d) The courts, both of law and of equity, refuse

(b) It appears to be so determined by
Beaumont ». Reeve, 8 A. & E. (s. 8.),j483,

altliou;;h the court had some difficulty in

comini^ to this conclusion. See also, on
this point, Binnington v. WaUis, 4 B. &
Aid. 650 ; Jennings v. Brown, 9 M. & W.
496 ; Annandale v. Harris, 2 P. Wms. 432

;

Walker >•. Perkins, 1 W. Bl. 517; East-

wood V. Kenyon, 1 1 A. & E. 438.

(c) Skeiite v. Beale, 11 A. & E. 983;
Hitchcock V. Coker, 6 id. 438, 456 ; Hub-
bard V. Coolidtjc, 1 Met. 84; Whittle v.

Skinner, 23 Vt. 532 ; Sanborn v. French,

2 Foster (N, H.), 246 ; PhiUipps v. Bate-

man, 16 East, 372; Kirwan v. Kirwan, 2

Cr. & M. 623; Cole v. Trecothick, 9 Ves.

246 ; Floyor v. Sherard, Ambl. 18; Mac-
Ghee V. Morgan, 2 Sch. & L. 395, n. (a)

;

Low V, Barchard, 8 Ves. 133; Speed v.

Phillips, 3 Anst. 732 ; Harlan v. Harlan,
20 Penn. St. 303 ; Davidson v. Little, 22
id. 245.

{(1) Cockell 0. Taylor, 15 E. L. & E.
101, B. c. 15 Bcav 103 ; Edwards v. Burt,

id. 435, 3. c. 2 DeG. M. & G. 55 ; Johnson
V. Dorsey, 7 Gill, 269 ; Worniack v. Rog-
ers, 9 Geo. 60 ; Judge v. Wilkins, 19 Ala.
765 ; Milnes v. Cowley, 8 Price, 620

;

Preble v. Boghurt, 1 gwanst. 329 ; Mayor
V. Williams, 6 Md. 235. Merc folly or
weakness or want of judgment, will not
defeat a contract. This is well illustrated

by the case of James v. Morgan, 1 Lev.
Ill, B. c. 1 Keb. 569. An action was

brought in special assumpsit, on an agree-

ment to pay for a horse a barley-corn a
nail, for every nail in the horse's shoes,

and double every nail, which came, there

being thirty-two nails, to fivehundred quar-

tei-s of barley ; and on a trial before Hi/de,

J., the jury under his direction, gave the full

value of the horse, .£8, as damages ; and
it is to be collected that the contract was
considered valid ; for the report states, that

there was afterwards a motion to the court

in arrest of judgment, for a small fault in

the declaration, which was overruled, and
the plaintiff had judgment. See Ciiitty,

Cont. 32. And where in an action of as-

sumpsit it was alleged, -that in considera-

tion of 2s. 6c/. paid, and £4 17s. 6a!. to bo

paid, the defendant promised to deliver

two rye-corns on the next Monday, and

double in geometrical progression every

succeeding Monday (or every other Mon-
day), for a year, wliich would have re-

quired the delivery of more rye than was
grown in the whole year, the court on de-

murrer seemed to consider the contract

good ; and Powell, J., said, that although

the contract was a foolish one, yet it would
hold good in law, and that the defendant

ought to pay something for his folly ; but

no judgment was given, the case being

compromised. ThornboiTOW v. White-

acre, 2 Ld. Raym. 1164. See Chitty,

Cont. 32 ; Birdsong v. Birdsong, 2 Iloao.

289.
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to disturb contracts on questions of mere adequacy, whether

the consideration is of benefit to the promisor, or of injury to

the promisee. Nevertheless, if an agreement be unreasonable

or unconscionable, but not in such a way or to such a degree

as to imply fraud, courts of equity will not decree a specific

performance, (e) and though courts of law wiU not declare the

contract void, they will give only reasonable damages to the

plaintiff who seeks compensation for a breach of it. {/) When
adequacy of consideration becomes material, whether it exists,

is a question for the court (g)
As the consideration must have some value and reality, the

assumption of a supposed danger or liability, which has no

foundation in law or in fact, is not a valuable or sufficient con-

sideration, (h) nor is the performance of that which the party

was under a previous valid legal obligation to do
;
(i) and

where one through mistake of the law acknowledges himself

under an obligation which the law does not impose, he is not

bound by such promise
; [j) although, in general, ignorance of

the law is no excuse or defence, for if it were, a "premium
would be held out to ignorance." (k)

(e) Osgood u. Franklin, 2 Johns. Ch. of the cattle, with six dollars for the use
23 ; Mortlock v. BuUer. 10 Ves. 292

;

of them for one year only, and interest

Gasque v. Small, 2 Strob. Eq. 72. on that sum from the expiration of the

(/) Thus, where an execution creditor year until the cattle were delivered. Bax-
proposed to discharge the execution, with- ter v. Wales, 12 Mass. 365.

out putting it into an officer's hands, if {g) Best, C. J., in Homer v. Ashford, 3
the dehtor would give liis note for the Bing. 327.

debt and costs, and also the sum which (A) Cabot v. Haskins, 3 Pick. 83.

an officer might charge for collecting the (i) Harris v. Watson, Peake, Cas. 72
;

execution, and such note was given, pay- Stilk v. Myrick, 2 Camp. 317 ; Callaghan
aMe in oats, at a very low price per v. Hallett, 1 Caines, 104 ; Willis u. Peck-
bushel ; the court held, that though the ham, I Br. & B. 515; Collins v. Gode-
noto was not usurious, yet it was uncon- froy, 1 B. & Ad. 950 ; Sweany v. Hunter,
sc'onable, and they deducted the sura in- 1 Murphey, 181 ; Smith v. Bartholomew,
eluded in the note as officer's fees from 1 Met. 276 ; Crowhurst v. Laverack, 16

the amount of tlie verdict on the note. E. L. & E. 497; 6. c. 8 Exch. 208;
Cutler V. How. 8 Mass. 257. See Cutler L'Amoreux v. Gould, 3 Seld. 349.

V. Johnson, id. 266.— So, where the de- (j) Warder v. Tucker, 7 Mass. 449;
fendant hired a cow and calf of the plain- Freeman v. Boynton, id. 483; May v.

tiff, and agreed to return them in one Coffin, 4 id. 347 ; Silvernail v. Cole, 12

year, with six dollars for the use of them, Barb. 685 ; Ross' Ex'r v, McLauchlan's
and, if not then delivered, six dollars an- Adm'r, 7 Gratt. 86.

nually until delivered, it was held that the [k] Bilbie v. Lumley, 2 East, 469.

plaintiff was entitled to recover the value
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SECTION IV.

prevention of litigation.

The prevention of litigation is a valid and sufBcient con-

sideration ; for the law favors the settlement of disputes, (l)

Thus, a mutual submission of demands and claims to arbi-

tration is binding so far as this, that the mutual promises are

a consideration each for the other, (m) But the submission

must be mutually binding ; that is, equally obligatory on both

parties, or the consideration fails. On the same, ground a

mutual compromise is sustained. («) With the courts of this

country, the prevention of litigation is not only a sufficient,

but a highly favored consideration
;
(o) and no investigation

{I) Penn v. Lord Baltimore, 1 Ves.
Sen. 444. In this case a bill was filed in

chancery to enforce specific performance
of articles of agreement under seal, en-

tered into for the purpose of ascertaining

and settling the boundaries of two prov-

inces of America, and providing for mu-
tual conveyances, &c. It was objected

amongst other things, that the agreement
was merely voluntary, and that equity

never decrees specifically without a con-

sideration. Upou which the Chancellor
(Lord Hardioicke) observed, that it was
true that the court never decrees specifi-

cally without consideration ; hut that the

agreement in question was not without
consideration ; for though nothing valu-

able was given on the face of the articles

as a consideration, the settling boundaries,
and peace and quiet, foraicd a mutual
consideration on each side ; and in all

cases make a consideration to support a
suit in chancery, for performance of the

agreement for settling the boundaries.
See also, "Wiseman v. Roper, 1 Chanc.
158; Stapiltou v. Stapilton, 1 Atk. 3.

(m) Hodges V. Saunders, 17 Pick. 470
;

Jones V. Boston Mill Corp. 4 id. 507
;

WilUams u. The Commercial Exchange
Co. 29 E. L. & E. 429, s. o. 10 Exch.
569 ; Com. Dig. Action upon the Case on
Assumpsit (A. 1), (B. 2).

(n) Durham v. Wadlington, 2 Strob.

Eq. 258 ; Van Dyke v. Davis, 2 Mich
145; Hoge v. Hoge, 1 Watts, 216. Ill

this case Gibson, C. J., hdd that a com-
promise of a doubtful title was binding

upon the parties, although ignorant of

their rights, unless vitiated by fraud suffi-

cient to avoid any other contract. In

Cavode v. McKelvey, Addison, 56, where

conflicting titles of lands were settled by

one claimant purcliasing the title of the

other, it was held that the settlement was

a good consideration to support such pur-

chase, although the title was bad. In

O'Keson v. Barclay, 2 Penn. St. 531, an

action for slander was compromised by

the defendant agreeing to give the plain-

tiff a certain sum. Held, by the Supreme
Court, reversing the judgment of the court

below, that there was a sufficient con-

sideration for the promise, although the

words laid in the declaration wore not

actionable.

(o) See in addition to the cases in the

last note, Zane v, Zane, 6 Munf 406;

Taylor v. Patrick, 1 Bibb, 168; Fisher

V. May, 2 id. 448 ; Truett v. Chaplin, 4

Hawks, 178 ; Brown v. Sloan, 6 Watts,

321 ; Stoddard v. Mix, 14 Conn. 12 ; Bice

V. Bixler, 1 W. & S. 456; Barlow !>. Ocean
Ins. Co. 4 Met. 270.
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into the character or value of the different claims submitted
will be entered into for the purpose of setting aside a com-
promise, it being sufficient if the parties entering- into the
compromise thought at the time that there was a question
between them, (jo)

So giving up a suit or any equivalent proceedings, instituted

to try a question of which the legal result is doubtful, is a good
consideration for a promise to pay a sum of money for an
abandonment thereof, (g') And in these cases inequality of

consideration does not constitute a valid objection ; it is enough
if there be an actual controversy, of which the issue may fairly

be considered by both parties as doubtful. But a promise by a
son not to complain of his father's distribution of his estate, is

( p) Ex parte Lucy, 21 E. L. & E. 199

;

Mills V. Lee, 6 Monr. 91 ; Moore v. Ktz-
water, 2 Rand. (Va.), 442; Bennet v.

Paine, 5 Watts, 259 ; Pierson i;. McCahill,
21 Cal. 122.

(?) In Longridge v. Dorville, 5 B. &
Aid. 117, it was held that the giving up a
suit, instituted to try a question respecting
which the law is doubtful, is a good con-
sideration for a promise to pay a stipu-

lated sum ; and therefore where a ship,

having on board a pilot required by law,
ran foul of another vessel, and proceed-
ings were instituted by the owners of the

latter to compel the owners of the former
to make good the damage, and the former
vessel was detained until bail was given,

and pending such proceedings, the agent
of the owners of the vessel detained

agreed, on the owners of the damaged
vessel renouncing all claims on the other
vessel, and on their proving the amount
of the damage done, to indemnify them,
and to pay a stipulated sum by way of

damages; it was held that there being
contradictory decisions as to the point

whether ship-owners were liable for an
injury done, while their ship was under
the control of the pilot required by law,

there was a sufficient consideration to

sustain the promise made by the agents

of the owners of the detained vessel to

pay the stipulated damages.— But in

Watters v. Smith, 2 B. & Ad. 889, where
this case was relied upon, the case was
that B & C being jointly indebted to

A, the latter sued B alone. He remon-
itrated upon the hardship of the case,

alluded to cii'cumstances which would
probably reduce the plaintiff's demand if

he gained a verdict, and proposed to put
an end to the action by paying part of
the debt, and the costs of the suit. Tliis

was agreed to, and a receipt given for the
sum paid, which was stated to be for debt
and costs in thai action. A having after-

wards sued C, it was held that the compo-
sition above mentioned did not operate as

a discliarge of the whole debt, but only to

relieve B, and therefore it was no defence
for C. — In Wilkinson v. Byers, 1 A. & E.
106, the Court of King's Bench held that

where an action has been commenced for

an unliquidated demand, payment by the

defendant of an agreed sum in discharge
of such demand, is a good consideration

for a promise by the plaintiff to stay pro-
ceedings and pay his own costs. And,
per Littledale, J., even in the case of a
liquidated demand, the same promise
made in consideration of the payment of

such demand, may be enforced in an ac-

tion of assumpsit, when the agreement has
been such that the court would stay pro-
ceedings if the plaintiff attempted to go
on. See Wilbur y. Crane, 13 Pick. 284;
Mills V. Lee, 6 Monr. 97

; Union Bank v.

Geaiy, 5 Pet. 114; Bennet v. Paine, 5

Watts, 259 ; Muirhead v. Kirkpatrick, 21

Penn. St. 237 ; Livingston v. Dugan, 20
Mo. 102; Hey v. Moorhouse, 6 Bing, N.
C. 52; Stracy v. Bank of England, 6

Bing. 754 ; Atlee v. Backhouse, 3 M. &
W. 648 ; Richardson v. Mcllish, 2 Bing.
229 ; Thornton v. Fairlie, 2 Moore, 397,

408. 409
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no consideration for the father's promise not to sue a note given

by the son. (r)

A promise to pay money, in consideration that the promisee

would abandon proceedings in which the pubhc are interested,

is not sustainable, because such consideration is void on grounds

of public pohcy. (s) So obtaining the passage of a law by

corrupt means is no valid consideration, {t)

SECTION V.

FORBEARANCE.

An agreement to forbear for a time, proceedings at law or in

equity, to enforce a well-founded claim, is a valid consideration

for a promise, (u) But this consideration fails if it be shown

{r) White u. Bluett, 24 E. L. & E.
434.

(s) In Coppock V. Bower, 4 M. & W.
361, a petition having been presented to

the House of Comn)ons against the return

of a meml)er, on the ground of bribery

;

the petitioner entered into an agreement,

in consideration of a sum of money, and
upon other terras, to proceed no furtlicr

with the petition. Lord Abinger said

:

" Then the next question is, whether this

is an unlawful agreement; and I think

that though it may not be so by any stat-

ute, yet it is unlawful by the common law.

Here was a petition presented on a charge

of brilicry. Now this is a proceeding in-

stituted not for the l)enefit of the indi^'id-

uals, but of the public ; and the only in-

terest in it which the law recognizes is that

of the ]mhlic. I agree that if tlie person
who pri.'fers that ])ftition finds, in tlie pro-
gress of the inquiry, that he has no clianee

of success, he is at liberty to aliandon it

at any time. But I do not agree that he
may take money for so doing, as a means
and with the eft'ert of depriving the public

of the benefit wliich would result from the

investigation. It seems to me as unlaw-
ful to do so as it would be to take money
to stop a prosecution for a crime. In
either case tlie prosecutor might say that

he is not boand, at his own expense, to

continue an inquiiy in which the public

alone are interested ; but such a reason

docs not amount to an excuse, where he

receives money for discontinuing the pro-

ceedings." Keir v. Lceman, 9 A. & E.

(N. s.), 371 ; AVall v. Charlick, N. Y. Leg.

Obs., July, 18.50, p. 230.

(t) Marshall y. Baltimore & Ohio R. R.

Co. 16 How. 314.

(w) See 1 Rol. Abr. 24, pi. 33 ; Com.
Dig. Aution upon the case upon Assump-

sit, (B. 1); 3 Ciiitty, Com. L. 66, 67.

— In Atkinson v. Bayntura, 1 Bing N.

C. 444, one M. being in custody pursuant

to a warrant of attorney, by which he had

agreed that execution should issue from

time to time for certain instalments of a

mortgage debt, the defendant, in consider-

ation that the plaintiff would discharge M.
out of custody, undertook that he should,

if necessary, be forthcoming for a second

execution ; it was held, tliat the defend-

ant's contract was valid.— As to the mode
of declaring in such case, see Willats v.

Kennedy, 8 Bing. 5 ; Moston u. Bum, 7

A. & E. 19. In this country the same
general principles are recognized. Thus,

if one promise to pay the debt of another,

in consideration that the creditor will " for-

bear and give further time for the pay-

ment " of the debt ; this is a sufficient con-

sideration, though no particular time of for-

bearance be stipulated ; the creditor aver-

ring that he did thereupon forbear, from
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that the claim is wholly and certainly unsustainable at law or

in equity
;
(v) but mere proof that it is doubtful will not invali-

Buch a day till such a day. King v. Up-
ton, 4 Greenl. 387. See also, Elting v.

Vanderlyn, 4 Johns, a.?? ; Muirlicad v.

Kirkpatrick, 21 Pcnn. St. 237.— So an
agreement by a snrety to forbear a suit

against his principal, after he shall have
paid the debt of the principal, is a good con-
sideration to support a promise, although
at the time of the agreement the surety

had no cause of action against the princi-

pal. Hamaker v. Ebcrley, 2 Binn. 506.— So a promise to forbear, for six months,
to sue a third person, on a just cause of
action, is a valid and sufficient considera-

tion for a promissory note. And in a suit

on such note by the payee against the
maker, the burden of proof is not on the
payee, to show that he has forborne ac-

cording to his promise, but on the maker,
to show that he has not. Jennison v. Staf-

ford, 1 Cush. 168. See also, Giles v.

Aekles, 9 Barr. 147; Silvis y. Ely, 3 W.
& S. 420; Watson v. Kandall, 20" Wend.
201 ; Ford v. Eehman, Wright, 434 ; Gil-

man V. Kibler, 5 Humph. 19; Colgin v.

Henley, 6 Leigh, 85 ; Rood v. Jones, 1

Dougl. (Mich.), 188; Martin u. Black's
Ex'rs, 20 Ala. 309; McKinley i/. Wat-
kins, 13 111. 140.

(v) Gould V. Armstrong, 2 Hall, 266

;

Lowe V. Weatherby, 4 Dev. & B. 212;
Jones V. Ashbnrnham, 4 East, 455 ; Smith
V. Algar, 1 B. & Ad. 604 ; Martin u.

Black's Ex'rs, 20 Ala. 309 ; New Hamp-
shire Savings Bank v. Colcord, 15 N. H.
119. The case of Wade v, Simeon, 2 C.

B. 548, well illustrates this principle. In
that case the declaration stated that the

plaintiff had brought an action against

the defendant in the Exchequer to recover

certain moneys ; that the defendant plead-

ed various pleas, on which issues in fact

had been joined, which were about to be

tried ; and that, in consideration that the

plaintiff would forbear proceeding in that

action until a certain day, the defendant

promised on that day to pay the amount,
Ijut that he made default, &c. Plea, that

the plaintiff never had any cause of action

against the defendant in respect to the

subject-matter of the action in the Exche-
quer, which he, the plaintiff, at the time

of the commencement of the said action,

and thence until and at the time of the

making of the promise well knew. To
this plea there was a general demurrer.

Tindal, C. J., said :
" By demurring to the

plea, the plaintiff admits that he had no
cause of action against the defendant in
the action therein mentioned, and that
he knew it. It appears to me, therefoi'C,

that he is estopped from saying that there
was any valid consideration for the de-

fendant's promise. It is almost contra ho-

nos mores, and certainly contrary to all the
principles of natural justice, that a man
should institute proceedings against ano-
ther, when he is conscious that he has no
good cause of action, in order to con-

stitute a binding promise, the plaintiff

must show a good consideration, some-
thing beneficial to the defendant, or detri-

mental to the plaintiff. Detrimental to

the plaintiff it cannot be if he has no
cause of action ; and beneficial to the de-

fendant it cannot be ; for in contempla-
tion of law, the defence upon such an ad-

mitted state of facts must be successful,

and the defendant will recover costs,

which must be assumed to be a full com-
pensation for all tlie legal damage he may
sustain. The consideration, therefore, al-

together fails. On the part of the plain-

tiff it has been urged, that the cases cited

for the defendant were not cases where
actions had already been brought, but only
cases of promises to forbear commencing
proceedings. I must, however, confess

that, if it were so, I do not see that it

would make any substantial difference.

The older cases, and some of the modern
ones, too, do not afford any countenance
to that distinction. In Tooley v. Wind-
ham, Cro. E. 206 (more fully reported 2

Leon. 105), it is stated that the plaintiff

had purchased a writ out of Chancery
against the defendant, to the intent to ex-
hibit a bill against him ; upon the return

of the writ, which was for the profits of

certain lands, which the father of the de-

fendant had taken in Ins lifetime, the de-

fendant, in consideration he woilld sur-

cease his suit, promised to liim that if he
could prove that his father had taken the

profits or had possession of the land
under the title of the fatlier of the plain-

tiff, he would pay him for the profits of
the land ; and the court held that the

promise was without consideration and
void. There the suit was in existence at

the time of the making of the promise.

So, in Atkinson v. Settreo, Willes, 482,

an action had been commenced at the

time the promise was made. These cases
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date the consideration, {w) Nor is it necessary that the for-

bearance should extend to an entire discharge ; any delay, which

is real and not merely colorable, is enough, (x) Nor is it

material whether the proceedings to be forborne have been com-

menced or not. (y) Nor need the agreement to a delay be for

a time certain ; for it may be for a reasonable time only, and

yet be a sufficient consideration for a promise, {z) But in de-

claring on a promise made on such a consideration, the plaintiff

must allege and prove the actual time of forbearance, and if

this be judged by the court to be reasonable, the action will be

sustained
;

(a) but where the stay of action is wholly uncertain,

or such as can be of no benefit to the debtor or detriment to the

creditor, it is not enough, (b)

It is not enough to allege in the declaration that disputes and

controversies existed concerning a certain debt, and that the

promise on which the action is brought was made in considera-

tion that the plaintiff promised not to sue for that debt ; for this

is no allegation that a debt actually existed, and there must be

such an allegation ; but with it there may be an allegation of

disputes and controversies concerning its amount, (c) It seems

seem to me to establish the principle (a) King o. Upton, 4 Greenl. 387
;

upon which our present judgment rests, Earnehurst v. Cabbot, Hardr. 5.

and I am not aware that it is at all op- (6) Jones v. Ashburnliam, 4 East. 455

;

posed by Longridge v. Dorville." See Nelson v. Serle, 4 M. & W. 795; Bixler

also. Barber v. Fox, 1 Vent. 159, 2 Wms. v. Eeam, 3 l\nn. St. 282. See also, Kix
Saund. 134; Eandall v. Harvey, Palm. v. Adams, 9 Vt. 233.

394; Atkinson v. Settree, AVilles, 482; (c) Edwards v. Baugh, 11 M. & W.
King V. Hobl)s, Yelv. 26 ; Hammond v. 641. Lord Abitigei-, C. B. :

" The decla-

RoU, March, 202; Lloyd r. Lee, 1 Stra. rationonlyalleges that certain rfi'spufes and

94; Goodwin y. Willoughby, Latch, 141, controversies were pending between the

Poph. 177; Silvernail v. Cole, 12 Barb, plaintiff and the defendant, whether the

685. defendant was indebted to tlie plaintiff in

(to) Longiidge v. DoiwiUe, 5 B. & Aid. a certain sum of money. There is noth-

117 ; Zane v. Zane, 6 Mnnf. 406 ; Blake ing in the use of the word 'controversy'

V. Peek, 11 Vt. 483; Truett v. Chaplain, to render this a good allegation of consid-

4 Hawks, 178. eration. The controversy merely is, that

(x) Sage V. Wilcox, 6 Conn, 81. Here the plaintiff claims the debt, and the other

the dehiy was one year. Baker v. Jacob, denies it. The case might have been

1 Bulst. 41. Here the delay was a, fort- different, if the declaration had said,

night, or thereabouts. See also, ante, ' Whereas the defendant was indebted to

note (u). the plaintiff in divers sums of money, for

(ij) Wade V. Simeon, ante, note (r)

;

money lent, and also on an account

Hamakcr v. Eberley, 2 Binn. 506. stated,' that a dispute arose as to the

(z) Lonsdale v. IJrown, 4 Wash. C. amount of the debt so due ; and in order

C. 148 ; Sidwell v. Evans, 1 Pcnn. St. to put an end to all controversies respect-

385 ; Downing v. Punk, 5 Rawle, 69
;

ing it, it was agr-ccd that the plaintiff, in

Hakes v. Hotchkiss, 23 Vt. 235. See consideration of receiving "£100, should

also, ante, note («). not sue the defendant in respect to his
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to be settled, that a general agreement to forbear all suits is to

be construed as a perpetual forbearance
;
(d) and a promise

resting on the consideration of such forbearance is no longer

binding, when a suit, which was to be forborne, is commenced.
It is not material that the party who maltes the promise, in

consideration of such forbearance, should have a direct interest

in the suit to be forborne, or be directly benefited by the de-

lay, (e) It is enough that he requests such forbearance ; for

the benefit to the defendant wiU be supposed to extend to him,

and it would also be enough to make the consideration valid,

that the creditor is injured by the delay. But there must have

been some party who could have been sued. (/) And in cases

in which the person to be forborne is not mentioned, but the

forbearance may be understood to be forbearance of whoever

might be sued, the promise founded on such consideration is

original claim.' In that case the plaintiff

would have been bound to prove at the

trial the existence of a debt to some
amount ; he might not, indeed, be bound
to prove the full amount, but simply to

show such a claim as to lay a reasonable
ground for the defendant's malting the

promise : whereas, in the present case, he
would not have to prove any thing beyond
the fact that there had been a dispute be-

tween himself and the defendant as to the

existence of a debt. A man may threaten

to bring an action against any stranger he

may happen to meet in the street. Where
an action is depending, the forbearing to

prosecute it is a sufficient consideration for

a promise to pay a certain sum of money

;

for, besides other advantages, the party

promising would save the extra costs

which he would have to pay, even if he
were successful."

(d) Clark v. Russell, 3 Watts, 213;
Sidwell V. Evans, 1 Penn. St. 385.

(e) Smith v. Algar, 1 B. & Ad. 603.

See Emmott v. Kearns, 5 Bing. N. C. .559.

In Mand v. Waterhouse, 2 C. & P. 579, it

was heJd that if a person, employed by the

administrator of a deceased debtor to wind
up the concerns of the deceased's business,

give an undertaking to a creditor of the

deceased, to furnish money to meet an ac-

ceptance which such creditor has given, in

furtherance of an accommodation arrange-

ment for delaying payment, in the hope
that funds may be forthcoming, he is liable

on such undertaking, though he was mere-
ly a clerk, and had no interest in the goods
sold by the creditor, and had not received

any funds which he could apply to the dis-

charge of the debt.

(
/") Jones V, Ashbumham, 4 East, 455

;

Nelson v. Serle, 4 M. & W. 795. In this

case, to a declaration in debt on a promis-

sory note for £24, dated January 3d, 1837,

made by the defendant, payable twelve

months after date to the plaintiff, the de-

fendant pleaded that one J. W., before

and at his death, was indebted to the

plaintiff in £24 for goods sold, which sum
was due to the plaintiff at the time of the

making of the promissory note in the

declaration' mentioned; that the plaintiff,

after the death of J. W., applied to the

defendant for payment; whereupon, in

compliance with his request, the defend-

ant, after the death of J. W., for and in

respect of the debt so remaining due to the

plaintiff as aforesaid, and for no other con-

sideration whatever, made and delivered

the note to the plaintiff, and that J. W.
died intestate, and that at the time of the

making and delivery of the note no admin-
istration had been granted of his effects,

nor was there any executor or executors

of his estate, nor any person liabte for the

debt so remaining due to the plaintiff a*

aforesaid ; and the defendant averred thai

there never was any consideration for the said

note except as aforesaid. Held, that the

plea was a good answer to the declaration.
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binding, if there be any person liable to suit, though the defen-

dant himself is not liable, (g)

In general, a waiver of any legal right, at the request of

another party, is a sufficient consideration for a promise
;
(A) or

a waiver of any equitable right
;
(i) and so it is, although it be

a waiver of an action for a tort, by committing which the per-

son doing the wrong gained a benefit, although the other party

suffered no real injury from it. (j)

And a promise to pay one if he would prove a debt against

a deceased husband, (k) or to pay a debt denied to be due, if

the party creditor would swear to it, rests upon a sufficient

consideration. And in an action upon such promise, it has

been held that the defendant cannot show that the plaintiff was
mistalven or swore falsely. (Z)

The incurring of a liability in consequence of the promise of

another, is held to be a good consideration
;
(m) and a subsisting

legal obligation to do a thing is a good consideration for a

promise to do that thing, (n)

{g) See Jones v. Ashburaham, 4 East,

455.

(h) Stcbbins v. Smith, 4 Pick. 97;
Smith V. Wucd, 20 Wend. 184; Haifrh v.

Brooks, 2 Per. & D. 477; 3 id. 452;
Farmer v. Stewart, 2 X. H. 97 ; Nicholson
V. jMay, Wrif^ht, 660 ; Hinmau v. Moulton,
14 Johns. 406 ; Williams u. Alexander,
4 Ircd. Eq. 207 ; Waterman v. Barratt, 4
Harrinfj. (Del.), 311.

(i) Whitljeck i'. Whitbeck, 9 Cowen,
266; Thorpe o. Tliorpe, 1 Salk. 171, s. 0.

12 IMod. 455.

(j) Davis V. Morgan, 4 B. & C. 8;
Brcaley v. Andrew, 2 Nev. & P. 114, s. c.

7 A. & E. 108.

(k) Trayor v. , 1 Sid. 57.

(/) Brooks V. Ball, IS Johns. 337.

(m) Undcrhill r. Gibson, 2 N. H. 352;
Homes v. Dana, 12 Mass. 190 ; Bryant v.

Goodnow, 5 Pii'k. 228. See also, (I'hapin

V. Lapham, 20 id. 467 ; Blake v. Cole, 22
id. 97; Ward v. Fryer, 19 Wend. 494.

In Baileyrille h. Lowell, 20 Me. 178, it

was determined, that an agreement by the

oivner of an execution against the inhabi-

tants of a town, that if they would at once
assess the amount required, and collect

the same, he would make a certain dis-

count, is founded on sufficient considera-

tion, and will be enforced.

(n) Cook V. Bradley, 7 Conn. 57 ; War-
ner V. Booge, 15 Johns. 233; Jewett v.

Warren, 12 Mass. 300. In Russell v.

Buck, 11 Vt. 166, it was held that a prom-
ise by one already legally liable for a debt,

in consideration of such liability to pay, if

waited on a certain time, creates no new
liability ; and that a promise to pay the

debt of another, if waited on a certain

time, leaving the debt to be enforced dm'-

ing that time against the debtor, is not

binding. And see, to the same effect,

Deacon v. Gridley, 28 E L. & E. 345,

s. c. 15 C. B. 295.
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SECTION VI.

ASSIGNMENT OF DEBT.

An assignment of a debt or a right is a good consideration

for a promise by the assignee, (o) Such assignment may not

be good at law ; but it is valid in equity ; and courts of law,

for many purposes, and to a certain extent, recognize the valid-

ity of the transfer, if the assignee obtains a benefit which the

law considers a sufficient and a proper consideration to found

a promise upon, (p) But if the transaction amounts to mainte-

nance, which is illegal, the consideration fails, and the prom-

ise is void.

SECTION VII.

WORK AND SERVICE.

Work and service are a very common consideration for a

promise, and always sufficient, if rendered at the request of the

party promising, (q) This request may often be implied ; it is

so, generally, from the fact that the party making the promise

accepts and holds the benefit resulting fi-om the work or ser-

vice, (r) And it is an equally sufficient consideration for a

(o) Loder v. CheslejTi, 1 Sid. 212; Abr. 11 , pi. 2, 3. In Taylor u. Jones, 1

Moulsdale v. Birchall, 2 W. Bl. 820; Ld. Raym. 312, it was AeW that giving a
Price V. Seaman, 4 B. &. C. 525, s. c. 7 soldier leave of absence at the instance of

Dow. & R. 14 ; Graham v. Graeie, 13 Q. a third person is a good consideration for

B. 548 ; Wliittle v. Skinner, 23 Vt. 532

;

a promise from him to the captain to

Harrison v. Knight, 7 Tex. 47 ; Edson v. bring him back in ten days, or pay a sum
Fuller, 2 Foster (N. H.), 185. of money.

(p) Price V. Seaman, 4 B. & C. 525, 7 (r) I Wms. Saund. 264, n. (1) ; Tipper
Dow. & R. 14, 10 Moore, 34, 2 Bing. 437 ; v. Bicknell, 3 Bing. N. C. 710. In that

Peate v. Dicken, 1 C. M. & R. 430, s. c. case the declaration stated that the defend-

5 Tyr. 116. And an assignment of a ants being in possession of certain mort-

chose in action need not be by deed, gage deeds, of which H. R. was desirous

Howell V. Mclvers, 4 T. R. 690 ; Health to obtain an assignment by the payment of

i». Hall, 4 Taunt. 326. ^£500, the plaintiffconsented at H. R.'s re-

(y) Hunt V. Bate, Dyer, 272, n. ; 1 Eol. quest to accept bills to that amount drawn
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promise, if the work or service be rendered to a third party ai

the request of the promisor
;
(s) and such request will often be

implied from very slight circumstances ; as in the case of cloth-

ing supplied to a child, where the mere knowledge and silence

of the father are enough, (t)

If the work and service rendered are merely gratuitous, and

performed for the defendant without his request or privity, how-

ever meritorious or beneficial they may be, they afford no cause

of action, (u) and perhaps no consideration for a subsequent

promise, although, as we have seen, a precedent request may
in law be presumed from the promisor's acceptance of the

service. So if a workman employed and directed to do a

particular thing choose to do some other thing, without the

direction or assent of the employer, the implied promise of the

employer to pay for his labor wiU not extend to the new
work

;
(v) but if the work is accepted by the employer, it would

be a suf&cient cons'drration for a promise to pay for it, and

such acceptance might imply such promise.

by H. R., upon H. R.'s procuring the de-

fendants to deliver tlie mortgage deeds to

the plaintiff as seeurity ; that the defend-

ants, in consideration of the plaintiff ac-

cepting the bills, undertook to deliver the

deeds to him upon his paying them the

amount of the bills. Held, a sufScient

consideration for the defendant's promise.

And see Lewis v. Trickey, 20 Barb. 387.

(s) See cases cited supra, note [q).

(t) Law V. Wilkin, 6 A. & E. 718;
Niehole v. Allen, 3 C. &. P. 36. See, how-
ever, Mortimore v. Wright, 6 M. & W.
485, where Lord Abinger denies these cases

to be sound law. It is a question for the

jury whether the circumstances are suffi-

cient in any particular case. Baker v.

Keen, 2 Stark. .^01. See further, as to

this point, ante, p. 299, note (h), et seq.

(«) Hunt V. Bate, Dyer, 272 a; 1 Rol.

Abr. 11, pi. 1 ; Hayes v. Warren, 2 Stra.

933 ; Roscorla v. Thomas, 3 Q. B. 234

;

Jeremy v. Gooehman, Cro. E. 442 ; Dog-
got V. Vowell, Moore, 643 ; Hines v. But-
ler, 3 Ired. Eq. 307. See also, ante, p.

432, note {()• — So, in Erear v. Harden-
bergh, 5 Johns. 273, where A entered on
land belonging to B, and without his

knowledge or authority cleared it, made
improvements, and erected buildings, and

B afterwards promised to pay him for the

improvements he had made, it was held,

that, the work having been done, and the

improvements made without the request

of B, the promise was a nudum pactum, on
which no action could be maintained. —
But perhaps the strongest case to he found
in the American reports, in illustration

of this principle, is that of Bartholomew
V. Jackson, 20 Johns. 28. A owned a

wheat stubble-field, in which B had a

stack' of wheat, which he had promised

to remove in due season for preparing the

ground for a fall crop. The time for its

removal having arrived, A sent a mes-
sage to B, requesting the immediate re-

moval of the stack of wheat, as he wished,

on the next day, to bum the stubble on
the field. B having agreed to remove
the stack by ten o'clock the next morning,
A waited till that time, and then set fire

to the stubble in a remote part of the field.

The fire spreading rapidly, and B not ap-

pearing to remove the stack, A removed it

for him. Held, that as A performed the

service without the privity or request of

B, he was not entitled to recover for it.

(v) Hort V. Norton, 1 McCord, 22. See

also, Phettcplace v. Steere, 2 Johns. 442.
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SECTION VIII.

TRUST AND CONFIDENCE.

Trast and confidence in another often form a sufficient con-

sideration to hold that other to his undertaking. As if one
intrusts money, goods, or property of any kind, to any person,

on the faith of that person's promise to act in a certain way in

reference to those goods, or that money or property, such per-

son, having accepted the trust, will be held to his promise, be-

cause the trust is itself a sufficient consideration for a promise

to discharge and execute the trust faithfully, (w) For if a person

makes a mere gratuitous promise, and then enters upon the

(w) Doctor & Stud. Dial. 2, c. 24; Holt,

C. J., in Coggs V. Bernard, 2 Ld. Raym.
919. Tlius, where a coffee-liouse keeper
accepted a large sum,of money from the

plaintiff, and promised to talie proper care

of it for a certain period, it was held

that an action would lie on this promise
for gross neglect and want of caution,

whereby the money was lost. Doorman
V. Jenkins, 2 A. & E. 256. So where the

plaintiff delivered the sum of £700 to

the defendant, to be laid out by him in ;

the purchase of an annuity, and the de-

'

fendant promised to get the annuity imll

and propprli/ secured, but was gnilty of

gross neglect and want of care, whereby
both the money and the annuity were lost,

it was held that the plaintiff was enti-

tled to maintain an action against the

defendant, to recover compensation for

the injury he had sustained, although the

defendant was to receive no reward for

his services. Whitehead v. Greetham, 10

Moore, 182, 2 Bing. 464, McClel. & Y.
205. In the absence of an express under-

taking to procure good security, the party

would only be bound to use reasonable

care and caution. Dartnall v. Howard,
6 Dow. & R. 443, 8. c. 4 B. & C. 345. In
ShilUbeer v. Glyn, 2 M. & W. 143, the

declaration stated that the plaintiff being

about to proceed to Northampton, paid

money to the dcfjndauts in London, that

they might cause it to be paid to ^im at

Northampton on a certain day; that the
defendants received the money for that

purpose from the plaintiff, and that thei;e-

upon afterwards, in consideration of the
premises, the defendants promised to cause
the money to be paid to the plaintiff at

Northampton. The court were inclined

to hold that the declaration disclosed a
sufficient consideration. See also, the
case of Wheatley v. Law, Cro. J. 668,
where a similar declaration was held good,
if the case is correctly repoi'ted. Where
the defendant received certiin notes from
the plaintiff to collect or return, it was
held that the delivery of the notes consti-

tuted a consideration for the defendant's

agreement, and tliat if he neglected to

use ordinary diligence in endeavoring to

collect them, he was liable therefor to the

plaintiff. Robinson v. Threadgill, 13 Ired.

L. 39. And where the plaintiff intrusted
" divers boilers of great value " to the de-

fendant, to be weighed, and the defendant
promised to return them in the same state

and condition that they were in at the

time he received them, but sent them back
in detached pieces and unfit for use, it

was held that the plaintiff was entitled

to maintain an action on the promise, to

recover compensation for the injury he
had sustained. Bainbridge v. Pirmston,
1 Per. & D. 3 ; and see Smith, Lead. Cas.

vol. i. p. 96 (ed. 1841).
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peiformance of it, he is held to a full execution of all he has

undertaken. Questions involving this principle seldom arise

except in the case of bailments, and will be considered hereafter

when we treat of that subject. Here we will only say, that, in

general, an agent without remuneration cannot be required to

undertake an employment or trust, or held liable for not doing

so ; but if he undertake and begin it, he is liable for the conse-

quences of neglect or omission in completing his work.

SECTION IX.

A PROMISE FOR A PROMISE.

A promise is a good consideration for a promise, {x) And it

is so previous to performance and without performance. As if

one promises to become a partner in a firm, and another promises

to receive him into the firm, both of these promises are binding,

each being a sufficient consideration for the other, (y) If one

promises to teach a certain trade, this is a consideration for a

promise to remain with the party a certain length of time to

learn, and serve him during that time ; but, without such prom-

ise to teach, the promise to remain and serve, though it be

made in expectation of instruction, is void, (z) The reason of

(x) NicHols V. Raybred, Hob. 88; O'Mally, I Murphey, 287, A conveyed to

Hebden v. Ratter, 1 >Sid. 180; Strang- B a tract of land containing 221 iicres,

borougli u. Warner, 4 Leon. 3 ; Gower v. more or less. Some yeai*s afterwards it

Capper, Cro. E. 543 ; Parke, J., in Went- was mntually agreed to hare the land sur-

worth V. Ballen, 9 B. & C. 840 ; Cart- veyed, and if it were found to contain

Wright V. Cook, 3 B. & Ad 703 ; Miller more than 221 acres, the defendant should

V. Draice, 1 Caines, 45 ; Rice v. Sims, pay the plaintiff ten dollars per acre for

8 Rich. L 416; Garret c. JMalonc, id. the excess ; if it fell sliort, the plaintiff was
335; James u. Fulcrod, 5 Tex. 512; to refund to the defendant at the same rate.

Doeki-ay v. Dunn, 37 Me. 442 ; The New Here are mutual promises, and one is a

York and New Haven Railroad Co. o. good consTderation to support the otlier.

Pixley, 19 Barb. 428 ; Kiester v. Miller, (^) McNeill v. Reed, 2 M. & Scott, 89,

25 Penn. St. 481. So in Wlute v. De- s. c. 9 Bing. 68.
milt, 2 Hall, 405, it was held, that in an (z) Thus where the defendant had
action for the breach of tlio defendant's signed a written agreement to the foUow-
eontract to sell and deliver certain goods ing effect :

" I hereby agree to remain with

to the plaintiiF, the pj omise of the latter to Mrs. Lees, of 302 Regent Street, Portland
accept the goods and pay for them is a Place, for two years from the date hereof,

good consideration for the defendant's for tlie purpose of learning the business

promise to deliver them. So in Howe v. of a dressmaker, &c. As witness my
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this is, that a promise is not a good consideration for a promise
unless there is an absolute mutuaKty of engagement, so that

each party has the right at once to hold the other to a positive

agreement (o)

hand, tliis 5th day of June, 1826," it was
held, that as the agreement was all on one
side, nothing being contracted to be done
or performed by Mrs. Lees as a considera-
tion or inducement for the defendant's
remaining two yeai-s in her service, it was
a nudum pactum; and that no action,

consequently, could be brought upon it

against the defendant for leaving her
mistress, and commencing business on her
own account before the expiration of the

two years. Lees v. Whitcomb, 2 Mo. & P.
86, 8. 0. 5 Bing. 34. So, where the writ-

ten agreement was in the following terms :

" Memorandum of an agreement made the

17th of August, 1833, by which I, Wil-
liam Bradley of Sheffield, do agree that I
will work for and with John Sykes, of
Sheffield aforesaid, manufacturer of pow-
der-flasks and other articles, at and in

such work as he shall order and direct,

and no other person whatsoever, from this

day henceforth during and until the ex-
piration of twelve months, and so on from
twelve months' end to twelve months' end,
until I shall give the said John Sykes
twelve months' notice in writing that I
shall quit his service," it was held, that as

this engagement was entirely unilateral,

and nothing was to bo given or done by
John Sykes as a consideration for Brad-
ley's promise to work for him by the year,

and no one else, the agreement was a
nudum pactum, and could not be enforced.

Sykes v. Dixon, 9 A. & E. 693, s.. c. I

Per. & D. 463. See also, Bates v. C'ort, 3
Dow. & R. 676. So where the defendant
signed the following instrument :

" Mr.
James

, as you have a claim on my
brother for £5 17s. 9rf. for boots and shoes,

I hereby undertake to pay the amount
within six weeks from this date, 14tli Jan-
uary, 1 833," it was held, that the promise
being without consideration, was a nudum
pactum, and gave no cause of action.

James v. Williams, 5 B. & Ad. 1109.

(a) McKinley v. Watkins, 13 111. 140
;

Lester v. Jewett, 1 2 Barb. 502 ; Nichols v.

Raynbred, Hob. 88 ; Kingston v. Phelps,

Peake, 227 ; Biddell v. Dowse, 6 B. & C.

255 ; Hopkins v. Logan, 5 M. & W. 241

;

Burton v. G. N. R. Co., 25 E. L. & E. 478,

s. c. 9 Exch. 507 ; Dorsey v. Rockwood,
12 How. 126. This necessity for the

VOL. I. 29

mutuality of the obligation, in order to
render either party bound, is well illus-

trated by the later case of the Governor
& Copper Minors v. Fox, 3 E. L. & E.
420, s. 0. 16 Q. B. 239. In that case a
corporation brouglit an action on an execu-
tory contract, seeking to recover damages
for its non-perforinance. The declaration
stated that in consideration that the plain-

tifis would sell to the defendants iron rails,

the defendants agreed to furnish to the
plaintiffs sections of the said railways,

avening mutual promises, and alleging as
a breach the non-delivery of the sections

by the defendants. It appeared that the

plaintiff's were incorporated by a charter,

for the purpose of carrying on the busi-

ness of copper miners, and that the con-
tract in question, which was not under
se.il, had been made by an agent on be-

half of the plaintiffs with the defendants.

Held, that the action could not be main-
tained by the corporation, as the contract

was not under seal, and did not fall within

any of the exceptions to the general rule,

that a corporation can only bind itself by
deed ; that the contract was not incidental

or ancillary to carrying on the business of

copper miners, and was therefore not
binding on tlie corporation ; tliat no other

charter authorizing the company to deal

in iron could be presumed to exist, the

charter which was given in evidence not

supporting such an authority; and that,

as the corporation could not be sued upon
this contract, and as the alleged promise
by them formed the consideration for the

defendants' promise, the corporation could

not sue upon the contract. And semble,

that tlie doctrine cannot be supported,

that a corporation may sue as plaintiff

upon a simple contract, upon the ground
that by so doing they are estopped- from
objecting that the contract was not bind-

ing upon them. At all events such an
estoppel could only support an action of

covenant, as upon a contract under seal.

See also, Payne v. New South Wales
Co., 28 E. L. & E. 579, s. 0. 10 Exch.
283. — If, however, a contract like the

above, although not originally binding

upon one party, by reason of some dofed

or informality in the execution, or for any

other cause, and therefore not original^
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This has been doubted, from the seeming want of mutuality

in m.any cases of contract. As where one promises to see an-

other paid, if he will sell goods to a third person ; or promises to

give a certain sum if another will deliver up certain documents

or securities, or if he will forbear a demand, or suspend legal

proceedings or the like, (b) Here it is said that the party making

the promise is bound, while the other party is at liberty to

do any thing or nothing. But this is a mistake. The party

making the promise is bound to nothing until the promisee

within a reasonable time engages to do, or else does or begins

to do, the thing which is the condition of the first promise.

binding upon the other party, nevertheless

be executed by the party not originally

liable, the other party cannot refuse per-

formance on the ground that the contract

was not originally binding. Fishmonger's
Company v. Robertson, 5 Man. & G. 131.

In like manner in Phelps i;. Townsend, 8

Pick. 392 (1829), where the defendant,

by an agreement signed only by himself,

had placed his son as an apprentice to the

plaintiffs to learn the art of printing,

therein promising that his son should stay

with them until he was twenty-one, &c.

;

which the son failed to perform. On the

trial the defendant objected that the con-

tract was void for want of mutuality, it

not being signed by the plaintiffs, and
that there was no obligation on the plain-

tiffs to do any tiling which might form a
consideration for the defendant's promise.

But the court said, " that the acceptance of
the contract by the plaintiffs^ and the execu-

tion of it in part by receiving the apprentice,

created an obligation on their part to main-

tain and instruct the defendant's son." See
also. Commercial Bank v. Nolan, 7 How.
(Miss.), 508.

(b) In Kennaway v. Treleavan, 5 M. &
W. 501, Parke, B. is reported to have
said (while discussing the sufficiency of the

consideration for a guaranty whicli was
in these terms: "Truro, July 12tii, 1838.

Messrs. Kennaway & Co. Gentlemen—
I hereby guarantee to you, Messrs. Ken-
naway & Co., the sura of £250, in case

Mr. Paddon, of, &c., should default in his

capacity of agent and traveller to you.
William S. Treleavan." " There is a
case in the books, of Newbury v. Arm-
Btrong, 6 Bing. 201, which strongly re-

Bembles the present. There the guaranty
was in these terms :

' I agree tc be security

to you for T. C. for whatever, while in

your employ, you may trust him with,

and in case of default to make the same
good ;' and the contract was held to be

good, on the ground that the future em-
ployment of the party was a sufficient con-

sideration. It is said, and truly, that in

the present case there was no binding con
tract on the plaintiffs, and that, notwith

standing the guaranty, they were not
bound to employ Paddon. But a great

number of the cases are of contracts not
binding on both sides at the time when
made, and in which the whole duty to be
performed rests with one of the contract-

ing parties. A guaranty falls under that

class, when a person says, ' In case you
choose to employ this man as your agent
for a week, I will be responsible for all

such sums as he shall receive during that

time, and neglect to pay over to you,' the

party indemnified is not therefore bound
to employ the person designated by the

guaranty ; but if he do employ him, then

the guaranty attaches and becomes bind-

ing on the party who gave it. It is there-

fore no objection in the present case to say

that the plaintiffs were not obliged to take

Paddon into their service ; they might do
so or not, as they pleased ; but having
once done so, the guaranty attaches, and
the defendant becomes responsible for the

default." See also, Yard v. Eland, 1 Ld.
Kaym. 368 ; Caballero v. Slater, 25 E. L.

& E. 285, s. c. 24 C. B. 300 ; L'Amoreux
V. Gould, 3 Seld. 349. The binding obli-

gation of contracts or promises to do some-
thing, provided, or on condition, or when
the other party shall do some other thing,

is also recognized in Mozley v. Tinkler,
1 C. M. & R. 692.
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Until such engagement or such doing, the promisor may with-

draw his promise, because there is no mutuality, and therefore

no consideration for it. But after an engagement on the part

of the promisee which is sufficient to bind him, then the prom-

isor is bound also, because there is now a promise for a prom-

ise, with entire mutuality of obligation. So, if the promisee

begins to do the thing, in a way which binds him to complete

it, here also is a mutuality of obligation. But if without any
promise whatever, the promisee does the thing required, then the

promisor is bound on another ground. The thing done is itself

a sufficient and a completed consideration ; and the original

promise to do something, if the other party would do some-

thing, is a continuing promise until that other party does the

thing required of him.

A very large proportion of our most common contracts rests

upon this principle. Thus, in the contract of sale, the proposed

buyer says, I wiU give you so much for these goods ; and he

may withdraw this offer before it is accepted, and if his with-

drawal reaches the seller before the seller has accepted, the ob-

ligation of the buyer is extinguished ; but if not withdrawn, it

remains as a continuing offer for a reasonable time, and, if ac-

cepted within this time, both parties are now bound as by a

promise for a promise ; there is an entire mutuality of obliga-

tion. The buyer may tender the price and demand the goods,

and the seller may tender the goods and demand the price, (c)

This subject, however, belongs rather to the topic " Assent."

A written agreement to submit disputes and claims to arbi-

tration must be signed by all parties, or it is obHgatory upon

none. For no party can hold another to the award, without

showing that he himself would have been equally bound by

it. (d)

It should be added, that the common law makes an exception

(c) Thus, in White v. Demilt, 2 Hall, the defendant's promise to deliver them

405, the plaintiff brought an action for the See also, Babcock v. Wilson, 17 Me. 312
,

non-delivery of certain goods sold him by Appleton u. Chase, 1 9 Me. 74.

the defendant. One ground of defence (d) Kingston v. Phelps, Peake, Cms.

was want of consideration for the defend- 227; Biddell v. Dowse, 6 B. & C. 2y<.

ant's Dromise. But the court said, that the s. c. 9 Dow. & R. 404 ; Antrum v. Chat\.,

promise of the plaintiff to accept and pay 15 East, 212.

for the goods was a good consideration for
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to Ihi^ requirement of mutuality, in the case of cctitracts be-

tween infants and persons of full age ;
following in this respect

the civil law, and the law prevailing on the continent of Europe.

The infant is not bound, while the adult is ; the infant may

avoid his contract, but the adult cannot, (e) This rule has been

applied to the contract of future marriage, as well as to other

conti-acts. Where a man of full age enters into such contract

with a woman who is a minor, if he breaks the contract she has

her remedy by action. (/) If she breaks it he has no action.

But a woman under age may perhaps be bound by a marriage

contract properly securing her interests, and deliberately entered

into, with the approbation of her parents or guardians, (g)

SECTION X.

SUBSCRIPTION AND CONTRIBUTION.

Where several promise to contribute to a common object,

desired by all, the promise of each may be a good considera-

tion for the promise of the others. (A) If there be a chartered

(e) See ante, p. 329. must be confessed, however, that there

(/) Holt V. Ward Clarencieux, 2 Stra. are many authorities which seem to hold

937 ; Hunt v. Peake, 5 Cowen, 475 ;' Wil- it necessaiy in such cases that there shall

lard V. Stone, 7 Cowen, 22 ; Cannon v. be some promise or engagement by the

Alsbury, 1 A. K. Marsh. 78.— So an in- committee corporation, or other person

fant may maintain an action on a mer- to whom the subscription paper runs, or

cantile contract, although he would not that something should be done on their

be bound himself. Warwick v. Bruce, 2 part, as the erection of the building, pro-

M. & Sel. 21)."). viding materials or the like, in order to

((?) Ainslie v. Medlycott, 9 Ves. 14

;

render the subscription binding. The
Simson v. Jones, 2 Rnss. & M. 36.5 ; Durn- cases of Limerick Academy v. Davis, 11

ford i\ Lane, 1 Bro. Ch. 1U ; Fonblanque, Mass. 114; Bridgewater Academy v. Gil-

Eq. 74 ; and see ante, p. 330. bert, 2 Pick. 579 ; Troy Academy v. Ncl-

(A) Society in Troy v. Perry, 6 N. H. son, 24 Vt. 189; Gittings v. Mayhew, 6

164; George w. Hams, 4 id. .533 ; Hanson Md. 113; Phipps u. Jones, 20 Penn. St.

V. Stetson, 5 Pick. 506; State Treasurer 260; Barnes d. Perine, 9 Barb. 202 ; AVil-

V. Cross, 9 Vt. 289 ; University of Ver- son v. Baptist Education, Soc. 10 Barb,

mont V. Buell, 2 Vt. 48 ; Commissioners 309 ; Gait's Ex'rs v. Swain, 9 Gratt. 633

;

V. Perry, 5 Hamm. 58.— It is on this L'Amoreux v. Gould, 3 Seld. 349; and
ground that subscriptions to charitable or others favor this view. See also. No. 42

benevolent objects have often been held Am. Jur. 281-283; Eoxcroft Academy w.

binding, when there was no other con- Favor, 4 Greenl. 382, n. (Bennett's cd.)

sideration for each subscriber's promise This point was very fully discussed in the

than the promise of other subscribers. It case of Hamilton College v. Stewart, 2
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company or corporation, one who subscribes agreeably to the

statute and by-laws acquires a right to his shares ; and as the

company is under an obligation to give him the shares, this

would be a consideration for the promise, and would make his

subscription obligatory on him. (i)

On the important question, how far voluntary subscriptions

for charitable purposes, as for alms, education, religion, or other

public uses, are binding, the law has in this country passed

through some fluctuation, and cannot now be regarded as set-

tled. Where advances have been made, or expenses or liabili-

ties incurred by others in consequence of such subscriptions,

before any notice of withdrawal, this should, on general prin-

ciples, be deemed sufficient to make them obligatory, provided

the advances were authorized by a fair and reasonable depend-

ence on the subscriptions ; and this rule seems to be well estab-

lished, (j ) Further than this it is not easy to go, unless such

Denio, 403, s. c. 1 Corast. 581. It was
there held, that the endowment of a literary

institution is not a safiicient consideration

to uphold a subsoription to a fund de-

signed for that object. And although
there is annexed to the subscription a
condition that the subscribers are not to

be bound unless a given amount shall be
raised, no request can be implied there-

from against the subscribers that the in-

stitution shall perform the services and
incur the expenses necessary to fill up the

subscription. Accordingly, where the de-

fendant subscribed $800 to a fund for the

payment of the salaries of the officers of
Hamilton College, and a condition was
annexed that the subscribers were not to

be bound unless the aggregate amount of

subscriptions and contributions should be

$50,000 ; it was hdd, that there was no
consideration for the undertaking, and
that no action would lie upon it, although
there was evidence tending to show that

the whole amount had been subscribed or

contiibuted according to the terms of the

condition. But see Barnes v. Ferine, 9

Barb. 202 ; Johnston v. Wabash College,

2 Cart. (Ind.), 555; Edinboro' Academy
V. Dobinson, 37 Penn. St. 210.

(i) Chester Glass Company v. Dewey,
16 Mass. 94. In this case, certain indi-

viduals having associated in writing for

the purpose of carrying on a particular

Jianufacture, and being afterwards incor-

porated for the same purpose, one, who
subscribed the writing after the incorpora-

tion, became thereby a member of the

corporation, and was held to pay the sum
he had subscribed. But where one sab-

scribed an agreement to talie shares in a
corporation after the passage of the act of

incoi"poration, hut before any meeting of

the persons incorporated and their associ-

ates, it was held, that such agreement
could furnish no evidence of a contract

with the corporation. New Bedford Turn-
pike B. Adams, 8 Mass. 138. And there

is no privity of contract between a party

signing and a committee appointed by his

co-signers at a meeting which he did not
attend ; although the committee proceeded
and expended money. Curry v. Rogers,
1 Foster (N. H.), 247.

( / ) Bryant v. Goodnow, 5 Pick. 228
,

Warren v. Stearns, 19 id. 73; Robertson
V. March, 3 Scam. 198 ; Macon v. Shep-
pard, 2 Humph. 335 ; University of Vji--

mont V. Buell, 2 Vt. 48 ; Canal Fund
V. Perry, 5 Hamm. 58 ; Barnes v. Ferine,

9 Barb. 202; Homes v. Dana, 12 Mass.
190. In this last case sundry persons

agreed to lend to the editors of the Boston
Patriot the sum set against their names,
which was to be paid to one of their

number as agent. This agent therefore

made advances to the editors, and it was
held that he had an action against eaih

subscriber. The court said the only ques-
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subscriptions are held to be binding merely on grounds of pub-

lic policy. To say that they are obligatory, because they are all

promises, and the promise of each subscriber is a valid consider-

ation for the promise of every other, seems to be reasoning in a

vicious circle. The very question is, are the promises binding

;

for if not, then they are no consideration for each other. To say

that they are binding because they are such considerations, is

only to say that they are binding because they are binding
; it

assumes the very thing in question, (k)

It is now common to put a seal to such a subscription book,

or paper. Sometimes a seal is put to each name. Sometimes

one seal, with a declaration in the heading, or in the in testi-

monium, that each subscriber adopts and uses it as his seal. In

any such case it would seem, on general principles, that the ob-

jection of want of consideration could not be brought against

an action on the subscription.

In general, subscriptions on certain conditions in favor of

tion which could arise in the case was,

whether Larkin was induced to advance
his money by the subscription. See also,

Thompson v. Page, 1 Met. 570, and Farm-
ington Academy v. Allen, 14 Mass. 172;

Collier v. B. E. Society, 8 B. Mon. 68

;

Mouton V. Noble, 1 La. An. 192 ; Brouwer
V. Hill, 1 Sandf. 620 ; Plank Road v.

Griffin, 21 Barb. 454 ; Troy Academy v.

Nelson, 24 Vt. 189 ; Watkins v. Eames,
9 Cush. 537.

[k) That such subscriptions are valid

where no expenses or liabilities are incur-

red because of them, and on the ground
of mutuality of promise, seems at least

to be implied in some cases. See George
V. Harris, 4 N. H. 533. From this case it

would appear, that such a subscription

may at all events be treated as an agree-

ment of the subscribers by and with each
otiicr, upon the failure to perform which
by any one of them, the otliors can join

in an action of assumpsit against him to

recover the amount of his subscription.

See also, Society in Troy v. Perry, 6 N.
H. 164; Same v. Goddard, 7 id. 435;
Fisher v. Ellis, 3 Pick. 323; Amherst
Academy v. Cowls, 6 id. 427. In the last

two cases a promissory note was given in

discharge of the subscription. But it is

not easy to see how that strengthened tlie

obligation. In Ives v. Sterling, 6 Met.

310, the court notice the conflict of opin-

ion, without attempting to reconcile it.

In New York tlie authorities are in similar

conflict. See Whitestown i;. Stone, 7

Johns. 112 ; McAuley v. Billinger, 20 id.

89. In Stewart v. Trustees of Hamilton
College, 1 Comst. 581, s. c. 2 Denio
403, iValivortk, C, had held, that where
several persons subscribe for an object in

which all are interested, as the support of

institutions of religion or- learning, in tlie

community where they reside, the prom-
ise of each subscriber is the consideration

of the promise of each other. But the

Court of Appeals does not appear to

adopt this view. It was held, however,

in both courts, that if the trustees cyreed

to endeavor to raise a certain sum in con-

sideration of the subscription, this would
make it binding. There are cases so

obscurely stated that it is not easy to see

whether tlio court intend to say that such

subscriptions are binding without the

proof of expense or liability actually in-

curred in consequence of them. See
Caul V. Gibson, 3 Barr. 416; Collier w.

Baptist Educational Society, 8 B. Mon.
68 ; Barnes v. Perine, 9 Barb. 202, s. 0.

2 Kern 18.
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the party subscribing are binding when the acts stipulated as

conditions are performed. (Z)

SECTION XI.

OF CONSIDERATION VOID IN PART.

It sometimes happens that a consideration is void in part

;

and the question arises whether this fact makes the whole con-

sideration invalid, and the promise itself of no obligation. K
one or more of several considerations, which are recited as the

ground of a promise, be only frivolous and insufficient, but not

illegal, and others are good and sufficient, then undoubtedly the

consideration may be severed, and those which are void disre-

garded, while those which are valid will sustain the promise, (m)

But where the consideration is entire and incapable of severance,

then it must be wholly good or wholly bad. If the promise be

entire, and not in writing, and a part of it relate to a matter

which by the statute of frauds should be promised in writing,

such part, being void, avoids the whole contract, (n) but if it be

(I) Williams College v. Danforth, 12 the said house, with all the said furniture,

Pick. 541

.

at the aforesaid rent, and pay the same
(m) Parish v. Stone, 14 Pick, 198 ; King quarterly from a certain day, namely, &c.,

V. Sears, 2 C. M. & R. 48 ; Jones v. the defendant promised the plaintiff to

Waite, 5 Bing. N. C. 341 ; Slieerman v. send into the said house, within a reason-

Thompson, U A. & E. 1027; Best v. able time after the plaintiff's taking pos-

JoUy, 1 Sid. .38 ; Cripps v. Golding, I Rol. session, all the furniture necessary, &c.

Abr. 30, Action sur Case, pi. 2 ; Bradburne Held, that the defendant's agreement to

I'. Bradburne, Cro. E. 149 ; Coulston v. send in furniture was an inseparable part

Carr, id. 848; Crisp v. Gamel, Cro. J. of a contract for an interest in lands, and
127 ; Shackell v. Rosier, 2 Bing. N. C. therefore came within stat. 29 Car. II.,

646, per Tindal, C. J. which, in such case, requires the agree-

In) Mechelen v. Wallace, 7 A. & E. 49, ment, or a memorandum thereof, to be in

s. c. 2 Nev. & P. 224. Here the declara- writing. See also, Chater v. Beckett, 7

tion stated that the defendant wished the T. R. 203 ; Lord Lexington v. Clarke, 2

plaintiff to hire of her a house, and furni- Vent. 223 ; Thomas v. Williams, 10 B. &
ture for the same, at the rent of, &c., and C. 664 ; Wood v. Benson, 2 Tyr. 93

;

thereupon. In consideration that the plain- Mayfield v. Wadsley, 2 B. &. C. 357
;

tiff would take possession of the said Foquet w. Moore, 16 E. L. & E. 466, s.c.

house partly furnished, and would, if com- 7 Exch. 870; Ii-vine v. Stone, 6 Cu.sh.

plete furniture were sent into the said 508 ; Noyes' Ex'r v. Humphreys, 1 1 Gratt.

house by the defendant in a reasonable 636; Collinsi;. Merrell, 2 Met. (Ky.), If*

time, become tenant to the defendant of
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such ill its nature that it may be divided, and the part not re-

quired to be in writing by the statute may be enforced without

injustice to the promisor, that portion of the agreement will be

binding, (o)

SECTION XII.

ILLEGALITT OF CONSIDERATION.

In general, if any part of the entire consideration for a prom-

ise, or any part of an entire promise, be illegal, whether by

statute or at common law, the whole contract is void, (p) In-

deed the courts go far in refusing to found any rights, upon

wrong-doing. Thus, no action can be maintained for property

held for an illegal purpose, as for making counterfeit coin, (q)

No contract to violate a law of a State,— as, for example, to

seU liquors contrary to a statute,— can be enforced within that

State, (r) There must, however, be an illegal intent of some

kind ; mere knowledge that an illegal use may, or even will, be

made of the thing, seems not to be enough, (s)

Agreements to raise prices, or fares for freight or passage on

boats, have been held void, as a kind of conspiracy, and as

against public policy, (t)

(o) Irvine v. Stone, 6 Cush. 508 ; Wood on their way to n place in which the ap-

V. Benson, 2 Tyr. 93 ; Hand u. Mather, pearance of Mexican silver dollars was to

11 Cush. 1. have been given them, and no action conld

(/>) Collins V. Blantern, 2 Wils. 347 ; he maintained for their recovery. Spald-

Benyon v. Ncttlefold, 2 E. L. & E. 1 13 ; ing v. Preston, 21 Vt. 1. See also, Bloss

Donallen v. Lennox, 6 Dana, 91 ; Brown v. Bloomer, 23 Barb. 604, where a promise

V. Langford, 3 Bibb, 500 ; Hincsburph r. to make and sell foiged trade-marks, was
Sumner, 9 Vt. 2.') ; Armstrong v. Toler, held void.

11 Wheat. 258 ; Woodruff' v. llinman, 11 (r) Territt v. Bartlett^ 21 Vt. 184. See
Vt. 592; Buck v. Albec, 26 Vt. 184; also, Wooton w. Miller, 7 Sm. & M. 380.

Deering v. Chapman, 22 Ma. 488 ; Filson See, however, as qualifying the rule, when
V. Himes, 5 Barr, 452 ; Dedham Bank v. the contract is not made within that State,

Chickering, 4 Pick. 314 ; Perkins v. Cum- McConihe v. McMann, 1 Williams, 95
;

mings, 2 Gray, 258 ; Coulters. Robertson, Backman v. Wright, 1 Williams, 187;

14 Sm. &. M. 18; Gamble v. Grimes, 2 Smith v. Godfrey, 8 Foster (K. H.j, 379,
Cart. (Ind.), 392; Carleton v. Bailey, 7 Sortwell v. Hughes, 1 Curtis, C. C. 244;
Foster (N. H.), 230 ; Hoover v. Pierce, 27 Bead v. Taft, 3 R. 1. 175. See also, Kcn-
Missis. 13. See also, Howden v. Simp- nett v. Chambers, 14 How. 38, as to illegal

son, 10 A. & E. 815; Hall v. Dyson, 10 contracts.

E. L. & E. 424, s. c. 17 Q. B. 785; Sher- (s) Krciss v. Seligman, 8 Barb. 439.
man v. Barnard, 19 Barb. 291. {() Stanton v. Allen, 5 Denio, 434, and

{q) Discs of Gerihan silver were seized Hooker v, Vandewater, 4 id. 349. Sea
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A distinction must be taken between the cases in which the

consideration is illegal in part, and those in which the promise
founded on the consideration is illegal in part. If any part of

a consideration is illegal, the whole consideration is void ; be-

cause public policy will not permit a party to enforce a promise
which he has obtained by an illegal act or an illegal promise,

although he may have connected with this act or promise
another which is legal. But if one gives a good and valid

consideration, and thereupon another promises to do two things,

one legal and the other illegal, he shall be held to do that which
is legal, (m) unless the two are so mingled and bound together

that they cannot be separated ; in which case the whole prom-
ise is void.

A distinction has been taken between the partial illegality of

a consideration when against a statute, and when against com-
mon law. There are cases 'which sustain this distinction, (i>)

but we think it rests upon no sound principle ; and it has been

held, on good grounds, that the violation of a merely local or

municipal law, avoids a contract as eifectuaUy as if the law
were of universal application, (w) A statute has no more
power in avoiding a contract partially opposed to it than the

common law, (x) unless it contain an express provision that aU

also Hilton v. Eckersley, 32 E. L. & E. J. ; Com. Dig. Covenant (F.) Bac. Abr.
198, s. c. 6 E. & B. 47. Conditions (K.) ; Hacket v. Tilly, 11 Mod.

(«) Thus, in the Bishop of Chester v. 93 ; Butler v. Wigge, 1 Wms. Saund. 66
John Freland, Ley, 79, JSutton, J., lays a, n. (1); 1 Po%v. on Cont. 199; Lee v.

down the rule that when a good thing and Coleshill, Cro. E. 529 ; Pearson v. Humes,
a void thing are put together in the same Carter 230 ; Mosdell v. Middleton, 1 Vent,
grant, the common law makes such con- 237 ; Van IJyck v. Van Beuren, 1 Johns,
struction that the grant shall be good for 362.

that which is good, and void for that which (w) Beman v. Tugnot, 5 Sandf. 153;
is void. This principle is also distinctly Harris v. Runnels, 12 How. 80.

recognized in Kerrison v. Cole, 8 East, {x) The merit of exploding this vener-

236. See also, Norton v. Simmes, Hob. able error of supposing a distinction be-

14. And in the case of Leavitt w. Palmer, tween contracts void by statute and con-
3 Comst. 37, Branson, J., said :

" It is un- tracts void at common law, belong'* to the

doubtedly true that where a deed or other Hon. Theron Metcalf, of Massachusetts,

contract contains distinct undertakings, who, with his well-known acuteness aud
some of which are legal and some illegal, accuracy, has pointed out the origin of the

the former will be in certain cases upheld, error, and shown its fallacy. 23 Am. Jur.

though the latter are void." And the 2. And it may now be considered as

principle was fully recognized in Bank of fully established that, although a contract

Australasia v. Bank of Australia, 6 E. F. contain some provisions or promises which
Moore, 752. See. also, Chase's Ex'r w. are void by statute, yet, if it also embr.ace

Burkholder, 18 Penn. St. 50. other agreements which would be valid,

(t)) Norton v. Simmes, Hob. 14; Ma- if standing alone, they may still be en-

loverer v. Eedshaw, 1 Mod. 35. Twisden, forced. See Monys y. Leake, 8 T. &.
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such agreements shall be whoUy void, (y) and then the contract

is entirely void ; as, for example, a promissory note even in the

hands of an innocent indorsee, (z) But, while the law is suf-

ficiently distinct where the whole consideration or the whole

promise is illegal, questions stiE remain, where the illegahty is

but partial, which can only be determined by further adjudica-

tion.

Where the consideration is altogether illegal, it is insufficient

to sustain a promise, and the agreement is whoUy void. This

is so equally, whether the law which is violated be statute law

or common law. It has been held in England, (o) that where a

statute provided a penalty for an act, without prohibiting the

act in express terms, there the penalty was the only legal conse-

quence of a violation of the law, and a contract which im-

plied or required such violation was nevertheless valid. But

Lord Holt, (b) denied the doctrine; and Sir James Mansfield

established a better rule of law, (c) holding that where a statute

provides a penalty for an act, this is a prohibition of the act.

"We apprehend that this has always been the prevailing, if not

the uncontradicted rule of law, on this subject, in this coun-

try, (d) This rule is said not to apply, however, where the

411 ; Kerrison v. Cole, 8 East, 231 ; Doe (a) Comyns v. Boyer, Cro. E. 485 ; and
V. Pitcher, 6 Taunt, 359 ; Greenwood v. see Gremare u. Le Clerk Bois Valon, 2

Bishop of London, 5 Taunt. 727; New- Camp. 144.

man v. Newman, 4 M. & Sel. 66 ; Wigg (6) Bartlett v. Vinor, Garth. 252, B. c.

V. Shuttleworth, 13 East, 87 ; Gaskell v. Skin. 322. Holt, 0. J., here said: "Ev-
King, 11 East, 165 ; Howe v. Synge, 15 ery contract made for or about any matter

id. 440 ; Tinckler v. Prentice, 4 Taunt, or thing which is prohibited or made un-

549 ; Fuller v. Abbott, 4 id. 105 ; Shackel lawful by any statute, is a void contract,

V. Rosier, 2 Bing. N. C. 646 ; Jones v. though the statute itself does not mention
Waite, 5 id. 841. The case of Jarvis v. that it shall be so, but only inflicts a pen-

Peck, 1 Hoff. Ch. 479, s. c. 10 Paige, alty on the offender, because a penalty im-
Ch. 119, so far as it may be considered plies a prohibition, though there are no
as having recognized any distinction of prohibitory words in the statute."

this land, is not in our opinion sound law. (c) Drury v. Deftmtaine, 1 Taunt. 136.

{y) Thus, whore the statute declares a {d} This principle is sustained by nu-

certain contract to be " void to all intents merous adjudged cases. Wheeler v. Rus-
and purposes whatever," it has been held, sell, 17 Mass. 258; Coombs v. Emery, 14

that if such a contract also contain stipu- Me. 404 ; Springliold Bank v. Merrick, 14
lations not within the intent of the stat- Mass. 322 ; Russell v. Do Grand, l.") Mass.
ute, the latter will be considered void by 39 ; Seidenbender v. Charles, 4 S. & R.
force of the statute. See Crosley w. Ark- 159; Mitchell v. Smith, 1 Binn. 118;
Wright, 2 T. R. 603 ; Dann v. DoUman, 5 Sharp v. Teese, 4 Halst. 352 ; De Beg-
id. 641. nis v. Arraistead, 10 Binn. 107, 8. c. 3

(z) Bridge v. Hubbard, 15 Mass. 96; M. & Scott, 516; Cope v. Rowlands,
Hay V. Ayling, 3 E. L. & E. 416, n., 8. o. 2 M. & W. 149 ; Fergusson v. Norman, 5

16 Q. B. 423. Bing. N. C. 86 ; Territt v. Bartlett, 21
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penalty is for some other purpose; than to make the act illegal

,

as to raise a revenue, &c. We think this distinction very diffi-

cult, (e)

SECTION XIII.

IMPOSSIBLE CONSIDEKATIONS.

Impossible considerations are whoUy bad and insufficient.

We have seen that a consideration which one cannot perform

without a breach of the law is bad, and so is one which cannot

be performed at all. (/) The reason is obvious ; from such

Vt. 184 ; Bancroft v. Dumas, 21 Vt. 456

;

Bell V. Quill , 2 Saudf. 146; Eberman v.

Reitzell, 1 W. & S. 181 ; Hale v. Hender-
son, 4 Humph. 199 ; Elkins v. Parkhurst,

17 Vt. 105 ; Bracket! u. Hoj't, 9 Foster

(N. H.), 264 ; Griffith v. Wells, 3 Denio,
226.— And the repeal of a prohibitory

act will not per se render valid a. contract

made during the existence of the act, con-

trary to its provisions. But the legis-

lature may give a remedy by express en-

actment. Milne v.Huber.S McLean, 212.

A recent application of the general prin-

ciple of the text was made in Jackson v.

Walker, 5 Hill (N. Y.), 27. By the laws

of New York every contribution of money
intended to promote the election of any
person or ticket is prohibited by the stat-

ute (1 R. S. 136, § 6), except for defraying

the expenses of printing, and the circula-

tion of votes, handbills, and other papers,

previous to such election ; and this,

whether the immediate purpose for which

the money is designed be in itself corrupt

or not. Accordmgly, where the defend-

ant agreed to pay the plaintiff $1,000, in

consideration that the latter, who had
built a log cabin, would keep it open for

the accommodation of political meetings

to further the success of certain persons

nominated for members of Congress, &c.,

it was held that the agreement was illegal,

and could not be enforced. See also, the

recent case of Cundell v. Dawson, 4 C. B.

376. In this case the same principle was

applied, but Wi/de, C. J., intimated, that

statutes enacted simply for the_ security

of the revenue, did not come within the

principle. And in Smith v. Mawhood,
14 M. & W. 452, it was held that the

excise act, requiring certain things of

dealers in tobacco, did not avoid a con-

tract of sale of tobacco by one not com-
plying with these requisitions, as their

effect is only to impose a penalty. But
where it appears to be the intention of

the legislature to prohibit a contract as

well as to impose a penalty for making it,

such contract is illegal and void, although

the prohibition be intended only for pur-

poses of revenue. And see Abbot v.

Rogers, 30 E. L. & E. 446, s. c. 16 C. B.
277.

(c) Lewis V. Welch, 14 N. H. 294.

And see Ellis v. Higgins, 32 Me. 34, and
Hill V. Smith, Morris (Iowa), 70.

(/) 5 Vin. Abr. 110, 111, Condition,

(C) a, (D) a; 1 Rol. Abr. 419; Co. Lit.

206 a; 2 Bl. Com. 341; Shep. Touch.
164. See 22 Am. Jur. 20-22. In Nerot

V. Wallace, 3 T. R. 17, a promise was
made by the defendant to the assignees

of a bankrupt, when the latter was on his

last examination, that in consideration

that the assignees would forbear to have
the bankrupt examined, and that the com-
missioners would desist from taking such

examination touching moneys alleged to

have been received by the bankrapt, and
not accounted for, he, the defendant,

would pay such money to the assignees.

This promise was held by the court to

be illeffal, as being agaiiist the policy of

the bankrupt laws. And Lord Kenyan
observed :

" I do not say that this is

nudum pactum ; but the ground on which

I found my judgment is this, that every

person, who in consideration of some ad-

vantage, either to himself or to another,

promises a benefit, must have the power
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consideration no possible benefit or advantage could be derived

to the one party, and no detriment to the other ; and if that

which is offered or provided as a consideration cannot happen,

the mere words alone are a nullity. It is undoubtedly possible,

that one may make a promise which is utterly impossible to

perform, and nevertheless the promisee may derive a positive

advantage from the mere fact that the promise is made. In

such a case, supposing the transaction free from all taint of

fraud, this advantage would be a good consideration, but not

the promise by itself.

But a promise is not void, merely because it is difficult,

or even improbable. And it seems, that if the impossibility

applies to the promisor personally, there being neither natural

impossibility in the thing, nor illegality nor immorality, then he

is bound by his undertaking, and it is a good consideration for

of conferring that benefit up to the extent to

which that benefit professes to go, and that

not only in fact, but in law. Now tiie

promise made by the assignees in this

case, which was the consideration of the

dt'feiidant's promise, was not in their

power to perform, Isccause the commis-
sioners had nevertheless a right to ex-

amine the bankrupt. And no collusion

of the assignees could deprive the cred-

itors of the right of examination which
the commissioners would procure them.

The assignees did not stipulate only for

their own acts, but also that the commis-
sioners should forbear to examine the

bankrupt ; but clearly they had no right

to tie up the hands of the commissioners
by any such agreement." And Ashhurst^

J., observed :
" In order to found a con-

sideration for a promise, it is nccessaiy

that the party by whom the promise is

made should have the power of carrying it

into effect, and secondly, that the thing to

be done should in itself be legal. Now
it seems to me that the consideration

for this promise is void, on both these

grounds. The assignees have no right

to control the discretion of the commis-
sioners ; and it ^vould be criminal in them
to enter into such an agreement, because
it is their duty to examine the Ijankrupt
fully, and the creditors may call on them
to perform it. And for the same reason
the thing to be done is also illegal."—
And so in Bates v. Cort, 2 B. & C. 474,

which may perhaps be regarded as an

extreme case, the declaration stated, that

by agreement, between the plaintiff and
G. G., the plaintiff agreed to sell and
deliver to G. G., a lace machine for £220,
to be paid thus : £iO on delivery, and the

residue by weekly payments of one pound,
which were to be paid to the defendant as

trustee for the plaintiff, and in case of

any default the plaintiff was to have back
the machine, and in consideration of the

premises, and of the weekly payments, the

plaintiff at the request of the defendant
promised to take the machine and pay the

balance, should there be any default in G.
G. in the weekly payments. It was AeWthat
this promise was a nudum pactum, and void.

And by the court :
" The declaration af-

fects to show the legal operation of the

agreement. Now that states that the

agreement bound the defendant to take

the machine, not the plaintiff to deliver

it. The declaration docs not even show
that it was in the plaintiff's power to

deliver the machine, for it is not stated

that he had ever got it back from the

original vendee. There certainly is au
allegation of willingness to let the de-

fendant take the machine, but that does

not appear to have been in pursuance
of any preexisting agreement, nor does

the whole import any obligation on the

plaintiff to let the defendant take it. The
declaration is therefore bad, no sufficient

consideration for the defendant's promiae
being shown."
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the promise of another, (g) The reason of this appears to be,

that if a party binds himself to such an undertaking, he may'

either procure the thing to be done by those who can do it, or

else pay damages for not doing it. The party receiving such a

promise may know that the promisor himself cannot do the

thing he undertakes, but may know that he has not already

made, or has it not in his power to make, such arrangement with

him who can do it as wUl secure its being done. He has a right,

therefore, to expect that it wUl be done, and to pay for such

promise or undertaking, either by his own promise or otherwise.

But if the thing undertaken is in its own nature and obviously

impossible, he cannot expect it will be done ; and to enter into

any transaction based upon such undertaking, is a fraud or a

foUy which the law wiU not sanction. Hence, it would seem

that an engagement by one, entered into with a second party,

that a third party shall do something which the first cannot do,

is a good consideration for a promise by the second party, (h)

The cases which seem to oppose this rule are, generally, at least,

{g) See Co. Lit. 206 a, n. 1 ; Piatt on
Gov. 569 ; 3 Chitty on Com. Law, 101 ;

Blight V. Pase, 3 B. & P. 296, n. ; Wovs-
ley V. Wood; 6 T. R. 718, Kem/on, C. J.

And see Tuffnell v. Constable, 7 A. & E.
798, arguendo. In this case there was
a covenant to invest a sum in bank an-

nuities, or other government stock, in the

corporate names of the archdeacon of C,
the Vicar of W., and the churchwardens
of W., the dividends to be held and re-

ceived by the archdeacon, vicar, and
churchwardens, for the time being, in trust

for the support of a parish school for poor

children, and in' further trust for the dis-

position of coals, &c., among poor persons

of the parish. Held, on general demurrer

to a declaration, that an action lay upon
such covenant, no impossibility of per-

formance appearing, inasmuch as the in-

vestment might at any rate be lawfully

made in the corporate names of the present

archdeacon, vicar, and churchwardens.

And LMedak, J., said, in giving judg-

ment : " The defendants allege that they

cannot invest this stock, because the par-

ties named in the bequest are not corpo-

rations for that purpose, and the invest-

ment could not be effected at the bank.

But the answer is, let them show that they

have applied at the bank and to the proper

officers, and that it is impossible to make
the investment with their consent. I

should say then that no sufficient answer
was given, the law not forbidding the

thing to bo done, and there being no breach

of moral duty involved in it, and the de-

fendants being under covenant to perform
it. But if au iii'tual impossibility wore
shown, the parties might go to a court of

equity to restrain proceedings in an action

on the covenant, they showing that they

had done all in their power to fulfil it.

The testator in this case must be taken to

have known, when he covenanted, whether
the law would permit a fulfilment of the

covenant or not ; or, perhaps it should

rather be said, whether the course of prac-

tice would or would not allow it to be car-

ried into effect."— So it will be no excuse

for the non-performance of an agreement
to deliver goods of a certain quantity or

quahty, that they could not be obtained at

the particular season when the contract

was to be executed. Gilpins v. Consequa,

1 Pet. C. 0. 91 ; Youqua v. Nixon, id.

221.

(A) Thus a promise to procure the con-

sent of a landlord to the assignment of a

lease, is binding. Lloyd v. Crispe, 5

Taunt. 249. And where one of several

partners in a^rm agreed to introduce the

plaintiff (a stranger) into it, it was decided

that the agreement was valid, although

the other partners were ignorant of its ex-

istence, and their assent was of course
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cases in which the consideration was open to the objection of

illegahty. (i)

By the Code Napoleon, B. 3, tit. 3, c. 4, s. 1, it appears, that

while a promise to do an impossible thing is null, a promise not

to do an impossible thing is a sufficient foundation for an obli-

gation which rests upon it. We have no such distinction in

the common law.

SECTION XIV.

FAILURE OF CONSIDERATION.

When the consideration appears to be valuable and sufficient,

but turns out to be wholly false or a mere nuUity, or where it

may have been actually good, but before any part of the con-

tract has been performed by either party, and before any benefit

has been derived from it to the party paying or depositing money

for such consideration, the consideration whoUy fails, there a

promise resting on this consideration is no longer obligatory,

and the party paying or depositing money upon it can recover

it back, (j) But where the consideration fails only in part,

principles analogous to those which govern an inquiry into the

adequacy of a consideration would be applied to it. If there

essential to the admission of the plaintiff. 216 ; Moses v. Macferlan, 3 Burr. 1012
;

McNeil V. Eeed, 2 M. & Scott, 89, s. c. Spring v. Coffin, 10 Mass. 34 ; Lacoste v,

9 Bing. 68. Flotard, 1 Rep. Const. Ct. 467 ; Wharton

(!) Thus in Harvey v. Gibbons, 2 Lev. v. O'Hara, 2 Nott & McC. 65 ; Pettibone

161, which was a writ of error on a judg- v. Roberts, 2 Root, 258 ; Boyd v. Ander-

mont in Shrewsbury court, where the son, 1 Overt. 438 ; Murray v. Garret, 3

plaintiff declared that he being bailiff to Call, 373 ; Treat v. Orono, 26 Me. 217
;

J. S., the defendant, in consideration that Sanford v. Dodd, 2 Day, 437 ; Colville v.

he would discharge him of £20 due to J. S., Besley, 2 Denio, 139. The failure of

promised to expend £40 in repairing a .consideration must be total. Charlton v.

barge of the plaintiffs; — verdict and Lay, 5 Humph. 496 ; Dean ii. Mason, 4

judgment for the plaintiff, upon non as- Conn. 428. The measure of damages in

sumpsit, were reversed, the consideration such a case is the sum paid ; no allow-

being illegal, for the plaintiff cannot dis- ance is to be made for the plaintiff's loss

charge a debt due to his m.aster. Although and disappointment. Neel v. Deens, 1

this decision is sometimes cited as showing Nott & McC. 210. No action lies on an

that a contract is void if the consideration agreement promising to pay for tuition for

is impossible, yet it may be rested more a specified time, if, during the whole of

properly on the ground that the consider- that time, the promisor was prevented

ation was illegal. The same may be said by illness from attending and receiving

.'jf Nerot V. Wallace, 3 T. R. 17, supra, the tuition. Stewart v. Loring, 5 Allen,

note (/), p. 459. 306.

(j) Woodward v. Cowing, 13 Mass.
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were a substantial consideration left, although much dimin-

ished, it would still suffice to sustain the contract. But if the

diminution or failure were such as in effect and reality to take

away all the value of the consideration, it would be regarded as

one that had wholly failed. But if the consideration, and the

agreement founded upon it, both consisted of several parts, and
a part of the consideration failed, and the appropriate part of

the agreement could be apportioned to it, then they might be

treated as several contracts, and a recovery of money paid be

had accordingly. (A)

It is often difficult to say whether a consideration is divisible

and capable of apportionment, or so entire that it must stand

or fall together. (I) Perhaps no better rule can be given, than

{k) Franklin v. Miller, 4. A. & E. 605,
Littledale, J. In this case the declaration

stated, that defendant, being indebted to

certain persons, agreed to repay the plain-

tiff the amount of all accounts which he
should settle for the defendant ; and also

to pay the plaintiff' £40 a quarter on stat-

ed days, till the said debts should be fully

settled; and the plaintiff agreed to ad-

vance to the defendant £1 per week, and
certain other sums, out of the suras of

£40 ; that, in consideration of the plain-

tiff's promise, the defendant agreed to

perform the contract on his part ; that the

plaintiff paid debts for the defendant to

divers persons (naming them), to the

amount of £281 ; that the whole amount
of debts was not yet settled ; and that

several sums of £40 liad become due from
the defendant under the agreement, which
had been paid to the amount of£160 only,

but the rest were unpaid. Plea, as to two
of the sums of £40, that, before they be-

came due, the plaintiff had omitted to pay
ceitain of the debts due to creditors of the

defendant (naming them), other than the

creditors named in the declaration, which
he might have paid ; and had also omitted,

after the last payment of £40, to pay the

defendant £1 per week ; wherefore the de-

fendant, in a reasonable time, and before

the two suras in question were due, re-

scinded the contract. Eeplication, that,

before and at the time of the last payment
of £40, the defendant was indebted to the

plaintiff in the sura of £50 and more, in

respect to the moneys paid by the plaintiff

for the defendant as in the first count men-
tioned ; and that the said £40 was insuf-

ficient to discharge the araount in which

the defendant was so indebted to the plain-

tiff, and for which the agreement was a
security. Held, that the plea was bad, as

showing, at most, only a partial failure of
performance by the plaintiff, which did

not authorize the defendant to rescind the

contract.— So in Ritchie v. Atkinson, 10
East, 295, where the master and the

freighter of a vessel of 400 tons mutually
agreed in writing, that the ship, being ev-

ery way fitted for the voyage, should with
all convenient speed proceed to St. Peters-

burg, and there load from the freighter's

factora a complete cargo of hemp and iron,

and proceed therewith to London, and de-

liver the same on being paidfreight iovh^va^y,

£5 per ton, for iron, 5s. a ton, &c., one
half to be paid on right delivery, the other
at three months ; held, that the delivery of
a complete cargo was not a condition pre-

cedent ; but that the master might recover
freight for a short cargo at the stipulated

rates per ton ; the freighter having his

remedy in damages for such short deliv-

ery.— Likewise in Roberts v. Havelock,
3 B. & Ad. 404, a ship outward bound
with goods, being damagefl at sea, put
into a harbor to receive some repairs which
had become necessary for the cohtinuance
of the voyage, and a shipwright was en-
gaged, and undertook to put her into

thorough repair. Before this was com-
pleted he required payment for the work
already done, without which he refused to

proceed ; and the vessel remained in an
unfit state for sailing. Held, that the ship-

wright might maintain an action for the

work already done, though the repair was
incomplete, and the vessel thereby kept
from continuing her voyage, at the time

when the action was brought.

(/) Thus, in Adlard v. Booth. 7 C &
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that if the thing to be done be in its own nature separable and

divisible, and there be no express stipulation or necessary impli-

cation which makes it absolutely one thing, and that part which

fails may be regarded, to use the language of the court in one

case, " not as a condition going to the essence of the con-

tract," (ot) in such case the failure does not destroy the rights

growing out of the performance of the residue. But the other

P. 108, it was he!d, that where n printer

has been employed to print a work, of

which the impression is to be a certain

number of copies, if a fire break out and
consume the premises before the whole

nnmber has been worked off, the printer

cannot recorer any thing, although a part

has actually been delivered. While in

Cutler V. Close, 5 C. & P. 337, where a

party contracted to supply and erect a

warm air apparatus, for a certain sum, it

was held, in an action for the price (the

defence to which was, that the apparatus

did not answer), tliut, if the jury thought

it was substantial in the main, though not

quite so complete as it might be under

the contract, and could be made good at

a reasonable rate, the proper course would
be to find a verdict for the plaintiff, de-

ducting such sum as would enable the

defendant to do what was requisite. Tliis

question frequently axiscs on special con-

tracts to do certain work, according to

certain plans, or certain specilicatious,

and the contract is not strictly complied

with. Here is a partial failure of consid-

eration, and the plaintiff, in seeking to

recover for the labor and materials ex-

pended, will be compelled to deduct for

his partial failure, and the defendant may
rely upon this in reduction of damages,
and is not driven to bis cross action.

Chapel V. Hickes, 2 Cr. & M. 214. And
in such case the plaintiff is not entitled to

the actual value of the work, per se, but

only the agreed price minus sucli a sum
as would complete the work according to

the contract. Thornton v. Place, 1 Man.
& R. 218. In the case of Ellis v. Hamlen,
3 Taunt. 53, it was held, that if a builder

undertakes a work of specified dimensions
and materials, and deviates from the speci-

fication, he cannot recover, upon a quan-
tum valebant, for the work, labor, and ma-
terials.

(m) Lucas v. Godwin, 3 Bing. N. 0.

746, Bosanquet, J. In that case the plain-

tiff contracted to build cottages by the

10th of October ; they were not finished

till the 1 5th. Defendant having accepted

the cottages, it was held, that plaintiff

might recover the value of his work, on a
declaration for work, labor and materi-

als. — The former practice of compel-
ling a party to pay the full sum for speci-

fied labor, and then driving him to his

cross action if the work was not done ac-

cording to contract, was alluded to by
Parke, B., in Mondel v. Steel, 8 M. &W.
870. In that case it was held, after ma-
ture consideration, that in all actions for

goods sold and delivered with a warranty,

or for work and labor, as well as in ac-

tions for goods agreed to be supplied ac-

cording to a contract, it is competent for

the defendant to show how much less the

subject-matter of the action was worth by
reason of tlie breach of the contract ; and
to the extent that he obtains, or is capable

of obtaining, an abatement of price on
that account, he must be considered as

having received satisfaction for the breach

of contract ; and he is precluded from re

covering in another action to that extent,

but no more. See also. Chapel v. Hickes,

2 Cr. & M. 214. So in Allen v. Cameron,
3 Tyr. 907, where the plaintiff contracted

to sell and plant trees on the defendant's

land, and also to keep them in order

for two years next after the planting, it

was held, that evidence of non-perform-
ance by the plaintiff of any part of his

contract, by which the trees had become of

less value to the defendant, was admissi-

ble to reduce the damages in an action on
the agreement for their price, and for

planting them.—Lord Ellenborough seems
to have laid down the just rule on this

subject, in Farnsworth v. Garrard, 1 Camp.
38. It was there held, that where the

plaintiff declares on a quantum meruit for

work and labor done and materials found,

the defendant may reduce the damages,
by showing that the work was improperly
done ; and may entitle himself to a ver-

dict by showing that it was wholly inade-

quate to answer the purpose for which it

was undertaken to be performed.
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party may have hi? claim or action for damages arising from

such failure, (n)

In Vermont it seems to be the law, that the maker of a note

cannot avail himself of a partial failure of the consideration,

unless he has oiFered to rescind the contract, (o)

The bargain may, perhaps, be such as to preclude an inquiry

into failure of consideration.. As if one buys a cargo of corn

to arrive, " the quantity to be taken from the bill of lading," and

that quantity is paid for, the buyer cannot recover back a part

of the price, because the cargo is short, nor could the seller de-

mand more if it went beyond the biU ; supposing good faith on

both sides, (p) Here, however, if a few bags or bushels only,

instead of the cargo bargained for, should arrive, it would seem

diiEcult to hold the buyer for the whole price. Such contracts

are like those for the purchase of land, where the contents or

dimensions of the lot are stated with the addition of " more or

less." The intention being to prevent an unimportant variation

(n) Although it was formerly held that

the only remedy was by cross action, Tyo
V. Gwynne, 2 Camp. 346 ; Mogsridge i'.

Jones, 3 id. 38, yet the party may now
resort to the cross action or not, at his

election. This subject was examined with
much ability and at great length, by
Dewey, J., in Harrington i>. Stratton, 22
Pick. 510, where it was held, that in an
action by the payee against the maker of

a promissory note given for the price of a
chattel, it is competent for the maker to

prove, in reduction of damages, that the

sale was effected by means of false repre-

sentations of the value of the chattel, on
the part of the payee, altliough the chattel

has not been returned or tendered to him.

And the learned judge, in the course of

his opinion, said :
" The strong argument

for the admission of such evidence in re-

duction of damages in cases like the pres-

ent, is, that it will avoid circuity of action.

It is always desirable to prevent a cross

action where full and complete justice can

be done to the parties in a single suit;

and it is upon this ground that the courts

have of late been disposed to extend to

the greatest length, compatible with the

legal rights of the parties, the principle of

allowing evidence in defence or in reduc-

tion of damages, to be introduced, rather

than to compel the defendant to resort to

VOL. I. 30

his cross action. As it seems to us, the

same purpose will be further advanced,

and with no additional evils, by adopting

a rule on tliis subject equally broad in its

application to c.ises of actions on promis-

sory notes, between the original parties to

the same, as to actions on the original

contract of sale, and holding that, in either

case, evidence of false representations as

to the quality or character of the article

sold, may be given in evidence to reduce

the damages, although the article has not

been returned to the vendor."— See also,

Mixer v. Cohurn, 1 1 Met. 559 ; Perley v.

Baleh, 23 Pick. 286 ; Hammat v. Emer-
son, 27 Me. 308; Cobum v. Ware, 30

Me. 202 ; Spalding <;. Vandercook, 2

Wend. 431 ; Drew v. Towle, 7 Foster

(N. H.), 412; Albertson v. Halloway, 16

Geo. 377. The cases of Scudder v. An-
drews, 2 McLean, 564; Pierce v. Came-
ron, 7 Rich. L. 114; Pulsifer v. Hotch-

kiss, 12 Conn. 234, and some others seem,

however, not in accordance with this

principle. See, however, as to this last

case, Andrews u. Wheaton, 23 Conn.
112.

(o) Burton v. Schermerhom, 21 Vt.

289.

(p) Covas V, Bingham, 22 E. L. & B
183, 8. c. 2 E. & B. 836.
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from annulling the bargain, or raising new questions ; but not

to prevent the effect of a failure of consideration, which, though

not absolutely complete, and, therefore, strictly speaking, partial

and not total, is still so large as to be substantially total.

"While it is true that a failure of consideration is a good

ground for the recovery of the money paid, it must be remem-

bered that it is a famUiar and well-settled principle of law, that

where a person, with full knowledge of all the circumstances,

pays money voluntarily, and without compulsion or duress of

persons or goods, he shall not afterwards recover back the

money so paid, [q)

SECTION XV.

EIGHTS OF A STEANGER TO THE CONSIDEEATION,

In some cases, in which the consideration did not pass di-

rectly from a plaintiff, and the promise was not made directly

to him, it has been made a question how far he might avail

himself of it, and bring an action in his own name, instead of

the name of the party from whom the consideration moved,

and to whom the promise was made. It seems to have been

anciently held (r) as a rule of law (though not universally

bo), (s) that no stranger to the consideration of an agreement

could have an action on such agreement, although it were made

expressly for his benefit ; and this rule has been recognized and

enforced in modern times, [t) But it is certain that if the

{q) This rule is well considered in Forbes (s) Dutton o. Poole, 1 Vent. 318, 332,

V. Appleton, 5 Ciish. 117. For illustra- s. c. T. Jones, 103, 2 Ler. 210.

tions of tlie kind of duress which avoids (t) Price v. Fasten, 4 B. & Ad. 433,

it, see Preston v. Boston, 12 Pick. 7, s. c. 1 Nev. & M. 303. In this case the

and Boston & Sandwich Glass Co. ii. declaration stated, that W. P. owed tho

Boston, 4 Met. 181. Also Fulham o. plaintiff .£13, and that in consideration

Down, 6 Esp. 2C, u. ; Hills v. Street, 5 thereof, and that W. P., at the defendant's

Bing. 37 ; Snowdon v. Davis, 1 Taunton, request, had promised the defendant to

359. work for him at certain wages, and also,

(r) Crow V. Rogers, 1 Stra. 592
;

in consideration of W. P. leaving the

Bourne v. Mason, 1 Vent. 6, a. c. 2 amount which might be earned by him in

Keb. 457 ; Bull. N. P. 134. And in the the defendant's hands, he, the defendant,

late case of Jones v. Robinson, 1 Exch. undertook and promised to pay the plain-

456, Parke, B., says :
" It is true that no tiff the said sum of £13. Averment, that

stranger to the consideration can sue." TV. P. performed his part of the agrea-
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actual promisee is merely the agent of the party to be benefited,

that party may sue upon the promise, whether his relation to

and interest in the agreement were known or not. (m) This,

however, rests upon the ground that the consideration actually

moves from such party, and that he cannot be regarded as a

stranger to it. But it seems to be held in recent cases, that,

while the rule itself is not denied, it would generally be held

inapplicable where the beneficiary has any concern whatever

in the transaction, (v) In some cases, the actual promisee

would be considered only the agent of the beneficiary, and in

others the beneficiary would be regarded as the trustee- of the

party to whom the promise was directly made, and, as such

trustee, might maintain an action in his own name, (w) In this

country, the right of a third party to bring an action on a

promise made to another for his benefit, seems to be somewhat

ment. Judgment arrested, because the

plaintiff was a stranger to the considera-

tion. And Litlledale J., said :
" This case

is precisely lilce Crow v. Rogers, and must
be governed by it."

(u) As in the familiar instance of prin-

cipals suing for goods sold by their fac-

tors, who may be supposed perhaps to

have been the principals, and to whom
alone the promise was made. Hornby v.

Lacy, 6 M. & Sel. 166; Coppin v. Craig,

7 Taunt. 243; Morris v. Cleasby, 1 M.
& Sel. 576.

(i>) Thus, in the case of Lilly v. Hays,

1 Nev. & P. 26, s. c. 5 A. & B. 550, it

was held, that if A remits money to B to

pay C, and B promises C to pay it to

him, C can maintain an action against B
for money had and received. And Pat-

teson, J., there said: "The only ques-

tion in this case is, whether there is a

consideration moving from the plaintiff.

It is said, that such is the rule of law

hitherto adhered to ; and to that I agree.

But in an action for money had and re-

ceived, there seldom is a direct considera-

tion moving from the plaintiff. Suppose

the case of money sent to a general agent

who had promised to pay over the money
sent to him,— in an action against him
by the person for whose use this money
was sent,— would it be any answer for him
to say, that the consideration did not

move from the plaintiff? Again,— Sup-

pose money is sent to a banker for the

payment of certain debts,— does not the

consideration indirectly move from the

creditor, whose particular debt is to be
paid, by the debtor's sending the money ?

The debtor may be considered as the

agent of the creditor, and the money paid

indirectly to the banker by the latter. So
here, the defendant, though not the gen-

eral agent, became the agent of Wood, in

this transaction ; therefore, the consider.v

tion did move from the plaintiff, through
the instrumentality of Wood."— See also,

Jones V. Robinson, 1 Exch. 454 ; Thomas
V. Thomas, 2 Q. B. 85 ; Hinkley ;;. Fow-
ler, 15 Me. 285 ; Carnegie v. Morrison,

2 Met. 401 ; Dolph v. White, 2 Kern.
296.

(w) In Pigott V. Thompson, .3 B. & P.

149, Lord Alvanleij is reported to have
said: "It is not necessary to discuss

whether, if A let land to B, in considera^

tion of which the latter promises to pay
the rent to C, his executors and adminis-

trators, C may maintain an action on that

promise. I have little doubt, however,
that the action might be maintained, and
that the consideration would be sufficient;

though my brothers seem to think differ-

ently on this point. It appears to me
thatC would be only a trustee for A, who
might for some reason be desirous that the

money should be paid into the hands of

C. In case of marriage, it is often neces-

sary to make contracts in this manner,
and the personal action is given to the

trustees for the benefit of the feme cov-

ert."
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more positively asserted
;
(x) and we think it would be safe to

consider this a prevailing rule with us ; indeed it has been held that

such promise is to be deemed made to the third party if adopted

by him, though he was not cognizant of it when made, (y)

But where the promise is made under seal, and the action

must be debt or covenant, then it must be brought in the name

of the party to the instrument ; and a third party for whose

benefit the promise is made cannot sue upon it. (z)

SECTION XVI.

THE TIME OF THE CONSIDERATION.

Considerations may be of the past, of the present, or of the

futm-e. When the consideration and the promise founded upon

it are simultaneous, then the consideration is of the present

time ; the whole agreement is completed at once, and the con-

sideration and the promise are concurrent. When the consid-

eration is to do a thing hereafter, it is of the future, and is said

to be executory ; when the promise to do this is accepted, and a

promise in return founded upon it, this latter promise rests on a

sufficient foundation, and is obligatory. When the considera-

tion is wholly past, it is said to be executed ; and in relation to

considerations of this kind, many nice questions have arisen.

It may be stated, as the general rule, that a past or executed

(ar) See 22 Am. Jur. 16-20 ; Hind v. promise to three, upon a consideration

Holdship, 2 W'lUts, 104 ; Arnold v. Ly- moving; from tliem and a fourtli person,

man, 17 Mass. 400; Bridi^e !;. Niagara mil support an action by tlie tluee. Cabot
Ins. Co. 1 Hall, 247 ; .Jackson i: Mayo, v. Haskins, 3 Pick. 83. See also. Farrow
11 Mass. 1.52, n. (a) ; Hinkley v. Powler, v. Tm-ner, 2 A. K. Marsh. 496 ; Crocker
l.'j.Me. 285 ; Hall v. Marston, 17 Mass. v. Higgins, 7 Conn. 347 ; Miller v. Drake,
575; Felton p. Dickinson, 10 id. 287; 1 Caines, 45. See also Bigclow «. Davis,
Delaware & H. Canal Co. v. Westchester 16 Barb. 561.

Co. Bank, 4 Denio, 97 ; Beers i'. Robin- (y) Lawrence c. Fox, 20 N. Y. (6 Smith)
son, 9 Ponn. St. 229. This question was 268 ; Steman v. Harrison, 42 Penn. St.

fully examined in the case of Carnegie 49.

V. Morrison, 2 Mot. 381, by Shaw, C. J., {z) Lord Southampton v. Bro^vn, 6 B.
the old case of Dutton i) Poole, 1 Vent. & C. 718; Offly v. Ward, 1 Lev. 235;
318, being adopted as good law, and in Sanders v. Filley, 12 Pick. 554; Johnson
Brewer i). Dyer, 7 Cush. 337, the same v. Foster, 12 Met. 167 • Hinkley v. Fow-
doctrine is reaffirmed.— In like manner lor, 15 Me. 285.

he American comts have held, that a
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consideration is not sufficient to sustain a promise founded

upon it, unless there was a request for the consideration pre-

vious to its being done or made. This request should be

alleged, in a declaration which sets forth an executed consider-

ation, as that on which the promise is founded that is sought

to be enforced. Without such previous request a subsequent

promise has no force ; because the consideration being entii-ely

completed and exhausted, it cannot be considered that it would

not have been made or given, but for a promise which is subse-

quent and independent. A familiar illustration is afforded by

the case of a guarantor. If one lends money to another, and at

a subsequent time a third party, who did not request the loan,

and is not benefited by it, promises to see that it is repaid, such

promise is void, because the consideration passes from the prom-

isee to the promisor. But if the promisor requests the loan,

or if his promise is made previous to the loan, or at the same

time, then it will be supposed that the loan is made because of

the promise. It will also be supposed, that the promisor is

benefited by the loan because he requests it, or, at least, that

the lender parts with his money in consequence of the promise,

and this is a detriment to him, at the instance of the promisor,

which is equally good by way of a consideration.

But this previous request need not always be express, or

proved, because it is often implied. As, in the first place, where

one accepts or retains the beneficial result of such voluntary

service. Here, the law generally implies both a previous re-

quest and a subsequent promise of repayment. No ons can

compel another to accept a gratuitous and unrequested service

;

no one can make himself the creditor of another, without his

consent, or against his will. But if that other chooses to accept

such service, or the service being rendered voluntarily, chooses

to retain all the benefit thereof to himself, this puts the service

on the same footing, in the law, as one rendered at request, and

for which a promise is made. The cases where goods are sup-

plied to an infant, and the father is held responsible, often fall

within this rule, (a)

(a) Thus in Law v. Wilkin, 6 A. & E. was away at school. The only evidence

718, which was an action against a father to charge the father was, that the boy,

for goods supplied to his minor son, who when he went home for the holidays, took
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And, in the second place, where one is compelled to do fof

another what that other should do, and was compellable to do.

Here also the law implies, not only a previous request that the

thing should be done, but also a promise to compensate for the

doing of it. (b) As where one is surety for another, and pays

the debt which the other owes. Here the surety can recover

the clothes with him, but was not wearing
them ; and that he returned to school witli

them. Coleridge, J., said : "The defend-

ant's son was sent to school in want of

clothes. When they were supplied, and
he went homp with them, we are not to

assume that he concealed them. My
brother Storks, admits that, if the father

had seen thera, an implied authority

would be shown." So in the Pishmon-
ger's Co. V. Robertson, 5 Man. & G. 192.

Tindal, C. J., said, that if persons receive a
benefit from a contract on wliich they

would not be originally bound, this would
bind them, and render them liable for the

fulfilment of the contract. Doe v. Tan-
iere, 13 Jur. 119. So where one built a

school-house, under a contract with per-

sons assuming to act as a district commit-
tee, but who had in fact no authority, yet

a district school was aftei-wards kept in it

by direction of the authorized school
agent, this vyas held to bo an acceptance of
the house by the district, and they were
held liable to pay the reasonable value of
the building. Abbot v. Hcrmon, 7 Greenl.

(Bennett's Ed.), 118, n. See also, Rob-
erts V. Marston, 20 Me. 275 ; Hayden v.

Madison, 7 Greenl. 76 ; Weston v. Davis,
24 Me. 374 ; Hatch v. Purcell, 1 Foster
(N. H.), 544 ; Newell v. Hill, 2 Met. 180.

So if a conveyance of an interest in land

be made in the common form of a quit-

claim deed, containing this stipulation, —
" provided said grantee shall pay said

grantor or his assigns, twenty-two doUax's

annually from this date on demand "—
until the happening of a certain event

;

ai".d the grantee holds under the deed, but
fads to make the annual payments when
demanded ; the grantor may sustain an
action of assumpsit against the grantee, to

recover the money. Huff v. Nickerson,
27 Me. 106.— But if one build a house
for liis own convenience on the land of
another, by his permission, there i,? no im-
plied agreement on the part of the owner
of the land to pay the value of such house.
Wells V. Banister, 4 iMass. 514. Neither
can a school district be held liable for un-
authorized repairs upon their school-house,

from the fact that they afterwards used

the house ; for this acceptance and hold-

ing of the repairs cannot be considered as

voluntary, because the house could not

well be used mthout making use of the

repairs. Davis v. Bradford, 24 Me. 349.

— So the law will not imply a promise on
the part of a pauper to pay from his es-

tate moneys cxjjended by the town of his

settlement for his support. Charlestown

V. Hubbard, 9 N. H. 195 ; Deer Isle v.

Eaton, 12 Mass. 328.

(6) Jefferys v. Giirr, 2 B. & Ad. 833

;

Pownal 0. Ferraud, 6 B. & C. 439. In

this case the indorser of a bill, being sued

by the holder, paid him part of the sum
mentioned in the bill ; and it was held, that

he might recover the same from the ac-

ceptor in an action for money paid to his

use. And Baijley, J., said :
" The law is,

that a party, by voluntarily paying the

debt of another, does not acquire any right

of action against that other ; but if I pay
your debt because I am forced to do so,

then I may recover the same ; for the law

raises a promise on the part of the person

whose debt I ])ay, to reimburse me. That

principle was fully established in the case

of Exall u. Partridge, 8 T. R. 308. "—
Gri<.-cll V. Robinson, 3 Bing. N. C. 10.

In this case the plaintilfs, having agreed

with the defendant to give him a lease of

certain premises, caused their attorney

to prepare the lease, and puid him for

it ; and afterwards brought tlieir action

against the defendant to recover the

amount so paid, and declared in assump-

sit for money paid by them for the defend-

ant's use. It was held, that they were en-

titled to recover, the evidence showing
that it was the custom for the landlord's

attorney to draw the lease, and for the

lessee to pay for it. Park, J., said :
" As

the plaintiffs were liable to their own at-

torney in the first instance, and all the

evidence shows, that according to the cus-

tom the defendant is ultimately bound to

pay for the lease, he must be taken to

have impliedly assented to the payment
made by the plaiutitfs, and tlie action lies

for money paid to his use." See also

Davies v. Humplu-eys, 6 M. & W. 153.
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what he pays, without proving that the principal debtor either

requested him to pay the money, or promised to repay him ; for

the law implies all this. In receiving him as surety, or in

requesting him to become his surety, he wiU be considered as

having requested him to pay the debt ; and if such request to

pay the debt were express, the general principles of law would
imply the promise of repayment. The compulsion in this case

must be a legal one ; or, in other words, there must be an obli-

gation which the law wiU enforce, (c)

And, in the third place, where one does voluntarily, and
without request, that which he is not compellable to do, for

another who is compellable to do it. As if one who is not surety,

nor bound in any way, pays a debt due from another. He has

not the same claim and right as if he had been compellable to

pay this debt. For now the law, if there be a subsequent

promise to repay the money, will indeed imply the previous

request, as, if there had been a previous request, it would have

implied a subsequent promise ; but it will not imply both the

promise and the request, as in the former case, (d) The reason

(c) Pitt V. Purssord, 8 M. & W. 538. such express promise, such action, it seems,
In tins case one of two persons, who, as could not be maintained. Paynter v. Wil-
sureties for a third, signed togetlier with liams, 1 Cr. & M. 819. In tliis case a
the principal a joint and several promis- pauper, whose settlement was in the parish

sory note, on the note becoming due, paid of A, resided in the parish of B, and whilst

the amount, though no demand had been there received relief from the parish of A,
made or action brought against him by the which relief was afterwards discontinued,

holder. It was held, that such payment the overseers objecting to pay any more
could not be considered voluntary, and unless the pauper moved into his own
that he might sue his co-surety for contri- parish. The pauper was subsequently

bution. And Alderson, B., said :
" This taken ill and attended by an apothecary,

is not a voluntary payment, nor is it like who, after attending him nine weeks, sent

the case where one is liable as principal a letter to the overseers of A, upon the

and another as surety. Here the sureties receipt of which they directed the allow-

are not liable in default of the principal

;

ance to be renewed, and it was continued

they are all primarily liable, and are all to the time of the pauper's decease. Held,

equally so. This was not a payment that the overseers of A were liable to pay
made voluntarily, but was a payment in so much of the apothecary's bill as was in-

discharge of a debt due on an instrument curred after the letter was received. And
on which the defendant was liable." Bayley, B., said :

" I am of opinion that

(d) Wing V. Mill, 1 B. & Aid. 104. In the parish is liable, and that the plaintiff

this case a pauper residing in the parish can maintain the present action. The
ofA received during his illness a weekly legal liability is not alone sufficient to ena-

allowance from the parish of B, where he ble the party to maintain the action, with-

was settled. Held, that an apothecary, out a retainer or adoption of the plaintiff

who had attended the pauper, might main- on the part of the parish. The legal lia-

tain an action for the amount of his bill bility of the parish does not give any one

against the overseer of B, who expressly who chooses to attend a pauper and sup-

promised to pay the same.— But without ply him with medicines a right to call ou
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is, that the debtor shall not be obliged to accept another party

as his creditor without his consent. He owes some one ; and

he may have partial defences, or other reasons for wishing to

arrange the debt with him to whom it is due, and not with

another ; and if another comes in without request or necessity

and pays the debt, the debtor is not obliged to substitute him

in the place of his original creditor unless he chooses to do it.

But he may do this if he so wishes ; and if, after the debt is

paid by this third party, the debtor choose to promise him re-

payment, he is held to such promise, and the consideration,

although executed, is sufficient, for the law implies a previous

request ; or, what is the same thing, will not permit the debtor

to deny the allegation of such request in the declaration.

It is, however, to be observed, that where the law implies

both the previous request and also a subsequent promise, there

no other promise than that which is so implied can be enforced,

if the consideration for the promise be an executed one. (e) In

them for payment. It is their daty to see

that a proper person is employed, and they

are to have an option who the medical man
shall be. Wing v. Mill does not go the

length of saying that a mere legal liabihty

is enongli ; there must be a retainer or

adoption. In tliat ease the parish officers

were awai'e of the attendance, and sanc-

tioned it, because they applied to hira to

send in his bill." See further, Doty ;;.

Wilson, 14 Johns. 378; Gleasoa v. Dyl;e,

22 Pick. 393 ; Dearborn v. Bowman, 3
Met. 15.5.

(e) Kaye v. Dutton, 7 Man. & G. 807.

This was an action of assumjjsit upon an
agreement, wliercby, after reciting that one
W. in his lifetime mortgaged certain

promises to R. and B. to secure £3,.500

;

that R. and B. required W. to procure the

plaintiff to join him in a bond, as a collat-

eral security for that sum and interest;

that the defendant had, since the death of

W., taken ujjon himself the management
of the estate of W., and had paid to E.
and B. £3,370 ; that the plaintiff' had been
called upon as surety, and had paid to R.
and B. il30 ; that the defendant had re-

paid him £48, leaving .£82 due ; that the

defendant had agreed to repay the plaintiff

the £82 out of the moneys which might
arise f/om the sale of the mortgaged prem-
ises, and in the mean time to aporopriate

the rents towards payment of the same, as

the plaintiff had a lien upon the premises
for the same ; that the defendant had re-

quested the plaintiff to release and convey
all his estate and interest in the premises

to A. and L., and that that he had aheadt/

done, resejTWff to hituself a Hen on the said

properly, — it was witnessed tliat, in con-

sideration of the plaintHf's having paid the

£1.30 to R. and B.in part discharge of the

mortgage, and in consideration of his hav-

ing releafied and conveyed all his estate

and interest in the premises to A. and L.,

and in order to secui-o to the plaintiff the

repayment of the £8i!, the defendant un-

dertook and agreed with the plaintiff to

pay him the same, with interest, out of the

proceeds of the premi.'ics when sold, and,

in the mean time, to appropriate the rents

in liquidation of the same. The declara-

tion then stated, that, in consideration of

the premises, the defendant promised the

plaintiff to perform the agreement ; and
alleged for breach, tliat, although the de-

fendant had received rents to a sufficient

amount, he had failed to pay. Held, that,

inasmuch as the declaration did not show
that the plaintiff had any interest in the

premises, except that which he reserved,

his release and conveyance, though exe-

cuted at the defendant's request, fonned
no legal consideration for tlie promise al-

leged to have been made by the 'after.

And Tindal, C. J., in that case said

;
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other words, no express promise made after a consideration has

been wholly executed, and founded wholly upon that consider-

ation, can be enforced, if it differs from the promise which the

law implies. Otherwise, there would be two distinct and per-

haps antagonistic promises resting upon one consideration.

From what has been said, it wiU be seen that where the consid-

eration is wholly executed, the law implies in some cases a

previous request, provided a promise be proved ; but will not

imply a request and thence imply a promise. On the other

hand, wherever the law implies the promise, there it will also

" Two objections were made to the dec-
laration— fii'st, that it did not show any
consideration for the promise by the de-

fendant ; secondly, that the promise was
laid in respect of an executed considera-

tion, but was not such a promise as would
have been implied by law from that con-
sideratioa ; and that, in point of law, an
executed consideration will support no
promise, although express, other than that

which the law itself would have implied.

The cases cited by the defendant, namely,
Brown v. Crump, 1 Marsh. 567, 6 Taunt.
300 ; Granger v. Collins, 6 M. & W. 458

;

Hopkins v. Logan, 5 M. & W. 241 ; Jack-
son V. Cobbin, 8 JM. & W. 790 ; and Ros-
corla ii. Thomas, 3 Q. B. 234, s. c. 2 Gale
& D. 508, certainly support that proposi-

tion to this extent, — that, where the con-

sideration is one from which a promise is

by law implied, there no express promise
made in respect of that consideration after

it has been executed, differing from that

which by law would be implied, can be en-

forced. But those cases may have pro-

ceeded on the principle that the considera-

tion was exhausted by the promise im-

plied by law, from the very execution of

it; and, consequently, any promise made
afterwards must be nudum pactum, there

remaining no consideration to support it.

But the case may, perhaps, be different

where there is a consideration from which
no promise would be implied by law ; that

is, where the party suing has sustained a
detriment to himself, or conferred a ben-

efit on the defendant, at his request, under
circumstances which would not raise any
implied promise. ' In such cases it ap-

pears to have been held, in some instances,

that the act done at the request of the par-

ty cliarged, is a sufficient consideration to

render binding a promise afterwards made
by him in respect of the act so done.

Hunt V. Bate, and several cases mentioned
in the margin of the report of that case,

seem to go to that extent; as also do
some others collected in Rol. Abr. Ac-
tion sur Case (Q)."— So in Jackson v.

Cobbin, 8 M. & W. 790, a declaration in

assumpsit stated, in substance, that the

defendant agreed to let, and the plaintiff to

take, a certain messuage and premises on
certain specified terms, and that afierwards,

in consideration of tlie premises, and that

theplaintifl^, at the request of the defendant,

hactpromised the defendant to perform his

part of the agreement, the defendant prom-
ised the plaintirt' to perform liis part of the

agreement, and that he then had power to

let the messuage and premises to the

plaintiff, witlwut restriction as to the purpose

for which the same should be used and occu-

pied. Held, on special demurrer, that such

a promise could not be implied from the

relation of the parties, and that the con-

sideration alleged was insufficient to sus-

tain it. See also, Hopkins v. Logan, 5

M. & W. 241 ; Lattimore v. Garrard, 1

Exch. 809. In Roscorla v. Thomas, 3 Q.
B. 235, the declaration stated, that in con-

sideration that the plaintiff, at the request

of the defendant, had bought a horse of the

defendant at a certain price, the defendant

promised that the horse was free from vice

;

bnt it was vicious. Held bad, on motion in

arrest of judgment ; for that the executed
consideration, though laid with a request,

neither raised by implication of law the

promise charged in the declaration, nor

would support such promise, assuming
it (as must be assumed on motion in ar-

rest of judgment) to be express. But we
think this case goes too far in saying, that

a consideration which would not raise an
implied promise would not sustain an ex-

press one. See the observations of Tin-

dal, C. J., in Kaye v. Button, cited above.
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imply a request; and hence it may be said that express request

is unnecessary where the law impKes a promise. (/)

(/) It follows from what is stated in the

text, that in declaring on an executed con-

sideration, it is not necessary to allege a
))reccdent request where the law will im-

ply a promise without a request. See Os-
borne 0. Kogors, 1 Wms. Saund. 264, n.

(1 ), as corrected by the learned note of Mr.
Sergeant Planning, appended to the case

of Fisher v. Pyne, 1 Man. & G. 265.

Accordingly, in Victors v. Davies, 12 M.
& W. 758, it was lidd, that in a declaration

for money lent, it is not necess.ary to aver

that the money was lent at the defendant's

request. Parke, B. " There is u very

learned note of my brother Manning on
this subject, in which he goes into the

whole law with respect to alleging a re-

quest, and points out the error into which
Mr. Sergeant Williams appears to liave

fallen in his comment upon Osborne v.

Rogers. The note is thus ;
' The consid-

eration being executory, the statement of

the request in the declaration, though men-
tioned in the undertaking, appears to have
been unnecessary. In Osborne v. Rogers
the consideration of a promise is laid to

be, that the said Robert, at the special in-

stance and request of the said William,
would serve the said William, and be-

stow his care and labor in and about the

business of the said William; and tlie

declaration alleges, that Robert, contiding

in the said promise of William, after-

,vards wont into the service of William,
»nd bestowed his care and labor in and
about,' &c. Hero the considei'ation is

clearly executory, yet Mr. Sergeant Wil-
liams, in a note to the words, * at the spe-

cial instance and request,* says, 'these

words are necessary to be laid in the dec-

laration, in order to support the action.

It is held, that a consideration executed
and past,— as in the present case, the ser-

vice performed by the plaintiff for the

testator in his lifetime, for several years

then past,— is not sufficient to maintain
an assumpsit, unless it was moved by a

precedent request, and so laid.' "The

statement according to modern practice,

of the accrual of a debt for, or the making
of a promise for the payment of the

price of goods sold and delivered, or for

the repayment of money lent, as being in

consideration of goods sold and delivered,

or money lent to the defendant, a this re-

quest, is conceived to be an inartificial

mode of declaring. Even where the con-

sideration is entirely past, it appeai-s to be

unnecessary to allege a recjuest, if the act

stated as the consideration cannot, from
its nature, have been a gratuitous kind-

ness, but imports a consideration per se.

It being immaterial to the right of action

whether the bargain, if actually concluded
and executed, or the loan, if made, and
the moneys actually advanced, was pro-

posed and urged by the buyer or by the

seller, by the borrower or by the lender.

Vide Rastall's Entries, tit. ' Dette ;' and
Co. Ent. tit. • Debt.' There cannot be a
claim for money lent unless there be a

loan, and a loan imports an obligation to

pay. If the money is accepted, it is im-
material whether or not it was asked for.

The samo doctrine will not apply to

money paid ; because no man can be a

debtor for money paid, unless it was paid

at his request. What my brother Man-
ning says, in the note to which I have re-

ferred, is perfectly correct." And see

Acome v. The American Mineral Co. 11

How. Pr. 24.
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CHAPTER IL

ASSENT OF THE PARTIES.

Sect, I,

—

What the assent must be.

There is no contract, unless the parties thereto assent ; and

they must assent to the same thing, in the same sense, (a) A
mere assent does not suffice to constitute a contract, for there

may be an assent in a matter of opinion, or in some fact which

is done and completed at the time, and therefore leaves no obli-

gation behind it. But a contract requires the assent of the

parties to an agreement, and this a;greement must be obligatory,

and, as we have seen, the obligation must, in general, be mutual.

This is sometimes briefly expressed, by saying, that there must

be " a request on the one side and an assent on the other." (b)

A mere affirmation, or proposition, is not enough. Nor is this

any more a contract if it be in writing than if spoken only, (c)

(a) Hazards. New England Marine Ins. 10 E. L. & E. 473, s. c. II C. B. 954;
Co. I Sumner, 218. In Bruce u. Pearson, Barlow y. Scott. 24 N. Y. (10 Smith), 40;
3 Johns. 534, it was held, that if a person Hutcheson v. Blakeman, 3 Met. (Ky.), 80.

sends an order to a merchant to send him See posl, 494, note {j}.

a particular quantity of goods on certain (b) Tindall, C. J., in Jackson o. Gallo-

tei-ms of credit, and the merchant sends a way, 5 Bing. N. C. 75.

less quantity of goods, at a shorter credit, (c) Tucker v. Woods, 12 Johns. 190.

and the goods sent are lost by the way, See also, Bruce y. Pearson, 3 Johns. 534

;

the merchant must bear the loss, for there Tuttle v. Love, 7 Johns. 470 ; Weeks i-.

is no coniracf, express or implied, between Tybald, Noy, 11; 1 Kol. Abr. 6 (M),

the parties. So where shingles were sold pi. 1 .
— To render a proposed contract

and delivered at $3.25, but there was a binding there must be an accession to its

dispute as to whether the $3.25 was for a terms by both parties, — a mere voluntary

bunch or for a thousand ; it was held, that, compliance with its conditions by one

unless both parties had understandingly who had not previously assented to it

assented to one of those views, there was does not render the other liable on it.

no special contraet as to the price. Greene Johnston v. Eessler, 7 Watts, 48 ; Ball v.

V. Bateman, 2 Woodb. & M. 359. See Newton, 7 Cush. 599 ; and See Meynell y.

fnrthei', Tuttle v. Love, 7 Johns. 470 ;
Surtees, 31 E. L. & E. 475. In this case

Eliason v. Henshaw, 4 Wheat. 225 ; Falls certain parties were desirous of constmct-

V. Gaither, 9 Port. (Ala,), 605; Keller v. ing a railway on the way-leave principle,

Tbarru, 3 Citl. 147; Hutchison a. Bow- and for that purpose entered into negotia-

ker, 5 M. & W. 535 ; Hamilton v. Terry, tions with a land-owner, and proposed
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It becomes a contract only when the proposition is met by an

acceptance which corresponds with it entirely and adequately.

It may however happen, that there is some difference of un-

derstanding as to terms not directly referred to, either in the

offer or acceptance ; and it has been held that such a difference

wUl not prevent the accepted proposition from becoming a con-

ti'act. (d) But a letter accepting an offer, with a qualification

that the terms of a contract can afterwards be arranged between

the parties, does not constitute an absolute conti'act, upon which

a bill for specific performance will be entertained, (e)

When it is proposed by publication to do a certain thing on

certain terms, one who desires that thing to be done and is

silent as to the terms, will be supposed to assent to them ; thus,

it has been held at nisi prius, that if the publisher of a news-

paper places distinctly in the usual place of his paper, his terms

of advertising, one who orders advertising without any special

bargains as to terms, is to be regarded as assenting to the pub-

lished terms.

Many cases turn upon the question whether this assent to

the proposition was entire and adequate. The principle may
be stated thus. The assent must comprehend the whole of the

proposition, it must be exactly equal to its extent and provis-

ions, and it must not qualify them by any new matter. Thus,

an offer to sell a certain thing, on certain terms, may be met by

the answer, " I will take that thing on those terms," or by any

answer which means this, however it may be expressed ; and,

if the proposition be in the form of a question, as, " I wiU sell

you so and so, wiU you buy ? " the whole of this meaning may

tei-ms which were discussed by the parties, give B a specific amount, as difference,

but not agreed to. The company went which proposition B reserved the privi-

forward, however, and constructed their lego of detcrmininp- upon by a certain day;
road. Held, that the acquiescence of the and before that day arrived, A gave notice
land-owner in the construction of the road to B that he would not confirm tlic offered
did not amount to an acceptance of the contract, it was held, tliat no action lay in
terms proposed by the company.— In favor of B to recover the difference agreed
Eskridge v. Glover, 5 Stew. & P. 264, it to be paid by A. See also. Cope ;•. Albin-
was held, that an incomplete contract or 6on, 16 E. L. & E. 470 s. c. 8 Exch.
agreement, wliich one of the parties has 185; Governor v. Petch,'28 E. L. & E.
the option of completing at a particular 470, s. o. 10 Exch. 610.
day, raises a mutual right of rescission in (d) Baines v. Woodfall, 95 Eng. C. L.
the other party, at any time before the 657.
ratification by the first. Thus where A (e) Honeyman v. Marryatt, 6 H. L. Cas.
proposed to exchange horses with B, and 112,
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be conveyed by the word " Yes," or any other simply afBrmative

answer. And thus a legal contract is completed.

But there are cases where the answer, either in words or in

effect, departs from the proposition
; or varies the terms of the

offer ; or substitutes for the contract tendered, one more satis-

factory to the respondent. In these cases there is no assent, and
no contract. The respondent is at liberty to accept wholly ; or

to reject wholly ; but one of these things he must do ; for if he

answers, not rejecting, but proposing to accept under some
modifications, this is a rejection of the offer. The party mak-
ing the offer may renew it; but the party receiving it cannot

reply, accepting with modifications, and when these are rejected,

again reply, accepting generally, and upon his acceptance claim

the right of holding the other party to his first offer.

An answer or a compliance has been sometimes held insuf-

ficient to make a contract, where the difference of terms be-

tween the parties did not seem to be very important. (/) In

(/) Thus in Hutchinson v. Bowker, 5

M. & W^. 535, the action was assumpsit

for tlie nou-delivery of harlcy. It was
proved at the trial that the defendants

wrote to the plaintiffs, offering them a cer-

tain quantity of " good " barley, upon
certain terras ; to which tlie plaintiffs an-

swered, after quoting the defendants' let-

ter, as fol ows :
" Of which offer we ac-

cept, expecting you will give us fine hw-
usy _.-^ full weight." The defendants in

reply, stated that their letter contained no
such expression as fine barley, and de-

clined to ship the same. Evidence was
given at the trial that the terms " good"
and " fine " were terms well known in the

trade; and the jury found that there was
a distinction in the trade between " good"
and "fine" barley. Held, that although

it was a question for the jury what was
the meaning of those terms in a mercan-

tile sense, yet that, they having found
what that meaning was, it was for the

court to determine the meaning of the

contract ; and the court held that there

was not a sufficient acceptance. See also,

Slaymaker v. Irwin, 4 Whait. 369 ; Gftther

V. Capper, 26 E. L. & E. 275, s. c. 15

C. B. 39, 696. And in Vassar v. Camp,
1 Kern. 441, the defendants wrote to the

plaintiffs, offering them "10,000 bushels

of first quality Jefferson county barley

of this year's growth." The plaintiffs re-

plied, sending a contract for the purpose
of having it signed by defendant, in which
the barley was doscrilicd as "first quality

Jefferson county two-rowed barley, of this

season's growth. Held, that this was not
an acceptance of the dfTcndaiit's offer.

So where there is a material vai-iance be-

tween tlie bought and sold no'tes delivered

by a broker to the vendor and vendee,
there is v i sale. Peltier v. Collins, 3
Wend. 459; Suydam u. C ark, 2 Sandf.
133. .^ the cases of Sivcwright v.

Archibat-f, 6 E. L. & E. 286, s. c. 17 Q.
B. 103; Moore v. Campbell, 26 E. L. &
E. 522, s. C. 10 Exch. 323. So in Jor-

dan V. Norton, 4 M. & W. 155, which was
assumpsit for a mare sold and delivered,

to which the defendant pleaded non-as-

sumpsit. It appeared tliat the defendant
having seen and ridden the mare, wrote
to the plaintiff, "I will take the mare at

twenty guineas, ofi course icarranted ; and
as she lays out, turn her out my mare."
The plaintiff agreed, to sell her for twenty
guineas. The defendant subsequently
wrote again to him, " My son will be at

the World's End (a public house), on
Monday, when he will take the mare and
pay you ; send anybody with a receipt,

and the money shall be paid ; only say in

the receipt, sound, and quiet in harness."

The plaintifl' wrote in reply, " She is war-

ranted sound, and quiet in double harness
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fact the court seldom inquires into the magnitude or effect of

this diversity ; if it clearly exist, that fact is enough. But it is

not material by which of the parties to an agreement the words

which make it one are spoken ; the intent governs, and Lf

this be clear, and expressed with sufficient definiteness, it is

enough, (g)

This question frequently occurs in cases where a guaranty

was offered, and the party receiving it acted on the faith of such

guaranty. But this is not enough, without a previous accept-

ance of the guaranty. (A) Nor does this rest on a mere tech-

I never pnt her in single harness." The
mare was brought to the World's End on
the Monday, and the defendant's son took
her away without paying the price, and
without any receipt or warranty. The
defendant kept her two days and then re-

turned her as being unsound. The learn-

ed judge stated to the jury that the ques-

tion was whether the defendant had ac-

cepted the mare, and directed them to

find for the defendant if they thought lie

had returned her within a reasonable time
;

and desired them also to say whether the

son had authority to take licv without the

warranty. The jury found that the de-

fendant did not accept the mare, and that

the son had no autliority to take her away.

Sdd, on motion to enter a verdict for tlie

plaintilf, that there was no complete con-

tract in Nvi'iting between the parties ; that,

therefore, the direction of the learned judge
was right; that the defendant was not
bound by the act of the son in bringing
home the mare, inasmuch as he had there-

by exceeded his authority as agent ; and
consequently that the plaintiff was not en-
titled to recover.

(g) Putnam, J., in Hubbard v. Cool-
idge, 1 Met. 93. But where a conversa-
tion is relied upon as proofofan agreement,
it is for the jury to decide whether such an
assent of the minds of the parties took
place as to constitute a valid contract, or
whether what passed between them was a
loose conversation, not understood or in-

tended as an agreement. Thurston v.

Thornton, 1 Cash. 89.

(A) Thus in Gaunt v. Hill, 1 Stark.

10, which was assumpsit for non-payment
of ^£70, in consideration of forbearance.
The defendant's brother being indebted to

the plaintiff in the sum of £140, the de-

fendant offered by letter to pay the plain-

tiff £70, provided he would give his

brother a full discharge ; and directed

him, in case he accepted his offer, to call

upon him the next morning. Held, that

the offer was not binding upon the defend-

ant, unless accepted within tlie time ap-

pointed, and that at all events it must be
shown that the plaintiff had acceded to

the proposal in writing. — So in Mclver
V. Richardson, 1 M. & Sel. 557, a paper
writing was given by the defendant to A
(10 whose house the plaintiffs had de-

clined to furnish goods on tlieir credit

alone), to this effect :
" I understand A

& Co. have given you an order for rigging,

&e. I can assure you, from what I know
of A's honor and probity, you will be

perfectly safe in crediting them to that

amount ; indeed I have no objection to guar-

antee you against any loss from giving them

this credit ; " which paper was handed
over by A to the plaintiffs, together with

a guaranty from another house, which
they required in addition, and the goods

were thereupon furnished. Held, that the

paper did not amount to a guaranty, there

being no notice given by the plaintiff's to

the defendant that they acropted it as

such, or any consent of the defendant that

it should be a conclusive guaranty. And
on the authority of that case the Court of

Exchequer afterwards, in Mozley v. Tink-
ler, 1 C. M. & R. 692, adopted the same
doctrine. In that case there was a guar-

anty in the following form :
" F. infoims

mo that you are about publishing an arith-

metic for him. I have no objection to be-

ing answerable as far as fifty pounds; for

my reference apply to B." Signed, " G.
T." B. wrote this memorandum, and
added, " Witness to G. T.— J. B." It

was forwarded by B. to the plaintiffs, who
never communicated their acceptance of it

to G. T. In an action against the latter

on the guaranty, held, that the plaintiffii,
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nical rule. Justice to the guarantor obviously requires that he

should have notice of an intention to furnish goods or money,

or do any similar thing on the credit of his guaranty. And
this notice must be distinct, so that there can be no mistake

about it, and given in good season, so that the guarantor may,

if he chooses, take proper measures to secure himself. Such a

case must, however, be discriminated from one of absolute

and complete guaranty ; as where one writes, " I hereby guar-

antee you, &c.," and delivers the paper. This is not an offer,

or proposition to guarantee, but a declaration of the fact, and if

made on good consideration binds the party, without further

action on the part of him who receives it. ({) But where the

guaranty is made only as an offer, or a proposition, there must

be a distinct acceptance of it. Of late, there are decisions, espe-

cially in New York, which lead to the conclusion that an accept-

ance in part, of a guaranty, that is, action on the faith of it by

him to whom the guaranty is given, holds the guarantor with-

out any notice to him. This subject of guaranty we shall, how-

ever, consider specifically hereafter.

At a sale by auction, every bid of any one present is an offer

by him. It becomes a contract as soon as the hammer falls, or

the bid is otherwise accepted
; [j) but until it is accepted it may

not proving any notice of acceptance to representation with a view to the parties'

the defendant were not entiled to recover, doing an act, against the consequences

See also, Morrow v. Waltz, 18 Penn. St. of which they should afterwards be pro-

118, and Harson v. Pike, 16 Ind. 140. tectcd.

(i) The distinction hetween a mere offer (j) Payne v. Cave, 3 T. R. 148. The
to guarantee, and an actual guaranty, is coui-t there said :

" The auctioneer is tlie

well illustrated by the case of Jones v. agent of the vendor, and the assent of both

Williams, 7 M. & W. 493. In that case parties is necessary to make the contract

the defendant's undertaking was contained binding; that is signified on the part of

in two letters, addressed to C. J., the the seller, by knocking down the hammer,
brother of the plaintiff's intestate, R. J., which was not done here till the defendant

in the first of which he pressed C. J. to had retracted. An action is not unaptly

join, and to induce his brothers to join, in called locus pomitentice. Every bidding is

a security for the repayment of money to nothing more than an offer on one side,

be advanced to the defendant for carrying which is not binding on either side till it

on a suit in chancery ; and in the second is assented to." See further, Fislier v,

he again urged that they should lend their Seltzer, 23 Penn. St. 308. — As sales at

names for this purpose, and added : " I auction are clearly within the statute of

should consider it a matter of favor to frauds, Hinde v. Whitehouse, 7 East, 568

;

myself if your brothers will join, and I will Kenworthy v. Scofield, 2 B. & 0. 945;

see that they come to no harm." Held, Brent v. Green, 6 Leigh, 16 ; the assent

that the letters amounted to an actuai would not be binding unless in writing,

guaranty, on which the defendant was if the case came within the terras of that

Uable to the plaintiff, and not merely to a statute.
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be withdrawn by the bidder, because until then it is not obli-

gatory on him, for want of the assent of the owner of the prop>

erty, by his agent the auctioneer, (k)

SECTION II.

CONTKAOTS ON TIME.

Propositions or offers on time involve questions of the assent

of parties, which are sometimes difficult. (1) Strictly speaking,

all ofTers are on time. If one says, I will sell you this thing

for this money, and the other answers, I wiU buy that thing at

that price, all authorities agree that this is a contract. But the

(t) Sec post, pp. 539, 540, on the con-

tract of sale by auctions.

{1} This subject was discussed in the

case of Boston and Maine Kailroad v.

Bartlett, 3 Cush. 224. It was there held,

tiiat a proposition in writing to sell land,

at a certain price, if taken within tliirty

days, is a continuing otfer, which may
be retracted at any time; but if not be-

ing retracted, it is accepted within the

time, such offer and acceptance constitute

a valid contract, the specific performance
of which may be enforced by a bill in

equity. i^/eicA(?r, J., there observed : "In
the present case, though the writing signed

by the defendants was but an offer, and
an offer which might be revoked, yet while

it remained in force and unrevoked, it

was a continuing offer during the time
limited for acceptance ; and during the

whole of that time it was an offer every
instant, but as soon as it was accepted it

ceased to be an offer merely, and then
ripened into a contract. The counsel for

the defendants is most surely in the right,

in saying, that the writing when made was
without consideration, and did not there-

fore form a contract. It was then but an
offer to contract ; and the parties making
the offer most undoubtedly might have
withdrawn it at any time before accept-

ance. But when the offer was accepted,

the minds of the parties met, and the con-
tract was complete. There was then the

meeting of the minds of the parties, which
constitutes and is the definition of a con-

tract. The acceptance by the plaintiffs

constituted a sufficient legal consideration

for the engagement on the part of the de-

fendants. There was then nothing want-

ing, in order to perfect a valid contract on
the part of the defendants. It was pre-

cisely as if the parties had met at the

time of the acceptance, and the offer had
then been made and accepted, and the

bargain completed at once. A different

doctrine, however, prevails in Prance, and
Scotland, and Holland. It is there held,

that whenever an offer is made, granting

to a party a certain time within which he

is to be entitled to decide whether he will

accept it or not, the party making such offer

is not at liberty to withdraw it before the

lapse of the appointed time. There are

certainly very strong reasons in support

of tills doctrine. Highly respectable au-

thors regard it as inconsistent with the

plain principles of equity, that a person,

who has been induced to rely on such an

engagement, should have no remedy in

case of disappointment. But, wliether

wisely and equitably or not, the common
law unyieldingly insists upon a considera-

tion, or a paper with a seal attached. The
authorities, both English and American,
in support of this view of the subject, are

very numerous and decisive ; but it is not

deemed to be needful or expedient to refer

particularly to them, as they are collected

and commented on in several reports, a»

well as in the text-books."
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answer follows the offer ; it cannot be actually simultaneous

with it, although it is sometimes said to be so. But the offer

is regarded as continuing until the acceptance, if the acceptance

is made at once. Nor can it be necessary that the acceptance

should follow the offer instantaneously. Though the party ad-

dressed pauses a minute or two for consideration, still his assent

makes a contract, for the offer continues unless it is expressly

withdrawn. But how long wiU it continue ? The only answer

must be, in general, a reasonable time
;
(m) and what this is

must be determined by the circunastances of the case. If the

party addressed goes away, and returns the next month or the

next week, and says he will accept the proposition, he is too

late unless the proposer assents in his turn. So it would be

probably if he came the next day, or the next hour ; or, perhaps,

if he went away at aU and afterwards returned.

But the proposer may himself determine how long the offer

shall continue. He may say, I will give you an hour, or until

this time to-morrow, or next week, to make up your mind.

Then the party to whom the proposition is made knows how
long the offer is to continue. He may avail himself of the

hour, the day, or the week given for inquiry or consideration,

or making the necessary arrangements ; and if within the pre-

scribed time he expresses his assent (supposing the proposition

not in the mean time withdrawn), he completes the contract as

effectually as if he had answered in the same way at the first

moment after the offer was made, (n)

It seems irrational to say that the proposer is not bound by

receiving such delayed assent, although it is given within the

specified time, because no consideration had been paid him for

the delay, and for the continuance of the offer. If it were said

that where one makes an offer, and the other instantly accepts,

the offerer nevertheless is not bound, because there is no consid-

eration, then it might be said consistently that he is not bound

by an answer made within a time specified by him. But no one

(m) Beckwith v. Cheever, 1 Foster (n) Wright v. Bigg, 21 E. L. & E.

(N. fl.),41 ; Peru v. Turner, 1 Faiif. 185. 591.

VOL. I. 31
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doubts that the offerer is bound by an instantaneous acceptance,

although he received no consideration for the offer. And what

difference can it make as to the consideration or the want of it,

whether the acceptance follows the offer in a second, or in a

minute or two, or in a longer, but stiU reasonable time, or in a

stni longer time limited and specified by the proposer himself.

All these cases stand on the same footing in respect to consid-

eration.

Undoubtedly, if the offerer gives a day for acceptance, with-

out consideration for the delay, he may at any time within that

day, before acceptance, recall his offer. So he may if he gives

no time. If he makes an offer, and instantly recalls it before ac-

ceptance, although the other party was prepared to accept it the

next instant, the offer is effectually withdrawn. But acceptance

before withdrawal binds the parties, if made while the offer

continues ; and the offer does continue in all cases, either a rea-

sonable time (and that only), or the time fixed by the party

himself.

It may be said, that whether the offer be made for a time cer-

tain or not, the intention or understanding of the parties is to

govern. K the proposer fixes a lime he expresses his intention,

and the other party knows precisely what it is. If no definite

time is stated, then the inquiry as to a reasonable time resolves

itself into an inquiry as to what time it is rational to suppose

that the parties contemplated ; and the law wiU decide this to

be that time which as rational men they ought to have under-

stood each other to have had in mind, (o)

We hold this to be the true principle, and to be capable of

universal application. Thus, where many subscribe for a com-

mon result on a certain condition, the first question may be as

to the consideration ; and this we have already discussed. And
it would be another question how long the parties are bound

by the promise contained in such subscription. If no time be

agreed on, and there be no express withdrawal, then the law

must choose between the period of legal presumption, which

(o) Moxley v. Moxley's Adm'r, 2 Met. (Ky), 309.
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would generally be twenty years, and the principle of reason-

able time
; and the first alternative would be very unreasonable,

and might be very oppressive. The court will look into all the

circumstances of each case, and inquire what the parties act-

ually understood or intended, or, regarding them as rational

men, what they must be supposed to have intended. And it

seems difficult to reject this rule, without holding principles

which would lead to the conclusion that one who offers goods

to another, and, receiving no answer, sells them to a third per-

son a year after, may stiU be held by him to whom the offer

was first made, if he shall then see fit to accept the offer ; a

conclusion so wholly unreasonable as to be impossible.

An analogous and closely connected question has arisen,

where the proposition and the reply are both made by letter.

And as we think, it must be governed by the same principles.

We consider that an offer by letter is a continuing offer until

the letter be received, and for a reasonable time thereafter,

during which the party to whom it is addressed may accept the

offer. We hold also that this offer may be withdrawn by the

maker at any moment ; and that it is withdrawn as soon as a

notice of such withdrawal reaches the party to whom the offer

is made, and not before, (p) If, therefore, that party accepts

(p) Notwithstanding the case of Mc- tical offer to the plaintiffs, and then the

CuUoch V. Eagle Ins. Co. 1 Pick. 281, we contract is completed by the acceptance of
deem the rule of the text to be the law in it by the latter. Tlien as to the delay in

England, and in tliis country; although notifying the acceptance, that arises en-

further adjudication may be necessary to tirely from the mi.'-talie of the defendants,

define these rales and determine all tlieir and it therefore must be taken as against

consequences. It was first laid down in them, that the plaintiffs' answer was re-

England, in Adams v. Lindsell, 1 B. & Aid. ceivcd iu course of post." See also, Ken-
681, in 1818. The case of Cooke «. Oxley, nedy y. Lee, 3 Meriv, 441. And in the

3 T. R. 653, was there relied upon by case of Potter v. Sanders, 6 Hare, 1, de-

counsel, but the court said, "that if that cided in 1846, a purchaser offered a price

were so, no contract could ever be com- for an estate, and the vendor, by a letter

pleted by the post. For if the defendants sent by post, and received by tlie pui'cha-

were not bound by their offer when ac- ser the day after it was pur into tlie post-

cepted by the plaintiffs, till the answer office, accepted the offer. Held, that the

was received, then the plaintiffs ought vendor was bound by the contract from
not to be bound till after they had received the time when he posted the letter, al-

the notification that the defendants had though it was not received by the pur-

received their answer and assented to it. chaser until the following day. And this

And so it might go on ad infinitum. The rule was adopted by tlie House of Lords
defendants must be considered in law as in the still later case of Dunlop v. Hig-

making, during every instant of the time gins, 1 H. L. Cas. 381. It was there laid

their letter was travelling, the same iden- down, that a letter offering a contract does
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the offer before such withdrawal, the bargain is completed;

there is then a contract founded upon mutual assent. And an

acceptance having this effect is made, when the party receiving

the offer puts into the mail his answer accepting it. Thus, if

A, in Boston, on the first day of January, writes to B, in Balti-

more, making an offer, and this letter reaches Baltimore on the

third, and B forthwith answers the letter, accepting the offer,

putting the letter into the mail that day ; and on the second

of January A writes withdrawing the offer, and his letter of

withdrawal reaches B on the fourth, there is nevertheless a

contract made between the parties. If the offer was to sell

goods, B, on tendering the price, may claim the goods ; if the

offer was to insure B's ship, B may tender the premium and

demand the policy, and hold A as an insurer of his ship. And
so of any other offer or proposition, (q)

"We have supposed these letters to be properly addressed and

mailed, and to reach the proper party at a proper time. Cases

undoubtedly may occur where there is delay and hinderance,

and the cause of this may be the fault of the proposer, or of the

acceptor, or of neither. Such cases may form exceptions to the

not bind tlie party to whom it is acMressed tual Ins. Co. 5 Penn. St. 339, wliere the

to return an answer by the very next post case of MfCuUoch t'. Eas;le Insurance Co.

after its delivery, or to lose the benefit of is ably e.xamhied. The ea.s;e of Tayloe v.

the contract, but an answer, posted on the Merchants Fire Ins. Co. 9 How, 390, is a

day of receiving the offer, is sufficient; stronc^ case on this subject. It was there

that the contract is accepted by the posting held, that whcva there was a con-espond-

of a letter declaring its acceptance ; that a ence relating to the insurance of a house
person putting into the post a letter declar- against fire, tlie insurance company malc-

ing his acceptance of a conti-act ort'ered, ing known the terms upon which tliey

has done all that is necessary for him to were willing to insure, the contract was
do, and is not answerable for casualties complete when the insured placed a letter

occurring at the post-office. See also, in the post-office accepting tlic terms ; and
Stocken v. CoUen, 7 IM. & W. 515. With the house having been burned down while

the exception of .Tennessee (Gillespie v. the letter of acceptance was in progress Ijy

Edmonston, II Humph. 553), the doc- the mail, the company were hold respon-

trine of Adams v. Lindsell is the estab- sible. Sec also, tlie Palo Alto, Davies,
lislied law in tliis country. Beckwith v. 344. In the case of Duncan p. Tophani,
Cheever, 1 Foster (N. H.), 41 ; Brisbane. 8 C. B. 225, the same principle was
Boyd, 4 PaiL'C, 17; Averill v. Hedge, 12 adopted, and the contract was said to be
Conn. 436 ; Mactier v. Frith, 6 Wend, 103

;
closed by mailing the letter of acceptance,

Vassar v. Camp, 14 Barb. 341, s. o. 1 although it never reached its destination.

Kern. 441 ; Clark v. Dales, 20 Barb. 42

;

All these cases and some others are fully

Levy V. Cohen, 4 Geo. 1 ; Eliason ?•. Hen- considered in 2 Parsons, IVIarit. Law, p.
shaw, 4 Wheat. 228 ; Chiles v. Nelson, 22, note 4.

7 Dana, 281 ; Falls v. Gaither, 9 Port. (7) Hutcheson u. Blakeman, 3 Met
(Ala.), 605; Hamilton u. Lycoming Mu- (Ky.), 80.
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principle above stated, and must be decided on their own facts

and merits, and by rules which are specially adapted to them.

But we should state as the general rule what was lately de-

clared to be law by the House of Lords ; that if the party

receiving an offer by letter, put his answer of acceptance into

the mail, he has done all that he could do, and is in no way
responsible for the casualties of the mail service, (r)

(r) See Dimlop v. Higgins, 1 H. L. Cas. 381, cited in note {p) sup. ; Duncan
V. Topham, 8 C. B. 222.
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CHAPTER I.

PRELIMINARY REMARKS.

The subject-matter of every contract is something which is to

be done, or which is to be omitted. No very precise or logical

division and classification of these various things is known to

the common law. The division stated and followed in the Pan-

dects, and referred to by Blackstone, (a) is exact and rationaL

It recognizes four species of contracts ;
— Do ut Des ; Facto ut

Facias ; Facia ut Des ; Do ut Facias. But this division is not,

in the civil law, strictly followed. The whole subject of pur-

chase and sale (emptio et venditio) is treated of before this di-

vision is introduced, (b) Blackstone says, " of this kind (Do ut

Des) are all sales of goods." But in fact it seems to be con-

fined to giving a thing (not money) to receive a thing in return.

It is impossible to make much use of this classification, in

exhibiting the rules of the common law in relation to contracts
;

and the arrangement of the subject-matters of contracts which

we have adopted, is the following. We shall treat of Con-

tracts,

1. For the Purchase and Sale of Real Estate.

2. For the Hiring of Real Estate.

3. For the Purchase and Sale of Chattels.

(a) 2 Bl. Com. 444. See ante, p. 430, 18, tit. 18. Do ut des, etc. Pandects,

note (n). lilj- 19. tit. 5. art. 1, 5 4.

(6) Emptio et Venditio. Pandects, lib.

(489)
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4. For the Purchase and Sale of Chattels with Warranty.

5. Of the Right of Stoppage in Transitu.

6. For the Hiring of Chattels.

7. Of Guaranty.

8. For the Hiring of Persons.

9. For Service generally.

10. Of and in relation to Marriage.

11. Of Bailment.

Before, however, considering these topics severally, a few

words may be said of the remedy which the common law af-

fords for injury sustained by a breach of a contract to do a

specific thing.

Where the thing to be done is the payment of money; there,

in general, the remedy is adequate and perfect. But where the

thing to be done is any thing else than the payment of money,

there the common law can give only a remedy which may be

entirely inadequate ; for it can give only a money remedy. The

foundation of the common law of contracts may be said to be

the giving of damages for the breach of a contract. And even

where the contract is specifically for the payment of money,

and for nothing else, still the law does not, generally, in form,

decree an execution of the contract, but damages for the breach

of it. If an action be brought upon a promissory note, or a

covenant, the plaintiff sets forth the contract and the breach,

and does not pray for an execution of it ; but he sets forth also

the damages he has sustained, and claims them. The action

of debt may, it is true, be brought, not only on a bond, but

upon many simple contracts ; and in this action the payment

of the money due is directly demanded, and such is the judg-

ment if the plaintiff recovers ; but this action is not much used

at the present time, in this country at least, to enforce simple

contracts. Where the contract is for any other thing than the

payment of money, the common law knows no other than a

money remedy ; for it has no power to enforce the specific per-

formance of a contract, with the exception only of those money
contracts for which debt wiU lie.

This inability of the common law was among the earlier

and most potent causes which gave rise to courts of equity ; for
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these courts have, both in England and in this country, a very

complete jurisdiction over this class of cases. Perhaps this ap-

parent defect in the common law may be explained, by sup-

posing that, originally, the action of debt gave the power of

compelling performance in fact, in the gi-eat majority of cases

which required it, and that the comparative disuse of this action,

and the coming into notice of the great variety of other cases

in which this power was needed to do justice, occurred after the

forms of the common law had become fixed, and when there

was a great unwillingness in the courts to change or enlarge

them ; and when also another court had grown up which had

full power in all such cases. However this may be, this defect

in the common law, which must be felt more and more sensibly

as society advances beyond the point at which it is willing to

measure all rights and wrongs by a money standard, is one cause,

undoubtedly, of the disposition which is manifesting itself in

this country, to bring together aU common-law and aU equity

powers of preventing wrong and enforcing right ; as has been

done, or attempted to be done in New York, by their last Re-

vised Code ; and as will, we think, be done in other States of

this Union, in some form and in some measure. Indeed the

recent legislation of England, by giving to the Oommon Law
Courts a kind of summary equity jm'isdiction, seems to seek

the same result.
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CHAPTER II.

PURCHASE AND SALE OF REAL PEOPEETY.

CoNTBTANCBS of real property are made by deed, which we do

not propose to consider at present. But simple contracts are

often made for the purchase of real estate, and the specific per-

formance of these contracts may be enforced in equity, (a) or

actions may be brought on them at common law. (b) Neither

equity nor law wiU enforce such contract, if it be founded upon

fraud, (c) or gross misrepresentation, (d) or upon an intentional

concealment of an important defect in or objection to an es-

tate
;
(e) but a mere inadequacy of price— not gross, and not

attended by circumstances indicating fraud or oppression— is

not sufficient to avoid it. (/)

{a) That specific performance of con-

tracts for the sale or purchase of railway

shares will be enforced in equity, see D un-

cuft V. Albrecht, 12 Sim. 189 ; Shaw v.

Fisher, 12 Jur. 152 ; Wynne v. Price, 13

id. 295.— Tlie idea formerly entertained,

that a court of equity might award com-
pensation for non-performance of a con-

tract of sale, is now exploded. Todd v.

Gee, 17 Ves. 273 ; Sainsbury v. Jones, 5

Myl. & C. 1.

(b) See Moses v. McFerlan, 2 Buit.
1011 ; Parrer v. Nightingal, 2 Esp. 639

;

Squire v. Tod, 1 Camp. 293. It seems,

that if the subject-matter of the contract

is such that both vendor and purchaser

would be reimbursed by damages, a court

of equity will decline to interfere, and will

leave a party to his remedy at law. This
is the case in ordinary agreements for the

sale of stock. Cud v. Rutter, 1 P. Wms.
570 ; Nutbrown v. Thornton, 10 Ves. 159.

— It has been thought, however, that in

some cases a bill in equity for specific per-

formance ought to be maintained in such
contracts. See 2 Story, Eq. ^ 717, 724.

(c) See Davis v. Symonds, 1 Cox, 407
;

Seymour v. Delancey, 6 Johns. Cb. 225;

Acker v. PlKenix, 4 Paige, 305 ; Nellis v.

Clark, 20 Wend. 24 ; Miller v. Chctwood,

1 Green. Ch. 199; Clement ^. Rcid, 9

Sm. & M. 535.

{d) Cadman v. Horner, 18 Ves. 10.

In this case the purchaser was plaintiff,

and was the seller's agent, and specific,

performance was refused, because he had

represented to the seller that the houses

had been injured by a flood, and would

require between £40 and £50 to repair

them, whereas 40s. would have repaired

the damages. See also, Lord Clerment v.

Tasburgh, 1 Jac. & W. 112; Barker d.

Harrison, 2 Collyor, 546 ; Best v. Stow, 2

Sandf Ch. 298 ; Schmidt v. Livingston,

3 Edw. Ch. 213 ; Rodman v. Zilley, Sax-

ton, 320 ; Brealey v. Collins, Younge,

317.

(e) But general statements by a seller,

although not the whole trutli, will not

amount to such misrepresentation as to

avoid the contract. Sec Penton ). Browne,
14 Ves. 144; Lowndes v. Lane, 2 Cox,

363.

(/) Wlutcfield V. McLeod, 2 Bay, 380

;

Stewart o. The State, 2 Har. & G. 114;

Kuobb V. Lindsay, 5 Plamm. 472 ;
Osgood
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Estates are frequently sold at auction ; and in that case, the

plans and descriptions should be such as will give true informa-

tion to such persons as ordinarily attend such sales ; for if they

are deceptive or materially en-oneous, the purchaser is not bound
to take the estate

; (g) and if these descriptions are written or

printed and circulated among the buyers, or conspicuously

posted in their sight, they cannot be controlled by verbal decla-

V. Franklin, 2 Johns. Ch. 1 ; Coles v. Tre-
cothiek, 9 Ves. ( Sumner's ed. )

, 234 ; "Wood-
cock .!. Beniiet, 1 Cowen, 733 ; Min-
tum V. Scj'mour, 4 Johns. Ch. 500 ; Bird-

song V. Birdsong, 2 Head. 289, where in-

adequacy of consideration is said to be only
a bade/e of fraud. But inadequacy of price

if gross, and attended by circumstances
evincing unconscientious advantage taken

by the purchaser of the improvidence and
distress of the vendor, will avoid the con-

tract in equity, although the contract be
executed. McKinney v. Pinckard, 2

Leigh, 149; Evans v. Llewellyn, 2 Bro.

Ch. 150. See Groves «. Perkins, 6 Sim.

576 ; Sttirge v. Sturge, 14 Jur. 159. And
if the inadequacy of price is so gross as to

be itself sufficient evidence of fraud, then

the contract will be void. See Rice v.

Gordon, 11 Beav. 265. But an inequality

of price, in order to amount to a fraud,

must be so strong .and manifest as to shock

the conscience and confound the judg-

ment of any man of common sense. Os-
good V. Franklin, 2 Johns. Ch, 23 ; and
see How v. Weldon, 2 Ves. Sen. 516;
Gwynne v. Heaton, 1 Bro. Ch. 2 ; Coles

V. Trecothick, 9 Ves. 246.— Although
inadequacy of price is not a ground for

decreeing an agreement to be delivered

up, or a sale rescinded (unless its gross-

ness amounts to fraud), yet it may be suf-

ficient for the court to refuse to enforce per-

formance. Osgood t'. Franklin, 2 Johns.

Ch. 23 ; Mortlock v. BuUer, 10 Ves. 292

;

Day V. Newman, cited in Mortlock v. Bul-

ler. See also, ante, p. 436.

iff)
Dykes v. Blake, 4 Bing. N. C. 463.

In this case, by the particulars of sale, lot

13 was described as building ground, and
the adjoining lot 12 as a villa, subject to

liberty for the purchaser of lot 1 to come
on the premises to repair drains, &c., as

reserved in lot 7. The reservation in lot

7 referred to a lease, which gave the occu-

pier of that and the several adjoining lots,

composing a row of houses, a carriage-

way in common, in front of the lots, and a

footway at the back, and also " footway

over lot 13. The particulars contained
plans which disclosed the carriage-way in

front, and the footway at the back of the

houses, but not the footway over lot 1 3.

But they stated, that the lease of lot 7

might be seen at the vendor's office, and
would be produced at the sale. The
plaintiff having purchased lots 12 and 13,

by one contract, in ignorance of the foot-

way over lot 13, it was held, that the mis-
description was such as to entitle liim to

rescind the conti-act as to both. See also,

Adams v. Lambert, 2 Jur. 1078 ; Robin-
son !>. Musgrove, 8 C. & P. 469 ; Tavlor
V. Mtutindale, 1 Y. & Col. Ch. 658 ; "Sy-

mons V. James, id. 490 ; Martin t-. Colter,

3 Jones L. 506. "If the ilcsrription bo
substantially true, and be defective or in-

accurate, in a slight degree only, the jmr-

chaser will be required to pcifovm the

contract, if the sale be fair and tlie title

good. Some care and diligeneo must be

exacted of the purchaser. If every nice

and critical objection be admissible, and
sufficient to defeat the sale, it would
greatly impair the efficacy and value of

public judicial sales ; and thcrcfoi-e, if the

purchaser gets substantially the thing for

which he bargained, he may generally be

held to abide by the purchase, with the

allowance of some deduction from the

price by way of compensation for any
small deficiency in the value, by reason of
the variation. 2 Kent, Com. 437 ; King
V. Bardeau, 6 Johns. 38. Tlia estate can-
not be too minutely described in the par-

ticulars ; for although it is imjjossible

that all the particulars relative to the

quantity, the situation, &c., should bo so

specifically laid down as not to call for

some allowance when the bargain comes
to be executed

;
yet if a person, however

litle conversant with the actual situation

of his estate, will give a description, ha

must be bound by that whether conver-

sant of it or not. See Judson v. Wass, 1

1

Johns. 525, 3 Cranch, 270, 2 Bay, 11."

Dart, Vendors and Purchasers (Am. ed.)

p. 51, n. 2.
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rations made by the auctioneer at the time of the sale. (A) And
even if it be provided in the terms of sale that any eiTor or mis-

statement in the description shall not avoid the sale, but be

allowed for in the price, such provision will not cover any mis-

statement of a substantial and important character; but the

purchaser may, on that ground, rescind the sale
;
(i) as, if an

auctioneer sells lot A to one who, in good faith and without

fault supposes he is buying lot B, there is no sale, and no con-

tract between the parties for want of agreement of minds, (j)

And if the error be wholly unintentional, but such that the

amount of compensation to be allowed therefor cannot be ex-

actly calculated, the contract may be rescinded, (k) Wherever

(h) Gimnis v. Erhart, 1 H. Bl. 289
;

Bradsliaw v. Bennett, 5 C. & P. 48 ; Can-
non I'. Jlitilicll, 2 Desaus. 320 ; Shelton

V. Levin's, 2 Cr. & J. 411 ; Powell v. Ed-
munds, 12 East, 6; Ogilvio v. Foljambc,
3 Meriv. S.l ; Rich r. Taokson, 4 Bi'o. Cli.

514 ; Wright v. Deldine, Pet. C. C. 199
;

Ranlvin u. iVEatthows, 7 Ired. L. 286.

And it makes no difference that the ques-

tion arises on a sub-sale of the same prem-
ises, by the purchaser. Shelton r. Livius,

2 Cr. & J. 411. The rule applies in

favor of the seller as well as the purchaser.

Powell V. Edmund*. 12 East, 6. The
case of Jones v. Edney, 3 Camp. 285, is

not at variance with the rule stated in the

text. That ivas a case of a sale at auc-

tion of the lease of a public-house. The
house was described in the conditions of

sale as " a free pnli}ic-house ,•" but the

lease under which it was held contained

in fact a proviso that the lessee and his

assigns should take all their beer from- a
particular brewei-y. At the sale, the auc-

tioneer read over the whole lease in the

hearing of the bidders, and when ho came
to the proviso, being asked how the house
could bo called "a free public-house," he
answered, " That clause has been done
away with. There has been a trial upon
it before Lord Kllenhoroiif/h, who has de-

cided it to be bad. I warrant it as a free

public-bouse, anil sell it as surb." The
plaintiff bid off the house and paid a de-

posit, but afterwards finding that the

clause might still be enforced, ho brought
this action to recover the deposit back.

It was helil, that he was entitled to recover.

Lord Ellenborongh said :
" In the condi-

tions of sale this is stated to be a 'free

public-house.' Had the auctioneer after-

wards verbally contradicted this, I should
have paid very little attention to what he

said from his juilpit. i\rcn cannot tell

Avhat contracts tliey enter into if the writ-

ten conditions of sale are to be controlled

hy the babble of the auction-i-oom. But
here the auctioneer at the time of the sale,

declared that he warranted and sold this

as a free public-house. Undi'r these cir-

cumstances a bidder was not bound to

attend to the clauses of the lease, or to

consider their legal operation."

(/) Dnko of Noilolk v. Worthy, 1

Camp. .137; Stewart i\ Alliston, I Meriv.

26; Robinson v. Musunn-e, 2 ^lood. &
R. 92 ; Leach v. Jliillct, 3 C. & P, 115.

( /) Sheldon V. Capron, 3 R. I. 171.

(i) Dobell V. Hutchinson, 3 A. & E.

35.5. This was a sale of a leasehold in-

terest of lands, described in the particu-

lars as held for a teim of twenty-three

years, at a rent of £5.'), and as comprising
a yaiil. Our of the conditions A\as, that

if any mistake .should be made in the

description of the property, or any other

error whatever should appear in the par-

ticulars of the estate, such mistake or er-

ror should not .annul or vitiate the sale,

but a compensation should be made, to be

settled by arbitration. The yard was not,

in fact, comprehendcil in the property

held for the terra at £'>:>, but was held by

the vendor from year to year, at an addi-

tional rent. It "was essential to the en-

joyment of the property leased for the

twcnty-tbrce years. It did not appear

that tile ^cndor knew of the defect. The
court hc'/d that this defect avoided the sale,

and was not a mistake to he compensated
for under the above condition ; although

after the day named iu the conditions for
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there is any material inistake, and no such provision respecting

it, the vendor cannot offer a pro tanto allowance, and enforce

the sale against the purchaser. And these principles would
hold in the case of a sale not at auction, so far as they were
applicable. [1)

If an estate be sold in separate lots, and one person buy
many lots, there is, by the later adjudications and the better

reasons, a distinct contract for each lot. (m) But where the

contract is written and signed for the purchase of several lots

at one aggregate price, it is one contract ; and this is so where

this contract was subsequent to a sale of the same lots severally

and at several prices to the same purchaser. (») And if a

vendor sell an estate as one lot, and has title to a part, but not

to the whole, he cannot enforce the sale
;
(o) but if he sells in

several wholly independent lots, it would seem reasonable that

he should enforce it as to those to which he could make title,

as held by Lord Brougham ; (p) but we should not consider the

lots as whoUy independent, if in point of fact the buying of

them all was, for any reason, a part of the inducement or

motive of the buyer for making the purchase.

There has been much question whether a sale at auction

might be avoided by the purchaser, because by-bidders or

puffers were employed by the owner or auctioneer. The proper

completing the purchase, and before action mar, 1 Desavis. 486 ; Cassainajor v. Strode,

brought by the vendee, the vendor pro- 2 Myl. & K. 706 ; Lewin v. Guest, 1 Russ.

cured a lease of tlie yard for the term to 325 ; Harwood v. Bland, Flan. & K. .540.

the vendee, and offered it to hira. See (o) 2 Story, Eq. § 778 ; Reed v. Noe,

also. Mills V. Oddy, 2 C. M. & R. 103. 9 Yerg. 283 ; Dalby u. PuUen, 3 Sim. 29
;

{I] Hibbert v. Shee, 1 Camp. 1 13 ; Rob- Bates v. Delavan, 5 Paige, 300 ; Johnson

inson v. Musgrove, 2 Mo. & Rob. 92. v. Johnsop, 3 B. & P. 162; Parham v.

(m) This was expressly held in Emer- Randolph, 4 How. (Miss.), 435. But if

son V. Heelis, 2 Taunt.' 38. See also the part to which the seller has title was

James «. Shore, 1 Stark. 426. The con- the purchaser's principal object, or equally

tracts are separate, both in law and fact, his object with tlie otiier part, and is itself

Id. ; Roots V. Lord Dormer, 4 B. & Ad. an independent subject, and not likely to

77 ; Baldey v. Parker, 2 B. & C. 44, Best, be injured by being separated from the

J. ; Seaton u. Booth, 4 A. & B. 528

;

other part, equity will compel the pur-

Gibson u. Spurrier, Pealie, Ad. Cas. 49 ; chaser to take it at a proportionate price.

Dykes v. Blake, 4 Bing. N. C. 463. But See McQuin v. Earquhar, 1 1 Ves. 467
;

see Van Eps v. Schenectady, 12 'Johns. Bowyer v. Bright, 13 Price, 698 ; Buck v.

436; Stoddart !'. Smith, 5 Binn. 355; McGaughtry, 5 Monr. 230; Simpson v.

Waters v. Travis, 9 Johns. 450. Hawkins, 1 Dana, 305 ;
CoUard v. Groom,

(n) Dykes v. Blake, 4 Bing. N. C. 463. 2 J. J. Mai-sh. 488.

See Chambers v. Griffiths, 1 Esp. 150; (p) Cassamajor w. Strode, 2 Myl. & K
Drewe v. Hanson, 6 Ves. 675; Hepburn 706.

V. Auld, 5 Crancli, 262 ; Osborne v. Bre-
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way is undoubtedly to give notice of such a thing at the sale

;

but the weight of authority in this country, as well as that of

some cases in England, seems to be in favor of permitting an

owner, without notice, to employ a person to bid for him, if he

does this with no other purpose than to prevent a sacrifice of

the property under a given price, (q) In a recent interesting

English case, it was held, that a sale at auction " without re-

serve," means, that there shall be no bid by or for the vendor at

the auction, and that the property shall be sold to the highest

bidder, A^'hether the sum oiJered be equivalent to its value or

not. And that the highest bona-fide bidder may sue the auc-

tioneer if he knocks down the hammer at a subsequent and

higher bidding of or for the owner ; and this whether the auc-

'

tioneer was or was not privy to such bid. (r) It might be

inferred from the language by some of the judges in this case,

that by-bidding was not unlawful in cases of ordinary sale by

auction, but would be made so if such phrases in the advertise-

ment as " without reserve," " to the highest bidder," or any

equivalent phrases, were used. It must be often difficult how-

ever, to draw the line between an honest procedure of this sort

and a fraudulent design. It is certain, that any unfair conduct

on the part of the purchaser in regard to his purchase, prevents

his acquiring any title to the goods, (s) But an agreement

among many, that one should bid for all, wiU not necessarily

avoid the sale, [t)

At an auction the contract of sale is not completed until the

(g) This right, provided there exists no at auction, McDowell v. Simms, 6 Ired.

actual intention to defraud, is recognized Eq. 278, and Tomlinson v. Savage, Id.

by many recent authorities. Se6 Latham 430 ; also, Doolubdass v. EamloU, 3 E.

V. Morrow, 6 B. Mon. 630; National Fire L. & E. 39, and Flint v. Woodin, 13 B.
Ins. Co. ti.Loomis, 11 Paige, 431 ; Bowles L. & E. 278, s. c. 9 Hare, 618. Where
V. Round, 5 Vos. Jr. 508, n. (b) (Sum- property was advertised for sale "to the

ner's ed.); Crowder v. Austin, 3 Bing. highest" bidder," a written proposal of

368; Vcazic v, Williams, 3 Story, 622; " five hundred dollars more than the high-

Thornett v. Haines, 1.5 M. & W. 371; est hid," without naming any sum, was
Wheeler v. Collier, Mood. & M. 123; not considered valid, Webster o. French
Dart, Vendors and Pnrchasere, p. 89. 11,111 1.54.

Contra, Towleu. Leavitt, 3 Foster (N.H.), (j) Wiirlow v. Harrison, Exchequer
360 ; Pennocli's Appeal, 14 Penn. St. 446

;
chamber, 8 Am. Ijaw Eeg. 241

.

Staines u. Shore, 1 6 Ponn. St. 200. In (s) Fuller v. Abrahams, 6 J. B. Moore,
Veazie v. Williams, in 8 How. 134, the 316, s. c. 3 Br. & B. 116 ; Smith w. Green-
Supreme Court seems to hold, that if the lee, 2 Dev. L. 126.
bids were intended to enhance the price, (I) Fire Ins. Co. v. Loomis, 11 Paige,
and did so, the buyer should have relief 431 ; Switzer v. Skiles, 3 Oilman, 529.
in equity. See, as to bids by puffers,
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auctioneer knocks the property down to the purchaser ; for he is

the agent of the vendor, and this is his assent to the offer of the

purchaser, and until such assent be given the offer may be with-

drawn, (m) But an auctioneer has no authority to rescind the

sale, for either party, without specific orders, although the pur-

chase-money be not yet paid, (v)

If an auctioneer does not disclose the name of the owner of

the property which he sells, he is himself liable to an action by

the buyer for the completion of the contract, (w) And it

would be so if he sold or warranted without authority, (x) K he

has the authority of the owner to warrant, and does so, disclos-

ing the name of the owner, he is himself exonerated from the

warranty, and the owner is liable upon it. (y) And he has such

special property in the goods that he may bring an action for

the price, even if the goods be sold in the house of the owner,

and were known to be his. (z) But the buyer may set off a

debt due to him from the owner, (a) And if the auctioneer

sell the property of A as the property of B, and the buyer pay

the price to B, the auctioneer cannot recover it of the buyer, (b)

It is said, that after the sale is finished the auctioneer is no

longer the agent of the owner, and a payment to him of the

price is not a payment to the owner, (c) But where the auc-

(u) Paine v. Cave, 3 T. E. 148 ; Rout- chaser may refuse to pay the auctioneer,

ledge w. Grant, 4 Bing. 653. If the bid is Dickenson v. Naule, I Nev. & M. 721.

retracted, the retraction must be loud See ante, p. 132.

enough te be heard by the auctioneer, (a) Coppin v. Craig, 7 Taunt. 243.

otherwise it amounts to nothing. Jones (6) Coppin v. Walker, 7 Taunt. 237.

V. Nanney, McClol. 39, s. c. 13 Price, 103. (c) Sykes v. Giles, 5 M. & W. 645. In

(y) Boinest o. Lcignez, 2 Rich. L. 464. this case the plaintiff having employed an
(mj) Han.son v. Roiicrdeau, Peake, Cas. auctioneer to sell certain timber growing

120; Franklyn v. Laraond, 4 C. B. 637; on his estate, the following, among other

Mills V. Hunt, 20 Wend. 431 ; Jones o, conditions, were read at the sale, in the

Littledale, 6 A. & E. 486. presence of the defendant : " That each

[x) Sugden Law of Vendors, (10th ed.), purchaser should pay down a deposit of

vol. I. p. 70 ; Jones v. Dyke, id. vol. 3, ilO per cent, in part of the pmchase-
app. 8 ; Gaby v. Driver, 2 Y. & J. 549. money, and pay the remainder on or be-

{y) An auctioneer in such case is like fore the 17th of August; but in case any
anv other agent, and, unless he acts be- purchaser should prefer to pay tlie whole

yond his authority, binds his principal, amount of his purchase-money at an ear-

but not himself. lior period, discount after the rate of £5
(z) Williams v. Millington, 1 H. Bl. per cent, will be allowed." Also, " that

81 ; Coppin v. Walker, 7 Taunt. 237. each purchaser shall enter into a proper

But where the person employing the auc- agreement and bond, if required, with

tioneer to sell has no right so to do, the such one, two, or more sureties as shall be

auctioneer has no cluim upon the Jjroperty approved by the vendor or his agent, for

against the rightful owner, and the pur- the performance of his agreement, pursu-

TOL. I. 32
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tioneer, by usage, or on other evidence, can be shown to have

authority to receive the money, such payment must discharge

the buyer, (d) It is the duty of the auctioneer to obtain the

best price he fairly can ; to comply with his instructions, unless

they would operate as a fraud ; to pursue the accustomed course

of business, and to possess a competent degree of skiU ; and if

he fail in either of these particulars, and damage ensues to the

owner, he is responsible therefor, (e)

In the preceding remarks we have given the rules of law

applicable to auction sales of personal as well as of real prop-

erty. They are the same in both cases, except so far as they

are necessarily distinguished by the nature of the property sold.

ant to the above conditions." The de-

fendant became the purchaser of one lot,

and paid the deposit. Some days after

the sale, which was on the 14th of Febru-
ary, the defendant, at the auctioneer's re-

quest, drew a bill of exchange for the resi-

due of the purchase-money, dated on the

day of the sale, on one J. M., payable six

months after date to his own order, and
indorsed it to the auctioneer, who, being
in difficulties, indorsed it to a third person,

to whom he was indebted, on his own ac-

count. The bill became due on the 17th

of August, when the amount of it was duly
paid to the holder. It was never trans-

ferred to the plaintiff. Held, tliat, under
these circumstances, the delivery and pay-

ment of the bill of exchange was not a

valid payment of the residue of the pur-

chase-money for the timber purchased by
the defendant, the auctioneer having no
authority to receive payment of such resi-

due, or to take any security for the pay-
ment of it ; liut that, even if he were au-

thorized by the conditions to receive pay-
ment, the payment required was a pay-
ment in cash, and he had no authority

to take a bill of exchange. Parke, B. :

" The question here is, what authority

the auctioneer had. The extent of that

authority, in tlie absence of any proof of
general authority, must depend upon the
conditions of sale. The only authority
given to the auctioneer by these con-
ditions is to receive the deposit money;
the vendor reserves to himself or his agent
the power to receive the remainder of the

purchase-money. As no agent is named
for that purpose, the payment must be to

the principal, or some general agent,

which the auctioneer certainly was not;
for the word ' agent ' in the sixth con-

dition clearly does not refer to him. By
the third condition the remainder of the

money is to be paid on or before the 17th

of August, but such payment is not to be

to the auctioneer but to the vendor. Then
that part of the condition which provides

that the purchaser may, if he shall pre-

fer it, pay the whole money at an earlier

period, must also be construed to mean
that he shall pay it to the same person,

that is, the vendor or his agent. But
even if the auctioneer had had authority

to receive the remainder of the purchase-

money, he had no authority to receive

it in this way by means of a bill of ex-

change. Cash payment was intended,

and not a bill of exchange. My opinion,

however, is, that under the terms of the

conditions of sale, the vendor is to receive

the purchase-money, and not the auction-

eer. The general rule may be different,

but the case turns on this peculiar con-

struction of the conditions of the sale."

(rf) See Capel v. Thornton, 3 C. & P.

352 ; Bunney v. Payntz, 4 B. & Ad. 568.

The case of Sykes v. Giles, above cited,

.docs not impugn this rule, but turned upon
the special conditions of the sale.

(c) See Guerreiro v. Peile, 3 B. & Aid.

616; Bexwell v. Christie, Cowp. 395;
Russell V. Palmer, 2 Wils. 325.
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CHAPTER IIL

HIEING OF EEAL I'ROPERTY.

Sect. I.— Of the Lease.

The hiring of real property is usually effected by means of a

lease, which is a contract, whereby one party— the tenant—
has the possession and profits of the land, and the other party

— the landlord— reserves a rent, which the tenant pays him

by way of compensation.

It is frequently a question whether an instrument is a lease

at once, or only an agreement to make a lease hereafter; and if

a lease ; when by its terms it is to begin, and when to end ; and

whether the tenancy is for years, or from year to year, or at

wiU, or upon sufferance. But these questions are properly ques-

tions of construction, and so far as they come within the scope

of this work will be considered hereafter, when we treat of

Construction, and of the Statute of Frauds, in our Second

Volume.

Any general description will suffice to pass the demised

premises, if it be capable of distinct ascertainment and identi-

fication. And certain words, usually employed, as house, feirm,

land, and the like, have, if necessary, a very wide meaning, (a)

And where such general and comprehensive terms are employed,

all things usually comprehended within the meaning thereof

^yiU pass, unless the circumstances of the case show very clearly

that the intention of the parties was otherwise. (6) And inac-

curacies as to qualities, names, amounts, &c., wiU be rejected,

if there is enough ta make the purposes and intentions of the

(o) Shep. Touch. 90-92. Lake, id. 168 ; Kerslake v. White, 2 Stark.

\h) Doe V. Burt, 1 T. K. 701
'; Bryan 608; Ongley v, Chambers, 1 Bing. 483.

p. Wetherhead, Cro. C. 17; Gennings v. 496.
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parties certain, (c) So the granting for hire, of a thing to be

used, carries with it all proper appurtenances and accompani-

ments which are needed for the proper use and enjoyment of

the thing, (d)

SECTION II.

OF THE GENERAL LIABILITIES OF THE LESSOR.

There is an implied covenant on the part of the lessor to put

the lessee into possession, and that he shall quietly enjoy, (e)

But unless the demise be under seal there is no implied cove-

nant for good title, but only for quiet enjoyment. (/) He is not

bound to renew, without express covenant, (g) nor are such

covenants favored, if they tend to perpetuity, (h) but where

they are definite and reasonable the law sustains them, (i) A
covenant to " renew under the same covenants," is satisfied by

a renewal which omits the covenant to renew, (j) But a cove-

nant to renew impfies a renewal for the same term and rent,

and, probably, on the same conditions as before, except only

the covenant to renew ; but if it be " to renew on such terms as

may be agreed upon," this is void for uncertainty, {k)

(c) Miller V. Travcrs, 1 M. & Scott, 342, fosses to have been executed. Bishop v.

351 ; Blague v. Gold, Cro. C. 473 ; Mason Wraith, 26 E. L. & E. 568.
y. Ohamlicvs, Cro. J. 34; Wrotosley v. (/) Bandy f. Cartwright, 20 E. L. & E.
Adams, Plowd. 187, 191; "VVindhara y. 374, s. c. 8 E.Kch. 913.
Windham, Dyer, 376 b; Goodtitle v. (g) Lee y. Vernon, 7 Bro. P. C. 432;
Southern, 1 ii. & Sel. 299 ; Doe v. Gal- Robertson v. St. Jolm, 2 Bro. Oh. 140.

loway, 5 B. & Ad. 43 ; Pim v. CuiTcU, 6 (h) Baynham v. Guy's Hospital, 3 Ves.
M. & W. 234, 269. 295 ; Attorney-General u. Brooke, 18 id.

(d) Shop. Touch. 89 ; Morris ii.Edg- 319,326.
in^ton, 3 Taunt. 24, 31 ; Kooystra r. Lu- (/) Furnival v. Crew, 3 Atk. 83 ; Cooke
cas, 5 B. & Aid. 830 ; Harding v. Wilson, v. Booth, Cowp. 819 ; Willan v. Willan,

2 B. & C. 96. 16 Ves. 72, 84 ; Sadlier v. Biggs, 27 E.
(e) Line v. Stephenson, 4 Bing. N. C. L. & E. 74.

678, 5 id. 183; Holden v. Taylor, Hob. (j) Carr v. Ellison, 20 Wend. 178.

12 ;
Hackot v. Glover, 10 Mod. 142 ; Shep. See also Abeel ;. Radclift; 13 Johns. 297.

Touch. 165
;
Nokcs' case, 4 Rep. 80 b.

—

But see contra. Bridges v. Hitchcock, 1

As.'-umpsit lies against a landlord on his Bro. P. C. 522.
implied promise to give possession. Coe [k] Rutgers v. Hunter, 6 Johns. Ch.
V. Clay, 3 Mo. & P. 57. And in the ab- 215; Whitlock v. Duffield, 1 Hoff. Ch.
sence of any proof to the contrary, the 110 ; Tracy v. Albany Exch. Co. 3 Seld
tenancy under a written agreement begins 472.
fro.-n the day on which the agrccmcat pro-
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A landlord is under no implied legal obligation to repair, and
it seems to be law on the weight of authority, that the uninhab-

itableness of a house is not a good defence to an action for

rent (l) And if he expressly covenanted to repair, the tenant

cannot quit and discharge himself of the rent because the re-

pairs are not made, unless there is a provision to that effect, (m)

And if a landlord is bound by custom or by express agreement

to repair, this obligation, and the obligation of the tenant to pay

rent, are, it seems, independent of each other, so that the refusal

or neglect of the landlord to repair is no answer to a demand
for rent, (m) It would seem from the authorities above cited, to

be the law in England, that a tenant is justified in avoiding his

lease, only by a positive wrong on the part of his landlord ; as

by erroneous or fraudulent misdescription of the premises, or

their being made uninhabitable by the landlord, (o) It is there

held, that if the lessor knows that his house is in a ruinous con-

dition, and that the lessee is ignorant of this, he is not bound to

declare its condition to the lessee. It is said, however, that he

must do this if he knows that the lessee takes the house because

he believes it to be sound and habitable, or if the concealment

will amount to a deceit, (p) But it would be difficult to sup-

pose a case to which these exceptions, at least in their sub-

stance, are not applicable, (q)

{I) Arden v. Fallen, 10 M. & W. 321
;

a, pi. 6. See also the repoiter's note to

Hart i>. Windsor, 12 id. 68 ; Izon «. Gor- Surplice v. Famsworth, 7 Man. & G.

ton, 5 Bing. N. C. .501 ; Gott v. Gandy, 576.

22 E. L. & E. 173; Moffatt v. Smith, 4 (o) See Surplice u. Farnsworth, 7 Man.

Comst. 126 ; Banks v. White, 1 Sneed, & G. 576 ; Hart v. Windsor, 12 M. & W.
613; Howard v. Doolittle, 3 Duer, 464; 68; Sutton v. Temple, id. 52; Arden v

Clenes'i'. Willoughby, 7 Hill (N. Y.), 83. PuUen, 10 id. 321.

The cases contra, as Collins v. Barrows, 1 ( p] Keates v. Earl Cadogan, 2 E. L.

Mo. & Rob. 112 ; Edwards v. Etherington, & E. 318.

7 Dow. & R. 117 ; Salisbury v. Marshall, ( q) In Libbey v. Tolford, 48 Me. 316.

4 C. & P. 65, seemed to be overruled. Held, that in a lease of a store tliere is no

(m) Surplice v. Farnsworth, 7 Man. & implied warranty, that the building is

G. 576. safe, well-built, or fit for any parti'ular

(m) Bro. Abr. Dette, pi. 18 ; 27 H. 6, 10 purpose.
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SECTION III.

OF THE GENERAL LIABILITY AND OBLIGATION OP THE TENANT.

The words " reserving," or " yielding," or " paying," a rent, oi

any phraseology distinctly showing the intention of the parties

that rent should be paid, imply a covenant or a proipise on the

part of the lessee to pay the same, although the words import

no promise. And he is liable for an action either for non-pay-

ment of rent, or for refusing to take possession, (r) He is not

bound to pay the taxes, unless he agrees to ; but the agreement

may be indirect and constructive ; as if he agrees to pay the

rent " free from all taxes, charges, or impositions," (s) or even to

pay " a net rent ;" (t) or any other language is used, distinctly

showing that this burden was to be cast upon the tenant.

The time when the rent is due depends upon the terms,of the

contract ; and, if this were silent, the time would depend upon

statutory provision, if any there were, and in the absence of such

provision, upon the usage of the country. "Whenever it is due,

if no place of payment is fixed by the contract, and there is a

clause of reentry and forfeiture in case of non-payment, a readi-

ness to pay upon the land would be necessary to prevent a for-

feiture, and as the law could not in such a case compel a tenant

to seek the landlord oif the land to pay the rent, and at the same

time be ready upon the land with the money to prevent a for-

feiture, it would seem that a readiness to pay upon the land

would also be a good plea of tender in an action for the rent, (u)

although the tenant might, if he chose, make a personal ten-

der which would be good, (v) But we hold, with the latest

(r) See Piatt on Covenants, 50. The But see contra, Cranston v. Clai-ke, Sayer,

learned author of this treatise maintains, 78.
however, with great ability and learning, (() Bennett v. Womack, 3 C. & P. 96,

that an action of covenant' viill lie in such s. c. 7 B. & C. 627.
case only when the lease is made 'by in- (u) Haldane v. Johnson, 20 E. L. &
denture executed by the lessee. E. 498, s. c. 8 Exch. 689.

(s) Bradbury u. Wright, Dougl. 624. {v) Hunter v. Le Conte, 6 Cowen, 728,
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English authority, that if there be no clause of forfeiture in the

lease, the tenant must seek the landlord and tender the rent as

in other cases, in order to prevent the landlord from recovering

the costs of an action
;
(w) although the American cases lead to

a different conclusion, (z) And a tender of rent on the day it

fell due, although at a late hour in the evening, has been held

good. (?/) Most leases now made in this country contain a

clause of forfeiture for non-payment, giving to the lessor the

right to reenter thereupon, and to repossesss himself absolutely of

the premises. This provision is expressed in various ways, but

it is substantially the same everywhere. It must be remembered

however, that the law is exact, and irideed punctilious, as to the

exercise of this right of reentry. It may be said, in general, that

a demand must be made for the rent due, and of the precise

sum, on the very day on which it becomes due, and at a conve-

nient time before sunset, and at the very place where it is pay-

able, if one be prescribed, and otherwise at the most conspicious

or notorious place on the premises leased, (z)

A tenant is not bound to make general repairs without

an express agreement. But he must make such repairs as are

made necessary by his use of the house, and are required to

keep the premises in tenantable condition. And even if an

accident occur without his having any thing to do with it, as if

a "ttdndow were broken, or slates cast from the roof, he must

repair, if serious injury will obviously result in case the accident

be left without repair, (a) In general, an outgoing tenant

must leave the premises wind and water tight, but is not bound

to any ornamental repair, as painting, papering, &c., although

so broad a covenant on his part as " to leave the premises in

good and sufficient repair, order, and condition," might cover

these repau-s. {b) But if he expressly agrees to keep the premises

(w) Haldane v. Johnson, 20 E. L. & E. (a) Ferguson v. , 2 Esp. 590
;

498, s. o. 8 Exch. 689. Gibson v. Wells, 4 B. & P. 290 ; Pomfret

(i) Hunter v. Le Conte, 6 Cowen, v. Eicroft, 1 Wms. Saund. 323 b. n. (7) ;

728 Walter v. DeweT, 16 Johns. 222. Horsefall v. Mather, Holt, 7 ; Auworth v.

( y) Thomas v. Hayden, cited in Per- Johnson, 5 C. & P. 239 ; Torriano v.

kins V. Dana, 19 Vt. 589. Young, 6 id, 8 ; Libbey v. Tolford, 48 Me.

Ix) Van Rensselaer y. Jewett, 2 Comst. 316.

135, 141 ; Jones ;;. Keed, 15 N. H. 68. In {b] Wise t>. Metcalf, 10 B. & C. 312.

the 'latter case it is said that the demand But a declaration stating, that in consid-

musfbe made in the afternoon. eration that the defendant had become ten-
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in repair, and to deliver them up in good repair, he is not jus-

tified in permitting them to remain out of repair by the fact that

they were so when he received them, (c) If the landlord is

under no obligation to repair, and the tenant voluntarily makes

them, the landlord is not bound to repay him the expense
;
(d)

but we should think there would be a sufficient consideration

to sustain a subsequent promise by the landlord. If there be

an express and unconditional agreement to repair, or to rede-

liver in good order, or to keep in good repair, the tenant is

bound to do this, even though the premises are destroyed by

fire, so that he is in fact compelled to rebuild them, (e) but not

if destroyed by the act of God or the public enemies. (/) It

is, therefore, now usual, in weU-drawn leases, to add to the

covenant obliging the tenant to repair and redeliver in good or-

der, an exception, " unless the premises are injured or destroyed

by fij-e or inevitable accident." Where the tenant contracts to

repair, there is no implied promise to use premises in a tenant-

like manner, (g-) but such tenant is liable to third parties for

'

damages resulting from the ruinous state of the premises ; and

the landlord is not, if the premises were in good order when
leased, (h) But the tenant is not made liable by this agreement

for acts done before the execution of the indenture, alhough its

habendum states that the premises are to be held from a day

prior to the day of the execution, (i) And an under-lessee,

with covenants to repair, is liable to his immediate landlord

only for such damages as result directly from the breach of his

ant to the plaintiff of a farm, the defend- {d ) Mumford v. Bowen, 6 Covven,
ant undertook to make a certain quantity 475.

of fallow, and to spend £fiO worth of ma- (e) 40 Ed. 3. 6. pi. 11; Paradine v.

nure every year tlicreon, and to keep the Jane, Aleyn, 27 ; Bullock v. Dommitt, 6
buildinf;s in repair, was held bad on gen- T. R. 650 ; Brecknock Canal Co. ».

eral demurrer ;
tho^c obli^'ations not aris- Pritchard, 6 T. R. 750 ; Jii re ykin^ley, 3

ing out of the bare relation of landlord E. L. & B. 91 ; Allen v. Culver, 3 Denio,
and ten.ant. Brown v. Crump, 1 Marsh. 284; Spence v. Chadwick, 10 Q. B. 517,
567. See al^o Granger v. Collins, 6 M. & 530; Phillips d. Stevens, 16 Mass. 238;
"W. 458

;
Jackson v. Cobbin, 8 id. 790. Fowler v. Bott, 6 Mass. 63.

(c) Payne v. Haine. 16 M. & W. 541. (/") Bayley v. Lawrence, 1 Bay 499;
But the age and ch.aracter of the premises Pollard v. Shaaflfer, 1 Dallas, 210. See
must be considered in determining the Proctor !>. Keith, 12 B. Mon. 252.
proper extent of the repairs, id. See (9) Standen f. Chrinnas, 10 Q. B. 35.

also, Mantz r. Goring, 4 Bing. N. C. 451
;

(A) Bears v. Ambler, 9 Penn. St. 193
Bardett v. Withers, 7 A. & E. 36 ; Bel- [i) Shaw v. Kay, 1 Exch 412.
Cher 0. Mcintosh, 2 Man. & R. 186.
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own contract ; and not for such as the owner may recover from

the mesne landlord, (j)

The tenant of a farm is bound, without express covenants,

to manage and cultivate the same in such manner as may be

required by good husbandry and the usual course of manage-

ment of such farms in that vicinity. And if he fails to do so,

assumpsit may be maintined on the breach of the implied

promise, [k)

It is no answer to a demand for rent that the premises are

not in a fit and proper state and condition for the purposes for

which they are hired. (I) If, therefore, the premises are burned

down, and the tenant is under no obligation to rebuild (not

having agreed to keep in repair), or are destroyed by the act

of God or the public enemies, yet he is bound to pay rent

thereafter, (m) unless, as is now frequently done in this coun-

try, the lease contains a provision, that the rent shall cease or

porportionally abate while the premises remain wholly or in

part unfit for use.

In the absence of express agreement to repair, the lessee is

not bound to rebuild a house, which has been burned through

the negligence and folly of his own servants, (n)

A lessee may assign over the whole or a part of his term in

the premises. If he parts with the whole of his interest it is an

assignment; if with less than the whole it is an underleasing,

leaving a reversion in the original lessee. An underlease is not

( / ) Logan V. Hall, 4 C. B. 598 ; Walker (m) Pollard v. Shaaffer, 1 Dallas, 210

;

V. Hatton, 10 M. & W. 249; Penley v. Niedelet v. Wales, 16 Mo. 214; Fowler

Watts, 7 id. 601. But see conft-a, Neale r. Bott,' 6 Mass. 62; Lemott w. Skerrett

V. Wyilie 3 B. & C. 533. 1 Har. & J. 42 ; Wagner v. White, 4 Har.

(k) Powley v. Walker, 5 T. R. 373

;

&. J. 546 ; Redding v. Hall, 1 Bibb, 536.

Beale v. Sanders, 3 Bing. N. C. 850

;

But see Wood v. Hubbell, 5 Barb. 601,

Brown v. Crump, 1 Marsh. 567. See where the buildings were burned after the

also, Wigglesworth v. Dallison, Dougl. lease was executed but before the tei-m be-

201- Leo-h w. Hewitt, 4 East, 154; Senior gan, or the lessee took possession; and

V. ArmyUige, Holt, 197 ; Gough v. How- he was held not liable for rent. And in

ard, Peak Ad. Cas. 197; Dalby v. Hirst, Warner v. Hitchins, 5 Barb. 66, where

1 Br. & B. 224,3 Moore, 536; Anger- the premises were burned down during the

stein V. Handson, 1 C. M. & R. 789 ; Hut- term, it was held that the lessee was not

ton V. Warren, 1 M. & W. 466 ; Halifax bound to rebuild, because there was no

V. Chambers, 4 id. 663 ; Lewis v. Jones, covenant to repair or rebuild, although

17 Penn. St. 262. there was a covenant to return the prem-

(/) Hart V. Windsor, 12 M. & W. 68; ises in the same condition as taken, and

Surplice v. iParnsworth, 7 Man. &. G. natural wear excepted.

576 ; Harrison v. Lord North, 1 Chanc. (n) McKeuzie v. McLeod, 10 Bing. 385,

Cas. 83.
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a breach of a covenant " not to assign, transfer, or set over "

the premises, or the lease, or the interest or estate of the les-

see
;
(o) but if there be added to the covenant the words " or

any part thereof," it is equally a breach, to underlet or to assign.

By such breach the original lessee becomes liable for damages

;

but the lease is not terminated, or the interest of the sub-lessee

destroyed, unless the original lease is made on condition that

there shall be no assignment, nor underleasing ; or provides that

the original lessor may, upon any assignment or underleasing

enter and expel the lessee or his assigns, and terminate the lease.

A distinction formerly prevailed between a proviso declaring

that the lease should be void on a specified event, and a proviso

enabling the lessor to determine it by reentry ; and it was held,

that in the former case the lease became absolutely void on the

event named, and was incapable of being restored by acceptance

of rent, or other act of intended confirmation ; while in the

latter, some act, such as entry or claim, must have been per-

formed by the lessor to manifest his intention to end the de-

mise, which was voidable in the interval, and consequently

confirmable. This distinction, however, is now exploded ; and

it is held that the lease is voidable only at the election of the

lessor, but not of the lessee, though the proviso expressly de-

clare that it shall be void, (p) And any act will be a waiver of

Ihe forfeiture, which is a distinct and voluntary recognition of

the lease by the lessor, with a fuU knowledge of the forfeit-

ure ; as by taking rent, &c. (q) Whether a mere demand of

(o) Crusoe v. Bugby, 2 W. Bl. 766, an insolvent law would be a breach of the

s. c. 3 Wils. 234 ; Kinnorsley v. Orpe, covenant. See Shee i>. Hale, 13 Ves.
Dougl. 56; Church c. Brown, 15 Ves. 404. And if the lease is made subject to

258, 265.— But a covenant against uyidcr- a condition that the premises shall be act-

letting will restrain the alienation by as- ually occupied by the lessee, the lease

signment. Grcenaway v. Adams, 12 Ves. will of course determine whenever the
395. — Letting lodgings is not a broach condition is broken, whether it be by tlie

of covenant not to underlet. Doe v. voluntary act of the party or by opera-
Laming, 4 Camp. 73. — And an assign- tion of law. UoB v. Clarke, 8 East,
ment by operation of law is no breach of 185.
a covenant not to assign ; as in a case of

( p) See Piatt on Leases, Vol. 11. p.
bankruptcy, or where the term is taken on 327 ; I Smith, Lead. Cas. 19 ; and Taylor,
execution by a creditor. Doe v. Carter, Landlord and Tenant (2d ed.), p. 322,

8 T. R. 57.
_
But it is otherwise if the where this point is fully considered, and

assignment is the voluiitan/ act of the cases cited.

tenant. Doe v. Carter, 8 T. R. 57, 300

;

(q)' Roe u. Harrison, 2 T. R. 425 ; Doe
Doe V. Hawke, 2 East, 481. It would v. Birch, 1 M. & W. 402; Doe v. Rees,
seem, therefore, that taking the benefit of 4 Bing. N. C. 384 ; Arnsby v. Wood
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subsequent rent is a waiver is not so certain, (r) A waiver of

the forfeiture for one breach does not prevent the lessor from

insisting on the forfeiture for another, (s) The sub-lessee is not

liable to the original lessor, there being no privity between
them. But if the whole term and interest be assigned by the

termor, the assignee— who is not a sub-lessee, as there is no

reversion in the termor— is now liable to the original lessor for

rent, by reason of his privity of estate, (t)

Where the letting is in the alternative, as for two, four, or

eight years, the tenant may determine the tenancy at either of

these periods by a proper notice, unless it be expressly agreed

otherwise, (m)

A tenant may not dispute his landlord's title ; for he is es-

topped from changing, by his own act, the character and effect

of his tenure, (i') And wherever a tenant disclaims his tenure,

or denies his landlord's title, or claims adversely to him, or at-

torns to another as having title against him, he forfeits his

estate. But where the lease was obtained by the fraud of the

landlord, the tenant may now defend against an action brought

on the lease, by impeaching the landlord's title, (w) It has been

held, however, that this fraud must be practised directly against

the tenant ; and it is not enough that the landlord's title is

fraudulent as against other parties, against the creditors of the

actual owner, for example. The landlord may enter at once,

and bring ejectment for the forfeiture. But this is a disclaimer

ward, 6 B. & C. 509; Harvie v. Oswel, (v) Doe v. Barton, 11 A. & E. 307;
Cro. E. 572; Goodright w. Davids, Cowp. Eleming v. Gooding, 10 Bing. 549; Doe
803. V. Smytlie, 4 M. & Sel. 347 ; Alcliorne v.

(r) Doe V. Birch, 1 M. & W. 406. Gomme, 2 Bing. 54 ; Gravenor v. Wood-
is) Doe t>. Bliss, 4 Taunt. 735; Doe u. house, 7 J. B. Moore, 289; Pan-y w.

Woodbridge, 9 B. & C. 376. House, Holt, 489, and the learned note

(t) Stevenson v. Lambard, 2 East, 575. by the reporter; Willison v. Watkins, 3

See also, ante, p. 231, and note (s). Pet. 43 ; Doe v. Heath, 13 Ired. L. 498;

(u) Dann v. Spurrier, 3 B. & P. 399; Eusselman ti. Worthington, 14 lU. 135;

Goodright v. Richardson, 3 T. R. 462. Pierce v. Mintum, 1 Cal. 470. But see

Where a house was leased at a certain Mountney v. Collier, 16 E. L. & E. 232,

rent, " to be paid quarterly, or half quar- s. c. 1 E. & B. 630 ; Den v. Ashmore, 2

terly if required," and the tenant entered N. J. 261 ; Shultz v. Elliott, 11 Humph.
and paid his rent quarterly for one year, 183 ; Funk's Lessee v. Ivincaid, 5 Md.
after which the landlord, without previous 404.

demand or notice, distrained for half a {w) Hamilton «. Marsden, 6 Binn. 45

;

quarter's rent, alleged to be then due, it Baskin v. Seechrist, 6 Penn. St. 154;

was held, that he had no right so to do, but Brown v. Dysinger, 1 Eawle, 408 ; Miller

must give previous notice of his election, u. McBrier, 14 S. & R. 382.

Msllam V. Arden, 10 Bing. 299.
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of the lease by the landlord, who cannot thereafter take any

advantage from the tenancy, (x) But a disclaimer by a ten-

ant will work a forfeiture only when it amounts to a renun-

ciation of his character as a tenant, which may be either by

setting up a title in another or claiming title in himself. (i/)

A refusal to pay rent, together with a request for further in-

formation as to the landlord's title, or a delay until conflicting

claims are settled, seem not to be sufficient to work a for-

feiture, (z)

The payment of rent admits, primd facie, a tenancy by impli-

cation
;
(a) but this inference may be prevented and the evi-

dence rebutted by showing that the payment was made under

a mistake, (b)

It was always admitted, that an actual expulsion of the ten-

ant, by the lessor, suspended the rent
;
(c) but it was also held,

that no conduct of the lessor, however offensive, if it were less

than expulsion, affected the obligation of rent, (d) But this

rule of law has been essentially modified. It seems to be now
settled, at least in this country, that a lessor, by conduct of ex-

treme outrage and indecency, is barred from his action for

rent, (e) And if the lessee proves an interference with his

beneficial enjoyment of the premises, which is material, and

intentional, this would be a defence against such an action. (/)
But the interference must be deliberate and intentional, and

only by the landlord himself, and not by another tenant, or

other person, (g)

{x) Grceno v. Munson, 9 Vt. 37 ; Hall G. 143 ; Doe v. Barton, 11 A. & E. 307

;

V. Dewuy, 10 id. 593; Carpenter v. Doe t>. Brown, 7 A. & E. 447.
Thompson, 3 N. H. 204 ; Blake v. Howe, (c) Salmon v. Smith, 1 Wms. Saund.
1 Aik. 306; Lord v. Bigelow, 8 Vt. 44.5; 202, 204, n. (2); Co. Litt. 148 b; As-
Doe V. Whittick, Gow, 195; Doe v. cough's case, 9 Rep. 135; Pendleton v.

Frowd, 4 Bin^'. 557; Doe v. Grubb, 10 Dyett, 4 Cowen, 581 ; Bennett „. Bittle,

B. & C. 816; Doe v. Pittman, 2 Nev. 4 Rawle, 339; Pago v. Parr, Stvles,

&M. 673; Doe u. Long, 9 C. & P. 773; 432.

Doe V. Evans, 9 M, & W. 48. [d) See the cases in the last note.

(y) Doe V. Cooper, 1 Man. & G. 135. (c) Ogilvie v. Hull, 5 Hill (N. Y.), 52;
And see Elliott o. Smith, 23 Penn. St. Pendleton v. Dyott, 8 Cowen, 727,revers-
131. ing the same case in 4 Cowan, 581.

(z) Doe V. Cawdor, 1 C. M. & R. 398; (/) Cohen v. Dupont, 1 Sandf. 260;
Doe u. Stanion, 1 M. & W. 695; Doe v. Gilhooley v. Washington, 4 Comst. 217;
Pasquali, Peake, Cas. 196. Jackson v. Eddy, 12 Mo. 209; Christo-

(a) Gouldsworth v. Knights, 11 M. & phor y. Austin, 1 Kern. 216.
W. 337 ; Fenner v. Duplock, 2 Bing. 10. (?) Gilhooley v. Washington, 4 Comsi

(b) Claridge v. Mackenzie, 4 Man. & 217.
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If a landlord oust his tenant from any part of the demised
premises, the tenant may surrender to him the rest, and be no
further liable for rent, (h)

SECTION IV.

OP SURRENDER OP LEASES BT OPERATION OF LAW.

Such surrender takes place when the lessee does something

incompatible with the lease, and the lessor assents or coop-

erates. As if the lessor gives and the lessee accepts a new valid

lease, (i) There is, perhaps, no better definition of the acts

which make a surrender in law, than to say, that they are such

acts, as in contemplation of law, are acts of notoriety ; as formal

and solemn as the execution of a deed, or livery, entry, and ac-

ceptance of an estate, (j) The surrender may be by substitut-

ing a new lease between the same parties, as we have seen, or

a new lessee instead of the old one. (k) But the mere agree-

ment for substitution is not enough ; there must be an actual

change of possession, and an actual reception by the lessor of

the new tenant in the stead of the old one
;
(l) otherwise the

new tenant is but the assignee or sub-lessee of the old one.

Or it may be a surrender and abandonment of the premises to

the landlord, he accepting the same, and no new contract sub-

stituted, (m) A.n acceptance of rent, by the lessor firom a third

{h) Smith V. Raleigh, 3 Camp. 513; (m) Reeve v. Bird, 1 C. M. & R. 31.

Bi-iggs V. Hall, 4 Leigh, 484. In Grimman v. Legge, 8 B. & C. 324, A
(?) Lyon V. Reed, 13 M. & W. 285

;
demised to B the fii-st and second floor of

Doe V. Pole, 11 Q. B. 713. a liouse for a year, at a rent payable quar-

(y) i'oric,B., Lyon u. Reed, 13 M.&W. terly. Daring a current quarter, some
309' Co. Lit. 35a a. See also, Crowley dispute arising between the parties, B told

V. Vitty, 9 E. L. & E. 501, 8. c. 7 Exch. 319. A that she would quit immediately. The
{k} Stone v. Whiting, 2 Stark. 235; latter answered, she might go when she

Thomas v. Cook, 2 Stark. 408, 3. c. 2 B. pleased. B quitted, and A accepted pos-

& Aid. 119; Lyon v. Reed, 13 M. & W. session of the apartments : Held, that A
285- Doe v. Wood, 14 M. & W. 682; could neither recover the rent, which, by

Nickells v. Atherstone, 10 Q- B. 944; virtue of the original contract, would have

Whitney v. Meyers, 1 Duer, 266. become due at the expiration of the cur-

l/I Graham v. Whichclow, 1 Cr. & M. rent quarter ; nor rent pro rata for the

188 ; Taylor c. Chapman, Peake, Ad. actual occupation of the premises for any

Cas.' 19. See also, McDonnell v. Pope, period short of the quarter. See also,

13 E. L. & E. 11 ; Barlow v. Wainwright, Dodd v. Acklom, 6 Man. & G. 672.

22 Vt. 88
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party, is primd facie only an acceptance of rent paid by the

lessee through an agent
;
(w) but if this presumption be rebutted

by facts going to show that the landlord had given up the

lessee, and had nothing more to do with him, and treated the

new occupant as his lessee, this will amount to a surrender.

For the landlord cannot hold both as his lessees, (o)

SECTION V,

OP AWAY-GOINQ CEOPS.

A tenant whose estate is terminated by an uncertain event

which he could neither foresee nor control, is entitled to the

annual crop which he sowed while his estate continued, by the

law of Emblements. But a tenant for years knows when his

lease will expire. Nevertheless he has usually some right to

the crop he sowed, and to so much possession of the land as

may be necessary to getting in the crop ; but this right must

depend either on agreement or on usage. At common law he

has no such right, [p) The local usages of this country, in this

respect, vary very much, and are not often distinctly defined or

well established. Thus, there is some uncertainty as to the

property in the manure of a farm. Generally, in this country,

the outgoing tenant cannot sell or take away the manure, {q)

although it would seem that in England he can. (r)

(n) Copeland v. Watts, 1 Stark. 95. the tenant for a definite term to his away
(o) Reeve v. Bird, 1 C. M. & E. 31

;

going crops, seems to be well established.

Walls V. Atcheson, 11 J. B. Moore, 379
;

Diffedorfter w. Jones, cited in Carson v.

Woodcock y. Nuth, 8 Bing. 170; Thomas Blazer, 2 Binn. 487, and in Stultz v,

V. Cooke, 2 B. & Aid. 119 ; Johnstone v. Dickey, 5 Binn. 289 ; Comfort v. Duncan,
Huddlestone, 4 B. & C. 922. 1 Miles, 229 ; Demi v. Bossier, 1 Penn.

(p) Caldecott t). Smythies, 7 C. & P. 224. Such is the case also in New Jersey.
808 ; Wigglesworth v. Dallison, Dougl. "Van Doren u. Everitt, 2 Southard, 460

;

201. See also, Griffiths v. Puleston, 13 M. Templeman v. Biddle, 1 Harring. (Del.),
& W. 358 ; Strickland u. Maxwell, 2 Cr. 622.

& M. 539; Boraston v. Green, 16 East, (q) Lassell v. Eeed, 6 Greenl. 222;
71 ; Davis y. Cannop, 1 Price, 53; Beavan Staples v. Emery, 7 Greenl. 201 ; Daniels
V. Delahay, 1 H. Bl. 5 ; Knight v. Ban- v. Pond, 21 Pick. 367, 371 ; Lewis v. Ly-
ett, 3 Bing. 364 ; Hutton v. Warren, 1 man, 22 Pick. 437, 442 ; Middlebrook i;

M. & W. 466 ; Senior v. Armytage, Holt, Corwin, 15 Wend. 169 ; Lewis u. Jones
197; Webb u. Plummer, 2 B. & Aid. 17 Penn. St. 262. See also, Kittredge »
746 ; Holding v. Pigott, 7 Bing. 465. By Woods, 3 N. H. 503.
the custom of Pennsylvania, the right of (r) See Roberts v. Barker, 1 Cr. & M.
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SECTION VI.

OF FIXTURES.

The tenant may annex some things to the freehold, and yet

reteiin the right to remove them. These things are called Fix-

tures, (s) There are no precise and certain rules, by which we
can always determine what are and what are not removable.

The method of affixing is a useful criterion, but not a certain

one. For doors, windows, blinds, and shutters, although capa-

ble of removal without injury to the house, and in fact detached

at the time of transfer, nevertheless pass with the house ; while

mirrors, wardrobes, &c., although far more strongly fastened,

would still be chattels, (t) In modern times, this rule is con-

strued much more strongly in favor of the tenant, and against

the landlord, than formerly
;
(u) and more so in respect to

things put up for purposes of trade or manufacture than for

other things. As between the seller and purchaser it is con-

strued strongly against the seller. Many things pass by a deed

of a house, being put there by the owner and seller, which a

tenant who had put them there might have removed. In gen-

eral, it may be said, that what a tenant has added he may
remove, if he can do so without any injury to the premises,

unless he has actually built it in, so as to make it an integral

part of what was there originally, (v)

808. In New Hampshire it has been held, tion. But the word is, perhaps, quite as

that where land is sold and conveyed, often used to denote those things which,

manure lying about a bam upon the land being added, cannot be removed,
will pass to the grantee, as an incident to (t) Winslow v. Merchants Ins. Co. 4

the land, unless there be a reservation of Met. 306, 314.

it in the deed. Kittredge v. Woods, 3 N. (u) Dubois v. Kelley, 10 Barb. 496.

H. 503; Conner u. Coffin, 2 Foster (N.H.), (v] We give below a statement of all

539. See also. Parsons v. Camp, 11 Conn, the things which have been held remova-

525; Goodrich v. Jones, 2 Hill (N. Y.), ble, and of those which have been held

142. not removable. But it must be remcm-
(s) See Hallen v. Runder, 1 C. M. & R. bered, that each decision rested more or

266, 276 ; Elliott v. Bishop, 28 E. L. & E. less upon the peculiar circumstances of

484, s. c. 10 Exch. 496; and Amos and the case, and may fail as authority when
Ferard on Fixtures, p. 2, for this defini- applied to another case which apparently
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SECTION VII.

OF NOTICE TO QUIT.

A tenant whose tenancy may be determined by the will of

the landlord, is entitled to notice of that determination, nor can

resembles u. — 1 . List of things held not

to be removable; Agricultural erections,

Ehves V. Maw, 3 East, 3S; Contra, Du-
bois V. Kelly, 10 Barb. 496 ; Ale-house
bar, Kinlyside v. Thornton, 2 W. Bl.

nil ; Barns fixed in the ground, Ehves
V. Maw. supra ; Beast-house, id. ; Benches
affixed to tlie house, Co. Lit. 53 a ; Box-
'oorders, not belonging to a gardener by
trade, Empson v. Soden, 4 B. & Ad.
6.^5. Starne erected as an ornament to

grounds, and a sun dial, Snedelier v. War-
ring, 2 Ivern. 170; Carpenter's shop, El-

vrcs V. Maw, supra ; Cart-house, id. ; Chim-
ney-piece, not ornamental, Leach v. Thom-
as, 7 C. & P. 327 ; Closels affixed to the

house, Kimpton v. Eve, 2 Vcs. & B. 349;
Conduits, Nicholas v. Chamberlain, Cro. J.

121 ; Conservatory, substantially affixed,

Buckland o. Butterfield, 2 Br. & B. 54

;

Doors, Coulee's case, Moore, 177 ; Dress-

er?;, Kinlyside v. Thornton, supra; Flow-
ers, Littiedale, J., in Empson v. Soden,
s'jpra; Fold-yard walls, Elwes v. Maw,
supra ; Fruit-trees, if tenant be not a nur-

sery-man by trade, Wyndham v. Way, 4
Taunt. 316; Fuel-house, Elwes v. Maw,
supra ; Glass windows, Co. Lit. 53 a ; Her-
lakonden's ease, 4 Rep. 63 ; Heartlis,

l.'oole's case, 1 Salk. 368 ; Hedges, Parke,

J., in Empson v. Soden, supra; Locks
and keys, Liford's case, 11 Tle|j.50. Cowen,

J., in Walker ;;. Sherman, 20 Wend. 636,

639; Millstones, 14 H. 8, 25 h, pi. 6,

Liford's case, supra ; The Queen v.

Wheeler, 6 Mod. 187; Shep. Touch. 90;
Looms substantially affixed to the floor of
a factory, Murdock v. Harris, 20 Barb. 407

;

Manure, Daniels v. Pond, 21 Pick. 367;
Middlebrook v. Corwin, 15 Wend. 169;
Lassell v. Reed, 6 Grcenl. 222; Sawyer
V. Twiss, 6 Foster (N. H.), 345. But see

Staples V. Emery, 7 Greenl. 201 ; Parti-

tions, Kinlyside v. Thornton, supra ; Pig-
eon-house, Elwes !). Maw, supra ; Pineries,

substantially affixed. Buckland v. Butter-

field, SKpra; Pump-house, Elwes v. Maw.
supra; TreoS; Empson v. Soden, supra;
Wagon-house, Elwes ?-. Maw, supra ; Poles
used necessarily in cultivating hops, which
were taken down for the purpose of gath-

ering the crop and piled in the yard, with
the intention of being replaced in the sea-

son of hop raising, Bishop v. Bishop, I

Kern. 123 ; Threshing-machines, fixed by
bolts and screws to posts let into the

ground, Wiltshear b. Cottrell, 18 E. L. &
E. 142, s. 0. 1 E. & B. 674.-2. Things
held to be removable, though not coming
within the class of trade fixtures :— An'as-

hanging, Bridgeman's ease, 1 Rolle, 216
;

Barns, resting by weight alone upon foun-

dations let into the ground, or upon blocks,

Wansborough v. Maton, 4 A. & E. 884,

Bui. N. P. 34 ; Granaries, resting by
weight alone, Wiltshear v. Cottrell, 18 £.
L. & E. 142, s. c. 1 E. & B. 674 ; Stables

and outhouses, Dubois v. Kelly, 10 Barb.

496 ; Gas-fixtures, Lawrence v. Kemp,
1 Duer, 363 ; Beds fastened to the ceiling,

Ex parte Quincy, 1 Atk. 477 ; Carding
machines, ^Valker v. Sherman, 20 Wend.
636; TaflFe v. Waraick, 3 Blackf. Ill;

Cres.son v. Stout, 17 Johns. 116 ; Gale v.

Ward, 14 Mass. 352; Tobias v. Francis,

3 Vt. 425. Machinery, Vanderpoel v.

Van Allen, 10 Bai'b. 157 ; Tealf u.

Hewett, 1 Ohio St. 511, 541; Cotton-

spinning macliines, sci'ewed to the floor,

Hellawell v. Eastwood, 3 E. L, & E. 562,

s. c. Exeh. 295 ; Ornamental chimnej'-

pieces, Tindal, C. J., in Grymes v. Bow-
eren, 6 Bing. 437 ; Bisliop v. Elliott,

30 E. L. & E. 595, s. c. 11 Exeh. 113;
Coffee-mills, Hex v. Londonthorpe, 6

T. R. 379 ; Ornamental cornices, Avery
V. Cheslyn, 3 A. & E. 75 ; Fire-frame,

Gaffield v. Hapgood, 17, Pick. 192 ; Fui-
naces, Squier v. Mayer, Freem. Ch. 249

;

Gates (if removable without injury to the

premises), Tindal, C. J., in Grymes o.

Boweren, supra, Amos and Ferard ou
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he be dispossessed by process of law, without that previous no-

tice. In England, this notice, in the case of a tenant from
year to year, is one half of a year, which is distinguished from
six months' notice, (iv) In this countiy there is no uniform

rule. In some of the States the English rule seems to have

been adopted, (x) In others it is regulated by statute.
( y)

Fixtures, p. 278 ; Iron backs to chimneys,
iliirvey v. TIarvoy, Stra. 1141 ; Looking-
glasses, Beck f. Kebow, 1 P. Wms. 94

;

Malt-mills, Lord Ki-nijon, in Rox v. Lon-
donthorpe, supra ; Movable boards fitted

and used for putting up corn iu bins,

Whiting c. Brastow, i Pick. 310; Mills

on posts, Ward's case, 4 Leon. 241
;

Ornamental fixtures, Amos and Ferard on
Fixtures, p. 67 ; Beck i-. Rebow, supra ;

Padlock for a com-house, Whiting v.

Brastow, supra; Pumps slightly attached,

Grymes v. Boweren, supra; Rails and
posts, Fitzhcrbert v. Shaw, 1 H. Bl. 258

;

A ladder fixed to the ground, and to a
beam above, and which was the only
means of access to a room above ; A crane
nailed at top and bottom to keep it in its

place, and a bench nailed to tlie wall,

Wilde V. Waters, ,32 E. L. & E. 422, s. c.

16 C. B. 637 ; Stables on rollers, id.

;

Stoves, <Sm(V/i, .!., in (J lay y. Holdship, 17

S. & R. 413, Tinclal, C. J. in Grymes v.

Boweren, supra, Greene i'. First Parish in

Maiden, 10 Pick. ."jOO, 504; Tapestry,
Harvey v. Harvey, supra ; Windmill on
posts. Rex V. Londontborpe, supra; Win-
dow blinds, Greene r. First Parish in }ilal-

den, supra. — 3. Trade fixtures held to

be removable : Brewing vessels, Lawton
V. Lawton, 3 Atk. 13; Buildings acces-

sory to removable tiade fixtures, Dudley
V. Warde, Ambl. 113; Cider-mills, Law-
ton V. Lawton, supra; Holmes v. Trem-
per, 20 Johns. 29 ; Colliery machines,
Lawton v. Lawton, sii/rrd ; Coppers,
Poole's case, 1 Salk. 368, Lawton v. Law-
ton, supra; Dutch barns. Dean /;. Allal-

ley, 3 Esp. 1 1 ;
Engines, Lawton v. Law-

ton, .sh/);((,- Dudley r. Warde, s«jU7a ; Jibbs,

Davis V, Jones, 2 B. & Aid. 165; Salt-

pans, Lawton v. Salmon, 1 H. Bl. 259, n.

;

Shrubs planted for sale, Penton v. Robart,
2 East, 88, Miller v. Baker, 1 Met. 27

;

Soap works, Poole's case, supra ; Steam-
engine, Pemberton v. King, 2 Dev. L.

376, Lemar v. Miles, 4 Watts, 330 ; Stills,

Reynolds v. Shulcr, 5 Cowen, 323, Burk
V. Baxter, 3 Mo. 207 ; Trees planted for

sale, Penton v. Robart, supra; Miller v.

VOL. I. 33

Baker, 1 Met. 27 ; Varnish house, Penton
•;. Robart, supra ; Vats, Poole's case, su/ira.

(w) Doe V. Smith, 5 A. & E. 3.50;

Johnstone w.-IIudlestone, 4 B. & 0. 922.

See also, Roe v. Doe, 6 Bing. 574 ; Doe
V. Green, 4 Esp. 198.

{x) Jackson v. Bryan, 1 Johns. 322
;

Hanchett v. Whitney, 1 Vt. 311 ; Trous-
dale V. Darnell, 6 Yerg. 431.

( y) In Massachusetts, three months'
notice is enough in all cases of tenancy at

will, and if the rent be payable at shorter

periods, then the notice need only equal
one of those periods. R. S. ch. 60, ^ 26.

A question arose in the Supreme Court
of Massachusetts, in the case of Prescott

V, Elms, 7 C'usli. 346, as to the construc-

tion of the last part of this provision. It

appeared in that case, that the defendant
was tenant to the phiinttfr, and that the

rent was payable monthly, but no evi-

dence w.as offered to show on what day of

the month it became due. . On the 21st

day of September, 1848, the plaintiff gave
tlie defendant notice to quit the premises,

and on the 26th day of October following

brought his action to recover them. The
defendant requested the court to rule, that

the notice was insufheient, because it

ought to appear that the notice covered
an entire period intervening between the

times of p.iying rent ; so that, if the rent

was payable on the first day of each
month, and notice was given on the 21st

of September, the tenant was under no
obligation to remove, and the plaintiff

could not commence his action until the

first day of November. The court de-

clining so to rule, the case was carried to

the Supreme Court, where the exception
was sustained, on the ground that the R.
S. had in this respect ado])ted the rule of

the common law, as to which, sec 13 H.
8, 15 b. ; Right v. Darbv, 1 T. R. 159;

Doe ;. Porter, 3 T. R. 13; Richard-

son V. Langridge, 4 Taunt. 128; Doe
V. Johnston, McCleh & Y. 141. But the

English rule applies only where there i.s

a yearly tenancy expressly or impliedly

created, and there is no agreement be-
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A notice to quit is necessary in all those cases in which the

implication of law creates a tenancy from year to year, or one

determinable by the landlord, (z) But a notice to quit is not

necessary where the relation of landlord and tenant does not

subsist, (a) or where the tenant distinctly disclaims the title of

his landlord, (b)

As the tenant is to act upon the notice when he receives it,

it should be such a notice as he may act upon safely ; and

therefore it must be one which is binding upon all parties con-

cerned at the time it is given, and needs no recognition by any

one of them subsequently; (c) nor will such recognition make

it sufRcient. (d ) But a notice by one joint-tenant for himself

and the others is sufficient
;
(e) and so is a notice by one co-

partner for the firm. (/)
No particular form of the notice is necessary ; but there must

be a reasonable certainty in the description of the premises, and

in the statement of the time when the tenant must quit. And

it may be oral, unless there be an express agreement that it

should be in writing.
( g) It should be served upon the tenant,

personally, or by leaving it with the tenant's wife, or servant, at

tween the parties in relation to the termi- a firm, occupying a house of one of his

nation of the tenancy ; but where the par- copartners during tlie partnership, is not

ties agree that the tenancy shall expire entitled to notice at its close. Waithman
upon the giving of a notice for a certain v. Miles, 1 Stark. 181. So of avendeein

time, the notice may be given at any possession, who has not paid the price,

time. Doe v. Grafton, 11 E. L. & E. nor been recognized as a tenant. Doe
488, 8. c. 18 Q. B. 496. See, however, v. Lawder, 1 Stark. 308; Doe v. Sayer,

Baker v. Adams, 5 Cash. 89, and also 3 Camp. 8. See also, Doe v. Chamber-

Doe V. Cox, U Q. B. 122 ; Post v. Post, laine, 5 M. & W. 14.

14 Barb. 253. In Massachusetts a tenant (i) Doe v. Evans, 9 M. & W. 48; Doe
at Buffi'ance is not entitled to notice, d. Pasquali, Peake, Gas. 196; Bower r.

Benedict v. Morse, 10 Met. 223 ; Kinsley Major, 1 Br. & B. 4 ; Doe v. Frowd, 4

V. Ames, 2 Met. 29 ; HoUls v. Pool, 3 Met. Bing. 557 ; Doe v. EoUings, 4 C. B. 188

;

350. See also Ellis v. Paige, 1 Pick. 43

;

Doe v. Clarke, Peake, Ad. Gas. 239.

Coffin V. Lunt, 2 Pick. 70. (c) Doe o. Cuthell, 5 East. 491 ; Doe
{z) Doe V. Watts, 2 Esp. 501, 8. c. v. Goldwin, 2 Q. B. 143. And see Cur-

7 T. R. 83; Dcnn v. Rawlins, 10 East rier v. Barker, 2 Gray, 224; Steward v.

(Day's ed.), 261, n. 2. Harding, id. 335.
(«") Right (I. Banrten,3 East, 260; Roe {d ) Parke, B., in Buron v. Denman, 2

i;. Prideaux, 10 East, 158. Tliercforc, if Exch. 167, 188; Doe i'. Goldwin, su/ira,

a man gets into possession of a house to Doc !'. A\'alters, 10 B. & G. 626.

be let, without the privity of the landlord, (e) Doe v. Summersett, 1 B. & Ad.
and tliey afterwards enter into a negotia- 135.; Doe v. Hughes, 7 M. & W. 139.

tion for a lease, but difler upon the terms, (/') Doe v. Hulme, 2 Man. & E
the landlord may maintain ejectment to 483.

recover possession of the premises with- (</) Doe v. Crick, 5 Esp. 196; Doe w

out giving any notice to quit. Doo v. Pierce, 2 Camp. 96 ; Legg u. Benion,
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the usual place of abode of the tenant
;
(A) and if so left it is

sufficient, although it never reach the tenant, (i) If there is

more than one tenant, the notice should be addressed to all, but

it may be served on either one. (j)

A valid notice, properly served, vests the premises in the

landlord, and absolutely terminates the tenant's right of posses-

sion at the time stated, (k) But this and all other effects of the

notice may be waived by the landlord, and is so vs'aived by Jiis

receiving subsequent rent from the tenant (I)

SECTION VIII.

OF APPORTIONMENT OP RENT.

The lessor holds only the reversion, the lessee having the land.

It is common to speak of the lessor as selling the land ; but in

law, all he can sell is, his right to the land, and this means the

reverbion. If he sells the whole of this to one buyer, the buyer

takes his place, acquires his rights, and is subject to all of

his obligations which run with the land, (m) But if he sells a

part only of the reversion, or if he sells the whole in parcels to

different purchasers, this does not extinguish the obligations

of the lessee, nor does it transfer them all to the purchaser.

There muyt now be an apportionment of the rent. And this

may arise also if the lessor, retaining the reversion, assigns a

portion of the rent to one assignee and another part to another

person, (n) The common-law doctrine of entirety of contract

forbade this apportionment. But it was long ago permitted from

obvious necessity.

( i^) Jones V. Marsh, 2 T. E. 404 ; Doe have his action against the landlord, seems
V. Lncaa, 5 Esp. 183. to be doubtful. See Newton v. Harland,

(t) Doe V. Dunbar, Mood. & M. 10. 1 Man. & G. 644; Harvey v. Brydges, 14

(j) Doe V. Watkins, 7 East, 551 ; Doe M. & W. 437 ; Wright v. Burroughes, 3

V. Crick, 5 Esp. 196. C. B. 685.

(it) Turner v. Meymott, 1 Bing. 158; (/) Collins v. Canty, 6 Cush. 415;
Taunton v. Costar, 7 T. E. 431 ; Lacey Blythe v. Dennett, 6 E. L. & E. 424, s. O.

Lear, Peake, Ad. Cas. 210. Whether 13 C. B. 178. See also, Hunter v. Oster-

a tenant in possession, who, after a good hondt, 1 1 Barb. 33

notice has expired, has been assaulted and (m) See ante, pp. 231, 232.

forcibly expeUcd from the premises, may jn) Bliss v. Collins, 5 B. & Aid. 876,
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Where the transfer of the land or premises is by aliquot parts,

as half, or one-third, to one transferree, and the residue to another,

there is no difficulty in apportioning the rent in the same way.

But if the owner of a house under lease sells so many rooms, or

the owner of a farm sells so many fields, the question will arise,

in what manner the apportionment is to be made ; that is,

whether in the ratio of quantity^ or in that of value. And it is

now settled, that it must be in proportion to value, and not

quantity ; and that this is a question of fact, for the jury to settle

upon the evidence offered them, (o)

If the owner and the buyer or buyers of the reversion agree

together as to the apportionment of rent, the lessee is bound by

this, because it is of no importance to him to whom he pays the

rent

The rent must be apportioned also, if the reversion is divided

among many persons, by act of law ; as by descent, or sale on

execution, or by decree, (p)

The lessor cannot himself apportion it by his own wrong. If

he enters on a part with the consent of the tenant, the rent is

proportionally abated ; but if he enters wrongfully and ousts the

lessee from a part of the premises, the whole rent is suspended

until the lessee is restored, [q)

There may also be an apportionment by time ; as if the lessor

dies in the middle of the term. At common law there could be

no apportionment of rent in this case, and the lessee is free

from the rent to the death of the lessor. But by statutes in

England, (r) and by similar statutory provisions or usage in

this country, there is always an apportionment in such case,

the lessee being liable to the representatives of the deceased for

the rent until he died, and to the heir afterwards, (s)

(o) Crosby v. Loop, 13 III. 625 ; Van (r) 11 Geo. II. eh. 19, \ 15,and 4 Wm.
Ec'ussclacr !•. Gallup, 6 Dciiio, 4:54. IV. cli. 22.

(/)) 1 Koll. Abr. tit. Apiiuiiionment, D. (s) Glicen v. Osbom, 17 S. & U. 171
;

pi. 3, 4, .'')

; Wotton v. Shirt, Cro. E. 742. E.v pdvte Smytli, 1 Swanst. 338 ; New
(v) Smith V. Ilalci^h, 3 Camp. 513

;
York Kcv. Statutes.

Briggs V. Hall, 4 Leigh, 4S4.
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SECTION IX.

OF REMEDY FOR NON-PAYMENT OF RENT.

We have already spoken of the right of reentry, which only

prevents the accruing of further rent. For rents due and un-

paid the common law provided what Chancellor Kent calls

the " summary and somewhat perilous authority of distress."

This word is derived through the secondary form " distrein,"

from the law-latin verb " distringo." The power of distress,

under the feudal law, was simply the power to take all the

personal property or chattels of the tenant on the premises,

and hold them as security for the unpaid rent. What it was,

in its exercise, may be inferred from the fact, that this law word

came, in course of time, to be used as an expression of the

extremest suffering. In Massachusetts and the New England

States generally, in New York since 1846, and in many of the

other States, the lessor has no power of distress, and no other

remedy for rent due, than the same actions of covenant, debt, or

assumpsit for use and occupation, {t) and the same attachment

he would have for other debts. In others of the States, (m) it

is retained, but greatly and variously modified. Nor would it

be possible for us to give a detailed view of the various pro-

visions which exist in relation to this power, except by refer-

ence to the State statutes. We will, however, endeavor to

exhibit such more general rules on the subject as seem to rest

on adjudication.

Originally, the lessor might enter upon the premises and dis-

hain any chattels ho might find there ; but now, and in this

(t) For cases on the action of assump- 20 Ala. 324 ; Weaver v. Jones, 2+ Ala. 420.

= il for rent, see Hall v. Soiithmayd, 15 (k) New Jersey, Delaware, Indiana,

l3iao. 32 ; Scales I'. Anderson, 26 Mississ. Illinois, Virginia, Maryland, Kentucky,

4 Greenup y. Vernon, 16 III. 26 ; New- Mississippi, Georgia, South CaroUua,
- 7. Vestal, 6 Port. (Ind ), 412 ; Long v. Pennsylrania, and perhaps some others.

1 ler, 1 1 Ired. L, 27 ; Smith v. Wooding,
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country generally, distress may be made only on the goods ot.

the tenant, (v)

The distress must be reasonable in amount, and the property

distrained cannot be carried out of the county ; and the distress

must not be made at night, (w)

Implements and beasts of husbandry, tools of trade, house-

hold goods to a certain amount, and a great variety of things,

deemed by the several legislatures essential to the subsistence

or comfort of a family, are exempted from distress, on attach-

ment by the several State statutes.

The goods may be replevied by the owner, at any time

within a certain number of days, and the question of indebted-

ness, or any other which affects the right of distress may be

tried ; but if not replevied, they may be sold, and the proceeds

applied to the payment of the rent due.

The landlord is punishable for unlawful distress, by double

damages, or otherwise ; and the tenant, for unlawful rescue of

the goods or prevention of distress, by treble damages, or othei-

wise.

The landlord's power of distress does not extend to goods

sold in good faith and for a valuable consideration before the

seizure
;
(x) nor to goods in the custody of the law

; (y) but

it has been held in New York, that goods mortgaged by the

tenant, even if taken possession of by the mortgagee, and

removed from the premises, may be followed by the landlord,

and be distrained upon, (z) And the distinction has been

taken, that while the goods of an assignee of the tenant are

liable to distress for rent, those of a mere under-tenant are not

so liable, (a) But the process of distress has been abolished in

New York, (b)

(k) Hoskins J). Paul,4Halst. 110; Stone (?/) Craddock t. Riddlesbarger, 2 Da-
V. Matthews, 7 Hill (N. Y.), 429 ; Brown na,'205.

V. Sims, 17 S. & R. 138; YoungWood (z) Reynolds y. Shulcr, 5 Cowen, 323.

V. Lowry, 2 McCord, 39 ; Riddle v. Wei- (a) Acher v. Witlierell, 4 Hill (N. Y.),

den, 5 Whart. 1. 112.

(w) Sherman v. Dutch, 16 111. 283. (6) Gen. St. p. 429. And this law has

(x) Cruddock v. Riddlesbarger, 2 Da- been held to bo constitutional, Guild v.

nil, 205 ; Neale v. Clautice, 7 Har. & J. 372. Rogers, 8 Barb. 502.
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CHAPTER IV.

SALE OF PERSONAL PROPERTY.

Sect I.

—

Essentials of a Sale.

All that is essential to the sale of a chattel, at common law,

is the agreement of the parties that the property in the subject-

matter should pass from the vendor to the vendee for a consid-

eration given, or promised to be given, by the vendee. Yet
where the parties have not explicitly manifested their meaning,

the law makes some important inferences. There is a presump-

tion that every sale is to be consummated at once ; that the

chattel is to be delivered, and the price paid, without delay.

If, therefore, nothing appears but an offer and an acceptance,

and the vendee goes his way without making payment, it is

held to be a breach of the contract (which is presumed to have

contemplated payment on the spot), and the vendor is not

bound by the sale. But if there was a delivery of the chattel,

or the receipt of earnest, or of part payment, either of these is

evidence of an understanding that something should remain to

be performed in futuro ; and the legal presumption is rebutted.

Where the terms of the contract expressly postpone delivery, or

payment, or both, to a future day, here also the sale is valid,

and no legal presumption obstructs the intention of the parties,

but the property in the chattel sold passes immediately. lu

this case no earnest is necessary to bind the bargain, [a) The

(a) The law of sales, as it stands at this instantly, or upon a thing to be done there

moment at the common law, is at least as after. They can be upon condition, and
old as the year-books. In 14 H. 8, 17 b. they can also be perfect; and yet no quid
21 b, in the Common Pleas, the law upon pro 9«o immediately. And all tbis depends
this subject is thus stated by Pollard, J.

;

upon the communication between you and
" Bargains and sales all depend upon com- me ; as that I shall Iiave £20 for my horse,

munication and words between the par- and I agree ; now if you do not pay the

ties ; for all bargains can be to take effect money immediately, this is not a bargain

;
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effect of the statute of frauds, in modifying the principles of

the common law in relation to sales, will be considered here-

after.

It must be remembered, that no one can give what he has not

himself ; and therefore no one can give good title who has no

good title. If a mere finder, and stiU more if a thief, sells what

he has found or stolen, to A, and A buys in good faith, and so

sells to B, and B to C, and C to D, &c., the original owner

may reclaim his property wherever it may be, and take it with-

out any payment to the holder, any more than if that holder

were the thief himself, (b) In England, a sale in market overt

changes the property and divests the owner of his rights ; but

we have no market overt in tjiis country, (c) It has even been

held, that an auctioneer selling stolen goods, and paying over the

money to the thief in good faith, is liable in trover to the true

owner of the goods
;
(d) but this is certainly very severe. If

the owner has been deceived and defrauded into parting with

his property, so that he could claim it from the taker, yet if he

voluntarily parted with the property, he cannot reclaim it from

one who in good faith buys it of the fraudulent party ; and not

even if the fraud amounted to felony, (e)

for my a^'icument is for the £20, .•vncl if sh:ill have tlie hoi-se, and I shall have aa

you do not pay the nKjncy straiijlitway, action for tlie money. But if I wish to

you do not act ncconlini;' to my ai;r(jc- sell my horse to 3'ou for .-£10, and you say

raent, I oufilit, liowcver, in tlils case, to that you will ^ive £10 for him, and I say

wait convenient leisure, to wit, until you that 1 jim content ; still, if you do not pay
have counted your iiioiiey. But if ) on go the money now, but de])art irura the place,

to your house for the money, am I obliged this i^ no liariiain, for I am only content

to wait ? No, truly ; for 1 would be in that you should iiave my horse for £10,
no certainty of my money or of your re- and notwilhstandin;:- you say you are con-

turn ; and thercftn'C it is no contract un- tent, the transaction is yet not ])crfect

;

less this [delay] be agreed at the commu- for you do not pay the money, and so do

nication. But if I sell my horse to you not perform the agreement." iSce also

for so much as J. at S. shall say, this is Shop. Touch, p. 22-1. And also, Noy,

'

good if he does say, and if not, void
;
and Maxims, p. 8S.

thus a contract can be good or \oid, de- (b) McGrew r. Browder, 14 Mart.

pending upon matter sub^c(pKln. Like-' (La.), 17; Koland c. Gundy, 5 Oliio. 202

;

wise if I sell my liorse for .£10 to bo paid Browning r. MagiU, 2 Har. & J. y08
;

on a day, now this is good ; and yet there Dame v. Baldwin, 8 Ma~s. 518 ; Wheel-
is no gnid pro quo immediately.^' In the wriglit r. Depeysrer, 1 Johns. 479 ; Ilo-

sanie case, Bnidiipf, C. J., said : " Afi has sack 0, Weaver, 1 Yeates, 478; Easton v,

been said, bargains and sales are as is Wortliington, 5 S. & R. 130; Lance v.

concluded and agreed among the parties Cowan, 1 Dana, 195; Ventress v. Smith,
— as their intentions can be gathered. 10 Pet. 161.

For if I sell my horse to you for £10, and (c) See the cases cited in the last note,

wo both are agreed, and I aecejit a penny [d) Hoffman v. Carrow, 22 Wend. 285.

m (.a™fi.s/, this is a perfect contract; you (c) Malcom v. Lovcridge, 13 Barb,
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It should also be stated, that no one can be made to buy of

another without his own assent. Thus, if A sends an order to

B for goods, and C sends the goods, he cannot sue for the price,

if A repudiates the sale, ^although C had bought B's busi-

ness. (/)
We will now proceed to treat of an absolute sale, and then

of a conditional sale of a chattel.

SE CTION II.

ABSOLUTE SALE OP CHATTELS.

A sale of a chattel is an exchange thereof for money ; but a

sale is distinctly discriminated ia many respects from an ex-

change in law ; an exchange being the giving of one thing and

the receiving of another thing ; while a sale is the giving of one

thing for that which is the representative of all things, (g-)

For a sale to be valid in law, there must be parties, a consid

eration, and a thing to be sold. All persons may be parties to

372; Kevser v. Harbeck, 3 Duer. 373.

See also,"Willinms !,•. Given, 6 Gratt. 268
;

Jennings v. Gage, 13 111. 610 ; Titcomb
V. Wood, 38 Me. 561 ; Caldwell v. Bart-

lett, 3 Duer, 341 ; Smith v. Lynes, 1 Seld.

41. So in England, Kingsford v. Merry,

34 E. L! & E. 607, s. c. 11 Excli. 577.

This is doubted, however, in Sawyer v.

Fisher, 32 Me. 28.

{/) Boulton V. Jones, 2 Hurls. & Norm.
Exeh. 5G4.

{g) The distinction between sales and
exehangcs is well pointed out in an anony-

mous case in 3 Salk. 1 57, where it is said

:

" Permutatio vicina est emptioni, but ex-

changes were the original and natural

way of commerce prccedent to buying,

for there was no buying till money was

invented ; now, in exchanging, both par-

tics are buyers and sellers, and both

equally warrant ; and this is a natural

rather than a civil contract, so by the civil

low, upon a bare agreement to exchange,

without a delivery on both sides, neither

of the parties could have an action upon

such agreement, as they may in cases of

selling ; but if there was a delivery on one
side, and not of the other, in such case the

deliverer might have an action to recover
the tiling which he delivered, but he could
have no action to enforce the other to de-

liver what he had agreed to deliver, and
which the deliverer was to have in lieu of
that thing which he dehvered to the other."
— If goods have been delivered by one
party, and the other party agrees to de-

liver other goods of a similar quality on
demand, the transaction is not a sale, but
an agreement to exchange. Mitchell v.

Gile, 12 N. H. 390.— And proof of an
exchange will not support an avennent of

a sale of goods. Vail u. Strong, 10 Vt.
457.— But in Sheldon v. Cox, 3 B. & C.

420, where A agreed to give a horse, war-

ranted sound, in exchange for a horse of

B, and a sum of money ; and the horses

were exchanged, but B refused to pay tho

money, pretending that A's horse was un-

sound ; it was held, that it might be re-

covered on an indebitatus count for horses

sold and delivered.
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a sale, unless they labor under the disabilities or restraints which

have been spoken of in reference to contracts generally.

Of the consideration we have spoken already.

The existence of the thing to be sold, or the subject-matter

of the contract, is essential to the validity of the contract. (A)

If a horse sold be dead before the sale, or merchandise be de-

stroyed by fire, both parties being ignorant thereof, the sale is

wholly void. If a substantial part of the thing sold be non-

existent, it is said, (i) that the buyer has his option to rescind

the sale, or take the remainder with a reasonable abatement ot

the price. But where the parties are equally innocent, we think

the meaning and effect of this rule is, that the buyer should have

only his choice between enforcing or rescinding the contract

;

and if he enforces the contract and claims the remainder, he

should pay for it the price of the whole. For if the remainder

is to be talien at a proportionate reduction, or any reduction,

from the whole original price, it should be by a new bargain.

Perhaps, however, he may take the remainder, if he will pay

for it the original price, with an abatement which can be made
exact by a mere numerical proportion ; as where the goods were

{h ) Wood & Foster's ca<;e, 1 Leon. 42
;

bought of them T 1 80 qunrters of Salonica

Grantham w. Hawley, Hob. 132; Strick- Indian corn, of fair average quality when
land V. Turner, 14 E. L. & E.471, s. c. 7 sliipped on board the Kezia Page from
Exch. 208 ;

Robinson v. Macdonnel, .5 Salonica, bill of lading dated February
M. & Sel. 228, where it was held, that an 22 : at 27s. per quarter, free on board, and
assignment of the freight, earnings, and ineliiding freiglit and insurance to a safe

profits of a ship, does not extend to the port in the United Kingdom, t.lie vessel

profits not in existence, actual or poten- calling at Cork or Falmouth for orders,

tial, at the time of the assignment. There- payment to be upon handing shipping doc-

fore, where C. assigned Ijy deed to S. tlie umonts ; it was liilil (Pollorl-, C. B., dis-

freiglit, earnings, and proflts of the ship senting), that the meaning of the contract

W., which ship afterwards in a voyaL^c to was, that tlie pnreliaser bouglit the cargo if

the Soutli Seas, olitnined a quantity of oil, it existed at the date of the contract, but

the produce of whales taken in the s.iid that if damaged or lost he bought the bene-

YOyage; it was /ipW, that this oil did not fitof the insurance, and therefore, although
pass to S. by the assignment ; for the as- upon the voyage the corn had become fer-

signor liad no i")ro]5erty, actual or potential, mented and so heated that it was unfit to

in the oil, at the time of assignment, and be carried, and was sold on the 24th of

the voyage was not then contemplated. April at Tunis Bay, he was bound to pay
But where the plaintiffs had shipped corn the stipulated price in a reasonable time

to London in a vessel chartered by them, after the delivery of the shipping docu-

nud sent the bill of lading, together with ments, and that therefore, the defendants
the policy of insurance effected upon the were liable to the plaintiff, under their del

property, to the defendants, corn-factors in credere commission. Couturier v. Hastie,

London, who were to act imder a del ere- 16 E. L. & E. 562, s. c. 8 Exch. 40.

dere commission, and the defendants on {i) 2 Kent, Com. 469.— The same rule

the I.itb of May sold the cargo to C, send- exists in the French Law. Code Napo-
ing him a bought note, stating that he had Icon, No. 1601
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all of one quality, and a certain part was wholly destroyed, and
the residue left wholly uninjured. But if a new price is to be
made for the remainder, by a new estimate of its value, it must
be certain that this can be done only by mutual consent, (j)
A mere contingent possibility, not coupled with an interest,

is no subject of sale ; as all the wool one shall ever have
;
(k)

or the sheep which a lessee has covenanted to leave at the end
of an existing term. If rights are vested, or possibilities are

distinctly connected with interest or property, they may be
sold, (l) But if one sells what he has not now, and has made
no contract for purchasing, and has no definite right to expect,

as by consignment, but intends to go into the market and buy,

it has been held that he cannot enforce this contract
;
(m) and

(j) See also, Farrer v. Nightingal, 2
Esp. 639, where Lord Kenyan said : — "I
have often ruled, that where a person sells

an interest, and it appears that the interest

whieh he pretended to sell was not the
true one ; as, for example, if it was for a
lesser number of years than he had con-
tracted to sell, the buyer may consider the
contract as at an end, and bring an action

for money had and received, to recover
back any sum of money he may have paid

in part performance of the agreement for

the sale ; and though it is said here, that

upon the mistake being discovered in the

number of years of which the defendant

stated himself to be possessed, he offered

to make an allowance pro tanto, that makes
no difference in the case ; it is sufficient

for the plaintiff to say, that is not the in-

terest which I agreed to purchase."

(ic) See Grantham v. Hawley, Hob. 132.

See Langton v. Horton, 1 Hare, 556. But
a valid sale may be made of the wine that

a vineyard is expected to produce ; or the

grain that a field is expected to grow ; or

the milk that a cow may yield during the

coming year, or the future young born of

a female animal then owned by the vendor,

McCarty v. Blevins, 5 Yerg. 195; Con-
greve v. Evetts, 26 E. L. & E. 493, s. c.

10 Exeh. 298, or the wool that shall here-

after grow upon his sheep. But see Screws

V. Roach, 22 Ala. 675.

(l) See Jones u. Roe, 3 T. R. 88.—
But the expectancy of an heir presump-

tive, or apparent (the fee-simple being in

the ancestor), is not an interest or a pos-

sibility capable of being the subject of a

contract. Carleton o. Leightou, 3 Meriv.

667.

(m) Bryan I-. Lewis, Ry. & M. 386.
And see Lorvmer v. Smith, 1 B. & C. 1,

s. c. 2 Dow. ^ R, 23, Abbott, C. J. ; Head v.

Goodwin, 37 Me. 187; Stanton v. Small,
3 Sandf. 230. But this doctrine was di-

rectly oveiTUled in the case of Hibblewhite
V. iVIcMorine, 5 M. & W. 462, where
Parke, B., in delivering the jitdgment of
tlie court, is reported to have said :

" I
have always entertained considerable doubt
and suspicion as to the correctness of Lord
Tenterden's doctrine in Bryan v. Lewis;
it excited a good deal of surprise in my
mind at the time ; and when examined, I
tliink it is untenable. I cannot see what
principle of law is at all affected by a
man's being allowed to contract for the

sale of goods, of which he has not posses-

sion at the time of the bargain, and has

no reasonable expectation of i-eceiving.

Such a contract does not amount to a
wager, inasmuch as both the contracting

pai'ties are not cognizant of the fact that

the goods are not in the vendor's posses-

sion ; and even if it were a wager, it is not

illegal, because it has no necessary ten-

dency to injure third parties. The dictum

of Lord TeiJterden certainly was not a hasty
observation thrown out by him, because it

appears from the case of Lorymer v. Smith
that he had entertained and expressed sim-

ilar notions four years before. He did

not, indeed, in that case, say that such a
contract was void, but only that it was of

a kind not to be encouraged ; and the

strong opinion he afterwards expressed

appears to have gradually formed in his

mind during the interval, and was no
doubt confirmed by the effects of the un
fortunate mercantile speculations through
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although this is questioned, such a contract if enforceable, as by

the later authority and the better reason it seems to be, must

certainly be regarded as a conti-act for a future sale, and not as

a present contract of sale ; and therefore the property in the

thing when it is acquired by the proposed vendor, does not

pass at once to the proposed vendee until the actual sale be

made, (n)

A sale may be good in part, and void as to the residue

;

good as between the parties, but void as to creditors
;
good as

to some of the creditors, but void as to others, (o)

SECTION III.

PKICE, AND A6EEEMENT OF PARTIES.

The price to be paid must be certain, or so referred to a definite

standard that it may be made certain ;— (p) as what another

out tlie country about that time. There is

no indioiitiou iu any of the hook^ of such

a doctrine having ever been promulijated

from the hcncli, until the case of Lorymer
!'. Smith, in the year 182-_' ; and there is

no case wliich has been since decided on
tliat autliority. Not only, then, ^\•as the

doubt expressf'd hy Bn^ainjiKt, -T , in Wells

V. Porter, well founded, but the doctrine

is clearly contrary to law." Sec also,

Wells r. Porter, 2 Bing. N. C. 722,

Bosanr/uff, J. ; ^Mortimer r. iV'IcCallan, 6

U. & W. 58 ; Stanton ,_•, Small, 3 Sandf.

230.

(n) 'Black v. AVebb, 20 Ohio, .304;

Stanton r. Small, 3 Sandf 230 ; Lnnn v.

Thornton, 1 C. B. SS.'i ; Langton i,-. Hig-
gins, i II. & X. 402.

(o) Bradford v. Tappan, 11 Pick. 76,

79.

(p) Brown r. Bellows, 4. Pick. 189,

where the ]irice ^vns iixed by referees, and
the court said in gi^-ing judfrmcnt : "It is

objected that the price should have been
fixed by the agreement, whereas it was to

be ascertained by the referees ; and we are

referred to In^t. 3, 24, pr. where it is said :

" Pirtiti}}! niilrin rousfifiii oporlcf, nam Tiitlla

emptio siup pi' lio esse poii^at." But we ap-

ply another rule— id cerium est, quod

cerium reddi potest. It was, indeed, for-

merly doubted whether, when a thing was

to be sold, at whatever price Titius should

value it, such contract would be good;

but by Inst. 3, 24, 1, it is decided that it

would be ' sed nostra dt-risin ita hoc consti-

tiiit, nt quoties sic composifa sit vcnditio,

quanli ille (^stlniarprit^ sub hnc conditione

slnrei contractus, ut siqindcni idi\ qui nom-

inatus est, pretium dr/in/i rit, tunc omnimodo
secundum ejus a'^limationem et pretium per-

solarfur, et res tradnlur, et venditio ad effcc-

turn pndiicalur.' So it is said in Ayliffe,

Civ. Law, B. 4, tit. 4 :

—
' The price

agreed on between the parties ought to be

certain ; wherefore a purchase is not valid

if it depends on the will of the buyer or

seller; though such ])ricc may be well

enough referred to the arbitration of a

third pei'son to adjudge and determine the

value of the thing sold.' ' And thus the

certainty of a price may he had, either by
the determination of the contracting par-

ties themselves, or else by relation had to

some person or thing.' In the case at bar,

the referees have fixed the |irice, and ac-

cording to these authorities, and the rea-

sbn of the thing, the salL' should be carried

into effect, unless for some other objectioa

which has been made by the counsel for
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man has given ; or what another man shall say should be the

price ; but if this third party refuse to fix the price, the sale is

void, (q) And the thing sold must be specific, and capable of

certain identification. There must be an agreement of mind as to

this ; and if there be an honest error as to the price, or as to the

substantial and essential qualities of the thing sold (not as to

its mere worth or condition), the sale may be treated as null
;

(;•)

but this perhaps should be confined to cases where the dif-

erence between the thing bought, and the thing supposed to be

bought, is sufficient to affect its identity. For any thing less

than this the parties must be left to the law of waiTanty. (s)

This agreement of mind may be expressed orally or by letter

;

but we have already considered these questions fully, when
treating of assent ; and we would refer in this connection to

what we there said, (t) adding here, that where a proposal

to purchase goods is made by letter sent to another State, and

is there assented to, the contract of sale is made in that State,

and if it is valid by the laws of the latter State, it ^^ill be en-

forced in the State whence the letter is sent, although it would

have been invalid if made there, (m)

S^SCTION IV.

THE EFFECT OF A SALE.

Upon a completed sale the property in the thing sold passes

to the purchaser ; one of these things implies the other ; if the

the defendant, it should be differently de- the intention of the parties, see Huthacher
lei-mined. See also, Flagg v. Mann, 2 v. Harris' Adra'r, 38 Pcnn. St. 491. In
Sumner, 539 ; Cunningham v. Ashbrook, this case there was an administrator's sale

20 Mo. 553 ; MeCandlish v. Newman, 22 at auction, and a purchaser of a block of

Penn. St. 460. wood upon which some machinei-y was

(7) Story on Sales, § 220. A sale may mounted, subsequently discovered treasure

be made of an article for what it is worth, of considerable value, which had been con-

fer that can be ascertained by experts, cealed within the block by the intestate.

See Hoodley v. McLaine, 10 Bing. 487 ;
and which was held not to pass by the sale.

Acebal v. Levy, id. 382. See also, Dick- (s) See post, p. 540, and Ch. V. on

son V. Jordan, 12 Ired. L. 79, and 11 Led.- Warranty.

L. 166. (0 See ante, p. 479, et seg. See also,

Ir) See Kelly v. Solari, 9 M. & W. Routledge v. Grant, 4 Bing. 653 ;
Bean v.

54; Lucas d. Worswick, 1 Mo. &. Rob. Btirbank, 16 Me. 4.58.

293. As to the sale being controlled by lu) Melntyre v. Parks, 3 Met. 207.
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proj^erty passes then it is a completed sale ; and if a completed

sale then the property passes, (v) If it be sold for cash and the

price be not paid, or if it be sold on a credit, but by the terms

of the bargain is to remain in the hands of the vendor, the ven-

dor has a lien on it for the price
;
(w) and only payment or ten-

der gives the vendee a right to possession. And if it be sold on

credit, and the buyer by the terms of the bargain has the right

of immediate possession without payment, but the thing sold

actually remains in the possession of the seller until the credit

has expired, and the price is still unpaid, it seems that the seller

then has a lien for the price, (x) J£ it be sold on credit, and

there is no agreement in respect to the delivery or possession of

the goods, the prevailing, but not quite universal rule, gives to

the purchaser at once a complete right not only of property but

of possession, (y) subject only to defeasance under the law of

stoppage in transitu.

Tf the property passes, though not the right of possession, and

the thing sold perish, the loss falls on the purchaser, (z) The
vendor's lien is destroyed by a delivery of the goods, or by a de-

livery of a part, without intention to separate it from the rest, but

(w) Bayley, J., in Simmons v. Swift, 5 ing v. Baxter, 6 B. & C. 362; Felton v,

B. & C. 862 ; Dixon v. Yates, 2 Nev. & Fuller, 9 Foster (N. H.), 121.— See,

M. 202, Parke, J. ; Atkin i'. Barwick, 1 however, Bayley v. Culverwell, 2 Mood.
Stra. 167, where Fortescue, J., says: & R. 566 ; Langfort w. Tiler, 1 Salk. 113.

"Property by our law may be direstod {w} Bloxam v. Sanders, 4 B. & C. 948;
without an actual delivery ; as a horse in Cornwall v. Haight, 8 Barb. 328 ; Bowen
a stable." It is exactly othenvise in the v. Burk, 13 Penn. St. 146. See also,

Roman civil law, and the laws of those Dixon v. Yates, 5 B. & Ad 313 ; Withers
nations in Europe which adopt the civil v. Lyss, 4 Camp. 237 ; Bush ;>. Davies, 2
law as the basis of their law. The prop- M. & Sel. 397 ; Langfort v. Tiler, 1 Salk.
erty {dominium) does not pass until deliv, 113. And see Foley v. Mason, 6 Md. 37

;

cry. Thus, if a seller retains the thing Henderson v. Lauck, 21 Fenn. St. 359;
sold, to be delivered a weeklience, and in Sweeney v. Owsley, 14 B. Mon. 413.
the mean time becomes insolvent, the (x) New v. Swain, Dan. & L. 193;
buyer does not hold the thing, but it goes Lewis, u. CoviUand, 21 Cal. 178; Wil-
with his assets to the assignees. All the liams v. Young, 21 Cal. 227.
bu3'^er holds is a claim against the seller (ij) Cartland v. Morison, 32 Me. 191;
for the value of the thing, and for tliis Kimbro v. Hamilton, 2 Swan, 190; Hall
debt of the seller the buyer takes only his v. Robinson, 2 Comst. 293. But Magoon
dividend like other creditors; for by a t;. Ankeny, 11 111. 558, and O'Keefe v.

sale ohly, without delivery, the buyer ac- Kellogg, 15 111. 347, may be considered as
quires only a jus ad rem and not a jus in denying, or at least as qualitying this rule.

re. Seel Bell, Com. 166, efsey. Butforthe {z) Tarling u. Baxter, 6 B. & C. 362.
common law rule, see the cases cited in the See also, Willis v. Willis, 6 Dana, 48;
next note; also Noy, Maxims, p. 88; Hinde Macomber v. Parker, 1.3 Pick. 183; Far-
V. Whitehouse, 7 East, 558, Lord EUenbo- num v. Perry, 4 Law Rep. 276 ; Crawford
rough; Com. Dig. Agreement, B. 3 ; Tarl- v. Smith. 7 Dana. 61.
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with an intention thereby to give possession of the whole, (a) If

sold for cash, and the money be not paid within a reasonable

time, the vendor may treat the sale as null, (b) There may, how-
ever, be a delay in the payment justified by the terms or the na-

ture of the contract.

The property does not pass absolutely unless the sale be com-

pleted ; and it is not completed until the happening of any

event expressly provided for, or so long as any thing remains to

be done to the thing sold, to put it into a condition for sale, or

to identify it, or discriminate it from other things, (c) Thus if one

buys one hundred bushels of wheat out of two hundred, and is

to send bags or boxes for them which the seller is to fiU ; and

the buyer sends bags enough for twenty bushels which the seller

fiUs, and afterwards the seller refuses to send any wheat what-

ever, it is held, that the property in the twenty bushels put into

the bags passes to the buyer ; but not so of the other eighty, {d
)

And it has been held, that where articles in process of manu-

facture under an agreement to make and deliver to the vendee,

he supplying certain specified parts necessary to their comple-

tion, are lost by fire, while in possession of the maker, their

completion and delivery being delayed solely by the neglect of

the vendee to furnish the parts specified, the loss must fall upon

the maker, and not upon the vendee, (e) Nor is the sale com-

pleted while any thing remains to be done to determine its

quantity, if the price depends on this ; unless this is to be

done by the buyer alone. (/) And even if earnest, or a part

(a) Mere delivery of part will not, how- Hussey v. Thornton, 4 Mass. 405 ; Dona-

ever divest the vendor of his lien, as to hue v. Cromartio. 21 Cal. 80.

the whole, if any thins remains to be done (5) Anonymous, Dyer, 30 a. See also,

bv the vendor' to the part undelivered. Langfort w. Tiler, 1 Salk. 113. But see

Simmons v. Swift, 5 B. & C. 8.'j7. See on Greaves v. Ashlin, 3 Camp. 426, contra.

this subject, Slubey v. Hevward, 2 H. Bl. See also, Blackburn on Contract of Sale,

504 ; Hammond v. Anderson, 4 B. & P. p. 328, et seq.

69; Hanson M. Meyer, 6 East, 614 ; Ward (c) Bailey w. Smith, 43 N. H. 141.

V. Shaw, 7 Wend. 404 ; Payne v. Shad- {d ) Aldndge v. Johnson, 7 E. & B. 885 ;

bolt 1 Camp. 427 ; Brewer r. Salisbury', See also Langhton n. Biggins, 4 H. & N.

9 Barb 511- Weld v. Cutler, 2 Gray, 402, for a direct authoritv upon this point.

195: Haskail v. Rice, S. J. Ct. Mass. (e) McConike r. N. Y. & E. R. R. Co.

1858, 1 1 Law Rep. 561. Of course if the 20 N. Y._(6 Smith,) 495. See post, chap-

vendee obtains possession bv fraud he can ter on Liens.
t. » n o<:n

derive no rio-hts, and the vendor can lose (/) Tarhng v. Baxter, 6 B. & L. 3bO;

none by such a delivery. Earl of Bristol Gillet v. Hill, 2 Cr. & M 535; Zagury t>,

tt. Willsmore 1 B. & C. 514. See also, Furnell,2 Camp. 240; Wallace v. Breeds.
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of the price be paid, the sale is not complete under these cir-

cumstances, and if it finally fail, the money paid may be re-

covered back, (g) Upon a sale of goods in bond, the property

passes to the pm'chaser, upon delivery to a carrier selected by

him (although they remain subject to lien for duties, and to

the custody of the customs officers), during their overland

transit to the port of exportation and delay there until authority

to pass them is received ; and although the vendor volunteers

to take the necessary steps for obtaining the authority. (A)

An agreement to sell is a different thing from a sale, and

therefore no mere promise to sell hereafter, amounts to a present

sale ; so, an acceptance of a specific order for certain chattels, is

not itself a sale of those chattels, either to the drawer or to the

party in whose favor the order is dra"wn. (i) And it is always

a question of fact for the jury, whether a sale has been com-

pleted or not. (j) The frequent importance of this question

arises from the rule, which we repeat, that if a sale be complete,

the property in the thing sold passes to the buyer ; and if the

sale is not complete, it remains with the original owner.

We are aware of no difference between the Roman civil

13 East, 522 ; Bnsk v. Davis, 2 M. & Sel. 289 ; Stone v. Peacock, 35 id. 385 ; Golder

397; Shepley ,-. Davis, 5 Taunt. 617; v. Ogdeu, 15 Pcnn. St. 528; Lester v.

Riiodes f. 'iliuaites, 6 B. & C. 3S8

;

JV[c3:)owell, 18 Penn. St. 91; Kcsbitv.
Alexander v. Gardner, 1 Biny-. N. C. 676. Burr)', 25 Penn. St. 208 ; Riddle v. Var-
Biit where the thing to he done by the ninn, 20 Pick. 280; Davis v. Hill, 3 N.
vendor is but trifling, or is but a mathe- H. 382 ; Messcr r. Woodman, 2 Fostei-

matieal computation, this rule will not (N. H.), 172; Warren !). Buckminster, 4

apply. Thus, where there was a sale of Foster (N. H.), .'?.'j7
; Crawford r. Smitli, 7

certain trees, at a fixed price per cubic Dana, 61.— But it is /leW, that if the par-

foot, and all the trees bad been marked, ties intended that the sale should be com-
and the cubical contents of each tree ascer- plcte before the article sold is weighed or

tained, it was he!d, that the property passed measured, the property will pass before

to the purchaser, although the sum to- this is done. Riddle !'. Varnum, 20 Pick.

tal of the cubical contents had not been 280. See also, Buttcrworth o. JMcKitily,

asccrtiiincd. Tansley i'. Turner, 2 Bing. 11 Humph. 206; Waldron t>. Chase, 37
K. C. 151, s. c. 2 Srott 238. Auil see Me. 414; Moody v. Brown, .'34 id. 107;
Cunningham v. Ashbrook, 20 Mo. 553. Olyphant !;. Baker, 5 Denio, 379 ; Dennis
The general principle stated in the text is v. Alexander, 3 Barr, 50; Crofoot o. Ben-
recognized in the following American nett, 2 Comst. 258 ; Brewer v. Salisbury,
cases. Dixon v. Myers, 7 Gratt. 240; 9 Barb. 511; Cu.sliman v. Holyoke, id.

Ward D. Shaw, 7 Wend 404; McDonald 289. But see Waldo i). Belcher,'ll Ired.

V. Hewett, 15 Johns. 349 ; Barrett v. God- L. 609.

dard, 3 Mason, 112 ; Rapelye v. Mackie, {g) Nesbit p. Burry, 25 Pcnn. St. 208;
6 Cowen, 250 ; Russell v. NicoU, 3 Wend. Joyce t'. Adams, 4 Seld. 291

.

112; Cutwater n. Dodge, 7 Cowen, 85; (h) Waldron v. Rornain, 22 N. Y. (8
Stevens c). Eno, 10 Barb. 95; Damon e. Smith), 368.
Osborne, 1 Pick. 476; Macombcr v. Par- ((') Burrall u. Jacob, 1 Barb. 165.

ker, 13 id. 175; Houdlettc v. Tallman, 14
( ;) DeRidder v. McKnight, 13 Johns.

Me. 400; Cushman u. Holyoke, 34 id. 294.
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and the common law, in regard to any part of the law of con-
tracts, greater or more definite in principle and theory, than that
which relates to this subject. But in practice the result was
not so different. By the Roman law, the sale without deUvery
did not pass the property. It gave to the buyer a jus ad rem,
but not a jus in re until possession. Leaving the property in
the hands of the seller, it created two obligations, — one on
the part of the buyer to pay the price, and, for this debt, the
thing sold was a pignus in the hands of the seller ; the other
on the part of the seller to deliver the thing so pledged on pay-
ment of the debt. But if the pledge perished without the fault
of the seller, he could not be called on to return the pledge, but
might still call on the buyer to pay his debt,— that is, the
price. Qc)

SECTION V.

OP POSSESSION AND DELIVERT.

While, as between the parties, the property passes by a sale

without delivery, it is not valid, in general, as against a third

party without notice, without delivery. For if the same thing

be sold by the vendor to two parties, by conveyances equally

valid, he who first gets possession will hold it. [l) In general,

where there is a completed sale, and no change of possession,

this retention of possession by the vendor is a badge of fraud,

and wUl avoid the sale in favor of a party who subsequently

acquires title to the property in good faith, and with no knowl-

edge of the sale. In the days of Mansjield and Buller, posses-

sion retained by the seller or mortgager of chattels, gave rise to

an inference of law of fra,ud. This severe doctrine has certainly

been held in many cases down to the present day, both in Eng-

land and in this country. But the rule has been much modified

(h) ThisVhole ^uBject is well illustra- Cope, 4 Binn. 258; Babb v. Clemson 10

ted in Bell's Commentaries on the Law of S. & R. 419; Fletcher v. Howard, 2 Aik.

Scotland. 115.

(I) 2 Kent, Com. 522; Dawes v.

VOL. 1. 34
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in other cases. And there seems now to be a tendency to con-

sider the question of fraud in all such cases as a question of

fact, in relation to which the circumstance of possession is of

great weight, though not absolutely conclusive. The question

is thus taken from the court who should infer it from a single

fact, and is left to the jury, who may consider aU the facts, and

determine how far the fact of possession is explained, and made

consistent with an honest purpose, (m)

The delivery may be symbolical, or of a part for the

whole
;
(n) and a delivery of the key, the property being

(m) Although few questions in the law
present a greater conflict of authorities

than this, we believe that reason, analogy,

and the current of a modern authority, both

English and American, support the prin-

ciple laid down in the text. The subject

is ably examined in 2 Kent, Com 515. et

seq.; and Smith, Lead. Cas. (4thAm. ed.),

vol. 1, p. 1, e< seq. The following author-

ities adopt the view of the text. Cadogau
V. Kennett, Covvp. 432 ; Eastwood v.

Brown, Ry. & M. 312; Kidd v. Rawlin-

Bon, 2 B. & P. 59 ; Cole v. Davies, 1 Ld.
Eaym. 724 ; Lady Arundell v. Phipps, 10

Ves. 145 ; Watkins v. Birch, i Taunt.

823 ; Latimer v. Batson, 4 B. & C. 652
;

Steward v. Lombe, 1 Br. & B. 506
;

Wooderman v. Baldock, 8 Taunt. 676
;

Hoffman v. Pitt, 5 Esp. 22 ; Armstrong
V. Baldock, Gow, 33 ; Storer v. Hunter, 3

B. & C. 368 ; Land v. Jeffries, 5 Rand.
(Va.), 211 ; Terry v. Belcher, 1 Bailey,

568 ; Howard v. Williams, id. 575 ; Smith
V. Henry, 2 id. 118 ; Callen v. Thompson,
3 Yerg. 475 ; Maney v. Killough, 7 id.

440 ; Mitchell u. Beal, 8 id. 142 ; Baylor
V. Smithcrs, 1 Litt. il2; Goldsbury v.

May, id. 256 ; Hundley v. Webb, 3 J. J.

Marsh. 643 ; Walsh v. Medley, 1 Dana,
269; Bissell a. Hopkins, 3 Cowen, 166;
Thompson c. Blanchard, 4 Comst. 303

;

Griswold v. Sheldon, id. 580 ; Brooks v.

Powers, 15 Mass. 244; Bartlett v. Wil-

liams, 1 Pick. 288 ; Homes v. Crane, 2 id.

607 ; Wheeler v. Train, 3 id. 255 ; Adams
V. Wheeler, 10 id. 199; Mardcn v. Bab-
cock, 2 Met. 99 ,• Haven v. Low, 2 N. H.
13 ; Ifcndall v. Fitts, 2 Foster (N. H.), 1

;

Walcott u. Keith, id. 198 ; Coburn v.

Pickering, 3 id. 415 ; Clark v. Morse, 10

N. H. 239 ; Reed v. Jewett, 5 Gi-eenl. 96

;

Cutter V. Copeland, 18 Me. 127; Com-
etock V. Eayford, 12 Sm. & M. 369 ; Field

i>. Simco, 2 Eng. (Ark.), 269; Erwin v.

Bank of Kentucky, 5 La. An. 1 ; Collins

V. Pellerin, id. 99 ; Bryant v. Kelton, 1

Tex. 415. — It must be confessed, how-
ever, that there is a host of decisions in

support of the opposite principle, and that

it still has the sanction of very sound, re-

spectable, and learned courts. The doc-

trine was first laid down in Twyne's case,

3 Rep. 87, and has since been recognized

or adopted in the following among other

cases. Edwards v. Harben 2 T. R. 587

;

Paget V. Perchard, 1 Eip. 205 ; Wordell
V. Smith, 1 Camp. 332 ; Reed v. Wilmot,
5 Mo. & P. 553 ; Hamilton v. Russell, 1

Cranch, 309 ; Alexander v. Deneale, 2

Munf. 341 ; Robertson v. Ewell, 3 id. 1

;

Kennedy v. Ross, 2 Rep. Con. Ct. 125;
Hudnal v. Wilder, 4 McCord, 294 ; Ragan
V. Kennedy, 1 Overt. 91 ; Brummel v.

Stockton, 3 Dana, 134 ; Laughlin v. Fur-

guson, 6 id. 117 ; Jaiwis v. Davis, 14 B.

Mon. 533 ; Young v. McClure, 2 W. &
S. 147 ; Brady v. Haines, 18 Pehn. St.

113; Bowman u. Hen'ing, 4 Harring.

(Del.), 458; McBride v. McClelland, 6

W. & S. 94 ; Thornton v. Davenport, 1

Scam. 296 ; Chumar v. Wood, 1 Halst.

155; Patten v. Smith, 5 Conn. 196;

Weeks t. Wead, 2 Aik. 64; Beattie «.

Robin, 2 Vt. 181 ; Farnsworth v. Shep-

ard, 6 id. 521 ; Wilson v. Hooper, 12 id.

653 ; Hutchins v. Gilchrist, 23 id. 82

;

Gibson !'. Love, 4 Flor. 217 ; Sturtevant

V. Ballard, 9 Johns. 337. — But in those

courts where the doctrine of Twyne's
case has been received with favor, the rule

has not been applied to sales on execu-

tion, which are in their nature public and
notorious. Simerson v. Branch Bank,12
Ala. 205 ; Garland v. Chambers, 11 Sm.
6 M. 337 ; Foster v. Pugh, 12 id. 416;
Abney v. Kingsland, 10 Ala. 355.

(n) See -Chamberlain d. Farr, 23 Vt.

265; Brewer u. Salisbury, 9 Barb. 511;
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locked up, is so far a delivery of the goods, that it will sup-

port an action of trespass against a subsequent purchaser who
gets possession of them, (o) Marking timber on a wharf, or

goods in a warehouse, operates as a delivery
;
goods bought in

a shop, weighed or measured, and separated, and left by the

owner until called for, are sufficiently delivered
; (p) and horses

bought at livery, and remaining at livery with the seller at his

request, are said to be delivered to the buyer, (q) This last

case has been questioned, but it seems to come under the gen-

eral analogy, for the purchaser incurs at once a liability for their

keeping-. It is true, however, that later cases apply a stricter

rule than formerly to constructive delivery ; and the presump-

tion of delivery is not to be favored, because it deprives the

seller of his lien without payment, (r) But if goods are sent,

even under a contract of sale, to be applied by the receiver (who

was to be the buyer) to a particular purpose (as to take up

certain biUs of exchange) to which purpose they were not and

could not be applied, the sender does not lose his property in

them by the dehvery, but may recover them back. (s). And if

property be awarded to one by arbitrators, at a certain price,

the tender of the price does not pass the property, unless the

other party accept the price. (<)

Evans u. Harris, 19 id. 416; Packard y. held that there Wks no acceptance of the

Dunsmore, 1 1 Gush. 282 ; Vining v. Gil- horse by the vendee within the statute of

breth, 39 Me. 496. frauds. Although Elmore v. Stone has

(o) Chappel V. Marvine, 2 Aik. 79. been much doubted, it seems not to have

{p) So selecting and marking sheep, been expressly overruled. See Smith v.

then in the possession of one who was re- Suiinan, 9 B. & C. '570, Bayky, 3.

quested by the vendee to retain possession (r) Dole v. Stimpson, 21 Pick. 384.

of them for him, is a sufficient delivery. See also. Tempest v. Fitzgerald, 3 B. &
Barney!). Brown, 2 Vt. 374. For other in- Aid. 680; Baldey u. Parker, 2 B. & C.

stances of constrnctive delivery, see 37. But these cases arose under the stat-

Hatch i;. Bayley. 1 2 Gush. 27 ; and ute of frauds, and turned upon what was
Hatch V. Lincoln, 12 Gash. 31. a sufficient acceptance within that act. But

(q) Elmore v. Stone, 1 Taunt. 458. there may be, perhaps, a delivery good at

But see the subsequent case of Carter v. common law, which would not amount
Toossaint, 5 B. & Aid. 855. In that case to an acceptance within the statute of

a horse was sold by verbal contract, but frauds.

no time was fixed for the payment of the (s) Moore o. Barthop, 1 B. & C. 5 ;

price. The horse was to remain with the Thompson v. Tiles, 2 B. & C. 422 ; Giles

vendors for twenty days without any u. Perkins, 9 East, 12; Bent u. Fuller, 5

charge to the vendee. At the expiration T. R. 294; Zinck v. Walker, 2 W. Bl.

of that time, the horse was sent to grass, 1154 ; Parke v. Eliason, 1 East, 544.

by the direction of the vendee, and by his (t) Hunter v. Rice 15 East, 100. And
desire entered as the liorse of one of the Lord EUenlorough said :

" There is a dif-

vendors. Upon these facts the courts ference between property awai-djd to be
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It is sometimes a question of interest what is the duty of the

seller as to delivery of the articles sold, and as to keeping thera

until delivery ; and also what is the duty of the vendee as to

receiving them. Usage determines this in a considerable de-

gree ; but from the general usage and the adjudications some

rules may be deduced.

K no time be appointed for delivery, or for payment, these

acts must be done within a reasonable time ; and if neither

party does any thing within that period, the contract is deemed

to be dissolved, (m) If the goods are to be delivered when re-

quested, the purchaser may sue for non-delivery without proving

a request, provided the seller has incapacitated himself from

delivering them, as by resale or the like, (v) but in general a

request must be made before the seller can be sued for non-

delivery, (w) And if the vendee, either by the express terms

of the contract or from its nature, is to designate the manner or

place of delivery, he must do this before he can maintain his

action, (ic)

If a day be fixed either for delivery, or payment, the seller has

the whole of it ; and if any one of several days, the whole of all

of them. It is said he must endeavor to do the needful act at

a convenient hour before midnight ; early enough, for instance,

for the buyer to count the money, or examine the goods, and

give a receipt; but this very general rule does not seem any-

where defined. If on a certain day, at a certain place, then it

must be done at a convenient time before sunset, because the

presence of the other party is necessary, and the law does not

require him to be there through the twenty-four hours. («/)

The seller is to keep the thing sold until the time for delivery,

with ordinary care, and is liable for the want of that care, or of

good faith ; but if he does so keep it, he is not liable for its

transferred by the owner to another, and {w) Bach v. Owen, 5 T. R. 409. See
th.it which is actually transferred by the Radford v. Smith, 3 M. & W. 25+; Ben-
contract of the owner through the medium ners D. How.ard, 1 Taylor, 149.— As to

ot his agent." a demand by a servant, see Squier v.

(m) Langfort v. Tiler, 1 Salk. 113. And Hunt, 3 Price, 68.
see Lanyon v. Toogood, 13 M. & W. 27

; (x) See West v. Newton, 1 Duer, 277

;

Fletcher v. Cole, 23 Vt. U4. Annitage v. Insole, 14 Q. B. 728.
(o) Bowdell V. Parsons, 10 East, 359; {y) See Startup v. McDonald, 2 Man,

Amory v. Brodrick, 5 B. & Aid. 712. & G. 395.
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loss, (z) unless it perish through a defect against which he has

warranted. If the parties are distant from each other, the seller

must follow the directions of the buyer as to the way of send-

ing the thing sold to him, and then a loss in the transportation

will fall on the buyer, (a) unless attributable to the negligence

of the seller ; if the seUer disregards such orders, the loss in

transportation falls on him, though it does not happen through

his neglect. If the directions be general, as "by a carrier,"

without naming any one, usual and proper precautions must be

taken, and wiU protect the seller, (b) And it is a part of his

duty to give such notice of the sending them by ship or other-

wise as win enable the buyer to insm-e or take other precau-

tions, (c)

K the contract be to deliver the thing ordered at the residence,

or place of business of the buyer, the seller is liable, although

such delivery becomes impossible, unless it becomes so through

the act of the buyer, (d) If the seller refuse to deliver it at a

(z) Where A bought of B three hun-
dred barrels of resin "to be delivered

when called for within a week," and paid

for the same, and within a week B manu-
factured more than that quantity, which he

had ready for delivery, but did not set

apart any specific quantity for A, the resin

being destroyed by fire after the end of

the week, it was held that A was bound to

call during the week; that B was not

bound to set apart for A any specific three

hundred barrels, and that A having failed

to perfoiTU his part of the contract, could

not recover against B, either upon the con-

tract to deliver or for money had and re-

ceived, to recover the purchase-money

paid. Willard v. Perkins, 1 Busb. L. 253.

(a) Vale v. Bayle, Cowp. 294 ; Gassctt

V. Godfrey, 6 Foster (N. H.), 415 ; Orcutt

V. Nelson, 1 Gray, 536 ; Jones u. Sims, 6

Port. (Ala.), 138. In Godfrey v. Furzo, 3

P. Wms. 186, and in Vale v. Bayle, supra,

Lord Chief Justice Eye is said to have

hdd, " That though a trader in the country

does not appoint a carrier, yet if the goods

be embezzled he shall, be liable, because he

leaves it in the breast of the person to

whom he gives the order to send them by
whom he pleases." The carrier is gener-

ally considered the agent of the buyer, and
not of the seller. Button u. Solomonson,

3 B. & P. 584 ; Anderson v. Hodgson, 5

Price 630. As soon, therefore, as the

goods are in the due and regular course of

conveyance, they are at the risk of the

purchaser, and not before. UUock v.

Redelin, Dan. & L. 6 ; and see Bull v.

Eobison, 28 E. L. & E. 586, s. o. 10

Exch. 342.

(6) The vendor, in delivering goods to

a carrier, must exercise due care and dili-

gence, so as to provide the consignee with

a remedy over against the carrier. See
Buckman v. Levi, 3 Camp. 414; Clarke

I). Hutchins, 14 East, 475; Alexander v.

Gardner, 1 Bing. N. C. 671 ; Dawes v.

Peck, 8 T. R, 330.

(c) Cothay v. Tute, 3 Camp. 129;
Brown on Sales, § 526 ; 2 Kent, Com.
500. — If it has been tlie usage between

the parties, in former dealings, for the

vendor to insure, or if he receive specific

instructions to insure in any particular

case, he is bound to insure. Id. ; London
Law Mag. vol. 4, p. 359. And see Smith
V. Lascelles, 2 T. R. 189.

{d) Hayward v. Scougall, 2 Camp. 56,

n. ; Atkinson v. Ritchie, 10 East, 530

;

De Medeiors v. Hill, 5 C. & P. 182. It

was here held, that where a ship-owner,

knowing that a port is blockaded, enters

into a contract with a merchant for the

delivery of a cargo there, if he afterwards

refuses to go, he is liable to an action for

the breach of the contract ; but whether

the damages are to be nominal or other
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time and place agreed on, and it perish afterwards without his

fault, he is liable for it. But if he be ready, and the vendee

wrongfully refuse or neglect to receive it, the seller is not liable,

unless the thing perishes through his gross and wanton negli-

gence. And if the vendee unreasonably neglect or refuse to

comply with conditions precedent to delivery, or to receive the

goods on delivery, the seller may, after due delay and proper

precautions, resell them, and hold the buyer responsible for any

deficit in the price, (e) It is common, and generally advisable,

to sell them at auction ; but this is not necessary. (/) If the

seller seU on credit, the goods are to be delivered without pay-

ment ; but if the buyer becomes insolvent before the time of de-

livery, the seller may demand security, and refuse to deliver the

goods without it. (g) K goods are sold " on a credit of

months, or cash at discount," and the buyer after delivery

of the goods pays a part in cash, he wiU be held to have elected

cash and not credit, and may be sued for the balance, discount

off. {h)

If no place of delivery be specially expressed in the contract, the

store, shop, farm, or warehouse, where the article is sold, made,

grown, or deposited, is in general the place of delivery, (i) If

expressly deUverable to the vendee, but no place is named, it

may be delivered to him where he is, or at his house, or at his

place of business, except so far as this option of the seller is con-

trolled by the nature of the article. For if the purchaser bought

a load of cotton to be worked in his miU, it cannot, under an

wise must depend upon the opinion of the 948 ; Hanson v. Meyer, 6 East, 614. And
jury, as to wliether, if the vessel had gone if the seller has despatched the goods to

to the place, she would have been able to the buyer, and he becomes insolvent, the

get in. — So it is no defence to a breach seller lias a right, by virtue of his original

of a contract to deliver certain goods at a ownership, to stop the goods if yet in

certain time, that such goods could not be transitu. Mason v. Lickbarrow, 1 H. Bl.

had in the market at that time. Gilpins 357 ; Ellis v. Hunt, 3 T. R. 464.

V. Conscqua, Pet. C. C. 85 ; Youqua v. (A) Schneider «. Foster, •> Exch. 4.

Nixon, id. 221. (;') 2 Kent, Com. 505 ; Lobdell !. Hop-
(e) Mclean ii. Dunn, 4 Bing. 722 ; Mer- kins, 5 Cowen, 516; Goodwin v. Hol-

tens V. Adcock, 4 Esp. 251; Girard y. brook, 4 Wend. 380 ; Ban- y. Myers, 3 W.
Taggart, 5 S. & R. 19 ; Sands v. Taylor, & S. 295. If, however, a particular place

5 Johns. 395. be appointed by the contract, the goods

(/) Crooks V. Moore, 1 Sandf. 279; must be delivered there before an action

Conway v. Bush, 4 Barb. 564. will lie for their price. Savage Man. Co.

{g) Tooke/;. HoUingworth, 5 T. R.215. t'. Armstrong, 19 Me. 147; Howards.
And see Bloxam u. Sanders, 4 B. & C. Miner, 20 id. 325.
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agreement of delivery, be delivered at his distant dwelling-house

,

nor should a load of hay for his stable, or a cooking jange for

his kitchen, be delivered at his store on the wharf.

Some .cases distinguish between the duty of delivery arising

from a contract of sale, and a contract to deliver goods in pay-

ment of a precedent debt. In the first case the buyer must take

them where they are, and in the latter the owner must deliver

them at such place as shall be reasonable from the nature of the

case, or shall be pointed out by the party receiving them, (j)

But in the latter case, if the contract be merely that the creditor

" may have them," with no words or acts implying that they

were to be carried to him, it should be enough if they are ready

for him when he comes for them. There seems to be also a dis-

tinction between the case of very cumbersome goods and those

more easily portable ; and the seller is held more strictly to the

duty of transporting the latter, and tendering thern in specie, (k)

In general, if any thing be ordered of a mechanic or manufac-

turer, the maker may deliver it where he makes it, unless he

have a shop or depository where his manufactured articles are

usually taken for sale or delivery, in which case such place may
be the place of delivery.

The vendee is bound to receive and pay for the thing sold at

the time and place expressed or imphed in the contract of sale,

and to pay aU reasonable charges for keeping it after sale and

before delivery. (I) And if he refuse so to take or pay for the

goods sold, he wiU be Uable in an action for the price, or in a

{j ) Bean v. Simpson, 1 6 Me. 49. In in relation to the property, rendered pre-

this case it was held, that if no place be vioiis to the completion of the sale by de-

appointed in the contract for the delivery livery. In this case the plaintiffs sold to

of specific articles, it is the duty of the the defendants the wool lying unsacked in

debtor to ascertain from the creditor where three rooms, to be paid for upon delivery,

he would receive the goods ; and if this be the quantity to be ascertained by weigh-

not done, the mere fact that the debtor ing, but without any express contract as to

had the articles at his own dwelling-house who should be at the expense of sacking,

at that time is no defence. And see Bix- The plaintifis sacked the wool in sacks

by w. Whitney, 5 Greenl. 192. furnished by the defendants, and then

{k) Stone V. Gilliam, 1 Show. 149 ; Cur- caused it to be weighed and shipped to

rier V. Currier, 2 N. H. 75; 2 Kent, Com. the defendants ; and it was held, that as

508. the sacking preceded the delivery of the

(Z) In Cole V. Kerr, 20 Vt. 21, it was wool, the law would not imply a con-

hdd, that there is no implied contract upon tract on the part of the defendants to pay
the sale of personal property that the ven- the plaintiffs for sacking.

dee shall pay the vendor for any services.-
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special action for damages, unless he can show incapacity to

contract, or sufficient error, duress, or fraud.

When payment of a debt is to be made by some specific

article, it is not quite settled where the article is to be deliv-

ered ; whether by the payor at his own residence, to the payee

who must come for it, or to the payee at his residence or place

of business, whither the payor must carry it. It might seem

from some statements that local usages affect or decide this

question in some cases. And possibly the distinction between

bulky and portable articles might be carried so far as to lead to

the conclusion that one who has thus to deliver an article easily

carried, as a watch or a book, might be bound to take it to the

payee. But we consider the law in general to be, that it is

enough if the payor delivers the article at his own residence

or shop. And if he there tenders it to the payee, and it be in

all respects the article he should have tendered, and the payee

refuse or neglect to receive it, w^ith no vaUd objection grounded

on the article itself, or on a stipulation in the contract, then the

payor is no further responsible for what may happen to it. If

it were, for instance, a carnage, and he had tendered it as it

stood in his barn or warehouse, he would have no right— cer-

tainly none vsdthout sufficient notice to the payee— to roll it

out into the street, and there let it perish. For this would be a

wanton injury. But if it was in the street when he tendered it,

and he said, I offer it to you as your carriage, and I shall have

no more to do with it, he would not be bound to take any fur-

ther care of it.

But questions of this kind generally arise in the defence to

actions founded upon such contracts ; and we shall again con-

sider the subject of contracts for the delivery of specific artide*!,

in our third volume, under the head of Defences.
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SECTION VI,

CONDITIONAL SALES.

In every sale, unless otherwise expressed, there is an implied

condition that the price shall be paid, before the buyer has a
right to possession

; and this is a condition precedent, (m) But
it seems that in an action for non-delivery the buyer need only
aver that he was ready and willing to receive and pay for them,

and that the seller refused to deliver them, without averring an
actual tender, (w) But where the right to receive payment be-

fore delivery is waived by the seller, and immediate possession

given to the purchaser, and yet by express agreement the title is

to remain in the seller until the payment of the price upon a

fixed day, such payment is strictly a condition precedent, and
until performance the right of property is not vested in the pur-

chaser, (o) And generally, wherever in a contract of sale, it

(m) See Noy, Maxims, p. 88, where it

is said :
" If I sell my horse for money,

I may keep him until I am paid." See
also, Hinde v. Whitehouse, 7 East, 571

;

Comjrall v. Haight, 8 Barb. 328. — This
implied condition that the price shall be
paid before delirery is said to give the

render a lien on the article sold until

the payment. — But although the vendee
may not have a right of possession in

the article bought until the price is

paid, yet the right of property passes bi/

the bargain ; and if the property is lost

while yet in the possession of the vendor,

without his fault, the loss will fall on the

purchaser. Willis v. Willis, 6 Dana, 49

;

Wing V. Clark, 24 Me. 366 ; Pleasants v.

Pendleton, 6 Band. ( Va.), 473. See also,

ante, p. 526, note («), et seq.

(n) Waterhouse v. Skinner, g B. & P.

447 ; Rawson v. Johnson, 1 East, 203.

The case of Morton v. Lamb, 7 T. R. 125,

is not inconsistent with the doctrine laid

down in the text, as it is explained by the

subsequent case of. Rawson v. Johnson, 1

East, 203. And there are many cases

where readiness to perform is equivalent to

performance. Thus in the case of West

V. Emmons, 5 Johns. 179, A covenanted
to convey by a good and sufficient deed a
certain lot of land to B, on or before a
certain day, and B covenanted to reconvey
the same to A by a mortgage, at the same
time, as security, and also to execute a
bond for the consideration money ; and B
afterwards brought his action of covenant
against A, and in his declaration averred
that he was, at the time, and always had
been, ready to execute the mortgage and
bond, &c. It was held, that the cove-

nants were mutual and dependent ; that

the averment of readiness to perform by
the plaintiff was sufScient ; and that, from
the nature of the covenant, he was not
bound to seal and tender the mortgage
before A had conveyed the land to him,
or had offered a conveyance. See also.

Miller v. Drake, I Caines, 45 ; Peeters v.

Opie, 2 Wms. Saund. 350, n. (3).

(o) Porter o. Pettengill, 12 N. H.
299; Sargent v. Gile, 8 N. H. 325;
Gambling v. Read, 1 Meigs, 281 ; Bige-

low V. Huntley, 8 Vt. 151 ; Barrett v.

Pritchard,2 Pick. 512; Aver v. Bartlen,

9 Pick. 156 ; Tibbetts v. Towle, 3 Fairf.

541 ; Bennett v. Sims, Rice. 421 ; Smith
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is stated that some precise fact is to be done by either party,

this may amount to a condition, though not so expressed. As

where, in a contract for sale of goods, the words are " to be de-

livered on or before " a certain day, this is a condition prece-

dent, and if they are not delivered on or before that day, (p) the

purchaser is not bound to take the goods. So if the goods are

to be delivered " on request," the buyer must allege and prove

a request," this being a condition precedent to his acquiring a

complete right, (q) But if the seller has incapacitated himself

from delivering by reselling, or otherwise, no request is neces-

sary, (r)

V. Lynes, 1 Seld. 41 ; Herring: v. Hop-
pock, 3 Duel-, 20 ; Brewster v. Baker, 20

Barb. 364; Parris v. Roberts, 12 Ired. L.

268 ; Smith v. Foster, 18 Vt. 182 ; Buck-
master 0. Smith, 22 id. 203 ; Rootu. Lord,

23 id. 568 ; Aubin v. Bradley, 24 id. .^5
;

Buson V. Dougherty, 11 Humph. 50. In
most of these cases, the question whether

the property had passed, arose between the

parties themselves or between the vendor
and attaching creditors of the conditional

vendee, and the weight of authority is as

above. And in Sargent v. Gile, 8 N. H.
325, such a conditional sale was held to

leave the right of property in the vendor
against subsequent bona fide purchasers

from the conditional vendee, on the evi-

dent ground that the vendee had no power
to transfer any right not his own. The
same view appears to be taken by Wash-
inyton,,!., in Copland v. Bosquet, 4 Wash.
C. C. 594, and more recently in Coggill

V. H. and N. H. R. R. Co. 3 Gray. 545.

See also, Lamond v. Davall, 9 Q. B. 1030.

But Haggerty v. Palmer, 6 Johns. Ch.
437 ; Keeler v. Field, 1 Paige, 315 ; and
Smith V. Lynes, 1 Seld. 41, seem to

have settled it for New York law, that

sucii bona fide purchaser without notice of
the condition sale holds the property.

And in Martin v. Mathiot, 14 S. & R.
214 ; Rose v. Story, 1 Barr, 190, it is de-

cided, tliat although under a conditional

sale the property does upt pass to the

vendee, as between the parties, yet that

such condition is fraudulent and void as to

creditors of the vendee, who may seize and
hold the property upon execution. And
at all events, if an additional bill of sale be
given, and the conditional vendee be thus
invested with all the indicia of ownership,
the vendor is estopped to set up the con-

dition against a purchaser in good faith,

for valuable consideration. Davis ii,

Bradley, 24 Vt. 55. And whenever a
vendor in a conditional sale claims the

property against the creditors of the ven-

dee, the burden of proof is upon him to

show the condition, and that it has not

been complied with. Leighton v. Stevens,

19 Me. 154.— It has been decided that

such conditional sales are not in effect

chattel mortgages, and therefore void, be-

cause not recorded. Buson v. Dougherty,
11 Humph. 50. And where upon a sale

and delivery it was agreed that the vendor

should retain a lien upon the property

until the price was paid, it was held that

this agreement of the parties ci'eated a

valid lien in the vendor against the ven-

dee, and purchasers from him, and that

such lien was not within the purview of

the statute requiring mortgages of chat-

tels to be recorded. Sawyer v. Fisher,

32 Me. 28.

(p) Startup V. McDonald, 2 Man. & Q.

395. And the delivery must have been

made at a reasonable time on that day, or

the vendee is not bound. Id.

iq] Bach v. Owen, 5 T. R. 409, as ex-

plained in Radford v. Smith, 3 M. & W.
258, where Lord Abinger said ;

" In Bach
V. Owen, the plaintiff was not entitled to

the horse until he offered his own and de-

manded the other. Where by the express

terms of the contract a request must pre-

cede delivery, or where that is to be im-

plied from the nature of the contract, a

request must be alleged and proved, but

not otherwise.

"

(r) Ranay v. Alexander, 'Yelv. 76, n.

(Metcalf s ed.) ; Araory v. Broderick, 5 B.

& Aid. 712 ; Newcomb v. Brackett, 16

Mass. 161 ; Webster v. Coffin, 14 Mass.

196. See also, ante, note (v), p. 532.
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There is another class of sales on condition, often called " con-

tracts of sale or return." In these the property in the goods

passes to the purchaser, subject to an option in him to return

them within a iixed time, or a reasonable time ; and if he

fails to exercise this option by so returning them, the sale be-

comes absolute, and the price of the goods may be recovered in

an action for goods sold and delivered, (s)

In sales at auction there are generally conditions of sale

;

and where these are distinctly made known to the buyer, they

are of course binding on him, and the auctioneer or the owner

of the goods is bound on his part, (t) The question whether

they were sufficiently made known to the buyer would be one

rather of fact than of law. Thus where a horse is sold by war-

ranty, and it is the uniform custom of the auctioneer to limit aU

objections to the space of twenty-four hours from the sale ; if

these terms are a part of aU the advertieements of the auction-

eer, and were announced by him at the beginning of the sale,

and the purchaser had come in after such announcement, and

no direct proof of his knowledge of this limitation was offered,

evidence would probably be admitted that he took a paper con-

taining such advertisement, and of any other facts tending to

show such knowledge, and the jury would be permitted to infer

the knowledge from them if they deemed them sufficient.

If it be provided in the conditions of sale that no error or mis-

statement shall avoid the sale, but that there shall be a propor-

(s) Moss V. Sweet, 3 E. L. &E. 311, Franklin Hemp and Flax Man. Co. 3

S. c. 16 Q. B. 493 (overruling Iley v. Sumner, 530; Ellis v. Thompson, 3 M.
Frankenstein, 8 Scott, N. R. 839, and & W. 445.— Parol evidence of the con-

Lyons V. Barnes, 2 Stark. 39) ; Beverly v. versations of the parties is admissible to

Lincoln Gas Light and Coke Co. 6 A. show the circumstances under which the

& E. 829 ; Bayley v. Gouldsmith, Peake, contract was made, and what the parties

Cas. 56 ; Dearborn v. Turner, 16 Me. 17. thought treasonable time. Cocker !'. Frank-

See Meldrum v. Snow, 9 Pick. 441 ; Blood lin Hemp and Flax Man. Co. supra. And
V. Palmer, 2 Fairf. 414 ; Eldridge v. Ben- where A delivers property to B, on condi-

son 7 Cush. 485 ; Neate v. Ball, 2 East, tion that if damaged, while in B's posses-

116. And what is a reasonable time with- sion, B shall keep it and pay for it, this is

in which a contract is to be performed, or a conditional sale ; and if the property is

an act to be done, is, in the absence of any so damaged the sale becomes absolute,

contract between the. parties, a question of and assumpsit for goods sold and deliv-

law for the court, to be determined by a ered will lie. Bianchi v. Nash, 1 M. & W.
viewof all the circumstances of the partic- 545. See also, Perkins v. Douglass, 20

ularcase. See Attwood v. Clark, 2 Greenl. Me. 317.

249 ; Hill v. Hobart, 16 Me. 164 ; Murry v. (t) Hanks v. Palling, 6 E. & B. 659.

Smith, 1 Hawks, 41. But see Cucker v.
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tionate allowance on the purchase-money, this condition will

not, in general, save a sale, where the error is of a material and

substantial nature, although not fraudulent, (u) The test of this

question, as a matter of law, seems to be, whether the error or

misstatement is so far material and substantial that it may be

reasonably supposed that the buyer would not have made the

purchase had he not been so misled. And such misstatement

will also avoid a sale if no reasonably accurate estimate can be

made of the compensation which should be allowed therefor, (v)

Any misstatement, made fraudulently, and capable of having any

effect on the sale, will avoid it. Nor will the conditions of sale

be binding against a purchaser, if so framed as to give the seller

advantages which the buyer could not* readily apprehend or

understand without legal knowledge or advice ; for a buyer is

discharged from a purchase made under " catching condi-

tions." (w)

(u) The Duke of Norfolk v. Worthy, 1

Camp. 340; Flight v. Booth, 1 Bing. N.

C. 370 ; Leach v. MuUett, 3 C. & P. 115.

See also, Robinson v. Musgrove, 2 Mo.
&Rob. 92, s. c. 8 C.& P. 469, where it was
held, that a condition of sale, "that if any
mistake shall be made in the description

of the premises, or any other error what-

ever shall appear in the particulars of the

property, such mistake or error shall not
annul the sale, but a compensation shall

be given, &c.," does not apply where any
substantial part of the property turns out

to have no existence, or cannot be found

;

or whore the vendor has mala fide given a
very exaggerated description of the prop-

erty. The purchaser may in such a case

rescind the contract in Mo. See also, ante,

p. 494, note (i), et seq.

(v) See Sherwood o. Robins, 1 Mood.
& M. 194, s. 0. 3 C. & P. 339, where it

was determined, that a condition in articles

of sale, " that any error in the particulars

shall not vitiate the sale, but a compensa-
tion sliall be made," applies only to cases

where the circumstances afford a principle

by which this compensation can be esti-

mated. Therefore on tlie sale of a rever-

sion expectant on the death of A without

children, an eiTOr in the statement of A's
age does not come within the condition

(as it would if the reversion were simply
expectant on A's death), because it affects

the probability of the other contingency,

which is not a subject of calculation ; and
the buyer is entitled to rescind the contract.

{w) Adams v. Lambert, 2 Jur. 1078;
Dykes v. Blake, 4 Bing. N. C. 463. In

the case of Dobell v. Hutchinson, 3 A, &
E. 355, on a sale of a leasehold interest of

lands, described in the particulars as held

for a term of twenty-three years at a rent

of £55, and as comprising a yard, one of
the conditions was, that if any mistake
should be made in the description of the

property, or any other error whatever
sliould appear in the particulars of the

estate, sucli mistake or error should not

annul or vitiate the sale, but a compensa-
tion should be made, to be settled by ar-

bitration ; and the yard was not in fact

comprehended in the property held for the

term at £55, but was held by the vendor
from year to year at an additional rent;

and such yard was essential to the enjoy-

ment of the property leased for the twenty-
three years. It was held, though it did

not appear that the vendor knew of the

defect, that this defect avoided the sale,

and was not a mistake to be compensated
for under the above condition, although
after the day named in the conditions for

completing the purchase and before ac-

tion brought by the vendee, the vendor
procured a lease of the yard for the terra

to the vendee, and offered it to him.
But where the particulars of sale described

the property as a family residence, with
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SECTION VII.

OF BOUOHT AND SOLD NOTES.

Much of the commercial business of the country is transacted

by the agency of brokers, who buy and sell goods for others, on

commission. Though employed at the outset by only one of

the parties, a merchandise broker becomes the agent of the other

also, when he treats with him. (x)

It is the duty, though not always the practice of brokers, to

make a memorandum of the terms of the contract and the names

of the parties, in their books, to sign such memorandum, and to

transcribe therefrom the bought and sold notes, (y) The bought

note is addressed to the purchaser, notifying him that the broker

has bought for his account of the vendor, the goods described,

stating price and terms, and signed by the broker. The sold

note is a similar statement addressed to the vendor, informing

him that he has sold to the purchaser, for his account, the same

goods, giving the price and terms. The broker's signature to

the entry in his book, or to the notes, will satisfy the statute of

frauds, it being in law the signature of the parties by the agent

of both parties, (z)

the right of a pew in the centre aisle of unreasonable that the period mentioned
the parish church, and the title of the pew in the agreement should be calculated from
was defective, as the use of the pew was the last preceding day when the rent was
not essential to the enjoyment of the prop- payable, and including therefore the cur-

erty, this error gave a right to compensa^ rent half year. Auy fraud or material mis-

tion only. Cooper v. , 2 Jar. 29. description, though unintentional, would
And where there was a written agreement vacate the agreement, but the defendant

to sell and assign " the unexpired term of might have had substantially what he

eight years' lease and good-will" of a pub- agreed to purchase." Belworth v. Has-
lic house ; it was held, that the purchaser sell, 4 Camp. 140.

could not refuse to perform the agreement {x) Grant v. Fletcher, 5 B. & C. 436 ;

on the ground that when it was entered Merritt v, Clason, 12 Johns. 102 ; Davis

into there were only seven years and seven v. Shields, 26 Wend. 341; Suydam w.

months of the term unexpired. Lord El- Clark, 2 Sandf. 133 ; Toomer v. Dawson,
lenborough said: "The parties cannot be 1 Cheves, 68.

supposed to have meant, that there was (y) Per Abbott, 0. J., in Grant v. Fletch-

the exact term of eight years unexpired, er,, 5 B. & C. 437.

neither more nor less by a single day. {z) Hinde v. Whitehouse, 7 East,

The agreement must therefore receive a 558 ; Heyman v. Neale, 2 Camp. 337 ;

reasonable construction; and it seems not Cabot v. Wiosor, 1 Allen, 546.— Thiif
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It is not uncommon for the principals to sign their approval,

upon the note to be handed to the other party ; but this proceed-

ing, though convenient as settling the question of the broker's

authority, is not necessary to give validity to the contract, if the

broker's authority can be shown by other means.

Formerly the question was in some doubt whether the broker's

entry in his book, duly signed by him, should not be regarded

as the actual contract between the parties, and the bought and

was an action of contract to recover the

price of 475 bundles of gunny bags, sold

by the plaintiff to the defendant, of which
the plaintiff received and accepted 200
bundles, and declined to receive the bal-

ance, as they could not be stowed in his

ship. The sale was effected through the

intervention of a bi'oker, and his sale note

approved by defendant, expressed that the

sale was of " 500 bundles more or less

gunny bags." Plaintiff offered evidence

to show that at the time when the broker's

note was signed he had some 521 bundles
on hand, which he had given orders to

have compressed into bales ; that when the

sale was made a small portion of tlie lot

had been compressed, and tliat he at once
gave orders to step the work. These facts

were known to both parties ; and the

plaintiff, under objection, introduced evi-

dence to prove that it was the uncompres-
sed bundles which were the subject of the

contract. It appeared in evidence that

the plaintiff knew that the object of the

defendant in making the purchase, was,
to complete the loading of his ship, then
about to sail, and that at the time of the

sale it was unceitain what number of bun-
dles would be necessary for that purpose.
The defendant claimed that under the
contract he was to have 500 bundles,

more or less than that number, as might
be needed to fill the ship, or at his elec-

tion ; and that as he did not require more
than 200, and never in fact received any
more than that number, he was only
bound to pay for 200. It was also eon-
tended for the defendant, that there was a
latent ambiguity in the contract, as pre-

sented in the sale notes, and that he and
the plaintiff, at the time of the sale, under-
stood it as now construed by the defend-
ant. He therefore claimed to introduce
parol evidence to show that such was the
plaintiff's construction. The court below
ruled that there was no latent ambiguity,
and that the construction of the contract

was for the court. The judge instructed

the jury that the contract covered all the

gunny bags that had not been compres-

sed ; and that a delivery of a part of the

lot, under and in pursuance of the con-

tract, was a delivery of tlie whole. The
defendant further contended, that a de-

livery of 475 bundles, or a readiness to

deliver that number, was not a compli-

ance with the contract, which called for

a delivery of " 500 bundles more or less,"

and requested the judge so to instruct the

jury. The court declined so to do, and
ruled that, if in point of fact the lot re-

specting which the parties were negotiat-

ing, consisted of 475 bundles, neither

party knowing the precise number, there

was no such disci*epancy as to avoid the

contract ; and that the plaintiff was bound
to deliver, and the defendant to receive,

475 bundles in execution of the contract.

The jury found for the plaintiff, for the

price of the 475 bundles, and interest

;

and exceptions were alleged by the de-

fendant. In arguing the case before the

Supx'eme Court upon the exceptions, the

defendant claimed that the alleged con-

tract or sale notes, was but a bill of par-

cels, so far as relates to quantity and
price, and was not subject to the rules of

law excluding parol evidence. The Su-

preme Court sustained the ruling of the

court below as to the construction of the

contract, .and the exclusion of parol evi-

dence, and overruled the exceptions.

Upon the nature of a bought and sold

note, Bujelow, C. J., remarks as follows— " The paper or writing on which the

plaintiff relics in support of his case, is

not a mere bill of parcels, designed to

specify only the quantity and price of arti-

cles sold, nor was it so intended or under-

stood by the parties. It is a written mem-
orandum or contract of sale drawn up by
a broker as the agent of both parties, ia

the form of what is usually termed a sold

note, and designed to embody the ternu
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sold notes as merely the evidence thereof, (a) It certainly ap-

pears unreasonable that the entry in the brolcer's book, which
the parties dp not see, should be taken as the contract between
them, when it is obvious that their understanding of the agree-

ment must be drawn from the notes delivered to them respec-

tively. By retaining the note without objection, either party

ratifies the contract set forth therein. By returning it at once,

with his dissent, he repudiates the contract ; and his liability then

depends, not upon what the broker has done, but upon the au-

tliority which he actually gave to his agent.

• The custom of delivering bought and sold notes has at length

obtained so generally, that the courts both in this country and

in England have been obliged, from the necessity of the case, to

look to them rather than to the broker's book, for the terms and

conditions of the contract. It seems accordingly to be settled,

under the influence of this custom, that the bought and sold

notes, if there be any, are the best evidence of the bargain
;

although if there be none, the broker's entry in his book, if

signed, will be sufficient, (b)

If these notes are signed by the broker and agree, but differ

from an unsigned entry in the book, the notes constitute the con-

tract. If they agree, but differ from a signed entry, and have

been received and adopted by the vendor and purchaser, though

the entry present the contract correctly, as made, the notes wiU,

it seems, constitute a .new contract, in substitution and extin-

guishment of the contract evidenced by the signed entry, (c)

If the notes differ from each other, and one of them agrees with

the signed entry, the entry and note agreeing with it, may, it

seems, be taken together as constituting the contract of sale, to

the exclusion of the other note, (d) It seems that a printed sig-

and conditions of a bargain for the sale 368 ; Grant t>. Fletcher, 5 B. & C. 436
;

of merchandise, so as to bind the parties s. c. 8 D. & R. 59 ; Goora v. Aflalo, 6 B.

by an agreement valid and sufficient under & C. 117, 8. c. 9 D. & R. 148.

the statute of frauds. To this contract (c) Hawes v. Forster, 1 Mo. & Rob.

the defendant has bound himself by his 368 ; and see remarks of Campbell, C. J.,

written acceptance of its terms." in Sievewright v. Archibald, 17 A. & E.

(a) See remarks of Ld. Etlenborough, (n. s.), 121, 126.

in Dickenson v. Lilwal, 1 Stark. 128 ; but (d) Thornton v. Charles, 9 M. & W.
see Gumming v. Roebuck, Holt, N. P. 802 ; Sievewright v. Archiba:d, 17 A. &
173. .

E. (U.S.), 104; Townend v. Drakeford,

(6) Hawes v. Forster, 1 Mo. & Rob. 1 Car. & K. 20 ; Goom v. Aflalo, 6 B.
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nature of the broker is not a sufScient signing within the statute

of frauds in New York, which requires that the memorandum

shall be subscribed, (e) But it is well settled, that under the

English statute, the appearance of the vendor's name printed in

a bill of parcels is a sufficient signature to bind him. (/)

If the broker does not sign the same contract for both par-

ties, neither will be bound. It has been decided accordingly,

that where the broker delivers different notes of the contract to

each of the contracting parties, and there is no signed entry in

his books to cure the discrepancy, there is no valid bargain at

aU. There is no proof of the assent of the parties to the sams

terms, no common understanding, and neither of them has the

means of determining whether the broker has exceeded the

authority given to him by the other, {g) Where a broker's

bought note, signed by him and delivered to the purchaser, de-

scribed the subject-matter of the contract as " Riga Rhine

hemp," and the sale note signed by him and delivered to the

vendor, described it as " St. Petersburg clean hemp ;
" and it

appeared that the description in the first note had been inserted

by mistake, and that it designated an article of a different and

& C. 1 1 7, s. c. 9 D. & R. 148 ; Thornton later than three days from the date of sale

;

V. Meux, 1 Mo. & Malk. 43. nothing was said therein as to the time fot

(e) Zachrisson v. Poppe, 3 Bosw. 171. delivery of the other brand. The bought

(J) Saundurson v. jacli-son, 2 B. & P. note, sent to the purchaser, varied from
238; Schneider v. Noi-ris, 2 M. & Sel. the other in representing that the whole
286, per Ld. Eldon, C. J. quantity was to be delivered on arrival,

(g) Grant v. Fletcher, 5 B. & C. 436

;

not later than three days. The purchaser
Heyman v. Neale, 2 Camp. 337 ; Gregson received a portion of the flour within the
V. Ruck, 4 A. & E. (n. s.), 737 ; Sieve- time limited, but could not obtain the

Wright V. Archibald, 17 A. & E. (n. s.), rest in season, and was obliged to pur-
104. In this case the broker's bought chase elsewlicre to meet his wants. He
note specified " 500 tons of Dunlop, Wil- therefore declined to receive that which ar-

son & Co. pig iron," and the sold note, rived out of season, and the vendor sold
" ftOO tons of Scotch pig iron," and there on his account at less than the contract
was no signed entry in the broker's book, price, and sued him for the difference.

There was evidence that Dunlop's iron The defendant obtained a non-suit on the
was of Scotch manufacture, but that there ground that the bought and sold notes did
were other kinds of Scotch pig iron ; and not constitute a contract, within the statute
the court held that the variation in the of frauds, by reason of the variance. Upon
notes was material, and destroyed the con- the hearing before the full court the ruling
tract. Peltier v. Collins, 3 Wend. 459

;

of the court below was sustained. Pitts v.

Suydam v. Clark, 2 Sandf. 133. In this Beckett, 13M. & W. 743. " If the broker
case the sale note sent to the vendor, stated omit a material tenn in drawing up the
a sale of a quantity of flour, consisting of contract, a party who has not recognized
two different brands, at different prices for or adopted the contract as drawn up, will
each, and that the flour of one brand was not be bound."
to be delivered when it ai-rived, but not
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better quality, and of higher price and value than that described

in the second note ; it was held, that as the parties were not

bound to the same bargain, and had not respectively agreed to

buy and sell the same thing, there was no contract subsisting

between them, (h)

So an invoice of flour, described in a bought note to be of a

particular brand, which proved upon landing to be of a different

brand, was rightfully refused by the purchaser, the court decid-

ing that the word " Haxall," written in the margin of the note

by the broker, was a warranty that the flour sold should be of

that brand, (i) A statement in a bought note that the broker has

sold the purchaser " seed to arrive," where the purchaser accepts it

after arrival and an opportunity offered him to examine it, im-

plies no warranty that the article is merchantable ; and the pur-

chaser has no remedy against the seller, should it subsequently

prove to be unmerchantable, (j) In this case the contract was
executed. But where the contract is executory, such a statement

is regarded as an engagement that the goods are merchantable

;

and if they prove not to be so upon arrival, the purchaser wiU
be released, (k) But an unimportant or immaterial variation in

the notes, wiU not avoid the bargain. Thus, where a purcha-

ser's bought note specified the day for payment, with discount

off, as did also the copy of the sold note furnished hira by the

broker upon the same paper, but the vendor's sold note did not

specify the day for such payment with discount, though a copy

of the bought note on the same sheet of paper did so specify

;

and the purchaser when sued for the non-fulfilment of the con-

tract, pleaded this variance, the court held, that the mention of

the day in the copy of the bought note contained on the same

sheet with the sold note, must be taken to apply equally to the„

sold as to the bought note, and that the two corresponded suffi-

ciently to sustain the contract. (?)

A mistake made by the broker, by describing erroneously

the firm of the vendors, in the bought and sold notes, will not

(A) Thornton v. Kempster, 5 Taunt. {k) Cleu k. McPherson, 1 Bosw. 480.

786. (() Maclean w. Dunn, 4Bing. 722, Sr c

(i) Flint V. Lyon, 4 Cal. 17. 1 M. & P. 761, 779.

ij) Moore v. 'McKinlay, 5 Cal. 471.

VOL. I. 35
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justify the purchaser in avoiding the contract, after he has

treated it as a subsisting contract, upon a subsequent commu-

nication from the vendors, unless he show that he has been

prejudiced, (m)

The non-delivery of one of the notes to the party entitled to

receive it, so that he is ignorant of the contract, might possibly

destroy the contract, on the ground of want of mutuality of

obligation, (re) A delivery by the broker of an invoice altered

from the name of one purchaser to that of the new purchaser,

accompanied by a letter to the latter, saying, that to simplify

the transaction they had transferred to him the invoice received

by the vendor, will be effective to establish a valid contract, (o)

And it is sufficient in an action by a purchaser against a

vendor, on a contract made through a broker, for the plaintiff

to produce the bought note handed to him by the broker, and

show the employment of the latter by the vendor.
( p ) Where

the sold note varies from the bought note, it lies on the vendor

to prove the variance by producing the former, (q) It is held in

New York, that where no sale note is delivered by the broker,

his entry on his book must agree with the contract as actually

concluded, or neither party is bound, (r) Parol evidence of

(m) Mitchell y. Lnpage, Holt, N. P. 253. Ho was, therefore, the agent of the Ten-

{n) Prr Besi, C. J., in Smith v. Spar- dors merely ; and if his name had been

row, 2 C. &P. 544, s. c.4Binu. S5, and 12 snbscribcd to the memorandum, which

Moore, 266
;
per Hnllock, B., in Henderson was never shown to Shields, it would not

V. Barnewall, 1 Y. & J. 394 ; but see Bur- have made such a contract, which he had

rouyh, J.. 12 Moore, 266. never assented to, binding upon him; nor

(o) Pauli V. Simcs, 6 C. & P. 506. even would it have been evidence of the

(p) Hawes i>. Porster, 1 Mo. & Kob. acceptance of such a contract on the part

368. of Sliiolds ; and without an acceptance on

{q) Hawes u. Forster, 1 Mo. & Rob. the part of Shields, it could not be bind-

368. ing on Davis & Brooks. The omission

(r) Davis v. Sliields, 26 Wend. 341. of the stipulated ii'me o/ crerfi'Hn the writ-

In giving the opinion of the Court of ten memorandum, rendered the supposed

Errors in tliis case, Wahoortli, Chancellor, agreement stated therein, wholly inopera-

says :
" The broker's memorandum was tivc as to both parties ; as to the pur-

fatally dcfecti\e in not containing the real chaser, because he had not signed any
aijrfemciit between the parties, as well as such contract, or authorized any one to

in not being subscribed l)y the agent of sign it for him, and as to the vendors, be

D;ivis & Brooks. Althongli it is not nee- cause he had never consented to accept

essary that both parties sliould subscribe such an agreement from them ; and there

the agreement, to make it obHgatory upon being no contract which was binding upon
tlie one who does suhsciibe the same, it is cither party at the time the parol agree-

necessarj^.that they should both assent to mcnt was made, Shields could not make
such agreement to make it binding upon it a valid agreement as against the other

eithbr. Here Green was not the broker party, by assenting to the written memo-
of the buyer, who made his own contract, randum after the subject of the contract
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mercantile usage is admissible to explain apparent variances

between bought and sold notes; (s) but it is questionable

whether such evidence is admissible to explain their meaning,

where there is an actual discrepancy between them, (t) The true

office of mercantile usage is to interpret the otherwise indetermin-

ate intentions of parties, and to ascertain the nature and extent of

their contracts, arising not from express stipulation, but from

mere implications and presumptions, and acts of a doubtful

or equivocal character ; or to ascertain the true meaning of

particular words in an instrument, when those words have vari-

ous senses, (m)

Where upon a sale of goods the vendor produces a sample

and represents the bulk as of equal quality, if there be sale

notes which do not refer to the sample, it is not a sale by

sample ; for the writing is the only evidence of the contract, (v)

But a warranty in the sale of a chattel is an essential part of

the bargain, and should be stated in the bought and sold notes

constituting the memorandum of sale ; and it is held in New
York, that the omission renders the contract void, and that

parol evidence, in a suit for non-performance, is inadmissible

to take the case out of the statute of frauds, (w) If the con-

had risen more than twenty-five per cent, question as to the validity of the agree-

in value." racnt under the statute of frauds. — Pick-

(s) Bold V. Rayner, 1 M. & W. 343. ering v. Dowson, 4 Taunt. 779 ; Kain v.

(t) Godts V. Rose, 17 C. B. 229. Old, 2 B. & C. 627 ; Cabot v. Winsor, 1

(u) Per Story, J., in The Reeside, 2 Allen, 546.

Suran. 567. (w) Peltier v. Collins, 3 Wend. 459.

(u) Meyer v. Everth, 4 Camp. 22 ; "Van The plaintiff in this case sued a purchaser

Ostrand v. Rccd, 1 Wend. 424. But see for not fulfilling a contract tor the pur-

Waring V. Mason, 18 Wend. 425. In this chase of rice, and the defendant resisted

case there was a sale by sample of sundry on the ground that the entry of the sale

bales of cotton, and a receipt of the goods written in the vendor's book of sales, and
by the purchaser. Upon opening the bales signed by the broker who effected the

they were found packed in the interior with sale, did not correspond with the bought

masses of damaged cotton. The purchaser note which the broker handed to him, in

sued for damages for breach of the war- not including a guaranty of the quality,

ranty implied in the sale by sample ; and The court regarded the part omitted as

the court held that " parol evidence of a one of the substantial terms of the con-

sale by sample is admissible, although tract, and held that its omission was fatal,

the broker who effected the sale made an because it left the actual contract without

entry thereof in his books, without men- any written memorandum that would take

tioning that it was a sale by sample; it it out of the statute of frauds. Upon this

not having been signed by the broker, and point, Mwci/, J., remarked, in giving the

a bought and sold note not having been opinion of the court :
" Suppose the con-

delivered by him to either of the parties." tract had been with warranty, and the

The contract being an executed one when memorandum in the plaintiff's sales book

the action was brought, there was no had been signed by the defendant, but the
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tract has been executed in conformity with the written mem-
orandum by which it is evidenced, it is clear that parol

evidence of a warranty not mentioned in the writing, is not

admissible in a suit brought by the purchaser, for damages for

breach of warranty, (x)

When a broker does not disclose the name of his principal in

his sold note, he is liable to be looked to as the purchaser

;

and if the principal be not revealed within a reasonable time,

the vendor can hold the broker on the contract. This rule,

recognized in the usage of trade, (y) is founded upon the gen-

warranty clause omitted, and suppose the

rice liad been delivered and liad proved
to he of* inferior quality ; could the defend-

ant lia\-e shown the warranty by jiarol ?

The authorities to which I liave referred

show abundantly that he could not. Is

the rule of proof different where the mem-
orandum is subscribed by an agent t Most
certain! \' not."

(.t) Ueed V. Wood, 9 Vt. 285 ; and see

Marci/, J., quoted in the preceding note.

(//) Thomson c. Davenport, 9 B. & C.

7S; Pennell v. Alexander, 3 E. & B. 77

Ell,-. C. L. 288 ; Humplii-ey v. Dale, 7 E.

& iV 9(1 Eng. C. L. -jr.e. In this ease the

])lain tiff employed A, as a broker, to sell a

quantity of oil, who negotiated with the

defendant, another broker, by whom tlie

oil was bought for a dealer in the article.

The sold note, signed by the defendant and
given to A, stated that the oil was sold by
defendant for A, to defendant's " princi-

pal," without disclosing the name of the

purchaser. A then sent a sold note to the

plaintiff, stating that he had sold the oil to

defendant for account of the plaintiff. By
the terms as set forth in both of these

notes, the oil was to be delivered within

fourteen days of a day six months after the

date of the sale. Before the six months
elapsed the purchaser became insolvent.

After the insolvency, on the day before

the last of the fourteen when delivery

could be made, the defendant disclosed

the name of his principal to the vendor.

An action was broujiht by the latter

against the piu'chasing broker, for the price

of goods bargained and sold, on his per-

sonal liability as the agent of an undis-

closed principal. At the trial at nisi prius,

the above facts were given in evidence, and
it was also proved, that according to the

usage of trade, whenever a broker pur-

chased Avithout disclosing the name of his

principal, he was liable to be looked to as

the purchaser. On this evidence the de-

fendant contended, that the contract be-

tween the parties, as laid in the declara-

tion, was not proved. A verdict was taken
for the plaintiff, leave being reserved to

move for a nonsuit. A rule Nisi for a
nonsuit, being obtained on the grounds
that there was no evidence of the alleged

contract of the sale and purchase, and
that evidence of the alleged custom was
not admissible ; the ease was argued be-

fore the full bench, the defendant contend-
ing that there w^as no bargain with the

plaintiff, because the sold note relied upon
as constituting the contract, represented

that the sale was for account of A ; also,

that the evidence of the custom if admit-

ted, would contradict the laniiuage of the

written instrument, and show a different

contract ; that if the contract was with

the defendant as purchaser, it was a con-

tract not shown by any memorandum in

writing, and therefore not to be enforced

under the statute of frauds. But the

Court held, that the parol evidence was
competent to show that A acted as the

broker of the plaintiff; also that parol

evidence as to the usage of trade making
brokers liable where their principals are

not disclosed, was admissible ; on the

ground that it did not vary the terms of

the written contract, but merely annexed
a particular or incident thereto, which
though not mentioned in the contract, was
connected with it, or with the relations

growing out of it. It was therefore to be

admitted with the view of giving effect as

far as possible to the presumed intentions

of the parties. The rule to enter a nonsuit

was accordingly ordered to be discharged.
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eral law of agency, which holds, that where one contracts with

another and represents himself to be an agent, but without

naming his principal, if he have no principal, he wiU himseK

be liable ; and if he have one who is subsequently discovered,

the other party may, upon the discovery, elect which of the two
to hold, (z) If in such case the vendor sue the broker, for non-

performance of the contract, the sold note signed by the latter,

stating that he has sold to his principal, wiU be sufficient evi-

dence of the contract; for the statement of a sale to a prin-

cipal, though unnamed, necessarily implies that he has bought

for him. Indeed the word principal in that connection itself

imports a buyer, (a)

Where the contract is made through the agency of two bro-

kers, one acting for the vendor and the other for the purchaser,

and the sold note given by the purchaser's to the vendor's brok-

er, states, that the sale is made on account of the latter instead

of his principal, the vendor may nevertheless treat the contract

as his own, and enforce it upon the terms of the sold note, (b)

If the broker in his bought note give the name of a wrong

person as the vendor, the purchaser upon discovery of the real

vendor, may proceed against him for the non-fulfilment of the

contract, (c)

Upon general principles we should be inclined to the conclu-

sion, that the memorandum signed by the broker, whether it be

an entry in his books, or the customary sale notes, must be

signed by him at the time the contract is made, and not after-

wards, in order to satisfy the statute of frauds, which requires a

signing by the party to be charged or his agent ; for, the broker

being the agent of the principals only for the purpose of effect-

ing the contract, after that duty is performed, he is functus offi-

cio, and no longer the agent of the contracting parties, [d) The
principals are not however thus restricted, but may sign a valid

memorandum of the bargain thus effected, at any subsequent

(z) 2 Smith Lead. Cas. 223 ; See ante, (c) Trueman v. Loder, 1 1 A. & E. 589.

Chap, on Agents, Sect. VII. (d) See a remark by Campbell, C. J.,

(a) Humfrey v. Dale, 7 E. & B. 90 favoring this conclusion, in Sievcwright v.

Eng. C. L. 266. Ardiibald, 17 A. & E. (N. S.) p. 124.

(i) Humfrey v. Dale, 7 E. & B. 90

Eng. C. L. 266
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time, either personally or by an agent duly authorized to per-

form that act.

So, too, the principal may, by ratifying the inoperative signature

of the broker, render it effective to ansvi^er the requirements of

the statute, and this result would be accomplished by the rati-

fication, whether the original defect arose from the broker's

signing after the contract was made, or from a want of authority

to make the contract. The English statute of frauds, and gen-

erally those of the several States of the Union, while they require

that the memorandum in writing shall be signed by the party to

be charged, or his agent, do not provide as to the mode in which

the agent is to receive his authority, but leave the question to

be settled by the rules of common law. By the common law,

the subsequent sanction of an agent's acts is considered as the

same thing in effect, as assent at the time, upon the principle

that omnis ratihabitio retrotrahitur et mandato priori wquipara-

tv/r. (e)

By the Internal Revenue law of the United States, a broker's

note or memorandum of sale must be stamped with a ten cent

stamp, and the penalty imposed for issuing a document of this

kind without the prescribed stamp is fifty dollars. It is also

provided by the same act of Congress, that an unstamped instru-

ment shall be deemed invalid and of no effect. (/) It has been

ruled by the Commissioner of Internal Revenue, that the law

applies to both the bought and the sold note, issued in the same

transaction, [g) This ruling would seem to be a reasonable

construction of the law, and we cannot doubt that it would be

sustained by the courts of the United States, should the ques-

tion be brought before them. It may be a question, however, of

more uncertainty, whether the signed entry of the broker made
in his books, at the time of the sale, would be liable to a stamp

duty, and invalid if not stamped. As we have shown by the

(e) Soiimes v. Spencer, 1 Dow. & R. tliovity is given beforehand, the party must
32 ; Miiclean v. Dunn, 4 ISing. 724 ; s. c. trust to his agent ; if it is given subso-

1 M. & P. 779. In this case Bi-st, C. J., quently to the contntct, the party knows that

says; "In my opinion the subsequent all lias been done according to his wislies."

sanction of a contract signed by an agent, (/) Revenue Act of July 1, 1862, 5§
takes it out of the operation of the statute 94, 95.

of frauds more satisfactorily than an au- (g) Boutwell's Tax System, ruling No
thority given beforehand. Wlien the au- 274, p. 346.
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authorities cited in the foregoing pages, such an entry, in the

absence of perfect bought and sold notes, will be regarded by
the courts as sufficient written evidence to take the contract out

of the statute of frauds. The question, therefore, becomes one

of interest, whether such an entry must be stamped in order to

be valid. Though such an entry might be regarded by the

courts as a " memorandum of sale " within the terms of the law,

yet as the law only imposes a stamp duty upon such a memo-
randum, when it is issued, and as the entry made by the broker

is not in any sense issued, we are inclined to think that the

decision would be, that no stamp was required.

It is held in England, that where the written contract is inad-

missible in evidence for want of a stamp, neither party can

give parol evidence of such contract ; and we presume the same
rule would obtain in this country. (A) We have the authority

of the English Court of Exchequer for the doctrine, that a factor

selling goods for his principal, has not the same authority as a

broker to bind the purchaser by bought and sold notes ; for he

is not regarded in law as the agent of the purchaser. And
though the sale notes be made out by him in ttie presence of the

two principals, and delivered to them respectively, and the pur-

chaser receive the bought note without objection at the time, or

even so far recognize it as to request the factor to make an

alteration in the date thereof; the transaction wiU not thereby

be taken out of the statute of frauds, so that the owner of the

goods can maintain an action against the purchaser for non-

performance. All these circumstances, it is held, fall short of

authorizing the factor to act for the purchaser, and unless ex-

press authority to sign for him be given by the purchaser, the

bought note will not hold him. (i) This case strongly defines a

(A) 3 Starkie on Evid. 1005, 1006. gave to the parties, and upon request of

(i) DuiTcU V. Evans, 6 H. & N. 660. the defendant altered the date of the

The plaintiff having hops for sale, sent bought note handed to him. A time was

samples to a hop factor in London to sell then appointed for the hops to be sent up

them. The defendant saw the samples at from the country and weighed, and the

the factor's, and inquired the price. Sub- defendant caused the samples to be sent to

sequently he met the owner at the factor's, his store. When the hops were weighed,

and offered liira a certain price for the the plaintiff and defendant were present,

hops, which the owner upon the advice of and upon some dispute about the weight,

the factor, accepted. The factor at once and objection to the condition of the hops,

made out 'bought and sold notes which he which the defendant pronounced to bo un-
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distinction between a factor and a broker, making the latter the

aeent of both contracting parties, and the former the agent of

his principal only.

SECTION VIII.

OF SALES TO ARRIVE.

A very common form of contract at the present day, is a sale

of goods "to arrive." This is a sale of merchandise expected

from abroad, effected before arrival, the condition being that the

thing sold shall arrive, and that if it do not, the bargain shaD

be void.

Upon the question whether under such a contract there is a

present and executed sale, subject to be defeated by the non-

arrival of the goods, or only an executory contract to sell and

buy, there has been much discussion ; but the authorities are

strongly in favor ofthe latter view. Where however the quantity,

quality, and price of the goods are specifically ascertained, and

the^ bill of lading thereof is assigned by indorsement and deliv-

ery to the pm'chaser under a contract of this kind, we think that

the general principles of the law-merchant would lead to the

conclusion that there was a constructive delivery and executed

sale, and that the right of property passed, {k) And if Einy

saleable, he refused to perfonn the con- because a party docs not adopt and ratify

tract, or to accept the hops. The article that wliich was not oripinally done on his

had fallen in price eonsideralily at that belialf. If the required act was not orig-

time. Tlie plaintiff sued the defendant for inally done on his behalf, he cannot be af-

non-performancc of the contract, and tlie tcrwards legally bound or said to have
question was ic>crvcd for the Court of adopted it. The factor here was the agent
Exchequer, whether the bought note signed of the seller only, and not of the buyer at

by the factor was a sufficient memoran- all."

dum in writing to bind the defendant. {k) Alexander w. Gardner, 1 Bing. N. C.
Tliat court decided that it was not. Pol- 671; 1 Scott, 6.30; 1 Hod,i;cs, 147. Ill

lock, C. B., in agreeing with the rest of this case the plaintiff made a contract in

the court that the rule for a nonsuit should London to sell to defendant butter which
be made absolute, says; " At tlie ti-ial I he expected from Sligo, Ireland, and the

thought it right to reserve the defendant quality and price were specified by the
leave to move upon it, and let the matter contract. The goods were shipped on a
b,e discussed. The defendant did not sign specific day ; the defendant having accept-

the note, nor was it signed by any one for ed tlie invoice and bill of lading. It was
him, or on his behalf, and the defendant's held, that the propeity in the butter had
subsequent conduct amounts to nothing, passed to the defendant, and that though
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other acb of equivalent impoi-t to the assignment of a bill of

lading, be performed, as an assignment upon the back of the

invoice, the transfer of a policy of insurance upon the goods,

and the giving an order on the vessel to deliver to the purchaser

on arrival, the effect might be the same, (l) But this conclu-

sion must be subject to important qualifications. Perhaps

rules analogous to those which give and govern the right of

stoppage in transitu, might be held applicable. If, for example,

the purchaser becomes insolvent before the arrival, we cannot

suppose that his assignees could take the goods without pay-

ing or securing the price agreed upon, (m) But they might

take them by so doing, and make what profit they could out

of them, for the benefit of the insolvent estate. We reach

the same result by simply supposing that the constructive de-

livery above spoken of, did not terminate the common law lien

of the vendor for his price.

In aU cases of this kind, the intention of the parties, as gath-

ered from the contract and the attending circumstances, wUl

govern ; and if from these it be apparent that the property was
to pass immediately, the courts wiU so construe the contract

;

for no particular form is required for the sale of personal prop-

erty. AU that is necessary is, that the parties should intend,

the one, to part with his property, the other, to become the

owner of it. The union of intention constitutes the contract of

sale. And it may be proved by any kind of legal evidence,

parol or written ; by a formal conveyance under seal, or by a

loose correspondence; by a conversation direct between the

parties, or mediate through the agency of other persons, (n)

the goods were lost by shipwreck, the which was the proceeds of the original,,

price might be recovered of the defendant was attached by the U. S. Marshal, foi

in an action for goods bought and sold.— duties then owing to the government by
Caldwell V. Ball, 1 T. R. 205 ; Stubbs the assignor, upon a former importation.

V. Lund, 7 Mass. 453 ; Walter v. Ross, 2 It was held, that the assignment passed a

Wash. C. C. 283 ; Jordon v. James, 5 constructive possession to the vendee, suffi-

Ham. (Ohio), 89 ; Lee w. Kimball, 45 Me. cient to enable him to maintain trespass

172. against a wrong-doer. Per Start/, j.—
(/) Gardner v. Howland, 2 Pick. 599

;

Pratt v. Parkman, 24 Pick. 42 ; Lanfear

Howland v. HaiTis, 4 Mason, 497 ; in this v. Sumner, 17 Mass. 110.

case the original cargo was assigned to (m) Benedict v. Pield, 16 N. Y. 595.

the plaintiff, while at sea, by the owner, (n) Per Jforton, J., in Pratt k. Parkman^

bona fide in payment and satisfaction of a 24 Pick. 42.

preexisting debt, and the return cargo,
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Ordinarily, a sale to arrive by a specified vessel, does not pass

any property in any specific chattel on board the vessel at the

time the bargain was made ; it being merely an agreement for

the sale and delivery of a portion of the cargo at a future

period, namely, when the vessel shall arrive ; and to fulfil this

condition a double event must take place ; that is, the arrival

of the vessel, with the goods on board. The contract is there-

fore both executory and conditional, (o)

Whether the expression used in the contract be " to arrive "

or " on arrival," the construction will" be the same. Efforts

have sometimes been made to induce the courts to give a more

extended meaning to the former expression, as importing a

warranty that the article shall arrive if the vessel does. It is

held, however, that the word " to " does not mean that the

goods " shall " arrive, but merely that they shall be sold on

then- arrival, (p) Nor wiU this construction be varied if there be

an express condition appended to the contract, that the con-

tract itself shall be void should the vessel be lost. Whether ap-

pending a negative condition,— as, that " this contract shall not

be valid unless the vessel arrives," would vary the construction by

excluding any implied condition, admits of some doubt. Baron

Alderson, in the case just cited, expresses the opinion that a

negative instead of an affirmative condition, might make a

difference, {q)

(o) Cliitty, Cont. *444
; Russell v. argued in the Court of Exchequer, upon

Nichols, 3 Wend. 112; Shields v. Pattee, this point, the plaintiffs insisting tliat the

2 Sandf. 262, 4 Comst. 122 ; Benedict v. words "to arrive" meant thatthe seller

Field, 16 N. Y. 595; Lovatt v. Ham- warrants the arrival of the goods. Ho
ilton, 5 Mee. & W. 639 ; Stockdale v. also contended tliat the effect of the ex-

Diiniop, 6 AI. & W, 224; Johnson v. press condition as to when the contract
McDonald, 9 M. & W. 600; — In this should he void, excluded the impHed con-
case tlie defendant, by a bought and sold dition upon non-arrival. The court
note agreed to sell to the plaintiffs, " 100 held, that the contract did not amount to a
tons nitrate of soda, at 18s. per cwt. warranty on the part of tlie seller, that

to arrive ex Daniel Grant, to be takan the nitrate of soda should ari-ive if the

from the cjuay at lauding weiglits," &c. vessel arrived, but to a contract for tlie

and below the signature of the brokers sale of goods at a future period, subject
was this memorandum, " should the ves- to the double condition of the arrival of
eel be lost, tliis contract to be void." The the vessel, v'ltix the specified cargo on
vessel arrived, but brought no nitrate of board ; and gave judgment for the de-
soda, and tlie plaintiffs sued for broach of fendant. Hawcs v. Lawrence, 4 Comst.
contract in the non-delivery of the goods. 345 ; Boyd v. Siffkin, 2 Camp. 326 ; and
The defence was, that the contract was at Hawes v. Hund>ie there cited,

an end, it being conditional on the arrival
( p) Per Porke, B., in Johnson c. Mo-

of the requisite quantity of nitrate of soda Donald, 9 M. &. W. 600.
by the Daniel Grant. The case was (j) Per Atderson, B., same case.
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A sale on arrival by a certain vessel, is held to mean on the

arrival of the goods and not the vessel only ; and this construc-

tion wiU always be put upon the condition, unless the language

used in the contract is so plain to the contrary as not to admit

of it. For the courts are unwilling to assume that the con-

tracting parties meant to enter into a mere vi^ager. (r) In fact,

the arrival of the goods by that particular vessel, is held to be

a condition precedent to the vendor's obligation to deliver ; so

that if the goods which are the subject of the negotiation,

should arrive by some other vessel, the contract would be

void, (s)

They must also arrive at the agi-eed port of delivery, and in

the ordinary course of trade and navigation, or the vendor will

not be held. And if by any accident such an arrival is ren-

dered impossible, it seems that the vendor is not obliged to

adopt other means of transportation, by which the goods

might readily be delivered to the purchaser within the stipu-

ulated time, in order to avoid his liability, {t)

(r) Boyd y. Siffldn, 2 Camp. 325. In

this case the broker's note, proved at the

trial, was in the following words :— " Sold

to Mr. H. Sifl'kin for Mr. M. Boyd, about

32 tons more or less of Riga Rhine hemp on

an-ival per Fannie & Almira, at £82 10s.

per ton." The ship arrived without the

hemp, and the action was brought against

the vendor on the note. Lord EHenho-

rough said, in deciding that the action was

unmaintainable :
" I clearly think that

'on arrival' means the arrival of the_

hemp. The parties did not mean to enter

into a wager. By ' bonght and sold ' in

the note, must be understood, contracted

to sell and buy. The hemp was expected

by the ship ; had it aixivcd it was sold to

the plaintiff. As none arrived the con-

tract was at an end."—We think that

the whole of the language here used, is

consistent with the doctrine that the con-

tract was executory and not executed;

for the words, " had it arrived, it was

sold," clearly import that the sale de-

pended upon the arrival.

(s) Lovatt V. Hamilton, 5 Mee. & W.
639. This was a contract whereby the

defendants sold to the plaintiff 50 tons

palm oil "to arrive" per the Mansfield

from the coast of Africa, in case of non-

arrival, cr the vessel's not having so much

in, after delivery of former contracts, the

sale to be void. The Mansfield amved
with an insufficient quantity of oil to fill

the contract, after delivery under the
^

former contracts ; but a larger quantity
'

than was necessary to make up the defi-

ciency, had previously been transshipped

on the coast of Africa, from the Mansfield

to another vessel belonging to the defend-

ants, and had arrived before the Mans-

field. The transshipment was made by
an agent of the defendants, without any
instructions from them so to do, and
without any knowledge of the contracts

made for the Mansfield's cargo. The
plaintiff sued for the non-delivery of the

oil, and the principal question raised, was,

whether the arrival of the oil at Liverpool

in the Mansfield, was a condition prece-

dent to the plaintiff's right to the delivery

of it, or whether the ariival of the oil

from the Mansfield by another vessel, did

not entitle him to it. " The Court of Ex-
chequer were clearly of opinion that the

arrival of the oil in the Mansfield was a

condition precedent. See also. Shields v.

Pattee, 2 Sandf 262, 4 Comst. 122.

(() Idle 0. Thoniton, 3 Camp. 274.

This was a sale of tallow on arrival, to

arrive on or before a certain day, or the

bargain to be void. The vessel was
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A sale of a specified quantity of goods to arrive by a par-

ticular vessel, will become an executed contract by the arrival of

that vessel with the requisite quantity of goods to fill the con-

tract, whether they are consigned to the vendor, or subject to

his control or not. The implied conditions of the arrival of the

goods, wliich the law has attached to contracts of sale to arrive,

seem to arise so naturally from a contract of this character,

that their recognition by the courts as material terms thereof,

meets with very general approbation. But when it is proposed

to add to these conditions an implication which has no founda-

tion in necessity, and which no merchant of ordinary prudence

could suppose the law would intend in his behalf, the well-rec-

ognized principle, that courts will not make a contract for the

parties which they have not made themselves, will probably

prevent the courts from interpolating such an implied condition.

There is no legal necessity that the vendor should be able to

dispose of the goods at the time he enters into the contract

;

for he may acquire the ability to control them, by purchase or

otherwise, subsequently to his engagement, and before the

goods must be delivered, (m) And if he carelessly omits to

guard against the possibility that the goods may arrive con-

signed to another instead of himself, the fault is his own, and

he .alone should suffer the consequences.

In a case before the English Common Bench, where a pm'-

wrecked on the English coast, but the tal- or otherwise procure them in order to fol-

low was saved, and it might hare been fll his engagement ; and if tlie real owner
forwarded to London by other conveyance will not part with them, the debtor cannot
in season; but was not. The jiurclta^cr insist that he is discharged from his obli-

sued for breach of contract in non-deliv- gation under the pretext that no man can
ery, and the court hold that " an arrival" be obliged to perform an impossibility,

meant at the port of London, and that For this excuse is only valid in case of an
the defendants were not luuind to forward absolute impossibility ; but where the thing

the tallow after the wreck, there having is possible in itself, tlie obligation subsists,

been' no tender of indemnity by tlie plain- notwithstanding it is bcyoncl the means of

tiff. The contract was void unless the the person oliHged to accomplish it ; and
commodity, in the ordinary course of trade he is answerable for the non-performance
and navigation, arrived at the port of des- of his engagement. The tiling being pos-
tination by the appointed day. sible in its nature, it is sufficient to induce

(«) Hibblcwhite v. M'iNIorine, 5 M. & the creditor to rely upon the performance
W. 462. In i'othieron Obligations, Vol. I, of the promi.se. The fault is imputable to

^ 133, it is said : "Even things which do the debtor, for not having duly examined
not belong to the debtor, but to another whether it was in his power to accomplish
person, may be the object of an obliga- what ho ]iromised or not."— I'aradino v.

tion, as he is thereby obliged to purchase Jane, Aleyn, 27.
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("baser had sued his vendor for non-delivery of a specified quan-

tity of goods, expected to arrive by a particular vessel, the ves-

sel having arrived with the necessary quantity on board, though

not shipped for or on account of the vendor, the defendant

resisted on the ground that, though the expected quantity ar-

rived, it was not consigned to him or subject to his control.

But the court were so strongly inclined to consider the contract

as warranting the defendant's power of disposal over the goods,

that without further prosecuting the appeal, he assented to this

construction, and paid the damages as assessed upon that

principle, (u)

[v) Fischel v. Scott, 15 C. B. 69.

The defendants contracted to sell to the

plaintirt', 100 hhds. Gingellj' oil, expected

to arrive by the ship Kesolute from Ma-
dras. The vessel arrived with more than

100 hhds. of Gingelly oil on board, but

only 34 hhds. were consigned to, or under

the power or control ot' the dofcndauts.

The declaration set forth, that the 100

hhds. oil contracted for, did arrive by the

Kesolute, that the defendants had not de-

livered the same to the plaintiff, and al-

leged special damage. The defendants

admitted that 100 hhds. and more, did ar-

rive from Madras in the Resolute, but

pleaded that only thirty-four of the said

hhds. were shipped for, or on account of

them ; that they had no property in, or

power to deliver the residue, and tliat

they had tendered the 34 lihds., which

the plaintiff had refused to accept. To
this plea the plaintiff demurred, on the

ground that as 100 hhds. did anive by the

vessel, the defendants were bound to de-

liver them according to the contract. In

the course of the argument upon the de-

murrer by the counsel for the defendants,

Maule, J., said, "The oil is described

pretty clearly ; the question is, whether

the oil which came was ' oil expected to

arrive by tlie Ecsolute.'"— ./erws, C. J.:

" It is quite inconsistent with this plea,

that the oil contracted to be sold to the

plaintiff did not arrive by the Resolute.

The oil which was expected did arrive.

The defendants expected it to come con-

signed to them ; but it turned out that it

was consigned to some one else."— '.'How

is this plea an answer to the declaration V
— " The question is, whether the con-

tract must mean something in which the

defendants have a property, and which

they have power to deliver." Maule, J.:
" The contract simply says, that the de-

fendants agree to sell to tlie plaintifif cer-

tain oil expected to an-ivc by a particular

vessel. Tlie defendants mean to abide by
their contract if the oil arrives, whether
there is any title or not." To this last

interruption the counsel for the defendants

replied :
" If that be the true construction

of the contract, undoubtedly the plea is

no answer." Finding tlic impression of

the court to be against him, he asked leave

to amend his plea. Leave was granted
;

but the amendment was not made, and
the defendants settled the case by paying
damages, asstated in the text.— See also

Gorrissen r. I'rrrin, 2 C. B. (n. s.),

681, upon this point, where the same
court say, in reference to the rule that

the obligation of delivery is conditional

upon tlie arrival of the ship, and of the

goods being on board, as laid down in pre-

vious cases of sales to arrive :— " Without
desiring at all to Interfere with the rule

laid down iu the cases referred to, we m.iy,

in passing, observe that we think it has

been carried far enough, and that its effect

may have been to introduce uncertainty

into contracts which were not intended by
the parties to be contingent on accidental

circumstances, such as the transfer of a

cargo from one ship to another." The
case of Fischel w. Scott, above cited, hav-

ing been pressed upon the court in the

argument of Gomssen v. Perrin, the court,

after remarking that there was in that

case no positive adjudication by the court,

and showing that the facts in that case

were plainly distinguishable from the one

before the court, proceed to say, iu affirma-

tion of the principle foreshadowed in Fis-

chel V. Scott ;— " Now, it may well be,
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A sale of goods at sea, to be paid for on delivery at the place

of the contract, is considered as equivalent to a contract to

seU and deliver on arrival, and will be governed by the same

rules, {w)

that if a man takes upon himself to dis-

pose of goods expected to avrire by a cer-

tain sliip, as goods over which he has a

power of disposal, and the goods after-

wards arrive not consigned to him, he
shall be precluded from saying that, in

addition to the contingency of their ar-

rival, there was impliecl the further con-

tingency of their coming consigned to

him. He has dealt with them as his own,
and cannot be allowed to import into the

contract a new condition, viz., that the

goods on their arrival shall prove to be

his."

[w] Shields v. Pettee, 2 Sandf. 262, 4
Comst. 122. This was an action of as-

sumpsit for a quantity of pig iron, sold

and delivered
; but the case turned upon

an alleged breach of contract by the ven-

dor, and a consequent claim of the pur-

chaser for a recoupement of damages.
The plaintiff through a broker sold to ttie

defendant a quantity of pig iron, of No. 1

quality, on board the ship Siddons, then
at sea, and so understood to be, by both
parties. Upon the arrival of the ship tliis

description of iron had advanced in price

beyond the contract rate, and subsequent-

ly continued to advance. The plaintiff

received by the vessel a single lot of the

kind of iron sold to the defendant, but it

was not of No. 1 quality, it being a mix-
ture of that and of inferior qualities, so that

the whole lot was wortli one dollar per
ton less than No. 1. The plaintiff com-
menced delivering the iron to the defend-

ant upon the unloading of the ship, and
had delivered about two-fifths of the quan-
tity sold, when the defendant objected that

the quality was not No. 1, and that he
could not pay for it as such. Upon this

the plaintiff offered to deliver the balance
of the lot in compliance with the contract,

provided the defendant would receive and
pay for it as No. 1. This was declined by
the defendant, who was then informed by
the plaintiff that if he persisted in the re-

fusal of the iron at the price agreed upon,
it would be sold to other parties. A bill

was subsequently presented by the plain-

tiff for tlie quantity delivered, and pay-
ment demanded. The defendant declin-

ed to pay the bill, and insisted upon the

fulfilment of the contract. The plaintiff

then demanded the return of the iron de-

livered, and the defendant not returning

it, the plaintiff brought his action, claim-

ing the market value, at the date of deliv-

ery, for the quantity delivered, which value

was proved to be, for that qualitv, some
two dollars and fifty cents per ton higher
than the contract price for No. 1 iron.

The defendant admitted his obligation to

pay for what he had received, but claimed
to recoup the damage sustained by the

non-delivery of the article contracted for.

The court in giving judgment, denied the

right to recoup, on the ground that the

contract between the parties was equiva-

lent to an agreement to sell and deliver

iron to arrive ; that it was an agreement to

deliver No. 1 pig iron of the kind speci-

fied, if any iron of that description arrived

in the Siddons, on the voyage she was
then making. No consignment of that

quality of iron having arrived in the ship,

the court held that the contract was at an
end, and therefore, that the defendant
could not claim to recoup in damages,
and must pay the full market value of the

iron at the time of delivery, without re-

gard to the contract. This case was affirm-

ed upon appeal from the Superior Court
to the Court of Appeals, 4 Comst. 122

;

and in giving the judgment of the higlier

cou]-t, Hurlhut, J., says :
" In my judg-

ment, the contract was not a sale, but an
agreement tn sell, which was not executed,

and which could only be required to be
executed on the arrival of the ship with
the iron on board. The arrival of the

vessel without the iron would have put on
end to the contract, which was conditional,

and a sale to arrive. The vessel was at

sea at the time ; this was known to both
parties, and neither could be certain either

of her arrival, or of her bringing the iron.

If a part only had arrived, the plaintiff

would not have been bound to deliver, nor
the defendant to accept it. There was no
waiTanty, express or implied, either that

the iron should arrive, or that an-iving, it

should be of a particular quality. "The

iron called for by the contract, did not
arrive, but iron of a different quality, and
I think that the contract was at an end."
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A verbal contract for the sale of goods to arrive, from its

non-compliance with the requirements of the statute of frauds,

gives the purchaser no insurable interest therein ; and if there

be afterwards an arrival and delivery of part of the goods thus

bought under an entire contract, such partial delivery, though
it will amount to a ratification of the contract as between the

parties, will not relate back in its effects, so as to confer on the

purchaser an insurable interest on a part of the goods which

were wreclvcd at a date prior to the partial delivery, (x)

A statement in a contract of sale of goods to arrive by a par-

ticular vessel, that the vessel sailed on or about a day named,

is considered as a representation, rather than a condition or

warranty, as to the time of saihng ; and if made without fraud,

though the vessel in reality sailed at a day considerably later

than the day named, and her arrival in port is thereby delayed,

the purchaser is bound to accept and pay for the goods, (y)

{x) Stockdale v. Dunlop, 6 M. & W.
224. The pliiintiff having made a parol

contract for the purchase of 200 tons of

palm oil, to arrive by two vessels from
the African coast, one of the vessels ar-

rived safely witli her cargo, and one hun-

dred tons of her oil was delivered to him
by tlie vendor, in pursuance of the agree-

ment. Some twelve d.ays after this partial

delivery tlie plaintiff effected a policy of

insurance with the defendant, upon his

valued profits on the 100 tons expected

by the other vessel. It subsequently ap-

peared that the vessel was wrecked upon
the coast of Africa, nearly two months
before tlie time of the delivery of the first

hundred tons of oil, and was condemned
and sold. When wreclced she had only 50

tons of oil on board, which was trans-

sliipped and sent to Liverpool by other

vessels. Suit was brought by tlie plaintiff

upon his policy, and the defendant resist-

ed, on the ground that the plaintiff had

not such an interest in the goods or the

profits to be derived from them as to

make him capable of being insured. At
the trial it was proved that " oil to ar-

rive " was a mercantile tei-m, and that if

the oil did not arrive by the vessel, the

purchaser had no ri.^ht to it. A verdict

was taken for the plaintiff, with leave for

the defendant to move to enter a verdict

on the above ground if sustained. After

argument before the Court of Exchequer

by the counsel for the plaintiff, the court

declined to hear the other side, and gave
judgment unanimously for tlie defendant.

By Parl-p, B., " Tlie contract is to sell

goods when they an-ive, but there was no
memorandum in writing, and consequent-
ly no contract which was capable of being
enforced, at the time either of the insur-

ance or of the loss ; and if it ultimately

did become capable of being enforced,

that was only by the subsequent part-de-

livoiy and acceptance, which was after the

loss had occuiTed."— By Abmger, C. B.

;

" There is a contract to sell 100 tons of

palm oil to arrive by the Maria ; if the
vessel do not arrive, or the goods do not
arrive, the contract is void. Then where
is the interest ? The transaction amounts
in effect to an insurance of a void contract."

(y) Hawes v. Lawrence, 4 Comst. 346.

The plaintiff, through a broker, sold the

defendant a quantity of linseed oil, as

stated in the sale notes, "to arrive per
ship Marcia from Liverpool, sailed on or

about the \5th of March idt." The vessel

did not leave the London docks until the

26th of March, and had an uncommonly
long passage. Upon arrival, the defend-

ant refused to accept the oil, and the

plaintiff' sued for the breach of contract.

Under the ruling of the Superior Court,

that the sailing of the vessel on or about

the l.'ith of March, was not a condition of

the contract, and that tlie representation of
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Indet-d, it may be questionable whether even fraud in fixing

the time of sailing, could be pleaded in such a case ; the proper

remedy for that, being an action for deceit, as appears by a

remark made by the Court of King's Bench, in giving judg-

ment in a case somewhat similar to that above supposed, (z)

A sale of goods to arrive imports that they are merchantable,

and conformable generally, in their condition and appearance,

to that which would be understood by the trade, from the terms

of description used in the contract
;
(a) for the contract being

the time of sailing, if made without fraud,

did not pieN'cut tlic plaiiitilTfrora recover-

ing, the case was can-icil up to the Court
of Appeals, where the judgment of the

Superior Court for the plaiiitilf was af-

firmed. In giving judgment, Pratt, J.,

says :
" Aitliough it is by no means free

fi'om douht, I am inclined to the opinion
that no warranty was intended by the

parties. If, in the first place, the time of

sailing liad Imen deemed important by the

parties, and likely to attect materially

their interests, it is somewhat strange

that they had not specified a particular

day, after which if tlie vessel slioukl sail,

the contract should he void. The fact

that the time was left vague, raises a

strong presumption that the parties did

not intend to make the time of sailing a

material part of the contract. Neither
paity knew the exact time of sailing, but

both supposed it was near the 1.5th.

Again, if these words amount to a war-
ranty, the plaintiff would have been liable

to the defendant for any damages which
he might have suffered iir consequence of

the delay. Nay more, if for any cause

the vessel had failed to sail altogether,

the plaintiff would have been responsible

for any loss of profits in the adventure,

which the defendant might have sus-

tained. I cannot think that the parties

would have couched a provision so im-
portant in its bearing upontheir interests,

in so uncertain and vague terms. I think
it should be construed rather as a mere
representation of the belief of the factor,

which in the absence of any fraud or in-

tentional misrepresentation, cannot affect

the contract." In OUive v. Booker, 1

Exch. 416,— which was an action for not
loading a vessel in pursuance of the terms
of a charter party, which stated the vessel

to be " nolo at sea, havhg sailed three weeks
ago, or thereabouts," whereas, in point of

fact, the vessel had not sailed thi-ee weeks

before, but only two weeks,— it was held,

th.at the time at which the vessel sailed

was material, and that the statement in

the charter party amounted to a warianty.

Parke, B., in giving judgment in this

case, says :
" Here it is stated that the

vessel was now at sea, having sailed three

weeks ; and, if time is of the essence of

the contract, no doubt it is a wairanty,

and not a representation. So also is the

case in policies of insurance. It appears

to me that it is a warranty, and not a rep-

resentation, that the vessel had sailed

three weeks. It is, therefore, a condition

precedent. The rule depends upon each
particular contract, and here time was of

the essence of the contract, as much so

as the statement that she was a sound
vessel."

(2) Hawes v. Humble, 2 Camp. 327, n.

This was an action for a breach of con-

tract, by non-delivery of a quantity of

barilla, sold on arrival by a named vessel.

The barilla did not airive in the vessel.

Wood, B., in giving judgment for the de-

fendant, was of opinion that the contract

was conditional ; but intimated, that if any
negligence coixld have been proved against

the captain, he would have received the

evidence. The question was carried be-

fore the Court of King's Bench, where
the judges unanimously agreed that the

contract was conditional, and that if there

had been any fraud on the part of the de-

fendant, the plaintiff's remedy was in an
action for deceit.

(a) Cleu c. McPherson, 1 Bosw. (N. Y.)

480. The defendant having bought of

the plaintiff'" 25 bales of French walnuts,"

to arrive per ship H. E. Miller, then on
her way from Havre to New York, and
received a broker's bought note of the

bargain, corresponding with a sale note
delivered by the broker to the plaintiff,

upon the arrival of the goods refused to

receive or pay for them, ou the ground
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conditional and executory, the rule of the common law, Caveat

emptor, does not apply ; but rather the rule of the civil law.

Caveat cendilor. Where an examination of the goods is mo-
rally impracticable, as in the case of goods sold before their

arrival, it seems but reasonable and just that this implication

should be attached by courts to the contract, [b)

A contract for a sale of goods to be delivered on their arrival,

at any time before a specified date, does not render the vendor

Uable for the non-delivery of the goods if they have not arrived

within the time hmited ; for the specification of the time is held

to be only a limitation fixing the period beyond which neither

party is bound by the contract, and not as warranting that the

goods shall, at all events, be delivered by the day fixed, (c)

that the nuts were not merchantable, but
unsound, damaged, imd injured. The
plaintiff sued for breach of contract, and
the question of law, whether the sale notes

of themselves, and without any extrane-

ous testimony, implied that the walnuts
were and should be merchantable, was
reserved for the Court at General Term.
The Court {Hoffman, J.), in giving judg-

ment for the defendant, say; "In the

present case the complaint states, that the

plaintiff, being in expectation of receiving

a large quantity of French walnuts, by the

ship H. E. Miller, agreed to sell 25 bales

of the walnuts so expected ; and this part

of the complaint may bo treated as ad-

mitted. The witness I?addock states, that

he showed to the defendant McPherson,
tlie whole pile of nuts on the wharf,

landed from tlie vessel, that there were
100 bales of them, and told him he could

have any he wished. The case is then

made -out of a sale purely conditional and
executory ; of the sale of an article then

about being shipped at a foreign port, or

then upon the seas ; of a sale of a parcel

or number, out of an aggregate larger

mass, not specially defined and deter-

mined. In such a case we are of opinion

that there is an implied engagement in

the contract itself, that the article shall

be merchantable. It may be more appro-

priate to say, that this is a condition of

the agreement for a sale, than an implied

warranty. It may also be that the rule

can be carried further, and applied to a

case where the article is specific and de-

fined ; but it is needless to go this length

for the decision of the present cause."—
VOL. I. 36

Gorasen v. Perrin, 2 Com. B. (n. s.),

681. In this case it appeared that the

defendant had contracted to sell to the

plaintiff a certain number of " bales of
gambler," then at sea, on the way to Lon-
don, aud tendered in fulfilment of his con-
tract the requisite number of packages of
the article received by him by the vessels

named in the contract. These packages
were much smaller than the article known
in the usage of trade as a " bale of gam-
bier," containing only about one third the

quantity, and the plaintiff refused to re-

ceive them, and sued for the breach of
contract in the non-delivery of the "bales"
thereby meant. The court below admitted
evidence upon the question of what was
regarded as a "bale," by the usage of

trade. The question as to the construc-

tion of the contract upon this point, went
up to the Court of Common Bench, and
it was there decided that the contract

called for the specified number of " bales,"

of the usual size and weight, as recognized

by the term in tlie gambler trade.

(b) PerCoK'en, J., in Wright y. Hart, 17

Wend. 267, 18 id. 449 ; Paige, J., in Har-
gous V. Stone, 1 Seld. 86 ; Chanter v.

Hopkins, 4 M. & W. .399; Hyatt v.

Boyls, 5 G. & J. 110; aud see Moore
V. McKinlay, 5 Cal. 471, for distinc-

tion as to warranty before and after

arrival.

(c) Russell i;. NIcoll, 3 Wend, 112. It

was heid, in this case, that a contract

made in the city of New York, for the

sale of 500 bales of cotton, to be delivered

on its arrival at New York from New Or-

leans, at any time between thp date of the
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Under such a contract the obligations of the vendor and pur-

chaser are mutual, the one, to deliver, and the other, to accept,

if the condition of time be fulfilled. Accordingly it is held, that

where the contract is for the sale of goods to be delivered on

anival, but not to exceed a specified day, the purchaser is not

bound to accept them after that day. (d) But a statement that

the goods contracted for are now on the passage, and expected

to arrive, naming the vessels and the quantity in each, is held

to be a warranty that the goods were on the passage at the

making of the contract ; the term " expected to arrive," in that

connection, being regarded as limited in its operation to goods

that are on the passage, and not as rendering the shipment

itself conditional, (e)

contract (9th February) and the 1st of
June thereafter, to be paid for in cash on
delivery, the cotton to be weiulied, and
two per cent, tare to be allowed, is an
executory contract, and the title of the

cotton does not pass. Tlie vendors are

not char},'eahle for Ihe non-delivery of the

cotton itnt.il its arrival in New York ; and
the specification of the time is only a lim-

itation fixing the period beyond which
neither party is bound by the contract,

and not an agreement that the vendor
shall, at all events, deliver the cotton by
the specified day.

{d) Alowyn v. Pryor, Ryan & Moo. 406
;

and see Kussell u. Nicoll, 3 Wend. 112,

on this point.

(e) Gorrisen v. Perrin, 2 Com. B.
(n. s.), 681. This was an action for a

breach of contract, in not delivo-ing 1 1 70
bales gamhier, pursuant to a contract of

sale, whereby the defendant contracted to

sell and deliver to the plaintiff that num-
ber of bales, stated to be " now on passage
from Singapore, and expected to arrive at

London ; 805 bales per Ravenscraig, and
365 per Lady Agnes Duff, at 15s'. 6rf. per
cwt." ; with a iirovim, that should either

or both \rs<els be lost, the nmtract was
to he void for the quantity so lost. The
two vessels arri\'ed with 1170 bales con-
signed to the defend.mt ; but the bales

were of about one third only of the size

and weight of the packages known in the

gambler trade, under the designation of
bales, and the plaintiff declined to accept
them as a performance of the contract.

By arrangement between the parties they
were received by the plaintilf without pre-

judice to his rights under the contract,

and he brought this action in respect to

the difference. Besides the small bales

consigned to the defendant, there came in

the two vessels, but consigned to other

parties, a number of bales of gambler of

the full and accustomed size and weight,

sufficient to have satisfied the contract.

The plaintiff contended, in the first place,

that the statement in the contract, that the

bales were then on their |)a^sage from Sin-

ga|)ore, was a wananty that 1 1 70 bales of

the usual size and weight were then on
the passage, and claimed damages for the

breach of waixanty ; ;ind in the second

place, that, if not a warranty, yet as 1170

such bales had arrived by the ships in

question, they were entitlecl to a delivery

of them under the coritiart, and claimed

damages for the non-delivery. Or, in

other words, he contended, thai either the

contract, by virtue of the warranty, was
an absolute sale, in which case there was
a breach of the contract by omission to

deliver bales of the ]jroper weight, accord-

ing to the trade-meaning of the term ; or,

if the contract ^s'as to be regarded as con-

ditional upon the arrival of the bales

known to the trade as such, then this con-

dition was satisfied by the arrival in the

two ships of the bales which came con-

signed to other parties. The Court of

Common Bench gave judgment for the

plaintiff, basing their decision upon the

grounds that the contract called for the

bales known as such in mercantile usage,

and that the statement that the bales

were on their passage at the date of the

contract, amounted to a warranty that
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A contract for the sale of goods expected, may however be
construed to be conditional on the arrival of the vessel instead of

the goods, if the terms are so explicit as entirely to exclude the

implication that the time of arrival applies, to the goods. In

such a case, the condition of the arrival of the vessel is regarded

as precedent in its nature,.and if the vessel do not arrive the

vendor wiU not be held under his contract. If however the ves-

sel arrives, he wiU be liable, even though he does not receive

the goods expected by the vessel, and though there be no de-

fault on his part. (/) In the case cited, the court observed, that

the vendor had by his own heedlessness undertaken to perform

an impossibility which he might have provided against in his

contract, and therefore he, rather than the innocent purchaser,

should suffer for his failure to perform.

A ship-owner's agreement to take freight at a foreign port,

by a certain vessel which the owner says is to arrive at that

port, is not regarded as conditional upon the arrival of the ves-

sel, unless expressly made so by the terms of the contract. And
if the only exceptions made, are the dangers of the seas and fire,

and the non-arrival is owing to a different cause from either of

these, the owner wiU be held liable for the damage which the

freighter may suffer by breach of contract, (g)

such bales were on the passage. Cockbum, and defendants, whereby the plaintiflfs

C. J., in delivering the opinion of tlie agreed to furnish 1.50 tons of freight for

court, says, in reference to the bearing of the defendants' ship at Calcutta, at a spec-

ttie expression, "expected to an'ive," ified rate per ton, and the defendants

upon the question of conditionality in the agreed to receive such freight on the terms

contract : " We are of opinion that the named, the dangers of the seas and fire

statement that the goods were on board excepted. The :iyrccnient further stated,

at the time the contract was entered into, that it was understood that the ship was

amounts to a warranty ; and although, if then on a voyage to Australia, thence to

circumstances had subsequently occurred Calcutta, where she was to load for Bos-

whereby the arrival of the goods had been ton ; and a penalty of !?2,200 was stipu-

prevented, the defendant might have been lated for the non-performance of the agree-

protected by the words ' expected to -ar- ment by either party. The ship came di-

rive,' we think they cannot resort to them rect from Australia to New. York, with-

to get rid of the positive assurance that out proceeding to Calcutta; and the plain-

the goods were on their passage ; on the tiff's sued for damages for the breach of

faith of which, possibly, the purchaser contract. The Court gave judgment for

may have entered into the contract to the plaintiffs, and in their opinion say :
—

buy." " The defendants contend that the' con-

(/) Hale w. Rawson, 4 Com. B. (n.s.) tract was conditional, and was only to

85. become obligatory upon them in case

(g) Higginson v. Weld, 14 Gray, 165. the ship arrived at Calcutta, and there

This was an action of contract upon a loaded for Boston. But we cannot eon-

trritten agreement between the plaintiffs ceive that such was its true intent and
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A sale of goods to be shipped by a specified vessel at a certain

time, is an absolute engagement that the goods shall be shipped

as indicated, and if they are not so shipped the vendor is liable for

the breach of contract, from whatever cause the failure arises. (A)

It will be noticed, that in construing a contract for the sale of

goods by a particular vessel, a distinction is made between the

specification of a day certain for the shipment, (i) and the limit-

ing a time for the delivery
; (j) the former being regarded as a

warranty, and the latter as merely a condition upon which the

execution of the contract depends. If goods are not shipped

when the vendor says they shall be, he is liable in aU events to

the purchaser for their non-arrival ; if goods are not delivered

within the time limited, in consequence of non-arrival, neither

party can compel the other to perform the contract of sale. In

both these cases time is an essential element in the contract,

but not for the same purpose in both. In the one, it fixes the

racaninij. The agreement seems to us to

liave been an absolute one, that tlie de-

fendants would receive at Calcutta the

car^o which tlic plaintitfrf on their part un-

deitoolc to furnish for the return voyaL^e,

and tliat the only exception was of the

danL^ers of ' tlie seas and fire.' Tliere

seems to be nothing in the terms of the

contract, in its obvious purpose and object,

or in the relation of the parties, which
should lead to tlie restricted interpretation

for whicli the defendants aryne. 'It is

understood,' in the ordhiary use of that

piuasc, when it is adopted in a written

contract, has the same force as * it is

agreed.' Tlio obligation of the plaintiffs

was absolute" " Tliey could have
no inducement, it would seem, to bind

themselves to furnish the freigiit, with-

out any corresponding obligation to pro-

vide a vessel to receive and transport it.

There would be no mutuality in such an
agreement. If the defendants intended to

make their contract conditional upon the

arrival of the vessel at Calcutta, it would
have been easy to say so in express terms.

In tlie al)sence of sucli a statement, the

court cannot add to it by construction.—
The second clause of the stipulation of the

defendants is very explicit and free from
ambiguity ; — ' that they will receive the

said freight upon the terms named, the

dangers of the seas and fire e.xcepted.'

The exception directly follows the agree-

ment to receive, and marks the only limit

of the undertaking."— In reference to

an otfcv by defendant to show that the de-

viation in the voyage was owing to the in-

sanity of the master, evidence upon which
point was ruled out at the trial, the court

say, that the master's insanity was no suf-

ficient excuse for the failure to furnish tlie

vessel, "as that was a misfortune of wliich

the plaintiffs did not assume the risk."

[hj Splidt i\ Heath, 2 Camp. 57, n. This

was an action for the non-delivery of cer-

tain quantities of St. Fetersburg hemp, to

be sliipped on or before tlie 3tst August,

0. S. in ships to be named by the vendor.

The names of the sliips were given, but

they arrived in England with only a very

small portion of the hemp contracted for.

Tlie hemp designed for the ships was con-

fiscated as British property on board the

ligliters in the Baltic, before it was put on

board the ship, the latter being obliged to

cut cable and put to sea, to avoid an em-
bargo. Lord Elknborough in giving judg-

ment for the plaintiff, said, this case was
decided by tliat of Atkinson v. Ritchie, 10

East, 530; and as tlie defendants liad abso-

lutely engaged that the hemp should be

shipped, they were liable for this not being

done, from whatever cause the circum-

stance had arisen.

{() Splidt V. Heath, 2 Camp. 57, n. At-

kinson V. Ritchie, 10 East, o-'SO ; Gorrissen

V. Perrin, 2 C.*B. (n. s.), 681.

(j) Russell ,j. NicoU, 3 Wend. 112,

Alewyn v. Pryor, Ryan & Moo. 406.
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period when the vendor's absolute liability is to begin ; in the

other, when the conditioned liability of vendor and purchaser is

to end. Some confusion occasionally arises in discussing the

question in any given case, whether time is or is not of the es-

sence of the contract; but as a general thing, we think the

matter may be rendered clear, by considering whether, in the

particular case, the time mentioned, is or is not subordinate to

any other condition. If it is, then its observance is less im-

portant, and it may be regarded as not of the essence of the

contract If, on the other hand, it be a condition, and not sub-

ordinate to any other condition of the contract, then, since the

parties have seen fit to give it this primary place and controlling

influence in their contract, courts must hold it to be of the es-

sence of the contract.

Thus, in the case of a sale on arrival, the goods to be delivered

within a certain time ; if the question be whether the mention

of a time of delivery imposes an absolute obligation to deliver by

that time, although the goods have not arrived, the answer is,

that, as the delivery depends, by the very terms of the contract,

upon the arrival, it is therefore subordinate to the arrival, and

the time limited for delivery cannot control the condition of ar-

rival, and cannot be so far of the essence of the contract as to

make the seller responsible for the non-delivery. But if the

goods arrive after the time of delivery has expired, and the ques-

tion be, whether the vendor is then bound to deliver, or the pur-

chaser to receive, the answer is, that, as the arrival has already

taken place, there is no longer any thing to control the delivery

but the specification of time, and as the condition of time is no

longer subordinate, it must be allowed its full efiect in deter-

mining the liability of the parties, and thus be regarded as of

the essence of the contract. Again, if the question be, whether

the mention of a time for shipment imposes an absolute obliga-

tion that the goods shall be shipped at that date, the answer is,

that there is no other obligation in the contract to which the

time of shipment is subordinate, and therefore, since the parties

have seen fit to embody it in the contract, time must in this

case be regarded as of the essence of the contract.

When the engagement to deliver is absolute, the vendor can-
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not excuse himself by showing that he was prevented from com-

pleting his bargain by the blockade of the port, or by any other

inevitable accident, (k)

Where there is a contract for the sale of a cargo to be shipped

by a particular vessel then on her way to the port of lading,

and the kind and quality of the goods is fixed, as well as the

price, and provision is made for a fair allowance to the buyer

for an inferior description of the same kind of goods, the vendor

also engaging to dehver what may be shipped on his account

and in conformity with his invoice ; and it is stipulated, that the

contract shall be void if the vessel should make an intermediate

voyage, or should be lost ; it is held that, with the two excep-

tions stipulated, this is a warranty that a cargo of the kind and

quality specified shall be shipped by the vessel, and brought

home for the benefit of the buyers. {1} But if there be also a

(it) Atkinson u. Ritchie, 10 East, 530
;

Spence v. Cliadwick, 10 A. & E. (n. s.),

517 ; I-I;iyAViU'd o. yeoii;;iill, 2 Camp. 56;
DeJIiMliiiros v. Hill, 5 Car. & P. 182.

(/) Simontl u. Braddon, 2 Com. B. .324,

40 E. L. & Eq. 285. The plaintiff bought
of tlie defendant a cargo of Arracan rice,

per Severn then on lier way to Akyab

;

the cargo to coii>ist of fair average Nccren-

zie rice, the price to be Us. &d. per. cwt.

with a fair Mlowance for Larong, or any
inferior description of rice (if any), but

the vendor engaged to deliver what was
shipped on liis own account and in con-

formity \vith his invoice. The buyer to

have the 0])tion of discharging tlie vessel

at any good and safe European port, within

certain. specified limits. The contract to

be void proviJotl the vessel made the inter-

mediate voyage Ijetwcen Akyab and Cal-

cutta, allowed in the charter-party. Pay-
ment to be made in cash on arrival of

vessel with tlie rice, at tlie port of call in

England, There were other provisions as

to the insurance, &c., and the contract was
to be void if the ^•LsMd was lost. The ves-

sel proceedcil to Akyab, shipped a full

cargo of Necrenzie rice, and amvcd with
it at Falmouth, Eng., her port of call, in

good season. The plaintiff then paid the

full price for the cargo, received the ship-

ping documents, and sent the vessel to

Amsterdam, her port of discharge. The
plaintiff' alleged, that the rice proved infe-

rior in quality to what he bargained for,

and sued for damages. The results of the

evidence at trial was, that the rice shipped

was not fair, a\ erage Necrenzie. A ^er-

dict was found for the plaintiff, with leave

for defendant to move to enter a verdict

for him, if the court should be of opinion

that the contract did not contain a war-

ranty. Upon the argument before the

Court of Common Bench, the defendant

contended, that the contract contained no

warranty, but a condition merely ; that lie

was bound to deliver whatever cargo waj

shipped, but not any particular cargo ; and

that the purchaser on the other hand, was

not bound to take the cargo unless it was

of the description contracted for. The
court decided unanimously, that, except

in the cases in which it was provided that

the contract should be voi(l, there was a

warranty on the part of the vendor, that

he would ship anrl bring home a cargo of

Necrenzie rice, and that it .sliould be fair,

average Necrenzie. Tlie rule was accord-

ingly discharged. Cock-burn, C. J., in his

opinion says ;
—" Looking at the whole, I

thhik the true construction of the contract

is, that there is a warranty by the seller

that a cargo of fair, average Neerenzio

rice shall be shipped, with a stipulation in

favor of the buyer, that he may either

claim performance of the warranty, or

claim the rice which absolutely arrives

;

and that if he docs take a cargo with in-

ferior rice amongst it, be may take advan-

tage of the contract to deliver liiir, average

Necrenzie rice, and claim a deduction for

Larong or Latoorie rice. No questioa
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proviso that goods of the kind and quaKty contracted for are

shipped on the vendor's account, and instead thereof, a cargo

of an inferior description of the same kind of goods should be

shipped, the vendor would not in that event be liable for a

breach of warranty ; nor could the purchaser claim the delivery

of such cargo, with the stipulated reduction in price for inferior

quality, if the vendor has not expressly bound himself to deliver

what may be shipped on his account, and in conformity with

his invoice, (m)

A sale of a cargo at sea, with a transfer of all the indicia of

arises here as to Larong or Latoorie, for

none came. The plaintiff is therefore en-

titled to recover 911 the warranty of fair,

average l^Jecrenzie rier." Cresuidl, J., in

delivering his opinion, seemed to view the

stipulation for a fair allowance of Larong
and any other inferior description of rice,

as a mode provided by the contract for sat-

isfying the breach of the waiTanty in case

there was a mixture of such inferior de-

Bcriptions in the cargo; saying, that,. "as
there was no stipulation of that nature as

to Necrenzie rice of inferior quality, in

case any should be shipped, the parties

must be presumed to rest on the contract

as to that."

(m) Vcrnede v. Weber, 1 H. & N. 3U
;

38 E. L. & E. 277. This was an action

on contract for the non-delivery of a cargo

of rice sold I>y the defendant to the plain-

tiff. By means of bought and sold notes

the plaintiff bought of the defendant "the
cargo of 400 tons, provided the same be
shipped for seller's account, of Necren-
zie rice, more or less of the average qual-

ity as shipped per Minna, to proceed from
Akyab to a port in tlie channel for orders,

at Us. dd. pr. cwt. far Necrenzie rice, or

at 1 Is. for Larong, the latter quality not

to exceed 50 tons, or else at the option of

buyers, to reject any excess ; to be paid for

in cash on the arrival of the vessel at the

port of call, on delivery of bills of lading,

charter-party, and policy of insurance;

should the vessel be lost before the arrival

at the jxirt of call, this contract to be

void." The vessel arrived at the port of

call with a cargo of rice, consisting of

about two-thirds Larong and one-third La-

toorie, and with no Necrenzie whatever.

The plaintiff claimed that thore was a

breach of warranty in not shipping a cargo

of Neci-enzie rice, and a breach of the con-

tract in not delivering the cargo shipped.

The defendant denied the warranty, and
the obligation to deliver the cargo received,

it not being Necrenzie rice. The case

came before the Court of Exchequer upon
these questions, and upon both points the

judgment was given for the defendant.

Bj AUIerson, B., for tlie Court :
" We

think there is no such warranty in this con-
tract as would sup|iort the first breach.

The cargo contemphited by both parties—
for no fraud was imputed— was one prin-

cij)al!y of Arracan Necrenzie rice. This
was not an absolute contract ; it was sub-

ject to the proviso that such a cargo should
be shipped ; and we are of opinion that

there was no absolute waiTanty that the

rice shipped should lie of this quality" . . .

"We are of opinion that the plaintiff is

not entitled to the delivery of the entire

cargo. We think the contract was not
for such cargo of rice as the vessel should
bring to Europe, but for rice, the price of
which was fixed and agreed on between
the parties. If the plaintiff was entitled

to the Arracan Necrenzie rice, a jury must
determine in the event of a difference of
opinion, the price to be paid ; and we do
not think either party contemplated the

sale of rice which was not at a stipulated

price, and which was to be left to the de-

termination and decision of a jury." The
plaintiff having also claimed that he was
entitled at all events, to a delivery of that

part of the cargo received which was com-
posed of Larong rice, tlie court decided

upon this point, that, the contract being

entire, and there being in the cargo noiic

of the kind which constituted the principal

subject of the contract, the plaintiff could

not insist upon the delivery of that kind

which was, by the terras of the contract,

to form only a subsidiary part of the cargo

to be shipped.
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property, is a different contract from a simple sale of goods to

arrive, as we have before intimated, and necessarily imports

that the purchaser is to be holden, whether the cargo arrives or

not. But this sale must be subject to the conditions that the

cargo is in existence at the time of the contract, and withm the

power to sell of the vendor, at that time. For if the cargo has

previously been destroyed, there is nothing to which the con-

tract can attach ; and if the property has already been disposed

of by an authorized agent of the vendor, so as to be beyond the

control of the latter, the purchaser cannot be called on to fulfil

the contract, though he may have the right to hold the vendor

responsible for non-performance on his part. A case in v/hieh

the vendor's right under such circumstances, was adjudicated,

came before the House of Lords on writ of error from the

Exchequer Chamber, and the decision of the House, sustaining

that of the Exchequer Chamber, was against the liability of the

purchaser. The policy of insurance upon the cargo at sea, had

been transferred to the purchaser at the time of sale, but the

cargo had already been destroyed as cargo, by damage, at the

time the sale was made, though this was then unknown to the

contracting parties. It was contended for the owner, that the

interest secured to the purchaser by the transfer of the policy of

insurance, was a sufficient support to the contract. The de-

cision of the House of Lords against the vendor, was upon the

ground that the parties must have contemplated by the contract,

that there was an existing something to be sold and bought,

and if sold and bought, then the benefit of insurance should go

with it. (n)

(n) CoutnriBr v. Hastie, 38 E.L. & E. and sold. This was nnknown to the fac-

8. In this case a merchant of Smyrna torand to the pnrcliaser wlien the sale was
sued his factor in London, for the value made. As soon as the purchaser heard
of a cargo of corn sold by the latter on a of it, he wrote to the fiictor, repudiating
del credere commission. The factor sold the sale, on the ground that the cargo did

the cargo at sea, "free on board, includ- not exist at the date of the contract. In
ing freight and insui-ance," and the con- answer to the plaintiff's declaration, the

tract described the coi-n "as of average defendant pleaded the prior sale of the

quality when ship|)ed." Before the date corn hy the captain of the vessel as the

of the sale, the vessel while on her voyage agent of the plaintiff, the destruction of
home had put into a foreign port, in con- the cargo by reason of damage, unloading
sequence of the corn getting so heated in and sale, and the consequent repudiation
the early part of the voyage as to render of the contract by the purchaser. At the

it Impossible to bring it to England, and trial before Mnriiii, Baron, his lordship
the cargo had been landed, condemned, ruled that the contract imported that at
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SECTION IX.

MORTGAGES OF CHATTELS.

Sales of chattels, by way of mortgage, constitute a very im-

portant, and, in recent times, a very frequent class of sales on

condition, (o) There has not been as yet much adjudication

in respect to them. Whether a mortgage of personalty has at

common law any equity of redemption does not seem to be

positively determined ; but it is believed that equity would in-

terfere to prevent gross injustice, (p) This subject is regu-

the time of sale the cargo of corn was in

existence as such, and capable of delivery,

and that as it had been sold and delivered

by the captain, before the contract was
made, the plaintiff could not recover in

the action. The case was afterwards ar-

gued in tire Court of Exchequer, and this

ruling reversed by a majority of the judges,
with liberty to the defendant to bring a
bill of exceptions. Upon argument be-

fore the Court of Exchequer Chamber on
the bill of exceptions, the judgment of the

Court of Excliequer was unanimously re-

versed. Upon the hearing of the case

upon writ of eiTor in the House of Lords,

the judges who were called in by the

House, were unanimous in the opinion

that the judgment of the Exchequer
Chamber was right, and that the judg-

ment of the Court of Excliequer was
wrong. Alderson, B., was present. He
was one of the majority judges in the

Court of Exchequer ; but having changed
his opinion, lie now concurred with the

other judges called in by the House.

Judgment was accordingly given in the

House of Lords for the defendant in error,

(o) See 4 Kent, Com. 138, where the

distinction between a pledge and a mort-

gage of personal property is fully set forth.

A mortgage of goods is a conveyance of

title upon condition, and if the condition is

not performed such title becomes absolute

in law, but equity will, it seems, interfere

to compel a i-edemption. Story on Bailm.

^ 287
; Flanders v. Barstow, 18 Me. 3.'j7

;

2 Story, Eq. ^ 1031. As to what instru-

ments will be construed as a mortgage,

and what as merely a pledge, see Lang-
don V. Buel, 9 Wend. 80; Wood v. Dud-
Icy, 8 Vt. 435 ; Barrow v. Paxton, 5

Johns. 2.'58 ; Coty v. Barnes, 20 Vt. 78 ;

Whitaker v. Sumner, 20 Tick. 399, and
post. Bailments under the head of Pledge.

A mortgage of personal property, like

that of real estate, may consist of an ab-

solute bill of sale, and a separate instru-

ment of defeasance, given at the same
time. Brown v. Beraent, 8 Johns. 96

;

Hopkins v. Thompson, 2 Port. (Ala.),

433; Winslow v. Tarbox, 18 Me. 132;
Williams v. Koser, 7 Mo. 556 ; Barnes v.

Holcomb, 12 Sin. & M. 306. Knight v.

Nichols, 34 Me. 208. And although the

bill of sale is absolute, and no writing ot

defeasance is given back, parol testimony

is still admissible to prove that it was in-

tended 6nly as collateral security. Keed
V. Jewett, 5 Greenl. 96 ;

Carter v. Burris,

10 Sm. & M. 527 ; Freeman v. Baldwin,

13 Ala. 246. But see Whitaker v. Sum
ner, 20 Pick. 399 ; Montany v. Rock, 10

Mo. 506. It is well settled, that mort
gages of personal property need not be

under seal. Despatch Line v. Bellamy
Co. 12 N. H. 205 ; Milton v. Mosher, 7

Met. 244 ; Flory v. Denny, 11 E. L. & E.

584, s. c. 7 Exch. 581.

(p) In Hinman v. Judson, 13 Barb. 629.

which was an action brought by the mor^
gagee of personal property, against a

party claiming under the mortgagor, for

conversion of the property, it was held, that

a mortgagor of chattels may redeem them
after condition broken and before they

are sold on the part of the mortgagee, and
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lated in many of the States by statute, and, in general, record

is required if possession of the goods be retained by the mort-

gagor ; and an equity of redemption is allowed, (q) It seems

that a mortgage of personal property, where the mortgagor re-

tains possession, is not valid against a subsequent bona fide

purchaser or attaching creditor, if there be neither record of the

mortgage, nor actual knowledge of it on the part of the our-

chaser or creditor, (r)

It has been frequently attempted to make a mortgage of per-

sonalty extend over chattels not then owned by the mortgagor,

but to be subsequently purchased. As where a shopkeeper

makes a mortgage of " all the goods in his store, and of all

which shall be brought to replace or renew the present stock."

Such a mortgage might operate against the mortgagor some-

what by way of estoppel ; but it has been decided that it is not

that in the present action the defendant
might exercise this right by reducing tlie

damages to be recovered, to the amount
actually due upon the mortgage debt.

[q\ Thus in Massacliusetts, an equity

of redemption of sixty ilays is allowed
the mortgagor afccr condition broken, or

after notice of an intention to foreclose,

given by the mortgagee for such breach.

R. S. di. 107, \ 40 ; Stat, of 1843, ch. 72.

Nearly similar provisions exist in Maine.
E. S. ch. iL'.T, S 30.

(r) As Victwccn mortgacjor and mortgagee,

a mortgage of personal property is valid,

although there be no delivery of the prop-
erty, and no possession by the mortgagee,
or record of the mox'tgagc on the registry.

Smith V. Moore, 1 1 N. H. 55 ; Winsor v.

McLellan, 2 Siory, 492 ; Hall v. Snowhill,

2 Green (Is. J.), 8. But as to subsequent
purclui^urs, and attaching creditors of the

mortgagor, without notice of the existence
of the mortgage, by statute iu several

States the mortgagee must either have
and retain possession of the mortgaged
property, or the mortgage must be record-

ed in the town where the mortgagor re-

sided at the time of its execution. Smith
V. Moore, supra. — And where such pro-
vision is raacfe by statute, the recording is

equivalent tu actual delivery. Forbes ;;.

Parker, 16 Pick. 462. But in New York
it has been decided that the record of a
mortgage does not rebut the presumption
of fraud occasioned by the mortgagor's

retention of the property, such record be-

ing meiely an additional requirement.

Otis V. Sill, 8 Barb. 102. The necessity

of delivery to the mortgagee or of a record,

is wholly the effect of statutory provis-

ions, and at common law a mortgage of

personal property might be valid, in the

absence of fraud, even against subsequent
bona fide purchasers and attaching credi-

tors, although the mortgagor remained in

possession, and although no record of the

mortgage existed. Holbrook v. Baker,

5 Grccnl. 309 ; Bissell v. Hopkins, 3

Cowen, 166 ; Bucklin r. Thompson, 1 J.

J. Marsh. 223; Letcher v. Norton, 4
Scam. 575; Ash v. Savage, 5 N. H. 545;
Homes V. Crane, 2 Pick. 610. Such
continued possession by the mortgagor
may be sufficient evidence of fraud, but it

would not alone be, in most States, con-

clusive. Id. In Vermont it would be.

Kussell r. Fillmore, 15 Vt. 130. Al-
though the mortgagor rciu.iin in posses-

sion, and without any record of the mort-
gage, it seems tliat a subsequent purchaser,

or attaching creditor, having actual notice

of the existence of the mortgages, ac-

quires no rights against the mortgagee,
the latter being guilty of no fraud. Sanger
V. Eastwood, 19 Wend. 514; Stowe v.

IMeserve, 13 N. H. 46; Gregory f.

Thomas, 20 Wend. 17. The contrary has

been held in Massachusetts. Travis v.

Bishop, 13 j\lct. 304. And sec Denny ».

Lincoln, id. 200.
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valid against a third party, (s) In general one cannot transfer

what he has not at the time ; but an assignment of property,

with what may be its future increase or incidents, is valid, at

least in equity
; as the assignment of a ship, with the oil then in

her, and aU the oil to be taken during the voyage.(<)

Where the mortgagee permitted the mortgagor to remain in

possession, for the purpose and with the power of selling the

goods, such mortgage, although recorded, would not avoid the

sale, even if it did not express in any way such purpose and
power, if they could be inferred from the circumstances.

Supposing the whole transaction to be bona fide, the mortgagor

would be considered as selling the goods as the agent of the

mortgagee, and the proceeds would belong to the mortgagee
;

and, if sold on credit, the debt could not be reached by an at-

taching creditor of the mortgagor through the trustee process, (m)

(s) Jones V. Richardson, 10 Met. 481.

In this case the property mortgaged was
thus described, namely : "The whole stoclc

in trade of said A., as well as each and
every article of merchandise which the

Biiid A (the mortgagor) bought of one T.
W., as every other article constituting

said A.'s stock in trade, in the shape the

same is and may become, in the usual course

of the said A.'s business as a trader." It

was admitted that the goods in question,

which had been attached by a creditor of

the mortgagor, were at the time, of the at-

tachment the stock in trade of the said

A., but that only a part of them was
owned by him, until after he made said

mortgage. The court after a critical re-

view of the authorities bearing upon this

poinD, held, that the mortgagee could not,

as against third persons, acquire under
this mortgage any valid title to those

goods purchased by the mortgagor after

the giving of the mortgage. The same
view is supported by the case of Lunn
V. Thornton, 1 C. B. 379 ; Khines v.

Phelps, 3 Oilman, 455 ; Barnard v. Eaton,

2 Cnsh. 294 ; Pettis v. Kellogg, 7 Cush.

471; Winslow v. Merchants Ins. Co. 4

Met. 306; Otis v. Sill, 8 Barb. 102.

The case of Abbott v. Ooodwin, 20 Me.
408, which may seem to conflict with the

rule laid down in the text, does not seem
to us correct, and is apparently incon-

sistent with the views of the same court as

expressed in the later case of Goodonow

V. Dunn, 21 Me. 96. And see also, Hope
v. Haylcy, 5 E. & B. 830.

[t] Langton v. Horton, 1 Hare, 549.

(w) Unless there is sumo stipulation in

the mortgage, allowing the mortgagor to

remain in possession of the goods, the

right of immediate possession vests, to-

gether with the property in them, in the

niunL'.igco ; and he may have an action

agniiKt any one taking them from the

moriL;agor. Pickard v. Low, 15 Me. 48;
Brackett v. Bullard, 12 Met. 308 ; Coty v.

Barnes, 20 Vt 78. And parol pi'oof is

not admissible to show an agreement tliat

the mortgagor should remain in posses-

sion, the mortgage itself being silent upon
the subject. Case v. Winship, 4 Blackf.

425. And although the mortgage contains

an expros.-. stipulation that the mortgagor
shall remain in possession, until default of

payment, and with a power to sell for the

payment of the mortgage debt, the mort-

gagee may nevertheless sustain trover

against an officer attaching the goods as

the property of the mortgagor. Melody v.

Chandler, 3 Fairf. 282 ; Forbes v. Parker,

1 6 Pick. 462 ; Welch v. Whittemorc, 25

We. 86 ; Ferguson v. Thomas, 26 Me. 499.

In the case of Barnard v. Eaton, 2 Cush.

294, where a mortgage was made of all the

goods then in the mortgagor's store, and
of all goods, &c., which might be after-

wards substituted by the mortgagor for

those which he then possessed,— the

mortgage providing that until default the
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mortgagor might use and make sales of

the mortgaged property, other goods, &c.,'

of equal vahie being substituted therefor,

— it was held, that the mortgage could not

apply to goods not in existence, or not

capable of being identified, at the time it

was made, or to goods intended to be

afterwards purchased to replace tliose

wliich should bo sold. It was also held, in

the same case, that an agreement, in a
rnoi-tgage of tlie stock of goods then in the

mortgaa-or's store, that until default, the

mortgagor miglit retain possession of the

property, and make sales thereof in the

usual course of his trade, other goods of

equal value being substituted by him for

tbrwo sold, will not authorize the mortgagor
to put the mortgaged property into a part-

nership as his share of the capital. In New
York, unless the mortgage is filed in pur-
suance with the statute, the mortgagor can-
not remain in possesion for the purpose of
selling the goods. Camp v. Camp, 2 Hill

(N. Y.), 628. See also, Collins v. Myers,
16 Oliio, 547. And in Edgell v. Hart, 13

Barb. 380, where a mortgage, althougli

rccoi-dcd, was intended to cover property
afterwards to be jirocured by the mort-
gagoi', and in it tlie mortgagee gave him
the right to sell the goods for ready pay,
witliout being under any obligation to

apply the proceeds to the discharge of the

mortuage, or any other debt, it was held,

that the mortgage was void, as calculated
to delay, hinder, and defraud other credi-

tors of the mortgagor.
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CHAPTER V.

WARRANTY.

The warranties which accompany a sale of chattels are of

two kinds in respect to their subject-matter ; they are a war-

ranty of title and a warranty of quality. They are also of two
kinds in respect to their form, as they may be express or implied.

Blackstone says, " a purchaser of goods and chattels may
have a satisfaction from the seller, if he sells them as his own,

and the title proves deficient, without any express warranty for

that purpose." (a) But he also says afterwards, " in contracts

for sales, it is constantly understood, that the seller undertakes

that the commodity he sells is his own, and if it proves other-

wise, an action on the case lies against him to exact damages

for this deceit." (g) From this it might be inferred that the

action is grounded on the deceit, and therefore does not lie

where there is no deceit, as where one sells as his own that

which is not his own, but which he verily believes to be his own.

But although the English authorities are somewhat uncertain

and conflicting, we consider that a rule is recognized in the Eng-

lish courts, or in some of them, which, although not distinctly

and positively asserted, nor so well supported by direct decision

as the American rule, may yet be regarded as essentially the

same, (c) And in this country it seems to be now well settled,

(a) 2 Bl. Com. 451. ing redeemed at the stipulated time, the

(i) 3 Bl. Com. 166 (Wendell's ed.),find pawnbroker sold it at auction at his usual

note. quarterly sales. The harp was adver-

(c) Medina v. Stoughton, 1 Salk. 210
;

tised as forfeited property, pledged with

Crosse v, Gardner, Carth. 90. This sub- the broker. The puveliaser at the auc-

jeet was much discussed in England, in tion bought, not knowing that the haj-p

the case of Morley v. Attenborougli, did not belong to the party pledging it;

3 Exch. 500. Thpre a person having but after the sale, being sued by the former

hired a harp, pledged it with a pawn- oivner, he gave up the harp, and paid the

broker for his own debt, without authority costs. He then commenced an action

from the true owner. The harp not be- against the pawnbroker for the price at
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by adjudications in many of our States, that the seller of a

chattel (d), if in possession, warrants by implication that it is

his own, and is answerable to the purchaser if it be taken from

him by one who has a better title than the seller, whether the

seller knew the defect of his title or not, and whether he did or

did not make a distinct affirmation of his title. But if the

which he bid ofF the harp, on a warranty

of title. It was agreed that there was no

exjtri .ss warranty ; and the court Iwld, that

under these circi 'n!<hi iirr-s there was no im-

plied narraniy of an absolute and perfect

title, on the part of the pawnbroker, but on-

ly that the subject of the sale was a pledge,

and irrcdcenialilc, and that the pawn-
brolier was not cognizant of any defect of

title to it. This case has sometimes been

cited as deciding the general principle, that

in all cases of sales of personal property

there is no implied warranty of title, and
it has been thought to Ijc opposed to the

American doctrnie on this subject; and
some of the language of Parke, B., who
delivered the judgment, may go somewhat
to sustain sucb a view. But we com-cive

that the case, as an uuthority, caimot be

pressed further than the actual facts and
circumstances warrant; and in this light

the decision itself seems not in conflict, hut

in harmony with the American cases. For
a sale by a pawnbroker, under the circum-

stances detailed in that case, may be anal-

ogous to that of a sale of a chattel by a

slieriflf on execution. And here all au-

thorities, English and American, agree

that the sheriff does not impliedly warrant
the title of the execution debtor to the

projjcrty seized on execution ; but only
that he does not know that he had no
title to the goods. Peto v. Blades, 5

Taunt. 657 ; Hensly u. Baker, lOJIo. 157
;

Chapman v. Speller, 14 Q. B. 621 ; Yates
V. Bond, 2 IMeCord, 382 ; Bashore v.

Whisler, .3 Watts, 490 ; Stone v. Pointer,

5 Munf. 287 ; ilorganu. Feneher, 1 Blackf.

10 ;
Davis v. Hunt, 2 Bailey, 412 ; Fried-

ly V. Selieetz, 9 S. & R. 15S ; Kodgers c.

Smith, 2 Cart. (Ind.), 526; Bostick v.

Winton, 1 Sneed, 52.5, So a sale by an
executor, adurinistrator, or other trustees,

does not raise an implied warranty of title

;

such person does not sell the property as

his own ; he does not offer it as his own

;

and unless guilty of fraud, he would not
be responsible, if the title failed. Ricks v.

Dillahunty, 8 Port. (Ala.), l:U; Forsvthe
V. Ellis, 4 J. J. Marsh. 293 ; Bingham v.

Maxey, 15 111. 293; PrescoW u. Holmes,

7 Rich. Eq. 9. On consideration of all

the cases on this subject, we must believe

the language of Blackstonc to be curi-ect,

that if a person in possession of a chattel

sells it, as his own, there is an implied

warranty of title. That the case of Mor-
ley V. Attenborough should not be con-

sidered as an authority, further than the

actual facts of the case warrant, see the

case of Sims v. Maryalt, 7 E. L. & E. 330,

s. c. 17 Q. B. 281, where, however, there

Avas an express warranty. Lord Campbell

said ;
" It does not seem necessary to in-

quire what is the law as to im|)lied war-

ranty of title on the sales of personal prop-

erty, ivhich is not quite satisfactorily settled.

According to Morley v. Attenborough, if

a pa^vnbroker sells unredeemed pledges

he does not warrant the title of the pawn-
er, but merely undertakes that the time

for redeeming the pledges has expired,

and he sells only such right as belonged

to the pawner. Beyond that the decision

docs not go, but a great many questions

are suggested in the judgment which still

remain open. Although the maxim of

cnvi'iit niijiior applies generally to the pur-

chaser of personal property, there may be

cases where it would he difficult to apply

the rule." It seems always to have been

held, that if a vendor sells, knowing he has

no title, and conceals that lact, ho is liable

as for a fraud. Early v. Garret, 9 B. &
C. 932; Sprigwcll v. Allen, Alcyn, 91.

In Robinson r. Anderton, Pcake, Cas. 94,

a purchaser of fixtures,' the title of which
was not in the vendor, was alloAved to re-

cover their price as money had and re-

ceived, although the vendor was not guilty

of fraud, and bona fide believed himself

the owner.

(d) This must be confined to sales of

chattels. In the sale of real estate by deed
there are no imjiilied warranties. The
words " containing so many acres," &c.,

do not import a covenant of quantity.

Huntley f. Waddell, 12 Ired. L. 32;
Rickets v. Dickens, 1 Murphey, 343

;

Powell V. Lyles, 1 id. 348 ; Roswel t).

Vaughan, Cro. J. 196.
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seller is out of possession, and no affirmation of title is made,
then it may be said that the purchaser buys at his peril. And
this we think the established rule of law in this country, (e)

In any case where there was this warranty of title, it would

seem to follow from acknowledged principles, that a title sub-

sequently acquired by the vendor would enure to the benefit of

the vendee. (/) If the seller is in possession, but the possession is

(e) No case more directly asserts the

implied warranty of title, in all cases of

sales of personal property, than tliat of

Defreeze v. Trumper, 1 Johns. 274 (1806).

Tliere the purchaser of a horse brought a
suit against the vendor to recover dam-
ages ;. the title having been in a third per-

son, and not in the vendor at the time of
the sale. The principal objection at the

trial was, that tlie evidence did not prove
any warranty, nor any fraud in the sale.

But the court said :
" We are of opinion

that an express warranty was not requisite,

for it is a general rule that the law will

imply a warranty of title upon the sale of

a chattel." And this doctrine has been
steadily adhered to and uniformly followed

by the courts of New Yoric. See Hcer-
mance v. Vernov, B Johns. H (1810);
Tibbard v. Johnson, 19 Johns. 77 (1821 )

;

Swett V. Colgate, 20 Johns. 196 (1822);
Eeid V. Barber, 3 Cowen, 272 (1824);
McCoy V. Artcher, 3 Barb. 323 (1848).

In this case a very able judgment was
pronounced, in favor of the doctrine of

the text, namely, that in sales of personal

property, in the poss&a^ion of the vendor,

there is an implied warranty of title, for

the possession is equivalent to an affirma-

tion of title. But it is held otherwise where
the property sold is then in the possession

of a third person, and the vendor made no

affirmation or assertion of ownership.

And the same was again distinctly affirm-

ed in the case of Edick v. Grim, 10 Barb.

443. Dresser v. Ainsworth, 9 Barb. 619,

is a valuable case upon this point. It is

there hdd, that this implied warranty of

title not only moans that the vendor has a

right to sell, but it extends to a prior lien

or incumbrance. The essence of the con-

tract is, that the vendor has a perfect title

to the goods sold ; that the same arc un-

incumbered, and that the purchaser will

acquire by the sale a title free and clear,

and shall enjoy the possession witliout dis-

turbance by means of any thing done or

suffered by"the vendor. So in Coolidge v.

Brisham, 1 Met. .J51, Wilde, J., says : "In

contracts of sales a warranty of title is im-
plied. The vendor is always understood
to affinn that the property he sells is his

own. And this implied affirmation ren-

ders him responsible, if the title proves
defective. This responsibility thg vendor
incurs, although the sale may be made in

good faith, and in ignorance of tlie defect

of his title. This ntle of law is well estab-

lished, and does not trench unreasonably
upon the rule of the common law, caveat

emptor." The general doctrine of the

text is also directly asserted or recognized

in Bucknam v, Goddard, 21 Pick. 70;
Hale V. Smith, 6 Greenl. 420 ; Butler v.

Tufts, 13 Mo 302 ; Tliompson r. Towle,
32 Me. 87 ; Huntingdon v. Hall, 36 Me.
501 ; Robinson v. Uicj, 20 Mu. 229 ; Lines
V. Smith, 4 Flor. 47 ; Lni-kev v. Stouder,

2 Cart. (Ind.), 376; Uuokin't,. Graham,
5 Humph. 480; Trigg r. Fari^, 5 Humph.
343 ; Dorsev v. Jackman, 1 S. & R. 42

;

Ehlridge v. "Wadleigh, 3 Fairf. 372 ; Coz-
zins i'. Whitaker, 3 Stew. & P. 322

;

Mockbee v. Gardner, 2 Har. & G. 176;
Payne v. Rodden, 4 Bibb, 304 ; Inge n.

Bond, 3 Hawks, 103, Tfif/lur, C. J. ; Chism
V. Woods, Hardin, 531 ; Scott v. Scott, 2

A. K. Mavsh. 217 ; Chancellor c. Wiggins,
4 B. Mon. 201 ; Bovd i;, Bopst, 2 Dallas,

91; Colcock iJ. Good, 3 McCord, 513;
Ricks V. Dillahunty, 8 Port. (Ala.), 134.

See also a well reasoned article in 12 Am.
Jur. 311; 2 Kent, Com. 478. We have
been tlius full in the citation of authorities

upon this apparently well-settled point, be-

cause there is still some conflict of opinion

upon it, and because the American doctrine

has been thought not to rest U])on good
foundation. The arguments and author-

ities upon the opposite side of the question

are very ably stated in U Law Rep. 272,

el seq.

{/) In the recent ease of Sherman v.

Champlain Trans, Co., 31 Vt. 162, it is

laid down as settled law by Redjield, Ch.

J., that in a sale of personal property there

is always an implied warranty of title, un-

less the subj ict of the sale is the vendor's
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of puch a land as not to denote or imply title in him, there

would be no warranty of title in England, (g) and we are

confident that there would be none in this country.

All warranties, however expressed, are open to such construc-

tion from surrounding circumstances, and the general character

of the transaction, and the established usage in similar cases, as

will make the engagement of warranty conform to the intention

and understanding of the parties
;
provided, however, that the

words of warranty are neither extended nor contracted in their

significance beyond their fair and rational meaning. For these

words of warranty are usually subjected to a careful, if not a pre-

cise and stringent interpretation, as it is the fault of the buyer

who asks for or receives a warranty, if it does not cover as

much ground and give him as effectual protection as he in-

tended. (A)

title and not the thing itself. Ther^ore
if alter suck a ^alc the veudor acquire the

full title, it will enure to the benefit of the

vendee. See also, to the same effect,

Word V. Cavin, 1 Head. 506.

{ij) See ante, p. 57.3, note (c).

(A) A general warranty is said not to

corer defects plain and' obvious to the

purchaser, or of which he had cognizance

;

thus, if a horse be warranted perftct, and
want a tail or an ear. 13 H. 4, 1 b, pi.

4; 11 Ed. 4, 6 b, pi. 10; Sontherne v.

Howe, 2 RoUe, 5 ; Long- c Hicks, 2

Humph. 305 ; Schuyler v. Kuss, 2 Caines,

202 ; Margetson v. Wright, 5 Mo. & P.
606 ; DiUard v. Moore, 2 Eng. (Ark), 166.

See also, Birdseye v. Frost, 3+ Barb. 367.

The same rule applies whether the war-
ranty is expected or whether a warranty
is implied by law, from a sound price, as

is the case in some States. Richardson v.

Johnson, 1 La. An. 389. But care should
bo taken not to misunderstand nor misap-
ply this I'ule. A vendor niai/ warrant
against a defect which is patent and ob-
vious, as well as against any other. And
a general warranty that a horse was scrnnii,

for instance, would in our judgment be
broken, if one eye was so badly injured, or
BO malformed, as to be entirely useless,

and although this defect might have been
noticed by the purchaser at the time of
sale. He may choose to rely upon the

warranty of the vendor, rather than upon
his own judgment, and we see not why he
should not be permitted to do so. A war-
ranty that a horse is sound is broken if he

cannot see with one eye. House v. Fort,

4 Blackf. 294. Why may not the vendor
be equally liable if one eye was entirely

gone ? In Margetson v. Wright, 8 Bing.

454, s. c. 7 Bing. 603, a horse warranted
sound had a splint tlien ; this was visible at

the time of sale ; but the animal was
not then lame from it. He afterwards be-

came lame from the effects of it ; and the

warranty was held to be broken. In Lid-
dard v. Kain, 2 Bing. 183, an action was
brought to recover tlie valne of horses

sold and delivered. The defence was, that

at the time of the purchase the plaintiff

agreed to deliver the horses at the end of

a fortnight, sound and free from blemish,

and that at the end of the fortnight one had
a cough, and the other a swelled leg ; but it

also appeared, that the seller informed the

buyer tiiat one of the horses had a cold on
him, and that this as well as the swelled

leg was apparent to every observer. The
jury having found a verdict for the defend-

ant, a rule for a new trial was moved for,

on the ground that where defects are patent

a warranty against them is inoperative.

The court refused the rule, on the ground
that the warranty did not apply to the

time of sale, but to a subsequent period.— In Stucky v. Clyburn, Cheves, 186, a
slave sold had a hernia ; tliis was known
to the buyer. Yet it was held to be with-

in an express warranty of soundness . So
of a swelling in the abdomen, plainly vis-

ible and known to the purchaser. Wilson
V. Ferguson, Cheves, 190. So where a
slave had the scrofula at the time of sale.
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If there be no express warranty, the common law, in general,

implies none. Its rule is, unquestionably, both in England and
in this country, caveat emptor, {i)— let the purchaser take care

of his own interests. This rule is apparently severe, and it

sometimes works wrong and hardship ; and it is not surprising

that it has been commented upon in terms of strong reproach,

not only by the community, but by members of the legal pro-

fession; and these reproaches have in some instances been

echoed from tribunals which acknowledge the binding force of

the rule. But the assailants of this rule have not always

seen clearly how much of the mischief apparently springing

from it arises rather from the inherent difficulty of the case.

As a general rule, we must have this or its opposite ; and we
apprehend that the opposite rule,— that every sale implies a

warranty of quality,— would cause an immense amount of

litigation and injustice. It is always in the power of a pur-

chaser to demand a warranty ; and if he does not get one he

knows that he buys without warranty, and should conduct

himself accordingly ; for it is always his duty to take a proper

care of his own interests, and to use all the precaution or in-

vestigation which such case requires ; and he must not ask of

the law to idemnify him against the consequences of his own
neglect of duty.

The decisions under the rule of caveat emptor have fluctu-

ated very much, and there is a noticeable conflict and uncer-

tainty in respect to many points of the law of warranty upon

sales. But some exceptions and qualifications to the general

rule are now nearly^ if not quite, estabfished, both in Eng-

land and in this country ; and the rule of caveat emptor, as it

is now explained and modified, may perhaps be regarded as

upon the whole well adapted to protect right, to prevent

wrong, and to provide a remedy for a wrong where it has occurred.

Thompson v. Botts, 8 Mo. 710. And kins, Dougl. 20; Johnson v. Cope, 3

where a defect is obvious, yet if the pur- Har. & J. 89; Seixas ti. Woods, 2 Caines,

chaser be misled as to its character or ex- 48 ; Holden v. Dakin, 4 Johns. 421 ; Dean
tent, a warranty is implied. Wood u. r. Mason, 4 Conn. 428; West u. Cunning-

Ashe, 3 Strob. L. 64. ham, 9 Port. (Ala.), 104 ; Mores v. Mead,
(i) Mixer v. Coburn, 11 Met. 559; 1 Dcnio, 378 ; McKinney v. Fort, 10 Tex.

Wmsor V. Lombard, 18 Pick. 59; Park- 220.

inson v. Lee, 2 East, 321 ; Stuart v. Wil-

voL. I. 37
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One important and universal exception is this : the rule never

applies to cases of fraud, never proposes to protect a seUer

against his own fraud, nor to disarm a purchaser from a defence

or remedy against a seller's fraud, {j) It becomes, therefore,

important to know what the law means by fraud in this respect,

and what it recognizes as such fraud as will prevent the appU-

cation of the general rule. If the seller knows of a defect in

his goods, which the buyer does not know, and if he had known

would not have bought the goods, and the seller is sUent, and

only silent, his silence is nevertheless a moral fraud, and ought

perhaps on moral grounds to avoid the transaction. But this

moral fraud has not yet grown into a legal fraud. In cases of

this kind there may be circumstances which cause this moral

fraud to be a legal fraud, and give the buyer his action on the

impKed warranty, or on the deceit. And if the seller be not

silent, but produce the sale by means of false representations,

then the rule of caveat emptor does not apply, and the seller is

answerable for his fraud. But the weight.of authority requires

that this should be active fraud. The common law does not

oblige a seller to disclose all that he knows, which lessens the

value of the property he would sell. He may be silent, leaving

the purchaser to inquire and examine for himself, or to require

a warranty. He may be silent, and be safe ; but if he be more

than silent ; if by acts, and certainly if by words, he l2ads the

buyer astray, inducing him to suppose that he buys with war-

ranty, or otherwise preventing his examination or inquiry, this

becomes a fraud of which the law will take cognizance. The

distinction seems to be— and it is grounded upon the apparent

necessity of leaving men to take some care of themselves in

their business transactions— the seller may let the buyer cheat

himself ad libitum^ but must not actively assist him in cheating

himself, [k)

(;') Irvins v. Thomas, 18 Mc. 418; for a quantity of tobacco, had secretly re-

Ott's ('. Akk'ison, 10 Sm. & M. 476. ceivcd intelligence over night of the peace
(k) The case of Laidlaw r. Organ, 2 of 1815, between England and the United

Wheat. 178, is the leading ease on this States, which raLscd the value of the ar-

Bubject in America. The facts were, that tide from thirty to fifty per cent. Organ
one Shepherd, interested with Organ, and called on Girault on Sunday morning, a

in treaty with Girault, a member of the little after sunrise, and was asked if there

firm of Laidlaw & Co., at New Orleans, was any news, by which the price of it
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As mere silence implies no warranty, neither do remarks

which should be construed as simple praise or condemnation
;
(l)

but any distinct assertion or affirmation of quality made by the

might be enhanced ; but there was no
evidence that Organ had asserted or sug-

gested any thing to induce a belief that

snch news did not exist, tyid under the

circumstances the bargain was struck.

Marshall, C. J., delivered the opinion of

the court, to the effect that the buyer was
not bound to communicate intelligence of

extrinsic circumstances which might in-

fluence the price, though it were exclu-

sively in his possession, and that it would
he difficult to circumscribe the contrary

doctrine within proper limits, whei-e the

means of intelligence are equally accessible to

both partiei. Sench v. Sheldon, 14 Barb.

66 ; Kintzing o. McEhrath, 5 Penn. St.

467, also well illustrate the principle of

the text, that where the means of know-
ledge is accessible to both parties, each
must judge for himself, and it is neither

the duty of the vendor to communicate to

the vendee any superior knowledge which
he may have of the value of the commod-
ity, nor of the vendee to disclose to the

vendor any facts which he may have, ren-

dering the property more valuable than
the vendor supposed. And in the case of

Irvine v. Kirkpatrick, 3 E. L. & E. 17, it

was decided by the House of Lords that a
concealment upon a sale of real estate, to

avoid the sale, must be of something that

the party concealing was bound to dis-

close. See also, Blydenburgh v. Welsh, 1

Baldw. 331 ; Calhoun v. Vechio, 3 Wash.
C. C. 165; Eiehelbergcr v. Barnitz, 1

Yeates, 307 ; Pearce v. Blackwell, 12

Ired. L. 49. The case of Hill v. Gray, 1

Stark. 434, might seem at first, view to

conflict with this doctrine. There a pic-

ture was sold, which the buyer believed

had been the property of Sir Felix Agar,
a circumstance which might have en-

hanced its value in his eyes. The seller

knew that the purchaser was laboring un-

der this delusion, but did not remove it,

and it did not appear that he either in-

duced or strengthened it. In an action

for the price. Lord Ellenhorough nonsuited

the plaintiff, saying the picture was sold

under a deception. The seller ought not
to iiave let in a suspicion on the part of

the purchaser which he knew enhanced its

value. He saw the purchaser had fallen

into a delusion, but did not remove it.

From the report itself, it might seem that

Lord Ellenhorough here held, that silence

alone was afraudulent concealment suffi-

cient to vitiate the contract. But the case
is explained in the English case of Kuates
V. Cadogan, 2 E. L. & E. 318, s. c. 10 C.
B. 591, Jervis, C. J., saying in Hill v.

Gray, there was a " positive aggressive de-

ceit. Not removing the delusion might be
equivalent to an express misrepresenta-

tion." And in that case it was held, that

where the intended lessor of a partiiular

house knows that the house is in a ruinous

state, and dangerous to occupy, and that its

condition is unknown to the intended lessee,

and that the intended lessee takes it for the

purpose of residing in it, he is not bound
to disclose the state of the house to the

intended lessee, unless he knows that the

intended lessee is influenced by his belief

of the soundness of the hoilse in agreeing

to take it, or unless the conduct of the

lessor amounts to a deceit practised upon
the lessee. See also. Fox v. Mackreth, 2

Bro. Ch. 420, and McEntire v. McEntire,

8 Ired. L. 297. — On the other hand, the

vendor must not practise any artifice to

conceal defects, nor make any representa-

tions for the purpose of throwing the buy-

er off his guard. See Matthews v. Bliss,

22 Pick. 48 ; Arnot v. Biscoe, 1 Ves.

Sen. 95. It is well settled, that misrepre-

sentations of material facts, by which a

purchaser is misled, vitiate the contract.

Bench v. Sheldon, 14 Barb. 66 ; Doggett
V. Emerson, 3 Story, 700 ; Daniel v.

Mitchell, 1 id. 172 ; Small v. Attwood, 1

Younge, 407 ; Hough v. Richardson, 3

Story, 659 ; Warner v. Daniels, 1 Woodb.
& M. 90. For a case where the suppressio

veri is held to be an actionable deceit, see

Paddock v. Strobridge, 3 Williams, 470.

The whole subject is ably examined in 2

Kent, Com. 482, et seq. See also. Bean v.

Herrick, 3 Fairf. 262 ; Ferebee v. Gordon,

13 Ired. L. 350 ; Wood v. Ashe, 3 Strob.

L. 64 ; Weimer v. Clement, 37 Penn. St.

147.

(/) Thus, in Amott v. Hughes, Chitty

on Cont. 393, n., an action was brought

on a warranty that certain goods were fit

for the China market. The plaintiff pro-

duced a letter from the defendant, saying,

that he had goods fit for the China market,

which he offered to sell cheap. Lord El-

lenhorough held, that such a letter was not
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owner dwring a negotiation (m) for the sale of a chattel, which

it may be supposed was intended to cause the sale, and was

operative in causing it, will be regarded either as implying or

as constituting a warranty. If such affirmation were made in

good faith it is still a warranty ; and if made with a knowledge

of its falsity, it is a warranty, and it is also a fraud.

It is certain that the word warrant need not be used, nor any

other of precisely the same meaning. It is enough if the words

actually used import an undertaking on the part of the owner

that the chattel is what it is represented to be ; or an equivalent

to such undertaking, (n) It may be often difficult to distinguish

a warrnnty, but merely an invitation to

trade, it not liaving any specific reference

to tlio goods actually bought by the plain-

tiff. See also, Carter v. Brick, 4 H. & N.
412, where it was held, that no waixanty
was implied in a purchase by sample,
Tvhere both p.frties upob inspection took
it for granted that the article was of the

quality represented by a third party.

(m) It is essential that a warranty, to

be binding, be made during the negotia-

tion ; if made after the sale is completed,
it is without consideration and void. Kos-
corla B. Tiinmas, .3 Q. B. 234 ; Bloss v. Kit-

tredgf, 5 Vt. 28 ; Towell v. Gatewood, 2

Scam. 22 — Tf, however, the vendor, in a
negotiation between the parties a few days
before the sale, offer to warrant the arti-

cle, the wari-anty will be binding. Wil-
mot V. Hurd, 11 Wend. 584; Lysney !>.

Selby, Ld. Raym. 1120. But see Hop-
kins >;. Tanquei-ay, 26 E L. & E. 254, s. c.

15 C. B. 130. In this case the defendant
having sent his horse to Tattersall's to be
sold by auction, on the day previous to

the sale, saw the plaintiff (with whom he
was acquiiinted) examining the horse,

and said to him bona Jide, " You have
nothing to look for, I assure you; he is

sound in every ro-ijK'ct ;" to which the
plaintiff replied, " If you say so I am sat-

isfied," and desisted from his examination.
The horse was fut up the next day at
auction, and the plaintiff bought him, be-
ing induced, as he said, by the defendant's
assurance of soundness. Held, in an
action for breach of wai-ranty, that there
was no evidence to go to the jury of a
wareanty, tiro representation not being
made in the course of, or with reference
to, the sale.

(n.) The authorities from Chandelor o.

Lopus, Cro. J. 4, to the present day, all

agree that a bare affirmation, not intended

as a wan-anty, will not make the vendor
liable. Bacon v. Brown, 3 Bibb. 35;
Davis 1'. Meeker, 5 Johns. 354 ; Budd v.

Fairmaner, 8 Bing. 52, where a receipt

for " a gray four year old colt " was held,

only an affirmation or representation that

he was four years old, but was no warranty

to that effect. See also, Seixas v. Woods,
2 Caines, 48, a very strong ca.se; Holden
V. Dakin, 4 Johns. 421 ; Swett v. Colgate,

20id. 1 9fi ; Conner c. Henderson, 1 5 Mass.

320 ; Stewart n. Dougherty, 3 Dana, 479

;

House y. Fort, 4 Blackf.293; Adams r.

Johnson, 15 111. 345. So where a horse

was sold under the following advertise-

ment ;
" To be sold, a black gelding, five

years old ; lias been constantly driven in

the ])longh. Warranted," the warranty
was held to apply only to his soundness,

and the statement as to age was consider-

ed only as an affirmation or representation

of his age, and as creating no lialjility un-

less there was deceit. Richardson v. Brown,
1 Bing. 344. See also, Dunlop v. Waugh,
Peake, Cas. 123; Power v. Bai-ham, 4

A. & E. 473 ; Jendwine v. Slade, 2

Esp. 572 ; Willard v. Stevens, 4 Foster,

(N. H.),271. On the other hand, anyaf-

tirmation of the quality or condition of the

thing sold (not intended as matter of

opinion or belief), made by the seller at

the time of sale, for the purpose of assur-

ing the buyer of the truth of the fact

affirmed, and inducing him to make the

purchase, if so received and relied upcu
hy the purchaser, is an express warranty.

Osgood V. Lewis, 2 Har. & G. 495, a

very important case on the subject of war-

ranty. Hawkins v. Berry, 5 Oilman, 36

;
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between such warranty as this, and the naked praise {nvda Icms),

or a simple commendation [simplex commendatio), which neither

by the common law nor by the civil law impose any obligation

;

but, as matter of law, the distinction is well settled.

If a bill of sale be given, in which the article sold is described,

llilman v. Wilcox, 30 Me. 170; Otts v.

Alderson, 10 Sm. & M. 476 ; McGregor
». Penn. 9 Yerg. 74; Kinley v. Fitzpat-

rick, 4 How. (Miss.), 59; Beals v. 01m-
steatl, 24 Vt. 115. See »lso, Towell v.

Gatowod, 2 Scam. 22 ; Pennock v. Til-

ford, 17 Penn. St. 456. In Roberts v.

Morgan, 2 Cowen, 438, the plaintiff and
defendant being in negotiation for an ex-

change of horses, the former said " he
would not exchange unless the latter

would warrant his horse to be sound."
The defendant answered : " He is sound
except the bunch on his leg." The horse

had the glanders. Held, that this was an
express warranty. See also, Oneida
Manuf. Society v. Lawrence, 4 Cowen,
440; Chapman v. March, 19 Johns. 290.

In Cook 11. Mosely, 13 Wend. 277 (a sale

of a mare), the buyer asked the seller if the

mare was lame ; the latter answered, " She
was not lame, and that he would not be

afraid to warrant that she was sound every
way, as fat as he knew." Held, to amount
to a warranty. In Becman v. Buck, 3

Vt. 53, the same principle is adopted.

So in Wood v. Smith, 4 C. & P. 45, the

buyer of a horse said to the seller, " She
is sound, of course ?" The latter said,

"Yes, to the best of my knowledge." On
being asked if he would warrant her, he
replied :

" I never warrant. I would not
even warrant myself." This was hold to

amount to a qualified warranty. The
general rule of the text is well stated in

Ricks V. Dillahunty, 8 Port. (Ala.), 134.

See also, Carley v. Wilkins, 6 Barb. 557,

where it was held, that a representation

made by a vendor, upon a sale of flour in

barrels, that it is in quality superfine, or

extra superfine, and worth a shilling a

barrel more than common, coupled with

the assurance to tlie buyer's agent that he

may rely upon such representation, is a

warranty of the quality of the flour. In

Cave V. Coleman, 3 Man. & R. 2, the

vendor of a horse told the vendee, " you
may depend upon it, the horse is perfectly

quiet, and free from vice." This was
held to amount to an express warranty.

But see Erwin v. Maxwell, 3 Murphey,
ail. In Jackion v. Wetherill, 7 S. & R.

480, the Supreme Court of Pennsylvania,
although recognizing the rule that no par-

ticular words were necessary to constitute

a warranty, held, that when the vendor of

a horse told the purchaser before the sale

that he was sure she was perfectly safe, kind,

and gentle in harness, this created no war-

ranty, being but a bare affirmation of qual-

ity. See also, McFarland v. Newman, 9

Watts, 56. In Sheperd v. Temple, 3 N.
H. 455, the vendor of a lot of timber,

most of which was covered with snow, de-

clared that it was of as good quality as

some of the sticks which were visible;

held, that this did not necessarily amount
to a warranty. See Stevens v. Fuller,

8 N. H. 463, as to what is competent evi-

dence to prove a wairanty. A statement

that a horse's eyes " are as good as any
horse's eyes in the world, does not, of
itself, necessarily amount to a wan'anty.

House !'. Fort, 4 Blackf. 293. The ques-

tion whether any particular affirmation

amounts to a warranty is for the jury.

The criterion is the understanding and in-

tention of the parties. Duffee v. Mason,
8 Cowen, 25 ; Morrill v. Wallace, 9 N.
H. Ill ; Chapman v. Murch, 19 Johns.

290. It is fur the jury to say whether the

language used was intended as a mere ex-

pression of opinion, or belief, or as a rep-

resentation. Whitney v. Sutton, 10 Wend.
411 ; Foster v. Caldwell, 18 Vt, 176;

Bradford v. Bush, 10 Ala. 386 ; Baum
V. Stevens, 2 Ired. L. 41 1 ; Foggart v.

Blackweller, 4 id. 238 ; Tuttle v. Brown,
4 Gray, 457. A bare affirmation of

soundness of a horse which is then ex-

posed to the purchaser's inspection, is

not, per se, a warranty. It is of itself

only a representation. To give it the

effect of a wan-anty, it must be shown to

the satisfaction of the jury tliat the parties

intended it to have thai effect. House v.

Fort, 4 Blackf. 296. See also. Tyre v.

Causey, 4 Han-ing. (Del.), 425. The
affirmation must be made to assure the

buyer of the truth of the fact asserted, and

induce him to make the purchase, and.

must be so received and relied upon by

him. Ender v. Scott, 1 1 III. 35 ; Humph-
reys V. ComUne, 8 Blackf 508.
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we consider it the better rule that this description has the full

effect of warranty
;
(o) although there is some disposition to

(o) Henshaw v. Robins, 9 Met. 83, 13

one of the best considered cases upon this

subject. Tliei-e the bill of sale was as fol-

lows :
" Henshaw & Co. bo't of T. W. S.

& Co. two cases of indigo, ®272.35.'* The
article sold was not indigo, but principally

Prussian blue. There was no fraud im-

puted to the vendor, and the article was
so prepared as to deceive skilful dealers in

indigo. The naked question was present-

ed whether the bill of sale constituted a

warranty that the article was indigo. The
court, after an able analysis of the cases

upon this point, decided in the affirma-

tive. The same question has been very
ably considered by the same court in the

prior case of Hastings v. Lovering, 2

Pick. 214. In that case the bill of par-

cels was ;
" Sold E. T. H. 2,000 gallons

prime qualiti/ winter oil." The article

sold was oil, but was not prime guatili/.

In this respect the case differs from the

preceding. There the kind of commodity
was different ; here only the jwaWi/. The
court applied the same rule, and held the

writing to be a warranty that the article

was of the quality described. So, in

Yates V. Pym, 6 Taunt. 446, the article

was described in the sale note as " 58
bales of prime singed bacon." It was
held to amount to a wan-anty that the ba-

con was prime singed. Osgood v. Lewis,
2 Har. & G. 495, supports the same view

;

in that case the words in the bill of par-

cels were " winter pressed spenn oil."

This was considered as a warranty that

the oil was winter pressed. So in The
Richmond Trading, &o. Co. v. Farquar,
8 Blackf. 89, il was held, where wool was
sold in sacks, and the sacks marked by
the seller and described in the invoice as

being of a certain quality, that tliis is an
express warranty that it is of sucli quality.

And where a vessel was advertised for

sale as being " copper fastened," this was
held to be a warranty that she was so,

according to the understanding of the
trade. Shepherd v. Kain, 5 B. & Aid.
240. See Paton y. Duncan, 3 C. &. P.
336; Teesdale !.. Anderson, 4 id. 198;
Wilson V. Backhouse, Pcake, Ad. Cas.
119. — So in Pennsylvania it is held, that
in a sale of goods described in a bill or
sold note there is an implied warranty
that the commodity sold is the same in
specie as the description given of it in the
bill Borrckins c. Bevan, 3 Rawle, 23.

But the courts of that State refuse to ex

tend the same doctrine to a statement of

qualiti/ of the articles sold. Therefore,

where the article was described in the bill

of sale as " superior sweet-scented Kentucky
leaf tobacco," the seller was held not lia-

ble on a warranty, if the tobacco was Ken-
tucky leaf, though of a very low quality,

ill-flavored, unfit for the market, and not

sweet-scented. Praley ;;. Bispliam, 10

Penn. St. 320. And see Jennings v. Gratz,

3 Rawle, 168. See also, Hyatt v. Boyle, 5

G. & J. 110. A contract "for "good fine

wine" has been held to import no wap
ranty, these words being too uncertain

and indefinite to raise a warranty. Hogins
i>. Plympton, 11 Pick. 97. A warranty

that certain oil "should stand the climate

of Vermont without chilling," means, that

it will not chill, when used in Vermont, in

thfe ordinary manner in which lamp oil is

used. Hart ;;. Hammett, 18 Vt. 127. So
a bill of sale describing the article sold

simply as " tallow," raises no implied war-

ranty that the tallow should be of good
quality and color. Lamb v. Crafts, 12

Met. 353. And in a bill of sale of " cer-

tain lots of boards and dimension stuff now
at and about tlie mills at P.," tJiere is no

implied warranty that the boards are mer-

'chantaUe. Whitman i . Frecse, 23 Me.
212. A bill of sale of a negro described

her as "being of sound wind and limb,

and free from all disease." Held, an ex-

press warranty that she w^as sound. Cra-

mer V. Bradshaw, 10 Johns. 484. But a

bill of sale of a horse, as follows :
" T.

W. bought of E. R. one bay horse, five

ycare old last July, considered sound,"

signed by the vendor, creates no wan'anty

of the soundness of the horse. Wason v.

Rowe, 16 Vt. 525. See also, Towell 0.

Gatewood, 2 Scam. 22 ; Baird v. Mat-

thews, 6 Dana, 129. So in Winsor v.

Lombard, 18 Pick. 57, the bill of sale de-

scribed the article as so many "barrels

No. 1 mackerel, and so many barrels No.
2 mackerel." The mackerel' sold were in

fact branded by the inspector as No. 1

and No. 2. It was held, that there was no
implied warranty that they were free from
rust at the time of sale, although it was
proved that mackerel affected by rust ai«

not considered No. 1 and No. 2. But the

general doctrine of this note was expressly

recognized by Shaw, C. J., who said

:

" The rule being, that upon a sale of
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confine this rule to cases where the buyer either could not, or

did not, examine into the character and condition of the goods

himself; thus it has been held, that a sale with a bill of parcels

implies no warranty, if the buyer actually inspected the articles

for himself, (p)

One exception to the rule of caveat emptor springs from

the rule itself. For a requirement that the purchaser should

" beware," or should take care to ascertain for himself the qual-

ity of the thing he buys, becomes utterly unreasonable, under

circumstances which make such care impossible. If, therefore,

the seller alone possesses the requisite knowledge, or the means

of knowledge, and offers his goods for sale under circumstances

which compel the purchaser to rely upon the judgment and

honesty of the seller, without any examination on his own part

as to the quality of the thing offered, it has been held, that the

rule of caveat emptor does not apply, because it cannot apply,

and that the seller warrants that the goods he offers for sale are,

in respect to their qualities, what the purchaser may fairly un-

derstand them to be ; in other words, that they are of merchant-

able value, and proper subjects of trade, (q)

goods' by a written raemoi-andum or bill diner v. Gray, 4 Camp. 144, is the leading

of parcels, the vendor undcrtalses, in the case upon this point. In that case. Lord
nature of waiTanting, that the thing sold EUenborough, speaking to this point, says :

and delivered is that which is described, " I am of opinion that under such circum-

this rule applies whether the description stances the purchaser has a right to expect

be more or less particular and exact in a salable article answering the description

enumerating the qualities of the goods in the contract. Without any particular

sold." In some early cases in America, warranty, tliis is an implied term in every

it was held, that the description given to such contract. Where there is no oppor-

property in advertisements, bills of sale, tunity to inspect the commodity, the

sold notes, &c., did not enter into the con- maxim of caveat emptor does not apply,

tract, and therefore being but matters of He cannot without a warranty insist that

description, created no warranty. Such it shall be of any particular quality or

are the cases of Seixas v. Woods, 2 Caines, fineness, but the intention of both parties

48 ; Barrett v. Hall, 1 Aik. 269 ; Swett must be taken to be, that it shall be sal-

V. Colgate, 20 Johns. 196, and some able in the market under the denomina-

others ; but we think the more modern tion mentioned in the contract between

cases have decided, that a rule of law, in them. The purchaser cannot be.supposed

itself sound, was in those instances erro- to buy goods to place them on a dung-

neously applied. See Henshaw v. Robins, hill." This case is confirmed by Wieler

9 Met. 83, and 2 Kent, Com. 489. See v. Schilizzi, 17 C. B. 619. See also, the

also, the valuable notes to Chandelor v. case of Gallagher v. Wanng, 9 Wend. 20

Lopus, 1 Smith, Lead. Gas. 76, et seq., where the court were mchned to extend

where will be found an able examination the rule to the case of a sale of cotton m
of the whole subject of warranty. bales, lying in the storehouse of the vendor

(n) Carson v. Bailie, 19 Penn. St. situate in the place where both vendor and

875 : Lord I'. Grow, 39 Penn. St. 88. ' vendee resided, notwithstandmg that the

(q) Hanks v. McKee, 2 Lit. 227. Gar- vendor had no better opportunity thag
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It might seem that the reason of this rule should apply to all

cases where an article is sold of which the value is materially

affected by some defect which the buyer cannot know or dis-

cover. But it is not yet conceded that in aU such cases there

is an implied warranty. The implication does not appear to

extend to cases where an examination would be fruitless, but

only to those in which there can be no examination. It is true,

that in the fluctuation which has marked the course of adjudi-

cation on the subject of warranty with sale, there is a series of

cases in which, for a considerable time, a principle seemed to be

acquiring favor, which was almost equivalent to a rule that

every sale carried with it an implied warranty of the merchant-

able quality of the goods sold. Of course such a rule would in

fact annul that of caveat emptor. But of late the courts seem

to be retracing their steps ; and, in this country at least, we con-

sider the ancient rule as distinctly established, (r) There are

but two of our States in which it is an acknowledged rule of

law, that a sale of a chattel for a fuU price carries with it an

implied warranty. And in one of these the civil law, of which

this is a principle, prevails, (s)

the vendee for the inspection of the article. 104; Wetherill i/. Neilson, 20 Penn. St.

The Ciise of Hyatt v. Boyle, 5 G. & J. 448.

\10, nho holds, thatthe rule of caveat emp- (s) Sonth Carolina and Louisiana are

tor does not apijly, if the buyer has no op- the only States in which it is held that the

portunity to inspect the goods, and in such sale of a chattel for a sound price creates a
case the seller impliedly vvairants them to warranty against all faults known or un-
be merchantable. But the mere fact that known to the seller. Timrod v. Shool-
the examination is tilUntkd with inconven- bred, 1 Bay, 324 ; Dewees i>. Morgan, 1

ience to the purchaser is not sufficient to Mart. (La.), 1 ; State v. Gaillard, 2 Bay,
dispense with the rule. It must be morally 19; Barnai-d v. Yates, 1 Nott & McC.
impracticable. Sec, on the point that an 142; Missroon ». Waldo, 2 id. 76;Melan-
opportnnity whicli the buyer has to insjject 9on V. Eobichaux, 17 La. 97. Bat this

tlie thing sold prevents an implied war- does not extend to sales of real estate,

ranty, Tiiyinon t-, Mitchell, 1 Md. Ch. Eupait y. Dunn, 1 Rich. L. 101. And in

496, and ','arloy v. Wilkins, 6 Barb. 557. sales of personal property, if the buyer is

And see also, as qualifying this rule, Fos- informed fully of all the circumstances,
ter V. Swascy, 2 Wood. & M. 217, and and has a fair opportunity of iuformuig
Taylor «. Fleet, 1 Barb. 471. himself, he is bound by his contract, al-

(r) The weight of authority decidedly though it be a losing one. Whitefield v.

determines thLit a sale for a sound price McLcod, 2 Bay, 380. And see Carno-
implies no warranty of quality, or that the chan v. Gould, 1 Bailey, 179; Eose v.

article is merchantable. Deim v. Mason, Beatie, 2 Nott & McC. 538. And if the
4 Conn. 428, is an able case on this subject; parties expressly agree that the buyer shall

Holden t>. Dakin, 4 Johns. 421 ; Snell v. take the property at his own risk, the ven-
Moscs, 1 id. 96 ; Johnston v. Cope, 3 Har. dor is not answerable for its soundness.
& J. 89 ; Cozzins r. Whitaker, 3 Stew. & Thompson v. Lindsay, 3 Brevard, 305.
P. 322 : La NeuviUe v. Nourse, 3 Camp. And a sound price does not imply a value

,351 ; Wiiat i> Cunningham, 9 Port. (Ala.), of the property equal to the price, but only
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If goods are sold by sample, there can be no examination of
the goods, but there may be of the sample. There is, therefore,

in this country, an implied warranty that the goods correspond

to the sample, (t) A recent English case seems to hold, that if

the goods do not coiTespond to the sample, the vendee can re-

cover only by showing some knowledge on the part of the ven-

dor of this want of correspondence, (u) We doubt this, be-

cause we hold that such a sale implies warranty. If they do
correspond, and the sample itself has a defect, even if this

defect be unknown, and not discoverable by examination, there

is no implied warranty against this defect, and the seller is not

responsible, (v) K there be an express wan-anty, an examina-

that there is no unsoundness. And such
unsoundness must materially affect the

article. Smith v. Rice, 1 Bailey, 648. In
Presbury v. Morris, 18 Mo. 165, it is held,

that the sale of a land-warrant carries with
it an implied warranty of its validity, and
the Court of Claims holds that a sale of
government goods captured in war, carries

a warrantv of title to the purchaser. Post
». U. S. 19 Law Rep. 12.

(t) Bradford v. Manley, 13 Mass. 139,

is a leading case in America upon this

point. Oneida Manuf. Society v. Law-
rence, 4 Cowen, 440 ; Andrews v. Knee-
land, 6 id. 354 ; Gallagher v. Waring, 9

Wend. 20; Beebee v. Robert, 12 id. 413;
Boorman v. Jenkins, 12 id. 566 ; Moses v.

Mead, 1 Denio, 386 ; Brower v. Lewis,
19 Barb. 574 ; Beirne u. Dord, 1 Seld. 95

;

Hargous v. Stone, id. 73 ; ISorrekins w.

Bevan, 3 Rawle, 37 ; Rose c;. Beatie, 2

Nott & McC. 538; Beirne v. Dord, 2

Sandf. 89, is an excellent case upon this

point. It is there held, that in order to

constitute a sale by sample, it must appear
that the parties contracted solely in refer-

ence to the sample, or article exliibited,

and that both mutually understood they

were dealing with the sample, and with an
understanding that the bulk was like it.

And in tlie same case upon appeal, 1 Seld.

95, and in Hargous i,-. Stone, 1 id. 73, it is

decided, that the mere exhibition of a Sam-

ple is not sufBcient to constitute a war-

ranty that the bulk of the goods is of the

same quality with the sample ; that such

exhibition is but a representation that the

sample has been fairly taken from the bulk

6{ the commodity ; and that for the pro-

duction of the sample to have the effect of

a strict warranty, it must be shown that

the parties mutually understood that there
was an agreement on the part of the seller

.that the bulk of the commodity should
correspond with the sample.— An oppor-
tunity for a personal examination of the
bulk is a strong circumstance against con-
sidering the sale to have been made by
sample. Hargous v. Stone, 1 Seld. 73

;

Beirne v. Dord, 1 id. 95. Sec also, Wa-
ring u. Mason, 18 Wend. 434. In Williams
V. Spafford, 8 Pick. 250, a leather bag of
indigo was sold, which the bill of sale de-
scribed as " one seroon of indigo." There
was a small triangular hole in one side of
the seroon, where the purchaser might
draw out a specimen, and at the sale the

plaintiff examined the article in this mode.
The seroon proved to be mainly filled

with other substances than indigo. It was
held, a sale "by sample," and that there

was a warranty that the bulk was of the
same kind and quality with the sample.
In SaUsbury v. Stainer, 19 Wend. 159,

several bales of hemp were sold. The
purchaser was told to examine the hemp
for himself. Ho cut open one bale, and
appeared satisfied with the quality. He
might have cut open every bale had he
chosen to do so. It was proved that the

interior of the bales consisted of tow, and
of a quality of hemp very much inferior to

that on the outsides of the bales. This
was held, not to be a sale by sample, and
that there was no warranty that the inte-

rior should correspond with the exterior

of the bales.

(hJ Ormrod v. Huth, 14 M. & W. 651.

(w) Parkinson v. Lee, 2 East, 314, is a
very important case upon tliis subject,

which has been much discussed, and
sometimes doubted, but which, when
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tion of samples is no waiver of the warranty ;
nor is any inquiry

or examination into the character or quality of the things sold
;

for a man has a right to protect himself by such inquiry, and

also by a warranty, (w)

Evidence of usage has been refused, when offered as to war-

ranty by sample, (x) and as to warranty in general
; ( y) but

this cannot be a universal rule. Indeed, we should admit it

only when the evidence was itself objectionable, or the usage to

be proved was insufficient, (z)

If a thing be ordered of the manufacturer for a special pur-

pose, and it be supplied and sold for that purpose, there is an

implied warranty that it is fit for that purpose, {a) This principle

properly understood, seems to be well

supported by principle and analogy. It

was a sale of five pockets of hops, with

express warranty that the bulk answered
the samjiles by which they were sold.

The sale was in Januaiy, 1801 ; at that

time the samples foidy answered to the com-
modity in bulk, and no defect was at that

time perceptible to the buyer. In July fol-

lowing every pocket was found to have
become unmerchantable and spoiled by
heating, caused probably by the liops

having been fraudulently watered by the

grower, or some other person, before they
were purchased by the defendant. The
defendant knew nothing of tliis fact at the

time of sale, and it was then impossible to

detect it. It was held, that there was here

no implied warranty that tlie bulk of the

commodity was raerchantalile at the time
of sale, although a merchantable price

was given.— In NIchol w. Godts, 10 Exch.
191, the plaintiff agreed to sell to the de-

fendant a quantity of oil, described as

foreign refined rape oil, but warranted
only equal to samples ; and having deliv-

ered oil which was not foreign refined oil,

but which corresponded with the samples,
it was held, that the defendant was not
bound to accept the same, as he was enti-

tled to the delivery of oil answering to

the description of foreign refined rape oil,

and that the st;itement in the contract as

to samples related only to the quality of
the oil.

(w) Willings V. Consequa, Pet. C. C.
301.

{x) Beirne v. Dord, 1 Scld. 95.

( y) Wcthfirill V. Neilson, 20 Penn. St.

448.

(j) Carter v Crick, 4 H. & N, 412.

(a) Beals v. Olmstead, 24 Vt. 114;

Jones V. Bright, 5 Bing. 533, is the lead-

ing English case on this subject. There
the defendant was a manufacturer and
vendor of copper. The plaintiff applied

to him " for copper for sheathing a vessel."

The defendant said :
" I will supply you

well." From the defendant's warehouse
the plaintiflf's agent then selected such

copper as was wanted, and applied it to

the plaintiff's vessel. It proved to be very

defective, and lasted only about fqur

months, in place of four years, the usual

time of wear of good sheathing ; the jury

found that the decay was caused by some
intrinsic defect in the quality of the cop-

per, but that there was no satisfactory evi-

dence of what tlie defect was. No fraud

was imputed to the defendant. After full

argument and deliberation, it was lield by
the whole Court of Common Fleas, that

there was an implied warranty that the

article was fit for the purpose for which it

was sold. Sec also, Brenton v. Davis, 8

Blackf. 317; Rodgers & Co. d. Niles &
Co. 1 1 Ohio, St. 48, and Bird v. Mayor,

8 Wis. 362; Fisk v. Tank, 12 Wis.

276; Laing v. Fidgeon, 6 Taunt. 108,

is also an important case. The de-

fendant was a saddle manufacturer. He
sent the plaintiff a sample of saddles that

could be made for a certain price. The
plaintiff then gave him an order for

" goods for North America, 3 dozen single

flap saddles, 24s. a 26s. with cruppers,

&c." The saddles delivered were inferior

in material and workmanship, useless and
unmercliantable, and did not correspond with

the sample sent. The court held the whole
transaction to amount to a contract that

the article should be merchantable, and
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has been carried very far. It must, however, be limited to
cases where a thing is ordered for a special purpose, and not
applied to those where a special thing is ordered, although this

be intended for a special purpose. For if the thing is itself

the plaintiff had judgment. Brown v.

Edington, 2 Man. & G. 279, also deserves
attention. The defendant was a dealer in
ropes, and represented himself to be a
manufacturer of the article. The plain-

tiff, a wine merchant, applied to him for

a crane rope. The defendant's foreman
went to the plaintiff's premises in order to

ascertain the dimensions and kind of rope
required. He examined the crane and
the old rope, and took the necessary ad-
measurements, and was told that the new
rope was wanted for tlie purpose of rais-

ing pipes of wine out of the cellai-, and
letting them down into the street ; when
he informed the plaintiff that a rope must
be made on purpose. The defendant did
not make the rope himself, but sent the
order to his manufacturer, who employed
a third person to make it. It was held,

that, as between the parties to the sale,

the defendant was to be considered as the

manufacturer, and that there was an im-
plied warranty that the rope was a fit and
proper one for the purpose for which it

was ordered. Tindcd, C. J., said: "It
appears to me to be a distinction well

founded, both in reason and on authority,

that if a party purchases an article upon
his own judgment, he cannot afterwards
hold the vendor responsible, on the ground
that the article turns out to be unfit for

the purpose for which it was required

;

but ijf he relies upon the judgment of the

seller, and informs him of the use to

which the article is to be applied, it seems
to mc the transaction carries with it an
implied warranty, that the thing furnished

shall be fit and proper for the purposes
for which it was dosigned." In Shep-
herd V. Pybus, 3 Man. & G. 868, it was
held, that in a sale of a barge by the builder,

there was an implied warranty that it was
reasonably^« /or use, but it was left unde-

termined whether there was an implied

warranty that the barge was fit for some
particular purpose, for which the builder

knew it was designed by the purchaser.

See also. Chambers v. Crawford, Addi-
son, 150, that a boatbuilder, constructing

a boat, is held to warrant it sufficient for

ordinary use. — In OUivant v. Bayley, 5

Q. B. 288, the plaintiff was the patentee

and manufacturer of a patent machine for

printing in two colors. The defendant
saw the machine on the plaintiff's prem-
ises, and ordered one, the plaintiff under-
taking by a written memorandum to
make him " a two color printing machine
on my patent principle." In an action
for the price, the defendant excused him-
self from liability on the ground tiiat

the machine had been found useless for
printing in two colors. The judge, in
summing up, told the jury that, if the
machine described was a known, ascer-

tained article, ordered by the defendant,,
he was liable, whether it answered his

purpose or not ; but that if it was not a
known ascertained article, and the de-

fendant had merely ordered, and the

plaintiff agreed to supply, a machine for

printing two colors, the defendant was not
liable unless the instrument was reasona-

bly fit for the purpose. The Court of
Queen's Bench held this to be a proper
direction ; and the jury having found for

the plaintiff under it, they refused to dis-

turb the verdict. See also, the next note.

In Barnett v. Stanton, 2 Ala. 195, it was
determined, that if manufactured goods are

open to inspection, and are actually ex-
amined by the purchaser, before the sale,

there is no implied wan-anty of quality,

although the manufacturer himself be the

vendor. See Kirk v. Nice, 2 Watts, 367,
that a manufactm'er even does not always
undertake that the goods made are mer-
chantable. The principle of the text, and
the distinction between a sale of a manu-
factured article by the manufacturer him-
self, and of an ordinary sale of a chattel,

as to implied warranty, is recognized in

Misner v. Granger, 4 Gilman, 69 ; and in

Leflore V. Justice, 1 Sm. & M. 381, where
it is said, that every person who contracts

to do a piece of work, impliedly under-

takes to apply sufficient skill and dexter-

ity to its performance to complete it in a
just and workmanlike manner. So in

Howard v. Hoey, 23 Wend. .351, the dis-

tinction between manufactured articles and
others is recognized. See also. Hart v,

Wright, 17 Wend. 267, s. c. 18 id. 449;
Getty V. Rountree, 2 Chandl. 28 ; Bull v.

Robinson, 28 E. L. 4 E. 586, s. C. 10

Exch. 342 ; Brown v. Sayles, 1 Williams,

227; Dickson v. Jordan, 11 Ired. L. 166.
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specifically selected and ordered, there the purchaser takes upon

himself the risk of its effecting its purpose. Nor can he rely

upon statements and assertions made by the maker in circulars

and advertisements concerning the article, as a warranty that it

wiU do what is stated, (b) But where he orders a thing for a

special purpose, or to do a specific work, there he puts this risk

upon the person who is to supply the thing, (c)

(6) Pridcaux v. Burnett, 1 C. B.

(n. s.), 613.

(c) " If a man says to another, ' Sell me
a horse fit to cany me,' and the other sells

a horse which he knpws to be unfit to ride,

he may be liable for t!ie consequences ; but

if a man says, ' Sell me that gray horse to

ride,' and tlie other sells it, knowing that

the former will not be able to ride it, tliat

would not make him liable. Maule, J.,

in Keatcs o. Cadogan, 2 E. L. & E. 320,

s. 0. 10 C. B. 591. See also, Chanter v.

Hopkins, 4 il. & W. 399, which fully estab-

lishes the distinction taken in the text,

and is a leading case on the subject.

There the defendant sent to the plaintiff,

the patentee of an invention, known as
" Chanter's smoke-consuming furnace,"

the following written order :
" Send me

your patent hopper and apparatus, to fit

up my browing copper with your smoke-
consuming furnace. Patent right £\b
15s., ironwork not to exceed £5 5s. ; en-

gineer's time fixing, 7s. 6rf. per day." The
plaintiff accordingly put up on the defend-

ant's premises one of his patent furnaces,

but it was found not to be of any nse for

the purposes of brewery, and was returned
to the phiintiif. It was held (no fraud
being imputed to the plaintiff), that there

was not an implied warranty on his part
tliat the furnace supplied should be fit for

tlie purposes of brewer}^ ; but that, the de-
fendant having defined by tlae order tlie

particular machine to be su])pUod, the
plaintiff performed his part of the contract
by supplying tlmt machine, and was en-
titled to recover the whole £15 15s., the
price of the patent right. See also Pri-
deaux «. Burnett, 1 C.B., New Ser. 613.
Bluett V. Osborne, 1 Stark, 384, supports
this distinction. In that case the plaintiff

sold the defendant a bowsprit. It ap-
peared at the time to be, in every respect,
good and perfect. The defendant had
ample oppoi-tunity to inspect it. Soon after

the bowsprit was (jut up and found to be
rotten. The defendant resisted payment,
on the ground that there was an implied

waiTanty by the vendor that the article

should be made of good and sufficient

materials. No fraud was attributed to the

vendor. The defence was not sustained,

and the plaintiff had a verdict for tlie

whole price. Heie there was a sale of a

specific chattel— intended, it is true, for a
particular purpose by the purchaser, but
not furnished or made for that purpose by
the vendor. See also, Gray;;. Cox, 4 B.
& C. 108; Dickson w. Jordan, 11 Ired.L.

166 ; Burns v. Fletcher, 2 Cart. (Ind.),

372. — It has been very generally sup-

posed that in all sales of provisions there

is an implied warranty that they are

wholesome. But it seems now to be well

settled that such implied warranty must
be confined to those cases where provi-

sions are sold forimmediate domestic use.

Moses u. Mead, 1 Dcnio, 378. And it

seems not to matter that they are purchased

for domestic use, unless they were exposed

to sale for that purpose, or the seller was a
provision dealer. Burnby v. Bollett, 16

M. & W. 644. In this case, A, a farmer,

bought in the public market of a country
town, from B, a butcher keeping a stall

there, the carcase of a dead pig for con-

sumption, and left it hanging up, intend-

ing to return after completing other busi-

ness and take it away. In his absence,

C, a farmer, seeing it and wishing to buy,
was referred to A as the owner, and subse-

quently, on the same day, bought it of A,
the original buyer, without any warranty.
It did not appear that any secret defect in

it was known to any of the parties. It

turned out to be unsound, and unfit for

human consumption. It was held, that no
warranty of soundness was implied bylaw
between the farmers A and C. See also,

Van Brackliu v. Fonda, 12 Johns. 468;
Emerson v. Brigham, 10 Mass. 197 ; Hart
V. Wright, 17 Wend. 267, s. c. 18 id. 449

;

Winsor v. Lombard, 18 Pick. 57 ; Hum-
phreys V. Comline, 8 Blackf. 516.— If

an innkeeper agree with a brewer to lake
all his beer of him, he is bound to furnish
him with beer of a wholesome quality.
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But whatever maybe the law as to an implied warranty that
personal property bought and sold, or ordered and manufac-
tured for a particular purpose, shaU be reasonably fit for such a
purpose,— no such rule applies to real estate. It seems, indeed,

to be quite well settled, that in a lease or purchase of a house
and land, there is no implied warranty that it shall be reasona-

bly fit for habitation, occupation, or cultivation ; still less that

it shall be fit for the purpose for which it was taken, {d)

No warranty can be implied from circumstances, if there be

an express refusal to warrant, (e) And where the contract of

sale is in writing, and contains no warranty, there parol evi-

dence is not admissible to add a warranty. (/) And if there

Holcombe v. Hewson, 2 Camp. 391
;

Cooper V. Twiliill, 3 Camp. 286.

(d) Hart V. Windsor, 12 M. & W. 68

;

Sutton V. Temple, 1 2 M. & W. 52, where
the subject is very ably examined and dis-

cussed. In the last case, A hired in writ-

ing the eatage of twenty-four acres of land
from B for seven months, at a rentof X40,
and stocked the lands with beasts, several

of which died a few days afterwards, from
the effect of a poisonous substance which
had been accidentally spread over the land
without B's knowledge. Held, that A
could not abandon the land for breacli of

an implied contract in B, but continued
liable for the whole rent. These decis-

ions may be in conflict with, and if so,

doubtless overrule, the case of Smith v.

Marrable, 11 M. & W. 5, where it was
held, that in a lease of a house and furni-
ture, for a temporary residence at a water-

ing-place, and where the furniture formed
the greater part of the consideration of the

contract, there was an implied warranty
that the house and furniture should be fit

for the purpose for which it was hired

;

and Lord Abinger, in Sutton v. Temple,
attempted to distinguish the two cases.

The other judges, however, were incUned
to think, both in Sutton v. Temple, and
Hart V. Windsor, that Smith v. Marrable
could not .be supported. And the same
may be said of Edwards v. Etherington,

Rv. & M. 268, s. c. 7 Dow. & R. 117
;

Collins V. Barrow, 1 Mood. & R. 112;

Salisbury v. Marshall, 4 C. & P. 65. The
doctrine of the text is sustained also in two
cases in Massachusetts. Thus, in Button
V. Gerrish, 9 Cush. 89, the defendant be-

ing the owner of a store, in April, 1849,

leased tbe same to the plaintiffs, who filled

it with dry goods. In June, 1849, the
roof and walls of the store fell in, and
buried the plaintiffs' goods in the ruins

;

and to recover the price of these goods
the plaintilis brought their action. The
lease of the plaintiffs contained no express

warranty that the building was fit for a
dry goods warehouse, or for any other

purpose. The plaintiffs disclaimed any
imputation of fraud or misrepresentation

on the part of tlie defendant. The court

held that, as the lease contained no express
wan'anty, the plaintiff's could not recover,

there being no wan-anty implied in law
on the part of the lessor of real estate,

that it is fit or suitable for the purposes
for which it is leased or occupied. They
also held, that decisions in reference to

leases of furnished lodgings, and to war-
ranties implied upon the sale of goods,
were not applicable to this case. The
same doctrine'is held in Foster v. Peyser,

9 Cush. 242. See also, the learned note

to this last case, in 5 Law Rep. (n. s.), 155.

where the authorities on this point are re-

viewed. See also, ante, p. 501, note [1).

(e) Rodrigues v. Habersham, 1 Spears,

314. See also, Bywater v. Richardson,

1 A. & E. 508; Atkins v. Howe, 18 Pick.

16.

(/) This was distinctly adjudged in Van
Ostrand v. Reed, 1 Wend. 424. It rests

upon the familiar principle tliat the writ-

ing is supposed to contain all the con-

tract. Reed v. Wood, 9 Vt. 285 ; Mum-
ford !'. McPherson, 1 Jolins. 414; Wilson
V. Marsh, 1 Johns. 503 ; Lamb v. Crafts,

12 Met. 353; Dean v. Mason, 4 Conn
432 ; Randall v. Rhodes, 1 Curtis, 90.
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be a warranty in writing, it cannot be enlarged or varied by

parol evidence, (g-) But although there be a writing between the

parties, if it does not amount to a contract of sale, as if it be an

ordinary biU of sale, merely intended as a receipt, or an ac-

knowledgment of the payment of the price, then it seems that

parol evidence is admissible to show the actual terms of the

sale, and that there was a M^arranty. (A)

Ships often are, and any property may be, sold " with all

faults." This is an emphatic exclusion of aU warranty. But it

gives the seller no right to commit a fraud, nor will it prevent

the sale from being avoided on proof of fraud. And it is fraud

if the seller conceals existing faults, and draws the attention of

the buyer away so as to prevent his discovering them, or places

the property in such circumstances that discovery is impossible,

or made very difficult, (i)

(g) Kain v. Old, 2 B. & C. 634 ; Pick-

ering V, Dowson, 4 Taunt. 779 ; Pender v.

Fobes, 1 ])ev. & B. 250; Smith v. Wil-

liams, 1 Murphev, 426. — So, an express

warranty will not be extended by implica-

tion from other parts of the contract in

which it occurs. Diclison v. Zizinia, 2 E.

L. & E. 314, s. c. 10 C. B. &02. Ill this

case the declaration stated, that the de-

fendants sold to the plaintiff a cargo of

corn then shipped at Orfano on board the

O., at a certain price, including freight to

Cork, Livcr]>ool, or London ; that it was
agreed tliat the quality should be of a cer-

tain average, and that the corn had been

shipped on board in good and merchant-

able condition. Breach, that it was not

shipped in good and merchantable condi-

tion for the performance of th5 said voyage.

Held, that it was a misdirection to ask the

jury whether tlic corn was good and mer-
chantable for a foreign ^'oyage. And
Manle, J., said :

'* It would be most mis-

chievous to superadd a tacit condition re-

lating to a circumstance provided for by
the express words of the parties. If a
man sold a horse and warranted it sound,
and the vendor knew that it was intended

to caiTy a lady, and the horse was sound,
but was not fit to cany a lady, ^ere would
be no breach. So, with respect to any
other warranty, the maxim to be applied
ifl,

^ expressumjcicft cessaretacitum.^ Were
the law otherwise, it would very much in-

fringe on the liberty of parties making con-

tracts. It would in such case be necessary

to express that It is not intended to go be-

yond the language employed."
(A) Allen v. Pink, 4 M. & W. 140;

Hersom v. Henderson, 1 Foster (N. H.),

224 ; Hogins v. Plympton, 1 1 Pick. 97

Bradford v. Manly, 13 Ma^s. 142. So
parol proof is admissiljle to show a usage
of trade as to the mode of making sales,

the written memorandum and bought and
sold note being silent u|)on the subject.

Boorman v. Jenkins, 12 Wend. 567 ; and
to prove that the vendor informed the ven-

dee at the time of sale of the defect com-
plained of. Schuyler v. Russ, 2 Caines,

202.

[i] Baglehole v. Walters, 3 Camp. 154,

is a leading case on this subject. It was
there held, that if a ship is sold " with all

faults," the seller is not liable for latent

defects, ivhich lie knew of, but did not dis-

close at the time of sale, unless he used somo

artifice to conceal them from the purchaser.

The case of Mellish v. Motteux, Peake,

Cas. 115, where a contrary mle was adopt-

ed by Lord Kenyan, was cited, but Lord
Kllenborough said :

" I cannot subscribe to

the doctrine of that case." See also, Pick-

ering V. Dowson, 4 Taunt. 785. The doc-

trine of the text was laid down by Mans-
field, C. J., in Schneider i'. Heath, 3 Camp.
508. A ship was sold, "to be taken with

all faults." Her bottom was worm-eaten,
and lier keel broken. AVhen the ship was
advertised for sale, the captain took her
from the ways and kept her constantly

afloat, so that these defects wore complete-
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There has been much question as to what is a breach of the
warranty of soundness ; and what are the rights and remedies
of a party who bought with warranty, which warranty has
been broken. For an answer to the first question we will refer

to the definitions and illustrations in our notes, (j) On the

second point, it may be gathered from the somewhat conflict-

ing authorities, first, that the buyer may bring his action at

once, founding it upon the breach of warranty, without return-

ing the goods; but his continued possession of the goods

ly concealed by the water. This was hdd
to be a fraud upon the purchaser,- and the
sale was avoided. A similar principle

was applied in Fletcher v. Bowshcr, 2
Stark. 561, where a vendor of a ship rep-

resented her to have been built in 1816,
when she had in fact been launched the

yeat before. She was sold "with all

faults, as they now are, without any allow-

ance for any defect whatsover." The sale

was held void. But in all these cases ac-

tual fraud in the vendor must be proved
in order to render him liable. See Free-

man V. Baker, 5 B. & Ad. 797 ; Early v.

Garrett, 9 B & C. 928. As to the construc-

tion of contracts of the kind mentioned in

the text, see Freeman v. Baker, supra;
Shepherd v. Kain, 5 B. & Aid. 240 ; Tay-
lor u. Bullen, 1 E. L. & E. 472, s. c. 5

Exch. 779.

(j) The question has been often raised,

what is soundness or unsoundness in a
horse or other animal, sold with a wan'an-
ty of soundness. The subject was ably

examined in Kiddell v. Burnard, 9 M. &
W. 668. Parke, B., there said :

" The
rule as to unsoundness is, that if at the

time of sale the animal has any disease,

which either actually does diminish the

natural usefulness of the animal, so as to

make him less capable of work of any de-

scription, or which, in its ordinary pro-

gress, will diminish the usefulness of the

animal ; or if he has, either from disease

or accident, undergone any alteration of

structure, that either actually does at the

time, or in its ordinary effect will diminish

his natural usefulness, such animal is un-

sound." See also, Coates v. Stephens, 2

Mo. & Rob. 157; Elton v. Jordan, 1

Stark. 127 ; Elton v. Brogden, 4 Camp.
281 . So if a horse has at the time of sale

the seeds of disease, which in its ordinary

progress will diminish his natural useful-

ness, this is unsoundness. Kiddell v. Bur-

nard, 9 M. & W. 668. But a temporary
and curable injury, although existing at
the time of sale, if it does TWt injure the ani-

mal for present service, is not an unsound-
ness. Roberts v. Jenkins, 1 Foster (N.
H.), 116. It seems to be immaterial
whether the injury be permanent or tem-
porary, curable or incurable, if it render
the animal less fit for present usefulness
and convenience. Robcits v. Jenkins,

supra; Elton v. Brogden, 4 Camp. 281
;

Elton t). Jordan, 1 Stark. 127; Kornegay
V. White, 10 Ala. 22.'5. But see Gai-ment
V. Barrs, 2 Esp. 673. Roaring has been
held to be an unsoundness. Onslow v.

Fames, 2 Stark. 81 ; contra, Basset v.

Collis, 2 Camp. 52.3. But "crib-biting"

has been hdd not to be an unsoundness.
Broonnenburgh v. Haycock, Holt, 630.

If not an unsoundness, it is a " vice," and
if a horse is warranted free from vice, it is

a breach of the warranty. Paul v. Hard-
wick, Chitty on Cont. 403, n. (r). " A
" bone-spavin " is an unsoundness. Wat-
son V. Denton, 7 C. & P. So. A nerued

horse is unsound. Best v. Osborne, Ry.
& M. 290. But a defective formation, or

badness of shape, which has not produced
lameness at the time of sale, although it

may render the horse liable to become
lame at some future time (e. g. " curby
hocks "), is not an unsoundness. Brown
V. Elkington, 8 M. & W. 132. See -also,

Dickinson v. FoUett, 1 Mood. & R. 299.

The "navicular disease" is an unsound-
ness. Matthews v. Parker, Ollphant, Law
of Horses, 228. So of " thickwind.''

Alkinson v. Horridge, id. 229. " Ossifl

cation of the cartihiges." Simpson v.

Potts, id. 224. The question of sound-
ness or unsoundness is particularly for the

jury; and the court will not set aside a,
verdict on account of a preponderance of

the testimonv the other way. Lewis v.

Peake, 7 Taiint, 153.
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and their actual value would be considered in estimating the

damages, {k) Secondly, he may return the goods forthwith,

and if he does so without unreasonable delay, this will be a

rescission of the sale, and he may sue for the price if he has

paid it, or defend against an action for the price, if one be

brought by the seller. But if he has sold a part before his dis-

covery of the breach, and therefore cannot return them, he may

still rescind the sale, and wiU be liable for the market value of

what he does not return. {I) And if the vendor refuses to re-

ceive the goods back, when tendered, the purchaser may sell

them ; and if he sells them for what they are reasonably worth,

and within a reasonable time, he may recover of the vendor the

loss upon the resale, with the expense of keeping the goods and

of selling them, (m) We should say, on the reason of the thing,

that if the buyer sells the goods with all proper precautions ,as

(fc) Fielder v. Starkin, I H. Bl. 17, is a

leading ca<e upon this point. A neglect

to inform the vendor of the discovered

bjcach of tlie warranty for several months
after the sale, will not l>ar the purchaser's

right to an action for breach of warranty.

Patesliall r. Tranter, .3 A. & E. 103. Eut-
ter V. Blake, 2 Har. & J. 353, is a strong

Anrerican case, that an action may be
maintained for breach of warranty with-

out returning the goods, but it was here
held, that the purchaser ouglit to give the
vendor notice where the goods were de-

posited. In Kellogg V. Denslow, 14

Conn. 41
1 , where tlie authorities are very

elaborately and critically examined by
Sfiermnn, J., the rule of the text is adopt-

ed. There A agreed to furnish B with
sundry articles of machinery, to be deliv-

ered subsequently, and to be free from
defect. A delivered the articles according-

ly, which were received and used l)y B for

nearly a year, without notice to A of any
defects tlierein. In an action brought by
B against A on the warranty, claiming
damages for defects in the articles at the
time of delivery, it was held, that tlie effect

of B'.s not having given notice of such
defects in a reasonable time, was, that he
had thereby affirmed the contract, but
such omission constituted no defence to

the action, which assumed the subsistence
*of the contract. See also. Waring v. M.a-
son, 18 Wend. 425; Thompson v. Botts,

8 Mo. 710 ; Borrekins v. Bevan, 3 Eawle,

23 ; Cozzens v, Whitaker, 3 Stew. & P.

322 ; Carter v. Stennel, 10 B. Mon. 2.50
;

Parker v. Pringle, 2 Strob. L. 242 ; Mil-

ton r. Rowland, 1 1 Ala. 732 ; Ferguson
V. Oliver, 8 Sm. & M. 332. The weight

of modern authority is decidedly in favor

of the rule of the text, that an action lies

for breach of a warranty, express or im-

plied, without returning the property, or

giving any notice of the defect. In Hills

V. Banni,-;tcr, 8 Cowen, 31, Asold B abell,

warranting it not to crack within a year,

and promising to recast it if it did. He
was held not liable on his warranty, with-

out notice, and neglect to recast it. Of
course, if the purchaser has not returned

the goods, their real value will be deduct-

ed from his damages ; the diflference be-

tween the price paid, or to be paid, and

the real value, being the measure of dam-
ages ; Caswell ;;. Core, I Taunt. 566

;

Germaine r. Burton, 3 Stark. 32 ; Gary
r. Gruman, 4 Hill (N. Y.), 625 ; Voor-

hees V. Earl, 2 Hill (N. Y.), 288; Corn-

stock V. Hutchinson, 10 Barb. 211 ;
Hitch-

cock V. Hunt, 28 Conn. 343 ; Crabton v.

Kile, 21 111. 180.

{!) Shields v. Pettee, 4 Comst. 122.

(m) Chesterman v. Lamb, 2 A. & E.
129 ; McKcnzie u. Hancock, Ry. & M.
436 ; Maclean v. Dunn, 4 Bing. 722,

Best, C. J. ; Woodward v. Thacher, 21

Vt. 580 ; Buffington v. Quantin, 17 Pcun.

St. 310.
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to time, place, and manner, to insure a fair sale, the vendor will

be bound by the price the goods bring, whether that be in fact

equal to their value or not ; but this may not yet be established

by adjudication. If he has a right to return the goods, his ten-

der of them completes his right to sue for the price, whether the

vendor receives them or not. (n) But some authorities of great

weight limit his right to return the goods for breach of war-

ranty to cases of fraud, or where there was an express agree-

ment to that eflFect between the parties, (o)

When a seller with warranty, brings an action for the price,

it seems to be settled in England, that a mere breach of war-

ranty, which is not accompanied with fraud, or does not go to

destroy the identity or the value of the thing sold, is not a bar

to the action
; (p) and the tendency of American law is in the

same direction, (q)

In general, when a buyer asserts that the goods he pur-

chased are not what they were warranted to be, or are so differ-

ent from what he ordered, or from the seller's representation of

them, or from the quality and value such articles should pos-

sess, as to give him a right to rescind and avoid the sale, he

must forthwith return the goods if he would exercise this right.

Delay in doing so, or any act equivalent to acceptance, em-

ployment, or disposition of the goods, after he knows or should

know their deficiency, if it exists, would be construed either

into an admission that there was no such deficiency, or into a

waiver of his right to rescind the sale because of such defi-

ciency, (r)

(n) Washington, J., in Thornton v. Dawson v. CoUis, 4 E. L. & E. 338, s. c.

Wynn, 12 Wheat. 193. 10 C. B. 523. And in an action brought
(o) See Carter v. Walker, 2 Rich. L. for the price of goods sold or services per-

40. This is the rule in New York. Gary formed, the defendant may reduce the

V. GiTiman, 4 Hill (N. Y.), 62.5 ; Voor- damages by showing a breach of war-

hees V. Earl, 2 Hill (N. Y.), 288. In ranty on the part of the plaintiff. Allen
Kentucky, Lightburn v. Cooper, 1 Dana, v. Hooker, 25 Vt. 137.

273. In the United States Courts, Thorn- (p) Parson v. Sexton, 4 C. B. 899
;

ton V. Wynn, 12 Wheat. 183. In Penn- Dawson v. CoUis, 4 E. L. & E. 338, s. c.

sylvania, Kase v. ,Tohn, 10 Watts, 107. 10 C. B. 523.

In Tennessee, Allen v. Anderson, 3 (q) Freeman v. Clute, 3 Barb. 424

;

Humph. 581. It has been said that this is West v. Cutting, 19 Vt. 536.

the English rule. See Street v. Blay, 2 B. (r) Thus, in Milner v. Tucker, 1 C. &
&Ad. 456;. Gompertz ti. Denton, 1 Cr. P. 15, a person contracted to supply a

& M. 207 ; Parson v. Sexton, 4 C. B. chandelier sufficient to light a certain

899
; OUivant v. Bayley, 5 Q. B. 288 ;

room. The purchaser kept the chandelier

VOL.1. 38 /t't'-'i" '" A''"-"( i S^ -^"'/Z<Tf
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In general, there is no implied warranty whatever arising

from judicial sales, (s)

six months, and then returned it ; he was
held liable to pay for it, although it was
not according to the contract. So. in Cash
V. Giles, 3 C. & P. 407, a threshing

machine was kept several years, without

complaint, hut only used twice ; the ven-

dee was held liable for the price, although
it was of little or no value. And in Per-
cival V. Bliike, 2 C. & P. 514, keeping
property two months without objection

was held to be an acceptance, and the pur-

chaser was bound to pay for it, there being

no fraud. See Gi-imaldi v. White, 4 Esp.

95 ; Groning v. Mendham, 1 Stark. 257
,

Hopkins v. Appleby, 1 Stark. 477 ; Kel-

logg V. Denslow, 14 Conn. 411. Keeping
a warranted article for a length of time
without objection, and selling part, is evi-

dence tending to prove that it correspond-
ed with the warranty. Prosser v. Hooper,
1 J. B. Moore, 106. But the delay must
take place after the discovery of the defi-

ciency in the goods. Clements v. Smith's
Administrators, 9 Gill, 156.

(s) The Monte AUegre, 9 Wheat. 644

;

Pnckett V. U. S., 19 LawEep. 18.
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CHAPTER VI.

STOPPAGE IN TRANSITU.

Sect. I.— Wliat the right of Stoppage is, cmd who has it.

If a vendor, who has sent goods to a purchaser at a distance,

finds that the purchaser is insolvent, he may stop the goods at

any time before they reach the purchaser. This right is called

the right of stoppage in transitu. It has been held, although it

cannot be considered as settled, that the discovery of the false-

hood of material representations on the part of the buyer, gives

the seller this right, [a)

This right exists, strictly speaking, only when the vendor has

parted with the goods. If they have never left his possession,

he has a lien on them for the full payment of their price ; but

not this right of stoppage, [b)

While insolvency is necessary to create this right, it is not per-

fectly well settled what constitutes, for this purpose, insolvency.

It would seem, however, that it should be not merely a general

inability to pay one's debts ; but the having taken the benefit of

an insolvent law, or a stoppage of payment, or a failure evinced

by some overt act. (c) Or, as it has been defined, " an inability

(a) Fitzsimmons v. Joslin, 21 Vt. 129. used, is to be gathered from the circum-

\h) Parks v. Hall, 2 Pick. 212. As to stances of the cases. For it is a term
the difference between these rights, see which is used with various meanings. In
McEwan v. Smith, 2 H. of L. Cas. a technical sense it denotes the having
309. See also, Gibson v. Carrnthers, 8 taken the beneiit of an insolvent law ; in

M. & W. 321 ; Jones v. Bradner, 10 Barb, the popular sense a general inability to

193. pay debts; and in a mercantile sense, a

(c) In Eogers v. Thomas, 20 Conn. 54, stoppage of payment, or failure in one's

Starrs, J,, on the meaning of the phrase circumstances, as evinced by some overt

insolvency said :
" The cases on this sub- act. That a technical insolvency is sufE-

ject generally mention insolvency as one cient to authorize the exercise of the right

of the conditions on which the right of of stoppage in transitu has always been

stoppage in transitu accrues ; but they are conceded. That it is not indispensable

wholly silent as to what constitutes such for that purpose is equally clear. Mr.
insolvency; and therefore its sense, as thus Smith, in his Compendium of Mercantilt
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to pay one's debts in the ordinary course, as persons generally

do." {d)

The mere insolvency or bankruptcy of the vendee will not, per

se, amount to a stoppage in transitu; for there must be some

act on the part of the consignor indicative of his intention to re-

possess himself of the goods, (e) But if it was ever considered

necessary for the consignor, or some one in his behalf, to take

actual possession of the goods, in order to perfect and execute

his right, that doctrine is now exploded. Notice of the consign-

or's claim and purpose given to the carrier before delivery is suf-

ficient; (/) and it should be given to the carrier having posses-

Law, p. 549, ii., expresses his belief that

merchants hare very generally acted as if

the right to stop goods was not postponed
till tlie occurrence of insolvency in the

technical sense, and pertinently adds

:

* Tlie law of stoppage in transitu is as old,

it must be recollected, as 1670, on the 2Ist

of March in which year Wiseman v. Van-
deput was decided ; so that if insolrency is

to be taken in a technical sense, the law
of stoppage in transitu has been varying

with the varied enactments of the legisla-

ture regarding it.' That stoppage of pay-

ment amounts to insolvency for tliis pur-

pose, is assumed in many of the cases.

Lord Eltenboroaijh, in Newson o. Thornton,
6 East, 17, places the right of the vendor
to stop the property on the ' insolvency ' of

the .consignee, where there had been only

a stoppage of payment by the vendee,

when notice was given to the carrier by
Ihe vendor to retain tlie goods. In Ver-
tue V. Jewell, -t Camp. 31, the terms used
were, * stopped ];)ayment.' See also, Dix-
on V. Yates, 5 B. & Ad. .31.3. Wo have
been able to find no case in which tlte

right of stoppage in transitu lias been cither

sanctioned or attempted to be justified on
the ground of the insol\'eney of the vendee,
where tliere was not a technical insolvency,

or a stoppage of payment, or failure in

circumstances, evidenced by some overt
act ; and Mr. Blackburn, in his Treatise
on the Contract of Sale, p. 130, whore
this subject is very minutely examined,
says, that there seems to have been no
such case

;
and adds, that altliougli the

text-books and dicta of the judges do not
restrict the use of the term 'insolvent,' or
'failed in his circumstances,' to one who
has stopped payment, there must be great
practical difficiilty in establishing the act-

ual insolvency of one who still continues

to pay his way ; and as the carrier obeys
the stoppage in transitu at his peril, if the

consignee be in fact solvent, it would seem
no unreasonable rule to require, that at

the time the consignee was refused the

goods, he should have evidenced his insol-

vency by some overt act. Mr. Smith, in

his work which has been mentioned, clear-

ly favors the same view. Comp. Merc.
Law, 130, 11. Hence it appears, that the

authorities and text-writers furnisli no
support to the claim, that a mere general

inability to pay debts, unaccompanied
with any visible change in the circum-

stances of the debtor, constitutes insol-

vency, in such a sense as to confer the

right of stoppage in transitu." But see

Hays V. Mouille, 14 Penn. St. 51 ; Bid-

dlecombe v. Bond, 4 A. & E. 332 ; Naylor
V. Dennie, 8 Pick. 205 ; Chandler v. Ful-
ton, 10 Tex. 2; Lee o. Ivilburn, 3 Gray,

594.

(d) Thompson v. Thompson, 4 Cush.
134; Shore v. Lucas, 3 Dow. & R. 218;
Bayly y. Schofield, 1 M. & Scl.338; Se-

comb V. Nutt, 14 B. Mon. 326.

(e) 2 Kent, Com. 543. But the right

exists only in cases of insobency of the

vendee. The Constantia, 6 Kob. Adm.
321.

(/) Litt V. Cowley, 7 Taunt. 169; Hoist
V. Pownal, 1 Esp. 240; Newhall v. Var-
gas, 13 Me. 93. Notice should be given,

it seems, to the carrier, middleman, or

other person having at the time the actual

custody of the goods ; or given to such a
person, that it may reach the carrier before

deliverv. Mottrara v. Heyer, 5 Denio,
629. But in Bell v. Moss, 5 Whart.
189, it was given to the assignees of the

consignee, who had become insolyejit,
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sion, and not to the vendee himself without giving notice to the
carrier, (g-) This notice and demand on behalf of the con-
signor need not be made by any person specially authorized for

that purpose
; it may be m.ade by a general agent of the con-

signor
;

or even by a stranger, if it be ratified by the vendor
before the delivery to the vendee. (A) But a ratification of a
notice and demand by an unauthorized person, not made until

after delivery to the vendee, will not suffice, (i)

The question has been raised when the insolvency may take
place, in order to give this right; that is, whether the right

exists by reason of an insolvency before the sale ; and it was
held that the insolvency must take place between the time of

the sale and that of the exercise of the right of stoppage, (j)

and was held sufficient. In Northey v.

Field, 2 Esp. 613, tlie demand was on
tlie officer of tlie custom-iiouse wliere the
goods were stored. Wliitehead v. Ander-
son, 9 iM. & \V. 518, is an impoitant case
upon tins point. There it is lield, that a
notice of stoppage in transitu, to be effect-

ual, must be given cither to the person
who' h.is the immediate custody of tlio

goods, or to the principal whose servant
has the custody, at such a time, and
under such circumstances, as that he m.ay,

by tlic exercise of reasonable diligence,

communicate it to his servant, in time to

prevent the delivery to the consignee.
Therefore, where timber was sent from
Quebec, to be delivered at Port Fleetwood
in Lancasiiire, a notice of stoppage given
to the ship-owner at Montrose, while the

goods were on their voyage, whereupon
he sent a letter to await the arrival of the

captain at Fleetwood, directing him to de-

liver the cargo to the agents of the vendor
— was held not to be sufficient notice of

stoppage in transitu,

(g) Mottram v. Heyer, 5 Denio, 629.

(A) Wliitehead v. Anderson, 9 M. &
W. 518; Bell v. Moss, 5 Whart. 189;
Newliallu. Vargas, 13 Me. 93. See ante,

p. 49, note (</).

{i) Bird v. Brown, 4 Exch. 786.

ij) Rogers V. Tliomas, 20 Conn. 53, is

a very able case on this point. As this

question seems to have been first raised in

this case, we give the language of Starrs,

J. : " The remaining inquiry respects the

time when such insolvency must occur, in

order to confer this right. On this point

we are of opinion that it is not sufficient

that it exists when the sale takes place, but
that it must intervene between the sale

and the exercise of such right. It is well
settled, that after the sale, and before the

vendor has taken any stops to forward
the property to the vendee, the former lias

a lien upon it, by virtue of which he may,
on the occurrence of the insolvency of
the latter, retain the goods in his posses-

sion, as a security for the price. This is

a stiK-ily analogous right to that of stop-

ping them after they have been forwarded,
and while they arc on their way to the ven-
dee, and depends on the same principles.

And it may be here remarked, that the

cases decided on the subject of that right

of lien, confirm the views ^vhich we have
expressed as to the meaning of insolvency
as applied to the riglit of stoppage, after

the trunsitus has commenced. The same
equitable principle which authorizes it re-

tention of the possession in the one case,

and a recovery ,of it in tlie other, would
seem to authorize the latter, where the in-

solvency occuned after the sale and before

the forwarding of the property. The right

of stopping it after the transitus has com-
menced, m.T,y not, therefore, be limited to

the case wherd insolvency occurs after it

has left the possession of the vendor, but

may extend to cases where it occurred at

any time after the sale. HoAvever that

may be, we are clear that it must occur
after the sale. In favor of this position

there is the same argument, from an en-

tire absence of authority against it, as

was derived from that source on the point

which we have just considered ; and it ap-

plies With equal force. We find no de-
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But we are far from certain that the insolvency of the buyer

existing at the time of the sale, but then unknown to the seller

and discovered by him before delivery to the buyer, does not

give this right.

It has been much disputed, and may not yet be entirely set-

tled, whether this is a right to rescind the sale, {li) or only an ex-

tension of the common-law lien of the seller. (J) The difference

is important. If stoppage in transitu rescinds the sale, the ven-

dor thereby takes possession of the goods as his own, and the

debt is at an end, and the seller has no claim on the purchaser

for the price. But if it be only the exercise of a right of lien,

then the property in the goods remains in the purchaser, or those

who represent him, and the right to the price of the goods re-

mains with the vendor, {m) Therefore, if the vendor now sells

them, it must be as any one may sell goods on which he has a

lien to secure an unpaid debt ; if they bring more than the debt

cided case in which the right in question

has been sanctioned, excepting where the

insolvenc}^ occurred subsequent to the

sale. And although tlie language of the

courts inay sometimes seem to import

that the right exists irrespective of the

time when the insolvency took place, it is

quite plain, that applying their expressions

to the casus they were considering, and
which did not involve this point, tliey

were not intended to have that construc-

tion. But in most of the decided cases

on this subject, it will be seen that their

language is most unequivocal, and in terms

limits the right of stoppage to cases of

bankruptcy or insolvency, oceumng while

the goods arc in transitu, and of course

after the sale." See contra Reynolds v.

Railroad, 43 N. H. 580.

{k} This ([uestion was much discussed

in Clay v. Harrison, 10 B. & C. 99, but,

according to a dictum of Parke, J., in

Stephens v. Wilkinson, 2 B. & Ad. 323,

not decided. See Litt v. Cowley, 7 Taunt.
169 ; Wilmhurst u. Bowker, 5 Bing. N.
C. 547 ; Edwards v. Brewer, 2 M. & W.
375 ; Key v. Cotcsworth, 14 E. L. & E.
435, s. c. 7 Exch. 595. The old case of

Lanfrfort v. Tiler, 1 Salk. 113, permitting

the vendor to resell the goods, seems to

proceed upon the ground of a rescission

of the contract. The history and char-

acter of this right were much discussed in

Lord Abinge-'s judgment in Gibson v.

Carruthers, 8 M. & W. 336. And see

Wentworth v. Outhwaite, 10 M. & W.
451.

{I) The weight of authority as well as

the reason of the thing, is decidedly in

favor of considering the right as an exten-

sion of the common-law lien for the price,

or, as Lord Keni/on observed in Hodgson
V. Loy, 7 T. R. 445, " an equitable lien

adopted by the law for the purpose of sub-

stantial justice." And it seems that the

right was first introduced into equity

before it was applied by the common-law
courts. See Wiseman u. Vandeput, 2
Vern. 203; Snee v. Prescot, 1 Atk. 246

;

D'Aquila v. Lambert, 2 Eden, 75, s. c.

Ambl. 399. In the following cases this

right has been considered not a rescission

of the sale, but merely an extension of the

lien. Wentworth ^.'Outhwaite, 10 M. &
W. 436 ; Bloxam v. Sanders, 4 B. &. C.

941 ; Jordan v. James, 5 Hamm. 88 ; Row-
ley V. Bigelow, 12 Pick. 307 ; Newhall v.

Vargas, 13 Me. 93, s. c. 15 Me. 315
;

Rogers v. Thomas, 20 Conn . 53 ; Gw3'nne,
ex parte, 12 Ves. 379 ; JIartindale v.

Smith, 1 Q. B. 389 ; Chandler u. Fulton,

10 Tex. 2.

(m) There would seem to be no doubt
that the vendor may sue for the price of

the goods, notwithstanding he has stopped
them in transitu, provided he is ready to

deliver them on demand and payment.,

Kymer v. Suercropp, 1 Camp. 109.
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he must account for the surplus
; if they bring less he may de-

mand the balance from the purchaser, (n) If he sells them only
to enforce his lien, and they bring more than the price, he must
return the balance to the original buyer.

This question has been much agitated ; but we think the
strongly prevailing authority and reason are in favor of its being
an exercise of a lien by the seller, and not a rescission of the

sale. Doubtless there are difficulties attendant upon either

view of this question. Thus, it may be said that a seller cannot
retain a lien who has parted with his possession. And then

the right would be considered rather as a quasi lien; or, in

other words, the right of stoppage in transitu is measured and
governed as to its effect and consequences, rather by the rules

of law applicable to lien than by those which belong to

rescission of sale. Perhaps the difference of opinion on this

subject may be attributed in some degree at least to the dif-

ference in the circumstances of the cases in which the ques-

tion has arisen. Thus, if there has been a complete sale of a

specific chattel, agreeably to a specific order of the purchaser,

the property in the chattel would, it should seem, pass thereby

to the purchaser, subject only to the exercise of the seller's lien

for the price. And, in such a case, the exercise of the right of

stoppage would revest in the seller only the possession, just as

it was when he sent the goods away ; that is, subject to the

property in the purchaser, and only for the purpose of restoring

and making effectual the seller's lien. But, on the other hand,

if A should send to B an order for a certain quantity of goods

of a certain kind or description, and B should procure goods

which he supposed answerable to the order, and send them to

A, and should then hear of the failure of A, and thereupon stop

the goods on their passage, B's rights might become the same

as if he had never sent the goods ; and the property would

remain in him, because they had never been accepted by A, and

now never could be. (o) StUl, however, we think there is a

strong tendency in the courts both of England and this country^

(n) This was distinctly adjudged in (o) See Clay v. Harrison, 10 B. & C
Newhall v. Vargas, 15 Me. 314, a very 99, n. ; James v. Griffin, 2 M. & W. 623

able case on this subject. 632, Parke, B.
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to treat the right of stoppage in transitu as the exercise of a

lien.

In some respects it is treated as an absolute lien, and on this

ground denied to exist at aU, where it cannot exist as a lien.

Thus it is said, that this right belongs only to one who sold the

goods, or had distinctly the property in them ; and not to one

who has himself only a lien on them, as a bailee who has a

lien for worlv done, or the like ; for when such a party sends the

goods away from him, he parts with the possession, and his own
lien ceases, (p)

It is indeed quite well settled, that the right of stoppage in

transitu exists only between vendor and vendee, or between

persons standing substantially in that relation. A mere surety

for the price, upon whom there is no primary liability to pay

for the goods, cannot stop them upon the insolvency of the

vendee merely to secure himself from loss, (q) But if the con

signor is virtually the vendor, he may exercise the right. Thus

if a person in this country should send an order to his corre'

spondent in Paris to procure and ship to him certain goods,

which the latter should procure on his own credit, without nam^

ing the principal, and ship to him at the original price, adding

only his commission, he would be considered as an original

vendor, so far at least as to give him the right of stoppage in

transitu, (r) if not for all purposes. So a principal, who con-

signs goods to his factor upon credit, may stop them on the

factor's insolvency, (s)

The right of stoppage in transitu is not confined to a sale of

goods. A person remitting money on a particular account, or

for a particular purpose, may stop the same on hearing of the

insolvency of the consignee, (t) The fact that the accounts

between the consignor and consignee are unadjusted, rendering

it uncertain whether there is, or will be, a balance due the con-

signor, will not prevent the consignor from exercising this

right, (m) But goods shipped to pay a precedent and existing

(p) Sweet V. Pym, 1 East, 4. Aliter upon a general romitt.ance from a

(q) Siffkinu. Wray, 6 East, 371. debtor to his creditor on account of his

( r )
Feise v. Wray, 3 East, 93. debt.

s
)
Kinloclc V. Craig, 3 T. R. 119. (u) Wood v. Jones, 7 Dow. & R. 126 .

(() Smith u. Bowles, 2 Esp. 578. Vertue ti. Jewell, 4 Camp. 31.
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debt, cannot be stopped on the insolvency of the consignee. (?;)

A consignor may, however, exercise this right, although he

has received a bill of exchange for the goods, and indorsed it

over
;
(w) or even if he has received actual payment for a part

of the goods, (x)

SECTION II.

WHEN AND HOW THE RIGHT MAY BE EXERCISED.

The general rule is, that this right exists as long as the goods

are in transitu. But it is sometimes difficult to determine

whether the goods which it is sought to stop are stiU in tran-

situ, {y) It seems to be settled, that they are so not only while

(w) Wood V. Roach, 1 Yeates, 177,

B.C. 2 DiiUas, 180; Summeril y. Elder,

1 Binn. 106 ; Clark v. Mauran, 3 Paige,

373.

(w) And this is true although Ihe bills

are not yet mature. Newhall v. Vargas,

13 Me. 93 ; Boll v. Moss, 5 Wlmrt. 189
;

Eeise u. Wniv, 3 East, 93 ; Jenkyns v.

Usborne, 7 Man. & G. 678, 698 ; Donath
V. Broomhead, 7 Penn. St. 301. And it is

said that the consigTior need not tender

back the bill. Edwards v. Brewer, 2 M. &
W. 375; Hays v. Mouille, 14 Penn. St.

48. But .of this we should have some
doubts.

(x) Hodgson V. Loy, 7 T. R. 440;
Newhall r. Vargas, 13 Me. 93.— Qucere,

whether in those States where a negotiable

bill or note is considered prima facie as

payment, such a bill or note, given for

the whole price, would defeat the right of

stoppage % See Chapman v. Searle, 3

Pick. 38 ; Hutchins c. Olcutt, 4 Vt. 549
;

White V. Dougherty, Mart. & Y. 309.

See Horncastle v. Farran, 3 B. & Aid.

497 ; Bunney v. Poyntz, 4 B. & Ad. 568.

{y) If part of the goods have been de-

livered, the rest may nevertheless be stop-

ped. Buckley v, Furniss, 17 Wend. 504.

So held where the goods were separated,

and one wagon-load had been delivered

before the rest anived. See also, Hanson
V. Mever, 6 East, 614. In Tanner v.

Scovell, 14 M. & W. 28, goods were ship-

ped for London, and were landed at a

wharf, and entered on the wharfinger's

books in the consignor's name ; he had also

given the vendee an order for their deliv-

ery, under which he had received and sold

the greater part ; held notwithstanding,

that the transitus of the rest might be ar-

rested. On the other hand, in Hammond
V. Anderson, 4 B. & P. 69, the vendor and
vendee both lived in the same town ; and
the goods lay at the wharf of a third per-

son. The vendee having received an or-

der for the delivery of tlie pro])erty, went
to the wharf, weighed the whole, and took
away a part ; it was held, that the vendor
had then no right to stop the remainder.

So in Slubey v. Heyward, 2 H. Bl. 504,
the whole property anived at the port of
delivery ; the consignees entered the whole

cargo at the custom house ; they also 7-e-

moved a part before the consignor attempt-
ed to stop the goods. It was held too late.

See also Jones v. Jones, 8 M. & W. 431
;

Buimey v. Poyntz, 4 B. & Ad. 571, where
part delivery of a portion of a haystae k,

with intent to separate that from the re-

mainder, was held not sufficient. A valid

stoppage of part of the goods forwarded
under an entire contract will not abrogate
the efljoct of an actual or constructive pos-
session acquired by the consignor of the
residue. Wentwbrth v. Outhwaite, 10 M.
& Vf. 436, a very important case. The
dictum of Taunton, J., in Betts v. Gibbins,

2 A. & E. 57, that a partial dcHvery is

prima facie a delivery of the whole, lias
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in motion, and not only while in the actual possession of the

carrier (although he was appointed and specified by the con-

signee), but also while they are deposited in any place distinctly

connected with the transmission or delivery of them, (z) or

rather, while in any place not actually or consti'uctively the

place of the consignee, or so in his possession or under his con-

trol, that the putting them there implies the intention of deUv-

ery. Thus, if goods are lodged in a public warehouse for non-

been denied. Sec Tanner v. Scovell, 14

M. & W. 37. This seems to have been

mainly on the ground that it was not in-

tended \iy tlie vendee, by taking possession

of part, to talie possession of the wliole,

but to separate that part, and take posses-

sion of it alone. In Crawshay v. Eades,

1 B. & C. 181, A delivered a quantity of

iron to be conveyed to B the vendee. The
carrier landed a part of tlie iron on B's

wharf, when, learning that B had stopped

payment, he reloaded the same on his

barge, and carried the whole to his own
premises. Held, that the vendor might

stop all the goods, the carrier having a

lien on the whole for his freight, and as

he had shown no assent to their delivery

without payment of bis lien, no part of

the goods ever came into the possession of

the vendee. See on this subject also.

Miles V. Gorton, 2 Cr. & M. 504 ; Dixon
V. Yates, 5 B. & Ad. 313.

{z) This point was much discussed in

Sawyer v. Joslin, 20 Vt. 172. There the

goods were shipped at Troy, N. Y. di-

rected to the purchaser at Vergennes, Vt.

They « err lauded upon the wharf at Ver-
gennes, half a mile from the purchaser's

place of business. The purchasers goods
were usually landed at the same place,

and it was not customary for the whartinger

or the carrier or any one for them, to have
any care of the goods after they were
landed ; but the consignee was accustomed
to transport the goods from the wharf to

his place of business, as was also tlie cus-

tom with other persons having goods land-

ed there. The goods while on the wharf
were not siiliject to any lien for freight or

charges ; it was In Id, that a delivery on the

wliai-f was a constructive delivery to the

vendee, and that the right of stoppage was
gone when the goods were landed. The
lases on this point were thus elassilied by
Hall, J., who delivered the opinion of the

court :
" The cases citv,d and reUed upon

by the plaintiff's counsel, where the tran-

sit was held not to have terminated, will,

I think, all be found to fall within one or

the other of the following classes:— I.

Cases in which it has been held that the

right of stoppage existed, where the goods
were originally forwarded on board of a
ship chartered by the vendee. 2. Where
the delivery of tlie goods to the vendee
has been deemed incomplete, by reason

of his refusal to accept them. 3. Where
goods remained in the custom-house, sub-

ject to a government bill for duties. 4.

Where they were still in the hands of the

caiTicr, or wharfinger, as his agent, sub-

ject to the earner's lien for freights. 5.

Wbeic the goods, though arrived at their

port of delivery, were still on shipboard,

or in the hands of the ship's lighterman,

to be conveyed to the wharf. 6. Where
the goods had performed part of their

transit, but were in the hands of a mid-
dleman, to be forwarded on by other car-

riers." Tucker r. Humphrey, 1 Mo. &
P. 378, is an important case. There
goods were shipped on board a vessel ad-

dressed to the defendant's wharf for one
Gilbert. An ini-oicc was sent to Gilbert,

stating that the gopds were bought and
shipped for him, and on his account and
risk ; and in the ship's manifest they were
marked to be delivered " to order." Be-
fore the an-ival of the vessel the purchaser
became bankrupt, and after the vessel

reached the wharf, but before the goods
were landed, they were claimed by a per-

son on behalf of the consignor, and they
were delivered to him. In an action by
the assignees of the consignee to recover
the goods, /leld, that the consignor had a
right to stop them. See other instances
in Richardson v. Goss, 3 15. & P. 127;
Loeschman v. Williams, 4 Camp. 181

;

Mills V. Ball, 2 B. & P. 4,57 ; Eowe v.

I'ickford, 1 J. B. Moore, 526 ; Leeds v.

Wright, 3 B. & P. 320 ; Marshall v. Fall
9 La. An. 92.
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payment of duties, they are not in the possession of the vendee,

and the vendor may stop them, (a) So where goods are still

in the custom-house, the right to stop them is not defeated,

although the vendee has pa'id the freight, the goods having been
not entered through loss of the invoice, (b) The entry -of the

goods without payment of duties is not a termination of the

transit, (c)

They are in transit until they pass into the possession of the

vendee. But this possession may be actual or constructive.

The doctrine that the goods must come to the " corporal touch "

of the vendee, as was once said by Lord Kenyan, has long

since been exploded, {d ) Thus, suffering the goods to be marked
and resold, and marked again by the second purchaser, has

been considered a constructive delivery, (e) So, a delivery

by the vendor, to the vendee, of the key of the vendor's

warehouse, where the goods are stored, amounts to a deliv-

ery. (/) So, demanding and marking the goods by the ven-

dee's agent at the inn where the goods arrived at their desti-

nation, (g)

If the carrier, by reason of an arrangement with the consignee,

or for any cause, remains in possession, but holds the goods only

as the agent of the consignee, and subject to his order, this is

(a) Northey v. Field, 2 Esp. 613; Nix (e) Stoveld-w. Huprhes, 14 East, 308.

i;. Olive, cited in Abbott on Shipping, (/) So thought Lord Kenyan idmself

490 ; Mottrara v. Heyer, 5 Denio, 629. in Ellis t>. Hunt, 3 T. R. 464.

(6) Donath v. Brownhead, 7 Penn. St. [g] Ellis .;. Hunt, 3 T. R. 464. So if

301. the vendor agi-eed to let the goods lie In

(c) Mottram v. Heyer, 5 Denio, 629, his warehouse, for a short time, although

B. c. 1 Denio, 483, is an important case, fy-ee of rent, and to accommodate the ven-

The defendants were merchants in New dee. BaiTett v. Goddard, 3 Mason, 107.

York. They ordered the plaintiffs to But see Townley v. Crump, 4 A. & E. 58,

send them from England a case of hard- contra. So if rent be paid. Hurry v.

ware. It arrived April 7, when the bill Mangles, 1 Camp. 452. So delivering to

of lading was delivered to the plaintiff's, the vendee a bill of parcels with an order

and the freight paid. On the 9th the on the store-keeper for the delivery of the

goods were entered at the custom-house, goods. HoUingsworth v. Napier, 3 Caines,

and carried from the ship to the public 182. But qucere, see post. So giving an
store. While there, and before the du- order by the vendor to the keeper of a

ties were paid, the defendants became warehouse, for the delivery of the

insolvent, and the plaintiff's demanded of goods. Harman v. Anderson, 2 Camp,
them the goods. They refused to deliver 243. See also, Frazier v. Hilliard, 2 Strob.

them, and afterwards paid the duties, and L. 309. Delivery to a mercantile house,

removed them to their store. It was held, merely for transmission to the vendee, by
that the demand was not sufScient to re- a forwarding house, does not take away
vest the title in the plaintiffs. the right of stoppage. Hays i^. Mouille,

(d) Wright V. Lawes, 4 Esp. 82; Mot- 14 Penn. St. 48.

tram ? . Heyer, 1 Denio, 483.
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the possession of the consignee, {h) Yet, even in cases where

an existing usage authorizes a carrier to retain the goods in his

hands as security for his whole claim against a consignee, the

consignor may still stop them as in transitu, and take them from

the carrier, by paying to him the amount due specifically for the

carriage of those goods, (i) And the master of a ship chartered

wholly, or even owned by the consignee, may, nevertheless, be a

carrier in whose hands the consignor may stop the goods, if the

goods are to be delivered finally to the charterer himself; but if

they are on board the buyer's ship to be carried to some third

party, they are so far delivered to the buyer when they go on

board his ship, as to destroy the right of stoppage, (j)

(h) This principle is well illustrated by
the case of Allan v. Gripper, 2 Cr. & J.

218, s. c. aTyr. 217. The goods were con-

ye^'cd by a carrier by water, and deposited

in the carrier's warehouse, to be delivered

tlience to the purchaser or his customers,

as they should be wanted, in pnrsnaiu-e of"

an agreement to this effect lictwecn the

carrier and the purchaser. This was tlie

usual course of business between them.
It was lu'ld, that the carrier became tlie

warehouseman of the pui'chaser itpon tire

good^ being deposited there, and tliat the

yendor's right of stoppage was gone.
And the case was lilicned to Foster v.

Framptou, 6 B. & C. 107, a. c. 9 Dow. &
K. 108, where the vendee desired the car-

rier for liis own convenience to let the

goods remain in Ills warehouse until lie re-

ceived further directions ; and also took
home samples of the coods ; hut before

the bullc was removed he became insolvent

;

held, that the right of stoppage in tninsihi

was iirinc. Scott u. Pcttit, .'SB. & P. 469,
was d<'<-iiled on the same principle. Goods
were sent from Jlanchcster diiecti'd to the
purchasers at London ; but in pursuance
of a general order from the buyer to the

seller, were sent to the warehouse of the
buyer's packer, and hy the warehouseman
were booked to the Imyer's account, and
the warehouseman unpacked them. The
transihis was held at an end when the
goods readied the warehouse.

((') Oppenheim v. Bussell, 3 B. & P.
la, is a very excellent case upon this sub-
ject.

(j) Stubbs V. Lund, 7 Mass. 4.5.3, recog-
nizes this principle. There the vendors
resided in lji.'erpool, England; the ven-

dees in America. The goods were de
livered on board the vendee's oivn ship,

at Liverpool, and consigned to them or
assigns, for which the master had signed
bills of lading. The vendors, hearing of

the insolvency of the vendees before the
\-csscl left Liverpool, refused to let the

vessel sail, claiming a right to stop the

good.s, and that they had not reached their

destination The rii;ht of stoppage was
allowed, mainly, it seems, on the ground
that the goodf \vere, by the bills of lading,

to be transported to the vendees, and were
in transit until they reached them ; but
it was thiiught, that if the goods had been
intended for some foreign market, and nev-
er dcsigneil to rQach any posse.-siun of the

purchaser.?, more than they then had at

the time of their shipment, the case would
be different, and the transit in such a case

would bo considered as ended. Parsons,

C. J., thus laid down the law on this

point :
" In our opinion the true distinc-

tion is, whether any actual possession of
the consignee or his assigns, after the ter-

mination of the voyage, be or be not pro-
vided for in the bills of lading. When
such actual possession, after the teimina-
tion of the voyage, is so provided for, then
the right of stoppage in transitu remains
after the shipment. Thus, if goods are

consigned on credit, and delivered on
board a ship chartered by the consignee,
to be imported by him, the right of stop-

ping in transitu continues after the ship-

ment (3 East, 381), but if the goods are

not to be imported by the consignee, but
to be transported from the place of ship-

ment to a foreign market, the right of
stO]3ping in transitu ceases on the ship.
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So, if by the bill of lading the goods are deliverable to the
order of the consignor or his assigns, the property therein does
not pass to the consignee,^ so as to defeat this right, although
they may be delivered on board the consignee's own vessel, (k)

and although the biU of lading expressed that the consignee
was to pay no freight, the goods " being owner's property." (l)

But it might be otherwise if it appeared by the bill of lading

that the goods were put on board to be canied for and on

ment, the transit being then completed

;

because no other actual possession of the

goods by the consignee is provided for in

flie bills of lading, which express the terms
of the shipment." The court in this case

telyvtpon Bohtlingk v. Inglis, 3 East, 381,
where a person in England chartered a
ship to go to Eussia, and bring home
goods from his coiTCspondent there, the

goods to make a complete cargo. The
Tessel proceeded to Russia, and the corre-

spondent shipped the goods ordered at the

risk of the freighter, and seat him the in-

voice and bills of lading. Tlie goods
were to be coirveyed to the freighter in

England. It was held, that the delivery

on board the vessel was not a final de-

livery, and that the goods might be stopped
on the way ; and on the same ground as

before stated that they " were in their pas-

sage or transit from the consignor to the

consignee." The distinction alluded to in

the next note, was, however, fully recog-

nized. See also, Coxe v. Harden, 4 East,

211. Newhall u. Vargas, 13 Me.' 93, is

also a clear illustration of the rule of the

text. The purchaser lived in America

;

the consignor in Havana. The former
sent his own vessel to Havana for a cargo
of molasses, which was shipped on board
the vessel, consigned to the vendee, and
to be delivered to him at his port of resi-

dence ; it was held, that the vendor had the

riglit to stop the goods at any time before

they came into tlie actual possession of

the vendee, and the case of Stubbs r. Lund
was fully approved. See also, Thompson
V. Trail, 2 C. & P. 334 ; Buckley v. Fur-
niss, 1.5 Wend. 137, s. c. 17 Wend. 504.

The case of Bolin v. Huft'nagle, 1 Eawle,

1, seems in direct conflict with these author-

ities, and we think cannot be supported.

But see the opinion of Parke, B. in Van
Casteel v. Bociker, 2 Exch. 708. The ease

ef Turner v. The Trustees of Liverpool

Docks, in the Exchequer Chamber, 6 E.

L. & E. 507, s. c. 6 Exch. 543, is an im-
portant case on this point. There A. &
Co., residing in Charleston, America, con-
signed cotton to B. & Co., living at Liver-
pool, and delivered it on B. & Co.'s own
vessel at Cliarleston, taking a bill of lad-

ing to deliver to their order or their as-

signs, they paying no freight, .
" being

owner's property." The consignors in-

dorsed the bill to the " Bank of Liverpool
or order." The consignees became bank-
rupt before the cotton arrived at Liverpool.

The consignors, on its arrival, claimed to

stop the cargo in transitu. The assignees

in bankruptcy claimed the cotton, as hav-
ing been so completely delivered as to vest

in the bankiiipts as soon as it was put on
board their own vcss^el at Charleston, spe-

cially appointed by them to bring homo
such caigo. Pattcson, J., said :

" There
is no doubt tliat the delivery of goods
on board the purchaser's own ship is

a delivery to him, unless the vendor pro-

tects himself by special terms restrain-

ing the ctl'ect of such delivery. In the

present case the vendors, by the terms of
the bill of lading, made the cotton deliver-

able at Liverpool to tlicir order or assigns,

and therefore there was not a deliveiy of
the cotton to the purchasers as owners,
although there was a delivery on board
their ship. The vendors still reserved to

themselves, at the time of the delivery to

the captain, a Jus disponendi of the goods,
which he by signing the bill acknowl-
edged." See also, Ellershaw v. Magniac,
6 Exch. 570, u. ; Van Casteel v. Booker,
2 Exch. 691 ; Wait v. Baker, id. 1

;

Mitchel V. Ede. 11 A. & E. 888; Jen-
kyns V. Brown, 14 Q. B. 496; Ke- v.

Cotesworth, 14 E. L. & E. 435, s, c. 7

Exch. 595 ; Aguin'e v. Parmelee, 22 Conn
473. See note (n), pos(

(k) Wait 0. Baker, 2 Exch. 1.

(I) Turner v. Trustees of Liverpool
Docks, 6 E. L. & E. 507, s. c. 6 Exch. 5 13.
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account and risk of the consignee, (m) So if the goods are

intended for a market foreign to the residence of the consignee,

and never designed to come into the actual possession of the

charterer, then it w;ould seem that a delivery on board of the

vessel, whether ov^^ned or hired by the purchaser or not, has

been held final, and the right of stoppage in transitu gone, (n)

As the goods may pass constructively into the possession of

the consignee, so they may be transferred by him before they

reach him, in such a way as to destroy the consignor's right of

stoppage in transitu. This may be done by an indorsement

and delivery of the biU of lading. This instrument is now (as

we had occasion to say in an earlier part of this work), (o) by

the custom of merchants, which is adopted by the courts, and

made a rule of law, regarded as negotiable ; or, more accurately

speaking, as quasi negotiable, its indorsement and delivery

operating as a symbolic delivery of the goods mentioned in

it. (p) And such transfer, if it is in good faith and for a

(m) Van Casteel o. Booker, 2 Exch.
691 ; Wilraslmrst u. Bowker, 7 Man. &
G. 882 ;

Jenkyns v. Brown, 14 Q. B.496.
{n) This distinction is fully supported

by Fowler v. Kymer, cited in 3 East, 396,

and recognized in Stubbs v. Lund, 7 Mass.

457 ;
Newhall v. Vargas, 13 Me. 93 ; and

Kowley v. Bigelow, 12 Pick. 308, sup-

ports the same view. The court there

said :
" We think it very C'lear, that a de-

livexy of the corn on board of a vessel

appointed by the vendee to receive it, not

for the purpose of transportation to him,

or to a place appointed by lum, to be de-

livered there for his use, but to be shipped

by such vessel, in his name, from his own
place of residence and business, to a third

person, was a termination of the transit,

and the right of the vendor to stop in

transitu was at an end." In Valpy y.

Gibson, 4 C. B. 837, it was held, that if

goods are sold to be shipped to some ul-

timate destination, of which the vendor
had knowledge, but were first to go into

the hands of an agent of the purchaser,

and there await the purchaser's orders, the

right of stoppage in transitu was deter-

mined on deli\'ery to such agent. See
also the still later case of Cowas-jee v.

Thompson, 5 Moore, P. C. 165. Tiiere

goods contracted to be sold and delivered
" free on board, " to be paid for by cash

or bills, at the option of the purchasers,

were delivered on board, and receipts

taken from the mate by the lighterman
employed by the sellers, who handed the

same over to them. The sellers apprised

the purchasers of the delivery, who elec-

ted to pay for the goods by a bill, which the

sellers having drawn, was duly accepted

by the purchasers. The sellers retained

the mate's receipts for the goods, but the

master signed the bill of lading in the

purchaser's names, who, while the bill

they accepted was running, became insol-

vent. In such circumstances, held by the

Judicial ComniittLC of the Privy Council
(reversing the verdict and judgment of
the Supreme Court at Bombay), that tro-

ver would not lie for the goods, for that

on their delivery on board the vessel they
were no longer in transitu, so as to be
stopped by the sellers ; and that the re-

tention of the receipts by the sellers was
immaterial, as, after their election to be
paid by a bill, the receipts of the mate
were not essential to the transaction be-

tween tlie seller and purchaser.
(o) See ante, p. 289.

(/:>) Small r. iMoatcs, 9 Bing. 574;
Dixon V. Yates, 5 B. & Ad. 313 ; Jenkyns
V. Usborne, 7 Man, & G. 678. The case
of Thompson v. Dorainy, 14 M. & W.
402, shows that the mere indorsement of
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valuable consideration, passes the property to the second ven-
dee, who holds it free from the right of the original vendor to
stop the goods in transitu, {q) But a second vendee, to whom
the bill of lading is not transferred, or not so transferred as to

carry good title, and who neglects to take actual or constructive

a bill of lading does not authorize the in-

dorsee to bring a snit in his own name
against the signers, for their failure to de-

li-\er tlio goods according to its terms ; it

would not be correct, therefore, to consider
sucli bills negotiable exactly, although they
have sometimes been so called (see Berk-
ley V. Watling, 7 A. & E. 29 ; Bell v.

Moss, 5 Whart. 189, 205), but rather that
an indorsement of such bill would amount
to a symbolical delivery. And if tliere were
also a Imna fide sale acccompanying tlie

transfer, the right of the vendor to stop in

transitu is gone.. Newsom v. Thornton, 6
East, 41, shows this. There Lord Ellen-

borough, C. J., said :
" A bill of lading

indeed shall pass the property upon a bona

fide indorsement and delivery, where it is

intended so to operate, in the same man-
ner as a direct delivery of the goods them-
selves would do, if so intended. But it

cannot operate further." Lawrence, J.,

added :
" In Liclcbarrow v. Mason some

of the judges did indeed liken a bill of
lading to a bill of exchange, and consid-

ered that the indorsement of the one did
convey the property in the goods in tlie

same manner as the indorsement of the

other conveyed the sum for which it was
drawn. But in the Exchequer Chamber
there was much argument to show that,

in itself, the indorsement of a bill of lading

was no transfer of the property, though it

might operate, as other instruments, as

evidence of the transfer." See Dows v.

Cobb, 12 Barb. 310.

iq] The leading case on this subject is

Lickbarrow u. Mason, first decided in the

King's Bench, 1787, and reported in 2 T.
R. 63, and fi-om thence carried to the Ex-
chequer Chamber, where, in 1790, the de-

cision below was reversed ; reported in 1

H. Bl. 357'. The record was thence

removed into the House' of Lords, where
the judgment of the Exchequer Chamber
was itself reversed, and a venire de novo

awarded in June, 1793. Biiller's able

opinion before the House of Lords is

reported in 6 East, 21, n. The cause

was again tried before the King's Bench
in 1794, at the head of which Lord Ken-

yon had in the mean time been placed,
and decided in the same manner as in

1787, when tlie case was fii-st before them.
If a writ of error was again brought, it

was probably abandoned, as no further
report of the case appears. A clear and
succinct history of the law on this point is

given in Abbott on Shipping, 471. The
ease of Lickbarrow v. Mason is to be
understood as deciding only, that if there
has been an actual and bona fide sale of
goods by the consignee, tlie consignor
cannot stop them, if the purchaser of the
consignee has also taken an assignment
to himself of the original bill of lading
from the consignor to the consignee. The
mere assignment of a bill of lading, not
based on an actual sale of the goods, it is

believed, would not destroy the vendor's
right. The delivery of a bill of lading
merely, the same being in the hands of the

original consignee, unindorsed, will not, of
couree, interfere with the vendor's right of
stoppage. Tucker v. Humphrey, 4 ISing.

516, s. c. 1 Mo. & P. 394, Parke, J. And
a fortiori, the delivery to the vendee of a
mere shipping note of the goods, or a de-

livery order for them, instead of a bill of
lading. Jenkyns v. Usborne, 7 Man. &
G. 678 ; Akerman v. Humphrey, 1 C. &
P. 53 ; McEwan v. Smith, 13 Jur. 265, 2

House of L. Cas. 309 ; Townley v. Crump,
4 A. & E. 58. See, however, HoUings-
worth V. Napier, 3 Caines, 182. In Wal-
ter V. Boss, 2 Wash. C. C. 283, is an ex-

cellent summary of the law on this point.

It is there held, that the indorsement and
delivery of a bill of lading, or the delivei^

without indorsement, if by the terras of the

bill the property is to be deliverd to a

particular person, amounts to a transfer

of the property, but not to defeat the ven-

dor's right of stoppage before the goods
came actually into the possession of the

vendee. But goods at sea may be sold,

and if the bill of lading is indorsed, tlie

right to stop in transitu is gone. See also

Ryberg v. Snell, id. 40.'!, and Gurney v.

Behrend, 25 E. L. & E. 128, s. c. 3 E. &
B. 622.
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possession, is in no better position than the first vendee, under

whom he claims ; and the goods may be taken from him by the

first vendor, on the insolvency of the first vendee. And if the

bUl of lading be so transferred and indorsed by way of pledge

to secure the consignee's debt, the consignor does not lose

entirely his right to stop the goods in transitu, but holds it sub-

ject to the rights of the pledgee. That is, he may enforce his

claim to hold the surplus of the value of the goods, after the

pledgee's claim is satisfied ; and he holds this surplus to secure

the debt of the consignee to him. (r) But the pledgee's claim,

which the consignor is thus bound to recognize, would not be for

a general balance of account ; but only for the specific advances

made upon the security of that particular bill of lading. And
therefore, by paying or tendering that amount, the consignor

acquires the right of retaking aU the goods, (s) And if the

pledgor had pledged some of his own goods, together with those

of the consignor, the latter would have a right to insist upon

the appropriation of all the pledgor's own goods towards the

claim of the pledgee, before any of the goods contained in the

bill of lading, {t)

It is said, that the exercise of this right is an act so far ad-

verse to the vendee, that if the goods be stopped by virtue of

an agreement between the buyer and seUer, it is no longer a

stoppage in transitu; but either a cancelling of the sale by

mutual consent, or a reconveyance by the buyer, (m) And it

(?) In re Wcstzintlms, 5 B.& Ad. 817
; to any such rescission of the s:\le by the

Chandler v. Fuhon, 10 Tex. 2. consifjnee, duly exercise his right, no pre-

(s) Spauliliiii; c. lUidin;,', 6 Bcav. 376. vious attachment by the creditors of the

(() In re Wrsi/;iiithus, 5 B. & Ad. 817. consignee, made durinfj their transit, can
(u) This qni'stion was raised in Ash I', be set up to defeat it. The consignor may

Putnam, 1 Hill (N. Y.),.302. So in Nay- rely upon his original property in the
lor V. Dennie, 8 Pick. 198, the same qucs- goods, and not upon any transfer or re-

tion was examined. It was there said, conveyance by the vendee.—It is per-
that althou{,'h the right of stoppage in fectly well settled, that tlie mere sale of the
transitu is adverse tu the consignee, that goods l>y the vendee during their transit,

means only that it cannot be exercised unaccompanied with any indorsement or
under a title derived from the consignee

;
delivery of a bill of landing, &c., will not

Dot that it must be exercised in hostiliti/ to defeat the consignor's right of stoppage,
him. And this right of stoppage is not Craven o. Kyder, 6 Taunt. 433 ; White-
defeated, merely because the consignee house y. Frost, 12 East, 614; Stoveld v.

gives the consignor a writing declaring Hughes, 14 East, 308; Miles v. Gorton,
that he revokes the order for the goods, 2 Cr. & M. .504; Dixon v. Yates, 5 B. &
and will not receive them, and requests the Ad. 339; Stanton v. Eager, 16 Pick,
carrier to deliver them to the consignor. 407. ^/oi /('on, an attachment, or seizure.

If the consignor, therefore, without regard ou execution, by the cri-ditors of the 'veu-
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then becomes in some cases a question of considerable diffi-

culty, whether the buyer can dispossess himself of the goods,

or of his right to them, for the benefit of the seller ; or must

hold them as a part of the funds to which his creditors generally

may look, (v) The principle which must decide such a ques-

tion would seem to be this : if the sale is so far complete that

the property in the goods has passed to the buyer, and the seller

has become his creditor for the price, the buyer can have no

more right to give to the seller security or satisfaction or other

benefit from those goods than from any others which he may
possess. But so long as the transaction is incomplete, the

buyer may warn the seller of the danger of going on with it,

and may aid him in the use of all legal means to arrest the

transaction where it stands, and so save to him his property, (w)

dee will not. They can take no more
rights than the vendee himself had. Smith
V. Goss, 1 Camp. 282 ; Buckley v. Fiir-

niss, 15 Wend. 137 ; Naylor v. Dennie, S

Pick. 198.

(v) See Heinecke u. Earle, 20 Law
Eep. 702.

(w) In Smith v. Field, 5 T. R. 402, it

was said, that a contract of sale might be
rescinded by the consent of vendor and
vendee, before the rights of others were
concerned. But where the vendee wished
to return the goods, and the vendor insti-

tuted an attachment to attach them in the

hands of the packer as the pi'operty of the

vendee, it was considered as an election

by the former not to rescind the contract

;

and the vendee afterwards having become
bankiTipt, the vendor was not allowed to

recover the goods in trover against the

packer. In Salte v. Field, id. 211, goods
were bought by the vendee's agent, and
lodged in the hands of the vendee's packer.

While there, they were attached as the

property of the vendee by some of his

creditors. The vendee had in fact coun-
termanded the purchase by letter to his

agent, written before the delivery of the

VOL. I. 39

goods to the packer, though not received

until afterwards. Held, the vendor assent-

ing to take back the goods, that the prop-

erty revested in liim, and the attachment

was avoided. See Atkin v. Barwick, 1

Stra. 165; Harman v. Fisher, 1 Cowp.
125 ; Alderson v. Temple, 4 Burr. 2239.

The consent of the vendor to retake the

goods is, however, essential, where the

sale has been completed by actual de-

livery. Salto ». Field, 5 T. E. 211. See
Eichai-dson v. Goss, 3 B. &P. 119 ; Bar-

tram II. Farebrother, Dan. & L. 42. Such
consent may be inferred by the jury, if

the vendor use and offer the property again

for sale, although when he received it back,

he said he would keep it "without preju-

dice." Long V. Preston, 2 Mo. & P. 262.

In Quincy v. TUton, 5 Grecnl. (Bennett's

ed.), 277, it is said, that where parties agree

to rescind a sale, the same formalities of

delivery, &c., are necessary to revest the

property in the original vendor, which
were necessary to pass it from him to the

vendee. See also, Lanfear v. Sumner, 17

Mass. 110; Miller w. Smith, 1 Mason
437.

END OF VOL. I.
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